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THE VULTURE IN ITALY.

The vulture is frequently mentioned in Homer,
who was familiarly acquainted with its habits of

devouring dead bodies. The symbolical punish-
ment of Tityus in Hades, for the rape of Latona,
as described in the Odyssey, consists in his liver,

the seat of desire, being perpetually mangled by
two vultures (xi. 578., imitated by Virgil, 2En.,
vi. 595.).
The natural history of the vulture is given by

Aristotle, who makes two species of this bird, dif-

fering as to size and colour. He was aware that

the vulture builds its nest on inaccessible rocks,

and states that the female lays two eggs at a time

(Camus, Notes sur VHist. des An. d'Aristote, p.

820.). In the pseud-Aristotelic work de Mirab.

60., it is affirmed that no one ever saw the nest

of a large vulture. A steep and inaccessible rock

is called a 7i>7nas Wrpa by .^Eschylus, Supp. 796.

Theophrastus relates the fabulous story that vul-

tures are killed by the smell of ointments (Caus.
Plant., vi. 5. 1.) ;

and a mixture of fact and fable,

respecting the same bird, may be seen in JElian,
N. A., ii. 46. Dio Cassius mentions that in Mace-
donia, before the battle of Philippi, a large num-
ber of vultures and of other birds which fed upon
dead bodies hovered over the army of Cassius,

making hideous screams (xlvii. 40.). See also,
Flor. iv. 7. 7. ; Obsequens, c. 69. Lucan likewise

introduces vultures on the field of Pharsalia, vii.

834. Aristotle mentions that the sudden appear-
ance of many vultures, following an army, was
used by Herodorus, the father of Bryson, as an

argument that they came from another earth
above our heads (H. A. vi. 5.

;
ix. 11.).

With respect to the presence of the vulture in

Italy, our attention must first be directed to the

celebrated story of the augury of Romulus and
Remus. The earliest account is that of Ennius,
who says that the .questions to be decided were,
whether Romulus or Remus should be the ruler,
and whether the city about to be founded should
be called Roma or Remora. As soon as the sun

rises, twelve sacred birds come from the sky, and

fly on the left hand of Romulus : this sign shows
that he is to be king. Nothing is said of six

birds seen by Remus, or of the twelve birds being
vultures. Romulus is described as standing on
the Aventine : the station of Remus is not men-
tioned. (Ap. Cic. de Div.

t
i. 48., where sol albus

evidently means the moon ; see Blomf. ad 2E,sch.

Ag. 81., Gloss.)
The next most ancient version appears to be

that of Ovid. He states that the brothers propose
to decide by augury which is to be the founder of
the new city. One takes his station on the Pala-

tine, the other on the Aventine. Remus sees six

birds, and Romulus twelve. This omen is ad-

mitted by Remus to be decisive in favour of his

brother. Ovid makes no mention of vultures.

(Fast. iv. 809818. ; compare v. 149152.)
According to Livy (i. 6, 7.), the twin-brothers

contend for the supremacy, and for the honour of

giving his name to the future city. Romulus
takes his station on the Palatine, and Remus on
the Aventine hill. Remus first sees six vultures,
and Romulus afterwards sees twelve. A dispute
arises whether the priority of the omen, or the

superiority of the number of birds, is to prevail ;

and the dispute leads to a combat, in which Re-
mus is killed. Livy reports an opinion that the
number of the twelve lictors, as attendants on the

king, instituted by Romulus, was derived from
the twelve vultures. The same origin for the

number of the twelve fasces is mentioned by
^lian, N. A., x. 22. Livy himself thinks that it

was borrowed from the Etruscans, who derived it

from their twelve populi.

According to Dionysius (i. 85 6.) the jealousy
of the brothers broke out in a difference respect-

ing the choice of a site for the new foundation.

Romulus preferred the Palatine hill
; Remus pro-

posed a hill on the Tiber, at a distance of about
30 stadia, or 3f miles, named Remoria. Upon the

advice of Numitor, they agree to decide their dif-

ference by an augury. The station of Romulus
was the Palatine hill

;
that of Remus was the

Aventine, or, as some said, Remoria. Remus first

sees six vultures on the right hand, and Romulus
afterwards sees twelve : but a quarrel arises, in

consequence of a deceit which Romulus attempts
to practise on his brother. The interpretation of

the omen is also questioned on the ground stated

by Livy ; a fight arises, and Remus is slain.

A similar account is briefly given by Plutarch,
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Rom. 9. He mentions tbe attempted deceit of

Romulus as one of tbe versions of tbe story.

From this occurrence the Romans, be remarks,

make great use of vultures in augury. He ac-

counts for this custom partly by tbe harmless

qualities of tbe bird, which destroys no living ani-

mal and no vegetable, and does not even feed on

the deed of its own species; and partly bv the

rarity of its appearancea. Tbe same remark and

solution are repeated in Q*<e*l. Rom. 93. Victor

df Orif. O. R. 23. has a similar account, but he

omits tbe attempt at deceit, and merely states

that tbe interpretation was disputed. It may be

ra Censorinus (1). N., 17.) that the

: .cation of tbe twelve birds seen by Romu-
lus with vultures was as early as Varro.

The vulture appears
in another omen of the

regal period. Dionysius (iv. 63.) relates that

the downfal of Tarquinius Superbus was pre-
ceded by the following prodigy. Some eaglea
built their nest at the top

of a tall palm tree, near

the king's palace. While the eaglets were still

unfledged, a large flight of vultures attacked tbe

eat and destroyed it; killed tbe young birds, and

assaulted the parent birds on their return to tbe

neat, striking them with their beaks and wings,
and drove them from the palm tree. The prodigy
is briefly adverted to by Zon. vii. 11.

The vulture likewise appears during tbe his-

torical age in connexion with auguries in Italy.
Dio Casaius states that when Augustus, after

the death of Julius (43 n. c.), appeared at the

Comitia in the Campus Martius, for his election

aa consul, be saw six vultures, and that he after-

ward* saw twelve, when he addressed the soldiers,

said to have
compared

this augury with

that of Romulus, and to have recognised in it an
omen of his future greatness (xlvi. 46.). Sueto-
nius (Oct. 95.) and Appian (B.C. iii. 94.), de-

scribing tbe same event, mention only twelve

vultures; Obsequens (c. 68) speaks
of six on

each oocasirm Dio Casaius relates soon after-

ward*, among other prodigies, that numerous
vultures aligiited upon the temples of Genius
Publicua and Concord at Rome (xlvii. 2.) He
likewise declares that when Vitellius was sacri-

and haranguing tbe soldiers, shortly before
bis death (69 A.D.), many vultures fell upon tbe

victims, scattered them in various directions, and

early threw him down from the tribunal (Ixv.
16.). Julius Obseqnens (c.

43. 49.) mentions
vultures among the prodigies of the years 105
tad 95 B.C. His account is that some vulture*
were killed by lightning upon a tower*; and that

vultures, devouring a dead dog, were killed and
eaten by other vultures. He appears to refer to

taough the places are not

ItwMlhabeVeferthe '

i- ma i .
>

b-m of JorV. UmiMUrbolU. .as never IriM bylUght-
tef. (PUn..4.iBtrv.^k,i.fM.)

Plutarch, ss we have already seen, states that
mans made a great UPC of the vulture in

auguries, which seems to imply its frequency in

Italy; though he proceeds to account for the
v attached to the t<irl \>y tbe rarity of iu

appearance (tnduno 64o^). According to Pliny
(x. 7.), Umbricius, tbe most skilful

aruspex of his

own time, stated that the vultur. laid t!.

eggs ; that with one egg it purified tin- others and
its nest, and afterwards threw it away ; and that

it flew to the place where dead bodies w. r.- to he

found three days beforehand. Umbricius i.s

tioned by Tacitus (Hist, i. 27.) as an aruspex
who warned Galba of his death,

of Pliny to a celebrated aruspex of his own
as an authority for facts in the natural history of
tbe vulture, seems to imply that the vulture was
then used in augury. The following birds arc

enumerated by Festus (allies, p. net, p.
197.), and after him by Servius (on A.
as affording auspicies, not by their voice, but by
their flight; viz. the buteo, the sanqualis th.- im-

musculus, the eagle, and tbe vulture, i

according to Pliny, was a species of hawk used in

auguries. It gave its name to a family of the

Fabian gens ; because a bird of this species .-

on the general's ship, and afforded a lucky omen.
The sanaualis and immusculus were birds in preat
reauest by augurs, allied to the eagle and the

vulture. Pliny mentions that these birds were

reported not to have been seen at Km. >ino the

time of Mucius tbe Augur ; but he in indi:

attribute the fact of their not having been ob-

served to the recent neglect of taking auguries
(N. If. x. 8, 9.). Q. Mucius Scaevola, the

here referred to, was pnetor in 121, and an old

man in 88 B.C. Livy makes a similar -..in;.!:iint

with respect to the remissness in recording prodi-

gies which bad grown up in his time (xliii. 1/i.).

The Romans do not seem to have been consistent
in their views

respecting
the auspiciousness of the

vulture : for, in the Thebaid of Statius (iii

609.), the prophet, taking an augury, complains
that no

propitious
bird has come in view, but that

the hawk and the vulture have alone been l

Livy, describing a great pestilence at Koine in

the year 174 B.C., and a murrain of the rattle in

tbe preceding year, states that many bodies re-

mained unburicd in the street*, but that they
wasted away, and were not devoured by doga Of
vultures ; and that notwithstanding the preat

mortality of cattle and men in these two years,
;Iture was ever seen (xli. '21.).

I'lutarch, in his Life of Marias, c. 17., relates

a strange story, on the authority of Alcxan

Myndu*, a Greek writ- aim-ly, that

two vultures frequently appeared to the ai

Mariu., before its successes, and were then-lore
considered a good omen ; they were known by
brazen chain*, whi.-h t!.-- toMiors In
round ll
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In an epigram of Catullus against a certain

Cominius, the vulture is mentioned in a manner

which might be understood to imply that the bird

was then common in Italy :

" Non equidem dubito, quin primum inimica bonorum

Lingua exsecta avido sit data vulturio.

Effossos oculos voret atro gutture corvus,

Intestina canes, cetera membra lupi." Carm. 108.

The Romans were, however, so familiar with

the Greek poets, that this image may have been

derived from their works, and not from nature.

The great Bearded Vulture, or Latnmergeier,
inhabits the Alps and Pyrenees, the mountains of

Greece, and of the Tyrol ;
but even in these ele-

vated regions is now a rare bird. According to

Tschudi, in his work entitled Das Thierlcben

der Alpenwelt, this vulture frequents in summer
the highest levels of the Alps ;

in winter he de-

scends to the lower ranges, but never, like the

eagle, visits the plains. He builds on precipitous

rocks, and never perches on trees, except for the

purpose of collecting wood for his nest. As to

the presence of the Lammergeier in the mountains

of Greece and Roumelia, see Lenz, Zoologie der

Alien, p. 275. The Vultur cinereus occurs more

frequently in Europe; it is found in Spain and

Sicily ;
it is common in Sardinia

;
in Italy it is

rare, and never found in the forests. (Penny
Cyclo. vol. xxvi. p. 470.) Cetti, Gli Uccelli di

Sardegna (1776), p. 1 27., enumerates four

species of vultures in Sardinia. He says that

they are often killed by the shepherds when gorged
with food, and unable to rise quickly from the

earth ; and that they build their nests on the

most inaccessible rocks. Brydone states that the

vulture inhabits Etna (Tour in Sicily, vol. i. p.
236. ), and Ford mentions that it is common in

Spain. (Handbook of Spainy vol. i. p. 349.)
The original version of the augury of Romulus

and Remus seems merely to have mentioned
twelve birds : their conversion into vultures was
doubtless a later embellishment, in order to give
effect to the story. The prodigy which prefigured
the expulsion of the Tarquins the eagles which
built their nest on a palm tree in the royal gar-
dens, and the attack of the vultures on the nest,
followed by the slaughter of the young and the

expulsion of the old birds is a manifest fiction.

Both these narratives belong to the pre-historical

age of Rome : but the stories of the flights of
vultures which appeared to Augustus ;

of those
which settled on the two temples at Rome ; and
of the vultures which attacked Vitellius while he
was sacrificing, likewise betray evident marks of
fiction. It is difficult to explain the statement of
Plutarch that the Romans made much use of this
bird in auguries, except by supposing that he re-
fers to the practice of the Romans in countries
where it was more often seen than in Italy. The
circumstances in the natural history of the vul-

ture reported by the aruspex Umbricius, are

imaginary, and imply no personal knowledge of
the habits of the bird. The story of the two vul-
tures with brazen necklaces, which appeared to

the army of Marius before a victory, is not fixed

to any locality, and is moreover a manifest fable

in the form in which it is related to us. Livy's
account of the non-appearance of the vulture at

Rome during the murrain and pestilence of

174 5 B.C., implies that its appearance was natu-

rally to be expected on such an occasion. Never-
theless, if there had been any vultures in the

country near Rome, they would doubtless have
devoured the dead bodies, without caring for the
cause of their death.

It may be considered as tolerably certain

that the vulture was as rare a visitant of the

plains of Italy in ancient as it is in modern times.

The ancients were not always precise in distin-

guishing species in natural history; thus they
confounded the cat and the weasel, two species
which seem to us very different ; and it is proba-
ble that they may have sometimes confounded the

eagle or other large carnivorous bird with the
vulture. Some vestiges of this confusion are visi-

ble in Pliny, N. H. x. 3., and it appears to occur
in some passages of the Old and New Testament.

(See Winer, B. R. W., art. ADLER.) Aristotle, H.
N. ix. 32., describes the percnopterus as a spe-
cies of eagle, which in its habits resembles the
vulture ; and JElian, N. A. ii. 46., states that the

aegypius is between the vulture and the eagle

(compare Camus, ib. p. 65. 622.). Modern natu-
ralists have likewise established a species of gypae-
tus, intermediate between vultures and eagles. G.
Cuvier, in his notes to the French translation of

Pliny (torn. vii. p. 366.), remarks that the de-

scriptions of birds given by the ancients are less

intelligible and exact than their descriptions of

quadrupeds and of fish ; and he thinks that this

difference is owing to the fact that their informa-
tion respecting birds was principally derived from
the augurs, who were not agreed as to the names
of the different species which they observed for

the purposes of their superstitious craft.

The vulture, like other rapacious birds, is in

general solitary in its habits ; and the stories

of large flights of vultures on the site of Rome,
before its foundation, and afterwards among its

buildings, are quite incredible. It seems, how-
ever, that the vulture has certain habits which

give it the appearance of being a gregarious bird.

The condors sometimes haunt the same cliff in

South America to the number of twenty or

thirty ;
and five or six sometimes roost on the

same tree. The Sociable vulture, a South African

bird, is so called from its habit of packing toge-
ther (Penny Cycl ib. p. 466. 474.). Gesner, Hist.

Nat. vol. iii. p. 712., lays it down, on the autho-

rity of Belon, that the vulture is the only
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raptorial bird which is gregarious. Vultures soli

_ ui urn gregatim degunt, ita ut aliquando

E"
quaginla in uno grece appareant,

ut in

pto se obsenraate scribit Bellon." Belon in-

states (Hittoir* det Ouemu, 1585, j

that he had wondered at seeing troops of vultures

in the plains and deserts between Cairo and the

Bed Sea; but be explains this circumstance by

remarking that this district is traversed by camels,

many of which die there, and the vultures col-

lect around their dead bodies. Temminck, Ot-

MOMX. vol. i., states of the vulture :
"

Ilfl

par paire, mais se ruuniasent en grandes troupes
a la curcc autour des cadavres qu'ils eventent de

tres-loin." This habit of the vulture is all u

in Isaiah, xxxiv. IS. :
u There shall the great owl

make her nest, and lay, and hatch, and gather
her shadow. There shall the vultures also

be gathered, everv one with her mate." Vul-

tures are attracted from various cmarters to the

same spot by the presence
of dead bodies ; they

are not properly birds of prey, though they feed

on carrion : hence they assemble wherever car-

rion is to be found : but the vulture is not a gre-

garious bird, and does not flv in
troops

like the

wan, the goose, the duck, and the rook.

In the Onfirotr utemidorus, who lived

in 140 180 A.D., mention is made of an a >

custom in Italy, not to kill vultures, and to con-

aider it impious to hurt them : t^aBoy 8 n *ai i

'iraAla v&tmtav wa\at6f yvm owe cutupoiVt, nal rout

fofciufrovt avrolf &<&* yo/ufovffu', I. 8. No Roman
writer alludes to this ancient custom, and it

ap-
pears to be altogether unsuited to Italy. On the

other band, we know that the native Iberian

tribes are related to have considered it an hon-

ourable and holy mode of sepulture to be de*

Toured by a vulture. ..Elian, N. A. x. 2*2., savs

that the Vaocsei, a Hesperian tribe, burn the

bodies of those who die a natural death, in order

to stamp their effeminate end with ignominy ; but

honour those who die in war by casting their

bodies to the vultures, believing the vulture to be
a sacred bird. In this passage, BOJCKMM for BJM>N,
is

evidently the right reading (compare Menage,
ad Diag. Latrt. v. 79.). The Vaccsei were a

large tribe in the interior of Hispania Tarraco-
Silius says of the Celtibertans :-

i i
-

: .
.

TaltMte:
Impaatua carpal si tJaosaUa vu:

,;...;:
I

In another passage be characterise* this mode
of burial as common to all Iberians:

- TeJIare (at perbibeat) is no* aatiqms Ibera,

fcxaatma obsossaas eaatesait corpora vu

Concerning a similar custom of the Caspians in

Asia linor,see Btrab. xi. U. 8.

Hence it seems probable that for 'IT.*** in Ar-

temidorus, we should read '!<rvar/ or 'iftn^t-

at the present day the vulture occurs fi

in Spain.

VBBSTBOAM'S " BBM

I have a good copy of the edit, pmctpi of Ver-

stegan's Jfestita&m of Decayed InteOifmot, 1605.

In the title-page is the name " Will

with the canting motto :
" Will and Walke at

The initials highly ornamented, and the

.- fine, about the date of Charles I. or the

Commonwealth.
The engraving! are very fine. Who is the en-

graver? No name, or initial, or mark appears
on any one of them.

The last leaf contains the arms of the Verste-

gans,
inscribed at the foot: "Insignia vestustsa

familisB Versteganorum," etc. Upon the back of

this leaf is the following manuscript
not. .

very difficult running secretary hand of the reign
of James I. The Latin is not first-rate : the tran-

script is perfectly accurate.

It Verstegan was the author of the acrostic on
"Elizabeth" (2* 8. vii. 45.), be must have

changed his views a good deal alter his abode at

Brussels. P.P.

Ventegan was one of that devilliah traytor Parsons

Us agents at Brnxalls in the dayea of <>

being a base fellow, and haveing no more gentleman's
blonde in bis bodie than in a coupeir's son, nor scant so

much of high breed may the coupcr be, yet toke appon
him to cotize the English nobles and gentles there,

iirmlnn that there were not part 8 or 4 in those coasts

of all o* nation y were of aoie noble or geaeroos Mood,
coat arrnc^ or anceatrie, via. The Erie ofWsstmorlande,
the K. Daerea, and M I remembr the next was himself or
S' Will'm Stanley, I know not whether,

Knight or 8' Knave was in the 8 place,
followed a foule ado* in the Flemish Court for awhile,

of noble and genroua blood being might
graced by this bass companion's information gin*.

;

.

.
; .: ,:,.,! i .. . . /:,. \: . tl,.i

untriall gentleman was one of that nobleman fiV I'.tr-

, .,
;
, .. .:.' D / KS, .:.! t4s> BMaf ->,. ;,'r^. -

as wen to be conveyed thence abroa.i

Fraaee, Ac. I Thtc are the wordea of W. WatHon, the

Preist, in bis Q~*Uti*t, of Statt and BtKfion, Qmiflfttt"
P*g

Where allao in the next wordea he showed how
Panons dell serioaaly with the Pope about

co'icatdng of the K. of Scots, James
by Parsonsdread Sovereigne

eeoticdo
lime ad

being by Pan.
nobsdiia*eberetkk,&.

t-rous

me ad indgnia
appsodan? re

NBW CATALOOUB Of SI! AKSPF.ARM

( Continuedfrom 204 > J 'JO. )

In roiuiiiuutioii of tli.- liflt, so well l-i-uun 1-y

Ma. WTUH and Ma. Ktn>, I send the following ;
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none of which appear in the catalogues supplied

by those gentlemen, nor in Mr. Halliwell's Shak-

speanana, published in 1841.

followed will

The arrangement
facilitate reference to that work.

Single Plays.

The Merchant of Venice. Altered and very much im-

proved by Lord Lansdowne. 8vo. T. Johnson at the

Hague. 1711.

The Taming of the Shrew. Cobler of Preston (an al-

teration of The Taming of the Shrew). By Mr. Johnson.

Front. 1716.

Macbeth. French, par J. F. Ducis. 8v<x Paris. 1816.

1623, with the variations of 1632, 1664, and

1687, with notes (in German). By Delias. 8vo. Bre-

men, 1841.

Henry IV. With the Humors of Sir John Falstaff, a

Tragi-Comedy. London. 1710. Unique, probably printed
abroad.

Henry VI. The Roses, or King Henry the 6th, al-

tered by Dr. Valpy. 8vo. Reading. 1795.

Richard III. 4to. London. 1605. Printed by Tho-
mas Creede, and are to be sold by Mathew Lawe.

Copy in the Bodleian library [Unique?].
Newly altered by Bridgman. 8vo. 1820.

Cbriolanus. Italian. 8vo. Florence. 1834.

Julius Ccesar. 4to. London. 1684.

4to. London, n. d. [1696?].
Italian. Florence. 1829.

Latine redditum, a Henrico Denison. 8vo. Lon-
don. 1856.

Translated into French Verse with the English
Text at the foot of the pages; preceded by a Study, and
followed by Notes. By C. Carlhaut. Paris. 1856.

King Lear. Collated with the old and modern editions

[by C. Jennens]. 8vo. 1770.

French. 8vo. Paris. 1783.

English and German. 12rno. Leipzig. 1794.

Romeo and Juliet. French. Paris. 1772.

French. Par J. F. Ducis. 8vo. Paris. 1813.

r- Italian. Rome. 1826.

Hamlet. 4to. London. 1676. The first 4to. edition

after the Restoration. The text is very depraved, but it

was reprinted many times, even so late as 1737.

An Opera, as it is performed at the Queen's
Theatre in the Haymarket, London. 1712. Founded,
not on Shakspeare's Play, but upon the old " Historic of

Hamlet."
French. Par J. F. Ducis. 8vo. Paris. 1815.

Othello. German. Leipzig. 1802.

German. Jena. 1806.

French. Par J. F. Ducis. 8vo. Paris. 1817.

Commentaries, Essays, 8fc.

Antient and Modern Stages Survey'd. By J. Drake,
1699.

(Contains curious early specimens of Shakspearian criti-

cism.)

Hypolitus Earl of Douglas, with the Secret History of
Mack-beth King of Scotland, taken from a very ancient
MS. 8vo. 1708.

Of Verbal Criticism, an Epistle to Mr. Pope, occa-
sioned bv Theobald's Shakspeare, and Bentley's Milton.
Fol. 1733.

(A satire on the Shakspearian commentators.)
Essay on Wit, Humor, &c., and on the Character of

Sir John Falstaff and others. 1744.
Falstaffs Wedding, a Comedy written in imitation of

Shakspeare, by W. Kerrick. London. 1773.
Letters of Literature, with Critical Remarks on Shak-

speare. By J. P. Heron (Robert Pinkerton). 8vo. 1785.

lago displayed, showing how Cassio accused lago of

corruption, n. d.

Essays by a Society of Gentlemen at Exeter [on lago,
Shylock, &c.]. 8vo. Exeter. 1796.

Precious Relics ; or the Tragedy of Vortigern rehearsed.
A dramatic piece in two acts. London. 1796.

Letters from an English Traveller, and a Fragment of

Shakspeare. By Rev. Martin Sherlock. 2 vols. 8vo.
London. 1802.

Essay on Henry V. when Prince of Wales. By Alex.
Luders. 8vo. London. 1813.

Literary History of the 18th Century. By J. Nichols.

8vo. London. 1817. The second volume.
*

(This volume contains pp. 189-654., the Shakspearian
correspondence of Lewis Theobald, Dr. Thirlby, and Mr.

Warburton.)
Essav on the Genius of Shakspeare. By H. M. Graves.

12mo. Lond. 1826.

An Appendix to the Works of Shakspeare, containing
his Life by Skottowe; his Poems, a critical Glossary
compiled from Nares and others. Roy. 8vo. Leipzic,
1826.

The Life and Humors of Falstaff. A Comedy, com-

piled from Shakspeare. 12mo. Lond. 1829.

Catalogue of the various Articles contained in Clara"

Fisher's Shakspearian Cabinet. 8vo. 1830.

Shakspeare and his Commentators, from Lowndes'

Bibliographical Manual. Post 8vo. Lond. 1831.

(Only 52 copies printed.)
Da Ponto (Luigi) Giulietta e Romeo, Novella Storica,

la Novella di Baudello, il Poemetti di Clizia ed altre,

con Illustrazioni Storiche e Bibliographiche. A. Torri.

Pisa, 1831. Plates.

Lectures on Shakspeare. By R. B. Hardy. 18mo.
1834.

Oration on the Life, Character, and Genius of Shak-

speare. By George Jones. 8vo. 1836.

Chefs d'CEuvre de Shakspeare, Othello, Hamlet, Mac-
beth, Richard III., Romeo and Juliet, Merchant of Ve-
nice, in French and English on opposite pages, with
Notes critiques et historiques par D. O'Sullivan. 2
vols. 1837.

Proposal for erecting a Monument to Shakspeare. 8vo.
1837.

Falstaff, a Shakspearian Tract. By J. H. Hackett.
1840. Privately printed.

Essay on English Tragedy, with Remarks on Shak-

speare. By Guthrie. 8vo.

What does Hamlet mean ? 8vo. Lond.
Commentaries on the Historical Plays of Shakspeare.

By the Hon. T. P. Courtenay. 2 vols. 8vo. London,
1840.

Letter to John Murray upon an aesthetic Edition of

the Works of Shakspeare. By Spencer Hall. Roy. 8vo.

London. 1841.

Shakespeare Affe oder Leben un Lieben ein Lustspiel,
Bern, Brummer. 8vo. Amberg. 1841.

A House for Shakspeare, a Proposition for the Con-
sideration of the Nation. By W. Wilson. 8vo.

Omtrekken eener Algemeene Litteratuur oder William

Shakespeare en Deszelf Werken door J. Moulin.

(Tweedstuck). 8vo. Te Kampen. 1845.

(A very useful Bibliography, as it points out the

various Essays, &c. that have been published in periodi-

cals, English as well as foreign.)

Hamlet, an Attempt to find the Key to a great moral

Problem. By E. Strachey. 8vo. London. 1848.

Shakespeare, von G. G. Gervinus. 8vo. Leipzig. 1849.

(A Biography 'of the Poet, and Remarks on his Works.

4 vols.)
Account of the Chandos Portrait of Shakspeare. 8vo.

London. 1849.
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PriM Emmy on the Historical Plays of Shakspeere,
tro. UsJeL 1850.

A new Uoke about Shakspeare and Strstford-upon-
Avou. By J. <>. lUlliwell. 4la London. 1850.

..ted for prir.tr circulation.)
its and Simile* of William Sh..kpeare. illu-

in UM ancient Missal Style. By HVN.Hum-
pbrey. 4to. London. 1851.

Truths illustrated bv great Author*. A Dictionary of

,.,: v -

I AMi t,, BdkxJ .:.. QsjottliMNb .v . fr.,,,,

Shakepeare and other great Writers. 8vo. London.great
IMS.

'

Chasles (Phihuete) Etudes sur Shakspeare, Marie
Stuart et Aretin. 8vo. Paru.
The Text of Shakspeare: an Article in North British

Review. December. 1858 [ By G. I. Craik. ]

The Wisdom sod Genius of Shakspeare, comprising
Moral Philosophy, Delineations of Character, &c. 12mo.

Collier, J. P. Alte Handschriftliche Kmendationera
tm Shakespeare gewllrdigt von Dr. Delius. Bonn.

Leo, F. A., Beitrige and Verbesserungen zu Shake-

speare's Dramen. Berlin. 1858. [On J. P. Collier's

K..1. ... K..;J.

New Readings in Sbakspeare: in Black wood's Maga-
zine for August, September, and October. 1858.

Der Perkin'* Shakspeare. By T. Mommsen. 8vo.

The Philosophy of the Plays of Shakspeare unfolded.

By Delia Bacon, with a Preface by Nat. Hawthorne.
8va London. 1857.

The Beauties of Shakspeare ; a Lecture delivered at
Stratford- on-Avon, 23rd April, 1U7. By John Wise.

Shakspeare's SonneU : an Article in the Westminster
rriewJorApApril (?) 1867.

68, BoUorer Street. \V
L, A. B. W.

OLIA1IXUS FROM WRITERS Of TUB SRVENTEC1ITH

CEVTL'EY, ILLUSTRATIVE OF FROVERBS, WORDS,
rrc.

(C<mfcMttrf/rvM 2- S. ri. 821.)

it:

- We live in a stupid age. The greatest stroakes of

God, if sny irAif remots. scarce nuke the least dint :

those that cut to the quick usually be dofl too soon."

mm*mn,.fMr. Kckvd Opal London, 1658. Prefatory

- \Ve may U left to jrem Aesxfc, to those that be little

better than children." - 7ft.

would toft out that, out of the holy book of God.
that would not come into another man's consideration."

7s,
- Tie no wonder, then, that the mam of the whole

country . . . would hang on his ministry."- 76.

would be far from those ieflsbym and miserable

s*ie*,-*c.-7.
-Sometimes in such d*mp*,~ &>.- 76.

Get we then to God, He can stablish the
heart." -74,

to be more e&orr board in all oar dealings.*

t to the half nor overtcrn ptrt of *
t:.. .:,', '

.

-
/'

I'-pe more by his je*ting thsn
I.uther by bis r*/fj,o," 8 . , v
Ctfm. London. 1G5<. Prefatory Address:

\i:- reepii
. M

"
//..

and his other eminencies would be laid in oylt
snd l,m by him thst hath a better pencil." 76.~

S an immanent wheres not a transient power

_ _ie snvee in the
printing." p 80. of the following

TVeo/iM on <Ae Tramilation e/ffte Holy Scriptmrtt :

"That we may not leave any ruU in the consciences of
the weak, It., p. 19.

(In this treatise the word i/A occurs twelve

times.)

" In this universal tcart-jrt." Tin Balm of Gikad.
A Sermon prtaektd by Amtk. Tmcknty, D.D^ Aug. 80, 1648,
London, 1654, p. 11.

- Like a vruckt man," Ac, 76., IS.
M Be a means that she (i. e. your native country),

which bath suckled you with her milk, may not be
abdhe* in her own blood." -//,.

- You shall find all hopes and expectations 4uAj, all
amker, coming home." &c.- 76, 56.

~
Anker, fA^rmcA." 76 , G..

-
If circumstances can btoye* them of the largest size."

M Death's sting can pierce, even to the quick, through
snch a callous orturajnusse." A. Tmekmry't Sermon on
Dmtk dinrmed, p. 25.
M He thinks he is still rowfoui and toesine in the tem-

pest- 7s\, 109.

-Then all vizor* will be laid aside, all War* patmmt
and btanty mtott that covered foul sores will beplnekt off."

M No more is a true godly spirit kindtnd in his way by
this scorn (or reproach), then one riding on with strength
in hisjouniey.AWmiby the oarkingV *<, at his
none beele."-am>o* on th< Excellency JaGracio*,
Spirit. London. 1688p64.
"The child that thou t*UJdit and reprovcst." Bur-

nwoAs on Hotta. London, 165?, vol. i. p. 52.
- BtmetUJ with the tempest." 76 . 65.

"Because God revealeth such rich grace in the auaUssf
ofjudgment, let this engage your hearts to the Lord for

vec.
1*-- lb^ 71.

M It hath been matter enough for a godly, painful, con-
adonable minister to be omttd of all he hath in an in-
stant."

"Many times in dark corners in the count rv where
they never had the knowledge of Jesus Christ, \ > ,.

nmsUd up in Popery, and all kinds of superstitions

A Ami /**' spirit is liable to a thousand tempts-
lions."_ /Aw 98.

- We shall have nothing bat brabling and divisions ;

what shsli every man be left to do wkal Ae totx"

They h ide, cAedhsr. eWA
own. they will

ciencea. ai>

la)C ends of their own. they will yield to anv thing fur the

attaining of those ends," 76.. 102.

at kind of dangers did i*trtm the Church, snd
do wrtnm it." -76.71161

" Those on ship-board aAsot out to have them come to

nelpe.-Ac.-76., U9.
-They (children) should be very carefull in keeping

their doe respect to their parents, and not speak mall*-

I*rtk~-Il
le, arrogancy, maUapertn**,"

** We have slready met with as tickle points as can be.'*

-7^161.
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" Thev did batten themselves, and suck out the Egyp-
tian manners." Burroughs on Hosea. London, 1652,

"If this affliction that thou dost so riggk to get out of,

and thinkest thyself so miserable under it, had not be-

falne thee, thou mightest have/a/n into the pit, and been

lost." Ib., 240.

"They keep a rigling and a stirre." Ib., 246.

" Now I have no heart to pray ; yea, I must be haled to

it." Ib., 250.
" Conscience hales them to duty." Ib., 463.
" The 3f . of the feast himself came in." Ib., 258.
" The English word lewd comes from loed, an old Saxon

word, which signifieth one that is of a servile disposition,

of an under spirit" Sfc. Ib., 277.

"When afflictions come on the wicked they are all

Amort." Ib., 283. ;
also vol. iv. 200.

" Their hearts were put all agog with their feasts."

Ib. 287.
" When you hear of Incomes of riches flowing in upon

you," &c. Ib., 317.
" To draw them aside from the clutter of the world."
"
They had some incklings of while they were here."

76., 359*

"You have fetches because you meet with difficulties in

your wav." Ib., 424.
" Much adoe there is before our hearts can be gotten to

work towards God in good earnest." Ib., 443.
"
They are very hot about a very poore, sorry, cold

businesse." Ib., 452.
" We lay it (a filthy garment), soaking a great while,

and a frosting many nights, the Jews have lyne a soaking
and frostning many hundred yeeres." Ib., 500.

" Not long since . . . what sumptuous things and
fine knacks had they, and all to set out a pompous super-
stitious way of worship." Ib., 412.

" One that hathe beene acquainted with the free grace of

God in Christ, will serve God for himself without indent-

ing with Him : he will be willing to go into God's vine-

yard, and not indent for a penny a day." Ib., 206.

"This is the reason that your Bride-well or Gaole-

birds seldome or never come to good; why? because

they have no bridle to keep them in; they have lost all

their honour, and they can loose no more." Ib., 215.;
and vol. iv. 35.

" The word that signifies detractor in the Hebrew is

Rachil, and some think our English word Rake-hell

comes from that word, one that makes no conscience to

speak falsely." Ib., ii. 44.
" Those were a company of Promoters, Apparitors, and

Baylifs." Ib., ii. 47.
' Many young men that have lived in good families,

and had good governors, then their sin was restrained ;

but afterward, when they come to live at their own hand,
then they break out, erumpunt then." Ib., 59.

" You shall find them by their very gate, they walk

sopeartley abroad. Ib., 112.
" It is your fault you have bezelled it away." Ib. t 212.
" But presently lay in a wanzeing, languishing, sence-

less condition, and so died. Ib., 645.

"There is a sullen dumpish sighing of spirit and de-

jection of soul that is as unpleasing to God as it is to

men." Vol. iii. 168.
" A wicked swearing deboist officer that hath a spight

against godly men in an army, will set them on the most
desperat service," &c.Ib., 257.

" Tradesmen
oppress

their debtors, when they have
gotten poor men into their debts, then they wifl make
them that they shall buy of them, and of none other, and
so will put off any of their braided ware to them, and
put it off at a deer rate." Vol. iv. 314.

" You that have good voiages abroad." Ib. 328.

" Oh ! how ridged are they." Burroughs on Hosea.
London, 1652, vol. iv. 301.

" He is severe and he is ridged." Ib., 170.
"
Some, behave themselves so ridgedly." Ib., 341.

"
Roughness, and ridgedness, and cruelty." Ib., 390.

(Query. Do these last quotations suggest a
different origin of the word from the Latin rigidus,
from which rigid is usually derived ?)

Proverbs and Sayings, Sfc.

" The country proverb is Hear as hogs in harvest. . . .

When they are gotten into good shack, when they at
home call them and knock at the trough, the hogs will

lift up their heads out of the stubble and listen, but fall

to their shack again." Giles Firmin, Real Christian, 1670.

p. 11.
" It is a terrible proverb, but I believe too true,

' Hell
is paved with the sculls of great scholars, and paled in

with the bones of rich men." Ib
, 30.

" We say of a man, * I will winter him and summer
him, eat a bushel of salt with him, before I can trust him
as a bosom friend.' . . . We say of some men,

'

They are
such subtle deceivers they will cheat a man though he
stand, and look on them." Ib., 242.

" A short spurt doth not tire me, the length and hard-
ness of the way will at last tell me what leg 1 halt on"
Anth. Tuckney's Sermon on Balm of Gilead, p. 65.

" Death (if nothing before), will break many a knot of
goodfellows." A. Tuckney's Serm. Death Disarmed, p. 11.

" I am not so strait-laced or superstitious." Ib., 35.
" It seemeth that he had his faith at his finger's ends."

Ib., 50.
" A believer in the outlet of his life hath his out-gate

from all which in this life most troubled and wounded
him." Ib., 81.

"
They that have feathered their nests in the world," &c.

Ib., 123.
" He who in a course of mortification hath done the

greater will not stick at the lesse
;
will not stick to part

with his dear life, who by the grace of Christ hath al-

ready parted with his dearer lust." Ib., 137.
" Too fierce we be against such as close not with our

notions. It was Bell, Book, and Candle once, 'tis not
much better now. . . We cannot all cut to a thread, there
will be some variation in the compasse ; but whilest we
aim at the white, the oddes is to be passed by without
bitterness." Cupel's Remains, Prefatory Address.

" Whilst we be so sharp in our contests, Satan makes
his markets; Religion goes to wrack, our differences

widen." Ib,
" He charged his servants to do what few men prac-

tice ; never to set in corn, nor to bring home cattle, but
to take as the market would afford." Ib.

" It is an usuall thing when men are in the height of

their pride and their ruffe, like the wild asse's colt, to

scorn and condemn all that comes against them." Bur-

roughs on Hosea, i. 13. ; also, iii. 135.
" We say, that which commeth from the heart, will go to

the heart." Ib., 16.
" How many have you known who have been willing

to part with that which they had, and to put out, as it

were, to the icide world? Ib., 76.
" You are exceedingly gulled with this argument many

times." Ib., 80.
" I were as good hold my peace, sleepe in a whole skin,

and be quiet." Ib. 156.
" God accounts those who have never so much know-

ledge, yet if it do not sanctifie the heart so as to give
Him the glory, they are blinde, blinde as a beetle." Ib., 264.

"
Perhaps many of you have been kind to your friends,

and made them, as we say." Ib., 267.
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togort"^"^/*.^*: Also, rol. ii 217.

rfii often tell your laruh wasting
grants,

they

6* *W o/o enut before they die." 76., 276.

-TiCTpeople hare Gvpowdtr spirits, that a little

spark of fire can so quickly blow them up." 76., rol.

- Those things that one would think were as plain (as

we MV) tu I4* nott om a man'ifact" 76. 26.

- How diametrically cross U the language of Scripture,

and the doctrine of Papists 1 lanoranc* u fe mctkr of

Tj:"-_ say they :' Ignorance Is the mother of destruc-

tion.' salth Gou,
*
they periah for the want of knowledge,'

"

"'vow Chancellors and Commisariea Courts that

, wont to be, they cared not what offences there were,

1 at long presentment*, att bromgkt oral to tketr

__. In their estates, their liber-

bat especially in their conscience if they would not

at <b AoUkr's 6oy, U rmdt to doc* afto *ry pipe."

76 , -w.
- Wise discerningmen can see

""*

YoTpotme to a stand, yon even non pbu me in this

--76^668. Also, voL iii. 268.

d up tbemselrea." 76., 598.

r.jWelLyottsfcaff asosr 6 a /y the

Their had a proTerb in Germany, that the monks

wen eo wicked, there was nothing to bad which they

could think of. but they would dare do it." 76^ 681
-
TheyfaAtnd their errors on me." 76^ 686.

Now. their barU are &fa to dead 6r, all their spirit

aad We b quite gone," 76, 188,

llaoy hare very tor pretence*, they th

i, and that warrant out of the Scrioturc

in the Mtr.r.

they think they hare
ure for it, bat all

the while there a pad in <A tw, there is their living

and trading, and estates and friends that they hare an

eye upon, and it is that which 6y<usts their hearts and

pint*." VoL hi. 168.
" If the won* come that can, I hope we may hare time

jsjsVgii to get one war or other to maJ* styt to lire, and

the** AorA door, that ftdr eyes are upon,
bare ma !

taea solK-itott. about, and lees helpful in the great things
that God calls all together to joyn together with at their

treogth,-4c.-7A, Urt.

No men or women hare thdr hearts sink In despera-
tion more than those that, in rnfft of ihtir pnJe, are the

/ .

NS>

be like the water in the Thames, that

the poorest of all, may bare it, for At very/efaMy of it."

.t foul souls many of them bare, their beauty
Is bat *e Asp."- 76^ 434.

r Me U. say, ti't a wamim'i reojoii to say, I will

do Men a thing beeaoae 7 ml It*
" VoL ir. 80.

-
They l**~ Um m f*. JbrcA many times."-/

these who are the dear Sainta of God. that worship
I! -r .-..'.,< !-...,-! ... .in .;::.- ..

I . -..- .-, ,:.-.,,,; '.,-.,. <>..: ::. . .
,,'

will become of thee." /A^ 216.

M Of goods ill irot,

The third heir joreth not"
Ji*rro*yh. on llo~a. Ix>ndon, 1662, roL ir. 810.

We call rich men sn6sta<fa/ men. such a man (we
say) is a iml*t<mtial man, tor indeed all the substance
that the world looks after is riches, they account it sub-
stance." 76^ 815.

Having got himself van* in the M*," Ac, 7k. 428.
" As we speak of tome,

* Ghe them Hat esttsyA, am/
tfcy witt ovfaty Aen* mesusfess." 7/> .

-
They are presently upon the merry pin." 7k, IH, 189.

8. M. 8.

(To be wttuucd.)

ffdnar fto\ti.

Squaring (he Crrcfe. Of courae TOU and many
of your readers are acquainted with the game of
11

squaring
"
a given word, which has of late been

current in society. I do not know whether any
notice of this ingenious amusement falls witbin

your field. If so, you wilt perhaps put upon
record the "

smiaring of the circle
"
which I send

you. It is as follows :

C I R C L

I C A B O 8

E A B X S T
C B B A T B
L U S T B B

The condition of this squaring is that every
line, horizontal and vertical, shall be a known
word.
There are

verj probably other wayi of "
squar-

ing the circle :" if so, I should be glad to ae<>

I may remark that the reason why the circle is

especially difficult to square in thi* iry is that

in it three consonants come together, B c L ; and
theae of course, in making the other words, must
each be followed bj a vowel or a li-pii-l. \V. \\ .

Orfrrdthirt Prmtrb. In Fuller's Worthict of
Oxfordshire, I find the following proverb nnnmg
the old county sayings, and forward it with

tion of the author's comment. Let mo u<M th.it

the large sweeping dress, at present in fashion,

has been a subject of reproof and satire whenever
it has appeared, from the time of Latimer to this

day. Farthingale*, or rertlingalft, arc dii:

Johnson as "circles of whalebone used to -

out the petticoat to a wide circumference" :

SMO* rer&moale* to Broad Gatn* in Oxford.
" This will acquaint us with the female habit oC former

IJSJL ,...! ..! ,.niv l,y th- p,,!-!..,,; !:n.,h, tt tli.t aft,
.

: >.>rihssj ON mm < .: k .i

allusion is to Pembroke CoUeg
which at one lime - received the name of Bros<!

from the wide form of its entrance, Aula cum lata portA,'

or Aola Ule portensi*,'"
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women beneath their waists were pent-housed out far

beyond their bodies; so that posterity will wonder to

what purpose those bucklers of paste-board were em-

ployed These by degrees grew so vast, that their

wearers could not enter (except going side- long) at any

ordinary door ;
which gave the occasion to this proverb.

But these verdingales have been disused these forty years ;

whether because women were convinced in their con-

sciences of the vanity of this, or allured in their fancies

with the novelty of other fashions, I will not determine."

FBANCIS TRENCH.

Islip.

Bartholomew Thomas Duhigg. Mr. Duhigg,
Librarian to the Honourable Society of King's

Inns, Dublin, devoted no small portion of his

time to legal study and publication ;
as proved by

his Letter to the Eight Hon. Charles Abbot, on the

Arrangement of Irish Records, &fc. (8vo. Dublin,

1801); his Kings Inns Remembrances (8vo. Dublin,

1805); and his more comprehensive work, en-

titled History of the King's Inns, or, an Account

of the Legal Body in Ireland, from its Connexion

with England (8vo., Dublin, 1806).
Mr. Bohn, in his edition of Lowndes's Manual,

informs us that the History of the King's Inns is

"in three Parts, two Parts published;" but this

is an inaccuracy. I have Part III., as well as the

other two, at this moment before me.

The pamphlet, entitled King's Inns Remem-
brances, is

" an Account of Irish Judges on the

Revival of the King's Inns Society in 1607 ;" and
in a note appended to Part III. of his History, the

author states that " he is anxiously determined to

complete King's Inns Remembrances, or an ac-

count of eminent legal men from the earliest sera

in Irish annals, and also an History of the late

Union." Did Mr. Duhigg carry his intentions

into effect? When did he die? And has any
biographical sketch appeared in print ? ABHBA.

King James's Army List. Mr. D'Alton (at p.
728.) says that Colonel Roehfort was tried in

1651 for being a Royalist. Mason, in his History

of St. Patrick's, Dublin, gives the details of the

court martial
;
from which it would appear that

he was tried 9th March, 1651, for the murder of
his major a very different offence. He was
found guilty, and sentenced to death

;
but the

sentence was not executed for upwards of a year.
Mr. D'Alton has also fallen into mistakes about the

creation of sundry baronetcies, which he says were

granted before in reality the order was in exist-

ence. Y. S. M.

" Memoirs of General Joseph Holt." In p. xxii.

of the Preface to the Memoirs of Joseph Holt, it

is stated that " the manuscript of these volumes

[2 vols. 8vo. London, 1838] was procured by Sir

William Betham from Joseph Harrison Holt, the
son of the writer, not long after his father's

death." And in the Catalogue of the late Mr.
Thos. Crofton Croker's library, which was sold by

Messrs. Puttick & Simpson in 1834, there ap-
pears, amongst other MSS., the following item:

" 592. Memoirs of Holt, General of the Irish Rebels,
edited from his original MSS. by T. Crofton Croker. the
MS. in Mr. Croker's hand."

I have this MS. in my possession ;
and it is

curious, containing much more than what has
been printed, and showing the many alterations
made by the editor. Where is the original MS.
at present ? I may add what is not mentioned

by Mr. Croker, that Holt and his wife lie buried
in the old churchyard of Monkstown, near Dub-
lin ; and that there is a headstone to their me-
mory,

" erected by their eldest son, Joshua Holt
of Sydney." ABHBA.

Provincial Words : "Pishty"
"
Cess-here." In

parts of Gloucestershire a young dog is called a

pishty, and is invited to come by the words "
pishty,

pishty." In like manner a dog is invited to come,
to his food thus, "Cess-here, cess-here." Is either

of these words used elsewhere ? and whence are

they derived or corrupted ? P. P. Q.

ABIGAIL HILL.

It will be admitted by everyone who has given
much attention to the four last years of Q. Anne's

reign, when, more than at any other period of

English history, since the Revolution of 1688, the
succession to the throne trembled in the balance,
that the ruling spirit of that eventful period was

Abigail, Lady Masham. The comparative obscu-

rity into which her name has since fallen may be,
in a great measure, attributable to that unobtru-

siveness, not the least singular point in her very
remarkable character, which led her to content
herself with the reality of power, and avoid its

parade. Hence, while Sir Walter Scott styles
her truly

" the patroness of Tories," less discern-

ing writers have spoken of her as a creature or

tool in the hands of that party : a supposition,
one would think, sufficiently refuted by the plain
facts, that, after rescuing her royal mistress from
the intolerable yoke of the Marlboroughs, Abigail
Hill removed Lord Treasurer Godolphin to make
room for her cousin Harley ; and, again, removed

Harley with as little ceremony when it appeared
that he hesitated to go the required lengths to-

wards the restoration of the Queen's brother.

There can be no reasonable doubt that the

character of Lady Masham (naturally in her

own time the butt of political squibs and ribaldry
from the opposite party) is not in the present day

fairly appreciated. Miss Strickland, however,
writes :

"
Lady Masham wrote in a better style than Secretary

Harley or any of the courtiers of the era
-,

as any one
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mar ascertain who comparts Iheir respective composi-
tion* It U likewise undeniable that her letters surpais
tboM of the author* and potto among whoM coiretyond-
nc they are found."

I subjoin a genealogical scrap, and shall be glad
if any of your readers can throw light on a point
of which I have hitherto met no elucidation, the

connexion between Abigail Hill and the Harley

family, llarley's mother, it is well known, was

Abigail Stephens of Essington, in Gloucestershire ;

on the other hand, the mother of Abigail Hill was
a grand-daughter of Sir J. Jennings, a cousin,

re, of the Duchess Sarah.

,. RO...T 1I.U-
nth

f.

K5

!:
'

> L - : ! it Trur ,

,TMMUV to UM IXN Fwl.. MIH.

AbcmkMn.rim-

I.,.!-.

afeU Kill.

Norwich.

v*oruMfMnii7.

H. D'AVEKKT.

ZACHABT BOTD.

Believing that a correspondent of " N. & Q."
can resolve most questions relating to the literary

productions of the Rev. Zachary Boyd, I beg to

inquire if he can furnish any precise information

regarding the dates and peculiarities of the several

u of The Ftalmet of David in Metier, by the

r of the Biironie Chu
I have a copy of that Printed at Glatgow by the

Heire* of Geo. Andrrton, 1648, where the author,
in an address To the R. Rev. the fmthfull Minu-
ter* of Gotft Word of Britain and Ireland, says,
in 1644 he put his band to this work of the

Ptalmet, "whereof I give you now the latt edition"

Again,
"

I hope the
judicious

reader shall finde

this la*t edition mended in many things ; and, if

any thing hath been observed by any in former

editions, let them consider it to bee mended in

this list :" wlii.-h several passages indicate at least

a third imj>revion ; l.ut ft* md others,

specially name a thir ! late 1646, I

suppose I must consider mine the fourth, and
most probably die I'm d ompletion of the '

Zachary in this line.

In my book the prose alternates with the meeter,
and there is subjoined "The Songs of the Old
and New Testament," with the same imprinr.
ceded bv an address, dated Glasgow, '.'7t ,

1648, wherein he state* that he bad be

pressly charged with this work by t

Assembly in 1647. I have in vain tried to make
up a Note of the several impressions of this re-

markable version, and I shall be glad if your cor-

respondent's extensive digging* in this old field
enables him to supply what is wanting in this re-

spect in Laing, Holland, Cotton, and others.

J. O.

JHinar Ourric*.

7?<r. /*. Rosenhngen his literary Reputation.
" The Revel. Philip Itoeenhagen u loat because be pub-

his name. But he was very well

world, and better atili in the con-known in

lUhed nothing with his name. But he waa very well
in the literary world, and better atill in the con-

vivial world ; this, however, most have been more after

1774 than before. He had the sort of reputation to which
Theodore Hook should attach a name, u the brightest
and most enduring instance of il." Atkt***m, 1868,

Can any of his writings or wit be now traced ?

Family of Watson, Yorhthire. Can any of

your readers who are learned in Yorkshire gene-

alogies clear up the following for me ? In a /// T-

tory of the Family of Daird of Auchmedden^ frc.

recently published in Edinburgh, I find it stated

that a James Baird married u Jane Wat -

Hilton Park, Yorkshire.** It is about this Jane
Watson that I wish information, as I can find no
notice of any family of this name in connexion
with Bilton Park, near Aynsty, which k
lieve, the only Hilton Park in Yorkshire. It is also

stated in the work quoted that the family to which
Jane WaUon belonged afterwards took the name
of " Wood-Watson," and resided at

" Malton Ab-

bey ;

"
but here again I can find no trace of the

name. I am 'MK lined to believe that Bilton and
Malton must be misprints or errors of some sort.

I may state that in an old MS. vol., in the hand-
writ ing of the above Jane Wataon, I find inscribed

the names " Elizabeth Watson," "Kliz. H.-leombe,

.,k, 1703," and "Thos. Dalrymj.l.',
"

:md
'* John Dairymple,

H who were in all probability
relatives of the Jane Watson in question.

i V TlIBTA.

Lambert: Otering . The Rev. Thomas Lambert

gheda died in 1661, leaving four children :

I.James; 2. George (father of Ralph, Hi^ 1

Meath) ; 3. Anne, wife of Mathcw Geering ; 4.

a daughter, wife < f John Drunker. \N

Mr Lamtii-rt's pedigree. Was he of the Vork-
vhire family? What was hi* ilau-htcr.

Drunkcr's name ? and who was M.uhcw Geerinji ?
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"
Urban," as a Christian Name. This has been

a family name amongst the Vigers of the co. of

Carlow for about 250 years, but I am not able to

mention its origin, or any other family in which
it has been borne ? Can any of your correspond-
ents assist me? Y. S. M.

"
Night, a Poem" Can any reader tell me the

name of the author of Night, a poem, 8vo. Glas-

gow, 1811 ? The book was cut up in the Monthly
Review, and the critics received back some of their

abuse in a second work by the author, entitled

Peter Faultless, and other Poems, 8vo. Edinburgh,
1820. J. O.

Randolph Fitz-Eustace. Who is the author of

The Brides of Florence, a play in five acts, illus-

trative of the manners of the Middle Ages, by
Randolph Fitz-Eustace : published by Hurst,
Robinson & Co., London, and A. Constable & Co.,

Edinburgh, 8vo., 1824 ? The volume is dedicated
to Lieut-General and Mrs. Mclntyre. SIGMA.

Mrs. Jane Marshall. Can any of your readers

give me any account of Mrs. Jane Marshall [Mari-
shall?], authoress of Sir Harry Gayglove, a

comedy, 8vo. (Edinb. ?), 1772? She is also the
authoress of Clarinda Cathcart and Alicia Mon-
tague. The two works last mentioned I suppose
are novels. SIGMA.

Publishing before the Invention of Printing.
How did authors set about publishing their writ-

ings before the invention of printing ? Where
can any detailed answer to this question be found,
or any information on its subject ? W. P. P.

Heraldic Query. Arms in an old carved
Jacobean mantelpiece at Winchester. Quarterly,
1st and 4th, a cross bottonnee

; 2nd, a fret ; 3rd,
two bars. Crest. Over a squire's helmet, a

goat's* head, rising from a ducal coronet. Motto.
A foy et e B. B. WOODWARD.

Ephraim Pratt. In Kirby's Wonderful Mu-
seum, vol. v., is given a long list of persons who
have been remarkable for longevity. Amongst
the number appears
"
Ephraim Pratt, born in 1687, and living in Philadelphia

in 1802, at the age of 115; he married in his 26th year,
had six sons and daughters, and 1500 descendants in
North America. He had never been ill, never taken
physic or been bled; his intellectual faculties and his

memory were still unimpaired."

If this account be true, Mr. Pratt's progeny
far exceeded Lady Temple's (I

1* S. is. 468.). I

am anxious to know something more of his his-

tory, particularly the place of his birth, and whe-
ther he was of the family of Pratt of Shotswell,

*
I am not confident that the head is that of a goat;

but it is more like it than any other heraldic beast of my
acquaintance,

Warwickshire, and Edgcott, Northamptonshire.
He may have been a son of Ephraim Pratt who
died in 1709, aged seventy-two, and whose tomb-
stone is in Edgcott churchyard. Y. S. M.

Thelusson the Banker at Paris. An ancestor of

mine, an Englishman, resided for upwards of forty
years in Paris, and, at the age of eighty-one, died
there in the midst of the French Revolution, 1793.
He was an ecclesiastic of the Roman church, and,
therefore, could have no legal descendant except
the child of his brother, the only member of the

family who married. That child, my grandmother,
obtained possession after her uncle's death of some

property
in the Bank of England, left by the

abbe's sister to him. So little intercourse was
there between the family, that, although he sur-
vived his sister for three years, he died uncon-
scious of this legacy, which was a considerable
one. The change of religion had estranged the
abbe from his heretic brother and child, and the
latter only heard of her uncle's death by chance
some years after it occurred.

I find it stated that Peter Thelusson, by his

will, dated 1796, purposely tied up his property for

sixty years to give the unfortunate descendants
of his customers an opportunity of claiming their

own. It is most probable that the abbe, a fellow-

countryman, trusted his property to Thelusson's

care, for none can be traced in any of the French
funds. The only record of him was the " Acte
du Deces," still at St. Cloud, in which it 'is written
that "

Citoyen Luce Hooke, natif d'Ireland," was
found dead,

"
gitant sur un lit," by the authorities

called in on the occasion ; and there is no indica-
tion of the place in which he died, except the

general words " dans ce lieu."

I have heard it stated that Thelusson ordered
that his books should be open to the inspection of

all, but I have never been able to discover where

they were deposited. Perhaps some ofyour readers
can inform me? The time has now elapsed to

make or substantiate a claim to any of his pro-
perty, and the matter has settled down into a

literary curiosity. N. H. R.

Robert Emmetfs Rebellion in 1803. It will be
recollected that on Saturday, 23rd July, 1803, an
infuriated mob of assassins, in Dublin, murdered
Viscount Kilwarden, then Lord Chief Justice of
the King's Bench in Ireland ; and also Col. Lyde
Browne of the 21st Foot. At the same time an

officer, Cornet Henry Robert Cole, of the 12th Light
Dragoons, was shot at and severely wounded, but

escaped with life. These offences were committed

during the administration of the Earl of Hard-
wicke. Permit me, through the medium of " N".

& Q.," to inquire if this Col. Lyde Browne were
of the family of one of the most distinguished
virtuosi of this country, which claim will be indi-

cated by reference to the following publication :
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" Cbtofcro dei Marmi, mwtera, del Signre, Lyde
Browne, Londra, 177!

The coincidence of the Christian name suggests
to me that there was some relationship between

the two. The colonel I believe began bis military

career in the North Gloucester Militia, as lieu-

tenant in 1793 ; but soon after entered the regu-
lar army, and arrived at the rank above-mentioned.

The worthy officer, Mr. Cole, so barbarously
treated by the villains, is, I have heard, (till liv-

ing at Kew, near Richmond. *.

Cramer, ArcMriihop of Armagh. George Cro-

mcr, an Englishman, was appointed Archbishop
of Armagh and Primate of all Ireland in 1622,

lied 18 March, 1543. Neither Ware nor

Harris in their Bixhopt of Ireland give any ac-

count of his family, where born or educated, or

previous appointments. I undemand his

name does not appear in the registries of Oxford
or Cambridge; it is therefore probable he mar
have been educated in some of the great schools

ndon, and enjoyed some employment about

the court of Henry VIII. Would some of your
correspondents kindly afford me some information

as to nil early life, and more of his after history
as Primate than is contained in Harris, or point
out where it could be found, either through Your

columns, or by letter addressed to the Editor?
T. V. N.

Arm* tfJohn de Baku*. In the Ilarl. Collec-

tion u a charter (83. D. 44.) of John de Bohun,
dated -2-2 Kdw. III. To it is attached the seal

(elegant, and in good preservation,) of his mother,

Johanna, daughter and coheir of Win. de Braose.

The seal has a central shield (crusuly a lion ram-

Braose,) between three, all alike. Barry,
nebule of six ; a bordure crusuly. Were these

arms borne by John de Bohun, husband of
Avon.

Antient Portrait. At Brickwall, Northiam, is

a portrait on panel of a middle-aged lady, which,
from the dress and style of painting, is supposed
to be of the date either of Philip and Mary, or

early in Klizabeth's reign. On the upper cornerearly
u
art*

a shield, bearing
a coat of arms at follows :

le, on a chevron between three saltires couped
argent, five ermine spou of the field: on the other
id* of the lady's face, and corresponding in posi-
tion to the shield, it an inscription in white letters,

but, a portion of the panel having been broken off

and lost, only a part of the inscription U left ; it

is as follows, viz. :

" Pulchrior dBff A*
osHaraairgooir..

*
VTro," in the second line, is immediately nn-

f.ic" in the first, and the termination of both
lines appears to have been broken ofT.

" Fac" is

a portion of

Can any of your correspondents inform me
from the arms what family the lady K
She is supposed to have been a Greenwood of
Oxfordshire or Worcestershire. Also, can you
complete the lines, or throw any light on

meaning? The first is, probably, "her face if

more beautiful than the effigy," which may be

hoped, otherwise she was ugly enough. But what
can the second mean ? II..

ThomaM Randolph. Some short time since I

was favoured with a communication from the

Marquis of Kildare, in which he mentions that he
was informed by the late Mr. Holmes of th. Hri-

tish Museum, that, at the end of an old family
Bible in the possession of Mr. Shirley, at Eating-
ton Park, Warwickshire, is a note of the family of
" Thomas Randolph, 1 her Majes-
ties Porte*, and Chamberlaine of the Exchequier,"
who " married Mm. Ursula Coi.i had a
son Ambrose, "and a daughter Frances, who mar-
ried Thomas Fit/-.-mM." Was this the same

person as " Sir Thomas Randolph" mentioned in

the 1st volume of Historical Notet as ambassador
from Queen Elizabeth to Scotland and France
between 1572 and 1586, and died in 1590? He
was ancestor of the Duke of Leinster, and I am
very desirous to ascertain something of his family,
and his armorial bearings.

Drunkard$ Corpse Burnt. In the parish re-

gister of Iken, Suffolk, it is recorded that, on
Nov. 10, 1669, Edward Reeve, "nupcrde Iken

Hall," returning from Saxmundham "
impletus

fur; inribus li< juoribu!," fell from his horse and
broke his neck on the spot ;

" et proximo die,

vespertine tempore, in igntm potihu."
Are any

other instances on record of this mode of dispos-

ing of the corpse of one whose death was the effect

of drunkenness? ACHI.

M
Enjflithry

"
and "

Irithry." What authority
has Lord Macaulay for these words ?

tory of England, vol. iii. pp. 13-J, 1.13.) They
are not to be found either in .!! Valker.

Permit me to surest to 1 pro-

priety
of translating the extract nnish,

Dutch, and other foreign works insert- 1 in hN

notes, In his nex- N. II. K.

The Outf-itream ant! Cl< nd.

Can any correspondents of " N. & Q." direct me
to any recent periodical or other publication con-

taining an account of the change <>f thr nurse of

.If-stn-ain, and its supposed probable influ-

ence on the climate of Great Britain ?

JAS. DIXON.

Old Belli. I have lately seen a pair of < urious

old bells: they are brass, spherical, eimilar in

shape to the small bells now used for ferrets, and

measure 9| inches in diameter. They are very
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neatly cast, with a projecting rim round the

centre, and a stamped pattern on the lower half,

with the letters " R. W." or " W. R." They con

tain a loose metal ball about an ounce in weight,
and have two circular apertures in the upper part,
and a long narrow opening in the lower, and give
out a pretty loud sound when shaken ; they are

suspended by an iron link 1 inches, through
which runs a 2-inch iron ring, and weigh about

a pound each. Can any of your correspondents
throw a light on the use to which they were ap-

plied ? JAS. COOMBS.

German Silver. When and where was the

mixed metal, called albata, argentane, or German

silver, first made in Europe ? B.

" HorcB Subsecivce" by Lord Chandos, 162(\
I have recently purchased, at a book-stall, a book

bearing the above title on the outside, but within

the publisher says :

" The Author of this Booke I know not, but by chance

hearing that a friend of mine had some such papers in

hand, and hauing heard them commended, I was curious
to see and reade them ouer ; and in my opinion (which
is also confirmed by others iudicious and learned) sup-
posed if I could get the

Copie, they would be welcome
abroad. My friends courtesie bestowed it freely upon
me, and my endeuour to giue you contentment, caused
mee to put it in print." He adds, "If the Book please

3
rou, come home to my shop, you shall haue it bound

ready to your hand, where in the meane time I expect
you, and remaine At your command ED. BLOVNT."

The title-page runs thus :
" Horce Subseciua ;

Observations and Discovrses. London : printed
for Edward Blount, and are to be sold at his Shop
in Paul's Churchyard, at the signe of the Black

Beare, 1620."

It is difficult to reconcile the assertion in this

letter with the endorsement of the book. Can
you tell me who this Lord Chandos was ? In the

fly-leaf is written,
"
By Grey Bridges, Lord

Chandos, J. P." N. H. R.

[The author of this work is supposed to have been

Grey Brydges Lord Chandos, styled "King of Cots-

would," who died August 20, 1620. A full account,
and long extracts from this book, will be found in

Brydges's Memoirs of King James's Peers, p. 384. et seq.,
and in Park's edition of Lord Orford's Royal and Noble
Authors, ii. 184., ed. 1815. Mr. Park has the following
note respecting its authorship :

" The bookseller (Edward
Blount) in his address to the reader says,

' He knew not
the author of the book :

' but the late Dr. Lort had seen
a copy of it ascribed to Lord Chandos, and so had Lord
Orford. It must, however, be observed that Wood as-
cribes a book with this title to the Rev. Joseph Hen-
shaw, printed in 1631 and 1640; and assigns the above,
in 1620, to Gilbert Lord Cavendish, who died before his

father, the first Earl of Devonshire, in 1625. Mr. Brydges
thinks that Wood had little reason for ascribing the
book to Gilbert Cavendish, since, by the internal evidence
of the publication, it seems more probable to have been

written by Lord Chandos than Gilbert Cavendish, who
died too young to have had the experience which it dis-

plays. Mr. Brydges, however, adds, that those learned
antiquaries, Mr. Thomas Baker and Dr. White Kennett
(of whom the latter, from his connexions with the family,
had a particular opportunity of ascertaining the point if
well founded), considered it at least to be very doubtful.
Lord Orford professes to have introduced Lord Chandos
with great diffidence of his authority ; and Mr. Malone,
whose copy of HOTOR Subsecivce was obligingly imparted
to the editor [Thomas Park], conceives it likely to have
been written by William,the brother of Gilbert, if the pro-
duction of any Cavendish. It is probable, he adds, who-
ever was the author, that the book was composed about
1615, from, concurring notices of time in six or seven

places."]

Woodroof. Could you kindly inform me whe-
ther the plant called in Germany Waldmeister,
and used there to perfume and spice, wine grows
anywh^-e in England, and if so, where ? I find

the word translated in dictionaries as Wood-roof.
I am not myself an Englishman, or perhaps I

ought to know this
; yet none of my English

friends know it. J. C. C.

[The German Waldmeister appears to be the same
plant as the English Woodroof, according to the descrip-
tion as given by Rhind, in his Historu of the Vegetable
Kingdom, p. 592, edit. 1855. He statesThat the " Wood-
roof (Asperula odorata : natural;family Rubiacece; tetran-

dria, monogynia, of Linnaeus,) is a plant which grows wild
'

in woods and thickets, and has been admitted into the
garden from the beauty of its whorled leaves and simple
blossom, but chiefly from the fragrant odour of the leaves.
This odour is only perceptible when the leaves are
crushed by the fingers ; but "when dried, they give out
their peculiar odour very strongly, and for a long
period. They are used to scent clothes, and also to

preserve them from the attack of insects. This plant
will grow under the drip of trees, or in very shady places,
and thus may become a pleasing ornament in situations
where other flowers will not thrive. It is also frequently
planted in rock works." Gerard adds, that " Wood-roof
is reported to be put into wine to make a man merry, and
to be good for the heart and liver."]

Edwards' Palawan and Arcyte. Mr. Bohn, in
his edition of Lowndes, mentions Edwards' play
of " Palsemon and Arcyte

"
in a way which makes

one infer that there is an edition of 1566. Chet-
wood asserts

" that it was published with *

Songs
*

in 1585." Never having had the luck to meet
with it, or to meet with any one who had, I should
like to know whether my ignorance is the result
of my want of diligence, or whether the play re-

mains non est. G. H. K.

[Our dramatic writers do not appear to have ever seen
this comedy in print. Warton (History of English Poetry,

'

iii. 238., ed. 1840) says,
"

I believe it was never printed."
It would seem that Chetwood's statements must be re-

ceived with caution, as he is styled by George Steevens,
'' a blockhead, and a measureless and bungling liar."

Edward Wright. Sir Joshua Reynolds painted
the portrait of Mr. Wright, who wrote a book
of travels in Italy and elsewhere, which he dedi-

cated to Lord Parker, and which went through
;wo editions. Can any of your correspondents
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give any farther information M to the history of

Mr. Wright? G.

[ Mr. Edward Wright, ofStretton in Cheshire, born Aug.
25. I6M, and educated at St. John'. Collage. Cambridge,

of refined and elegant taste in usefulwaa a gentleman of
bWSjl !.;. .,:.:; .:.!..

in cecnpany wlthlbeEarl of Macclesfleld (then I>

r) in I7io, and spent thraa yean in a tour, of which he
M4a^aM4 M aWeJaaMftflt nf tl I *fV^Ma? tfV^afPVttfrfrMA MalMfe *

be* to
niustrated with several print* from hia

drawing*. Lood. 1780, and 2 vols. 4to.,

1711, aid

17S4. SereraJ of his pajw appeared in the PA*4a*A
TVmMrtKMU. He WM married to Eliiabeth, daughter of

. ... Ley, on Ma/ 2, 1709. Mr. Wright died on May 7,

1750, and WM buried at TiUton, in Cheshire, A pedigree
of the family U printed in Ormerod's CWattr*. U. 889.]

"
Odcombfan," Taylor, the water poet, dedi-

his Three Weekt\ Three Dayt\ and Three
Observation* and Travel from Lagfon to

Hamburgh, to " the odcombyan decambulator, per-
ambulator, ambler, trotter, or untyred traveller,

Thomas Coryat."
What is an "

odoombyan decambulator ?"
Acai.

[Sir Thomas Coryat waa a native of Odcombe, in

Odcombyan decambnlator, or more
r, * walker abroad. Decambulator,

in TmvWs days, may hare been classical slang for

Bayard's tan toea." 8ppoaing the coiner, whoerer be
waa, of the word btmmlMt to hare dealgned this

jocoae allusion to the number im (), U it not poaaibta
that be may hare bad in view the old Italian word <*-

a Volume in ten parU, or of tales related in ten

Edward Chandler, BithopofDurham. Wanted
bis arms. Y S. M.

[Cheeky G. and A^ on a bend engrailed S., three

Uoneela passant of the second. Hutcbinaon's D*r*am. ]

HrpUrt.

GHOST rroBin.

(2* S. T. 233. 285. 341. 386. 462.)

The Wynyard gbost-atory is thus alluded to in

UM tenth of Sir Walter Scott's Letter* on Demon'

Witchcraft:
- The story of two highly re*pcetablc officers in the

fl-lal-W - - M.V. __, a _ fc- ^ a^_ M ^_ _

fMlDMI sWTv WOO Bra MppOMQ IO BAT*) MM ID ptCCTt
of UM brother of one of them in a hot or barrack la

Aaaerica, is alaooM of tboaa accredited ghost-tales which
i sort of brevet rank astro*, from the mention of

reapectable aames as the parties who witnessed the riaioa.

Bat we are left without a glimpse when. bow. an-i m
what terms, this story obtained its currency ; M also by
whom, and in what manner, it WM first circulated ; and
among the numbers by whom it has bee* quoted, although
all agree in UM gaasial event, scarcely two, even of those
who preUod to the bast information, uli the story in the
SSSMI

As it has been revived in the above pages of
" N. & <*:' I will cn.leavour to throw a little

light U|ou it.

On the 23rd of October, 1823, a
party

of <lu-

tinguished big-wig* were dining with the late

Chief Justice Sewell, at his house on the esplanade
in Quebec, when the story in question became a

subject of conversation. Among the guests WM
Sir John Harvey, Adfatant-Genenl of the forces

in Canada, who stated that there was then in the

garrison an officer who knew all the circum-

stances, and who, probably, would not <!

answer a few queries about them. Sir John im-

mediately wrote fire queries, leaving a spa.

posite to each one for an answer, and sent th.-m

to Colonel Gore, who, if my memory serves me
rightly, was at the head of either the Ordnance
or the Royal Engineer department. The following
is a copy of both the queries and the answers, which
were returned to Sir John before he, and the other

guests, had left the Chief Justice's house :

* My Dear Gore.
M Do me the favour to answer the following

"
1. WM yon with the 83rd Reg*, when Captains

Wynyard and Sherbrooke believed that they saw the

apparition of the brother of the former officer pass through
the room in which they were sitting?
M 2. WM you not one of the first persons who entered

the room, and assisted in the search for the ghost ?

"3. Was you not the person who made a mom" in

writing of the circumstance* by which the singular fact

of the death of Wynyard's brother, at or about the time
when the apparition WM seen, was established ?

"
4. With the exception of Sir J. Sherbrooke, do you

not consider yourself almost the only surviving evidence

of this extraordinary occurrence?
- 6. When, where, and in what kind of building did

it take place?
M
(Signed) J. HAKVBT."

"
Thursday raornt,

"
1. Yes, I was. It occurred at Sydney, in the Isl of

Cape Breton, in the latter end of 1786 or 6, between 8
and 9 in the evening. We were then blocked up by the

ice, and had no communication with any other part of

tiu- m&
-

2. Yes. The ghost passad them M they were sitting
before the fire at coffee, and went into G. Wynyanl's
bed-closet, the window of which WM putted (tie) <lnwn.*

!;

M 8. I did not make the memorandum in writing myaelf,
bat I suggested it the next day to Sherbrooke, and he

made the mem". I remembered the date, and on the 6*
June our first letters from Kngland brought the account
of John Wynyard's death on the very night they MW his

' '<
-

4. I believe all are dead, except Colonel York-, who
then cosMiaadad the regiment, and is Deo?. Lv <-f th

Tower, and I believe Jones Panton, then an rn^ign in

the n*
-

6. It WM in the new barracks at Sydney, built the

preceding summer, one of the first erection, in th<- Mttle-

menu (SffaW) RALPH GoU.
-Sherbrooke had never aeen John Wynyard alive; but

soon after returning to BogJaad, the following year, when

/<Mtti*d down, to exclude the coll ?
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walking in Bond Street with Wm
. Wynyard, late D.^.

Gen1
., and just after telling him the story of the ghost,

[he] exclaimed My God! and pointed out a person

a gentleman as [being] exactly like the apparition in

person and dress. This gentleman was so like J. Wyn-
yard as often to be spoken to for him, and affected to

dress like him. I think his name was Hayman.
" I have heard Wm

. Wynyard mention the above cir-

cumstance, and declare hat he then believed the story of I

the ghost.
"
(Signed) R. G."

The above is taken from a copy made from the i

original queries and answers, and given to me,

only a few weeks after the date affixed to the

queries ;
and to it is added, in the handwriting of

the copyist, the following :

" A true copy from the original. The queries are

written in black ink in the hand-writing of Sir John

Harvey, Depy. Adj*. Gen
1
, of British America, and signed

by him ;
the answers are in red ink, written and signed

by Colonel Gore. The original paper belongs to Chief

Justice Sewell. Sir J. Sherbrooke was lately Govr
.

Gen1
, of Lower Canada.* It is said that Sir John Sher-

brooke could not bear to hear the subject spoken of."

The copyist was a near relative of the Chief

Justice, and died in 1832. He was one of my
most intimate friends. EBIC.

ATTACK ON THE SOR BONNE.

(2
nd S. vi. 346.)

The lines show that G. C. had more back and
current reading in foreign theology, and a better

appreciation of the difference between Zeus and

Jupiter, than could have been expected here in

the middle of the last century. He is not, how-

ever, quite correct in imputing to the Sorbonne
the scornful expression

" one Arnald." Arnauld
withdrew from France in 1679. He may be said

to have been " driven out
"
by the Sorbonne, but

it was at Liege, in " the land of dykes," that six

superiors of the University issued the decree

which Bayle thought worthy of preservation for

its exquisite latinity :

" Nos infra script! superiores conventuales regularium
in civitate Leodiensi, certiorati de conventiculis, qua?
habentur apud certum Arnaldum, doctrinam suspectam
spargentem, censemus D. Vicarium charitative certioran-

dum, ut similia conventicula dissipere et prohibere non

dedignetur, etiam cum dicto Arnoldo conversationes.
Datum in conventu minorum, hac 25 Aug. 1690."

f

On Nov. 18, 1751, the Abbe de Prades offered

himself for the degree of bachelor, and maintained
before the Sorbonne a thesis on the question, Quis
est ille in cujus faciem Deus inspiravit spiraculum
vitce ? He followed Locke in denying innate ideas,
and slightly resembled Hobbes on the origin of

justice; but the doctors approved and granted
his licence unanimously. Objectionable matter
was soon discovered, for on Dec. 17, the king's

.* From July, 1816, to July, 1818.

advocate applied to the Parliament, and on the

22nd the abbe's licence was suspended, and the

Sorbonne ordered to reconsider its decision. It

did so, and " ate its words
"
most ungracefully on

Jan. 27, 1752, censuring the thesis as horrible

(horrendum), and feebly excusing its own inad-

vertent approbation :

"Conscivit hoc grande nefas per thesim die 18 Nov.
anni proximi elapsi, in Sorbona propugnatam. Thesim
artifieiosa prolixitate, literarum fusilium tenuitate digestam,

quee legentium attentionem fatigando distraheret, loeutioui-

bus ambiguis, poeticis, metaphoricis, compositam, quibus
error sub quadam larva veritatis insinuaretur, ipsa vero

veritas pesumdaretur," &c.

De Prades was a man of ability, and had clever

friends. Voltaire and the Encyclopaedists were
on his side. He printed in 1753, Recueil de Pieces

concernant la These de M. VAbbe de Prades, in

which he gave the writings of his adversaries

fairly and stood up against them manfully. The
ablest were Beaumont, Archbishop of Paris, and
the Bishops of Montauban and Auxerre. I have
not read all the 270 quarto pages of small type
and double columns, but have seen enough to say
that they must have been instructive and pleasant,
when books were fewer and leisure was more.

I do not know what share the "mistresses" took
in the bullying, but no doubt under Louis XV.
they were as important in theology as in politics.

Probably some of them were for De Prades, as he

gives an allegorical frontispiece to the second part
of his book, with an ample explanation, in which
a female figure is called " La Religion soutenue

par le Roy, qu'elle regarde ayec confiance." A
light from above, described in language which
would savour of profanity if quoted, falls upon
her and " le fils aine de 1'Eglise," who is appro-

priately dressed as an ancient Roman.
There is a book on the other side, La Religion

vengee des Impietes de la These et de FApologie>
Montauban, 1754, for which I have made diligent
but fruitless inquiry.
Those who wish to go farther into this matter

than the space which can be spared in " N. & Q."
allows, will find enough, and directions to more,
in Bayle's Diet, art. Arnauld ; Causa Arnal-

dina, Leodici Eborunum, 1690; D'Argens, Lettres

Juives, vii. 158. ; Voltaire, Siecle de Louis XIV.
c. 37. : Reuchlin, Geschichte von Port Royal, Ham-
burg, 1839; and Bouillier, Histoire de la Philoso-

phic Cartesienne, Paris, 1854.

Allow me to correct what appears to be a mis-

print in the third of the lines quoted :

" Knocked down Titians, burnt-out Semele."

For " Titians
"
read "

the Titans" which sets the

metre right, and removes the anachronism and

auctioneering. H. B. C.

U. U. Club.
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The following if an extract from a MS. letter,

date 1C64, from the Ker. John Allln in London,
to his friend at Uye:-

-
I cannot yet gelfa bible for y old woman, bat one

printed 1661. 12* price, and 64 if claspt, bat I count y
Udeare. and (*>** be desire with Bex.'.

From the catalogue of a private library of the

dale of the latter part of the seventeenth cen-

tury, in which all the books are methodically
described, with their cost prices, I transcribe the

following list of Bibles, &c. :

- 8*0. Hebrew Bible contaifig all y Old Testament.

ApJStHam.~EogUsh Singing Psaimea.
'

London. 1681.

FoL Latin. Old Testament and Apocrypha, with mar-

gent Imanuel Tremelliuf and Ffrancis Juniu-v

Testament, both of TremelUos and Beza, with notes. 8t
Oervase. 1607. 12*.

4to. EaffUsh Service and Psalraes. Old Testament
and Apocrypha with Margent, New TesUment with

Margent, 16BG. Two Tables Singing Psalmes, London.

8r*a Franco. Old Testament and Apocrypha, New Tes-
with Tables (Rochell, 1616, Church of Geneva).

-
HmgiBf PsalsMa, linMet

with Tablee. Basil. 1678.
.-v., English Service and Psalme*.

-Old Testament and Apocrypha. In

Amsteniam. Ift89.-New

and Apocrypha, New
578. Vulgar edition. 5s.

i. i
'

Theodore Bess. English
1*41. 6*

8ro. Latin. Old and New Testament

Staging Psalmes. London.

London. 1640.

English singing Psalmes. London. 1648. 4s,

8m Old and New Testament and singing Psalmes.

Cambridge and London. 1647. 4s.

8m New Testament with Besa's Notes. L. Tomeon.
IssuW 1682. F.ogiish H"c*-g Psalmes. London.

16mo. Greek, New Testament , Epistle of Hen. 8t.
pbestt, and Notes of Isaac Casanbon. Oil rs, 1617. U6

16mo. Greek. New Testament. Amsterdam. 1631
London. 168). Is. 6dL

'ten: New TestamenU-aUging Psalmes.-
i -.-..., .. ,. A . : : .....

1662. 1..6dL

New Testament Vulgar edition. 44
16ma Italian. New Testament Antony Breofalns.

Lyons. 1641. U 64
Ifmo. Psalmes and ilymmes and Spintoall Songes

in Meetar. New Engiiah Church. London. 1662. 64
8m Old and New Testament John Came. 166*.

... ;;

8m Hebrew BlbU oont all r Old Testam'. Edition
v -.*

:..,London,

-. :
.-

,

with Tables, Ac. LugduiL
New Testa-
W.,u ,:.-

oL Greek and Latin. New Testament in 1 versions,
:.

;
i. ,. . .\ :. u .,

e Greeke and i Tables. 1MI. 4s.

4to. hyriac. Psalmi Davidis, eVc. lingoa Syriaca, Ac.

in vers Latin. Logduni. Thomas Encenius. i

Marc. Evangelist* Kvangelinra, >yriace Cotbeni*
k Cathol. I'Syriace, Mariinus

Trostiua Cotheni*. 1621. U

to jrlinnr clurnrs".

"
of Battel Abbey (1* S. ii. 199.)

MB. nf. A. LOWBB asked for assistance to

pret the designation of one of the tenants of
Battel Abbey about the year 1170, who occurs as
*' Jdricus nui signa fundebat." At

j..
237. of

the same volume answer was made by the RKV.
DB. HOCK, that the word tigmtm was fretj

used for a bell ; but I now venture to suggest
that the tigna in question were the tokens or

brooches cast to give or sell to the votaries at

Battel as memorials of their visits, like those
which are known to have been distributed at

Canterbury, Walstngham, and other celebrated

shrines. Since the year 1850, when Volume II.

of " N. & Q." was printed, much has beci

lected
respecting

these Signs of Pilgrimage.

Many of the most curious have been engraved
from the collection of the Rev. Thomas 1

F. S. A., to illustrate a paper in the forthcoming
volume of Archoologia : and I am inclined to

hope that, upon the suggestion I now make, either

Ma. LOWBB, MB. FIGG, or some other of liv-

able antiquaries of Sussex, will detect the signa
of Battel Abbey either in those plates or in tlu-ir

own cabinets. JOIIN uouou NICUOI.S.

Quren Anne't Chvrckei (2^ S. vii. 513.)
Another chapel of ease made a church by Queen
Anne's commissioners was Aylesbury Chap
John Square, Clerkenwell, which on the J7tli

December, 1723, was consecrated by the name of
the church of St. John, Clerkenwell, and had a

parish assigned to it. For particulars, vide Hone's

Every Day Book, pp. 147580. W. J. PIMM.

Barrymore and the Du Barryt (2^ s

ice Walpole, in a letter to the Miss Berrys,
dated "

Berkeley Square, Feb. 26, 1791," has the

following passage :

ae da Barry is come over to recover her jewel 5
;

of which she has been robbed, not by the N

sembly, bat by four Jews, who have been seised h-

committed to Newgate. Though the late Lord Barry-
more acknowledged her husband to be of his noble blood,

will she own the present Earl for a relate

im turn.-.! -.ir-iling player P^Lsttsrs o/ flames

HI :

' .-..
;

--:.

L.

CroAwelT* ChMr**(V* S. vii. 476, ,07 )-
The Protector had five sons and four .1

tlie loll, .wing is a correct list. His two

first male children died in infancy ; L

on the day subsequent to his birth. By his wife
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Elizabeth Bourchier he had Kobert, b. Oct. 13,

1621; died young. Oliver, bap. Feb. 6, 1622 ; died

young of the small-pox. Richard, b. Oct. 4, 1626 ;

died at Cheshunt, co. Herts, July 13, 1712, aet. 85.

Henry, b. at Huntingdon, Jan. 20, 1627 ; died

March 23, 167f, aet. 47; buried at Wicken,
co. Cambr. Bridget, bap. Aug. 5, 1624; buried at

Stoke Newington, co. Mid., Sept. 5, 1681. Eliz.

bap. July 2, 1629; died Aug. 6, 1658. James,
bap. Jan. 8, 1631 ; buried Jan. 9. same year.

Mary, bap. Feb. 9, 1636
;
died March 14, 1712-13.

Frances, d. Jan. 27, 1720, set. 84.

The entries in the pedigree from which this list

is taken give those of Kobert, Oliver, Richard,
Henry, and Elizabeth, as extracts from Hunting-
don registers. CL. HOPPER.

Oliver Cromwell had five sons : 1. Robert; 2.

Oliver ; 3. Richard
; 4. Henry ;

5. James. The
first three appear to have been educated at Fel-
stead school, Felstead being the residence of their

maternal grandfather, Sir James Bourchier.
Robert was buried at Felstead on the 31st of

May, 1639, aet. seventeen. Probably he died
while at school. Oliver was killed in battle at

the age of twenty-one. I believe his burial-place
is unknown. If it be at Felstead, the Rev. R. B.
P. Stanley will be doing a public service by pub-
lishing a copy of the register in the columns of
"N. & Q." Richard was buried at Cheshunt,
where he died. Henry was buried in Wicken
church. James, who died the day after his birth,
was buried at Huntingdon.
The correspondent of the Kentish Mercury is,

no doubt, in error in stating that three of the sons
of Oliver Cromwell were buried at Felstead.

Probably Robert was the only one buried there,
as it is scarcely likely that Oliver, who was killed

near Knaresborough, would be buried in Essex.

J. G. MORTEN.
Cheam.

The Cromwellian Edition of Gwillirris Heraldry
(2

nd
S. vii. 180.) A. A. speaks of a great num-

ber of the coats of the Cromwellian families being
in " the early editions of Gwillim," but it is only in

one edition of Gwillim that those coats occur
;
and

where is a copy of it to be found ? J. G. N.

The Arrows ofHarrow (2
nd

S. vii. 463.) Your
correspondent states that Dr. Butler, head mas-
ter, introduced the adoption of two crossed ar-
rows as the arms of Harrow School.

This is an error. I have in my possession three

prize books which I received while there, and all

those (and they were very numerous) which I
saw with other boys were similar; viz. stamped
with two crossed arrows on the back, as the arms
of Harrow. And I left Harrow before Dr. But-
ler became head master. I apprehend the custom
to be coeval with the establishment of the school.

E. L.

Vergubretus, Sfc. (2
nd S. vii. 424.) In the

present nebulous state of Keltic literature, it is

hazardous to attempt any etymologies, but the

following are submitted in illustration of M. PHI-
LARETE CHASLES' Note of the 6th May, e. .,

Vercingetorix, the celebrated chieftain of the
2Edui (Caes. B. G. 7.) has been resolved into
" Fear cean go turus," literally, the head man of
the expedition.

Vergesilaunus,
" Fear or feer go saelan;" or

the man of the standard, i. e. the standard bearer.
" Liscus (says Caesar in his Comment, b. i.), qui summo

magistratui prseerat, quern Vergobretum vocant ^Edui,
qui creatur annuus et vitae necisque in suos babet potes-
tatem," &c.,

is quite in accordance with the explanation of
"
Vergobretus," or " Fear go braith," i. e.

" The
man that judges."
To this may be added
"
Cartismandua," "Caer ys maen du," or "Caer

(t)ys maen du ;

" " The wall or city of the black
stone."

" The Brigantes," from Braighe, braighe acan,
elevated grounds.
The words (or as we now have them, proper

names) of Viriathus, Viridomarus, or Virduma-
rus (Caes. B. G. vii. 38.), Eporedorix (Id.) and
Veredovix are compounds requiring elucidation.

The prefix, ver, vir, or "
fear," may be considered

as ascertained to mean man : quaere tamen de cae-

teris. The old Scholiast on Juvenal, Sat. vii. v.

214. interprets Allobrox as meaning a stranger or

barbarian.
" Rufum qui totiea Ciceronem AUobroga dixit."

L. M. N.

Smokers (2
nd S. vii. 512.) The appellation of

" Smokers "
to a voter in Preston was not gene-

ral, if indeed it was ever used. The only quali-
fication required before the passing of the Reform
Act was to be twenty-one years of age, to have
lived in the town six months, and to have received
no parochial relief for twelve months before the

election. Your correspondent ITHURIEL has been
misinformed as to people taking apartments to

acquire the right to vote. W. D.

Guns, when first used in India (2
nd

S. vii. 523.)
Your correspondent ERIC asks,

" When, and
from what source, was artillery first brought into

use in and among the natives of India ?"
See the Hon. M. Elphinstone's History of India,

vol. ii. p. 90. The Emperor Baber from Cabul in-

vaded India, the last time in A.D. 1526, on the 21st

of April. He defeated Sultan Ibrahim, Emperor
of Delhi, who had 100,000 men. Baber had only

12,000 men, including followers.
" On the ap-

proach of Ibrahim, Baber took up a position,
linked his guns together by ropes of twisted lea-

ther, and lined them with infantry, farther pro-
tected by breast- works. He likewise strength-
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enetl bis flanks with field-works and fascines."

Ibrakimt troops bad only arrow (no *").
The Indian* reported that not less than 40,000

perished
in tbe battle and pursuit."* The battle

lasted from soon after sunrise till noon.

Tbe introduction of artillery into India by the

French and Knglisb is not much beyond one
hundred years. \V. 11.

Oriental Club.

-
77,,- //,/'.,

Scala Celi (2
nd S. vL 111. 179. 238.)

May 23. Richard Sykes of Stainton, co. York, by
bis will of that date, gave to tbe Grey Friars in

Doncaster Sd, to say two masses at Scnla Cele.

As this bequest is so small in amount, and the

locality of the Scala Ccli is not m. utmn .1, it is

probable that these Grey Friars had a chapel of
that name within the precincts of their own house
in Doncaster. J. 8,

373.) This custom is of very ancient date with

tbe Soots, although no authority I have consulted

fixes the exact period. In the boisterous days of
Prince Char 1., th,-ir practice was, after a defeat

in battle, to m*ffU the bells, and this they called
M backward ringing," rendered by Scott in the

words of MiRiua's Query. MINKIE will do well

to consult a work by the Messrs. Chambers on
the Scottish manners and customs, &c., which
contains much that is interesting. FBANK LAMB.

Salt of Villein* (2-* S. vii. 497.) I extract

tbe following article from S. Gullet's Relict of
Literature, 8ro. London, 1823, p. 260. :

"In the township of I'orthaelhwr, the power of a
feudal proprietor to sell his vassal/ or villains, as well

as his cattle, was exemplified to so late as tbe reign af

V!!.. as appears from the following translated

(2-* S. vii. "//ijtory ofJudo*" (2-* S. vii. 435.) The title

date with of the German original isorigi

"Judas der Krtz-schelm fur eherliche Leuth, oder

eigentlicher Kntwurff und Lebensbeschreibug dese Isca-
riotischen Bosswkht, vorinnen underschiedliche Discon,
sittliche Leun-puncten, Gedicht, nod Geschicht, auch

ptcn, wel

Ifrred Frchan ap Edoyfed. Dafydd ap Griffrd,
aad Howell ap Dafvdd ap Kyridd, free tenants of oar
Lord the Kins;, in the township of Khaadirgadog, hare
riven and confirmed unto William ap Griffrd ap Guilym.
ISA., free tenants of I'orthroael, serea of our natives.
rU. HoraeJl Matlo, and Llewellyn ap Dafydd dew ;

Dafrdd aad iiowell ap Mat to. ap DaVvdd dew ; Llewellyn
ap Evan goch, and Jevan ap Evan ddu, with their sue-
esssors procnattd, and to be orocnated, and all their

goods,' Ac. Dated at Rbandirgadog. Juae *0*, lien. Ml

However, tbe above document does not teem
to me to afford evidence that this transfer of vil-

leins wss by way of sa/. A. in

Christian in his notes on Blackstone (ii. 96. n.

6.), says,
" The last claim of villenage which we

find recorded in our courts, was in tbe 15th Jas. I.,

-Yof/,27; llHarg.SL Tr. 3i_ 1 .1 .

Kmigktt created b*

476.) In reply to It

niah him with the n

Oliver Cromwell fH S. vii.

TUCBIBL'S Query I can fur-

name of another person who
was knighted by the usurper Oliver Cromwell. This

person was Thomas Dickenson, a merchant who
was knighted in 1657, while Lord Mayor of York.
This was the second time be had served the office,

having been lord mayor for tbe first time in

I have not succeeded in finding in the 1:

Mineum the list referred to by your correaixm-
dent. J. A. PH.

Bee translation of Saber's Jfoawfo, by Enkiae of

sehr rdcher Vorrath Bibliscber ConcepUn, welche nit

allein einem Prsdigtr auff der Caniel sehr dienlich fallen,

der jetsigen verkehrtso, baiborsteo, versehrten \\

Wabrbeit under die nasen ru reibeo ; sondern es kan sich

auch deasen ein privat and einaambsr Laser sur erspriess-
licher Zeitvertreibung, and gewunschten Seelen-hayl

rnauchen.
Zusamen getragen dorch Pr. Abraham*" a

Clara, Aogiutiner Baarfusser, Kayserlichen Prediger,
&c. Enter5 beil, Saltzburg, 1686, 4to. pp. 708.

I have not seen the second
part,

but this carries

tbe history of Judas farther than the translation.

I cannot
say

how far, for the legends of Judas are
so scattered and mixed with pious exhortations,

points, platitudes, and good and bad jokes, that

the biography is swamped. Tbe book is an excel-

lent manual for preachers of Fray Gerumlio'a

school, and might be studied with advanta
our contemporary pulpit humourists, whose facetim
are wearing threadbare. Under this buffoonery
there is good store of practical sense aud sound

morality.
I do not find the Life of Judo* in any a<

of Diego Hurtado de Mendora's works, and sus-

pect
that his name was added to tbe tide-page

because he wrote Lasarillo de Tormei.

llTZHOPKIRS.
Garrick Club.

Sir Jamet Adolphiu Oughton, K. B. (2* S. vii.

516.) Sometimes Sir Jas. Adolnhus Dickson

Oughton, who had served in the 55th foot, was in

1762 appointed colonel of the 31st foot, commonly
called tne '*

Young Buffs," from the rt^

having buff facings. He was major-general in

August, 1761, and lieu t. -general in April.
The time of his decease was probably about 1780.

I am not aware whether he were married, or not.

Tbe moat convenient nTerence* I can give your

correspoM'lcnt for the above particulars are Beat*

son's Political Index (edition 1806), vol. ii. 135

229.; vol. iii AMICCS.

ember <>f tho Oughton fa-

'fi.-M. Mr .J.-..ph

This officer was a

>n, who was High Sheriff <>f Warwickshire

J, was dcv :it family in

Warwickshire, and one of its members wa< .
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to the degree of baronet in 1718. The baronetcy

is, however, now extinct.

The only information which I can give as to

Sir James Adolphus Oughton is as follows :

He was appointed Lieut.-Col. of the 37th regi-

ment, August 7, 1749; was promoted July 20,

1759, to the Colonelcy of the 55th (previously the

57th) regiment ;
was promoted to Major-general

August 15, 1761 ;
and was transferred August 20,

1762, to the Colonelcy of the 31st regiment on the

death of Lieut.-General Henry Holmes. Major-
General Oughton was raised to the rank of Lieut.-

General April 30, 1770, and was honoured with

the Order of the Bath between 1771 and 1775.

He died in April, 1780, and was succeeded in the

colonelcy of the 31st regiment by Major-General
Thomas Clarke, who, like nearly all the colonels

of infantry regiments, was promoted from, the

Foot Guards.
The Gentleman's Magazine for May, 1780, pro-

bably contains a biographical notice of Sir J. A.

Oughton. G. L. S.

Curved Form of ancient Inclosures (2
nd S. vii.

373. The following citations, very hastily fur-

nished, will help, it is hoped, to throw a little

light on your correspondent's (G. A. C.'s) in-

quiry as to the curved form of ancient inclosures.

The Etruscans were great
"
Agrimensores" and

in the choice and foundation of a city observed a

number of ceremonies.
" Urbs dicitur ab orbe quod antiquae civitates in orbem

fiebant." Servius ad JEn. i. v. 16.

Again :

" Urbs ab urbo appellata est, urbare est aratro definire,
et Varus ait, urbum appellari Curvaturam aratri quod in

urbe condenda adhiberi solet." Pompon. Dig. ult. tit.

leg. 239.

Again, Varro tells us (1. iv. de L. L. c. 32.) that

Etruscans marked out the boundaries of their

towns thus :

" Junctis bubus, tauro et vacca interfere aratro circum

agebant sulcum. Hoc faciebant religionis causa, die

auspicate, ut fossa et muro essent munita. Terram unde
excalpserant, fossara vocabant ; et introrsum factum
murum : postea quod fiebat orbis urbs."

The transition to a similar practice in the first

and earliest inclosures from the waste was easy
and natural, but the whole archaeology of the

subject is too important and interesting to be
passed over thus superficially, and I have not
time for more at present. L. M. N.

Patrick Hannay (2
nd S. vii. p. 495.)

"
Songs and Sonnets, 15 copies printed. Privately

Printed from the rare edition of 1622, at the expense of
E. V. Utterson for presents. Beldornie Press, 1841."

BBLATER-ADIME.
Fusils in Fesse (2

nd S. vii. 375.) In reply to

MELETES, the following families bear fusils in

fesse : Cheney (Devon), 5 or 4 ; Denham or

Denant, 4 ; Carteret, 4
; Pennington, 5 ; Monta-

cute, 3 ;
Bull (Sussex), 5 ; Jones (Midd.), 5 ;

Percy, 5
; Newmarch, 5

; Daubigny, 5
; Raleigh,

3 ; Cokenay, 3 ; Aslacton, 5
; Dawtrey, 5

; Bos-

vill, 5
; Blomfield, 3

; Gifford, 3
; Tuckfield, 3 ;

Johnson, 3 ; Pygott, 3 ; Percy, 3
; Pavyer, 3

;

Thome, 3
; Chasbon, 3

; Acre, 3
; Champney, 3

;

Payne, 3
; Crowmer, 5

; Camayll, 3
; Gargan, 3

;

Gramore, 3 ; Sowelling, 3
; Caysterton, 4 ; Fal-

conbridge (Essex), 6
; Knotford, 4 ; Aungell, 4 ;

Blonville, 4 ; Formans (Norf.), 5
; Plompton, 5

;

Corby, 5
; Wycliff, 5

; Nevill, 5
; Harpden, 5 ;

Pinckney, 5
; Poynton, 5 ; Knatchford, 4.

From the above list, which might be much ex-

tended, it would seem that families bearing fusils

in fesse are not all clearly of Norman origin,

although many here mentioned would be con-

sidered as undoubtedly so. The numerals refer

to the number of fusils. CL. HOPPER.

Clapping the Prayer-books on Good Friday (2
nd

S. vii. 515.) I conjecture that where this cus-

tom exists, it is parallel to that which all who
have heard the "Miserere" sung in the Sistine or

Pope's chapel at Rome, on Wednesday, Thursday,
or Friday of Passion Week, have heard ; namely,
at that period of the service when, out of thirteen

lights previously burning, one only is left, the

others having been extinguished one after another
at certain intervals, a stamping of feet is heard
within the choir. Strangers commonly ask,

" what
is that ?" andthey are told it is meant to signify
the abandonment of our Saviour by his disciples.

E. L.

NOTES ON BOOKS, ETC.

The Life and Contemporaneous Church History of An-
tonio de Dominis, Archbishop of Spalatro, afterwards Dean
of Windsor, Sec. in the Reign of James I. By Henry New-
land, D.D., Dean of Ferns. (J. H. & J. Parker.)

In our last volume the attention of our readers was
directed, by several notices of Father Paul and Bishop
Bedell, to the eventful history of the Venetian Interdict.

The work, of which we have here given the title, is some-
what connected with that memorable transaction. Al-

though the author has made no additions whatever to

our stock of information respecting either the subject of

his Memoir, or his illustrious contemporaries and friends,

j

Paul Sarpi and Bishop Bedell, he has constructed out of

the limited materials at his command an interesting

piece of biography. We regret, however, to find that the
Dean has perpetuated (p. 80.) Burnet's fabulous story

respecting the refusal of Sir Henry Wotton to present

King James's " Premonition" to the Venetian senate in

1607 ;
whereas this work of the King's did not appear

until 1609 ! Again (p. 94), it is not true, as stated by
Burnet, that Bedell accompanied De Dominis to England.
It is certainly to be regretted that, before committing his

work to the press, the Dean did not make use of the

several important letters and documents in reference to

the Archbishop which are to be found in the lately pub-
lished Domestic Calendars for the Reign ofKing James I.

These would have considerably enhanced' the value of his
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took, wilboot adding pwportlowUly
After making doo allowance for the u

to theboJk oMt

ppooitton of A A the
for the (iur&r>l6

breath* in the page
<W* Hi^ry). there can be little doubt that, through.

t bis chequered career, the predominant passion of I>e

Bt, to Justice to the manor? of this

it his fanwhile we admit
we mu-l acknowledge how faithfully he discharged, to

... ;....:':, , ft I
. /, . ;/i'. M fctfl I

''

:.. . ..-,.< *ti : fee :. -", - Hi rjbn h r i. /,.!.

poo the ere of bidding an oUmal farewell to oar shone.

i from the Dtcla-TV JVM /ttsfory of Or** Britain fro
futffas of Wv by >* in 1798 to (V

SCL /.-. /r tata !,.. .1 MM
Jt^ sjssTAota. / A'.* FolssBss. Yols. L and II.

(Uentley.)
The food expression of public feeling called forth by

the rumour, that for fiscal purposes it was the Intention

of the present Government to interrupt the exertions now
making for putting oar Navy into a state of efficiency,

how. that old England's love for her blue jackets has not

We Fhall therefore be surprised if Mr.

Bentley's judgment In putting forth at the present mo-
moat this new and cheap edition of so popular a His-

tory of our Naval Triumphs be not richly rewsrded.

Two out of the six volumes (of which it is to consist)
are now before us. These, after a brief sketch of our

nsw up to 1791, narrate its history from the breaking
out of the first French Revolutionary War in 1792-* to

of 1800, and will be road with
pride by every

on, who moot sympathise with the daring, en-

an t ktll evinced during that eventful period by
1 commanders and their gallant crews.

Mar. SfM*. By Alphooos do Lantffrline. (A. A C.

Black )

have here a roost touching and admirable sketch

of the life of one, beautiful as she was unfortunate and
whose biography therefore is one of romantic and sur-

-,-t. It may well be imagined ho

Lamvtine would write on such a theme: and Urn little

volume pn not only the interest arising from a

well-considered subject treated by a man of unouestiou-

ohle genius, bat le remarkable ae being the only work of

M. deUmartln. which has sppeamf >lelr in
7
an Eng-

Ilsh form, having bora expressly translated fr

original unpublished M& J. M mslstor, has

executed with considerable skill the task of rendering
,.,.!...

'

;

" - -'.-.-- ,
'

, .,-.:

,'. M^MfM To*ri of fsoiisMsL Fomrtemtk
(A. ACBUck.)

This u rrumly a mwt admirable (iui-le to the

but alee their historical and literary
work which hot reoekod its fourteenth edition -each of

'

. . ..i. i :.....-

'f.maapaAff And It tkm <my. mo? irAol

Amonmt of 1

(Longman.)
v Important question asked by

* a man who has
attain*!' his three score yean and ten. and whose prac-
tice baa boon very extensive during half a centor

..--..,-> un HoMoptthi
is to bo found such a law >n tberapeotica as Xydenham,
Hunter, and others of great nams ia medical science long

to sea.

Tie /fe*oW AsfiMf has proved a

expectation. As a musical performance it

leled, and honour was done to the groat musician in a
way worthv of his genius, and of the c-

nourished him. That the admiration of that .

still on the increase may be inferred from the following
comparative statement :

The numbers present at the Festival In 1857 were as

\\ :.
- i.iv

Friday . .

. . . M44....
Juda* Maccabeus .

Israel in Egypt . .

Total . . 4M14
On this occasion the numbers have been as follows :

Saturday . . . Rehearsal . .

Monday . . . Messiah .... 17,109

Wednesday . . Te Deum .... 17,644

Friday .... Israel in Egypt . . 26,8*7

Total . . 81,260
thai showing an increase of M,ft4 persons in 1859 over

The receipts amount on the present occasion to about

thirty thousand pounds !

BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES
WANTED TO rOICHABB.

Waatad br C. J. Awl, IS. Kla WUUam MreM, Stnad. W. C.

aauiM o W.U..A. PMUN, D.a t Tola. UTO. Lsaam IS.
'

BAHCO. O-SCLWTA,,. D.D. S Tola. Svo. Dublin, IS&3.*
M*. r*L>.'.
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UNITED KINGDOM
LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY,

No. 8. WATERLOO PLACE, PALL MALL, LONDON.
s.\v.

The Funds or Property of the Company as at 31 st December,

1857, amounted to 617,801Z., invested in Government

or other approved Securities.

Annual Income, upwards of lll.OOOZ.from Premiums alone.

THE HON. FRANCIS SCOTT, CHAIRMAN.

CHARLES BERWICK CURTIS, ESQ., DEPUTY CHAIRMAN.

INVALID LIVES Persons not in sound health may have their

lives insured at equitable rates.

ACCOMMODATION IN PAYMENT OF PREMIUMS. -Only one-

halt of the Annual Premium,when the Insurance is for life, requires

to be paid for the first five years, simple interest being charged on
the balance. Such arrangement is equivalent to an immediate ad-

vance of 50 per cent upon the Annual Premium, without the bor-

rower h-ivin" recourse to the unpleasant necessity of procuring

Sureties, or assigning and thereby parting with his Policy, during
the currency of the Loan, irrespective of the great attendant ex-

penses in such arrangements.
The above mode of insurance has been found most advantageous when

Policies have been required to cover monetary transactions, or

when incomes applicable for Insurance are at present limited, as it

only necessitates half the outlay formerly required by other Com-
panies before the present system was instituted by this Office.

LOANS._Are granted likewise on real and personal Securities.

Forms of Proposals and every information afforded on application to the
Resident Director, 8. Waterloo Place, Pall Mall, London, 8.W.

By order,
L. LENNOX BOYD, Resident Director.

wESTERN LIFE ASSURANCE AND AN-
NUITY SOCIETY.

3. PARLIAMENT STREET, LONDON.
Founded A.D. 1841.

Premiums to Assure 100.
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II.

THK EPISTLES OF ST. PAUL To IMF
CORIKTHIAIfS i with Critical NotaiMrfDlMrtallHM. Br RET A.

P. STANLEY. D.D. JteowlJUOta. iro. I*..

III.

THE DUKE OF WELLINGTON'S SUPI'I I-
MENTART DESPATCHES i INDIA ~ll-i. Edited b7 IIIS SOX.
VoU. HI. ftnd IT. *m. SM.Mch.

IV.

Tin: rouNw.xi.us PAPERS ANI> ou-
RESPOirDEXCE reUtinc rhlrtly to hit A.!mlntrtrtlon. in In.Ii..

AaMrfw.IraUad.fte. Edited by CHARLES BOM. ffjinJJMHij_
Portwit. SToU. BTO. tt*.

T.

THK STORY OF STI I 'H KN^oN's LIFE.
Tmm R*.LWAT EIHM*. - Abridftd Awn the Urtcr Work. By
SAMUEL SMILES. IlluKrtU tu. Fortlro. *.

TI.

A MEMOIR OF PATRICK FRASIK TV T
LER. UM nbtorUa of 8cotUd. Br RET. J. W. BURQOX, M.A.

VII.

MURRAY'S HANDBOOK OF MODKKN
LONDON i a Conpurr OPIM to all the SMKT* and Owen of I*.

TI*.T In th Mmorou*. With Map. l"mo. i..

VIII.

I. NT. OF JAMES W\TT. With Sd,
MVIRHEAD. M.A.

IX.

MURRAY'S MAP OF THE SEAT OF WAR
IN ITALY. IMno. *.*L

X.

THK ADMIRALTY MANUAL OF SCIEN-
TIFIC ENQUIRY, prtparvd for UM UM of Or,-, .... and Trailer.

R JOHN F. W. HERSCIIF.L. Bart. TUrd

IT BIT. ROBERT MAIN. MJL Map*.

XL

SILURIA. Rj SIR RODERICK Ml RclNSoN.

A HANDBOOK KoK M\DR\- AND HoM-
BAY. WHh IfcnBatto far TTll or QrilJam a. lo ihelr Outfit

lifraMi-C<mlbri,ft. By E. B. EASTWICE. Map*. I Volt.
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LONDON LIBRARY, 12. ST. JAMES'S SQUARE.

THIS
EXTENSIVE LENDING LIBRARY, the

only one of its kind in London, offers to its members nearly 75,000
Volumes, selected from the literature of all countries, and including a
large proportion of old and valuable Works not supplied by ordinary
Circulating Libraries. The Reading Room is furnished with the prin-
cipal Periodicals, English, French, and German. Additions are con-
tinually made, both of the standard works of the day, and of the older
and rarer books. Fifteen volumes at a time are allowed to country
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ENGLISH ACTORS IN GERMANY.

As I was, I believe, the first person to call the

attention of English men of letters to the fact

that at the close of the sixteenth and commence-
ment of the seventeenth centuries, Germany was
visited by a company of English players* a

curious point of literary history which Mr. Albert

Cohn has since illustrated in various articles in The

Athenteum, I trust I may be excused for occupy-

ing the columns of " N. & Q." with an extract

a long one certainly from a communication from

that gentleman which appears in The Athenaeum

of June 25th (No. 1652.), and which throws much
new and important light upon this subject :

" Should the facts that have been brought to light by
others and myself not be deemed a sufficient proof that

those players were really Englishmen, the following
document, addressed to the" authorities of the Netherlands,
will definite!}' settle at least this part of the question :

" '

Messieurs, comme les pre'sents porteurs, Robert

Browne, Jehan Bradstriet, Thomas Saxfield, Richard

Jones, ont delibere de faire ung voyage en Allemagne,
avec intention de passer par le pai's de Zelande, Hollande
et Frise, et allantz en leur diet voyage d'exercer leurs

qualitez en faict de musique, agilitez et joeuz de comme-

dies, tragedies, et histoires, pour s'entretenir et fournir a
leurs despenses en leur diet voyage. Cestes sont partant
vous requerir monstrer et prester toute faveur en voz

pa'is et jurisdictions, et leur octroyer en ma faveur vostre

ample passeport soubz le seel des Estatz, afin que les

Bourgmestres desvilles estantzsoubs voz jurisdictions, ne
les empeschent en passant d'exercer leur dictes qualkez
par tout. En quoy faisant, je vous en demeureray a'tous

oblige, et me treuverez tres appareille h, me revencher de
vostre courtoisie en plus grand cas. De ma chambre a la

* See New MbnthlyWfagazine for January, 1841, and
'X. & Q.," 2 S. vii. 21.

court d'Angleterre ce xmc jour de Febvrier, 1591. Vostre
tres affecsionne & vous fayre plaisir et sarvis,

C.HOWARD.'

"This document proves a great deal more than the

English nationality of the players. It has been supposed
hitherto and I cannot deny that I entertained the same

opinion that those companies of players originally only
intended to visit the Netherlands, an opinion founded

upon certain documents mentioning the Low Countries
onhr

. It is true, that as early as the last decennium of

the' sixteenth centurj-, traces'are to be found of their ap-
pearance in Germany, but this is not conclusive as to

their original intention of visiting Germany. On this

point the foregoing passport sets the matter at rest.
" There is another point of difference : it is alleged that

pur players cannot have performed in English, consider-

ing the scanty knowledge of the language which must
have prevailed on the Continent in those times. But the

English origin of certain old German plays has been dis-

tinctly traced. They were composed at the time when the
'

English comedians '

displayed their art in Germany, and
it is universally admitted that the German authors of

those plays got acquainted with their English prototypes
through the medium of the '

English comedians.' Is it

probable that the latter performed their plays in the Ger-
man language? Is it probable that itinerant players
were sufficiently conversant with that language to speak
it from the stage ? Is it not much more probable that

they performed in their mother-tongue, trusting to their

mimic art to succeed with a public which at that time
was very modest in its pretensions, and most likely was

sufficiently attracted by the novelty of the thing ? More-

over, a fragment of an English moral-play which, from
the character of its type, appears to have been printed
abroad, is preserved (see Athen., No. 1506.), and it may
be fairly conjectured that it is connected with our Eng-
lish actors a connexion which, it is true, will have to

be placed on a firmer basis than has hitherto been esta-

blished, and to which I shall revert at a more favourable

occasion.
" As to the duration of the stay of the company alluded

to in the Netherlands, and as to the time of their arrival

in Germany, I am not now in a position to give any re-

liable data. Perhaps their performances in Germany
have some connexion with the coeval theatricals of the

Duke Henry Julius of Brunswick, who began his dramatic
career with his play of Susanna, printed in 1593. For
various reasons, it is evident that he worked under the

influence of the '

English comedians.' Here we will only
mention that the names of his clowns, such as John

(Jack, Jenkin), Jahn Clam (Clown), &c., are identical

with those used by Jacob Ayrer, who, as is well known,
borrowed his from contemporary English designations.
A stronger evidence perhaps is to be found in the simi-

larity one of the Duke's plays Tragedia von einer

Ehebrecherin bears to the plot of The Merry Wives of
Windsor. The Ehebrecherin was first printed in 1594;
The Merry Wives of Windsor only in 1600

;
but all the

modern commentators agree that this play must have
been written, and probably was performed, at a much
earlier date, on account of the allusion in Act IV. to the

Duke Frederick of Wurtemberg, who visited Windsor in.

1592, and other "evidences. To this subject also we will

have to revert in a more detailed manner than your
valuable space admits.

" In conclusion, I shall say a few words on the players
mentioned in the above document.
"A Richard Jones, on the 3rd of January, 1588-9, sold

to Edward Allej'n his theatrical property for 371. 10s.

(See Memoir of E. A., pp. 4. 198.) Again, in Henslowe's

Diary (edited by J. P. Collier for the Shakspeare So-
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detyX a Richard Jones, who evidently belonged to the

mSn '

petyeri <' '
'

1!
'

'

'' A '"

MnWsseatCiied between 1MB and 1601. TheoJbtion

arises whether then two and the one mentioned in the

II imrl are identical. It may be conjectured that a man
Miold his theatrical property in 1589 might have

40M so with ft rtow to go abroad", and that in 1598 the

TMr vbcn his ntat first ocrun in I lenslowe's JDtonr he

may hare returned. We : i"y~ /'.'/"'* (edited

br'J. P. Collier for the hhakspeare Society), j>.

curious document, of some importance, a* it throws addi-

thmftl light on the mat; It in a letter from

BkkardJones evidently the one mentioned in the

passport to Edward Alleyn, to the following effect:

"Mr. Allen, I commend my love and humble duty

to you, goring you thanke* for yo* great bonnty beetoed

upon mo in my akknea. when I waa in great want: god
biese you for it. Sir, this it it, 1 am to go over beyond
the aooM w< Mr. Browne and the company, bnt not by
bis rnr""*, for he is pot to half a ahaer, and to stay hear,

for they ar all against bis going i now. good Sir, u you
ne my worthie frend, so helpe me nowe. I

have a sute of clothes and a doke at pane fo' three pound,
and if it shall pleas vou to lend me so much to release

them, I shall be bound to pray for you so longe aa I leve;

for I go over, an.l have no clothe*, I .-hall not be esteemd

of; and by god's help, the first mony that I get I will

and it orer nnto you, for hear I get noUunge: some

tymea I have a shilUnge a <Uy. and some tymes nothioge,

so that I lere In great poverty hear, and so bumblr take

my leere, prainge to god, I and ray wiffe, for yo' health

uid mistris Allene's, whkh god continew.- Yo poor

frend to command,

fortunately, no date is affixed to this letter. There

can be DO doubt, however, that the writer and the person

Motioned in the passport are identical, nor yet that the

Mr. Browne' alluded to is the same person mentioned

first in the paseport. Mr. Collier, in hfs preliminary re-

marks to that letter, informs us that Malone waa in
pos-

of itsof a copy of it. but that be was not aware

importance in Snnexion with the history of the early

English stage; snd, further. Mr. Collier regrets having
aHoe to a date, nor to the identity of Mb Browne/

The clue to both will be found in the above passport.

Mr. Browne,' who was up to this day a mysterious per-

eon, and whom Mr. Collier supposes to have been 'some

connexion of Alleyn.' now turns up as Rickard Bm*me,
the principal of a company of English players goingm beyond tne eases.' It is probable that be was one

of Henalowe's players.
Richard Jones, as it appears from

fttSSMl la**,

lones, as it appears from
'in great poverty.' in the hope of

aces abroad. If we may suppose
that he Mccesded in doing so, it is not improbable

thst

be returned to Kogland. and that be might be the person
memlna.1 in Heilowe'a Diary, from 1593 to 1601. If

it la probable that he was in some way acquainted
m . m tj/m jajrt

;

d, and that connected with Ilenelowe,

were
the

acting. if not in concert, in the
Joint occupation of

me theatre for two whole yean, from June, 1594, to

July. 1696, while the 'Globe' WAS in the of coo-

M As to the two remaining names mention*.!

v ;:-.-. I I" , :

'

. : I .

- '

- '.

:. .-
i , :....,. , '.. ,. .,: -v

'

..:

ALBERT COIIST"

English writer* to investigate this n-mnrkuMe

phenomenon hitherto so*in>

but also lead '

. liomaa

Sax6eld (who will probably tu be a

Thomas Sackville) and John Brudst:
\V i i.i.i AM J. TIIOMS.

OLRASIXG8 FROM WRITBRS OF TIIK 91

CBNTURT, ILLUSTRATIVE OF FROVRRHS, WORDS,
ETC.

(Condwkdfrom p. 8.)

Mttctllaneou*.
"

I bare seen a practise at many dinners made at mar-

riages, after the oderings are made, the Brides gloves are

thrown on the table, and then two of the young men who
will show their gallant spirit.*, offer for the gloves: one

oners so much, the other more ; the other offers again,
and out -bids him; so they go on till one lave* down so

'

that the other will not out-bid him, then he that

it carries away the glores in triumph, the stan-

I trust that in thus directing the nttcnt

the reader* > this rery interesting

nuestion, I shall not only promote the otj

Mr. Coon's communication
"
namely, to induce

ders-by applauding him ; the gloves not worth a quarter
of the money that he hath layed down, only !

shown his gallantry, got some credit a friend to the

Bride; this contents him." Firmin's Rail CkrittioM,

p. 176.

As it is a thing familiarly used among those goers
about which do use the art of Jugling, and present merry

plays and sights to the people for money, to place in a

Cauldron an iron needle, between two loadstone*.

they carry hid in their hands, that it runs here an

uncertainly, wavering between both, one while following

the stone which draws it unto it at tint," &c , &c.

Ward on tb Wo*dtr ofA* Loadrtom* London, 1

> also a usual! thing with OwstMrs of plain

Country people, and for Mommttinnck*, under pretence of

the vertues and effects thereof, to seek earnestly for credit

and estimation to that plaister which in Latin is tearmtd

Armarimm, and is commonly railed the u+apo tain,

having sympathy with other things, and wrought upon

by the Stars." //'.

-You have heard of the weapon sa/re, that it

wounds st a distance; snch a kind of salve is Hope."
GonuuTs CkrMam m Armour, iii. 84.

(See Abto and Queries, 2- >

" An ill complexion may have a painted face ; and

prosperity is no other to a wicked man. than a :

face to a foul woman."- Burrough*
ike use of this hour to preach in . though I make

use of it in a holy duty, 1 make than a

man doth bis metarle* that he useth to reade the Scrip-
: :r. by."- /' , M
" As the paper and Artad in a shop is given in to the

-76., 882.
- Those kind of fruit*, as your Apncockt

rAcrrM*. that grow by a wait in the open sun shine, and

have the hot reflection of the ran, come to be soon.

*
Some, not contented with ordinary plain letter*, mnko

snch /iwrisftM about them that you can scarce tell what

they are." VoL U. 87.
- If possibly there could be imagined any use for them

remonies in wor- II at th.- first, the

best is that they were but as Hnm-bookt and fitttcw* for

the childhood 'and infancy cf th Oborch. And is it

seemly always to learn upon them ? What knowledge
shall you get if, when yoo set your children to learn to
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read, they shall be kept ten, twenty, thirty years to their

Horn-books? Burroughs on Hosea, vol. ii. 38.
" It is noted of some, who are of poor servile spirits,

and whose greatest means comes in by burials, that they
are glad and rejoyce when they hear the. bell ring." Ib.,
109.

" There is great difference between the rebukes of God
on the godly and the wicked, though perhaps rebuked
both in one and the same affliction ; as the Apothecary
breaks Bezar stones to powder, but is very carefull of it,

and will not loose the least grain of it : So the Lord's

people, even in the furnace, are as dear to Him, and have
the most experience of God's love, that ever they had."

Ib., 451.
" "Tis reported of the Cristal, that it hath such a vertue

in it, that the very touching of it quickens other stones,
and puts a lustre and beauty on them. This is true of
faith." Ib., 543.

" As in blind Alehouses [query, what are they ? *], there
is abundance of disorder," &c., &c. Ib., ii. 33.

" We know, heretofore, what abundance of advantage
there was gotten by Funerals : scarce could you bury a
child under three or four pounds, such kind of fees there
were." Ib., iii. 169.

" You know in times of war men will hide their silver

and I make no question but another generation
may find treasures of silver in the countrie in the midst
of nettle bushes and thorn bushes. It's a lamentable

spectacle to see places where fair buildings have been,
that now nettles and thorns should grow." Ib., iii. 185.

"
"\Ye know that we prize fruit that is first ripe, as

cherries whn they are first of all come, when they come
it may be two or three into the market and pease . . .

how they are prized . . . We say, when Cherries come
at first, that thev are Ladies' Meat, or longing Meat."
Ib., iii. 212.

" You perhaps can look on poor people carrying Tank-
ards, earning dearly ten pence or twelve pence a dav."
Ib., iii. 322.

" See how white they are, what fair skins they have,
and put black Patches" likewise to set out their beauty,
and the whiteness of their fair skins

; and if that will not
serve, even laying over a paint to make it fair if it be not
otherwise so." Ib., iii. 433.

Reference was made (2
nd S. vi. 322.) to the

substitution of / for Aye. It is a somewhat curi-

ous circumstance that, in vol. iii. of Burroughs on

Hosea, this substitution appears repeatedly, I
think fourteen or fifteen times

; also six times in

vol. iv., though scarcely, if at all, in the two for-

mer volumes does the interjection appear. Can
any correspondent, versed in literature of that

period, say whether this form of the expression
was then universal ? or, as one friend has sug-
gested, supplied by the printer, and peculiar to
books from the same office. Volumes iii. and iv.

were printed
"
by Peter Cole, at the sign of the

Printing Press, in Cornhil, near the Royal Ex-
change." S. M. S.

"THE LIGHT OF OTHER DAYS."

The Rev. John Dun, V. D. M., minister of the

parish of Auchinleck, Ayrshire, in two 8vo. vols.

[* Obscure, concealed alehouses ; hence Hon'nshed
eaks of " a blind village," and " a blind ditch."]

of Sermons, printed in 1790, by J(ohn) Wilson
Kilmarnock (the

" wee Johnny
"
of the epitaph

by Burns), notices the two following instances,
which, in point of longevity, gives an almost ante-
diluvian aspect to the narrations (vol. ii. p. 38.) :

" It was no small gratification to the Convivial Meet-
ing at a respectable Tavern in the City (London), on
Tuesday evening, for the celebration of the Centenary of
the Revolution, that a person was present who remem-
bered that glorious event, being 112 years of age. This
venerable old man was chaired on the occasion. He is
said to be a resident in the French Hospital in Old-Street-
Road, where there are ten persons who were born about
that period, their ages making together one thousand
years (London Newspapers of Nov. 7, 1788)." Vol i

p. 230.

"
Stop, passenger, until my life you read,
That living may have knowledge of the dead :

Four times five years I liv'd a virgin's life,

Ten times five years I was a wedded wife
;

Ten times five years I liv'd a widow chaste,
Now tired of this mortal life I rest.

" Four times five years a Commonwealth I saw;
Ten times the subjects rose against the law ;

Twice did I see old Prelacy pull'd down,
And twice the Cloak was humbled by the' Gown :

An end of Stewart's race I'll say no more
I saw my Country sold for England's ore :

Such desolations in my time have been,
An end of all perfection I have seen."

" This is the Elegy of Princess Mary Scott, Dutchess of
Buccleugh, who died at Pall-Mall in London, 1728."

" The above Elegy Mr. Dun has kept since a boy play-
ing on the banks of the Esk. He remembers not whence
he had it, nor knows the hand in which it is written.
He, in Spring 1788, sent a copy to the present Duke, and
wrote his Grace as follows : I did not chuse to insert it

until I should have your Grace's permission ; at least I
will give j'ou some months to forbid me before it be
printed, and shall thank you for correction or advice.'

"
" It contains a short history and some instruction,

which (as curious too) induced Mr. Dun to publish it."

At the time the reverend divine issued his Ser-
mons and the notes appended to them, Robert
Burns, as a poet, was in the hey-day of his popu-
larity. It now becomes somewhat interesting to
hear the opinion this Ayrshire clergyman enter-
tained of the bard, which may be learned from his

words :

" A LATE author indeed, who has abused his God and
his King, has ridiculed the Communion in the parish
where he lived under the sarcasm of a HOLY FAIR. He
pretends to be only a ploughman, though he mixes Latin
with his mixture of English and Scottish, and is not like
1 threslier Duck who kept at flail.'

" He published inter alia a profane poetic address to the
Devil, which occasioned what follows in language simi-
lar to his (This (foot-note) may be suited to him and to
other deistical writers of incomparably more wit)"

" The DeeTs Answer to his verra Friend R. BURNS.

1. "So! zealous Robin, stout an fell,

True Champion for the cause o' Hell,
Thou beats the Righteous down pell mell,

Sae frank an forthy,
That o' a seat where Devils dwell,

There's nane raair worthy.
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1 " Giff theo gas* on the gat* thou
'

gaas,
Ilk fearlessW shall by the. ttan',

*
i:.,-

> M
x, !,

.". .;> BVHa,
M ::..

For I Mil )ml my bdpiog ban'

To ee tbte rigbtet"

And in A similar itylc proceeds to Terse viii. :

r. Rob. my lad. chew up thy uul f,

In G<Mton Uxm h*lt teat thy faul ;.

An /f ihou' v M itout an haul ,

A* I'm * Owl.
Thoa't no give up. till ihou's right aolfi.

IH t M i MB]
"Ammtr /bo/ orctWi-y to Au /W/y, I'ror. xxvi. 6."

Mr. Dun acknowledges that it was rather hard
work getting on with this poem, having "ham-
mered it out something like

Pope's poet,"
M who

strains from hard-bound brains nine lines a year."
It is no wonder Barns

complained
of the great

11

spawn
"
of imitators that his lays had brought

qxi/nc BBMAIXS i* JAMAI

A West-Indian friend, on whose accuracy full
j

reliance may be placed, has brought to me two
;

stone implements found in the superficial soil of

the island of Jamaica. They are celt* of the ordi-

nary
description,

and of medium sire and careful

workmanship, undistinguishable from the common
type* of the later stone period in Europe. The
material is a hard greenstone, unlike as I am in-

formed any rock found on the island. Both bear
traces of the lateral attachment of a hart, made
probably by bending a supple stout wand horizon-

tally round the middle of the tool, and tying it on
with fibres ; just as the granite quarrymen on the

Cornish moors now do with their small steel ohiscls

A third implement of larger size, but of the

kind, has also been exhumed. I have not
of any pottery or other objects of art. The fact

and iftthion of the tool connect it with the abori-

have not beard

tribes of rn Europe, or rather with the
wave of the Indo-European migra-

onc of your correspondents who is

gifted with leisure for the investigation follow up
the subject by noting the vestiges of the westward
coarse of the great original stream of Celtic popu-
lation P I have some recollection of the occur-
rence of similar implements in the United Stages

recorded, but have not time to put
T, though it assume* the more interest at

of the flint implements now under such
discussion among antiquaries and geolo-

gist*. No reasonable doubt can be entertained

by anyone who see* the articles found near A
and Abbeville, and in the Sicilian an

caves, that they are of man's workmanship, and

' *>-.:

intended ft): usc-s : in fact, tliat we have
the cu he early stone

\

Acheul, as at the former ./Em/ in our own country,
the abundance of these remains within a narrow

pace points to more than a settlement, and shows
the existence of a manufactory. Just as future

arcbieologista will find at Brandon proofs
fabrication of gun-flints for the million. The oc-
currence of the bones of extinct mammals
spersed with the implements, and of undisturbed
beds of brick-earth with land shells above, and
intercalated with implement-bearing drift, are

phenomena so remarkable that I prefer \\

for farther facts in confirmation before attempting
either to found conclusions or alter present
marks. There is a well-endowed band <

plorera on the quest, and they will doubtless
unkennel the truth, which is always well worth
the hunting. I recollect a collection of flint im-

plements
in the museum at Beauvais, which should

be examined. An arrow-head ol

found in a Cornish stream-work, 8. K. 1'vrTisow.

TUB rRISOHClB BASKET CABBIBB.

An officer bearing this name exercise 1

. lis Junc-
tions in Canterbury for many years. His duties
consisted in perambulating the streets with a

basket, into which the charitable dropped their

>utions for the poor prisoners. The con-
dition of prisoners, more especially of the hum-
blest class of debtors, was often very deplorable.
Incarcerated by the local court for weeks, and
even for months, for the most trifling del

amounts sometimes scarcely exceeding a si.

they remained at one time almost solely d-

ent on the charitable for their daily food. The
court by whose judgments they were cast, some
yean previous to the establishment of the County
Court, was denominated by one of those anomalies
in our language which have such strange humour
in them, the Court of Conscience !

The duties of "prisoners' basket carrier" not

befnp sufficiently remunen ionary
received, A.D. 1707, the addition t

"swiri whereby he acq il au-

thority to drive to pound, or elsewhere secure, all

these and other animals found wandering at large
in the streets and public places. Tl

scntments two hundred years since give u

picture of the then state of the :

Canterbury, which doubtless applied to many
other towns in the kingdom. One man, a car-

penter or builder, ret :n the woods at

r Hsrdrcs," coolly shoots down a 1

timber before his door, for want of u timU-r yard.
"*H into th- 1

footway bef>

boose, on v,

tceps a whole team
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large in happy freedom in the streets, like the

dogs thafc prowl through an Eastern city ;
while a

fourth makes an invasion on the narrow street, of

a porch or of a shed, or perhaps of a bay window,
within which to drink or smoke, and otherwise

enjoy himself. In some places ponderous signs,

swung across from house to house, and overhang-

ing stories above and covered ways beneath, as in

the ancient "
Mercerie," made it a marvel that

anyone who entered at one end of these " thoro-

fares
"
should ever make his exit at the other.

. But to return to the prisoners' basket carrier :

A.D. 1711, he is ordered to have a new coat.

Thirty-five years later, to his other duties is

added the Augean duty of keeping clear the

great, sewer at King's Bridge. Doubtless such a

duty was not very repugnant to an individual in

his humble capacity, when we find that in the

preceding year Alderman Blotting received two

guineas for making the gallows and coffin of a
man named William Hulke, who was hanged in

the city. The shaft of a gibbet, probably one of
Alderman Blotting's manufacture, still lies on the
under floor of the Guildhall.

A.D. 1707, a practice obtained of certain pri-
soners from Westgate being allowed to go at

large. This was afterwards prohibited, except
under special licence from the mayor, whose

jurisdiction, with that of the sheriff, seemed to

be conflicting, or not properly defined in respect
of the prisoners and the gaol.
The executions in Canterbury, judging by the

number of gibbets, must have been numerous
;

and among the individuals who suffered we may
note, A.D. 1661, two reputed witches. The she-
riff's expenses on this occasion were 381. The
ancient corporation of Canterbury, in connexion
with the administration of the laws, had a power
to admit parties to act as attorneys. A.D. 1665,
this privilege was restricted to those persons who
had been brought up as clerks under the Re-
corder and the Town Clerk, or had served under
attorneys.
Law was comparatively cheap. A.D. 1636, the

town clerk was paid 6s. Bd. for engrossing every
lease, and 6s. 8d. for enrolling the same; the mayor
and aldermen being allowed 12d. conjointly for
wine on the sealing of each lease.

A.D. 1640, Isaac Bond is appointed bellman, and
one department of his duty consisted in perambu-
lating the city of a night to look out after the
fires and candles of the inhabitants, and to knock
at every one's house " who had gone to bed with
his doors open." Also,

"
to inform Mr. Mayor, or

the master of the family, of all such servant.* as
he should find in the streets at unseasonable
hours."

A few years later, -A.D. 1660, the bellman was
allowed a coat of green cloth at the city's ex-
pense ; a perquisite not badly earned, if he faith-

fully reported all he saw. The night watch about
this period consisted of twelve persons, four of
whom had to stand at St. Andrew's Church as a

corps de reserve. The old church stood then in
the centre of the main street. The remainder of
the watch (eight) were divided into two com-

panies, who walked up and down throughout the

city. The watch was set at ten o'clock by the
constable of the watch, and continued until four
o'clock of the morning. Aldermen of the watch
were appointed. JOHN BRENT.

Lord Erskine and Rev. Wm. Cochin. In Re-
collections of Samuel Rogers, Lond. 1859, 12mo.
under reminiscences of Thos. Lord Erskine, by
the poet, at p. 167., is an anecdote related by the

former, after dinner at Lord Holland's, which
states that he was employed to establish a will by
which a clergyman came into a large property
bequeathed to him by two old maiden ladies, from
some small courtesies which they were pleased to

value so highly. No place or names are particu-
larised ; but as the date of the events is now at

least seventy years, there can be no- objection to

stating that the reverend gentleman was Mr.
William Cockin, then curate, but afterwards rec-

tor, of Minchinharnpton *, a clergyman of the

highest respectability, and the name of the ladies

(sisters) was Penfold. The trial took place at

Gloucester Assizes, and Mr. Erskine came down
specially, with a fee of three hundred guineas. I
should thank any reader of " N. & Q." who would
point out to me where I can find a detailed re-

port of the said trial, or even the speech delivered

by Mr. Erskine on the occasion. ~.

The Hanoverian Jewels. From a political
letter of 1717 I extract the following :

" Sd that King George declares peremptorily ag
4 these

three things, ever to let Prince Fred come over, to bring
over the Hanover Jewels, or to part with any of his

numerous studd of horses in Hanover."

CL. HOPPER.

A Lover of Matrimony. The following extract

from the Public Advertiser of July 17, 1792, if

true, records the most determined pursuer of

wedded bliss I have ever heard of. Can you
spare a corner for it ?

" On Thursday se'nnight [July 5] was married, at

Billingborough, after a courtship of one hour and fifteen

minutes, Mr. Nicholas Wilson, of Five Willow Walk, in

the parish of Hetkinson, to Mrs. Pepper, of the parish of

Billingborough ;
this being his eighth wife, and he her

third husband. The number of relations that celebrated

* The Rev. William Cockin was of Brasenose College,

Oxford, M.A. 1790, and was presented to Minchinhamp-
ton cum Rodborough in 1806, and to Cherrington,
Gloucestershire, in 1814. Ob. March 3, 1841.
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thia wedding amounted to M. who, togdhtr with the

brkte and bridegroom, paraded the strsets with colour.

Can it be true ? It looki very suspicious.
I I | IJlK.

Old Joke*.

ir,

llivroclU

ttever may be the date of the
f

A<rr,c

unquestionably the most ancient jest book extant.

I hoped that the old bird was dead, but as /

pass him off under a new name, allow

me to nail him against jour wall. As a raven he

was game, as an owl he is carrion :

" Uo payan d la batse Normandie, aussi tpiritoel quo
rux de 1* haute, troora dan* le Iron d'un viel arbre, un

hibou. qn'il emporta chez lui.

tu r.u.' lui dit M mtnagtre, 'c'te vilaioe MU fora

penr a not genUse*.'~
Ma fine,' repondit le campagnard, j'ons entenda dire

.1 le maitr d'ccole, qu'un hibou vivail dt
'

n a*ur.-r par moi-meme."* Figaro,
.':, Jiiin. 1859.

1 IT7.HOPKINS

Garrick Club.

Mickelet 0n Englith Literature and on Shah-

ipeare. Micbelct (Jeanne. d'Arc, 1856, p. 129.),

ftpeaking of English literature, says that it i<
'

}>!, judaique, sataniuue." In a note he

pays,
' recollect to have seen the word

^hakspeare. If it is there at all, it is

there very rarely, by chance, and without a sha-

dow of religious sentiment." Mrs Cowden Clarke,

by means of her admirable Concordance to Shak-

tpeare, enables us to weigh the truth of thb emi-

nent French writer's remarks.

The word "God" occurs in Shakspcare uptrard*

of one thousand titnct In the Holy Sen;

according to Crudcn, it occurs about eight hun-

rnes. It is true that the word often occurs

in Sbaksnearc without a reverential sent

but M '

says it never occurs with a

religious feeling (urn tentimfnt reliffietu). Thi<

latcnitMit is almost as erroneous as tint regarding
the absence of the word. It would be quite out

npt to quote passages in
point;

but if an Englishman were challenged, I think he

safely promise to produce : ->pcarc
more passages indicative of deep religious feeling

than are to be found in any French writer that I

have ever met with.

The word "heaven" occurs in Shnkspeare up-
wards of eight hundred limes. S. BLACK.COMBK.

JHtnor

tte'g Draught*. lit a valuable paper which
re is a re-

peatc-1 reftv .

'

Draughts, or Draw-

ings from itues," as a document well

known and accessible. IS it at the liriti

scum the officers neither hare it, nor can give any
nation about it.

Such a document, however, ought to be in some

public institution, and probably is so, although to

me unknown. I should f

any correspondent who could furnish me wr
clue to it. IKEW.

So/ihocle*. Erotian, in his collection of words,

used by Hippocrates, cites a passage from the

Clytocmnettra of Sophocles, and Hesychius tin-

lexicographer is thought to refer with approval
1 to the same drama. It has been c

1 however, that Erotian's quotation belongs t<> the

part of Clytirmnestra in the extant Electro of

; Sophocles, wherein it would
supply

a del;

In the year 1804, a remarkable announcement

,

was made that Professor M utilise!, of Moscow,
had found in the Library of Augsburgh a large

nt of this lo.' containing about
300 lines, commencing with Tisiphone alone

speak-
ing, and ending with the Chorus. Mattbaei was
well known in the learned world, on account of

his discovering the Homeric Hymn to Cere*, and
his many other successful researches in Greek
literature. But of this alleged Sophoclean trea-

sure trove, I have not met with any
>n than what is contained in the literary

intelligence of 1804. (See the North .

I
Magazine and Review for September, 1804, p.

165.) In the copious <
. jtnents

subjoined t ions of Oxford, 18J

of Paris, 1844, nothing is said of Matthei's dis-

. covery. Perhaps some among the readers of
' " N. & Q." may be able to trace this ma
the foreign literary journals. I have only looked
into the Amsterdam Bibliotheca Cri/ira, which
does not even allude to this alleged discovery. I-

it a mistake ? or is it a literary fraud ? ABTEBUS.

Dublin.

John de Jiualiin, one of the barons in arms

; against IL-nrv III. in th-- y.-.ir 1-M7. Wanted,
information respecting him and bis descendants.

His arms were, gules, 3 bars dancettve argent.

Cardinal Virtue*. In what period was it that

the cardinal virtues wer
world under that designation? A

! were Justice, Fortitude, Prudence, a

once brought forward at the same time as Faith,

Hope, and Charity ?

have been held in high > in those days.
II

M"i//mi;i Sntt'tn. Is ami rn of

th- facl '

xington, who ].
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1688 ? The following curious epitaph to his me-

mory was copied a short time ago from Averham

churchyard, and is, I think, deserving of a corner

in
" N. & Q. :

"

" Sir William Sutton corps here toombed sleepes,

Whose happy soul in better mansions keepes;
Thrice nine yeares lived he with his laclye faire

A lovely, noble, and lyke vertuous pay re.

Their generous offspring (parents joy of heart),

Eight of each sex : of each an equal part
Ushered to Heaven their father, the other

Remained behind him to attend their mother."

STUFFYNWOOD.

Cartulary of Buttele. Can you inform me
where the MS. thus described in Dugdale is

now?
"Chronicon sive Cartularium Prioratus de Buttele,

quod incipit tempore Augustini Rivers prioris, scil. anno

1509, et desinit anno 1536. MS. paper in folio contin.

fol. 72. penes v. cl. Petrum Le Neve, Norroy."

In Sir Thos. Phillipps's List of Chartularies the

vol. passed from Le Neve's hands to those of Ives.

Where it is now he does not say. A. T. PAGET.

Kirkstead Rectory, Norwich.

Graham : Newton. Alderman John Graham
of Drogheda married Charity, sister to Alderman

William Newton of Drogheda and Major- Gene-
ral John Newton, and had, with other issue, a son,

the liight Hon. William Graham, M.P., and a

daughter, Sarah, wife of Sir Thomas Taylor, Bart.,

ancestor of the Marquess of Headfort. Alder-

man Graham died in 1717. He had a brother

Arthur (father of John Graham) and three sisters,

Catherine, wife of Singleton, Rachel, and

Sarah, wife of Johnston. Who were these

Grahams and Newtons ? The General was a

burgess of Londonderry, and I think M.P. for

that city. Sir William Betham, I know, made
Alderman Graham descended from a family set-

tled in the co. Down or Armagh, I forget which,
but as far as I can discover without a particle of

proof, as was the case in too many of his pedi-

grees. Y. S. M.

Countess of Stafford, daughter of Philibert

Count de Grammont. Her letters are mentioned
in the preface to Grammont's Memoirs. I should

be glad to know where and when these letters

were published. Q. R.

Sir Walter Scott. The only descendant of

this eminent individual now alive is the youthful
daughter of Mr. Hope Scott, Queen's Counsel.
Can any of your readers inform me who is next
heir to the Abbotsford estate, failing this girl? J

Witches worried at a Stake. In 1679, Anna-

pie Thompson and others, being convicted of

witchcraft, were condemned " to be taken to the
west end of Borrowstoness, the ordinary place of

execution there, upon Tuesday the twentie-third

day of December current, betwixt two and four

o'clock in the afternoon, and ther to be wirried at

a stench till they be dead, and therafter to have
their bodies burned to ashes."

Was this barbarous penalty usual in cases of

witchcraft, or on other occasions ? ACHE.

" A Letter to a Clergyman, Sfc." Please tell me
the name of the author of a 12mo. volume, pp.

118., published in London in 1746, and entitled,

A Letter to a Clergyman, relating to his Sermon

on the 3Qth of January. It is dedicated to the

Bishop of Winchester ; and, containing some par-
ticulars of Irish affairs, professes to be " a com-

pleat Answer to all the Sermons that ever have

been, or ever shall be, preached, in the like strain,

on that Anniversary." ABHBA,

" Le Bas Bleu" Can any of your Edinburgh
readers give me any information regarding the

authorship of the following play ? Le Bas Bleu,
or the Fall of the Leaf, a farce in two acts,

performed at the Theatre Royal, Edinburgh, for

the first time 30th March, 1836, Edinburgh. 50

copies printed for private circulation by the Edin-

burgh Printing Company. SIGMA.

Rue in Prisoners' Dock. In Mr. Dickens's new
tale of " The Two Cities," allusion is made to the

custom of placing herbs in the dock in front of a

prisoner arraigned for treason. The scene is laid

at Newgate in the year 1775. Query : how long

previous to that period dates its origin ? and is it

now used on trials for any but capital offences ?

The custom in early days seems in a great
measure to have been one of precaution, herbs

sprinkled with vinegar being strewn about the

court as a preventative of jail fevers.

This, however, cannot be the motive for its

continuance in days of sanitary improvements.
At the trial of Manning and his wife for murder,

it will be remembered that at the conclusion of a

speech by one of tHe counsel, Mrs. Manning
gathered some of " the sprigs of rue placed on

the dock," and threw them vehemently over the

wigged heads of the " learned gentlemen."
*

FRANK LAMB.

Sir John Gascoigne. Can you inform me
where I can obtain any particulars about Sir

John Gascoigne, the father of George Gascoigne

according to Wood ? Is there any known proof
of his having any connexion with the county of

Essex? G.H.K.

Heraldic Query. Can anyone assist me in

identifying the following arms? Parted per pale

baron and feme two coats : first, az. a cross be-

tween four eagles displayed ar. ; second, gu. on a

[* See "N. & Q." 2nd S. ii. 351. 479.; iv. 108. 238.

En.]
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chevron between three trees erased or, three

martlets, the colour of which I cannot make out,

bat they are probably aa. Crest, a doe courant.

I have an idea that the arms are those of White

impaled with those of Antram or Antrim, but am
not at all certain. J. A. Pit.

Sir Edward Lovett Pearce. In the year 1733,

Sir Edward Lovett Pearce, "a celebrated archi-

tect, and the builder of the .Irish parliament-house

day," departed this life, and was buried in

the old churchyard of Donnybrook, near Dublin.

Are any particulars of bis life and professional

engagements to be found in print P He is men-
tioned (as I am aware) in Harris's History of
Dublin, p. 410., Whitelaw and Walsh's History of
Dublin, vol. i. p. 529., and D' Alton's History of
the County of Dublin, p. 805. ; and his interment

is duly recorded in the register of burials in the

parish of Donnybrook. ABHUA.

"Afutomania, or Poets
9

Purgatory" 12mo. 1817.

Can any of your correspondents tell me the

of the author of the above work P Pub-
with the psfud. Jeremiah Jingle. I have

got the MS. of it in my possession. I am also

desirous of ascertaining the author of Sketches of
Irish Political Characters (London, 1799). At p.
103. the author refers to himself as a graduate
of Trinity Collage, Dublin.

W. J. FFTZ-PATBICK.

Bryan Robinson, JuT.D. Where may I ascer-

tain particulars of Bryan Robinson, M.D., the

of a posthumous publication, entitled An
m Coinf (8vo. pp. 104., Dublin, 1757).

ABHBA.

Quotation. Who is the author of the following
ImeiP

WU.oa?eS
Whore wiokedneas shall wesf? why Panjoin bards,
Fahled Elveian plains

- Tartarian lakes.

Styx and Cocytno tell why Mali's sons
Hare feignM a paradise of ra'irth and love,

lai ..!.,.,!- ., .... -M . n ftsj Hi
Why oa the hanks of Oreriana't stream,
Wnora never science roared bar sacred torch.
The unlutorM Indian dreams of happier worlds
,;, . : .

;

...
;;-,..

DsxTwa.

'>ert KnowUs. Can any of your readers

fire any information about Herbert Knowlea,
who wrote some beautiful u

lines in Richmond
Churchyard, Yorkshire," on the words,

" U is good
to be here," and beginning tUu*

ftfethlnka, it ie good to he here.
If thoa wilt lot as bsjttd bat far whom? -

Also, are there any other poems by the same
thor, and if so, where are they to be found P

II. i

Iffiiry Caloerlfy. Can you give me any
1 information abou r.ry CaJverK v, or Cal-

veriy, Knt.. M.I', for Nortballerton from 1078 to

1685, or tell me where I am likely to fm.i

C. J, I'- IXGLBDBW.

Dmenanfs Place of Confinement. Was Dave-
nant's place of confinement Cotces Cast!

Carubrooke Castle P When Davenant was on
his way to Virginia his vessel was captured by
a Parliamentary man-of-war, and he was lodged
in prison. Aubrey says at Carisbrooke, others

say Cowes ; which is the truth ? Was Gondibert
written in cither place? V.

Enrly Law Lists. Will any kind reader of
" N. & Q." tell me where I can procure or get a

sight of a list of the gentlemen practising in the

Law Courts from 1695 to 1705, or any year during
that period P J. F. C.

Ancient Localities near London. I am at a loss

as to the identification of the following places
j

mentioned as being in the close vicinity of Lon-

don, temp. Henry III. : Sandfurd, apparently to-

wards the north of London ; Bolketle, apparently
on the south; Anedethe, "near Wcstmii

the "New Wear" situate somewhere probably be-

tween the Tower and the Pool (la Pule). I shall

esteem it a favour if any of your correspondent*
will assist me by way of information or suggestion.

I am inclined to identify Sandford wit!

present Stamford (Hill), as bci to the

north than Stratford^ which is evidently men-
tioned in the passage in question as being the

eastern boundary. The western bound .1-

Gnicntcbrigffe, the earliest mention of Knights-
bridge that I remember to have seen.

UK* BY THOMAS RU.BT.

fHiiior (Thimr*

College of Christ at Brecon. Any information

respecting this collegiate church, and particularly
where the muniments belonging to it are deposited,
will be esteemed a favour. A .M

[Our correspondent will find the information he desires
In Theophilns Jones's History of As O~*tf of
(4to. Broc. 1809), vol. ii. pt ii. pp. 720760.
In the Appendices (Nes. IX. & ) are contained the
charter of Henry VIII. for transferring the College of

Ahergwiii to the bonse or prior?- of the Dasriaisans at

Brecon ; and an exemplification of a decree
of Exchequer (ttm,, .

) establish
.

i

, .

.,. .., .

;

.
; : -. v

i of SL DarWe. wboee
: i,- .:, [.:,

-.
- -...- .!.-!! ;

the altentioo of parliament I

led to aa angry correspond*
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David's and himself; but whether any immediate prac-

tical good resulted to the college, or is likely to do so, we
are unable to say.]

Bibliographical Queries. Who were the re-

spective authors of the following anonymous pub-
lications ?

! 1. An Impartial Consideration of the Speeches of the

five Jesuits lately executed. 4to. London. 1679.

[By Dr. John Williams, Bishop of Chichester. ]

2. Histoire de 1'Inquisition et son Origine. 12mo.

Cologne. 1693.

[Par 1'Abbe' Marsollier.]

3. The Rights of the Christian Church Asserted, &c.

8vo. London. 1706.

[By Dr. Matthew Tindal. See K & Q.," 1" S. vi.

4. Popery against Christianity ; or, an Historical Ac-
count of the Present State of Rome, &c. 8vo. London.

1719.

[By Parenthenopeus Hereticus, i. e. William Gordon.]

5. The Cries of Royal Blood. 12mo. London. 1722.

6. A Critical Review of the Political Life of Oliver

Cromwell. 12mo. Dublin. 1739.

[By John Bankes ( ?). See "K & Q.," !* S. iv. 180.]

ABHBA.

// Sepolchro del Santo Sangue. At some town
in the northern part of Italy there is a church

which contains a shrine in the centre of the build-

ing, intituled "
II Sepolchro del Santo Sangue,"

the legend being that the Roman soldier who

pierced the Saviour's side, caught the blood as it

flowed, preserved it, and brought it to his native

town, where he, having become a believer, con-

secrated it, and deposited it, and that this church
was erected on the spot.
The memory of the inquirer as to the locality

fails him. C.

[The shrine is in the Basilica di Santa Andrea at

Mantua. " In a crypt beneath the high altar is a shrine

to contain the bloo'd of our Lord collected by the centu-
rion." (Murray's Hand-Book of Northern Italy, 6th edit,

p. 226.) According to Zedler (vol. xxxiii. col. 2028.),"
Sanguis Jesu Christi is the name of a Mantuan order of

knighthood, instituted in 1608 by Vincent IV., Duke of

Mantua, in honour of Our Saviour's blood, of which it is

maintained that they have at Mantua a few drops."
(Then follows a description of the collar of the order.)" At its extremity is suspended an oval, whereon are two
angels holding a coronated chalice, with three drops of
blood and this postil : Nihil isto triste recepto"~\

Pregnant Women pardoned. In the case of
Johan Norkett, who was murdered in the fourth

year of King Charles I. by her husband, aunt,
and grandmother, "Judgement was given, and
the grandmother and the husband executed, but
the aunt had the privilege to be spared execution,
being with child." (Quoted from some notes on
the case by Sir John Maynard in Collet's Relics

of Literature, 1823, p. 163.)
Was such exemption usual in similar cases ?

Here, in Norfolk, there is a popular belief (qu. a

vulgar error ?), that if a woman in this condition
be guilty of theft, and her state at the time be
known to the judge, he " can't punish her nohow."
The ground of this exemption is referred to the
" woman's longing" at such periods, which is sup-
posed to render her absolutely incapable of ab-

staining from any means of gratifying her desires,
however unlawful in other circumstances. I have
been told of more than one case of acquittal on
these grounds, said to have occurred in this

county ;
but I have had no opportunity of veri-

fying, or disproving them. ACHE.

[It is a "
vulgar error," that women, upon a capital con-

viction, and being in a state of pregnancy, are on that
account not amenable to the utmost demands of the law.
Under such circumstances, the Court is, and ever has
been, bound to grant a reprieve, until such time as she
is delivered of a child, or it is no longer possible in the
course of nature that she should be so delivered. The
fact of pregnancy is generally determined by a jury of

matrons, impanelled for that purpose. The reprieve, in.

these cases, is usually followed by a commutation of the

original sentence; hence, no doubt, the popular notion
alluded to by our correspondent.]

Spofs "History of Canterbury." Somner, in

his preface to his Antiquities of Canterbury, al-

ludes to a work entitled "
Spot's History of Can-

terbury, mentioned by Balaeus," as a book "which,
if he had but gotten, he should perchance have

brought the work to more perfection." Can any
of the readers of "

N". & Q." give any information
in respect of Spot's History ? It must have been

extremely scarce, even if extant in Somner's time,
A.D. 1640, or he would doubtless have succeeded
in obtaining it. JOHN BREST.

[This work was published by Hearne in 1719, entitled

Thorn a; Sprotti Chronica, from a MS. in the library of

Sir Edward Dering, of Surrenden. Thomas Sprot, or

Spott, was a monk of St. Augustine's at Canterbury, and
flourished A.D. 1274.]

Bcgfet
USSHEB'S BRITANNICARUM ECCLESIARUM

TATES.

(2
nd S. vii. 121. 523.)

Agreeing with LANCASTRTEXSIS as to the " na-
tional" character of Ussher's great work, written

in compliance with a royal command, I also admit
that it is desirable to trace out the source of the

text given in Dr. Elrington's edition. But I
cannot agree with him that there is reason to

doubt what I had asserted, of that edition being
" at most but a reprint," although it might not be
difficult to prove that it is even somewhat less.

It was undertaken, as the reverend and learned

editor informs us, at the request of the Provost

and Senior Fellows of Trinity College, Dublin,
who defrayed all the expenses of printing and

publication. The Horatian precept,
"
nonumque
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prematur in annum," may have been in this in-

stance more than observed. For, so far back as the

year 18*29, the work was advertised by Milliken,

the University bookseller, as being then "in the

press" (Million's Catalogue, p. 273, Dublin,

1829). Late in t'.e year 1*47, or early in 1848,

appeared the first volume, entitled :

44 The Whole Works of the Most Reverend James
father. D.D., Lord Archbishop of Armagh .... with a

Life of the Author. an<l an Account of his Writings. By
Charles Richanl Klrington, D.I)., Ktgiu* Profeasor of

Divinity in the University of Dublin. In Sixteen

Volume*. Vol. I. Dublin .' . . . MDCCCXLVIL 8vo."

The title is immediately followed by an " Ad-
vertisement," dated "

Trinity College, Dublin,
Nov. 1, 1847 ;

M
in which "The Editor deeplv re-

grets that he has been
compelled

to delay for so

tone a period the publication of the Works of

Archbishop Ussher." Much professorial and other

public business, long and successive attacks of

illness, and consequent necessity for going abroad,
are adduced not unreasonably to account for the

delay, though they might have equally prompted
a resignation of the work to another editor. The
moat important part of this "Advertisement" is

the following :

44 In editing the works of Archbishop L'sher, the great

difficulty arose from the unusual number of quotation* to

to found In them. The Editor ha* endeavoured to verify
ad these quotation*, and he has changed the references to

the more modern and more generally used editions. The
numerous quotations from the Fathers be has referred to

t!,.. Basal sdM ,. i, ;;..-. ajtMMfftj tt,,v ads* i. BBtsa*
ned, the Archbishop quoted a pas-
j.i 1.1 .u ..._ *

fc ^ Ban,.
asit

dktine editor*] rejected altogether. In other
ha* named the edition in the place where the quotations
from an author first occurred."

I regret that, so far as I have examined those

references, I have found little to commend. They
are bv no means remarkable for minute accuracy,
ami they give but trifling assistance towards trac-

ing the Uasertan citations. They should have

catcd. Not infrequently are the citations better

marked in the old editions of the Brit. Eccle.
than in the new. Thus in Usaber's DC-

to King Charles there occurs an adapted
quotation from St. Matthew (Matt xiii. 47, 48.)
In the new edition it is marked as an exact cita-

tion, and the additional information given in the

improved reference consists of two syllables, which

any reader could have supplied (Matt xiii. 47,

48.), and which would have been wholly unneces-

sary if only the Roman numerals had been used
to express the chapter. Again, in hi< Preface,
Usaber had cited two lines from the fifth Act of
t!,- //,/,! : 1 ...- |A ft* Ute editor **
out the reference to the Act, and substitute* one
to the number of the lines, which does not agree

with the editions extant in Ussher'a time, and is

not described as belonging to any of n.

date. Even a cursory review of this edition of
Uasher would occupy more space than ruuld !,

afforded to such a subject in " N. & Q." I there-
fore abstain from here

attempting it, only observ-

ing that the edition itself still remains incomplete.
The first volume alone has a title page, and

the fourteenth volume has not yet appear. !,

although this printed slip, without date or signa-
ture prefixed to the fifteenth volume, would lead
one to

expect
it: "The

publics four-
teenth volume is

unavoidably postponed." But
did that deserve the magnificent title of Tin
Whole Workt^ from which is excluded not only
The Body of Divinity, which Ussher did not de-
sire to have published, at least with his name ;

but also the Bibltotheca Theologies
" which had

(says Dr. Elrington) from an early period of his

life formed the great object of the Archbishop's
attention," yet is

permitted by his editor still to

remain an unpublished manuscript ? At the be-

ginning of the thirteenth velum--,
'

feels considerable reluctance in j>ul>l !,.;_ \\-t \.

volume of Sermons, as if it contained the genuine
writings of Archbishop Usshcr."

In the fourth volume (pp. 235 381.) i

Discourse of the Religion anciently profess
the Irish and British. First j

Yet notwithstanding this averment of a first pub-
lication in 1631, Dr. Elrington had already stated

(vol. i. p. 131.) that it "bad appeared before, in

nearly the same form, appended to a Treatise of
Sir Christopher Sibthorpe," to whom " the new
edition is dedicated" bv Ussher himself. Hi.
first edition of that work was at Dublin,
the second, of London, 1631.

The fifth and sixth volumes contain the lint.

Ecclet. Antiquitatet, of which
they

form the third

and as yet the most convenient edition

the merit, like that of Combe's Horace, consist*
if not altogether, in the paper and print.

To each volume is prefixed an incomplete copy of
the title ofthe first edition ; from which, an-i

the date at the end of Ussher's Preface (vol. v.

p. 9.), LAHCA^TRII-KMS if I have not mistaken hi*

argument, intimates that I was wrong in sup-
posing Dr. Klrington's ed tion to have been rc-

1 from that of 1687, which, however, I bad
neither stated nor supposed. When I said that it

was at most but a reprint, I did not intend to assert

that it was even so much ; nor am I now n)

determine which of the preceding editions was
followed, or on what grounds a preference w.n
made. The date at reface

throws no light on this .! -it would
be preserved by every editor. Hut the title with

the date 1639 may fairly be pro- . licate

a preference for that edition. Now, on compari-
son, I cannot find that Dr. Elrington has e\
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reprinted that
original

edition ; and besides other

deviations from it, I can show where he some-

times agrees with the second edition, in a typo-

graphical or literal error, from which the first

edition was free. Thus vol. vi. p. 348., line 3.,
" ex vita S. Albani" which exactly agrees with

the text of the London edition of 1687, p. 414.,

but is certainly wrong, while in the edition of

1639, it is
" ex vita S. Abbani," which is right,

the passage cited being from the Life of St. Ab-

ban, an Irish abbot, who lived some centuries

later than the English proto-martyr St. Alban.
The Life itself, here used by Ussher, was after-

wards published by the learned and zealous

Franciscan Father John Colgan (AA. SS. Hi-
bern. Lovan. 1645, ad diem xvi Martii), with
whose publications an editor of Ussher should
not be unacquainted. In the old MS. version of

Ussher, which I have already described (2
nd S.

vii. 121.), this passage is thus rendered : "To
which wee may adde this out of the Life of S.

Abban, The holy Bishop Ibar inhabited more in

his famous monastery called Beck-erin than in

any other place." From this and other circum-

stances, I am convinced that this inedited version

was made from the edition of 1639, and probably
about the time that Stillingfleet's Origines Bri-
tannicce appeared (Lond. 1685), which being in

English may have suggested the idea of trans-

lating Ussher's work on the same subject.
Vol. vi. p. 478., lines 10. and 11., Laeogarii, as

in the London edition, p. 473., while in the Dub-
lin edition, p. 913 , it is in each place Laogarii.

Vol. vi. p. 272. note b
&OD1pB>K, which differs

from the reading of both the preceding editions.

The first (p. 727.) has what is manifestly wrong,
KUIpPK ;

the second (p. 380.), what is more pro-
bably right, K'BlplPK. But Dr. Elrington's read-

ing agrees with what Gagnier, in his Latin version

(Oxon. 1706, p. 293.), cites from the Hebrew
text of Josippon, but disagrees with what he has
in another place (p. 371.) which tends to confirm
the London edition of 1687, which is described
as being

" Autorls rnanu passim aucta et nusquam
non emendata," a statement confirmed by the
learned Dr. Thomas Smith in his Life of Ussher.

Dr. Elrington has not given any index to this

work, although at least one of Subjects, and an-
other of Authors quoted, may be regarded as

indispensable. Neither has he supplied any in-
formation as to authors cited by Ussher from
MSS. which since his time have been published.
Thus (vol. vi. p. 275.), where Ussher cites the Irish

geographer Dicuil, who is said to have flourished
under the younger Theodosius, in the fifth cen-

tury, a note might have informed the reader that

nearly two centuries after Ussher's so writing, the
text of that old author had been published, and
subsequently made the subject of a diffuse com-
mentary. But for this, and all other pertinent

and requisite illustration, the student will search
in vain through Dr. Elrington's edition.

In the editions of 1639 and 1687, the Preface is

immediately followed by a copious Table of Con-
tents, entitled Conspectus Capitum totius Operis;
but in Dr. Elrington's this, divided into two por-
tions, is placed just after the 1639 title, and is

headed Contents of the Fifth Volume, and Con-
tents of the Sixth Volume, which is clearly awk-
ward and inappropriate. It would have been
sufficient to have stated that the fifth volume
contained the first thirteen chapters of the Bri-
tannicarum Ecclesiarum Antiquitates, and that the
sixth contained the remainder of that work. The
distinct enumeration of the contents in the Con-
spectus Capitum was an integral part of the ori-

ginal work, and should not have been so placed
and headed that it might be readily mistaken for
the editor's.

If it be objected that these are merely trivial

matters, I reply that it is only by such careful
examination that the accuracy of a reprint can
be estimated. The ostentatious parade of the
1639 title at the beginning of Dr. Elrington's two
volumes leads the reader to expect an exact re-

print of that edition, which, if he proceeds to col-

late, he finds he has not received. The latest

edition is thus shown to fall short even of the
merit of a faithful reprint, which is the utmost
that I thought it could have attained. ARTBRUS.

Dublin.

KNIGHTS CREATED BY OLIVER CROMWELL.

(2
nd S. vii. 476. 518.)

DR. DORAN, quoting the substance of a passage
in his own book, Knights and their Days, says that
the Protector created one peer, Viscount Howard
of Morpeth, and ten baronets and knights, but
that he cannot lay his hand on a reference to the

authority which he found at the British Museum.
In a small 8vo. vol. in my possession, entitled The
Perfect Politician, or a Full View of the Life and
Actions (Military and Civil) of O. Cromwel, the
2nd edit., Lond. 1680 (the 1st edit, was in 12mo.,
1660), there is a catalogue given of all the honours
conferred by him during the time of his govern-
ment, comprising

" His Privy Council!.
" The Members of the other House, a/ias House of

Lords (sixty-two in number, nine only being peers, viz.
the Earls of Warwick, Mulgrave, and Manchester

;
Vis-

counts Say and Seal, Lisle, and Howard
;
and the Lords

Wharton, Faulconbridge, and Evers)." Commissioners of the Great Seal and their officers.
"
Judges of both Benches.

" His Barons of the Exchequer."
Sergeants at Law, called by him to the Bar.

" Viscounts. Charles Howard of GHsland in Cumber-
land, created Baron Glisland

;
and Lord Viscount Howard

of Morpeth, the 20th of Julv, 1657.
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The baronet* arc nine in number :

-John Read, created to 1666.

ii. ., i .

,

Heary Wright, f

Edmund Punch. f
n

Griffith Williams, )

The knights are twenty-nine, created 1653, 5,

6,7,8:-
- Sir Richard Stainer.

.1 hi dan :. Bnrt
William Whealer.
Edward Ward.
Thomas Andrews.
ThomaaFooL
Thomas Atkin.
JohaHnson.

George Fleetwood. Janes Drax.
\\ .;:.,-., :,.. u.ir!. Imaj Hshsdnf;

Philip Twuleton.
John UnthaL
John Ireton.

m n M v.:..,

3 tac a,

.1 ,t., ; K. ..-,.::-.

QMaj flat l-...k.

Thorn*. I'ride.

John Uarkstrad.

Bichard Combe.
John Dethick.

Fleetwood.

Callhrop.
1. ft] r:>.

I...''. I B*
.I.,,,, . Watt & Henry Jones."

,<-aon. I

** Sic transit gloria roundi," well concludes the

i 'eter Coyett, mentioned by ITHUBIEL, is not

in this printed I. .II.

f BKUATRR-ADIMC will perceive that the name of Sir

Oliver Flamming is not Included in the above list of
CrosawaU's knights.-ED. ]

oBicnx or TUB CUBVCD roan or
DIVISIONS or LAKU.

Tin: .n i.

(2- 8. Tii. 373.)

It seems to me not improbable that tome light

may be thrown on this question by the following
extract from the treatise De Hotufbondria (folio,

. belonging to the time of Edward II., and
contained in the Liber Ham, which forms part
of the archive* at Guildhall.

From this it would appear, that it was the cus-

tom to those times to plough rotatdtnd rtnatd the

long strips of land that constituted their parcels
or acres, gradually approaching the centre, and
not up and down, as at present That there
would be a tendency to cut off corners is obvious,
and in lapse of time, by dint of gradual curtail-

Mot, the parcel of land would be not unlikely, on
one side at least, to lose its angular form, and
aasvme a COTiltnear one. I make the suggestion,
i. -w.-t. r. will '.'.

'

:
, M 1 i.ar.1!-, ru.ti.

ij,..:
-

that it will give any new information to yoi.
IG.A.C.

.., .
,

;
. .

tsair par an clxxxx acrea, ne clxxx acres; e jco roos

monatray. par deus reaouns, qe cy poet. Bien savetz

TOOS. ke nne acre ds coloure deit eatre de xl perches de

loage, e ilii perches de lee ; e la perche le Roy deit eatre

de xvi pees e demy, e done ert lacre delxvi peas daisssas.

Ore, en arraunt. 'aletz xxxiii feeU eotoor, e prinees le

TWO da on pee da ke, adonc yert lacre arree ; mea aletz

: . t* entour, pur fere lo reon plus eatreiU E qtiant

lacre yert arree, a done eates alee Ixxii cotoorea, ke sunt

vi liwea; cestasaavoir, ke zii cotoures font HIM liwe. K
.

... ,.... i.^heval oali
'

- Mfsetalai
du matyn belement la pas treis liwea de voye da son

to include in itsThe reon here mentioned
breadth the furrow and its accompanying ridge.
The litre is evidently the ancient Iruca of 490

perches or 2640 yards ; the cotoure or culture

being 220 yards in length. Though probably not

required by the great majority of the readers of
" N. & Q ," the following translation, it is be-

lieved, will convey the meaning of the passage:
M Some persons say that one plough cannot serve 190

acres each rear, n"r and I will show you, by
two modes V proof, that a Be it well

you, that one acre of plough-land ought to be 40 perches

long, and four perche* in breadth ; the King'a parch too

ahould be 16 feet and a half [long], and then the acre

will be G6 feet in breadth. Then, in ploughing, go 83

tiroes nmnd, and, taking tbe ream at one foot hi breadth,

the acre will be ploughed; bat go fin this case] 3G times

vmatd, so as to make the ram still more narrow. And
when the acre is ploughed, you will have gone
fora, or six hue*; for be it known, that 12 ouJlaw make
one /-rr. And very poor must the horse or ox be, that

cannot easilv go in the morning three tooa? from its

home without stopping, and at noon-tide be on its re-

turn.-

In farther elucidation of this subject, it may be

worth enquiry whether the word n?on is not akin

to the old French adjective ream/ (from the I.:itin

ronmcna) owing to its curvilinear form. Possibly,

however, the word radiu* may have been its root.

HBKBT THOMAS Kin v

CLAPPING PBATKa-BOOKS ON GOOD FRIDAT.

.1.5. ; viii. 19.)

This custom must be a remnant of the Catholic

ceremonv in Holy Week. It is not necessary to

go to Home, or out of our own island, to witness

every Catholic rlnin-h whore the ceremo-
nies of Holy Week can be properly rani .1 out,

this will be font 'nerved at tin- m-l !"

Tenebrf, not only on (iood Friday, but on ^

nesday and Haundav Thursday evenings also.

Tbe triangular candlestick then used holds, not

only, but fifteen, which corre-

spond with the i psalms in the office of

Matins and At the

each psalm one candle is
extinguished,

and

end tin- one at the top
-till 1: oncealed bebirv while

the canticle Benedict** i* said, followed by the
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psalm Miserere, and the prayer Eespice in a very
low tone. At the conclusion of the prayer, the

officiating priest and the clergy in the choir alone

make a slight noise by clapping on their books- or

desks. This is the signal for the light to be

brought forth from behind the altar, and replaced
on the top of the triangular candlestick. Originally
this clapping was done by the superior priest

only, as a signal for all to depart : but when the

attendance in the churches was more numerous,
the clergy in the choir joined, that the signal

might be better heard. The rubrical direction

runs thus :

" Finita oratione, fit fragor et strepitus

aliquantulum." The Church, however, attaches

a mystical meaning to all her ceremonies. The
office of these three evenings is called Tenebrce,

because at the end all the lights are extinguished
to express the darkness at our Saviour's cruci-

fixion
;
and the noise made by beating the books

or desks, represents the earthquake, the rending
of the rocks, and the other signs which followea

the death of the world's Redeemer. F. C. H.

This is evidently an allusion to a part of the

ceremonies of the Catholics in the Holy Week.

For, in the rubric of the Tenebrce office we read,
after the prayer Respice, "Finita oratione fit

fragor et strepitus," etc. An explanation of

which is given by several writers, and particularly

by Francesco Cancellieri, in his Description of
the Ceremonies of Holy Week in the Pontifical

Chapel at Rome. Of that work the third edition

was published at Rome in 1802. He adopts as

most probable the opinion of Mazzinelli, that this

noise expresses the dreadful disturbance and con-

fusion of all nature which happened at the death
of our Lord. (Descrizione, etc., pp. 34, 35.)

AHTERTJS.
Dublin.

teg to i&tnor CBtuericrf.

Antonio de Dominis (2
nd S. viii. 20.) In the

" Notes on Books," at the above reference, occurs
the following sentence concerning this person-
age :

" We must acknowledge how faithfully he discharged,
to the close of his life, those solemn obligations into
which he entered with the ministry of the Church of

England, upon the eve of bidding an eternal farewell to
our shores."

^

The reader would infer from this that the " dis-

tinguished ecclesiastic
"

in question had remained
a member of the Church of England, not only to

the period of quitting our shores, but even to the
\

close of his life. Now, without any intention, or
j

desire, to raise discussion, or provoke controversy,
[

it is only fair and just to state the undeniable
|

facts, that before he left England, Antonio de Do-
minis mounted the pulpit, and in the face of a

large congregation, solemnly retracted whatever
he had written or preached against the Catholic

religion. This excited the displeasure of King
James I., and he was commanded to leave the

country in three days. He repaired to Rome,
begged pardon for his past conduct, retracted his

late opinions, and composed a treatise entitled

My Motives for Renouncing the Protestant Reli-

gion, a new edition of which was published in

London, by Keating and Brown, in 1827.

F. C. H.
[Just before De Dominis quitted England, James I. de-

puted several bishops to wait upon him, who put to him the

following question: "What he thought of the religion
and Church of England, which for so many years he had
owned and obe3

r
ed, and what he would say of it in the

Roman court ?
" To this query he gave in writing the

memorable answer, "I am resolved, even with the dan-

ger of my life, to profess before the Pope himself, that the
Church of England is a true and orthodox church of
Christ." "

This," says Bishop Cosin,
" he not only pro-

mised, but faithfully performed." (Treatise against Tran-
substantiation, Works, vol. iv. p. 160., edit. 1851.) Few
persons were better acquainted with the uncomfortable

history of De Dominis than the learned Bishop of Dur-
ham, and here he has given his deliberate judgment on
this particular point. We also beg leave to submit to our
able correspondent, that there are other and equally
weighty reasons, besides those urged by Dr. Newland in
his recent Life of De Dominis, for concluding that the

archbishop died in the faith he professed whilst a minis-
ter of the Church of. England; and none stronger, we
conceive, than the fact of the barbarous treatment to
which his remains were exposed in the Campo di Fiori,

according to the sentence of the Sacred Congregation.
If the Church of Rome cannot convict the unhappy arch-

bishop of final "apostacy," it then becomes impossible to
account for, much less extenuate, the cruel practices of
her agents on that memorable occasion. We can do no
more than refer our correspondent to the 4th vol. of our
1 st Series (p. 295.) ;

and also to a Relation sentfrom Rome
of the Processe, Sentence, and Execution done upon the Body,
Picture, and Boohes of Marcus Antonius de Dominis,
Archbishop of Spalato, after his Death. Published by
Command. London, 1624, 4to., and reprinted in the first

collection of Lord Somers's Tracts, vol. iv. p. 575.]

Fresco in the Record-Room, Westminster Abbey
(2

nd S. vii. 515.) I have no doubt but that the
"white doe" described by M. C. H. is a royal badge,
and is probably a white hart, couchant under a
tree proper, gorged with a crown and chained, or,
which was one of the badges of Richard II., who
rebuilt the neighbouring hall

;
or it may be an

antelope gorged and chained, or, which was borne
as a badge by Henry V., and also by Henry VI.
Your correspondent can easily perceive which of
these animals is intended ; a hart would have

antlers, while an heraldic antelope would have its

horns serrated in an upward direction.

On the brass lectern in King's College Chapel,

Cambridge, is a figure of the founder, Henry VI.
He has at his feet an antelope couchant, chained
and gorged. I have also lately met with a figure
of the same king, painted on the wall of a Norfolk

church. He holds the sceptre and orb : at his
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feet is a white antelope sejant, gorged and chained,

I am therefore inclined to think that the

antelope when found alone is the badge of

I shall be glad to hear of examples of this or

any other king, not a saint, being painted on the

walls of a church, as I believe such figures are of

rare occurrence. The parish
where the example

I have quoted was found was held of the Duchy
master, which accounts, I think, for this

Lancastrian prince being set up in the church ;

may have been placed there for devotional

purposes by some of those who were favourable

to his canonisation, which was not however ef-

fected, cither through lack of testimony to bis

iirou^h unwillingness on the part of

Henry VII. to pay the cost, the sum of which,

:ing lo Fuller, amounted to "fifteen hun-

dred duckets of gold.**
* Tool* mo.is eral Romoooro condere sanctum."

G.W. W. M.

Wko vrotc Gd BUu f (2- S. v. 515. ; vii.

It is singular that neither of your correspon-
dent-, U.IKHI IP r KHIC, refer to or appear to

know of an able art !!, " Who wrote Gil Bias?*
1

which is in Dlachtcoodt Magazine, No. 344. G.

Bdtoburjh.

Coffin* (2* S. vii. 516.) The coffin of Joseph
is exceptional as regards the Jews, who for forty

years carried it in their wanderings (Gen. I. 26. ;

Exod.xiii. 19.; Josh.xxhr.32.). The Hebrew jb,
arun, means not only a coffin, but any other chest,

as the ark of the covenant (Gen. I. 2G. ; Exod.
xxv. 14.). "A box or coffin for the dead was

d," savs Jahn (Bib. Antiq. s. 205.), ex-

cept in Babylon and Egypt." And not more than

one in ten, according to Belxoni, were bur

eoffiM in Egypt (Egypt. A*tiq. it 128. L. 1

The wood thereof was Egyptian fig sycamore (Id.

.). "The last covering for the body [in

which, as it would cause an additional and heavy
expense, could only, we uppoae, be used for kings
and wealtbv

people
-

(Id. ii. 133.). The sole

covering of the Jewish corpse was the MsW

Egyptians may be ascribed originally our

embalmments, grave-clothe*, coffins, and sarco-

phagi.
Sir Gardiner Wilkinson thinks our word coffin

is derived from the Arabic kcfcn, grave
-

clothes; but this cannot be whilst we find in

French coffin, a round high basket, nnd cnffre, a

chest; in Italian, co/ano, a basket, chest, or trunk,
derived immediately from the Latin ctinhinu* and

1 Greek K<tyt*, a basket of twigs. The art of

basket- making probablv prccc ugland
e art ofnii'l rlscwbere the art

L

covering

grave-clothe*;

;

Ar/fe, in Arabic (John

40.). The Babylonian Gemsra on the
Mishna (Beracoth iii. 1.) speaks of the bones of
the dead removed from one place to another as

not being allowed to be carried in a sack or on
the back of an aa, to be sat upon, except in case
of apprehension from the Ootm (gentiles) or bri-

i

and (0*DO?=A r<rr;). Compare 1 Kings xiii.

29. The corse was t29. The corpse was to be conveyed on a (<ropfe)

bier, or open chest (Luke vii. 14), similar

bably, to those in use by the modern Egyptian*,M described and figured by Lai

carpentry. The ancient

I mode of preserving our writs was in a hamper, as

j

in the hanaper office of the Court of Chancery.'

The English word batket and the thing itself were

j
borrowed by the Romans :

Barbara de pirtu vent btucamda Britannia :

Sed roe jam mavult dicere Roma suam."

Martial, xiv. 99.

T. J. BCCETOJC.
Lirhfleld.

Rowlolph Family (2* S. viii. 12.) To the in-

quiries
of your correspondent J. S. M. after the

S family of Randolph, the few following particulars
of the Norfolk branch may be of some assistance,

and which it is not improbable may, by a strict

investigation, be discovered to have been the

founders of that noble race.

From Blomefield we learn Rannulf was prior
of Norwich in 1160; and on the same aut!

we find Ranulf was Dean of Thclfonl in 1175.

During the four succeeding centuries there are

numerous references to the living :m<l manors

possessed in the county by that family.

Thomas, who died about 1680, appears to have
been the last of the family in Norfolk: he was

possessed
of the manors and lands in 1'ulh

Mary. Henry, his son, went to Ireland, where
he probablv joined his relatives, and was there at

the time of his mother's death, Jan. 2, 1692.

Elizabeth, his daughter, married uii<Kr the

Commonwealth ; and as the then existing forms
have not been noticed in your page?, the following
extract from the registers of the parish of St. Cle-

ment's Fye bridge, Norwich, is subjoined. Mar-
ried :

"
Henry Darrnfr and Elisabeth Randolph, both single,

.:. ', .
' \ :, '.. I-.. ..::.,: >

-: !

at the Market Crt* aforeuM. and no
objec-

tion made ajrainat the same, were married by Thos.

Toftea, EK)', the 15 of May. 1659.
- TWfu Johannes Scambrr."

Another daughter married Sayer Sayer, from

I whom descended the late celebrated antiquary,
I Dr. Sayer of Norwi

It has been observed, Elizabeth Rumlnlpli, the

mother, died while her son was in Iivl:m 1. In hi*

absence the grandson, Cbarle* took

charge of the funeral at 1'ulham ; the particulars
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of her interment remain in existence, and some

extracts, in which are included "sugar, rawles,

sack, and horse-meats," were published in the

Norfolk Archccology, vol. iv. p. 364.

H. D'AVENEY.

The Arrows ofHarrow (2
nd S. viii. 17.) With-

out condescending to comment upon the nonsen-

sical supposition of one of your querists, who
"
hoped that it was no disregard to the letter h !

"

which induced the adoption of the crossed arrows,
or arrows in saltire as the heralds have it, as the

arms of the school, I am tempted to endeavour to

trace the origin of that device, and to submit

what are the facts in support, as far as may be, of

my theory.
Your correspondent E. L. tells us that he was

at Harrow long before Dr. Butler's day, and that

he has prize books, obtained by himself, stamped
with the crossed arrows. The theory, there-

fore, of your correspondent H. (2
nd S. vii. 463.),

that the practice was introduced by Dr. Butler,
falls to the ground. I can confirm this statement
of E. L. In 1788 an uncle of mine gained several

such prizes, all stamped with the arrows. In 1778,
an elder uncle of mine gained several similar

prizes, all stamped in a similar manner. Now my
impression is (and there may yet be living some
older Harrovians who are able to support this

theory), that, on the suppression of the archery
meetings in 1771, and the substitution of the

speeches, the arrows were adopted in allusion to

the abandoned custom. At the same time if

prize books were given for exercises contempo-
raneously with the practice of the archery (and
which is as old as the foundation of the school),
this heraldic bearing may be coeval with the

school itself. Query, then, are there any prize
books in existence, the bindings of which are so

stamped, and which can be shown to be of a date
anterior to 1771 ? C. E. LONG.

Woodroof^ S. viii. 13.) Is it worth while
to inform S. C. C., that if he contemplates indulg-
ing in that seductive beverage, Mai-trank, or

Mai-wein, he must take the youngest greenest
shoots of the woodroof when it first shoots up
under the shade of trees in the spring. I saw it
" advertised" in a window in the Hay Market last

week, but I should think that at this time the
Waldmeister is rather too old. At the same time,
the German plant seems to my unbotanical eye
somewhat different from our woodroof. Some
German botanist could settle the Query.

G. H. K.
Woodroof is found wild in many parts of Eng-

land, and does not differ from that commonly used
in Germany to make the refreshing Mai-trank, or

May-drink, so well known both in Germany and
Belgium. If it could be proved that the old

English name of woodruflfe, or woodroof, was

wood-reeve, this would be a literal translation of
its German name, Waldmeister, or master of the
wood : so called probably because, when it has
once taken possession of the soil in shady places,
it spreads to a great extent. Reeve, as your
readers doubtless know, is a word still in use,

particularly in Scotland ; .where it is applied to

an overseer or bailiff. From the word reeve comes
sheriff, shire, reave.

In making the May-drink the leaves of black-

currants, balm, and peppermint, .are sometimes
mixed in less proportions with the woodruffe.
A handful of the mixture is amply sufficient for a

quart of white Rhine wine, mixed to taste with
white sugar and water.

Many salutary plants are found among the

Rubiacece, to which order woodruffe, or Asperula
odorata, belongs : Rubia tinctorium, or madder,
still in great repute in Germany as a cure for dis-

eases of the bones, and all the varieties of Cm-
chonce, from which preparations of bark and

quinine are made, belong to this useful class of

plants. N. D.

Minstrels' Gallery in Cathedrals (2
nd S. vii.

496.) At the west end of the north aisle of
Winchester Cathedral is a gallery, filling up a
whole bay, under the arch, but not projecting into

the central part of the nave. It was built by
Wykeham, as it would seem, from his arms in the

spandrils and bosses. And it is now used as the

consistory court and record office of the diocese.

Milner calls it a " tribune." It may be interest-

ing to R. J. K. to know that the gallery at Exeter
is not the only example in England.

B. B. WOODWARD.
Haverstock Hill.

It does not exactly answer the inquiry made
by R. J. K. to state, that the easternmost portion
of the cathedral-church of Lincoln has commonly
obtained the name of the Angel Choir, from the

spandrils of the triforium arches being adorned
with figures of angels, many of which are sound-

ing or playing musical instruments. But the re-

semblance of these figures to those described by
R. J. K. in the Minstrels Gallery in Exeter

Cathedral, suggests an idea that both may have
been originally dedicated to the same purpose.
The Angel Choir at Lincoln is supposed to have
been erected about 1282. There is in Worces-
ter Cathedral a contemporaneous work of similar

arrangement, but which has been lamentably
effaced by the iconoclasts of the seventeenth cen-

tury. The figures in Lincoln Cathedral are in a
state of nearly perfect preservation ; they are

thirty in number, all of very excellent workman-
ship, and some of them of great energy of position,

action, and expression. A full description of this

beautiful work of art, with engravings of the

thirty figures of angels, is given in the proceed-
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inn of the meeting of the Arcbssologicnl institute,

which was held at Lincoln in July, 1S48.

Ti MM 1 II.M .v

J?n/i*A AtUkropopkagi (V* S. vii. 497.) With-

oat going back to the remote days of St. Jerome

to seek proof for his assertion,
" cUe gli Scozresi

vsauano in cibola carne dell' huomo ncl suo

tempo," or in other word.-, that the Scots ate

human flesh either at home or " in Gallia" as they
could get it, reference mav be made to the follow-

ing instance ; which, if the garrulous chronicler,

Lindsay of Pitacottie, can be believed, seems to

corroborate the fact that there existed in the na-

tion at least one reprobate character who indulged
in the practice, a thousand years after the saint

WM sleeping in the dust
- About 1440 (says h.) Uiair was aoe bright tarn

with his hail famili* qnho baontel ane place in Angus.
This mischievous man had an execrable Csscbion to tak

all young men, and children aither. be could steal away
l|Bllltli, or tak away without knawledffp, and eat thame,
and the yoooger they war. esteemed them more tender

sad delicious. For the quhilk cans and dampiuble abuse.

.

-

. ,'...,:,... .'.,. ,, .

me, so as if I had committed an vnworlbie act (

-... nisj linen ,Vveahei-< n srfi i MM
,

. .
.... ...

:''.*i M veri i Mi5l .r- HMMM.' I ; ng
igne of repentance this vnbappie trailoos died in the

sight of the people (Or****, 1. 164., 8ro. edit 1814).
i;. , . x. mta . id is bsn !,,.> smss setei ti,

M i :. h .:. :: Bss Us" //..- - s/JMm%lg(
James Thomson, p. 36^ 8 vo, 1847}

Are there any examples in ancient lore of John
Bull bebg classed among the AHhropopkagif

G. N.

BniaiM. sin. and 1. ; and. strange to add.
:.

'

.

tWXsst _

with a Northom British
with the ma-

the battle of Afderydd BcoUaad. /M AJ>.

the
"

Tke tor. Mmtok Toumtnd (2- 8. vii. S7.)-
I K , M . . fowMI :. : A -

WM bom at Poole, in Dorsetshire, Aug l ., 1 7 1 .;

m 1742 to 1746 was an assistant at I Jury
Street chapel in the city to the celebrated Dr.

Isaac Watts, and where be was highly esteemed

for his talents and piety (see Wilson's DittetUittg

Church). He afterwards resided at Hull, bat

finally settled at Stoke Newington early in the

spring
of 1751, at which time he became pastor of

the 1 1 .dependent chapel there, and >

!

till the middle of 1789, when he
<|uittc<l

the

I ministry, and went* to 'reside with his son, the

Rev. Jostah Townsend, at Fairfonl in

but subsequently removed to Bath, to be
I near his daughter, and there died, Dec. l:uh, 1801,
; beloved and

respected by all who knew him.

lie was buried in Weston churchyard, near

Bath, with this inscription :

- The Her. Meredith Townsead, late of Stoke New-
ington, Middlesex, died at Bath, tbe 13th Dec. 1801.

Aged 86.
M

With respect to letters and documents left by
the deceased gentleman, I won!
Hix to apply to Charles Bosnelt, Esq., 3. Brock

Street, Bath, who I have no doubt would give

every information respecting his relat

.It M A II. lioruTT.

Bradney, near Burghfield Bridge, Reading.

Catch-cope Beta ('** S. vii. 4C6.) I am

obliged by the suggestion offered by the

J. EASTWOOD. The following extracts from the

churchwardens' accounts of S. Martin's, Leices-

ter, showing the number and size of these Ulls

belonging to that church, will, however, t

think, to show that bis supposition as to the

meaning of the word is not a correct one :

- 1549 and 1560. Itm. rec. of Willm. Tayllor .

ernest of the iij. catche coppe bells,

after XXT a humlrytli . . xij
a

1660 and 1551. Itm. rec. of M' Umb't (?) and M' Herek
for the leyst Catche cope bell

M' xj
d

.

Itm. rec. of Willm. Tavllor and \\

Syngvlton for tow

iij" xj-

It thus appears there were three catch-cope
bells. The least boll, which produced 27*. 11</,

would, at the price mentioned in tbe first ex-

tract, weigh rather more than one hundred*
Would not this weight be far too little for a bell

used for the purpose suggested bv Mu .

WOOD '
JTiios. NORTH.

too, near Loodoo, married May 10th, 1748, Mary
the 4th and youngest daughter of John Basnctt,

BMT, of Matthew Green House at OakinfWm,
It.A tf----- \'UJQ noose smu vt

in that perish. By this marriage there was one

00, the Rev. Jo-

Mary, who married her cousin Sir William Bas-

netf, who lived at Bath. The Rev. M. Towwend

WiMtfrly Thunder
(;2*

S. vii. 450.) 1 1.

ve a somewhat similar pro\ one

quoted by 1 : They say,
"
Vroege donder,

late honger ;" which mean*. r, hv
hunger." The English proverb, howc\

full, and still promise
haps, because the winter-ihundcrstor

i.-:: ... :!,- :..
'
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are deemed favourable to the vine. So, in Reve-

lation vi. 6., it is said :

" A measure of wheat for a penny, and three measures

of barley for a penny [the labourer's daily wages], and
see thou hurt not the oil and the wine."

The poor will have a bare sufficiency of barley
and wheat, whilst the rich will see their luxuries

cheapened by an abundant growth.
J. H. VAN LENNEP.

Zeyst.

" The Style is the Man himself" (2
nd S. vi. 308. ;

vii. 502.) "Le style est 1'homrae meme" (Dis-
cours prononce a VAcudende Frangais par M. De
Buffon, le Jour de sa Reception, 25 Aout, 1753.)
M. Flourens, in his very handsome edition, with

learned and valuable notes, of Buffon's (Euvres

Completes, Paris, (12 vols. royal 8vo., 1853, &c.),
which is now esteemed the best edition, inserts

the following note to the phrase quoted above :

" Mot celebre, et chaque jour repete>
' Le Style est

rhomme meme, et Buffon nous en donne la vraie raison j

c'est que les autres choses sont hors de rhomme, et peuvent
lui etre enlevees."

There can be no doubt, therefore, that your
Philadelphia correspondent is right in vindicating
the accuracy of the phrase in the form now
quoted. J. MACBAY.

Oxford.

Old Proverb (2
nd S. vii. 83.) The answer (2

nd

S. vii. 183.) gives :

" If that you will France win,
Then with Scotland first begin."

Hen. V. Act I. Sc. 2.

Compare farther Henry Chicheley's speech in

Hall, 2 Hen. V., pp. 5054., with the Archb. of

Canterbury's in Shakspeare, Act I. Sc. 2. To
which Raufe, Erie of Westmerland, replies:

"... I thinke, yea and litle doubt, but Scotland shaliee

tamed before Fraunce shal&e framed." Hall, p. 54. (ed.

4to., 1809.
" No q

h the Duke of Excester, uncle to the Kyng
(whiche war well learned and sent into Italy by his

father entendyng to have been a prieste) :
' He that will

Scotlande win, let hvm with Fraunce first begin.'"
Hall, p. 55.

Shakspeare, no doubt, quoted from memory.
J. M. N.

"Perhaps it was right to dissemble your love" ~c.

(2
nd

S. vii. 177.) MB. FBEUE says authoritatively
that, though / presume these lines to be Kem-
ble's, they certainly are not his. Notwithstanding
I submit that the entire probability is in favour of
Kemble's authorship. They are shown to be not

Bickerstaff's, and it is unlikely that Kemble would
have deliberately appropriated the composition of
another without acknowledgment. The Panel was
altered from Bickerstaff's play; therefore what
was not in Bickerstaff's original must be put down
to Kemble. Hence the fair conclusion to be ar-

rived at is, that Kemble contributed these lines
to the "Asylum for Fugitive Pieces," and three

years afterwards introduced them into The Panel,
on the principle of a man's right to do what he
likes with his own. W. T. M.
Hong Kong, 5th May, 1859.

Old Bells (2
nd S. viii. 12.) The bell in ques-

tion may or may not be old : the form is as ancient
as any, and such are called crotals, often found in

barrows. When linked together in the way which
had excited the admiration of MB. COOMBS, they
are called by country people jinglers, rattlers, ear-

bells, being attached to the bridles of horses

universally in the days of narrow roads and pack-
saddles. I remember them in common use, but
now they are rare ; so much so as to be con-
sidered " curious." H. T. ELLACOMBE.

Bombs (2
nd

S. vii. 521.) In MB. BOYS'S paper
on the " Ballad of Sir Andrew Barton," he says,
" Bombs are said to have been invented in 1495."
In a little work alluded to by ABHBA (2

nd
S. vii.

517.), i. e. The Tablet of Memory, I find it stated

that bombs were not invented till 1588, by a man
at Venlo, and that they were first used by the

French in 1634, in which year they were fired

from mortars. T. C. ANDEBSON,
H. M.'s 12th Reg. Bengal Army.

[We are aware that the date of this invention has been

disputed; and it is not clear that bombs were thrown
from mortars before the sixteenth century. But they are
said to have been first invented towards the close of the

fifteenth, as stated by MK. BOYS, and by Haydn in his
Diet, of Dates. ED.]

Drowning as a Punishment for Women (2"
d S.

vii. 445.) The following passage occurs in Lord
Coke's Third Institute, p. 58., from which it ap-
pears that the right of pit and gallows was also

known to the ancient law of England :

"The judgment in all cases of felony is, that the per-
son attainted be hanged by the neck until he, or she, be
dead. But in ancient times in that case the man was
hanged, and the woman was drowned, whereof we have
seen examples in the reign of Richard I. And this is the

meaning of ancient franchises granted de fared et fossa,
' of the gallows and the pit,' for the hanging upon the
one and drowning in the other

;
but fossa is taken away,

and/wrca remains."

JL.

Cockade (2
nd S. vii. 522.) Certainly I think

the servant of any non-commissioned officer or

private of any rifle or other volunteer corps, is

not entitled to the decoration of a cockade. Of-

ficers of the regular army and embodied militia,

or when on retired pay, or halfpay, may place
the cockade in their servants' hats, but even these

should doff it, if they altogether retire from the

service. Still perhaps it is much a matter of

feeling, and should any one assume it, it is not

very likely that there may be any question about

it, or the pretension inquired into. H.
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( I ii - /:.,.. tMt Abbot of Reading'*,

Ckeri**, Ho**e, London (2- 8. vii. 516 )
-

Among UM Record* of the Court of Augmenta-
tion, are the particulars for a grant to Sir Richard

L<mg. the farm of a messusge called

Redyng place," with other farms in the parish of

St, Andrew by the Wardrobe, London, late of

the Monastery of Redyng ; and it appear* by the

of the property, that Sir Richard

Long held Redyng Place, with the gardens and

tablet, abutting south on Thames Street and east

on Addyng Strete (Addle Hill ?), and on the west

to mv Lord Burghi s house : and William Doun-

ing held a messuage and wharf under a lease to

him from the Abbot and Conrcnt of Reading ;

and Robert Hamond held two tenements and a

wharf, under a lease granted to him by King
lisjllj VIII. in the 30th year of bis reign.

Redyng Place was, therefore, situate at the

sooth-west corner of Addle Hill, on the north side

of Upper Thames Street ; and the site is now oc-

cupied by "The Acorn" public-house and other

There are also the particulars for another grant,

Anthony Kingston, Knt., in the 37th II. -nrv

of a messuage or tenement called "The
Cbertesey 1 . the parish of St. Peter,
near Paul's Wharf. London, late belonging to the

Monastery of Bustleham, or Bisham, Berks ; but
no farther description of the premises.

Cbertsey House was, however, situate on the

east side of Baynard's Castle, and bad been the

rasidsutt of the Abbots of Chertsey from a very
arly period, but was granted by King Henry
V 1 1 1. to bis monastery of Bustleham, or Bisham,
which be refounded in the 27th year of his reign
as a mitred abbey, but which was dissolved three

jears afterwards.

Reading House, with the wharf belonging
was on the west side of lUvn.ml's Castle. So that

it M clear they were di

I have not yet been able to ascertain whether
iiher of tboat houses was granted to Sir Richard

Long or Sir Anthony Ktnpo.n. in pursuance of
the particulars and surveys in the Augmentation
Office, nor to connect with cither of them Lord
Cbandos or Ix>rd Sandes ; but I am inclined to

think that Stow is correct, and that Fleetwood
must have made a mistake between the two, as

he says be went to Cbandos House, formerly the
abbot of Reading's, and that be went on to the
river to survey the boose from the water, which
be might have done as to Cbertsey House, which
was next the river, but not as to Reading Place,
which was on the north side ofThames Street

Sir Richard Long was Gentleman of the 1

rr to King Henry VIII. His son and

Henry l^ong, of Sbingay, Esq., who
- ... buried at St. Peter and Paul's

wbarl; and the inscription on his roonumet

us that his fath nrd, was third son of
i liomas Long, K \Vraxall)

v

In the same inscription it is stated that II n? >

Lone married Dorothy, th< bolus

Clarke, of Weston, Esqr., and Elizabeth Ramsey,
bis wife, sole heir of Thomas Ramsey, of Hicham,

tier father ; by whom he bad issue one son

and three daughters, of whom only one daughter.
Elizabeth, survived her father and became his

sole heiress. Who did she marry ?

I find from Dupdale's Baronage that William
i Lord Sandes married for his second wife, Cathe-

rine, daughter of Edward Lord Chandos, and
! died 29th September, 1623. So that there was a
1 connexion between those two families.

Sir Anthony Kingston was, as I collect from
Mr. Lemon's Calendar of Slate Papers, one of the

gentlemen implicated in Wyatt's rebellion against

Queen Mary, who were pardoned and set at li-

berty in 1555 ; but in the following year he was
accused with

a^rreat many of the Western .

men of a conspiracy to depose Queen Mary, and
for making the Lady Elizabeth Queen, and that

she should marry the Earl of Devonshire.

I shall be glad of any farther informal i.

specting these monastic residences, and
owners and occupiers after the Reform

GBO. R. COBNEB.

Oak Bedstead* and Oak Furniture (2* s

69. 114. 203.) Your correspondent C. W.
BAM mentions having an old oak chest with the

date 1676, which he terms u a dignified old
a^e."

We have had, however, in our family, from t.m.

immemorial, an oak chest, beautifully carved and

inlaid, bearing the following date: "
1665, /

inclosed in a circle : consequently this can boast

of an age
" more dignified

"
still.

have also in the family an oak chair, in

excellent preservation, with the date 1576, and
the initials M. T. and J. B. It is very plain,

with

an upright back. Most of the old oak chairs I

have seen have leaning backs, and are much
carved. I should like to know if any of your
correspondents possess any oak furniture of an

older date? 11. I. \\MKINSOH.

Tnienag (2-* S. vii. 476. 519.) Tintenai^
Tutenag, is properly i tuguese nor Chi-

nese, but Indian, as its derivation shows: lite-

rally, a compound of two or three inf. rior metals :

as of tin or nickel, and of zinc or iron, or possibly
lead, also, all with copper. It is loosely n;

to pinchbeck, &c.,* and strictly to Ian

metals. N MO
Lateen Sail* (2*

1 S. vii. 5 IT,.) If you are thank-

ful fi-r li.-lr, it M fouii'l in t!i- K:it.

that Arrhip. -l.igo menus trilateral ; from /.(, a

line or ni<!r (//i/u), nn-1 ?-. three. NKMO.

As an alloy of copper. Umbacb.
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Blowingfrom Cannon (2
nd S. iv.365.; vii. 523.)

ERIC alludes to a case of some mutineers having
been blown from guns in 1764, and quotes a pas-

sage from Malcolm's Life of Lord Clive. He says
" that the sentence was that of a native court mar-

tial" Of course it was, as all natives have been

tried by native courts-martial until the great

mutiny of 1857, although they are presided over,

and generally led and ruled, by the superintending

officer, whose duty, however, is merely to tran-

scribe the evidence, and assist the native officers

with advice and counsel.

I think it is probable I shall be able to send

him and your readers some information in answer
to bis Queries. T. C. ANDERSON,

H. M.'s 12th Reg. Bengal Army.
8. Warwick Villas, Maida Hill, W.

Grave-diggers (2
nd S. vii. 475.) The following

record of the decease and ready wit of a veteran

grave-digger, from an old newspaper, may prove
of interest to MR. PIESSE and others :

"Yesterday (March 31, 1758) died in Clerkenvvell,

aged 90, Mr. Stevens, for 55 years grave-digger of that

parish. It is related of him that being asked once on
examination at one of the courts of Westminster Hall
who he was, he replied,

'
I am grave-digger to the parish

of St. James's Clerkenwell, at your honour's service.'
"

W. J. PINKS.

Vale of Red Horse (2
nd S. vii. 28. 485.)

"
Every Palm Sunday, the day on which the battle of

Teuton was fought, a rough figure, called the Red Horse,
on the side of a hill in Warwickshire, is scoured out.

This is suggested to be done in commemoration of the
horse which the Earl of Warwick slew on that day, de-
termined to vanquish or die." Roberts's York and Lan-
caster, vol. i. p. 429. (Note in the Last of the Barons

(Bulwer), p. 193. ed. 1853.)

BELATER-ADIME.

Thurneisser and Turner (2
nd S. vii. 468.)

However remarkable the apparent coincidence in

the name of the two great contemporary botanists,
who both published their works at Cologne, it

does not appear that any relationship or family
connexion existed between them. Thurneisser is

a common surname at Basle, and in other parts of
Switzerland. The Parisian bankers of the same
name were originally from that country. M. (1.)

Alleyne in Sussex (2
nd S. vii. 513.) It may

serve as a clue to this family in Sussex, if I men-
tion that, in the Visitation of Sussex, 1633-4, it is

stated that " Franc' Hooke, of Chichester, married

Secunda, da. of William Shortred, widow of
Richard Alleyne." Was Richard a brother of
Edward Alleyne ? N. H. R.

Ballhasar Regis (2
nd S. vii. 358.) Balthasar

Regis, B.D. of Dublin, was incorporated at Cam-
bridge, 1717, and was created D.D. at Cambridge,
as a member of Trinity College there, 1721.

C. H. & THOMPSON COOPER.

" The Brute Chronicles
"

(2
nd S. ii. 128.

; vii.

526.) After the reference made to me by Y. S.

M., I can do no less than inform your correspon-
dent, WILLIAM HENKY HART, that there are two

copies of The French Prose Chronicles of England
called the Brute in the library of Trinity College,
Dublin, one of which (E. 2. 33.) ends at the year
1332, and has the introductory chapter, in verse,

though written in prose, just as in the copies in

the British Museum described by SIR FREDERIC
MADDEN (2

nd S. i. 1.). The other (E. 5. 5.) is

imperfect, and concludes also at the year 1332.

Dublin.

Halls of Greatford (2
nd S. vii. 497.) The

founder of the hall was a Fitzwilliam or Fitz-

williams of the elder branch of the earl's family.
The present representative of the family is said to

be E. C. L. Fitzwilliams, Esq., Barrister-at-Law,
of the Inner Temple, who resumed the ancient

family surname on the death of his father, the
late Benjamin Edward Hall, Esq., of Paddington,
Middlesex, about 1849 or 1850. P.

NOTES ON BOOKS, ETC.

Popular Music of the Olden' Time : a Collection of An-
cient Songs, Ballads, and Dance Tunes, illustrative of the

National Music of England. With Short Introductions to

the different Reigns, and Notices of the Airs from Writers

of the 16th and 11th Centuries.', also a Short Account of
the Minstrels by W. Chappell, F.S.A. The whole of the

Airs harmonised by G. A. Macfarren. 2 Vols. 8vo.

(Cramer & Co.)
By the publication of the 16th Part of his most pains-

taking and instructive work, Mr. Chappell has brought
to a close his great labour of love. The two goodly oc-

tavos, of which The Popular Music of the Olden Time
now consists, form a work not less interesting to the lover
of music fora larger collection of beautiful melodies
it would be difficult to find, though one should search
the wide world through than to the student of social

progress and the professed antiquary. There is a vulgar
error that the English, as a nation, are devoid of musical
taste. No charge can be more unfounded. We once
heard Pasta declare that she sang more good music in

England than in all the rest of Europe put together.
The result of the late Handel Festival is another evi-

dence of the existence of true musical feeling ui the great
mass of the people : and Mr. Chappell's amusing volumes
afford in every page unquestionable evidence of the early
use of music in this country, of the fondness with which
its study was pursued, and of the great skill and success
with which it has long been practised among us. Nor is

Mr. Chappell's book without special value for its illustra-

tion of our early literature ; ballads, broadsides, chap-books,
in short, all classes of our popular literature, are quoted and
illustrated by Mr. Chappell who, to make his book all

that can be wished, has crowned his work by that essen-

tial to completeness a capital Index we should rather

say two capital Indexes, for such there are : one of Bal-

lads, Songs, &c., the other of Miscellaneous Subjects. The
book is indeed one which the ladies will delight in for its

music, and graver readers for its curious learning.
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THE LAST ANNUAL REPORT, CASH AC-
I COUNT and BALANCE SHEET of THE MUTUAL LIFE
\SSURANCE SOCIETY (A.D. 1834), may be had on a written or per-
sonal application to the Actuary, or to any of the Society's Country
Agents. To the Report and Accounts is appended a list of Bonuses
paid on the Claims of the year 1858.

No extra charge for joining Volunteer Rifle or Artillery Corps.

CHARLES INGALL, Actuary.

THE MCTUAL LIFE ASSURANCE OFFICES,
39. King William Street, Cheapside, B.C., London.

PHOTOGRAPHY.
T. OTTEWILL AND CO.,

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Photographic Apparatus SVEanufacturers,
ISLINOTON*LONDON'.

T. OTTEWILL AND CO.'S
NEW TEAR CAMERAS EXPRESSLY FOR INDIA.

N.B. First- Class Work only.

Illustrated Catalogues on Application.

HAIR DYE, &c. 24S. High Holborn (opposite
Day and Martin's") ALEX. ROSS'S LIQUID DYE is used

with little trouble; for it is merely necessary to damp the hnir by the
aid of a comb or brush,when a perfectly light or dark colour is obtained,
which is natural and beautiful in appearance. CURLING FLUID,
HAIR DESTROYER or DEPILATORY, and CANTHARIDES
OIL. All 3s. 6rf. per bottle, or sent free by post, in plain covers, for 51
stamps. SKIN TONIC, for removing Smallpox marks, 5s. 6d. ; free,
in plain covers, for 76 stamps.

" Hints on Dress and on the Arrange-
ment of the Hair." A Practical Essay, suited to either sex. Free for
12 stamps.

" Treats its subject with great ability, and in a most agree-
able style."- Illustrated News of the World.

MARK YOUR LINEN with CULLETON'S
PATENT ELECTRO SILVER PLATES. .The most easy,

Etnts

the ink spreading, and never washes out. Any person can use
. Initial plate. Is. ; name plate, 2s. &Z. ; set of movable num-

,
2s. 6d. ; crest, 5.s. with directions. Post free for stamps. Observe,

25. Cranbourn Street, Leicester Square, W. C.

pULLETON'S HERALDIC OFFICE and Ge-
\J nealogical Studio, for Tracing Family Arms, Pedigrees, and His-
tories of nearly every Family in the United Kingdom, America, &c. No
fee for search of arms ; plain sketch. 2s. 6rf. ; in heraldic colours, 5s.
Tracing pedigree with original grant of arms, 10s T. CULLETON,
Genealogist, 25. Cranbourn Street, W. C. The studio and library open

nULLETON'S BOOK PLATES, with Arms, 10s.,
\J or crest plate, 5s. ; crest engraved on seal or ring, 7s. ; arms on
ditto, 24s. ; crest on steel die for stamping note- paper, 6s._ -?5. Cran-
bourn Street, W.C. N.B. Seal Engraver and Die Sinker to Her
Majesty and the Board of Trade.

nULLETON'S CARDS, Wedding, Visiting, and
\J Trade. A copper-plate engraved in any style, and 50 superfine
cards printed for 2s. Post Free. - 25. Cranbourn Street , W.C.

(CULLETON'S EMBOSSING PRESSES (Patent

PATENT STARCH.
USED IN THE ROYAL LAUNDRY,

LAUNDRESS
Sold by all Chandlers, Grocers, &c. &c.

WOTHERSPOON & CO., Glasgow and London.

THE AQUARIUM. LLOYD'S DESCRIPTIVE
and ILLUSTRATED LIST of whatever relates to the AQUA-

Pagis, and 87

W
Woodcut

P
s

nCe 1S< ' f by P 8t f r Fourteen Stamps? 128

W. ALFORD
LLOYD^IO,

a>.and 20
A^Portland

Road, Regent's

PIANOFORTES, 25 Guineas. D'ALMAINE
ik /S>

d C
?" f?,

le m kei
;?
of

?
he ROYAL PIANOFORTES. 104. NewBond Street, W. The Royal Pianofortes combine all the latest im-

provements of construction, with richness of tone and elasticity of
>uch, are uninfluenced by t lie varied effects of climate, distinguished

nee of form, recommended by all the most eminent mu-icians
;and to suit every st.yle of furniture are made in mahozany. zebra, and

1 tf Pe of 25 guineas. Every instrument war-

WESTERN
LIFE ASSURANCE AND AN-
NUITY SOCIETY.

3. PARLIAMENT STREET, LONDON.
Founded A.D. 184S.

Directors.
E. Luc
F. B. Marson,
A. Robinson, ]

J.L.Seager.Esq".
J.B. White, Esq.

D'ALMAINE & CO. (established 1785), 104. New Bond Street, W.

H. E. Bicknell.Esq.
T. S. Cocks. Esq.
G. H. Drew, Esq. M.A.
W. Freeman, Esq.
F. Fuller.Esq.
J. H. Goodhart, Eatj.

Physician W. B. Basham, Bf.D.
Bankers Messrs. Cocks, Biddulph.and Co.

VALUABLE PRIVILEGE.
'

POLICIES effected in this Office do not become void through tem-
porary difficulty m paying a Premium, as permission is given upon
application to suspend the payment at interest, according to the con-
ditions detailedm the Prospectus.
LOANS from 100*. to 500Z. granted on real or first-rate Personal

Attention is also invited to the rates of annuity granted to old lives,
for which ample security is provided by the capital of the Society.
Example ; 100Z. cash paid down purchases An annuity of-

s. d.
10 4 o to a male life aged GO)

14 16 3
13 11 10 ., 75J

ARTHUR 8CRATCHLEY, M.A., F.R.A.S.. Actuary.
To Clergymen, Solicitors, and others interested in Copyhold and

Church Property :

Now ready, Third Edition, price 5s., of
MR. SCRATCHLEY'S INSTRUCTIONS for the ENFRAN-CHISEMENT and IMPROVEMENT of COPYHOLD^ LIFE-

LEASEHOLD, and CHURCH PROPERTY.

UNITED KINGDOM
LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY,

No. 8. WATERLOO PLACE, PALL MALL, LONDON.
S.W.

The Funds or Property of the Company as at 3 1 st December,
1857, amounted to 617.801/., invested in Government

or other approved Securities.

Annual Income, upwards of lll.OOOZ.from Premiums alone.

THE HON. FRANCIS SCOTT, CHAIRMAN.
CHARLES BERWICK CURTIS, ESQ., DEPOTV CHAIRMAN.

INVALID LIVES Persons not in sound health may have their
lives insured at equitable rates.

ACCOMMODATION IN PAYMENT OF PREMIUMS. _ Only one-
half of the Annual Premium,when the Insurance is for life, requires
to be paid for the first five years, simple interest being charged on.
the balance. Such arrangement is equivalent to an immediate ad-
vance of 50 per cent, upon the Annual Premium, without the bor-
rower having recourse to the unpleasant necessity of procuring
Sureties, or assigning and thereby parting with his Policy, during
the currency of the Loan, irrespective of the great attendant ex-
penses in such arrangements.

The above mode of insurance has been found most advantageous when
Policies have been required to cover monetary transactions, or
when incomes applicable for Insurance are at present limited, as it

only necessitates half the outlay formerly required by other Com-
panies before the present system was instituted by this Office.

LOANS. Are granted likewise on real and personal Securities.

Forms of Proposals and every information afforded on application to the
Resident Director, 8. Waterloo Place, Pall Mall, London, S.W.

L. LENNOX BOYD. Resident Director.
By order

ANDSOME BRASS and IRON BEDSTEADS.
_---AL & SON'S Show Rooms contain a large Assortment of Brass
Bedsteads, suitable both for Home Use and for Tropical Climates
handsome Iron Bedsteads with Brass Mountings and elegantly Japan-
ned; Plain Iron Bedsteads for Servants; every description of Wood
Bedstead that is manufactured, in Mahogany, Birch, Walnut Tree
Woods, Polished Deal and Japanned, nil fitted with Beddin" and Fur-
nitures complete, as well as every description of Bedroom Furniture.

TTEAL & SON'S ILLUSTRATED CATA-
JJL LOGUE, containing Designs and Prices of 100 BEDSTEADS, as
well as of 150 different ARTICLES of BED-ROOM FURNITURE,
SENT FREE BY POST.

HEAL & SON, Bedstead, Bedding, and Bed-room Furniture
Manufacturers, 196. Tottenham-court Road, W.
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NOTES AND QUERIES:
A MEDIUM OF INTER-COMMUNICATION

FOR

LITERARY MEN, ARTISTS, ANTIQUARIES, GENEALOGISTS, ETC,

"When found, make a note of." CAPTAIN CUTTLE.

No. 185.] SATURDAY, JULY 16. 1859. ("With Index, price 1O<7.
i Stamped Edition, 11 .

LONDON LIBRARY, 12. ST. JAMES'S SQUARE.

EXTENSIVE LENDING LIBRARY, the
I only one of its kind in London, offers to its members nearly 75,000

Volumes, selected from the literature of all countries, and including a
large proportion of old and valuable Works not supplied by ordinary
Circulating Libraries. The Reading Room is furnished with the prin-
cipal Periodicals, English, French, and German. Additions are con-, ,

tinually made, both of the standard works of the day, and of the older
and rarer books. Fifteen volumes at a time are allowed to country
members, ten to residents in London. Subscribers are admitted on the
recommendation of a Member, subject to the approval of the Com-
mittee. Terms, on nomination, 3Z. a year, or 27. a ye <r with entrance
fee of 6/.; life membership, 26i. Prospectus free. Catalogue, 7s. 6rf. ;

to Members, 6s. Open frtm 10 to 6.

ROBERT HARRISON, Secretary and Librarian.

EW ART.UNION. Limited to 5,000 Subscribers.
For a Subscription ofOne Guinea will be given a set ofseven of the

t large line Engravinsrs ever issued, the proof impressions of which
were punished at Seventy Guineas. They are ofworld- wide celebrity and
undying interest. Each of the seven given for the Guinea Subscription
is of more value than the single print usually given by Art-Unions for
the same sum. The plates will be destroyed so soon as the 5,000 sets are
absorbed, so that each Subscriber will thereupon hold a property worth
at least 10s. 6d. an impression, or SI. 13*. (:/. for the set of seven ; and,
as no more copies can be produced, it may be relied upon that before
long the set will be worth 71. 7s., or more.

Specimens may be seen, and Prospectuses obtained, at DAY & SONS,
Lithographers to the Queen, 6. Gate Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields,

THE QUARTERLY REVIEW, No. CCXl. is

Published THIS DAY.
CONTENTS :

IL ANNALS AND" ANECDOTES OF LIFE ASSURANCE.
III. POPULAR MUSIC OF THE OLDEN TIME.
IV. PATRICK FRASER TYTLER.
V. PROGRESS OF GEOLOGY.
VI. THE ISLANDS OF THE PACIFIC.

VII. BERKSHIRE.
VIII. INVASION OF ENGLAND.

JOHN MURRAY, Albemarle Street.

T IBRARIES PURCHASED. -Noblemen, Gentle-
JLJ men, Executors, and others, having Books to dispose of, may re-
ceiveJheir value in cash upon application to MESSRS. SAUNDERS,

)., 50. Conduit Street, Hanover Square.

This Day, Third Edition, with Additions and Portrait, 10s. 6rf.

AJOR HODSON'S TWELVE YEARS of a
LDIER'S LIFE IN'INDIA. Edited by his Brother, the Rev
E H. HODSON, M.A., Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge.
London : JOHN W. PARKER & SON, West Strand.

JUST PUBLISHED.
Price 6d. each number.

"PIBLE PICTURES and STORIES, with Coloured
JL) Prints. Imperial 16mo., ornamental cover.

OLD TESTAMENT, Nos. 1 to 3.

NEW TESTAMENT, Nos. 1 to 3.

SOCIETV FOB PROMOTING CH
Great Queen Street, Lincoln
Cornhill, E.C. ; 16. Hanover
Booksellers.

,HBISTIAN KNOWLEDGE: Depositories, 77-
'slnn Fields, W.C. s 4. Royal Exchange,
r Street, Regent Street, W.; and by the

fcxc

OTLEY&CO*

SHEAP
BOOKS. MESSRS. SAUNDERS,

OTLEY & CO., have a large surplus stock of Modern Books
,ed to private Buyers, Book-Clubs, or private Institutions, in the

purchase of which a considerable saving may be effected. Gentlemen's
Libraries furnished Catalogues of Books forwarded Gratis.

50. Conduit Street, Hanover Square. W.

NOW READY,
Volumes I., II., III., price 10s. 6d. each, bound in Cloth,

A HISTORY OF THE CITY OF DUBLIN.
By J. T. GILBERT, M.R.I.A.

Dublin: M'GLASHAN & GILL, 50. Upper Sackville Street.

London: J. RUSSELL SMITH, 36. Soho Square.

CALVIN'S INSTITUTES.
In 3 vols. 8vo. 1950 pages (with portrait and fac-similes), price 24s.

INSTITUTES OF THE CHRISTIAN KELI-
J_ GION. By John Calvin. Translated by HENRY BEVERIDGE,

Edinburgh: T. & T.CLARK. London: HAMILTON, ADAMS, & CO.

POPULAR NATURAL HISTORIES.
In square 12mo., price 7s. Gd. each, cloth gilt.

Every Volume illustrated with 20 coloured plates.

OVELL REEVE'S POPULAR NATURAL
JU HISTORIES.
1 . British Birds' Eggs. Laishley.
2. British Crustacea. Adam

3. Greenhouse Botany. Catlow.
4. Field Botany. A. Catlow.
5. Geography of Plants. Dr.

Daubeny.

13. The Aquarium. G. B. Sower-

14. TheMollusca. Mary Roberts.
15. Garden Botany. A. Catlow.
16. Economic Botany. Archer.
17. British Ferns. T.Moore.
IS. British Lichens Lindsav.
19. Physical Geology. J. B. Jukes.6. Britiih Mosses. R. M. Stark. 19. Physical Geology.

7. Palms. Dr. B. Seemann.F.L.S. ; 20. Zoophj t< s. Dr Landsborouah
8. British Sea-Weeds. Dr. Lauds- 21. British Entomology. ME

borough. Catlow
9. British Conchology. G.B. Sow-

|
22. Birds. Adam White.

10. British Ornithology. Gosse.
11. Mammalia. Adam White.
12. Mineralogy. H. Sowerby.

23. Scripture Zoology. M. E. Cat-

24. The Woodlands.
berts.

Mary Ro-

" A popular series of scientific treatises, which, from the simplicity of
their style, and the artistic excellence and correctness of their numerous
illustrations, has acquired a celebrity beyond that of any other series of
modern cheap works." Standard.

London : ROUTLgU3E, WARNE, * ROU TLEDGE, Farringdon

DRAMATIC HISTORY. FOR PRIVATE SALE.

VTOTITIA DRAMAT1CA. A CHRONOLOGY
_Ll ofthe ENGLISH STAGE from 1702 to 1795 in the AUTOGRAPH
of ISAAC REED, containing an account of Plays first acted or revised,
and an Obituary, with Anecdotes of Theatrical Managers, Dramatic
Authors, Actors and Actresses, Musical Composers. &c., &c., inter-
spersed with Advertisements and Play-bills. The Manuscript consists
of more than 600 closely written pages, and is in a state of perfect pre-
servation, containing much information not to be found in any other
collection.

May be seen on application to WRIGHT & Co., Booksellers, Sec.,
60. Pall Mall.

Now Complete.

POPULAR MUSIC OF THE OLDEN TIME.
1 A Collection of Ancient Songs, Ballads, and Dance Tunes, illus-
trating the National Music of England. The Airs arranged chrono-
logically, and in modern notation, with notices from Dramatists and
other writers of the 16th and 17th centuries. Also Introductions to the
various Reigns, and a short account of the Minstrels, by W. CHAP-
PELL, F.S.A. The Airs harmonised by G. A. MACF 4.RREN. In
Two Vols., imp. 8vo., hot pressed, with fac-similes of Manuscripts, &c.,
21. 8s.; also Parts 16 and 17 (double part), 6s.

CRAMER, BEALE, & CHAPPELL, 201. Regent Street.
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ARCHBISHOP LEIGHTON'S WORKS.

Few men have been so loved and honoured by
all who knew them as the saintly ROBERT LEIGH-

TON ! "And indeed our Author so lives in his

Works" (to use the expression of Dr. Fall, his

first, editor), that, he still inspires a personal re-

gard, and fascinates alike a Buruet and a Cole-

ridge.*

Dr. Fall declares :

" The Author was the delight and wonder of all that

knew him ;
his Thoughts were noble and his Expressions

beautiful ; his Gesture and Pronunciation (peculiar to

himself) had a Gravity, a Majesty, and yet a Sweetness

in them, that many severe judges have often said, were

beyond all that they had ever seen at home or abroad."

Pref. to Eighteen' Sermons. 1G92.

He is happy and thankful to be among the

number of those
" Who do, and must own, to their great comfort, that

they find a Sweetness in this divine Author's Thoughts
and way of Writing, peculiar to him, which make these

Scripture*, thus treated by him, drop sweeter to their

Souls than Honey and the Honey-comb. While they

*
Coleridge's celebrated (one cannot sav well-known)

work, Aids to Reflection, L'md. 1824, is for the most part a
Common t'irv on pa*s iges selected from Le'ghton's Works.
See also Coleridge's Notes on English Divines, Lond. 1853,
vol. ii. pp. 12U 144. His Notes on Leigh'ton commence
thus :

'Surely if ever work not in the Sacred Canon might
suggest a belief of inspiration, of something more than

human, this it is. When Mr. Elwyn made this asser-

tion I took it us the hyperbole of affection: but now I

subscribe it seriously, and bless the hour that introduced
me to the knowledge of the evangelical, apostolical Abp.
Leighton. April, 1814.

" Next to the inspired Scriptures stands Leighton's
Commentary on the 1st Epistle of St. Peter."
Who was " Mr. Elwyn ?

"

enlighten their Understanding, at the same time they
purify and rejoice their Hearts; while they make wise
the Simple, they convert their Soul." Pref. to Com. on
St. Peter, 1st vol. 1st ed.

Dr. Miles writes to the same effect :

" There is a spirit in Archbishop Leighton I never met
with in any human writings ; nor can I read many lines

in them without being moved." *

Bp. Burnet's admiration for him was un-
bounded ;

he constantly speaks of him as " that

angelic man," or " that apostolical man Leigh-
ton ;

" and records that he " was accounted a

saint from his youth up." I may extract part of

the portraiture Burnet has given in the Hist, of
His own Time :

" He had great quickness of Parts, a lively Apprehen-
sion, with a charming Vivacity of Thought and Expres-
sion. He had the greatest command of the purest Latin
that ever I knew in any man. He was a master both of

Greek and Hebrew, and of the whole compass of Theo-

logical learning, chiefly in the study of the Scriptures.
But that which excelled all the rest was that he wag
possessed with the highest and noblest sense of Divine

things that I ever saw in any man There was a.
visible tendency in all he said to raise his own mind, and
those he conversed with, to serious reflection His

Thoughts were lively, oft out of the way and surprising,

yet just and genuine. And he had laid together in his

memory the greatest treasure of the best and wisest of all

the ancient Sayings of the Heathens as well as Christians,
that I have ever known any man master of; and he used
them in the aptest manner'possible."

We may sum up all criticism on the works of

Abp. Leighton, with Mr. Pearson's remark, that
" There are not many theological writers in whose
volumes are more of ' the Seeds of Things.'"
The above passages may suffice to show that

Leighton's rare merit has been appreciated, and
that by not a few

;
and yet, strange to say, there

is not (so far as I am aware) a really satisfactory
edition of his Works to be had. Abp. Leighton
has not been particularly happy in his editors

from first to last from Dr. Fall to Mr. Pearson.

The only attempt at a careful editing of Leighton
that I am acquainted with, is to be found in the

second edition of the Eighteen Sermons. At the

same time, lew writers stand more in need of a
careful and learned editor, and that, because

none of his MSS. were intended for the pn-ss.
His diffidence was so great that throughout his

lifetime he steadily resided the most urgent, in-

tre;ities of his friends who importuned him to

publish. In fact

" Some words that dropt from him occasionally, some
time before his death, against the publishing of his papers,

put those in whose hands they were, under no sninl! diffi-

* Dr. Doddridge, in his Preface to Leighton's Exposi-

tory Woiks, Edinb. 1748, extracts this from a letter

written to him in April, 1740, by
" The Rev. Dr. Henry

Miles, F.K.S. ;

" whom he styl. s"
" A considerable philo-

sopher and eminent divine." Query, Who was this Dr.

Miles? [A dissenting minister at footing. See Gent's

Mag. for June, 1793, p. 497., for some account of him.

ED.]
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to do with thrm 5 till they maturely con-

ffereflce there ought to be made between a

le mirpute. and an humble aoawer lo a qaos-

cullie* what

settled resolute porpuoa, od an humble answer to a quea-

Uoo pat to him Voncernin*; them." -Epinl* to <* *"**
prtfjid to Ik- of** S,rmo*i

Of tbeae M88n tome have been irrecoverably

lost, and the rest have bet-n published at different

1692 to 1808.* It may be con-

bere th- title of the received and

*Und i of Leigh ton's complete work*,

irson's edition :

W MULE Wotuta of the Ifoit Rerereoil Father in

. Archbbhop of Glasgow.
h U prefixed A Life of the Author, liv The Rev.

John Norman IV. . Cam-
i

.
:

.. \\.xl lition. lu I -Mr Vofun - Ixmdon:
< ai.es Duncan, Paternoster Ko

Pearson's bibliography of these Works is

meagre in the extreme so far as it goes, and that

M only as far as the year 1708, after which be

ourtly remarks,
" The later editions of his works

are sufficiently known." Vol. i.
p.

clxxvii. IK*

does n vc any account of the editions of

rcdecessors, Jermentf and Mid-

.\er, .Mr. Pearson gives us no

clue as to his own mode and plan of edit!

to wh ::iply reprinted Leighton's Works

as be found tli. "ii, and in that case, what edi-

tions he followed; or whether he attempted to

urn, and in that case, how

Fall was the original editor of Leigbton's
. and vt-ry rureluly lie did his work. 1 lie

in which appeared was a volume of

H Sermon*, London, 1692. SPO. Dr. Fall's

, and ought to be re-

piini'-d in any careful edition of Leighlon ; as

also his prefaces to the Comment on St. i

Posthumous Tracts, &CM none of which Mr. Pear-

-,.-. _!', .

I
I

One of my chief objects in writing this note n
iii to the ffcond edition of these

1. us entitled :

.IITKEX SKKMOMA Preached by the Moat Reverend
nKKT LWOHTOJC. formerly Archbiahop of Glas-

!)*ir of his

-, from hi* i'apers written with hi* own hand :

II obviom Errors of the

Press an amended : Some Note* added for the aake of
' Ke*ti*ri Aod " Aoco<at <f Ma Lifc pt-

on tnt fir*

cWa Go^l were first printe-l
i8o:-i80H.

fre* to Jbv. Cso.

J,rm,n .lt.8ro. Jerment's first edition

t LtUktimt Wartu by Ret. Eimt JtlsUawM. Lot*.

Iftfl \ rok
never seen either of these works, but they seem

to have been completely superseded by Pearson's edition.

Mlddleton's first edition wae in 4 vols. 8vo. Loud. 1805.

4 Some account of Dr. Fall is given by Mr. Pearson at

p. civ. The
Bcottffth Divine and a Prebendary of York." P. xvn.

With an Appendix at the end, contain!..,;

cations of the Disputed Points of Justification. Awurancr.
\t I an In-lrx of the moat m *....

London: Printed f..r .1. Kivington, in t.un-h-

yard. >i MVO. pp. 847. numbered, and pp. 57.

imnumbered.

Though I call the above the second edition, it

would appear from Dr. Fall's preface
vol. of the Comment on St. Peter, print, d h

that the Sermons were reprinted eith-

year in which they first appeared, or the following

year:
"Thou mayest remember, in pablishiog some of this

Author'. Diacoarses [4 . the Strmomt] about two yean
ago, a promise was made, that if they happened to be well

received, more of them should see the light. The gene-
ral acceptance they have met with, and tke ntrr<

JTfffllifi /
-*

to main o ttemtd edition (though, by t J,.

1'iinti-r'a oversight, very incorrect) are uft1< irnt i;-

to oblige me to the making good that promise," &c.

The thirtl edition of the Sermons, if I mistake

not, is thus entitled :

M
Abp. IxMgbton's Select Works, containing Eighteen

Sermon*, Exposition on the Creed, Lord's Prayer, and
Ten Commandment*, with Ten new Sermons, &c.

imry*. Printed for David Wilson, M i>< . MM
Dr. Doddridge, in the preface to the edition of

Leighton's Expository Work*, published by D.
Wilson in two vols. 8vo., Edinburgh, 1748, -peaks
of the third edition of the Sermons, as " thnt valu-

able edition of them published by Mr. Wilson at

Kdinliurgh two
years ago, in comparison of which,

nevenheless, it is certain that neither of th

mer are to be named." By this it is cvidei

Dr. Doddridge knew of only three editions of the

Sermons at the time he wrote. So I must make
a Query

* with regard to the "second edi

Dr. Fall speaks of, and meantime ignore it till

better informed.
\\ ilson's "valuable edition** of the Sermons I

have never seen, but have good reason for doubt-

ing that it equals,
much less surpasses, that of

Rivington. This latter, which I call the second,

is indeed a valuable edition. In it we can see at

a glance both the text as it stood in the first edi-

tion, and the corrections which are necessary;
obscure passages arc explained, and quotations
verified in many excellent notes ; moreover, there

are useful prefaces, &c., and a very good index.

In fact, as a critical edition, it will be found indis-

pensable.
The editor of this edition (whoever he bef)

observes of the Sermons :

-As be [Abp. heighten] did not publish them in bio

lifetime, ao we may presume from the form he Mi ih.-m

that hehad n., th... ik'htof,.v.Tl.-ttn^tl 1 -m Mtfa ''.'I't:

[ In a fly-leaf of the Commmtnry en St. Ptttr, 1701,

the Eighteen Sermons are advertiaed as having been

i printed in 1691. The edition of 1692 would thus seem to

be the booksellers' reprint that Fall speaks of.]

[t It is ascribed t.. \\ ... \Vogan, Rao., of Ealing,
the learned commentator upon the Proper Lmtau f At

, 1-sT xi. 24A.]
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it appears very plainly by the Composition, they never

had his finishing hand. Whatever inaccuracies or defects

were in the Original Copy, it is evident they have been
increased by the mistakes of the Transcriber or Printer :

The many obvious Errors of Words, and especially in the

Pointing, and even in dividing the Paragraphs, do mani-

festly prove this. But still the Substance, like pure gold,
loses nothing of its intrinsic value: so that, with all their

imperfections, a serious and attentive Reader cannot,
in its worst dress, but find many Beauties, and a rich

Treasure of Divine Knowledge. What gave the Editor
the first favourable opinion was the high regard which
two great and wise men *, now with God, always ex-

pressed for these Discourses. The very frequent perusal of

them since, and still discovering some new Beauties, and

(through Grace) some new Instruction and spiritual

Advantage, put him upon correcting the many literal

faults (of which a long list might be produced), and sup-
plying such defects and gaps as seemed to injure the
sense or break the connexion. But although the whole
will not appear with that advantage which the Author's
own hand would have given it ; yet as the Book is grown
so very scarce, and has always bore a high Character,

among all good men who had ever read it, especially as

it is chiefly levelled to oppose some unsound Doctrines
now reviving amongst us, it is hoped that the present
Edition will be received with no less Favour and Appro-
bation. The Preface to the First Edition will speak the
rest : To which are prefixed some Extracts from the Pre-
faces to his Grace's other Works." f

Subsequent editors, taking occasion from the

many errors of the first edition, have made some
unwarrantable changes, and have in some places

corrupted the text still farther. This may be
seen by comparing the text of the standard, or

Pearson edition, with Kivington's reprint of 1745 :

" The chief Mourners, the Precentors to take up the
Tune of these Threnes" Serm. vii. p. 123. Pearson has

themes, vol. iii. p. 177. "
Disgregate," p. 23. ; Pn. dissi-

pate, p. 102. "
Inordinacies," p. 32. ; Pn. corruptions, p.

109. "
Ingrate," pp. 42 69.

;
Pn. ungrateful, pp. 115. 219.

"Moyling," p. 63.; Pn. turmoiling, p. 131. "Reduction,"
pp. 70. 289. ; Pn. restoration, pp. 137. 296. "

Superfice,"
p. 124.; Pn. surface, p/177.

"
Elogy," p. 155.; Pn. eu-

logy, p. 200. "
Peculiar," p. 156. ; Pn". prerogative, p. 201.

"
Persuasives," p. 165. ; Pn. motives, p. 206. "

By-past,"
p. 186.; Pn.past, p. 123". "Evil Tidings," p. 201.; Pn.
evil things, p. 234. "

Embase," p. 215.
;. Pn. debase, p. 244.

" Poor moment," ib. ; Pn. moment, p. 245. "Prejudicate
differencing," p. 225.

; Pn. prejudicial distinguishing, p.
251. "A very lovely Song," p. 227. ; Pn. afine song, p.
252. "Boggle," p. 255.

;
Pn. bog, p. 273. "Charactered,"

p. 259. ; Pn. characterized, p. 276. "
Greatened," p. 291.

;

Pn. aggravated, p. 298.
" Not only do they by the smell of his Garments, or such

imposed Rights, obtain the blessing." Serm. VIII. p. 146.

In Pearson, tbe word Rights is altered to rites,

p. 193. See an excellent Note on the passage in

Rivington's edition.
" He commands thee to roll thyself on Him." Serm.

\

XII. p. 218.

* " Sir R. Southwell and Sir F. Philips. The last of
|

whom often expressed his desire to see a new and more
correct edition."

t The few unconnected errors I have observed in this
2nd edition are: p. 117. 1. 2. "casually" for causally; p.
156. 1. 2.

"
is

"
for are ; p. 179. 1. 34, " and a combination "

for and NOT a combination ; p. 204. "
strait

"
for straight ;

p. 205. 1. 1.
" to

"
for with.

This phrase, taken from the original in Ps.
xxxvii. 5., occurs before in the same Sermon, p.

209., and also in Serm. XXVI.
; Pn. p. 397. But

at the first reference it is altered in Pearson, to rely
on Him, p. 246.

" The most [Hearers] are presentany Mushroom Chris-

tians; soon ripe, soon rotten." Serm. XIII. p. 227.

Is there such a word as "
presentany ?

"
It is

altered in Pearson (p. 252.) to present, which does
not mend the matter much.

"
Humility is an odoriferous Grace, it is a decoring

Grace, and adds a Kind of sweetness to all other Graces
;

yea it serves singularly as a Character [?'. e. test or crite-

rion] for the trial of the truth of all other Graces. As
Balsam, which is the chief of precious ointments (Baal
Shemin), is the truest and best, which, put into any
liquor, goes to the bottom; that but slight ['. c. of little

worth] which swims above. So," &c. Serm. VIIT. p. 137.

In Pearson,
"
decoring Grace "

is changed into

gracing Grace ; "used to be tried
"

is inserted after

ointments (as perhaps is necessary) ;
but ' Baal

Shemin" is omitted, pp. 186-7.
From the Sermon (XII.) on Psalm cxii. 7. I

give the following passage, brackets and all, as I
find it in Rivington, and then the same in Pear-
son :

_
"-This Blessedness [is] unfolded, [in this Psalm] as a

rich Landsldp, so that we may view the well mixed
Colours, the Story and Tissure of it. [It is] the whole
Alphabet in Capital Letters : take all and set them toge-
ther, it is a most full. and complete Blessedness; not a
Letter wanting to it

"The first words f of .this Psalm are very remarkable;
they serve] as the Inscription [to the whole, viz.'] THE
BLESSEDNESSES OF MAN : Then follow the particulars,"
&c., pp. 201-202.; cf. Note.

" The blessedness is unfolded, like a rich landscape,
that we may view the well mixed colours, the storv and
tissue of it, through the whole alphabet in capital letters.

And take all and set them together, it is a most full and
complete blessedness, not a letter wanting to it .....

" The first words are the inscription, The blessedness of
that man, Sec. So the particulars follow," &c. Pearson,
pp. 234-5.~

In Sermon VI. pp. 99-100., compare the pas-
sage relating to Horace's Rich Miser with that in

Pn. p. 159. ; and again, with regard to Horace's
Just Man, the words,

" And a Heathen could say
of a good man," p. 207. are. not in Pn. p. 238.

In Sermon XII. p. 217., a passage from Lucan is

given, which in the first edition was erroneously
ascribed to Horace. The error is corrected in the

2nd edition, but not in Pearson, p. 246. A little

farther on a similar error occurs, Caligula taking
the place of Adrian, Pn. p. 247. In Sermon X.
" Concordia discordia," an erratum of the 1st edi-

tion, is noted in the 2nd, p. 164., but repeated by
Pearson, p. 206. In Sermon II., p. 22., irapprjo-ia. is

omitted in the modern edition, Pn. p. 101. Com-

pare the following passage with that in Pearson :

"Thus all these [conflicts] do but increase the Vic-

tories and Triumphs of Love, and make it more glorious.
As they tell us of [Hercules's Mistress :] her multiplying
labours to that Champion, [added to the number of his
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Achievements i the MM of Christ's Votaries i (h-

me:] Tbv sre not only Conqueron, but mnn iku*

'or+ by mull.pl.ed victor,.
V-

r observes in a not

above inserted, or wn same effect, ap-

pear?
' the sense." The above

postage stand* in its original obscurity in Pearson.

It will suffice to compare one other pa.-sago :

is ihe best Eloffy tht Apostle will be*tow anon
the best of nature*, [that it is] Enmity a+tiiut God.

I the p.rkl<. of Virtue and Moral Goodness in

HeaJdee

many o(h<-r thin^4 to be said of the Virtues of those Phi-

losophers, their Ignorance of Christ, bv Whom alone this

Krui.it v 11 removed, [was an essential" Defect]." Serm.
IX

re is the best eulopv the Apostle will bestow upon
the bwi of natures, Kmmity yai**t God. Nay, nil the

aparkles of virtue and moral goodneas in civil men
ami ancient heathens are no belter ; besides many other

to be said of the virtues of these
philosophers, as,

ignorance of Christ, by whom alone this enmity is re-

moved." Pn. p. 200.

Abp. I.ci.:ti!>.n, as Burnet tells us, "spent some
rears in France, and spoke that language like one
born there;" and the editor <; ,'s edi-

tion h.i* several Notes on the "Gallicisms" to be
fon ii i in the Eighteen Sermons. Thus, at p. 12.,

Trait is noted as a French word. .I<>lm*on, by
the way, declares it to be " scarce English" in his

und even
though

now completely natu-

ralised, I cannot find it in Kiehardson. Fine***

occurs in Serin. XIII., with a Note, p. 229.; and
/ - XII

, p. -201.: hut ihe n.

nfnfHx and TIM*IU. See also a
- nn XV I II. p. 281. 1 give

three examples with the Notes at length :

M He never intended to banith Sin, but /.. rttirt it to his

innermost and best room." Strm I. p. 14.

it, Ac.] The verb Retirt, in an active sense,
is a Gallieitm ; and ihe Author abounds with such 1- renrh

. l*>ntf a prral master of that language; and ig-
Dines to f/arkmr or Knttriain, according to that French
Phrase, Rgtirtr ckacu* ekez toy, to harbour or receive one

.bouse," tie*.

Retire, in its active s- Innr,

is agnio used by Li-i^luon b \ \ I :

-
I will retire My favourable Presence from them." -

Po.p.435.

But surely it was an established English word

long before Leigbton'a time : Shakspeare, Bacon,

my others use it. Thus the latter aays in

the Dedication of his Ettayt, dated 1597 :

-
I did ever hold there might bee as great a vanitie In

r*tj,,,m9 and withdrawing saw's eoooeites from the
Mm 1,1,4 them."

" Tkt H'udomfrom Al*x* p*rt ; this their Kngage-
ment to Heaven lor it, excludes vaunting and boasting."

Sirm. I. |.

" Thfir Euyayrment to l/ram for it. } Another Gal-
,! 1 1 ..,, i

.
, ...;..;

being osVysrf or tsAsAam to Heaven for it." Aeat.
- If all our lore most go to God, what remains for our

Nighboor? Indeed all [mint] go npwsnls. and I* all

tassf downwards to men, accor :

-
R'tmlattH] Swm< to be a eolned word from the

rtcuU, which signifies oVrtMtf or pa*rc,t J.

\

In the al*>ve passage,
"

i mged
into rtMundtd by the modern editors.

"Interpretative,** in the son*e of

avowfd, occurs in Serm. IX. p. 136 :

"
IVa.-iical,

and, (as they call it), Interprttati

(To be concluded in our next.)

CAXTOH : PINSOH, BTC.

Looking over some works in a library contain-

ing a good many specimens of early printing and
a few manu- ivc just met with t!

lowing, of which I think a Note may be mu
small 4to. volume, in very old biuding, contains
the following items :

1. Octavo Idiu AngHgti fiat Servic. de trant-

fyruracione Jkesu Xpi. dni. tto//

leaves printed in red and black, with a

figurative representation of God, &c. at the be-
-mm MIT. It end*,

" Caxton me i

2. Ffstum tlulcixtimi nomini* ient fiat Sfjttimo
idiu Augttnti, consists of twenty-four leaves,

printed in red nnd black. It ends,
" Per me

Ru-anliim 1'in-iMi." A blank page follows, and
the l*/t page is occupied with the monogram of
"K. 1

3. Incipit Augusttnnx de rirtute Ptalmontm.
Ten folios. A device -t II. -n-uU's with Ins duh,
and a lion on a shield upon the last page. No
printer nor date.

4. Alberti Magni de virtutibu* Anima. T!

two leaves. Ends with a device of a fortified city.
Text is followed by

u
lmpressum Anlwerpise per

me Geranium leeu. Anno dni Mcccclxxx5x ,

xiiij.

5. Johannit JVirfw, de Morali lepra. About
leaves. At the end "

Impressus per mt
Johanem de Westfalia." No date nor pla<-e.

Perhaps some of these items may furniidi sug-

gestions for a note or two from some of your
raphical correspondents, who may have

rning these tracts win. h

I am not now able to - t that

a few hours in

ons of books would be abundantly re-

warded. What I hare myself already met with,
both in print und in MS., 1m* \

estvd uie. I will mention, among such n-

,v memory, a v< #* by

Aniline, in a nicely- written M
y ; a similar volume of Origen's Ho-
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milies on Leviticus in Latin, followed by a re-

markable letter from one French bishop to another

against ordaining presbyters for money. A small

volume of the thirteenth century, containing a

long Poem on Alexander the Great in Latin hexa-

meters; a poem on a religious subject, attributed

to Ovidius Naso ! something about the Theodosiun

Codex; a treatise relating to the Calendar; a

poem on a similar subject, and other matters.

A volume containing MS. lives of various saints

in English ;
to each of them is prefixed a few

lines in rhyme. A small volume giving sundry
statutes relating to the Dean, frc. of Hereford,

given by Charles I., and other matters ; two
MSS. of the Latin Bible ; a printed treatise in

a volume containing others, stating in the colo-

phon that the work was completed at Paris in

1423, which requires explanation. Two volumes
of the Grans Chroniques de France, with curious

illustrations. Book-covers which would gladden
the heart of our well-known friend in Abchurch

Lane, &c. &c. Lest, however, my Note should be

metamorphosed into a catalogue of the store to

which I have now had access, let me in conclusion

express a hope that we may some day secure, by
means of a parliamentary commission or private

enterprise, a catalogue of all the more remarkable

manuscripts and the most precious printed books
to be found in this country, at least of all such
as are not personal property. We are here far

behind our French neighbours, but it is not too

late to mend. B. H. COWPER.

ROB KER AND THE FASHIONS OF 1719.

While the Times and Punch are inveighing

against the preposterous bulk of the fair sex of our

day, allow me to bring to the notice of your
readers a little book in my library, to show that

our forefathers in the reign of Geo. I. laboured
under a similar social visitatipn. Here it is :

"A Short and True Discription of the Great Incum-
brances and Damages that City and Country is like to

sustain by Women's girded TAILS, if it be not speedily
prevented. Together with .Robert Ker's Dedication to
those that wear them.

" The Dedication of this Book
Calls for Ten Shillings from each Hoop.

Printed in the year 1719.
"

Mr. Ker was a small prophet in his way, who
j

wrote divers tracts in prose and verse against the
j

Defections of the Times, in religion, politics, and
j

manners, which he seems to have hawked about
the streets of Edinburgh and Glasgow. His
denunciations against ordinary sinners, and the

traitors who consented to the Union, appear to

have fallen harmless
;
but poor Ker ventured upon

dangerous ground when he attacked the girded
tails of the ladies : the incensed dames of Glas-

gow would not stand this, and working upon the

Nicol Jarvies of that day, the luckless reformer
was incarcerated in (he Tolbooth by Provost

Aird,
u
for," as he says,

"
decrying against their

Women's Pride
;

" and in another tract, A Missive

Letter and Petition to the magistrates for enlarge-
ment, he sharply rebukes the authorities for their

tame submission in sacrificing him to' the malice

and vanity of their wives.

Ker's attack is in both prose and verse "A
Short Discourse of Fashions of Apparel," in the

former ;
and " A Poem against Farthing-gales,"

in the latter :

" Oh ! how immodest a thing it is to see," says the in-

dignant moralist,
" so many women with Girds at their

Tails, that men are put to a difficulty how to walk in the

streets, but are every day in great hazard of breaking
their shin-bones, and called ill-bred forbye. And more,
if a man were upon the greatest express that can be, if

he shall meet them in any strait stair or entry, yon can-

not pass by them without being stopped and called im-

pertinent to boot; forbye many other confusions and
cumbrances that are made both in churches and coaches

and everywhere they come."

The author goes on to say, if these troublesome

steel tails are not laid aside, churches, doors, stair-

cases, carriages, &c. must be enlarged to admit

their monstrous girded fats. Mr. K.'s poetry is

below mediocrity. Following tip his point, he

ungallantly couples it with a wholesale sneer at

the sex :

" And let not men be over-trod,
With snares that lie now in our rod.

Women to men have been great snares,
As may be seen in former days."

Again,
" Oh ! the great sums now that are ward

By many gentleman and laird,

And all upon our women's tails :

At last Death will bring down their sails"

But enough of this. Let me now say, in justice

to Ker, that he by no means confined his refor-

matory strictures to the softer sex. There lies

before me also

" A Glass, wherein Nobles, Priests, and People may see

the Lord's Controversies against Britain. By R. K.,

Fewer in Gilmertoun. Printed in the year 1719 "

in which the shortcomings of all classes are over-

hauled in his peculiar fashion
;

but I fear the

moral force of his teaching was neutralised by the

following unhappy admission :

" that bitter expe-
rience is the best teacher of fools, among which I

do esteem myself to be inferior to very lew
"

(!)

J. O.

PROBATION LISTS OF MERCHANT TAYLORS SCHOOL.

I have been recently engaged in examining the

Probation Lists of Merchant Taylors' School, and

I think that the results of my researches may be

interesting to your readers, while at the same
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time their publication may assist me
ing the name* and obtaining far nation

about thoae that bore them. In most cases the

date of the boj's birth is given in addition to that

of hi* admission into the school, but the earliest

registers are generally much more exact in this

particular than the later.

ve the name*, with date of birth if contained

in the register, and append a few notes of my
own, where I have been able to gain any inform-

ation relating to them :

1 Nehemiah Rogers, born 1598.

(Afterwards M.A. and Fellow of Jesus Coll. Cam-
bridge. Preb. of Elv, 1686. Deprived i.

DM ..; IfaaMfeiM 3
..ttopher)

- - b. 1593.

8. Gerrard V Gore - b. 1594.

l.am J - - b. 1598.

(Sons of Gerard Gore, an eminent merchant, and
brother of Sir John Gore, Lord Blayor of London,

BJasMflO
6. Sebastian White, b. 1591.

(Probably connected with Sir Thomns White, the

foonder of the school.)
6. Martin 1'iodar, b, 1594.

(A Sir Paol Pindar was born in 1666, and died 1650.

Sea Stow, b. 90.)
7. Thomas Ducket, b 1594.

(Perhaps son of Sir Thos. Ducket)
luim Quarles, b. 1.VJ4 ; and John Quarles, b. 1696.

, haniel Munck. b. 1597.

of these names was patron of Little Birch in

IBM ta LMfO
.pbry Shalcross,b. 1595.

Hoare, b. 1594.

(Probably uncle of Sir Richard Iloare.)
U. Humphry Otfley, b. 1597.

13. An lhum 1 b. 1

14. Cornelius j
* ren

) b. 1599.

(Probably connected with Itahop Wreo, who wa
also .i M. T. 8.)

15. Gore llond. b. 1591

(Son of William Ilond, an eminent merchant, and
cousin of Sir William Bond.)

1C. Rowland Swinnerton, b. 1599.

(A name well known in civic annals.)
Noy. 1599.

(He appears to have been at Merchant Taylors' for

a few months only.)
IM. John Kvelyn. b. AuJ;. 11, 1601.

.azar Spead, b. 1601.

(Of the family of the Chronolofiet.)
20. Thomas Juxon, b. Deo. 11, 1G01.

(Connected with the Archbiabop.)
.rBe Paulei, b. Feb. 14. 1608.

H Reap n^n.-k. i,. M.O. L608,
: ..-rwarda Fellow of All Sou!.'. Oxford, lie was son

William, and brother of Richard H
r.-b vtrnan.)

28. William Kennel, b. 1569.
24. John llrylmit. b. Feb. 7. 1600.

brother U Peter H.*)
worth, b. Aug. 8, 1602.

M this the great divine? I am aware that, ac-

cording to Wood, he was hem at Oxford in October

1602*and not a* above.
The above W. C. left school in 1615. I l.

glad to identify him with his great namesake.)

(Son of Sir William, barter- King.)

27. James Graham, b. 1599.

28. Matthew Delaur

(Perhaps grandfather ,,m DcJaune, Pre-
., r- .1 ,. 'xf,,rd ,

(A son of the eminent schoolmaster of that name.)
30. Nathaniel Ward. b. Jan. 2. l

r wards Prebendary of Lincoln, died 1668.)
81. John Allington. b. M<
82. Jot. i an. 8,1604.

(Afterwards of Pembroke Coll., Camlu. ! . !> 1 .

adm. of Oxford. 1643. Executed with Sir Chas.

Slingsby for high treason on Tower Hill .)

33. John Jacob, b. Dec. 2. 1606.

( Perhaps Sir John Jacob, of Bromley.)
.U. Dudley )

, Mli , in .

85. Chicbester j
' DlIlP9

(b. Mar. 1> .

86. Richard Ingoldsby, b. Sept. 16, 1609.

37. Francis Walwvn."b. 1616.

f Father of Dr \\ ,! Walwyn. the divine.)
38. Daniel Oxenbridge, b. June 17, 1

(Afterwards of Ch. Ch.. Oxford.)
89. Ifc-nedKt Iloinw,,..!. I,. I,!, 1

(He was fourteenth child of

Alice Barnhsm.)
40. William Wollaston, b. 1618.

41. Thomas Atterbury.
tram Conyers, b. l

(Afterwards Serjeant-at-Law.
mily sealed at Walthamsto

1614.

Beamri

.V. II. ,

Of an emiuent fa-

Essex.)
43. William Conyers, b. Mar. 8. 1622.

(Afterwards "of St John's, M.D.. brother of above.)
44. Thornu Kenn, b. Sept 24, 1621.
I.}. .I,.hn >i. !..,,-. (No date.)

,.i Redmavne. b. Nov. 1625.

47. Edward Ouzley.
late of birth given. Admitted into the school

MM ,

48. Francis Conyers.

(Admitted at the same time.)
1 -. I Imund Caiinin

(A member of the eminent merchant-family of that

50. CharlelTcoquaine, b. 1688.

(Was this Ald.-rman Cockaine?)
hen Hradshaw, b. 1635.
.und Ix-nthall, b. 1688.

! ..nthall. b. I

iriously enough, these three names follow one-

anolhtr in the Probation List. Dr. Good, the

Head Matter from 1644. was suspended in

Bradshaw for printing Salmtuim Defeinin Bsjsa.1
lianl I'epys, b. 1G86.

65. Richar.l J3.

(Qi. B. A. of Pembroke, Cambridge, 1GG2.)
56. Richard I Vj-vs h. 1 1

I should add that none of the foregoing n.tm.

are given in any history of the school. I shall be

gild to "ventilate" a few more nt y<

ence. CIIAKI.KS J. Uoumsov, M A

28. Gordon Street.

II I MO |T,

There are many sayings and doings fut

upon certain persons, of which they are -

totally inmxvnr, .r tin- fart lia> luvn in:--

! tented. Fi.., n h-ing, however, so oft

.
with assurance, and no trouble having
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taken to ascertain with what degree of truth, and

upon what authority the assertion was in the first

instance made, they have been generally received

as bonafide productions of the individual to whom

they are ascribed. Of this description the words

attributed to Henry IV. of France,
" La

cpu-
ronne vaut bien une messe," is a case in point.

It is currently repeated that the king made the

above reply in reference to his reconciliation with

the Church.
The impression which would naturally be made

upon the mind of anyone reading for the first

time these words would be, that the king had ut-

tered them lightly, and with the intention of

insinuating that his conversion to Catholicity had
been more the effect of policy than conviction.

Surely this would not have been a very wise

course, or one which so politic a monarch as

Henry would, under the existing state of circum-

stances, have been likely to have pursued ; nor is

there any reason, from the king's subsequent con-

duct, to suppose that his reconciliation with the

Church was not sincere.

In the Caquetsde VAccouchee another version of

the story is given, and which would appear to be

the correct one :

" Jevous scay ton gre, dit la maistresse des requestes,
de parler ainsi a cceur ouvert

;
car il est vray, la hare

sent toujours le fagot, et, comme disoit un jour le Due de

Rosny au feu roy Henry le Grand, que Dieu absolve, lors-

qu'il luy demandoit pourquoy il n'alloit pas & la messe
bien que lui : Sire, Sire, la couronne vaut bien une messe

;

aussi une espee de connestable donne a un vieil routier de

guerre merite bien de desguiser pour un temps sa con-

science et de feindre d'estre grand catholfque."

Here the reply is applicable, and coming from
the mouth of de Rosny is probable, and much
more reasonable than had it been uttered by the

king himself.

The Caquels de TAccouchee was first printed in

1622. Henry was reconciled to the Church in

1593 : therefore, allowing the longest possible

period, this relation is made within 29 years after

the words could possibly have been spoken.
What I wish to know is, whether any earlier

authority for the usually-received version of the

story is known
;
and if not, by whom, and at what

date, was it first put into circulation?

PHILIP PHILLIPSON.

A MUSSULMAN S VIEW OF ENGLAND : A FRAGMENT.

Among the most amusing, and, if read aright,
sometimes not the least instructive literary pro-
ductions are foreigners' opinions of the manners and
customs of our noble selves. While in them we
frequently find plenty to gratify our self-love, our
foibles and weaknesses are often laid bare before
us with vigour and truth. A curious fragment of
this nature now lies before me, which has all the

appearance of genuineness, and would seem to be
the production of a true believer, who, I take it,

was about to proceed to Persia in the train of Sir
Gore Ouseley, who had been appointed ambassa-
dor to the Persian court in March, 1810. I am,
however, unable to give more of the history of
this MS. than that it was picked up in some street

by a member of our family. The orthography
and punctuation are copied exactly :

"
Coat, Every thing Very good Sir Gore he

tell me King Charles and King James, I say Sir Gore
they not Muzzle Men but I think God Loves them Very
much, I think God he Loves the King Very well for

keeping up that Charity there I see one small Regment
of Children go to Dinner, one small Boy he say thanks to
God for Eat for Drink for Clothes, other Little Boys they
all say Amen ; then I Cry a Little, my heart to much
Pleased, this all Very good for two things one thing
God very much please, two things Soldiers fite much bet-

ter, because see their good King take Care of old wounded
fathers and Little Children, Then I go to Greenwich that
two Very good place Such a fine Sight make me a Little
Sick for Joy all old men so happy, Eat Dinner so well
fine House fine beds, all Verj' good, This Very good
Country English Ladies Very Handsome Very beautifull
I Travel great Deal I go Arabia ; I go Calcutta, Hi-
derabad, Ponah Bombay Georgeia Areminia, Constanti-

nople Gibralter, I See best Georgian Circassion Turkish ;

Grick ladies, but Nothing not so Beautifull as English
Ladies all Very Clever Speak French Speak English Speak
Italian play Music

very well, sing very good, very glad
'

for me if Persian Ladies Like them, but English Ladies

Spealc such sweet Words, I think tell a Little Story, that
not very good, one thing more I see but I not understand
that thing good or bad, Last Thursday I see some fine

Carriges fine Horses Thousand people's go to look that

Carrige I ask why for, They say me Gentlemen on Boxes
they Drive their own Carriges, I say why for, take so
much Trouble, they sav me he Drive Very well, that

Very good thing, it Rain'd Very hard, some Lord sonje

Gentleman, he got Very Wet, I say why he not go inside,

they tell me, good Coachmen not mind get wet Every
Day, will be much ashamed if go inside, that I not un-
derstand

" Sir my Lord good night
" Aboo A L Hassan

" 9 Mansfield Street,
" May 19* 1810."

TEE-BEK.

ANDREW MABVELLS LETTER TO JOHN MILTON.

In the year 1654 Milton forwarded to Cromwell
a copy of his SecondDefence by the bearer, Andrew
Marvell, together with a letter, the subject of

which does not transpire. The attention of the

Protector was so taken up with a despatch for-

warded by the same messenger, that while the

latter was present he neglected to open it. In
the subjoined epistle from Marvell to the poet we
have a detailed account of the interview. A
former letter from Milton to Cromwell is alluded

to, as it would seem, recommending Marvell to

some employment, and probably similar to that

written to Bradshaw, preserved among .the State

Papers. This letter of Marvel 1's has been pub-
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I in Dove's Lift of A**** Man*0> but in

such a mutilated form, that I am induced to rs>

i. an attested copy of the original the

lies bein-jthe omitted paragraphs or

Iterations. It would seem that not only

r, but the writer, and Mr. Oxenbridge

also, had presentation copies of the book referred

to. This Mr. John Oxenbridge was born in Da-

vent ry
N rthampton, Jan. SO, 1608; was

..i n -hurra at Beverley in Yorkshire, in

1664 :
w,-nf to South America, and, eventually,

! .nd, where he became
pas-

tor of a church in Boston, and died there in 1674.

KO B. I did not satisfle my self in the

account I Kav* you of presenting* your Book to my Lord,

although it seemed to me that I writ to you al

the messenger** speedy return* the same night from

Eaton would permit me ; and I perceive that, bv reason

of that ha*i. I <!i<l not five you satisfaction neither con-

cerninga the delivery of your letter at the same Urn*.

-*d therefore to pardon me. and know that I ten-

dered them both together. lint my Lord read not the

letter whilr- I WM with Mm, which I attributed to our

despatch, and some other business* tending* thereto,

I therefore wished ill to so fair as it hindred an

affaire much better and of greater importance, I mean
that of reading your letter. And to tell yon truly mine
own imagination. I thought that he would not open it

while I waa there, because he might suspect that I, de-

It just upon my departure, mipht have brought
in it some second

proposition
like to that which you had

before made to him by your letter to my advantage,
However. I assure myself that he has since read it, owl

^ .-,. i ........... .
.

,.,. ...
. /

'. mtufaction canetrmino, yomr work u W<f s> r-

prrttd fmm to cursory a revfcs* and to tmddtn an Utttnt
uld Hun Aa*e of it from mt. Mr. Oxenbridge, at

his return* from London, will I know give you thanks for

k as I do with all acknowledgement and humility
for that you hive *ent me. I shall now studie it even to

At letting of it bv heart : ittmmimj ft, according to my
poor* Jmdamtmt (4*cA ytt I wUk k irrr* so rigkt i nil

tkinft e/aO as <A mo* comptndwmt teal* for to mnek to the

adfft* of /Ac Reman Etoqnt*** when I consider bow
equally it turned and rise* with so manf figures it sssms
to me a Trajan's column*, in whose winding ascent we

of vour learned vie-

make up as great a

triumph as that of Decabalna, whom too, for ought I

know, vou shall have forced, a* Trajan the other, to

make Ibafnselre* away out of a just desperation. I have
an aff. ,it'y to know what become* of Colonell
Or.noo's bMlasass. And am exceeding glad that Mr.

Sayaoer u got near you. the happiassas which I at the
same lime congratulate to him. and envic then being
DOM who doth, if I may so say, more jealously honour

you t!

M Honoured Sir,
- Tour SMS* aflbctfcaate humble servant,

"AxuRxw MAHVELL.
"
Latoo, June 2nd,7

II

(Addressed)
- For my roost honoured freind,

John Milton. Esquire, Secretary*
for the Formin affair**,

at hi, boass ia Petty France,
Wsatminix

CL.

minor floiti.

Qat.loothtd. Have you . bad
licfa I think will help us to

expreaaion gat-toothed ?

-
I pray you do not tell it unto

never call you bard- favoured, w

Hail/band'* /VmrAc

Use following,
understand the

mai*tcr. and I will

neither tootk-

It may be fate-toothed, as wide apart :

bars of a gate; or gap-toothed, t< . ih with wi.l,-

gaps between then, an unlovely thing, pmo
an expression of coarse****. G. i i

Nomination of a Member of Parliament by a
Bishop. 'Ybe following are extracts from the

proceedings of the corpora , the

occasion of the death of King James I. ai

accession of King Charles I., when a new parlia-
ment wa M.

14 April, 1625 (meeting of the corporation
" This dsy it was agreed by the Company abnnasaM

that forasmuch as it was certainly informed of the death
of o*r late souraigne Lord Kinge James, who dyed on
Sunday last. That therfore the Company do app
meet at the pallace by the desyre of t ^hoppe
that now is, to take such further direction as shalbe then
considered of."

The corporate body, no doubt, went to the

palace according to appointment, and thr-n

the following entry, under date 6th April, 1625 :

-This dav was pclaimad the pclamacon, that tb*
!,.:!,. I n. ..-. 1', ,

- -

. , ,

oV late Souraigne of happie memnrie, become o'r lawrull
Ivneall and right full liege Lorde Charles bv the Graee of
God Kinge of Great Britain*, France, and Ireland* de-
fender of the Faith, &c."

The writ for electing members for the city waa
receive Iham, the sher

the llth April, and a meeting of the corporation
immediately convened ; the following notice of it

ia recorded :

"Those that are nnowd mto this house for Borgssaia
ofthepliame. tie:

w. Rodney. I M' Pawlett.
8' Tho. Lake.

|
M' Henry Soutbworth.

-
It i* agreed that the Mayor, w* two or three of the

reat of his brethren, shall goe vnto my Lord Hpr . and
certifie that it is eocecnted that hi* Lo>p ahall n

one discrete and aufHceent worthy Hurges to s've
in the next P'liament. wVh man noe by him to be nonted,
the Company here p'sent will make election of, soe that he
come and ta'ke bia oath of a Bnrge* for the observacon of

thaLib'tleofthisCittie."

The election took place on the 22ii<l April
when Sir Edward Rodney and Sir Thoma-
were elected, the latter being the bishop's
Arthur 1. ik.-) brother and nominee.

, Somerset.

A Sw*ff-box of the Pint Napolta*. Y<

the following may be found worthy of a "
t

V young friend of mine, Harry
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O'Mara Deane (if alive now, the Rev. B. O'M.

Deane), who was connected with the literary

department of a daily paper in Dublin, used to

show me and his friends a snuff-box that belonged
to the first Emperor Napoleon. Mr. Deane had
the box left him by his uncle, the late Barry
O'Mara, who was surgeon to the emperor at

Saint Helena ;
the box having been given to that

gentleman (along with many other things) by the

emperor. It was a silver box of rather more
than an ordinary sized snuff-box, with a crown
and the letter " N "

on the lid, and was the last

box used by the emperor. It will be remem-
bered that Surgeon O'Mara was the author of a

work called A Voice from Saint Helena. He
made special bequest of this box to his nephew,
who after some time relinquished literary pur-
suits and entered the Church. He married a

Swiss lady, and went to reside in Switzerland,
but I have not heard of him for a dozen years or
more. Would it not be interesting to " note

"

things of this description, so as to prove their

identity, beyond dispute, in time to come ?

S. REDMOND.
Liverpool.

Dutch Gun-founts for a King of England in

1413. The Archives of the Realm at the Hague
contain, amongst other interesting documents, the

Grafelijke Rekeninge (Accounts regarding the

County} of August 23, 14131414. In these
Accounts we read under the head Bodeloonen

(Messengers Fees}, p. 99. :

"
Item, the 26th day in augusto 1413, sent with letters

to Utrecht to Gerrit van Vruethen, the gunmaster (busse-

meester), ordering him to betake himself without delay
to the Hague, as the King of England had directed his

messenger to that place, commanding him to found, with
this Gerrit af Oresanty, all kinds of blunderbusses (don-
rebmsen) for the King's behoof." See Tijdschrift voor
Geschiedenis, Oudheden en Slatistiek van Utrecht (Utrecht,
'N. van der Monde, 1839), vol. v. Part II. p. 433.

J. H. VAN LENNEP.
Zeyst, June 4. 1859.

Riding-coat :
"
Redingote." I find in the fa-

mous Journal de Barbier, the time fixed when the
article and the word "Redingote" were intro-
duced into France. Barbier is speaking of the
Due de Gesvres. This nobleman had endeavoured
to enlighten the young King (Louis XV.) on the

misery into which the French people were rapidly
sinking. The minister, the Due de Bourbon,
angry at this interference, sent to M. de Gesvres

(without the knowledge of the King) a lettre de

cachet, ordering him into exile. The banished
Duke pretended to obey :

"
But," says Barbier,

" he put on a Redingote (a costume
which comes to us from the English, and which is now
commonly worn here, in cold or rainy weather, and par-
ticularly for riding in on horseback). He ascended to
the King's chamber, to take leave

;
threw himself at the

King's feet, and expressed his great sorrow at having

given his Majesty offence. . . . The King, -who did not
expect to see him at court in such a dress, and astonished
too at the speech, broke out into a mad fit of laughtermade fun of the Duke, and then bade him go and dress
properly, and return to court."

The date of this entry in Barbier's remarkable
Journal is September, 1725. J. DORAN.

Eliot Warburton. ~ The real name, as I am
informed, of this celebrated and lamented author
was Bartholomew Elliott Warburton. He dropped
the first name, and altered the second. Y. S. M,

ELIZABETHAN POEMS IN SIGN COLLEGE.

I want to know who was the author of some

poems of Queen Elizabeth's time, of which there
is a contemporary MS. copy in the Sion College
Library. The volume contains

1. Venus and Anchises.
" Thissil poore ladd whose muse yet scarcely fledged,
Softly, for feare, did learn to sing and pipe,
And sitting low under some court hedge.
With chirping noyse gauue tune his noates unripe,
Sighing those sighs which sore his hart did gripe,
Where lovelie Came doeth lose his erring mayd,
While with his barkes the wanton waters playe,
Which still do stay behind, yet still do slippe awaye,"

&c.

2. Epithalamium.
" Hark gentle shephearde that on Norwiche plaines
In daintie verses sing your loves desiring," &c.

3. Non invisa cano.

" Dumbe swannes not chattering pyes do lovers prove,
They love indeed who dare not say they love," &c.

4. Fishing Eclogues.
5. Thelgon and Chromis.
" Th. Chromis, my joye, why drop thy raynie eyes,

And sullen clouds flagge on thy leaden browe,"
&c.

6. Thomasin and Thersill.

7. Algon, Daphnis and Nicaea. J. C. J.

Meaning of
" Cadeivoldes." Toll was taken,

temp. Edward I., for cadewoldes brought over
London Bridge. I am somewhat inclined to think
that a kind of prepared wool is meant : perhaps
some of your correspondents would kindly favour
me with their opinion on the subject.

HENRY THOMAS RILEY.
"
Harpoys et Fyssheponde." Custom was levied

at Billingsgate, temp. Henry III, upon certain

articles so called. It seems to me not improbable
that the fish-hooks and nets with which a fishing-
vessel was equipped are meant

;
but as this solu-
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lion U at beat but rery doubtful, any assistance

rendered roe on tbU point would be thankfully

r ,;,,.!. HKHBY THOMAS Knur.

,,iitir* at Wrerham.Art any of jour cor-

respondent* aware of the existence of a carious

in an ordinary stone wall at Wrexharo,
i,,,,; ,,!,- .:,.. i wing ON im MI - Bow kswi

supposed U to be 1665; but I think a closer in-

n would remove this supposition. Also, I

1 like to know something more of a square
way in the same t.wn. Two

me 6gures are carved
upon it, and tin

Ptotemf and Kuclid may be discerned be-

neath them. The wlv 1 by a cable

AH EKQUIBBB.

!
I

i lowing prophecy
itradamus :

"
Qunnd t**nmet rouge, passera pir la fenetre,

fjunnintr i>Hrei OQ CQUperS U tetC,

MI flnira."

Can anyone inform roe by what kind of pun
Quaraittc onff* can be unl -:-t" > 1 t< mean C'incj

i-y to understand the rest of tin-

prophecy. F. L.

ret on the Greek Language,"
I have a MS. 8vo. volume, written probably sixty

ycnm ago, bv the late George Mill--:-. D.I), (then
. ..t Trinity College, Dublin), and entitled

"* on the Greek JMngvage, pp. 162. Can
form me whether any uch lectures by Dr.

Miller have at any time appeared in print, in

i

'

i of Longinm de

SMimttatc (8vo. Dublin, 1820) is held in repute.
Ann i\

>rn the tfarortcher, i.

Iwcr's Caxton Family the words
ore ascribed to Cicero, as if tit-

l>y
Iiim in

reply to a Senator, whose father

Where did the Knglish novelet
find (hit! N

"

always supposed the phrase to

have originated in Plautu :

44 Sum medicos, quota, es? La Imo ant liters
|
!m

torn, qturo mwUcaa. G>. Tu mcndicu* et? Aa. 'I

IU\N V\\ \'\ TH V.OBAS.

- 1 have a M -

'

-1 in old i-mli-t nmrocro, beautifully
i on vellum. 1

ral of tin- Slnin Ireland, and
u of the Iinpres*ions to he

made on every Skin, or Piece of Vellum or Parch-
. or every Sheet of Paper, in manner and

inafterexpreswKT (Dub. 1774).* This
volume contains samples of Irish stamps from 6/.

*

'.H'S Diet, of Dai**, the stamp-

UltlllllVJ ' T/*I|||IV , *fIIV It Jll I IIQ BJBJi

headed, "A Shepherd and Shepherdess i

sing the following dialogue Son-

to one half-penny; and, having been written tor,

and presented t<>. nissioners of Ilia Ma-
jesty Revenue in Ireland, forms an interesting
document in the nun. i i d history of tht part
of the British Empire. Is there any pul>!

from which I may learn particulars of the I

of stamps, more particularly a connected with

Ireland ? Aiu

Chntterton Afattjucripf. l wish to ascertain if

in my possession, in the well-known auto-

of Chatterton, has ever been noticed by any
of his editors ? It is the first sketch for the tra-

gedy of .Ella ; and although the published work
if extended and altered, many passages are rerba-

ftm, particularly in the "
Mynstrelles Songe bie a

mannc and womanne;" which in the skct >i i-

act

irac-

! ters** are :

"
Eldred, Governnnr of the Castle at lir:

" Olmonde. an Officer under him.

-Cornvk'.<littn.

r, Attendant on Eldred.
r*

J
Danish teadera.

"f Bart!, and other Bards. (First written H-,,h

I'rirlt and otlu-r J'tlriU.)
Kiiicli!-. Miii>trel.

:'.-taand Soldiers,

-tha.

Efcwina, her Friend.
" Scene lyes partlv at Bristol and partly at \Vat-

chette, or Weddecester, in Somersetshire."

The MS. is written on one side only of twelve

leaves of foolscap quarto paper,
with corrections

and additions on some of the opposite pages. The
water-mark Britannia, a lion crowned holding a

sword, and " Pro Patria"; interleaved with blank

|
paper of the same water-mark and simil

jure.
This MS. exhibits the interesting fact, that,

in the first composition of his forgeries,
'

did not fetter his imagination by using an anti-

quated orthography. 1 1 .
< ) WEJC.

BoydfITs ShaJupeare Gallery. The mo.-

ing attempt to found a school of historical pnmtii,_'
in this country was that of Alderman Boydell

with hu Shakspeare Gallery; and yet I

that there is no one single specimen of the pic-
tures painted for tl> n in any public

gallery. I think it would be a m att. -r <>t interest
= to have a list of the artiste he employed and the

subject each illustrated. A list of this nature

must exist, though I know not u
'

-n for

it.

Jamen Thornton. Was tlic Kn^li-h pool Thom-
son ever ma; i If so, to whom, and had he

Unta? And can anyone furnMi rm-

with the genealogies of his ei-jht brothers and

sisters? (JVaronrcArr, ix.
\>.

l

I'l M\. - UU MJ
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Adenborough. In a pamphlet, entitled Whig
Reform, London, 1831, much abuse is bestowed

upon the leading Whigs, and Sir James Mackin-

tosh comes in for his full share. The writer says :

" The constituency of Adenborongh, at which Jamie

affects to turn up his nose, is almost as numerous, quite
as discriminating, rather cleaner, and much more inde-

pendent than that of Knaresborough. Adenborough
would not have been proud of such a mayor."

This probably relates to something which Sir

James said about that time, but I cannot find it

in his speeches. Can any of your correspondents
tell me when and what he said ? or what place is

meant by
"
Adenborough ?

"
E. E.

Birth and Death-years of British and American
Authors. Wanted, the precise dates of the births,

and, for as much as necessary, of the deaths of the

following British and American prose- writers and

poets, viz. :

C. C. Colton, author of Lacon, or Many Things
in Few Words, published in 1820, and of some
Satires ; Washington Irving : the statements about
his birth differ ; Pinnock, author of a History of
England ; G. Long, the translator of Tacitus ;

W. H. Preseott, born in 1796 ;
W. Carleton, born

in 1798; F. B. Head, Leigh Hunt, and Barton,
born in 1784; T. Haynes Bayley : the statements

diverge ; Wilson, born in 1789 ; R. Montgomery,
about whose birth-year my informants disagree ;

Croly, born in 1790. (Navorscher, ix. p. 130.,

Qu. 177.) X2.

The Pretender. C. D. E. would be greatly

obliged by any information respecting the au-

thenticity of a tract bearing the following title :

" Mrs. Frances
'

Shaftoe's Narrative, containing an
account of her being in Sir Theophilus Oglethorpe's Family ;

where hearing many treasonable things, and among others

that the Pretended Prince of Wales was Sir Theophilus'
Son, she was trickd into France by Sir Tbeophilus's
Daughter, and barbarously us'd to make her turn Papist
and Nun, in order to prevent a Discovery ^ but at last

made her Escape to Suisserland, and from thence arriv'd

in England, in December, 1706. London: Printed for

H. Hills, in Black-fryars, 1708."

The narrative, which is very minute and cir-

cumstantial, extends in small type over 22 octavo

pages, and is supplemented by an affidavit of

Estiana Rossir, sworn before " J. Holt
;

" and a

certificate signed by nine of the justices of Nor-
thumberland as to the character of Mrs. Shaftoe,
who "did, about the space of 18 years, live in

the town of Newcastle, where she behav'd herself

Discreetly, Modestly, and Honestly."
The Querist would also be obliged by being

informed of the titles of any printed books where
information might be found respecting the sub-

ject-matter of this tract. Bishop Burnet, in the

History of his Own Time, vol. i. p. 754., states

that Bishop Lloyd had a "
great collection, most

of them well attested," of the "
reports that were

both then and afterwards spread of this matter."
Are these recorded in any known MS. ? Lloyd is

so well known to have exhausted every subject
to which he applied his great powers of investiga-

tion, that if his notes, always well arranged, on
this subject could be found, probably little more
could be desired.

Sacheverell. Francis Sacheverell,
" ESQ." ob-

tained from King James I. in the eighth year of
his reign, a grant of lands in the co. Armagh,
and amongst others of Legacovry, now called

Rich Hill. He married Dorothy, one of the

daughters and coheirs of Sir John Blennerhassett,
Baron of the Exchequer in Ireland, by whom he
had two sons, Francis and Henry, both named in

a deed made by their father, 8th Oct., fourteenth

James I. He died between 20th May, 1637, and
21st Oct. 1641, and was succeeded by his elder

son, who died 30th Jan. 1649, leaving an only
child Anne (born in 1632), who afterwards married

Major Edward Richardson, whose lineal descend-
ants have ever since been the owners of the

Sacheverell estates. Mrs. Richardson survived
her husband, and died, I think, in 1703, leaving
two sons, William, who married, but died s. p.,
and John, from whom the present owners are

descended. Amongst the MSS. depositions in

Trin. Col. Dublin, concerning the rebellion of

1641, are two giving a melancholy account of the

sufferings of Francis and his brother Henry, with
their wives and children, during that fatal period.
I wish to obtain information respecting the family
descent of Francis, the elder

; the wives' names of

his two sons
; the parentage of Sir John Blenner-

hassett ; and the name of John Richardson's wife.

Y. S. M.
De Foe's Descendants.^- 1 shall be obliged to any

of your correspondents who can inform me who
are the present representatives of Daniel De Foe

by the Baker line. The Rev. Henry De Foe

Baker, Vicar of Greetham, Rutlandshire, who

parted with the manuscript of Defoe,
" The Com-

pleat Gentleman," and the correspondence of

Henry Baker, De Foe's son-in-law, to Mr. Daw-
son Turner, and which were lately sold at his

sale, was living in 1830.

James De Foe, in favour of whom as a male
descendant of Daniel De Foe, a subscription was
raised by Mr. Dickens and other gentlemen, died,

it appears, in May, 1857. What family did he
leave ?

Are there any other known descendants of

Daniel De Foe in the male or female lines now

living ? C. M.

Knights of Yorkshire. In the " Booke of En-
trances

"
made at the first Visitation of the County

of Yorkshire by Robert Glover, Herald, in 1584-5,
there is a list of the knights of that county and

their arms, under the following title :

" Nomina
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Stipendia

you rer me o

Knighu of other counti

:

bant in Scotia el alibi."

similar Lit of the

the dale of 1290 to

N. H. K.

' Royal 0dk. Collins, in hi*

Bameify ( 1741), gives the names of 7b7 knights
i lo states in a note that it was in-

-ui^Uu of the order should wear
Ul witb a device of tbe King (Charles

II.) in the oak, pendant to a ribbon, about their

Becks ; but, be add*, it was thought proper
to lay

it aside lest it might create beaU and animosities,

and open tboae wounds afresh which at that time

were thought prudent
should be healed." It ap-

pear* that each member of the order was r<

to possess a certain amount in land, and the value

of the estate of each knight in 1660 is annexed to

bis name. Collins states that he obtained " the

>in the MS le Neve, Norroy, now

among the cull. ni<m uf Mr.
Joseph Ames."

Can you give me any farther information rela-

tive to this order ? I do not remember to have
read of its establishment in any historv of the

reign of Charles II. N. H K

[See N. &.Q." 2-> S. i. 465.]

Marat M Edimb^gk.ln the 8th edition of the

Mntftiopm&m Hi iiammitn, now in the course of pub.
lication, (vol. xiv. p. 294.), it i* said of the noted
Fren. nut, Marat the victim of Char-
lotte Corde-" \V.- find him in K.linburjih, in 1774,

rting himself by giving lessons in French."
The same statement is made, but les positively,

mi in his notice.of Marat. And
the circumstance is alluded to by Lamartine in

bis Hittury of the Girondist*. Can any of your
eorreapondents aupply decisive evidence on this

Lord Brougham, and the writer in the Emcyclo-
p+dui, mention that about the same time Marat's

The Cfunin
of

.Maeery, made its

apf>earance : 1 observe that thin came out anony-
naoeuly in London in 1776. See Watt's Biblio-

theca liritanmica, 9OOt SLAVBaT. The title is V.TV
illustrative of the author's subsequent history and

- The Chains of Slavery, a Work wherein the Clandes-
inous Attempt* of Prince* to ruin Liberty

am pointed out, and the dreadful Scene* of Despotism
:

' -
. . . \ i

. |. . ,

.in, in onler to draw their timely Attention
to the Choice of proper Representatives in the next Par-

G
Edinburgh.

Barutariana, Some time since a Query was
inserted as to the authorship of this political
aatire (1

M
',.). when a corresr*

kindly promised (ibid. 358.) at some future time

to communicate particulars as to the writers of

several of the articles in it. That promise not

having been fulfill. <1 , will you p.-rmit me to ask

from some of your Irish eorrespondents materials

for a history of this very curious volume ? M. S.

Ten and Tenglart, what art they f In the ac-

counts of the churchwardens of Eltham, under
the date 1600, is the following charge :

M The carrying the great bell to be new rat Mr. Morse,
bell founder, dwelling in Whitechapel without Aldgate,

being agreed with all f at the

weight that he received it, that wa* 9 hundred and a
halt And at the receiving of the bell back again it

weighed 3 score and 7 Ib. more than it did before. There
was 8 score and 3 Ib. at HdL the Ib.. and 8 Ib. at 2*. 64
the pound, being called ten and tenglars. TV
sumST. . . . :/. 10s."

By
" ten

"
perhaps tin is meant ; but what can

"
tenglars

" mean ? It must have been something
< t unusual value to be charged at 2*. 6V/.

per Ib.

unusual virtue, when 3 tbe. was considered
a sufficient alloy for 63 Ins. Wus the

named an ancestor, or only the predecessor,

present celebrated firm of Mean at Whitechapel ?

Poets' Corner.

nyal Chapel of St. Matthew, Ringtend. Can
anyon- what year of the reign of

'

<

Anne this church, situated in tbe neighbourhood
of Dublin, was erected f At what cost ? and
from what funds? A reference to Bro

very curious "
Map of the City and Suburbs of

, and also the Archbishop and Earl of
\t Liberties, with the Bounds of IM

published in 1728, will show the pr.

that have taken place iu this nci .lur-

ing tbe last century. Irisbtown u dew's

church are represented as almost surrouul-.l hy
the sea, from which no small extent of ground has

been since reclaimed ; and the desolate appear-
ance of the country along the south-east t>i

the bay of Dublin, now so thickly inhabited, is par-
ticularly striking. Sandvmount, Merrion, Kings-
town, and others, were then unknown. ABHBA.

Bukoonc of St. David'. In the year 1718,

Adam, Binhop of St. David's, made a return

livings under a certain value in his diocese, with a
view to augmentation by the gov-
Annc's Bounty. Unfortunately the bi>h..j

tificatc does not embody the mot im:

necessary information, namely, the s<.

certified income. Any information as t

probable depository of the original data which

governed the bishop's return will be thankfully

received by \ M.

The writer of the rt| was the lute Rt
Hon. J. Wilton Croker. M
covered the copy of the Barolanami alluded to

Note.
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&uerfe tuft!) ftusttnerrf.

Cardinal Howard, Sfc. On a former occasion

(2
nd S. iv. 328.) I communicated some inscriptions

in the church of S. Marco at Florence, and I now
transmit you an inscription from the cloisters of

a convent adjoining that church, hoping some

.reader of " N. & Q." may favour me with some
information of the person commemorated:

" F. Filippo Tommaso Hovard di Norfolck, Inglese,
create Cardinale da Cleraente X., il di xxvii. Maggio al

1675. Viva quest' anno MDCLXXVII."

A portrait of this Cardinal Howard is affixed,

who it appears lived in the time of our Charles II.

There is also another Englishman so honoured
named Walter, in 13C4, time of Edward I., and
an Archbishop of Canterbury in 1280. This last

must have been John de Pecheham, or Peckham,
the "Index" of whose "register" was published
in 2 vols. by Dr. Ducarel in 1756. DELTA.

[Philip Howard, generally styled the Cardinal of Nor-

folk, was the third son of Henry Howard, Earl of Arundel,
who died in 1652. He was made a cardinal by Clement
X. in 1675, and was Lord Almoner to Catherine of Bra-

ganza, Queen Consort of Charles II. He died at Rome
in 1694. Our amusing diarist, Samuel Pepys, paid him a
visit on the 23rd January, 1666-7 :

" To St. James's, to

see the organ Mrs. Turner told me of the other night, of

my late Lord Aubigney's ; and I took my Lord Brouncker
with me, he being acquainted with my present Lord Al-

moner, Mr. Howard, brother to the "Duke of Norfolke; so

he and I did see the organ, but I do not like it, it being
a bauble, with a virginal joining to it: so I shall not

meddle with it. The Almoner seems a good-natured
gentleman: here I observed the deske which he hath
made to remove, and is fastened to one of the armes of

his chayre. He discoursed much of the goodness of the

musique at Rome, but could not tell me how long mu-
sique had been in any perfection in that Church, which I

would be glad to know. He speaks much of the great

buildings that this pope [Alexander VII.], whom, in

mirth to us, he calls Antichrist, hath done in his time."]

" To sleep like a top." Can any of your
readers inform me what is the derivation of the

common English expression,
" to sleep like a

top ?
"
and has it any connexion with the French

saying
" Dormir comme une taupe?"

E. M. FODDER.

[We sometimes adapt foreign phrases to our English
vernacular by a change of a peculiar kind. For foreign
we substitute English words similar in sound, but very
different in meaning ; yet so that the general sense of the

foreign phrase is retained. Thus the French expression,
"faire un faux pas" becomes in familiar perhaps it

should be said in vulgar English, "to make a fox's

paw," yet still with the original idea of committing an
indiscretion. So the French idea of sleeping like a dor-
mouse (taupe), in English becomes "sleeping like a top;"
the two phrases being alike employed to express pro-
found sleep. Some have derived this saying from the
Italian topo, the generic 'name applied indiscriminately
to the common mouse, the field mouse, or the dormouse :

hence the proverb
" Ei dorme come un topo ;

" He sleeps
like a top!" or, "Dorme come un ghiro," "He sleeps
like a dormouse !" We may add, that topo is also Spanish
for a mole.]

Rev. Richard Lufkin.
" N. & Q." has occa-

sionally favoured us with instances of longlived
clerical incumbents, among others that of the
Rev. Peter Cole of Hawkesbury, near Tetbury
(I

st S. xi. 407.) ; but in England's Gazetteer, by
Stephen Whatley, Lond. 1751, vol. ii., there is a
remarkable instance of a rector, not only holding
a benefice for a long period, but attaining a most

amazing age, as appears from the following ex-
tract :

"Ufford, Suffolk, near Woodbridge. Richard Lufkin
was rector of this parish 57 years, and buried in 1678,
astat. Ill, having preached.the Sunday before he died."

I shall be obliged to any reader of your miscel-

lany who will give me some particulars of the

Rev. Richard Lufkin, confirmatory, if he can, of

this statement. 4>.

Richmond, Surrey.

[The Rev. Richard Lufkin was inducted to the Rectory
of Ufford in 1621, ;and held the living for fifty-seven

years, except that in the time of the Great Rebellion
he was sequestered, and one Isaac Wells, a true blue Pro-

testant, served the cure. Mr. Lufkin died in Sept. 1678,

aged 110 years, and his son-in-law, the Rev. Stephen
Kimball, succeeded him, who, having continued rector for

forty-four years, died Nov. 9, 1722.

Master Dowsing seems to have found plenty of work
for his sacrilegious hands in Ufford church. In his Jour-
nal is the following entry :

"
Ufford, Jan. 27, 1643. We

brake down thirty superstitious pictures ; and gave direc-

tion to take down thirty-seven more ; and forty cherubims
to be taken down of wood, and the chancel levelled.

There was a picture of Christ on the cross, and God the
Father above it. I left thirty-seven superstitious pic-
tures to be taken down ; and took up six superstitious

inscriptions in brass." On Aug. 31, 1644, this Iconoclast

pursued his work of destruction :
" Some of the thirty-

seven superstitious pictures we had left, we brake down
now. In the chancel we brake down an angel; three

Orate pro anima in the glass ;
and the Trinity in a tri-

angle ;
and twelve cherubims on the roof of the chan-

cel ; and nigh 100 Jesus- Maria in capital letters, and the

steps to be levelled. We brake down the organ cases,
and gave them to the poor. In the church there was
on the roof above 100 Jesus and Mary in great capital

letters, and a crosier staff to be broke down, in glass;
and above twenty stars on the roof. There is a glorious
cover over the font, like a Pope's triple crown, with a

pelican on the top picking its breast, all gilt over with

gold."]

Coal, when first used in England for Domestic

Purposes. In An Historical Account of Charter-

House, 4to. 1808, p. 147., occurs a letter from Sir

John Haryngton to Mr. Sutton, dated 21st Dec.

1608, in which he says, "I will provyde yo
r

lodg-

ing at Bath, warm and clenly, good dry wood for

yo
r

fyre." When was coal first used in England
for domestic purposes? Most probably it was
much earlier used in this country than wood for

fires in kitchens, furnaces, &c. W. H.
Oriental Club.

[Coal was first discovered and worked at Newcastle-

upon-Tyne early in the thirteenth century; but being

supposed prejudicial to health, its use was prohibited in

and near London, A.D. 1306. According to Rymer's Fcedera,
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it WM Ant made aa article at commerce from the North
to the metropolis in 1881 (4 Rich. II.) The consumption
of the mineral. M> far Sooth, most nev,

been very limited ; for we find that in the t

VIII , it WM only allowed in the private apartiMoU of
" the king, queen, and Lady Mary/ (Vide Arcfunbyia,
liL 166.) Coal WM not in common oae in England until

the reign of Charlea L, 1625- Conanlt - N. & Q." 1* 8.

T. 618. 668. ; vi. 147. ; 2- & vii. 24. 808.]

tbeth WoodviUe. ln the picture gallery
at Hampton Court is a small contemporary por-
trait of Queen Elizabeth Woodville, with this

inscription upon the ledge on which the hands
rest: " Elizabeth MuQnms Grdrodrmr.ihi." Can
any of your numerous readers

enlighten
me as to

the meaning of these words ? The initial letter of
the lant word may be c or o ; the last letter but
two is like the letter e placed upside down. Zz.

[Elisabeth Muqnms Gr.lmdr|nu|^|hu
Elizabeth TUi^nm; 1 : r l.|mr|4|hl.

ardi ra-Elisabeth Msgnanirai Kdw ulier et b

Obeerre 1. ) an old form of St. The Germans (till

write 3t 4-
words connected with the Latin hsjres, an i was

om?tim* substituted for the diphthong m. Thus, in old
Kren.-h. irett (a heritage), iretaultment (heVeMitairement,
hsmditabiliter).

8. There is a peculiar reason why her Majesty should
be styled the ham as well as mulier of King Edward.
He made a will in which.

" with many affectionate ex-

pressions,"
be bequeathed to her "all the furniture,

jewels, and other moveablea she had need at various

places.- (Strickland's Q**iu of England, ii. 868.) If
she knew of the king's intentions before his death, this

may account for her being styled
"

// et lucres," not

"Afawetbajres/'l

BrpKrtf.

''THE STYLE is THE MAN HIMSELF."

(2
1* S. vi. 308.; vii. 502.; viii. 37.)

The object of my Note on this dictum was not

only to deny its fitness, but also to show that
Button was not its utterer. Exception was taken
to both positions by the Philadelphia correspon-
dent C. J. B.; and MR. J. MACKAT somewhat
authoritatively now

pronounces
for the Philadel-

phian "vindication. Nevertheless I am com-
pelled to believe that Button himself never uttered
nor wrote that dictum, *nd that nothing but u

le

style est de rhomme" can accord with the passage.
Here is the whole paragraph :

Lea onrragea bien ecrita seront les senls qui passeront
a la posterity La quantittf des connaisaances, (a eingu-
larittf des fails, la noaveaaK mem* dea deconvertas ne
soot pas dc aura garanta de PirnmorUliU ; si Isa ouvrage*
qui lea contiennmt ne roulent one sur de petits objets,
alls soot ecrits sans gout, sans noblesse, et sans genie, (Is

lea fails et les dl-
coavartes s'en

gout,*" M*V

ailment, se transportent, si gagnent
ro*tne a ton mis an oMvre par dea mains habilea. Gee
choeea soot kon dt Fkomm. ^-le style eat* fAem sstee.
La style M pant done ni s'enlever. ni ae transporter, ni

alterer," Ac. &e,

Here is, evidently, as before pointed out,
contradistinction between the subject and its treat-

ment by the writer. The whole of the continu-

ation insists upon the necessity that the writer

must be able to adapt his style to the Mihject

embracing it at all points : Un beau itylt next tel>

en effet^ que par le nombre iafini dei

prlscnU. Ills meaning is, that the subject alone
will be no guarantee of immortality to the \\:

this depends entirely upon his treatment of i

must result from his adequate genius : Le ttyle
ne pent dune ni t'enlever, ni e tr(importer, ni ten'
Urer ; il eil eleve^ noble, rublime, tauteur sera

egalement admirS dans tout let terns.

Is there the slightest ground in the passage to

uphold the idea conveyed by the dictum,
" the

style is the man himself?
"

If this means any-
thing, as applied in the original paragraph to which
I drew attention, it means that an author's style
is the very representative of the man himself;
so that in reading his book we cannot be mistaken
in the " what manner of a man "

be is, and this too

in the face of the notorious fact of almost con-

stant disappointment in the estimate we have
made of the men, whose works we have admired.

Undoubtedly there are and have been forceful

characters who write as they speak, speak as

they write, and do both as they think, unmis-

takeably ; but even here Button s dictum is the

only true expression of the fact le style est d*

1'homme style results from the mental organisa-
tion of the man himself.

C. J. B. says that le style est de 1'homme
"

II

may seem an obvious truism, unlivened (tic) by
any vivacity or sententiousness (*ic) in the ex-

pression of it." This is a very queer phrase, hut

I pass it by, and farther ubmit the opinion that

If style est Chomme meme is not good French
certainly not of the age when Button wrote, al-

though it may pass
current in that of Flourens

as
quoted by MK. MACBAT^IM its present degra-

dation. Had Button spoken or written it he
would have said le style, cest rhomme. Clearly it

was but a printer's omission of the preposition de

which suggested the thoroughly modern French
concoction " The style is the man himself."

The context proves that Button could not even

say le style, cett rhomme mfme.
C. J. B. upholds his opinion by quoting Words-

worth's dictum that language is
" the incarnation

of thought." I submit that this expression is even
far more objectionable than the one in question.
Cicero advises us to contemplate our tropes and

metaphors before we adopt and apply them. Ap-
ply this phrase translate it and what does it

say? Why, that language is thought "made
flesh !

"
Is it not a monstrous dictum ? And is

it palliated by the use of the J.uin word "
incsr-

'"
It is akin to that <-tlu -r h-.nid excla-

mation of Wordsworth to th-- Deity
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Carnage is thy daughter
"
(Thanksgiving Ode), for

which he was twitted by Byron, who adds in a

note,
" This is perhaps as pretty a pedigree for

murder as ever was found out by Garter-Kmg-at-

Arms : what would have been said had any

free-spoken people discovered such a lineage ?
"

(Dow Juan, canto vm. s. ix., which see.)

The absurd tropes, metaphors, and comparisons

with which certain modern writers, copying an

eminent offender in this line, startle us, and set

our hairs on end, may be excused on the plea that

they sound well, if they signify nothing : but we

must be excused if we decline to sanction what

we cannot understand, and refuse to adopt what

will not bear examination. ANDREW STEINMETZ.

P.S. It is but fair to state that Wordsworth, in

his subsequent editions, suppressed the pedigree

of "
Carnage

"
as above given.

Figures of King Henry VI. (2
nd S. viii. 33.)

Though I have not met with the figure of this

king painted on the wall of any church, I know

instances of his appearing on roodscreens in

company with saints, though without any num-

bers round his head. At Gately, in Norfolk,

there is a painting of him on the south side of

the roodscreen, with the inscription Rex Hen-

ricus VI. Also at Ludham, in the same county,

he is painted on the north side of the roodscreen,

next to St. Edmuni R. M., holding a sceptre and

globe. Though never canonised, he was much
venerated by our forefathers, and in some books

of Hours there are prayers in his honour. There

would have been no room for the sneer conveyed
in the Latin quotation, more worthy of Gibbon

than of your respectable correspondent G. W. W.

M., if he had considered the long and arduous

process of canonisation, and that the subject for

canonisation in this case was a king, as well as

the applicant.
F. C. H.

Herbert Knowles (2
nd S. viii. 28.) The fol-

lowing extract from a local guide-book (to Rich-

mond, Yorkshire, and its vicinity) may afford

your correspondent H. E. WILKINSON the inform-

ation he seeks :

" Herbert Knowles was a poor boy of the humblest

origin, without father or mother, yet with abilities suf-

ficient to excite the attention of strangers, who sub-

scribed 201. a year towards his education, upon condition

that his friends should contribute 307. more. The boy
was sent to Richmond school, Yorkshire (then under the

able management of the. late Rev. James Tate) prepara-

tory to his proceeding as a sizar to St. John's College,

Cambridge; but when he quitted the school, his friends

were unable to advance another sixpence on his account.

To help himself, Herbert Knowles wrote a poem, sent it

to Southey, with a history of his case, and asked permis-
sion to dedicate it to the Laureate. Southey, finding

the poem 'brimful of power and promise,' made inquiries

of Herbert's ' kind and able instructor,' and received the

highest character of the youth. He then answered the

application of Knowles, entreated him to avoid present

publication, and promised to do something better than

receive his dedication. He subscribed at once 10Z. per
annum towards the failing 30/., and procured similar sub-

scriptions from Mr. Rogers and Lord Spencer. Herbert

Knowles receiving the news of his good fortune, wrote to

his protector a letter remarkable for much more than the

gratitude which pervaded every line. He remembered

that Kirke White had gone to the University counte-

nanced and supported by patrons, and that to pay back

the debt he owed them, he wrought day and night, until

his delicate frame gave way. Knowles felt that he could

not make the same desperate efforts, and deemed it his

first duty to say so.

"The" poor youth promised to do what he could, as-

sured his friends that he would not be idle, and that if he

could not reflect upon them any extraordinary credit, he

certainly would do them no disgrace. Herbert Knowles

had taken an accurate measure of his strength and capa-

bilities, and soon gave proof that he spoke at the bidding
of no uncertain monitor within him. Two months after

his letter to Southey, he was laid in his grave. The fire

consumed the lamp even faster than the trembling lad

suspected."

Knowles died February 17th, 1817, aged nine-

teen years. The " lines in Richmond Church-

yard, Yorkshire," were written October 7th, 1816.

I never heard of any other poems of his that were

published.
J. F. W.

Wife of Archbishop Palliser (2
nd S. v. 31.)

The Archbishop, who was son of John Palliser,

was born in Yorkshire in 1645, and educated at

Northallerton. He entered Triii. Coll. Dublin,

13th Jan. 166^. He married, first (licence 20th

Feb. 168) Elizabeth, second daughter of William

Hoey, of Dunganstown, co. Wicklow, Esq. She

died 20th Sept, 1-683, and was buried the follow-

ing day at St. Werburgh's, Dublin. The Arch-

bishop married, secondly, Mary, third daughter
and eventually co-heir of Jonah Wheeler, of

Greenane, Queen's Co., Esq. She was widow of

William, son of Valentine Greatrakes of Affane,

co. Waterford, Esq., and died in June, 1735.

Their son William Palliser, Esq., of Rathfarn-

ham, was born in 1695, entered Trin. Coll. Dublin,

1st July, 1709 (not 1708, for like the college

clock, the college books were, and for aught I

know are, behind the age, the " annus academi-

cus
"
commencing on the 9th July in each year),

and married (licence 27th May, 1721), Jane,

eldest daughter and co-heir of Lieut.-Colonel

Mathew Pennefather, Accountant-General of Ire-

land, but had no issue. His wife died 7th April,

1762, and he himself 4th Oct. 1768. Y. S. M.

The Gulf-Stream and Climate of England (2
nd

S. viii. 12.) The great authority at present on

the Gulf-Stream is Mr. Maury, who in his work

on the Physical Geography of the Sea, ascribes

the mild climate of England to the Gulf Stream.

That theory was ably challenged this year by Dr,
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Stark of Edinburgh, in a paper read by him

I. along with a chart, for private cireula-

i.at paper Dr. Stark > it the

mildness of the winters in Britain was n

pendent on the mi, hut on the Anti-

trade or souih-west and westerly winds, whi.-h

are the prevalent ntfrul currents during winter.

Dr. Stark also showed good cause for believing

that tueGulf-Stl
levmg

Ihl MM
ot IJr.Min. I. .n is delected to the south by the

rn-nt which encounters it to the

east of the banks of Newfoundland. The writer,

bowev the higher temperature of

our seas is kept up by a return branch of the

Arctic current, which, having got its temperature
raised as it crosses the Atlantic in warmer lati-

passes to the north along our western shore*.

We are led to believe that copies of Dr. Si ark's

pamphlet were sent to many of the public libra-

ries, and if be has still spare copies, I feel assured

that any public library would receive a
copy were

rs to apply to him for one.

H. M.C.
The principal authorities are, Humboldt

amen Critique, ii. 250257. ; iii. 64109.), Ren-
nrll (Currrnt* in the Atlantic); Wittich (Phyt.

Geog. i. 78-99.), nd Maury (Phyt. Geog. of
Ik* Sea). The last work is reviewed in the British

(July, 1859, 130152). The

long |.
of westerly winds recently baa

had a to bring the warm water of the

Mream in greater force towards the coasts

:ope. (Phys. Geog. by Lloyd, p. 29. L. U.

K.) In reference to climate, the effect of ice-fields

must be considered. (\Yitti< h. i. 59 )

T. J. BUCKTOH.
LichfieU.

Children (2** 8. viii. 17.) -Your
corn-? i 1 lorpRB, states :

"
Oliver, bap.

-' ; died young of the smallpox." While
i KK, on the other hand, says :

" Oliver

was killed in battle at the age of twenty-one."

Might I ask your correspondents what are their

Authorities for statements which differ

so widely ? LIBYA.MM
Catalog** of SkaJuptriana (2** S. viii. 4.)

Thanks tire due to L. A. B. W. for his good in-

tent ic,; iti this list; but a little

more caution may be recommended to him. 1 1

seemi to have consulted no authority of earlier

date than Mr. Halliwell (1841), and to have in- '

which he has not recorded had
not been previously noticed. Mr. Halliwell's

plan probably was to extend sound criticism in

connexion with our national dramatist ; and, con-

sequently, be must have known of many publica-
tions to which the name of Shakspeare serves as a

passport, but which for nil the worthy purposes
uture are u . Mr. \\ il-

son's ii I ln pi .

braced a wider ra

L. A. B. NY. mil in,. I lUt

No. 11. is An Euay toward* fixing the True
Standard, of Wit, +c.

is Precioiu Relict, 1796.

No. 180. is Euay*, v., Exeter, 1796.
'

No. 174. is Luders's Euay on Henry K, 1813.

But it is still more important to notice that

logo Displayed n in no respect a Sbakspearian

pamphlet. It is a libellous allegation
malversations in the War Office, the adapt a <

the names of I ago, Cassio, and ! to the

parties concerned bein^ the only apparent con-

nexion with the tragedy of Othello. It is not

worth while now to attempt to identify the real

offenders. The effort might be attended with

some trouble, as the pamphlet is without date.

I presume L. A. B. \V. has transferred the article

from some catalogue in which he found it, without

inquiring
farther into the subject. As the pam-

phlet is not common, he might thus have occa-

sioned Shakspearian collectors an anxious search

for that which, when found, would prove worth-

leas. R.

BamttapU : Barnm (2'
d -

) If

MX. SKBMB should happen to visit Barnstuple, he

would find Durum very generally ii

cmrUand othi-r vehicles belonging t. .

as a well- understood narae.o^the town. V

ever may have been the origin of Durum, the use

of the word is no novelty. \Vestcote, in In

of DrvoiuAirs, written in 1630, and
publislt

Dr. Oliver and Mr. Pitman Jones in 1842, thus

notices the two names :

"
Ilarnttaple, or Bantaple. is a very ancient borough,

near the mouth of the Taw, and thereof may be aaid to

derive name. In the British speech, Abcr Taw, the

mouth of the Taw, Leland will have the w<ml Harn-

stapls, a chief mart town upon Taw: others will deduce
H from Barmm (the ancient name, taken from the hir at

the river's roouih); and Stapolia, 1>

a fair, market, or place of trade and merchandising." p.

Elizabeth Long (2* $. riii. 38.) Elizabeth,
the sole surviving daughter of Henry L
Shingay (some call him Sir Ii.my I. .:_) n

illiam Russell (fourth son

Earl of Bedford)

Deputy of Ireland, ultimately created Lord Rus-
sell of Thornhaugh. The marriage * '

30th May, 1583. 'J MM of .he

marriage was Francis, who bt-caii, arl of

ns'a Peerage; Gagr'
104. 184.; \\ IMS/Au'

PKB.
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Hill; Harley; Jennings (2
nd S. viii. 9.) Per-

haps the subjoined table will satisfy MR. D'AvE-

NEY'S inquiry, and also show how Lady Masham
stood connected with that bitter and proud
duchess whom (if the latter is to be believed) she

first toadied and then supplanted, or, as might
better be said, toadied only to supplant.
Sir John Jennings.=

Richard.

Sarah, D. of
Marlborough.

Edward Harley=Abigail Stephens

. HiIl=Abigail Harley. Edward
Harley,

Mary=Edwavd Hill.

Abigail, Lady Masham.

If this pedigree be correct, and it has been in-

vestigated with some care, Harley was Abigail
Hill's great-uncle. If, however, the Edward

Harley, son of Edward and Abigail Stephens,
was his father, he would then have been her

father's cousin-German, while the Duchess stood

in the same relation to her mother ; and I think

I have heard that she stood in the same degree of

relationship to both. A. B. R.

Belmont.

Special Licences (2
nd S. iv. 89.) By an order

from his Grace the Lord Primate, dated 30th Oct.

1817, special licences were to be granted by the

Judge of the Prerogative Court to the persons

following only :

1. Prelates of the church and their children.

2. Peers and Peeresses, their children and

grandchildren.
3. Privy Councillors and their children.

4. Members of Parliament and persons who
have been such arid their children.

5. Great Officers of State.

6. Baronets and their children.

7. Knights, including Knights Companions of
the Bath, and persons having an honour-
able appellation by patent or warrant
from the Crown for services performed.

8. Judges Spiritual and Temporal and their

children.

9. King's (Queen's) Counsel.
10. Deans of Churches.
11. General Officers and Admirals.
12. State Physicians and Physicians and Sur-

geon-General.
13. Officers of the King's (Queen's) House-

hold.

14. Officers of the Lord Lieutenant's House-
hold, that is to say : Private Secretary ;

Chaplains ; Aides-de-Camp ; Steward of
the Household

; Comptroller of the
Household

; Chamberlain
; Gentleman-

Usher.
15. Doctors in Divinity.
This order, I need scarcely say, does not pre-

vent his Grace granting such licences to any other

person under special circumstances. Y. S. M.

John Jones (2
nd S. vii. 467.) Your correspond-

ent G. L. S. has made a slight mistake ap regards
the publication of "

Attempts in Verse, by John
Jones, an old Servant." The book was published

by subscription, Southey contributing "An Intro-

ductory Essay on the Lives and Works of our
uneducated Poets," which extends over 168 pages

more than one-half the volume. In winding-

up this Essay, Southey makes this proclamation :

" Before I conclude, I must, however, in my own be-

half, give notice to all whom it may concern, that I,

Robert Southey, Poet Laureate, being somewhat ad-
vanced in years, and having business enough of my own
fully to occupy as much time as can be devoted to it,

consistently with a due regard to health, do hereby de-

cline perusing or inspecting .any MS. from any person
whatsoever, and desire that no application on that score

may be made to me from this time forth."

It would appear that John Jones, residing at

Kirkby Hall, near Catterick, applied to Southey,
who, in the summer of 1827, had come to Harro-

gate with his family, for leave to send him for

perusal, and his opinion, a book of verses, which

Southey was good-natured enough to allow him
to do. The result was that Southey recommended
their publication for the gratification of those
"
gentle readers

"
who, having escaped the epi-

demic disease of criticism, are ever willing to be

pleased. W. H. LOGAN.
Berwick-on-Tweed.

Aldrynton (2
nd S. vii. 455.) The deed in E. B.'s

possession undoubtedly refers to Aldrington, now
Alderton, about nine miles from Chippenham, in

North Wilts, anciently belonging to the family of
Thomas Gore, Esq., the Wiltshire antiquary. I

have now before me a fine MS. register of the

old title-deeds of Aldrington, alias Alderton, in

the handwriting of Mr. Gore : and on referring
to the year 1393, I find "

Reyner's Tenement"
was then the property of " John and Isabella

Hardyng" Many of these old title-deeds are

still in good preservation : and if E. B. is dis-

posed to restore the one he has to the box in

which it must once have lain, his courtesy will

be duly acknowledged by the REV. J. E. JACK-

SON, Leigh-Delamere, Chippenham. J. E. J.

"Night: a Poem" (2
nd S. viii. 11.) Referring

to your correspondent's inquiry as to the author

of Night : a Poem, I recollect such a poem being

published in Glasgow upwards of forty years ago.
I cannot speak to the exact year, but it wa$ pro-

bably in 1811. The author was a Mr. George
Martin, who was a bookkeeper to Messrs. Flem-

ing and Strang, solicitors. He has been dead for

more than thirty years. I was not aware that he

had published any other poem than the one re-

ferred to. A. D.

Witches worried at a Stake (2
nd S. viii. 27.) I

hope I do no injustice to ACHE in suspecting him
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not to be aware that the sentence u to be v

at a steack till they be dead/ &e., means in old

Scotch, to be strangled at a stake,

worrying was merely to destroy life with as little

pain
as could 1 t<> th< body being

burnt.

The Scottuk Criminal Trial*
published by the

MaiiUnd Club, show that what ACIIB call*
"

tlii-

barbarous ptnalty,"
was vet . use* of

iiination fur witchcraft in Scotland. X

Provincial \VonU: Ceu-here" ('2-'

9.) The term "i*A/y," which yoi,:

respondent finds
employed

in calling a young dog,
is given by Halliwell in a i. ral sense as

"a call used to a dog," without reference to age.
It is also worthy of observation that a dog is in

Basque jxttzoa, and a bitch in (. rinan Petze.

Are not pulsoa, petze, and pithty nenr akin

is possible that puhty, even if originally feminine

from petze^ may in time have come to be used in-

discriminately
for any individual of the dog kind,

female or male.

With r.>|>L-ct to the expr.-.-Mon
" ccxt-here"

used in inviting a dog to come to his food, ce or

tu is a call to feed, and so also is *UM ; only with

this difference, that the former is addressed to the

canine race, the latter to the porcine.
"

Ceai, to

call dogs to eat. South;" '&>**, invitation to

to eat something. Donft :
" *

5tu, **, a

call to swine to eat their suss, or hog-wash. East."

(Halliwell.) SUM is so much like the Latin lor

pi_' tli it one might be inclined to suppose it the

d tf$* or cess only a modification,

extended to dogs. Hut perhaps it will be safer

to conclude that all three, JTWM, *<?**, and r*, are

limn til-- A -S. mM/m, cisan, to take. "And
hath hym by the bridell *r- Cession and

xe*rnyngr." (Gower and Froit-

MAS DOTS.

A Uttrr to a Clergyman, SfC. (a-
4 S. viii. 27.)

I have both editions of this
spirited

Letter : tin-

first (1746) bears upon the title by a Lover of
Truth; and the second (1747), by G. Coade,

Jun., Merchant at Exeter.

Mr. ('.. ,! i d dresses his book, in a highly
coin-.

ntary strain, t<> tl- Bishop of Winchester,
the famous Hoadly of Bailor, who

|

ling against arbitrary government in Cliui. 1,

and S' ;
-
appears to have been a heredi-

tary hatred to tyranny on the j;l of t
1

tronymic of Coade. See A Memorandum of the

Wonderful I

Creature, AT., by .Mm Coad, publish

fed,

[t8. vni. . 1. 1.\

under tin- h-- i-l of what
li to us moderns would

sling part of the j->ur-

the original MS., in consequence <>t

favourably noticed by Macaulav 'fferer

joined Monmoutli in hi^
attempts

to prescr
M and lib< . and fullirij;

.0 hands of Jeffries win banished to Jai.

Like most reli- iasU, the Purita

^
Negro Slave* told in Englaml

N will tiii'l the lollmv

the Quarterly Review (vol. cvi

209210.), and he will do well to r..nult tl.i

article for other facts regarding tilachniiirt, and
the sale of them.

the Toiler of 1709 we nod one ottVr*.l to tl

lie in the following terms:
14 'A black boy, twelve years of age, fit to wait on a

gentleman, to be disposed of at Denis's Coffee-housa in

finch Lane, near the Koyal Exchange.'
-
Again, in the Daily Journal, of Sept 28th, 1 7

find another :

be sold, a negro boy, aged eK
of the Virginia Coffee-house in Threadneedle Street, be-
hind the Koyal Kxchange,'

"

In the same
paper

there is an advertiser
a runaway black boy, who had my

"
Lady Brom-

field's black in Lincoln's Inn Fields," engraved
on a collar round his neck :

"
for," says the writer,

11
the notion of

property
in these boys seems to

have been complete.
T. C. ANDERSON,

l!M.'sl2thl; d Army.

The Game of Squaring ('2
1 '4 S. viii. 8.) Y..UI

correspondent W. \V. asks for some other ways of
M
squaring the circle." I never have 1.

meet with the one he sent to "N. & Q .,

"
1-ut en-

close a few squares of wordv -.-hich may be what
.wishes for:-

A I H I. K
I I- I O M

i . \ i:

K M R II V

M I .. II I

I H I. R U
.. I t 1> K
M I

I K t |

\.

R A V B
i \ K i:

.

R a T
A II

i i

.1 I s

Stofrynwood.

Pal>' i

ID .Console Th>- '

>gret*

by Tlmu,:^ l-'.A.S.

-

Englith Portry, by Tom Warton, edited bv Ki.-h.

3 vols. 8v ^40. ft

< :>oki on Good J

i Allow me to rectify a small niisiakc
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which occurs in my Note on this subject. The

topmost candle of the triangle is not taken out till

the canticle Benedictus is finished. During that

canticle, the six candles on the altar are extin-

guished, one at each alternate verse. Then the

sole remaining light is removed from the top of

the triangular candlestick, and concealed behind

the altar, as before described. F. C. H.

The Arrows of Harrow. In "N. & Q." (2
nd S.

vii. 463.) you did me the favour to insert a com-

munication of mine on this subject, and as two

replies to J. M.'s Query have appeared in your

paper since which might, lead many of your
readers to think that I was in error, I trust I

may be allowed to repeat that " The device or

ornament of the crossed arrows over the arms was
added by Dr. Butler when Head Master of Har-
row School."

A device consisting of crossed arrows with a

broken bow was placed at the head of some of the

lists of the speakers on the speech days, instituted

after the discontinuance in 1771 of the shooting
for a silver arrow, and probably before Dr.
Butler was Head Master. But what I contend

is, that neither these crossed arrows, nor those

added to the backs or sides of prize-books, were
considered as forming any part of the school

arms. I think it would be impossible to bring to

light any prize books before Dr. Butler's time

with the arms of the school, viz.,
" a lion ram-

pant,
1 '

surmounted by two crossed arrows, stamped
on them. No one, I think, would doubt the

correct taste, in such a matter as this, of Mr.
Decimus Burton. He is the architect to the

governors of the school, and designed the present
Head Master's house, over the porch of which are

prominently displayed the school arms. They are
j

simply a lion rampant on a shield, with the motto
" Donorum Dei 'Dispensatio Fidelis

"
on a scroll

underneath. H.
j

Eagle and Arrow (2
nd S. vi. 178. ; vii. 118.)

" Like a young eagle who has lent his plume,
To fledge the shaft by which he meets his doom

;

See their owiffeathers pluck 'd, to wing the dart,
Which rank Corruption destines for the heart."

Moore's Satire, Corruption, published 1808.

English Sards appeared in 1809.

T. C. ANDERSON,
H. M.'s 12th Reg. Bengal Army. !

" Sketches of Irish Political Characters. (Lond.
1799.) (2

nd S. viii. 28.) The author was Henry
M'Dougall, B.A., of Trinity College, Dublin.

'AAteus.
!

Dublin.

Salaries to Mayors (2
nd S. vi. 311.) The

|

mayor of Berwick-on-Tweed is paid 100/. a-year, !

and is expected to give four dinners, i. e. at the

quarter sessions. He farther receives a sum of

71. to defray the expenses of a fifth dinner given
to those who accompany his worship in " the

riding of the bounds" on the 1st of May.
W. H. LOGAN.

Berwick.

Celtic Remains in Jamaica (2
nd S. viii. 24.)

The term celt, as applied to a bronze axe-head or

chisel, was first given by Hearne, 150 years ago ;

and Wright (Celt, Roman, and Saxon, p. 73.),
advises adherence to this name in the proper
sense of a Roman chisel (celtis *), cautioning his

readers not to confound the Roman chisel with
the Celtic peoples. The stone implements men-
tioned by your correspondent may be compared
with Wright's engraving (p. 70.) ; and may be
illustrated by the passages in Joshua (v. 2.), and
Exodus (iv. 25.). The universality of stone im-

plements in ancient and modern times, over most

parts of the world, amongst people gradually
emerging out of barbarism f, precludes us from

considering the discovery of such in 'Jamaica as

any proof or indication whatever of the existence
of Celtic tribes there, which must be established,
if at all, by other proof more peculiar and appro-
priate to that race. T. J. BUCKTON.

Lichfield.

Stocks (2
nd

S. vii. 485.) The stocks here are

stationary, ranged by the side of the flight of steps
leading to the Town Hall. They have not been
used for seven or eight years. The last offender
on whom they were exercised was a woman.

W. H. LOGAN.
Berwick-on-Tweed.

NOTES ON BOOKS, ETC.

The Fabric Rolls of York Minster, with an Appendix of
Illustrative Documents. (Surtees Society.)

In this volume, for which the Surtees Society and the
public are indebted to the able Secretary of the Society,
the Rev. James Raine, we have materials of the greatest
interest alike to the antiquary and to the architect. The
Fabric Rolls, which commence about 1360, and end with
the accompte of the then clerk of the works in 1639, oc-

cupy the first 120 pages of the volume. These are fol-

lowed by an Appendix, containing no less than sixty-two
illustrative documents, many of them of the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries. These, like the rest of the volume,
are accompanied by notes full of most varied and valu-
able information, and are followed by a Glossary, an
Index of Names, and one of places. The volume is one
most creditable to the Surtees Society and to its Editor ;

and every reader of it will look forward with great in-
terest to the time when Mr. Raine will be enabled to
realise the pleasant hope which he holds out to us, of

weaving out of these materials a history of York's noble
Minster in a more popular form.

* I am not aware, however, of any Latin authority for
this word.

f Heroclot. ii. 86. ; Ovid, Fasti, iv. 237. ; Juven. vi.

513.
; Ludolf, Ethiopia, Hi. 1.
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Notes on Books, &c.

ARCHBISHOP LEIGHTON'S WORKS.

(Concludedfrom p. 44.)

In considering Leighton's language, I may ob-

serve that he never uses the corrupt phrase averse

to, sometimes used in his day, and almost univer-

sally at the present day, but always writes " averse

from"
Abp. Leighton, from his learned and allusive

style, and the imperfect state of his MSS., pecu-

liarly requires annotation. While this want is

admirably supplied, as regards the Eighteen Ser-

mons, by the second editor
;
Mr. Pearson, on the

other hand, does not attempt to verify the quota-

tions, develop the allusions, or explain what is

obscure. While directing attention to the Notes of

Rivington's edition, I do not include the Appendix
or Addenda, which extend from p. 297. to p. 347.

inclusive, and contain a number of separate trea-

tises, which, however excellent in themselves,
would doubtless be considered as undesirable in a

reprint.

Having thus tested the modern standard edition

of Abp. Leighton's Works, so far as the Eighteen
Sermons go, by a comparison with the original

text, I must leave it to others, who have the ne-

cessary books within reach, to apply a similar test

to the remaining works.
Mr. Pearson gives thirty-three Sermons, but

does not inform us when the last fifteen were first

published. Along with an Exposition on the

Creed, &c., Dr. Fall published, in 1701, two Ser-
mons (Nos. 29. and 30. in Pearson) : one on
Matt. xxii. 37 39., the other on Heb. viii. 10.

A third Sermon, viz. one delivered " before the

Parliament at Edinburgh," was published in 1708

along with Leighton's Rules for a Holy Life, and
Short Catechism this is No. 28. in Pearson.
Ten new Sermons were published by Wilson in
1746 : two Sermons then remain which I cannot
account for.

On the last fifteen Sermons, as they stand in

Pearson, I shall make a few Notes and Queries.
" As that luxurious King who caused to be painted on

his tomb two fingers as sounding one upon another, with
that word, All is not worth so much, Non tanti est"
Serm. XIX. p. 304.

Who was "that luxurious King," who thus

snapped his fingers at the world he had to leave ?

" That Rabbin who lived twelve years in a dungeon in
Francis's time, called a book he wrote The PolarJSplen-
dour; implying that he had then seen most intellectual

light when he had seen least sensible light." Serm.
XXXII. p. 448.

Who was that illuminated Rabbi ? Again, Who
was Zopyrus ? *

" If that Persian Prince could so prize his Zopyrus,
who was mangled for his service," &c. Serm. XXXIII.
p. 473.

Whose words are referred to in the following

" As he said of 'golden cups and wooden priests,' so we
may say of that Church which values them so much,
They are well looked to, neatly adorned, but their priests
grossly ignorant." Ib. p. 464.

To be at a point with, meaning I suppose to be
at daggers drawn, as we may say, is a phrase
I have not met before. It occurs in Sermon
XXVI.,

" that thou art at a point with all the

world, and hast given up all to wait on Him," p.
399.

To run the back-trade is another phrase new to
me:
"But that we may imitate Him in his Life, we must

run the back-trade, and begin with His Death, and must
die with Him." Serm. XXVIII. p. 416.

"
Brangled," meaning shaken, occurs in the same

Sermon :

" Will the pillars be brangled, because of the swarm of
flies that are about them ?

"
p. 414.

"As shuffles and hot quarrels." Serm. XIX. p. 306.

Is not " shuffles
"

a misprint for scuffles f

" Distorted or violented." Serm. XXIV. p. 367.

Is the latter word genuine, or a misprint for

violenced ? Should not " affront
"

in the following

passage be assent ; implicit obedience (even though
the consequence be injurious), being preferred to

and contrasted with " a profitable breach
"

of

orders ?

" We know how heinously Kings take the presumption
|

of their Ambassadors in this kind ; though reason be pre-
: tended, and perhaps justly, yet even they account Obedi-
ence better than Sacrifice : yea, some of them have been

;

so precise and tender of their Prerogative, that they have

[* See the story of Zopyrus in Herodotus, iii. c. 153., &c.]
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p. 469.

If a/h>il be the right word, the author'* mean-

ing mutt be that kings prefer the open defiance

of their enemies, however injurious, to the disobe-

dience of their servants, however profitable. Or,

could affront be used in a Rood sense, viz. a meet-

ing their wishes, a compliance with their com-

ble Commentary upon tb Pint EpUUe of Peter, I .,..

venture to pronounce the most faulty piece of printing
6WT f90MfltDT to n4V<

In Serm. XXII. P . 340., a "pile of grass" is

used to mean a blade or tpear of grass.
Whence is the aphorism so frequently quoted

by Leiahton S*mma Religionit imitari quern co-

lit f ft occurs twice in the Sermons, and once

in thf Fnclections :

i* the substance of Religion to be like Him Whom
we worship. Man's end and perfection is, Wu*t*<

. . . II became like m that we might become li

tiod first pot on Man, that Man might put on God."
Strm. .\

-This is the substance of Religion, to imitate Him
Whom we worship. Can there be a higher or nobler de-

sign in the world, than to be God-like, and like Jesus
;

Curisl? He became like us, that we might be the more
like Him. He took our nature upon Him, that He might >

transfuse His into us." Strm. \\\ III. p. 416.

ubordination to these [the Scriptures] you may
also use the writings of pious men that are agreeable to

them, and particularly that little book of a Kempis, Of
ike Imitation of Cftruf, since the sum and substance of

Religion consists in imitating the Ileing that is the Ob-

jjrt
of yoor worship." Valedictory Oration, nb fin^

This Aphorism would make a good motto for

the De Imitationtt but is not taken from it as I
|

at first thought.
Mr. Pearson tells us,

" One of his favourite

Axioms was, that All things operate according to

the disposition of the subject.' Life, p. cxxxix.

I do not remember where this occurs in Leigh-
ton's Works, but it is obviously the same as that

quoted by Dr. II. More in his Introduction to the

Defence of the Thretfoltl Cabbala :

"That saying in the Schools is not so trivial as true,

Qmicqmid raptor, rtdpitur ad modern rKiptcntii, E*ay.
tftfaf uaj.ru take*, or at least appears to be so. The
tincture of our own natures stains the appearance of

all objects," Cb*/eefra Cabbalutica, London, 1668, p.

Coleridge was fond of quoting a similar aphorism,
Quail/Mm tumut, srimIM, Such at we ABE, Much it

our Knowledge, or rather, Such at we ABB, such it

Dr. Doddridge, in the Preface before referred

to, thus comments on the labours of the first Edi-
. Fall:

- The numberless errors which I bad observed in the
lition of all bis Emdi* works, by which the scan

of many passages Is absolutely destroyed, and that of

scores and hundreds very ranch obscured, made me the
more ready to attempt 'the paying tl .Lute of

respect to Us memory, which no words 'or actions can

fully express . . . The quarto edition of the incompara-

in any language."

Dr. Doddridge tells us he
supplied

with his pen
what he thought deficient, and "here and

exchanged a Scots word or phrase for an

lishoue." He adds:
"

I thought that to have distinguished all these correc-

tions by different characters, crotchets, or inverted
commas would have injured the beaut v of the impres-
sions ..... If any are curious enough to desireexactly
to know it, they may get surer information by comparing
this edition with the former, by which they may judge
of the little, but, as I thought, very necessary freedoms
taken with the manuscript pieces."

It is devoutly to be hoped that the next 1 .

will prove
" curious enough

"
to make this com*

par!son, an J give us as exactly as possible I

ton's own words,
" Scots phrases

"
and all.

The PraUctiotttt Theologic*, or Theological
Dissertations, were published by Dr. Fall.

don, 1693, 4to.* From the Editor's preface, one
is led to suspect that the Latin text is probably as

faulty as that of the English works.f He ob-

serves :

" The Lectures I now present thee with, I caused to be

copied out fair from a MS. in the Author's own handwrit-

ing; which was a work that required great care and at-

tention, on account of the blots and interlineations of that

original MS. ; for the Author had written them in haste,

and without the least thought of ever publishing them."

These incomparable Lectures ought to take

such a position in theological, as Bacon's Ettayt
take in general, literature. They are worthy of

an Aldine Edition, and an Editor to m.

Mr. Pearson asserts that the Latin 1

have been translated by Dr. Fall, vol. i. p. clxxiii.

This I am inclined to doubt. In the trai

before me, dated 1763, years after Dr. Fall's death,
no allusion occurs to any former translation, and
it is evidently by another band. The title

follows:

LECTURES, Read in the Publick Hall

of the University of Edinburgh. Together wi:

HOKTATIOKB to the Candidates for the Degree of Master
of Arts. By ROBERT Lnoirrox/D.D. Principal of that

University, and afterwards Archbishop of Glasgow.
Translated from the Original Latin. To which are added
Rult* OJM* ItutruetiomM/or a Holy Lift, and other Re-
mains of the same excellent Author. London, Printed by

n, at Plato's Head, in the Strand, M.D.CCI.MII.
"

Pp. 410. 8vo.

The " Other Remains" are eight
" Letters from

In the ame vol. were published Meditations in Latin

on Psalms iv., xxxii., and cxxx., which were afterwards

translated under the superintendence of Dr. Doddridge,
and published in 1748.

t Since writing the above I have seen Professor -

field's valuable edition of Leighton's Latin Work
toft. 1828, 8vo.), which confirms my distrust of all the

previous editions. It ought to be incorporated for the

in all complete editions of Leigh ton's Works; and

the Old English translation ought to be corrected by it.
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Abp. Leighton," and his Defence of Moderate

Episcopacy.
Some other time I may send some Notes on

these Lectures, but now one must suffice :

"The Holy Scriptures descend to the weakness of our

capacities, and, as the Hebrews express it, Lex Del loqui-

tur linguam jiliorum hominum,
' The Law of God speaks

the language of the children of men.'
"

Lect. i. p. 9.

Dr. H. More, in the above cited Introduction,

quotes the same aphorism
"
Loquitur lex juxta

linguam humanam, that the Law speaks according
to the language of the sons of men ;

" and he

illustrates it at length p. 102. Cf. also More's

Second Lash of Alazonomastix, Cambridge, 1651,

pp. 108120., where he shows that "Scripture

speaks according to the outward appearance of

things to sense, and the vulgar opinions of men ;"

i.e. HUT' ofj-fyacriv KCU /COT' avOpuTroirdeiui'.
The Rules for a Holy Life, which may be called

the English a Kempis, was first printed by Joshua

Downing, London, 1708, 12mo. In the edition of

1763 occurs this passage :

" Unite thy heart from all things, and unite it only to

God." Sect, vi,

Is the original word Un-knit or Un-unite ?

In Pearson it is Disunite.

With regard to the Lost MSS. of Abp. Leigh-

ton, Mr. Pearson writes :

" It is greatly to be deplored that some of his produc-
tions, which came into the hands of his earlier editors,

are since irrecoverably lost. I allude particularly to Ms
Discourses on that masterly summary of Christian doc-

trine and practice, composed for the Ephesians by St. Paul,
on which the powers of Leighton's congenial mind could

not fail of being happily exerted. In an advertisement

prefixed to the 1 st edn. of the 2nd vol. of his Commentary
on Peter, published in London in 1694, Dr. Fall says that

these Discourses are in his possession, and he holds out a

prospect of their being hereafter printed : and Mr. Wilson
in his preface to the edition of 1748 speaks of trying to

recover them. Mention is also made by Dr. Doddridge
in his preface to Wilson's edition, of a large. collection of

the Abp.'s Letters, communicated by Dr. Latham of Derby,
and by the Rev. Mr. William Arthur of NeAvcastle, which
were meant to be inserted in a future and more extended
life. But the hopes thus raised have melted away, as the

foam upon the water." Pp. vi vii.

The Editor of the second edition, writing in

1745, says that he has seen some MS. Sermons,
and A Comment on the cxixth

Psalm, by Leighton.

p. xvii.

It is worth while registering these losses in
" N. & Q.," as some of the MSS. might yet turn

up.

Thirty-four years have elapsed since Mr. Pear-
son's book appeared, and meantime many much
improved editions of far less important works
have been published ;

but Leighton, our Fenelon
and k Kempis, as well as one of the noblest of our

glorious School of English Platonists Leighton
seems forgotten, at least as far as Editors are con-
cerned. Would that some congenial mind who

had the necessary time and opportunities, could
be stirred up to the pleasant task of preparing a
new edition of the works of this great and good
man.* These few and imperfect notes and hints

of mine will not have been in vain, should they
induce some more competent hand to follow them

up, were it only so far as to assist in preparing
the wayfor a new and improved edition. I need

scarcely suggest, in conclusion, that without over-

loading this proposed edition with annotations,
some of the most striking and appropriate of

Coleridge's comments would doubtless be ap-
pended by a discerning Editor.

Mr. Pearson seems to have devoted himself

chiefly to the Life, and taken less pains about
the Works. In the former the materials ase in-

dustriously collected, and well worked up into a

very interesting whole. Two things, however,,
will show Mr. Pearson's tone viz. his elaborate

strictures on, and apologies for, the " blemish
'r

or " disease
"

of "
Mysticism

"
in Leighton, es-

pecially as exhibited in his Rulesfor a Holy Life'.
-

and his declaring that Leighton's conduct in re-

ceiving the Orders of Deacon and Priest from a

Bishop previous to being consecrated a Bishop
himself, and thereby ignoring the Orders of the

Presbyterians,
"

is open to just exception." See
the Life by Pearson, pp. vi. clxx. xlvi.

With regard to Abp. Leighton's Library, Bp.
Burnet tells us that

" He had gathered a well chosen library of curious as
well as useful books ; which he left to the diocese of

Dunblane, for the use of the clergy there, that country
being ill provided with books."

And Mr. Pearson tells us that
" His French Bible, now in the Library of Dunblane,

is marked in numerous places ; and the blank leaves of it

are filled with extracts made by his own pen from Jerome,.

Chrysostom, Gregory Nazianzen, and several other Fa-
thers. But the Bible which he had in daily use gave yet
stronger testimony to his intimate and delightful ac-

quaintance with its contents. With the Book of Psalms
he was particularly conversant . . .

' Scarce a line in

that sacred Psalter (writes his nephew) that hath passed
without the stroke of his pencil.'

" P. cxx.

Perhaps some one in the neighbourhood of

Dunblane, at once a lover of Leighton and a lover

of books, would give us a glimpse into this
"

li-

brary of curious and useful books," note some of

the most remarkable, and glean up some of Leigh-
ton's stray annotations ? Perhaps, too, some future

Editor would find it worth while to publish the

Notes and Extracts from the Fathers in the two
Bibles referred to by Mr. Pearson.

[* Our correspondent will be glad to hear that a gen-
tleman of congenial mind, and well qualified for the task,,

has been for some time engaged if not in the prepara-
tion of a new edition of Leighton at least in annotating
his Works, and tracing his authorities and allusions.

These are such important steps towards a new edition,

that we venture to hope they will eventually lead him to

undertake one. ED. "N. & Q."]
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Mr. Pearson gives what to ordinary eyes would
stem a very unpleasing Portrait of Leighton,

though be seems to think very differently of it

(p. civ.) : it is
"
Engraved by A. W. Warren from

a Portrait by While." Is there anv other authen-

tic Portrait known to exist?* Mr. Pearson says
the Archbishop bad always a strong objection to

have his portrait taken, and that it was taken

clandestinely (p. cxlii.)

h regard to Abp. Leighton's Death, it is to

be regretted that Mr. Pearson did not give Bp.
Burnet's exact words, instead of paraphrasing
them :

** He used often to say that if he were to choose a place
to die in, it should be an IVM. It looked like a Pilgrim's
going Home, to whom this World was all as an Inn, and
who was weary of the noise and confusion in it. lie

added that the officious tenderness and care of friends

was an entanglement to a dying man ; and that the un-
concerned attendance of those that could be procured in

sjich a place womld give less disturbance. And he ob-
tained what be desired; for he died at the Bell Inn in

Warwick-laae.-

To Burnet's account, I may append that of Dr.

Fall, who also was well acquainted with Leighton.
After a glowing eulogy on his holy Life and

ily Coi"
Heavenly Converse," he proceeds :

' Such a Life, we may easily persuade ourselves, must
make the thought of Death, not only tolerable, but de-
sirable. Accordingly it had this noble dbct upon him.
In a Paper left under his own hand [since lost] he be-

speaks that day in a most glorious and triumphant man-

d ft .

..

'

Ood He

-.-:

U
rapturous and ecstatic,

and Desires had anticipated the real

of his Nuptials with the Lamb of
'

i expressed his desire of not
Meads at hibeing troublesome to his friends at his Death; and God

gntOed to the full his modest humble choice : he dying
atanlnn mAualaip.... So kind and condescending a
Master do we serve, who not only enriches the Souls of
His faithful servants with His beat Treasons, but often

indulges them in lesser matters [and gi veth to His beloved
even to their Sleep.]

"
Preface to Tracu, Lond., 1708.

It will be remembered that Abp. Leighton
resigned his See in 1673, and retired to Broad-
hurst, a demesne in the parish of Horsted Keynes,
near Cuckfield, Sussex, belonging to his sister,
the widow of Edward Lightmakcr, Esq. ; and
with her he continued till his death, in 1684. II

remains were conveyed to Horsted Keynes, which
is described as a picturesque village nestled in hills

and woods, in the rich country bordering the
Sooth Downs, and were interred in an ancient
chancel, which has since been taken down. About
three years ago an Appeal was made for funds to

a BslssUsa from Leighton's Works,
Lomd. 1769, ftvot, whkh has a portrait, a*. 40. 1664, by
B. Strange. I mar remark that in Mr. Pearson's editioa,

i

;
J! . r, , x .. /.,,/ -,;

is a much more pleasing portrait than that in the
edition: the former wa.

iv. ::.

mer wa.Engrar*d by H.Adlard from a

.",. v

raise a Memorial to Abp. Leighton. Those who

his grave was broken, and the pieces bull

the
adjacent

wall.* Their next object was to raise
I for the support of the Horsted Keynes

Schools, which had been reduced

I have never heard how this Appeal prospered, or
whether the thousand pounds solicited were col-
! t- <!.

P.S. Since this
paper

has been in the

tor's bands I have had an opportunity of seeing
Lowndes. His bibliography of Leighton is very
imnerfect, and, I trust, will be improved i

Bonn's reprint. I was surprised to find that,

though he places Mr. Pearson's Edition f;

does not take the popular estimate of it. After

enumerating the editions of Pearson,
and Jerment, he remarks of the last, vix. I>:

ment's edit of 1820,
"
By far the best Edition of

these most valuable works. The former E ;

are extremely incorrect." By
" former editions

**

Lowndes refers not to time, but to the or

which he places them. Let me ask in conclusion,
It Dr. Jerment's "

by far the best edition ?" and,
if so. is it a really good one F

paoHiniTios or PROPHECIES.

Prophecies upon declaration of arms, fields,

names, cognizances, or badges, were made felony
without benefit of clergy by 33 IL n. VI 1 1

The 5th Eliz. c. 15. was directed
against the same-

mischief, but was less severe in its punish
which was only imprisonment. The latter statute

prohibited prophecies by writing, singing, or other

open speech or deed, by the occasion of any arms,
fields, beasts, badges, or other like things accus-
tomed in arms, cognizances, or signets, or by rea-
son of any time, year, or day, name, bloods)

war, to the intent thereby to make any rcl

insurrection, dissension, loss of life, or oth

turbancc within this realm, or other the Queen's
dominions. Upon these enactments Lord Coke
remarks, (3 In*, p. 128.) :

H He that hath read our histories shall find what
lamentable and fatal events have fallen oat upon vain

prophecies carried oat of the inventions of wicked men,
pretended to be ancient, but newly framed to deceive true
men : and withal, how credulous and inclinable our conn-

trjnnen in former times to them have been."

Some instances of punishment inflicted on ac-

count of prophecies occur in history. Thus Do-
mitian put Metius Pomposianus to deati

having an imperatorial nativity (i. e. an astrologi-
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cal prediction that lie would be emperor), and for

carrying about a map of the earth on parchment,
and speeches of kings and generals extracted from

Livy. (Suet. Dom. 10.) The latter offence con-

sisted in a supposed ambition to be a
king^

or

general. Vespasian had been cautioned against

the same person, in consequence of his having
this nativity. (Suet. Vesp. 14.) Bentivoglio, the

lord of Bologna, likewise subjected the celebrated

astrologer, Luca Gaurico, to*five
inflections

of the

torture called the strappado, for having predicted
that he would be expelled from his states. See
" N. & Q.," 2nd S. iv. 353. L.

MEMORIALS TO THE TREASURY.

The early correspondence and papers of the

Treasury now deposited at the Public Record
Office contain information of so varied and mis-

cellaneous a description, that there are but few

featui'es of English History, either in its state or

diplomatic relations, or in its less important, but

not the less interesting incidents, which may not

meet with ample illustration from these docu-

ments.

From a perusal over any extended period of the

correspondence addressed to the Treasury, or the

memorials and petitions presented to that Board,
it would appear that the community were in the

habit of asking the advice and assistance of the

Treasury upon all occasions, even the most tri-

vial
;
hence arises the great mass of papers con-

taining detailed narratives of many
^
private

grievances, and altogether forming a curious and
valuable illustration of the domestic life and man-
ners of the English people.
A large portion of the memorials consists of

applications for places under government, in which

the petitioners' claims, if any, are set forth, such

ns the following :

" To the Rt Honow the Lords Coin" of their Maj
ties

Treasury.
" The humble Peticon of John Baskett,

" Sheweth
" That your Petr

being the first that undertook to

serve his Maj tie with Parchment Cartridges for his

Maj tics
Fleet, by which meanes he saved his Maj tie

severall thousand pounds, And there being now severall

places to be disposed of by the late duty upon Paper, &c.
" Your Petr therefore humbly prays yo

r Lordi'P8

to grant him the place of one of the Com,
Comptroller or Receiver of the said Duty.

" And your Petr shall ever pray."

(In dorso)
" The Peticon of JOHN BASKETT.
" Recommended by my Ld Privv Scale.
"
Paper, &c."

Or we may look at a humbler sphere of action :

a woman advanced in years has a scaffold erected

before her house in Westminster to view the coro-

nation of one of the kings ;
but the erection gives

way, and the old dame pays for peeping by a

broken thigh, while her mother, an aged person, is

nearly killed. This is a case where the charity of

the Treasury may be tried, so off we start to the

Cockpit at Whitehall with the following tale of

distress :

."To The R* Hon*>i The Ld Coinissioners of His Ma-
jesties Treasury.

" The Humble Petition of Ann Aiisell, Spinster,
"
Sheweth,

" That your Petitioner had her Thigh broke at the

Coronation of his Late Majesty, at her House in the

Sanctuary, by the Fall of a Scaffold, and it was so much
bruised that it could not be set, whereby she continues

very lame ever since, which has render'd her incapable
'

of her Business, being now in the 60th
year of her Age,

her Mother also was almost killed at the tame Time.
" Your Petitioner therefore most humbly prays

your Honours to take her distressed condition

into your Consideration, and in regard to the

Great Losses she has sustained thro' this mis-
fortune to grant for her relief, She may be

thought a proper object of his Majesty's Com-
passion and Charity in what manner your
Honours shall think fit.

" And your Petitioner as in Duty bound
shall ever pray," &c.

We now come to a repentant blasphemer, who
for disseminating his unseemly writings was com-

pelled to flee from the vengeance of an
ejt-afiuio

information of the Attorney-General. This is

|

illustrated by the following curious petition. It

is undated, but there is plenty of internal evidence

whereby the period may be approximately deter-

mined :

" To the most Noble Thomas HoUes, Duke of Newcastle,
First Lord Commissioner, and the rest of the Lords
Commissioners of his Majesty's Treasury.

"The Petition of Elizabeth Cannon, Widow and
Relict of the Revd Dr Cannon, late Dean of Lincoln,

deceased, and of Thomas Cannon, her Son, and of Ed-
ward Brooman and Redshaw.
" Most humbly Sheweth,

" That about five years since your Petif, Thomas
Cannon, was taken into the Custody of a Messenger upon
the Information of one Purser, a Printer (who was like-

wise taken into Custody at the same time), Your said

Petif being charged with the heinous Offence of Compo-
sing, as Purser was of Printing and Publishing, a certain

Tract or Pamphlet, containing the most detestable Prin-

i ciples of Impurity, not fit to be even remembred in the

i
Title.

"That after a short Confinement at the Messenger's

house, your said Petif and the Printer both obtained

their Enlargement, upon Bail given for their Appearance,
to Answer to any Information or Charge which the Offi-

cers of the Crown should be pleased to Exhibit against

them, Your said Petitr being bound in a Recognizance of

400 penalty, together with your other Petit" Brooman
and Redshaw as his Suretys, who severally engaged

j

themselves in the Penalty of 200 each, but with the

j

Precaution of taking a previous Indemnity, by Counter

! Bond, from your Petit' Elizabeth Cannon.
" That an Information was afterwards exhibited in the

! Court of King's Bench in the Name of his Majesty's At-

| torney General against the Printer, who appeared, and

: took his Tryal, and underwent one part of the Sentence
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was pardoned the infamous part of it
** That your Petit' Thomas Cannon, upon the first re-

: I.,,,.: /: . , , :, ,-

of bis guilt, and not daring to throw

upon the Justice of his offended Country, whilst
: i. ". :-. !.

- ::";

time to approve its Sin-
the weight of so heavy

a Prosecution into Foreign parts, where Be resided near
three years, and than returned to England, pftftrjrjoaa-

sii^sa^t^rsaS^Order to make the only Atonement in his power to the

ng and Publishing bis Retraction or

Recantation, in which your said Petit' ha* in a Short
Treatise, drawn up by him during bis Exile, and Sub-
scribed with bis name, from a due Sanaa of Religion, and

onscienlious Motives, endeavoured to obviate the
fs arising from bis former Publication, by Re-

canting and abjuring in the most solemn manner the

than
" That since your said Petit" return to England, he

has lived the moat recluse life at Windsor with your
other Petit' his Mother, abstracted from Soc>t
almost wholly dedicated to Religious Offices; and to the

constant Tenor of his life and Conversation, from the first

hour of his Exile to the present period, and to his future

Conduct and behavior (to be guarded and secured in such
manner as your Lordships shall think proper), Your Mid
Petit' begs leave to Appeal for the Sincerity of t

rantation which he has upwards of two years since

(without any other Constraint than from the pure Mo-
tires of Conscience) made in his Publication from the

Press, moat numbly Imploring your Lordships that the

same, together with bis long Sufferings for a Series of
Ore years past, attended with a Disappointment in every
View of Life in consequence of his offence, may be now
accepted in some degree of Satisfaction and Attonoraent
to the Justice of the PufcUck, and that the memory of his

(which it is hoped bath been lone since buried in

ivion) shall not be again revived by further I'roaeca-

tion against your said Petit', who cannot relied upon his

past Offence without Horror and Detestation.
44 That in consequence of your said Petit" having De-

to take his Tryal, by withdrawing into foreign

parts. His Majesty's Attorney General was pleased to

give directions for prosecuting your said Petit' to an

Outlawry, and for Estreating bis Recognizance against
hb Ball ; upon which some proceedings hare been had,
an l will, as all your Petit" bare too much reason to ap-

prehend, be too soon perfected, unless prevented by vour

Lordships' Indulgence and favourable Interposition.

*

after your Petit', Thomas Cannon, had returned
land, and been two years resident at your Petit'two years resident at your

house at Windsor, with a Security which
the Sincerity of bis repentance could only gire biro,
Your said Petit" received an Alarum from your other
Petit" the Bail, who, with all the terrors of'an imme-
diate Lery of their Security under the Crown process,
Have lately applyed to your Petit', the Mother, for an In-

demnity upon her Counter Bond, and insisted upon bar

immediately paying down the whole Caution money.
U your Petit", the Bail, are in very Indigent Cir-

cnmtUncea, and with sll the Substance *bev have in the

Incapable of Satisfying the Levy to be made upon
them in the firtt Instance. And your Petit', the Mother,
is equally Incapable of Satisfying either the Crown or the

-fng reduced to a small Pension or Annuity for

life only for the Support of herself and two Daughters, as
veil as her unhappy Son, who have no other dapendance
wbatertr ; Nor is yoor other Petit', Thomas Cannon, in

the power of your Petit" his Mother and Bail, having'

withdrawn himself into retirement to av

_ Danger; So that the furth.-r Prowmt:

Recognisance must inevitably terminate in the UP.

ofjour Petit' Elizabeth CannosL
M Tbat your said Petit' is descended from n

which hath born the Publick better fruit; and. having
tin , :-. lost her Eldest 8 I tbi Barttoof : i

at the Battle of Fontenoy, humbly hopes that the Ser-
vices of her father, the late liishop M .or late

Husband in the Cause << Religion an-!

Eldest Son in the Causa of bis Country, will be *

against the Demerits of her now only Surviving Son, that

herself and the other Innocent branches of her family
shall not be involved in the same common ruin, snd that
her once offending and now Penitent Offspring
learn hereafter to Revere that Government whose Lenitv
and Clemency be has Experienced, and shall not be de-

prived by the Severity or the Law from an Opportunity
ofgiving the Publick'further fruits of his Repentance in

a future course of Life Expressive of his utter abhorrence
and detestation of the Principles which have unhappily
fallen from his Pen, but never yet descended into his

heart.

crefbre Your Petitioners most humM
Your I ordships ont of your Great Goodness
and Compassion, and more Especially out of

tenderness to vour Petit' the Mother (now
declining in the Vale of Yean), That

Lordships will be pleased to Issue your
'

rant or Directions to bis Majesty's At:

General to put a Speedy and Effectual Stop to

all further Proceedings in the premisses upon
the said Information, Outlawry, and Estreated

Recognizance, And to grant Vour Petit' Tho-
mas Cannon such Remission of bis Offer

Relaxation of the Proceedings thereon as to

vour Lordships shall seem meet, Or that your
Lordships will be pleased to give such further

or other Orders and Directions in th

misses as the Nature and Circumstances of the

Case may seem meat.
M And vour Pet" (as in Duty bound)

shall ever pray, &c.
;/. CAJCXOX.

" On behalf of herself nn.l the

other unhappv Petit".

!.>red (In dorso),
Be pleased to get a Constat made out by
the Clerk of the Estreats on w<>> the
Lords of the Treasury will sign a Warr*
to the Remembrancer to strike the Re-

cognizance out of the Roll."

The title of the work written by Thomas Can-

|

non is unfortunately not given in the foregoing

petition ; but it can doubtless be discovered from
the bundles of indictments, or the Crown or Con-
trolment Rolls at the Public Record Office.

WII.I.IVM IhrsRY HART.

Folkestone House, Roupell Park,
Streatham, S.

IXEDITBD LETTER OF BISHOP PATRICK.

I am permitted by its possessor to send you a

copy of the following original 1

Sjmon Patrick, written when he was Re
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Tempsford, Bedfordshire*, and forwarded to a

friend together with a "
Dugdale :

"

" My Good Friend,
" I have sent you Master Dugdale, in

which I hope you will find both pleasure and satis-

faction, and I hope you will leave the Monkish

Storys as I do, that is, as I find thim so I leave

thim, (as Saul did his father's Asses) for Indeed
I have very little faith in those Legendary Tales.

Sr I can compare myself not much unlike Shake-

spears Richd the third when he says I have nothing
to do but to view my shadow in the sun, &c. So
if you shoud have any Jobb fall, if its only for

Imployment, I shall gladly accept it, and with

Comp
s
to ffriends,

" Your most sincere ffriend

"&hble
SerS

"
S. PATRICK."

"
Tempsford,

Tuesday, 18 May, 79."

CUTHBERT BEDE.

WITCHCRAFT IN CHURNING, ETC.

"The following document (published about 1832) from
Mr. Manning of Halstead, is preserved in the British
Museum :

" '

SIR, The narrative which I gave you, in relation to

witchcraft, and which you are pleased to lay your com-
mands upon me to repeat, is as follows : There was one
Mr. Callet, a smith by trade, of Havingham, in the

county of Suffolk, formerly servant in Sir John Duke's

family in Benhall in Suffolk, As it was customary with
him assisting the maid to churn, and being unable, as
the phrase is, to make the butter come, threw a hot iron
into the churn, under the notion of witchcraft in the

case, upon which a poor labourer then employed in carry- j

ing manure in the yard, cried out in a terrible manner,
'
the}' have killed me, they have killed me,' still keeping

his hand upon his back, intimating where the pain was,
and died upon the spot. Mr. Callet, with the rest of the

servants, took off the poor man's clothes, and found, to
their great surprise, the mark of the iron that was heated
and thrown into the churn strongl}' impressed upon his
T>ack. This account I had from Mr. Callet's own mouth,
who being a man of unblemished character, I verily be- I

lieve. I am, Sir, &c.

"'SAMUEL MANNING.
"

Halstead, August 2, 1732.'
"

We are informed by Professor Sinclar (in Sa- I

tan's Invisible World Discovered, edit. 1769, p. 101.), !

that "another old woman taught her neighbour j

this charm when the butter would not come :

" Come butter come,
Come butter come,
Peter stands at the gate
Waiting for a butter'd cake,
Come butter come !

"

The superstition on this head had therefore run !

pretty parallel in England and Scotland, only the
" old woman's "

enticing charm was decidedly of a
more innocent kind than Mr. Callet's " hot iron

"

[* Has our correspondent any authority for stating that

Bishop Symon Patrick was Rector of Tempsford ? ED. ]

that frightened, the "poor labourer" to death.
Such matters are now scarcely credible, and yet
we cannot blame either the " smith

"
or the " old

woman "
for having adopted the notions of the

age, seeing both were in the company of many
eminent men of a like belief; even in that of the
church of Rome herself, who professedly had her
exorcisms "

pro lacte
"
and "

pro butyro." It ap-
pears, however, worthy of remark that the learned
Mr. George Sinclar, no less designated than a
professor of philosophy and 'mathematics in the
celebrated college of Glasgow, had not been aware
that butter will not " come "

unless the cream to
be churned is at a certain heat which any ordinary

j dairy-maid now understands, and, regulating the
I degree of heat required by that little useful in-

strument the thermometer, at once puts to flight
both magic and magicians. Mr. Callet, with his
" hot iron," was near upon the principle, but he

unfortunately imputed it to a wrong cause. The
" mark "

on the back of the "
poor labourer

"
had

likely arisen from the suddenness of his death, re-

ceiving injuries or otherwise, through perhaps
violently falling on the ground, and leaving on
his skin what are called "blue or bruised marks,"
which may accidentally have assumed the resem-
blance of Mr. Callet's " iron

;

"
but, be that as it

may, a warm imagination and high credulity
could scarcely fail to trace something answering
the purpose.

In modern times a few shreds and patches of
these "

beggarly elements ".are to be seen in vari-
ous forms, though gradually, wearing out. A West
Country medical practitioner used many years
since to amuse me with a number of similar anec-
dotes to the preceding, well told in the vernacular
of the district, one among which I happen to have a
note of. An old woman, a specimen who, in Mr.
Sinclar's days, if not good for burning as a witch,
would at least have been strongly suspected, waited

upon the doctor, who heard a gentle tap at his

door.

D. Who's there ? Come in.

O. W. (Peeping in very slyly). I see ye're en-

gadg'd, doctor. I was wantin an unco canny
word o ye, but I'se come back again.
D. O, you need not go away.
O. W. warily steps in, and drawing him to a

corner inquires if he had onie Skaith Saiv (salve).
D. What are you going to do with it ?

O. W. Na, Sir, ye ken it's no for mysel, I mean
it was no me that was thinkin about it

; but a
neebor o mine thocht my dochter had gotten
Skaith, for she has never been richt sin Hughoc's
house was brunt, an she said if I wad get tippence
worth o Skaith saw an rub her a' oer wi't she

wad grow better soon. Now, Sir, as I kent ye
was a sober man, an up to heaps o things, I thocht

ye cud tell me whether it wud do guid or no.

D. Indeed, I think it will not do any good



though you would rub n pound sterling worth of

It upon your daughter.
W. Dear me, Doctor, do ye think t

nac tic a thing as Skaith taw ?

/> I have no doubt of there having been a

thing called by that name, but I believe it
pot-

aemed no better qualities than our common oint-

O. H". O, Sir Doctor, na, na, ye need na tell

me that, for whan Willie's bairn was ill, tho' it's a

in now, he gaed to Glasco to Droggie
t<i

* an gat thripence worth o't, an r<

in ane o the bairn's mutches whan he cam hame,
lit nabody whar he had been, nor what he

had dune, an after that he rubbet the bairn wi't

frac head to fit, an in the mornin it was as swamp
an supple as e'er it was a* its days.

was the child's complaint P

O. W. Nae doubt witched Sir, for it was a* that

. micht a tacn't by the feet an held it out

like a

f). Hut are ye a belierer in witchcraft?

O. W. Deed, Sir, let me tell ye, that frae what

I hae seen an heard, I canna get it vera weel de-

nied. Just let me gie ye twa or three instances :

there wn* in the days o my grandfather whan
ane o his kye twint ill ae nicht an diet i the

mornin
Here the doctor was interrupted, and the con-

versation broke olT.

From rustic maidens with backward swains

Ltions were sometimes made for "
tippence

worth o Stun to
"
(stand to), which was given out

in the harmless form of bread pill?, with the ad-

hat when she happened to be in the
pre-

sence of the much-loved
object

of her affections,

to swallow a pill herself, and at the same time to

endeavour to put one into his mouth. This was
an ingenious stratagem of the nature of a charm
to bring the parties into a more friendly and closer

communication. It was frequently attended with

matrimonial consequences, and not unusually re-

warded afterwards to the son of Galen by a couple
f fat hens or tome produce of the dairy. G. N.

Elinor flutes'.

Dr. John**** Chair. Some letters have re-

appeared in the papers regarding the cele-

brated easy chair of Dr. John.*' it is a
well-ascertained and acknowledged fact that the

il favourite easy chair of our immortal author
and moralist was, upon his death, removed from
the chambers in Inner Temple Lane once occu-

nd-born apothecary, fair..,: , in the city
boat forty -five year, ago, wl,o,4n dealing out his medi-

cine*, acooenpaafed than with tha advice If they will
ate you no harm, they will do you no good," reversing

I to rxprtM.

Died by him, to those now occupied by myself, at

Churchyard Court, second floor, wl.

has remained ever since, passing as a sort c!

loom from one occupant of the chambers to ano-

ther, and where it at this moment remains. It

is a large, old-fashioned, horsehair chair, braas

bound, and somewhat the worse for wear, but
nevertheless still strong and serviceable, and has
with it the identical crimson velvet cushion upon
which he delighted to sit, and which is said

the identical crimson cushion upon \

Queen of Scots knelt at her execution. At any
rate the marks of three drops of blood (undoubt-

edly human blood) are still clearly discernible

upon it.

In consequence of the approaching
of the chambers, it is much to be fear

celebrated chair may be obliged to pass into un-

worthy hands. However, while it remains there,
and in my possession, I shall be happy to show it

to the curious in these matters of antiquity.
RICH. PATKRNOSTBB.

A long ditrmtod Point ttttled.l query if a note
is worth making of the following cutting from a

local newspaper :

"The long disputed question of the authorship of the
Letter* ofJuntos, waa a abort time ago aettled by an auc-

: :- : .: -.;.:.: -
. i. -

'

Among the mieceUaaeooe lota of books whtsh
his hammer, a copy of the Letter* of Juniu*

'

i announcing which the auctioneer aaid.

This, gentlemen, is a copy of the Utter* of Juntas,OM f

W. J. STAHKABD.

Our Navy Two hundred Yean ago. The fol-

lowing may be deemed worthy of a comer in

N.&Q.>-
the year 1C41, the navy of England consisted of

forty- two ship*, the aggregate tonnage of which was
22,411 ton*. In 1858, Scott Roasell launched one veaaal

the Great Eastern of 22,500 ton*, or of greater bur-

then by 89 tons than the whole British fleet two hundred

years ago."

The Minerva
"

Library. The improvements
now going on in various parts of London, ami

especially within the bounds of the City, are fast

depriving us of all examples of our ancient do-
mestic architecture. To the genuine ant :

perhaps, this may occasion little regret, as he will

argue that edifices dating only from the Fire of

London present none of those striking pet .

ties on which it would be bis pleasure to ruminate.
To some portions of these modern antiques, how-
ever, certain associations connect themselves ; and
as one fact towards our. literary history, you may
perhaps not disdain to record in the pages of
44 N. & Q." that the above-named libnr

rather the j

knowi
our inferior novelist* of the last
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turies), is now in course of demolition^
to make

ray, no doubt, for some of those palatial sets of

ffices on which it is the fashion of the day for our

radesmen to waste their profits. R. S. Q.

Lyster Family. Walter Lister, of Milltown

Pass, died in 1622. His monument remains in

the church of Camm, co. Roscommon. He left
^a

widow, Deborah, and two children. From his

only son Anthony are descended the Lysters of

Lysterfield, Grange, Corkip, Rocksavage, &c., &c.

I suspect this Anthony (a family name, by the

way, to the present day) married a daughter of

Chief Justice Osbaldeston, who, with his two sons,

Edward and Talbot, were named overseers in

Walter's will, and witnessed its execution. Walter
had considerable property in Roscommon. Can

any one give me particulars of the family during
the seventeenth ctotury ? Y. S. M.

Richard Woodroffe. Who is the representa-
tive of Richard Woodroffe of Woolley near Wake-
field, in Yorkshire, by his wife, Lady Elizabeth

Percy, eldest daughter and coheiress of Thomas,
the 7th Earl of Northumberland ? "Sir T. C.

BanksX" version will obviously not satisfy the in-

quirer. (Vide Baronia Anglic. Concentrata, vol. iii.

p. 369.) B. C.

Early English Printing and Presses. In the

article "
Printing," by Mr. J. C. Hansard in the

newly-issued vol. (xviii.) of The Encyclopedia
Britannica, it is stated (p. 536.),

" that some of
the letter used by English printers less than a

century ago are from matrices cut by Wynkyn
de Worde ; nay, that the punches are still in exist-

ence." And again (p. 538.), "that the identical

press at which Milton's Areopagitica was printed
is still in existence, and was lately in the posses-
sion of Mr. Valpy, the well-known printer of the

Variorum Classics."

Can any of your correspondents state where
these interesting relics now are ? TYPO.

Old Graveyards in Ireland. I have heard it

stated that in some of the old graveyards in Ire-

land distinct portions are set apart, not only for

unbaptized children, but for persons who had died
of consumption. Is it the case ? And if so, in

what parts of Ireland is
thij strange distinction

observed amongst the dead ? AB&BA.

Barum Top. Allow me to offer another bone
of contention to MESSRS! NICHOLS and SKENE !

At Halifax, in Yorkshire, is a street named
" Barum Top." Query, Whence derived in this

northern latitude ? N. S. HEINEKEN.
Sidmouth.

69

_ r. At p. 29. of the late Rev. P.

Hall's account of Sarum (printed, 1834, as a se-

quel to his Picturesque Memorials of Salisbury,) is

the following note :

" A curious work, comprising an account of the British
Islands prior to the invasion of Julius Cassar, has lately
been discovered in the possession of the Brahmins of
Benares. In this valuable treasure of antiquity, Britain
is called by a name which signifies the Holy Land : the

Thames, the Isis, and other rivers, bear similar titles

with those of the present day : and Stouehenge is de-
scribed as a grand Hindoo Temple ! The Asiatic Society
of Calcutta are said to be preparing for publication a
translation of this interesting manuscript."

Can any of your readers

upon this subject, or is it all fudge

Quotation wanted. Tillotson, in his Sermon on
2 Peter iii. 3., writes :

" I remember it is the saying of one, who hath done
more by his writings to debauch the age with Atheistical

Principles than any man that lives in it ; That when
reason is against a man, then a man will be against
reason.'

"

supply information

udare ? J.

To whom does Tillotson here refer ?

Salford.

Le Control Mohatra.

LIBYA.

" Le contrat Mohatra est celui par lequel on aehete des
etoffes cherement et h credit, pour les revendra au meme
instant a la meme personne argent comptant et a bon
marche." Les Provinciates. Huitieme Lettre.

The following is the note of M. 1'Abbe May
nard on the passage :

" Le mot Mohatra est un mot barbare, ainsi que ses

synonymes Barata ou Stoco, mais fort usite en Espagne."

Could any. of your correspondents throw any
light on the derivation of "

le mot barbare"
Mohatra and its synonyms Barata and Stoco ? Is

the word to be met with anywhere save in the

writings of Escobar and other "casuistes cele-

bres
"
of the Society of Jesus ? LIBYA.

Salford.

Residence within the Tower of London. I shall

be glad to be informed whether, about the year
1700, a commissioner of the navy, or any officer

of the Mint, had ex officio residence, or apart-

ments, within the Tower. F. C. A.

Sir Thomas Lawrence : Linley. I have in my
possession a light pen-and-ink sketch, which I

was told by my mother was done in her presence
when a girl by Sir Thomas Lawrence when he
was young and used to give lessons in drawing.
It is of a very stout lady, seated, with spectacles

on, and a fan in her hand. My informant stated

that it was a very good representation of a Mrs.

Linley, as she used to appear in her box at the

theatre. Can any one say, from the foregoing

description, if this was Mrs. Linley, wife of Mr.
Thomas Linley, formerly one of the proprietors
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of Drury Lane Theatre ? and if she wat the

mother of M , the eminent violoncellist ?

C. J.

Cromwell and Scotland. In Carlyle's Crow-
,cfU (-. is an extract from Whii-

locke to the following eflect :

\Villiam of the Wastle,
Am now in my Cattle ;

And aw the dogs in the town
na gar me gang down."

It appears that this was the reply, by the

governor of Hume Cattle, to a summon* by
Colonel Fenwick, one of Cromwell's officers, to

surrender.
Little Scotch boys of the present day play at

ng of the Castle," and sing

"Hey! Willie Wutle!
I'm in your castle," Sec.

Allow me to conclude with a Query. Was the

above message the original of the children's song ?

or did the governor of Hume Castle parody a

rhyme used by the boys of the seventeenth cen-

tury in their game* ? J. G. MOITES.

Shelley and Barhamwick. In the 23rd year of

the reign of Queen Elizabeth an action was

brought by one Nicholas Wolf against Henry
Shelley of Barhamwick in the county of Sussex.

In this action there was laid down by the counsel

a rule of law which was acquiesced in by the

Bench, and which, amongst legal men, is known
as " the rule in Shelley's case, and is as familiar

in their mouths as " household words." I have
reason to believe that the defendant Henry Shel-

ley, who was a gentleman of Urge property in

Sussex, was an ancestor of the poet Percy

Bysshe Shelley, whose family belonged to that

county. Can any of your readers inform me if I

am right in my conjectures? and also where-
abouts in Sussex is the manor of Barhamwick,
of which hitherto I have found no trace ?

W. O. W.

Shooting Soldiers. In Rocque's Map of Lon-
<!,,t, I,U!,:MJ, I ]7l'<, .-u tl..- sprt wh. re th-- Marl.!- 1

Arch now stands, is a small mark, and this in-

scription :
" The stone where the soldiers are

shot." It seems to throw strange light on the

fondness of our ancestors for capital punishments.
Can any of your readers give farther information
on the subject ? and particularly why such a spot
should be marked by a stone ? A. A.

Poeu' Corner.

" An History of British Worthies" In Bara-
tariana, 2nd edit, Dublin, 1773, p. 321., occurs
the following note :

" To preserve to imperishable infamy of toss de-
-.:.' , .- :..- :,..,:-. .

-
.

. . . . : : .,

and to band down to posterity in their native colours,

without .liminution or impair, an ingenious gentleman U
now [1778] preparing for the prees a work
Hi*2r,ofdBriti* VflHAOt/OTO. Time.
will appear a full display of to hallowed mysteric
monk* of Bedmenham (<) Abbey, and some anecdotes
of the Beef-steak Club, never before published."

Was this work ever published ? and is the au-

thorship known? W j:

Question in Paraphrase of Erasmus. In
the church chest at Bacton, Norfolk, is a black-
letter copy of The Paraphrase of Erasmus upon
the Newe Testament, London, 1548. On the title-

page is written, in a handwriting nearly as old as

the book,
" Man cam into the worlde
To ask that was not in ye worlde,
He gave yt him that bad it not.

And God himself cam for it"

Then in a later writing,
" You that can and will this reiaon showe,

I pray ye set it downe, that men may it knowe.
This was the question of a learifcd man ;

Wherfore I pray yon all shew it yt can,"

J. L.

County Voter's Qualification. When was forty

shillings fixed as the annual value of property to

qualify a county voter ? and what proportion of
its then value does that sum bear to the like

amount now? X. N.

Wink. One of your contributors would oblige
me by explaining

the meaning of the word wink,
as applied to the following names of places, viz.

Winkbourne, Winkfield, Winkhill, Win!.
and Winkton?

James Bead, D.D. Who was James Read,
D.D., the author of an 8vo. volume publish. 1 in

London in 1737, and entitled An Essay on the

Simo*} and Sacrilege of the Bishops of Ireland,

pp. 221.? and was he the author of any other
works ? He

speaks
of himself as one of " the in-

feriour
clergy.

'

The book begins with a "Letter
to Primate Boulter," and is rather scarce.

ABHDA.

Minor durrtr* mitt) Sntorr*.

Paintings at I'auxhall. What has become of
the paintings

which decorated the alcoves at Vaux-
hal), and wliich were said to have been, some the

work of Hogarth, others of Hayman ? Were they
ever engraved ? IPnot, does there exist any full

description of them ? M . N". S.

[From Timbe's useful OtmMttss of London we learn,
" that the Gardens are welf described in TH< Ambulator

(12th edition, 1820), where the paintings by Hogarth
HBLweand I layman are And at p. <4B^ we are

told, that at the sale of to movable property in October,
1841, twenty-four picture* by Hogarth and Hayman pro-
duced bat small sons: they had mostly been upon the
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premises since 1742 ;
the canvass was nailed to boards,

and they were much obscured by dirt. The following

are some of the prices which Mr. Timbs has recorded :

By Hogarth Drunken Man, 4/. 4s. ;
A Woman pulling

out an Old Man's Grey Hairs, 31. 31. ;
Jobson and Nell in

The Devil to Pay, 4Z." 4s. ;
The Happy Family, 31. Us.

;

Children at Play, 41. 11s. 6d. By Hayman Children

Birds-nesting, 51. 10s.; Minstrels, 31.
;
The Enraged

Husband, 4/. 4s.; The Bridal Day, 6/. 6s.; Blindman's

Buff, 31. 8s.
;
Prince Henry and Falstaff, 71. ; Scene from

The Rates Progress, 91. 15s.; Merry-making, 1Z. 12s.;

The Jealous Husband, 4Z. ; Card Party, 6/. ;
Children's

Party, 47. 15s. ;
Battledore and Shuttlecock, 11. 10s.

;
The

Doctor, 4/. 14s. Gd. ; Cherry-bob, 2/. 15s. Two other

pictures, viz. The Storming of Seringapatam, and Nep-
tune and Britannia, sold for 8/. 10s. and 8/. 15s.]

Henry William Bunbury. There are occasion-

ally to be met with engravings (dated about the

middle of last century) of humorous sketches by

Bunbury. I may notice in particular tlie
" Coun-

try Club,"
"
Symptoms of Eating and Drinking,"

" The Progress of a Lie," and " A long Story."

Who was this artist? when and where was he

born ? and when did he die ? T.

[Henry William Bunbury, born July, 1750, was the

second son of the Rev. Sir William Bunbury, Bart, of

Mildenhall in Suffolk. He was distinguished at a very

early age by a most extraordinary degree of taste and

knowledge in the fine arts. The productions of his pencil

have, from his childhood, been the admiration and de-

light of the public. But though he possessed in this re-

spect a peculiar genius, he neglected no branch of polite

literature. He was a good classical scholar, and an

excellent judge of poetry. In 1771 he married Catherine,

daughter of Kane William Horneck, Esq., lieut.-colonel

in the army of Sicily, by whom he had two sons. Mr.

Bunbury died on May 7, 1811. See a short notice of him
in the Gentleman's Mag. for May, 1811, p. 501.]

"
Scraping an Acquaintance." Could any of

your numerous readers inform me of the origin of

the phrase
"
scraping an acquaintance." I have

met with it in Irish stories very often, and have

also heard it used in familiar conversation ; hence

I presume there must be some peculiar origin
from whence it is derived. C. H. H.

[This low phrase no doubt originated from the practice
of scraping in bowing, so as to curry favour by obsequi-

ousness.]

Wrotham, co. Kent. In the first part of the

True and Honourable History of the Life of Sir

John Oldcastle, the good Lord Cobham, <rc., 4to.

1600, an historical play
" written by William

Shakespeare
"

(?), occurs the following remark-
able passage concerning the extent of this parish.
The parish priest and Harpoole, Lord Cobham's

serving man, are the interlocutors :

" Priest. Wrotham, 'tis better then the Byshoppricke
of Rochester : there's nere a hill, heath, nor downe in all

Kent, but it is in my parish, Barham downe, Chobham
downe, Gad's hil, Wrotham hil, Black heath, Cockes

heath, Birchen wood, all pay me tyth."

^
Was the parish above mentioned ever so exten-

sive, or is this utterance mere braggadocio on the

priest's part, to impress Lord Cobham's servitor

with a notion of his wealth and importance ?

W. J. PINKS.

[The parish of Wrotham is certainly very large, in-

cluding almost the whole hundred to which it gives
name. It is in the diocese of Rochester and deanery of

Shoreham, being one of the Archbishop of Canterbury's

peculiars. For farther particulars of this extensive parish
consult Hasted's History ofKent, the Bibliotheca Topogra-

phica Britannica, No. VI., Thorpe's Registrum Roffense,
and the Custumale Roffense.']

Places in Surrey. Can you tell me where
Eaton or Eton, Dunfold, and Flauchford respec-

tively are situate in this county ?
.
N. H. R.

[We can spot two of them. Flanchford is in the dis-

trict of Santon, about two miles from Reigate to the

south-west. (Manning and Bray's Surrey, i. 304.) Duns-
fold is a parish near the borders of Sussex, adjoins on
the east to Bramley, Alford, and Cranley ;

on the west

to Chiddingfold ;
on the north Godalining and Hascomb ;

on the south Alfold. Ik ii. 59.]

English Translations of" Don Quixote"- X2.
wants the titles of the English translations of

Cervantes' masterpiece. (Navorscher, ix. p. 131.,

Qu. 178.)

[The list is too long for insertion : it will be found in

Bonn's new edition of Lowndes' Bibliographer's Manual,
art. "Cervantes."]

A Pair of Gloves preferred to the Bible. In

Bailey's Antiquities of London, 18mo. 1734, p. 153.

is a very curious notice of the parish church of

St. Benet Grasschurch :

" At this church were the pictures of the nine worthies,
and amongst them King Henry VIII. standing with the

Bible in his hand, and VERBUM DEI written upon it.

All these figures, anno 1555, were new beautified and

painted. But the Bible in King Henry's hand gave great
offence, and commandment was given that it should be

put out, and a pair of gloves was pictured in the room of

the Bible."

Bailey's Antiquities is a very interesting book ;

but is this alteration in the portrait of King
Henry VIII. confirmed by any other historian ?

Who were the " nine worthies ?
"

GEORGE OFFOR.

[Three of the Nine Worthies of the World were Jews,
viz. Joshua, David, and Judas Maccabajus. Three were

heathens, viz. Hector of Troy, Alexander the Great, and

Julius Csesar. And three were Christians, viz. Arthur

of Britain, Charles the Great (Charlemagne) of France,

and Godfrey of Bouillon.]

BRITISH ANTHROPOPHAGI.

(2
nd S. vii. 497. ;

viii. 36.)

You will pardon me for correcting your
Note on this subject. The Aeddan, not Aeddau,

of the Kymric Triads, and the Gododin of the

British bard Aneurin, was Aeddan ab Gavran,
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KiM of the Dalraiad Scots, A.D. 607. He fought
at the battle of Arderydd (probably A

Glasgow) in 577, M the ally of Gwenddolcu ab

Kaidjo, against tthydderch Had, King of Strath-

Clyde. That battle was one of principle., and the

la* effort of expiring Druidism to retist the ad-

rajm of Christianity. Gwenddoleu represented
the old

religion,
of which the bard Merddin was

also one of the chief supporters , both in arm and

sons. Rhvddcrch the Generous, with Drywen, son
Id the Generous, and the son* of Elifler (or

Oliver)
u the large retinued," supported the Chris-

tian cause, and achieved a decisive triumph.
Neither the Triads nor any other Kymric docu-

ments attribute cannibalism to Aeildnn ; but the

Triads connect something of the kind with the

British chief Gwenddoleu, or rather with
two 1 inU kept by him, and called Ailur Llychwin.
Mr. Humphreys Parry (Cambro-JJriton, i. 441.)
translates this name brotcn birds ; but the words
mean rather " the birds of the White Lake ;" and
there is an independent legend connected with

them, which I send you herewith.
But though the Triads do not impute canni-

balism to Aeddan, nor directly to Gwenddoleu,
they do expressly impute it to Ethclfriih and tie

Angles of Xorthumbria. I subjoin translations

of two of them :

* Three heroes who were Bards performed the three
beneficent slaughters of the Isle of Britain. The first

was Gall, the son of Dysgyvedawg (literally Learninc-

driuker), who killed the two Edtryn Llyckvi* of Gwend-
doleo ao Ceidio : there was a yoke of gold upon them ;

and they devoured daily two bodies of the Kymry at

their dinner, and two at their sapper. The second was
Tsgavnell, the son of Dysgyvedawg, who killed Edehfod

(*p KthHfritM, Kinc of Lloegria, who required every
night two noble maidens of the nation of the Krmry,
and violated them, and the following morning be slew
than and ate them. The third was Difedel the son of

Dysgyvedawg, who slew Gwrgi Garwlwyd (litemlly the

Boajrfa Gray Dog-man), that was married to the sister of

EdeJfted, and commuted treachery and murder conjointly
with Edelfied upon the nation of the Kymry ; that Gwrgi'

and female of the Kymrv "dilv and df-
voured them; and on the Saturday he killed two of each,
that he might not kill on the Sunday. And these three
men, who achieved the three beneficent ssaistlnsHoas,
were BanU" - //.i/orico/ Triad*, Third Series, No. 46. ;

j*>r. Arc*, il 66.

This Sabbatarian cannibal was a degenerate
Me had probablv been taught by his

"keep holy the Sabbath day;"
but he became a cannibal in consequence of his

' associated with the Angles, as we arc told
in another Triad, in which the names of Gwrgi
and Aeddan are conjoined :

M The three arrant traitors who were the cause that the
Saxons took the crown of the Me of Britain from the

Kymry. One wae Gwrgi Garwlwyd, who, after getting
a taste for human flea* at the court of EdeJied, King of
the Saxons, liked it so much that he would eat nothing
but human flesh ever afterwards; and. therefore, he and
Us men united themselves with Edelfled, King of the

..i ; , :

wh
taken from <

VIII. JiLY23.'5*.

ike secret iaci
I took male and female o?

daily. And all the lawless

iry
hastened to him and the

their ill of prey aad spoil

d (Modml), who with hi*
to seem himself the

MB against Arthur; aad by reason of that TnsaWj
of U^ Lloegrwya (i.. the British IJgures) becasae

- The third was AedJan the Traitor, of the North, who
gave himself and his men, within the limits of his do-

. to become Saxons, so as to be
:. .,. ,:, .- , M U!

protection of the Saxons, And because of _
arrant traitors, th -i their land and their
Crown in Lloegria (England) ; and if it had not bean for
these treacheries the Saxons could not have
Uland from the Kymry."- Triad*, Third Series, No. 45. ;

.Vyc. Arch. ii. p. G5.

Your readers must form their own conclusions
as to the historical value and credibility of these
cannibal statements; but the imputation against
Aeddan ab Gavran is erroneous. He certainly
was no partisan of the Angles; and though he
sided with one party of Britons against inotfcat
at the battle of Airdrie, it is but justice

memory to bear in mind that he assist

Britons at the battle of Cattraeth (Catterick,

Yorkshire), in the great attack upon Ethelfrith
in A.D. 603.

It should also be observed that the third series

of Triads is the latest, and cannot claim a higher
antiquity than the fifteenth

The two other series, one probably as early as

the fourteenth century, present several variations.

Neither of them imputes cannibalism to Edelfled
or Ethelfrith (cf. >io. 87., Myv. Arch. ii. p. 9.,

and No. 28. p. 13.) ; both reduce Gwrgi's allow-

ance to one- half; and the oldest doubles the

supper allowance of a the Birds of Gwend<l
which guarded his gold and silver. And indeed
there seem to be good grounds for ab.-

Gwrgi also from the charge of cannibalisn

is probably the same person as the "
Twrch, a

grey-headed counsellor,* named (r. 39.) by Aneu-
rin the contemporary of Ethelfrith. The bard
sneaks of him in favourable terms, and commends
him for having come from Ethelfrith's camp to

offer terms of conciliation, which were injudi-

ciously rejected. He also attributes to Twrch a

high reputation as a warrior, and implies that be
was more sinned against than sinning ; and that

forcible dispossession of his lands by bis

trymen was the cause* of his alliance wit!

\,,,:. .

These considerations weaken the force of the

Triadie statements, aii< i necessary for us
to have much more conclusive testimony before

the imputation of cnnnibalism can be ae<

dations rendered him at

, M well as that of his ally, justly hateful
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to the Britons ;
but they lost the battle of Cat-

traeth through their own lamentable imprudence
in feasting the night before, and in having gone

balism is probably only an indication of the bitter

hatred and intense chagrin of the descendants of

the vanquished Britons. The ghost of Ethelfrith

and Gwrgi may safely call Aneurin into court,

and appeal to the Gododin for their vindication.

The Cattraeth campaign was admirably planned,
and the battle would, I have no doubt, have been

fought successfully, more Romanorum, but for
" the yellow, sweet, ensnaring mead." This battle

of Cattraeth is also the historical fact that under-

lies the reputed massacre at Stonehenge, with

which locality, however, the massacre, or rather

utter defeat, was in no way connected.
T. STEPHENS.

Merthyr Tidfil.

G. N\, if he wishes for a series of works in

which this custom, and other degraded ones, are

alluded to, would do well to consult the fol-

lowing :

Anderson's "Mission to Sumatra." (Blackwood &
Sons.) 1840.

"
Anthropophagy amongst the Baltacks of Sumatra "

(reply to a critique in the Quarterly Review (No. 67.) on
the above work.) (Malacca Gazette, 17th and 31st July,
and Uth and 28th Aug. 1827.)

" Blackwood's Magazine," Aug. 1826.
"
Quarterly Review," Nos. 67. 55. 26. 55.

Marsden's " Sumatra."
Humboldt's " Personal Narrative."

Rees's "
Cyclopaedia."

Hawkesworth's "Voyages to the Southern Hemi-

sphere."

Myer's
"
Geography."

Finlayson's
" Mission to Siam.

1
'

Lyon's
" Private Journal."

Gamble's " View of Society and Manners in the North
of Ireland."

Good's " Book of Nature."
Field's "

Geographical Memoir of N. S. Wales."

Gregoire,
" des Sectes Religieuses."

Bowdich's " Ashantee."
Mr. Ellis's " Sandwich Islands."

Rev. Mr. Marsden's " Mission to New Zealand."

Capt. Forrest's "
Voyages."

Capt. Cook's ditto.

Bruce's, Salt's, and Pearce's ''

Abyssinia."
Mariner's "

Tonga Islands."

McLeod's "
Voyage to Africa."

Crawfurd's " Indian Archipelago."
Works of Nicolo di Conti, 1449

; Oiloardus Barbosa,
1516

;
De Barros, 1563

; Beaulieu, 1622
;
and Ludovico

Barthema, 1505.
" Researches into the Physical History of Man," by J.

F. Pritchard.
Miss Hamilton's "

Popular Essays."
Heyne's

!t Letters on Sumatra."
Sir S. Raffles's " Minutes on the Singapore Institution."
Dr. Leyden, on the Languages, &c., of the Indo-

Chinese.

Maj. Canning, Envoy to the States on the W. Coast of
Sumatra.

Messrs. Burton and Ward's " Mission to the Baltacks
in 1824."

Andrew Steinmetz's work on " Tobacco." (P. 124.)"
Fiji and the Fijians."

" Asiatic Journal "
vol. xix. p. 94., Jan. 1825 ; and vol.

ix. pp. 457-8.

"Ledlie's Mag^ine" (Agra), July, 1853.

I shall be happy for references to any other
works.

"The Andamans," Penang Gazette, April, 1819,
is another reference.

T. C. ANDERSON,
H. M.'s 12th Regt, Bengal Army.

The writer of Biographical Memoir of the late

Charles Macintosh, F.R.S., Glasgow, 1847, refers

to the testimony of St. Jerome on the above sub-

ject, in a quotation from Gibbon, 8vo., London,
1797, vol. iv. p. 298., as follows :

" There seems to be little reason to doubt that in more
remote times in this forest (which occupied the eastern

part of the present city of Glasgow) was situated the

capital of the '

Attacoti,' alluded to by Gibbon as a valiant
tribe of Caledonia, the enemies and afterwards the soldiers

of Valentinian, accused by eye witnesses (Jerome, &c.)
of delighting in the taste of human flesh. When they
hunted the woods for prey, it is said that they attacked
the shepherd rather than his flocks, and that they curi-

ously selected the most delicate and brawny parts, both
of males and females, which they prepared for their

horrid repasts. If in the neighbourhood of the commer-
cial and literary town of Glasgow a race of cannibals has

really existed, we may contemplate in the period of

Scottish history the opposite extremes of savage and
civilised life."

And we may venture to add that nowhere
would the contrast appear more conspicuous.

G.N.

LILAC, SYRINGA ; OE PHILADELPHIA.

(2
nd S. vii. 385. 460.)

Although the REV. T. BOYS and MR. GUTCH
have both replied to MR. P. THOMPSON, the infor-

mation they have given, although quite correct

so far as it goes, may not perhaps be deemed

quite satisfactory by that gentleman.
In tracing the history of these names, it is only

necessary to refer to John Ray's Historia Planta-

rum, published in 1688 (vol. ii.). From it we
learn that both the Lilac and Mock-orange were
known by the name of Syringu, the former being
called Syringa ccerulea, the latter Syringa alba.

Also that the first was by some called Lilac, from
the Persian ; the other Philadelphus, a name given
to it by Athenaeus, a writer of the Alexandrian
school. Tournefort, in 1700, in his Institutiones

Hei Herbaria, perceiving that these belonged to

different parts ofhis system founded on the corolla,

divided them into two genera, giving to one the
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name Ltlac, to the other that of Syrvtgu. This was

is, as the last of these names appears to

have been originally given to the Lilac. Tourne-

fort gave figures, but botany was not then suffici-

ently advanced toenable anyone to draw up correct

distinguishing generic characters. Linnaeus, in

hit (7<Mm AntersM, in 1737, restored the name

Sirnga to the lilac, actuated portly by the word
Mac or lilag being Persian, and therefore, in his

estimation, barbarous and inadmissible in Latin ;

and the name Philadelphia to the mock-orange.
Lamarck and a few other French writers, adhered

to Tournefort's nomenclature ; but Jussieu, in his

Q**traPlatarum(1789), and DeCandollc(/Vodr.

Rtgni Veg.) have abandoned it and followed Lin-

nsBus. Everywhere else, in botanical works, Sy-

nitga is given.to the lilac, and Philadelphia to the

mock-orange, "which now forms the type of a na-

tural order (PhUadelphaceit'), Syringa also becom-

ing the type of the Syringe** a group of the order

In England, and indeed in most Euro-
he vulgar or florists' names are,

still modifications of those given by
Tournefort, probably from the plants being ob-

tained by cultivators chiefly from France.

In Bailey's Dictionary no such colour as lilac is

mentioned, but only
" Lilach Tree, a shrub which

bears blue, white, or
purple

flowers." In Johnson's

Dictionary, and even in Walker's of 1823 (perhaps
in still later editions), libich or lilac is applied

solely to the plant, not to any colour. The shrub,

therefore, cannot be held responsible for those

who have improperly restricted its name to one

only of the colours it exhibits. W. \

however,

CAUBBIDOE COSTUME.

(2* S. vii. 74. 384.)

I have read with much interest the carefully

compiled lists which have apDeared in " N. & Q "

relative to the several hoods as worn by Cam-

bridge graduates, and the letters of remark and
correction thus called forth. I wish, in the

hope
of obtaining farther information, to mention the

liberty I consider a large majority
of Cambridge

men most
possess,

of continuing the white lining
of the MJL hood, where the party never was a
member of the Senate, and consequent!y has never
been entitled to vote, either in the White or the

Black-hood House. Many members of the Uni-

versitv, as soon as they have taken their Bache-
lor's degree, remove their names from the college
boards; replace them when they incept, and as

soon as admitted M.A. take them off again ; nor
can such persons thenceforth be members either
of the Regent or the Non-regent House, without

residing three consecutive terms, to regain a right
to vote in (be Senate. Those M.A.s therefore

who have never been non-regents seem to have
no title to the black hood denoting non-re.

even at the expiration of five years from
mm Mliag M.A.: au-l -urcly in SU u CftM in.iy

(as many do) retain the white lining : ami
with greater reason; such being not only sig-
nificant symbolism, and a beauti

black of the M. A. habit, but also in many locali-

ties a very desirable distinction between regularly
educated graduates and the ten years' men, who
on becoming B.D. assume the black hood, such
as regent M.A.S wear.

I am familiar with matters of Cambridge cos-

tume from frequent conversation on that subject
with my old vicar, whose experience as tutor of
his college and proctor in his day, will take my
notices back nearly a century, and therefore I

venture to mention a few Cambridge
" Notes

"

referring to the subject under discussion ; they

may interest some of your readers, and obtain

for us additional information.

The rose-coloured lining is peculiar to the de-

gree of D.D. when the ermine cope is not re-

?uired

to be worn; the shot silk you describe

though the difference has been sometimes ig-

norantly overlooked) to the Doctors of Law and

Physic. A velvet cap, called a " Monmouth
cop,"

with band and tassels of gold cord, appertains
also, and exclusively, to these lay doctors. Their

ordinary silk gowns differ in
shape

from the gowns
of Divinity or Arts ; that of L.L.I), is pi tin : that

of M.D. trimmed at the sleeve with figured v. Ket

binding. In the University the Doctors, if divines,
wear the scarf, and in consequence chaplains who

may be resident there are understood to refrain

from using this special mark of their position, out
of courtesy to the higher degree. I recollect one

exception, when a chaplain preached in his turn
at St. Mary's, and appeared in a scarf; it was
considered irregular, and called forth remarks.
Your correspondent does not enlarge upon the

hood "
flourished," though he well explains the

hood "
squared." The latter is a sort at full

dress worn by any M.A., Vice-Chancellor. .

ton, and I believe Taxors. The hood " flourished
"

signifies not merely that it is pendant in chance

folds, but that the peaked position
of the lines is

folded over till it touches the flat half of the hood
which covers the back ; so that if the hood were

applied to its original use, the frontlet of the
' head gear** would be the white edging.

shape of the Oxford M.A. hood does not admit
of being

" flourished
"
thus ; and the too coi

practice of putting on a Cambridge hood after

the Oxford fashion produces
an unseemly depth

of material issuant from the back of the w

assuming the appearance
of a pair of wines, or

else a
perfectly

flattened pendant, to speak he-

raldically,
"
party per bend argent and -

London clergy dressers arrange all hoods thus.
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Cambridge men of the old school " flourish the

hood
"
before it is put on.

As regards another point: B.A. and S.C.L.

wear the same hood (sheep skin the trimming,
and the material not silk, is the "

regulation pat-
tern ") ;

the latter the full-sleeved gown. L.L.B.

the white-lined hood ;
in this case certainly without

any change to black, because an L.L.B. never can

be a Non-regent, and has no vote in either house
;

the distinction of Regent and Non-regent cannot

apply to him. My old friend was a cotemporary
of Powell, and Farmer, and Beadon, Waring,
Collignon, Cole of Milton, &c. &c. I will men-
tion a few more notes I can supply from the

winter evening's chat round the vicarage study
fire of the days long past, in reference to these

matters I am writing upon. The slit in the

sleeve of the Cambridge B.A. gown was by suf-

ferance, and for the convenience of dining ; not,
as now, the distinctive mark whereby to discern

the Cambridge' man from the like grade at Ox-
ford. No B.A. would, in days of yore (had the

Proctor been of his college) have appeared with-
out gown looped up at the elbow, either in hall

or at chapel. The person to whom I have al-

luded was the originator of a move which per-
mitted all undergraduates to wear the square cap
as at present. Up to that date (probably about

1770) some of the colleges used " the Monmouth
cap" till the undergraduate took his B.A. degree.
This explains the allusion in the Gradus ad Can-

tabrigiam :

" My head with ample square cap crown,
And deck with Hood my shoulders."

This privilege was obtained by a petition. The
collegians met, summoned by a circular from one
of the Monmouth cap undergraduates. The silk

gown now so generally assumed was then con-
fined to noblemen graduates, honorary M.A.s,
and the Public Orator; all others used only
prince's stuff, fine cloth, or bombazine.
The B.D., wearing a non-regent habit, was yet

distinguished as of superior grade, by his cassock
as a divine, fifty years back at the chancellor's

levee, or on presenting an address to the throne
;

this peculiarity was carefully observed.
To revert to the former portion of my paper.

If the white lining cannot with propriety be re-
tained by those who so habited were admitted

M.A., and have never become Non-regents or
black hoods, it follows that every Cambridge
M.A. of five years' standing may be confounded
with an Oxford B.D., a Cambridge B.D. (if I am
a cassocked priest), a Cambridge ten years' man,
a Durham B.D., a Dublin B.D., and should MR.
GUTCH be correct (but that I doubt in this case),
a Cambridge L.L.B. These remarks may call

attention to this anomaly ;
if habits are to be in-

telligible indications of a man's rank and univer-

sity, he does not indeed lie under the imputation

' of "
wearing garments to deceive

;

"
but if any

!

one desires to know the truth, he must ask the
wearer of the plain black hood, in shape and

|

material common to six or seven different gradua-
tions.

If Oxford gives the D.C.L. crimson lining to

j

her masters, why should not our Alma Mater
concede to us either our unpretending white in

perpetuity, or the brighter rose-colour betokening
our university fraternisation with the divinity
colours of Cambridge. Distinctions ofregent and

non-regent are unknown beyond Trumpington :

why should the difference of habit be obligatory
upon any who are anxious to escape the in-

consistency of a " discrimen obscurum "
so evi-

dently confessed on all hands, and which, to a
certain extent, the continuation of the regent
white lining would correct ? E. W.

ta ftlituir

Michael Draytons Poems, Lyrich and Pastorall

(2
nd S. vii. 457.). In Bibliotheca Heberiana, part

4., No. 629., a copy of this rare work occurred,
with the following note :

"It seems to have been printed in or about 1G05, to

complete the reprint of Drayton's Works which still

wanted his Pastorals, first printed in 1593, under the title

of Idea. Here they are found, though altered and im-

proved most materially, and by way of novelty Drayton
added twelve Odes, and a Poem called the Man in the

Moon. But one other copy of this edition is known, and
it was sold recently among Mr. Caldecott's Books. He
supposed it to be the only copy extant."

In Caldecott's Sale Catalogue (No. 321.), the

note to the article in question runs thus :

" First Edition of these Poems, and probably the only
copy extant : they were evidently printed about the year
1605; but they were all omitted in the subsequent "col-

lected Octavo Editions of the author's Poems, appearing
for the second time in the folio edition printed by W.
Stansby (1619). The edition appears to have been un-
known to Ritson, Warton," &c. &c.

Although perfect copies of this edition of Dray-
ton's Poems are of the greatest rarity, imperfect
ones seem to be comparatively common. The late

Mr. Singer possessed one
;
I am the owner of an-

other, and your correspondent J. H. W. C. has a

third. Mr. Singer's copy wanted a great portion
of the latter part ; my copy ends abruptly before

the conclusion of " The Eight Eglog ;

"
but the

copy possessed by your more fortunate correspon-

| dent, wants only a leaf or two at the end of " The

j

Man in the Moone" EDWARD F. RIMBAULT.

Cardinal Howard (2
nd S. viii. 53.) Philip

Howard, afterwards cardinal, was admitted a fel-

low commoner of S. John's College, Cambridge,
4 July, 1640, but took no degree.

C. H. & THOMPSON COOPER.
Cambridge.
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Walton Family (2* 8. TiU. 10.) Although I am the

unable to rawer your correspondent 2. e., the

following information may bo new and interesting
to htm and to other of your readers.

Vatson of Malton, co. Ebor, claimed to be
of the RocJringbam family. He had issue

II .

'

.i..!m Watson. 2. Pleaaance Watson.

John Wataon, a solicitor, is buried at Maiton.

He married Hannah Bagwith of Whitby, coheir of

a good Yorkshire stock. Her father was a lawyer,
and his picture was, and probably is, at Bilton.

They had
III. 1. George Wataon of Bilton Park, near

Knaresborongb, where he is buried. He married

Clementina Sobieski, daughter of Sir Thomas
ece to the Earl of Cassilis. They

^2.
Jo'lin Wataon died unmarried, buried at

sborough.
::iizabctu Watson, coheir, died 4th Nov.

1798, *t eighty-nine. Buried at Beverley. Mar-
li.; Her. W. Wunl, A.M.: educated at Thorn-

ton Grammar School and Sidney Sussex Coll.,

Cambridge; fifteen years master of Thornton,
and seventeen yean of Beverley ; resigned 1768 ;

lied 3th Nov. 177*2, act. sixty-three; buried in

St. Mary's church, Beverley. He waa also rector

of Scawby and perpetual curate of Yc'Uiingham,
and the author of an English Grammar, and of

translations from Terence. His mother, Pen-
it ucb, waa heiress of Broughton, a small estate sold

by his son John Watson to his brother-in-law
Robinson of Houghton-Ie-Spring. Their children

were numerous. The eldest representative I be-

lieve to be Charles Ward of Chapel Street, Lon-
don. In one of Mr. Ward's letters he speaks of
his

" cou?in Baird."

4. Jane Wataon married Dixon of Bever-

ley.
5. Hannah Wataon married Wingfield of

Hull, and had issue.

6. Margaret (or Mary) Watson married John

Farsyde
of Fylingdale, co. Ebor. She had Bilton,

and left issue. * OKI-EIGHTH A WATSOH."
Atheoawm Club.

I beg to inform 3. e. that Bilton Pnrk, Bilton-
with Harrogate, in the parish of Knan aborough,
is the seat of the family. I cannot give him any
precise information respecting "Jane Watson,
but have no doubt the registry at Knaresborough
will give the information he requires.
The following extract from Hargrove's BiHory

>f K*are*oro*gk, 5th ", may be inter-

esting to him :

From the family of Stockdale this estate ( Uilum
John Fanide

Is.

Park) passed by esk to that of Wataon. John
WaUon being the present poeseasor. This gentl
descended from John Farslde of Fanide, In ft

;.-' '', :!:in the m*n of James the Pint,
and was made bow-bearer in theforest of Pickering, in

cooi.tr of York ; he ehisay fesided at Filingdale in
v Strand, and bore for his arms, gules, a fees or,

between three bezant*."

The mansion is at present the residence of Miss
G. Forside Watson. i. FORREST.

Lofthoose, WakeaskL

Grace Digger* (V* S. vii. -M R .

PIESSB will find the following in a v,

Marce&jtu, /{ore, Curious, and Quaint (Ward &
Lock, 1859), edited by Edmund Fillingham

. at p.tll.t
France* Bartou of Horaley, Derbyshire, died in 1789,

aged 107. She was a midwife for eighty yean. Her has-
band bad been awertyyeon sexton of the parish. They
used to say that fe had twice brought into the world,
and A* had twice buried (or taken out of the worlJ, I

suppose,) the whole parish?'

Probably some reader of " N. & Q." knows the

sexton's age. It must have been an advanced one.

T. C. AMOBESOH,
II.M/s 12th Regiment, Bengal Army.

\<,thaniel Ward (2* S. vin. 46.) Nathaniel

Ward, born 2 Jan. 1605, was of King's College,

Cambridge, but not on the foundation. He pro-
ceeded B.A. 1623-4, and commenced M.A. ;

was vicar of Staimlrop
in the county palatine of

Durham, and was slam fighting
for the king at

Mtllnm Castle in Cumberland, 1G44. He was a

very learned and estimable person. See as to

him, DarreU's Life of Satire, 25-35. ; Snrtees's

Durham, iv. 139, 140.; Raine's North Durham,
351.

Nathaniel Ward, the prebendary of Lincoln,
was of Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge, B.A.

.', M.A. 1635, D.D. by royal mandate, 1661.

C. H. & THOMPSON COOPER.

Cambridge.

" Urban" at a Christian Name (2* S. viii. 11.)

The origin of this name is evidently Roman.
We find it, indeed, in the Greek Testa
'AffvdVor* oip/SoxdK. But the Apostle Paul is here

: to Rome, and the Vulgate gives
same name in its Latin form :

" Salutate '

NITJK" (Rom. xvi. 9.) As in baptism the surname
of the sponsor sometimes becomes the Cli

name of tli '< may account for the use

'"in as a Christian name, v.ithout looking
farther. But even if this were not the case, the

mere fact of our
fin<lin^

the name in the New
Testament, especially as it is apparently emi

to designate a believer, would account for its use

in Christian baptism, just as in the case of Mat-

(tar, Peter, Timothy,
I As a

surname, Urban is illu- n with

Sylvanus, which began with the year 1731

ban also occurs in the London Directory for 1 858

and 1859. THOMAS BOYS.

Scotch Pttropkra*** (2* S. vii. 358.) MR.
HUSBAND (2"> S. vii. 483.) does not seem to be
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aware that, although some of the paraphrases
claimed by the llev. Dr. Mackelvie for Michael
Bruce may have been written by him, and only
altered by Logan, others were composed, as I

have been informed, before either of these were

born, and only slightly modified by each in his

own way. The late Rev. Principal Lee of Edin-

burgh, I believe, satisfied Dr. Mackelvie of this,

but not till after he had published his Life of

Bruce in 1837. Had another edition been called

for, Dr. M. would in all probability have modified

some of his statements. The late Principal Lee
had acquired more correct information on such

points than any other of the present century ;
and

although willing to communicate when requested,
has, it is understood, left behind him little to afford

a clue to others. W. A.

Knights made by Cromwell (2
nd S. viii. 18. 31.)

In Harl. MS. (6146.) is a trick of the arms of

one of Cromwell's knights :
" Collonell Sr Tho.

Pryde knited per y
e Protector Oliver, 1657."

Gti. on a chev. between 3 lions' heads, erased

arg. two eels naiant respecting each other. Crest.

A lion's head erased or, between two palm
branches disposed in orle vert. CL. HOPPER.

Richard Pepys (2
nd S. viii. 46.) The Richard

Pepys born 1643 was no doubt son of Richard

Pepys of Ashen in the county of Essex, by Mary,
daughter of John Scott of Water Belchamp in the

same county. He is said to have been a student
at Cambridge, but his college has not been as-

certained. He ultimately settled at Warfield,
in Berks, and died at Hackney in May, 1722.
The Pepys of Pembroke Hall, B.A. 1662, was
named Robert. C. H. & THOMPSON COOPER.

Woodroof (Asperula odorata) (2"
d S. viii. 13.35.)

Having carefully compared a specimen in my
herbarium, gathered at the Okelei Lake, in the
Grand Duchy of Oldenburg, province Eutin, with
a British one gathered at Brixton, I find that there
is no material difference in them, except that the
German Waldmeister grows in general a little

larger than our British woodruff. S. K.

Inn Signs by Eminent Artists (2
nd

S. vii. 522.)
The city of Norwich affords another instance in

addition to that given by MR. WOODWARD. The
elder Crome, who commenced life as a house-

painter, painted a sign for " The Sawyers" in St.

Martin's. After doing duty for several years, it

was taken down by the owner of the house, the
late Peter Finch, Esq., and by him carefully pre-
served till the time of his death, some seven or

eight months since. Mr. Finch's personalty being
dispersed on that event, the present writer has
lost all farther traces of it. T. B. B. H.

"Englishry" and "
Irishry'" (2

nd
S. viii. 12.)

These words, employed by Lord Macaulay and

queried by your correspondent, are terms recog-
nised in our language ; and both of them may be
found in Wright's excellent Universal Pronouncing
Dictionary.

"
Irishry, the people of Ireland."

"
Englishry" is the modern representative of a

very old word. "
Englecavie, Englicherie, Engle-

seyre. [Old law term] the being an Englishman."
(Bailey, Die. JBritan.) In Cowel's Law Dic-

tionary may be found a full account of the word
in its legal sense, under the various forms of

"Englecery, Englechery, Englechire, or Eng-
lishery, in Latin, Engleceria." THOMAS BOYS.

Rev. Richard Lufkin (2
nd S. viii. 53.) We

doubt not that he is identical with Richard Love-
kin of Jesus College, Cambridge, who commenced
M.A. 1615. The statement that he lived to 110
seems to us highly improbable.

C. H. & THOMPSON COOPER.
Cambridge.

Watermarks in Paper (2
nd S. vi. 434. 491.; vii.

110. 265.) The Illustrirtes Familicn-Journal

(Ister Band, No. 276. s. 159.) brings home to

Suabia the invention of making paper from linen

rags, and says it was first put into practice by the
Holbein family of Ravensburg. The oldest docu-
ment on this kind of paper is dated A. D. 1301.

Now, as the Holbein arms bore a bull's head, we
find this symbol imprinted as watermark in all

the paper from the old Ravensburg mill. And
in Pomerania, in Friesland, in Paris, in Bohemia,
records are extant, written on this so-called bull's-

head-paper, the oldest linen paper existing. Faust
and Schoeffer used it to their first impressions.
On many sheets we also find a clapper or rattle,
such as, in olden time, the lepers carried, to warn
the approaching wayfarers of their dangerous
neighbourhood. This symbol is related to the
Holbein Hospital for. Lepers at Ravensburg, to

which a part was assigned in the Flatterbach

papennill. From the identical family sprang the
two painters Holbein, of whom the last became
one of the greatest ornaments of the German
School. The town of Ravensburg to this time
has kept on with paper-making.
From the Navorschers Bijblad* for 1853, pp.

xiv. and xv., it however appears that linen-paper
was already known in the twelfth century. Thus
the question arises, does the paper from before

13O1 exhibit a watermark ? and, if not, does not

the mark-only denote a. progress in paper-making?
For, if the first query could be replied to affirm-

atively, we should have the means at least to guess

* The Navorschers Bijblad, or Appendix to the Navor-

scher, was started in 1853, in order to receive the subse-

quent answers to questions which had already been treated

in the Nacorscher. Thus more room was given in the

mother-paper for going on with fresh subjects, and, at

the same time, an opportunity was opened for once more

reverting to an old subject and more fully elucidating
what had been said.
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the dftitt of such documents as are on water-

marked paper, but nre dateless. The honour,
ascribed to the Holbein family, seems to deserve

r.ji in so far that its members have only
been the inventors of making watermark* in pajter.
Did I guess aright P J. II. YAK LEKMEP.

2rt, July 14. 1859.

John AUington (2-J S. viii. 46.) John Ailing-

ton was of Queen's College, Cambridge, B.A.

1825-6, M.A. 1629, rector of Uppingham,
and

vicar of Leamington, a good preacher, and author

of several works. We know not the date of his

p*

ico,
T..

death, but hope through the medium of your co-

lumn* to obtain it. Ill & THOMPSON COOPER.
( .,::.'

-
! -.

.

Tooth and Egg Metal, Tutenag (2^ 8. vii. 478.

519. ; viii. 38.) The transmutation of tutenag into

tooth-and-egg, as recently sot forth in the pages of

N. & Q., is a very amusing instance of what
our vernacular can effect ; but what is the word

tutenag itself? Some say it is Portuguese, some

Chinese, some Indian.

If your correspondent,
who tells us that tutenag

is "Indian, as its derivation shows," will onlv

trace this derivation to our satisfaction, and tell

us to ichat Indian language he refers it, we then

can convince ourselves, and of course there will

be no room for farther controversy upon the sub-

ject ; but whether this can be done remains to be
seen. As to the Chinese origin of the word tu-

tenag, this is so far from according with the

views of Dr. Morrison, that in his English- Chinese

iary that learned
lexicographer gives us

tutenag as an English word, for which the Chinese
is pfh-yuen.

My reasons for preferring, in the present state

of the question, a Portuguese derivation for tute-

nag, are brief! v these. What we now call Ger-
man silver, which is one of the many alloys that

have been termed tutenag, does not
appear

to

have been made in Europe till about the com-
mencement of the present century; and some
of us may well remember its introduction into

this country under the name of albata. But
various alloys, resembling in their appearance
German silver, and known by the name of white

copper (Writs- Kupfer) were made in Germany
Ion;: before. The Portuguese, meeting with a
similar article in their early commerce with India

bina, would at once be struck with the re-

semblance ; and, speaking in their own language,
would naturally call it prata Teutonicn (German
ftilver). Tcut.mtca thus becomes the trade name
of the eastern article; and in due time comes
back to Europe, transmuted into tutenag.

Tutenag is also called tutenago (Encyc., and

Beckmann) and tutenaga (Moraes). These last

two forms represent the Portuguese masculine
and feminine: metal TfHtonico, m., (German

.n silver).

*; hence Tutenago, Tute-

I ii.- Cijin.".- pfl 1,'1,'n, alreu'ly BMDtlOMd, DSJ

experienced in its passage the still

more extraordinary transmutation into packyyn
and pahfong ! THOMAS Bovs.

Orchestra at Jlandets Commemoration
Bassoon (2

1* 8. vii. 370.) It seems surpi
in looking over the list of instruments, to find

such a predominance of bassoons 25 to 21 vio-

loncelli while at the Philharmonic at the pre-
sent time we have but 2 bassoons to 8 celli ; or

four times the number. At the Societe des Con-
certs at Paris there are 4 bassoons to 8 celli.

and the quality of the bass is much improved, and

the reeds of the oboe and clarinet better balanced.

Still stranger is the list of the orchestra given

by MB. HUSK (p. 290.), where they are 7 bas-

soons to 01 linchelloes." It would be
! very interesting to the musical antiquary if the

readers of " N. & Q." would, from time to time,

contribute lists of the orchestras on different great
occasions; the comparison would, I believ

out to be very curious. A. A.

Poets' Comer.

-*/: a Poem" (2* S. viii. 11.) A. D. i

doubtless correct as to the matter of fact ; but I

; suspect the poem, the authorship of which was in-

quired after by a previous correspondent,
was one

bearing the same title, and published anonymously

by the late Ebenezer Elliott, and will be found
i among his collected Works. "Night," said th-

Monthly Rerieicer,
"

is in the very worst
style

of
1 ultra-German bombast and horror." A dictum,
i which, like some of the earlier criticisms on

Wordsworth if read by the light of subsequent
, productions few, if anv, of the admirers of the

,

* Corn Law Rhymer," will consent to indorse.

Nostradamus :
"
Cinq Mars" (2<* S. viii. 50.)

In the Middle Ages the French word marc wo*

not unfrequentlv written mar. The word signi-

fied, too, not only a certain amount of money, but

a weight, of eight ounces: consequently Cinq
Mars (five marks) will be equivalent to Quarante
onces (forty ounces). HEHBY T. RILEV.

In answer to the question of F. 7,., th

Quarante onces, consists in the fact that i i

French " marc d'argent" being equivalent t

ounces, "ci'ntf mar(c)*" was or were euual to

forty ounces. < i ' STAVE MASSO*.

Harrow.

PegTankard (2
nd S. vii. 434.)-TIiis peg tankard

evidently belonged to a Pomeroy, but, as to date,

who can assign one without ocular inspectii
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Pregnancy a ground of Reprieve (2
nd S. viii. 29.)

The ground for the "reprieve" under the cir-

cumstances respecting which ACHE inquires, was

that bare humanity forbade the extinction of a

guiltless life, along with that of the criminal. But
the following, from Hudibras (Part in. canto i.

11. 883, 884.), will show that the "vulgar error"

(if it be one, in the strict sense of the term), is of

wide spread and long standing :

" Who, therefore, in a strait, may freely
Demand the clergy of her belly."

B. B. WOODWARD.
Haverstock Hill.

Bull and Bear (2
nd S. vii. 385. &c.) Your

correspondent has probably mistaken my mean-

ing. I do not say that the terms were not known,
but he will pardon if I doubt still whether they
were very generally used. Swift, it is true (loc.

ctf.), says Curll sold the Thirty-nine Articles to

the Jews, who converted him " for a Bull ;

"
but

here it is evident the phrase applies to the trans-

action, and not to the person. Again, it is very
curious that in Foote's Mayor of Garratt (written
in 1763), although one of the principal characters

is a stockbroker, and though, on account of his

bearishness, he is called Bruin, yet there is not

the slightest allusion to Bulls and Bears in con-

nexion with the Stock Exchange throughout the

piece ; and, when we think how irresistible a

pun always was to Foote, it seems impossible to

believe that these phrases were familiar to him.

I hope your correspondent MR. WYLIE will i\ot

lose sight of the subject. It is not only curious

in itself, but, as he suggests, it may assist us much
in judging how far to rely on Horace Walpole's

knowledge, or rather affected ignorance, of things
of the day. A. A.

Poets' Corner.

John Redmayne (2
nd S. viii. 46.) John Red-

mayne was of Caius College, Cambridge; B.A.

1644-5, M.A. 1648,D.D. by royal mandate, 1661.

In the printed Graduati he is called Redman, and
his college is not given.

C. H. & THOMPSON COOPER.

Cambridge.

Herbert Knowles (2
nd S. viii. 55.)

- Herbert
Knowles was born at Gomersall, near Leeds, in

1798. Brother of J. C. Knowles, an eminent
barrister on the Northern Circuit, and Q. C.

Destined for the ledger at Liverpool ;
was placed

in the Grammar School at Richmond
;
lauded by

Montgomery in " The Christian Poet." Died at

Gomersall, Feb. 17, 1817. He left behind him a

manuscript volume of poems, the earliest of which
was published in the Literary Gazette for 1824.

His " Three Tabernacles
"

is a fine composition.
Carlisle's Hist, of Endowed Grammar Schools.

J. S.

John Heylin (2
nd S. viii. 46.) John Heylin

was of Emmanuel College, Cambridge, B.A.

1622-3, M.A. 1626. C. H. & THOMPSON COOPER.

Cambridge.

NOTES ON BOOKS, ETC.

The Camden Miscellany, Volume the Fourth. (Caindeu
Society.)
The volumes of The Camden Miscellany have always

been among the most popular of any issued by the

Society; and our readers may judge from the curiosity
and interest of the contents of the present volume how
far it is likely to equal its predecessors in the favour of

the Members. It contains seven articles : I. A London
Chronicle during the Reigns of Henry VII. and Henry
VIII., edited from the Original MS. in the Cottonian Li-

brary by Mr. Hopper. II. The Expenses of the Judges of
Assize riding the Western and Oxford Circuits temp.
Elizabeth, 15961601, from the MS. Account Book of
Thomas Walmysley, One of the Judges of the Common
Pleas, edited by Mr. Durrant Cooper. III. The Skryve-
ner's Play : The Incredulity of St. Thomas ; from a MS.
in the Possession of John Sykes, M,D., of Doncaster,
edited by Mr. Collier. IV. The Childe of Bristow, a Poem
by John Lydgate, edited, from the Original MS. in the

British Museum, by Mr. Hopper. V. Sir Edward Lake's
Account of his Interviews with Charles I., edited by Mr.

Langmead. VI. The Letters of Pope to Atterbury when
in the Tower of London, edited by Mr. J. G. Nichols.

And the last article is, VII. Supplementary Note to the

Discovery of the Jesuits' College at Clerkenwell in March,
1627-8, edited by Mr. J. G. Nichols, who contributed the

original paper on the subject in the second volume of

The Camden Miscellany.

Diary of the Marches of the Royal Army during the

Great Civil War, kept by Richard Symonds; now First

Published from the Original MS. in the British Museum.
Edited by Charles Long, M.A. (Camden Society.)

This Diary of an officer who, at the outbreak of the
Civil Wars, joined the Royal standard and who, during
the various operations in which he was engaged, seems
never to have lost sight of his ruling passion the love
of topography, genealogy, and heraldry but to have
marched, note-book in hand, ready to jot down whatever
he saw in old churches or mansions illustrative of his

favourite studies, has long been known to antiquaries as

a valuable record of much that is now lost, and which but
for Symonds' notes would be altogether forgotten. Parry,
Shaw, Hutchins, Nichols, Lysons, and Walpole, have all

made use of the original MS. This is now placed at the

service of all interested in the pursuits which occupied
the attention of Richard Symonds ;

and their thanks are

due to the Camden Society for undertaking the publica-
tion of this curious volume, and in an especial degree to

Mr. Long for the trouble bestowed on its editorship. We
ought to add, that it is accompanied by that great essen-

tial to a work like the present a full and well-compiled
Index of Names and Places.

The Quarterly Revieio, No. 211., July, 1859. (Murray.)
The present Quarterly, if somewhat less political than

usual, is, if possible, more varied and amusing. Its only

political article, The Invasion of England, is devoted to

the important subject which is at last engaging, as it

ought to have done long since, the attention of all par-

ties, the defences of the country. The Progress of Geology,
and The Islands of the Pacific, are articles calculated to

interest the man of science. Two capital biographical
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WESTERN
LIFE ASSURANCE AND
ANNUITY SOCIETY.

3. PABLIAMENT STREET, LONDON.
Founded A.D. 1841.

Directors.
E. Lucas, Esq.
F. B. Marson, Esq.
A. Robinson, Esq.

J.B. White,"
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nan, Esq.
F. Fuller, Esq.
J. H. Goodhart, Esq.

Physician. W. R. Bashara, M.D.
Bankers Messrs. Cocks, Biddulph.andCo.

VALUABLE PRIVILEGE.
POLICIES effected in this Office do not become void through tem-

porary diffl

ditions detailed in the Pro'spectus.
LOANS from 100Z. to 5001, granted on real or first-rate Personal

"
Attention is also invited to the rates of annuity granted to old lives,

for which ample security is provided by the capital of the Society.
Example : 1001, cash paid down purchases An annuity of-

s. d.
lo 4 o to a male life aged 60)
12 3 1 65 1 Payable as long
14 16 3 70 f as he is alive.
18 11 10 75J

ARTHUR SCRATCHLEY, M.A., F.R.A.8. Actuary.
To Clergymen, Solicitors, and others interested in Copyhold and

Church Property :

Now ready, Fourth Edition, 3s. 6d.

MR. SCRATCHLEY'S TREATISE on the PRINCIPLES and
PRACTICE of COPYHOLD and CHURCH PROPERTY ENFRAN-
CHISEMENTS.

C. & E. LAYTON, 150. Fleet Street.

THE AQUARIUM LLOYD'S DESCRIPTIVE
1 and ILLUSTRATED LIST of whatever relates to the AQUA-
RIUM, is now ready, price Is. ; or by Post for Fourteen Stamps. 128

Pages, and 87 Woodcuts.

W. ALFORD LLOYD, 19, 20, and 20 A. Portland Road, Regent's

ANDSOME BRASS and IRON BEDSTEADS.
3AL & SON'S Show Rooms contain a large Assortment of Brass
teads, suitable both for Home Use and for Tropical Climates ;

handsome Iron Bedsteads with Brass Mountings and elegantly Japan-
eads for Servants : every description of WoodWood

Bedsteads, suitable both for
handsome Iron Bedstead
ned; Plain Iron Bedstea
Bedstead that is manufactured, in Mahogany, Birch, Walnu.
Woods, Polished Deal and Japanned, all fitted with Bedding and Fur-
nitures complete, as well as every description of Bedroom Furniture.

TTEAL & SON'S ILLUSTRATED CATA-
AJL LOGUE, containing Designs and Prices of 100 BEDSTEADS, as
well as of 150 different ARTICLES of BED-ROOM FURNITURE,
SENT FREE BY POST.

HEAL & SON, Bedstead, Bedding, and Bed-room Furniture
Manufacturers, 196. Tottenham-court Road, W.

TNTRODUCER , OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN
JL PORT, SHERRY, &c., 20s. per dozen, BOTTLES INCLUDED,
an advantage greatly appreciated by the Public and a constantly in-
creasing connexion, saving the great annoyance of returning them.

A PINT SAMPLE OP BOTH FOR 24 STAMPS.
WINE IN CASK forwarded Free to any Railway Station in England.

EXCELSIOR BRANDY, Pale or Brown, 15s. per gallon, or 30s. per

TERMS, CASH. Country Orders must contain a remittance. Cross
cheques

" Bank of London." Price Lists forwarded on application.
JAMES L. DENMAN.65. Fenchurch Street, corner of Railway Place,

London.

GLENFIELD PATENT STARCH.
USED IN THE ROYAL LAUNDRY,
AND PRONOUNCED BY HER MAJESTY'S

LAUNDRESS to be THE FINEST STARCH SHE EVER USED.
Sold by all Chandlers, Grocers, &c. &c.

WOTHERSPOON & CO., Glasgow and London.

PIESSE & LUBINS'S HUNGARY WATER,
This Scent stimulates the Memory and invigorates the

Brain.

2s. bottle ; 10s. Case of Six.

PERrUNEERY FACTORY,
2. NEW BOND STREET.

UNITED KINGDOM
LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY,

No. 8. WATERLOO PLACE, PALL MALL, LONDON,
S.W.

"REPORT BY THE DIRECTORS."
THE Annual General Meeting of the Company, in the Twenty-fifth
Year of its existence, was held at the Offices, No. 8. Waterloo Place,
Pall Mall, on Friday, the 8th July, 1859.

The HON. FRANCIS SCOTT in the Chair.

Statements of Accounts, (from the formation of the Company down
to the 31st of December, 1858), together with the Reports by the Direc-
tors, Actuary, and Auditors for the Year 1858, were laid before the
Meeting, and unanimously adopted.

"Within the period under review, 534: Proposals for In-
surance have been offered to the Board. Of these, 421 have
been accepted, and Policies thereon issued, assuring the sum of

306,525. The annual new Premiums on these Policies amount
to 11,272 3s. 2d. As compared with 1857, this is an increase

of 87,975 on the Sums Insured ; 2924 15s. 2d. on the

new Premiums, and 65 on the number of New Policies. When it

is taken into account that this Office does not as a practice adopt the
system of issuing Policies of greater amount than they can retain on any
single life, this large accession ofnew business in a year, during a con-
siderable portion of which the depressed state of trade generally has
been severely and extensively felt, is highly encouraging.
" The Claims paid this year likewise bear an additional feature for

congratulation, seeing that only 87 Policies have dropped, and the
sums insured thereon amount to 58,396 7s. 6d., or with the

Bonus additions of 4664 4s. 7d. to63,O6O 12s. Id.,
upon which there has been received in Premiums, exclusive of interest,

27,927 12s. 9d. These claims are less by 28O8 19s.
3d. than those of 1857, which were considerably under those of 1856.

In other words, 21 fewer Policies have dropped in 1858 than in 1856,

and a smaller amount of Claims paid by 11,639 Is. lOd.
notwithstanding the increase of two years in the ages of the Lives In-
sured.

" The Assets of the Company, which on the 31st Dec. 1867, amounted

to 617,801 1OS. lOd., have been augmented, after dis-

charging the various claims on the Society from death, Dividends on its

Capital Stock, and Expenses of Management, to 652,618 3s.
lOd> $ the whole of which has been invested in Government and
other approved securities, in addition to which, the assured have the

guarantee of its large Subscribed Capital.
" Since the last Division of Profits, upwards of 41,467 8s,
lOd have been received in New Annual Premiums upon 1631
Policies, covering upwards of One Million One Hundred
Thousand Pounds*
" The average amount of each Policy effected with the Company

since its formation continues to testify as to the eligible class of lives

insured, it being still above 7OO.
" The Directors, deeming that tinder present circumstances the

Company holds a sufficiently large amount of Government Funds

cupwards ofa quarter ofa million sterling), have not

failed to embrace every opportunity of securing, when practicable, such

first-class Railway Debentures and other investments as they con-

sidered most advantageous in the shape of yielding a fair rate of in-

terest, never losing sight of the grand desideratum in such matters, the

safety of the principal invested.

" The Directors trust the Proprietors will consider that the foregoing
statement of facts affords most satisfactory proof ofthe steadily increas-

ing prosperity of the Society."

The Directors and Auditor retiring from office were unanimously re-

It was moved and resolved unanimously
" That the cordial thanks of the Proprietors are due, and are hereby

given to the Chairman, Directors, Mr. E. L. Boyd, the Resident Direc-

tor, and Mr. Macintyre the Secretary, for their able and most satisfac-

tory management, and lucid exposition of the affairs of this Company."

By order of the Board,
FRANCIS SCOTT, Chairman.

E. L. BOYD, Resident Director.

9th Ji'l'i, 1859.
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.umes, selected from the literature of all countries, and including a
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. THE LION IN GREECE.

The lion is frequently mentioned by Homer in

descriptive similitudes
;
in such a manner as to

show that he was well-acquainted with the habits
and appearance of the animal ; whether his know-

ledge was acquired in Asia Minor, in Northern

Greece, or in the Peloponnesus (see Heyne, vol.

vii. p. 265. ; Lenz, Zoologie der Alien, p. 126.).
The Greek

mythology on several occasions re-

presents the lion as an inhabitant of Greece. The
Nemean lion inhabited a cavern with two mouths,
in Mount Treton, between Mycenae and Nemea.
Its destruction was one of the twelve labours of
Hercules (Paus., ii. 15. 2.; Apollod., ii. 5. 1. ;

Diod. iv. 11.), who is related to have accomplished
this feat by the unaided strength of his arms, and
without the aid of any weapon (Eur. Here. Fur.,
153.

; Nonn., xxv. 176.). Admetus, king of
|

Pherae, loved Alcestis, the daughter of Pelias ; her
|

father promised to give her to the man who should
j

harness lions and wild boars to the same chariot.

Apollo enabled Admetus to fulfil this condition,
and Admetus married Alcestis (Apollod., i. 9. 15.).

Adrastus, king of Argos, in obedience to an ora-
cle which ordered him to marry his daughter to a
wild boar and a lion, gave Deipyle to Tydeus, and
Argea to Polynices, because they bore respec-
tively the images of those animals on their shields

(Apollod., iii. 6. 1.).

^

It seems that the Macedonians, unlike the other

Greeks, had the custom of not erecting a trophy
after a victory. This custom was explained by a

story that Caranus, the mythical king of Mace-
donia, erected a trophy in commemoration of a

victory over Cisseus, a neighbouring king; and

that it was overturned by a lion which descended
from Mount Olympus (Paus., ix. 40. 4.). It
was also related that the son of Megareus, king of
Megara, was slain by a lion from Mount Cithagron

;

whereupon the king promised his daughter, and
the succession of his kingdom, to whoever should
kill the Cithaeronian lion. This feat was accom-
plished by Alcathous, son of Pelops ; who, when
he succeeded to the throne, built a temple at

Megara to Diana Agrotera and Apollo Agrseus
(Paus., i. 41. 4.). A similar sacred legend related
that Diana caused Phalaecus, tyrant of Ambracia,
to be killed by a lioness when he was hunting.
In memory of this benefaction, by which they re-
covered their liberty, the Ambraciots erected a

statue, with a brazen lioness, to Diana Agrotera.
(Antonin. Lib., c. 4.) This story is repeated,
with variations, under the name of Phayllus, in

^Elian, N. A., xii. 40. ; Ovid, Ibis, v. 504.
Tame lions and wolves, who had been meta-

morphosed from their human forms by the art of

Circe, likewise guarded the palace of the en-
chantress (Horn. Od., x. 212.).
The story of a lion in the island of Ceos is a

mere etymological fable, intended to explain the
local name Leon (Heraclid. Pont., Pol., 9.). A
gigantic statue of a lion is still preserved in this

island. The lions on the gate of Mycenae are of

great antiquity ; but the occurrence of this ani-
mal in works of early art cannot be considered as

evidence of his presence in the country : sculp-
tured lions occur more than once in connexion
with Etruscan tombs, and there is no reason to

believe that the lion ever existed in Italy, except
when, in the imperial period, he was imported
from Africa for the combats of the amphitheatre
(Dennis's Etruria, vol. i. pp. 49. 251.).
With respect to the presence of the lion in

Northern Greece in the year 480 B.C., Herodotus

gives the following precise account, in describing
the advance of Xerxes through Thrace and Mace-
donia, before the battle of Thermopylae :

" Xerxes and his army marched from Acanthus
through the interior to Therma; and while he was on
his way through the Pseonian and Crestonian territories

to the river Echidorus, his camels, which carried corn,
were attacked by liuns. These animals, leaving their
usual haunts, came at night and preyed on the camels,
but touched no man and no other beast. It appears mar-
vellous that the lions should have abstained from olher

animals, and should have selected the came), which they
had never seen or tasted. In this region there are nu-
merous lions, as well as wild oxen, whose horns, of im-
mense size, are imported into Greece. The country in.

which the lion is found, is bounded by the river Nestus,
which runs through Abdera and the river Achelous in

Acarnania. Lions occur between these two rivers; but

they are never seen in the portion of Europe to the east

of the Nestus, or on the continent west of the Achelous
"

(vii. 124-6.).

The country where the camels in the army of

Xerxes were attacked by lions is clearly desig-
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by Herodotus. It is the upper part of the

Chalcidic peninsula, between the maritime towns

of Acanthus tnd Thfrma. Though near the
afa,

neveral high mountain*, fitted for harbouring wild

beasts, adjoin it. .ttlian states that the prefer-
ence of the lion for the camel's flesh is known to

the Arabs : he conjectures that it is an instinctive

desire, independent of experience, and thus at-

s to obviate the difficulty suggested by
Herodotus (Nat. An, xvii 36.).
For purposes of scientific 'reasoning, it would

be necessary to know the facto respecting the

attack of the lions on the camels of Xerxes with

greater detail and precision than thev are re-

ported by Herodotus, or could indeed have been
ascertained bj him after an interval of thirty or

forty Tear*. But there seems no reason (with
r

I ure, Hiit. of Lit. of Gr. vol. iv, p. 402.) to

discredit the account altogether ; and still less to

disbelieve his distinct statement that in his own
time the lion was found in the wild and moun-
tainous region of Northern Greece, extending
from the river Nestus in Tbrace, through Mace-

donia, Thessaly, and JEtolia, to the river Achc-
lous. Aristotle makes precisely the same state-

ment, in illustration of' the rarity of the lion,

1. vi. 31.) and he afterwards repeats it in

illustration of the local distribution of species, (ib.

viii. -Js ) 'I'!..- scientific character of Aristotle's

researches en natural history gives great weight
to his testimony. As he was a native of Stagira,
.ml had resided in Macedonia, he may be sup-
posed to have had opportunities of verifying it ;

and we cannot assume that he blindly followed

the account of Herodotus, although at an interval

of about a century he defines the range of the

lion by the same two rivers. Aristotle corrects

a physiological error of Herodotus in //. A. iii.

'

ten. An. ii. 2., and an error in the natural

history of fish in Gen. An. ii. 2., in which latter

passage he calls the historian 'Hpfforot A nv9o\&yo*.
It is therefore highly improbable that this in-

uuisitive, sceptical, and accurate philosopher
should have taken the other fact upon trust.

(See Rawlinson's note on Herod, ii. 93.) The
statement of Aristotle as to the occurrence of
the lion between the Nestus nnd Achelous is

repeated, with full belief, by Pliny, N. II. viii.

17. It is likewise reproduced by Pausanias, vi. 5.

3. in connexion with the exploits of Polydamas, an
athlete of immense strength, who was victor in

the pancratium in the 93rd Olympiad (408 B.C.).
Pausanias states that lions were at th.it time
found on Mount Olympus ; and that Polydamas,
emulating the achievement of Hercules at Nemea,
slew a lion on that mountain without any weapon.'

1.) Mat,-, that Lrsimaebns. while

bunting in Syria, bad an encounter iingly with a Hon.
and succeeded in killing it, though be was severely
*o-.mde ! in I h left shoulder. Thii occurrence, be thiuki.

Other marvellous feats of this Polydamas are
recounted by Pamanias, on the truth of which no
reliance can be placed ; but they were inscribed
on the base of Lis statue at Olyropia by Lyeippus.
(See also Suidas in noAuSo,
A fabulous story of two parent lions put.

a bear for the slaughter of their cubs, by t

sistance of a woodman, on Mount Pangn
Thrace, is told by .Elian (A". A
authority of Eudcmus. It is uncertain (<

writer of this name JElian refers. It may be ob-
'

served that Pangseum, though an uninhabited
mountain region, fitted fur the abode of wild

beasts, lies east of the Nestus, the limit fixed for

the lion, in this direction, by Herodotus and Ari-

phon, writing about 380 B.C., states in his

treatise on Hunting, that lions, jeopards, lynxes,
panthers, bears, and other similar beasts, are

caught in wild districts near Mount Pangssum, on
Mount Ci>jus to the cast of Macedonia, on Mount
Olympus in Mysio, on Mount Find us, on Mount
Nysa beyond Syria, and on other mountains

capable of supporting them. (Cyneg. c. xi. I.)
From the manner in which different sorts of wild
animals and different places are thrown together
in this passage, it is impossible to assign any one
animal to any one locality. There is no reason
to suppose that the leopard or panther was ever
found in Europe; but it may be fairly in

that Xenophon intended to describe the lion as

occurring in some of the mountains of Not them
Greece. Mount Cissus was close to Therm
lies exactly upon the line of inarch followed by
Xerxes, when bis camels were, according to

Herodotus, attacked by lions. The extent of
wild country on the Mysian Olympus is men*
tioned by Strab. xii. 8. 8. Of a Mount*Nysa

; beyond Syria nothing is known except from this

. passage. It may be observed that, in point of

time, Xenophon is about halfway between He-
rodotus and Aristotle. Herodotus was born in

*

484, Xenophon about 444, and Aristotle in 384
B.C.

Some poetical allusions confirm the idea that

the Greeks of the historical age believed in th<-

existence of the lion in their northern highlands.
Thus Pindar, in his third Nemean Ode, repre-

gave rise to the fable of Lysimachus having been ex-

posed to a lion by the command of Alexander
fable of his having been shut up with a lion, and I

mastered it, is related bv I'lin. \. II Km*, i.

9.6. Justin says that Lvsimachus thrust hit an
the lion's mouth, and kilfed the animal by tearing out
its tongue (xv. 8.). According to I'lut, Dtm. -J7

machos showed the marks on his legs and arms, of hu
supposed encounter with the lion, when he was shut n;
with it by order of Alexander. Manius A. ilius ( ilabn...

who was consul with Trajan in 91 is ., was compelled
by Domttian to fight as a gludhtor with a lar,

and succeeded in killing it (DioCaw. Ixvii. 14.)
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sents the youthful Achilles as hunting
lions and

wild boars in Thessaly (v. 46.), and in his ninth

Nemean, he describes the nymph Gyrene as

wrestling unarmed with a lion on Mt. Pelion (v.

26.) Euripides, in a choral passage of the Al-

cestis (v. 580.), speaks of Apollo when he became
the slave of Admetus, and tended his flocks,

being accompanied by the lynxes, which came to

hear the music of his lyre, and by the lions from
the woods of Othrys. Callimachus also mentions

lions on Mount Pelion, and on Mount Tinarus

near Dodona in Epirus. (Del. 120., Cer. 52.,

where see Spanheim's notes.)
The presence of the lion in Northern Greece,

during the historical period, appears likewise to

be indicated by those writers who expressly re-

mark that it was not found in Peloponnesus, as

Theocrit. Id, xxv. 183., and ^Elian, N. A., iii. 27.

The argument of the latter, founded upon Od.
vi. 104., is, however, of no force, as is remarked

by Nitzsch, Oct., vol. ii. p. 102. Polybius, in cor-

recting the mistatements of Timasus respecting
Africa, says that the elephant, the lion, the leo-

pard*, the antelope, and the ostrich, abound in

Africa ; but never occur in Europe (xii. 3. 5.).
Whether the lion was extinct in Northern Greece
in the time of Polybius (204 122 B.C.), or whe-
ther he was ignorant of its existence in that re-

gion, is uncertain. Dio Chrysostomus, however,
states that in his time (about 80 100 A.D.) there
were no lions in Europe, and that this animal had
become extinct in Macedonia and other parts of

Europe, where it had formerly been found. (Or.
xxi. 1.) Agathion, a man of great height and

strength, who lived in the time of Herodes Atti-

cus (104 180 A.D.), and was popularly called his

Hercules, complained that he could not emulate
one of the exploits of that mighty hero, because
" there were no longer any lions in Acarnania

"

(Philostrat., Vit. Soph., ii. 1. 15.). It will be ob-
served that the territory designated by Agathion
as the former home of the lion agrees nearly with
the determination of Herodotus and Aristotle,
who carry it as far as the river which bounds that

country to the east. It may be added that the

mythical story respecting Phalsecus, or Phayllus,
tyrant of Ambracia, represented him as having
been killed, when hunting, by a lioness.

The Italian mythology contains no allusion to
the lion, and there is no reason to suppose that
he ever was an inhabitant of the Italian peninsula,
not even of the Alps. The boast of Virgil with

respect to Italy may be taken as the expression of
a certain fact from the earliest times.

" At rabidae tigres absunt et soeva leonum
Semina." Georg. ii. 151.

*
Leopards were called by the Romans Africans, from

tlie country which furnished them to the Roman amphi-
theatre. (See Plin. viii. 17., and the commentators on
Suet. Calig. 18.)

The extirpation of the lion in Northern Greece

may be compared with its extirpation in Palestine

(see Winer, Bill. E. W. in Lowe), and with the

extirpation of the wolf in the British Isles. The
mention of the " Caledonian bear

"
in an epigram

of Martial (De Sped., 7.), is not however suffi-

cient to prove that the bear was ever a native of

Britain. The ideas of the ancients respecting the

origin of wild animals brought from foreign coun-
tries were often vague and inexact. Thus the

tiger is frequently called Hyrcanian ; though he
never was a native of the shores of the Caspian,
and in ancient as well as in modern times was not

found to the west of the Indus. Mr. Paley (ad

Prop., iii. 10. 21.) states that the lion was once
found in our island : but there is no reason to

suppose that this animal ever inhabited any part
of central or western Europe ; although the Ni-

belungen lied represents Siegfried as hunting the

lion on the banks of the Rhine.
The lion appears to have become extinct in

Syria, Asia Minor, and Northern Greece. In
other regions this animal, though not extinct, has

become rare, where he was anciently common.
Buflbn says that the race of lions is daily dimin-

ishing in Northern Africa. The Romans, says

Shaw, derived from ,Libya, for the use of the

games, fifty times more lions than could be found
there at present. Lacepede remarks that the lioo

has much diminished since twenty centuries in

Southern Asia, in the mountains of Atlas, in the

forests near the great desert of Zaara, and in the

different countries adjoining the north of Africa

(see Nouo. Diet. d'Hist. Nat., torn. vi. pp. 82-3.)
The abundance of lions in Northern Africa in

antiquity is proved by numerous testimonies. Thus
Diodorus describes the multitude of lions in Ethi-

opia, and he states that many cities of Libya had
been depopulated by lions from the desert

(iii. 23.

30. 43.) .2E15an represents a Libyan nation, called

the Nomaans, to have been extirpated by lions

(2V. A., xvii. 27.). The abundance of lions and

panthers in Mauritania is remarked by Strabo

(xviii. 3, 4.), who states that the Nomads of

Northern Africa were originally prevented from

cultivating the soil, and driven to a wandering
life, by the multitude of wild beasts (ii.

5. 33.).
Horace characterises Africa as the nursing mother
of lions :

" Nee Jubse tellus generat, leonum
Arida nutrix." Carm. i. 22.

The large number of lions exhibited at tbe

games of the Roman amphitheatre, which must
have been almost exclusively procured from Africa,

proves the comparative frequency of this animal
in ancient times in that country. It will be ob-

served that the wild beasts exhibited at these

artificial hunts *, or combats, were all killed, and,

*
Concerning the venationes in the Roman circus, see

Panvinius de Ludis Circensibus, ii. 3. in Grsev. The*.
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that the Bon did notMM HOB did not appear on

Pliny inform, us that Sylla,

Prartor, exhibited 100 lion* with mane* in

the fitfhts of the circus ; that afterwards, Pompey
exhibited 600, of which 315 had manes; and

, 400. (A
r
. //., viii. 16.) The number of

DOM exhibited by Pompey is stated bj Dio Cas-

siuj at 500 (xxxix. 38.) It seems that Sylla was
the first to exhibit the lions loose in the arena;

previous!/ to his time they bad been tied up, and
bad been killed without any risk to the assailant.

The lions in question were despatched by iaveli-

neers, who had been sent by Bocchus, king of Mau-
ritania, from which region the animals themselves

bad probably been procured (Sen. dt Breo. Vit
,

c. 13.). Strabo likewise mentions that the Ro-
mans procured the slayers of wild beasts from

Mauritania, on account of their experience and
skill (ii. 5. 33.). Germanicus exhibited fights of
200 lions in the Hippodrome (Dio Cass., Ivi. 27.) ;

300 lions were slam with javelins by the body-
guards of Nero (76., Ixi. 9.) ; 100 lions and 100
lionesses were slain in the time of Adrian (/&.,
Uix. 8). The emperor Marcus Antoninus ex-

hibited 100 lions in the amphitheatre, all of which
were killed by arrows (Jul. Capitol, in AT An-
toAiJt., c. 17. ; Kutrop.,

viii. <>.) In the time of
m there were sixty tame lions at Rome (Jul.

Capitol, in Gord i 33.). The emperor Probus
exhibited 100 lions and 100 lionesses in the games
of the circus (Vopiscus in Prob. t 19.).

Other accounts describe the total number of
animal* killed ; but without specifying the species.
Thus Titus is stated, at the dedication of his am-

phitheatre, to have exhibited in one day 5000 .

wild animals of all sorts (Suet. Tit. 7. ; Eutrop.
vii. 14.)- Dio Cassius describes 9000 tame and
wild animals as being slain on this occasion (Ixvi.

25.). At the games celebrated by Trajan in 107
j

A.D , after the termination of the Dacian war, '

1100 tame and wild animals are stated to have
|

been killed (Dio Cass. Ixviii. 15.). Seven hun-
dred animals of all sorts, including lions and

lionesses, were slain at an exhibition of Severus

(Dio Cass. Ixxvi. 1.). The number of panthers
cxliit itcd on different occasions is likewise worthy
of notice, as these animals were procured from
Africa. Thus Augustus is reported to have ex-
hibited 600 panthers at the dedication of the

theatre of MarceUns, all of which were slain for

the amusement of the people (Dio Cass. liv. 26.).

Augustus himself states, in the M<m*me*t*m
Atcyrtnitm, that be bad given twenty-six exbibi-

ftm. A*t.. vol. ix. p. 876. ; Becker, JKmdUcA dtr RSm.
Alt., vol Iv. p. 6*1 666.; flfctmndUt JfesnM, vol. x.

(Mtt ,,, ,.:.

1 bo rosabatams, who despatched the wild beasts, wen
caJUd confcctom ferarem

s
(Scot Ort.f 4S.). The flrat

MM(M> of lions and panther, u exhibited ia the Beman
ia IM .r. (Livy, xxxix. ft.)

turns of panthers in the circus or forum or amj.hi-
theatres, at which about 3500 were kiil-1 (p. 34.,

ed. Zumpt). It may be true, as Dio remarks

(xliii. 22.), that these numbers are likely to have
been exaggerated

: but after all due allowm

exaggeration has been made, it must be ai

that the number of lions and panthers exh
at a single festival by the Romans far exceeds the
number which could be procured from the same
countries at the present day. Zimmerman n

bv Camus, in his notes to Aristotle's History of
Animal* (p. 432.), attributes the diminution of
lions in Northern Africa to two eanaas. 1. The
large number killed by the Romans. 2. The use
of fire-arms.

The wild animals in the Roman provinces were

preserved, in order that they might be taken alive,
and transported to Rome for the sports <>f th<

circus. A law of Honorius, of the year 414 \ i. .

diisami to Africa, permits Romans to kill lion?,

but not to hunt or to sell them (Cod. Theod. xv. 1 1 .

1. ; Cod. Just. xi. 44.). Claudian, in his poem on
the Second Consulship of Stilicho (vv. 237. ??.),
describes at length the process by which wild
animals were collected from various regions for

the fights of the amphitheatre, and conveyed to

Rome. Africa is specified as the country from
which lions are procured, and these animals are
described as brought in ships across the Etruscan
sea.

Grimm, Reinbart Fuchs, p. xlvi., remarks that
the

importance
of the

part played by the lion, as

king of beasts, in the JEsnpian fable, renders the

European origin of this class of fiction suspicions.
But it is to be remembered that the lion was
a native of Syria, and of the interior of Asia

Minor; that in the age of /Esop he was still found
in Northern Greece ; and that his name and habits

were familiar to the Greeks from the Homeric

poems. On the other hand, the tiger, which was
unknown to the Greeks until the age of Alexan-
der, never appears as a character in the Utopian
fables. The most ancient fable in which the tiger
bears a part is that of Avianus (Fab. 17), who
probably lived about the fifth century.

G. C. LBWIC.

"MOLLY MOO."

The Quarterly Review has, of late years, usually
had a pleasant article on one or other

ties of England ; and, in the number just issued,
Berkshire M celebrated. On the traveller's pre-
sumed arrival at Wokingham, the writer ob-

serves :

* Of coarse he will pat up at (he Koee Inn, and order

his dinner in the parlour where Swift and Gay and
their company caromed one wet dav. ami wrote the song
of 'Molly Mog' in their rupa. John MoK .

maid of the Inn, waa then landlord of the Reaa,
and bad two daughter*. Molly and Sally, of whom Sally
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was in fact the cruel beauty, and the subject of the song.

But the wits were too far gone to distinguish ; and so the

honor, if honor there be, has clung to Molly, who, after

all, died a spinster at the age of 67."

All this is very pleasant ;
but the Rose Inn at

Wokingham, kept by the Mogs, had more tradi-

tions than the writer seems to have been aware

of; it had its room called Pope's room, its chair

called Pope's chair, and there was an inscription on

a pane of glass in Pope's room said to have been

written by Pope. But when I was at Wokingham,
two or three years ago, what had been the old Inn
was the great mercer's shop ; and in the necessary

process of adaptation, had been so dismantled and

changed, that a cupboard only could be found
which had once stood in Pope's room ; and the

inercer, in answer to inquiries after the pane of

glass, said there was some of the glass taken out

of the old window still in a garret, but he was not

aware that there was any writing on it.

The true old Rose Inn the present mercer's

shop was situated next door to the Bush Inn,
and was last kept by the sister of Mrs. Lane of the

Bush. An old inhabitant told me that she re-

membered that "
Molly Mog," with some verses

'underneath, was written ou the old sign. What
had become ofPope's chair, or of the old sign, I did

not learn
;
but it strikes me as probable that they

passed as a part of the stock-in-trade to the new
Rose, which is situated on the opposite side of the

market-place.
The assertion that Sally was the beauty, and

that the " wits were too far gone to distinguish,"
and thus Molly became the immortal, was told

half a century since by Lysons ;
but no authority

was givn, and it is contradicted, I think, inferen-

tially, by the announcement in the Gentleman's

Magazine Deaths, 1 766, March 7 " Mrs. Mary
Mogg, at Oakingham : she was the person on
whom Gay wrote the song of *

Molly Mogg.'
"

Farther, one at least of the wits must have known
the sisters intimately, and was not likely to fall

into such an error. Wokingham, or Oakingham,
was the nearest town to Pope's residence : his

letters were addressed to Binfield, near Oaking-
ham. The Rose was the inn he must have fre-

quented, whether he went there on foot or on

horseback, on pleasure or on business
;
and that

he did go there frequently might be inferred from
these circumstances, and is confirmed by the tra-

dition which gives us Pope's room and Pope's
chair. Lysons farther tells us that Edward
Standen, of Arborfield,

"
is said to have been the

enamoured swain to whom, the song alludes."

Lysons must mean, I suppose, that the poet wrote,
or affected to write, in the character of Standen.
Was Standen the curate of Wokingham, or of
some adjoining parish? a mere inference from
one touch of the humility of the " enamoured" :

" To be sure she's a bit for the Vicar,
And so I shall lose Molly Mog."

Is there any evidence that Swift, whom the
, writer in the Quarterly makes one of the party at
! the Rose, was ever either at Wokingham or at

Binfield ? M. M.

KELP.

Barilla or Barrilla was a Spanish name given
to several species of the genera Salicornia, Sal-

sola, Suada, Chenopodina, and their allies, some of
which were at one time extensively cultivated in

Valentia ;
their ashes, after being burned, yield-

ing the Barilla of commerce. Some countries

preferred one species ; others another.

Kelp, on the other hand, is obtained solely by
burning sea-weed : the best for soda being the

"cut-weed," and principally Fucus vesiculosus;
the best for iodine being the "

drift-weed," such
as the species of Laminaria. Can any of your
correspondents inform me when, where, and by
whom the idea of manufacturing kelp arose, and
what gave rise to the name itself? It is useless

to consult such incorrect compilations as Loudon's
various works, or any modern popular works,
where Kelp and Barilla are often confounded on
account of the similarity of produce after combus-
tion ; nor can I rely on any modern works on
Materia Medica, except Pereira's and Chris tison's,

and these throw no light on the precise point.

Algological books, although alluding to the manu-
facture during last century, are also silent as to

its origin.
* The late Dr. Patrick Neill of Edin-

burgh, under the article
"
Fuci," in the Edinburgh

Encyclopedia, edited by Brewster, states as fol-

lows :

" The making of Kelp from sea-weed was practised in

France and England for more than half a century before the
manufacture was introduced into Scotland. Mr. 'James
Fea of Whitehall in Stronsay was the first person in

Orkney who (about 1722) exported a cargo of Kelp:
he sailed with it himself to Newcastle ; and his success
in the enterprise soon aroused the attention of the Orca-
dians."

Is there any evidence that kelp (i. e. the article

from sea-weed) was ever manufactured on the coasts

of England as above stated ? or that it has been so

in France before the present century, when iodine

was prepared from it?* From Dr. Neill using
the tautological expression,

"
kelp from sea-weed,"

I have reason to suspect that he has confounded
the French Barilla or Soude with kelp ; but as to

England Barilla could not be meant. What, then,
was it which was manufactured in England half

a century prior to 1722 ? Under the influence of

* As soda is now prepared almost entirely from sea-

salt, "cut-weed" kelp, which was so much valued during
last century, is rarely to be seen in the market at the

present day ;
while "drift-weed "

kelp is still, on account
of the iodine it yields, manufactured in the north of Ire-

land and west of Scotland, whence it is imported into

Glasgow to a large amount.
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the Gulf-stream, Funu nricmlonu could hare been
obtained in sufficient abundance in the North and

West of Irfbmd, although I do not know that it

was burned there for kelp till the beginning or

middle of last century. Is there then a mistake

as to England?
At to the name, I am aware that celp is now a

word for kelp, but I cannot trace its root

to that language, and it seems to be merely the

English appellation with a Gaelic orthography (c

being pronounced as k in English) : the genuine
Gaelic expression is luath ftamnach, literally, athtt

of if,i-ictcd. Can kelp be connected with the

name of the person who first discovered it ?

Perhaps some of your readers about Newcastle
mav be able to unravel the subject, as kelp seems
to have been first or principally tued there.

KAFOLBOH8 ESCAPE FHOM ELBA.

The following short sentence from Rogers'* Re-
collections is, in the absence of the vol., extracted

from the Athenaeum for June 18, 1859, p. 799. :

When Buonaparte left Elba for France I (the Duke
r.f Wellington) was at Vienna, and receiyed the news from
Lord Bnrghersh, oar minister at Florence, The instant

it came I communicated it to every member of the Con-

great, and all laughed; the Emperor of Russia most of

This, coupled with the manifest desire of jour

correspondents
to obtain the exact time at which

the tidings detailing the particulars of the crown-

ing victory at Waterloo arrived in England,
prompted the desire to forward the following ver-

sion, though differing in many essential points
from the one quoted above. It may not have ap-
peared in print, but it has a wide circulation in

England as well as upon the Continent.

ft is well known that, at the time Napoleon
landed, the monarch* ofEurope were assembled with
their ministers at Vienna. The King of Saxony,
who had too closely allied himself to the fortunes

of the falling Emperor, and for his own interest

too closely adhered to that alliance, was forbidden
to approach that capital ; but, as circumstances
rendered it necessary that some conferences should
be held with him, he was directed to take up his

abode at Fresburg.
To this city the ministers of the three great

powers repaired, probably to decide on that mon-
arch's future destiny. The chateau assigned for

their residence was small ; the Prince of Rohan,
who was attached to the French minister, could

only be accommodated with a temporary bed in

the large salle. At one end of this mile was a
room in which slept the Duke of Wellington;
at the other end was the apartment occupied by
the Prince Metternich, and beside tl:c salle was
the dormitory of the Prince Tolleyrand.

The arbitrators bad retired to rest en the night
of the memorable llth of March, a rest fated

be both suddenly ai :> disturbed by an
event pregnant with the destinies of the world.

The Prince of Rohan, an early sufferer, was
aroused from his sleep by the words "

Rohan,
take this to Talleyrand." Unable for a moment to

shake off his lethargy, the words were repeated
with increased emphasis.

" Take (his to the Prince

Talleyrand, be raut see it directly." By this tl:

the astonished attache wss enabled to colled him-
self sufficiently to discover the Duke of Welling-
ton standing only in bis night apparel by his bed-

side, holding a fetter in his hand, which he had

just received from Lord Burghersh, announcing
the landing of the notable prisoner from Elba at

Cannes on the 3rd inst, upon the scene of his for-

mer sovereignty. Talleyrand received his dis-

patches about two hours later, and last, though in

his own country, and after a lap*e of nearly the

same time, the Prince Metternich received his

packet. Rest and sleep were in?tontly ban:

all immediately rose from their be<l., and by six
! o'clock were at the breakfast-table.

The preliminaries of a hasty trcsty were then

arranged with the King of Saxony, and by elc\

o'clock they were in their carriages, and retraced

with all possible expedition the route for Vienna.
HEXKY I >' A \ KM T

minor gotr*.

Lord ffowc. The remains of (ieorge Augustus
third Viscount Howe (who was killed at i

deroga in 1758) were brought to Albany*, N. Y.,
and interred under the episcopal church there.

The old church having been pulled down, a new
building is now in progress of erection. It is in the

principal part of the city, which is the capital of
the state. This seems to be, therefore, a fitting

opportunity for the erection of a mural tablet to

the memory of that brave officer and nobleman.
O'C.

Harry-Softhuter. Fuller and Ray both give
this

phrase
as a Cambridge proverb; but their

solutions have not been considered satisfactory
either by Grose (Provincial Antiqmtiet) or others.

In Urnuhart and Motteaux's translation of Kale-

lau (ok. ii. chap. 17.) we find the phrase "Arrian

Sophisters." On reference to the original it is

simply "les artitien sophistes," the gradu.v
arts. Is it

probable
that the corruption < i /r/i.v-

ticm to Arrian, and thence to Harry, is the true

solution of the phrase? A. A.

Poets' Corner.

Error* I'M Debrett. In the edition of Debrett's

Peerage, revised and corrected bv Henry Collen,

Esq , Lend., 1849, the name of the 2i

Falkland, who was killed at Newbur) ,
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"Henry." His name was Lucius, according to

the Rolls Office, Beatson, Burke, and Walpole's

Royal and Noble Authors.

Under the title
"
Hastings," p. 399. of the same

work, George, 3rd Baron Hastings, is represented
as having been created Earl of Huntingdon 8th

;

Dec. 1523. Per contra, on p. 436., under title

41
Huntingdon," we have "

George, Lord Hastings i

(the same nobleman) created Earl of Huntingdon
'

in 1529. These discrepancies are not commend- i

able. O'C.
j

Original of the FausL Legends. Mr. Dasent,
;

in the very interesting introduction prefixed to

bis Popular Tales from the Norse (Edinb. 1859),
Las the following Note :

" About the same time (the middle of the thirteenth

century) began to spread the notion of formal written

arguments between the Fiend and men who were to be
his after a certain time, during which he was to help
them to all earthly good. This too came with Chris-

tianity from the East. The first instance was Theophilus,
vicedominus of the Bishop of Adana, whose fall and con-
version form the original of all the Faust Legends. See

Xjrimm, D.M. 969, and 'Theophilus in Icelandic, Low
German, and other Tongues, by G. W. Dasent, Stockholm,
1845,' where a complete account of the literature of the

Legend may be found." P. cxi.

As I have neither of these works within reach,

perhaps some correspondent will kindly favour
me with an outline of the life of this Theophilus,
and an abstract of Mr. Dasent's "complete account
of the literature of the Legend," at least of such

part of it as is not generally known amongst
Faust Editors? Even so accomplished a scholar

as Mr. Hayward is not aware of " the original of

all the Faust Legends ;

"
and, in the " Historical

Notice of the Story of Faust, and the various Pro-
ductions in Art and Literature that have grown out
of it," which is appended to his admirable Transla-
tion of Faust, he makes no mention of Theophilus.

ElRIONNACH.
P.S. It were much to be wished that Mr. Da-

sent would reprint his
" Introduction

"
in a sepa-

rate form.

Faber v. Smith. A friend of mine, who is no
j

mean scholar, tells me that he believes that the
i

English surname Faber is only another attempt
to struggle out of Smith, by turning it into Latin.
What is the verdict of "N. & Q." on this deriva-
tion ? JOHN G. TALBOT.

to say,
" the Right Rev. the Bishop of Sarum mentioned

in his History of the Reformation, which he met with in
the exquisite library of Mr. Richard Smith, as he told a
friend of mine. But notwithstanding my inquiry after

them, I had not the good fortune to see them, nor to find
into whose hands they were come, after the selling of that

library by auction."

1. I desire to be helped to the place where Bur-
net speaks of this correspondence. I do not re-

collect, and cannot find it.

2. I learn from "N. & Q.," 2nd S. iii. 112, 113.,
that Richard Smith's library was sold by auction
in May and June, 1682, and that " a copy of the
Sale Catalogue, with manuscript prices, is now in

the British Museum." Does that copy, perad-
venture, contain entries of purchasers as well as

prices ? Might we by its help ascertain what be-
came of papers of such exceeding interest ?

3. If not, is there any other mode of finding
out whether the letters are yet in existence, and
if so, where? I am extremely anxious to obtain
some trace, and, if possible, use of the letters in

question, and shall therefore be much obliged by
any attention to this Query. W. M.

Baltimore, U. S.

[These Letters do not occur in the list of MSS. con-
tained in Smith's Catalogue, which only gives the prices,
not the purchasers. Burnet (Hist, of Reformation, edit.

1829, vol. i. pt. i. p. 186.) alludes to Grineus's letters in a
MS. in R. Smith's library.]

BETTERS OF CRANMER AND OSIANDER : RICHARD
SMITH'S BOOK SALE, 1682.

Strype (Memorials of Abp. Cranmer, b. i. c. iii.

TO!, i. p. 15. ed. Svo. Ox.), says that " a great cor-

respondence was maintained by letters between
'Cranmer and Osiander 'long after' 1539."

" A parcel of these letters in manuscript," he goes on !

ULPHILAS.

In Butler's Horce BiUica, p. 133., 5th edit.,
it is stated :

"
Ernesti, in his Institutio, says,

that Ulphilas,. Bishop of the Goths, translated
the New Testament into the Gothic language, in

the fourth century ;

"
and the Chevalier Bunsen,

in his Signs of the Times, letter iii. pp. 69. 71.,
London edition, 1856, speaks of a translation

made, about A.D. 370, by Ulphilas,
" the first and

greatest apostle of the Germans," and inventor of
the Gothic alphabet, of " the whole Bible, ex- ^
cept the books of Kings, from the Greek into his

own noble language a language that owns the
same ancient origin with, and is the most closely
allied to, their primitive tongue." Was Ulphilas's
a translation of the New Testament only, or of
the whole Bible, except the books of Kings ?

Butler also states (I. c.), that "
this version is

supposed to be the version of the Gospels which
was published at Dordrect ... in 1665 .... at

Amsterdam in 1684 ;
at Stockholm in 1672 ;

. . .

and at Oxford in 1750." Was this version limited

to the four Gospels, or did Butler commit an over-

sight in using that limited term ? If the version

was not so limited, did it, or did Ulphilas's original

translation, contain the verse of the three heavenly

witnesses, 1 John, v. 7. ? Is it beyond question
that that verse is in the old Vatican MS. Greek
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Testament, the recent publication of which is

nfKl in the British Quarterly Review for

r, 1858? It will be interesting also to

learn, whether it is to be he old MS.
Bible which Professor Tischendorf, of Leipsic, in

a letter addressed to the Saxon Minister of Public

Instruction in March last, announced as having t

been by him discovered at Cairo, and as being as
,

old as, if not older, than the Vatican MS.
VUls Maria, Canada.

jHtnor durrtrf.

Ca**ce*erhirc Churchet. J. W. G. OUTCR
would feel very grateful for any information,

architecturally or otherwise, connected with any
of the Gloucestershire churches, which he is at

present engaged in photographing. He has to

thank several correspondents who have kindly

responded to his request in a former number of
44 N. & Q.,* but still seeks for farther memoranda
from those more conversant with the county than

himself. A line addressed, 6. Norfolk Terrace,
rill be duly acknowledged.

Asm* of 1810. Can anyone refer me to an
account of the great Methodist revival which took
place in or about 1810? \..l\.D.\).

Brathwaite. Can sny of your readers inform
me of the authority for the following Brathwaite
coat of arms? "Or, a horn sable, with a ban-
derick of the same." I have found i

of the Beautie* of England awl Wale*, fol

It was
published by Sherwood, Neely, and Jones,

and written by the Rev. Mr. Hodgson. He states
" from whom (i.e. Brathwaite of Ambleside) the
Brathwaites of Warcop and Burnenhead were de-
scended." From the Harl. MSS. the Brathwaites
of Ambleside, Warcop, and Bnrneshead had for

their coat of arms,
"
Gules, on a chevron argent,

three cross croaslets, fitchce sable."

Dmndalk Accommodation. An officer serving
in William III.'s time says, he lodged in his

clothes with Dundalk accommodation, at one of

the villages. What was " Dundalk accommoda- I

lion,** and whence the origin of the term ?
4

* O'C. ;

Harding Family. Can any of vour readers

inform me from what branch of the family James,
a schoolmaster residing in the neighbourhood of

Lanercost Priory, Cumberland, was descended?

He was interred there in 1788, aged seventy-four

years, and is, I apprehend, the same James who
|

was christened there in 1714, and described as a

son of Christopher Harding. ALPHA.

Mill* in Ireland. I have a very well- I

MS. volume by Peter Bernard, with I

pen-and-ink drawings of several mills, and en-

titled
M Front Views of Mills appropriated to the

use of Scutching Machinery in the Provinces of

Leinster, Munster, and Connaught" (1819). It

likewise ground plans and descriptive
it is dedicated to the " Trustees; and i

of the Linen and Hempen Manufactures of Ire-

land." Is any similar volume relative to Ulster in

Story of Martha! TVrcnae. What is the story
alluded to by Pope, in his

"
Epilogue to the Sa-

tires," in the passage beginning
"
It angered Turenae ones upon a day

H
?

I have looked into the notes to several e<!

and do not find the anecdote. Perhaps some of

your readers will kindly refer me A. A.

f Will oar correspondent furnish the refcrsoss where
thw term ocean* Eft.]

Sir Stephen Jenint, Lord Mayor of London in
1 508. The pedigree of this city worthy's f

or any particulars of him or hit family, from 1500
to 1700, would much oblige a constant re a

r.(

BookteUer* List*. When did the practice of
booksellers printing, at the end of books, lists of
the various works published by them first cora-
ni. :. r

Id it not be doing a good work for English

Bibliography to print some specimens of the ear-

liest of these lists in " X. & Q. ?** If accompanied
by brief notes illustrative of the books
authors

peculiarities
of editions, &c , such arti-

cle?, it is obvious, would add greatly to the value
of " N. & Q.** as a Bibliographical Repertory.

Greek Word. M That Greek word which sig-
nifies that which will endure to be held up to and

judged,by the sunlight,** writes Trench (On the

Study of Word*, 7th edit, p. 6.) What is the

Greek word alluded to ? VETAH RHEGBD.

Lady Arabella Denny. It appears from tlu

Dublin Freeman'* Journal (July 20, 1765) that

"The Right Hon. Lady Arabella Denny was compli-
mented with her freedom of said Guild [of Merchants],
as a mark of their eateera for her Udyahip, for her many
great charities and constant care of the poor foundling
children in the City Workhoune ; and [that] Friday
being Assembly Dar, her Ladrship WM ordered to be

presetted with the freedom of this City [of Dubiia] in a

silver box."

My object in sending these particulars
ascertain whether any other females, in Du
elsewhere, have been similarly honoured. Lady
Arabella Denny 1 90.) appears to have
been a real philanthropist. ABHBA.

Earldom of Me\forL Boatson's Political Index,

part ii. p. 1 70., stales that the Scotch earldom of

Melfort was forfV >n. I,, iv;:,.,r,

Debrett, 1849, p. 889, the year is 1695. v

is correct f
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St. Patrick's Ridges. Where may I find full

and satisfactory information respecting St. Pa-
trick's ridges ? ABHBA.

Encaustic Paintings at Pompeii. These decora-

tions have been so designated, and yet on ex-

amination they appear to have been executed in

tempera. There is a sort of glaze on them, which
is not unlike encaustic, but does not penetrate
far enough into the plaster. On excavating the

colour-shops, each was found to contain a very
large quantity of what we commonly call resin.

At the time of my sojourn there it was suggested
that a sort of varnish might have been made of

oils and resins
; applied to the painting with a

brush
; and, when dry, that irons might have

been passed over them sufficiently hot to melt
the resin, and so form a semi-encaustic glaze.
In true encaustic painting the colours are mixed
with wax and oil, and hot irons passed over the

painting when executed, so as to melt the wax,
and cause the colours to sink into the plaster, in

a manner analogous to fresco vero. Experi-
ments were undertaken at the time, but I have
not heard the result. Can any of your readers
afford information on this curious subject ? A. A.

Poets' Corner.

" The Parliament of Pimlico
"
and " The Olio"

Two political periodicals, printed in Dublin

shortly before the Union of Great Britain and

Ireland, and respectively entitled Proceedings and
Debates of the Parliament of Pimlico, in the Last
Session of the Eighteenth Century, and The Olio ;

or, Anythingarian Miscellany, attracted a very
considerable share of public attention. They
were published by Vincent Dowling, the latter

being a continuation of the former ; and the de-
bates of the Irish Parliament were paraphrased
by him with much ability, and contain numerous
local allusions applied with admirable wit and

propriety. Dowling, who finally, after many vi-

cissitudes, became connected "with The Times

newspaper, issued a large number of ballads and
jeux d"esprit against the proposed union with
Great Britain.

For the sake of those who may"wish to be in-

formed respecting these clever publications, I
have made a Note, referring for some interest-

ing particulars to Gilbert's History of the City
of Dublin, vol. iii. pp. 3436. ABHBA.

Aborough or Borough Family. Information is

requested relative to the family of Aborough or

Borough, supposed originally to have been De
Burgh, resident at Calais during the reign of Hen.
VIII. Are any Calais papers known to exist be-
side the large collection of letters of the Lords
Lisle and Cobham, the last governors of that

colony, the State Papers, and The Chronicle of
Calais, by the Camden Society? Is anything

known of the papers of Richard Turpyn, who was
4
'pursuyvant of armes in Caleys at the losse thereof,
and there dwelled and inhaby ted ?

"
CALISIAN.

Gilbert Burnet, M.A. Was the Rev. Gilbert

Burnet, Vicar of Coggeshall in Essex, and minister
of St. James's, Clerkenwell, 1743 46, in any way
related to Bishop Burnet ? WT

att, in the Biblio-
theca Britannica, erroneously states that he was
" the bishop's second son," and confounds the

literary productions of Gilbert Burnet, vicar of

Coggeshall, with those of Gilbert Burnet, M.A,,
second son of the Bishop of Salisbury, chaplain to

King George I., and rector of East Barnet, who
died a bachelor in 1726, and was buried in the
chancel of the parish church of East Barnet.

{Burnet Papers, Addit. MS. 11,404. f. 120.)
His contemporary, the vicar of Coggeshall, sur-

vived him many years, but died suddenly of

apoplexy at Clerkenwell, Jan. 28, 1745-6, aged
forty-eight, leaving two young children orphans,
and almost unprovided for. Two volumes of
Practical Sermons by the Rev. Gilbert Burnet,
M.A., 8vo. 1747, were published by subscription
for their benefit. W. J. PINKS.

Othello by Haujf. Has Othello by Hauff been
translated from the German into English? and
is the right of translation reserved to the author's

executors or others ? Q.

Ralph Roheby, of Rokeby, co. York, married

, daughter and heiress of Danby ofYaf-
forth, near North Allerton. Can any of your cor-

respondents give their names? From him is the
house of Skyers, of a fourth brother. Who is the

present representative of the Rokeby family ?

C. J. D. INGLEDEW.

iHtnnr &uer(e im'tft

Pandy. This was the name given to the rebel

Sepoys during the late mutiny. Whence is it

derived? It can scarcely be from Pandya, be-
cause these principalities are in the south of India,
and the mutinies took place in the north. A. A.

Poets' Corner.

[The name is derived from one Mnngal Pandy, a sepoy
in the 34th native infantry, who at the time of the out-
break was stationed at Barrackpore. On the 29th March,
1857, Pandy, roused to a state of excitement by the use
of intoxicating drugs, armed himself with a sword and a
loaded musket, traversed the lines, and called upon his

comrades to rise. Lieutenant Baugh, hearing of this

man's conduct, rode hastily to the lines. Mungal Pandy
fired, missed the officer, but struck the horse. The lieu-

tenant, in self-defence, fired his pistol, but missed aim ;

whereupon the sepoy attacked him sword in hand. The
dark feature in this transaction was that many hundred
men in the regiment looked on quietly without offering
to protect the lieutenant from his assailant. With much
difficulty, Pandy was eventually secured by Major-
general Hearsey, and executed on the 8th of April. See
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Rtvvlt, by Henrj Mead, 1807,
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.ml TV
p. 57.]

Ret. Thomas Harrison. Wanted information

regarding Thomas Harrison, author of liellc-

shaszar, a dramatic poem, also of Sermons. What
waa the date of his death P Z. A.

[Nu holt (/x*cc*<er*Air. iii. 382.) has the following
note: "Mr. Harrison had been a dissenting minuter,
but conformed. He was inducted into tbe vicarage of

lUtdidfe, April 16. 1729, and was buried in St Peter's

churchyard, St Alban's, with the following epitaph:
Here Ueth tbe body of tbe Uev. Mr. Thomas Harrison,

late Vicar of IlaMine in Leicestershire, who departed this

life 30 March, 1745, aged 61 Mrs. Wary Harrison, bit

mournful relict, who died 29 August, 1747, aged 53.' "]

Route Map of Saitzerlind. I shall be glad to

learn through the medium of your pages what

map of Switzerland is to be preferred by an in-

tending pedestrian, in point of accuracy and com-

pleteness, the size of course not being such aa to

encumber the pocket or knapsack. T. M.

[Our correspondent will of course provide himself with

Murray's Handbook for flsfftswisBsi and from that be
will learn that - the New Map of Switzerland, scale JjU,,
published by the Federal Government, under the direc-

tion of General Dufour, and sold by all the booksellers, is

by fsr the best. This map contains not onlv every road
and every path of importance, bnt even every single
boose and barn, but is too large for pedestrian*/' Mur-
ray's Handbook is accompanied with a Clue Map of Swit-
zerland for travellers,]

It. Roxby and J. Shield. Could you give me
some account of these two Newcastle poets, and
tie titles of their worka ? /.. \.

[RoBBKT Roxnr was bora at Needless Hall, Reeds-
dale, Northumberland, and led a rambling kind of life

until his twenty-fifth year, when he became a banker's
clerk. In 1808, he published The Lay of tkt fTnsjjjIu

Muutnl, ballad poem. In 1822, in conjunction witb
Mr. Doubleday, he published a series of lyrics, entitled,
Tkt Coamttdait tfafti? Sony,. Several copies of verses,
contributed by him, will be found in Richardson's Table
Book, and other local works. He died on July 30, 1846.
in Newcastle, aged 79. There is a portrait of him, exe-
cuted in 1838, by Nicholson, from a sketch by Train.
Joan Mm ti> was formerly an extensive grocer in

Newcastle. His local songs have considerable excellence
for their humour ami imagination, especially bis comic I

production
- My Lord "Size," written on the accidental

Call into tbe Tyne of Mr. Baron Graham. Of a sstiesM
character bis song of " Poor Tom, the Blind Boy," and !

the verses be addressed to Greathead, one of tbe inven-
tors of the life-boat, sufficiently prove the versatility of
bis talent Mr. Shields died on Aug. 6, 1848, at BroW
baagfa, near I lexham, aged 80. See Latimcr's Local
Abeonfc, pp. 217. 249 , 1857.]

ftfpltr*.

DCAM COJIYBEABX'a " BLEUEXTAXY LECTtBES.**

(2* 8. vii. SOS.)
Your correspondent R. C. aaked whether a

work, entitled aa Elementary Course o/Lectnres on

the Criticism, Interpretation and Leading Doctrines

of the titbit, by the late Dean Convbeare, first

published in 1834, had been reprinted?
A note to that Query gives a reply in the nega-

tive ; but that statement I am glad to contradict,

agreeing cordially in opinion with your corre-

spondent
aa to the value of this little volume.

Some time ago I made inquiries as to the exist-

ence of a second edition, but unsuccessfully
I therefore concluded with the editor of "N. &
Q." thut the work had not been reprinted. At
length I ascertained that it had been rcpublished
in 1836. Tbe work appeared to me to be well

adapted for the use of readers of a humbler class

than the students to whom the Lectures were

originally addressed, viz. tbe intelligent, acute,

deep-thinking artisans, of whom a certain M.P.,
intimately acquainted with them, remarked,

" that
with much natural talent they are, alas! to<>

unbelievers." For such readers, portions of this

work are admirably suited, aa it is indeed for men
in all ranks of life who arc beset with religious
doubt "doubt as to the reality of truth, or
doubt as to its application to ourselves."

The excellent and learned author concurr. 1 in

this opinion ; and on the very eve of his death, he

expressed bis willingness to revise the work with
the especial view of placing it in the hands of
those to whom allusion has been made. After his

death, and before the 2nd edition had been disco-

vered, the work was committed for revision to an
able divine and classical scholar, who has also gone
to his rest ; and the publication of the work, in

another form, has, for the present at least, been
abandoned. I may add that the later edition of
1836 was enlarged to the extent of nearly 200

pages. A lecture is prefixed, "On the right

Application of Classical and Scientific Education
to the Purposes of Theological Instruction." To
this lecture four Appendixes are subjoined : one
from the

pen
of the late Professor Blunt,

** On the

probable History of the Successive Production of
the several Evangelical Narratives, and on tln>

undesigned Coincidences which they exhibit."

This masterly paper the Professor possibly ex-

panded into one of those admirable volumes for

which the Church of Christ is so deeply indebted.

I have replied thus fullv to the Query of your

correspondent R. Cn believing that the work in

question may not be so generally known aa it

deserves to be. Aa the production of a learned

divine one also famed for his scientific know-

ledge thia manual is deserving a careful perusal,
ana a wide circulation. -' II. MABKLAND.

"AXDXEW MABVELL'B LETTEB TO JOHN MILTOK."

(2* S. viii. 47.)

This letter is given correctly in Symmons* Life
f Milton. Mi.-. HOI-PEE assume?, wi(h Svnunoaf
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and others, that Cromwell was the person to whom
Milton sent a copy of his Defensio Secunda by
the hands of Marvell. I have no doubt that Brad-

shaw, not Cromwell, was the party. Compare
this letter of Marvell, June 2, 1654, with a letter

written by Milton to Bradshaw, Feb. 21, 1652-3,

published by Todd in his Life of Milton. An-
drew Marvell, it appears, had occasion to wait

upon Bradshaw (who lived at Eton) on some
matter of business ;

and the poet availed himself

of the opportunity to recommend his friend Mar-
veil as a fit person to be employed by the State,

particularly to assist himself, then blind, in the

duties of Latin Secretary. The recommendation,
it is well known, was successful, though no ap-

pointment took place at that time. In the sum-
mer of 1654, about fifteen months after his former

visit, Marvell was again with Bradshaw at Eton,
and at this interview he presented the Lord Pre-

sident with the copy of the Defensio which Mil-

ton had sent, accompanying the book with a

letter. Marvell briefly intimated to the poet that

he had fulfilled his mission ;
but this intimation

not giving satisfaction to the sensitive poet, who
wished to know how his letter to Bradshaw had
been received, the faithful Marvell wrote again,

stating that he had delivered the letter along with

the book. " To tell you truly mine own imagina-
tion," he says,

" I thought that he would not open
it (the letter) while I was there, because he might
suspect that I, delivering it just upon my depar-
ture, might have brought in it some second pro-

position, like to that which you had before made
to him by your letter to my advantage." The
reference here is evidently to the letter of Feb.

21, 1652-3. The poet and Bradshaw were dis-

tantly related*, and it is very probable that it was

through Bradshaw's recommendation or sugges-
tion that Milton became Latin Secretary. There
is no trace of any personal intercourse between
Cromwell and Milton, nor do I think there could

be much cordiality. The poet had broken off* from
the Long Parliament and the Puritans, and Oliver

would look with some distrust on the high-minded
Latin Secretary, who had written the Treatises on
Divorce and the Areopagitica. Have any portion
of Bradshaw's papers been preserved ? I hope
Mr. Masson, the able biographer of the poet, will

make inquiry. R. CARRUTHERS.

CLASSICAL COCKNEYISM.

(2
nd S. vi. 89.)

The epigram of Catullus, quoted by your cor-

respondent, particularly the point in the last two
lines, has always been a puzzle to scholars. When
we remember how brilliantly, although not always
delicately, his Carmina end, we must not suppose
this quiz on Arrius fell pointlessly on the ear at

[* See "N. & Q." 1" S. viii. 318.]

its conclusion. As even Doering, in his late ad-
mirable edition (Altonae, 1834), has not ventured
to hint an elucidation, it may appear presump-
tuous in me to attempt to do so ; but I always
think the domestic affairs of the Romans best un-
derstood by a reference to those of the modern
Italians, and probably a custom [of the present
day will explain the allusion of the past.

I must entreat my readers quite to forget our
own notions as to "

poor letter H," and to believe

that in Latin, as in modern Italian, it had no

aspirate effect at all analogous to ours. In Tus-

cany alone is there anything like an aspirate

sound, and this has a strong mixture of the gut-
tural with it, something like the Arabic pronunci-
ation. Casa, for instance, is sounded k'Hasa : the

k, however, is nearly silent. So cuoco is very

nearly huoco, with the slightest sound of our k.

Now we know from the 3rd Satire of Persius,
the 8th of Juvenal, the 6th of the First Book of

Horace, and many other passages, that in the

days of the Emperors it was the fashion for the

Romans to boast of being descended from the

Etruscans, and to affect their manners, and even
their superstitions. If Arrius were one of these,
his Tuscan pronunciation of commoda would be
k'Hommoda (not our ch, which we usually pro-
nounce as if written tch) ;

and his insidias, KHin-
sidias. Exactly as we should hear it at Florence
at the present time.

Let us now turn to the end of the epigram.
The poet says were he, Arrius, sent into Syria,
and began to talk in his affected way,

"
suddenly

a horrible news would be spread abroad, that the

Ionian waves had become Hionian." Now there

is no such place or people as Hionia ; and surely
the mere cockney misapplication of "poor letter

H," Anglice, could convey no idea of horrible

news. But if we give it the modern Tuscan pro-
nunciation Khionios, which is very nearly the

Greek Xioviovs, and remember the rivalry between
the people of Ionia and those of the important
isle of Chios close on their shores, we see the

point. The Ionian waters would become Chio-

nian, which would be something like the English
Channel becoming a French Channel, or St.

George's being called St. Louis' Channel ; and we
could understand it as horrible news indeed.

A. A.
Poets' Corner.

CELTIC REMAINS IN JAMAICA.

(2
nd S. viii. 24. 59.)

I fear the remains mentioned by MR! PATTISON
! are neither Celtic nor celts. They are only stone

j implements, such as are found all over the world ;

I and bearing testimony to the truth that every-
'

where the individual members of mankind, when

j

placed in the same circumstances, must take to
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the tame resources and come to the same results.

It was necessity taujrht them, and taught them to

useyfrrf, what waa within th.-ir immediate grasp.
The human race indeed (and in deetli) is one!

I hare now before me a "Report, made up by
Dr. C. Lcemans, the Director of the Leyden
Museum of Antiquities. In it he refers to the

several acquisitions made, in the year 1858, by
the collection under his care. Under the heading
" Asiatic Monuments," he writes :

" Our division of Javanese Antiquities was greatly en-

riched with a present, offered by Mr. J. A. KraHenbriok,
ad taut by him from the Te*jralru-lan<U Krawang
Residence, in Java, to the Ministry of Inland Affairs.

-This gift is the more important, because It was
accompanied by an exact account of the circumstances
and particulars which attended the sundry discoveries. A
farther illustration was also given in a minute sketch of

-I. where some of the antiquities were found.
- The collection contained nine stone wedges of differ-

ant fcrms and sizes, and consisting of quartz, chalcedony,
agate, green jasper, flint, and brown jasper. These wedges
or hatchets were long from 4 (Dutch or French) centi-

metres, 5 millimetre*, to 11 centimetres; broad from 2*1

to 6 centimetres, and thick from 8 to 80 millimetres;
they were discovered in 18531850 at Pangkehan, Sirba

Telukdjambee, Tegahwara, Tjeehaskana, and Ulekkam,
all places situate in the Tegalwaruland*.

t of particular importance are six
objects, which,

in 18J1, were dug up near the oVs*a Tjilledock, not far

from the river Loesaree in the Residence Cberibon.

Thoogh at different depth the trodden soil, the

instances, as Ar at our knowledge goes,
metal implements of this kind discovered
and thus seemingly descending from the

They are: a flat, oblong wedge, neatly

pieces of antiquity I am going to describe were found

lying in each other's vicinity. They afford us the first

instances, as far as our knowledge goes, of stone and

contiguously,
winio period*

worked and ground, and apparently never used, long 1G,
broad 65, and thick 1 centimetre: and a second chisel-

shaped wedge, outside convex, inside concave, also of

very neat, smooth, and sharp workmanship. This second
implement, as the first, is of lava, and wax, it seems,
never used. Its dimensions are, length **, breadth 55,
thickness 4 centimetres. In the third place: a finely

preserved bronze spear-head, 18 centimetres long, and
6-6 wide. These three objects were found at about the
same depth. Nearly four yards above lay a fourth object,

being part of an iron sword, still 36 centimetres long, 5
wide, and 1 thick."

Farther :
-

" For the division America* AmtiamUia, we received
three objects, whose relative value is heightened by the
jk!aMfeMw ***.A flt.*e at*,*** ._ *____ t\ *1 * U _M Mwy caret Iron lot Oil. troclntn by
tat earlier inhabitants of Guyana, now in part th.

colony Surinam : and thus afford us the first opportunity
lor opening in oar Museum a subdivision of antiquities
from the Dutch West-Indian possessions. They osnatst
in a beautifully polished wedge of yellowish quartz,
grooved at both sides of the upper end, in order to admit
of its being fastened to a handle. This implement has a
length of 13 centimetres: its breadth, at the upper part,
is of , and its thickness of 8 centimetres. Together with

which present! v

ens tree, and was presented to UeutenanlJonkbeer
C. A. van Sypeatc} o. then adjutant to ths Governor of
the Colony, by the dir,-. tor of the plantation Bsrg en
Oral, the place where the hatchets were discovered. The

wedge, of which a plaster cast was nude fcr the

ftfnssnm, is 6 centimetres high, and has from 6 to 8 centi-
metres breadth. It is made out of peculiar kind i.f

.,

in Dutch Avorts**, .

ment just mentioned, by looking more like a battle-axe.
In fact, the narrow sides diverge towards a fan-like edge.
For the rest, the implement has, like the other hatchet, a
groove at both sides, to facilitate the fatttming of the

* The third object is a flat-round grinding-stone of

quartz, 6 centimetres, 5 millimetres by 5 centimetres. 4
millimetres: it was obtained by Mr. van Sypsstevi
the plantation Bleijendaal, where it was stated to have
fallen from the sky after a meteorical explosion. To this
kind of implement*, which the natives distinguish from
the stone hatchets or wedges by ths name of nteadsrstenes

(dbsjafcrsffnKo). the barbarians of Guyana ascribe a great
medical power."

Mr. Leemans farther supposes (though to us it

seems
improbable)

that the aborigines mar have
translated into their language the name of donilcr-

***, which
perhaps

Dutch settlers gave to such
stones in their heanng : and he then infers that,
also from the Dutch, the natives may have adopted
their belief in the healing properties of this kind
of antiquities.

M It is remarkable,'' says he, "thst, as well in the East
as in the West-Indies, the same appellation and super-
stition are found to exist, which still are prevalent
amongst our illiterate countryfolks. It is well known
that, in Holland, the stone wedges are called dtmderbritei*

, whilst, in Jara, they are named
mimy-htth [MAsfM-teMam]."

Now, to us, this is no cause of wonder at all.

Man wants always to assign a cause for every t

and, rather than confess his ignorance, he will in-

vent a cause. For instance : how lightning ran

split a gnarled oak, the illiterate do not ir

stand. But if near this oak is found a stone

wedge, of course to this wedge is ascribed the

phenomenal destruction. The hatchets are mostly
found near trees : for to fell trees they no doubt
were most used. And, of course, near very old

trees, which already existed in the stone period ;

and these, as highest, arc most
subject

to being
struck with lightning. The stone implements were
either forgotten or left there, because, in our age
of unsafely, man has often suddenly to leav

peaceful occupations never to come back, or even
sometimes is killed over his instruments of p

In the north of Europe the nsme of donderbcitcl

perhaps still echoes a faint reminiscence of Thnr's

hammer, and not less mighty thunder

whilst, almost everywhere, the memory of the

stone period has vanished, and more ci\i

mankind is hardly able to represent to itself an

age in which iron was not known.
But in the current 1 .nl nil over t he-

world, that the stone in <f antiquity are

the wfdgft of lightning, we again see a proof of

the individuality of the human rsce ?

aling power, a?- ' c natives ofSu-

rinam to the ancient grinding-stones, may perhnps
be a faint reminiscence that once medicament*
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were ground with them, instead of with pestle and

mortar. But, may be, I ascribe too much civilisa-

tion to an uncultivated period !

In conclusion I may as well note down that a

German haymaker once told me, that he remem-

bered having seen a thunder-chisel which always

sweated when a thunderstorm was approaching.
J. H. VAN LENNEP.

Zeyst

With reference to MR. PATTISON'S inquiry^
con-

cerning the discovery of stone celts in Jamaica, I

beg to state that I have in my possession one that

I brought from that island some years since
;

I

obtained it from a negro woman, who kept it in a

porous water-jar ; informing me that the fluid

was much cooler in consequence of the charm of

this peculiar shaped stone, and I had some diffi-

culty in persuading her to give it to me. She

could not give any account as to how she became

possessed of it : she had never remembered it

being anywhere else except in the water-cooler.

It is precisely similar in shape (pyriform) to

similar implements that I have seen in museums.

It is two inches nine-tenths in length, and one

inch six-tenths in the widest part, whereat has a

cutting edge. It shows no mark of having been

attached to a handle, like those described by your

correspondent. The stone is dark green (por-

phyry ?), and apparently of precisely the same
kind as some New Zealand war clubs (pata-patoos)
that I have. K. HEWABD.

Kensington.

ffiinav

The Legend of Bethgellert (2
nd S. vii. 452.)

MR. GIRDLESTONE has been anticipated, as will be

seen from the passage I subjoin from Mr. Dasent's

Introduction to the second edition of his Popular
Tales from the Norse, published in March last.

After resolving Tell's Mastershot into a mere

myth, Mr. Dasent proceeds to perform the same
feat for poor Gellert :

" Nor let any pious Welchman be shocked if we ven-

ture to assert that Gellert, that famous hound upon
whose last resting-place the traveller comes as he passes
down the lovely vale of Gwynant, is a mythical dog, and
never snuffed the fresh breeze in the forest of Snowdon,
nor saved his master's child from ravening Wolf. This,

too, is a primaeval story, told with many variations.

Sometimes the foe is a Wolf, sometimes a Bear, sometimes
a Snake. Sometimes the faithful guardian of the child is

an Otter, a Weasel, or a Dog. It, too, came from the East.

It is found in the Pantcha-Tantrn, in the Hitopadesa, in

Bidpai's Fables, in the Arabic original of the Seven Wise

Masters, and in many mediaeval versions of those origi-
nals. (See Pancha-Tantra, v. ii. of Wilson's Analysis,

quoted by Loiseleur Deslongchamps' Essai sur les Fables

Indiennes, Paris, Zechener, 1838, p. 54, where the animal
that protects the child is a Mangouete ( Viverra Mungo.
See also Hitopadesa, Max Miiller's translation, Leipzig,
Brockhaus, p. 178, where the guardian is an Otter. In

both, the foe is a Snake). Thence it passed into the La-
tin Gesta Romanorum, where it may be read as a service

rendered by a faithful hound against a snake," Pp.
xxxvi. ix.

I cannot help remarking that though William.

Tell and Gellert may be fictions, it does not neces-

sarily follow that they are such, merely because

they have counterparts in universal mythology.

By-the-way, between the labours of AIM. Grimm
and such disciples as Mr. Dasent and Mr. Keight-

ley, &c., we may soon look for a classical work on
a large scale on Comparative Popular Mythology ;

or at least a new edition of Mr. Keightley's ad-

mirable work, Tales and Popular Fictions, their

Resemblance, and Transmission from Country to

Country. .
EIBIONNACH.

Medical Tract by Marat : Marat in Edinburgh

(2
nd S. viii. 52.) G. inquires whether any addi-

tional proof can be given of Marat having been

in Edinburgh ? Such proof is to be found in a

medical tract, now before me, which I have never

seen attributed to the Marat of infamous memory,
although his name stands on the title-page. Ma-
rat does not figure as a medical writer in Dezei-

meri's Diet. Historique de la Medecine Ancienne et

Moderne, 1836. In the Biographic Universelle no

mention is made of this medical tract, but Marat's

residence in Edinburgh is briefly mentioned, and

the Chains of Slavery, and also several treatises

on electricity, are attributed to him. In the me-
dical tract the subject of electricity is again al-

luded to. The title is as follows : An Enquiry
into the Nature, Cause, and Cure of a singular
Disease of the Eyes, hitherto unknown, and yet

common, produced by the Use of certain Mercurial

Preparations, by J. P. Marat, M.D. : London,

printed for W. Nicoll, in St. Paul's Churchyard,
and J. Williams in Fleet Street, 4to., pp. 19. A
preliminary address to the Fellows of the Royal
Society is dated "Church Street, Soho, January
1st, 1776." The whole tract is sad trash. At the

end (p. 19.) is a note, which mentions his having
been "at Edinburgh last August" (1775). The

concluding paragraph of the tract is worth quot-

ing, as showing how the same man could write

like a philanthropist, and afterwards act like a

monster :

" If one cannot always be the happy instrument of

alleviating the misery of the unfortunate, it is, however,
a sort of service tendered to them to prevent their being
made worse."

JAYDEE.

Vertue's "Draughts" (2
nd S. viii. 26.) Your

correspondent SHEEN, who inquires respecting
Vertue's Draughts, or Drawings from Ancient

Statues, appears to have been misled. There is no

record of any such work. In the first place, the

assurance which he has received is quite correct,

that there is no mention of such a publication in

the Catalogues of the British Museum. In the
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place,
it is not to be found in the published

' The new edition, by M. Li vet, of the //

Vertue's works. And thirdly, more mar-
|

de fAcatUmie Frmqaue, par Pellisson

lish their edition of Rapin's History of Etig. i

Ulter
j

17 un
.

ll anylhm

',

"
they engaged Vertue to accompany it with , L,

1 P001 ' In
,
mv

?
wn

ies of Kings, andaiuitable decorations "("Life ,

Mu*euro < * d h d l '

rertue," appended to H. Walpole's edition of
* 8h ul

r
d not

T
..-./'.,,';' v purchase. As far as I

lists of
vcllous still, it is nowhere mentioned in the valu

able paper in your 1* S. xi. pp. 380-1.

marks on Crowns," &c., from MS. of S. M.
Leaks, Esq., GABTEB), in which, according to

jour correspondent's statement, he finds "re-

peated reference" to it !

The learned papers
u on Crowns," in your first

series, contain various references, especially in the

notes, to draughts by Vertue ; but these must be

sought fur in another quarter, and under a differ-

ent title. When the Knaptons determined to

publish their edition of Rapin's History of Eng- j

//;;</.

,i-
( . 1 1

'
l ' s

.,f \Vr
's Catalogue of Engravers,' p. 198.). Ver

tue accordingly executed a "
large set of heads of

the Kings, for Rapin" (folio edition), and a
" smaller set, ditto, octavo (see Walpole's "List
of Vertue's Works,** ut supra). However, a< the

Knapton editions, which were originally published
in numbers, are not always complete in respect
to the prints, your correspondent SHEEN, if he
wishes to verify GABTER'S

descriptions by Vcrtue's

Draughts, will perhaps beet effect his object by
the aid of Vertue's Heads and Monuments of the

King* of England. This work he will find in the
British Museum under "Vertue," in the Cata-

logue of the King's Library. It is a noble folio,

containing the "Heads and Monument?," with a
moderate amount of letter-press, but without the
text of Rapin. The accuracy of GARTER'S de-

scriptions, as referring to the "draughts** of Rapin,
your correspondent will find most exemplary.
But there is some room for suspicion, as to the

accuracy of Vertue himself; although, in his day,
be was run down for his stubborn fidelity.

THOMAS BOTS.

will give the reader ample information on a very
interesting subject. J. MACRAT.

CkaUtrton MS. (2
04

S. viii. 50.) Is your cor-

respondent quite sure this MS. is really
"

in the
well-known autograph of Chatterton * "

son for asking the question is, that in December,
1853, one precisely similar was knocked down to

my agent at auction as genuine, but afterwards

rejected on having been pronounced by the

highest authority not to be (jbattcrton's. It was
unlike anything I had ever seen of the ill-

possession or in the 1

inspected it before the sale, of

^^^^^ have sent a commission to

purchase. As far as I remember, the water-mark
was as described by Mr. Owen, and that the last

line of the twelfth page was
" Defend thee from the flying shafts of Death.**

Upon comparison I came to the conclusion it

was a modernised fragment of "
JElla," from the

pen of Mr. Leger (author of Memoirs of Bristol),
and one ofyour many readers will probably be tble

to inform Mr. Owen if paper with such water-mark
was manufactured in Chatlerton's time P

On looking over some letters from Mary New-
ton (Chatterton's sister) in my possession, in reply
to a question, I find she stated Chatterton gleaned
the "Argument" from the old RedcliflT church

parchments, and that he "
versified

"
it probably,

first of all in modern, and afterwards in antiquated

orthography. BRISTOLIENSIS.

De Foe's Descendants (2* S. viii. 51.) I

copied from the fly-leaf of a Pocket-Bible in the

possession of a friend the following entries, which
I intended to have placed in " N. & Q.
time ago. I WAS reminded to do so by
quiry of your correspondent C. M. :

lifts* Franyiise (2* S. viii. 37.) The I

ention of the French Academy is only sugcos-
'

tivc to most Englishmen of Johnson's great

tionary, and of Garrick's witty epigram respecting
it, as a task which the doctor accomplished un-
aided and alone; while a similar laborious under-

taking was assigned in France to forty-literati
the number of members of the French Academy.

-
i VMI mrmrnvt KM wvtu k XKII^IU <u uv VVUIIK vt

flic merits and services of the Academic Fran-
, Middx, on Sunday, 10* Febr. 1733-4, between nine 'and

caise, however, far transcend the utility, great as ten in the morning. He was also baptised there, M'.

it i, arising from the compilation of a national Thom" P"tcbard and M^ John Stilhnfleet being his

dictionary. Instituted by Cardinal Richelieu, the <** ** "" ' *>"*"^ Godmother."

Academic speedily became a centre for the most
!

I observe a note in the New England Genealo-

distinguisbed literary merit and talent in the na- gical Register for July, 1 858, which states that

tion; and showed that a new and independent Jumes De Foe was the father of ei^ht children,

two of whom, James and Prise-ilia, were surviving.

w. Br.

mention of the French Academy is only'sugges- i ^^^^ *"* ^^ D

M David Krskine Baker was born at London in the

Parish of S'. Dunstan in the West, on Friday. 80* Jan/,
1729-30. about three o'clock in the afternoon. He was

baptized in the same Parish. The R*. Hou. Da
skine, Earl of liuchan. and John Furstcr, Esq. being his

Godfather*, and M". Hyde his Godmother.
Henry Maker was born at Enfield in the county of

power had arisen in the world of letters a power
which still subsists, and whose favourable and un
biassed opinion crowns the works that are sub
mitted to its decision with an award whvh i

'considered of the highest distinr

Watson, Yorkshire (2* S. viii. 10.) There nrc

two Billon Parks in Yorkshire : one belwcen York

U'etherby, long the seat of the 1'luuiers;
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and one between Harrogate and Knaresborough,
where I believe a Mr. Farside Watson did reside

;

but I am not aware of any connexion between him

and the family of Watson who for some genera-
tions held Malton Abbey at a nominal rent of

Hemsworth Hospital. The last of this family,

Mr. George Watson who, from his being a ma-

gistrate, was always called "Justice Watson"
died between 1800 and 1810, leaving his property
to a nephew in London, William Wood, who took

his uncle's name, and became William Wood Wat-

son, who died many years ago without leaving any
descendants. H. W.

Halls of Greatford (2
nd S. vii. 497. 526.)

Your correspondent S. H. will find a pedigree of

the Halls of Greatford in Blore's Rutland,^. 131.

and 225.

In the hall, over the fireplace, at Gretford are

carved the arms of Edmund Hall, arg. a chevron

engrailed between three talbots' heads erased

sable, impaling those of his wife, Anne, daughter
of Christopher Willoughby of Parham. Above is

the coat of Hall, out of ducal coronet, or, a plume
of feathers, arg., thereon a demi-lion rampant, or.

On the dexter side of the achievement is a

complex merchant's mark, possibly having refer-

ence to the comptrollership of Calais, held by Hall's

father. On the sinister, a friar's head hooded,
with a rosary round his neck, in compliment to

Willoughby.
The grandson of this couple was Henry Hall,

who left three daughters coheirs in 1692.

1. Elizabeth, married Sir Hugh Middleton of

Pall Mall, Bart.

2. Frances, married John Weston of Ockham.
3. Margaret, married Thomas Babington of

Rothley, Temple, whose issue by her still remain
extant. Various documents relating to the Halls

are preserved at Rothley.
The estate seems to have been sold. It is now

the property of Lord Latimer?, and was long
tenanted by the celebrated and skilful Dr. Willis.

C.
Athenaeum Club.

Coals, when First used in England (2
nd S. viii.

53.) The present Seacoal Lane, near Snow
Hill, is mentioned under that name (Secollane)
so early as 1253. It derived its name, there can
be little doubt, from the fact that the coal was

brought in barges up the Fleet River, and there
stored for domestic purposes. R.

Calverley Family (2
nd

S. viii. 28.) C. J. D.
INGLEDEW may perhaps not be aware that a Mr.
T. Calverley (who is, I believe, of the old Calver-

ley family) now resides at Oulton Hall, near
Leeds. Your correspondent may be able to ob-
tain information concerning Sir Henry Calverley
from him. S.

" Baratariana" (2
nd S. viii. 52.) The following

extract, from Gilbert's History of the City of
Dublin (vol. 5. p. 294.), may perhaps prove inter-

esting to your correspondent :

" The Freeman's Journal [started by Henry Brooke in

17G3] became the organ, in 1770, of Flood, Grattan, and
the other opponents of the administration of Lord Town-
shend, who was defended by Jephson and Simcox in

Hoey's Mercury. Flood's letters to the Freeman appeared
under the signature of '

Syndercombe
'

;
and the various

essays and jeux d'esprit published in this journal against
Lord To\vnshend were collected and reprinted in 1773
under the title of Baratariana, to which Grattan contri-
buted his celebrated character of Pitt."

The Freeman's Journal, in literary ability and

arrangement, was incomparably superior to its

Dublin contemporaries ;
and (according to Mr.

Gilbert) had the merit of being, with the excep-
tion of the Censor, the first Irish newspaper which

published original and independent political essays.
I have at this moment before me the first four

volumes, 1763-67. ABHBA,

Your correspondent, who asks for information

regarding the authors of Baratariana, may care to

know that " Sir Hercules Langrishe, Mr. Grattan,
then a young barrister not in parliament, and
Mr. Flood," were, according to the Memoirs of
Flood (p. 79.), the principal writers of that poli-
tical miscellany. In Grattan s Life (vol. i. p. 185.)
there is au account of a visit to Sir Hercules in

1810; and the octogenarian is found repeating
with enthusiasm some of his flash passages in,

Baratariana. Sir Hercules's contributions to this

bundle of political pasquinades are noticed in

Grattan's elegy on the death of the patriot baro-
net (vide.vol. i. p. 188.) The articles written by
Grattan were, as his son informs us (vol. i. p.

185.), "Posthumous," "Pericles," and the Dedi-
cation of Baratariana. He read them to his

friends, and they were struck by his description of
Lord Chatham. Gilbert's Dublin (vol. i. p. 294.)
tells us, what the Life of Flood does not, that the
articles signed "Syndercombe" were from Flood's

pen. The volume of Public Characters for 180fr

(p. 64.), in noticing the family of General Sir J.

Doyle, observes :

" William was a King's Counsel, and Master in Chan-
cery, and universally admired for his brilliant wit, which
obtained him the friendship of Edmund Burke, Lord
Charlemont, &c. He contributed largely to that ad-
mired political publication called Baratariana"

The information regarding the authors of Bara-
tariana, which the late Right Hon. J. W. Croker

promised (1
st S. x. 353.) but failed to adduce, is

much to be regretted. A tolerably accurate key
to the characters which figure in this book might,,
if desirable, be furnished.

WILLIAM JOHN FITZPATRICK.
Stillorgan, Dublin.

Rev. George Holiwell (2
nd S. vii. 455.) In

answer to the Query of P. R., I have to state that
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,oorXe Iloliwell (who came from Selkirk)
was admitted minuter of the parish of Polwar tb,

Berwickshire, in 1664, and diel in 1704

not know his wife's name, but the was not a

daughter of the familjr of Marchmont. His son

Walter was bound apprentice to a
perriwig-maker

in Donee ; this ton married Janet Duns, and their

still living in that town. At the

time his son was bound, he borrowed fire pounds
from Lord Marchmont to pay the

apprentice lee.

(MS. letter in library of Sir Hugh Hume Camp-
bell of Marchmont.)
Mr. Iloliwell was the episcopal minister of Pol-

warth during the persecutions of Charles II., and

was aware that Sir Patrick Hume (afterwards
Earl of Marchmont) was concealed in the vault

under Polwarth Kirk ; he also knew of the visits i

of Sir Patrick's daughter every night with food to

her father. He was a great favourite with Sir

Patrick. His portrait is still at Marchmont
House. M. '

AinalmaiacH (2"* S. vii. 206. 266.) Dr. Puphe,
under u

a/a/a<rA
H

(from afatt, an apple, pi. pfyll

and afallon), says
" an orchard, hence Ynyt Wyd-

r Glastonbury, was originally called Ynys

AfaUach and Ynyt AfaUo*, also a proper name of

men." Cf. Avalin, or Afalon and AbaQo, with

the Isle of Abalus (one of the Glessarise men-
tioned by Pliny as dispersed over the Baltic), on

whose coast amber was found. There is also

Avallon, or Aballon, a province in Newfoundland.
R. S. CHARNOCK.

Inn Sign* by Eminent Artist* (2 S. vii

As coming, perhaps, fairly under the foregoing

designation, may be mentioned the sign of " The
Mortal Man "

over the little public-house in the

picturesque valley of Troutbeck, about four miles

from Ambleside, in Westmoreland. The local

tradition is that the late J. C. Ibbetson, author

of a work on painting in oil, while residing at the

pltaiint town above named, used often to ramble

as far as Troutbeck to indulge in the double en-

joyment of tho sweet scenery around and the
" liome-brewed

**
within the humble alehouse;

an 1 that, in acknowledgment and commendation
of the latter, he painted a sign with two faces,

each "
looking the character

"
admirably, and with

labels from their mouths, thus inscribed :

u mortal man, who livest by bread,
What ia it makes thy nose so red? "

I lion illy oaf, with noM so pale.
It is with drinking Birket's alt!

"

The painting has, I am sorry to say, been sup-

planted by it title in plain letters ; but old peo-

ple say they remember and admired it. The

landlady herself told roe that the Rirkets carried

it away when they left the house, and she thought
it was now at Carlisle (?). I know not what the

ale may have been in lbbeton'a time, but I mut
say that a dear niece and myself thought a glass

of it very good, about a fortnight rianr. after walk-

ing from Ambleside to Troutbeck on one >i tl, L

holiest days of this summer, when Windermere
was more shrunk, and the waterfalls of the Lake

t generally more diminished than they were
almost ever before known to be. J. H.

I noticed the other day, at the White Lion,
near the parish church, Doncastcr, :i

listing
of a rather artistic representation of a whit

lion facing the spectator,
and in the corn

words,
" Painted by Herring." II. W .

Add "The Royal Oak," painted by the late

David Cox, and now covered with glass, and
fastened to the wall of the little inn of that name,
at Bettws y Coed, Denbigh'

W. J. BBRNHAID SMITH.

Temple.

Comtty Voter'* Qtaltficmtio* (2-* S. viii. 70.)

By the disfranchising statutes 8 Hen VI 7

(A.D. 1430), and 10 Hen. VI. c. 2., the minimum
of forty shillings by the year was first fixed ; which
was estimated by Bishop Fleetwood to have been

equal to 12/. per annum in the reign of Queen
Anne, and by Blackstone (i. 17S.) as equivalent
to 2O/., which latter is shown to be correct in " N.

& Q." (2* S. iv. 29S.) ; that is, prices from 1350

to 1520 are to be multiplied by 24 for deteriora-

tion in the coins, and by 4 for deterioration in tin-

price of silver since the discovery of the Ameri-
can mines (2 x 2 $ x 4=20). T. J. BOCKTOV.

" The Dance of Death" (1* S. viii. 76.) The

following may perhaps prove worthy of " a local

habitation
"

in " N. & Q."
Nicolai Karamsia, a Russian, made some travels

in the eighteenth century, through Prussia, Ger-

many, Switzerland, France, ami Kn-lan.l. In

1803, an anonymous translation appeared, im-

printed by J. Badcock of the " Row."
At Erfurth our traveller visited Martin Lu-

ther's cell. In one of the cross-aisles >

Orphan House, he observed some curious pic-

tores:
* One represents an Emperor, to whom Death ap-

proaches with a low bow, ami most humbly informs kiss

that it is time to leave this earthly life to go to aaotber.

In a second picture, friend Nick, in regal attire, stand*

behind an actress, and takes from her the dagger and

mask. A third represents a printer, in a staff morwtag

gown and large wig, together with his foreman. Death

cuu down the former with his scythe, and, underneath,

are the following words 4 m Priritn mm* *."
Vide vol. i. p. W.

T. C. AHDKKSOH,
II. M.'s 1-Jth Regt. Bengal Army.

Warwick Villa*.

Wink (* 8. viii. 70 ) Perhaps from

cf. Winkslcy. R. S. CsAanocK.
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BoydelTs Shakspeare Gallery (2
nd S. viii. 50.)

With reference to the observations and inquiry of

V. H. Q. (p^ 50.), I have before me :

" A Catalogue of that Magnificent and truly Valuable

Collection of Pictures, the Productions of the Great

Artists of the British School, known as the Collection of

the Shakspeare Gallery, formed under the spirited Di-

rections, and with unbounded Expence, by those dis-

tinguished Promoters of the Fine Arts the Messrs.

Boydel Is," &c.
" The whole will be sold by Auction by Mr. Christie

on the Premises, on Friday 17th May, 1805, and
two following days (Sunday excepted) at 12

o'clock. By order of the Proprietor, without

reserve."

The prices at which the pictures, &c., were

severally sold, are inserted in figures, evidently by
an attendant of and purchaser at the sale :

Guineas.

Total, 1st day's sale, added up as -
1,135^

2nd day's sale --.- 1,633
3rd day's sale - 3,068

Premises
5,837$
4,400

10,237i

Two of the pictures, viz.
" Richard the Second's

Return from Ireland" (2ft. 7in. by 1 ft. 9^ in.),

by Hamilton, and "Falstaff in Disguise led out

by Mrs. Page" (Merry Wives of Windsor, Act IV.

Sc. 2.), (7 ft. by 5 ft. 2 in.), by J. Durno, are

now in the collection at Sir John Soane's Museum,
where they and the catalogue referred to may be
seen by V. H. Q. whenever it may suit his con-

venience to call there for the purpose.
GEORGE BAILEY, Curator,
Sir John Soane's Museum.

The required list of this gallery, pictures and

engravings, with the names of engravers as well as

of painters, may be seen by your correspondent at

p. xix., &c., of Boydell's Catalogue of Plates, $c.,

1803, a copy of which is in the library of the

British Museum.
Your correspondent has opened an interesting

subject. Hideous reproductions of some of Boy-
dell's pictures are to be seen occasionally in Lon-
don shop-windows ;

but I well remember the

profound veneration with which in my younger
days I more than once visited the gallery itself.

The Boydells resolved to publish an edition of

Shakspeare, illustrated by our best artists. It

was a spirited undertaking, and their list includes

many distinguished names: Opie, Fuseli, Sir J.

Reynolds, &c. Surely the original paintings are
not all lost. Ought we not to have a Shakspeare
Gallery now ? THOMAS BOYS.

William Rennet (2
ud S. viii. 46.) William

Kennet of Kent was admitted of Corpus Christi

College, Cambridge, 1610, proceeded B.A. 1614-5,
and commenced M.A. 1618.

C. H. & THOMPSON COOPER.

Longevity (2
nd S. viii. 23. 39.) In the week

ending July 2nd (Vide Registrar-General's J?e-

port, and Lloyd's Newspaper abstract, July 17,

1859, p. 11.):

"A widow died at the age of 95, and a man, formerly a

private in the Scots Greys, died on the 2nd inst., whose

age is stated to have been 104 years.
" Dr. Winterbottom, father of the Doctor, died on

Thursday evening the 5th, aged 95 years.
"On the 28th ult,, at Daneliy, aged 104, William

Kirby. He was a Scotchman, and a gardener by trade.

He was married at Daneliy Church last year, being 103
on his wedding day. (Vide Swansea Cambrian.)"

T. C. ANDEBSON,
H. M.'s 12th Regt., Bengal Army.

Cromwell's Head (2
nd S. vii. 495.) My con-

nexion with the county of Kent and Kentish
matters during a third of a century, exhibited to

me the mistakes in the names and details made

by the Parisian correspondent of the New York

Express in his account of Cromwell's head. Im-

mediately after perusing it I commenced a corre-

spondence with one of the gentlemen named
therein, and a friend likely to be acquainted with
the subject, and I am happy to furnish " N. & Q."
with the result. The Rev. Geo. Verrall (not Ver-

rill), who had the Bromley Chapel, Kent, built

A.D. 1835 by Mr. Bromley, in Widmore Lane,
writes to me, that " a head which had been em-
balmed and afterwards placed on a halbert on
Westminster Hall, is in the possession of A.

Wilkinson, Esq.*, Shortlands, Beckenham, late

member for Lambeth." Mr. Verrall farther says
that he has " seen it more than once, and that its

appearance and the history given of it satisfies
"

him " that it is the head of Oliver Cromwell."
ALFRED JOHN DUNKIN.

Dartford.

CromweWs Children (2
hd S. viii. 17.56.) Your

correspondent LIBYA is referred to Bibliotheca

Topographica Britannica, No. XXXI., where he
will find a genealogical view of the family of Oli-

ver Cromwell, with a copious tabular pedigree.
The entry of Oliver, the second son, runs thus :

11
Oliver, ba. Febru. 6, 1622, di. young of the small

pox during the Civil War." CL. HOPPER.

" To sleep like a Top
"

(2
nd S. viii. 53.) The

answer appended to this Query, though ingenious,
is not satisfactory. The expression seems to be

quite intelligible without having recourse to any
language but the English. Every one who has

spun a top has seen it sleeping, and in this fami-

liar object I find the origin of the phrase in ques-
tion. I am all the more satisfied that I am right

* The title of " Hon." is a pure Americanism, whilst

the substitution of " Buckenham "
was, evidently, be-

cause "Shortlands," the name of the seat of Mr. Wilkin-

son, is equidistant from Bromley and Beckeiiham.
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when I heir our French neighbours making use
of expression* of precisely the same import. 1

French schoolboy exclaims "Mon sabot dort,"
and hence the common phrase

" Dormir commc
an sabot," the exact equivalent of what we say in

English. xn.
Edinburgh.

Tkomtu Jnxon (2* S. viii. 46.) Thomas
Juxon of London was admitted pensioner of
Queen's College, Cambridge, 22 June, 1619, and
proceeded B.A. 1622-3.

C. 11. & THOMPSON COOPER.
Cambridge.

Meaning of
" Cadnooldt," (2- S. viii. 49.) I

Perhaps you will accept of a conjecture, which is

oflerod with the hope that other correspondents
may be able to contribute something more defi-

nite. Ma. RILBT is inclined to think that by
ju codetroldet" a kind of prepared wool i* meant ;

and there are some considerations which decidedly
favour this opinion. Caddis was a coarse article
in common use, worsted ribbon used as trim-

ming for servants' dress, or woollen stuff (Hal 11-

well and Wright) ; and to caddit
corresponds the

Fr. cadii, a kind of low-priced woollen scree

(
M
sorte de

serge de laine d'un bas prix," Landais).
Again, wolder is an old East-country word, signi-
fying to roU up. May not "

cadewoldes," then,
have been the woollen (serge or stuff) rolled up
into baletf Cadi-woldei, literally woollen bale*,

'

i. e. bales of woollen stuff. THOMAS DOTS. I

Word* adapted to Beak of the Drum (2-* S.
i. 94.; ii. 39 ; vi. 250. 336. 419.) The Gene- !

ml.
" Don't you hear the general say,
Strike your tent*, and march away."

Caterer * Call :

"Coverers won't you torn out, turn out,
Governs won't you turn out."

The words, I think, generally used to the
41

Rogue's March," will be found in Engluh and
Scotch Song Book, published by Nathaniel Cooke,

'

1853. T. C. AKDBBSON,
H.M.'s 12th Regt. Bengal Army.

Moldwarpi (2*> S. vii. 296.) Your correspon-
dent, I suppose, is not aware that moldwarp, or, as
it is pronounced in Yorkshire, mntcdiicarp, is a

provincial name for the mole. What is the ety-
mology of the word ? Is it that which warps or
throws up the mould ? II. W.

John
Evelyn (2- S. viii. 46.) John Evelyn

nmanuel College, Cambridge, B.A. 1618-19,
was, we presume, Sir John Evelyn, Knight, M.P.
for Blechingly, who died 1643.

C 1 1 & TnoMPsoic COOPBB.
< .-n

1

ritft,

"
T.e Style ett thomme mcme" (2" S. %i.

vii. 502 ; viii. 37. 54.) Having access t.
! works in the library of Sir. !

Institution, I consulted tl,
purpose of

verifying the accuracy of the phrase quoted from
>, nnd found that in all instances the form

of expression was the same. If any err.

crept into tie text, the fact might be asccr

by referring to the original
"
Discours," as

j.:

in the Memoirti de fAcademic Frattcaue ; in

which, I suppose, Buffon's "Discours" Orst ap-
peared. Into the arguments by which MR. ^

'MBIT, ingeniously seeks to prove the accuracy of
his reading, I have no wish to enter.
The following are the titles of the works con-

sulted :

1. De Barantt, Tableau de la I.ilU'ralure FrancaiMV
7i-me edit Part*. 1847.

i

2. Villemain, Cours de Literature Fran.;aise, tome ii.

Paris. 1846.

8. ChapMl, Modeles de Literature Fran?aiae, 2de edit.
18* 184o.Paris.

4. Feagere, Morceaux Choisis de Clasaiques Drancait a
1'Usage dec Classes Suplrieares, 7eme edit. Paris. J868.

5. Chrestomathie Fran^aise, ou Choix des Horceaox
Urea dea meilleurs E'crivains Francai^ par A. Vinet.
8 roU. 8vo., 4eme edit 8vo. Bale. 1850.

^What would your correspondent M. Pmn-
BBTB CHASLBS reply to this question, and to the
asserted "present degradation" of the French

language? JOHN MACBAT.
Oxford.

Sir William D'Acenant (2-
d S. viii. 28J

D'Avenant was confined in Cowes Castle. 1 'hi

appears from his own postscript to part of the
third book of GowlU'frt. About half of the third
book was written whilst he was a prisoner in Cowes
Castle. See Kippis's Biog. Briton. J. V.

Ten and Tenglart, what are they f (2
nd S. viii.

52.) The phrase
" ten and tenglars," standing

as it does in the passage cited by your correspon-
dent A. A., is evidently connected with bell-me-
tal ; and I am quite disposed to concur with your

correspondent's conjecture, that by
" ten

" we are
to understand tin; especially as tin is tenn in tli

Swedish language, and in the composition of bcll-

met.nl tin was extensively used.

If, then, in the phrase under consideration,
" ten

**
is tin, what are we to understand by

" ten

and tenglars ?** Mav it not be "tin an-1

lers," or " tin and tinklers ?
"

But, if so, what is

the meaning of "
tinglers

"
or "

tinklers ?
"

Bell-metal, as we are well aware, is a mixture
of two or more metals. To effect a combination
of metals, it is customary to employ a flux ; and
the flux commonly used was borax. But 1 <>ra\

in its natural or crude state was called

May not the "ten and tcnglar.," then, M
and tinkler*," have been tin and lineal; :

of tincal 5r borax having been used for fluxing
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the " 3 score and 3 Ib." of tin, which were added

by the founder, in recasting the Eltham bell, to

the original
" 9 hundred and a half?

"

Theprices specified would accord
^

with this

view :
" 8d. the Ib.

"
for the tin, an indigenous

production,
and "2s. 6d. the pound" for the tincat

imported from abroad.

With the phrase
" ten and tenglars," cf. Beau-

mont and Fletcher, as cited by Richardson :

" Here is such a tinkle tanklings that we can ne're be

quiet."
THOMAS BOYS.

John St. Lowe (2
nd

S.viii.46.) John St. Lowe
was of Trinity College, Cambridge; B.A. 1654-5.

C. II. & THOMPSON COOPER.

Cambridge.

The Pretender (2
nd S. viii. 51.) Your corre-

spondent C. D. E. will find the subject of the al-

leged substitution of a son of Sir Theophilus

Oglethorpe as a son of James II. (the first Pre-

tender), entered into at considerable length in

Manning's Surrey, under the article of WEST-
BROOK. HENRY T. HILEY.

Inedited Letter (2
nd S. viii. 67.) It is evident

from the date that this letter was not written by
Bishop Patrick, who died in 1707. Sunday was
the 18th of May in 1679 ; Tuesday in 1779.

JOSEPH Rix.

John Huit (2
nd S. viii. 46.) His fellow sufferer

was Sir Henry, not Sir Charles Slingsby. Sir

Henry Slingsby was admitted a fellow-commoner
of Queen's College, Cambridge, 11 Jan. 1618-19.

C. H. & THOMPSON COOPER.
Cambridge.

JKffttllxntatul.

NOTES ON BOOKS, ETC.

A History of the City of Dublin. By J. T. Gilbert,
Member of the Committee of Antiquities of Royal Irish

Academy, and Hon. Sec. Irish Archaeological and Celtic

Society. Vol. III. (M'Glashan & Gill.)
This third volume of a work which is doing for Dublin

what Pennant did for London, but doing it even more

fully and more admirably, exhibits the same character-

istics of patient research and useful illustration which
made Mr. Gilbert's preceding volumes so interesting and
valuable. Those who have seen these volumes, and
know how well Mr. Gilbert contrives to mingle pleasant
anecdote and historical information, will readily believe

that as, in his third volume, he has to treat, inter alia, of

the College of Physicians, College Green, the Statue of

William the Third, Chichester House, the Parliament

House, the Old Exchequer, the Royal Irish Academy,
Leinster House, &c., it will not be found deficient in

those points of excellence which have already won for the
author the reputation of a most successful local historian,

and will, with us, rejoice to hear that the fourth
volume is already at press. When completed, Mr. Gil-
bert must give us an Index to the whole work worthy of
it and himself.

A Handbook for Travellers in Devon and Cornwall.
Fourth Edition, Revised, with Maps. (Murra}*.)

If Mr. Murray's charity in providing intending travel-
lers with useful and intelligent guides did not begin at

home; now that it is extended to home it is found to be
so doubly blest that we have here before us the fourth edi-
tion of one of his home handbooks

;
and if, as is possible,

the state of the Continent may tend^to keep many roving
Englishmen during the present season within our own
sea-girt island, who can doubt that this new edition of
an admirable Guide to the counties of Devon and Corn-
wall will find a ready welcome among them ?

The Memorials of the Hamlet of Knightsbridge, with
Notices of its immediate Neighbourhood. By the late Henry
George Davis. Edited by Charles Davis. (J. Russell

Smith.)
Neither in town, nor out of town, the hamlet of Knights-

bridge exhibits to a certain extent the characteristics and
interesting features of both ; and we can believe that the
collecting the materials for this pleasant little volume
may have gone far to soothe the painful life of its author
a gentleman to whom the readers of "K & Q." have
been indebted for many valuable pieces of information
who died on the 30th Dec. 1857, not having completed
his 28th year. The book is one of interest, not only to
those who dwell within the district, but to many others,
from its curious and copious extracts from the Registers
of Knightsbridge Chapel.

Things not generally Known, familiarly Explained. A
Book for Old and Younq. Second Series. By John
Timbs, F.S.A. (Kent & Co.)
We are afraid we have left Mr. Timbs's pleasant little

Handbook of Things not generally Known too long un-
noticed: but the fault is not ours. He writes such
pleasant books that they are spirited away from our

reading desk before we ourselves can get a glance at
them. The present volume, which is devoted to Old
English Manners, Ceremonies, and Customs, and to many
other pleasant things besides, is another evidence of Mr.
Timbs's extraordinary talent in appreciating what will

please a multitude of readers. Here is something to

gratify all tastes, from the learned antiquary to the mere
lover of pleasant gossip.

A Dictionary of Modern Cant, Slang, and Vulgar
Words, used at the Present Day in the Streets of London,
Sfc., preceded by a History of Cant and Vulgar Language
from the Time of Henry V1IL, showing its Connexion with
the Gipsey Tongue; with Glossaries of Two Secret Lan~
guages spoken by the Wandering Tribes of London, the

Costermongers and the Patterers. By a London Antiquary
(Hotten.)
The "London Antiquary" has certainly taken up a

very curious and interesting branch of linguistic research.
He has given us in his reprint of the " First Canting Dic-

tionary," "the Bibliography of Cant and Slang," and
" the Vagabond's Map," some valuable materials

; but he
has still much to do to make his book bear a fair propor-
tion to its title-page. We should, judging from the style
of the original information to be found in its pages, pro-
nounce the author to be rather a man about town, than a
bookish pedant, and to make a complete history of

Slang requires a combination of the two.

Jahrbuch fur Romanische und Englische Literatur unter
besonderer Mittvirkung von F. Wolf. Herausgegeben von
Dr. Adolf Ebert. 1 st Bd Heft ii. und iii. (Berlin. Dumm-
ler).

We cannot better show how well this journal, lately
started at Berlin for the illustration of the Romance and

English Literatures and Languages, deserves the attention
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uf all engaged iu the rtudy of them, thaw by glancing at

UM eootonta of the two aumbere now before ML rTojHat

critical notkee ffom the pona of Ferdinand Wolf. Pev.
Kbert, Dietrich, Delia* and Dies, we have articles on the
/V>i.| U ,'-r,< I.. I

"
t

'

"ti ;> ., /i',./''i;,n< :/ >' -I, ,.,.('
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by Paulm Paris; on the ftaaiiat* Btmamtm f Spai. by
Ferdinand Wolf; on Cimti. *yK Jaftmi/, by Lemcke;

bvPer. TbeeewiUaatWy
i what good service Ferdinand Wolf and Kbert are

ue by toe pabUcalion of thia valuable journal.

BOOM Rax-ElVEU
Jbe amd Au fm4. % John Drown, M.D. (Con-

stable & Co.)
This ia a genuine little

M
study from nature," and ia

full of pathoa and beauty, although but the story of an
old grey-brindled mastiff, and hia honest master and lov-

>e*au of KKza CboA. A \r Edition i* Om* l'ol*mt.

(Routledge & Co.)
If not poetry of the very highest order, there ia so

much of bomefv and English feeling in the harmonious
verses of Eliaa Cook, that MeaaraTRooUedge may well

anticipate a wide popularity for this compact and prcttilv
illustrated edition of her collected worka.

BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES
WANTED TO PURCHASE.
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BRASSES.
^OR SALE, Twenty-six Facsimiles (full size),

including several very fine Specimens, the whole mounted on
en, with rollers, and detached frames for hanging. Apply to

WILLIAM BROUGH, No. 22. PARADISE STREET,
BIRMINGHAM.

MONUMENTAL BRASSES AND TABLETS,
ill Ecclesiastical, Corporate, Official, and Private Seals, Dies, Stamp3,
and
Rin
and Plates in Mediaeval and Modern Styles. Crest engraved on Seal or

a", 8s. ; on Die, 7s. Monograms and Heraldic Designs executed in

correct Style. Solid Gold 18 carat, Hall-marked Bloodstone oj- Sard^_ ^___

Rlng7engraved crest, Two Guineas, 'illustrated Price List Post Free.

T. MORING, Engraver and Heraldic Artist (who has received the
Gold Medal for Engraving), 44. High Holborn, W. C.

A CHROMATIC MICROSCOPES. SMITH,
jt\_ BECK & BECK, MANUFACTURING OPTICIANS, 6. Cole-
mnn Street. London, have received the COUNCIL MEDAL of thw
GREAT EXHIBITION of 1H51. and the FIRST-CLASS PRIZ7S
MEDAL of the PARIS EXHIBITION of 1855, "For the excellence
of their Microscopes." .

An Illustrated Pamphlet of the 10?. EDUCATIONAL MICRO-
SCOPE, sent by Post on receipt of Six Postage Stamps.
A GENERAL CATALOGUE may be had on application.

MARK YOUR LINEN with CULLETON'S
III PATENT ELECTRO SILVER PLATES. The most easy,
prevents the ink spreading, and never washes out. Any person can use
them. Initial plate, Is. ; name plate, 2s. 6d, ; set of movable num-
bers, 2s. 6d. ; crest, 5s. with directions. Post free for stamps. Observe,
25. Cranbourn Street, Leicester Square, W. C.

pULLETON'S HERALDIC OFFICE and Ge^
\J nealogical Studio, for Tracing Family Arms, Pedigrees, and His-
tories of nearly every Family in the United Kingdom, America, &c. No
fee for search of arms ; plain sketch, 2s. 6rf. ; in heraldic colours, 5s.

Tracing pedigree with original grant of arms, 10s._T. CULLETON,
Genealogist, 25. Cranbourn Street. W. C. The studio and library open
daily.

pULLETON'S BOOK PLATES, with Arras, 10*.,
\J or crest plate, 5s. ; crest engraved on seal or ring, ~s. ; arms on
ditto, ?4s. ; crest on steel die for stamping note- paper. 6. 25. Cran-
bourn Street, W.C. N.B. Seal Engraver and Die Sinker to Her
Majesty and the Board of

.B. Sea
Trade.

pULLETON'S CARDS, Wedding, Visiting, and
\J Trade. A copper-plate engraved in any style, and 50 superfine
cards printed for 2s. Post Free. 25. Cranbourn Street, W.C.

pULLETON'S EMBOSSING PRESSES (Patent
I Lever) for stamping note paper with initials, crest, or name and
Iress, 15s., at 25. Cranbourn Street, W.C.Vaddr

PIANOFORTES, 25 Guineas. _ D'ALMAINE
L and Co., sole makers of the ROYAL PIANOFORTES, 104. New
Bond Street, W. The Royal Pianofortes combine all the latest im-
provements of construction, with richness of tone and elasticity of
touch, are uninfluenced by the varied effects of climate, distinguished
by elegance of form, recommended by all the most eminent musicians ;

and to suit every style of furniture are made in mahogany, zebra, and
rosewood, at the uniform price of 25 guineas. Every instrument war-
ranted.

D'ALMAINE & CO. (established 1785), 104. New Bond Street, W.

HAIR
DYE, &c. 248. High Holborn (opposite

Day and Martin's). -ALEX. ROSS'S LIQUID DYE is used
little trouble; for it is merely necessary to damp the htiir by theam ot a comb or brush,when a perfectly light or dark colour is obtained,

5&K&&KkStf beautiful in appearance. CURLING FLUID
J!

IR DESTROYER or DEPILATORY, and CANTHARIDES
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JUNIUS AND HENRY FLOOD.

In 1814 a Tory friend, on whose veracity I had
and have full reliance, informed me that himself

and another partisan had, by the death of a third

person, become the sole depositaries of a tradi-

tional secret the authorship of Junius"s Letters ;

and he proposed that I should replace the de-

ceased trustee. Under this successional obliga-
tion he communicated to me a name, which,

during nearly forty-five years, has never passed

my lips or my pen.
The name did not surprise me. It was of one

who, though he had died in my childhood, had
lived in men's thought and speech beyond my
maturity. My only wonder was and among the

multitude of Junian conjectures still is that the

social and political position of its bearer, his re-

solved spirit, his fervid eloquence, had not, long
since, placed him among the foremost designates
of the Junian laurel him, in whom were so nota-

bly combined the Achillean attributes "Impiger,
iracundus, inexorabilis, acer."

Time passed. Toryism declined into Conser-
vatism : family cares and duties withdrew me
from hopeless politics : my informant quitted Lon-
don, and our associate in the secret died. He
himself has since departed to that world whither
the "

Magni JSTominis Umbra "
had long preceded

them, and whither I now more than octoge-
narian must soon follow.

Thus, in the lifetime yet remaining to me, I am
I

left to deal with the trust which, so oppositely to
'

its own provision and purpose, has devolved on
myself alone. Selected to carry on its trans-
mission with another survivor, how can I act

singly upon it ? And, should its secret die with
me, will not the disclosure be frustrated, which
had evidently been intended at some date or
under some contingency, one or other whereof
must, in the forty-five years of my trusteeship,
have surely eventuated ?

Taking counsel with mine own conscience, I
have arrived at the conclusion, that my duty will

be most reasonably fulfilled by an immediate dis-

closure. It is no fault of mine that I am put to
elect between the literal infraction of a trust and
its practical defeasance : but I am thus far re-
lieved in the dilemma : my personal interests are
unconcerned in the matter ; and he, over whose
tomb more than seventy years have passed, can-
not suffer in his reputation, nor can his family in
their fortunes. I speak herein with an hereditary
warranty :

" The Drapier
"
wrote with the acri-

mony, and published with the mystery, of " The
Junius;" but the authorship of his Letters has
neither discredited his name nor prejudiced his

kindred.

Proffering this communication to the pages of
"

N". & Q., the centre-point from whose peri-

phery converge the lines of inquiry and of solu-

tion, I ask its readers' fair construction of my
motive, and whatever credence they may give
to my informant their full belief that I was thus

informed.
The author of Junius's Letters was HENRY

FLOOD. VALEAT QUANTUM.

[We are greatly indebted to our correspondent
for his communication. All who read it cer-

tainly all who could read the correspondence
which preceded its publication must feel as-

sured, not only of the truth of our correspond-
ent's statement, as to the information contained in

it having been communicated to him in the way
which he relates, but of the propriety of feeling
which has induced him now to make it public.
Our correspondent will, we feel assured, in the

same way do justice to the motives by which we
are actuated in pointing out the objections which
exist to the theory of Henry Flood having written
the Letters of Junius. We are acting in the spirit
of his own communication, viz. that of doing our
best to establish the truth with regard to a point
of considerable literary and historical interest.

Our correspondent does not seem to be aware
that Henry Flood has already been named more
than once as the author of these celebrated Let-
ters. We do not exactly knowfwhere or when
his claim was first advanced, but it was previous
to the publication of Woodfall's edition in 1812,
where it is mentioned and disposed of in the fol-

lowing terms :

" Another person who has had a claim advanced in his
favour upon the same subject, is the late celebrated

Henry Flood, M.P., of Ireland. Now, without wander-

ing at large for proofs that Mr. Flood could not have
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.batata* writer of the sri P/JMa. it is only soffi-

dent to call the readers attention to the two following

facts, which are decisive of the subject in question :

Fir*t. Mr. Flood was in Ireland throughout a great

part of the summer of 1768. and at a time when Junius,

whoever he may have been, was perpetually correspond,

ing with the printer of the Public Advertiser, and with a

rapidity which could not have been maintained, not only
in Ireland, but even at a hundred, and occasionally at less

than fifty, miles' distance from the British metropolis.

This fact may be collected, among other authorities, from

the following passage in Mr. Campbell's Life of Boyd,
and is just as adverse to the pretensions of the one as of

the other

In the summer of 17C8, Boyd went to Ireland for a

few months on some private business. During his stay in

Dublin ho was constantly In the company of Mr. Flood.'

\t, by turning to the private fetter of Junius,

. of the date of Nov. 27, 1771, the reader will find

the following paragraph :
4
1 fear your friend Jerry Dyson

will lose his Irish pension. Say
" received."

' The mark
iwstW* occurs accordingly in the Public Advertiser of

the day ensuing. Now by turning to the Irish debates

of this period, we shall find that the question concerning
this pension was actually determined by the Irish Par-

liament just two days before the date of the above-men-

tioned private letter, and that Mr. Flood was one of the

principal opponents of the grant, a circumstance which

precludes the possibility of believing him to have written

the letter in question. We shall extract the article from

whence this information is derived, from the Public Adver-

<crofDec.l8,1771.
44 Authentic copy of the conclusion of the speech which

Mr. Flood made in the Irish House of Commons, on Mon-

day the 25th of November last, when the debate on the

pension of Jeremiah Dyson, Esq., came on before the

Committee of Supplies :

. nut of all the burthens which it has pleased
Government to lay upon our devoted shoulders, that

which is the subject of the present debate is the most

grievous and intolerable. Who docs not know Jeremiah

Dvnon, Ksq. ? We know little of him indeed, otherwise

than bv his name in our pension list; but there are

others who know him by his actions. This is he who is

endued with those happy talents, that he has served

every administration, and served every one with equal
ftuccess, a civil, pliable, goodnaturcd gentleman, who
will do wfiat you will, and say what you please, for pay-
ment."

" Here Mr. Flood was Interrupted and called to order

by Mr. M., who urged that more respect ought to be paid
to Mr. Dyson as one of his Majesty's officers, andVas
such, one whom his Majesty was graciously pleased to

M confidence in. However, Mr. Flood went on:

to the royal confidence reposad in Mr. Dyson, his

gracious Majestv (whom .God long preserve) has been

graciously lavish of it, not only to Mr. Dyson, but to the

friends ot Mr. Dyson ; and I think the choice was good.
The royal secrets will, I dare say, be very secure in their

breasts, not only for the love they bear to his gracious

Majesty, but for the love they bear to themselves. In

the present case, however, we do not want to be informed

of that part of Mr. Dyson's character we know enough
of him -everybody knows enough of him. Ask the

British treasury the British council ask any Eng-
lishman who be is, what he is they can all tell you, for

the gentleman is well known. But what have we to do
with him? He never served Ireland, nor the friends of

Ireland. And if this distressed kingdom was never bene-

fited bv his counsel, interest, or service, I sea no good
cause why this kingdom should reward him. Let the

honourable members of this House consider this, and give
their voices accordingly. For God's sake let every man
consult his conscience. If Jeremiah Dyson, Esq., shall I*
found to deserve tab pension, let it be wotinued , if not,
let it be

lopped
off our revenue as bnrthensome n

necessary.""-Woodfall's Jmniu, (ed. 1814). pp. 156-9.

Flood's name was again brought forw..

1838 by Warden Flood, in his Memoirs
Life and Correspondence of the Kt. Hon. 11

Flood, M.P., who tclb us (p. 81.) that

Mr. Flood had pretensions to the authorship of Junius.
And, without more than recording a few anecdotes on the

subject, he may have had as well-sustained pretensions
as some who have been put forward ; since bynot
arguments, however lengthened, in support of a parti-
cular and popular personage, do not give greater cer-

tainty to the fact* A literary inquiry so curious as the

authorship of the celebrated Lettert o/Vmtou, has baffled

for years the most ingenious conjectures. The nearer wo
approach the object of our inquisitiveness, when we arc
about to place the chaplct of immortal bays on the head
of the supposed author, he eludea the completion of our
labour, like a delightful delusion of nature which pictures
to our vision an imaginary object that we pursue with
confidence till nearness informs of its unreality. It is

fortunate Junius has left no certain trace of his personal
distinctness, no clue to say he was the man.

Mr. Flood, however, possessed much of the peculiar
genius of that writer, and a classic commentator re-

that

int

of Achi-

politics, his

compositions, and his position in society gave a sort of

colouring to the supposition that was hazarded by many
of his acquaintances, regarding his identity with Juniun.
The following anecdotes, however, are all the materials
with which the biographer has to sustain the fact. Colo-
nel Lnttrel (the first Lord of Carhampton) was a great
stickler for abuses, particularly in the army and pciininn

; he gave bitter and unmitigated opposition to

genius 01 WM wnier, ana a classic commemaior
marked, when the political warfare was carrying on,
his satire had much of the epigrammatic point of A
locus. The time Mr. Flood flourished, his politics,

repose
'As t

leasure suggested by Mr. Flood for their diminu-
tion. In one of the letters of Junius the colonel is exhi-
bited in no very enviable position. He happened to visit

the house of a friend, whom he found attentively perusing
a paper :

* What are you reading ?
'

inquired Luttrel. A
letter of Junius,' responded his friend. Who do yon
think is he? '

Why,' said the colonel. Mo be sure that

d d fellow, Harry Flood.' The
conjecture

of Colonel

Luttrel operated as a well-attested fact, and gave an

acerbity to bis observations, within and without the doors

of parliament, when opposed by his Junius.

When Sir Lawrence Parsons was on a visit at Farm-

ley, one evening the conversation turned on Junius. Mr.

Flood, who had been in his study, entered the room just
as Lady Frances said that Junius ought to make bis real

name known. Mr. Flood sat down and looked fixedly
at Lady Frances; the conversation on the authorship

dropped, and afterwards Mr. Flood turned it to some
other subject Sir Lawrence Parsons thought he traced,

in the manuscript of the letters at WoodfaTl's, the small

cramped handwriting of Lady Frances Flood.

"The question he put to a connexion of his is charac-

teristic enough of the man, and of Junius. What is

your definition of a secret?' 'A circumstance only
known to two persons.' 'No.' replied Mr. Flood, 'it

ceases to be a secret the moment it is known to any one

but yourself
"

*
i nlRosse has been mentioned as strongly of opinion

that Mr. Flood was Junius.
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But Mr. Warden Flood's own book, if it were

not so imperfect as jt is with regard to precise

dates, would furnish evidence that Flood could not

have been Junius. Mr. Warden Flood tells us of

Flood's duel with Mr. Agar, in which the latter

was shot. This took place on 25th August, 1769,

and Mr. Flood quotes letters from Lord Lifford

and Lord Charlemont upon the subject, dated re-

spectively the 6th and 10th of September. From
this time then, the end of August, 1769, until

the 16th of April, 1770, when he was tried at the

Kilkenny Assizes, and acquitted, the verdict be-

ing, as we are told in the Life of Grattan *,
*'

manslaughter in his own defence," Flood is be-

lieved to have been imprisoned in Ireland.

Let us see how Junius was employed during
the same period ;

and we shall then be enabled to

judge how far it is possible that Flood and Junius
can be one and the same

person.
Now, referring to Junius' own edition of his

Letters, namely that published by Woodfall in

1772, the only edition which should be referred

to when it contains the information of which we
are in search, we find that between the begin-

ning of Sept. 1769, and April, 1770, there appeared
the following letters :

1769, 4th Sept. Philo-Junius to Printer of the Public
Advertiser.

19th Sept. Junius to Duke of Bedford.
25th Sept. Junius to Sir W. Draper.
13th Oct. Junius to Printer of Public Advertiser.

20th Oct. Ditto ditto.

19th Oct. Ditto ditto.

17th Oct. Ditto ditto.

14th Nov. Ditto ditto.

15th Nov. Ditto ditto.

29th Nov. Junius to Duke of Grafton.
12th Dec. Ditto ditto.

19th Dec. Junius to Printer of Public Advertiser

(the celebrated Letter to the King).
1770, 14th Feb. Junius to Duke of Grafton.

19th Mar. Junius to Printer of Public Advertiser.

3rd Apr. Ditto ditto.

But the inference to be drawn from the fact of
the appearance of these fifteen letters from the

pen of Junius during the period of Flood's im-

prisonment, namely, that Flood could not be the

writer, is converted into something like certainty
when we come to the Private Correspondence

* In this work, also, we find Flood's claim considered
and negatived.

" Mr. Flood was supposed to have been
the author of the Letters of Junius; but the comparison
of the letters of Syndercombe, which he certainly wrote,
with those of Junius, will go far to disprove the probabi-
lity ; and, on reference to two of the letters, this is esta-
blished beyond doubt

;
for one

1

of the letters of Junius to
Sir William Draper was written on the 21st of February,
1769, and appeared but a few days after the publication
of Sir William Draper's letter, dated the 17th, and to
which it was a reply. At that time Mr. Flood was in

Ireland, and it would not have been possible for a reply
to have been made by him, and published in London, in
the short space within which that letter of Junius ap-
peared." {Life of Henry Grattan, i. 157-159.)

which Junius held with Woodfall during the same
period.

Junius must have been in London on "
Friday

Night, Sept. 15, 1769," when he wrote to Wood-
fall :

" I beg you will to-morrow advertise Junius
to another duke in our next"

Again, in his private letter, No. 13., dated 16th
Nov. 1769, he says: "As I do not chuse to an-
swer for anybody's sins but my own, I must desire

you to say to-morrow, 'We can assure the
Public that the letter signed A. B., relative to

the Duke of Rutland, is not written by the au-
thor of Junius?

" But Junius's presence in Lon-
don on Dec. 19, 1769, is conclusive, inasmuch as

he corrects in a private letter to Woodfall of that
date an important error in his celebrated LETTER
TO THE KING, which appeared in the Public Ad-
vertiser of that day. It is No. 16. of the Private
Letters :

Dec. 19, 1769.
" For material affection, for God's sake read maternal;

it is in the sixth Paragraph. The rest is excellently
done."

This appears to us to be conclusive evidence

against Flood. That Flood was the author of

many political articles, the secret of whose author-

ship was for a long time sedulously concealed

perhaps, among others, the Letters of Syndercombe
we cannot doubt. Known to have written ar-

ticles of this character, the more celebrated

epistles of Junius have been perhaps confounded
with them by over-zealous friends, who, fully be-

lieving Flood to be Junius, took those measures
for handing down to posterity what they believed
to be the fact which have been already clearly

explained by our correspondent VALEAT QUAN-
TUM, who has with so much good feeling and good
taste told the readers of " N. & Q." the story as it

was told to him, namely, that the author of the
Letters of Junins

t
who is generally believed to have

been an Irishman, was no less a person than the
Hibernian Demosthenes HENRY FLOOD.]

A GENERAL LITERARY INDEX.

(2
nd S. i. 486., &c.)

My last contribution to a General Literary In-
dex was in July, 1857. With your permission, I
shall continue it shortly. Meanwhile, I send for

your inspection contributions for the Companion
Index An Index of Authors. Knowing by ex-

perience how much time and labour are lost by
inaccurate references, I specify not only the

volume, but the page in which the information is

to be found.

-PART I. An Index of Authors.
" Abrelardi (Petri), Filosofi et Theologi Abbatis Rover, -

sis et Heloisse Conivgis Eivs Primae Paracletensis

Abbatissa) Opera. !Nvnc primvm edita ex MMS.
Codd. V. Illvstr. Francisci Amboesii Equitis, etc.
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Item, Expositiones in Orationem Dominicam. In Sym-
bolum Apostolorura, in Symbolum S. Athanaaii : et

UelotoM Paraclitcnsi* Diaconlasm ProblemaU, cam
I'etri Abwlardi Soli

Pauli Epiatolam ad
Libri T.

Item, Sermonea per annum legend!, ad Virglnes Para-

clitensea in Oratorio constitute .

Item. Inlrodoctio ad Theologian), divisa in III. Labros.

Item, Andres) Querceteni (Duchesne) Turonenaia Notaj

ad Historiam Calamitalum Petrt Abaslardi : Qusi

acripeerit Petraa Absdardus apperietur et demonstra-
bitur in Notis."

This edition ia described in the General Dictionary,
Historical and Critical, . r. Amboise. Very rate, accord-

ing to Ebert, on large paper as this copy is. See alao

Clement, Niceron. DC IJure.

In Ranken's History of France, vol. iii. Append., there

la an original Translation of the two first Epistles of

Tlssoias and Abeilard, "in which HeJoisa dwells with
such touching and passionate truth on her yet unextin-

gnished affection, but the
springs

of Abelard's love had
bean frozen by age, sorrow, his great calamity, his perse-
cutions," &c, Milman's Latin Christianity, iii. 869. Com-
pare Hallam, i. .TJ , and Notes and Qutrits, rt 407. Other
iirrlaai awl versiona: Abelardi et Hesoism EpistoU, ed.

Rawlioson. 8m, Lond. 1718. John Berington, The

History of tkt Lives "f A. and If. ;
. oinprUing a period of

eighty-four years from 1079 to 11C3: with their genuine
Letters from the collection of Amboiae. Birm. and Lond.,
1787. Sec. ed. 1788, 4to. See also Notes and Queries, xi.

188. Tennemann, who observes, "The epistolary corre-

spondence of Abelard and Heloise, which has been pre-
served, bespeaking the painful reminiscence of their past

happiness, and overflowing with a spirit of sublime me-

lancholy, is a glorious monument of romantic love."

Walton, ivhis Essay on the Genius and
Writings of Pope,

are borrowed, and now much
Epistle) from the original

points out what passt

Improved (in his nni

Letters, vol. L 80485.
Bernard's letters, condemning Abelard's Theoltyia, or

fntroductio in Theoloyiam, his Sententue, Scito teipsum,
and Epistola ad Romanos, pp. J70 96* will alao be found
in Ben together with others, tide Epist 188,

of all of which Dupin, in his

History of EectsmmstioeJ Writers, gives an analysis (torn.
x. 66.). He also inserta, pp. Hf-lt, the collection of

propoeiUons extracted from Abelard'a works, which waa
read and pronounced heretical at the Council of Soissona.

The errors imputed to him will also be found in Posse-

vinns, ii. 232.. and Ranken's History of France, Hi. 188.

That he believed In the doctrine of the Satisfaction of
Christ ia shown from his Apology, or Confession, ad-
dressed, nnirersU Erclseisi SaneUs' r

by Dupin. ut supra, and by Prideanx in bU Lsetiantt,
L, and his Epistle, or Confession, ad-

dressed to Heleisa, prefixed to their Letters, and inserted

in Kpist. 17. -
Qua* eat Bereogarii 8chola>

B. BemardttSB." ssc^ p. 808-9. -No4p,
M
savs

ut recalcitrem Paolo.

aUnd^nomen
oat Mb ccelo, in qo oporteat me aalvum

Dupin gires an account of all the works of Abelard
which were oublish. inder an analyaia
of the most fmportant. those rery remarkable treati^'iaj.
eluded which were published by Rheinwald in 1*33, and

M . -. >. : ..,:, ,\, ;
,

on A. Hi*, of Fr**i.) Miltnan statea (

tianiht. iii. 380.) that Cousin baa only printed paru of
the Sic H Aon. but that the whole has now been printed
by Ilenke and Lindenkobl, Marburg. 1851. For his
maxima of Theology Giesler (vol. iii. 283.) refers to /-

ad Tkcotoyiam, lib. ii. c. 1. (Opp. p. 1046. X
7, cap. uirjp7r-

waa so ceieoraiea lor ner attainments, that among nor
romantic countrymen, the Bretons, she furnished a subject
for a ballad, in which she is represented as a sorceress.

Voy. Chant* Papmlaum d la Ft |y i, t lUllif. e BiaMsJs
oac isf Tr*J*c*m fmntmiu, *e+ yar Th. iteaart do la

Yillemarque; Paris, 1846.

PAST IL CMbeftVmt and Ann^mtut Work*.

AbsBlardus, Sssc. XT. Ethlca seu Libert Scito Tefpsnm.
r. Pexii Thftaur. iii. part 1 626-88. Neander remarks
in his General Ckurch Hutory (viii. 818.\ that Abe-
lard'a notions of rice and virtue are answerml with
great clearness by Thomas Aquinas in his sensible in-

quiry into the relation of the actut exterior and the in-
tentio and perfect will, as the will energetic in .-,

analysis of this,
- the first particular work on morals

among the men of the new scientific direction," will be
found in Xeander, mbi supra, pp. 127-132. Thmlogia
Christiana; r. Msrtene et Dnrand. 7Vmr. T. 1189-4!0.
This -Introduction to Theology" (which he intended
to be "sacra* eroditionis summa quasi divinas acriptunc
introductio," but which did not extend beyond the
doctrine of the Trinity) be sent forth under another

shape, in his work on Christian Theology, but without
softening the harshness of those pasaagea which, ia the
first edition, had given offence to manv. Exj>
Jfefomeron; c. Marten* et Dnrand. The*a*r. T. 1361-
1416. Abelard was strongly opposed to an aristocracy
of knowledge in Christianity, and accordingly, although
he points out the distinction between u formare" and
M
creare," ho doea not show that creation, in the proper

sense of the word, wss not admitted by the Greek or Ro-
man philosophers. lie notices the significancy of the

plural name, F.lohim. For a long list of works on the

Creation, see Darling's Cyclopedia BibKooraphica, vol. iii.

191. et tea. ; Rithmna, de 8. Trinitale; 0. Martene et Dn-
rand. Collect, ix. 1092-96. This abounds in antitheses

and paradoxes. In addition to the reference* given m
L, it mav be remarked that Launoy in his treatise,

De Varia ArutoteJi* Fortuna in Academia Part-

given a collection of citations from different

authors who hare reprobated the Scholastic method of
.

BlBLIOTBECAB.

Part

rin. I..KI> III..M ir\\. t \ i..>n OOfJi

Among the muntnenti of a noble family which

numbers a Lord Chancellor in its anc<

worthies, I have found a paper in the handwriting
of Charles II.'s reign, but undated, purporting to
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be an account of "The Usuall manner of the Lord

High Chancello' his goeinge to Westm' the first

day of everye Terme, whither on Horse or in

Coach, and how Attended." I presume, from ex-

ternal and internal evidences, that the
_

document

is genuine, and the writer an authority on the

subject. I send you some extracts from the

paper, on the chance that there is no printed ac-

count of the ceremony which^it describes. It

commences thus :

" His Lord?? the first day of every Terme, about eight

of the Clocke in the morning, is Attended att his owne

house by the Lord Cheife Justice, the Mr of the Rolles,

the Cheife Justice of the Comon Please and the Cheife

Baron of the Exheqr
, together wth all the Judges, the

Attorney and Sollicitor Generall, wth the rest of the

Kinge and Queene's Councill and the Sarjeants at law,

and wth all the Officers belongeinge to the High Court

of Chancerye, where they are treated wth Biskett Wafers,

round Cakes, and Mackeroenes, and wth brewed and

burnt wyne served after this manner."

The following extract will suffice to show what

manner this was :

"Thirdly, The brewed Wyne in a faire great Cupp
conteyninge a Galloon, brought in by the Usher of the

Great Chamber and p'sented to the Lord Chancellor,

whoe drinkes to the Mr of the
,

Rolles and Lord Cheife

Justice of the Common Please, and soe goes about to the

Judges and the rest of the Officers in*that roome."
" Which Cerimonye Ended his LordPP sets forward for

Westm1 Hall in manner followeinge. If his LordPP goes
in a Coach, then the Mr of the Rolles sitts in the Coach

by him, and the two Lord Cheife Justices sitts at the

other End of the Coach, the Sarjt at Armes sitts alone in

one Boot, and the Scale Bearer alone in the other Boote.

The Lord Cheife Baron and the rest of the Judges, King's
Councills, and Sarj

ts at Law, and Officers of the Chancery
followe in their Coaches, everyone in their order and de-

gree, to Westm* Hall doore, where his LordPP takes

Leave of the Lord Cheife Justice and the rest, and soe

passing by the Court of Common Please, there finds the

garj
ts at Lawe placed before the Barr of that Court,

p'senting themselves to his LordPP according to theire

Seniority, his LordPP shakeing them by the hand as hee

passes alonge, wch Ceremonye Ended his LordPP goes up
to the Chancery Court. But if his LordPP rides on horse-

backe Foure footmen goes by his LordPP, two of one side

of his LordPP8 Horse and two of the other hee rides

foremost alone wth a small wand in his hand, and his

Gent" of his horse walkes by his Stirrup next his

LordPP rides the Lord Cheife Justice and the Mr of the

Rolls, &c. &c. But before his LordPP there first walkes
the Sarjt at Armes, and the Seale Bearer, and first Gent.

Usher; before them his Lord??9

Secretary and all the
rest of his retinewe in order, all bare. Next before them
walke the Officers of the Chancerye in their Orders and

degree, all coverd. Before all goe the Tipstaves of the
Court and the Constables, whoe cleare the way for his
Lord?? passage through the Streetes to Westmr Hall

dpore,
where his LordPP allyghtinge delivers his Wand to

his Gentn of the Horse, soe takes leave of the Lords
Cheife Justice as before, and receives the Sarj

t8 at Law at
the Common Pleas Barr, and soe goes to the Chancerye."

Is any, and what, part of this ancient ceremony
still observed ? H.

SOLUTION OF A BIBLIOGRAPHICAL PUZZLE.

" The First Catalogue of the most Vendible Books in

England, Orderly and Alphabetically digested, the like

Work never yet performed by any. Varietcts Dehctat.

London, 1658. 4to."

Among the many difficulties which doubt has

originated, as regards old books and their real

authors, few have puzzled the English bibliogra-

pher more in affixing the "
palmam qui meruit

ferat" than the volume named above, which Dib-

din, in the Bibliomania (edit. 1811, pp. 397-8.),

strongly recommends in the following terms :

" Whenever you can meet with the small volume,

purchase it, Lisardo, if it be only for the sake of reading
the spirited introduction to it. The Author was a Man,
whoever he may chance to be, of no mean intellectual

powers."

See also his edition of More's Utopia (vol. ii.

pp. 260264) ;
The Athenteum, edited by Dr. J.

Aikin (1807, vol. ii. pp. 601-4.), and other notices

of this volume.

Darling, in his recent Cyclopcedia Bibliogra-

phica (art. LONDON, WM.), therein supposing the

editor to have been a bookseller in Yorkshire,

says
" the authorship has often been attributed to

Archbishop Juxon : the signature (WILLIAM LON-

DON), at the end of the Dedication, having been
taken for his official signature, who was then (1658)

Bishop of London." In looking recently over some
old books, I came across a small but well-known
school-book (Hoole's), Phraseologia Anglo-Latiua
in usum Scholce Bristoliensis, 12mo. This volume
bears the imprint of "

London, printed by E. Coles

for William London, bookseller, Newcastle, 1655.

It is in this direction, therefore, that information

must be sought relative to one of the first English

essay writers " on the use of books," and "
upon

the value and benefits of learning and knowledge."
I trust that as the fingerpost is now set up, that

the spirit of research among your friends will be

aroused to this
" new northern worthy," and they

will shortly present you some interesting details

as to his circumstances, &c., though none is to be

found in the Rev. John Brand's History of Neio-

castle-upon-Tyne. N. T.

[See "N. & Q." 1* S. vi. 515. 592. ; vii. 390.]

M. SUfcLACOMBE, AND THE STREETS OF LONDON.

The attention of Londoners is so forcibly and

painfully directed just now to the sanitary condi-

tion of the metropolis, that I have read with si

personal feeling of interest a curious MS. me-
morial or letter (which has recently come into my
possession), written by a Hollander to some un-

known English correspondent during the reign of

Charles II., on the subject of cleansing the streets

of London and Westminster. I submit some ex-

tracts from the letter, for the edification of your
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Our modern district boards and street orderlies

are not improvements greatly in advance of Mons.
Sullacombe's suggestions. lie proceeds to throw
out another hint, which has since been adopted in

our workhouse system, namely, that if domestic
servants cannot be employed in street-cleaning, it

would be easy and advantageous to supply their

place by some of the " stout and sturdy Beggars,
who swarm in these two Cities in such vast num.
bers, that a man can scarsely save himselfe from
their

Importunity
snd there wants nothing else

but to furnish them with Water and Brooms."
lie illustrates this suggestion by

" a pleasant ex-

ample in a modern Town of > Low Countrin

(Spanuk Netherlands), which finding itselfe over-
whelmed by an insufferable number of these

Rogues within j- Town and without, very much
incommoded by a high Mountain that Kindred
their Fortifications, they made a great port of
those Rogues workc by force, fastnmg them with
Chaines of Iron to y Wheelbarrow cs, and this for

readers. The paper is endorsed,
" Monsieur Sul-

lacombe's Proposition for cleansing y* Street! of

London,** and is dated at the close,
M
London, ff

Dec. 1670.** The author seta out by assuming as

an indisputable fact the foul condition of the me*
j

tropolitan streets, and then proceeds to answer by
.ition the arguments which would be urged

against his sanitary reform by the Tory legisla-
tors of the period :

" It is true," he observes,
" that when I begin to repre-

sent this matter publiqucly. it may be replydto me, That
if too day y Streets were all made dean, too morrow you
.*hal I see them aa bad as before ; But aa tnis wasy same
Objection w* with great heat was made to me at Paris, so
I have still sufficient Reasons to gain this Point. I have
said it there, and I say y same now here, That this Ob-
jection is not at all available : for should we say, If you
wash your hands your Feet and your Linnen too day
they shall be dirty too morrow, ought not they therefore

to be washd at all ? The Reason is quite contrary, for

very one Is obliged to make clean every day that w<>> is

subject to be fowle. if they would not have all to be
stinking and unclean.**

So much for the objectors to our reformer's

project, which is briefly this : He
proposes

that
the same plan should be adopted in London as in

Holland

Where every Family makes dean y street before his

House, and that wck this People doe by natarall Inclina-

tion, and without Constraint, ought to be introduced
here by Sovereign ord, because it concerns y Common
good. By this I intend. That in all > great
Streets this ord' may be observd, That aa fair as v front
of each boose extends the Inhabitants shall keep a Pave-
ment neat and clean of three paces in Length before y
House to the Street, which is as much aa those that
walke on foot can desire, And that for seeing Otis fully
fleeted, som officers may be appointed daily to goe y
rounds in their sererall quarters at a certain boure every
morning, according to the Season of the year, uppon a

penalty to be inflicted on them as it Is now in Practise at

Paris, where that Town U in this kind greatly accommo-

6 solz a day well payd ; By wtb meanes it not

onely came to
pass that thev that workd were in

a short time freed from the disgrace they lay
under, but y' Town was freed of all y* rest ; for

they, flying from worke as from y' mouil.

Cannon, and being still dispoad to Idleness,

quitted this Quarter as if they had bin drove

away by the Plague." The dirt and refuse re-
moved from the pavement, Mons. Sullacombo

suggests, should be regularly carried away 1

Dungcarts appointed for that end ;" and the pro-
fit orbing from the sale of "these ImmunlhKs
may in some measure serve for gratifying the said
officers." He proceeds to enlarge upon the ad-

vantages of his project at some length, and closes

with a suggestion that the "old ill kind of Pave-
ment, with small sharp stones,** then used in the

streets, should be changed for a regular paving,
with " stones well cutt for this

purpose
as is par-

ticularly seen at Anvera," &c. Such a pavement,
he is glad to observe, is occasionally seen in Lon-
don,

" in severall places about Whitehall, and par-
ticularly all along y* King's Garden between )
two Gates over against y" Cockpitt." In reply to

an anticipated objection that a sufficient
rjunntity

of suitable paving-stones cnnnot be obtained in

England, he recommends the
adoption

of " that

sort of Bricke which wee call Clinchart, that is to

say sounding Brick, because, if you throw it on

y* ground, its great hardness mates it resound as

a clock of which wee are capable to fur-

nish successively a great quantity.*' The dura-

bility of this material he considers amply proved
by its use "at y' Court of y Palace of y

c
Hague,

where it hath continued above 60 ycares, n

of Coaches passing over it, and is at this day in a

very good condition." The language of the let-

ter is unusually idiomatic for a foreigner, but the

lost sentence is unmistakeably of French con-

struction :

" In all that is above said there is nothing impossible,
if you will ; and, for my part, I know not why yon will

not. But I well know > Reasons why you shuld doe it,

when that thing shall be y last difficulty of w< I think
I have shewn you y contrary."

The interest of the subject, and the quaintncss
of its treatment, must form my apology for the

length of these extracts.

Is anything known of Mons. Sullacombe n a

practical sanitary reformer ? II. G 1 1 .

Raymond Buildings, Gray's Inn.

flliiior fJotr*.

Alexander Pope'* Chair. Having occasion to

visit Audlcy End in December, 1852, the late

Lord Braybrooko directed my attention

notable relic of Alexander Pope standing i

library, namely, a narrow- backed arm-ch

curious workmanship, containing a central medal-
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lion of Venus, armed with an arrow and a burn-

ing heart. On the back is a brass plate with the

following inscription :

" This chair, once the property of Alexander Pope, was

given as a keepsake to the nurse who attended him in his

last illness. From her descendants it was obtained by
the Rev. Thomas Ashley, when curate of the parish of

Binfield, and kindly presented by him to Lord Bray-
brooke in 1844, nearly a century after the poet's de-

cease."

J. YEOWELL.

Illustration of
" BosweWs Johnson." I am

struck with the coincidence between the follow-

ing passages. The first occurs in Mr. Boswell's

Journal of a Tour to the Hebrides (2nd edit. p.

505.) :

" At Sir Alexander Dick's, from that absence of mind
to which every man is at times subject, I told, in a

blundering manner, Lady Eglintoune's complimentary
adoption of Dr. Johnson as her sou, for I unfortunately
stated that her ladyship adopted him as her son, in con-

sequence of her having been married the year after he
was born. Dr. Johnson instantly corrected me. '

Sir,

don't you perceive that you are defaming the Countess ?

For supposing me to be her son, and that she was not

married till the year after my birth, I must have been

her natural son.' A young lady of quality, who was pre-

sent, very handsomely said,
'

Might not the son have

justified the fault?' My friend was much flattered by
'this compliment, which he never forgot. When in more
than ordinary spirits, and talking of his journey in Scot-

land, he has called to me,
'

Boswell, what was it that the

young lady of quality said of me at Sir Alexander
Dick's?' Nobody will doubt that I was happy in re-

peating it."

Now I put in juxta-position with [this the fol-

lowing from the first scene in King Lear (slightly

abbreviated) :

" Kent. Is not this your son, my Lord?
" Gloucester. Sir, this young fellow's mother had in-

deed, Sir, a son for her cradle ere she had a husband for

her bed. Do you smell her fault ?
" Kent. I cannot wish the fault undone, the issue of it

being so proper."

Might not the young lady of quality have bor-

rowed the compliment from this passage ? G. J.

Sir Walter Raleigh. Whilst searching amongst
some MSS. in the State Paper Office, I found the

following document relating to Sir Walter Raleigh,
which perhaps may be interesting to some of your
historical readers. It is dated 1606, and was pro-
bably written during the month of March. It

throws some light on the sufferings Sir Walter
underwent during his imprisonment in the Tower.

" Sir Water Raleghs complayning is in this manner.
All his left syde is extreme cold out of sense or motion
or num. His fingers on the same syde begining to be
contracted and his tong taken in sum parte in so myche
that he speketh wekely and it is to be fered he may ut-

terly lose the use of it.

"
peter Turner, D. of Phisick.

" in respect of these circumstances to speke l3'ke a
phisition it were good for him if it might stand with
your Honores lyking that he were removed from the cold

lodging where he lyeth unto a warmer that is to say a
little room wch he hath bilt in the garden adjoining to

his stilhouse."

w. o. w.
Scarborough.

Preservation of Monumental Brasses. At one
of the late meetings of the Society of Antiquaries,
it was stated that these noble and interesting ob-

jects are still frequently disappearing. The faci-

lities afforded by the marine store shops, and

ignorance of their value in other respects, are the

chief causes. Would it not assist their preser-
vation if a complete list were made and printed
in the form of a Handbook, so that every traveller

might know what brasses there were in each

church, and inquire for them accordingly ? The
fact of this species of registration, and the chance
of their being often asked after, would operate as

a great check against their being removed. A. A.
Poets' Corner.

Smoking Anecdote. Probably this anecdote

may be acceptable to MR. ANDREW STEINMETZ
and other smokers, if they do not already possess
it. I take it from vol. iii., French Anas, Chev-

rceana, p. 51.:
" A gentleman told me, who had studied under (Pro-

fessor) Baxhorne (he succeeded Heinsius as Professor of

Politics and History at Leyden in 1633. His works are

learned and numerous) at Leyden, that this learned pro-
fessor was equally indefatigable in reading and smoking.
"To render these two favourite amusements compatible

with each other, he pierced a hole through the broad
brim of his hat, through which his pipe was Conveyed
when he had lighted it. In this manner he read and
smoked at the same time. When the bowl of the pipe
was empty, he filled it, and repassed it through the same
hole ;

and so kept both his hands at leisure for other em-

ployments. At other times he was never without a pipe
in his mouth.'.'

Being a smoker, I conceive the above may
prove interesting as a note to MH. STEINMETZ's

valuable little work on Tobacco.

How old was the bishop when he died ?

T. C. ANDERSON,
H.M.'s 12th Regt. Bengal Army.

8. Warwick Villas, Maida Hill, W.

HandeTs Hallelujah Chorus. The following

cutting fBoin a recent newspaper deserves perhaps
a place in " N. & Q." :

"THE ORIGIN OF STANDING AT HANDEL'S HALLE-
LULAH CHORUS. From an anecdote in the Biographic.

Dramatica, we discover the origin of the custom of the

audience standing during the performance of the Halle-

lujah Chorus. When this piece was first performed, the

audience were exceedingly struck and affected by the

music in general, but when the chorus reached the pas-

sage,
' For the Lord God Omnipotent reigneth,' they were

so transported that they all, with the King, who was

present, started up and remained standing till the chorus

was concluded : and hence it became the practice in Eng-
land for the audience to stand while that part of the music

is performing."
ABHBA.
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MEDI.KVAL ABCU1TECTUBB or VBBICE.

Moat travellers are
disappointed

on entering
houses in this city which have elevations of

medisBval character. The interior in almoat every
case ia of Italo-claasic architecture ; in fact, ex-

cept on the fronts, there ia scarcely a vestige of

that of tl, middle agea throughout the city : and

yet the houses do not appear to have been rebuilt.

Borne of theae fronts are executed in a sort of

cement, and many appear comparatively modern.

On inquiring aa to this peculiar feature, I found

there was a tradition that when any member of a

Venetian family had distinguished himself in the

wan that were always raging between the Re-

public and the Turks, be or his relatives imme-

diately, as a sort of trophy, caused the front of

the house to be u
Saracenwed," as my informant

called it much as our old Indian officers, tome

yean ago, used to build
pagodas

in their gardens,
or old captains of whalers to put up a pair of

whale's ribs over their gates. The plan, or rather

design, of the fronts of the Venetian house?, whe-
ther mediaeval or not, is just the same ; a triple
arcade in the centre of each story, and one or

more isolated windows on each side of this. The
transformation would be very easy ; the substitu-

tion of a pointed ogee arch, and some tracery, more
or leaa elaborate, for the old circular arch. There
would be no need to pull down anything, nor to

alter U' inside. Can any of your readers refer

me to written authorities in support or explanation
of this tradition, which certainly puts Venetian
architecture in a different light to that in which
it has lately been regarded ? A. A.

Poets* Corner.

fRinor fdurriri*.

Bacon on Convcrtation, Speaking of conver-

sation, in his Adotinctment of Learning, Bacon

aays : "But this part of knowledge baa been ele-

gantly handled, and therefore I cannot
report

it

for deficient." To what author or publication
does he refer ? Having myself ventured to write

an Essay on the subject, and wishing-for addi-

tional information, I should be obliged for the

notice of theae or any other reference*. With
Swift's and La Bruyere's observations I am ac-

quainted, and mention this to save the trouble of

alluding to them. FBA.ICU TBBKCH.

NOTES AND QUERI1> [f* 8. V11I. Aoo. . '50.

A CkarUg-bo* for
e Dublin Frtrmani

Gnll*me*. In
the Dublin Frtrmani Journal (Oct. 1ft, 1764) the

following notice may be found :

n, Charity Box,

" Bv permission of the Right Hon. Reojanin Geak,
Is*, Lord Mayor of the City of Dublin,

with the City Arms thereon, is BOW carried in such parts
of this City 'as shall be judged most expedient, fur the
sole benefit and relief of three dinrcM-d gentlemen, now
confined in the City MarshaUes, which it is I

hoped will engage the attention and tender consideration

of the humane and benevolent.
M l certifie Uie above gentlemen are in real (Ultras*.

" WM. DKLAMAIB, Mantel"
Was this a common mode of raisins; money fur

debton in Dublin and elsewhere during the last

century ? And can you refer me to any notices

similar to the one I send ? ABIIDA.

Prayer on letting forth an Expedition, probably
intkeRrignofEUzabcth.-
M Most Omnipotent maker and gvidr of all the world*

mas*, that only searches! and fatbomest the bottom of all

hearts' conceits, and in them seest the true original of all

actions intended, Thou, that by thy foresight dost truly
discern, how no malice of revenge, nor quittance of in-

jury,
nor desire of bloodshed, nor greediness of lucre, hath

bred the resolution of our now set out army, but a heed-

ful care and wear}* watch that no neglect of force, no r

over surety of harm, might breed either danger to M, or

glorv to them. These Mag grounds. Thou that didst

inspire the mind, we humbly beseech Thee with beaded
knees prosper the work, and with bet fore- winds guide

ietarv. and make the return thethe Journey, speed the victory
rement of thy glory, the

surety of the realm, with the least loss of English

advancement of thy glory, the triumph of their fame, and
tr of the realm, with the least loaa of English Mood.

To these devout petitions, Lord, give thou thy bleawd

grant."

I have copied this prayer from a contemporary
manuscript, written by one who lived in the reign
of Queen Elizabeth, as well as in those of her two
successors ; but I suppose it to belong to the for-

mer period. 1 have not followed the spelling, as

it is peculiar to the writer, and the composition

appears to better advantage without it: and, as

he was certainly not the author, but only a tran-

scriber, there is no good reason in this case for

retaining bis orthography. I am desirous to ask,
1. Whether any other copy of it is extant,

in print or manuscript? 2. If so, whether its oc-

casion is known ? and 3. Its probable author?
JOHN GOUOH NICHOLS.

u Liberavi anhnam meant." This phrase occurs

at the end of a letter addressed by the late Mr.
Justice Aldenoo to a friend about to be par-
verted (Life, p. 229.), *nd the sense in which he

used it ia the same as that of his biographer (p.

160.), who says of the learned baron,
" In talking on a matter which interested him, be was

not careful M much to pick and choose hie words aa to

give free vent to the current of his thoughts Merom

Here it is evident that he int. awi-

mam to be the equivalent of ied*ld dixissc, aa

Terence :

ft^ssMlnmeefdeveeredo, Verhm ita eat,

Quol homines, tot sententiss. 8uuncu.qu.moe."

The expression
Uberavi animam meatn does not

occur in the Latin Vulgate in the first person, but
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in the second, libera animam meant (Ps. cxvi. 4.,

cxx. 2.), and its equivalent eripe animam meant

(Ps. vi. 4., xvii. 13.) are addressed to Jehovah,
j

and the sense has reference to the soul or indi-

vidual, and not to his opinions or thoughts deli-

vered or enunciated. So Augustm (Civit. Dei,
x. 32.), whose latinity is generally approved,

"Hscc est religio, quse universalem continet viam
!

animee liberandcs, quoniarn nulla nisi in hac liberari
j

potest."

The phrase as used by Mr. Baron Alderson,

although common enough, appears to be merely
schoolboy's Latin for " I have delivered my opi-
nion ;" but I shall be glad to know if there be

any authority, classical or otherwise, for it ?

T. J. BUCKTON.
Lichfield.

Chambers for the Duke of Mantua's Dwarfs.
There are in the ducal palace at Mantua a few

very small apartments, perhaps six or seven, lead-

ing one into another. They are not, I should

think, six feet high, and may be about eight

square. They are now bare whitewashed rooms,
with no doors or furniture, though in one, called

the kitchen, is a raised platform with steps. You
ascend to these rooms by one or two proportion-

ately diminutive nights of steps. Murray's Hand-
book gives no information about them

;
but the

young man who shows the building says they were
built by some Duke of Mantua for his dwarfs.

Can anyone give me any information on the sub-

ject ? Perhaps some of your correspondents may
have met with similar apartments elsewhere. S.

Scotch Genealogies. Before the commence-
ment of the present century it was an almost
invariable rule to baptize the eldest son by the
name of the father's father, and the eldest daugh-
ter by the name of the mother's mother. In

making out pedigrees I have repeatedly been as-

sisted by keeping this fact in mind. Was there
the same rule in England or Ireland ? 2. 0.

Bishop Pococke's " Tour through Ireland." In
a biographical sketch of the Rev. Mervyn Arch-

dall, in the Anthologia Hibernica, vol. iii. p. 274.,
the following passage occurs :

"It was there [at Attanagh] he [Bishop Pococke]
improved some of his works, and there he planned his

tour through Ireland and Scotland; which, the writer of
this has been informed are in the British Museum."

Can you tell me whether the documents in

question are in the British Museum ?
*

Anything
from Bishop Pococke's pen must be good ; and,

J

therefore, I shall be glad to learn particulars, es-

pecially of his " Tour through Ireland." Has any
portion of it appeared in print ? ABHBA.

[* There are two volumes of letters relating to Bishop
Pococke's Continental travels in the British Museum,
Addit. MSS. 19,939, 19,940. ED.]

Major Duncanson and the Massacre of Glencoe.
The article in this month's Blackwood on the

Massacre, suggests the following queries to me :

What connexion was there between the following
personages : Captain Duncanson, who accompa-
nies Archibald, 9th Earl of Argyle, in his unfor-
tunate expedition to Scotland in 1685, and who
behaves with great gallantry, and appears to have
been one of the earl's most trusted servants (see
Wodrow's History}, and the Major Robert Dun-
canson who is in 1692 "

Major of My Lord Ar-

gyle's regiment," and who takes a leading part in

the horrible affair of Glencoe (see article in Black-

wood} ?

This Major Duncanson receives a grant of
arms from Heralds' College in Edinburgh in 1692,
the very year of the massacre. In the register he
is termed "

Major to the regiment of Foot, com-
manded by the Earl of Argyle, and descended of

the Family of Fassokie in Stirlingshire." I much
desire information respecting this family.

In Douglas' Baronage, voc. "
Mayne of Powys,"

two brothers, James Duncanson (of Kiels), who
resides at Campbelton, and John Duncanson at

Inverary, marry two sisters, daughters of William

Mayne of Powys, about the middle of last century.
Were they connected with the Major Duncanson
of the massacre ? Finally, in one of Burke's

genealogical works I find mention made of a
" MS. History of the Family of Campbell of Ar-

gyle, by James Duncanson of Inverary." Where
is this MS. preserved, and who was the author ?

2. e.

Mr. Wells. Can you give me any information

regarding Mr. Wells, author of Joseph and his

Brethren, a sacred drama ? Some account of the
author is to be found in an anonymous poem hav-

ing the title of " The Contention of Death and

Love," a poem, London, 1837. Z. A.

Life is before ye ! The subjoined was quoted
in a speech to the students of the London Uni-

versity on the llth May. Can any reader of" N-
& Q." inform me where it is to be found ?

" Life is before ye !

A sacred burthen to the life ye bear ;

Look on it, lift it, bear it solemnly,
Stand up, and walk under it steadfastly.

" Fail not for sorrow, falter not for sin,

Onwards and upwards till the goal ye win,
God guard ye and God guide ye in the way,
Young pilgrim warriors who set forth this day."

T. W. WONFOK.
Brighton.

Lilac. In the articles on the lilac which have

lately appear/ed in the pages of " N. & Q.," I ob-

served the word is said to be Persian. In the

south of Scotland it is called by the peasantry the
"

lily aik," or "
lily oak." Is there no doubt about

the Persian origin of the word ? 2. 0.
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-e. I remember reading somewhere of a

device representing a crown as a ship in gala trim.

I think it was on a medal or banner at the re-

storation of Charles II. I shall feel greatlj
I by anyone giving me information on the

subject T. S.

CftpoaU. In a diarv of the seventeenth cen-

tury a journey from Durham to Shropshire it

described through Kcndal, Preston, Ce*pooU% and

Cheater. Whit is Cespoole ? Can it be Liver-

pool ? or anything but a mistake ? W. C.

Ministers of St. James $, CterkenweU. I am
desirous of obtaining information respecting the

following ministers of this church, which occur

court's list (Reptrtorium, I 657.) :

. . \\Vston.

Stanhope Pan 11. Thoma* Trice, cl. liccntiat. 15 Nuv.

1583.

Ibid. Henry Fletcher, cl. HcentiaU 12

Feb. 1585.

Lib. Viaitat. 1607. John Preston, A.M.
Ibid. Ifii-j. John Andrews.

Ibid. 1037. lleory Goodcole.

Jac. Sibbald, ST.P. HcentiaL 19 Nov. 1641.

William Sclatter, A.1L, 17 Sept. 1666."

John Preston, A.M., I am inclined to think,

was the celebrated Dr. J. Preston, Master of

Emmanuel College, Cambridge,
" the greatest

pupil-monger in man's memory, having sixteen

fellow commoners admitted in one year to Queen's

College," of which he was a Fellow, 1609.
** Jonn Andrews," fays Wood (Athena Oxon.

ii. 493.), was entered a student in Trinity Col-

lege, 1601, aged 18-; took one degree in Art*, left

the university, and became a painful preacher of

Cod's word
"

probably the above-mentioned. I

shall be greatly obliged if any reader of " N.

& Q." will confirm" these inferences. W. J. PIHKS.

Tun Glass. Mr. Hastings, of Woodlands,
described by the first Lord Shaftesbury in a

well-known character, is said there to have " had

always a tun glass without feet by him, holding
a pint of small beer, which he often stirred with

rosemary." (See Martyn's Life of Shaftesbury,
i. 311.) What is a tun glass? Would it have

been so called from its being tun
shaped

? Or has

the word anything to do with the beginning of

tumbler? W. C.

John Hnnyant Chapel, Bedford. Can any of

your readers who ar collectors of prints, en-

gravings, or drawings, inform me if there is a

print or drawing of John Bunyan's Meeting-
bouse or

Chapel
in Mill Lane, Bedford. It was

taken down in 1707, and a new chapel built on
the* R.W.

Lord George or Gorget. More information

than can be found in Burke's Extinct Peerage is

desired about a nobleman of the above name (his

i Christian name believed to be Richard), li\
'

the reign of Charles I. A son of his was re-

turned lor Downton to the Long Parliament.
\v. c.

Meaning of Motto. The
following motto is

appended to the arms of an ancient Irish family :

" His calcabo gartos." What is the meaning of
it ? Ducange affords no assistance. W. J. D.

Angell Cray. Information is requested about
a gentleman of this name, living in Dors
in 1638, near Dorchester, or about the family.

W. C.

jHtnor tilurrtr** toitb

Dr. Latham's Theory of the Indo-European Lan-

guages.
1. lias any ethnologist of eminence publicly

supported Dr. Latham's opinion respecting the

origin of the so-called Indo-European languages ?

2. lias Dr. Latham
explained

his views on this

subject more fully than they are set forth in his

prolegomena to the Germania of Tacitus ?

INCH.

[The school of glossologisU to which Dr. Latham be-

longs include* amongst other illustrious name*, thote of
Sir Wm. Jones. Professor Bopp of Berlin, and Dr. J. C.
Pritchard. The classification of many languages, as well

European as Asiatic, under one common head (and called

indifferently Caucasian, Indo-Cancasian, Indo-European,
I ndo-Teutonic, Sarmatic, Japhetic, and Aryan) date*
from the year 1784. when Sir Wm. Jonea delivered his

inaugural Discourse as first President of the Asiatic So-

ciety of Bengal (vide Atiat. Ret. vol. L). The most

important contribution to this department of literature i*

undoubtedly Professor Bopp's Comparative Grammar of
the Santkrit, Tend, Greek, Istti*, Lithuanian, Gothic,

German, and Sclavonic Language*, which has been most

ably translated from the German by Lieut. Kastwick

(8 rola. 8vo. Lond. 1856), and been frequently Mprlafcsd
in England. See also Edinb. Ret., vol. xciv. pp. 297.,

ft teg., and Dr. Pritchard's Fatten Origin of th

.Yfi/n, the bit edition of which'is edited by Dr. Latham
(8vo. Lond. 1857). For a particular application of Dr.
Latham's Indo-European theory of tongues, consult his

elaborate work on TheEnglith T^anynaye (8vo. Lond. 1850.

&c), and more particularly Part I. chap*, iv. to viii.

inclusive.]

John Gilpin. What is known of the worthy
memorialised by Cowper in The Diverting History

of John Gilpin. Did he ever form part of the

human family, or was he only a mythical waff?
KI.M..M..N I>KI i.

[Soothey informs us, that "
Lady Austen's conversa-

tion had as happy an effect upon the melancholy spirit of

Cowper as the harp of David upon Saul. Whcnev. r the

cloud seemed to be coming over him, her sprightly

powers were exerted to dispel it One afternoon, when
he appeared more than ununually depressed, she toKl him

the story of John Gilpin. which bad ben told to her in

her childhood, and whi.-h. in her relation.

fancy ae much aa it haa that of thousands and teas of
'

since, in his. The next morning he said to her
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that he had been kept awake during the greater part of

the night by thinking of the story and laughing at it, and

that he had turned it into a ballad." This occurred in

October, 1782. The ballad was sent to Mr. Unwin, and

was first printed in The Public Advertiser on November

14, 1782. Mr. William West, formerly a bookseller in

London and Cork, who died in the Charter House, Nov.

17, 1854, in his eighty-fifth year, relates as a fact not

generallj* known, that the distinguished personage im-

mortalised by the poet, was no other than Mr. Beyer, an

eminent linendraper, superlatively polite, who figured in

the visible order of things at the top of Paternoster Row,
or rather at the corner of Cheapside. Quoth Mr. John

Gilpin " I am a linen-draper bold

As all the world doth know."

West adds, writing in 1839,
" I had the assurance fifty

years ago, from John Annesley Colet, who knew Beyer
better than I did, and also Mr. Cowper and some of

his connexions." (Aldine Magazine, p. 19.) Mr. Beyer
<lied on May 11, 1791, at the good ripe age of ninety-
eight.]

S. John the Evangelist. Why is S. John the

Evangelist sometimes represented in pictures as

holding a chalice, from which a serpent is issuing?
F. L.

[Mrs. Jameson informs us, that
"
St. John is always, in

Western Art, young, or in the prime of life, with little

or no beard ; flowing or curling hair, generally of a pale
brown or golden hue, to express the delicacy of his na-
ture ;

and in his countenance an expression of benignity
and candour. His drapery is, or ought to be, red, with a
blue or green tunic. He bears in his hand the sacramen-
tal cup, from which a serpent is seen to issue. St. Isidore

relates, that, at Rome, an attempt was made to poison St.

John in the cup of the sacrament : he drank of the same,
and administered it to the communicants without injury,
the poison having by a miracle issued from the cup in

the form of a serpent, while the hired assassin fell down
dead at his feet. According to another version of this

story, the poisoned cup was administered by order of the

Emperor Domitian. According to a third version, Aris-

todemus, the high-priest of Diana at Ephesus, defied

him to drink of the poisoned chalice, as a test of the
truth of his mission : St. John drank unharmed the

priest fell dead. Others say, and this seems the more

Srobable
interpretation, that the cup in the hand of St.

ohn alludes to the reply given by our Saviour, when the
mother of James and John requested for her sons the

place of honour in heaven,
' Ye shall drink indeed of my

cup.' As in other instances, the legend was invented to

explain the symbol. When the cup has the consecrated
wafer instead of the serpent, it signifies the institution of
the Eucharist." Sacred and Legendary Art, i. 159. edit.

Mount St. Michael Where will the best ac-
count be found of this curious monument on the
coast of Cornwall, and of the corresponding Mount
St. Michael on the coast of Brittany ? Are there

any separate works on the subject of either of
them ? A. D. C.

[The most complete account of Mount St. Michael off

the coast of Cornwall, will be found in a supplementary
paper (pp. 28.) to vol. iii. of Polwhele's History of that

county (4to. Lond. 1816). See also Borlase's Antiquities
of Cornwall (fol. Oxf. 1754), pp. 350-51, for a briefer de-
scription of the same spot, and an admirable illustration

of the Mount ; and Murray's excellent Hand-Book of
Devon and Cornwall, 4th edit. 1859, pp. 191194. We
are not aware that any separate work has been published
on the subject. Perhaps some correspondent will be able
to refer to works relating to the corresponding Mount off

the coast of Brittany. ]

ON STYLE IN GENERAL, BIBLIOGRAPHY, TYPOGRA-
PHY, TRANSLATION, AND SEVERAL OTHER THINGS,

(Apropos of Buffon's popular axiom " Le style," etc.)

(2
nd

S. vi. 308.
; vii. 502.

; viii. 37. 54. 98.)

What are the true meaning, the wording, and
the general import of Buffon's axiom " Le style
est I'homme meme" is a mooted point, on which

your several learned correspondents, now four in

number an American gentleman; M. C. J. B.
;

MR. MACRAY, whose name is evidently Scotch ;
MR.

ANDREW STEINMETZ, whose name is German
;
and

another one entertain different opinions. To
complete the bibliographic council, 1 beg leave to

add my modest French name to the list of the
debaters.

The point is one of literary, and 'even philoso-

phical interest ;
and let it be said, to the great

honour of the " K. & Q.," it is absolutely new,
even in France. Your correspondents started the

question, and proposed the problem, which they
had no chance to settle and to solve, wanting the

necessary elements, and proceeding as they did
from false or inexact "premisses." Allow me to

state the facts.

In the year 1753, the Count of Buffon was
elected one of the members of the French Aca-

demy. His reception took place in the month of

August. It was solemn, rather than popular.
That Monsieur de Buffon, a most pompous gen-
tleman of the Johnsonian or rather Porsonian

school, possessed great talents, an admirable and
harmonious flow of language, large mental and
scientific acquirements, nobody gainsaid. Vol-
taire's free and

easy^ manner, Montesquieu's
pointed and shining epigrams, were much more in

accordance with the general current and the new
desires of the rising generation. Literature has

its flow and reflux. One felt cloyed with Fonte-

nelle's elegance, and Massillon's honeyed and

magniloquent diction. Some even approved of

Baculard's slip-shod style; and Diderot's senti-

mental frenzy had many admirers. A particular

group of literati contended that in facts, not in

style, resides the true value of books : these dis-

dained all order, care, arrangement, method, or-

namentation, and even the artistic development of

thought, as being mannered, rhetorical, useless,

and boyish. Natural parts were all in all, said

the Diderotians. Facts, realities and experiments,

give us nothing else, cried the Lamettrians and
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! Against the barbarous invasion

Monsieur de Buffon arose, and scattered with tin-

one thunderbolt of bis Academic Di*caur*e the

whole host of the anti-stylists. So at least he

thought; and so th.-i.-hr hi* friends at Montbar.
But the while, the Attilas nixl (J. n.-i-klians of the

French language, the Mercier?, Rctifs, and others,
continued their inroad*, and paved the way to the

more modern affray of the Romanticists, which
took place between 1815 und 1841V, *

Buffon was not the man to defend his cause on
rhetoric or pedantic grounds only. He clung re-

solutely, bravely, as a man of genius could not fail

to do, to the very same Platonic principle of

spiritual unity advocated by Coleridge and De
Quincey, by Fcnelon and Mallcbranche ; made
light of the external facts and the dry documents
which could be treasured up in the mind of man ;

asserted the supreme empire of the mind, as being
the true and only source of illumination; and
from the very depths of (he ego'tietke "Ichheit,"
as German philosophers express it, from the very
essence of man of the spiritual, not the bodily
man he drew the power, essence, and colour of
what he called M

style." Nothing can be more

perspicuous, more striking and masterly, than the

exposition
of his principles as contained in the

following well-rounded and marvellously poised

period. I copy it literally from the first genuine
text*, printed some months only after his Aca-
demic speech was uttered, under BuiTon's own
eyes:
" La ataraaet bin fcriu term* In teal* q*i pa*cnna u

la portent*, la multitude del amfUUMemcM, la ttngularitt
lift fait*, la tumveoMtf meme da decouvrrtct nc *>/ pat de
fir* yitrani de Fimmortalitf ; ti let ottcrayct q*i let con-

q*e ntrde petit* nhjett, t'i/i to*

OTVMnMumrf, ir* fani, le* ammmmmm mafmrnt OIJMMM, at

truuport*** tt oagment meme I ttn mit e* awr/v par dr.
onu pfo AoMln. OM C*MM tout kort de rkomme, U ttyleOT I/BOMME MtmL"

The contradistinction between man and nature ;

between the Egniti, having its peculiar utterance
in

"
Style," and the non-mot', considered as sub-

dued by that cgoitc ; between external facts and
the plastic power of the mind, grasping at objects
and taking hold of, dominion over, and possession
of them ; between the Objective and the

Subjective ;

appears in bold relief, most clearly, under the

most genial li?ht, in the celebrated phrase of Buf-
fon. The accomplished writer never wrote le

ttjle 9ft DX rhomme ("style comet from man"), at
once a truism and a barbarism ; he did not print
U ttyle, ctttChonmr; the ambiguous vulgarity of
the expression could never have flowed from his

correct and elegant pen : such is the awkward
position of the particle ce in that sentence, that it

may signify two things at once either I'hmnme,

JbrasH* tAfmitmm *>artr, torn, zxxvi d 1747
a 17M (Paris, Barnard Bnwtt), pp. 8*7, 8M.

CBLA eft le ttyle, or le fy/, cL4 at I'komme,
two substantives and two *ulij*rt* for one single
verb! Buflbn would have shuddered at the

'it.

At all events, n< -ith. r critic nor caviller can
weaken the authority of the Man*lard-tpxt, revised

by BuflTon himnelf, and published with his own eon-

sent, a few months after he took his seat

the Academic brotherhood. The axiom passed
current (U ttyle e*t I'komm* meme) through ten

subsequent editions ; was so quoted by the Abbe*

Maury, Mirabeau, Madame de Siael, and became
one of the standing apophthegms and favourite

commonplaces, so dear to conversationalists and

metaphysicians. Ra pet's, Bernard's, Richard's,

Pourrat's, Duthilloeul's, Floureus's editions are

unanimous in that respect. Two only differ

I

Bastien's edition (an. viu. vol. i. p. 148.), and

I

Didot's (1843, vol. i. p. 28.)
Bastien, or his corrector of the press, commit-

ted a strange blunder, or rather two blunders at

once: be wholly omitted the sentence le style
et thommt meme ; which words *4 tnrnbcrent denu
la caxxc" as French typographers use to word it.

The result was a nonsensical compound, of which
the beginning flatly contradicts the rest, and
which no French detective literary officer ever

until now denounced to the competent authorities.

The error was quite involuntary. For Bastien

himself reinstalled the omitted incise in its true

place, when he chose the whole period of Button

for an epigraph to his entire edition. However,
be managed to insert a new couple of fresh blun-

ders in that very same quotation : tont instead of
tertntt ; qvantitt instead of multitude.

We are far from having exhausted the annals

it single erratic phrase. As, in 1842,
lot prepared for the press his new c

of Buffbn's Work*, the gentleman who was en-

trusted by him with the correction and revisal of

the sheets, probably (but I do not vouch for the

fact) a native from the Rhenish French provinces,
or perhaps a German, felt the same scruples as

i the learned Ma. STXINMETZ, about BuflWs axiom,
!
which indeed by the subtle delicacy of the shades

may be, and must ever be, a very bard stumbling-
block to any foreigner. He thought, too, that a

printer's omission of the preposition de hnd spoiled
and subverted Buffbn's prose ; so he took the un-

warrantable freedom to fill up the phrase, which

to his eyes was incorrect, and wrote le ttyle <*/ de

thomme. As error ever fosters error, he admitted

I

a second fault in the text, Bastien's forast* fcr

multitude* vulgar for an elegant, a vague in-

,
stead of a precise expression.

Nobody stirred : Buflon was maimed in Didot's

edition. Tue publishers of the following editions,

rid, every one of them, of th- pretended
I amelioration introduced by the Edition Didot,

only reverted to the true old version, and printed
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the small sentence whole such as we gave it

just now. It flew all over the world, and was

often quoted, sometimes misquoted le style Jest

Vhomme . . . Le style eat rhomme, etc., etc. Having

passed through the fiery, ordeal of editorial inac-

curacy, blindness and over-accuracy, it had yet to

sustain a still more trying process.

This be the last.

A writer of the London Times, anxious to

quote in English the famous axiom, translated it

literally (as he thought) in the following words :

" THE STYLE IS THE MAN HIMSELF."

His quotation had little success. It was not

applauded, but criticised ;
and rightly too. How

often does it happen that the very words of a

literal translation convey to the reader's mind a

meaning quite different from that of the original

text! Mistranslation here originated misquota-
tion. Never did Buffon think indeed to introduce

in his phrase the man HIMSELF, viz. the living and

bodily being of man, with all his external and

inborn, physiologic and worldly, psychic and

anatomical elements including even accessories,

gestures, eccentricities, oddities, and so on all

which constitutes the self of man, the whole

personality of his life and his soul. Buffon,

wishing to inforce the power, the essential na-

ture and deep personality of "
style," wrote and

said,
" Externals are not man" :

"
Style is the VERY man."

Which is quite another thing, as any Englishman

may see :
" You are the very man I sought for

"

"Vous etes 1'homme MBME que j'ai cherche."
" Meme," an adverb, not an adjective, is the only

possible substitute for very a word of great pith
and emphasis, which I would rather think etymo-
logically allied to the Keltic guerg, and the Teuto-

nic gem, than to the Latin word verus. Lui-meme,
a compound adjective, is rendered by himself.
The difference between himself and very is broad

and clear.

Hence all the combats, exceptions, objections,

disquisitions, controversies, metaphysical misgiv-

ings, bibliographic uncertainties, which started

your correspondents ; and here ends that little

Comedy of Errors, which you may call Everyone
in the Wrong, or Everyone in the Right, after your
own pleasure. It may furnish to some Disraeli,
or rather to a Thackeray or a Doran, a very
choice bit of literary chit-chat ;

which I do dismiss,

bequeath, and entrust to their own excellent taste,

spiritual care, humoristic whim, and philoso-

phical minds. PHTLARETE CHASLES, Mazarinseus.

Ecouen, pres Paris, 2 Juillet, 1859.

ARCHBISHOP LEIGHTON'S WORKS.

Presentany (2
nd S. viii. 43.) The victories of

the French Emperor have been presentany in the

sense in which Pliny and other Latin writers used

prtzsentaneus, but time only can show whether

they will or not in their effects be presentany in

Leighton's acceptation of the word ephemeral.
When Sutrium, a city of Tuscany was besieged,
Camillus marched to its assistance, ordering his

soldiers to carry three days' provision and all ne-
cessaries with them. This enabled him. to come on
the besiegers unawares, and to relieve the city ;

from which circumstance arose the proverbial ex-

pression, Eo Sutrium. It is at present uncertain

whether Eo in Sardinian will long be synony-
mous with presentany succour.

BlBLIOTHECAR. CflETHAM.

EIRIONNACH, in his interesting note on Arch-

bishop Leighton's Works, says
" Is there such a

word as presentany ?
" Without attempting to

decide whether it may be legitimately used as an

English term, I reply that it is merely an Angli-
cised form of the Latin prasentaneus, a word used

by Suetonius (in Nerone), the elder Pliny, and
other writers about the same period. Instances

are quoted by Scheller, in his Lexicon totius La-

tinitatis, as well as by Gesner and Facciolati.

ARTERUS.
Dublin.

Sardanapalus and Archbishop Leighton (2
nd S.

viii. 61.) EIRIONNACH inquires whence Leigh-
ton drew his reference to " that luxurious king

"

on whose tomb was inscribed the emblem of two

fingers one upon the other in the act of sound-

ing, with the legend "Non tanti est." The story
refers to the monument of Sardanapalus, and is

told at length in a fragment of Aristobulus pre-
served by Athenaeus (xii. 39.), to the effect that

Alexander when marching across Cilicia discovered

a tomb at Anchiale on which were carved two

fingers crossed, as if making a fillip

"
ervju./3ejSA.r}KOTa TIJS Seflas \eipbs TOVS fiaiCTvAov?, ws ai/ eTUK-

pOTOVi/ra."

And below them the inscription
"
SapSai/ajraAos, AvaievvSapa^ov jrais AyxiaA/>ji> Kal Japcrw

Tf/ixepr/ M'H. 'E<r0i, irlve, Traijje, ws TaMa TOVTOS OVK

This has been thus translated by Byron in his

tragedy :

"........ Sardanapalus,
The King, and son of Anacyndaraxes,
In one day built Anchialus and Tarsus.

Eat, drink, and love, the rest's not worth afillip"

The incident is repeated by Athenaeus in two
other passages ; once on the authority of Amyn-
tas, a companion of Alexander the Great (tft.),

and elsewhere (viii. 14.), on that of Chrysippus.
It is also related by Strabo (xiv. 672.). Calli-

sthenes, in a fragment preserved by Suidas, says
the monument was at Nineveh (v. 2a/>5ai/.), but

Arrian adheres to the story of Amyntas (Anab. ii.

5.). J. EMERSON TENNENT.
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TITLES COMFKftftED DT OLIVER CROMWELL.

(**S.vii. 476. 518.)

From various sources I am enabled to furnish

:IEL with the names of the following Baro-
nets and Knights created bj the Protector.

/; .
.

25 June. 1656. John Read, of Brocket IlalU
16 July. 1056. John Claypole.'
C October, 1657. Thomas Chamberlayne of Wickham.'
6 March, 16578. Thomai Beaumont of Stonghton

Gnuutt.
24March, 1657-8. John Twitleton.

31 March, 1658. Henry Ingolsby, of Letbenborow.*
81 March, 1658. Henry Wright of l>agenbam.
26 April. 1658. E<lmund Dunch Baron Burnell.

28 May, 1658. Griffith Williams ofPcurhyo.?

1653. Thomas Vyner, Lord Mayor of London, 1G53.*

ard Tichbone.
ml Combs.

Edward Ward of Bexley.*
Thomas Andrews.
Thomas Atkins.

Thomas Footed
Henry Ingolsby."
Richard Chiverton, Lord Mavor of London, 1C J7.

Henry Pickering of Whaddon."
John "Barluted.
John Deihick.

James Drax.

IJfnry Wright"
1655. Andrew Kamsay, Ix>rd Provost of Edinburgh."

Colonel William Lockhart, Resident in France. >

1656. Peter Coyett. Resident in France.
Bulstrode Whillocke.
Thomas Widdrington, Speaker.
John Rcvnolds.

1C57. John LcnthalL"
Rear Admiral Richard Stayncr.

17

Although Cromwell, towards the end of his

life, instituted a House of Lords, he did not assign
the members any titles of

peerage, those who
were not previously Earls, Viscounts, or Barons,
having merely the prefix of Lord attached to their

surnames. It is remarkable that the only Peer
created by him (20 Julv, 1657), Charles Viscount
Howard and Baron Gifsland, was on the Restora-
tion elevated to the Earldom of Carlisle (30 April,
1G61), receiving at the same time the titles of Vis-
count Howard of Murpeth and Baron Dacre of
Gilleslantl. K. K.

> He had been created a Baronet by Charles I., 16
March. 16412, hot being according to Cromwell's Act
of Parliament, 4 Feb. 1651, which annulled all patents
granted soheeoueat to 4 Feb. 1641, prohibited from as-

suming the title, he seems to have accepted a similar
honour from the Protector.

* He was (ather of Cromwell's son-in-law, John Lord

Healaleo had been created a Baronet by Charles I.

4 February, 16413.
4

Sf?^? Baroaat l! Cbarle- " fter the
Uoo,21 February, lOo-j 1.

* Created Baronet 80 August, 1CC1.

(2*8. viii.31.)

The question respecting
M
Adcnborough

"
re-

sembles some other historical matters of live nine-
teenth century, which are already pastiii;; into

obscurity. We now know of no -

"
constituency of Adenborougb." With .-.

to the solution of the difficulty, we sh

first
place

bear in mind that the year 1831, when
London gave birth to the pamphlet upon Whig
Reform which your correspondent cites, was the

identical year when a Reform Bill, nut unlike

that which passed in 1832, was first brought for-

ward.
Tour correspondent asks,

" What place is meant

bjr Adeiiborovghf" I would suggest Aldborough;
either Aldborough in Suffolk or Aldborough in

Yorkshire, both of which returned members to

Parliament. Aldenburgh in Anhalt is also spelt

Adtnburgh (WrighC* Gazetteer). So Aden-

borough may have been used as a way of spoil in^
the English, in conformity with the foreign name.

Secondly, we must take note that in the Re-
form BUI of 1831, as well as in that of 1832, both
our English Aldborougbs stood in Schedule A. (to
be disfranchised).
Your correspondent (citing the aforesaid pam-

phlet,
which exalts Adenborough above Knares-

borough, and represents Sir James as speaking
contemptuously ofthe Adenborough constituency),
asks what Sir James said, and tchtn. After some
search, I can only say with your correspondent," I cannot find it."" Possibly, however, the whole
is resolvable into a mistake, and in the following
manner.

In the adjourned debate on the Reform Bill of

Maronet 11 June, 1CGO.
' Created Baronet 17 June, 1661.

Created a Baronet by Charles II., 18 June, 1661.

Created Baronet 19 December, 1660.
10 Created Baronet 21 November, 1660, with remainder

to his son-in-law Arthur Onslow, ancestor of the Earl
Onilow.

Vide ante.
" Created Baronet 2 January, 16601. He was a

relative of Sir Gilbert Pickering of Tichmarsb, Bart,
Cromwell's Lord Chamberlain, but in what degree doea
not appear in any pedigree of the family that I have

**"* Vide ante.
" Knighted by Charles II., 17 Julv. 1660.

Andrew Ramsay of Wauchton [AbboU-Hall ? ] was
a Baronet of Scotland 23 June, 1CGU.

1 He was son and heir of Sir James Lockhart of Lee,

Knt, Lord Justice Clerk, and married a niece of Cromwell.
" He was son of Speaker Lenthall. and was degraded

from his knighthood by parliament, 12 May. 1CGO.

U was knighted bv Charles II. in September 1GCO,

along with Vice-Admiral Sir John Lawton, who probably
had also received that honour previously from Cromwell.

It is not improbable that Sir Edward Monta*;

great Admiral, afterward* Earl of Sandwich, K. G., was
also knighted by the Protector.

His son
. : I
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1831 (Hansard, Commons, Mar. 8, col. 225), Sir

James refers to some comments by the right hon.

member for Aldborough (Mr. Croker) on the ex-

pression of another member respecting Tavistock.

Now some of the newspapers of that day report
Sir James's speech with (assuming Hansard to be

correct) extreme inaccuracy. May it not have

been so loosely reported somewhere, that Sir

James's reference to what had been said by the

right hon. member for Aldborough concerning
Tavistock may have been mistaken by the author

of Whig Reform for a reflexion on Aldborough
itself?

Incredible as it may now appear, the sum-totals

of electors in the four places specified, when the

Reform Bill was passed, are stated to have been,

respectively, Aldborough, Suff., about 40, Aid-

borough, Yorksh., about 60, Knaresborough 28,

Tavistock 27 ! THOMAS BOYS.

" Hinc Hadenbergam sera sub nocte venimus,
Ridetur nobis veteri mos ductus ab sevo

Quippe ubi deligitur revoluto tempore Consul,
Barbati circum mensam statuunter acernam,

Hispidaque imponunt attend mente Quirites:

Porrigitur series barbarum desuper ingens,
Bestia, pes, mordax, sueta inter crescere sordes,
Ponitur in medio. Turn cujus numine Divura
Barbara adiir, festo huic gratantur murmure Patres,

Atque celebratur subjecta per oppida Consul."
Huetius de Rebus ad eum pertinentibus, p. 77.

Amst. 1718.

The editor, to prevent mistakes, says in the

preface,
"
Hardenberga oppidum est Transisalaniaj, hunc autem

morem in illo oppido, nee vigere nee unquam viguisse

liquido constat
;
sed ex vano fortasse rumore, vel animi

laxandi gratia, hos versus efFectos esse facile crediderim."

H. B. C.
U. U. Club.

I presume that Aderiborough represents
" Jamie's

"
pronunciation of Edinborough. Sir

James must have alluded to the smallness of the

constituency of the Scotch capital, which was, in

1831, less than that of Knaresborough.
E. H. D.D.

LORD ERSKINE AND REV. WM. COCKIN.

(2
nd S. viii. 25.)

On this subject the editor of the Gloucester
Journal inserted the following notice in his journal
of the 16th July :

" To Correspondents : To the inquiry of a ' Constant
Reader' we reply, that the trial he refers to occurred at
the Gloucester Summer Assizes in 1801. At that time it

was not the custom, as it is now, to give a detailed ac-
count of the proceedings in the provincial Courts of Law,

c., and we are not aware of any other report of the trial

in question than what is contained in the following brief

paragraph, which appeared in the Gloucester Journal of

August 10, 1801:
" ' Among the trials at Nisi Prius, before Mr. Baron

Thomson, was an action of ejectment, in which Mr. West--

ley, wine merchant, of Bristol (as heir-at-law of Mrs.
Pinfold, late of Minchinhampton,) was plaintiff, and the
Rev. William Cockin, curate of Minchinhampton, as de-
visee in the will of the said Mrs. Pinfold, defendant.
The leading counsel employed by Mr. Cockin was the
Hon. Mr. Erskine, who, in an able speech of two hours

displayed that .... consummate skill in his profession
which he never fails to testify. This gentleman, never

having been before . . . engaged as counsel in this place,
the court was unusually crowded, and the curiosity ex-
cited was amply repaid by his extraordinary eloquence
and peculiar humour. After an examination of two wit-

nesses, the counsel for Mr. Westley gave up the cause,
and a verdict was of course returned by the jury (which
was special) for the defendant.'

"

Among the "small courtesies which" "the two
old maiden ladies

" " were pleased to value so

highly," I was told that one, and probably the

first, was the curate's furnishing them with an
umbrella on going from church on a rainy Sunday.

I was present in court at the trial; and for

some time after was able to report to others the
whole line of argument which Mr. Erskine took
for the defence. But, at this distance of time,
I cannot venture to restate it with certainty or

precision. I think, however, it was .founded

chiefly on the impression which those "courtesies"

(continued through life) were calculated to make,
and was marked by the very skilful way in

which Mr. Erskine proceeded to draw out, and to

heighten and deepen the effects of the curate's

attentions, on the minds of the two solitary
" maiden ladies," who were sisters. P. H. F.

" HARPOYS EX FISSHEPONDE."

(2
nd S. viii. 49.)

There is some choice of derivations, for both
these terms. First, for "

harpoys," the med.-Latin
name for a harpoon, harpo ; and harpuis, a mix-
ture of pitch, tar, and resin ; and secondly, for
"
fjrssheponde," vischbeun, the well of a Dutch

fishing-smack, &ndfysshe-pund, of kindred n(san-

ing ; all supply tempting etymologies.
But your correspondent finds the two words

linked together,
"
harpoys et fyssheponde ;

"
and

where articles, in an old Customal, stand thus

| united, ought we not to suppose some measure of

affinity between them ? And is not that explana-
tion to be preferred which maintains the con-

nection between the two ?
"
Harpoys et fyssheponde." It may be sug-

gested, then, that in these two terms the last syl-

lables of each, poys and ponde, mean the same
: thing. Any stated quantity of a given article

was, in the old French employed by our fore-

fathers, called poys, poyse, or pois.
" De chascun

poysc de forrnage et de bure jd." (Costumal of
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v i, i:)01, in BoyVs CWfcrfumr) Cf.

in Cotgrave A w*A of cheeM* (Out i*, a cer-

tain con?entional quantity, 256
pound*). More-

over, this wtirk, or pay*, had its corresponding
term in med.-Latin. Any thing made up into a

package, handle, or lot, or a certain fixed amount,
was in med.-Latin called a pondus.

" Pondus.
Be qussvis in fasces collaU . . . .

' Tria ponder*
de mottayla

' "
(Du Cange). So thai jxmd* and

an the Mme thin. Such een to bemean thing."
the affinity of "har^," and -

fjwhe/xnufe."
AJ to "

fyMheponde," then, there can be little

difficult/. Fyssbe/>ojufc wat a certain conven-
tional amount or "

weigh
"

of fish made up into

a lot, say a bundle of saltfisb, each fuch lot paving"
temp. Hen. III.," as your correspondent inti-

mates, a stated u custom" " at Rillingigate."
w

llarpoyt," (** poyi
"

answering to weigh or

pmttMi) was, I would submit, a certain amount
or weigh of herring*, subject to a similar pay-

Herring was in those days harang.
"
Harang

firetch,"
u
harang soor or salce

"
(Costutnal of

Sandwich, p. 556). Look
sharply

at "
harpoys,-

and you will perhaps detect in it a contracted

form, two words run into one, harang-poys, bar-

poys, harpoys.
All the three articles which your correspondent

paid
*

toll
"
or custom." Each was in

and each was made up in the usual
in which it paid duty. The harpoys and

the fyssheponde were herrings and fish (probably
codfish) imported from abroad, and therefore

liable at "
Billingsgate

"
to a certain " custom"

so much upon each pondus, poys, or weigh. The
homespun cadewoldes

"
were woollen in bales,

of a stated Quantity, each bale subject to a stated

toll, when "
brought over London Bridge."

THOMAS DOTS.

Hrpltrs
1

to 9mar tisumt*.

Ottnundii Regalh (!* S. ii. 199.) Having oc-
tsion a few days since to look at the description

of " Osmunda regulis
"
in Moore's Popular History

of British Ferns, I there found at
p.

141. an an-
swer to the Query propoeed by J. M. B., and
which I cannot find has been at present answered.
The legend is to the following effect :

"LcoarD or OBMCITO THE WATERMAH. At Loch
TJM dwelt the waterman old Oamand. Fairest among
Him wat the daughter of Oemond the waterman.

.:ht brown hair and glowing cheek told of her
Saxon origin, and her light slept boondtd over the grttn
turf like a young fawn in bis native glade*. Often, in
the stillness of a summer's even, did the mother and her
fair-haired child tit be*ide the hke to watch the dripping
and UM plashing of the toner's oars, as he skimmed
right merrily toward* them on tht deep bit* waters.

Stood*, a* of hasty step*, wtre heard one day, and pce-
ently a company of fugitive* told with breathless baate
that the cruet Danes were making towards the ferry. Ot-

muna heard them with fear. Suddenly the *]-...< ..f fan-
OTN VMtt cftmo WflMMHV ott UM MMT* *^u0 rutritiv^si riMQiBd
on, .ad Osmund ttood for a moment, when, snatchins;
hi. on, be rowed hi* tftmhUsw wife and fir child to
a small island, covered with tht great U.iraund Royal,
and, aMitting them to land, enjoined them to He down
beneath the tall ferns. Scarcely had the fnrrrman
rrtamed to his cottage, when a company of f>aneCT

. .

i

Heaven for the
preservation

of hi* wife and child. Often

rathed in ; bot they hurt him not. for they knew
do them service. During the day and night >V1

row backward* and forward* aero** the river,

troops of thote fltrot men ; and when the last company
wa* pat on shore, yon might have seen Oamund kneeling
beaide the river's bank, and returning heartfelt thank* to

in after jean did Ommnd speak of that day's peril ; sn.l

hi* fair child, grown up to womanhood, called tht tall

fern by her father's name."

T. W. TVowroi.
Brighton.

Shelley amd Barhamwich (2^ S. viii. 71.)

May not this refer to Barnbam parish (the village
is six mile* from Chicbester, and four from Bog-
nor), "where the family of Shelley of M
grove at an early period posteased considerable

property*' (Horsfield, i. 414.). There was a

family named Barham in Wadhurst parish.
" Of

the ancient family of Barham, who for upwards of
two centuries resided here, Mr. Michael (after-
wards Mr. Sergeant) Barham gained the most no-

toriety
"

(Horsfield). Percy Bysshe Shelley, the

poet,
was born at Field Place in the

parish of
\Varnhara. It is more than probable, however,
that the Shelley family were originally from
another county. There is the parish of

Shelley
(tctju-leag} in Ongar hundred, Essex ; UM pariah
of Shelley (Shetti, SheUeighe) in Samford hundred,
Suffolk; and the township of Shelley in the parish
of Kirk-Burton, co. York : cf. Dallaway.

R. 8. CHABKOCK.

Herbert Knowles (2* S. viii. 28. 55.) J. F. W.
is not quite correct in his reply to the inquiry of
H. E. \VILKIHSOH respecting Herbert Knowles.
He left some poems of considerable merit ; but
which his friends, acting, I believe, on the advice
of Southey, declined to

publish.
Some extracts,

however, appeared
in the Literary Gazette not

long after his death, and will be found in the

volume for 1817, 1818, or 1819, if your corre-

spondent wishes to see them.
I have before me, as I write, one of the original

copies of the " Lines written in Richmond Church-

yard," as well as manuscript comes of two short

poems, which I think are not the same as those

published in the Literary G<
Is J. F. W. certain about the year of Knowles' s

death P I was a schoolfellow of his, and should

have thought that he died a year later than is

('. II.

P.S. In the obituary of The Times of the 9th

May, 1859, appears a notice of the death, on tl<*
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3rd May, aged ninety-two, of William Chanter,

curate and incumbent of Hartland, in the diocese

of Exeter, for a period of seventy years. This

seems worthy of record in the pages of " N. & Q.,"

as well as the more extraordinary fact that the

incumbency of the last three perpetual curates of

Heptonstall, in the county of York, has extended

over 150 years.

Designation of Works under Review (1
st S. ix.

245. 516., x. 473,, xi. 111.
;
2nd S. vii. 505.) As

the American word "caption," in the sense of

head or title, is objectionable, and the word " ru-

bric" is only a suggestion of an addition to its

received use, we may be content with the word

"title" for the heading of our article. Thus
Article viii. of the Quarterly Review, 1859, has

the running title
"
Bread," whilst the proper title

of the article is
"
[Review of] (1.) The English

Bread-Book; (2.) Rapport sur le Procede de

Panification" and so on to the enumeration of

nine distinct works. Filling in the blank in the

example furnished in N. & Q." (1
st S. xi. 111.),

we may say,
" the subject is elaborately treated

in the "second work [enumerated in the title] of

our Article viii., Rapport sur le Procede de Pani-

fication" Instead, however, of referring to the

number of the book in the title, it is usual to refer

to its author, and by name, if known. Sometimes

thus :

" Of the works enumerated at the head of

this article, the second is, &c.," where head is the

synonym of title.

The title of an article in a review may comprise
the titles of many books, but the same custom

which furnishes the word title to a book, supplies
it also to an article in a review. T. J. BUCKTON.

Lichfield.

Passports. In 2nd S. v. 233., several questions
were asked respecting the origin of passports.

Now, without answering those questions, I for-

ward a copy of a document placed in my hands a

short time since for translation, which being a

passport granted by Queen Anne to her chief

harbinger Peter la Roche, a few months before

her death, proves that as late as 1713 permission
to leave the country was necessary before travel-

ling on the Continent. Thinking it might prove
as interesting to some of your readers as it did to

me, I made a copy of the original document, and
now forward it to you :

"Anna, Dei Gratia, Magnae Britaniae, Francias et Hi-
bernioe regina, Fidei defensor, &c. Omnibus et singulis
ad quos praesentes Literae pervenerint, Salutem. Quan-
doquidem Fidelia et Dilectus Subditus Noster Petrus la

Roche Generosus, qui per plurimos annos sese servitio

nostro addixerit et jam munere Primi Prsecursoris Hos-

pitij Nostri perfungitur, mala vero laborans valetudine a
nobis petierit, ut ei libertatem concederemus in Galliam
Sanitatis recuperandae gratia proficiscendi, nos ejus preci-
bus annuentes quo tutius commodiusque iter institutum
tarn eundo quaui redeundo peragat his nostris comme-

atus Literis eum munire voluimus, rogandosque duximus
omnes et singulos Reges ac Principes cujusque Dignitatis

atque ordinis, Status Respublicas Liberasque Civitates

Amicos Nostros et Focderatos per quorum Ditiones transi-

turus sit, necnon Provinciarum Gubernatores Exercituum

Classiumque Duceg, Praefectos Limitaneos Arciumque
Custodes reliquosque ipsorum Officiates ac Ministros (id

quod subditis nostris quorum ullo modo intersit, firmiter

injungimus) ut praefato Petro la Roche una cum uxore

sua, Famulis et Sarcinis quibuscunque non solum ubique
Locorum liberam et securam eundi transeundi commo-

randique, prout utris postulaverit, potestatem faciant,

verum etiam omnibus humanitatis et benevolentiae of-

ficiis excipiant adjuventque, ac novis insuper Commeatus

Literis, sicubi opus fuerit, communiant; Quod nos pari

yel alio studiorum genere prout occasio tulerit, grate

agnoscemus, rependique curabimus. Dabuntur in Arce

Nostra Windesoriensi vicesimo nono die Augusti, Anno
Domini Millesimo Septingesimo decimo tertio, Regnique
Nostri Duodecimo.

" Ad mandatum Serenissimae Dominse Reginae,
" BOLINGBROKE."

It was countersigned "Anna R.," in a very

shaky hand, and seemed as though she had

written "Anne," and then changed the final e

to an a. Bolingbroke's was a very bold signa-

ture. T. W. WONFOB.

Brighton.

Mence or Mense Family (2
nd S. vii. 514.) We

have received from the editor of The Barnsley
Chronicle a copy of that journal of 23rd July,
into which RAIN HILL'S Query had been trans-

ferred. The editor had, in so transferring it,

added the following valuable scraps of informa-

tion, which we gladly transfer to our columns, as

they may be the means of enabling our corre-

spondent to trace the pedigree of which he is in

search :

" We are told the late Mr. Charles T. Mence, solicitor,

of this town, used to speak of an ancient pedigree of their

family being in existence and in his possession. Can it

be the one referred to? RAINHILL is wrong about the

Rev. John William Mence being the last male descendant

of the family, as at the time of his decease (which took

place at Hoton, Leicestershire) he had two brothers

living in the neighbourhood of Barpsley, viz. Mr, B. H.

Mence (since deceased) and Mr. G. C. Mence. The last-

named gentleman still lives at Boggart House F^arm,

Ardsley, near Barnsley, and either he or his sistersf'thc

Misses'Mence, of Barnsley, would be able, if so minded, to

answer RAETHILL'S Query."

Torture : S. Dominic (2
nd S. vii. 406.) From

the concluding lines of BERTKAND uu GBESCLIN'S

reply, it would appear to be inferred that S. Do-

minic was the first Grand Inquisitor, or that at

one period he held that office. That he was so is

the commonly received, but I think erroneous,

opinion. I should be obliged if any of your cor-

respondents could point out where I could find

evidence to prove that S. Dominic held that ap-

pointment, or that he acted, while in the southern

provinces of France, in any other capacity than as

a missionary employed for the conversion of the

Albigenses.
PHILIP PHILIFPSON.
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S. Neot's Cartulary, was certainly C. Thoday; and

Rogcrus Decanus, of the Bushmead Cartulary, is

called in some charters Eogerus le Deen.

JOSEPH Rix.

Luther and Wesley (2
nd S. vii. 475.)

" Sanct Paulus hat nicht so hoche prachtige Wort als

Demosthenes und Cicero, aber eigentlich tind deutlich

redet er, und hat Wort, die etwas grosses bedeuten und

Anzeigen. Er hat Recht gethan, dass ers nicht sehr

kraus und bund gemacht hat, sonst wollte jdermann so

hoch reden." Luther's Tischreden, ii. 410., ed. Leipzig,
1845.

Dr. Roller quotes the following from Luther,
but does not refer to the book :

" Man muss nicht die Buchstaben in dev Lateinischen

Sprache fragen, wie man soil Teutsch reden, wie die Esel

thun, sondern man muss die Mutter im Hause, die Kinder
auf der Gassen, den gemeinen Mann auf dem Markte
darum fragen, und denselber auf das Maul sehen, wie sie

reden, und clarnach dolmetschen, so verstehen sie es denn,
und merken, dass man Teutsch zu ihnen redet." Faust

Papers, p. 9., London, 1835.

"'Clearness,' he says to one of his lay-assistants, 'is

necessary for you and me, because we are to instruct peo-
ple of the lowest understanding : therefore we, above all,

if we think with the wise, must yet speak with the vul-

gar. We should constantly use the most common, little,

easy words (so they are pure and proper) which our

language affords. When first I talked at Oxford to plain

people, in the castle or the town, I observed they gaped
and stared. This quickly obliged me to alter my style,
and adopt the language of those I spoke to, and yet there
is a dignity in their simplicity which is not disagreeable
to those of the highest rank." Southey's Life of Wesley,
i. 310., London, 1858.

The "lay-assistant" is not named, nor is it said

whence the extract was taken. I know few books
so slovenly in references as Southey's Life of \

Wesley.
'

H. B. C. !

U. U. Club.

Coals, when First used in England (2
nd S. viii.

95.) The conjecture of R. respecting the early
introduction of sea-coal into the port of London
is not borne out by any historiographer of that

city. The export trade in Newcastle coals, which
were the first to be brought into London, dates

subsequently to the year 1357, when Edward III.

granted his* famous licence to the burgesses of
Newcastle to extend their mining operations con-

siderably beyond the walls of their town. The
charters previously granted by King John (1213),
and by his son Henry III. (1234), only permitted
them to dig coal " for their own use, in the Castle

|

Moor" (vide Anderson's Origin of Commerce,
\

4 vols. 8vo., 1787; vol. i. pp. 206. 273. 340.; and
|

Northwick's History of London, 4to., London, I

1773, p. 61.) Bishop Fleetwood also testifies to
'

the fact that coal was not in common use in Lon- i

don 150 years before the publication of his Chro-
nicon Speciosum (fol., London, 1707.) It may be
doubted, too, whether the Fleete-ditch was really
navigable for barges, so far at least as Sea-coal

Lane, prior to the year 1606
; when, as Pennant

relates,
"

it was scoured and kept open at vast

expence," and many valuable Roman and Saxon
antiquities were discovered. Vide his Account of
London, 4to., London, 1793, pp. 229 230. ft.

Watson (2
nd

S. viii. 10. 94.) John Farsyde,
afterwards John Watson of Bilton Park, acquired
that estate in 1755, under the will of his maternal
uncle George Watson, of Bilton Park, Esq., who
died that year, and was son of John Watson of
New Malton, and grandson of George Watson of
Old Malton, who died 1732. The nephew, then
John Farsyde, assumed the name of Watson by
licence.

The grandson of this gentleman, John Farsyde
Watson, died 1833, leaving an only daughter and
heir, the present owner of Bilton.

Mr. Wood, who in 1813 took the name of Wat-
son, was grandson of Pleasance Watson, who was
an uncle of the said George Watson, who died in

1755. Upon the death of William Wood Watson
without issue, his cousin, Richard Baker of Eb-
berston, assumed the name of Watson by licence
dated 15th August, 1817.

These particulars are forwarded to " N. & Q."
to prevent any errors arising from the statement
of H. W., who says,

" he believes a Mr. Farsyde
Watson did reside at Bilton," but that he is not
aware of any connexion between him and the

family of Watson who for some generations held
Malton Abbey at a nominal rent. Genealogical
questions should be answered with caution. D.

Quotation Wanted (2
nd S. viii. 69.) Tillotsou

alludes to Hobbes in the passage quoted by LIBYA.
I cannot give the reference, but the saying" When reason is against a man, a man will be
against reason" is quoted by Rogers in his ar-
ticle on Anglicanism in the Edinburgh Review for

April, 1843, as Hobbes's. See "Essays" from the

Edinburgh Review, vol. iii. p. 77. DAVID GAM.

Halls ofGreatford (2
nd S. viii. 95.) Will C.

state who is Lord Latimers, now possessing the
estate as mentioned in his reply. D.

NOTES ON BOOKS, ETC.

ArchcEologia Cantiana ; being Transactions of the Kent
Archaeological Society. Volume 1. (Printed for the So-
ciety.)

Prevented from mingling with the great gathering of
belted earls and blue-eyed ladies, learned clerics and
profound antiquaries, who assembled at Rochester on
Wednesday last to celebrate the Annual Meeting of the
Kent Archaeological Society, we were fain to content our-
selves with pondering over the handsomely printed and
beautifully illustrated volume of Transactions which that

Society has just issued.
.
We must say that a volume

better calculated to vindicate the propriety of establish-

ing the Society, by showing the richness "of the district

in matters of archaeological interest, it would be hard
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Church} Roman Maidetone,by Mr. Poet; Braeee, in

Dower Ceatle, frr , by Mr. Herbert Smith ; and lastly,
Sir Roger Twytden', Journal and the Pedet F!ninm re-

lating to Kent, by the learned and indefatigable Secre-

tary, the Rev. Lambert H. Larking, to whose influence,

from the respect for his learning and regard for his cha-

racter, felt by all who know him, the Society owes its

origin complete a volume not only creditable to Kent,
and to all who have contributed to its production, but
which will to use the words of Professor Stnul- y
render good service not only to Arctueolotry, but to' the

Hklory of England."

TV Trilogy
of HeU,

of Damte', Three Vuimu. Imfcrmo, or the

into BngK* in tike Metre and

By the Rer. John Wesley Thomas. (Boon.)
A volume highly creditable to Mr. Thomas for the ac-

curacy of the translation, and the easy flow of his triple

rhymes; and of great interest to readout who are not
familiar with the Italian language, from the notes with
which the translator has accompanied his version of this

portion of the Dtvma Commedia.

apiiitmml Songt, by the Rev. John Mason ; and Peni-

tential Criet, by the Rev. Tboe. Shepherd. (Sedge-
wick.)

This collection of Sacred Poetry first appeared in tho

yean 1688 and 1694. It is well worth reprinting, and
will supply most valuable additions to our modern

hymnals. Mr. Mason's hymn* in particular have some-
times all the pathos of Watts, with greater elevation of
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UNITED KINGDOM
LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY,

No. 8. WATERLOO PLACE, PALL MALL, LONDON,
S.W.

"REPORT BY THE DIPvECTORS."

Tn>; Annual General Meeting of the Company, in the Twenty-fifth

Year of its existence, was held at the Offices, No. 8. Waterloo Place,

Pall Mall, on Friday, the 8th July, 1859.

The HON. FRANCIS SCOTT in the Chair.

Statements of Accounts, (from the formation of the Company down
to the 31st of December, 1858), together with the Reports by the Direc-

tors, Actuary, and Auditors for the Year 1858, were laid before the

Meeting, and unanimously adopted.

"Within the period under review, 534 Proposals for In-

surance have been offered to the Board. Of these, 421 have
been accepted, and Policies thereon issued, assuring the sum of

,306,525. The annual new Premiums on these Policies amount

to 11,272 3S. 2d. As compared with 1857, this is an increase

of 87,975 on the Sums Insured; 2924 15s. 2d. on the

new Premiums, and 65 on the number of New Policies. When it

is taken into account that this Office does not as a practice adopt the

system of issuing Policies of greater amount than they can retain on any
single life, this large accession ofnew business in a year, during a con-

siderable portion of which the depressed state of trade generally has

been severely and extensively felt, is highly encouraging.
" The Claims paid this year likewise bear an additional feature for

congratulation, seeing that only 37 Policies have dropped, and the

sums insured thereon amount to 58,396 78. 6d., or with the

Bonus additions of 4664 4s. 7d. to63,O6O 12S. Id.,
upon which there has been received in Premiums, exclusive of interest,

27,927 12S. 9d. These claims are less by 28OS 19s
3d. than those of 1857, which were considerably under those of 1856.

In other words, 21 fewer Policies have dropped in 1858 than in 1856,

and a smaller amount of Claims paid by 11,639 Is. lOd.
notwithstanding the increase of two years in the ages of the Lives In-

sured.

" The Assets of the Company, which on the 31st Dec. 185", amounted

to 617,801 1OS. lOd., have been augmented, after dis-

charging the various claims on the Society from death, Dividends on its

Capital Stock, and Expenses of Management, to 652,618 3s.
lOd. ; the whole of which has been invested in Government and
other approved securities, in addition to which the assured have the

guarantee of its large Subscribed Capital.
"
Since the last Division of Profits, upwards of 41,467 fis,

lOd> have been received in New Annual Premiums upon 1631
Policies, covering upwards of One Million One Hundred
Thousand Pounds.
" The average amount of each Policy effected with the Company

since its formation continues to testify as to the eligible class of lives

insured, it being still above 7OO.
" The Directors, deeming that under present circumstances the

Company holds a sufficiently large amount of Government Funds

(upwards of a quarter ofa million sterling), have not
failed to embrace every opportunity of securing, when practicable, such
first-class Railway Debentures and other investments as they con-
sidered most advantageous in the shape of yielding a fair rate of in-

terest, never losing sight of the grand desideratum in such matters, the
safety of the principal invested.

"The Directors trust the Proprietors will consider that the foregoing
statement of facts affords most satisfactory proof of the steadily increas-
ing prosperity of the Society."

The Directors and Auditor retiring from office were unanimously re-

It was moved awl resolved unanimously
." That the cordial thanks of the Proprietors are due. and are hereby

given to the Chairman, Directors, Mr. E. L. Boyd, the Resident Direc-
tor, and Mr. Macintyre the Secretary, for tlieir able and most satisfac-
tory management, and lucid exposition of the afiairs of this Company."

By order of the Board,
FRANCIS SCOTT, Chairman.

WESTERN LIFE ASSURANCE AND
ANNUITY SOCIETY.

3. PARLIAMENT STREET, LONDON.
Founded A.D. 1842.

H. E. Bicknell.Esq,
T. S. Cocks, Esq.
G. H. Drew, Esq. M.A.
W. Freeman, Esq.
F. Fuller, Esq.
J. H. Goodhart, Esq.

Directors
*E. Lucas, Esq.
F. B. Marson, Esq
A. Robinson, Esq.

J.L.8eager,E8q,.B. White, Esq.

Physician W. R. Basham, M.D.
Bankers Messrs. Cocks, Biddulph, and Co.

VALUABLE PRIVILEGE.
POLICIES effected in this Office do not become void through tem-

porary difficulty in paying a Premium, as permission is given upon
application to suspend the payment at interest, according to the con-
ditions Detailed in the Prospectus.
LOANS from 100/. to 500*. granted on real or first-rate Personal

Security.
Attention is also invited to t^e rates of annuity granted to old lives,

for which ample security is provided by the capital of the Society.
Example : 1002. cash paid downpurchascs-an annuity of-

s. d.
lo 4 o to a male life aged 60)
12 3 1 65 (Payable as long
14 16 3 70 f as he is alive.
18 11 10 , 75J

ARTHUR SCRATCHLEY. M.A..F.R.A.S. Actuary.
To Clergymen, Solicitors, and others interested in Copyhold and

Church Property ;

Now ready, Fourth Edition, 3s. 6d.

M
C. & E. LAYTON, ifiO. Fleet Street.

ARK YOUR LINEN with CULLETON'S
PATENT ELECTRO SILVER PLATES. The most easy,

nULLETON'S HERALDIC OFFICE and Ge-
\J nealogical Studio, for Tracing Family Arms, Pedigrees, and His-
tories of nearly every Family in the United Kingdom, America, &c. No
fee for search of arms ; plain sketch, 2s. 6d. ; in heraldic colours, 5s.
Tracing pedigree with original grant of arms, 10s T. CULLETON,
Genealogist, 25. Cranbourn Street. W. C. The studio and library open
daily.

pULLETON'S BOOK PLATES, with Arms,los~
\J or crest plate, 5s. ; crest engraved on seal or ring, 7s. ; arms on
ditto, 24s. ; crest on steel die for stamping note-paper, 6s. 25. Cran-
bourn Street, W.C. N.B. Seal Engraver and Die Sinker to Her
Majesty and the Board of Trade.

pULLETON'Src'ARDST WeddingVVisiting, ~and
\J Trade. A copper-plate engraved in any style, and 50 superfine
cards printed for 2s. Post Free. 25. Cranbourn Street, W.C.

pULLETON'S EMBOSSING PRESSES (Patent
\J Lever) for stamping note paper with initials, crest, or name and
address, 15s., at 25. Cranbourn Street, W.C.

AIR DYE, &c. 248. High Holborn (opposite~
T and Martin's). -ALEX. ROSS'S LIQUID DYE is flseil

trouble; for it is merely necessary to damp the hair by the
lid of a comb or brush,when a perfectly light or dark colour is obtained,
which is natural and beautiful in appearance. CURLING FLUID
HAIR DESTROYER or DEPILATORY, and CANTHARIDES
OIL. All 3s. 6rf. per bottle, or sent free by post, in plain covers, for 54
stamps. SKIN TONIC, for removing Smallpox marks, 5s. 6d. ; free,
in plain covers, for 76 stamps.

" Hints on Dress and on the Arrange-
ment of the Hair." A Practical Essay, suited to either sex. Free for
12 stamps. Treats its subject with great ability, and in a most aree-
able style."- Illustrated News of the World.

"

TNTRODUCER OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN
1_ PORT, SHERRY, &c., 20s. per dozen. BOTTLES INCLUDED,
an advantage greatly appreciated by the Public and a constantly in-
creasing connexion, saving the great annoyance of returning them.

A PINT SAMPLE OP BOTH FOR 24 STAMPS.
WINK IN CASK forwarded Free to any Railway Station in England.

EXCELSIOR BRANDY, Pale or Brown, 15s. per gallon, or 30s. per
dozen.

TERMS, CASH. Country Orders must contain a remittance. Cross
cheques

" Bank of London." Price Lists forwarded on application.

JAMES L. DENMAM,65. Fenchurch Street,corner of Railway Place,
London.
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REPORT OF CIVIL SERVICE COXMISSIOHERS.

REPORT 07 CIVIL SERVICE COMUSSIOlfERS.

Dl' CATION. Minutes of Committee of Coun-

EDUCATION.
Minute of the Committee of Coon-

eOor.MJnly.lU*. 4 pp. frap. folio. Price One Halfpenny.

DIMAL COINAGE. Final Report of Com-
miMJonen. ll pp. fcep. folio. Price U. M.
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ARTISTS' QUARRELS IN CHARLES i.'s REIGN.

I send you a transcript of a curious letter from

Horace Gentileschi to King Charles I. So widely

spread was this artist's reputation that in 1626 he

was invited to London by that monarch, who

granted him an annuity of 100Z. per annum, fur-

nished his house " from top to toe," at an expense
of more than 4000Z., and treated both him and his

family with the greatest liberality and distinction.

Balthazar Gerbier, an artist himself, under the

protection of the Duke of Buckingham, and who
had "lived in England since the year 1617," ap-

Eears

to have been little pleased at the favours so

ivishly bestowed upon Gentileschi and his family.
In the letters printed in the Appendix to the lately

published Original Papers of Rubens, pp. 311.

et seq., there is evidence of Gerbier's antagonistic

feeling to his Italian rival. He estimates four

pictures painted by Gentileschi, which now form

part of the ornaments of the Hall at Maryborough
House, at 270Z., which he makes out was all the

return Gentileschi gave for 7,500/. received by
him from the king and the Duke of Buckingham.
Beyond attributing to Gerbier great jealousy and
dissatisfaction, I was unable to trace the cause of
his

duct.

has lately turned up in the State Paper Office,
clears up this doubt, and proves the "head and
front" of Gentileschi's offence :

[Indorsed.]
"
Sig

r
. Gentileschi's paper delivered to his Matie

touching
M*. Gerbiere, 29 Jan. 1628-9.

" May it please your most Excell4 Matio
.

"Longe since I had many particular occasions given
to informe yor

Highnes upon some discontentment be-

,

is apparently revengeful and pertinacious con-
uct. I think, however, the following letter, which

I tweene my self and M r
. Gerbier, wherein I was loathe to

be querelous or troublesome to your Matie
, had I not now

been enforced by this last occasion, by Avay of justificacon
of my self and my sonnes, whoe all of us are ready to ap-
prove by oathe or by probable testimony That whatsoever
is heerein conteyned is true.

" The first distaste betweene Mr
. Gerbier and my selfe

was That I would not accorde with him in the mayn-
teyneinge and approvinge the goodnes of such Statues
and Pictures as hee woulde ha've mee, out of which I was

promised a benefitt, but refused to condiscende unto or

accept of.

" The seconde cause for not approvinge some of those

Pictures which were already in Yorke howse, to be of that

merritt and vallue as hee hathe reported, whereupon
bearinge this spleene in his mynde, not kuowinge how to

expresse it otherwise, hee invited mee to his hpwse to

supper. Att which tyme hee tooke occasion to give mee
bad language, wch I distastinge departed to my owne
howse. Since that hee hathe toulde a Gent whoe will

verify it That whatsoever I shall propounde eyther to

your Matie or others in this Kingdome, hee would'e crosse

mee in it
;
And the same Gent informed mee that all the

Dutchmen had combyned togeather to weary mee, and
make mee leave the Kingdome, As by theis followinge

passages may appeare.
" For M r

. Gerbier hathe caused one John Bous his ser-

vaunte to arrest my sonne Frauncis on a Sonday Morne-

inge in service tyme uppon a feyned Action of money he

pretended to be owinge him, whereas no such debte is

due. And therfore not able to maynteyne his Action, hee
lett the Suite fall. And this hee did to disgrace him,
and out of apprehension that hee was not able to fynde

suertyes eyther not at all, or not very readily, beinge a

stranger, and as his servaunt stylcle him a Fugitive.
And in the tyme of his suite John Bous beinge advised

by twoe Gent to desist, both in respect hee wanted matter
and meanes to follow it, hee replyecl that hee had a freind

whoe woulde maynteyne him with the expence of a hun-
dred powndes.

" In a shorte tyme after Mr. Gerbier his comeinge out

of Italye hee caused his sayde servaunte to arrest my
sonne Marke, servaunt to the Dutches of Buckingham,
uppon a pretence hee stoode in feare of his life. And
presently after that the sayde John Bous tooke out a

speciall Supplicavit against both my sonnes ; whereuppon
by some advise given them, and out of their desire to

shew all conformity, they forthwith repayred to the

Crowne Office, and there voluntarily bounde themselves

to your.Ma
tie

.

" The sayde Mr. Gerbier in a few dayes after, not satis-

fyed with theis molesting courses and vexacons agairst
mee and my sonnes, caused my sonne Frauncis uppon
New Yeares Day in the morneinge to be arrested uppou
pretence of a debt feyned to be due, And gave spe-
ciall direccons that the officers should not accept of

Bayle nor lett him remayne in any howse, but to carry
him to prison and soe to begynne the yeare witt

Captivity. But the sayd officers by the earnest per-
swacon of a Gent late servaunt of my Lo. Dukes carryec!

him to a howse and tooke Bayle," whoe was not un-

gratefull for their favor. Moreover the sayde Mr. Ger-

bier hathe cast out such scandalous speeches of mee and

my sonnes which I doe forbeare (as unfittinge your
sacred eares) to putt to writeinge, which a Gent will jus-

tify to whome hee spake them. Hee hathe besides ym-
peached my credditt and my sonnes, in sayinge wee

would pay no Tradesmen or others their debts, which is

most untrue, because both I and my sonnes have given
satisfaccon for all debts due to any without delay -or ID

language ;
And that all my sonnes are of a peaceable,

and quiett disposicon, of a civill behaviour to all, it wilbe
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genl of woorthe.

Gerbier about wx
with a pockett

. my sonnet have more occasion to atand in

Mere of their lyvet by him, bee beiuge a man of tbat

desperate coodiUoa to carry _tuch dangenma and
vox-Jabto waapooa about him in probibitted placet
i And whereat it hath* been rtported That my toonea

bonlde offer MM barde measure to M'. Laneere abroade,

[that my
or twite with bit

and that tome diataat was Browne between tbem, ibere

wilbe authenti. all witnetee to prove the contrary. Be.

cause tbat M r
. Laoeere alwayea need tbem respectively,

and they erer were repoted to be of
quiett dUpoaicOn In

the placee where they bare lived, which beinge pneroised
I humbly btttech your Ma"- to obaerre the coherence of

this last accident.

"On Monday the 19th of this January, Julio my sonue
'

te 6 of the clock att night to visitta fr- -in 1.

M'. Gerbier in tbe Strande they fell into

d uppon some ill woorde* given it U
unadvised eonne Julio t rooke him once
awoorde in the Scaberd over the heade,

and the Scabberd beinge broken John Botu, M'. Gerbier

kit man, layinge boulde on tbe ewoorde to wreat it out t-f

my tonnes hande, cutt his bande. Whereuppon, M r
.

Gerbier and hie man cryinge out, a multitude of
people

came about them, and my tonne was forced to leave hi*

twoofde and be gone.
Imediatelv after it happened That Marco my tonne !

retourneinge home from the Townc where bee bad been,

teeinge a multitude of people in a thopp, be went (it

mmni out of vaine curioaily) to know the cause of tbat

Attembly. And beinge discovered by M'. Gerbier, be

assaulted him, and drew him into tbe sbopp, where they i

would have disarmed him of bin swoorde before bee knew
or suspected any thing* for bis Brother was then gene;

whercuppon my tonne defended himself as well aa bee

eoulde. But intendinge no matter of quarrel!, his swoorde

bvinge in tbe banger by his side, be waa willinge to de- i

lyvrr it upp to the Shopkeeper, neverthelesse they vio- I

lently tooke it away and hia cloake alsoe, which is yett
detained.

44
Complainte beinge made against my tonnes to tbe

Right Hobw tbe Karlc Marshall, they were coinitted and

dee yett indnre imprisonment, havinge now contynued
under their punishmentes tcnne dayea.

- And this punishment uppon my tonne Julio w* of-

fended, I acknowledge to be just, and am not sorry for it.

For howsoever the ProvokemenU by Mr. Gerbier bis in-

juries have been great, yett it shalbe farre from mee to

defend anv of them when they doe amisse. And now hav-

inge taken the boldnea to declare unto your Ma" this

perplexed eondkon wherein I and royne have lived a good
while, and have just cause to conceave that tbe Animosity
of M' Gerbier against us it not yett alt a Period unlesse

by your Ma- grationt favor we be protected, I take the

confidence to make your Ma* my Refuge, whoe (under

God) doe reive uppon your goodnes alone, havinge no
other freinde, and lookinge for no succor from any other

hande. And therefore dee humbly beseech your Ma* to

take such order on your petkOners behaulf aa bee and hia

may live and serve you without disturbance and vrxa-

c<w. And that he may ende hit oulde age under your
Ma- Conntenaunce, without diacomforte, and that his

tonaai after toe longe a snflerrance may be enlarged.
Bat if it be your pleasure that hit sayd tonnes thoulde

leave this kingdom* uppon this occasion, your Ma'"
within a convenient tyme ahalbe obeyed. And (as in

duty bonnde) I and myne shall pray for your Ma' most

happy ^ff4 proeperottt Raigne."

York House, formerly the episcopal residence
of the Archbishops of York, was purchased by the
crown from Cardinal Wolscy, and thenceforward
became better known by its ancient name of

hall, OB the chief royal residence in the me-
troDoli*. Buckingham had a residence in a

part
of toe palace, which retained the old name of \ <>rk

House, probably as being a portion of the <>

fabric. Man? of Buckingham's letters are dated

"from York House." After Buckingham's death,
Gerbier was its keeper, and it was there that he
entertained Rubens during his stay in England.
In July, 1629, writing to Sec. Lord Dorchester,
Gerbier says that he bad " received no other re-

compense and livelihood for twelve years' service,

than an annuity [the amount is not stated], the

old house in which he is lodged, and the Keeper-
ship of York If<nuet which is but servitude with-

out profit." The Privy Gardens of Whit-'hall are

part of those formerly attached to York House.

Pilkinpton, in his
Dictionary of Painter*, speaks

of a son Francesco Gentilescni, who excelled in

historical subjects, and died at Genoa in 1660;
and also of a daughter, Artemisia, who, while in

England, painted portraits of the
principal

nobi-

lity, and a fine picture,
" David and Goliah," for

Charles I. There are warrants in the State Paper
Office for payment of various sums of money to

Gentileschi in January, 1629-30, and June, 1631.

He died in London in 1647, so that we do not

suppose his interest, or favour at court, was in

any degree affected bv Gerbier's conduct, and "
all

the Dutchmen combyning togeather to weary
him." In May, 1631, Gerbier was appointed

"
II.

M. agent at BrusseU," which put an end to the

disputes between the Italian and Dutch artists.

W. NokL SAJHSBUIT.

UK. JAMES PAYNB.

The Catalogue de livres pricieuz, manutcritt et

imprimct tur ptau-rttin, du cabinet de M. *
*, is

one of the richest ever issued. The date of its

publication is 181 1, and the proprietor of the books

described in it was M. Chardin. A copy of it has

been many years in my possession.
Another copy falling in my way, I was induced

to examine it in order to ascertain its beauties or

defects as compared with my previous acquisition.
It proved to contain, in addition^ 1. A descriptive
list of 283 classical works cum notu variorum ; 2.

A similar list of 182 works printed by the 1

viers; and 3. A similar list of 95 works pri
on vellum by P. Didot Y*\n6 and other Parisian

printers. I therefore purchased it

The Ami prefixed to tbe first of the three lists

furnishes me with the lines which I am about to

transcribe :

44 Dire que les exemplaircs ont etc* choisis par M. Char-
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din, amateur e'claire, dont le gout pour les beaux livres

est connu depuis long- temps, c'est assez faire entendre

que leur conservation ne laisse rien a desirer.
^
Trente

anne'es ont & peine sum" b, cet amateur pour reunir un

ensemble aussi parfait ;
et peut-etre meme ne fut-il ja-

mais parvenu h se procurer les beaux exemplaires en

grand papier des editions anglaises qui jettent un si grand
lustre sur sa collection, s'il n'eut pas ete' seconde par

1'amitie constante de M. James Payne, libraire de Lon-

dres trks-renomme (1.), qui se faisait un plaisir d'enrichir

un cabinet qu'il jugeait digne de toute son attention.
" La connaissance de cette derniere circonstance ex-

pliquera pourquoi 1'on trouve dans une collection formee

h Paris, des editions d'Oxford et de Cambridge en grand

papier et magnifiquement reliees & Londres, qui sont de-

venues tellement rares qu'on les chercherait inutilement

aujourd'hui chez les libraires de Londres.

(1.)
" M. James Payne, dont la perte nous a ete si

sensible, est mort k Paris le 2 mars 1809, a peine age' de

quarante-trois ans.
" II n'etait pas moins recommandable "par Pame'nite' de

son caractere et par sa probite' que par 1'etendue de ses

connaissances bibliographiques. Passionne pour les livres

precieux, il avait vu tous ceux que 1'Angleterre renferme
;

il avait parcouru presque toutes les
bibliptheques publiques

de 1'Europe, et il en connaissait les richesses aussi-bien

que les personnes auxquelles la conservation de cea etab-

lissemens etait confiee. Ses voyages en France, en Alle-

magne et en Italie, lui procurerent un grand nombre de

manuscrits precieux et d'e'ditions premieres qu'il envoj'a
en Angleterre, au lord Spencer, dont la bibliotheque fut

toujours 1'objet de sa predilection, et qu'il se plaisait &
citer comme la plus magnifique qu'aucun particulier ait

jamais forme'e. J. C. BRUNET."

Dibdin may have noticed the above biographi-
cal scrap, but it is new to me and may be so to

others. BOLTON CORNET.

Fontainebleau.

THE LAIRD OF COCK-PEN : BROSE AND BUTTER.

A friend of mine has handed to me the enclosed

version of the story on which the well-known
Scotch ballad "The Laird of Cockpen" is founded,
with a request that I would ascertain through you
when this anecdote first appeared in print, with a

view to discover who " the Laird of Cockpen
"

was. I believe it is generally admitted that Lady
Nairn was author of the words of this song, and
I think there can be no doubt that it refers to the
lands of Cockpen, situated about seven miles to

the south of Edinburgh, which now form part of
the estate of Dalhousie.

This property belonged in 1635 to Mark Carss,

W.S., who was succeeded by his son and grandson
of the same name. The last Mark Carss sold

Cockpen to Mr. Archibald Cockburn, merchant
in Edinburgh in 1731, whose son, Baron Cock-
burn (father of Lord Cockburn), sold it in 1785
to the Earl of Dalhousie, whose ancestors had held
it as a portion of their family estate of Dalhousie
from the earliest times.

The family of Dalhousie, although parting with
the property, retained the superiority of Cockpen
down to the year 1720, when it was purchased

from them by Mark Carss of Cockpen. They
might, therefore, as crown vassals, be called " the

Lairds of Cockpen
"

in the time of Charles IL,
but the actual proprietors of Cockpen at that

period were the Carsses.

The Earl of Lothian as heir of the last com-
mendator of New Battle had some claim to the

patronage of the kirk of Cockpen, and also to the

ecclesiastical lands connected with it, which he
made over to Mark Carss in 1635, and these may
have occasioned a dispute between him and his

superior in the days of Charles II.

There was a house on the property in 1785,

which, from its appearance as sketched on the

plan, was probably erected by Mr. Archibald

Cockburn, or by the last Mark Carss.

I will feel greatly obliged if any of your corre-

spondents can furnish an answer in your columns
to the above. T.

The licentiousness and thoughtlessness of King
Charles II. have become proverbial, and his good
nature, which qualifies these, but ill atones for his

ingratitude to those who suffered forfeiture and

persecution in his cause. When he remained in

Scotland, suffering the rebuke and censure of
austere Presbyterianism, before the battle ofWor-
cester (1651), his chief confidant and associate

was the Laird of Cockpen, called by the nick-

naming manners of those times,
"
Blythe Cock-

pen."

Cockpen followed Charles to the Hague, and by
his skill in playing Scottish tunes, and his sagacity
and wit, much delighted his merry monarch.
Charles's favourite tune was " Brose and Butter."

It was played to him when he went to bed, and he
was awakened by it. At the Restoration (1660),
however, Blythe Cockpen was forgotten, and he
wandered upon the lands which he once owned in

Scotland poor and unfriended.

Cockpen wrote to the court, but his letters were
never presented, or were not regarded. Wearied
and incensed he travelled to London, and placed
himself in all public places, thinking the eye of his

majesty might reach him. But he was never no-

ticed, and his mean garb did not suit the rich arp.d

embroidered doublets of court ;
so he was insulted

and pushed away from approaching the king's

presence.

Cockpen at length attempted by cunning what
he could not accomplish by plain dealing : he

ingratiated himself with the king's organist, who
was so enraptured with Cockpen's wit and powers
of music that he requested him to play on the

organ before the king at divine service. Cockpen
played with exquisite skill, yet never attracted

his majesty's eye. But at the close of the service,

instead of playing the common tune used, he played

up
" Brose and Butter," with all its energy and

characteristic merriment.

The organist in a moment was ordered into the
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pretence
of Charles. "My Liefe, it was not roe,

it was not me!
"
be cried, and dropped upon bu

kieci. "You I

"
cried his msjesty, in a delirium

of rapture, "you could nerer play it in your life.

Where's the man ? Let me tee him.*' Cockpen

presented himself on his knee, " Ah ! Cockpen,
ts that you? Ld, man, I was like to dance

coming out of the church!" " I once danced too/
aid Cockpen ; but that was when I bad 1

my own to dance on." ** Come with me," sai-l th-.-

kinjr, taking him by the band, "you shall <

to Brote and Butter on your own lands again to

the nineteenth generation," and he was as good a*
bis promise.

\\>1. II. Xo.3 Art. 18. A. Vieutacux, EM.

G. Cochrane, Esq.
vellUo

UST OF WRITBBS IX "rORRIGK QUARTERLY RK-

VIKW," YOLS. I.XIV., A COVTRinUTiOX TO LI-
TFR.IRY HISTORY.

I Art. I. IS. Southov, EM.
r W. Scott.

Gttst.
1. Mac Xaugbten, Esq., Calcutta.

M..ir, i:q., Edinburgh.
'. w. Marina, i:*q.
7. Dr. R. Pergvsoo.
8. R. P. Gillies, Esq.

r. Ant Todd Thomson.
10. Dr. Statcl*, and J. G. Cochrane, !

Eq.
11. A.VientMax, Esq.

[The MifceUant-ouA I.iterarv Intelligence was ch!Hv
Irawn np, from IH-.T till l Ml/by Mr. John Macrsy.]

.'. Art. 1. J. Mcrivale, Jnnr, Eq., Oriel.

2. G. Mofr, Esq.
3. Dr. R. Ferfcnson.
4. T. Hodgkin, EM.
5. D. Keenc, Esq., Barriftter-at-Law.

'.) Brewatcr.
7. \V. Taylor, Eq, Xorwich.

i Keichtlev, Esq.
9. C. Madaren', Esq.

10. G. Moir, Esq.
11 l:-.

;

I Iiiffh James Rose.
.

13. J. G. Cochrane and \V. Smirnore,
Kvtrs.

M. Rer.T.J.IInsser.

Vol. H. No. 3. Art.

1

L R Ch21!ISt Esl
2. Mrs. Bosk.

\Vhilehead. Eq.

John) Bowr
. Jsmcs Murray, Esq. (on of the

editor* of The Tim**.)

i w.i, c -,i .

'

9. Rcr. Hogh J. Rose.
rW.ffctt.

11. L*iteh Ritchie, Esq.

Taylor, K-
< i. Cochrane. EUq.

revised by J. G. C.

No. 1. Art 1. G. Moir, Esq.
2. Rev. G. Waddington, Trin. Cul.

Cambridge.
3. Don Telesfero de Troeba y Cosio.
4. T. Keifhtley. Esq.
., BSJT. 11, ..:-. .!. i; -..

6. Capt. Monk (Translator of " Son-
uini Travels,")

7. L. !

8. a D. Whitebead, Esq.
9. A. Vietuseux, Esq.

10. T. Keigbtley, Esq.
11. R. P. Gillies, Esq.

<

'apt Sianifortb.

If, Dr. 1. V :: I

14. Dr. Do Santfi.

19. L. Ritchie, Esq.
20. Dr. Ferguson.

T. Hodgkin, Esq.
22. John Ifscrar.
-:. 1.

.

26. J. G. Cochrane, Esq.
Vol. 111. No. 5. Art. 1. W. D. Coolsy. EsqT

2. Dr. J. Bowring.
3. J. Men vale, Junr, En.
4. Henrr Rosroe, Esq.
6. Tbos. Galloway. Esq.
6. J. D. WhiteharstTK*!.
7. Dr. R. Ferguson.
& Rev. H. Drury, Harrow.

:inr Southern, Eq.
10. Mrs. Busk.
11.- Moore, Esq.
1-'. i:-v. T. H. Home.
13. J. G. Cocbrsne, Esq.
14. Rer. T. J. Uosssy7
10. & D. Whitebead, Esq.
16. H. Southern, Esq.
17. A. Vieasssux, Esq.
1819. R. P. Gillies,Esq.
20. A. Vlenwenx, Esq.
21. J. G. Cochrane, Esq.

No. 6. Art
. . . , .

. 1. John Ward. Esq. (son of J. Ward.
Esq., Inspector of Customs.)

2. Charles McKenxie, Esq. (late Con-
sul st H .

3. J. H. Merivale,Esq.
4. A Vieusseax, EsqT
5. Edw. Holmes, Esq. (Prof, of Mu-

Hodftfn,
17. J. G. Cocbrane,

6. U.
7. Mrs. Busk.
8. H. Southern, Esq.
9. Dr. J. Bowrinjr/

10. & Maelars*. Esq.
11. J. R. M-C-lkxi/Bsq.

Irs.(AjMm.)
Uov.T.J. Hussey.

1.^-16. J. G. Cocbrnn-, Fn.
17. John Msmv.
18-19. A. Viausseu, Esq.
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Yol

Vol

III. No. G. Art. 20. II. E. Lloyd, Esq. (Foreign Post

Office).

"

21. J. G. Cochrane, Esq.
22. J. Macray and J. G. Cochrane.

IV. Xo. 7. Art. i. H. Hallam, Esq.
2. Dr. J. Bowring.
3. S. D. Whitehurst, Esq.
4. T. Keightlej', Esq.
5. Leitch Ritchie, Esq.
6. C. Mackenzie, Esq.
7. H. Southern, Esq.
8. W. D. Cooley, Esq.
9. Rev. Hugh J. Rose.

10. H. Southern, Esq.
11. Rev. T. H. Home.
12. Rev. T. J. Hussev.
13. Mrs. Busk.
14. A. Vieusseux, Esq.
15. Rev. T. J. Hussey.

No. 8. Art. 1. Sir W. Scott.

2. E. Holmes, Esq.
3. Dr. James Brown.
4. Chas. Barker, Esq.
5. J. R. M-Culloch, Esq.
6. Mrs. Busk.
7. Rev. Hugh J. Rose.
8. W. D. Coolej*, Esq.
9. L. Ritchie, Esq.

10. T. Keightley, Esq.
11. F. Prandi, Esq. (ex-Military Offi-

cer of Ital. Army).
12. Rev. T. H. Home.
13. Mrs. Busk.
14. L. Ritchie, Esq.
15. W. D. Cooley, Esq.
16. G. Moir, Esq.
17. Mrs. Busk.
1819. J. G. Cochrane, Esq.
20. H. Lloyd, Esq. (Foreign Post

Office).

"

V. No. 9. Art. 1. H. Southern, Esq.
2. G. Moir, Esq.
3. J. R, Mc

Culloch, Esq. (principally
from the communication of Mr.
Buchanan, a commercial traveller).

4. L. Ritchie, Esq.
5. George Long, Esq. (Greek Prof.,
London University).

6. A. Vieusseux, Esq.
7. J. Conder, Esq.
8. T. Keightley, Esq.
9. Dr. J. Bowring.

10. T. Galloway, Esq.
11. T. Jefferson Hogg, Esq. (Barris-

ter).
12. la/corros Se Mopavta.
13. Sir J. Mackintosh.
14. A. Vieusseux, Esq.
15. Mrs. Busk.
16. L. Ritchie, Esq.
17. A. Vieusseux, Esq.
18. Mrs. Busk.
19. H. Southern, Esq.

No. 10. Art. 1. John Ward, Esq.
2. C. Lyell, Esq. of Kinnordy (re-

vised by F. Prandi, Esq.).
3. G. Cornewall Lewis, Esq. (now Rt.
Hon. Sir G. C. L., Bart.).

4. T. Prandi, Esq.
5. J. A. St. John, Esq.
6. H. Southern, Esq.
7. Don Antonio Galiano (ex-Mem-

ber of the Span. Cortes, Prof.

of Span, in the London Univ.
Vol. V. Xo. 10. Art. 8. Thos. J. Hogg, Esq.

9. James Bacon, Esq., Barrister

Author of " Hist, ofFrancis I.")
10. T. Keightley, Esq.
11. H. Southern, Esq.
12. IHKOTTOS Se MopavKx,
13. Dr. John Bowring.
14. Rev. T. H. Home,
15. Don Antonio Galiano.
16. Mrs. Busk.
17. A. Vieusseux, Esq. .

18. Rev. T. H. Hussev.
Vol. VI. Xo. 11. Art. 1. G. Moir, Esq.

2. Dr. Bowring.
3. Rev. J. J. Henslow.
4. Rev. T. J. Hussey.
5. Mrs. Busk.
G. G. C. Lewis, Esq.
7. Thos. Campbell Robertson, Esq.
8. Swann, Esq.
9. Edw. Holmes, Esq.

10. H. Southern, Esq.
11. G. C. Lewis, Esq.
12. Mrs. Busk.
13. Rev. T. J. Hussey.
14. A. Vieusseux, Esq.
15. F. Prandi, Esq.
1617. Rev. T. H. Home.

No. 12. Art. 1. P. Fraser Tytler, Esq., Author of

the " Hist, of Scotland."
2. G. C. Lewis, Esq.
3. A. Vieusseux, Esq.
4. G. Austin, Esq., brother of Prof.

of Jurisp. in London Univer.
5. Rev. T. J. Hussey.
6. G. Moir, Esq.
7. G. C. Lewis, Esq.
8. John Ward, Esq.
9. H. Southern, Esq.
1012. Mrs. Busk.
13. Rev. T. J. Hussey.
14. T. Hodgkin, Esq.
1516. A. Vieusseux, Esq.
17. Dr. John Bowring.

Vol. VII. No. 13. Art. 1. H. Southern, Esq.
2. G. C. Lewis, Esq.
3. Dr. J. Conolly, Prof, of Med. in

London University.
4. Wm. Dauney, Esq., Advocate.
5. H, J. Hogg, Esq.
6. J. R. McCulloch, Esq. <%
7. Mrs. Busk.
8. G. Moir, Esq.
9. G. C. Lewis, Esq.

10. Henry Tufnell, Esq., c:o -trans-

lator of Mailer's " Dorians."
11. G. Moir, Esq.
12. John Ward, Esq.
13. G. C. Lewis, Esq.
1415. Mrs. Busk.
16. Edw. Holmes, Esq.
17. Dr. John Bowring.
18. (?)

No. 1-1. Art. 1. T. Galloway, Esq.
2. A. Vieusseux, Esq.
3. G. Moir, Esq.
4. J. R. McCulloch, Esq.
5. J. Stevenson, Esq., Berwick,

(now Rev. J. S.)
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. 18. Art. 6. Geo. Taylor, Esq., Walton-le-

Iw.Tufnell, E|.

9. Dr. David Irriog, Librarian to

\

10. \V. Daunev. Ktq.
II S. I). \

12. A. Viwaseux, Esq.
IS 14. Mix Busk.
15. H. Belinaye, Esq.,

16. Mn.Bwk,
1"**'

17. A, Vfeoawrax, Eaq.
Vol. VIII. No. 15. Art 1. O. Moir, Eq.

-' i

Courtenay, BI.P.. Ex-Secre-

tary of Board of Control, &c.
3. Dr. Bowring.
4. Thos. Keightley, Esq.

,V i! I, . i .

6. G. Cornewall Lewis, Esq.
: T. James Brown.
Ur.Tufnell, Esq.

9. H. Southern, Esq.
10. Dr. 'Ibos. Banl'eld of Got-

tingcn, translator of W.
Tell"

Notice to Correspondents, G. C.

Lewis, Esq.
11. G. Moir, Esq.
1214. Mrs. Busk.

No. 16. Art 1. G. Moir, Esq.
*. T. Galloway, Esq.
8. R. A. Roebuck, Esq., Gray's

Inn.
4. T. Carlyle, Esq.
5. Right Hon. T. P. Courtemy.
6. John Wanl, Esq.
7. Edw. Holmes, Esq.
8. Dr. James Copland, editor of

44 Med. Repository," &c.
9-10. Rev. 1 H. Home.

11. Mrs. Busk.
12. John Ward, Esq.
19. Mrs. Busk.
14. John Ward, Esq.
15. Rev. T. J. Husaey.

Vol. IX. No. 17. Art 1. H. Southern, Esq.
2. Dr. J. Bowring.
8. G. Moir, Esq.
4. T. Grime*, Esq., ColiiiHhi (a

Quaker).
r,. Mrs. Bosk.
6. Dr. James Browne.
7. T. Galloway, Esq.
8. A. Vieusseox, Esq.
9. John Ward, Esq/

10. W. H. Leeds, Esq.
11. C. C. de Pollon. Copenhagen,

editor of the Danake Bic."

12. G. Moir, Esq.
18. Mrs, Buk7
14. A. VIeusaeux, Esq.
15. G. Moir, Esq.

No. 18. Art 1. Right Hon. T. P. Courtenay.
2. Chas. Butler, Jim., Eta.
8. A. VieasBeox, Esq.
4. G. Moir, EMI.
6. Dr. D. Irving.

II Leeds, Eaq.
7. Mrs. Busk.

No. 1*. Art 8. IL Southern, Esq.
9. T. Keightley. Esq.

.. Moir, Esq.
h, Esq.

l(^^^KEq.
131 Esq.
15. Rev. T. J. Husaey.
16. Mrs. Busk.
17. (?)
18. A. Vieusseux, Esq.

Moir. Esq.
VoL X. No. 19. Art. 1 Esq.

, .alloway. Esq.
8. Right Hon. T. P. Courtenav.
4. Dr. W. Cooke Taylor.
5. T. H. Lister.

6. G. Cornewall Lewis, Esq.
Moir, Esq.

8. W. D. Coolev, Esq.
9. Mrs. Busk.

*

10. (? )

11. <;. M .ir, Esq.
12-18. Mrs. Busk.
14. John Ward, Esq.
15. I!

No. 20. Art. I. T. H. Liatcr, Esq.
2. (?)
8. J. M. Kemble, Esq.
45. H. Southern, Esq.
6. Mrs. Bosk.
7. J. Scott Russell, Eq.
8. Arthur Hallam. Esq. (Ml of

H. Hallam, I-Uq.)
0. II. Southern, Esq.

10. W. D. Cooley, Esq.
11. ;. Moir, Esq.
r.'. Kcv. T. H. Home.
1814. Mrs. Busk.

Vol. XL No. 21. Art. 1. Mark, Esq.
J. A. Vieuaseux, Esq.
8. Mrs. W. Busk.
4. Chas. Boiler, Esq., Jun. M.P.
5. Dr. Henry Wbeaton, American

Minister at Copenhagen.
6. Rt. Hon. T. P. Courtenav.
7. A Vieusaeax, Esq.
8. G. Moir, Esq.
910. H. Southern, Esq.

11. A Vieusseux, Esq.
1-J. Mr*. W. Busk.
18. J. M. Kemble, Esq.
14. John Ward. Esq.
1516. Mrs. W. Busk.

No. 22. Art. 1. T. Carlvle, Esq.
2. Dr. W." Cooke Taylor.
S. Prof. Henslow.
4. W. H. Leeds, Esq.
5. J. R. M<Culloch,Esq.
C. T. Keightley, Esq.
7. John Ward, Esq.
8. Dr. W.C. Taylor.
l>. Mrs. W. Bosk.

10. G. Moir, Esq.
11. T. Gallowar, Esq.
l-J-13. MM. W. BMk.
1J Dr. W.C. Ta
15. J. G. Cochrana, Esq.

Vol. XII. No. 28. Art. 1. T. Galloway. Esq.
-'. (?)
8. H. Soothern. Esq.
4. Abram Hay ward, Esq.
5. Dr. John Conolly.
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Vol. XII. No. 23, Art. 6. T. Keightley, Esq.
7. H. Bellenden Ker, Esq.
8. W. J. Thorns, Esq.
9. Dr. W. C. Taylor.

10. Thos. J. Lister, Esq.
11. G. Moir, Esq.
1213. Mrs. W. Busk.
14. (?)
15. A. Vieusseux, Esq.

No. 24. Art. 1. Mrs. Austin.

2. A. Vieusseux, Esq.
3. P. H. Lister, Esq.
4. J. Culliraore, Esq.
5. Mrs. W. Busk.
6. G. Moir, Esq.
7. Dr. Percy B. Lord.

(A most amiable and pro-
mising young Irishman ; after-

wards killed in India in an
affray with the natives.)

8. (?).
9. C. Buller, jun., Esq.

10. Mrs. W. Busk.
11. Dr. W. C. Taylor.
12. Mrs. W. Busk.
13. J. G. Cochrane, Esq.

Vol. XIII. No. 25. Art. 1. Rt. Hon. T. P. Courtenay.
2. Archd. Alison, Esq. (now Sir

A. A., Bt., the Historian).
3. Dr. David Irving.
4. A. Vieusseux, Esq.
5. Dr. W. C. Taylor.
6. George Taylor, Esq , (father of

Henry T., Esq., author of
"
Philip von Artevelde,"

&c.)
7. Mrs. W. Busk.
8. Edw. Villiers, Esq.

No. 26. Art. 1. Edmund \V. Head, Esq. (now
Sir E. W. H., Bart.)

2. Prof. J. P. Nichol, Glasgow.
3. S. D. Whitehead, Esq.
4. Mrs. W. Busk.
5. A. Vieusseux, Esq.
6. (?)
7. Mrs. Austin.

9. Humphry Devereux, Esq. (son
of Lord Hereford).

10. (?)
11. Dr. W. C. Taylor.
12. W. J. Thoms/Esq.
13. Mrs. W. Busk.
14. A. Vieusseux, Esq., and J. G.

Cochrane, Esq.
Vol. XIV. No. 27. Art. 1. T. H. Lister, Esq.

2. Herman Merivale, Esq., Prof.

of Polit. Econ. Oxford.
3. Dr. W. C. Taylor.
4. W. H. Leeds, Esq.
5. Dr. W. C. Taylor.
6. A. Ilayward, Esq.
7. W. J. Thorns, Esq.
8. G. Austin, Esq.
9. T. Keightley, E

. J. G. Cochrane,10

No. 28. Art, 1. Herman Merivale, Esq.
2. Mrs. Busk.
3. A. Vieusseux, Esq.
4. Dr. J. Conolly.
5. Dr. W. C. Taylor.
6. John Crawford, Esq.

Vol. XIV. No. 28. Art. 7. Mrs. Busk.
8. Dr. Friedlander, of Dorpat.
9. Mrs. W. Busk.

10. A. Vieusseux, Esq.
11. Pote, Esq.
12. W. J. Thorns, Esq.
13. Dr. W. C. Taylor.

It was originally intended that Mr. R. P. Gil-

lies should be the editor of the F. Q. R. ; but
other occupations having prevented that gentle-
man from devoting adequate time and attention

to the arduous duties connected with a new pe-
riodical from which so much was expected, Mr.
Cochrane (who combined, in no ordinary degree,
the necessary tact and talent), stepped forward,
and saved the infant periodical from threatened

delay and difficulty. Mr. Cochrane, afterwards

Librarian to the London Library, was at that

time the active manager of Messrs. Treuttel &
Wurtz's foreign bookselling house, who had un-
dertaken to publish the Review

;
and the writer

of this was associated with him for many years
in the same firm. JOHN MACRAY,

Oxford.

Strange Derivation. The following strange
derivation presents an amusing specimen of eccle-

siastical assumption in days of old :

" The Schoolmen (a modest race, all Clergjmien.)
thought it was doing the laymen too much honour to de-
rive their name from Aaos, populus. It suited their no-
tions better to deduce it from Xaaj, lapis, a stone. Take,
for instance, a few things advanced on this subject by
some celebrated doctors, as quoted by Altensfaig in his
Lexicon TIteologicum : 'Capitur Clericus pro viro docto,
scientifico, perito, scientia pleno, repleto et experto.
E contra, Laicus capitur pro viro indocto, imperito, in-

sipiente et lapideo. Unde laicus dicitur a Aaas Grace,
quod est lapis Latine.'

"
Campbell's Ecclesiastical Hist.,

Lecture ix.

FRANCIS TRENCH.
Islip.

Supporting the Clergy. In 1662, the inhabit-
ants of Eastham, Barnstable County, Massa-
chussetts, resolved in town meeting that a^art
of every whale cast on shore should be appro-
priated for the support of the ministry. UNEDA.

Philadelphia.

Meaning of Toy. The word toyy I suppose, is

now restricted to one meaning, viz. a plaything. I
know not when its other meanings fell into disuse.

I see it defined as "
humour, an odd fancy." In

this sense it was used by Latimer. In a sermon
before King Edward in 1550 he says, introducing
the well-known reason for the existence of Good-
win Sands, viz. the erection of Tenterden Steeple,

says, "And here, by the way, I will tell you a

merry toy" Now this use of the word continued,
at least till 1618, as it occurs in The Spanish
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Mandnile of Myraele*. Introducing a wonderful

story, the writer says,
M where taking a toy in his

head."

I know not whether these Notes may be of any
use to the Philological Society. 8. 8. S.

D r. Is this worth the

noting?
-Mr. Seargeant tl-.rri, said, 'These merchants'

are like Aaron's rod, ever budding, and like oomt
_ i t t..u itt_. awmt..~. ai~.*^k.^. .

night^ jrive Shillings Sixp
pay it not it Is grown in the morning to a Just Noble.'

"

-
:

'

; -' '

o.,

&ir Jofkua n*ynhtis Home in Lticfder Snuare.

In the new edition of the 7W> <:., by Leigh
Hunt, dated October, 1858, occurs the following

.153. :

Joshua's boots in Leicester Square was on the

eastern side, lour door* from Sydney's Alley."

And at the foot of the page is the following
note:

* The bouse was. probably, on the site now occupied

by the south-east corner of New Coventry Street."

Both text and note are strangely inaccurate ;

for it is well known that Sir Joshua Reynolds
lived at No. 47., on the wctt side ef the square,
from 1761 till his death in 1792. The house re-

mains, and has lately been entered upon by Messrs.

Puttick & Simpson, the well-known book-sue -

tfojuoro How vexatiously such nmUtements as

the above unsettle localities and disturb
pleasant

associations! Lci-h Hunt's Town is a charming
book of gossip, but tacking accurate identification

of localities, &c. ; and, unfortunately, this new
.11 has been annotated by a less scrupulous

hand than that of the author himself. T. (1 .)

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL QUERIES.

Some time ago I dug out of the neglected dust

of a provincial bookshop a copy of the Vulgate
edition of the Scriptures. I am desirous to know
what is tbe comparative rarity of it. I append a

note of its salient features, which will enable some
of your learned contributors to enlighten my ig-

norance. Living in a country district, I have no

arress to likely sources of information, nor to the

BiM. 5vcftfz., or Lea Wilson's Catalog**, and

therefore fly to N. & Q.," the ready friend of

the ignorant.
The volume commences with

part
of the 5th

section to the "
Prologus ra Btblram" (sig* \ 1

A 2. being absent), which appears
to be an Epistle |

of Jerome to (Bishop) Paulinas. Each Book of

I] 1 Testament, except Judges, Ruth, Nehe-

mi.ih, and 2 and S Esdras, has one or in some in-

stances two Prologues of St. Jerome preceding if. !

The New Testament commences with an 1

of Jerome to Damasus. Each of the Gospels is

preceded by a Regbtrnm showing the contents of
each chapter. Tbe whole of the Epistles of St
Paul follow the Gospels; then Acts, the Canonical

Mstles, and the Apocalypse. At the end of the
New Testament is a metrical Ordo of the Books
in both Testaments. And following it are some
verses in praise of tbe work : appended is the date
1482. Bound up with it is a list of passages
marked as suitable to particular Occasions, and

scripture proofs. The volume concludes with In-

terpretations
of tbe Hebrew Names complete to

" Thaassar." The volume is of large 4to. size,

printed in double columns of forty-seven lines in

excellent
preservation.

The initial letters are all

rubricated, and first letter in Gen. i. ornamented
with colour.

The same
question

as to the work of Martinus
dc TemperantUL imprinted at Paris by Wolfgang
IIom,yl,1490?
Where can I find a list of the works of Bona-

venture ? I have his IHneranvs Afentu in Drum ;

Tractates Lignum Vita; and the Centiloqm*.
Judging from the signatures, these are parts of a

larger work, of late years separately put into paper
covers. The initials arc rubricated, and the minor
ones patched with yellow. The volumes are well

printed in black-letter, very contracted Latin.

One of the portions is stated to have been finished

by Bonaventure in the year 1484, on the vigil of

St. Peter and St, Paul. J. C. G. L.

" TIIBH rrsn ABOUT THB FLOWING it-

I send you the following song, request! i

favour of any particulars concerning it that may
be known. When I first came in possession of

the words, I was told it was one of Tom Moore's
"
unpublished" Melodies. If such is really the

case, its publication in your pages will be valuable.

Its peculiar wildnese of words and music, which

by the way is entirely in a minor key, has given
it to me a double interest. And 1 should feel

indebted to any of your correspondents who would

give me any information about the song, its au-

tnor or composer.
" Then push about tbe flowing bowl,

And broach the foaming ale,

And let the merry merry maidens sing,
The beldame tell her tale.

Anil let tbe sightless harper sit

The blazing faggot by :

And let th* jester rent bis wit,

tricks the urchin

Then push about, &c.

" Who knocks so loud with angry din,

And would admitt*! be?
Xo gossip lingers here within,

nn>l no place for thee.

Then posh about, &c.
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Go send it o'er Killarney's Lake,
And strip the willow bare :

The water elves their sports then take,
iTou'll find a comrade there.

Then push about, c.

The Will o'the Wisp glides o'er the dell,

The owl hoots in the tree;

They hold their nightly vigils there,

hile will

&c.
And so the while w we.

Then push about,

\Vbat is meant by stripping the willow bare ?

A CONSTANT READER.
Geelong, 12th May, 1859.

"4/o% Mog" Your correspondent M.M. (ante

p. 84.) has touched on a subject which I should

like to see discussed in " N. Q." who was the

writer of " Molly Mog," and when, and where was it

first published ? In the announcement of Molly's
death, as quoted, 1766, it is said to have been writ-

ten by Gay, and I believe it; it overflows with

his genial, cordial, good-nature ; but it was not, I

think, published among his works in his lifetime.

Neither was it published in Faulkner's edition of

Swift's Works, 1735, which the Dean, it is be-

lieved, superintended ; nor, so far as I know, in

any authorised edition of Pope's Works published
before 1744. It appeared, indeed, in Pope and
Swift's Miscellanies, 1727, but this proves nothing
as to authorship ;

for that collection contained,
not only works written by Swift and Pope, but

works written by them "in conjunction" with

Gay and Arbuthnot, and "
all of this sort com-

posed singly by either of those hands." "
Molly

Mog
"
had, however, been published before. It

appeared, with a "
Burlesque

"
on it, in the Weekly

Journal of 1st Oct. 1726. The newspaper writer

speaks of it as " the famous Crambo ballad of
'

Molly Mog,' which, as Mr. Mist observes, has set

all the polite company in town to the game of

crambo." It is obvious from this notice that
"
polite company," at least, were already familiar

with "
Molly Mog :

"
subsequently several paro-

dies appeared. Can any of your readers refer to

an earlier publication ? and is there any contem-

porary mention of the author ? M. M. (2.)

Patroclus.
" With grimy tears and dust from Sellian urns,
Unwashed Patroclus stale Dodona mourns,
Who daily sought Ilyssus's flowery brim,

Worshipped the crystal stream, but never plunged
therein."

From The Fleet, a poem, London, 1720, pp. 24.

What is the meaning of this censure on Patro-

clus, who, according to Homer, was rather a clean

person ? P. B.

Archery Club Motto. Some of your ingenious
and learned correspondents gave, some time ago,

mottoes suitable for a library, a common-place
book, &c. May I request any of them to suggest,

through your columns, a motto for an archery
club ? The motto of the Irvine Toxopholite So-

ciety is, "Ob posteros jaculamur;" that of the

Saltcoats Archery Society is, "Arte^et valida

manu;" and Mr. Hargrove, in his interesting
Anecdotes of Archery, gives several others.

ROBYN HODE.
Kilgripagain.

W. Dimond, author of " Petrarchal Sonnets,"

dramas, &c. What is the date of this author's

death? Z. A.

Tower-crowned Arch. May I ask, through the

medium of your valuable periodical, whether there

is any other example known throughout England
of the

" tower-crowned arch," so gloriously dis-

played in the steeple of the magnificent church of

St. Nicholas in this town (Newcastle-upon-Tyne).
I am aware of the existence of the same feature

in St. Dunstan's church, London ;
but I cannot

think Sir Christopher Wren had ours in view

when he designed St. Dunstan's steeple as it is

so much inferior in many particulars, especially in

the lantern at the crown of the arches, which is

here of large dimensions, and possesses an airy

lightness altogether wanting in its London rival.

Was Sir Christopher Wren ever known to be in

this town ? EDWABD THOMPSON.

Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

Orthographical Peculiarity. Did the late C. J.

Hare, in any of his publications, give his reasons

for deviating from the usual mode of spelling

words, e. g.
"
preacht,"

"
usurpt," &c. ?

Did Horsley, also, ever say why he adopted the

antique form of the preterites of "to lead, to

read," &c., viz. "ledde,"
" redde" ? S. S. S.

Donnybrook, near Dublin. What is the origin

and meaning of the name of this far-famed vil-

la^e ? And where may I find the earliest mention

of it ? In Regixtrum Prioratus Omnium Sancto-

rum juxta Dublin, edited by Dean Butler for the

Irish Archaeological Society, mention is more^an
once made of Donnybrook. Of the documents

in the Registry No. i. "Confirmacio Gregorii

[IX.] spiritualium et temporalium cum certis pri-

vilegiis et aliis immunitatibus," A.D. 1234, speaks

of ""quadraginta acras sitas in territorio de Done-

nachbroc [recte Dovenaehbroc] versus aquilo-

nem"; No. LXXV. "De Donabroke," ante, 1234;

No. LXXVI. " De triginta novem acris apud Dona-

brok
"
ante 1234 ; No. LXXVII. "De eadem terra,"

A.D. 1298 ;
and No. LXXVIII.

" De aqua de Dodyr

[Dodder] ducenda," etc., A.D. 1307. No. 1. in

the Appendix, from the archives of the city of

Dublin, is
" De tenemento de Donenachbrok."

How very absurd is the derivation given by
Mr. and Mrs. S. C. Hall, in their Ireland, its
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Scenery, Character, $ MS. :
"

Donny-
brook,' the IhtK- br.n.k, is so called from a moun-
tain stream,

' the Dodder/ which runs through the

suburb." ABUBA.

Grotesques in Churches. Where may one find

an explanation
of grotesque figures often seen in

old churches, both in carved stone and painted

glass,
via. the bead of a man, with lolling tongue.

Why called the grin of Arius ? And why repre-
sented in a sacred edifice P QUERIST.

" The Young Travellers; or, a Visit to Oxford."
In the Preface to this book (published in 1818),

it is stated that the notes (Appendix 1. to 29.)
41 refer to a little work, which it is in contcmpla-
tion shortly to publish ... It will contain correct

likenesses of the curious characters here referred

to, with some biographical or other accounts of

them. The plates given in this little volume may
be considered as specimens of those which will

accompany the other.** Now, the only plates in

my copy
of the work are a view of Oxford, and a

portrait of "Mother Goose.** Were any other

plates published P And, did the projected volume

make its appearance P CUTHBEIT BEDE.

Heraldic Query. I am very anxious to know
to what family the following crest belonged, if

crest it be P It is on a defaced impression of a

yery rudely cut seal, appended to a Cheshire will,

of the date 1667. My description is, I fear, un-

beraldic ; but I forward a sketch, which may be

more intelligible : On a crescent a griffin's (?)
head erased, all between two stars.**

*

Another will of the same county (dated 1760)
is sealed with a "

griffin segreant in a lozenge."
To what family does this armorial bearing be-

long? J.

James Aikman. Wanted information regard-

ing James Aik ran, author of a volume of Poems,

Edinburgh, 1816. Is be the author of a History

of Scotland, published in 1 824 P Z. A.

Sir Wm. Petty's Letters. In the sale cata-

logue of Mr. Austin Cooper's library (Dublin,

1831), of which I have a copy, with the prices
and purchasers* names, there are eighteen lots of I

44

Copies of Letters
"

written by, or by order and
on account of, Sir William Petty, 16661700.
"These Letters are necessary to the proper un-

derstanding of the Survey made by Sir Wm.
Petty," and were purchased by Mr. Cockran, of

London, for 1501. Having a particular o) i

view, may I ask some one of your correspondents
to tell me where the Letters are to be found at

present? They are not mentioned, I think, in

r.tn the sketch we *hould describe it as "an eagle'*
bead erased between two mullet*, issuing from the horns

'
I BfBJ ,nf

'

\\; i I t. BSJMI MMltl '
'
"-

will* help to Identify the families? ED. J

Larcom's edition of Petty*s History of the Down
Surrey, printed in 1851 for the members
Irish Archaeological 8o< ABIIH v.

Dorchester House, Westminster. Where was
this house situated, and what is its history ?

'

Origin of the Judge's Black Cap. Is it known
vhen it became customary for a judge to put on a
black cap whilst passing sentence of death, and

why that custom arose P
.

\V

Law and Poison. In the Theatrical Observer,

May 8, 1819, in a notice of a new farce by Mor-
ton, A Rolandfor an Oliver, is the following :

Fixture, finding his wife in Sir Mark*, anna, repeat*
hi* point with little variation, and rushes out, exclaiming
Til have law and poison an attorney, an apothe-
cary." The thought is on records of more than two
thousand years old, and must have been repeated more
than two thousand times, yet Emery's acting carried it

through with applause."

A reference to any old use of the joke will ob-

lige. A. A. R.

The Family of Bentivoglio. There seems to

be a connexion between this family and the House
of Swabia, more romantic perhaps than can be
found elsewhere in any history more romantic,

possibly, than is consistent with truth.

Shortly before the downfal of that House of

Swabia, when its enemies were searching for i

sius, the fugitive son of Frederick II., a lock of
his golden hair unfortunately escaping from un>l< r

his disguise rendered his discovery inevitable.

"No one,** they said, on seeing it, "no one in

the world but King Heinsius has such beautiful

fair hair." With his fate when captured w
here little to do ; but we read that before his

death a young girl visited him in prison to com-
fort him, and that they had a son, who was called

Bentivoglio (I wish thee well). Tradition asserts

that he was the founder of the illustrious family of
that name.

I should like more information on this
subject

than is to be met with in Michelet and other his-

torians. W. ( >. W.

"// is not bemttie 1 demanded Who is the

author of the poem commencing with this line P

It has been assigned to Carew. F. K. D.

Qualified: Pause**.

" Besides all this, he was well omaJitisd,

And past all Argivea, for hi* spear.*

Chapman's Iliad, xir. 104.

Is not this word qualitird peculiar to Chapman P

" Thus pluck'd he from the shore his lance, and left the

waves to wash
The wave-sprung entrails, about which fans*** and

other fish

Did fhoal." Cbapmau'i Iliad, xxL 189.

Can any of your correspondents throw any
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light on the derivation of this word, or give any
other authority for it than this passage ? I have

of course seen the note in the edition of Chap-
man's Iliad published by Russell Smith. LIBYA.

Salforcl.

Mutiny at the Nore. Can any of your corre-

spondents kindly refer me to any work which will

give me the names of the killed and wounded in

the mutiny at the Nore in 1797. JAMES DELANO.

Ephemeral Literature. Can any reader of " N.
& Q." oblige the subscribed by telling him the

author of " Universal Languages and Empires,"
&c. (No. 737.), "Education

"
(No. 739.),

" Scien-
tific Heirlooms and the Price of them "

(No. 757.)
in Family Herald for 1857; but more especially

any other articles or works by the same hand ?

J. J.

A Lost Cornelian. In the dark ages, long be-
fore " N. & Q." was born or thought of, I found at

Weymouth a cornelian, with a well-engraved
crest, viz. a stork bearing in her beak a cross

flory (?), with the motto,
"
Semper paratus." Can

you help me to its owner ? C. W. B.

Tennyson's
" Enid." Can you or any of your

readers tell me where to find the original story of

"Enid," the first of Mr. Tennyson's four Idylls?
I find no traces of it in Sir Thomas Malory's edi-

tion of King Arthur. CANTAB.

Francis Moult, Esq. Any information respect-
ing this gentleman, an eminent chemist in London,
who died May 17, 1733, will oblige J. Y.

Character of Mr. Hastings. DR. RIMBAULT
mentions in " N. & Q." (2

nd S. vii. 323.) that this

piece is printed in Peck's Desiderata Curiosa.
This has been stated before him by Horace Wai-
pole, Mr. Martyn in his Life of Shaftesbury, and
others. I have searched carefully through both
editions of Peck's book, and cannot find it. Can
DR. RIMBAULT or any one else refer me to the

page of Peck's volume, specifying the edition ?

W. C.

Minor fcritf)

" The English Spy," I should be glad to know
if this work is complete in twelve numbers, as,
at the end of p. 147. is printed "Conclusion of
Volume One;" and "the next volume" is re-
ferred to in the preface. Was a second volume
ever published, and who was the author? Is
Bernard Blackmantle," a pseudonym for Mr. P.

CUTHBERT BEDE.

[This work makes two volumes: the second volume
was published in 1826, pp. 400. It was written by Charles
Molloy Westmacott, and continued by the same editor
under the title of The St. James's Royal Magazine. ]

Sheridan s Speech on Warren Hastings" Trial.

Allow me to call attention to a singular inaccu-

racy in the 8th edition of the Encyclopedia Bri-
tannica now in the course of publication. It occurs
in vol. xi. p. 239., where, alluding to the trial of
Warren Hastings, it is said

" The prosecution was opened by Burke in a speech of

extraordinary eloquence and power, which extended over
three days. He was succeeded by Fox, who in his turn

gave place to Sheridan. The speech of that brilliant wit
was said by the ablest among those who heard it to have
been the best that was ever delivered in the English
HOUSE OF COMMONS. It certainly was one of the most

telling, for it caused so much excitement that no other

speaker could obtain a hearing, and the debate was ad-

journed."

Now all the world knows that this celebrated

speech of Sheridan's was made by him, not in the
House of Commons but in the House of Lords,
when, as one of the managers appointed by the
House of Commons to conduct the impeachment,
he opened one of the articles of charge ;

and the
notion of there being any debate or a competition
to obtain a hearing in the case is absurdly out of
the question. It is to be regretted that, in a work
of authority, such inaccuracies should appear.

G. J.

Edinburgh.

[The writer in the eighth edition of the Encyclopedia
Britannica has confounded the two celebrated speeches
delivered by Sheridan on the same subject, namely, the

spoliation of the Begums of Oude : the first in the House
of Commons on Feb. 7, 1787, when it was proposed to

impeach the great Indian minister; and the second
in Westminster Hall, on the 3rd and three following
days of June, 1788, when Hastings was arraigned before
the Lords. Upon the conclusion of the first speech in
the Commons, which occupied five and a half hours in
the deliver)', Sir William Dolben immediately moved an
adjournment of the debate, confessing that, in the state
of mind in which Mr. Sheridan's speech had left him, it

was impossible for him to give a determinate opinion.
Mr. Stanhope seconded the motion, and Pitt concurring,
"the debate was adjourned a little after one o'clock."

(Annual Register, 1787, p. 150.)
In the absence of verbatim reports of the two celebrated

oratorical efforts in question, it is now impossible to state
which was the better or more famous of the two. Burke
declared the first to be " the most astounding effort of

eloquence, argument, and wit, united, of which there was
any record or tradition." Fox said of the same speech," All that he had ever heard, all that he had ever read,
when compared with it, dwindled into nothing, and
vanished like vapour before the sun." And Pitt acknow-
ledged

" that it surpassed all the eloquence of ancient
and modern times, and possessed everything that genius
or art could furnish, to agitate and control the human
mind." (Vide Moore's Life of Sheridan, 4to. 1825, p.

The second speech, which was delivered in Westmin-
ster Hall, was, in thejudgment of Fox and others, much
inferior to the first on the same subject. Burke, however,
appears to have been of a contrary opinion, declaring of

this second master-piece of eloquence, that " the various

species of eloquence that had been heard, either in an-
cient or modern times, whatever the acuteuess of the bar,
the dignity of the senate, or the morality of the pulpit,
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coold furnish. had not been equal to what that ROOM
had that day heard in Westminster Hall" II.

of India, who waa aa auditor, both to the Com-historian ,
-

and in tbe Hall. waa alao decidedly of opinion that

cond effortSheridan', second
Whan doctor* disagree," Ac.]

grander than the first

JoJut Lard C*tt*, To what circumstance in

bis history waa this brave soldier indebted for tbe

name of "Salamander?" He WM one of tbe

Lord* Justices of Ireland, and Commander of the

Forces in that kingdom, in the jear 1709, and
I believe, not long alter bis appointment.

Where is tbe best account of bis career f

ABHBA.

[At the siege of Xamnr, in 1605, Lord Cutts core-

maaded a body of English employed as a storming party,
a*d displayed such cool intrepidity amiJ*t a moet tre-

endous fire of artillery and musketry, that he was com-

plimented with the name of the Salamander, as if the

scene of flame and terror had been his proper element
Swift, no admirer of military merit, and unfrieodly to

Lord Cults in particular, employed his wit in deducing
from bis vices and follies the name bestowed on him for

hi* intrepid brarerv, an>l published in 170* a satirical

piece, entitled The Dttcripth* ofa Salamander:
" Would you describe Tureime or Tiump ?

Think of a bucket or a pnmp.
Are these too low ? then find out grander,
Call my Lord Cults a Salamander."

These vary bitter, or rather scurrilous verses (says
Mr Waller Scott), were highly resented by Lor
and his relations. For a brief account of Lord CutU, sec

, xlix. 150., and Nichols's Potmt, ii.

Gmaitlope. In a MS. diary of tbe Civil Wars
I read of soldiers being punished by being made
to run the gauntlope (so spelt). I should be

obliged by information as to tbe history of this

punishment in England, and as to this spelling
of tbe word. W. C.

[Phillip* In his WorU of Word* Informs us that

GAXTLOP, or <JAKTI/HT, as M To ran the Gantlope," is a

pejtlshmeot among soldiers: the offender having to run
with his back naked through the whole regiment, and to

rs^ervealash with a.witch from every soWler. It is de-

rived (he adds) from On*, a town of Flanders, where
this punishment was Invented, and the Dutch word lope,
U. naming.]

Cab*ry. It is stated in Martvn's Life of
Shaftnbury, vol. i. p. 49., that Shaftesbury, after

his marriage with tbe Lord Keeper Coventry's
daughter, lived at Durham House and Canbury.
What or where is Canbury ? W. C.

[Canbnry is a corruption of Canonburv, in the centre
of -merrie Islinjrtony From 16*7 to 1&6 Canonbory-
bonse was rented by the Lord Keeper Coventry. In the
Stratford papers is a letter from the Earl of Derby, dated
Jan. 29, 16M. from Comomry Park, where be was staid
from 8t James's by the greatest snow he ever aaw In

England. All thai remains of this once-famed mansion
is a venerable tower. 17 feet square and 68 feet high,
where poor Goldsmith often lay concealed from his cre-

ditors. He is said to have moved here to be near Netr-

bery the bookseller, who lodged at this time In Canon -

bory tower. The old hostess, Mrs. Tapps, used to affirm
that Goldsmith here wrote his /fcssrvW Fiftsje; but Sir
John Hawkins says it was the Vicar of Wmkfctd, which
"a pressing necessity

"
compelled him to write at Isling-

ton. Even now this venerable relic of olden time is well

worthy of a visit, for the sake of the extensive panoramic
view from the roof.]

Hrpltc*.

CaOMWKLL 1H SCOTLAND.

(2* S. viii. 70.)

Tbe game of " Willie Wa*Ue," as practised long
ago by Scotch boys, was in tbe following manner

and I have often been a party in these con-
flicts. One stood upon a high stone with a long
handkerchief in his band, firmly knotted at the

end, and proclaimed in a defiant strain to bis

, , ,|])ii.ii i ii^ :

-
1, Willie WasUe,
I'm in my castle,
A' tbe dogs m the town
Winna ding me down."

It was then their business to bring him down from
bis position after be had dealt out many severe

blows, which being accomplished, another took
bis station ; and so on did the game proceed, witb

much fun and jollity.

Tbe story is thus mentioned in The /'

Politician, 1680:
M After the fatal battle of Dunbar, Oliver Cromwell

seat Col. Feawick with two regiments to reduce Hume
Castle. Asiiigularnu^caUsdTh(>mMCockburn,cosa-
mandcd the castle, and be was ordered to surrender.

Cockbnrn returned a scoffing answer, with the following
lines:

I, William of the WasUe,
Am now in my eaatle ;

And a' tbe dogs in the town
Winna gar sae gang down.'

" Fenwick immediately raised a batten-, and returned
the Governor hard bullets for his resolute rhymes, whereby
Cockburn was very soon obliged to capUubte sad march
out with his i

*

We find it also rather curiously noticed for a

religious purpose in Scotch Pretbytfrian Eloquence

Displayed, edit. London, 1786, p. 110. :

M Mr. William Veitcb, preaching at Lin ton, in Teviot-

dale, said : Our Bishops thought they were very secure

this long time, like

Willie, Willie WasUe,
I am in my castle ;

A' the dogs in tbe town
Dare not ding me down."

Yes, but there is a doggie in Heaven that has dung them
all down.'

"

The time of this noted Presbyterian preacher

was, bom 1640, d . respecting who

biographer remarks (Scots Worllne*,

p.551.):-
i< it any disparagement to him that that black-
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mouthed calumniator, in his Presbyterian Eloquence Dis-

played, has published to the world,
' That he murdered

the bodies as well as souls of two or three persons with

one sermon, because,' sa}-s he, preaching in the town of

Jedburgh, he said,
' There are two thousand of you here,

Lid I am sure eighty of you ivill not be saved,' upon which

three of his ignorant 'hearers despatched themselves soon

after."

I think therefore, in reply to the Query of J.

G. MORTEN, that the legend may be considered as

of very old date, and in its origin refers to some

event the history of which is now lost that it

was widely popularly known in the country, and,
as in the foregoing instances, adapted by the par-
ties using it from their juvenile reminiscences, as

applicable to the circumstances in which they

happened to- be placed. G. N.

LE CONTRAT MOHATRA.

(2
nd S. viii. 69.)

The contrat mohatra, which consisted, as shown

by your correspondent, in selling goods dear on

credit, and buying them back cheap for ready
money, was an evasion of the laws against usury.
" Permutationem fingebant, ut hoc nomine usurse

darentur."

Covarrubias tells us in his Tesoro, 1611, that
" El Brocense

"
thinks mohatra is properly moha-

fra, from mofa, a jest or mockery. This is not

very satisfactory ; but the difficulty which the

learned find in determining the true origin of

mohatra seems owing to their not having duly

perpended an etymology suggested, though per-

haps without sufficient explanation, by Covarru-
bias himself. Covarrubias simply proposes to

derive mohatra from the Heb.
^fin, hathar, to dig,

adding that th'e m of mohatra is formative. This
does not seem to promise much. But when we
consider that the Heb. verb means not only to

dig in the ordinary sense of the word, but to dig
or break through as a robber, and that in this

meaning it corresponds to the Stopva-ffca of the N.
T. (Matth. vi. 19., "where thieves break th?'ough
and steal "), we may perhaps feel less difficulty in

viewing hathar as a very likely origin of a word
which designates an usurioiis transaction, that in

fact is little better than a robbery. It is also to

be observed that the " formative m "
appears, not

only in mohatra, but in the rabbinical mahtarta,
which is indubitably derived from hathar.
On the word barata and its congeners, barato,

baratum, baratto, barrator, barrateria, barratar (to

barter), baratillo, baratador, &c., one might write
a volume. But your correspondent's inquiry re-
lates to barata as a synonym of mohatra. (" Mo-
hatra .... Idem barata interdum dicitur." Du
Cange.)
Some would derive the Spanish and Portuguese

adj. barato, which signifies cheap, from the Latin

paratus ;
but this does not accord with the old

forms which we find iu Romance, &c., such as

baran, baraz. The oldest instances of the word
barata itself, as a substantive, which I find with a
fixed date, A.D. 1270, 1226, are in the sense of a
debt (Raynouard). This, out of many, appears to

be the meaning of barata which best accords with

mohatra; as the same party who sold back the-

goods for a small price down became, by the very
nature of the transaction, a debtor for the larger

price at which he bought.
Is not stoco, as synonymous with barata and

mohatra, a comparatively modern term ? Perhaps
your correspondent will have the kindness to stato

where it may be found. I have never met with
or heard it except among workmen, as a verna-
cular pronunciation of stucco. Stoco, probably
any worthless lot of goods; "rubbish" used in

those sham transactions of fictitious trade, which
we are now considering. Cf. in Ger. stocken, to

grow fusty, and in Ital. stucco, surfeited, crop-
sick.

The exact nature of the contrat mohatra may be
thus explained. The Duque de Blasas sends for

Senor Ysaaco, and requests an immediate loan of
1000 crowns, for which he will be happy to pay
2000 a year after.

"That cannot be," exclaims Ysaaco;
"
for, should

the Holy Office once smell out such a transaction,
I might be summoned away some night, to answer
as a suspected heretic. Therefore all the Saints

forbid it !

"

"
Nevertheless," says the Duke,

" I must have
the money."

"
Yery good," answers the cunning Ysaaco.

" Then let us see whether we cannot make it a

matter of business, and settle the affair that way.
I have at home a lot of stoco. Buy it of me."

" I don't see how that settles the affair any way,"
says the Duke.

"
Nothing more simple," replies Ysaaco. " Your

Excellency purchases the goods on credit, for

2000 crowns, giving your bond to pay me a twelve-
month hence. I buy them back now, on the^pot,
for 1000 crowns cash. All in the regular Mvwty of
trade."

The Duke executes the bond
;
Senor Ysaaco

disburses the 1000 crowns
; and the contrat mo-

hatra is completed.

Perhaps, also, we may venture to conjecture

ivliy the particular word mohatra comes to be

used in this connexion. There is another and
somewhat similar word, moharka, which really sig-

nifies a contract. (Buxtorf, Lex. Chal. Tal Rabb.)
Contrat mohatra, then, is a play upon a word, such

as is by no means unknown in Jewish literature.

A virtuous and learned Rabbi, hearing of such a

transaction as we have just described, indignantly

exclaim?,
" This is no moharha, but a mohatra

"

(no bargain, but a burglary). Hence the expres-
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contrtt wo**/," I e. a contract which U a

robbery, not a mokarka, a proper and legitimate
contract. In the Old Testament, two instances of

such a partnurmtuia may be seen in the Hebrew
text of a single vene, Is. v. 7.,

M He looked for

mishpat, but, behold, mispah! for.tt'dakiih, but,

behold, tfakah!" THOMAS BOTS.

MILTON S CORRESrOXDEXCE.

(2"- S. viii. 47. 90.)

With MB. CARRUTHERS I also entertained some

flight misgivings as to whether the person alluded

to in Andrew Marvel's letter might not have been

Dradshaw instead of Cromwell, and feel inclined,

notwithstanding what former biographers have

asserted, to coincide with his opinion. The copy
of the letter in the Sloanc MSS. is accompanied
by another letter from M. Wall to Milton, dated

Cansham, May 26, 1639, which has been printed

among the poet's prose works by Symmons (vide
vol. ii.)i and both are attested by J. Owen, who.
it appears, was the Rev. James Owen of Rochdale
in Lancashire ; and it would be curious to trace

the depositary of the originals, presuming them
to be still in existence. I have little doubt but

at the time these copies were made the
original*

were in the possession of Elizabeth the widow,
nte Minthull, then resident at Nantwicb, or her

representatives. An extract from this latter epi-
stle is quoted both by Symmons and Birch, and

(m eiteiuo) is on the subject of the
peculiar

views

held by Milton upon civil and religious liberty,
&c. My present inquiry is to know who was Mil-

ton's correspondent M. Wall ? and if any of the

readers of "N. & Q." can point to the present
whereabouts of the originals of these two letters P

I append a Note
relating

to Milton, written by
that indefatigable and gossiping writer W. Cole:

" Mr. Francis Peck, in his new memoirs of the life of

Milton, says that his first disgust against the king and
the clergy and universities was on account of a Roval
Mandate to Christ's College to chose Mr. Edward K ,"...-

Fellow of the college in preference to him, which was
further heightened by bis expulsion or rustication from
the college. He afterwards became a zealous Puritan,
and joyne.1 with the Presbyterians, but soon grew tired

of them and turned Independent, Anabaptist, and then

Quaker, and is supposed to have died a Deist In the

Northampton Mcrciry of May 19, 1760, U the following

extempore distich wrote by Dr. Young, author of the
Nhkt Ttayta, in answer to a Billet seat by Monsieur
de Voltaire, to enquire what the company thought of him
after some loose remarks which be Vad made upon Mil-

ton. Dr. Young and Voltaire were then both at Mr.

Doddington's seat at Eastbury :
-

- Thou'rt so i

Bat whatever were Voltaire's remarks and sentiment*

when he was in England in relation to Milton, he has
exercised a very severe, yet perhaps a very just, criticism

upon the Farad* Lo* in his Candidt, o tOptimum*, p.

240, 241, 242. edit. 1769. 8. if that dangerous book was
wrote by him, and not by Mr. Hall of Y<>ik*hire, whom
I remember a Fellow Commoner of Jesus College in Cam-
bridge, and who by some, tho' I believe very falsely, was
said to be the author of it"

Ci~ Horru.

andto thin,
That thou an Milton, and his death and sin.**

Thus translated into Latin by the Rev. J. N.*, AM. :

"
Ingenio Scekre et Made pmcellis, in uno

Jangi Miltoaoa Peccatum Monque videntur ."~
Query, if o7Mr N,

DE. LATHAM'S THEOBT or THE INDO-EUROPEAN
LASOOAOE0.

(2* S. viii. 110.)

The following extract from an article attri-

buted to Professor Max Muller on "
Comparative

Philolozy," in the Edinburgh Htview, Oct. 1851,
is intended as a reply to IXGIR'S inquiry :

"This gentleman (Dr. Latham), to whom we owe al-

ready a history of the English language, embodying the
results of Grimm's celebrated Teutonic Grammar, has
also thought it necessary in his present work (On the

Varietlttttf Man), to avail himself of tho results of Com -

j parative Philology, and to bring them to bear on the
natural history of man. Bat instead of following Dr.
Prichard's excellent work, KesearcAw into /Ac Phuttcat

I I/utory of Man, which is by no means antiquated, Dr.
I Latham has adopted a division of languages which seems

|

to be entirely his own. He divides all the languages of

|

the world into four classes, which he calls aptotic, agglmti-
natt, amalgamate, and anaptntic. He admits, however, of
onlv three methods of grammar the Classical, English,
and Chinese. All the languages, dead or living, are re-

ferred to one of these languages with astonishing rapidity.
There remains but one family of languages which Dr.
Latham considers hypothetical the Anan Indo-Ger-
mans.' Sanscrit is to him a verv doubtful language, still

more its modern descendants Hindi. Bengali, Mahratti,
&c. According to him the nation that is at one and tho
same time Asiatic and Indo-Germanic remains to be disco-

vered.' This prejudice against Sanscrit is not peculiar to

Dr. Latham. It is, or at all event* it was, shared by
many who found it troublesome to learn this now lan-

guage. Sanscrit was called a factitious idiom concocted by
the Brahmins after the expedition of Alexander into In-

dia; a theory which Schlegel considers as 'happy as that
which would account for the Egyptian pyramids as natu-
ral crystallisations.' There is another point, however,
where* Dr. L. seems to have a fair claim on originality.
We must quote bis own words, because we might be sus-

! pected of misrepresenting bis opinions. 'The criticism,

or rather scepticism,' he says,
' which has been extended

by others to the Indo-Gangetic languages of Hindoatan,
is extended by the present writer to the Persian/ IK-

afterwards maintains that tbe language 'of the arrow-
headed inscriptions U Sanscrit.' Colonel Rawlinso.

nouf, and Lassen, might have saved themselves their

trouble if they had been informed of this before. 1

Latham has allowed himself to be misled into a still

greater mistake. Colonel Rawlinson, Durnonf, and Las-

sen have shown that the Persian branch of the Indo-

European stock has preserved, particularly in its oldest

literary documents, the Zend Avesta, ancient forms,

cur in the Veda, but have been modified in the

more modern Sanscrit Dr. Latham, not knowing that

tbe language of tbe cuneiform inscriptions differs from

that of the Veda nearly as much as that of Cicero from

Homer, has
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and imagines that the language of Darius approaches so

much to the Vedic dialect, as to prove that the Veda
cannot be older than Darius. The premisses are wrong,
but still more the conclusion. For if we applied this

principle to other facts of Comparative Philology, we

might say, because the Lithuanian, as spoken at the pre-
sent day, approaches so much to the Sanscrit as to possess
in its declensions Sanscrit terminations, which have been

modified in the other Indo-European idioms; therefore

Sanscrit may not be much older than the Lithuanian,
which any traveller may still hear spoken in parts of

Prussia. But there is a Nemesis in every thing ;
and in

the only instance where Dr. Latham attempts to give an

authentic specimen of cuneiform writing every letter

stands TOPSY-TURVY."

The above extract is in the form of a note.

I had just risen from a second or third perusal
of Professor Miiller's article, when the inquiry of

INGIR met my eye, and I have lost no time in copy-

ing out the learned writer's remarks, which have an

indirect bearing on one of INGIR'S queries.
PHILOLOGUS.

Robert Nelson (2
nd S. vii. 512.) A family for-

merly settled in Yorkshire, and who a hundred

years ago bore the name of Nelson, have always
claimed Robert Nelson as of their family, though
they have no documents to prove the relationship.

They still bear, quarterly with their own, the

arms of Nelson, viz. or and sable, parted per pale,
a chevron between three fleurs-de-lis, two and one,
all counterchanged. There is reason to believe

that the or was argent formerly, as emblazoned in

a hatchment in the parish church of Kirkby Mai-
ham in Yorkshire, in which parish the family to

which I refer still retain Nelson property. N. R.

Cromwell's Children (2
nd S. viii. 17. 56. 97.)

My authority for stating that Oliver the younger
was killed in battle near Knaresborough is the

Squire Papers.
Whitlocke says (p. 322. 2nd ed.) that Oliver

was killed near Appleby in July, 1648. Noble
repeals this (vol. i. p. 134.) Carlyle told us, be-
fore the discovery of the Squire papers, that, on

ransacking the old pamphlets, Whitlocke turns
out to be "

indisputably in error." Cromwell,
writing after the battle of Marston Moor to

Colonel Valentine Walton to express condolence
with the latter on the death of his son, says :

"
Sir, God hath taken away your eldest son by a

cannon-shot. It brake his leg. We were necessitated
to have it cut off, whereof he died. Sir, you know my
own trials this way: but the Lord supported me with
this, that the Lord took him into the happiness we all

pant for and live for."

Squire says, meeting Colonel Cromwell again
after some absence, just on the edge of Marston
Battle,

" I thought he looked sad and wearied, for he had had
a sad loss

; young Oliver got killed to death not long

before, I heard : it was near Knaresborough, and 30 more
got killed."

Adopt this as true, and how thoroughly do we
understand the before-quoted letter of condo-

lence, and the allusion to Cromwell's " own trials

this way !

" The Cromwell pedigree in the Bib.

Top. Brit, disposes of young Oliver in the loose

way stated by your correspondent CL. HOPPER
*'

di. young of the small pox during the Civil

War "
but gives no authority. The weight of

evidence among all these contradictory state-

ments is clearly with Squire.
Will some correspondent kindly search the

register at Felstead, and verify or disprove the
statement in the Kentish Mercury that three of
the sons of Oliver Cromwell are buried there ?

J. G. MORTEN.
Cheam.

St. Dominic and the Inquisition (2
nd S. viii. 117.)

It has often been debated whether or no this

canonised saint of Rome was an inquisitor the

controversy turning upon the earliest signification
of that unenviable title. The fact is, the cruel

persecutor of the Albigenses originated the idea
of the Inquisition, but did not live to witness the
establishment of it, Providence having, in 1221,
cut him short in his murderous career. Eight
years afterwards, or in 1229, the Council of Tou-
louse determined to establish a separate tribunal,
in exact accordance with the scheme originally

propounded by Dominic to Pope Innocent III.,
for robbing of their lives, liberties, and properties
all those who refused to acknowledge the supre-
macy of the Romish Church a rnediseval ex-

ample of priestcraft which was quickly imitated
in Italy, Spain, &c. WT

hen Innocent constituted
Dominic an Albigensian

"
missionary," he in-

vested him at the same time with the title of

Inquisitor. In the last-mentioned capacity his

duty was not to punish, but simply to inquire into-

the number and quality of the "
heretics," the

nature of their tenets, &c., and to denounce
them to the proper authorities, i. e. the bishops.

Finding, however, the bishops actuated in s6**ie

measure by the spirit of Christianity, and unwil-

ling to persecute their fellow creatures with such

rigour as he considered necessary, Dominic sug-
gested the establishment of that tribunal known
so well afterwards as The Inquisition a tribunal

which, by pandering to the ambition of the chief

pontiffs (Honorius III. and Gregory IX.), soon
ridded itself as well of the control of the epis-

copal bodies as of the secular powers. Cf. Llo-
rente's History of the Inquisition of Spain, 8vo.

Lond. 1826; Limborch's History of the Inquisi-
tion, 2 vols. 4to. Lond. 1731 ; and Davie's His-

tory of the Inquisition, 8vo. Lond. #.

Moldwarp (2"
a S. vii. 296.; viii. 98.) Mold-

warp, German mauhverf; as if from maul and
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*/**, mould-thrower. Can maul be translated

mould f In Devonshire they call him a we*.
t is tU meaning of that r* G. II K

Eminent ArtuU who Aot* bee* Sctn^paintert

(2* 8. Hi. 46. 477. ;
iv. 398. ;

vii. 327.) Under
the above heading and references, I have already
u-Muced the names of Intro Jones, Canaletto and
his father Bernardo, P. J. de Loutherbourg, G.

Chambers, David Roberta, Clarkson Stanfield, T.
v
Cooper,

and David Cox. Of the last-named

great artist interesting memoirs will be found in the

Birmingham Journal for June 1 1 ,
and in the II-

luttntttd London Newt for July 9. It appears
from these two sources of information that, in his

youth,
" David Cox became scene-painter at the

Hirmingbam Theatre, then under the management
of Macready, father of the eminent tragedian, who
was at that time a boy at Rugby school, and for

whom voung Cox painted several scenes to adorn

a small toy-theatre which was constructed fur the

boy's amusement.** David Cox was at first colour-

Binder to the scene-painters. "His rise from

this very subordinate post was rapid; no Ions

period elapsing ere he was required to design and

produce the entire scenery for a new play about

to be produced." He did so: the whole credit

was given to a London artist ; and the native ge-
nius had his remonstrances met by a notice to quit
in one week. A compromise was effected ; and,
" with Macready, he travelled from Birmingham
to Leicester, and other places probably : occa-

sionally, when necessity required his assistance,

trying bis band upon the stage in some subordi-

nate character." David Cox then came to Lon-

don, in 1803, in the twentieth year of his age,

"and for a time obtained employment in the

scenic department at Astley's Theatre, but only
as a temporary resource till other arrangements
more suitable to his homely habits could be

made."
I find that this subject of " Scene-Painters" was

ably treated, twenty -five years ago, in Brayley's

Ormpkie and Huiorical lUuttrator
(pp. 381-3.),

although the names I have above mentioned (with
two exceptions) are not recorded. To complete

my list, it will be sufficient to give this reference

to Brayley, and merely mention the names of the

artists:

Daniel Mytens, Nicholas Laniere, Winceslaus

Hollar, Signer Fideli, lions. l'Abbe\ Robert Ag-
gas, Slrcater, Signer Servandoni, Mona. de

Votp,
Jark Laquerre, George Lambert, Sijrnor Ami-

ceoi, Gram, Frank Hayman, Thos. Dall, Hogarth
>r. Hoodly's private theatre), Richards, M.

A. Hooker, Walmsly, French, Cat ton, .luur,

Stgnor Novosiekki, Hodges, Chat. Dibdin and

son, Wm. Capon. COTBBBBT BBDB.

/fetrin* through the Month (2-
1 S. vii. 170.&C )

Master Mace, the author of Atiuic't Monument,

.
availed himself of this mode of bearing after hu
had become deaf II t. 11s us that,

vented a lute which was "
absolutely the lustiest

|
or loudest lute that I ever yet heard," he was
able to hear it

" in a very good measure, yet not
so loud as to distinguish everything I play with-
out the help of my teeth, which, when I la

to the edge of it, I hear all I play distinctly.

Doctor, fcn chap, cxcvi.) Yi n-. \.

Scraping an Acquaintance (2* S. viii. 71.)
DB. DOBAN gives a classical origin to this phrase,
but omits to mention his authority. The psssirp
occurs in an article from Im pen in the GentU-
man't Magazine (X. S. xxxix. 230.)

Masters of the Roman World during the Happiest
Years of the Human Race :

"

" There is an anecdote connected with Hadrian and the
custom of bathing, from which is derived the proverbial

saying of 'scraping an acquaintance.' The Emperor, en-

taring a bath, saw an old soldier scraping himself with a

tile. lie recognised the man as a former comrade his

memory on such points never failed him and, pitying
his condition that he had nothing better than a tile for a
flesh-brash, he ordered the veteran to be presented with
a considerable sum of money, and a costly set of bathing
garments. Thereupon oil the old soldiers of the Imperial
army became as anxious to claim fellowship with the

Emperor as the Kirkpatricks of Great Britain and Ireland

are proudly eager to establish kinship with the Empress
of the French. As Hadrian entered the bath the Jay
after that on which he had rewarded his former comrade,
he observed doicns of old soldiers scraping themselves
with t.les. He understood the intent, hut wittily evaded
it,

'
Scrape one another, gentlemen," said he, you will

not scrape acquaintance with me,'
"

Yi BJU.

Preservation of Monumental Bratst* (2* S

107.) It may be satisfactory to A. A. to leam
that I have in the press a work on Monumental
Brasses, comprising such a list as that suggested
by him. An advertisement of the volume may be
seen in "N. & Q." for March 5th, 1859. Any
notices of brasses not generally known to exist,

or that have been recently stolen or mutilated,
will be very acceptable, if forwarded to me at

once. H . HAIHES.

Gloucester.

Fawnet Famify
* 8. vii. 147. 243.) Your

correspondent J. 89. may be qu' in his

assertion that there is no family of this name now

residing in Berwickshire; but it would appear from

Hodgson's Northumberland, that there was a fa-

mily of Faunes in that shire at a very early period.
From that work I find there is a farm called

Fawns in the parish of Kirkwhclpington, in

Northumberland, which was in the possession of

Sir Gilbert de Umfraville in the fifteenth century,
and has since belonged to the various families of

Tempest, Swinburne, and Fenwick.

mention of a John de Faunes in the reign >;

III., and of a William de Faunes in temp. Edw. I.
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From these facts it would seem that there is a

place called Fawns in Northumberland as well as

in Berwickshire ; also, that we find this surname

in both these counties. There is a good deal of

information in Hodgson's Northumberland, and

perhaps some northern antiquary might farther

enlighten your correspondent B. M. B. R. S.

Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

" Kaiserlicher Gekronter Dichter" (2
nd S. iv.

491.
; v. 52.) Since the Query respecting

" Poets

Laureate" was replied to in "N. Q.," I have

met with an Italian work treating expressly on

the subject. Its title is Memorie intorno ai Poeti

Laureati, Milan, 1839 the author V. Lancetti.

The work contains a very "numerous catalogue,

beginning with Linus (" Lino, quasi contempo-
raneo di Orfeo, e di mille anni anteriore all' Era

volgare"), and terminating with
" SOTJTEY ROBERTO

ANNO 1813."

The list comprises a strange jumble of names,
e. g. Hesiod, Homer, Menander, Nero (bis),

Dante, David Scot, John Skelton, Ariosto, Tasso,

Cats, "Johnson Beniamino," Dryden, Rowe, and

Pye. The work is in the Reading Room of the

British Museum, press mark 2047. d.

THOMAS BOYS.

Haxey Hood (2
nd S. iv. 486., v. 94.) There is

an interesting account of this custom, evidently
written by an eye-witness, in the current number
of Once a Week, p. 88. I call attention to this

article because it differs in some respects from
the account given by W. H. WOOLHOUSE. The
number of "

boggans
"
are stated at thirteen, not

twelve, and the land left is said to be only thir-

teen acres instead of forty. An additional fact is

stated that the "
boggans

"
do not allow the hood

to leave the ground in which it is first thrown up
till four o'clock, and the story of the origin of
the sport is rather different, and less probable
than that given by your correspondent. The
"
smoking

"
seems not to be confined to the fool,

but is the first step in the initiation into the
" Honourable Company of Boggans :

"
the second

step, probably intended to counteract the evil
effects of

the^ first, consists in what is technically
called "

cobbing" the new member at the nearest

gate. LIBYA.
Salford.

A Pair of Gloves preferred to the Bible (2
nd

S.
viii. 71.) The fact of the alteration in the por-
trait of

^
King Henry VIII., mentioned by MR.

OFFOR, is well authenticated.
A circumstantial account of the occurrences

connected with it, is given in the Chronicle of
Queen Jane and Queen Mary, edited by Mr. J. G.
Nichols for the Camden Society, wherein it is

stated that the event happened on occasion of the

entry of Philip and Mary into London after their

marriage ;
and that the representation of the nine

worthies and Henry VIII. and Edward VI., was
placed on the conduit in Gracious Street. Mr.
Nichols, in a note, gives a slightly varied version
of the story from Foxe, and adds the following

(from Harl. MS., 419. f. 131.), which I take to

be the source from which Bailey's notice, quoted
by MR. OFFOR, was obtained :

" This yeare the ix worthies at Graces church was
painted, and king Henry the eight emongest them, with
a bible in his hand, written upon it Verbum J)ei : but
commandement was geven immediately that it should be

put out ; and so it was, and a paire of gloves put in the

place."

W. H. HUSK.

. Brathwaite (2
nd S. viii. 88.) In the first volume

of Nicolson & Burn's Hist, of Westmorland and
Cumberland (p. 190.), is the following under the

head " Brathwaites of Ambleside" :

" IV. Thomas Brathwaite of Ambleside, son and heir
of James. This Thomas, in the last year of Queen Eliza -

'

beth, obtained a grant or confirmation of arms by Wil-

j

Ham Segar, Norroy King of Arms on the North of Trent ;

J

setting forth
" That whereas Thomas Brathwaite of Ambleside,

I son of James, son of Robert of the same place, who bore
I for their ancient seals of arms (to very many old deeds
'

before him the said Xorroy produced), "a horn within an
I escutcheon, having inscriptions of their name thereabout,
and not knowing certainly what colour the said horn or
shield should be, had requested him the said Norroy as
well to blazon and set forth the same in colours, as to

appoint him a crest ; therefore he, the said Xorroy, grants
to him for his coat of aims, Or, a horn sable", with a
banderick of the same ; and for his crest, on a wreath of
his colours, a greyhound jacent argent, collared sable,
studded or.'

" It is remarkable that this coat of arms is the same
with that of the Brathwaites in Yorkshire, which may
seem to argue that the horn upon the seal came from
that famil}', though these Westmorland Brathwaites at
that time were not aware of it. And Sir Thomas Brath-
waite of Warcop, great uncle to this Thomas, twenty
years before this had a grant and confirmation of other

arms, which the Brathwaites, both of Warcop and Burnes-
head, always bore

;
and which the said grant sets forth

to be the ancient arms of their families, viz. Gules^o,n a
chevron argent, three cross crosslets fitchee sable." *

C. L. B.

Ephraim Pratt (2
nd S. viii. 11.) Ephraim

Pratt, remarkable for longevity, the grandson of

John Pratt, who settled at Plymouth in 1620,
was born at East Sudbury, Nov. 1, 1687. At
the age of twenty-one he married Martha Whee-
lock, and before his death he could number about
1500 persons among his descendants. In the year
1801 four of his sons were living, the eldest of

j

whom was 90 years of age, and the youngest 82.

Michael Pratt, his son, died at S. in December,
1826, aged 103 years. He was always remark-
able for temperance. For the last sixty years h

,
had tasted no wine nor any distilled spirits, and
he was never intoxicated in his life. His drink
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was water, small beer, anil ci<l r.
Living moetly

on bread and milk for forty years before hit death,

he did not eat any animal food. Such was his

uniform health, that before 1801 he bad never

consulted a physician, and it is not known that

ha consulted one afterwards. (Cf. Win. Allen's

American Biographical and llittorical Dictionary,
tod edit. Boston (U. S.), 1832, p. 656, 7.) D. B.

18. Regent Square.

Encaustic Painting* at Pompeii (2* S. viii. 89.)
A. A. (Poets' Corner), after some excellent ob-

servations on the encaustic and ptewlo-encenutic

paintings at Pompeii, as he conceives, and with

great probability, inquires,
" Can any of your

readers afford information on this curious sub-

ject?" If he has not already seen it, and will.

refer to "N. & Q." (2* & vii. 254.), he will find

an article
' On Encaustic Painting," with the re-

sults of many experiments both ancient and
modern. I'HILOTECHSOW LOKDIKEHSIS.

Irith Scutch Mitt* (2--
1 S. viii. 88.) Your cor-

respondent ADIIDA may feel an interest in the

following account of the MS. of" Front Views of

Mill-," &c., now in his possession. The author,
Peter Besnard, was descended from a Huguenot
family who settled in Cork about the commence-
ment of the last century. Shortly after they ap-

pear
to have established a hemp manufactory at

Doughlos in the south liberties of the city, to

which, before the close of the century, was added
a linen factory, at that time the most extensive in

this
part

of Ireland. Mr. Besnard's intimate

knowledge of this branch of trade procured for

him the appointment of Inspector General to the

Linen Board of Ireland for the provinces of Mun*
ster, Leinster, and Connaught : the duties of this

office caused his absence from home for at least

ten months of the year. Some time before the

date of the MS. in question, Mr. Besnard's notice

was called to a lad named John Harty, who was
educated in the Foundling Hospital at Cork, and
who exhibited a remarkable skill in drawing,
though he never received any instruction in the
art. This lad Mr. Besnard employed

in the capa-
city of a clerk to accompany him on his yearly
tour of inspection, during which the materials

were collected and subsequently embodied in the

MS., which is altogether the work of John Harty.
In 1820 Mr. Besnard was appointed by the same !

Board to proceed on a deputation to Holland, for

the purpose of inducing some Dutchmen to visit

Ireland, with a view to instruct the inhabitants

how to save the seed of hemp, &c. For heretofore
it wns customary to deposit the seed with the stalk

the process of decomposition, so that the
seed bad to be imported. Mr. Besnard's mission
was attended with success ; he returned with two

intelligent Dutch agriculturists named Booz and
Lindoch : the former returned to his native coun-

try, the Lit- i the co. Tippcrary, and was
buried at the abbey

of the Holy Cross, where a
neat monument marks the stranger's grave.
Besnard was sheriff of Cork in 1804, and lilK-.l tin-

office of mayor in 1835. The above narrative I

had from his son John Besnard, .Tun.. .!
1'., who

was well acquainted with both the MS. and it*

writer. To this
intelligent magistrate's seal and

energy the city of Cork is indebted for a 1

Court, which, for architectural beauty and inter-

nal arrangements, is not to be equalled in the

kingdom. I may also mention that Mr. John
Besnard has in his possession many books con-

nected with the linen trade in the south of Ireland,
and I am quite certain that be will feel great
pleasure in giving any information in his power.

R.C.
Cork.

Bull and Bear of the Stock Exchange (2
04 S.

vii. jxufim, viii. 79.) Invited by your corre-

spondent A. A. to continue this
subject,

I beg to
offer a few remarks in reply to his last communi-
cation.

The question is now " when were these terms

generally current beyond the precincts of the

Stock Exchange f
"

On this bead I am not prepared to offer an

opinion, but I can show that your correspondent
is mistaken in supposing they were unknown to

Foote, an inference he rather hastily, I think,
draws from the fact that the quibble he suggests
is not to be found in the Mayor of Garratt.

In the prologue to the Maid of Path, written

by Garrick, and spoken by Foote, are these lines :

'Kay even 'Chanpc Alley, where no bard repairs,
Deal* much in uction to pats off their wares.
For whence the roaring there? from B*!lt and

The gaming (bob are dot**, the k*ave$ art roofa*,

Change Alley bankrupts waddle out lame dmclu,
But ladies blame not you your gaming spouses,
For you, as well aa they, have piffton bouses.**

The words, I apprehend, made their way gradu-

ally into use : but, to have furnished matter for a

prologue, addressed to so miscellaneous an as-

sembly as the audience of a theatre, the allusion

must have been perfectly familiar in 1771, when
e Maid of Bath was produced.the Maid <>f

CHARLES WTLIB.

Smoking Anecdote (2* S. viii. 107.) The
anecdote furnished by your correspondent, ex-

tracted from the French Anat, Chemtana (ii.

p. 51.), is similar to one related of the celebrate*!

Bishop Burnet by the Rev. Mark Noble, in his

Biographical Hittory of England (i. 84.) :

Dr. Durnct was extravagantly fond of tobacco and

writing: to enjoy bolh at the tame time he

Variation. " The gambling fools are pycffia, knaves

are roa*.."-Foote's W$rl, 1830, vol iiL
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the broad brim of his large hat, and putting his long

pipe through it, puffed and wrote, and wrote and puffed

W. J. PINKS.

"Baratariana
"

(2
nd S. viii. 95.) MR. FITZ-

PATRICK, I hope, will be induced to furnish us

with " a tolerably accurate key to the characters

which figure in this book." ABHBA.

Rev. Thomas Harrison (2
nd S. viii. 90.) The

Rev. Thomas Harrison, son of Mr. Thomas Har-
rison of Lorimers' Hall, and a member of the

church under the care of Mr. Joseph Maisters

at Joiners' Hall. He first began to preach at

Little Wild Street, April 14, 1714 ;
and continued

as the stated preacher there till January, 1729,

when, through the influence of his relations

(though a Baptist.) he conformed to the Church
of England. He was author of a small volume of

poems and hymns, some of which have appeared
in many collections. The writer possesses a copy
of the first edition of this scarce volume : Poems
on Divine Subjects, in Two Paris, by Thos. Har-

rison, 12mo., pp. 84., London, 1719. For farther

information, see Ivimey's History of the Baptists,
vol. iii. p. 568. D. SEDGWICK.

NOTES ON BOOKS, ETC.

Catalogue of Antiquities, Works of Art, and Historical

Scottish Relics exhibited in the Museum of the Archceological
Institute of Great Britain and Ireland during their Annual

Meeting held in Edinburgh, July, 1859 ; comprising Notices

of the Portraits of Mary Queen of Scots exhibited on that

Occasion, -c. (Edinburgh, Constable & Co.)
We had last week to call attention to an antiquarian

volume of considerable beauty produced by a Local So-

ciety, that of Kent. We have now to point to one of

equal beauty, with a somewhat wider scope, being national

instead of local. The Collection of Scottish Antiquities
formed in Edinburgh in July, 1859, by the Archceological
Institute, was one of such surpassing interest to all true

lovers of archaeology, that it would indeed have been

something more than a pity had it been allowed to pass
awa3" and leave no sign. But a better fate awaited it.

The accomplished antiquary to whose zeal and judgment,
aided by the liberality of the possessors of objects of na-
tional interest, the Museum owed its formation, has be-
come the editor of the Catalogue, and produced under
that title a volume full of most instructive details

upon all points of antiquarian and artistic learning, a
work rich in materials for the social history of our
northern brethren, full of curious and recondite lore on

every class of objects exhibited, from the rude stone celt

to the Lennox Jewel, and the portraits of Mary Queen of
Scots ; the whole being profusely illustrated in a manner
worthy of the text, and calculated to satisfy even one so

particular in all such matters as Mr. Way himself. It is,
in short, a model of what such a Catalogue should be, and
no antiquary, certainly no Scottish antiquary, should be
without it. Had Monkbarns seen it, he would have gone
daft with delight.

The Life and Theatrical Times of diaries Kean, F.S.A.,
including a Summary of the English Stage for the last

Fifty Years, and a detailed Account of the Management

of the Princess's Theatre from 1850 to 1859. By John
William Cole. 2 vols. (Bentley.)
Mr. Cole's work divides itself very naturally into two

perfectly distinct branches. The one, the theatrical times
of Charles Kean, which, abounding as it does with gos-
siping and anecdotical matter respecting Kemble, Ed-
mund Kean, Dowton, Listen, Munden, and others of the

great actors whom we are old enough to have seen and
admired, will be read with great delight by all old play-
goers, who will find in it many pleasant reminiscences of
their favourites of bygone days. The other, devoted more
particularly to the life of Charles Kean, will, we think,
make many among the warmest admirers of that accom-
plished actor's dramatic talents and high personal cha-

racter, regret that he has not exercised the influence
which "

years of uninterrupted private friendship and pro-
fessional association

" with the author ought to give him, to

have curtailed the book of much that is calculated to make
the judicious grieve. The last chapter, the account of the
dinner given to Mr. Kean on his retirement, and the com-
pliments so deservedly paid on that occasion by the Duke
of Newcastle both to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kean, and espe-
cially for the interest with which they have both watched
over all those connected with their establishment, is the
best in the book. By-the-bye we must correct Mr. Cole
in one of his facts. Mrs. Charles Kean did not make her
first appearance in Edinburgh. We saw her play in

Edinburgh, but we had previously had the pleasure of

seeing her play in London, Olivia in Twelfth Night, to her
sister's Viola

;
and admirably she did play it.

Tlie Sonnets, Triumphs, and other Poems of Petrarch,
nowfirst completely translated into English Verse by various
Hands. With a Life of the Poet by Thomas Campbell.
With Sixteen Engravings on Steel. (Bohn.)
To Wright's Dante, Wiffen's Tasso, W. S. Rose's Ari-

osto, Mr. Bohn has now added a very fitting companion-
volume in this series of translations from Petrarch ; so that
excellent English versions of "

I quattro Poeti Italiani
"

are now easily obtainable by readers who are not familiar
with the Italian language. The volume is the work of

many hands, and owes its completeness to the liberality
with which Major Macgregor, who. has lately translated

nearly the whole of Petrarch with great closeness, both as
to matter and form, has permitted Mr. Bohn to make use
of his labours.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
An Alphabetical Dictionary of Coats ofArms belonging

to Families in Great Britain and Ireland, forming an ex-
tensive Ordinary of British Armorials, upon an entirely
New Plan. By John W. Papworth. (Part III. for 1859.)
We are glad to record the appearance of the thiwlpart

of Mr. Papworth's Ordinary of British Armorial^ and
sincerely hope that each successive part brings him an
addition to his list of subscribers, so that this most useful

work may the sooner be brought to its completion.
Lord Byron's Poetical Works (Murray's Complete Edi-

tion.) Part VII.

Containing the remainder of the Occasional Pieces, and
the first four Cantos of Don Juan.

BosweU's Life of Johnson. Edited by the Right Hon.
J. W. Croker. Part VI., with Illustrations. (Murray.)
Games on the Life during the years 1776, 1777, and

1778, with a portrait of the DoctorVrom a miniature said
to have been worn in a bracelet by Mrs. Johnson.

The Poetical Works of Thomas Moore. Part V.

(Longman.)
Contains The Summer Fete, Evenings in Greece, Legen-

dary Ballads, and Miscellaneous Poems.
Talesfrom Bentley. Part II.

Contains The Two Butlers of Kilkenny ; A Tale of
Grammarye ; Richie Baxter ; The Devil and Johnny
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Tkt G*l-S>r-A'kty f and Old Morgan at Fa-
mama.

Tkirn'i 7/Mtory of tie Frntck J?*tWirfMMt, irilh illmtrru-

*n frvm fAr MO* /iuMmf* */wre. /Wf / T.

(Btntley.) Illustrated with a portrait of I.afnv

/, ..,.-,./,*, nbeM / v <'., BlMwy ,.' / tar,

J.G.Wood. *** K. (RoutledgeACo.)
Treau of eata, hytnat, eiveta, and radons allied ani-

mala. ad la, aa o.u.l, dmlrably fltetrated.

ITW OMd Wool** Manf,,H*rr, of Grtat BrHai*. A
JRatedM &** / to *i, Pnyn* ***/**** /Mt<M.
(BMBad Brother..)
Thb TohmM aflfbnU ft eoriow illatt ration of the man-

oar in which literary information la made to hear upon
commercial enterpriae. It tontaina a rapid review, ap-
narentlr compilr.1 with great paint, of the commercial

hl.tory'of wool and <! manufactnrr. an<l i published by
Meaar*. Samael, the well-known tailor* of Udgate Hill*;

and U to be followed by two othera, vie. one on the

Natural HUtorv of Wool the third c.n the Mechanical

Iliatory of its Manipulaliun and Manufacture.

BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES
WASTED TO PURCHASE.

*..( UM following Book* to be teat dlrtct to
n they R rt<4ulrcd.tnJ who*t DMM aad MirtM

Itmo. F.4lnb. tm
.,,,E^.^.^W.-ro.

WuUd *f Ar. J.A raaw^PronrteUnr

to eorr^tianttenU.

ffiffflam toft.

!. IL L t. AT BhL U. ." rwrf- lUt

IBRARIESPURCHASED.-NoUtmn,0Ue-

HEAP BOOK& MBSSR& SAUNDERS,

TAM PKS.-Your NAME and

NOTES AND QUERIES:
ffkbinm of |tct-oininnniratt(m

LITERARY M!\ \RTIST8, ANTIQU \

GENEALOGISTS, ETC.
Price 44 **ttai*f*d { Of 5J. $tampd.

COXTESITC or No. 1W. Arcu>i

,,,,,,. ,,,,,

A fcw tetoarKOTE* AND QUERIES i -
rinl Striw. It n>U. clolh. M... price /. ftt.

*Me4fMM. VoU. I. to vn^. 13^ erf. doth t tad
Oeaenl bdnc to rtnt SMiw, Bfiat 6^ doia, Mfe. BUT iffil bt hd.

MONUMENTAL BRASSES AND TABLETS,

I IN ING CELEBRITIES. A Series of Photo-

HISGUACi: 1111 AUt IIUISHOPOFCAN

i !

'

PnOTOORAPtlY.

T. OTTEWILL AMD CO.

Photocrapbio
ISLI.VOTO.Y,

T. OTTEWILL AND CO.?
: Cir , sranu.r ro

JT.& Firtt-nau Work cm/y.

Hltntad Cktalafw* on AypttMtloo.

IARTRIDOE & COZENS is the CHEAT

Copr A4drM. PARTRIDGE a COOXS,
MuufMtarteff 9UUocn : t. Chweerr LUM, ud ttt. fleet 8mt
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MARK
YOUR LINEN with CULLETON'S

PATENT ELECTRO SILVER PLATES. The most easy,

Dreventx tl.e ink spreading, and never washes out. Any person can use

them Initial p'ate. Is. ; name plate, 2s. &?. ; set of movable num-

ber* M crest, 5.L with directions. Post free for stamps. Observe,

25. Cr'anbou'rn Street, Leicester Square, W. C.

/CULLETON'S HERALDIC OFFICE and Ge-
\J nealo"ical Studio, for Tracing Family Arms, Pedigrees, and His-

tonesof nearly every Family in the United Kingdom, America, &c. No
fee for search of arms; plain sketch. Ss. &/. ; in heraldics colours,

Sj.
Tracin" pedi"ree with oriainal grant of arms, 10s T. CULLETON,
Genealogist, 25. Cranbourn Street. W. C. The studio and library open

daily. _

pULLETON'S BOOK PLATES, with Arms, 10s.,

\J or crest plate, 5s. ; crest engraved on seal or ring, 7s. ; arms on

ditto, 24s. : ciest on steel die for stamping note-paper, 6s. 25. Cran-
bourn Street, W.C. N.B. Seal Engraver and Die Sinker to Her
Majesty and the Board of Trade.

flULLETON'S CARDS, Wedding, Visiting, and
\J Trade. A copper-plate engraved in any style, and 50 superfine
cards printed for '2s. Post Free. 25. Cranbourn Street, W.C.

nULLETON'S EMBOSSING PRESSES (Patent
\J Lever) for stamping note paper with initials, crest, or name and
address, 15s., at 25. Cranbourn Street, W.C.

A CHROMATIC MICROSCOPES. SMITH,
J\_ BECK & BECK, MANUFACTURING OPTICIANS, 6. Cole-
man Street, London, have received the COUNCIL MEDAL of the
GREAT EXHIBITION of 1851, and the FIRST-CLASS PRIZE
MEDAL of the PARIS -EXHIBITION of 1855, "For the excellence
of their Microscopes."
An Illustrated Pamphlet of the 10?. EDUCATIONAL MICRO-

SCOPE, sent by Post on receipt of Six Postage Stamps.
A GENERAL CATALOGUE may be had on application.

PIANOFORTES,
25 Guineas. D'ALMAINE

and Co., sole makers of the ROYAL PIANOFORTES, 104. New
Bond Street, W. The Royal Pianofortes combine all the latest im-
provements of construction, with richness of tone and elasticity of

touch, are uninfluenced by the varied effects of climate, distinguished
by elegance of form, recommended by all the most eminent musicians ;

and to suit every st.yle of furniture are made in mahogany, zebra, and
rosewood, at the uniform price of 25 guineas. Every instrument war-
ranted.

D'ALMAINE & CO. (established 1735), 10). New Bond Street, W.

4LLEN'S
PATENT PORTMANTEAUS and

TRAVELLING BAGS, with SQUARE OPENING ; Ladies'
is Trunks, Dressing Bags, with Silver Fittings ; Despatch Boxes,

~!on-

By
"Writing and Dressing Cases, and 500 other Articles for Home or Con-
tinental Travelling, illustrated in their New Catalogue for 1859.

1

Post for Two Stamps.

J. W. & T. ALLEN, Manufacturers of Officers' Barrack Furniture
and Military Outfitters (see separate Catalogue), 18. and 22. Strand.

AIR DYE, &c. 248. High Holborn (opposite
Day and Martin's). -ALEX. ROSS'S LIQUID DYE is used

little trouble ; for it is merely necessary to damp the hair by the
aid of a comb or brush,when a perfectly light or dark colour is obtained,
which is natural and- beautiful in appearance. CURLING FLUID,HAIR DESTROYER or DEPILATORY, and CANTHARIDES
OIL. Alls*, fid. per bottle, or tent free by post, in plain covers, for 54
stamps. SKIN TONIC, for removing Smallpox marks, 5s. 6d. ; free,
in plain covers, for 76 stamps.

" Hints on Dress and on the Arrange-
ment of the Hair." A Practical Essay, suited to either sex. Free for
12 stamps.

" Treats its subject with great ability, and in a most agree-
able style."_ Illustrated News ofths World.

TNTRODUCER OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN
JL POUT, SHERRY, &c., 20s. per dozen. BOTTLES INCLUDED,an advantage greatly appreciated by the Public and a constantly in-
creasing connexion, saving the great annoyance of returning them.

A PINT SAMPLE OP BOTH FOR 24 STAMPS.
WINE IN CASH forwarded Free to any Railway Station in England.

EXCELSIOR BRANDY, Palo or Brown, 15s. per gallon, or 30*. per
dozen.

TERMS, CASH. Country Orders must contain a remittance. Cross
cheques

" Bank of London." Price Lists forwarded on application.
JAMES L. DENMAN, 65. Fenchurch Street, corner of Railway Place,

London.

THE AQUARIUM. LLOYD'S DESCRIPTIVE
JL" d

-
ILLUSTRATED LIST of whatever relates to the AQUA-IUM, is now ready, price Is.; or by Post for Fourteen Stamps. 128

Pages, and 87 Woodcuts.

W, ALFORD LLOYD, 19, 20, and 20 A. Portland Road, Regent's
Park, London, W.

AllGUS
LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY,

39. THROGMORTON STREET, BANK.
Chairman THOMAS FARNCOM3, Esq., Alderman.

Deputy-Chairman. WILLIAM LEAF, Esq.
Richard E. Arden, Esq.
Edward Hates, Ksq.

I rail, M.A.

Rupert Ingleby, Esq.
. . SafferyWm. Johnson.

Professor Hall, M. A,
John Huniphery, Esq., Aid.

Physician. Dr. Jeaffreson, 2. Finsbury Square.
Surf/eon W. Coulgon, Esq., 2. Frederick's Place, Old Jewry.

Actuary. George Clark, Esq.

ADVANTAGES OF ASSURING IN THIS COMPANY.
The premiums are on the lowest scale consistent with security.
The Assured are protected by an ample subscribed capital, an assur-

ance lucd of 470,000?., invested on mortgage, and in the Government
Stocks and an income of 85,000?. a year.

Premiums to Assure 100.
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rHBENCTClOPJJDIABRlTANMCA,

t olMr lapotUal ArtlcU*.UM Mtovtec i-

rLAY FAIR (JOHN). By Lord JEFFREY.

IM I MATICa By Sir JOHN Romaoir. late Pro-
*ja*or of Ifiton! Phnocopay la the Ualrcretty of Edfabeos*.

POETRY. BY GEOROB MOIR. Adrocale. Rerised

POISON. By ROIIKKT CiiRirnsox, BID.. Profes-
tor at Mattrla il*ifca In the Unlvcnity of Edinburgh*

POLAND. By JAMES BROWNK, LL.D. Revised.

POLAR REGIONS. By Sir JOHN KICIIARDSOX,

POLICE, and POST-OFFICE. By EDWARD ED-
WARDS, Author of the artkto

-
Ubrarica."

POLITICAL I.< ONOMY. and PRECIOUS ME-
TAL8. By J. R. M'CULLOCII.

the Rev. W. ELLIS, Author ofPOLYNESIA. B
" Three VUu to

POOR-LAWS. By GEORGE COODE, Barrister-at-
Law.

POPE. By THOMAS DB QCIXCEY.

POPULATION. By the Rev. T. R. MALTHUS,
late Ptofeatoi of PoUUeal Ecoaomy, Eart India College, HarUbrd.

POTTERY.and PORCELAIN'. IU CHARLES TOM-
I INX X. Author of - Cyclopedia of Ueefal Art*,

11
*c.

PRECISION, and PROBABILITY. By THOMAS
GALLOWAY, late Secretary to the Royal Aatroaomlcal Society.

PK!.<IIVTr.IU AMSM. Uv the Rev. WILLIAM H.
GOOLD. D.D.

PRESCOTT. By WILLIAM STIRLING, M.P.

PRINTING. By T. C. HANSARD.

PRISON DISCIPLINE. By Joim HILL BURTON,
Secretary to the Scotch Natioaal Board of Prieoaa.

PRUSSIA. By Dr. G. Vox Btnmnr.

IM N.I us. By E. B. EABTWICK, Assistant- Secrc-

QUAKERS. By WILLIAM Howrrr, Author of
* VMu to Remarkable Placea." ae.

<NAY. ByJ. R,MCuLLo<i.

(^riNTM.MM S. By FREDERIC W. FARRAR,

BABELAIS. By THEODORE MARTIN.

RAILWAYS.BY D. K. CLARK, Author of"

REGISTRATION. By JAMES T. HAMMACK, Su-
-iRogtWr-

ril^Bigki ADAM * CFTARLE8 BLACK.
a oo.

COMPLETION

NICHOLS'S LITERARY ANECDOTES

ILLUSTRATIOXs'oF L!lll;\i

KKiHII.I.NTH CEN'I

/.T 8Er*Tf.V rOLl'MES OCTAVO.

Tkb Day bpohlUMO. vMh ti

The EIGHTH VOLUME of LITERARY ILLUSTKATIOXf,
eooUlnloc _ X. Memoir o/ Joh. HlohoU, E*j., FM.A^ by AlnoAr
OMlMn.FAJI YMt to wOetofMMriM.br Dr. MMta.-Lttlin
ofCamUUmet oa Mr. Nkhob't Dwth. wUk aotioM of U* vriton i Bp.
Law. Bo. BITK. DMa*RcBBtl1. Sir W. Betham M. Bland. E|.. Dr.

Bllw. J. Brittoa. J. Brown. Rer. We4en Batter. J. Cain. B**. A.

HulaMn. FJ.A., Dr. D.bdln. F.8.A.. I. D'laracli. B*|., William T.

HU-GraUl. E^,.. D. Gilbert. E*,..I>re*. R.A..W. Hamper. I. Ham-
aM. E*j.. Dr. Mate*. Sir Harrie BTIeolaa. and Archdeacon Wraaxham.
-Letter* ofMr Walter Scott to Mr. Nkhoti.

II. Oomepoadeae* of Dr. Percr. Bbhop of Dronoie. with

Caidwell. E^.. Mr. John Plnkerton. Dr. Dacarel. Dr. Pe<t*. R,Gh.
Earl of Hard****, J. Bowk. T. Wartoo. Dr. Farmer. Bp. Poitow.T.
Manrfc*. R. CWMVlMd. C. Craehorode, Dr. T. Naah. Lord Stowell.

r J. Rynokb. Bp. Barrlnfton. Bo. Lowth. T. J. Mathia*. T.Tyr-
whitt, 8k Boyto Roche, Mr J. Bank., Bp. Doucla*. Lord Hallaa, florae :

III. Attotriom aad CjMmm i

TfitiTi to lh^ LrraaAav AJVBCSOIM aftd

Iiji(TArioKt of the LmutATvac ofthe Eiavruim Cairroav, with

Among tat ACTWMU, Aanrn. nd Luaxao Mai> noticed, art i -
O. Baeerl. Mr*. E. Berkeley. W. L. Bowlea. W. Bray. Rtr.G. Butler.

E.CapeU, Dr.J.Carr. A^Caalmen, O. Chalmtra. J.Cradock. Sir II.

Cron,P.Coaalagha,L DlnMM.F. Dooce,T.FV*ar.Forrtar Family.

T. D. Foabrok*. Goodcaough Family. Dr. Goldemhh. R, Ooaga. J.

Outch. J. Ilwlcwood. J. T. Hawkln*. W. Hayea. A. Hlghmora. 8k R.
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'PHE CENTRAL TRAINING SCHOOL of ART
I at South Kensington, for Male and Female Students, and ME-
TROPOLITAN SCHOOLS of ART at 37, Gower Street, for Female
Classes only, and at Spitalfields, Crispin Street ; Finsbury. "William
Street, Wilmington Square ; St. Thomas Charterhouse, Goswell Street;
Rotherhithe, Grammar School, Deptford Road ; St. Martin's-in-the-
Fields, Castle Street, Lone Acre ; Lambeth, St. Mary's, Princes Road ;

ITampstead, Dispensary Building ; Christchurch, St. George's-m-the-
East, Cannon Street, will re-open on the 1st of October.

Application for admission, prospectuses, or any other information, to
be made at the schools in each district, and at South Kensington.

By authority ofthe Committee of Council on Education.

UEEN'S UNIVERSITY IN IRELAND.
QUEEN'S COLLEGE, GALWAY.

SESSION 1859-60.

On FRIDAY, the 21st of October next, an Examination will be held
for the Matriculation of Students, in the Faculties of ARTS, LAW, and
MEDICINE, and in the Departments of CIVIL ENGINEERING
niid AGRICULTURE.
Additional Matriculation Examinations will be held before the close

ofthe first Term, but the last Matriculation Examination in the Faculty
of MEDICINE will take place on the 24th ofNOVEMBER.
The Examinations for SCHOLARSHIPS will commence on TUES-

DAY, the 18th of October. The Council have the power of conferring
Ten Senior Scholarships of the value of 407. each, viz.: Seven in the
Faculty of Arts, two in the Faculty of Medicine, and one in the Faculty
of Law; and forty-five Junior Scholarships, viz. : Fifteen in Literature,
and Fifteen in Science, of the value of 247. each; six in Medicine, three
in Law, and two in Civil Engineering, of the value of 207. each; and
four in Agriculture, of the value of 157. each.

The Council is also empowered to award at the same Examinations
several Prizes, varying in value from 107. to 187.

The QUEEN'S COLLEGE, GALWAY,is a College of the Queen's
University in Ireland, and the Certificates of the Council are received
for the purposes of graduation in Arts, Law, and Medicine, by the
Senate of the University ofLondon.

Prospectuses, containing full information as to the subjects of exa-
mination and courses of instruction, may be obtained on application to
the Registrar.

WILLIAM LUPTON, A.M., Registrar.
Galwsy, 1st July, 1859.

^TWICKENHAM HOUSE. DR. DIAMOND
JL (for nine years Superintendent to the Female Department of the
Surrey County Asylum) has arranged the above commodious residence,
with its extensive grounds, for the reception of Ladies mentally af-
flicted, who will be under his immediate Superintendence, and reside
with his Family. For terms, &c. apply to DR. DIAMOND, Twicken-
ham House, S.W...

*** Trains constantly pass to and from London, the residence being
about five minutes' walk from the Station.

LONDON LIBRARY, 12. ST. JAMES'S SQUARE.

THIS
EXTENSIVE LENDING LIBRARY, the

only one of its kind in London, offers to its members nearly 75,000
Volumes, selected from the literature of all countries, and including a
large proportion of old and valuable Works not supplied by ordinary
Circulating Libraries. The Reading Room is furnished with the prin-
cipal Periodicals, English, French, and German. Additions are con-
tinually made, both of the standard works of the day, and of the older
and rarer books. Fifteen volumes at a time are allowed to country
members, ten to residents in London. Subscribers are admitted on the
recommendation of a Member, subject to the approval of the Com-
mittee. Terms, on nomination, 3Z. a year, or 27. a year with entrance
lee of 67.; life membership, 267. Prospectus free. Catalogue, 7s. 6rf. ;

to Members, 6s. Open from 10 to 6.

ROBERT HARRISON, Secretary and Librarian.

Just published, Second Edition, price 3s. 6<f.

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE EVIDENCES
OF CHRISTIANITY. By J. O. HALLIWELL, Esq., F.R.S.

London : LONGMAN & CO.

XTEW ART'UNION. Limited to 5,000 Subscribers.
jLl For a Subscription ofOne Guinea will be given a set ofseven of the
finest large line Engravings ever issued, the proof impressions of which
were published at Seventy Guineas. They are ofworld-wide celebrity and
undying interest. Each of the seven given for the Guinea Subscription
is of more value than the single print usually given by Art-Unions for
the same sum. The plates will be destroyed to soon as the 5,000 sets are
absorbed, so that each Subscriber will thereuj

' '

acii huDscnoer will thereupon nolo. a property N

impression, or 37. 13s. 6(1. for the set of seven ;

can be produced, it may be relied upon that I

hold a property worth
; and,
before

t least 10s.

as no more copies can
lone the set will be worth 77. 7s., or more.

Specimens may be seen, and Prospectuses obtained, at DAY & SONS,
Lithographers to the Queen, 6. Gate Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields,
London.

NEW WORK ON CESAR'S EXPEDITIONS AGAINST
BRITAIN.

In 8vo., with 8 Illustrations, price 3s. 6d. cloth,

THE
INVASION of BRITAIN by JULIUS

CAESAR. By THOMAS LEWIN, Esq., of Trin. Coll.

Oxon., M.A.
; Author of The Life of St. Paul.

London : LONGMAN, GREEN, LONGMAN, & ROBERTS.

In crown 8vo., price 8s. 6d.

THE STUDENT'S MANUAL

GEOLOGY.
By J. B. JUKES, M.A., F.R.S.,

Local Director of the Geological Survey of Ireland, and Lecturer on
Geology to the Museum of Irish Industry.

"
Undoubtedly one ofthe most valuable aids to the practical study of

Geology that has appeared of late years." Mining Journal.
" The whole idea of this' Manual '

indicates great clearness of thought;
and a perusal shows us that the Author is not only perfectly acquainted
with his subject, but that his soul is in the study of his science."
Athenaeum.

In 12mo., cloth, price 5.

ELEMENTS OP MINERALOGY:
CONTAINING A GENERAL INTRODUCTION TO TTftt

SCIENCE, WITH DESCRIPTIONS OF THE SPECIES.

By JAMES NICOL, F.G.S.,
Professor of Natural History in Marischal College and University,

Aberdeen.

.

" We cannot say more in favour of Professor Nicol's book than that
it professes to afford precisely the information which every practicalman should possess, and that it accomplishes as much as it professes."
Mining Journal.

Edinburgh : ADAM & CHARLES BLACK.
London : LONGMAN & CO.

T IBRARIES PURCHASED. Noblemen, Gentle-
J men, Executors, and others, having Books to dispose of, m

ceive their value in cash upon application to MESSRS. SAUNI
OTLEY & CO., 50. Conduit Street, Hanover Square.

PHEAP BOOKS. MESSRS. SAUNDERS,
\J OTLEY & CO., have a large surplus stock of Modern Books
suited to private Buyers, Book-Clubs, or private Institutions, in the
purchase of which a considerable saving may be effected Gentlemen's
Libraries furnished Catalogues of Books forwarded Gratis.

50. Conduit Street, Hanover Square. W.
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AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL PASSAGE IN SHAKSPEARE'S
" TEMPEST."

While attempts are being made in some quar-
ters to shake our belief, if not in the existence of

Shakspeare, at least in his authorship of the dra-
mas ascribed to him, every glimpse they afford us
in elucidating the question ought, I believe, to be

carefully searched for and welcomed ; provided,
of course, it prove indeed a light, and not a mere
" Will o' the wisp." A similar conviction may
have induced the celebrated judge to examine all

the passages in support of his own hypothesis, and

testifying to Shakspeare's legal knowledge. Whe-
ther the judge has in this instance shown himself
to be a good pleader in his own case, it is not for

me to say. What I have to bring forward will

not aid us, indeed, in ascertaining the original

calling of Shakspeare, but is intended with more
moderate pretension to point out what appears
to me an autobiographical fragment in the writ-

ings of the great dramatist. Of the few facts

known to us of his life, the one touching the mo-
rality of Shakspeare has, like the rest, given rise

to a good deal of discussion among the commen-
tators. I am referring to the premature birth of
his child after six months' marriage. Among
others, Charles Knight has defended Shakspeare's
morality on the plea that in the poet's age the

troth-plight was equivalent to the nuptial cere-

mony of the present day. Whether this plea be
valid or not, I leave others to decide : my know-
ledge of the matrimonial rites of those times not

enabling me to pronounce an opinion. But if my
interpretation of the passage in The Tempest,
Act IV. Sc. 1., be correct, I am afraid Knight's

plea cannot stand : for that
passage, to my mind

at least, shows the culprit himself to be at vari-
ance with his advocate, and to reject his defence.
Indeed, he comes forward to arraign himself and
pleads guilty in the face of all the world. I have
unfortunately access to but a few commentators,
none of whom have any remark on the passage in

question ; and I am, therefore, not in a position
to say how far my interpretation is already sup-
ported by others, or whether it is entirely new.
The passage alluded to runs thus :

"
. . . . . But

If thou dost break her virgin knot before
All sanctimonious ceremonies may
With full and holy rite be minister'd,
No sweet

aspersion shall the heavens let fall
To make this contract grow ; but barren hate,
Sour-eyed disdain, and discord, shall bestrew
The union of your bed with weeds so loathly,
That you shall hate it both. Therefore take heed,
As Hymen's lamp shall light you."

Now, I am bold enough to maintain, that, how-
ever marvellous Shakspeare's insight into the
human heart in all conditions and ranks undoubt-
edly was, none, who had not himself experienced
this particular state of mind in short, none who
had not himself been so situated could ever
have penned these lines. And Shakspeare was so
situated. For, assuming the facts to be well as-

certained, he was not happy in his conjugal life,
and abandoned wife and home a few years after

marriage. Farther comment would, I believe, be
superfluous. The lines quoted speak for them-
selves. However we may regret it, both for the
sake of Shakspeare and his advocate, they upset
Knight's plea, and assign a valid reason for th e

poet's removal to London. If then my interpre-
tation be accepted, a new autobiographical frag-
ment would have been gained ; and by diligent
research additional ones may perhaps be dis-

covered, corroborating other incidents of his life

resting as yet on but a dubious basis.

D. D. ASHER.
Leipsic, July, 1859.

PATRON SAINTS.

I have never seen a list of patron saints set
forth anywhere. Perhaps, therefore, the follow-

ing, though incomplete, may be acceptable, and
will be increased or perfected by the contributions
of your correspondents.
To begin with the countries of Europe :

England - - St. George, native of Cappadocia.
Scotland - - St. Andrew Judaea (Apostle).
Wales - - - St. David Wales.
Ireland - - St. Patrick Scotland.
France - - St. Denis Paris.

Spain --- St. James Judaea (Apostle).
Italy

- - - St. Anthony Egypt.

Kussia likewise, I believe, claims St. Andrew,
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nd Portugal St George. In a complimentary

poem on the marriage of Charles II. and Cathe-

rine of Braganza written at the time, we are told

that
th Portugueses vaunt

Saint George, their patron and tuUlar Moot."

>< Miss Strickland'* Lu** of Ib Qmtau of

Next we have

8t. Cttthbert, Patron Saint of Durham Diocese.

St Chad Lichfleld City and Diocese.

CfcesterC

Bt Hi :-... Oxford City.
st. M:_ w Glasgow City.
St Genevieve Paris

St Peter Corporation of London.

Lastly, we come to arts, professions, and gene-
ral matters

St Anthony, Patron of Monks and Monasteries.

Monks.
St. Dunstan Monks also.

St Hlaise , v
Woolcombers.

St Hubert Hunting and Dogs.
Qd

j
Shoemakers.

t Knights and Chivalry, and

St Barbara < in later times Fire-arms

( and Gunpowder.
St Catharine Learning and Education.

8t Cecilia

St Giles .
St Boniface
St Margaret
St Walston
St Leonard

St Julian

St Martha
St Michael
St Augustine
St. Eligius
St John Colombine
St William, Archb.

St Anne

St Nicholas

St John Evangelist
St John Baptist
8t Mary Magdalene

Cripple* and Beggars.
Innkeepers.
Women ia Child-birth.

Farmers.
Prisoners and Captives.

f Travellers, Ferrymen, and

\ wandering Minstrels.

Housekeeping.
The Church Militant

Theologians.
Blacksmiths and Farriers.

Honest Workmen.
Tailors. ( Fi* Doran's //a-

bit, and Men, p. 2*29.)

(Ostlers, Grooms, and Stable-
" 1 boys; also of Wells.

/Sailo'n, Fishermen, and

\ Schoolboys.

Penitents.

Hongkong, June J, 1859.

W. T. M.

OLD LOWDON BEIDGB.

The following list of inhabitants on that part of
Old London Bridge which was in the

parish
of

St Olavc, Southwark, viz. from the bridge foot

to the drawbridge, is from t poor rate made for

the parUb of St Olave, 23rd Sept. 1735. And
it is to be noted that the whole of the bridge, in-

cluding the booses on each side of the bridge-foot
on the Southwark side, aa far as Tooley Street on
the east and Pepper Alley on the west side of the

Borough High Street, was part of Bridge
'

within the City of London :

. d.

i i

ouse and Warehouse;

:

i

:

LOXDOX DUDOE.
Darld Laagton
George Harward
ll.nrv \\, \.:..Kn

Jacob Foster
Michael Thomas
John Davis -

BatU DiM -

Jonathan Cotton (I
10/L 10s. -

BrandistonTveld
John Stone -

Richard Carter

Thos. Bickham
Cornelius Herbert
Thomas Wright
Henry Barber
Thos. Churcher
James Brooke, Es*i., and Partner
Edmund Den
Man- Harrison
Wm. Strange
Thos. Bickham
Saml. Austin
Thos. Doughty
Piggott Wm. West
Nathl. Gladman
Lewis Dymoke
Mark Carpenter
Rkhd-Coert-
Wm. East -

Joseph Lake -

Thomas Stapleton
Robert Cocker

- Assessed by- Cornelius Herbert,
" James Brooke,

" Ancient Inhabitants.
M Allowed by Sir George Champion,

Alderman of London."

Any information respecting these old -inhabit-

ants of London Bridge, their trades and oc-

cupations, families or connexions, or in any way
note-worthy concerning them especially as to

Jonathan Cotton, who I believe was of the same

family as Sir Allin Cotton, Lord Mayor, 1625,
viz. from Whitchurch, Salop, will be acceptable
to GEO. R.

MILTOKIAMA.

Pursuant to my former proposition, I now print
a series of papers passed over by Todd relative to

John Milton's composition for the Powell estates,

supplying material to fill up the various hiatam
which occur in the volume issued by that gentle-
man in 1826. Notwithstanding Todd's researched

among the original papers in the State Paper
Office, I have reason to believe that much remains
to be discovered, not only there but elsewhere,

by any zealous and pai

"1650. Aug. M.
g historian :

Uppon the pecOo ofAnne Powell, late wife of Richard
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Powell of Forest Hill, in the county of Oxon, Esq., shew-

ing that the pet" said husband having a fyne sett uppon him
for his delinquency dyed before payment thereof made, and

having divers great incumbrances charged uppon his Estate,

and the Comttee of Oxford disposing of his p'sonall Estate,

the pet
r desires deduccOns and abatemts

accordingly. It

is ordered that his case be referred unto Mr
Brereton,

who is to make report thereof unto this Comttec
. Upon

the peticon of John Milton desiring to compound for

extent upon the estate of the late above said Richard

Powell, it is ordered that he be admitted to composicCn

accordingly, and that it be referred ut supra."

" Die Martis, 4to
Martij, 1650.

"
Upon the report of Mr

. Brereton in the case of John
Milton desireinge to compound upon the Act of 1 Au-

gusti, 1650, for certaine messuages, lands, and tythes in

the said report menconed, beinge late the lands and pre-
misses of Richard Powell late of Forest Hill in the co. of

Oxford, gent
1
., deceased, and extended by the sd John

Milton upon a statute of five hundred poundes acknow-

ledged to him by the said Richd Powell and Wm Herne,
Citizen and Goldsmith of London, as by the sd report of

Mr Brereton and particuler thereunto annexed appeares
(coppies whereof are hereunto annexed and attested by
our Regr

), it is resolved and soe ordered that the pet
r be

admitted to compound for the premisses att the fine of

one hundred and thirty pounds now set, and that upon
payment of one moiety of the sd fine within fourteene

dayes into the Trery att Goldsmiths hall, and producing
his acquittance for y

e same, the seq
con of ye

premisses
shall then be suspended, and yl he doe pay in ye other

moiety wthin 6 weekes after, and thereupon yc
seq

con shalbe

discharged, and the pet
r
, his exo", ado, and asse shall

have and enjoy the before menconed premisses soe com-
pounded for as well till the said fine of 130 1 as his owne
just debt is fully satisfied according to the Act of 1 Au-
gusti, 1650, aforesaid."

410 Martij, 1650.
" Ordered That John Milton doe pay into the Trefy

att Goldsmiths Hall as a fine imposed according to the
late Act of Parliam* of the first of August, 1650, touching
Extents, Mortgages, &c

. the sume of one hundred and
thirty pounds, being for an estate belonging to Richard
Powell, late of Forest Hill, in the county of Oxford, gent,
deceased, and extended by the said John Milton, the one

moiety of the sd fine wthin 14 dayes, and the remainder
wthin 6 weekes after."

" 12 Martij, 1650.

"Whereas wee ordered the fowerth of this instant
March that John Milton should compound for certaine

messuages, lands, and tythes lately belonging to Richard
Powell, late of Forest Hill, in the county of Oxford, Gent",
deed, menconed in the report of Mr Brereton to y

e sd

order annexed, and y* he should pay as a fine for ye same
the sume of one hundred and thirty poundes, and y l he
should pay in a moiety of the sd fine w^in 14 dayes then
next, and upon his produceing of an acquittance of his

paym* of the sd moiety the seq
f should be suspended,w ch sd acquittance is now produced to us. It is therefore or-

dered that the sd seq
con be accordingly suspended, and y

l the
sd Mr Milton or his asscs be permitted to receive the rents,
yssues, and proffits of the aforesaid lands and premises
accordingly, he having given security for paym1 of the
second moiety w thin the tyme lymitted."

"27 Martij, 1651.
" Whereas wee ordered, 4 Martij, 1650, that John Mil-

ton should bee admitted to compound according to the
Act of lm Augusti last for certaine messuages, lands, and
tythes menconed in the report of Mr Brereton and parti-
culer thereunto annexed, extended by the sd John Milton

upon a statute of 500H acknowledged unto him by Richard

j

Powell, late of Forest Hill in the county of Oxford, gent,
! deed, and Wm Herne, Citizen and Goldsmith of London,
and that hee should pay as a fine for the sd premisses
the sunie of one hundred and thirty poundes then sett,
and that upon payment of one moiety of the sd fine w thin
14 dayes the seq

con of the premises should be suspended,
and upon paym1 of the other moiety within 6 weekes
after the seq

con of the sd premises should be discharged.
Now, for that it appeares to us by two sev'all acquittances
under the hands of the Trers att Goldsmiths hall, that
the sd John Milton has paid in the full fine. It is there-
fore ordered that the sd John Milton, his executo", ad-

ministrate, and assignes shall have and enjoy the before
menconed premises soe compounded for, as well till the
sd fine of 130" as his owne just debt wth due interest is

fully satisfied and paid according to the sd act of the 1st

of Aug* last, 1650, aforesd, intituled An Act touchinge
extents, Mortgages, &c., all wch the Com in the coun-

trey, and all others whom it concernes are to take notice

of, and see performed accordingly."
" 7 Junij, 1653.

"In compliance to an ordr from y
e Court of Aides (?)

of y
e 26th of May, 1653, in the case of M Ann Powell,

whereby wee are directed to certifie unto sev'all particu-
lers set downe att the bottome of y

e sd ordr touching the
Estate late of Richard Powell, Esq., her late husband,,
deed. Wee doe hereby certifie that Mr John Pye, second
sonne of Sr Robt. Pye, Knight, and John Milton, Esq.,
have compounded for parcell of the Estate of the said
Richard Powell according to y

e Act of 1 Aug. 1650-

(viz
1
), the said John Pye for lands of y

e
yearly value of

2721 15s
, it being a lease for 31 yeares, and his clayme

was by vertue of a mortgage thereof made unto y* sd Sr

Rob1
Pye, and since by him assigned unto the sd John,

upon wch
mortgage there was oweing to him the sume of

12381
, for w eh estate (respect being had to his sd debt and

damages) the fine was 5761 12 s 3d wch he hath paid into y
e

Trery att Goldsmiths hall. And the said Mr Milton hath
likewise compounded for an other part of y

e sd Mr Powells
Estate upon the said Act, wch he valued in his particuler
att 80*y poundes per ann. in fee, out of w ch he was allowed
the thirds wch he paid to M Powell for her dower, and
his clayme was by vertue of an extent upon a statute of
500 1

acknowledged unto him by the sd Richard Powell,
for weh

(after allowance made for his debt and damages)
his fine was 1301 which he hath paid into the Trery att
Goldsmiths hall as by y

e severall papers annexed and at-

tested by or Regr more fully appeares.
"S.M. J. B.
" A. S. R. M."

In the year 1653 this property was released
from sequestration; for in one of the Council

Books, under the subjoined date, we find the fol-

lowing resolution entered :

"26 Oct. 1653.

"Upon mocCn ofMr
Martyn of Councell in the behalfe

of M" Anne Powell, widow, relict and administratrix of
Richd Powell, late of Forest Hill in the county of Oxford,
Esq. deceased, and Richard Powell, sonne and heire of the
said Richard Powell, moveing that according to judge-
ment of the Court of Articles given the 15th of July last

the lands and estate late of the said Richard Powell may
be discharged from sequestracon, and upon reading the
certificate made by us to the said Court of Articles the
seaventh of June last touching the composicons made
with us for the said Estate by John Pve and John Mil-

ton, Esq, upon the Act of the 1 st of August, 1650, and

upon consideracon had of the whole matter. Resolved,
that the freehold lands formerly morgaged to the said Mr
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vtft retrograding Shadow. A abort

I had an opportunity of observing a

constructed by a mathematician well

known in this city and neighbourhood fMr. Patter-

on), on which the shadow " returned backwards
"

or retrograded more than twelve degrees.
I confess that until I made the observations

which I will describe to you, I believed it to be

impossible for the shadow of an object like the

gnomon of a sundial to go backward* and/ortoortb
at the same time, or that the shadow of one part
of the gnomon should go backwards whilst that

of another tceiitforward* continuously, pointing out

the hour of the day. I have no longer, however,

anyincredulity on that point
The dial was on a very large scale (24 inches

by 20), thus admitting of the angles being mea-

sured with great exactness, and being firmly fixed

in its place, the retrogradalion could not by any

possibility be caused by the shifting of the plane
ofthedial

Myobservations commenced at noon, from which

time till halfpast six in the evening, when the

shadow left the dial, I continued to observe it at

intervals of a quarter of an hour or less, carefully

drawing a line the full length of the shadow each

lime I observed it, and numbering the lines to

prevent confusion or mistake.

The shadow advanced gradually towards the

east till a few minutes past two, when it became

stationary, and then began to "return back-

wards," continuing to do so till it left the dial ;

the whole ancle of rctrogradation being rather

ore than twelve degrees.
Mr. P., in a paper containing the nullii'ineiieal

construction of the dial, speaks of the retrograda-
tion as well known. It may be well known to ma-

thematicians, but I cannot think that it ia generally
wal AAoira ; whilst the number of those who have

actually teen it must, I think, be small indeed.

Now, Sir, the object of my addressing you is, if

possible, to obtain from some of your very able

correspondents a popular explanation of the cause

eftk M
returning kNickwarda

N
of the shadow. I

think, too, that the subject will be one of intense

interest to many of your readers.

Permit me also to make the following Queries :

What is known respeottnf the dial of Ahax alluded

to in the Scriptures (2 King*, u. 10, 11.) ?

Are there in anv other parts of England sun-
dials on which the shadow retrogrades or goes back-

wards, and where are they ? Vf. TATLOB.

York.

Aged Bride and Bridegroom. In the Dublin
Freeman'* Journal (Nov. 10, 1764) is the follow-

ing entry :

of Matrimony have been published these

pmt ia the ehwrn of DunJbagUim, in the
el Bentlev, tailor, of

herine Sheppard of
V |SJ :.. :.y I u '

:i ! :..:.; -\."

"The
: :.->;:.:,- ;.,

.-:v : tfaatk, bet*** ML Band Bei
aid town, acred 97, and Mrs. Catherine

Bkxeen, aged 99 ; and the ceremony has beei

Fowling and Matrimony. In. 1667, the town
of Eastham in Massachussetts voted that every
housekeeper should kiU twelve blackbirds and
three crows, which did great damage to the corn,

a vote which was annually renewed for some

years; and in 1695 it was farther voted that

every unmarried man in the township should kill

six blackbirds or three crows while he remained

single ; and, as a penalty for not doing it, be
should not be married until he obeyed the order.

Phfladephia.

Mode of celebrating a Birth. Morus, in a

Sermon preached at Charenton in 1660 on the

festival of S. John the Baptiate, from Luke i. 76

79., says to his audience :

" Allume qoe voadra des feux devant sa maton, et

lee places pabliqoee, pour se r<jouir, et poor ctfrfbrer

ieeance de & Jean . . . . qui eroyea-voos qvi bono-

^ U plo. U naieeaace d*oa h^^e? Deoeaxqoi
debois a ee ; ,r mi

beroeaatradition andenne; oo, de ceax qoi portoient M>D beroeaa

aa sokfl levant et I'engloutiaeoient, poor aiaai dire, dee

rayons da aoleil, par one tradition encore pins ancienne.'*

Does the preacher refer, in the latter part of

the extract, to old customs of the French people,
or to any other nation P G. N.

ed after them.Jew* in Oxford, and Haft
" About the veer 1075, the Jews began to

procured a

Martin, St. Edward, and St. Aldate, and heaped up vast

wealth. Their dwellings fat St. Edward's and St. Aldate's
- -

as to be stiled the Old and New
Jewry ; ami ia St. Aldato's Parisk they bad a Symegogue,
where they had marten, and taught the Hebrew tongue,
to the great advantage of the University; as then were

scholar? that afterwards taught in Jewish bomeea, Hiled

from themes Lombard HauVMeesv Hall, Jacob Hall, ftr.,

having their names, without doubt, from Jews to wbora

they had formerly belonged."-r
'

blip Rectory.

Bonded Wareko**e*.

-It is reported, that the better to encomTTrade,
WarehooseiTwHlbe bailt at the O<rvernment

i

lBxpeeel
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where Merchants will have the Privilege of leaving any
Goods they import, without being obliged to pay the

Custom till they dispose of the same." The London

Journal, Saturday, March 2, 1722-3.

If not before known, this is an important ascer-

tained date in the history of commerce. W. P.

GAT.

The question of your correspondent (ante,

p. 84.), whether Gay was the author of "
Molly

Mog," reminds me of other questions relating to

this genial and gentle poet, which may perhaps be
solved through the pages of " N. & Q." Did Gay
write "Wine?" Aaron Hill says so (Works, i.

339.), and "Wine" is inserted among Gay's
Works in Johnson's edition of The Poets. But
Johnson, it is understood, was in no way re-

sponsible for the selection of the works therein

printed ; indeed he appears not to have known of

the insertion of "
Wine," for he makes no refer-

ence to it in his Life of Gay, which assuredly he

ought, and I think would have done ; for, if writ-

ten by Gay, its publication preceded that of any
other of his known works by three years, being
published in 1708, and not in 1710 as stated by
Hill.

Gay was born near Barnstaple, and educated at

the Free School in that town. Was his master,
or his master's son, or his master's successor, the
author of A Miscellany ,

or Neiv Poems on several

Occasions, by R. Luck, A.M., Master of Barn-

staple School, London (Cave), 1736 ?

The work was published by subscription, and
Alexander Pope was a subscriber for two copies.
There is no mention in it of Gay. There is, how-
ever, a poem "On Mr. Pope's Translation of

Homer," the substance of which is contained in

the two last lines :

" Had Pope and Homer countries chang'd and date ;

So Pope had writ ; so Homer would translate."

Before I conclude I will remind your readers
that no answer has appeared to C.'s question (2

nd

S. iv. 89.), when and where was first published
Gay's Welcomefrom Greece? In the notice pre-
fixed to Lord Hervey's Memoirs (p. xxiii.), Mr.
Croker expresses himself as having no doubt of

publication in 1720. This is no proof. I would
add to this inquiry, where is the MS. copy, or the

copy from which the Welcome was printed in the
"Additions to Pope's Works?" The draft, said
to be in Gay's handwriting, in the British Mu-
seum, is imperfect. Where and when was that
draft obtained ? G. T. Q.

BARON WRATISLAW'S CAPTIVITY IN TURKEY.

Can you, or any of your correspondents, inform
me who were the English and French ambassa-

dors at Constantinople between 1591 and 1599 ?

I have just finished translating Baron Wratislaw's

Captivity from the original Bohemian, and am
anxious to know the names of the two ambassa-
dors to whom he was greatly indebted for his

liberation.

As I believe this singular and interesting work
to be entirely unknown in England, except pos-
sibly through the medium of a most unfaithful
and disagreeable German translation, some ac-
count of it may perhaps not be unacceptable to

yourselfand your readers. Baron Wenceslas Wra-
tislaw, when quite a boy, was entrusted to the
care of Herr von Kregwitz, ambassador extraor-

dinary from the Emperor Rudolph II. to Sultan
Amurath III., in the year 1591. After a very
pleasant residence in Constantinople, the ambas-
sador was detected in a treasonable correspon-
dence, and put to death. His suite spent more
than three years in various prisons, the galleys,
and the Black Tower, but were at length liber-

ated mainly through the intercession of the am-
bassadors of the English queen (Elizabeth), and
the French king (Henry IV.). Baron Wratislaw
wrote an account of his journey to Constantinople,
residence at Constantinople, captivity, and return

home, in four books, in 1599. The work remained
in manuscript till 1777, and was republished in

1807. The German translation, which differs so
much from the original that it is scarcely to be
called a translation, is dated 1786. The Bohemian
has long been out of print, and is very scarce. I
obtained my copy, with great difficulty, through
the kindness of Mr. Paul Aloys Klar, the editor of
the beautiful Prague annual, Libussa.

Whether I decide on publishing my own trans-
lation or not, it will be interesting to know the
names of the two ambassadors, if they can be
ascertained. A. H. WRATISLAW.

School Hall, Bury St. Edmund's.

[" Hernacher sind wir von denen Tiircken nach Galata
geftihret, und dem Englischen Herrn Ambassadori tiber-

antwortet worden. Der Englische Herr Ambassador, so
mit Nahmen Eduartus Berthon hiess, und ein fromrner,
Christlicher, freundlicher, auch gelehrter und schoner
Herr gewesen, empfing uns gar gnadig und freundlich, lo-

giret uns unter etliche Zelten in einem Garten bey seiner

Wohnnng, und liess uns allda Essen und Trincken vollauff

vortragen." (Seidel's Denckwiirdige Gesandtschafft an
die Ottomanische Pforte, edit. Haussdorf, Gorlitz, 1711.)
The name of Wratislaw appears in this work at pp. 30.
and 34. ED.]

WRITERS IN THE QUARTERLY REVIEWS.

I have for some time been in the habit of

marking the names of the authors of the various

essays in the margins of my copies of the several

Quarterly Reviews,
I find, from Cockburn's Life of Jeffrey (2nd ed.,

vol. i. pp. 300, 301.), the following included in a
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f contributors to the Edinburgh Renew:
Malcolm Laing, Lord Melbourne, Coleridge,
Daniel Ellis, Dr. John Gordon, Robert Grant,
Thomas Campbell, Fhillimore, Sir H. Parnell, and

.
. Napier.

In tome other portion of the same work Sir II.

Davy is mentioned as baring been a contributor

to the Edinburgh. And in Blackwood (vol. x.

p. 669.) it is stated that it is believed that John
Wolcot (Peter Pindar) wrote an article on the
fine arts in one of the earl/ numbers of the

JHMwy*.
The late Justice Talfounl is always understood

to have been a contributor to the same periodical.
The object of my Query is to ascertain if any of

your readers can assist me by information of ar-

ticles contributed by any of the above writers,
more especially any by Coleridge, Thomas Camp-
bell, Sir W.

Napier,
Sir II. Davy, John Wolcot,

and Justice Talfourd.
I of course presume that by Coleridge is meant

Samuel Taylor there is but one "Coleridge."
If any other of the family were meant, he should
have been distinguished by his initials. J. B.

Melbourne, Australia, 16th May. 1859.

iMtiufr

Cokam or Coxam House: Mr. Crewe'* Wyr-
wail, Chideoh or Chadicick. Shute and Coxam
Houses in Devon are mentioned in a Diary of the
seventeenth century in connexion with the siege of

Taunton, 1644. Sbute was the seat of the Poles
near Axminster. Can anyone give me informa-
tion about Cokam or Coxam? Vicars (Parliamen-
tary Chronicle, iii.82.) speaks ofMr. Crowe's house
as near to John Pole's. What was the name of
that house? Wyrwail and Cbideok are also

named in the same Diary in the same connexion.
What were these houses or places ? Vicars speaks
in the same connexion of Lord Pawlett's house
and of Mr. Arundell's, called Chadwick, which, I

suppose, is the same as Chideok. W. C.

" The Traveller" Who is the author of a
drama called The Traveller ; or, the Marriage in

vo. 1809? 2. A.

John Van Lewen, Af.D. Where may I learn any
biographical particulars of Dr. John Van Lewen,
who was the son of a Dutch physician, and settled
in Ireland at the close of the seventeenth century ?

Mr. Gilbert, in his JIutory of the City of Dublin,
vol. iii. p, 262., supplies the following informa-
tion :

M Tan Lewen studied at Leyden under Boerhaave, and
became very eminent in his profession, being tfe only ac-
CMMtrar i. Dmhiin dmring 0* tarfypart oftkt la* ctmtvry.
[How matters are changed in the Irish metropolis!] He
was elected President of the College of Physicians in

17M. and died at Us boose here [Molesworth Street] in
1786 , his daughter LeiWa, who became the wife of the
Bev. Matthew Pilkington, was well known in the last
century by her misfortunes and her writings."

ADHBA.
St. Andrew'* Parith, DuMin. Why is the

parish of St. Andrew, in the city of Dublin, en-
titled to the unusual privilege of having
churchwardens ? Is there any parallel case else-
where? ABHBA.

Illoqvet. Our hare-hunters, when they view
their panic, cry illope ! Mope! as the fox-hunters

cry tnlly-ho ! In the famous Bohe of St. Albany
Dame Julian Berners directs them thus :

M And yf your boundes chace well at vour wyll :

Then thre motes shall ye blowe bothe lowde and shyll,
There one and there a notber, there he pastured hath :

Then saye (Illoques, illoqaes) in the same path."

Is our modern phrase a corruption of this ; if

so, what is the derivation of it ? The word oc-
curs again a few lines farther on, and in Wynk/n
de Worde's edition (1 496), it is always printed in

red letters. A. A.
Poets' Corner.

London Antimatiet. From an old magazine,
published in May, 1751, I extract the follow-

ing:
" As some boys were

East Sinithfielil, tl

thing like the headV an image, and the ground being
dug up,

two large stone images of curious workmanship
were found there, which by the inscription appears (we)
to have been there ever since Henry the Ylth's reign."

Can any London antiquary point out other re-
ferences to this discovery, and say what these

images of curious workmanship were? T. B.

"The
Complete Iruh Traveller." Two 8vo.

volumes, entitled The Complete Iruh Traveller,
ami "illustrated with elegant copper-plates," were
published anonymously in London in the year
1788. Who was the author ? ABHBA.

Dr. Samuel Pegge. In whose possession are
the poetical MSS. of Dr. Samuel Pegge, author of

Anonymiana, fc. v. f Mr. Pegge died in 1800,
[ob. Feb. 14, 1796.] Z. A.

Sir Jame* Flower, BarL (M.P. 1841-7.)
Can any of your readers acquaint me with the

burial-place of the above-named baronet, who
died at Mill Hill, Hendon, Middlesex, AI:.

1850? His epitaph also would be acceptable.
The first baronet, Sir Charles, according to the
Gent:i Mag., Feb. 1835, was buried in Aldgate
churchyard, and has probably a tomb there or a
tablet in the church. F. G.

s were
pitying

in King Henry's Yard by
they observed near a gravestone some-
lead of an image, and the ground beinir

Sir Robert Peel, Dart. (M.P. 1809-50.) i i

title and date of any publication relating to the hi .
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and character of the above-named distinguished

statesman, other than the under-mentioned, is re-

quested :

Gentleman's Magazine, 1850.

Blackwood's Magazine, 1850.

Christian Guardian, July, 1850.

Christian Remembrancer, vol. xx.
Memoir published by the Trustees of Sir Robert Peel's

Papers. 2 parts. London, Murray, 1856.

Sir Robert Peel, a Type of Statesmanship, by Jelinger

Symons, Esq. Longman, 1856.

Memoir by Guizot. London, Bentley, 1857.

D. F. Javman, B.A., F. F. Stathara, B. A.,
and Wm. Brock.

In December, 1856, a prayer called the " States-

man's," attributed to Sir R. Peel, went the round
of tbe newspapers, but I cannot now recollect if it

was ever proved to be Sir Robert's own composi-
tion. Any light that can be thrown upon it would
be acceptable. F. G.

Occasional Forms of Prayer, when first used.

Many very interesting lists of occasional forms of

prayer have appeared in " N. & Q." from time to

time, but I do not remember to have seen any in-

formation respecting their origin. The following
extract from Strype's Memorials ofAbp. Cranmer,
book i. ch. xxix., may throw some light upon the

subject :

" Occasional prayers and suffrages, to be used through-
out all churches, began now [1543-4] to be more usual
than formerly. For these common devotions were twice
this year appointed by authority, as they had been once
the last ; which I look upon the Archbishop to be the

great instrument in procuring: that he might by this

means, by little and little, bring into use prayer in the

English tongue, which he so much desired ; and that the

people, by understanding part of their prayers, might be
the more desirous to have their whole service rendered

intelligible ; whereby God might be served with the more
seiiousness and devotion."

He then goes on to specify an instance in 1543,

remarking :

" It is not so evident that these prayers were in the

English tongue: but in the year following, viz. 1544,
there were, without controversy, certain suffrages drawn
up in the mother-tongue by "the Archbishop's means;
which he intended to be universally observed every-
where."

^The
whole chapter, which is entitled Occasional

Forms of Prayer and Suffrages, may be consulted.

ARCHIBALD WEIR.
Enfield.

" Gestes of Guarine" In Leland's Collec-

tanea, vol. i. p. 230., occur some pages of

"Things excerptid oute of an old Englisch boke yn
Ryme of the Gestes of Guarine, and his Sunnes."

And at p. 236., the author adds

"Here lakkid a Quayre or ii in the olde Englisch
Booke of the nobile actes of the Guarines

; and these
thinges that folow I translatid owte of an olde French
Historic yn Rime of the actes of the Guarines onto the
Death of Fulco the 2."

Is anything known of these two old " Bookes in

Rime," except what Leland has preserved ? He
has taken the heads of the story, and set them
down in a dry antiquarian way ;

but it would
seem that the English and the French were two
versions of the same romantic poem. In the mar-

gin of p. 237. Leland adds a reference to the
"
Englisch historic

"
of the Fitzwarines. Does he

mean the same Englisch poem from which he had
made his excerpts, or is there any other history of
this family ?

The name, in its latter form, is appended to that
of a parish in Somersetshire (Norton Fitzwarren),
where there is a fine British earthwork. W. P. P.

James Stirling. Having lately read with high
satisfaction this gentleman's Lettersfrom the Slave

States, may I asK of what other works, if any, he
is author, &c. ? T.

^

Mediceval Burials, Sfc. I should be much ob-

liged to your correspondents for information di-

rected to me, 17. Sutton Place, Hackney, upon
mediaeval burials. I want references to original

sources, such as MSS., paintings, illuminations,

&c., especially of the funerals of great persons.
J. C. J.

Oliver Cromwell. One of J. Dury's letters,
dated July 22, 1654, states :

-

" The weekly sheete of newes printed at Genoa, July
1-11, by Farroni, tells us that the L. Protector hath
changed the Great Scale of England, setting upon the
new one his owne Effigies on horse-back, with this in-

scription:
* Olivero il grand Imperatore <T Inghil- terra, di

Scotia, Hibernia e Francia : e Prottetore de protestanti, e
delle chiese riformate

'
. . ."

Is there any corroboration of this statement ?

Another letter, dated Zurich, 30 April, 1655, gives
an account of an Irish friar reported to have a de-

sign against the Protector's life. ITHURIEL.

Family of Ferrers. Can you inform me whe-
ther William, second Lord Ferrers of Groby, who
died in 18 Edw. II., had any issue besides Henry,
his son and heir, who succeeded him in the barony ?

Who was the Thomas de Ferrers to whom King
Edw. III. in the 9th year of his reign gave licence

to hold the manor of Caldore, of the grant of Dun-
can, Earl of Fife ? MELETES.

Mummy of a Manchester Lady. Many years

ago I recollect seeing in the Manchester Museum
of Natural History the mummy of a female, sus-

pended in a case, with a glass door, and was told

that the figure represented a lady of the last cen-

tury, well known in Manchester, whose life estates

bad been devised, after she was "dead and buried,"
to some relatives who treated her whilst living
with great unkindness. To prevent their succeed-

ing under this conditional devise of an eccentric

"ather or brother, she bequeathed her estates to



AND

her friend, Charles White, Esq., F.R.S., the emi-

ntat surgeon, along with her bodj, which WM
embalmed, and kepi by him, but never buried.

The condition of this alngular devise being ful-

filled, Mr. White enjoyed the
property,

which

descended to hie ton, and the original remainder-

men dying issneless, this female benefactor of the

White family WM quietly buried in the Museum
ofher native town. Mr. l)e Quincoy, when a boy
i Manchester School at the beginning of the

century, became
acquainted

with the mummy,
and in one of bio works mentions its removal from
the cast, and the body of a notorious highwayman
beta* substituted ! I wish to ask what portion of

truth exists in the above traditional statement,
and what are the precise facto ? F. R. B.

Hypatia and St. Catharine. It has been often

Mad that Hypatia, the celebrated Alexandrian

Neo-Platonist, whose murder is so foul a blot on
the name of St. Cyril, is the origin of the myth of

St. Catharine of Alexandria: that in fact the

memory of the beauty, the learning, and the

wrongs of the murdered philosopher clung to the

minds of the people, and that as they became
Christian the legend of St Catharine shaped
itself. I am anxious to know what grounds there

are for this statement. K. P. D. .

wkar got ye
that endd crooked penny. Can

any admirer of the songs of Scotland afford any
information regarding the following ballad, which
I found in MS. amongst some old family papers,
and which, I believe, does not exist in any pub-
lished collection P

** O! whar got ye that auld crooked penny?
For ane o* bricbt goud wad yc nirtVr wi me ?

Richt foa arc baith ends o* my men silken wallet,
And high are my wa'a, ower in Bonny Dundee,

"
! gin I MW the dear laddie that had It,

Wha, when we were bairnie* twa, geid it to me.
For a* the bricht goud in your green silkeu wallet,
I never wad ninVr my crooked bawbee.

M 0! wbar got re that sold wonted plaidie?
A mantle o' satin is fitter fcr yt,

I'll clead ye la satin, and mak ye a lady.
Gin ye'd gang wi' SM to Bonnie Dundee.

Tt may dead me in satin and mak me a lady
Aad tak me ower hearties* to Bonny Dundee,
Bat my heart neither aatin nor good can procure ye,
1 sell't it lang tyne for this crooked bawbee."

XJBJOBJ,
10th July, 1859.

B*fhanan Pfdigree.G*o. Buchanan, the his-

torian and poet, had five brothers and three titter*

(Bioqraph. lirit., in norncn.) Were these sisters

married ? and to whom f And are there any of
their descendants known * Juris GIAvtf .

Kilkenny.

A Bear Siotf on the Thome*. -In Ring Ed-
ward VI.'s journal, printed in Burnet's tfrsfery

of the Reformation, book n. yoL ii. p. 14., it is re-

corded by that youthful monarch that, on thu
20lh of May, 1549, the French ambassadors after

they had supped with the Duke of Somerset " went
into the Thames and saw both the bear hui

the river, and also wild- fire cast out of the boat*,
and many pretty conceits." How was this appa-
rently dangerous sport managed f Are there any
other instances on record of bear hunts upon the
Thames? W. J. Pnuw.

Thomas TalboL A well-carved oak press in

my possession has on one of its panels the fol-

lowing:
"THOM \

TALBOTT.
B . T . 1M6."

I shall be
obliged

to any of your correspon-
dents who can inform me who this Thomas Tal-
bott was? and what is intended by the letters

E.T.P

Ocean Cable Telegraph*. Could any of your
correspondents furnish me with name, date oflay-

and cost of any of the ocean cable

J. W. G. G.

fS(inar tflurdrs* toftfc

Sir Charle* Bawdin. Could you give me any
information respecting Sir Chas. Bawdin, whose
death forms the subject of a ballad by the boy-
poet Chatterton P And which is the best edition
of his works P i 1 . G. V v.

[The person celebrated under the name of Sir Charles
Bawdin, was probably Sir Baldewyn Fulford, Knt, a
zealous Lancastrian, who was executed at Bristol In
the latter eni ef 1461, 1st Edward IT. He was attainted,
with many other* in the general act of attainder, 1 Edw.
IV., but he seems to have been executed under a special
commission for the trial of treasons, Ac., within the town
of Bristol-See TV Work, of Thomai Oafferft*, 8 vols.

8ro., 1808, edited by Dr. Robert Southey. with Life by
Dr. 0. Gregory, which is considered the best edition of
this poet's works.1

Admiral Haddock. In a letter of West to

Horace Walpole, dated "Temple, Dec. 31st, 1739,"
occurs this passage :

M Handel has had a concerto this winter. No Opera,
no nothing. All for war and Admiral Haddock*

Can your correspondents favour me with any
particulars as to the family or Joirgt of the said

Admiral Haddock?* J. N II.

[Admiral Nicholas Haddock was a worthy descendant
of an ancient Easex family redding at Leigh in that

county. He was the third and youngest son of Sir

Richard Haddock, KnL, ComptroUsr of the Navy, and
to sons UIM joint-admiral of the ttot On the Cth of

April, 1707, Nicholas being than little more than twenty

yewt old, was appointedCapUin of Ludlow Cattle. He
distinguished himself ysry conspiCttouely in the well-
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known action with the Spanish fleet off Sicily. On the

4th May, 1734, he was promoted to be rear-admiral of

the blue ; on the 16th Dec. of the same year, rear-admiral

of the white ;
and moreover on the 2d March, 1735, to be

rear-admiral of the red. In 1739, Mr. Haddock was or-

dered to make reprisals on the Spaniards, in which spe-
cies of warfare he was remarkably fortunate. On the

llth March, 1741, he was promoted to be vice-admiral of

the blue. After having attained the elevated rank of

admiral of the blue, he died on the 26th Sept. 1746, in

the 60th year of his age. Charnock's Bioqraphia Navalis,
iii. 383392.]

Nevinson. Can you give me any information

concerning a divine of the Elizabethan era of the

name of Nevinson ? Was he ever at the head of

any known grammar school ? or was he ever a

Cambridge don ? G. H. K.

[A reference to Cooper's most useful Athence Cantabri-

gienses makes us acquainted with two divines of this name,
viz. Christopher Nevynson, a native of Wetheral, Cum-
berland, LL.B. 1535, LL.D. 1539, who in 1547 was in a

royal commission for visiting certain dioceses, and in

1549 one of the royal visitors of Oxford ; and Stephen, his

cousin, a native of Carlisle and a Fellow of Trinity Col-

lege, Cambridge, who was tutor to George Gascoyne the

poet, and, after holding many appointments, became
Canon of Canterbury about 1570. He died about Oc-
tober, 1580.2

Dr. Hoadly s Private Theatre (2
nd

S. viii. 136.)
In his article on "Eminent Artists who have

painted Scenes," MR. CUTHBERT BEDE states, in

an extract, that Hogarth was so engaged for "Dr.

Hoadly's private theatre." I shall be glad if any
of your correspondents can give information about
this private theatre, the existence of which I dare

say many of your readers, as well as myself, now
hear of for the first time. CHARLES WYLIE.

[The gentleman alluded to in CCTHBERT BEDE'S arti-

cle is Dr. John Hoadly, the Bishop's youngest son, and
Chancellor of Winchester, who appears to have resided at
Winchester House, Chelsea, The following notice of this
mansion occurs in The History of Chelsea, by Faulkner,
8vo. 1829, p. 295. :

"
Upon pulling down the palace a sin-

gular discovery was made. In a small room, to the north
front, and at the north-west corner, were found on the

plaster of the walls nine figures of the size of life, viz.
three men and six women, drawn in outline with black
chalk in a bold and animated style. Of these correct

copies have been taken by an ingenious artist, who
intends to publish them. Concerning these spirited
sketches conjecture has been busy, and various are the

opinions hazarded on the subject; but both the time
when they were drawn, as well as the transactions to
which they allude, must ever remain in obscurity and
doubt. They display much of the manner of Hogarth,
who, it is well known, lived on intimate terms with
Bishop [?Dr.] Hoadly, and frequently visited his

Lordship [ ? ] at this palace : and it is supposed that
these figures apply to some domestic incident in the
Bishop's [ ? ] family, or to some scene in a play." Faulk-
ner has confounded the Bishop with his son. It is well
known that Dr. John Hoadly's fondness for theatrical
exhibitions was so great, that few visitors were ever long
in his house before they were solicited to accept a part in
some interlude or other. He himself, with Garrick and
Hogarth, once performed a laughable parody on the
scene in Julius Csesar where the ghost appears to Bru-

j

tus. Hogarth personated the spectre ; but so unretentive
,

was his memory, that although his speech consisted only
of two lines, he was unable to get them by heart. At

! last they hit on the following expedient in his favour.
The verses he was to deliver were written in such large

I letters on the outside of an illuminated paper lanthorn,
i

that he could read them when he entered with it in his
i hand on the stage. Hogarth painted a scene on this oc-

i

casion, representing a sailing booth, with the Duck of
!
Cumberland's head by way of sign. He also prepared
the play-bill, with characteristic ornaments. Vide Ho-
garth's Works, by Nichols and Steevens, 4to., 1808, and
Nichols's Literary Anecdotes, iii. 141.]

Hanged, drawn, and quartered. I notice that
this sentence is found in different books to differ

slightly in form : in some we find it as above, in

others it is written "drawn, hanged, and quar-
tered."

In cases of treason the sentence passed was
that the offender should be drawn at a horse's

tail to the gallows ;
that he should be there hanged

by the neck ; that he should be cut down alive ;

and that, after other barbarities not necessary to

mention, his entrails should be taken out and
burnt before his face.

In this form, then, the word " drawn "
must be

interpreted
" embowelled." But the other form,

namely,
"
drawn, hanged, and quartered

"
occurs

very frequently : for instance, we read in the Dis-
course of the Manner of the Discovery of the Gun-
powder Treason, published by authority in 1609,
that Henry Garnet was sentenced to be "

drawn,
hanged, and quartered" for his participation in
that plot ;

and in this form,
"
drawn," I suppose,

would mean the drawing on the hurdle to the

place of execution. Yet Henry Garnet was not

only drawn on a hurdle to the gallows, but was
also eviscerated ; no part of the usual sentence in
cases of treason being omitted or varied, with the

single exception (if we may accredit the official

account) of his being allowed to hang until he was
dead.

When we see, then, the words "
hanged, drawn,

and quartered" to a person who has been sentenced
to death, is that the right way of

expressing^
it ?

or should it be written **

drawn, hanged, and quar-
tered ?

"
In other wwds, does the word " drawn "

mean that such person was embowelled, or that he
was drawn on a hurdle to the scaffold. W. O. W.

[With the exception of decapitation after hanging, all

the revolting practices formerly performed upon the bodies
ofpersons convicted ofhigh treason are now dispensed with

by the statute 54 Geo. III. c. 146. The phrase
" drawn "

originally meant that the convict should neither walk
nor be carried to the place of execution, but dragged thi-

ther. By the statute just referred to, it is enacted that
the sentence in future shall be that "the offender shall be
drawn on a hurdle," &c. A proviso is added, that after

sentence the king may by warrant, under the sign ma-
nual, direct that the traitor shall not be drawn to the

place of execution, but taken thither as may be directed.]
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Hrpltrf.

ABCHniSBOr I.ElGHTOJl'8 WOBKf.

(2-S. viii. 41.)

It is seldom discreet in an author to break a

lance with his Reviewer. I certainly should not

have asked leave to replj in
your

columns to the

strictures of EiaioxNAcn, had they been confined

to what I am really answerable for, which is, the

Memoir of Archbishop Leighton. There is no*

thing in those strictures uncandid or uncourteous,

nothing unbecoming the pen of a Christian gen-
tleman ; and this is all we may fairly claim from

the literary critic.

Accordingly, I should have deemed it inexpe-
dient to bestir myself against your correspondent's
animadversions on the Afomotr, especially

as I am
well aware of its many imperfections. Since its

first appearance now between thirty and forty

years ago I have entreated the publishers to

give
me an opportunity of revising and improving

it, but, for whatever reasons, these reiterated en-

treaties have been vain.

The mistake into which EIRIOXKACU has fallen,

and which draws this letter from me is, that he

represents me as the editor of the volumes in

which the biographical sketch first appeared.
Hence the whole mass of those grievous inaccura-

cies which disgrace the edition in question is

heaped upon my head, although I am as innocent

of them as EIEIONKACH himself. Not one
proof*

sheet of the four volumes, with the exception of

the Memoir, ever passed under my eyes.
The case is simply as follows. A very dear

friend of mine, the late Hon. and Rev. R. L.

Melville, had promised Mr. Duncan to compile a

Life of Leighton for his projected edition of the

Work*. For this, as my preface states, some new
aud invaluable materials had been obtained. It

pleased God, however, that before my friend had

girded himself to the work, an illness came upon
him which obliged

him to leave England, with the

prospect of being long away. He, therefore, re-

quested me to undertake the " labour of love
"

which he was forced to relinquish ; and I could
not but yield to his instances, though grieved on
his own account, as well as for the public, that a
substitute had not been found more gifted than

myself with bis own eminent qualifications.
Now the task which he devolved upon me was

entirely restricted to the
preparation

of the Me-
moir. For the faults and deficiencies of that pro-
duction I am open to your correspondent's

criti-

cisms, for which there would, I think, have been
lest foundation, bad I been permitted to amend
and enlarge my first sketch. But, while willing
to bear my own burden, I shrink from the re-

proach of being in any degree implicated in this

slovenly and unscholarlike edition, so
justly cen-

fured by EIRIOSMACH, of the great and good pre-

late's works. I had, however, been made aware of
the existence of these blemishes; and was enabled

by a learned friend to place a long, though incom-

plete, li.t ofthem i her's hands about two

years ago ; and I have reason to hope that when a
new edition issues from the press, it will bear the

marks of careful revision.

I am able to inform EIBIOKHACH that the at-

tempt to raise a sum of money, first for the pur-

pose of restoring Leighton's tomb, and then to

support and perpetuate the schools of Horsted

Keynes, had but partial success. The first object
indeed was achieved, and there is now a monu-
ment to the revered saint in the parish church-

yard, with an inscription from the elegant pen of

the present rector. I regret to add that, after

this inexpensive work was paid for, there remained
but a trifle for the schools.

The more pleasing portrait
of Leighton to which

EIEIOXKA.CH alludes, is copied from an engraving
for which I was indebted to the kindness of Mr.
Perceval White, and which he satisfied me was
an authentic likeness. JOHN N. PXAJMON.

EIBIOHHACII, in his able and careful review of

the various editions of the works of the worthy
and learned Archbishop of Glasgow, seems to

speak as if he was in doubt as to the exact tide of

one of them. That referred to is in my possession,
bearing to be "Sefccf Worhs of Archbishop Leigh-
ton, some of which were never before printed,
To which is prefixed an Account of the Author's

Life and Character. Edinburgh, Printed for Da-
vid Wilson, and sold by him and the Booksellers

of Edinburgh and Glasgow, MDCCXLVI." 8vo.
pp.

600., with twenty-three additional pages of preli-

minary matter, and a portrait in an oval inscribed
" The Most Reverend Rob*. Leighton, D.D. late

Arch-bishop of Glasgow, Elat.40, 1624, It. Strange,

Sculp" The contents of the volume (on a sepa-
rate page) are

" Somt Account of the Author Lift and Character

Eighteen Sermom An Exposition on the Crted, Lord's

Prayer, and Ten Commandment*, with Two Disetmtm
and Short CaUckitm, In which the Errors of the former
Kdition are corrected Tm Strmtn

As this edition is seldom to be had, and as the

Preface of " the Publisher to the Reader
"
com-

municates a little rather interesting information

in regard to the position of some of the
bishop's

printed works and certain of his MSS. at the

above date, when Wilson published, it may be

worth a reprint, as follows :

44
1 here offer to your Perusal some of the Practical

Works of that eminent and worthy Divine, Dr. Robert

Leighton, vis. Eighteen Sermon*, an Exposition on the

Creed, Lord's Prayer, and Ten Commandments, both

which were formerly published; bat the former Edition

of these being very scarce and bat rarely to be met with,

it was by the Desire and Advice of several Judicious and
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learned Gentlemen, that this new Edition was under-

taken.
" In reprinting of these, great care has been taken to

rectify several gross mistakes and errors that were in the

former Edition.
" You have also here Ten Sermons of the same Author,

never before published: An}7 who has read his other

pieces will easily discern them to be his, as they are wrote
with the same Spirit of Devotion and Piety which ap-

pears in the whole of his writings.
" I was favoured with the Manuscript of Nine of these

from a worthy and learned Gentleman, who says, as far

as he remembers, he copied them [with his own Hand
from the Bishop's originals about sixty years ago.

" I was obliged to another Gentleman who communi-
cated the Tenth one to me who had it in his possession,
taken from the Bishop as he delivered it.*

" I have been greatly obliged to two worthy, learned,
and judicious Ministers (?) who took the charge of cor-

recting this Work, and think myself highly indebted to

them for the Pains and Labour they took on it.
" I take this public Opportunity of returning my grate-

ful Acknowledgments and sincere Thanks to all the
Ladies and Gentlemen who have been the Encpuragers of

my Undertaking. I would have printed a List of Sub-
scribers, but I thought it was a Piece of Ostentation few
are fond of.
" I have got in ray Possession some more Writings of

this valuable Author, which never were printed, and have
a View of procuring some others which probably may be
communicated to the Publick, along with that very de-

serving and justly esteemed Work, his Commentary on
Peter, which is now become very scarce and seldom to be
met with.

" You have prefixed to this Work a Print of the Author
for a Frontispiece, as also some Account of his Life and
Character.

" In short, no care nor pains has been spared to make
this Book as correct and beautiful as possible." As for the Discourses themselves of our pious and
worthy Author, I doubt not but they will give full satis-

faction to every serious and impartial Reader : And their

meeting with a kind and favourable reception from the
Publick will give great Pleasure to your most humble and
most devoted Servant, David Wilson. Edinburgh, March
13, 1746."

I have compared a good deal of the eighteen
sermons of this edition with that (also in my pos-
session) of

" Sermons preached by Dr. Robert Leighton, late Arch-

bishop of Glasgow, Published at the desire of his Friends
after his Death, from his Papers written with his own
hand. S. John v. 35., Heb. xi. 4. London, Printed for

Sam Keble, and are to be Sold at the Great Turk's-Head
in Fleet Street, over against Fetter-Lane-End, 1692," 8vo.

pp. 292.

And from the Address to which EIRIONNACH
quotes so liberally ; but I cannot find any different

readings in the text between the two editions.
Wilson appears to me to have followed as his rule
the edition of 1692, correcting its typographical
blunders, in some places to fall into others of a
similar kind, and making such slight alterations as
**

it is
"

for "
its," &c., generally modernising the

spelling, throwing in more capitals and italics, and

* Preached before my Lord Commissioner and the Par-
liament, 14th November, 1669, John xxi. 22.

in a few cases new arranging the mode of para-
graphing. Upon the whole, I think, both editions

are creditable as books of the day, more particu-

larly in the great run of that description of reli-

gious literature published in Scotland, which was
then often in very coarse type and paper.

It may be stated that much curious information

relating to the bishop's bursaries will be found in

"Deeds instituting Bursaries, Scholarships, and
other Foundations in the College and University
of Glasgow, George Richardson, Printer to the

University, MDCCCL.," 4to. pp. 299., a work un-
derstood to have been privately printed at College
expence, and drawn up by the late Dr. William

Thomson, Professor of Medicine (see pp. 84. 91.

and 292. 296.). In the latter pages, the original
Deed of Mortification, under the bishop's hand,
dated "Bradhurst in Sussex, Aug. 1, Anno Do.

1677," is given at length from the Burgh (of Glas-

gow) Archives. Through the want of this docu-

ment, only
" obtained by the kindness of the civic

authorities
"

at the time of the above-mentioned

publication, there formerly existed an "uncer-

tainty (on the part of the College Faculty) relative

to the conditions of tenure of Bishop Leighton's
Bursaries which had proved a source ofannoyance."
These in " State of Bursaries in the University of

Glasgow as at 1st Nov. 1858," are represented as
"
Patrons, Town Council of Glasgow, 18Z.; Patrons

present two, of whom the College select one;
the Bursar may be continued for two or three

years in Divinity by Patrons, if he has good cer-

tificates from the Professors ; commences in Greek ;

course of Study Philosophy ; amount of Burse, 9,

4 years."
"
1857," one student of " Moral Philo-

sophy," and another^of
"
Logic."

" In the ' Memo~
rabilia of the City of Glasgow, selected from the

Minute Books of the Burgh, 1588-1750' (printed
for private circulation, Glasgow, 1835), p. 305., of

date, 8 Sept. 1677, may be found a letter of thanks
addressed on this occasion to Bishop Leighton by
the Magistrates and Council."

In the foregoing deed, as well for the purposes
of learning as of charity, it is narrated in

respect
to the latter

" That I, Dr. Robert Leighton, late Archbishop of Glas-

gow in Scotland, upon grave and serious considerations,

by the tenor hereof, Mortifie, dote, and appoint for ever

the soumes of money following to the ends and uses un-
derwr'en. To witt .... Item, to the Hospitall in y

e said

Burgh of Glasco, called y Hospital of S*. Nicolas, or y
e

Bishop's Hospitall, one hundr. and fifty pounds sterl. for

S~>

standing maintenance of two poor men yearly in y
e sd

ospitall .... y
e

Magistrates and Town Conseil of

Glasco or to whom they shall appoint to receit it in their

names .... to y
e two poor men in y c

Hospitall ....
And I hope they both will be carefull to chuse such as

upon whom that litle charity may bee best bestowed,
both in respect of their indigency and good conversation,

which is to be testified by y
e Minister of ye Barony, or

some of y
e Ministers of ye Burgh respective" &c.

This act of beneficence, so congenial to the
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bishop'f feelings, might also be to far thrust upon
his notice from the vicinity of the

; Hospital!
*

to

the cathedral, the seat of bis spiritual I unction*,
and from iu lying in the way of hi* daily walks.

As a visible institution it has now ceased to exist,

along with the several religious fluctuations under

which it had passed. Various accounts of the

ng are to be seen in the different histories

of Glasgow ; perhaps the most accurate and con-

densed is the description by
"
Wade, Glasgow,

p. 60., as M a neat little structure of free-

stone, the interesting, although shattered, remains
of which were removed in 1805, because they stood

in the way of
opening

St. Nicholas Street. They
were in the style usually denominated Gothic.**

Attached to the hospital, on the northwest, was

originally a set of apartments for the accommoda-
tion of a priest, who officiated to the inmates of

the building in a small neat
chapel,

also con-

5 trueted of freestone, adjoining' to the apartments
in question on the east. In McUre's time (1736) :

"The foot
" the means, we suppose, a

piscina
or stoop

for containing holy water) wa "yet to be seen, as were
also the founder's arms (three alcorns in the seed upon a
bend dexter within, a crosier behind the shield sur-

mounted of a salmon fish, with the ensign or arms of the

episcopal see, MeVnff. *?.) upon the building m several

places. The hospital was founded and provided with

every requisite for dirine service about the year 1450 by
Bishop Muirbead, the sane who founded the Vicar's Col-

lege. The original foundation was for twelve poor old

lavmen and a chaplain. Its revenues are supposed to

have suffered greatly at the Reformation. By the pious
and primitive Bishop Leighton they were, however, in a
small degree augmented. In 1786 they were neverthe-
less so scanty as only to afford about GO merks Scot*

(31 6*. 8A UtrJg.-) to each of four brethren. An improve-
ment has since taken place; for in 1815 ten pensioners
were on the foundation, and received 8 a rear each.

The Magistrates and Town Council are patrons of the

Hospital; but they appoint a Prtctptor, in whom is

rested thssJnunsdiate management of its affaire."

There are no traditionary particulars connected
with the bishop while he filled the see of Glasgow
that I could ever ascertain. It is

probable that

he occupied as a residence the archiepiscopal pa-
lace or castle adjacent to the cathedral, the last

portions
of which were removed about 1792 as a

site for the erection of the Royal Infirmary. This
noble ancient edifice was shorn of its glory after

the Reformation, and is said to have been allowed

gradually to fall into disrepair, till it finally be-

came nearlj a ruin. There are, however, evi-

dences that some years prior to the incumbency
of the bishop certain parts of it Lad been in a
habitable condition, meetings ofthe College Faculty
taking place therein, their Minutes dated M At the
Castell of Glasgow.** If too lordly a dwelling-

place
for the humble-minded bishop there would

be no difficult/ at that period in obtaining one of
the mnMroos prebendary houses or mantes of less

ostentation, which were so thickly planted in th.

neighbourhood of the cathedral, and which may

be deemed the moat in consonance with the cha-
racter of the man who was such a strict follower

of - Him who had not where to lay his head."

A new, accurate, well-print <

I, and reasonably-

priced edition of Leighton s Life and U'orkg would,
I think, be a great boon to the public. Many have
a prejudice against him, in the Trtftrianitm of the

North, as not of "their communion;* which an

acquaintance with bis writings would undoubtedly
to a great extent remove. The ri. h, lofty, and

magnificent ideas in his Sermons, all so beautifully
traced out and applied, and combined with so

much of the intense
spiritual feeling, cannot fail

to make it to be perceived that the writer's whole
mind and soul were engaged, and that while upon
earth he lived in and breathed a celestial atmo-

sphere. G. N.

IIEJJBT surra, JLBCTTEBK or ST. CLEMCXT DJLKBS.

0" S. iii. 222. ; ri. 129. 231. ; rii. 223.)

We believe that we are enabled to add to and
correct the accounts of this justly celebrated

divine by Dr. Fuller, and in Wood's Athena Oxo-

mensM, Nichols's Leicestertkire, Brooks's Live* of
the Psritens, Chalmers's Biog. Diet, and other

works.

lie was admitted a fellow commoner of Queen's

College, Cambridge, 17th July, 1573. As he was
not matriculated at Cambridge, the probati
that he did not continue there long.

Fully believing his identity with Henry Smith,
matriculated at Oxford in 1575 as a member of

Lincoln College, we doubt whether he took a de-

gree at Oxford, or elsewhere. It ceems that one

Henry Smith, of Hart Hall, proceeded M.A. at

Oxford, 9th July, 1579 ; and that another of the

same name and house took that degree 3rd May,
1589. Wood states the latter to have been our

Henry Smith, and describes him as of Hart I ! .11,

lately of Lincoln College ; but our Henry Smith,

although he refers to his having been at a Univer-

Mtv. himself M.A., nor do we fin-1 him
so called by hit contemporaries. He indeed terms

himself Theologus, and is so described bv others.

Richard Greenham, in a letter to Lord Burchley,
1587, laments that Mr. Smith had not tarried m

niversity until his gifts were grown into

some more maturity, and says that neither he nor

the Lord Treasurer could obtain that favour of

his father.

>nsequence of his temporary suspension by

Bishop Aylmer, he has been ranked with the

Puritans ; but he wrote well and warmly in de-

fence of the Church of England against the Brown-
ists and Barrowista.

Without the least desire to detract from Mr.

Marsden's encomium on Lord Bur^hley f

successful exertions in procuring Mr. Smith's
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restoration to his lectureship, we may be allowed

to point out that his lordship's sister was the

second wife of Mr. Smith's father.

It has been said that Mr. Smith resigned his

patrimony to his younger brother. The fact that

he died many years before his father seems to

have been overlooked.

Joshua Sylvester turned Henry Smith's Latin

sapphics and epigrams into English verse.

Mr. Collier's note (p. 100.) of his edition of

Nash's Pierce Penniless, satisfies us that it is hope-
less to expect that the English poetry of Henry
Smith can now be recovered or identified. We
marvel, however, that Mr. Collier could have

failed to recognise in silver-tongued Smith the

greatest preacher of the age. Mr. Hunter, in his

Illustrations of Shakspeare, twice refers to him.

Fuller (whom others follow) conjectured that

he died about 1600. Wood says :
" This person

was in very great renown among men in fifteen

hundred ninety and three, in which year, if I mis-

take not, he died." Dr. Bliss, from the allusion

to him in Nash's Pierce Penniless, came to the

conclusion that Wood had dated his death some-
what after its occurrence. Seven of his sermons,

published in 1591, are stated to have been perused
by the author before his death. It is curious that

Fuller, who collected his works, did not see that

this was conclusive proof that he died in or before

1591. All doubt upon the subject is disposed of

by the statement in the parish register of Hus-
bands Bosworth, Leicestershire, to the effect that

Henry Smith, theologist, son of Erasmus Smith,

Esq., was buried there 4th July, 1591. This en-

try is given in Nichols's Leicestershire (ii. 468.) ;

but Mr. Nichols (whose labours we can never
name without the highest respect and commenda-
tion) did not comprehend its significance, and

actually contended (p. 889. of the same volume)
that Mr. Smith must have been living in 1597,
because a work under his name appeared in that

year.
His mother was daughter of

Bydd. Can any of your correspondents enable
us to fill up these blanks ?

C. H. & THOMPSON COOPER.
Cambridge.

HERBERT KNOWLES.

(2
nd S. viii. 28. 55. 116.)

I recollect Herbert Knowles in my first half-

year at Richmond School. I am not able to speak
of him

^from personal acquaintance, for I was
much his junior ; but I may here mention a tri-

vial matter which has long lingered in my me-
mory, and which may perhaps be some slight
evidence of a retiring and meditative disposition
as characteristic at that time of the youthful bard.
Some of us were returning at dusk of evening

from the well-known field which was then our

play-ground, by the side of the river. Herbert
Knowles was walking in the contrary direction,
towards Easby, when some remark was made play-

fully by one of the scholars, about his own stand-

ing, as to Herbert liking a late and solitary walk.
After the Christmas vacation he returned not

to the school. Shortly after his death his " Lines
written in the Churchyard of Richmond, York-
shire," were printed on letter-sheet paper, and
circulated far and wide. There is, I believe, little

doubt of his having written some other pieces. I
find a memorandum of my own that " H. K. wrote
some lines which appeared in The Literary Sou-
venir for 1825."

The " Lines in Richmond Churchyard," and a
brief account of their author, may be found in

Carlisle's Grammar Schools, 1818, vol. ii. p. 880.;

Quarterly Review, vol. xxi. p. 396. ; Life of
Southey, 1850, vol. iv. pp. 221-7.; Clapperton's
Poetical Scrap-Book, 1824, p. 77. ; Robinson's

Guide to Richmond, 1833, p. 60. ; Bowman's Guide
to Richmond, 1853, p. 34. ; Black's Guide to York-

shire, 1858, p. 248.

In the Saturday Mag. (vol. xvi. p. 206.) are

the following lines, to which Knowles's name is

appended. I remember having a copy of them
given to me as the production of Herbert
Knowles :

"
Forgive thy foes

;
nor that alone

;

Their evil deeds with good repay ;

Fill those with joy who leave thee none,
And kiss the hand upraised to slay.

" So does the fragrant sandal bow,
In meek forgiveness to its doom

;

And o'er the axe, at every blow,
Sheds in abundance rich perfume."

D.

In the Literary Gazette for Dec. 26, 1818, was

copied the well-known poem of Herbert Knowles,
on the ct Three Tabernacles," with a notice that

the author died, aged nineteen, Sept. 17, 1818.

In the subsequent number for January 9, 1819,

appeared a "
Fragment of an unfinished.Poem

"

by the same autnor, with a correction of the

former date, stating that Knowles died in April,
1818. How this is to be reconciled with the date

given by J. F. W., February 17, 1817, is beyond
the ken of F. C. H.

HOW THE LORD HIGH CHANCELLOR GOES TO
WESTMINSTER.

(2
na S. viii. 104.)

Your legal readers will be grateful for H.'s

communication headed as above, and be glad to

receive farther information relative to forensic

ceremonies, many of which have been wholly dis-

continued, and some of which have only the sha-
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dow of them left. One of these is the ceremony
on the first day of Term. The Lord Chancellor

reception of the judges still continues, but I be-

lieve is now limited to two of the Terms. I am
not able to say what entertainment his Lordship

gires them ; but probably some dignified corre-

spondent, who has the privilege of entrie, will

condescend to tell your readers whether the
*' brewed wine** and " biskett wafers** now form a

part of it ? We have still the procession to West-
minster Hall, though somewhat curtailed in its

grandeur; but I am not certain whether the

friendly greeting of the Serjeants at the door of

the Common Pleas which "many a time and
oft" I have witnessed in the days of my youth
still takes place, for it is many and many a year
since I was present on the occasion.

The extract given by II. shows that the manner
of the procession,

* whither on horse or in coach,*
1

was then in a transition state ; and therefore most

probably in the reign of Charles II., as will pre-

sently appear.
But if II. wouM inform us the

name of the Lord Chancellor in whose family this

record exists, we should then have a better means
of confirmation.

How soon these processions began, history does

not communicate. That previously to the reign
of Queen Mary the judges were mounted on
mules we learn from Dugoale (Origine*, p. 38.),

who tells us that Mr. Justice Whiddon, in 1 Mary,
" was the first of the Judges who rode to West-
minster Hall on a Horse or Gelding, for before

that time they rode on Mules.**

Horses, we may presume, were henceforward

adopted for the next century; for wo. find the fol-

lowing entry in Pepys's Diary (ed. 1854, vol. i.

p. 11G.) on October 23, 1660: "I met the Lord
Chancellor and all the Judges riding

on horse-

back, and going to Westminster Hall, it being the

first day of Term."
And yet in January, 1673, not thirteen years

after, Roger North (Examen^ p. 56.) speak* of

the procession on horseback as the revival of an
old custom, leaving one to infer that there was a

much longer interval since it was practised. It is

too entertaining and picturesque to omit
:.

- His Lordebip (Lord Shafteebnrv) had an early fancy,
or rather freak, the first day of the Term (when all the
offiotrs of the Law, King's Counsel and Judgea, used to
wait upon the Great Seal to Westminster Hall) to make
this proceeaion 00 Horseback, a* in old time the way was
when Coaches were not so rife. And accordingly the

Judges were spoken to, to get Horses, as they and all the
reet did by borrowing or hiring, and so equipped them-
selves with black foot-doaths in the best manner thev
could: and diverse of the nobility, as usual, in compli-

Lord Chancellor, attended alsoto a new Lord
in their equipments. Upon notice in Town of this Caral
cade, all the shew Company took their places at Win
dows and Balconies, with the Foot Guard in the Streets,
to partake of the floe sight ; and being ones settled for

the March, it moved, as the design was, statsliljr along.

But when the to straights and interruption*, for
want of gravity in the beasts, or too much in the riders,
there happened some cwvsuing, which made n

disorder. Judge Twisden, to his great affright a

consternation of hu grave brethren, was laid along in the
n all at length arrived earn, without I..M of life or

limb in the service. This accident was enough to divert
the like frolic for the future; and the very next Term
after, they fell to their Coaches as before."

And so for two hundred vears they have
ceeded without change. Whether coaches were
ever used in procession in the reigns of Elizabeth,
James I., or Charles I., and whether there was

any procession in the time of the Commonwealth,
I must leave to others to record. EDWARD Post.

Churchill House, Dover.

MOUNT ST. MICHAEL, KORMAXDY.

(2-*
1 S. viii. 111.)

In answer to your correspondent A. D. C., I

can refer him to the following works, in which he
will find the information he desires :

" Histoire de la oelebre Abbaye dn Mont Saint-Michel,
par Dom. Haynea." (This writer quitted the monastery
for the Abbey of St. Germain dee Pros, where he died in

1651.)" Histoire abr^gee du Mont St-Michel avec les Motif*

pour en faire le PWerignage, par an Religieux de la Con-
gregation de St. Maur, in 11, Avranches, Lecourt, 166L"
"Ix> Vovage au Mont Saint-Michel, fait avec M.

Cbamboi, tils du Gouverneur de Caen, qui fut nomine*

Capitaine de deux ccnta jeunes gens qiu furcnt dans lo

Voyage." M. de Saint-Martin (the famous Abb* de Saint

Martin) fut nomine du Pulerignage. (This visit oc-
curred in 1647.)

"
Voyage en Basse Normandie et Descript. Hist da

Mont Saint- Michel, par De la Iloque. Mercure de 1729
et 1733."

Notice Hist et Topog. dn Mont Saint-Michel, de
Tombelene et d'Avranches, par M. BlondeL Edit dc
1MJ."
M
Voyage au Mont Saint-Michel, au Mont Do!, et a la

Roche aux Fees, par La Houssaye."
- Architectural Antiquities of Normaudy, by Cotman

and Turner, 1822."
- Le Mont Saint-Michel, par Charles Nodier, dans les

Annales Boraantiques,' 1825."

Recherches sur le Mont Saint- Michel, par M. dc

Gerville, 1828."
- De I'Etat Anden et Actuel de la Bale dn Mont Saint-

Michel, by I'AbW Manet, 1829."
" Histoire Pittoresqne dn Mont Saint-Michel, par Maxi-

milien Raonl, 1884."
"Le Mont Saint-Michel, Sonnets, par M. Julien Tra-

vers,1834."
-An Architectural Tour in Normandy, by Gaily

Knight"
Mta Mont Saint-Michel en penl de Mer, par M.

Mandhuy, 1886."
" Histoire du Mont Saint-Michel, par M. Desroches,

- Le Mont Saint-Michel, par M. Ephrem Honel, 1839."
- Notice Historique sur le Mont Saint- Michel, par M.

Bondent-Godelmlere."
-Le Mont Saint Michel su peril de la Mer, par M.

Trebutien, 1841."
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" A Short Historical Account of Mount St. Michael, by
J. Hairby, 1841."

Miss Costello's "Summer Amongst the Bocages and
the Vines," contains several chapters on the Mount St.

Michael. Also, Trollope's
" Summer in Brittany," 2 vols.

Bentley.
" Essai Archseologique et Artistique sur le Mont Saint-

Michel, par M. de Clinchamp, 1842."
" Notice sur les Canons du Mont Saint-Michel, par M.

Maugan Delalande."
" Mem. des Aut. de 1'Ouest, Histoire du Mont Saint-

Michel, par M. Fulgence Girard, 1843."
" Histoire et Description du Mont Saint-Michel, texte

de M. Le Hericher, Secretaire de la Socie'te d'Archseo-

logie d'Avranches, dessins par M. Bouet, publiees par M.
Ch. Bourdoir." (This fine work is in folio, and contains

sixteen beautiful lithographs.)
"
Avranchin, Monumental et Historique, par Edouard

le Hericher," 2 vols.
" Histoire du Mont St.-Michel et de 1'Ancien Diocese

d'Avranches, par 1'Abbe Dcsroches," 2 vols.
" Dix Ans de Prison au Mont Saint-Michel et a la

Citadelle de Doullens, par Martin Bernard, 1854."
An article on the " cachots" of Mont Saint-Michel, in the

New Monthly Magazine for 1855, by William Jones, F.S.A.

Poetry has also illustrated this romantic mountain :
" Le

Siege (Roman de Rou), par Wace, xn. siecle ;"
" Le Prinse

du Mont Saint-Michel, par J. de Vitel, 1588;" "Les
Sonnets de M. Travers;" "Legende du Mont Saint-

Michel, par Madame Colet ;"
" Fleurs du Midi

; Mes
Nuits, par M. Mathieu."

I have given a somewhat lengthened list of

works on the Mount St. Michael, thinking it

might interest those persons who, like myself,
have been charmed with that beautiful and ro-

mantic spot. There are, no doubt, other books
which may be found in the bibliotheque at

Avranches. W. J.

Vincent Dowling, and the Parliament of Pimlico
(2

nd S. viii. 89.) Those who, with ABHBA and
MR. GILBERT, attach some importance to Vincent

Dowling, and to his son Vincent George Dowling,
may have no objection to be referred to the Dublin

Evening Post of June 26 and July 9, 1817, where
an interesting correspondence and controversy
with which the Dovvlings are mixed up may be
found. Old Vincent Dowling repudiates his son
for appearing as evidence against Dr. Watson,
and trusts that the public may not confound him
(the Senior) with Vincent George Dowling, Jun.
In the Evening Post of July 9, 1817, the latter
vindicates his conduct in a long letter, notices the
circumstances which led to his departure from
Dublin in 1800, and alludes at some length to the

horsewhipping which he gave Peter Finnerty a
short time before. The editor of the Post, the

late^
Frederick William Conway, replies to Dow-

ling's letter in an editorial article. Conway had

Dowling had been corrupted by "the Castle"

the seat of Irish government ; but I rather think
that the editor merely meant to compare him to

Castles, who also gave evidence on the trial of Dr.
Watson. In the papers of the day an epigram
appears, suggested by; reading the evidence of
Castles :

" I happily have lived to see
The fall of perjured infamy,

By British jury rare.

" And now I hope, without a trope,
For peace, for plenty, and a rope,

And Castles in the air."

WILLIAM JOHN FJTZ-PATRICK.

The Hill Family: Abigail Hill (2
nd

S.viii. 9.57.)
In reply to MR. D'AVENEY, an>xtract from a

letter of the Duchess of Marlborough, said to have
been written to Bp. Burnet, will serve to show
her connexion with the Hills :

** You enquire into the ground of favour to the Hills. I
can only tell you that I did not know there were such
people till about 20 years ago, when I was told by an
acquaintance that I had relations that were in want, and
that this woman was a daughter of my father's sister.

My father had in all two-and-twenty brothers and sisters,
and tho' I am very little concerned about pedigrees or

family, I know not why I should not tell you that his
was reckoned a good one ; and that he had "in Somerset-
shire, Kent, and St. Albans, 4000J. a year. However, it
was not strange, that when the children were so many,
their portions were small ; and that one of them married
this Mr. Hill, who had some business in the city either
as a merchant or projector, and was some way related to
Mr. Harley, and by profession an Anabaptist. From the
time I knew their condition, I helped them every way as
much as I could, to which I had no motive but charity
and Relation, having never seen the father."

In another letter, the Duchess styles her
" A woman that I took out of a garrett, and from a

starving condition, put her and all her family, which were
six, in ease and plenty. And the great General Hill I
bred at Dr. James's at St. Albans, and brought him by
degrees to enjoy 1800/. a year, purely by my interest,"
&c. &c. Vide Private Correspondence of the Duchess
of Marlborough.

The History of the Dowager Duchess of Marl -

borough has the same version :

" Our grandfather, Sir John Jenyns, had. two-and-
twenty children ; by which means the estate of flae family,
which was reputed to be about 4000?. a year, came to be
divided into small parcels. Mrs. Hill had only 5007. to
her portion."

Again :

" Afterwards I sent Mrs. Hill more money, and saw
her. She told me that her husband was in the same rela-
tion to Mr. Harley as she was to me, but that he had never
done anything for her."

Consequently, as she was cousin to the Duchess,
her husband must have been cousin to Harley.

ITH URIEL.

Tennyson s "Enid" (2
nd S. viii. 131.) Pro-

bably ^the poet-laureate has taken his story of
"Enid" from the French metrical version ofGeraint
ab Erbin (" Geraint the son of Erbin "), one of
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the Welsh Mabtnogt, which has been adapted and

dightly altered by the tnmvtnr, Chretien de

Troyee, and entitled by him "Erec and Enide."

A translation of the original
will be found in the

second volume of Lady Charlotte Guest's a-

MM*** (8vo., London, 1849). Her ladyship has

bogtyen,
in the nine volume, a brief analysis of

Chretien's Tension, as well at copious extracts

from it ; and intimates that the entire work was
about to be republished, under the auspices of the

Count de la Yillemarau^, the eminent French

antiquary. There are also German and Icelandic

versions of the same story, avowedly borrowed
from Chrestien de Troyee. .

Vertue'* "
Dra*ght*" (2- S. viiL 26. 98.) Mm,

DOTS was not aware that I had exhausted all the

means which the British Museum afforded. I

believe that when Mr. Leake wrote (1* a xi.

380.) "Vertue's Drought*? be did not mean
"Vertae's Engravings" His descriptions of

crowns, though generally corresponding with the

engravings, do not always do so. Hence I feel

confident that he had seen the draughts. And
these latter are what I want to discover.

It is matter of history that Vertue travelled

over England to make drawings from tombs and
statues. It is quite evident that these drawings

ly
for the

from existing remains would be of infinitel more
han nis engravings, vamped upNow his drawings, on his death,

value than

sold by auction. Many of them went into

Lord Besborough's collection. But Lord Bes-

borough's collection is elsewhere spoken of as

having been "dispersed." Still, such valuable

remains as these could hardly be lost or destroyed.
And my impression, from Mr. Leake's papers, is,

that he had had access to them. SHE**.

Shooting Soldier* (2- 8. viiL 70.) As I do
not find the Query made by A. A. on July 23,
answered in your number for August 6, 1 beg to

offer the following scraps of information on the

subject of military executions in Hyde Park.

I remember an upright stone in the Park near

Cumberland Gate, which was said to mark the

spot where soldiers were shot. In fact, for there

is no question about it, they stood in front of the

stqpe itself. When Mr. Hope's new gates were

erected, the ground was raised, and, as the stone

was firmly set in the earth, it was
simply

covered
over and not removed. The executions were

usually on account of repeated desertion ; a

purely military offence met a military penalty,
and the delinquent suffered a soldier's death. In

1747, however, an exception presents itself in the

case of Serjeant Smith, who had deserted to the

Preach, returned, was pardoned, re-admitted to

the army, and subsequently went over to the

Pretender. In the latter service Wade captured
him. He was brought to London, tried by court-

martial, and being sentenced to be hanged, he
was marched from the Savoy, through St. James's
to Hyde Park, where he was gibbetted, and late
in the day buried. Comrades and recruits were
always present, under their respective officers, to
witness these executions.

Wearing oak-apples not yet quite extinct
on the 29th of May, became a military eftoee
under the first Georges. For a soldier to "apart"
this emblem was to manifest a love for the Stuarts
and a hatred for the House of Brunswick. As a

military offence, soldiers who ventured to show
but an oak-leaf in their fingers were flogged al-

most to death in the bloody corner of Hyde Park.
Civilians were also amenable to the law if they
thus offended on the anniversary of the Restora-
tion. Imprisonment, whipping, and fine punished

lingering loyalty for the helpleas race. I
the regular military executions at the sftoaw

lies near the Marble Arch ooouttoeed after

the downfall of the Stuarts, and continued till the

younger Pretender had ceased to have preten-
sions. Peers, at all events, records the hanging
of two soldiers in the Strand, but they had bees
concerned in a mutiny at Somerset House.

J. DOBAK.

Grte* Word to* S. viii. 88.) My learned

friend, the Rev. A. S. Thelwall, Teacher of Public

Reading at King's College, London, suggests that
the Greek word required can be no other than

<2Xurpu^s, which lexicographers derive from t\q

(splendor solis)

"Impennixtus, Purus, Sincenu, Menu, Venn, Non
Aicatus: item et Aperttu, Manifestos, Perapicuus : et

quasi dicas rj lAf p**<**rc, nnatom * sptadonsn
SOUS, i. e. iV Af* ra M M*VM> ai ra a*uyi facile *

THOMAS BOYS.

The Greek word in question is fcpo^,
minttl (say Liddell and Scott) bu the sun's %A/>,
and tofnad genxine. C. W. Biacti AM.

Motto (2** S. viii. 110.) Your correspondent
W. J. D. asks the meaning of the following motto

appended to the arms of an ancient Irish family :

"His calcabo gartos." Though, as your corre-

spondent observes, Ducange has afforded him no
assistance in the elucidation of this quaint sen-

tence, the Irish language may afford some aid.

,

Oarto* is a latinised form of ctart (in comp-
r-eaorf) and the latter means a right. As the

Irish word is used, it clearly means a native Irish

right, like those of which the leabbar na g-ceart
treats. The motto therefore shows that the family
which uses it, or the family from whi<-h it may
have been taken, at some

period
subverted the

power and occupied the territories of some fierce

Gathelian chief or sept, and gloried in so doing.
The family referred to has escaped nu

tory may Dear out my etymon. I i C. C.
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Liberavi animam meant (2
nd S. viii. 108.) Is it

possible that MR. BUCKTON can have overlooked

this phrase as used in the Vulgate, Ezek. iii. 19.

21., and xxxiii. 9. ? I have not the Life of Al-

derson before me ; but I should think it probable
that the learned Baron used the expression accu-

rately, in the sense of the prophet, f. e.
" I have

warned you, and whatever course you may take,

at any rate 1 have delivered my soul ; your blood

will not be required of me." His biographer,

perhaps, has rather misapplied it, if he means it

to be equivalent to the words,
"
to give free vent

to the current of his thoughts," however indifferent

he might be to the graces of language.
C. W. BlNGHAM.

There is a quotation which runs thus :
" Dixi :

et salvavi animam meam." If the late Baron Al-
derson had not those words in his mind, I cannot
doubt that he intended to convey their meaning
at least, when he wrote " Liberavi animam
meam." The sentence to which I allude is fa-

miliar to me, and I have often quoted it. I be-
lieve it comes from one of the Fathers, and I

think from St. Bernard ; but at this moment I

cannot recollect its author. It is no passage of

Holy Scripture. Its meaning is, "I have spoken :

and by so doing have delivered my soul from all

responsibility, which I might have incurred by
silence." I have no doubt that it was in this

sense that Baron Alderson appended to his letter

the words "Liberavi animam meam." We are
told that he was writing to " a friend about to be

perverted." He gave him advice according to his

own ideas
;
and thus, as he conceived, delivered

his own soul from the responsibility which he

might have incurred by withholding his opinion
and counsel. F. C. H.

I cannot agree with MR. BUCKTON as to either

the meaning or derivation of this common phrase.
I should say that it was ordinarily used to express
that the speaker had relieved himself of his own
responsibility by speaking or bearing testimony.
Thus no doubt Baron Alderson, in writing to his

friend under the circumstances mentioned, wished
to enter his

protest^ against
the contemplated step,

careless of the precise way in which it was worded.
As to the part of the Vulgate from which it is

taken, I think there can be little doubt but that
it is Ezek. iii. 19. :

"Si autem tu. annunciaveris impio, et ille non fuerit

conversus ab impietate sua, et a via sua impia : ipse qui-
dem in iniquitate sua morietur, tu autem aniraam tuam
liberasti."

This appears exactly to meet the point. The
meaning then will be, not " I have delivered my
opinion," but " I have delivered my soul."

VEBNA.

Inn Signs bij Eminent Artists (2
nd S. vii. 522.)

Among the curious inn signs painted by eminent

artists, may be mentioned that of the Queen's
Head, near the corner of New Inn Lane, Epsom,
which was painted by the celebrated Harlow
while on a visit to the family of the Rev. Mr.
Thomas of Epsom. It represented the head, I be-

lieve, of Queen Caroline ; and one side of the sign
showed the face, while the other side depicted the

back of the head.

On a late visit to Epsom I found that this

whimsical sign had disappeared, and I should be

glad to know what has been its fate.

GEO. R. CORNEK.

At a small tavern, situate at Cottage Green,
Camberwell, known by the sign of the "

Flying
Dutchman," is a spirited and large sign, depicting
the before-mentioned celebrated racer winning
the Derby, ascribed to Herring, the proprietor of

the hostelry being alive to its value, as he removes
it in bad weather. CAM.

Faber v. Smith (2
nd S. viii. 87. 118.) The

Latin Faber may have occasionally been used for

the purpose indicated by your correspondent; but
there are two reasons for doubting whether Faber
can be properly employed as an equivalent for

the name of Smith. First, because Smith has its

own latinised form, Smithus, Smitheus, Smythius.
Thus Sir Thomas Smith, the able and learned au-

thor of the tractate De Republica Anglorum, 1584,

appears as Smyth, Smith, Smithus, Smythius.
And, secondly, because " Faber

"
is bespoke, hav-

ing long since been adopted as the Latin repre-
sentative of the old French or Norman name
Fevre, Faur, which is not exactly identical with

Smith. It is thus that Faber does duty in Dio-

nysius Faber, Guido Faber, Petrus Faber ;
offi-

ciating respectively for D. le Fevre, G. Fevre,
and P. Faur.

We all know "
Smith," and we all have a

great regard for him. A most excellent fellow

is
"
Smith," but such a Proteus ! Think of

"
Smith," and twenty individuals are presented

to your mind's eye at once, Smith the soldier,

Smith the sailor, Smith the country clergyman,
Smith the engineer in the Russian service, Smith
with whom you made acquaintance at Naples,
Smith that never goes out of London, Smith of

Cmwrlr Castle, North Wales, and your old col-

lege friend Smith. There is something nebulous

in the very name you are mystified. The
learned Jesuit Matthew Wilson, who could not

lie concealed under the assumed name of Edward

Kriott, found an effectual incognito as Nic. Smith.

Is there, then, no way in which a man bearing
the name of Smith may possess individuality and

identity ? Surely it rests with the parents, Mr.

and Mrs. Smith ;
and the place where the object

may best be secured is the baptismal font. If the

name of Smith be no identification, at least let the

sponsorial name be distinctive. Beware of "John"
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and M William :" a man might as well be anony-
mooj at once, as "John Smith** or "William
Smith." Such name* are legion. Rather select

some Christian name of more rare occurrence.
Let it be Protheroe Smith, Aquila Smith, Eger-
ton Smith. In short, Horace, Sydney, Harry,
Albert, Rowland, Herbert, Frank, Hugh, Lau-
rence, Caleb, Adam, all answer the purpose of
specification : each idcnti6es a Smith. Yet, while

securing individuality, avoid
peculiarity.

U 8eth
Smith is a combination which breaks the teeth.

THOMAS DOTS.

Marat at Edinburgh (2- S. viii. 52. 99.) I
have looked into several French biographies of
Marat, and find the circumstance mentioned by
all of them of his having resided for some time in

Edinburgh. The Biographic UniverttUc states
that he gave French lessons in that city in 1774 ;

where also, according to Qucrard (La France Lit-

tfrairc), be published a work in that year in the

English language, under the title of The Chain*
of Slavery.

An edition of this work in French
was published by the author in 1792 ; and a new
edition appeared in 1833, with a preliminary dis-
course by M. Havcf, and a portrait of Marat. In
La Litttrahtre Franc^aise Contemporaine^ by MM.
Bourquelot nnd Maury, which is a continuation
of Querard, it is farther stated respecting Marat's
work, that

"On a prltendn reremment qae Lit Ouumet de FE$-
davafft n'e'uient point, comroe on I'avait cm, an oovrace
de sa composition, soil en Anglais, soil en Franca]*,
maU une Induction faile par lui d'un Manuscrit Anglais
que lui availM communique* par son autcur."

Perhaps M. Havel's Discours Prelim, may
throw additional light on Marat's alleged stay in

Edinburgh, in which city itself, one would think,
where your querist resides, the best evidence

might be traced out, from
contemporary news-

papers or magazines, of the information required.
J. MACMAT.

Oxford.

Ancient Localities near London (2*
1 S. yiii. 28.)

HESHT THOMAS RILBT is probably correct in
his conjecture respecting Sandfitrd being identical
with Stamford HOI, as at Stoke Newington, which

,

M close to that place, there are several places
bearing that name; i. e. Sandford Lane, Sandford
Place, &c. Possibly inquiry into the old history
of Stoke Newington may throw some light on this

subject.
An OLD INHABITANT or THB ABOVB LOCALITY.

Titlet conferred by Oliver CromtceU (2* S. vii.

476. et *cq.) A complete list of these, and none
such has yet appeared in N. & Q.,** is given in
the second volume of Noble's Memoir* of the
Cromwell Family. Mine is the Birmingham edi-
tion of 1784, and the reference is vol. ii. pp. 534.
to 544. I have already sent a Note to this effect,

but omitted to give the page; thinking, perhaps
somewhat carelessly, that no one with the book in
his band could fail at once to find it. It may save
trouble if I add that this list concludes the <'

volume, as all the editions may not be paged
alike. It may surprise some of your readers to
find that Oliver created three peers, though one
of them, Bulstrode Whitlock, seems never to have
made any use of his patent; or rather Thuri,
in whose hands it was to be passed, did not think
fit to pass it. This was a viscounty. The third

peerage was a barony conferred on Edmun 1

Duncho, a cousin of the Protector's the titlp,

Baron Burnel. 1 1 . ( '.

Workington.

Knights made by Oliver Cromwell (2*
1 S. viii.

114.) Sir Richard Chiverton, Lord Mayor of

London, 1657, who, as stated by your correspon-
dent R. R., was knighted by the Protector in

1653, appears to have had the honour cor.:

upon him a second time, of which there is the fol-

lowing record in " The Pedigrees of Knights made
from Carolus II. to Queen Anne, by Peter Le
Neve" (Harl. MS., 5081. f. 81.): "Sir Rich4

Chiverton, aid. Loml., knl* at Whitehall, 12 Oct.
1663." I shall be obliged to R. R. for a reference
to the first grant of this distinction by Cromwell,
and the occasion of it. W. J. PINKS.

Cromweff* Head (2* S. viii. 97.) Lord Coke,
describing in October, 1754, the Florentine Gal-

lery, mentions among other curious things :

An head in wax of Oliver Cromwell carries on it all
the mark* of a great wicked man. It bean the strongest
characteristics of boldness, steadiness, sense, penetration,
and pride. It is said to hare been taken off from his
face after his death. I cannot yield to that assertion.
The musdes are strong and lively, the look is fierce and
commanding. Death sinks the features, renders all the
muscles languid, and flattens every nerve. I dare sav,
the Dake of Tuscany then reigning (Ferdinand if.)
thought it an honour to ask and receive so valuable a
present The face was certainly finished durant
the succeeding limes rendered the avowal of such a gift

impolitic, and the instance of so strict a personal friend-

ship shameful."

It appears from another letter that Cromwell's
skull was also exhibited at this period (1754) at a
museum of one of our Universities in England,
for Lord Coke remarks on the Academy at Bo-

logna:

I could not help wishing that we bad some similitude
to it in either of our English UniveniUes. We have
there a picture gallery, but no painters; an anatomy
school, but no surgeons. We atauml in trifles, and art

*vt>wf 0/aWtiy Offer CromwdC. *//, President IJrad-

baw's hat, and a Chinese pack of cards."

X. II. K.

Hart***' Trial ami John Mill (2*
1 S. viii

It is altogether a mistake to say that Mill was

present in the Commons in 1787, and in Wcstiuin-
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ster Hall in 1788, on the occasion of the trial of

Warren Hastings. Mill was born in 1773, and was

a tutor in Sir J. Stuart's family ;
and afterwards, in

1793 and 1794, at the college in Edinburgh. In

1798, he was a preacher, and first came to London
in 1800. It is impossible he could have been in the

gallery of the House of Commons in 1787 when
Sheridan made his great speech, for he was not in

London until many years afterwards ;
and if he

had been, the judgment of a boy of fourteen

would have signified nothing.
The opinion of all the good judges was clear

and decided that Sheridan's speech in Westmin-
ster Hall was almost a failure from being over-

done, and too ambitious ;
and they used to cite

Burke's praise of it as an evidence that, on things

relating to the impeachment, his mind was be-

wildered. E. C. B.

MONTHLY FEU1LLETON ON TRENCH BOOKS.

The Bibliotheque Cliarpentier is a collection of works

quite as well known now as the Aldine Classics, or as

Bonn's Standard Library. Since it was first established

it has been gradually made to include the best produc-
tions both of modern and ancient literature ; and amongst
the various items of which it is composed we would
number especially a series of memoirs on the history of

France. Critics have already remarked frequently the

importance of French memoir literature. Beginning with
the chronicle of Gregoire de Tours, down to the volumi-
nous narrative of Saint Simon, it embraces an inexhaust-
ible fund of interesting reading : it brings before us

characters and facts with which we are more or less

intimately connected, and it throws upon the mysteries
of politics a light which we fruitlessly seek from the of-

ficial wording of state papers.
In some former communications we have already no-

ticed various reprints of French memoirs ; our object

to-day is to take up this review where we left it, and to

offer a few observations on the additions lately made by
M. Charpentier to his Bibliotheque.

I. Memoires du Cardinal de Retz, adressts a Madame
de Caumartin, suivis des Instructions inedites de Mazarin
relatives aux Frondeurs, nouvelle Edition, revue et colla-

tionne sur le Manuscrit original, avec une Introduction, des

Notes, des E'claircissements tires des Mazarinades et un
Index, par Aimd Champollion-Figeac. 12, 4 vols.

The beginning of the reign of Louis XIV. is one of the
most curious periods in French history. It appears to us
full of confusion, of turmoil, of corruption both political
and social. The attempts of the nobility to destroy Riche-
lieu's work, and to reconstitute the feudal system ;

the
endeavour on the part of the magistracy represented by
the parliament to arrest the encroachments of the exe-
cutive power, and to obtain on behalf of the nation some
kind of guarantee ; the intrigues of Cardinal Mazarin and
the turbulence of the Frondeurs; such are the several
causes which give to that epoch a character full of ori-

ginality. The dramatis persona: who figured during its

course stand out in bold relief; they are energetic, enter-

prising, violent both in their affections and in their
hatred

;
and their individuality, strongly marked, forms a

perfect contrast to the insignificant, tedious, monotonous !

puppets which we see crowding the saloons of Versailles
after the majority of the king. Amongst the striking
personages of the Fronde period, Cardinal de Retz is un-
doubtedly the most prominent : unprincipled, loving in-

trigue for intrigue's sake, rather than for the results that

might accrue to him from it, gifted with abilities of the

highest order, he is as it were the hero of the civil war,
the star of the barricades

;
and his ecclesiastical costume,

either in the galleries of the Palais Royal or the streets
of Paris, is a kind of rallying-point around which gather
together all Mazarine's enemies, whether they belong to
the aristocracy or to the more patriotic parliamentarians.
The memoirs of Cardinal de Retz are remarkable for a

variety of qualities which are seldom found combined
together, and which have secured to them a conspicuous
position amongst the masterpieces of French literature.
In the first place the Cardinal is generally very impar-
tial. Mazarine is the only person whom he uniformly
depreciates ; Condd, Mole', the men who were most op-
posed to him, are judged with great fairness in the me-
moirs, and their undoubted qualities put in their true

light. This sense of justice forms so striking an excep-
tion to the common tone of memoir writers that it should
be specially noticed here. It resulted, we believe, from
another merit to which Cardinal de Retz might justly
lay claim, namely, the consummate skill with which he
unravelled and explained the most difficult affairs, the

thorough acquaintance he possessed of the various co-

teries, their origin and their motives, the clear insight
he had into the defects of the government at the time
when he was called upon to play so brilliant a part as a

political leader. We have already alluded to De Retz's
merits as a writer ; they are of no common order. His
style is not that harmonious, limpid, but too polished one
which we find in Racine, Massillon, and Fe'nelon

', it is the

picturesque idiom handled by La Rochefoucauld, Moliere,
and Pascal, full of originality and of real strength.
The memoirs of the Cardinal de Retz begin with the

year 1628 and end in 1655 ; that is to say twenty-four
years before the prelate's death. Of this epoch the pre-
sent editor truly remarks: "C'est Fepoque la moins
connue de 1'existence du Cardinal, et elle n'est point pour
lui prive'e d'inte'ret ni d'honneur. II eut toute la confi-
ance de Louis XIV., et, dans trois missions successives a
Rome, il fit, dans trois conclaves, trois Papes selon les

voeux du grand Roi." To supply the blank thus left by
the Cardinal himself, M. Champollion-Figeac has com-
piled from various official sources a kind of supplemental
notice, which completes the biography of the great Fron-
deur. The other important features of this new and
excellent edition are the following : 1. Critical opinions
borrowed from the writings of Saint Evremond, La Roche-
foucauld, Tallemant des Reaux, and other authors. 2. A
bibliographical list of various editions. 3. Copious notes ;

and 4. An alphabetical index. The printing, paper, and
other material arrangements are unexceptionable.

II. Memoires du Chevalier de Gratnmont, d'apres les

meiUeures E'ditions Anglaises, accompagnes d'un Appendice
contenant des Extraits du Journal de Samuel Pepys et de
celui de John Evelyn sur les Fails et Personnages des Me-
moires de Grammont, des Dtpeches du Comte de Comminges,
Amlassadeur Franfais a Londres, d'une Introduction, de

Commentaires, de Notes et d'un Index, par M. G. Brunet.
12o.

The memoirs of Grammont are not, like those of the
Cardinal de Retz, important in a political point of view ;

but as a description of society during the seventeenth

century they are full of very curious, though not always
very edifying, details. At the time when Hamilton
wrote this amusing book, the connexion between France
and England was almost closer than it is now. The re-
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had obMaod many Englishman to seok an aayium on the

other otto of tho Ohannel; those refugees hod *ob*o-
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tion, oxeoi>t just Ibrthopwpoa* of stating that, like the

othor work noticod above, it Uorrf-pm the moat acholarly

III.

Nam-
r

IWfcs, par Ludovic Lalanna. 12*. roL &.

This is not the first time that we meet with tha name
of Baasy Rabutin. We have already noticed M. Lalanne**

edition of hi* correspondence. Tbe fifth volume, recently

published, contain* 586 Jetton from th* pan either of Ra-

WmhinMlforofaooMofhiaToiynna.aroMfrionda. A
groat many of these document* relate to important event*

In the reign of Loni* XIV. Thus the mysterious poison-

ings with which tho Duchease de Bouillon, the Countess

of Soissons, and other high personage* war* connected,
are disoused. and different incident* relating to the trial

form tho topic of three or four latter*. Madame de Bouil-

lon's character was one which might well give rise to

suspicion* again* her i but she made np by her wit what
he wanted in principle, and one of Bussy's correspond-
ents, La Riviere, alluding to the manner in which she
had undergone nor examination, says, "Je trouve que
Madame d* Bouillon a soutenu son interrogatoiro comma
un* grande dame famoconte et spirituelle." This reminds
ns of the following passage in Voltaire's Stick de Lot*
AY I . La Reynfe, Tun des presidents da la chambre
ardente, fut aase'x malaviatf poor domander a la Duchoaw
da Bouillon si elle avoit vu le diable. Elle ropondit

qu'elle le voyoit en ce moment, qu'il dtoit fort laid et fort

vilain at qu'il ftoit doguiotf on cooaoiller d'etat,"

Bowy's correspondonoa, however, in this as well as in

tho preceding voTunm, is chiefly full of cornp'-
1 -

his disgrace, and of expostulations which are neither dig-
nified nor always correct He had been, it is true, ba-
nished from court; but his sarcastic disposition was the

cause of this. He could not resUt the temptation of say-

ing a sharp or biting word ; and it is not likely that a
monarch such a* Louis XIV. would allow to pas* unno-
ticed and unpunished remark* which were often directed

against the moot influential persons of the court. It is

ntlior amgnlar that BnoiT had owt to the King the MS.
of his memoirs and of bis correspondence; he hoped
they would bo placed before him, aad we find him con-

stantly inquiring, -si le roi est content de* manuscrlt*
IM* TOO* ares prevent^ de ma part a Sa Majestl, et si

De aouhaite quo je lot on envoie la nto*." Now, It is

o/ler having read these MSS. that the King said one day
to Father la Chaise, who wa* speaking on behalf of
B^^MV fn\ftkH&!lL. M AnWnnnl WMI*1 IknnVI Atl*il tl

f
n\ falit Innfal n\al

b fnet, tho vory mo-
mtrabJy calculated to

the avow ho had loot won full of the
tho President Brnlart, to whom ho

: li

it

puliti

rons avez une famiUe qui a et aura baoom d'amis, et now
n* *ommo> plus an temp* da* phflosophea. Je coosena
mom* a de plus forte* vo>Ho> que colle* que von* aves
ecrites, ptmrm on'aBsf M oeirnl It/sor on
amWf ow ssM it oar*** *."

With *o honest a declaration before hi*
Rabntin could stUl believe in the propitiator}
his memoirs, we bars onlv to say that be had absolute!
lost all sense of what an ill -timed joke really i*. At a
oronta ho wa* made to suffer lor it GcSTAVE MAOMK

Harrow-on-tho-HilL
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UNITED KINGDOM
LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY,

No 8 WATERLOO PLACE, PALL MALL, LONDON,
S.W.

The Funds or Property of the Company as at Slst Decem-

ber, 1858, amounted to 652,618J. 3s. 10d., invested in

Government or other approved securities.

THE HON. FRANCIS SCOTT, Chairman.

CHARLES BERWICK CURTIS, ESQ., Deputy-Chairman.

he Annual Premium, when the Insurance is for life, is ww "

to be paid for the first five years, simple interest being <

on the balance. Such arrangement is equivalent TO AN
j /""ITTT/T/ETON'S

INVALID LIVES. Persons not in sound health may have their

lives insured at equitable rates.

ACCOMMODATION IN PAYMENT OF PREMIUMS. - Only one-
half of the Annual Premium, when the Insurance is for life, i

required to . ._. .

charged on the balance. Such arrangemei
IMMEDIATE ADVANCE OF 50 PER CENT. UPON THE ANNUAL JTREMIUH,
without the borrower having recourse to the unpleasant neces-

sity of procuring Sureties, or assigning and thereby parting with his

Policy, during the currency of the Loan, irrespective of the great
attendant expenses in such arrangements.

The

tions, or when incomes applicable
limited, as it only necessitates half the outlay formerly required
by other Companies before the present system was instituted by
this Office.

LOANS are granted likewise on real and personal Securities.

Forms of Proposal and every information afforded on application
to the Resident Director,

8. Waterloo Place, Pall Mall, London, S.W.
By order,

E. LENNOX BOYD, Resident Director.

MARK YOUR LINEN with CULLETON'S
PATENT ELECTRO SILVER PLATES. The most easy,

prevents the ink spreading, and never washes out. Any person can use
them. Initial plate, Is. ; name plate, 2s. 6d. ; set of movable num-
bers, 2s. 6d. ; crest, 5s. with directions. Post free for stamps. Observe,
25. Cranbourn Street, Leicester Square, W. C.

pULLETON'S HERALDIC OFFICE and Ge-
V^ nealogical Studio, for Tracing Family Arms, Pedigrees, and His-
tories of nearly every Family in the United Kingdom, America, &c. No
fee for search of arms ; plain sketch, 2s. Grf. ; in heraldic colours, 5s.

Tracing pedigree with original grant of arms, IOs._T. CULLETON,
Genealogist, 25. Cranbourn Street. W. C. The studio and library open

pULLETON'S BOOK PLATES, with Arms, 10s.,
\J or crest plate, 5s. ; crest engraved on seal or ring, 7s. ; arms on
ditto, 24s. ; crest on steel die for stamping note-paper, 6s. 25. Cran-

I
bourn Street, W.C. N.B. Seal Engraver and Die Sinker to Her
Majesty and the Board of Trade.

pULLETON'S CARDS, Wedding, Visiting, and
| \J Trade. A copper-plate engraved in any styk, and 50 superfine
i cards printed for 2s. Post Free. 25. Cranbourn Street, W.C.

above mode of insurance has been found most advantageous
rhen Policies have been required to cover monetary transac-

ions, or when incomes applicable for Insurance are at present

wESTERN LIFE ASSURANCE AND
ANNUITY SOCIETY.

3. PARLIAMENT STREET, LONDON.
Founded A.D. 1842.

f.
Lucas, Esq.

. B. Marson, Esc
A. Robinson, Esq.
J.L. Seager,Esq.
J.B. White, Esq.

H.E. Bicknell.Egq.
T. 8. Cocks, Esq.
G. H. Drew, Esq. M.A.
W. Freeman, Esq.

J.' H. GooWart, Esq.

Physician. W. R. Basham, M.D.
.Banfcers. Messrs. Cocks, Biddulph, and Co.

VALUABLE PRIVILEGE.
POLICIES effected in this Office do not become void through tem-

porary difficulty in paying a Premium, as permission is given upon
application to suspend the payment at interest, according to the con-
ditions detailed in the Prospectus.
LOANS from 100Z. to 500Z. granted on real or first-rate Personal

Security.
Attention is also invited to the rates of annuity granted to old lives,

for which ample security is provided by the capital of the Society.
Example : 1001. cash paid down purchases An annuity of-

& s. d.
10 4 to a male life aged CO'

14 16 3
18 11 10

ARTHUR SCRATCHLEY. M.A., F.R.A.S.. Actuary.
To Clergymen, Solicitors, and others interested in Copyhold and

Church Property :

Now ready, Fourth Edition, 3s. 6d.

. MR._S_CRATCHLEY'S. TREATISE, on
p^Pf^CIPMI^nd

60)
65 1 Payable
70 f asheii
7b)

as long
a alive.

.p_fCOPYHOLD and CHURCH
C. & E. LAYTON, . Fleet Street.

DENIVIAN,
TNTRODUCER OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN
JL PORT, SHERRY, &c., 20s. per dozen. BOTTLES INCLUDED,
an advantage greatly appreciated by the Public and a constantly in-
creasing connexion, saving the great annoyance of returning them.

A PINT SAMPLE OF BOTH FOR 24 STAMPS.
WINE IN CASK forwarded Free to any Railway Station in England.

EXCELSIOR BRANDY, Pale or Brown, 15$. per gallon, or 30*. per
dozen.

TERMS, CASH. Country Orders must contain a remittance. Cross
cheques

" Bank of London." Price Lists forwarded on application.
JAMES L. DENMAN.65. Fenchurch Street.corner of Railway Place,

London.

I pULLETON'S EMBOSSING PRESSES (Patent
\J Lever) for stamping note paper with initials, crest, or name and
address, 15s., at 25. Cranbourn Street, W.C.

PARTRIDGE & COZENS is the CHEAPEST
JC HOUSE in the Trade for PAPER and ENVELOPES, &c. Useful
Cream-laid Note. 5 Quires for 6d. Super Thick ditto, 5 Quires for 1*.

Super Cream-laid Envelopes, 6cl. per 100. Sermon Paper, 4s., Straw
Paper, 2*. 6d., Foolscap, 6s. 6d. per Ream. Manuscript Paper, 3d. per
Quire. India Note, 5 Quires for Is. Black bordered Note, 5 Quires for
is. Copy Books (copies set), is. Sd. per dozen. P. & C.'s Law Pen (as
flexible as the Quill), 2s. per gross.

No Chargefor Stamping Arms, Crests, <f-c. from own Dies.

Catalogues Post Free; Orders over 20s. Carriage paid.

Copy Address, PARTRIDGE & COZENS,
Manufacturing Stationers : 1 . Chancery Lane, and 192. Fleet Street.

QTAMPED ENVELOPES. Your NAME and
kj ADDRESS, or your CREST, and 2,000 Envelopes, STAMPED
in COLOUR, for 16s. : no charge for die, best paper and workmanship.
Send P.O. order, and size_of Envelope, to J. LOCK, City Heraldic
Office, No. 2. Old Jewry, B.C., London. Embossing Press with steel
die for stamping paper, los. 6rf.

PIANOFORTES, 25 Guineas. D'ALMAINE
L and Co., sole makers of the ROYAL PIANOFORTES, 104. New
Bond Street, W. The Royal Pianofortes combine all the latest im-
provements of construction, with richness of tone and elasticity of
touch, are uninfluenced by the varied effects of climate, distinguished
by elegance of form, recommended by all the most eminent musicians r

and to suit every style of furniture are made in mahogany, zebra, and
rosewood, at the uniform price of 25 guineas. Every instrument war-
ranted.

D'ALMAINE & CO. (established 1785), 104. New Bond Street, W.

ACHROMATIC
MICROSCOPES. SMITH,

BECK & BECK, MANUFACTURING OPTICIANS, 6. Cole-

of their Microscop
An Illustrated Pamphlet of the 107. EDUCATIONAL MICRO-

SCOPE, sent by Post on receipt of Six Postage Stamps.

A GENERAL CATALOGUE may be had on application.

PHOTOGRAPHY.
T. OTTEWILL AND CO.,

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Photographic Apparatus Manufacturers,
ISLINGTON, LONDON".

T. OTTEWILL AND CO.'S
NBW TEAK CAMERAS EXPRESSLY FOR INDIA.

2f.B. First-Class Work only.

Illustrated Catalogues on Application.

T\HE AQUARIUM. LLOYD'S DESCRIPTIVE
J_ and ILLUSTRATED LIST of whatever relates to the AQUA-
RIUM, is now ready, price Is. ; or by Post for Fourteen Stamps. 128

Pages, and 87 Woodcuts.

W, ALFORD LLOYD, 19, 20, and 20 A. Portland Road, Regent's
Park, London, W.
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POPULAR GEOLOGY. Foaa.**.

GEOLOGY IN THE GARDEN;
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THE FOSSILS IN THE FLINT PEBBLES, AND

THEIK TEACHINGS.

WITH lot ILLUSTRATIONS.
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HOME IN ENGLAND, AND HOME IN INDIA.
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THE LEGEND OF THE GOLDEN
PRAYERS,

AND OTHER POEMS.

B/ C. F. ALEXANDER,

COMPZ.ETZ01T

NICHOLS'S LITERARY ANECDOTES

ILLUSTRATIOXS^OF LITERATURE
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By THOMAS ASHE, ESQ.
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GLEANINGS FOB THE HISTORY OF BARTHOLOMEW
FAIR.

NO. II.

In glancing over MR. MORLEY'S Memoirs of
the Bartholomew revels, one cannot but regret
many important omissions. If, when he under-
took the history of the Smithfield saturnalia, MR.
MORLEY thought it beneath him to make re-
searches among the lives and chronicles of" rogues
and vagabonds," he should have left the task to
other hands.

Among the books which MR. MORLEY most
certainly ought to have seen are the two fol-

lowing, but no mention of them is to be found in
his pages :

1.
" The Wits, or Sport upon Sport : being a curious

Collection of several Drolls and Farces acted at Bar-
tholomew Fair. 8vo. 1660."

2. " The Stroller's Pacquet Open'd, Containing Seven
Jovial Drolls, calculated for the Meridian of Bartholomew
and Southwark Fairs. 8vo. 1741."

f

These two little volumes are invaluable to the
historian of the fair

; and there are many other
works, perhaps equally important, unknown or
at least unmentioned by MR. MORLEY. I may
name at once

1.
" Smithfield Groans, or the horrid Wickedness com-

mitted and connived at in Bartholomew Fair (In
rhyme.) 4to. 1707."

1709 "
Bart'

lemy Fair' or an En(luiry after Wit. 8vo.

3. " The Cloister, a Poem on Bartholomew Fair. 12mo.
1707."

4. Judith and Holofernes, as Acted at Bartholomew

air.^
To be sold in the Booth of Lee and Harper, &c.

5.
" The Suppression of Drolls at Bartholomew Fair.

(Contained in A Pacquet from Will's. 8vo. 1701.)"
&c.

Having in my first paper given some curious
notices of actors at the Fair, I shall proceed to
name a few of the dancers, harlequins, posture-
masters, &c., either imperfectly described or
omitted in MR. MORLEY'S volume.
About the year 1689 a Dutch woman made

her appearance in this country :

" And when," says Granger,
" she first danced and

vaulted upon the rope in London, the spectators beheld
her with pleasure mixed with pain, as she seemed every
moment in danger of breaking her neck."

She was speedily engaged for the Fair, and,
as one of the hand-bills has it,

" You will see the famous Dutch Woman's side-capers,
upright- capers, cross-capers, and back-capers on the tight

rope. She walks too on the slack rope, which no woman
but herself can do."

Gildon says :

"
Oh, what a charming sight it was to see Madam

what d'ye call her, the High German woman, swim it

along the stage between her two gipsy daughters ; they
skated along the ice so cleverlj*, you might have sworn
they were of right Dutch extraction."

This was the Dutchwoman whom the author
of the London Spy saw at a somewhat later date.
Two prints of her, by Lawson and Tempest, are

extant, one representing her dancing on a strained

rope, the other vaulting on a slack rope.
Another of MR. MORLEY'S omissions is Cad-

man, the famous "
flyer

"
on the rope, immor-

talised by Hogarth, and who broke his neck
descending from a steeple in Shrewsbury. He
was buried in the churchyard of St. Mary Friars.
The following homely lines on a little tablet let

into the church wall over his grave perpetuate
the event :

" Let this small monument record the name
Of Cadman, and to future times proclaim
How, by an attempt to fly from this high spire,
Across the Sabrine stream, he did acquire
His fatal end. 'Twas not for want of skill,
Or courage, to perform the task, he fell :

TNo, no, a faulty cord, being drawn too tight,
x Hurried his soul on high to take her flight,

(.Which bid the body here beneath, good night."

Poor Cadman was a constant exhibiter at Bar-
;holomew and Southwark Fairs from 1720 to

1740, the period of his death. I have several of
iis handbills, but they are too long for quotation
*n the present paper.
Under the year 1688, MR. MORLEY says :

" The most famous of the Merry Andrews of that day
was William Phillips, of whom there are several en-

gravings. It would be pleasant if we could identify this
ester with the unknown William Phillips, by whom a

ragedy was written. It was published in 1698 as ' The
Revengeful Queen.'

"

Under the following year, after attempting to
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y Phillips as the hero of a poem of Prior's,

tbe writer goes on to say :

" If Phillip* was indeed the subject
of the whipping

and the actor of the jest cnrWalBted by Prior into coup-
let*, it U not difficult to believe that the prince of the

Merry Andrews may have heen the man who, at the

same period, and under the same name, by which no

other man has been identified. U known as the writer of

two tragedies a comedy, and tbe Bartholomew Fair

farce JJnf Strik Home. If he be really their author,

the plays probably were all written for a booth to which

be was MU"hH since it was in the dramatic companies
that Merry Andrews served."

Now for all this there is not the slightest foun-

dation. Poor Phillips, the Merry Andrew, was

certainly innocent of the authorship of two trage-

dies, a comedy, and a farce ! Granger tells us, no

doubt upon good authority, that this Phillips was
44 some time fiddler to a puppet-show, in which

capacity he held many a dialogue with Punch, in

much the same strain as he aid afterwards with

the Mountebank Doctor, his master, on the stage."
lie adds, which is tbe highest praise that can be

awarded to the subject of his notice,
" This Zany

being regularly educated, had confessedly the ad-

vantage of his brethren."

William Phillips, the author of the Revenge/id
Queen (a tragedy founded upon a passage in

MachiaveTs History of Florence), and perhaps of

several other plays, was a native of Ireland, and
for some years attached to the Customs in Dublin.

He was a scholar, at least, if not a successful

dramatist He died Dec. 12, 1732. A
glance

at

the plays attributed to him will convince the

most
sceptical

that they are bond fide plays,
written for a regular theatre, and not drolls

acted in a booth.

As regards tbe farce Britons Strike Home, Ma.
MOHI.ET is more correct. It certainly was written

for the Fair, but unfortunately not by Wtiliai*

Phillips, but by Edtcard Philips, whose name is

printed in full in the title-page to Watts's edition

of 1739.

It is worth knowing that Kitty Clive was an

actress in the Fair, and played in this very farce :

"At the Booth of Fawkes Pinchbeck, &c. will be per.
formed Britoiu Strife Horn,; Don Superbo Hispeniola
Pistole by Mr. O&fcr [TbeophiUu] ; Donna Americana

by Afn. CY/ce, the favourite of the town !
"

Concerning Harlequin Phillips, of whom Ma.
MOELET merely quotes a bill, a lew words ought
to have been said. GiUiland tells us,

" he was

originally in the company of a Mrs. Lee, who fre-

quented Bartholomew and Southward Fairs."

Chetwood informs us that M he was a
pupil

of the

stupendous Mr. Fawkes, and out-did his master
in many tricks." He was the projector of the

Capel Street Theatre in Dublin, and afterwards

became the celebrated harlequin at Drury Lane
Theatre when under the management of Fleet-

There are scores of Bartholomew celebrities

whose names we vainly look for in MR. MOBLEY'S
volume actors, mummers, tumblers, conjurors,
and exhibitors of various grades. Where i

Buling and his
" famous monkey"? William

Joy
" the English Sampson"? Francis 1',

" the Stone Eater
"
? Topham

" the Strun-
Man"? Hale " the Piper "?

" The Auctioneer
of Moorfielda

" who regularly, for a series of

transferred his book-stall to Smithfield-Round* ?

James Spiller, the original Mat o" the Mint of

the Beggar
'

Opera, at one time the "
glory of

the Fair
"
? Higman Palatine, and I;.- !

44 the surprising Juglers," &c. &c. adi*fi*itiun.
Of the latter a capital joke is told. Being at

Canterbury with his troop, he met with such Dad
success that they were almost starved. He re-

paired to the churchwardens, and promised to

give the
profits

of a night's conjuration to the

poor, if the parish would pay for hiring a room,
&c. The charitable bait took, the benefit proved
a bumper, and next morning the churchwardens
waited upon the wizard to touch the receipts.
41
1 have already disposed of dem," said Breslau ;

44 de profits were for de poor. I have kept my
promise, and given de money to my own

people,
who are de poorett in dis parish !

" t4 Sir !

"
ex-

claimed the churchwardens,
4t this is a trick" "

I

know it," replied the conjuror, "I live by my
trick!"
But what shall we say to Ma. MORLBT'S omis-

sion of all mention of Punchinello, that most im-

portant feature of the Smithficld revels ?

M Twas then, when August near was spent,
That Bat, the grilliado'd saint,

Had usherM in his Sraithfield revels,

Where Ptutchineltoet. popes and devils

Are by authority allowed,
To please the giddy. Raping crowd."&M* fodivinu, 1707.

Powell too, the "
Puppet-show man," was a

great card at the Fair, especially when his pup-
pets played such incomparable dramas as Whit-

tington and his Cat, The Children in the Wood,
Dr. Faustus, Friar Bacon, Robin Hood and
Little John, Mother

Shipton,
4(

together with

the pleasant and comical humours of Valentin!,

Ni.-oliiii, and the tuneful warbling pig
of Italian

race." No wonder that such attractions thinned

the theatres, and kept the churches empty.
Steele makes mention of "Powell's bookt."

If they were books of his performances, what a

treasure they would be in our day ! A representa-
tion of his puppet ihoic is given as tbe frontispiece

to A Second Tale of a Tvb t 1715, which would

have afforded Ma. MOELET a legitimate illustra-

tion for his Memoir*. This would have been far

better than the portrait of Jacob Hall, whi. h is

well known to be "
effigies

"
of somebody else.

After thus briefly pointing out a few of MR.

MOBLEY'S shortcomings, I shall conclude (f-r
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the present) with some notice of a celebrity, the

omission ofwhose name in MR. MORLEY'S Memoirs

is a blemish not easily effaced, I mean the great

Egyptian explorer Giovanni Battista Belzoni.

First a barber, next a Capuchin monk, then a

student in hydraulic science, this extraordinary
man was afterwards compelled to earn his liveli-

hood as a posture-master and "
strong-man

"
!

Arriving in London in the year 1803, he
^

walked

into Smithfield during Bartholomew Fair time,

where he was noticed by the master of a show,

who, it is said, thus questioned his Merry Andrew :

" Do you see that tall looking fellow in the

midst of the crowd ? he is looking about him over

the heads of the people as if he walked upon stilts ;

go and see if he is worth our money, and ask him
if he wants a job." Away scrambled Mr. Merry-
man down the monkey's post, and,

" as quick as

lightning," conducted the stranger to his master,
who being satisfied of his personal attractions,

immediately engaged, plumed, painted, and put
him up.
The late J. T. Smith, in his Book for a Rainy

Day a charming bit of gossip gives us an in-

teresting account of his visit, in company with a

friend, to Bartholomew Fair in 1803. After men-

tioning several subjects of interest, he goes on to

say :

".The next object which attracted our notice was a

magnificent man, standing, as we were told, six feet six

inches and a half, independent of the heels of his shoes.

The gorgeous splendour of his Oriental dress was ren-

dered more conspicuous by an immense plume of white

feathers, which were like the noddings of an under-
taker's horse, increased in their wavy and graceful mo-
tion by the movements of the wearer's head.

"As this extraordinary man was to perform some
wonderful feats of strength, we joined the motley throng
of spectators, at the charge of 'only threepence each,'
that being vociferated by Flockton's successor as the

price of the evening admittance.
" After he had gone through his various exhibitions

of holding great weights at arm's length, &c., the all-be-

spangled master of the show stepped forward, and stated
to the audience that if any four or five of the present
company would give, by way of encouraging the '

Young
Hercules,' alias ' the Patagonian Sampson,' sixpence a-

piece, he would carry them altogether round the booth,
in the form of a pyramid.

" With this proposition my companion and myself
closed; and after two other persons had advanced," the
fine fellow threw off his velvet cap surmounted by its

princely crest, stripped himself of his other gew-gaws,
and walked most majestically, in a flesh-coloured elastic

dress, to the centre of the amphitheatre, when four chairs
were placed round him, by which my friend and I as-

cended, and after throwing our legs across his lusty
shoulders, were further requested to embrace each other,
which we no sooner did, cheek by jole, than a tall skele-
ton of a man, instead of standing upon a small wooden
ledge fastened to Sampson's girdle, in an instant leaped
on his back, with the agility of a boy who pitches him-
self upon a post too high to clear, and threw a leg over
each of our shoulders ; as for the other chap (for we could
only muster four), the Patagonian took him up in his
arms. Then, after Mr. Merryman had removed the chairs,

as he had not his full complement, Sampson performed
his task with an ease of step most stateVy, without either
the beat of a drum, or the waving of a flag.

" I have often thought that if George Cruikshank, or

my older friend Rowlandson, had been present at this

scene of a pyramid burlesqued, their playful pencils
would have been in running motion, and I should have
been considerably out-distanced had I then offered the

following additional description of our clustered appear-
ance. Picture to yourself, reader, two cheesemonger,
ruddy looking men, like my friend and myself, as the
sidesmen of Hercules, and the tall, vegetable-eating,
scare-crow kind of fellow, who made but one leap to

grasp us like the bird-killing spider, and then our fourth

loving associate, the heavy dumpling in front, whose
chops, I will answer for it, 'relished many an inch-thick
steak from the once far-famed Honey-lane Market, all

supported with the greatest ease by this envied and
caressed Pride of the Fair, to whose powers the fre-

quenters of Sadler's Wells also bore many a testimony."

In a note the author adds :

" In the year 1804, Antonio Benedictus Van Assen

engraved a whole-length portrait of this Patagonian
Sampson, at the foot of which his name was thus an-

nounced,
' Giovanni Baptista Belzoni.

1 This animated

production was executed at the expense of the friendly
Mr. James Parry, the justly celebrated gem and seal

engraver, of Wells Street, Oxford Street.
" After the close of Bartholomew Fair, this Patagonian

was seen at that of Edmonton, exhibiting in a field be-
hind the Bell Inn, immortalised by Cowper in his

Johnny Gilpin ;

' and I have been assured that so late

as 1810, at Edinburgh, he was during his exhibition in
Valentine and Orson, soundly hissed for not handling
his friend, the bear, at the time of her death, in an affec-

tionate manner."

Years rolled on, and the mountebank was for-

gotten. In 1820 a deep feeling of interest was
created for a renowned Egyptian traveller, and
then many persons recognised in Giovanni Bat-
tista Belzoni the poor Italian who made his first

appearance in England at a booth in BARTHOLO-
MEW FAIR ! EDWARD F. RIMBACLT.

GENERAL WOLFE AT QUEBEC.

(Continued from 2nd S. vii. 390.)

The continuation of the Officer's " Journal of

Transactions during the Siege of Quebec
" would

have appeared sooner, but for the MS. having
been mislaid. With permission of the editor, it

will be completed shortly in the columns of " N. &
Q." To those readers of this periodical who have
written to me requesting me to proceed with the

publication, the above cause of delay will be suffi-

cient apology for not replying to their communi-
cations.

I be<* to acknowledge the kindness of G. Gal-

loway, Esq., Inverness, in allowing me the use of

the MS. to copy for publication. J. N".

"July 19th, 1759. At 10 o'clock last night the General
came to our cantonments in order to see the shipping
pass the town ; at 10 o'clock the Sunderlancl and* Squir-
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roll men-of-war with two transports psassd the batterys ;

81 sbott flred at them, BOM of which touched.
M Marched to escort the General, who wont OB

the Soaderiand in a whaleboal; at 8 o'clock in the

faffCaptam Cordon and Fraser's compannys with

Ranters inarched to a settlement about 7 miles up the

river above tho town, to endeavour to take prisoners.

Wo crossed a river near it with not tho nropor precau-
tion; discovered two or three straggling fellows who got

of, it seemed by the fires in thelSmses thoy had been

inhabited lately. Found a note on the door of a house
that wo should not sett it on fire,

Major Dalling. At the time of oar departure the town
aett on Are, and burnt moat of the night

Arrired thJa morning on the lower settlements
e Rirer an Chcmin, Capt Fraser'a
.Seised about 800, including men,
150 head of cattle, tome horses, and

.. ,

,.,,

of the north A
Co. baring the

1 ! . i .

the above

i by Id o'clock at night, and on oar arrival

marched with the General 4 miles back; the same com-
BsBBliiilinn wo came by, where we remained all night
About 11 o'clock the enemy sett up the Indian hoop, and
fired small arms; most probably occasioned to a small

Lost Bight the General went on board tho Bun-
at eight o'clock this

cantonments ; on our way we took a

Capt. DoUooa'a
alao the prisoners.

"Major Dalling marched to Capt Gorara's boose,
where the detachment took port till further orders.

tt. Marched from last night's post to oar c

cantonments; on our way we too a ana

boy about IS rears old prisoners ; one of our

him, and notwithstanding his seeing it imp

and his

fired at

impossible to es-

by 100 men, he returned the fire,

and killed the soldier, a Highlander belonging to Capt
Eraser's company. It was with great difficulty hU life was
suffered from the fury of the men who were exasperated
at the scoundrel's action. Ha seemed to know little ex-

cepting the haunts of the straggling inhabitants.

"20th. This evening an intelligent deserter from the

enemy confirms that the 13th curt. 1500 men having
crossed the rirer in order to attack our battery and post,

a4herT two cin^iaaswew^led, the Indians fled then,
awl the detachment returned without presuming to look

at one of oar sentinels.

"21st Rainy weather; marched to escort Admiral
Holmes to Capt. Gorem's post, being 2 miles from our

post He greatly difficulted how to get on board the

shipping as they lay 6 miles shore Goram's.
"Arrived the General from on board the ^iinirtsaA

who informed us he had ordered Colonel Carleton to land

at Point au Tramble with Amhezrt's and Eraser's Grena-

diers, and a small detachment of the 3rd D. of R. Ameri-

cans, which order was put in execution at daybreak in

the morning of the 22nd. They were opposed by some
Canadians and Indians, who gare way soon. Fraser's

Grenadiers pursued too far, killing two Indians, and ob-

liging the remainder to fly, leaving even-thing behind.

Major Prevost, L M'DoaweJ, and one volunteer wounded,
with 14 men killed.

" Made a Jesuit, a militia officer, and some peasants,
with 150 ladrs prisoners. Among which is the Mar-

quis dc Bcauport Remained at Goram's post this

night.
- Two soldiers ofCapt Simon Eraser's Coy. wounded by

DrooiGoram's"22nd. Marched from Goram's post as an escort to the

General; on oar return to our cantonments received

orders of marching. At night the town much bombarded,
art on fire, and burnt the moat of the night The enemy
fired daring the night a good many shot and shell ; two

ships, endevonring to pass the batterys sustained most of
the fire, wss obliged to sat back with contrary winds,
With** Whi Btfasj MsifMft
"The ladvs taken yesterday returned this day; Capt.

Smith, Aide* de Camp to Gen. Wolfe, not politely used by

23rd. RmiiioH in our cantonments all day under
ordersfor marching; detained for want of a guide. At 1

o'clock .this night marched the whole detachment of

Light Infantry, with 90 Rangers, under the command of

M. Marched from lost night's post to oar canton-

j

monta, when wo wore informed^ Capt DeUune's send.

;
ing last night a corporal and six men with orders to

Major Dallmg, who were attacked on the communication
by twenty Canadians (as the corporal said). One Rigbv,

I'd with 2 men, 8 taken prisoners, only one es-

caped with the corporal, who confirmed the above, as
alao that oa returning too corporal killed one of the Ca-

" Three of the prisoners escaped from Capt Delaune's
Co. of those taken and sent to camp,m iiinmsnil>il to the

particular case of the captain.
-The evening of the 24th curt. Colonel Fraser sat oat

with 800 men of his regt to take prisoners, and bring
in cattle; as they were marching some miles east of

Beaumont, they were fired on by one man only fas is

said) which wounded the Colonel in the thigh, and broke

Capt McPherson's arm.
After arriving In camp we learnt that the Colonel's

ran guard was fired on before day, who, according to or-

ders, retired into the wood, and he stepping to some small
e to give directions to a part of his detachment
on in a manner formerly directed, his voice mak-

i. R nmshied in cantonments all day; nothing
camp, In the night the enemy set down one fire

taining one hundred stages, lined with combosti-

ay to the westward of

all

it known to tho enemy whore tho comi
em directed their fire up the war,

which wounded the Colonel and Capt. McPhorson in the

oar stood, three of them

right thigBO.
27th.

~

: m i
raft contai

bles (did no harm).
"2feth. A deserter from the ens

Montmorency ; little intelligence.

; 18 conExtreme hot weatber ;

dsy ; it was supposed they were to cross Montmorency
Falls, and attack a redoubt; nothing was done. Capt
Ross and Lt Nairn of Colonel Fraser's Regt fought a
duel this morning, very much to the discredit of tho

mm80th. JJorninf JnttlKftnrt. A deserter from one of the

ontbo Island of Orleans going over to the

enemy is the reason nothing was dona yesterday.
-80th. A landing was to be endeavoured the 29th,

consisting of two rogts. from Point Levy, and 18 cos.

grenadiers from Orleans, under cover of the fire of two

frigates ranninar OB shore at hi*fa water, which time of

return in the evening to their former post Tho reason

of which designing to draw the attention to the quart

Major Dafflns Light Infantry and KJ
their posts. Posted this night by the

-81st. At 12 o'clock this dsy, two calls with G-poun-
ders (in place of the supposed frigates) ran on shore, at

which time tho troops embarked la floats and in boats;

tho many motions made by them gave the enem
to assemble there in force where an attack was most pro-

bable. The two eatts and the battery to the eastward

of Montmorency continued firing till about five o'clock
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evening, when the 13 cos. Grenadiers from Orleans and

the 2 regts. from Point Levy landed on the beach, at

which time the Montmorency troops crossed below the

Falls, it being low water. The Grenadiers formed, and

marched up to attack the intrenchment, but by the

steepness of a hill directly above them it was found im-

practicable, sustained a heavy fire for some minutes with-

out their firing a shot, being obliged to retire. Amherst's

and the Highlanders covered their retreat, which was

done in good order, and without confusion, carrying off

the wounded. The troops to the eastward of Montmo-

rency returned to their camp with Eraser's regt., the

Grenadiers to Orleans, and Amherst's to Point Levy. *As

the ships could not be got off there was a necessity of

burning them. Killed, 38 ; wounded, 62 ; missing, 1.

" Faints made. Brigadier Murray commanded Anstru-

ther's regt. and a body of Light Infantry, with orders to

move on as if intending to cross above the aforesaid Falls,

and if possible to effect it; and Colonel Burton with

Webb's regt. marched along the southern shore in order

to draw the attention of the enemy their way.
"
August 1st, 1759. The weather continues to be very

hot ; little done
; posted in a picquetted orchard.

" 2nd. Weather as yesterday. By this day's orders it

appears that the General is not very well satisfied with
the manner the Granadiers attacked, as they went on
with too great precipitation, also before the troops from
the eastward of Montmorency could form to support
them. Advanced in so great a hurry that it was impos-
sible to preserve silence or method, nor pay proper re-

gard to the directions given them by their commanding
officers, which is the very essence of military discipline.
We took possession of a redoubt and a 5 gun battery at

the foot of the precipice, but was obliged to abandon it

without nailing the cannon.
" Some imputes this, as follows, to be the reason of the

Granadiers' mistake, viz. that the sailors who landed
them huzzaed that the Granadiers from Orleans and Mont-

morency had joined. And that a certain captain ordered
his drummers to beat the march without the desire of

the Commanding Officer, which occasioned the miscar-

riage of the day. A flag of truce from town with a very
antick letter from the French governor relating the pri-
soners taken at Montmorency. Also a very intelligent
deserter from the enemy to the westward of Montmo-
rency.

"
By intelligence from Admiral Holms, a large body of

the enemy are above the town, and is supposed means to

cross. This night posted as the former.
"3rd. The weather continues hot; little done; re-

mained at our post this night in order to march in the

morning.
" 4th. Marched at two o'clock this morning from our

cantonments to Village de Couleur, where we arrived by
break of day : surrounded several houses, found no per-
son. About 8 o'clock saw a few Cannadians and Indians,
but could not come up with them. Drove horses, cows,
and sheep to camp. On our arrival in camp, was in-
formed of a flag of truce from town with letters for the
French prisoners, which is said were all returned un-
opened. Received orders to hold ourselves in readiness
to march against to-morrow's evening with the 15th regt.
.and 200 Marines, under the command of Brigadier-Gen.
Murray.

" 5th. All this day under orders of marching. At
twelve o'clock this night marched with the 15th regt. and
200 marines to Goram's post, where we remained from 10
o'clock in the morning to 6 o'clock evening of the 6th
inst. On the beach waiting the return of flat-bottomed
boats, which did not arrive for fear of being discovered,
as our embarkation was to be made with the greatest
secresy ;

when we thought we were liable to be discovered

we drew off from the beach, and took position some
houses about a mile west of Goram's post.

"6th. Marched from last night's posts, and crossed the
River Else' Chemin with the 15th regt. and 200 Marines :

about one hour thereafter, embarked on board the Sun-
derland man-of-war, and the remaining part of the troops
distributed to the different vessels proportionate to the

vessels' accomodation, where the whole remained all

night.
" 7th. Remained on board the Sunderland man-of-war

till three o'clock this evening, when Capt. Simon Fraser's

co. of Light Infantry were ordered to be embarked on
board the sloop Good Intent. A fine open county on
both sides the river, 18 leagues above or west of the
town. At twelve o'clock this night were ordered to be

ready to embark on board the flat-bottomed boats ; coun-
ter-ordered at two o'clock in the morning of the 8th inst.
" 8th. This morning by 10 o'clock were ordered to em-

bark on board our boats (it being tide of flood) to attempt
a landing on the north shore opposite to the church of

Poin au Tremble. The disposition of our landing was
that Major Balling's Light Infantry (being but 3 cos.)
should lead and land first. The Marines to bring up the
rear of the 15th regt. When the signal was made (which
was a wave of the brigadier's hat) a reef of rocks ahead
rendered it impossible to row directly in : Capt. Simon
Fraser ordered two boats to row a little to the left, which
was followed by the boat in which he was, containing
the remaining part of the company belonging to him,
who got clear of the rocks, pushed directly in, and landed.

We drew up on the beach opposite to a body of the

enemy posted in a copse in our front. Capt. Fraser dis-

covering another body on our left, besides several smaller

parties moving between the copse and the houses of the

village Point au Tremble, he thought it imprudent to

begin an attack before some more men were landed. He
therefore cry'd to Brigadr. Murray (whose boat was then
near our shore) to order more men to land. On which
the Brigadr. landed along with his Brigade Major (Mait-
land), Colonel Carleton, and Capt. Stobo, seeming dis-

satisfied with the slowness of the other two companys at

landing, unfairly attributing the cause to shyness, when
in reality it was owing to two boats running on the reef of

rocks formerly mentioned. So soon as the boats floated

Capt. De Laune pushed in, landing where Capt. Fraser's co.

were drawn up, but as the difference of time twixt Capt.
Fraser's landing and Capt. Delaune's were about 16 mi-

nutes, most of the former company were three feet deep in

water, being tide of flood, which damaged part of their

amunition. Another great obstacle which disconcerted
the Brigadr., that the boats in which the remaining part
of the troops were embarked must row against tide, in

consideration of which the General thought proper to

order a retreat to be beat ; the two companys drew off,

reembarked in their respective boats without much con-

fusion, but sustained part of the enemy's fire.
" After drawing off from shore, the General ordered the

killed and wounded on board a sloop who was exchang-
ing some shot with one of the enemy's floating batteries.

As also the dry amunition to be proportionably divided,
and the whole to prepare for a second attack, in the same
order as the former. We accordingly rowed in shore, but
we found all the copse better lined than formerly, and
from our boats could discover a considerable body of the

enemy behind a church, another body on a road about
500 yards from thence, and those in the copse as formerly.
The whole appear'd formidable, as an officer on horse-

back went from one body to another, viz. that posted on
the beach, the other on the road, and the one posted by
the church aforesaid to deliver orders (as may be sup-

posed). However, Major Dalling pursued the directions

given him : when we came within gun-shot of the enemy,
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they gave us so heavy a fire of musketry that our land-

ing was impracticable, besides, nor could our sailors stand

by their oars for some minutes, t'pon seeing tba boats
wherein tba regts. wan embarked pulled about, the sol-

diets seised UM oars, backed water, and draw off from the
\ ,- learnt that upon the General's seeing theae

large bodya of tba enemy in the village, be ordered tba
retreat to be beat, whkh we did not hear, being under tba
fire of the enemy. On this repulse, the whole of the

troopa reembarked on board their respective ships. The
following is an account of the killed and wounded of the

N.B. Also 10 sailors killed and wounded belonging
to the Sunderland man-of-war."

J. NOBLE.
ta

AN IE1MI Jt Ml?.

I have** pamphlet of rather a curious descrip-
tion, which I think " a Note of" may perhaps be
recorded in "N. & Q." It is an Svo.'of 121 pages,
the following being the title and imprint :

"The Arguments of the Gentlemen who were of
Council for Joseph Cavendish, on his Trial for publishing
a Libel against the late Lord T- n, together with the
Letters that appeared in the General Evening Pott, under
the Signature of Juniut, Jmmitu Seciatdtu, and J**i**

Dublin : printed in the Year M.IX.C.LA \\iii.'

It appears, by a short "advertisement," that

Mr. Cavendish was the then printer of the General

Evening Pott (Dublin newspaper) ; and, in 1782,
a letter signed

" Gracchus" appeared in that

paper, accusing Lord T- of partiality in his

decisions, and for this the printer was tried. The
affair was a political one, and the "

arguments of
the two gentlemen" were

speeches, very powerful
and eloquent, on behalf of the defence ; but this

is not the interesting portion of the
publication.

The letters alluded to are what I consider worthy
of remark, and a note on a fly-leaf at the end.
There were several blanks, which bare been filled

un by a pen, in the same hand as the note,
which is an extremely neat small hand, very clear,
and approaching to feminine. It

appears
Lord

T- was "
Tractor," and was a judge of one of

the Irish superior courts. The names of the per-
sons to whom the letters were addressed were
in initial, but filled up by the same hand and the
same ink. The first letter is addressed to the

Right Hon. Baron Power, signed
" Junius Secun-

du," dated 28th May, 1781. The second to

"Frederick, Earl of Carlisle," with the abore

signature, dated 26th June, 1781. The third

to the Right Hon. Henry Flood ; same signature,
date Dec. 10th, 1781. (That Henry Flood, the

person whom VALBAT QUANTUM, in "N. & Q."
(2* 8. viii. 101.) tries to make the world believe
was the real Junhu of undiscoverable identity.)
There are two other letters by the same hand,
addressed to Mr. Flood. The next is a letter ad-

drifted "
to the volunteer corps who met at Dun-

gannon on Friday the- I/ah IVl.ruary, 1782
another to the same by Junius Secundus;
10th March, 1782. Then come two more :

to Henry Flood, between that and Nov.
The next letter is addressed to the KM,t Hon.
Henry Grattan, 26th Dec. 1782, signed "Ji
The next is a letter to Lord Tracton, signed11 Junius Hibernicus ;" and on the roarpin
first and last pages of that letter are the follow -

inf manuscript notes : The writer of the

says to bis lordship :
" Your taste for Mr. Shake-

spear that pretty poet, to use your own w
Here is the note on that :

M Mr. Yclverton, when at the bar, having, in illustrat-

ing a passage, cited our immortal bard, he was inter-

rupted by Lord Tracton, saying Mr. Shakespeare wa a
pretty ooet' Lord Y communicated this to Mr.
Egan, from whom I had it W. A."

On the last margin this is the note :

The publication of this letter affected Lord Tracton
to tba last degree. He suspected Hoan to be the writer,
and was confirmed in that opinion when H. refused

taking an oath that Lord Tracton tendered him upon the
occasion, as Mr. Egan informed me. \V. A."

There are three other letters : one addressed to
Lord Tracton, one to the Earl of Shannon, and
one to Lord Libel (Tracton, I suppose), signed
"Junius Hibernicus," between July, 1781, and
NOT. 1782. These documents are written with

power, and in a masterly style. There were few

important personages of the day that are not
alluded to in the letters. The freedom of the

press
and many other topics are discussed with a

boldness that astonishes one, when one remembers
what Ireland was at that historical and interesting

period. The following is the note on the back

fly-leaf of the work :

44 These letters were all written at the time they bear
data by William Fletcher, Esq. (now 4th J. in C. P.),
and my much valued friend John Egan, Esq. The
former wrote under the signature Junius Secundus,' and
the latter under that of 'Junius Hibernicus.' Mr. Egan
was furnished with the particulars respecting the late

Mat Parker (as he informed me) by the present Richard
Viscount Longville, as set forth in the preceding letter.

-
\V. ADAM*.

Dublin, December, 1809."

Perhaps the above note maybe interest

Irishmen of the present dav, and it is a pleasant

thing to have such a publication as " N. & Q ,"

which acts as a sort of mirror whereby we can see

through times
past. Qu. Was John Egan (he

renowned Irish barrister and M.P. who was called

"Bully Egan" P And, if so, why was he called

by that name? I understand this pamphlet is

rery scarce is it so P S. RLDMO>D.

Liverpool.
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PROBATION LISTS OF MERCHANT TAYLORS SCHOOL.

NO. II.

(2"
d S. viii. 45-6.)

I send another batch of names, with a hope of

eliciting further information than I possess re-

specting their owners. My best thanks are due
to Messrs. Cooper for the valuable aid which they
have kindly afforded me :

57. Jacob Chamberlain, born 1598.

58. Lawrence Roe, b. 1593.

59. Richard Roe, b. Dec. 1596.

60. Abraham) fb. April 1, 1596.

ftl. Peter J-Chamberlaine, 1 b. 1601.

2. Younge J (b. 1601.

(The first two were eminent London merchants : the

last, I expect, was of a different family.)
63. James ),,,,. ,. f b. 1596.
64. Richard j

Me< icott'

}b. 1599.
65. Christopher Abdey. (No date given.)

(No doubt a member of the Essex family of that

name.)
66. Richard Kidder, b. Mar. 7, 1601.

(Was he father of the Bishop?)
67. Thomas Cheyney, b. Mar. 21, 1597.
68. James Skelton, b. July 20, 1600.
69. John Withers, b. Oct. 10, 1602.
70. Rowland Wynne, b. Nov. 27, 1607.

(Probably of Nostell Prior}', Yorkshire.)
71. Ralph Holland, b. Oct. 24, 1602.
72. Daniel Harecourt, b. Sep. 14, 1605.
73. Nath. Micklethwait, b. April 19, 1612.
74. Gabriel Tomlinson, b. May 20, 1613.
75. Geo. Fuller. (No date.)
76. Walter Sheldon, b. 1634.

77. Christopher Cope, b. 1634.

(Perhaps ancestor of the baronets of that name.)
78. George Throckmorton, b. 1632.
79. John Wickliff, b. 1632.
80. Philip Nevill, b. 1638.
81. Nath. Langhora, b. 1638.
82. Benj. Chandler, b. 1647.
83. Peter Neve, b. Jan. 21, 1660.

(Norroy-King. First President of the Society of

Antiquaries, d. 1729.)
84. Charles Cranraer, b. 1660.

(Probably a member of the Archbishop's family.)
85. Roger Burgoin, b. 1659.

(Clerk of the Warrants, Court of Chancery.)
86. William Beckford, b. 1658.
87. Thomas Hearne, b. 1666.
88. Randolph Stracej', b. 1664.

(Comptroller and Town Clerk of London.)
89. Thomas Canninge, b. July 26, 1640.
90. Samuel Trevillian, b. 1644.
91. Sir Jemmet Raymond. (No date.)

(He was son of Sir Jonathan R., and was knighted
May 1, 1680, when his father was Sheriff of
London.)

92. Charles Coningsby, b. 1668.
93. Beardmore Brereton, b. 1667.
9*. Sheldon Mervin, b. lgC6.
95. Walter*

T ^ fb. 1663.
96. George J

Juxon
|b. 1661.

97. Moses Jermyn, b. 1667.
98. Randolph Knife, b. 1666.

(Afterwards Alderman and Sheriff of London.)
99. Peter Gleane, b. 1666.

(Probably son of Sir Peter Gleane, M.P. for Nor-
wich, 1628.)

100. Benfamin Cudworth, b. Jan. 1671.

101. Marmaduke Allington, b. 1671.

( ? Afterwards M.P. for Agmondesham.)
102. Edward Leneve, b. 1669.

103. Arthur Evelyn, b. Sep. 1671.

104. William Massingbeard, b. 1677.

(Probably Sir W. M., baronet, M.P. for Lincoln-

shire.)
105. Christopher Anstey, b. 1680.
106. Jeremiah Bentham, b. Aug. 15, 1683.

(Perhaps father of the Economist.)
107. Brabazon Aylmer, b. May 19, 1683.
108. Francis Fortescue, b. Oct. 4, 1683.

(Perhaps Sir Fra. F., Bart, of Salden, co. Bucks.
109. Luke ) M .1K f b. 1684.

110. Edward j
Mllbourne

|b.!683.
(Sons of the poet, Dryden's antagonist.)

C. J. ROBINSON,
28. Gordon Street.

The Skull of Robert Bruce. The notice in

your June number of Cromwell's head reminds
me of a circumstance which occurred to myself
nearly forty years ago, concerning the head of
another very eminent prince. The Abbey Church
at Dumfernline, belonging to the crown, was at

that time undergoing extensive repairs. It was
known that Robert the Bruce and his queen were
interred there, and in the course of the excava-
tions the remains, which had been carefully de-
scribed in a contemporary record, were easily
identified. At that period the Phrenological So-

ciety of Edinburgh was in full activity, and, on

hearing of the discovery of these remains, they
applied to the crown for permission to examine
Bruce's skull. This was granted, and the skull

was transmitted to Edinburgh. Having occasion
to call at the Exchequer Chambers, I was sur-

prised to observe on a large table covered with

green cloth a human skull, and from deference to

royalty, I suppose, no other article was suffered to

be deposited on the table. The gentleman occu-
*

pying the chamber assured me it was the skull of

Bruce, and allowed me to handle it. Being no
believer in phrenology, I can say nothing as to its

developement, &c. All that I remember indeed
at this distance of time is that it was very regu-
larly formed, but whether materially different from

common-place crania I cannot tell, as it is the only
one I ever had in my hands. I understood that

it was retransmitted to its former resting-place,
and was told at the time that the workman em-

ployed did his part so conscientiously that, on

fastening down the royal remains with pitch, he

exclaimed,
" My certy, he will hae sic a job to

win away when the trumpet sounds." T.

A Curious Advertisement, March, 1717.

"Denham Buildings, in Scotland Yard, Whitehall, are

built in different Apartments, with several Stair Cases,
after the same Manner as the Inns of Court, where there
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are Room, and Apartments to be Lett, from wHence you
may walk clean to Cbnreh in the wont Weather. In-

quire at Will's Coffee Ilotue, Whitehall."

These buildings, I beliere, are now pulled down,
though standing about the beginning of tl

*tnt century. W. \'.

Book* bvmed and whipped by the
tt N. & Q." hare fromThe eorremowienU of

time to time furnished lists of books burned by
the hangman. I am enabled to add (he following
from the pages of The Hittorical Magazine and
Xotet and Queriet of America :

- A pamphlet, called The Monster of Monsters, printed
[ I; .:.... ;! . .. .1. H hW I bf ft! <-... .M! < Ml :

Massschueetu Day, 'to be burnt by the bands of the

common hangman in King Street, Boston.' "VoL Hi.

p. 89. March, 1859.

In the Connecticut Gazette for NOT. 29th, 1755,

printed at New Haven, I find the following ac-

count:
* Milford (in Connecticut),

21, 1755.
' After perusing a false and scurrilous letter, printed at

JVr For*, signed E4**rd CWe, it was tho't proper tbat

the same short be pnbtidy *4*rf, a. tending; to beg*
1U Will, art brushing a Disunion in the several Gorera-
ments in America, the contrary of which at this Time and

present Situation of our Affairs is much wanted : Accord-

ingly it was here, at 4 of the clock this Afternoon, after

proper notice by beat of Dram, publicly whipt, according
to &*> LAW, Forty stripes save <m, by the common
whipper, and then burnt ......

"J. W.
Middletown, Ct., 18o9.*

(VoL UX p. 121., April, 1859.)
EDWARD PBACOCK.

The Manor, BoUesrord, Brigg.

A Novel Pace. The following amusing para-

graph is from Parker's London Newt of Monday,
June 8th, 1724:
M On Wednesday in the Whitsnn, a race was run at

Northampton Jbr 5 guineas between two bulls, four cows,
*
and a calf; the first were rid by men, and the last by a

boy. The cews threw their riders, and the calf tumbled
down with his, and was thereby distanced, so that one of the

bulls won the wager before a rast concourse of people."

W. J. PlHKS.

Ttte Handel Ccntenanet.Mj father was pre-
sent at Westminster Abbey in 1784 at the com-
measoratton of the centenary of Handel's birth,

and I was present at the Crystal Palace in 1859, at

the commemoration of the centenary of Handel's
How many of your readers can say the

? A SuBfCBlBfcB.

TUB BSD BIBBOM OF Till OBDBB OP TUB BATH.

The following lines in ridicule of the red ribbon
from which the badge of the Order of the Bath
is suspended, written upon the revival of that

by George I. in 1725, after it had been
dormant for nearly three-quarters of a century,
are to be found in manuscript on the margin of
No. 1033 of the Whitehall Evening Pott, April
22-24

(newspapers,
vol. i. 1 7 . M us. ), be-

neath an advertisement of "
Observations Intro-

ductory to an Historical Essay upon the Order of
the Bath, by John Anstis, Garter Principal Kiog-
of-Arms :

"

"Quoth King Robin, our Ribbons I sea are so few,
8t Andrew's the Green, and St. George's the blew ;

I must find out a Red one, a oeieat more gay,
withPridVto

The King has ne'er Exhausted tbe fountain of onour. ;

Men of more Witt than money our pensions will flit,

But these will Bribe those of more HeMy than W.tt ;

Who with Faith most Implicit obey my commands,
Tbo' empty as Yonmg and as saucy as S**dp,Who wifl soonest leap over a Stick for thVliLf
Shall be qualified best for a Dog in a String."

Of the revival of the Order of the Bath, the
honours of which the king liberally bestowed,
thirty-seven noblemen and gentlemen being in-

vested with them at tbe first installation, June
17, 1725, Edmondfon gives the following ac-
count :

BMfl !

"
King Charles II. previous to his

no less than sixty-eight Kmgfats of Beth,
time no knights of that degree were created taU
George I. by letters patent .bearing date at Westminster
on the 18th of May in the llth year of his reign insti-

Huted, erected, and constituted a military order, to be for
ever then after to be called by tbe name of the Order of
the Bath."

By whom was this political satire written ?

W. J.

#mor tflurrir*.

Edtiha Pope. We know so little of
Pope's

family, that even a name may be suggestive.

Pope's mother was Editha Turner, and she became
Editha Pope. Pope's father had certainly an elder

brother, as we learn from the poet's letter to Lord

Hervey, of whom we
positively

know nothing.
Neither the name of Editha nor of Pope are com-
mon. I therefore, when hunting over the regis-
ters at Doctors' Commons, made a note that
administration of the goods of Editha Pope, of

Crosby Magna, in the county of Wiltshire, was

granted,
Feb. 1699, to Daniel Pope of the city of

London. The administration entered in tbe search-

books has the word "London" at the side; and

this, as explained to me, jneant that London was
the last place of abode ofBe deceased.

As Magdalen, the first wife of Pope's father,
died in 1679, the above Editha, if named after

his second wife, could not have been more than

seventeen or eighteen at her death. At such an

age, it is probable that she would not have made
a will

; although, to obtain possession of any pro-
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perty she died possessed of, it may have been

necessary for her nearest relation to obtain ad-

ministration. These, however, are but suggestions.
I desire only to direct attention to the fact.

E. A. P.

Portrait of Archbishop King. I hnve an old

oval half-length portrait of a prelate, well painted,
and in good preservation : on the back of which
is a printed label, stating it is the portrait of Arch-

bishop King, by Bindon. Some one has likewise

written the date " 1698." It bears a strong re-

semblance to other portraits of the archbishop,
but represents him at an earlier period of his life.

Can you inform me whether there is any engrav-
ing of such a portrait by Bindon ? and when did

Bindon nourish ? ABHBA.

Provincial Words: " Shim" When I was a

boy I remember, in a part of Gloucestershire, the

word shim, in vulgar talk, used in the sense of

like, or seemeth ; and was told of the posy in a

ring, in which it occurred thus " shim two
lovers." Perhaps ME. BOYS, who replied to my
last Query, will kindly say whether this word has
a parent, and its descent can be traced home ?

P. P. Q.

Last Wolf in Scotland. In Mr. Donovan's
sale at the London Museum in April, 1818, there
is the following entry in the Catalogue :

" Lot 832. Wolf, a noble animal in a large glass case.

The last wolf killed in Scotland, by Sir C. Cameron."

Could any one inform me what became of this

"lot?" GEORGE LLOYD.

Bishop Murphy's Irish MSS. The very large
and miscellaneous library of the late Dr. Murphy,
Roman Catholic Bishop of Cork, was sold in Lon-
don in 1847 and 1848, by Messrs. Sotheby & Co.

;

but in the Sale Catalogue (which consists of four

parts) I do not find any mention of his voluminous
MSS. relative to Ireland. Were they sold ? or
did he bequeath them to a public institution?
I remember seeing his literary possessions in his

house in Cork several years since, when he pointed
out in particular his collection of MSS. They
were, I think, transcripts of old documents

;
and

may not, perhaps, in a pecuniary point of view,
have been of very great value. ABHBA.

Dr. Maginn and Mr. Harrison Ainsworth.
Dr. Shelton Mackenzie, in his Life of Dr. Maginn
prefixed to the American edition of his works in

five vols. 12mo., says
" the best of the flash songs,

and nearly the whole of Turpin's Ride to York in
Mr. Ainsworth's Roohwood, were actually written

by Maginn," p. 109., 1857, 12mo. Assuming this

statement to be correct, it is singular that no ac-

knowledgment should ever have been made to
Dr. Maginn in the subsequent editions of Rook-
wood, and that Mr. Ainsworth should have in-

cluded the flash songs in his collected "
Ballads,"

printed since Dr. Maginn's death. The point is

of some consequence, as the Ride to York forms
the corner-stone of Mr. Ainsworth's reputation,
and gave him his popularity with the public, and
the flash songs are decidedly the cleverest of the

poetical performances which go under his name.
If Dr. Mackenzie's statement is incorrect, I shall

be glad to see it contradicted from authority.
PHILO-TUBPIN.

J. Anderson. Who was Anderson, the author
of the learned Diplomata Scotice, the son of? I
should like to know his father's and mother's names,
and the names of his children, if he left any. Has
any life of him been published, and if not, where
can I find information respecting him ?

*
2. 0.

Journal of the First Earl of Bellomont. This

nobleman, whilst Governor of New York and

Massachusetts, kept a journal in which he re-

corded any information he received, and whatever
matter of interest transpired in the course of his

administration. As that MS. may be in the pos-
session of some of the Coote family, this Note is

made in the hope that attention may be directed
to the subject, and the journal published if ex-
tant. E. B. O'CALLAGHAN.

Albany, N. Y.

Capt. Cobb and Lieut.- Col. Fearon. I am in

want of any information with regard to Captain
Henry Cobb, who was Captain of the "Kent"
East Indiaman when she was destroyed by fire on
March 1, 1825, and also with regard to Lieut.-

Col. Fearon, C. B., who was then in command of
a portion of the 31st foot, on their outward pas-

sage, both of whom so signally distinguished
themselves by their remarkable courage and pre-
sence of mind on that occasion. K. S. C.

Ballad on Sir John Eland, of Eland, co. York.

Can any of your correspondents give me any
information as to the family of Sir Hugh Quamby,
of Quamby, co. York, and his son, John de Lock-

wood, of Lockwood, Esq., and Lacy, who
figure in the above ballad, temp. Edw. III.

Being engaged in collecting the " Ballads and

Songs of Yorkshire," with the intention of pub-

lishing a volume under that title, any inedited

manuscript, &c., relating in any way to the work,
will be thankfully received. C. J. D. INGLEDEW.

Beer and its Strength. I cannot satisfactorily

dispose of what was the strength of the strong
ale or beer drunk in England during the first ten

or twenty years of the last century. Are there

any data for comparing its strength with that of

wine, brandy, or other intoxicating liquors ? or

[* See "N. & Q." 1" S. viii. 326.]
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means of guessing at this from the quantity al-

lowed as a ratio to servant* or workmen, or from

the allusions in dramatic and other writers to its

potency ? These questions
are put on the

suppo-
sition that it is Tain to ask for any standard, or

recipe, or formula (like that for laudanum in a

pharmacopoeia) as recognised by brewers to be

binding upon them. Such a recipe, though not

absolutely authoritative, would outweigh infer-

ential evidence ; but as it is not likely to exist,

your
readers of all classes may find room for their i

learning in contributing to answer the query pro-

posed. UmaA MAJOE.
|

Thwiuuont " Afemorie*." In a recently pub- ,

iished little poem, by Mr. G. T. Thomason, en-

titled Memorie* (which, by the way, combines

much of the rustic simplicity of Blooinfield with

the finished elegiac diction of Gray) occurs the

following stanza in reference to a practice con-

nected with sheep-shearing feasts :

" Soon as the skies reflect the day's last beam,
And stars illuminate the worlds above,

Young maidens throw bright tiow'rs into the stream,

Propitiate offerings to the god of Love."

To what provincial custom does the poet al-

lude? *

Innitmurrayt anciently Innismuiredhy, is an

island in the Western Ocean, about five miles

west from the most northern part of the county

of Sligo, and about six miles west (a little south)
of Donegal Bay.

This island is said to be occupied by persons
all related to each other, and all of one name, in

1830 about eighty-seven in number, who submit

their disputes to the oldest man, who is the head

always according to age.
It belongs to Lord Falmerston, and no English

or Irish landlord besides can boast of such, a

primitive possession and tenantry.
Here are three places of burial; one for

drowned persons and unbaptized children, a se-

cond for males, the third for females.

Can any of your readers help me to any early

ecclesiastical account of this place ? J. W.

Winkley Family. A tradition exists in the

Lincolnshire branch of this family to the effect,

that an ancestor, who narrowly escaped with his

life, fled from Lancashire during some civil or re-

ligious commotion, and took refuge in Lincoln-

shire. The family have been traced as residing
.oolnshire as far back as the year 1541, viz.

at Irby-in-the-Marth. In 1577 they were at

Frieston and JWhaplode, and after that they ap.

pear to have been scattered over several parishes
in the Wapentake of Elloe. The Winkleys of

Lancashire derived their name from an estate or

hamlet still so called in the township of Aighton
in the parish of Mitton, which the elder branch

poaaessed from the time of Edw. I. till within
about 200 years ago.
A desire exists to trace the connexion between

the two) families by something more than mere
tradition, and therefore should any of the readers

& Q." be in a position to afford any infor-

mation which might tend to further this object,

they will perhaps kindly supply it

It has been suggested that the occasion of this

younger branch of the family's removal into Lin-
colnshire might have been the Pilgrimage of

Grace, and perhaps some of your readers might
be able to state whether any members of other
families in Lancashire or the northern counties

were dispersed and settled in Lincolnshire at that

period. W.

Dr. Donne t SeaL In my annotated copy of
The Life of George Herbert, I have made this

note on p. 33., last line,
" was by the Doctor

[Donne] given to him
"

:

"One of these seals, traditionally the very one given
to George Herbert, was existing in 1807, when a repre-
sentation of it was engraved in the GoUlcmatCt Magasi**
for April. 1807, p. 313., which was repeated in the volume
for 1835," Dec. p. 623.

Who is the fortunate possessor of this seal at

the present time ?
* B. B.

The Skeleton* at Cuma with Wax Head*.
One of our modern archaeological publications
seems still inclined to think these were bodies of

martyrs, and to doubt whether the assertion

(Archctologia, vol.xxxvii. 323.) that chemical ana*

lysis proved the substance to be ink which was

supposed to be blood, be correct. Would Ma.
AsiiriTEL kindly refer to his authority for this

statement, and, if be can, give the analysis of the

chemists. K.H. &
Anne Pole. Can any of your correspondents

give me any information respecting Anne Pole,

youngest daughter
of Sir Geffrey Pole, and niece

of Cardinal Pole, who was the second wife of

Thomas Hildersbam of Stretchworth, Cambridge-
shire, and mother of Arthur Hildersham, vicar of

Asbby-de-la-Zouche, a well-known nonconformist

minister, whose life is in Clarke's Martyrolmf
The date of her birth, death, first and second (?)

marriage, or births of her other (?) children, and

place of burial are required. ALEX. J. ELLIS.

Ruhnkcn* " Dictata." I happened lately to

discover a MS. of Rubnken's Dictate in

tium. It is a beautifully written quarto, and

contains matter not to be found in L. Schoper's
edition of the Dictata (Bonn, 1825), as you will

A. MereVeaUier. ESQ. Q. <X, of BowoV
another was in the possession of the late Dr. Blus of

Oxford.-ED.]
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see by comparing the enclosed photographic copy
of p. 177. with the printed Dictata to Eunuchus,
Act in. Sc. 3. vers. 310.

I am inclined to think that my MS. is not a

copy taken down from dictation ; it is far too well

and carefully written for that. It may be Ruhn-

ken's own copy, written by himself or copied for

him by an amanuensis. If you have any means of

comparing the specimen I enclose with any auto-

graph of Ruhnken to be found in the British

Museum, it would be of great interest to me and

to any future editor of the Dictata, to know if the

MS. is from Ruhnken's own hand. W. IHRE.

Carlton Terrace, Liverpool.

[No autograph of Ruhnken's is to be found in the

British Museum. ED.]

Supernatural at the Battles of Clavijo and

Prague. A reference to the best account of the

support given to the Spaniards by St. James at

the battle of Clavijo, and to any account of the

phantoms which encouraged the Imperialists at,

and the night before, the battle of Prague, will

oblige T. E.

The Termination Hayne. In the neighbour-
hood of Sidmouth, Devon, is an ancient earth-

work called Blackberry Castle. Close around it

are names of places ending in "
hayne," as

"
Wickshayne,"

"
Hornshayne,"

"
Bonehayne,"

"
Blamphayne." Perhaps there are a dozen such.

I am not aware that the termination is so common
elsewhere. Query its derivation, and if at all in-

dicative of the former possessors of the camp.
N. S. HEINEK.EN.

Tamberlin. I have in my possession an old

Bible, date 1660, on the first leaf of which is

written this name. Can any of the readers of
" N. & Q." kindly give any particulars of this

family, believed to be of Dorset or Somerset ? C.

fcottij

Lady Rons. Who was a Lady Rous, living at

Warwick in 1646, a friend or relation of Lord-

Keeper Coventry's family ? W. C.

[The lady above referred to was Jane, daughter of Sir
John Ferrers, of Tamworth Castle, Warwickshire, Bart.,
and first wife of Sir Thomas Rous, of Rouse -Lench, Worces-
tershire, who was created a Bart, by Charles I., 23 July,
1641. She died in 1656. Vide Betham's Baronetage, 4to.
Lond. 1804, vol. iv. 220.]

^Sing si diderum. At York, an angry mother
will tell her offending child that she will make it
"
sing si diderum" I could never understand

what was
^particularly meant by this threat, but

imagined it might originally have borne an allu-
sion to some old penitential psalin or confession

commencing with the words " Si dederim." That
the expression is very ancient is certain. I have

lately met with it, in a slightly varied form, in

the poem
" On the Evil Times of Edward III.,"

contained in The Political Songs of Englandfrom
the Reign of John to that of Edward //., pub-
lished by the Camden Society in 1839. The fol-

lowing is the verse containing the words :

" Voiz of clerk is sielde i-herd at the court of Rome ;

Ne were he nevere swich a clerk, silverles if he come,
Thouh he were the wiseste that evere was i-born,

i-souht,
Or he shal sing si dedero, or al geineth him noht."

Can any reader of "N. & Q." give me in-

formation respecting the origin or significancy of
"
Sing si dedero ?

" OZMOND.

[We are quite inclined to agree that si dederim, or
si dedero, may have been the initial words of some longer
composition. Is it not possible that they were the com-
mencement of a legal form ? Dedi is a word of some im-

portance in legal documents, as it amounts in law to a

warranty. Then if it be said in a deed or conveyance
that A. B. hath given so and so to C. D., it is a warranty
to C. D. and hia heirs (Jacob, Cowel). And again,
Janus Gulielraus, in attempting to explain an obscure

passage in Cicero's Orations, says that covenants occa-

sionally commenced with the word si. It is possible,

then, that si dedero may have been known in ancient

days as the initial phrase of a legal contract, a point on
which our friends learned in the law will perhaps give
us farther light. The words of J. Gulielmus are,

" Allusit

ad sponsinum et stipulationum formulas, quas certis

verbis concipiebant, et fere ordiebantur a si, SIVE, NI,
NIVE." (Plantinarum Qucestionum Commentaries, 1583,

p. 44.)
We take this stipulating or binding force of si dedero

to be the true explanation of the last line of the passage
so appositely cited by our correspondent from an old

poem. At Rome, be the clerk never so learned, either he
must say

" I will give so much "
(si dedero), or all his

learning profits him nothing.
With regard to the threat which angry mothers ad-

dress in Yorkshire to a naughty child, "'I'll make you
sing si diderum," we apprehend that their great-great-

grandmothers did not use it exactly in the same form, but

kept close to a legal sense. THEY said, interposing a

comma, "
I'll make you sing, si dederim "

: that is,
" Si

dederim" if I give it you, oh! wont I? ("Dedit illi

dolorem," says Cicero), "I'll make you sing." But in

process
of time the two parts of the sentence were run

into one ; and "
si dederim," no longer significant of the

threatened castigation, came at length to stand for the

outcry which that castigation would not fail to elicit,

"I'll make you sing si diderum."]

Sir John Danvers. Any information about
Sir John Danvers, brother (?) of Henry Danvers,
Earl of Danby, living in the middle of the seven-

teenth century, would be acceptable. W. C.

[Sir John Danvers, of Danvei-s House, Chelsea, the

brother and heir of Henry Danvers, Earl of Danby, was
a gentleman of the Privy-Chamber to Charles I. After

the death of Lady Danvers (George Herbert's mother) he

was deeply plunged in debt ; and on the breaking out of

the Rebellion identified himself with the rebels, and was
discarded by his sovereign and his own family. At the

trial of Charles I. he sat as a judge, and affixed his sig-
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to the death-warrant of the Kiag. He died in

.

. EM ..'.UMl the year before the Restoration Clarendon'*//.*.

of At RAMo*. iv. &8&, ed. 1M9. Faulkner's Oafon.
L 17* ; it 1481, ed. 1; and -N. & Q." * 3. it 449. ;

UL495.]

&*. In days of yore my father sung tome
lines. Where can I find the song

"The pJaughsssn whistles o'er tbe furrow,
The hedger joins the vacant * train,

Tbe woodman sings the woodland thorough,
The shepherd** pipe delight* the plain.

8

^1 M X.

[This beautiful ballad i* by Charles Dibdin the elder,

or, a* we may style him, tht Dibdin. His name is chiefly
retaiaed in oar sissioris* by hi* inimitable Nautical Bal-

lad*; but Dibdin deserves more dun that, be was a
universal lyrbt and melodist ; in every scene of nature
he poured out his melodie* with the spontaneous richness

of the mhMtrels of the wood. We mast quote it, al-

though the worse aad anek are so closely united as to
.

!HM^ inMnablc at Mnaration

"Tna LABouaut's WKLCOIR HOME.
- Tbe ploughman whistles o'er the furrow,

The badger joias tbe vacant strain,
The woodman eiog tbe woodland thorough,
The shepherd'* pipe detigbu the plain :

Where'er the anxious eye caa roam.
Or ear receive the jocund pleasure,
Mvr. !-",., ,,-th. | .:..;::.. k.

Of Nature's song to join the measure;
Till, to keep time, the village clock

Sound* sweet the lab'rer'* welcome home.
- The hearth swept clean, bis partner smlliag,DM tin- -lunitu- MM n, BSJ

Tbe frugal meal : whfle, time begirfMag,
The ale the barmlCM jest provokes :

Ye inmates of the lofty dome.
Admire hi* lot his'childreti playing,
To share bin smiles around bim nock ;

And faithful Tray, since morn, that straying,
Trudg'd with him, till the village clock

Proclaim^ tbe lab'rer'-

M The cheering fagot burnt to ember*,
While lares round their vigil* keep.

That Pow'r that poor and rich remembers,
Each thank*, and then retire* to sleep:

And now the lark climb* hearVa high dome,
Freeh from repose, toil'* kind reliever;
And furnUhM with his daily stock,-

His dog, hi. staff, hi* keg, hi* bearer,
He travels, till the village clock

Sound* sweet the laborer's welcome home."]

. What is the origin of the word
blewman, attendants on a sheriff? W. i

.

[Blue, say* Pliny, wat the colour in which the Gaul*
cloathed their slaves, and, for many ages, Afa* ox*
were the liveries of servant* and apprentices. Hence the

proverb
in Ray,

- He', in hi* better blue dothes," ..
he think* himeelf woodroue fine, Nares says, that - a
blue coat, with a silver badge on the arm*, was uni-

formly the lirery of servant*." In fact it waa the ordi-

a*7
" rery ** J*Tdin <uld wring-men in the sixteenUi

-A velvet JMtioa, with a loag
Graat team ofMMHW^ twelve oTSnrteeo

of a Mi Lai-

sheet, hi the Second Part of Henry I\'.. call* the beadle
"Blue-cojit rogue;" and iu Nabbea'
it is said,

" The whips of fade* are not half so teariblo a*

a blue-coat-;]

loaV Cmp*. Who was a Lady Capel, living
ai Oxted in January, 1646, and an aunt of Lord*

Keeper Coventry's children? She also lived at

Slubbers (?) in Eeaex. \\ <

[Under an achJerement fixed to the south wall of

Oxted Cboreh is aa toeeriptioa to Dorothy Lady Capell,
of Oxted in Surrey,

,- '!.!-

ham, in the county of Hertford, knight, died the 23rd

December, 1651, being of the age of sixty-six years and
six month*. Manning and Bray's fern* tt. 890.]

Hrplirt.

MOLLY MOO."

i. 84. 12. 146.)

Tbe design of u N. & Q." being to assist, not to

supersede the literary researches of its readers, it

presupposes
that the querist bos first consulted

tbe ordinary works of reference on any particular

subject, before recourse is bad to its pages for

farther assistance. It is gratifying to find that

your correspondents, M. M. and M. M. 2 ., hare

duly observed this distinctive character!v

your periodical, as their incidental notices of

works likely to afford information respecting tbe

authorship of "pretty Molly Mog" fully attest.

The publication of this popular song preceded
that of tbe Travel* of Lemuel Gvln'orr by two
months. It was first printed in Mist's Weekly
Journal, No. 7O, August 27, 172G, and prefaced
with tbe following editorial note :

- In our last we presented our readers with a short

poem opon JfoOy Mog : as few have seea that which oc-

caeoedit, it Aae** HOMT 6*t frii+4 we shall give it

the public now, which will make tbe other better under-

stood. We shall only observe, it wss writ by two or

three men of wit (who hare diverted the nublick both in

proee and verve) upon the occasion of their lying at a

certain ins at QokingW whore the daugater of the

house was remarkably pretty, and whose name i* MOLLY
Moo."

In April of this yesr, 1726, Swift paid a visit to

England, and had brought with him the manu-

script of OmUivtrt TraoeU. For four months,
that is, from April to August, he resided with

Pope at Twickenham, where be was occasionally
favoured with the society of Gay, Arbutbnot, and

Bolingbroke. Pope had quitted itinficld ten years ;

and we can only account for the convivial

ing at the Rose Inn at Oakingharo, by supposing

that, ra company with Swift and Gay, Pope paid
a flying visit to tbe scenes of his youthful days.

Mist assures us that the song "was writ by two

of wit;** and this accounts for its

illy attributed to Pope, Swift,
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and Gay, and included in their Miscellanies pub-
lished in the following year, 1727.

That the three poets were residing together at

this time is evident from Lord Bolingbroke's let-

ter, dated July 23, 1726, addressed " To the three

Yahoos of Twickenham, Jonathan, Alexander,

John, most excellent Triumvirs of Parnassus."

During this interval, it is believed, that many ce-

lebrated pieces, well known to the present times,

were either planned or written, and submitted

there to the mutual correction of the parties

(Roscoe's Pope, i. 293.). From a passage in one

of Cowper's letters, we incidentally get a glimpse of

the employment of Mr. Mist's " two or three men
of wit

"
in the Twickenham villa, and can almost

fancy we see them engaged in decking
"
Pretty

Molly" for public admiration. Cowper, writing
to the Rev. Wm. Unwin, Aug. 4, 1783, says,

"What can be prettier than Gay's ballad, or

rather Swift's, Arbuthnot's, Pope's, and Gay's in

the What do ye call it
' 'Twas when the seas

were roaring ?
'

I have been well informed that

they all contributed, and that the most celebrated

association of clever fellows this country ever

saw did not think it beneath them to unite their

strength and abilities in the composition of a song.
The success, however, answered to their wishes,

and our puny days will never produce such an-

other."

In the Gentleman's Magazine for June, 1755,

(p. 278.) occurs the following notice of this

song :

" Mr. URBAN. I suppose few of your readers need be

informed that the original song of Molly Mog was written

by Pope about his seventeenth year, when the fair land-

lady of the Rose was the reigning toast for some miles

round Oakingham. There is at present in London an-

other Molly Mog, now nineteen, who has all the charms
of her predecessor. With this beauty a certain son of the

Muses is fallen desperately in love
;
and if the following

translation of Mr. Pope's song into French finds a place
in your next Magazine, it will gratify many of your
readers, and amongst thejest, A. A. A."

Then follows the song in French. Pope's seven-

teenth year, however, would take us back to 1705,
when Gay was figuring behind a linendraper's

counter, and Swift only known to Pope as the

suspected author of the Tale of a Tub. It was
not till after the publication of Windsor Forest,
in 1713, that Swift and Pope became personal
friends. Besides, as "

pretty Molly" died in 1766,
in her sixty-seventh year, she would, in 1705, only
have been a bonnie lass in her sixth year, rather

too tender " a bit for the Vicar," or anyone else.

The traditionary notices of the song, as stated

by Lysons, seem to favour the conjecture that it

was written in 1726.' The enamoured swain al-

luded to in it, is said to have been Edward Stan-

den, Esq., of Arborfield, Berks, a young gentleman
of 6001. per annum, who died of apoplexy, Sept.
26, 1730. The allusion to the Vicar in the last

verse is not apparent ;
but it may be mentioned

as a singular coincidence, that the Rev. Benjamin
Moody, who had been nearly fifty years minister
of Oakingham, died on August 22, 1726, five days
before the publication of the song in Mist's Journal.
As a literary curiosity it may be as well to

quote the song as it flowed fresh from the pens of
this trio of wits. The words Italicised were al-

tered in the version printed in Pope and Swift's

Miscellanies, 1727, which also contains two addi-
tional verses.

" MOLLY MOG.

Says my Uncle, I pray you discover
What has been the cause of your woes,

That you pine and you whine like a lover?
I've seen Molly Mog of the Rose.

" Oh Nephew ! your grief is but folly,
In town you may find better prog ;

Half a crown there will get you a Molly,
A Molly much better than Mog.

" The school boys delight in a play-day,
The schoolmaster's joy is to flog ;

Fop is the delight of a lady,*
But mine is in sweet Molly Mog.

Will a Wisp leads the traveller a gadding,
Thro' ditch, and thro' quagmire and bog ;

No light can e'er set me a padding,
But the eyes of my sweet Molly Mog.

5.

" For guineas in other men's breeches
Your gamesters will palm and will cog ;

But I envy them none of their riches,
So I palm my sweet Molly Mog.

6.

" The hart that's half wounded, is ranging,^
It here and there leaps like a frog ;

But my heart can never be changing,
It's so fix'd on my sweet Molly Mog.

7.J

I know that by Wits 'tis recited,
That women at best are a clog ;

But I'm not so easily frighted
From loving my sweet Molly Mog.

8.

" A letter, when I am inditing,
Comes Cupid and gives me a jog,

And I fill all my paper with writing,
Of nothing but sweet Molly Mog.

* The corrected version is better :

" The milk-maid's delight is in May day,
But mine is on sweet Molly Mog."

f This line is thus altered :

" The heart, when half wounded, is changing'

so that the original pun in this verse is lost.

This is the third verse in the Miscellanies.
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I feel I'm in love to distraction,

My i arc> re loci in a fog ;

And i* mothimf ctnjtmd aatisfu

But im thought* of my nret Molly Mog.

10.

wouU not give up th three grace*,
I wish I were hangM like * dog.

And at ooart all the drawing- room faces,

For a glance of my tweet Molly Mog.
11.

" /or thoee face* want nature and spirit,
And teem as cut out of a log,

Juno, Venus, and Pallas'* merit
L'nite in my sweet Molly Mog.

11
" Were Virgil alive with his Philli*,

And writing another Eclogue.
Both his Phillis and fair Amaryllis,

He'd give for my sweet Molly Mog.

18.
- IVkt* Molly comet up with the liquor,'

Then Jealousy set* me a gog.
To be rare she's a bit for the Vicar,
And so I shall lose Molly Mog."

In the same day's paper, Mr. Mist informs his

readers, that " one of our correspondents sends,

by way of advice, the following lines to the gen-
tlemen that are so enamoured with prettj Molly
Mog:

44 ' When to woman you make your address,
BsoMmber the old Decalogue;

And take heed that you never tranagreas
With that beautiful toast MollyMog.'

The song became exceedingly popular, so that

Mr. Mist found himself overwhelmed with paro-
dies and imitations, which elicited the following
editorial warning in his paper of Sept 10, 17*26 :

M As the praise of the celebrated Molly Mog has set all

the wits in town at Crambo, we shall present the pub-
lick with a few more stanzas upon this

'
fair Maid of the

Inn,' after which we shall have done with her, lest the
town should think she grows stale upon their hand*.
- MR. MIHT. Your poetry upon sweet Molly Mog ban

inspired all the town and country rhymers, yet to my
great wonder, have they omitted one rhyme so obvious,
that I think no real admirer of that charming girl could
bare overlooked it, since to see her, and not to toast her
is impossible:

"
Boy, bring us the best in vour cellar :

Sir, that is a glass of old Nog;
Then fill me a bumper ; and tell her.

Here's a health to sweet Molly Mog."

" SIB. I believe the wit* have not thought of these
two stanza* and rhyme* (which I much wonder at, they
being so plain to be thought on), therefore recommend
them to your Journal, if rou think them worth vour while
to insert :

follows ail worn** of pleasure
In IOM, Aos a teate list a beg |

Formooirleamyi^botUrmSan
OfJoys, than my sweet Molly Mog.

* The connected venioo reads:--
- Wn ahe smile* on each guest, like her liquor."

Those who toast all the family Uoval
In bumpers of Ilogan ami S'og,

't have hearts more true, nor more loval,
Than mine i* for sweet Molly Blog."

*

[These two stanzas were added to the song in Pope and
Swift's Mi*xUa*t**, 17*7, as the eighth and thirteenth.]

- SIR. Since by publishing Motty Mog you've set the
whole town to Crambo, I presume you'll not take ami*
(he following Unas, remembering in excuse of the sense.
what Hudibras somewhere say*,

' And they who wrote in rhyme still make
The one verse for the other'* sake ;

For, one for sense, and one for rhyme,
I Hunk's sufficient at one time.'

"
Sir, your admirer and humble servant,

J. C."
Honest Nat, I prithee review
The poetical decalogue

Between an Uncle and Nephew
On the charms of sweet Molly Mog.

-
It was strange when they pnmp'd for rhyme,
They should miss in their long catalogue

Of a word whose sounding would chime
With the name of sweet Molly Mog.

44
1 suppose the author* will stare ;

But the word I mean is a hog,
The flesh of which, I dare swear,
Has oft fed your fair Molly Mog."

" MB. MIST. If the following lines may gain admit-
tance in your next journal, you will highly oblige some
of your constant reader*, and particularly your humble

1. II.

" The lovely fair Phillis I prize,
I'll be bound to be stuck like a hog,

Has charm* in her wondrous eye*
That are wanting in fam'd Molly Mog.

' Then Phillis mv toast shall be still.

In a glass of'the best Norwich Nog ;

For whatever befal me, I will

Prefer Phillis before Molly Mog.'"

Molly Mog was printed as Swift's in the edition

of his Work edited by Thomas Sheridan and
John Nichols, 1801, vol. xvi. p. 438.; but omitted
in Faulkner's edition, 1735, and Sir Walter

Scott's, 1824. It is not to be found in any edi-

tion of Gay's Works anterior to the year 1773;
nor can I discover any allusion to him as its author
before its appearance in his collected IVbrfo, pub-
lished by John Bell, near Exeter Change, in the

Strand, 1773. On the publication of this edition,
a writer in The Monthly Review (xlix. 337.), find-

ing it contained several poems attributed to Gay
which had never before appeared in his Works,
cavilled at the bookseller for having rej

these fugitive anonymous pieces. The maledic-

tion invoked on the hapless publisher may be

quoted as a warning to others :

- The industry of the bookseller, his great love and
affection for whatever was the production of men of ge-
nius, must plead his excuse, while he ransacks, if not

their rerv urns, at least the dormitories of their departed

offspring;
and out of the purest and moat

"

zeal, drags into day- light what they would
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to be buried in endless oblivion. May the graves of such

booksellers be for ever danced upon 'by printers' devils !

and may the rage of ten thousand hungry authors de-

scend upon their heads ! May their kitchens be eternally

pestered with Scotch translators, and fifty female authors

pour their novels in their ears !
"

May the worthy Aldine publishers escape this

terrible visitation !

The history of Bell's edition is soon told. lu

1773, Isaac Reed having several pieces by Gay not

found in his collected Works, and wishing to help
a necessitous relative named John Bailey, de-

sired him to offer them to Mr. Bell, and turn
them to the best account he could. Bell pur-
chased them, and handed them over to the editor

of his edition, who, not content with the additional

pieces furnished by Isaac Reed, appears to have
ransacked the Miscellanies and various Collections

for others supposed to have been written by Gay.
Among the doubtful pieces inserted in this edition

may be mentioned the following: 1. An Elegiac
Epistle to a Friend. 2. A Ballad on Ale. 3.

Gondibert. 4. The Story of Cephisa. 5. The
Man-Mountain's Answer to the Lilliputian Verses.
It is not proved to certainty that the poem en-
titled Wine is by Gay, although it is attributed to

him by Aaron Hill (Works, edit. 1754, i. 325.),
who says that it was printed in 1710. It ap-
peared, as stated by G. T. Q. (ante, p. 145.),
two years earlier: "London: Printed for William

Keble, at the Black-Spread Eagle in Westminster
Hall, MDCCVIII." [22 May] fol. 8 leaves, and is ad-
vertised in The Daily Courant of that date. All
these doubtful pieces, as well as Molly Mog, are
omitted in the trade edition of Gay's Poems, 2
vols. 12mo. 1775 ; but Bell's edition appears to

have been made the text for all the subsequent
editions of the poet's works. J. YEOWELL.

Your correspondent M. M. (2.) asks, who was
the writer of "Molly Mog"? when was it first

published ? and observes that it was not pub-
lished in Faulkner's edition of Swift's Works,
" which the Dean, it is believed, superintended."
Neither M. M. (2.), or the other correspondents
who have discussed the subject in your pages,

appear to be aware that there is the best possible
evidence that the ballad was not written by Swift,
and that the editors who afterwards attributed it to

Gay were right. Swift, in h\sjeu tfesprit on Dr.
Sheridan, called the History of the Second Solomon,
says :

" Solomon had published a humorous ballad called
'

Balyspellin,'
"
&e. " The ballad was in the manner of

Mr. Gay's on Molly Mog'
"

This was written in 1729, three years after
"
Molly Mog" was first published. The ballad

attracted more attention perhaps than any other

piece in the Miscellanies of Pope and Swift, 1727,
indeed, before its appearance there, it had be-

come a fashionable amusement to write imitations
of its peculiar houts rimes. Arbuthnot writes to

Swift, 8th Nov. 1726, that Lady Harvey was " in
a little sort of a miff about a ballad that was wrote
on her to the tune of *

Molly Mog.'
"

It is im-

possible with all this to suppose that Swift could
be mistaken as to its authorship.
Some of your correspondents seem to think

that the poem must have been written before

1715, when Pope left Binfield; but Molly must
have been very young then. Pope certainly kept
up relations with the Doncastles at Binfield long
after he left there, and would probably visit them
on some of his frequent journeys into the West of

England, which he generally made in company
with friends. It might have been on one of these

journeys that he stayed at the "Rose" in Oak-

ingham with Gay, and hence the ballad. At all

events, we have no evidence of its existence till

1726, when it suddenly appeared, and had what
we should now call

" a great run." Gay collected

and published his poems in two volumes quarto,
in the summer of 1720 ; but "Molly Mog" is not
there. He never, I think, published another col-

lection certainly not after 1726. Hence no
doubt the honour due to the author of "Molly
Mog" has gone a-begging to this day.

W. MOY THOMAS.

There is another obituary record besides that

quoted in M. M.'s Note which strengthens the

inference that the statements of Lysons and the

Quarterly Review are incorrect. It appeared in

The London Daily Post of Thursday, October 21st,

1736, and is as follows :

" A few days since died at Oakingham in Berks, Mr.

Mogg, who kept the Rose Inn there several Years with

great Reputation; he was Father of Molly Mogg, on
whom the famous Song was made."

W. H. HUSK.

I. JOHN V. 7.

(2
nd S. viii. 87.)

The Vatican MS. mentioned in the British

Quarterly Review for October, 1858, is the cele-

brated one which contests with that at Cambridge
the palm of antiquity and authority for the Greek
text of the Old and New Testaments. The latter

is referred to by the letter A, and the term Alex-

andrine, by Griesbach and other critics. The
former is referred to by the letter B, or Vatican,

1209. Amelotte asserted that it contained 1

John v. 7., but falsely. (Michaelis, u. viii. s. 6.

p. 343., Marsh.)
The following are the only known Greek MSS.

which contain this verse. I. That which is num-
bered 180., and termed Montfortianus and Dtib-

linensis
; probably the same as that which Erasmus
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entitled Briunnicus, noted 61. in the first part of

Western's New Testament, in the second 40., and

in the third 34. It contain! the whole of the

New Testament, bat it written in a modern hand,

and is probably of the sixteenth century. The
leaves are of thick elated paper, which Ycard

mistook for vellum. It is preserved in the library

nity College in Dublin, marked G 97. A
facsimile is given of the Terse from this MS. by
Bruns (Eiehhorn's Rfnertitrivm, Hi. 260.), and by

Bishop Burgess, I think. It is justly objected to

this reading that it is ungrammatical, the articles

before the words wor^p, x^yot and vrtvn* tyiow being

omitted, and the words /r if TJ? being used instead

of M -njt frit, and that it omits the words itml ol

rf*a ti'f rl <* fW (and these three are one). II.

The MS. of the New Testament, No. 195., en-

titled Uavii or Bcrolinenais (No. 110. in Wet-

stein):
" The very learned and sagacious La Croze," tars Ut-

chaells (n. vilL s. 6. p. 294.), -who being librarian in

B*rlin, had this WS. frequently in his hands, and was
able to examine the subject with the utmost
maintains that it is the work of an impostor, written long
after the invention of printing, even so late as the seven-

teenth century, and copied from the Complatensutn Bible.

Even the errors of the press are copied in this MS."

JJI. A MS. of the First Epistle of John, No. 131.,

entitled Guelpherbytanus D. (Michaelis, n. viii.

a. 6. p. 263.). Under the Greek text is written,

1. the translation of Castalio ; 2. the Latin trans-

lation of the Syriac text ; 3. the Vulgate ; 4. the

translations of Erasmus, Vatablus, and Beza. It

was written in the seventeenth century, and, in

the opinion of Michaelis, is entitled neither to a

collation nor a description. IV. The Codex Otto-

bonianus, No. 298. in the Vatican library, which

was first collated by Dr. Scholz for his new edi-

tion of the Greek Testament. This MS. is of the

fifteenth century, and has been altered, according
to Scholz, in many places, to make it harmonise

with the Latin Vulgate. Cardinal Wiseman sup-

plied Home with a facsimile for the last edition

of his Introduction (Wright's Appendix to Seller's

Hermeneutics, p. 616.). I will only add that its

existence in the Latin Vulgate dates probably
from the end of the fifth century, and that Vigi-

lius, Bishop of Tbapsus in Africa, the
supposed

author of the (so called) Atbanasian Creed, had a

band in its introduction either as a
{[loss

or part
of the text (Wright, p. 628.). T. J. BDCKTON.

Hrplirtf to fRinor flume tf .

C. J. Jfare't Orthographical Pcculiaritic* (2*
129.) A correspondent, S. S. S., asks,

w Did the late C. J. Hare, in any of his publi-
eatioBs, give his reason for deviating from the

Ml mod* of spelling words, t. g. ptodU, untrpt,
Ac.?"

I answer, Yes, in several places; but most

perhaps, in an article in the first volume of the

(Cambridge) Philological Museum (1832),
"

English Orthography."
The general purport of Mr. Hare's remarks if

this: -That prcacht, u*urpt, and the like are

really the English preterites of preodk, usurp, fcc,
as appears by this, that we pronounce the words

so, even when written preached, uturjted.
That

the cause of persons so writing them is an igno-

(

rant propensity to make verbs uniform in appear-
ance which are different in reality, and is a practice

contrary to the authority of our best writers in

former generations. The whole article is able and

interesting.
With regard to your correspondent'! other

I Query,
" Did Horsley ever aaj why he adopted

the antique form of the preterite of to Itud, to

I cannot at present turn to the paseage, but the

reason in the case of redde is obvious enough, viz.

to distinguish the preterite from the present read
In the common spelling there is no possibility of

knowing whether I read is present or past. We
might, indeed, make the preterite I red, like I kJ;
nor is it probable that any ambiguity would arise

from red the adjective. Lord Byron in his liiMsji

u*d redde.

Can any of your correspondents suggest a way
of distinguishing, in pronunciation, the preterites
of I ride and I row P or the vegetables furze and

fir. W.

Conf. Amenitiet of Literature (D'Israeli), vol. ii.

p. 25., last edition :

." That a language should be written as it is spoken has
been considered desirable by the most intelligent scholars.

Some have lamdabfy persevered in writing the past tense
rtd as a distinction from the present read; and anciently I

have found it printed rwUe. Lord Byron has even re-

tain-l th.-.inri,,,t M*fa hi* Dirv."
H.

Torture (2* S. vi.
432.)

The Query, Was
torture ever allowed by the laws of England?
admits of a ready answer. It was never allowed

by the laws of England, but it was inflict! in

England from the reign of Henry VI. to the

reign of Charles I., both inclusive, by vin

what was then considered the royal prerogative,
which at that period was also considered to be
above the law.

It was inflicted by order of the Privy C
and as the books of the Privy Council commence
in the reign of Henry VIII., no earlier torture

warrants have been discovered. Mr. Jardine, the

Recorder of Bath, and one of the magistrates of

the Police Court at Bow Street, has in his ad-

mirable work, A Readout cm Torture, shown fifty-

five instances of the infliction of torture. I say

instance*, because in one JnsJtinM ten persons are

included in one warrant. The warrants bear the
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signatures of Ministers of State, Lord Chancel-

los, Lord Keepers, Lord Chief Justices, and one

Archbishop (Whitgift) ;
and Lord Coke, who, in

his Third Institute, denounces torture as unlawful

by the laws of England, signed torture warrants

as a Privy Councillor under the supposed prero-

gative of the Crown.
These warrants were directed in most instances

to the Attorney and Solicitor-General, sometimes

to the Recorder of London, and sometimes to

Doctors of Civil Law.
In Scotland torture was allowed by law until

its abolition at the Union in the reign of Queen
Anne

;
and the last torture warrant that I am

aware of is signed with the sign manual of King
William III., and is dated at Kensington Palace,
and is for the torturing of Navill Pain. It is

printed in a note in the State Trials, vol. x. p. 753.

F. A. CARKINGTON.

Ogbourne St. George.

Blodius (2
nd S. vii. 317.) Blodius or Blodeus,

for it is spelt both ways, is neither gules nor azure,
but the tincture called sanguine. Du Cange de-

rives it from the Anglo-Saxon blod, the root of

our word blood, and gives several examples of its

use in both methods of spelling. A. A.

Poets' Corner.

Qualitied: Fausens (2
nd S. viii. 130.) The

word qualitied, though of rare occurrence, is not

peculiar to Chapman, an example of its use being
cited by Richardson from Hales, 1618 :

" He was
not so ill qualified"

There seems little doubt that the learned editor

of Chapman's Iliads, 1857, is quite correct in ex-

plaining the now almost unknown -word fausens as

a kind of eel ; at least if we may accept the au-

thority of dictionaries, in the absence of any
example save Chapman's.

"
Anguilla .... An." [Anglice]

" Eele. Apud eosdem

pr&grandis fausen eele, minima grigge, media seaming di-

citur" Junius, Nomenclator Octilinguis, 1619.
" Fausen . . . . der Meeraal "

(the sea-eel or conger).
Hilpert.

" Fausen .... eine Gattung grosser Aale "
(a sort of

large eels). Ebers.
" Fausen. Ridero Prsegrandis piscis & genere Anguil-

larum" Skinner.

To this we may add that the Homeric word
which Chapman renders fausens is eyx&vfs (eels).

Although the derivation of fausen from the
Latin falx, which is suggested by Skinner, may
at first sight appear unsatisfactory, there are
reasons for viewing it with favour. Falx became
in French and in old English fauchon, which is

not very far from fausen. And as fauchon was a
sort of sword (falchion), it should also be borne in

mind that the names of other warlike implements
were formerly applied to eels, &c., e.g. "Sand-
eels or launces." (Ray, Synopsis Methodica Pis.

cium, 1713, p. 38.) The sword-fish, again, appears

in various languages, as schwerdtfcsch, epee de mer,
gladius, xiphias espadon, spada at Venice, and in

Italy generally pesce spado. And Willughby, as

cited by the learned commentator on Chapman,
" mentions an anguilliform fish found at Venice
called a, falx, a worthless kind of eel" Sofatisen
may very possibly be only another form of the old

English fauchon, from falx. THOMAS BOYS.

P.S. May we not conjecture, under all the cir-

cumstances, that the Greek eyx&vs, an eel, is

connected with *yxosi
a spear, javelin, arrow, or

sword ?

" Then push about theflowing bowl
"

(2
nd

S. viii.

128.) The song quoted by your Geelong corre-

spondent is a vile version of one of Joanna Baillie's

spirited songs written for George Thomson's

(Burns's Thomson) Collection of Irish Melodies.

The air is very beautiful ; the symphonies and

accompaniments were composed by Beethoven. I

subjoin the correct words :

1.

" Come form * we round a cheerful ring,
And broach the foaming ale :

And let the merry maiden sing,
The beldame tell her tale.

2.
*' And let the sightless harper $it

The blazing faggot near ;

And let the jester vent his wit,
The nurse her bantling cheer.

3.
" Who shakes the door with angry din,

And would admitted be?
No ! Gossip Winter, snug within
We have no room for thee.

4.

4t
Go, scud it o'er Killarney's lake,
And shake the willows bare,

Where water elves their pastime take,
Thou'lt find thy comrades there.

5.

Will o' the Wisp skips in the dell,

The owl hoots on the tree ;

They hold their nightly vigil well,
And so the while will we.

6.

" Then strike we up the rousing glee,
And pass the beaker round,

Till every head right merrily
Is moving to the sound."

J.N.
Liverpool.

St. Dominic (2
nd S. viii. 117. 135.) Your cor-

respondent may find the information which he
seeks in a folio De Origine et Progressu OJficii
sanctfB Inquisitionis, ejusque Dignitate et Utilitate,

by Paramus, or L. a Paramo (Madrid, 1598).

Paramus, who is usually cited as an authority,

* Altered to draw, to suit the music.
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expresses himself without hesitation on the subject
nic, and the fact of hie haying held and

exercised the office not only of a missionary, but of

an inqnisititr. The second chapter of toe work
treats expressly

" De prirao Inquisitore General! ;"

and amongst the headings of this
chapter are the

following: "I. lieatus Dominirus primus Inqui-
sitor Generalis fuit ;" and " 5. Beatus Dominicus
severe httreticos punit"
A Question, indeed, is raised respecting the date

of 8. Dominic's appointment, which another Spa-
nish writer, Doctor J. L. de Salcedo, believed to

have been as earlj as the year 1200, but which L.
u Paramo makes 1216. " Ex his apparel sanctum
Dominicum anno 1216 fuisse Inquisitorem crea-

turn,' p. 93. (B. 1170, D. 1221.)
A

question has also been raised, whether the

inquisition began with S. Dominic, or existed pre-
viously. Of this difficulty the following appears
to be the true solution. There was the "

delegate

Inquisitio," which, coming direct from the Pope,
was also called "

Apostolica ;" and which, accord-

ing to Paramus, S. Dominic was the first to

receive; but there were also "regiilarex Inqui-
sitiones" which were of much older date, and

belonged to the Bishops ex officio :
" Est enim hsec

potestas inquirendi Episcopal! dignitati annexe,"

p. 89. It was found, however, that the official or

regular inquisition was by no means sufficiently
brisk ; it therefore became necessary for the Pope
to appoint his own delegates. "Tamen quibus-
dam Kpiscopis negligentibus, tarn salutiferum hoc
officium exerccre, (juibusdam autem ob diversa
alia negotia imped itis, Summi Pontifices matura
deliberationc decrcverunt viros doctos et Catho-
licos eligi, qui tanquam Apostolicae sedis delegati,
hoc tarn sanctum munus exercerent," p, 89. And
of these delegates, S. Dominic was the first :

"Hoc autem officium delfgate Inquuitionu primus
Oeneralis Inquisitor Apostolica

autoritate exercuit
Beatus Pater Dominicus ordinis Pnedicatorum

dignisjimus institutor," p. 93. Search all autho-

rities, says Paramos; but you will find that S.

Dominic was the first
M Nullam tamen de Apos-

t<'li> fnquisitare, nullara de sancto officio fieri

mentionem ante S. Dominici tempus reperietur,"

p. 96. THOMAS BOYS.

John Lord Cutts (2
1* S. viii. 132.) A large

number of letters from this brave and distin-

guished officer to the second Duke of Onnonde
are preserved amongst the Ormonde Manuscripts
in the Muniment Room of Kilkenny Castle.

JAMES GRAVES.
Kilkenny.

u The Young Traveller* or a Visit to Oxford"
(2^ 8. tiii. 130.) I know a copy of this work in

which there are many more plates than two, of
well-known Oxford characters. I cannot say at

present whether the volume alluded to ever ap-

peared ; but shall be able to find out in a few
weeks* time, when the library in which I have met
with the above-mentioned work is re-arranged,
when I will take an opportunity of giving my
friend CUTHBBBT BBDB the information be re-

quires. I'.J.W.

Bacon on Conversation (2* S. viii. 108.) The
word conversation has a very extended meaning as
used by Bacon. lie says: "Thus have 1

eluded this portion of learning touching
knowledge ; and with civil knowledge have con-
cluded human philosophy ; and with human phi-

lospphy, philosophy in general" (De Augment^
viii. c. 3.) This is written as a summary of the
three chapters in the Eighth Book on Civil Know-
ledge, or the Ethics of Statesmanship, divided int..

(ch. i.) the Doctrine of Conversation, (ch. ii.) tin-

Doctrine of Negotiation or Business, and (ch. iii.)

the Doctrine of Government. Bacon was himself
a great master of rhetoric ; and there have been

preserved to our times splendid examples and ad-
mirable treatises of Greece and Rome in this art,
accessible to Bacon ; and to which, I conceive, he
referred when, on the survey of what arts and
sciences had been well or ill treated, he pro-
nounced that the doctrine of conversation had
" been elegantly handled, and therefore he could
not report it for deficient." He must have had in

his mind Demosthenes, Aristotle, and Cicero (vi.

3.)
*

; and could not have excluded oratory from
what he terms " the ethics of statesmanship," and
as preliminary and ancillary to negociation and
government. (Compare vi. c. 2.)
The equivalent to conversation, in its usual

modern sense, is in Bacon "
talk, discourse,

-

of conversation," and M
speech of interlocution

"

(Essays, xxxii. Discourse.) T. J. BUCKTOX.
Lichfield.

Bibliographical Queries (2* 8. viii. 128.) An
inquirer, J. C. G. L., wishes to know where he
can find a list of the works of St. Bonaventure.
The following account is given by Alban Hutler
in a note to his Life of that great saint, who so

well merited the title of the "
Seraphic Doctor,"

and whom even Luther styled
"
pnestantissimus

vir." His works fill eight volumes in folio. The
first two contain his Commentaries on the Holy
Scriptures ; the third, his sermons and panegyrics;
the fourth and fifth, his comments on the Master
of the Sentences ; and the last three his lesser

treatises, of which some are doctrinal, others re-

gard the duties of a religious state, others general

subjects of piety, especially the mysteries of
Christ snd the Blessed Virgin. Some of his trea-

tises are the following : Pharetra, a collection of

devout sentiments from the Holy Fathers; an

He names Xenophon, Cicero, Seneca, IMuUrcb, met

Plato, as having adorned philosophy with elocution (/*
A*g. i.).
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Office of the Passion of Christ, compiled for St.

Louis ;
On the Government of the Soul ; Medita-

tions for each Day in the Week ; Brevioloquium ;

Itinerarium Mentis in Deum ; On the Poverty of
the Lord Jesus ; The Life of St. Francis ; and The

Life of Christ; Mirror of the Virgin. St. Bona-

venture died during the Council of Lyons in 1274 ;

therefore the statement that a portion of his works

was finished in 1484 is sadly incorrect. F. C. H.

Gauntlope (2
nd S. viii. 132.) Mr. Ingram, one

of the survivors of the wreck of the Royal George
in 1782, who died within these few years at

Woodford, near Berkeley, in Gloucestershire,

told me that he had seen sailors on board the

king's ships "run the gauntlope" in several in-

stances. His description of it accorded exactly
with that ante p. 132. ; but he added that, to pre-
vent the patient going too fast, the ship's corporal
walked before him with his drawn cutlas under
his arm, with the point backwards ; and that he
had seen one man, in his too great eagerness to

escape the switches, press too forward, and get a

scratch from the point of the corporal's cutlas.

F. A. CARRINGTON.
Ogbourne St. George.

Etoccetum (2
nd S. vii. 256.) The derivation of

this name of a Roman station from the Greek

eTOKoiTwy,
" the year's rest," is the equivalent to

anni quies mentioned by Tacitus (Agricola, 18.) as

the "
year's rest

"
which the Roman soldiers had

assured themselves of, but which he characterises

as "a heavy obstacle, and very discouraging to

one" who, like Agricola,
" was commencing war

"

("tarda et contraria bellum inchoaturo"). At
this period (A.D. 78) the Greek language was

very common in Rome
;
and it is not improbable

that Agricola, the father-in-law of Tacitus, may
have imposed this name, Etocostum, on the Roman
station at Wall in Staffordshire. T. J. BUCKTON.

Lichfield.

Quotation Wanted (2
nd S. v. 358.) The quo-

tation
" Nomina si nescis, perit et cognitio rerum,"

or better
" Nomina si pereant, perit et cognitio rerura,"

I have seen ascribed to Linnaius. It occurred in

association with another sentiment of Linnaeus's :

" Primus gradus sapientiae est res ipsas nosse."

OZMOND.

Quotation Wanted (2
nd

S. viii. 69-. 119.) The
passage in Tillotson is taken from Hobbes, who
says,

"
Setting themselves against reason, as oft

as reason is against them." (Works, iii. p. 91. ed.

1839). And again,
" In which as oft as reason is

against a man, so oft will a man be against reason."

(Epistle Dedicatory to Tripos, Human Nature,
Works, iv. xiii.) T. J. BUCKTON.

Memoirs of Sir Robt. Peel, Bart., M.P. (2
nd S.

viii. 146.) Your correspondent F. G. is referred
to the following biographical works relating to
the late statesman, namely :

Life and Times of Sir R. Peel. By Dr. VV. C. Taylor.
3 vols. 8vo. London, 1846-8."

" Sir Robt. Peel as Statesman and Orator. 8vo. Lon-
don, 1846."

" Reflections suggested by the Career of the late Pre-
mier. 8vo. Edinburgh, 1847."

"
Opinions of Sir Robt. Peel expressed in Parliament

and in Public. With Biographical Memoir. 12mo.
London, 1850."

" A Personal Sketch of Sir Robt. Peel as a Parliamen-

tary Speaker and Party-leader. By Capt. H. Martin.
8vo. Harnb., 1850."

"
Life, Political Career and Death of Sir Robt. Peel.

(Authentic Edition.) 8vo. London, 1850."
" The Life of the Rt. Hon. Sir Robt. Peel. Svo. Lon-

don, 1850."
" In Morte di R. Peel, (an Ode) preceduta da al-

cuni Frammenti Biografici, e seguita da una Versione
Letterale Inglese. Bv Luigi Pozzolini. 870. Livorno.
1850."

I*
The late Sir Robt. Peel. A Critical Biography. (Re-

printed with Additions from Eraser's Mag.') By G. H.
Francis. 16mo. London, 1852."
"The Political Life of Sir Robt. Peel. By Thos.

Doubleday. 2 vols. 8vo. Edinburgh,- 1856."

&
There is a

" Life of the Right Honourable Sir Robert Peel, Bart.,
as Subject and Citizen, as Legislator and Minister, as
Patron of Learning and the Arts. With a Portrait bv
William Harvey."

A new edition, stated to contain " numerous
alterations and additions," was published by Rout-
ledge & Co. in 1853. M.

Edinburgh.

Illofjues (2
nd S. viii. 146.) Illoeqes is Norman

French for "there." Illoques illoques is "there
there." Is " Halloo" a corruption of illoques f

L. B. L.

NOTES ON BOOKS, ETC.

An Introduction to the Evidences of Christianity. By
J. O. Halliwell, F.R.S. Second Edition. (Longmans.)A very thoughtful and well-considered manual

; indi-

cating on the part of its author a careful study of the
most ancient monuments of Christianity, and a just ap-
preciation of those objections to its truth which carry
most force at the present day. We heartily welcome Mr.
Halliwell into this new field of labour.

The Invasion of Britain by Julius Ccesar. By Thomas
Lewin, Esq., M.A. (Longmans.)
That the earliest recorded incident in the history of

these islands their invasion by Julius Caesar should
from time to time excite the curiosity and employ the
learned leisure of scholars, cannot be matter of surprise.
Within these few years the Astronomer Royal has con-
tributed to the Archceologia' a most valuable paper, in

which he sought to show that Ca;sar sailed from the

estuary of the Somme and landed at Pevensey j
and we
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many readers thai CaMtr tailed from BonlogM and landed
onthe western side of the Creek of Limne, "We ought to

add that Mr. Lewin's Essay is well illustrated, and that
the thanks which he bestows on his relative, Mrs. S.

Lewin, for the tine and pain* bestowed on such illuetra-

tions is very jaetiy rtsssrrsd.

Marco Grifi, the Italian Patriot. By Mr*. Webb.

This tale by Mr*. Webb, which is in itself one of great
interest, |

aMMus an additional interest at the present
aosMiit, when the eyes of all Kurope are watching with
such intense anxiety the progress of events in that fair

country, whose fields bare lately been deluged with the
blood of so many brave men -Mood which will not
have been altogether shed in vain, if it has contributed,
however indirectly, to procure for the Italians that con-

aal freedom which will at once give Italy
her

proper place among the nations of Europe, and Europe
on* of her best guarantee* for future tranquillity.

Geoioyy in the Garden; or the Fouil, in the Font PA-
ble*,with 106 lUuttration*. By the Rev. llenry Eley,
M.A. (Bell & Daldy.)
We cordially welcome whatever tend* to make this

fascinating science more generally accessible. We may
now literally study geology in our gardens, for Mr. Eley
shows us that numberless beautiful fossils are to be found
in our gravel -paths, and that we may there find convinc-

ing proofs of many of those vast physical change* which
have prepared this earth for its present inhabitants.

" Under Government :
" am official Key to the CMl Ser-

vice of the Crown. By J. C. Parkinson. (Bell & Daldy.)
What " BURKS" is to the Peerage, and " DODD" to

the politician, this useful compilation,
" Under Govero-

m.-nt." will henceforth be to our Civil Service. All can-
didate* for Civil employment under the Crown may now
consult their " Parkinson

"
with a certainty of finding in

it information on which they may rely; while those who
have already passed that Rubicon may ascertain from it

their precise position, and their chance* of promotion.

The Naval History of G,*at Britain,from the Declara-
tion of War by France m 1798, to the Accewon of George
IV. A New Edition, with Addition* and Note*. By
William James. VoU. III. and IV. (Bentlcy.)
These, the Third and Fourth Volumes of Mr. Bentley's

well-timed republication of James's national work, contain
the annals of our navy during the eventful period which
intervened between the yean 1800 and 1809, when
Stnchan, Duncan, Collingwood, St. Vincent, and Nelson,
were achieving those acts of daring and skilful seaman-

ship which rendered the naval supremacy of England for

a while so unquestionable, that it is to be feared we have
since been losing sight of the necessity of maintaining it.
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UNITED KINGDOM
LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY,

No. 8. WATERLOO PLACE, PALL MALL, LONDON,

The Funds or Property of the Company as at 31st Decem-

ber, 1858, amounted to 652,6187. 3s. 10d., invested in

Government or other approved securities.

THE HON. FRANCIS SCOTT, Chairman.

CHARLES BERWICK CURTIS, ESQ., Deputy-Chairman.

INVALID LIVES. Persons not in sound health may have their

lives insured at equitable rates.

ACCOMMODATION IN PAYMENT OF PREMIUMS.- Only one-
half of the Annual Premium, when the Insurance is for life,

is

required to be paid for the first five years, simple interest being
charged on the balance. Such arrangement is equivalent TO AN
IMMEDIATE ADVANCE OF 50 PER CENT. UPON THE ANNUAL PREMIUM,
without the borrower having recourse to the unpleasant neces-

sity of procuring Sureties, or assigning and thereby parting with his

Policy, during the currency of the Loan, irrespective of the great
attendant expenses in such arrangements.

The above mode of insurance has been found most advantageous
when Policies have been required to cover monetary transac-

tions, or when incomes applicable for Insurance are at present
limited, as it only necessitates half the outlay formerly required
by other Companies before the present system was instituted by

LOANS are granted likewise on real and personal Securities.

Forms of Proposal and every information afforded on application
to the Resident Director,

8. Waterloo Place, Pall Mall, London, S.W.
By order,

E. LENNOX BOYD, Resident Director.

WESTERN
LIFE ASSURANCE AND
ANNUITY SOCIETY.

3. PARLIAMENT STREET, LONDON.
Founded A.D. 1842.

Directors...
T. 8.
G. H.
W. Fr

E. Lucas, Esq.
F. B. Marson, Esq.
A. Robinson, Esq.
J.L.Seager.Esq.
J.B. White, Esq.

H.E.Bicknell.Eso,
Cocks, Esq.
Drew, Esq. M.A.

W. Freeman, Esq.
F. Fuller, Esq.
J. H. Goodhart, Esq.

Physician. W. R. Basham, M.D.
Bankers Messrs. Cocks, Biddulph.and Co.

VALUABLE PRIVILEGE.
POLICIES effected in this Office do not become void through tem-

porary difficulty in paying a Premium, as permission is given upon
application to suspend the payment at interest, according to the con-
ditions Detailed in the Prospectus.
LOANS from 100Z. to 500Z. granted on real or first-rate Personal

Security.
Attention is also invited to the rates of annuity granted to old lives,

for which ample security is provided by the capital of the Society.
Example : 1001. cash paid down purchases an annuity of-

& s. d.
10 4 to a male life aged 60)
12 3 1 65 1 Payable as long
14 16 3 Iff as he is alive.
18 11 10 , 7b)

AHTHUR SCRATCHLEY, M.A., F.R.A.S.. Actuary.
To Clergymen, Solicitors, and others interested in Copyhold and

Church Property ;

Now ready, Fourth Edition, 3s. 6d.

MR. SCRATCHLEY'S TREATISE on the PRINCIPLES and
of COPYHOLD and CHURCH PROPERTY ENFRAN-

b.

C. & E. LAYTON, 150. Fleet Street.

ARGUS LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY,
39. THROGMORTON STREET, BANK.

Chairman THOMAS FARNCOMB, Esq., Alderman.
Deputy-Chairman. WILLIAM LEAF, Esq.

Richard E. Arden, Esq.
Edward Bates, Esq.
Professor Hall, M.A.
John Humphery, Esq., Aid.

Rupert Ingleby, Esq.
Satfery Wm. Johnson, Esq.
Jeremiah Pilcher, Esq.
Lewis Pocock, Esq.

Physician. Dr. Jeaffreson, 2. Finsbury Square.
Surgeon.-W. Coulson, Esq., 2. Frederick's Place, Old Jewry.

Actuary. George Clark, Esq.

ADVANTAGES OF ASSURING IN THIS COMPANY.
The premiums are on the lowest scale consistent with security.
'Die Assured are protected by an ample subscribed capital, an assur-

ance fund of 470,00(7., invested on mortgage, and in the Government
Stocks _ and an income of 85,000*. a year.

Premiums to Assure .100.
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ON THE DATE OP ERASMUS'S FIRST VISIT TO OXFOBD.

Writers of the Life of Erasmus have always
found it a difficult matter to settle the dates of

the chief occurrences in his history. The errone-
ous dates appended to many of the letters, the

different modes of reckoning the year which he

employed, and his ignorance of his own exact age,
have compelled biographers to resort to conjec-
ture in fixing the events of the first forty years of

his life. Perhaps the most difficult point of all to

settle, is the true date of his first visit to England
and Oxford. Almost all the earlier biographers
as Gaudin, Knight, Hess, Le Clerc, Bayle, Bu-
rigni, and Jortin place it in 1497 ; while Miiller

and the writers in Ersch & Gruber's Cyclopcedia,
and the new Dictionnaire Biogruphique, fix it in

the following year. There is no doubt that Eras-
mus was resident in England at the later date

; the

question is, had he paid a previous visit ? The
case stands thus : Under the date 1497 we have
three letters written from Oxford

;
one from Colet,

introducing himself to Erasmus, and congratulat-
ing him upon his arrival at the University ; one
from Sixtinus laudatory of some verses of Eras-

mus, which had been shown to him by Prior

Charnock, and sending him in return an epigram
of his own

; and the third, a reply of our scholar
to this last, dated "

Oxonise, 28 Octobris, anno
1497." There is a fourth letter, written from
London, Dec. 5th of this same year, wherein men-
tion is made of his acquaintance with Colet,

Grocyn, and More. This is followed on the 14th

by one from Paris. On the other hand, the an-
swer of Erasmus to Colet's address is dated 1498

;

and as it must have been written immediately on

the receipt of the latter (for there could have
been no delay in replying to so warm a greeting
from a resident in the same city), one of the two
dates is manifestly wrong. Thus far the rival

signatures destroy one another. But it is argued
that Colet did not reside in Oxford till 1498, the
assertion being sustained by a reference to Knight's
Life of Colet, where it is said that the future
Dean " returned from his travels on the Continent
in 1497, was ordained Deacon, Dec. 17th of the
same year, stayed some months with his parents,
and finally read his theological lectures at Oxford
in 1498." But Miiller, from whose work the
above argument is derived, has trusted too impli-
citly to the German translation of Knight's book.
The English expression is quite indefinite :

" he
seems to have been travelling abroad till 1497, or
thereabouts." And there must be some remark-
able error in the date of his ordination, as Knight
mentions that he was admitted to the priesthood
" in festo S. Annse [July 26], 1497," nearly five

months before he was ordained Deacon. Certainly,
the documents from which Knight compiled his

biography may have reckoned the beginning of
the year from Advent Sunday, in which case
Colet would have been ordained Deacon in what
we should call 1496 ; but this would strengthen
the argument for his presence in Oxford in the

following year. It is, farther, nowhere said that
Colet's lectures commenced in 1498

; indeed,
Wood* notices that he expounded S. Paul's

Epistles in 1497, 1498, 1499, &c. Another argu-
ment for the later of the two dates assigned to
Erasmus's visit must be mentioned. We know
that he spent the first nine months (with the ex-

ception of a week or two in January) of the year
1497 at Cambrai and Tornhoens ; yet there are

many letters written from Paris, which city he is

supposed not to have reached till the middle of
December. Would he have had time to conduct
such a mass of correspondence in the short space
assigned to his sojourn there ? The answer is

plain : he was a very ready writer, and his year
often extended to March 25th, so that the time
allowed for the composition of these epistles must
be lengthened by three months. Again, one of
these letters f, dated December 14, speaks of his

having resided for some months at Paris. Now
is this consistent with his sojourn in England ?

But there is nothing in the letter which neces-

sarily implies that he is referring to the period
immediately preceding ;

and farther, it contains a
distinct allusion to his visit to our island (" quod
apud Anglos, dum istinc abissem, parum sinceriter

egerit,") which indeed may suggest that the Epis-
tle, if wrongly dated, is dated too early, but which

completely refutes the notion of its being written
before any such visit had taken place. Once

* Athen. Oton., vol. i. p. 12. t Ep.
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in A letter to . dated "
Oxonio,

anno 1498," Krastuus gives his patron his impres-
sions of England and English society ; whence it

is argued that he could not hare visited the

country
before. Out this is trifling. It was under

joy's auspices that be first became ac-

qutinted with England : what could be more na-

tural than that he should convey to the friend to

he owed his introduction the pleasure
him by his increased knowledge of the

country and its literary society
? The chief argu-

ment, however, for Miiller's side of the question,
which the learned German keep* to the last, as

though it were decisive of the controversy, is this :

that in the Compendium Vita, written
by

Erasmus

himself, it is said,
" Revisit Hollandiatn hoc ammo,

ut maneret apnd saos, sed ipsis ultro hortantibus

rediit Lutetiam." Hence it is argued that, after

leaving Holland, he did not go to England, but

returned to l'ari. But I cannot see that this in-

definite statement in the Compendium refers un-

doubtedly to the period ofwhich we are speaking;

nor, if it does, that it proves that Erasmus did not

visit England after his return to Paris. The
above are, I believe, the chief arguments for and

against the earlier date of Erasmus's first visit to

England. If we were quite certain of the time of ;

More's residence at Oxford, we might perhaps
'

find another reason for rejecting the opinion of

Miil I or and those who have followed his guidance.
It was probably at Oxford that Erasmus became

acquainted with More, who, it is stated *, left the

University early in 1498, while our scholar con-

fessedly did not arrive there till towards the end

of that year. In a letter dated f
"

Parisiis, 12

Aprilis, 1498,** Erasmus himself mentions More's

residence in Lincoln's Inn. His words are : "Nihil

refert utrum ad hunc mitt as, an ad Thomam Mo-
rum ;

is agit in Collegio Lincolniensi." In this

Epistle likewise he speaks of having written to

Battus from England, and mentions London

Bridge in a familiar way: "Ejus uomen nemo
toto Londino non novit : habitat in sedibus

pater-
nis Eduardi mercatoris super pontem Londinen-

em." Lastly,
if Anthony Wood's authority may

be trusted, there will remain no doubt that the

date of Erasmus's first visit to Oxford is 1497.

In many places of his Athena \
he distinctly states

that the learned Dutchman resided there in that

year. After carefully weighing both sides of the

question, I have come to the conclusion that the

only way to reconcile the seeming contradictions

in the Epistles, is to decide that Erasmus was in

this country during both the years in dispute.
Hut I

say
this with the utmost deference to those

who differ from me, and with every wish to give

Lift, by Cresacre Mora, Edited by Banter. Ap-

^. rol L pp. 12. 43., corop. Amtign lib. i. p. 237,

their full weight to any fresh arguments which

msy be adduced on the opposite side.

WILLIAM J. DEAHE.
Ashen Rectory, Aog. 18, 1859.

AHBL EOPBR AMD OBOROE BIDIM MI.

These two worthies, among others, arc

gibbeted in The Dunciad :

- Earless on high stood unabaih'd De Foe,
And Tutrhin flagrant from the scourge below ;

There RidpatM, Roper, cudgell'd might ye view
;

The very wWBjted still look d black and blue."

Pope's note informs us that "
Ridpath and

Roper were authors of the Flying Pott and Pott-

Boy, two scandalous papers on different sides, for

which they equally and alternately deserved to be

cudgelled, and were so.** Again Swift, in his

Journal to Stella, Oct. 28, 1712, complains, that
M These devils of Grab Street rogues, that write the

flying Pott and Medley in one paper, will not be quiet
They are always mauling lord-treasurer, Lord Boling-
broke, and me. We have the dog under prosecution, but

Bolingbroke is not active enough ; but 1 hone to swinge
him. He is a Scotch rogue, one lUdpatu. They get out

upon bail, and write on. We take them again, and get
fresh bail ; so it goes round."

It is not, however, generally known that both

Roper and Ridpath died on the same day, viz.

on Saturday, Feb. 5, 1726, as we learn from The

Weekly Journal of Feb. 12 of that year :

"On Saturday last died Mr. Abel Roper, for-

bookseller in Fleet Street, and a proprietor of The Pott-

Boy, in which paper he has left such abundant testimo-
nials of his zeal for indefeasible hereditary right, for

monarchy, passive obedience, the Church, the Queen, and
the Doctor, that the public can be no strangers to his

principles either in Church or State.
- And the fame day died his celebrated antagonist,

Mr. George Ridpath, proprietor and first projector of Th

/YyiNjr I'oti, which he set up in May, iCOo, and carried

on without interruption till the year 1713, when several

prosecutions against him for some reflections on the then

administration, forced him to fly to Scotland, his native

country, and from thence to Holland, wbere he wrote

Parliamentary Right Maintained, or the Hanover Smcce*-

ion Judged; in answer to Dr. Bedford's Hereditary Right
to <4t CVwm of England Averted. He returned to England
upon the accession of his present Majesty, and was made
one of the patentees for serving the Commissioners of the

Ac., im 8cScotland with stationery wares. He
understood the history of his own country as well as most

men, as appears from his Tracts relating to the Darien

Company, the fnion, and several other piece* be wrote

and published in defence of the antiquity, indepcn
and all the rights and prerogatives of that ancient king-
dom both in Kirk and State,"

J. Vi. > * i u-

OLD ENGLISH BOOESBLLB18.

Among the many chapters of unwritten bio-

graphy that remain yet to be jotted down ui.l

recorded in the friendly psges of "
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none will prove more curious, or elucidative of

the doubts and difficulties which beset the by-

ways of literary history, than the lives of the

old-fashioned country booksellers. There are the

cheap publishers of old London Bridge, with their

ballads, and chap-books, and horn-books, and
medicine from the Indie?, and printed charms to

drive away all the wicked devils that were so

very troublesome in those days ; these worthies

we hear of in Dimton's Life and Errors, and in a

few other odd old books. But of the old country

publishers and booksellers we know nothing, and
can learn but little from direct sources. On a

Civil War tract occasionally we find the name of

a local dealer who was sufficiently loyal or re-

publican to thunder forth another political mani-
festo ; but with the event his courage or his

capital appears generally to have been exhausted,
and we hear nothing more of him until, perhaps,
in the gay days of the restored Charles, we find

his name once more appended to a funeral ser-

mon or a judge's charge to a jury.

Singular lives these bookish old fellows must
have passed in the quiet country towns. Their

parcels of new books would probably reach them
twice or four times a-year, by lumbering waggons
a month or more on the road. Their shops must
have created but little excitement in the matter
of window display, a few sermons or political

pamphlets, probably, alone adorning the small

green glass lattice openings. I imagine these,
because I find their titles more frequently soiled

than other old printed pieces. What a sensation
a New Academy of Complements, or Wits' Eecre-

ation, or a volume of Merrie Jests, must have
created when the window should receive one of
these ! What disputations between the village
schoolmaster and the dry old bookseller there
must have been ! But the chyrurgeon of the

neighbourhood, and* the clergyman, and the grey-
bearded, blear-eyed old alchymist the doubt
and fear of the villagers, and the subject of occa-
sional prayer to the parson would all hold

friendly chats with him, and would often drop in,
even as they do to this day, to learn if he had
any thing fresh.
Of such an order, although with a larger

audience for his customers, was WILLIAM LONDON,
bookseller of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, in the days of
.the Commonwealth.

Your correspondent N. T. (2"
d

S. viii. 105.),
under the heading of "

Solution of a Biblio-

graphical Puzzle," mentions this trade-worthy in
connection with

"The First Catalogue of the most Vendible Books in
England, Orderly and Alphabetically digested, the like
Work never yet performed by any. London, 1658. 4to."

and states, as is well known to those who are
accustomed to examine bibliographical boots, that
the authorship of this interesting work has long

been a difficulty to the explorer in literary his-

tory. N. T. meets with a small work, Hoole's

Phraseologia Anglo-Latina, 1656, bearing at the
foot of the title the names of the well-known

pamphlet and ballad printer in the time of Crom-
well and Charles II., E. Coles, and the less known
bookseller, William London, of Newcastle. Dib-
din, Aikin, Darling, and other gentlemen in-

terested in this first bibliographical guide
* in the

choice^
of books, have each assigned it to a pro-

bable ^compiler ; but N. T. now comes forward
with a " solution to the puzzle

"
in the person of

the Newcastle bookseller, and I am delighted to

be able to confirm his discovery, and place, with-
out the least chance of success attending any
other claimant, the laurel of authorship upon the
brow of the right man.
William Lee,

" at the Turk's Head in Fleete
Street over against Fetter Lane," as he styles his

residence, published books as early as 1640.
Like London of the Tyne, and Nath. Crouch of
the Poultry, he occasionally took pen in hand and
turned author. Three- and-twenty years after the
date just mentioned, he informs us in the Preface,
he was prevailed upon by Dr. Hawkins to bring
out another edition of his

" Youths' Behaviour, or Decencie in Conversation

amongst Men, as also a Discourse upon some Innovations
of Habits and Dressings; against powdring of Hair,
Naked Brests, Black Spots, and other unseemly Cus-
tomes. Lond. 1663."

This contains, he assures us, many passages
not given in the earlier editions. Perhaps the

following, from the Table of Words of Sciences,
was a late addition ; at all events it settles the

dispute about Wm. London and the authorship
of the Catalogue :

"
Catalogue, a roule of names, or Register, a Cataloging

of Books, which MR. LONDON, Bookseller of Newcastle,
hath published,"

Contemporary writers of dignity and name were
above noting the labours of a literary tradesman,
and it remained for a friendly London bookseller
to point out who this Wm. London was, although
years afterwards, so highly was the performance
thought of, that it was accredited to an arch-

bishop.
Dibdin has already told us that the author of

* I say the first Guide, although it was not the first

Catalogue. In the year 1631, appeared
" A Catalogue

of certaine Bookes which have been published, and (by
authoritie) printed in England, both in Latine and Eng-
lish, since the year 1626, vntil November, 1631." 4to.

nine leaves. This Catalogue was probably continued for

some years. Then in 1655, there was published
" A

Catalogue of the most approved Divinity-Books which
have been printed or reprinted about twenty Yeares past,
and continued down to 1655, Mensis Martii 26. Lpnd.
12mo." And there may have been others, long since

wasted, as catalogues generally are, by the generation in
whose time they happen to appear.
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the Catalogue,
'* who ever be may chance to be,"

was a Afa; and a liitlc examination into Lee't

volume compiled (or at leaet edited) by him,
will convince us that he also was " a Man," and
what is often termed a " character:* His advice

to youths in the " matter of Decencie" seems

very droll to modem ear*.

**9. In yawning bowl not; bat if thou beeet <*a-

trained to yawn, by all mean*, for that time beta*,

apeak not, noc gape wide mouthdt but hut thy mouth
with thy band, or with thy handkerchief, if it k need-

11 tbou blowett thy Nose, make not thy
NOM sound like a Truimet, and after look not within

thy handkerchief.

Hearing thy Master, or likewise the Preacher,

wriu'j?Ie not thyself, aa seeming unable to contain tin-

self within thy skin, making shew thy self to be the

knowing and sufficient person, to the miaprice of others."

Lee was partial to a still and immovable de-

portment, and continually requests the youths
;* to shake thy head, feet, or legs. llowl

not thine eyes. Lift not one of thine eyebrows higher
ban the other. Wry not thy mouth."

He gives a curious piece or*informat ion as to

the use of Thee and Thou. You, Lee says, should
be used to persons of lesser rank, and Thee and
Thou to friends and superiors, llis ideas of dress

were very precise.
"
Carry not about thee any sweet smell, wear not thy

hat too hi-h on thy head, nor too close on thine eyes,
not in thefathto* of ttcaggtrtrt andjestert"

truss not thy self in company," Lee es-

pecially request*; ami he farther remarks that

it is proper to
" comb one's head once a day, yet

not too curiously."
A handkerchief, it appear?, wbcn clam and

"
scarcely made use thereof," it was quite proper,

indeed fashionable, to present to a friend who
might seem of a sudden to require the tuc of

In the time of Mirth, or at the Table, speak not of
meUocbolick things, of wonuds, of Kilt, of death,"

Lee very properly remarks ; adding also farther

on
-
Being set at the Table, scratch not thyself

Knock no bones upon thv Bread, or trcm-bor; to speak
better, it i the counsel of the moat wise, that it is not
fit to handle bones, and much leas to mouth them."

i many other curious sentences does this

odd old bookseller give in for our proper be-
haviour. The simplicity of his note upon Printing
is very amusing :

, an art invented by John Guttenberge,
oad beimy to tutfufl it tiill much practittd."

Cotton's
Tyoofrrapkical Gazetteer will, probably,

give much ii n about the old local printers
and booksellers. But there is one who att

notoriety far exceeding any of his London com-

peer*, Leonard LichGeld, Printer to UK

versity of Oxford from 1642 to 1680. His cha-
as author, bookseller, and weathercock

politician will form the subject of another paper.
JOIIH CAMDEK Ilorrsv.

THX BADGX Or POVERTY.

By a rigorous act of parliament, passed in the

year 1697, the 8 & 9 Will. Ill , it was required that
all persons in

receipt
of parochial relief should wear

a badge bearing a large roman P, together with the

first letter of the name of the parish or place to

winch they belonged, cut, either in red or blue

cloth, upon the shoulder of the ri^bt sleeve of the

uppermost garment in an "open and visible man-
ner, as by the churchwardens and overseers it

should be directed. If any person refused to

wear this badge, it was lawful for any justice of
the peace to punish by ordering their allowance
from the parish to be abridged, suspended, or
withdrawn. And in extreme cases, in which the

honest pauper, whose mind revolted at the thought
of wearing this ignominious badge, which alike

proclaimed abroad his poverty and dependence,
pertinaciously refused to do so, a magistrate might
commit such an oflender to the house of correc-

tion, there to be whipt and kept imprisoned for

any period not exceeding twenty-one days. As
the object of this statute (repealed by 50 Geo. III.

c. 52.) was that the money raised for the relief of
the impotent and poor should not be consumed by
idle, sturdy, and disorderly beggars, the church-
wardens and overseen were liable to a fine of 20*.

if they administered relief to any one who had not

the badge of poverty upon his shoulder. This

disgraceful mark seems to have been worn by the

out-door poor of one parish at least, before it was
made compulsory by act of parliament; for we
find the vestry of St. James, Clerkenwell, in 1605,

ordering
u that no pensioners shall have their pen-

sions paid to them unless they wear their badges

upon the outside of their garments so as it may
be seen." If they offended once or twice in this

particular their allowance was suspended, but the

third time the
pension

was entirely taken away.
The parish beadle turned informer' against these

poor culprits ; and for the first offence he brought
to light he received 6</., for the second 12cf. If

the parish Bumble was not hawk-eyed enough to

discover the missing badge from the shoulder of
some poor pensioner, to make him look out

sharper in future, he was himself mulcted of half-

a-crown for the first oversight, and five shillings

for the second.

Does not the foregoing illustrate and explain a

phrase* which has long been in colloquial use, "the

budge of poverty *f \V. J. PINES.
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LEIGH HUNT'S TRANSLATION OP WALTER MAPS S

DRINKING SONG.

This pretended drinking song, which has ren-

dered the name of Walter Mapes so popular, forms

a portion of his poem, Confessio Golice, lines 45.

to 52. :

" Meum est propositum in taberna mori :

Vinum sit appositum morientis ori,

Ut dicant cum venerint angelorum chori,

Deus sit propitius huic potatori !
'

" Poculis accenditur animi lucerna;
Cor imbutum nectare volat ad superna:
Mihi sapit dulcius vinum in taberna,

Quam quod aqua miscuit prsesulis pincerna."

The following translation by Leigh Hunt, who,
at a good ripe age, has just been taken from

among us, has not, I believe, ever been printed.
It is copied from his own handwriting, as cer-

tified by Mr. Vincent Novello, and may be seen

in Addit. MS. 14,343, Brit. Museum :

" I propose to end my days in a tavern drinking,

May some Christian bold for me the glass when I

am shrinking ;

That the Cherubim may cry, when they see me sinking,
God be merciful to a soul of this gentleman's way of

thinking.

A glass of wTne amazingly enlighteneth one's internals,
'Tis wings bedewed with nectar, that fly up to supernals ;

ked in taverns, have much
kernels,

Bottles cracked in taverns, have much the sweeter

Thau the sups allowed to us, in the College journals."

BARNABEE, JDN.

Birth-place of Sir Isaac Newton. Until I saw
the following extract in this day's Stamford Mer-

cury, I was not aware that there was any doubt
whatever as to the birth-place of the most illus-

trious of our Lincolnshire worthies. All biogra-

phies that I have seen agree on this liead, and

many prints have been issued of the present

Woolsthorpe Manor on account of its supposed
interesting connexion with Sir Isaac Newton. It

is highly desirable that as a doubt has arisen on
this matter, it should be set at rest as soon as

possible ; perhaps we may have means of attain-

ing certainty now, which, if not promptly used,

may be denied to our successors
;
but however

that may be,
" the truth can never be confirmed

enough, though doubts should ever cease."
" In our obituary of this week is recorded the death of

a centenarian, Mr. Samuel Alter, of Woolsthorpe by
Colsterworth, who completed his 100th year on the 1st of

April last...... He lived all his days in close

proximity to the birth-place of Sir Isaac Newton, of
whom he related many anecdotes, which had been handed

. down to him by his parents. He used to contend that
Sir Isaac Newton was not born in the present manor-
house, but in a house adjacent, which was taken down
60 or 70 years ago ;

and he was accustomed t point to
some beams in his own cottage, and tracery in the walls,

which he said came from the original manor-house in

which the great philosopher first saw the light."

EDWARD PEACOCK.
Bottesford Manor, Brigg, Aug. 26.

Matriculation Lists of Students of the Inns of
Court. The Probation Lists of Merchant Taylors'
School suggest the interest that would be taken
in the publication of the Lists of the Members of

the Inns of Court as entered in the books of the

Societies on admittance, especially as all copies of

such entries that I have seen state the parentage.
We have our Lists of Graduates of the Univer-
sities : and if the learned librarians of our Inns of

Court were permitted by the Benchers to edit the

lists of names, with the genealogical notice con-

nected with them, of former members of these

most venerable and ancient institutions, such pub-
lications would be highly esteemed. T. F.

Sedan Chairs in Dublin. As an illustration of

the state of society in Dublin towards the close of

the last century, I send a copy of a short note ap-

pended to an interesting Biographical Memoir of
Bartholomew Mosse, M.D. (Dublin, 1846), p.
32.:

"
During the period when this tax [on sedan chairs]

was levied, the [Lying-in} hospital published A List of
the Proprietors of Licenses for Sedan Chairs, Sj-c., together
with A Scheme for Card Assemblies, -c. From one of
these curious little books, now lying before us, and in

which are likewise given the coats of arms of all the
benefactors of the institution (some of which armorial

bearings are still preserved in the wards of the institu-

tion), we learn that there were 257 private sedan chairs
in Dublin in 1787; belonging, besides the ordinary resi-

dent gentry, to one Duke, one Duchess, twelve Earls,
sixteen Countesses, eleven Viscounts, nine Viscountesses,

thirty-seven titled Ladies, one Archbishop, three Bishops,
five Lords, ten Baronets, forty-two Honourables, male
and female," &c.

This tax, which the governors of the hospital
were empowered to levy by an act of 25 Geo. III.,
for many years made a very considerable item in the
resources of the Institution, having amounted in

the year 1798 to 5471 The sedan chairs in Dublin
at the present day would, I think, fall very far

short of yielding 547 pence; and, with the old

oil-lamps,
"
Charlies," hackney-coaches, Donny-

brook Fair, &c., may be reckoned amongst the

things of the past. ABHBA.

Petrarch and Lord Falkland. Petrarch con-

cludes his 29th canzone with the words:
" lo vo gridando pace, pace, pace."

Has it ever been noticed that this line may have

suggested to the good and great Lord Falkland
his plaintive cry, when, as Clarendon reports, "sit-

ting among his friends, often after a deep silence

and frequent sighs, he would with a shrill and sad

accent ingeminate the words Peace, Peace
"

?

C. W. BlNGHAM.
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Nmg*. ln this lack-a-daisicul time of the

, when correspondents are not inclined to con-

nor subscribers to read any abstruse

lucubrations, it may not be inappropriate to ask

whether the following nugte, which 1 found lately

in the common-place book of a friend, are rightly

attributed to the authors whose names are at-

tached to them.

By Lady Hamilton :

M Moil premier tat on tyran ; mon second est nn mon-
stre; et mon tout ensemble est la misere extreme."

'

By Charles James Fox :

* Qaand on aime parfaitement le premier, on S craint

i tout ensemble est la feliciu? par-

It would be an insult to your readers, male or

female, to give the word which is the solution of

both; and the amiable feeling that prompts the

latter seems to indicate that the author is rightly

named, especially
when we read another which ho

is said to nave penned :

"Mv first does affliction denote,
'Which my second is deetin'd to feel ;

And my whole U the beet antidote

That affliction to soften and heal."

Perhaps some other correspondent can contri-

bute a few more nuga of .the great Whig leader,

in whose elegance and taste all must delight, whe-

ther they concur or not in his politics. D. S.

The late Duke of Wellington. In the Man-
chftter Guardian of 10th August, 1859, the honour

of the Duke's ancestry in the maternal line is

claimed by Britannia** for Wales, bis paternal
descent being admitted to belong to England,

though Ireland is undoubtedly the country of his

birth :

- By his mother's side he was old British or Welsh,
his mother being a daughter of the bouse of Trevor, of

Brynkinalt, Denbighshire (Lord Dunpannon!* residence),

where be spent some years of his boyhooH, and where

may be seen the only battle-field on which the Iron

Dole' was erer vanquished, and that pro
bv a little Welsh girl not much older than himself, who
thrashed him welf for cheating her brother at marbles,

and compelled him to disgorge his plunder; his brother,

the future Marquis of Wellesley, looking on and seeing
fair play between the youthful heroine and hero. The
Duke himself frequently told the anecdote with a dry

osrallv adding Thst was the only pounding I

and I deserved it.' In after years he made in-

quiries for his vktrix, who reaped from his generosity
sobetantisl fruits of her victory. Picton, Combermere,
and Anglesey, were also of Welsh descent."

This anecdote appears to be worth preserving.
ABTKBUS.

Dublin.

Qurrtrt.

Society for Auvrance again* Purgatory. The
extract is taken from the current

r ( f the Quarterly Review (TO!, c \

80.):-
Nay, abounding fact, there is even a '

Society for

Assurance against Purgatory/ which, for three-pence per
week, undertakes to have the required number of masses

duly celebrated after the decease of the contributor."

Can the Continent boast of a similar institu-

tion? W.

liilliographical Queries. Can you oblige me
with the names of the authors ot the following

publications ?

1.
" An Account of the Transactions In the North of

Ireland. A.D. 1691," &c. 8vo. London, :

2. "The True Impartial History ami Wars of the

Kingdom of Ireland,****:. 18mo. 2nd ed. London. 1692.

( ? my copy wanting the date).

The letters
" J. H." arc affixed to the former,

and " J. S." to the latter. I may likewis

serve, by way ofa suggestion, that the letters
" J.

H." are attached to "Coll. Hill's hotter to Mr.

Pottinger, Sovereign of Belfast, May, 1689,"
which is printed in the Appendix (p. 75.) to

Charles Leslie's very scarce Answer to [Abp King's]
The State of the Frotettants in Ireland (4to. Lon-

don, 1692). Lowndes, in his Manual, mentions

these two books by King and Leslie*, but speak'

ing of King's, he makes a strange mistake, which

doubtless Mr. Bonn will correct: "A valuable

work, highly praised by liurnet, Nicolson, and

others, lieu been attributed to Charles Lv
ABHBA.

Lard Fane : Count De Sallis. In the Gentle-

man'* Monthly Intelligencer for January,
under the head of-

"
marringcs," is the follow-

ing :

"Mr. De Sail is, a native of Switzerland, to Miss J.

Fane, eldest daughter of the Lord Viscount Fane in the

Kingdom of Ireland."

Who was the Lord Fane, and is the present
Count De Sallis descended from the above mar- .

riage ? S. KEDMOXD.

Liverpool.

Marriage Custom*. Can any of your readers

enlighten me on a custom pretty prevalent at

marriages in the neighbourhood where I reside ?

When a young couple arc starting on their

marriage trip, those left behind of the bri<lal party
rush to the door or to the windows of the house

and throw a lot of old shoes or boots after the

departing vehicle in which the newly married pair

are conveyed away.
This custom, according to my observation, is

peculiar to the middle class ; but I hare observed

another somewhat similar, which U universally

prevalent among the lower class at what is called
"
penny weddings," thst is, a wedding at whirl,

every one of the invited company i? expect,

bear a proportion of the expense?. I have ob-
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served then at weddings of this class that on

returning from the place where the clergyman
has performed the marriage ceremony, the bride

and bridegroom, on reaching the doorway of the

house in which the customary dinner and dance

is to take place, are assailed by one or more of

the company discharging over their heads a napkin
full of broken bread and cheese, for which among
the assembled crowd there is an immediate scram-

ble to gain possession of a piece.
In what had these two customs their origin ?

The answer I have invariably received from those

engaged in them has been "
it's all for luck."

This is scarcely satisfactory to me. Perhaps
some reader of " N. & Q." informed on this

superstition will furnish the desired enlighten-
ment. J. N.

Bartholomew- Cokes. In reading the Preface

to Crowne's comedy of City Politiques, ed. 1688,
I found the conjunctive word " Bartholomew-

Cokes," which I do not remember to have met
with elsewhere. It appears, from the context, to

mean " a simpleton, or person easily overcome
with flattery." Perhaps some of your kind
readers may'know something of its etymology.

R. B. P.

Side Saddles. Stow (i. pt. i. p. 243., ed. Strype,

1720) tells us these were first invented by Anne
of Bohemia, Queen to Richard II., and the mar-

ginal note says :
" Women first riding on side

saddles that were wont to ride astride
;

"
but on

a seal of Joan Countess of Flanders (given by
Oliver Vredius, page 29.), and by him dated 1211,
that lady is represented on a horse riding side-

ways. Her dress covers the saddle so much that
it cannot be made out. Can any readers of " N.
& Q." give more information on the subject?
Stow is generally a very good authority, but he

certainly seems to be in error here. A. A.

Poets' Corner.

Falston House, Wilts. Where is Falston House,
in Wiltshire, mentioned by Ludlow in his Me-
moirs as garrisoned by the Parliamentary party in '

the Civil War ? Was there a house in Wiltshire
called Holston House ? or would this be the same
as Falston? W. C.

Hampshire Arms. What is the origin of the !

red rose of Lancaster and wreath being the arms
\

of Hampshire? Was it conferred because the i

train-bands of that county accompanied Henry V. '

to Agincourt ? C. H. H.
\

Edward Underhill the " Hot Gospeller" In
I

the year 1563, according to a document preserved f

in Heralds' College, Edward Underhill was resi-

dent at Hunningham in Warwickshire, and had
had eleven children, of whom*Guilford, the eldest,
the godson of Lady Jane Grey, had died young.

Particulars are desired respecting the descendants

of the above-named Edward Underbill, who died

some time in the reign of Elizabeth. P. Q.

Albion Magazine. A magazine under this title

was commenced at Liverpool in the beginning of

the year 1829 or 1830. If any reader of "N. &
Q." is in possession of the First Number, the loan

of it for a few days would be considered a favour

by MAGAL.

Dallaway's
"
Constantinople" 4to., 1797. To a

copy I have is annexed an advertisement by the

author of his intention to publish a History of

the Sultans. I never met with such a work by
Mr. Dallaway ;

but is it known whether he left

any work in manuscript, or any collections for

such a History ? J. R.

Vandniss. Who was a Commissary-General
Vandniss, who fought on the side of the parlia-

ment in our great Civil War ? Could he be the

same as Vandrusk, often mentioned by Clarendon,

and other writers ?
"

W. C.

Polytheism. The writer of the second leading
article in The Times of August 24, says that

".A German philosopher has committed himself to the

idea that polytheism willt>e revived."

I am aware that in newspaper writing one can-

not always hope for the exact accuracy that is

required in the less hurried branches of author-

ship ;
and I also know that in Germany, England,

and elsewhere it has been the fashion to nickname
a certain class of thinkers Buddists. Neither of

these facts, however, explain the newspaper state-

ment. Will some one give us the name of the

polytheistic philosopher ? K. P. D. E.

Sir Peter Gleane. He was of Clare Hall,

Cambridge, B.A. 1582-3 ; Sheriff of Norwich,

1610; Mayor, 1615; knighted at Greenwich 13

June, 1624 ;
M.P. for Norwich, 1628. In 1633

he gave to the church of S. Peter Mancroft in

that city a noble standing cup and cover, oa
which was represented the story of Abigail bring-

ing presents to King David. By his wife Maud
he had a daughter, Mary, married to William

Petters, gent. Arms : Erm. on a chief S. three

lions rampant A. Crest : On a crown a dog pas-
sant. Further particulars respecting him are de-

sired by C. H. & THOMPSON COOPEB.

Corrected Printers' Proofs. Among the curi-

osities of literature with which our great libraries

abound, can your readers refer me to any examples
of corrected printers' proofs of celebrated works ?

Probably some such exist in the British Museum,
but at present I am not able to call them to mind.

KALEO.
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Vr Humphrey Afoy, Chancellor of the Ducky
ofLneaMlcr temp. Charles I. Wl,, re did be re-

atde? "Whom did be marry? What issue bad
he? WaiBmbM.ybtt.onr A MATFLI

[Proa the pedterae of Ma/ of Sutton-Cheynell. Msy-
fi,-r,i. ,\, . rirti E RkhoMl /> saMsfo, iv. ;

.
.

warn that Sir Humphrey May was the too of Richard

Mar. EM., of M.yGeld in Sussex, citizen and merchant
UrlorVf London. Humphrey was knighted in 1612-18 ;

M.I', for the borough of Leicester, 1623 and 1624? oh-
.

hut died before it became vacant at Coldrey, Hants, June
Urst wife was , slater of Sir Win. Uve-

dale, of Wirkham. knight; the second Judith (family
name not stated). He had seven daughters, but only
I'li,!.,.;.,,,,,,-.,^,,,-.!. :,M ' "Jl:.:.,,.-.*-.'.. .-/, U bsjj*
Ion. Dec. 17, 1630. The parentage of Baptist May has
not been traced, it having baffled the researches of John
Biatols the Gnat, as well as those of the noble editor of

Fspys. Lord Bravbrooke has furnished an interesting
note on the Msy family in Pepys's Diary, ii. 241 edit.

1854.1

William Wood. Mr. Crailc, in hit Uutory of
Britith Commerce, says that a person of this

name, who was afterwards secretary to the Com-
missioners of Customs, wrote a Survey of Trade,
dedicated to George I. Was this the same Wil-

Wood at was patentee of the Irish copper
age ? Where can a copy of the work be teen?
where can a portrait of Wood the patentee be
? Ex Quoins LIGKO.

[The twoWnHam Woods were different persons. Wood
tktt patentee, and hero of the Drapi*r', Lett** tied on
Ancwt 2. 1780. William Wood, secretary to the Board
of Custom*, died on March 25, 1765, aged eighty-six.
There are two editions of his Survty of Trade, 8vo., 17 IS,

i the British Museum. They are both the same
edition, except that the latti-r.has anew title-page.]

So* Giovanni Gmalberto.In Machiavelli's tale

of Dtlfagor, it is said, of one of the damsels pos-
sessed by the demon,

" Ni- mancarono i parent! di

fanri di quelli rimed!! che in simili accident! si

fanno, ponendole in capo la testa di San Zanobi,
ed il mantello di San Giovanni JGualberto."
Who was the saint last mentioned, and when is

bis day? C.L.

[St. John Gualbert, Abbot, was born at Florence, and
founded the religious order of VallU Umbrosa, Vallum,
broaa. or Vallorobreuse a spot thickly bestrewn, ac-

cording to Milton, with leaven in autumn. He died, agd
ty-fonr (some say lghty-rih'ht)t at

"

1078; his day, Julv 12. Particulars of his life will be
wmd In the Kncyc. Orto/., art. GCAIJIKRT. and in But-
ler's Uf* of At Saint*. Both these authorities refer to

ssi exact life of & John Gualbert by Blaise Melanisias,
wttkconwM notes of Father Cnpor the Bollandist. Seve-
ral distinct biographies of this saint will also be (bund in

tbe Ada SoMtonr*, July 12, pp. SI 1458.1

*
Merry Trick*" I have in my possession an

imperfect small quarto play, the remaining
of which is Merry Tricks; but the tide-page

being gone, there it no cine to the author's name
or tie date of publication, and I cannot find a

play under that name eitwar in Baker, or

or Garrick't MS. index to bit Collection now in

tbe British Museum. The type it of the latter

part of the seventeenth century, or perhaps
. -.n-li-r.

If any of your readers can fire a doe to this

comedy, the/ will oblige R. i

[The play of which our correspondent has a copy it

Ram Ahry. or JMrm TWata, written by Lodovick

Barrey. who is said to have been a centlesaan of Irish

irnlNyoodUMbirth, but of whom nothing is known beyond tbt fact of
his being the author of this play not even the place or
date of his birth or death. This play was first published
in 1611, and a second edition appeared in 1686. It is re-

printed in Dodaley's OU Play, (Collier's edit. v. p. 861.
tt aw), the two editions having been carefully collated
for the purpose of making the text as correct as possible.]

Cantankerous. Can any of jour readers refer

me to any dictionary containing this word, or in-

form me in what sense the word is used by any
writer ? or whether it has been long used in the

English vocabulary? F. S.

[ GaUamkerouM is defined as co*te*ti<m*. in the archaic
dictionaries of Halliwell and Wright We think the
word is also used in conversation, to signify unmanage-
able, self-willed, unruly. In Ogilvie's Supplement it ia

explained as "vile in the highest degree, contentious,

deputation*," and it derived from com and tankerou*. We
doubt whether the word has often found a place in writers
of any authority, or whether it is of very ancient standing
in our English vernacular.

TamAentu is fretful, crow, according to Halliwell, who
adds, that -

it is sometimes pronounced
>me and taWhatever the age of

somewhat similar

tankersome and tankerous, the

(discontented, obstinate,

fretful) appears to be of old English origin : Tanggyl,
or froward, o/ angry," MS. cited by Ualliwall.

In order to get* at the true sense fie, the oryM
meaning) of the word cantankerous, the first question
seems to be, what is the simpler form, tankerou-

believe this latter term to be nautical, and originally
/VOM*. Tamaaat is in Fr. the pitching of a ship; saw-

piwr, to pitch, and tay*cux, applied to the ship itself,

one that pitches too much. This, to the crew, is a very
serious annoyance; and the term tamaum*, applied to

any very unmanageable, troublesome individual, mar
possibly be the origin of our own tamtenna. Old *

salts**

t always, in derivido not always, in ing words, observe the strict rules

of etymological propriety, and we have many nautical
h, Kr- , ...Mw h:,r, -tr.,,,.:,!Vm..i: : : i :r,,,, th,

Dt cant is also a French nautical term, meaning sot on
edge, as a board that is half-raised, and not turned over.

II.:,, oav MM isvsj .1 s* : ....- vlaj , MSsWi ;

to Falconer, expresses the position of any piece of timber
that does not stand square. It then is said to be - on tao

cant"(dfwO. -Mettrenne chose de cant" was a thing
forbidden to shippers, if the article was one which re-

quired to be put flat, and not on its side We would
take the word auUanktrotu, then, to be wholly nautical :

(cant-tangnenx), any individual who is

and unmlv in conduct. A
mtemacroM is,

after all. only a vulgaMnodificatioD s/essisnssWa, About
our friend's laggeatCslstl w can say is this : To onreto-

....
ir ,,,,._;, ,....,...

.

. .

-,

may prefer deriving tanktro** from the old Fr. v. tencer,
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to reprimand, to scold. But on the whole we prefer tan-

gueux. as already stated.

It will perhaps be remarked that in the French " de

cant" (something tilted or set on one side) we have in-

advertently suggested the origin of our own decant, de-

canter. To decant is, properly, "to draw off or drain from

a vessel by tilting"'}

JUNIUS AND HENRY FLOOD.

(2
nd S. viii. 101.)

" Liberavi animam meam :

"
my statement

credited, its disclosure approved, its motive justi-

fied, I have nothing more to desire : though, for

the credit's sake of my informant, it would plea-
sure me to see Henry Flood's title to the Junian
honours duly affirmed. I have neither sympathy
with his politics, nor interest in his reputation.
Were my informant living, he would say the like

for himself: he being dead, I say it for him. But,
had he been what I am sure he was not zealot

enough to invent a fable in aid of any man's fame,
he was not fool enough to undo his own work by
the appendage of its successional concealment.

Fully recognising the principle asserted in " N.
& Q." the establishment of a truth and desiring

nothing else, the position of Henry Flood, his

genius,
'

and his temper, suggest him to me as a

more probable
" Junius" than most of his fellow-

designates, and quite as much so as any of their

rather numerous array. Some among them were
his superiors in station ; others equalled him in

talent ; and a few might have been quickened
with his vehement and vindictive spirit : but the
man has not yet been evoked from the grave-dust
of nearly a century, in whose living person were
combined those threefold essentials of a Junius
which met in Henry Flood. And, therefore, when
in 1814 he was named to me as that mysterious
personage, I wondered, not that he had been over-
looked in the. conjectural list of the Junii, but
that a high place had not been assigned to him

among its highest names.

Against his authorship of Junius, dates and dis-

tances interject a pierre tfachoppement which can-
not lightly be pushed aside, and may not be

jumped over. I leave those who have more time
and opportunity for consulting Irish records than
are possessed by me to deal with them : for, as

another Hibernian celebrity, Sir Boyle Roche,
observed,

"A man cannot aisily be in two places
at once, ban-in' he is a bird." So, if II. F., upon
his little affair with Mr. Agar, was actually a jail-
bird in the Kilkenny cage from September '69
to April '70, he could not well have been in Lon-
don during that period. But Irish justice ninety
years ago was not over-particular in cases of
the Duello especially with patrician delinquents ;

and few judges then on the Bench knew how socn

Harry Flood's might not be their own turn. It

is not impossible, therefore, that bail was accepted,
and the gentleman homicide uncaged to ply his

beak and talons upon the Junian quarry.*
Colonel Luttrell had experience enough, personal

and parliamentary, of " that d d fellow, Harry
Flood," to identify him with Junius ;

and so had

poor Jerry Dyson the "fears" of that good-
natured essayist for the loss of Jerry's Irish pen-
sion notwithstanding.. Electro-biology might not
have been understood in November, 1771 ; but

assuredly, either Junius's spirit visited Flood in

Dublin on the 25th of that month, or Flood's

spirit flashed over to Junius in London on the

27th. Let philosophers determine which. Sir

Lawrence Parsons's anecdote (he was Lord Rosse's

ancestor) claims our more serious attention. H.
F.'s " fixed look" at his wife, when he suddenly
entered the room and found her ladyship chatter-

ing away on the propriety of Junius making his

real name known, raises a very distinct inference

from those "ambiguous givings-out" and "tricks

of custom" which pretenders are so apt to prac-
tise. I have heard another of my Tory friends

John Taylor, of The Sun tell a pleasant instance

of Sir Philip Francis in this particular. Sir Boyle
Rocbe's dictum, however, abides unshaken ; and
the gods will not annihilate space ami time, even
to make lovers or critics happy. And now, once
more acknowledging the kindness and confidence

extended to me in "N. & Q.," I leave my com-
munications subsidiarily to that truth which we
all desire to see established to their

VALEAT QUANTUM.

[The accuracy of our correspondent's sugges-
tion, that Flood may not have been imprisoned
until his trial, but out upon bail, is confirmed by
the following cutting from an Irish paper which
has been discovered since our Note (ante, p. 103.)
was written :

"
Dublin, Sept. 26, 17C9. Henry Flood, Esq., who lately

accepted a challenge from James Agar of Ringwood, Esq.,
who fired the first pistol, which was returned by another
shot from Mr. Flood, and which killed Mr. Agar, is ad-
mitted to bail in a security of 20,000?."

This appears to us to confirm the argument that

Flood could not have been Junius
;

tor it could

scarcely be supposed that he who had killed Agar
in a duel on the 26th August, had consequently
an indictment for murder impending over him,
and was forced to find bail for 20,0007., would at

that anxious period have written no less than

* This volucrine metaphor was applied to Henry Flood
in a reciprocation of those charming amenities which in

his da}'s delighted the Irish House of Common?, and in

which he sometimes got as good as he gave. An angry
opponent, with allusion to his features, and, it may be, to

some personal mishap, pointed him out as a vulture

hanging over his prey, with "a broken beak and a cada-
verous aspect." Tanttzne animis ceehstibus.
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three letter* in the character of Jvxict to the

Public Advertiser.]

I thought people were chiefly disposed to consider

Junius's Letter* the production of Sir
I'liili;

cia, K.B., still not so universally but it may be
considered a moot point, though time perhaps u
advancing to cover the subject with an impene-
trable veil. At p. 102. of " N. & Q." there is

mention made of a "
Claaaic Commentator," who

compared the satire of Henry Flood with the

epigrammatic severity of Archilocus. This "Com-
mentator" was a man of most transcendent talent*,

whose
prose compositions hare scarcely any rival,

and who was the subject of inquiry under the

name of DELTA (I*
1 S. x. 134.). He was the

Rev. John Robt Scott, D.D., of Trinity College,
Dublin, and was author of a work of 214 pages, en-

title.l A Review
of

the Principal Characters of the

Irish House of Commons^ by FALELAKD, Dublin,
MDCCLXXXIX. At pp. 203 209. is a character of

Henry Flood; and at pp. 177181. of Warden
Flood, a kinsman of Henry, who was endeavour-

ing to follow in the steps of the latter, but "non

passibus nequis." The description of Henry Flood
is a fine specimen of elegant composition, and in-

clines one to think it not improbable that he

might writ*, such a book as Juniu*. To curtail

what Falkland has written for your columns is

impracticable; and although the work is ex-

tremely scarce, yet, if it can be found, it will well

repay the perusal. +.

8CXDBY BEPLJE8.

The following remarks have been delayed by
press of other business, and may conveniently be
collected in one article.

Eliminate (2** 6. vii. 234.) Till very re-

cently this word was used only by mathematicians,*
and always in the sense of elimiaare, to drive out
of doors, to get rid of. When it was said that

Ohm eliminated the laws of the current, the

word was incorrectly used, and mad% synonymous
with extrahere, instead of frpellert, by a person
who supposed himself outside the house. It is to

be hoped that this inverted use will not become

(2* S. i ,t.) I attribute the

anathema against the nature of things to Person

merely because I have seen it so attributed in va-
rious places during the last thirty year?
fitness of things requires that the story should be
told of a metaphysical drink-hard, which Porson
was, and Fielding was not No doubt this kind
of anathema suggested itself to many before either

of the two was born.

Dr. Watts (2'
d S. v. 523. ; vii. 279. 362.) It is

useless to prove that Watts was of orthodox pro-

fession in the bulk of his life nnd writings. No-
body doubts it. What is wanted i*, first, the
contents of his last pamphlet, which nobody pro-
duce*, and secondly, th,-

i-.-Miiniiatiyri or" refu-
tation of a story which I have often read, and
which is not, I think, allude* 1 t> in the reference
above. It is that WatU, towards the close of hi*

life, wanted to make some alterations in his well-
known hymns, and especially in the doxologUa;
but that his publishers, who held
would not consent. The narrators of this story
imply that the alterations would have iua<l< the

hymns heretical.

It is curious that in the logical example (vii.

304.) of induction, Walls has committed a palpa-
ble paralogism. lie might as well have said that
a proposition which cannot .be proved from any
one book of Euclid cannot be proved from Euclid,
that is, from two or more books togetl,

$rArrri (2 S. vii. 441.) The words otoia

and wrArrtum, so different to metaphysicians and to

theologians, have led to a number of things worthy
of note. I am reminded by the article referred to
of the Precepta Doctrina Logic*, Ethic*, Physic*,
Metaphyrica, Spherica-quf of John Stieriua, 4toM
of which I know only London editions. Of these
seven at least were published in the seventeenth

century. The work may be strongly recom-
mended to any one who wishes to have, in a very
small compass, a digest of the mediaeval philoso-

phy. In the logic, Stierius gives the Greek of all

the technical terms and the great maxims : the

pages swarm with quotations from Aristotle. In
the metaphysics there is not a word of Greek. It
is true that Stierius here depends more on Sua-
rez, Mendora, &c. than on Aristotle : but there
is enough of and from Aristotle to make the ab-
sence of Greek words remarkable. I conjecture
that Stierius thought that olnrla and hr&rrwnj, used
aa they must be in a metaphysical work, would
offend the theological eye. Perhaps some of your
readers may know of other instances ; and these

may suggest other reasons.

Weapon-salve (2-
1 S. vii. 445.) I said that

White's translation of 1658 was a second i-diiion,

because the title-page of my copy has the words
second edition. Probably R. S. Q. and myself
have copies of the same

impression
with different

title-pages. The French original, now establ .

purports to be a lecture given en une ctiebre assem-
ble* : it is commonly supposed that this was the

Academy of Montpellier. I should be very glad
(o know whether the French work mentions this

Academy as the one in question. I have, on the

whole, some doubts that Digby really wrote this

tract : but I cannot make farther investigation at

present.

Natural (2
04 S. vii. 475.) Another use of this

word will serve to illustrate. In law book* we
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read of the Sovereign's natural subjects and native

subjects, meaning born subjects, without any refer-

ence to the derived sense of the word nature.

Accordingly, it seems that all the children of a

woman are natural, 5. e. born of her, as opposed to

step- children and adopted children : while those

born in wedlock are also lawful. The coarse term
bastard was supplanted by the word natural, in

the sense of no more than natural. To find out

who first thus used it would indeed be looking
for a needle in a bundle of hay; and to such a

discoverer, should he appear, I would submit the

farther questions, who first used the word Deist in

the sense of no more than Deist? and who first

described a lady who was worse than she should
be as no better than she should be. The same
law of formation runs through all these changes.

The style is the man himself (2
nd S. vi. 308. ;

vii. 502.) The germ of this idea seems to lurk
in the Greek adage, 'AvSpbs xaPaKT^iP 'f Aoyou yvta-

pifcrcu, which passes, I believe, for a fragment of
one of the-comedians.

Squaring the Circle (2
nd S. viii. 8. 58.) The

conclusion to be drawn about exercises of this

kind is that four letters are nothing at all ; that
five letters are so easy that nothing is worth no-
tice unless the combination have meaning; that
six letters, done in any way, are respectable ; and
that seven letters would be a triumph. I have
seen only one combination of five letters with

meaning, as follows, given me by the friend who
made it : LEAVEELLENALONE

V E N O 31EN E M Y

George Sinclar (2
nd

S. viii. 67.) Though of
no less designation than Professor in the Univer-

sity of Glasgow, this worthy was ridiculous in his

day. James Gregory, a better known mathema-
tician, calls him a "

pitiful ignorant fellow." One
Sanders, whom he had attacked in print, assisted

by James Gregory, published in 1672, under the
name of Patrick Mathers, archbeadle of St. An-
drews, a satire against Sinclar, entitled The great
and new Art of weighing Vanity. Baron Maseres
reprinted this tract, in compliment to James Gre-
gory's memory, in his Scriptores Optici, London,
1823, 4to. See also the Maccle$field Correspon-
dence, ii. 241. 248. 255. Sinclar was professor of

philosophy, which in his day did not include phy-
sics, and he had been writing on hydrostatics in
the way in which people write who do not know
their subjects. The satire is sometimes entered
in catalogues as the genuine work of Patrick Mat-
thews.

Cambridge Costume (2
nd S. viii. 74.) ; Squaring the

Circle and the converse; Harry-Sophister (viii. 86.) ;

andMock Disputations. The square cap is rounded

at the edges by wear, so that a Harry-Soph often
has a circular tile. There was never any doubt
about this word when I was at Cambridge, though
it was then almost out of use. The undergradu-
ates of the three years were and are freshmen,
Junior Sophisters or Sophs, and Senior Sophs.
During the fraction of the fourth year in which
the undergraduate passed his examinations and
took his degree, being then of something more
advanced than even senior wisdom, he was fpia-otyos,

awfully wise, and hence the word Harry-Soph.
I have seen this derivation several times in print
and heard it from old stagers; but I believe it was

only an undergraduate's word.
To return to the circular tile. The Harry-

Sophs used to be subjected to a certain num-
ber of mock disputations in the schools, over
and above the real ones, to make up the sta-

tutable number. I remember that the father

of my college took us all into the schools, as-

sumed the moderator's pulpit, and made a pair of
us occupy the respondent's and opponent's boxes.

The mock respondent then said Recte statuit New-
tonus, to which the mock opponent answered Recte
non statuit Newtonus. This was a disputation, and
it was repeated as many times as the statutes re-

quired. The parties then changed their sides of
the house, and each maintained the contrary of
his first assertion. I remember thinking that it

was capital practice for the House of Commons,
if any of us should happen to get there. It had
been customary to introduce all manner of fun
into this mock proceeding, and the following story
was told in my day. A young gentleman who
was not conspicuous for mathematics was asked by
the mock moderator, in the iock Latin for which
the schools were so famous, Domine respondens,

quid fecisti in Academia triennium commorans;
Anne circulum quadrasti\f To which the respon-
dent made answer, showing his tile, Minime ! Do-
mine eruditissime ! sed quadratum omnino circulavi.

A. DE MORGAN.

ORIGINAL OF THE FAUST LEGENDS.

(2
nd S. viii. 87.)

Respecting Theophilus, whose fall and conver-
sion are said to form the original of all the Faust

legends, the following account is derived from Die
Geschichte vom Faust in Reimen ; Die Deutsche
Volksbilcher von Faust und Wagner, being the 4th
vol. of " Doctor Johann Faust," von J. Scheible,

(Stuttgart, 1849). This volume is a reprint of
Professor Reichlin-Meldegg's valuable work on
Faust and Wagner ; and concludes with the lives

of the sorcerers Bacon, Zyto, Rausch, &c. from
Thorns' Early Prose Romances, and from other

works.

Theophilus was Vicedominus (i. e. the next in

clerical ranfc to the bishop) in the sixth century,
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under Justinian I., in Ada, a city of Cicilia. The
office of bishop fell to him, but he declined it, and
remained linoitoaiilimi The new bishop wished
to

depose him, and therefore Tbeophilus applied
to a Jew, who had the reputation of being a ne-

cromancer. The Jew made an appointment with

him for the next night in order to bring him be-

fore his patron. When be came, Ik* Jew said to

him,
" Do not be afraid at what you may hear or

see, whatever it may be ; forbear also from mak-

Lag the sign of the cross." The Jew conducted
him to the neighbourhood of the city, and after

he had made the required engagement, the Jew
showed him a multitude of people in white clothes,

and provided with lights, who uttered loud cries,

and with the prince sitting in their midst. This

was the devil, and these were his servants. The
Jew took Theophilus by the hand, and led him
before Satan. Theophilus promised all, and kissed

Satan's feet.
" If he will be my servant," said

Satan,
"

I will kelp him." Tbeophilus must, in the

first place, renounce Christ the son of Mary and
then the Blessed Virgin, and bind himself to a

document signed with -his own hand. According
to his wish, he was the next day installed by the

bishop in all honour. The good (tic) vicedomi-

nus soon repented of his devilish ate p. He threw
himself down before a temple to Mary, and fasted

and prayed, in the manner of our Lord, forty

days and night*. At length the Blessed Virgin

appeared to him at midnight. Theophilus recited

an orthodox confession of faith, and begged she

would intercede for him with her Son. Mary
vanished, and appeared again beaming with radi-

ance. After the bishop (tic) bad again fasted and

wept for three days and nights, and she made pro-
mises to him in her Son's name, the repentant
Theophilus vowed reformation once more, and was
so circumspect as to long to get back the docu-
ment which he pave" to the devil. After three

days of prayer the Blessed Virgin appeared to

him the third time with the document, which she

laid upon his breast while asleep. With jliis

document he went into the church on a Sunday

A 2nd, enlarged, and improved edition appeared
in 1851 (Leipz

vend

ra
> :,!

morning, gave it to the bishop, related, repent-

ingly, his contract with Satan ; and the
bishop,

who received him to grace, commanded him, in

the presence of the
people,

to commit the fatal

contract with the devil to the flames. The face of

Tbeophilus, on this occasion, bcame I like the sun.

The good vicedominus lay three days on the spot
where Mary first appeared to him, took leave of
his friends, and departed. The repentant vicedo-
minus was declared to be holy.* The legend of
Militarius is

saitLfo be founded on that of Theo-

philos : a bibliographical work on the literature of
the Faust legends, to the end of 1850, was com-

piled and published in a thin 8vo. by 1

t BeUoac. //.W. Sptc. b. *

-rmicoLOB, oiiom or, AS THE FLAG or rsAxcE.

(2-* S. vi. 1C4., &c.)

I ventured, on the authority of an eminent

Frenchman, to state that the tricolor flag was

originally the colours of the Orleans family, and

adopted by the people at the time Philippe
lite was in the height of his

popularity. Several

correspondents denied this, giving the usual

of the union of the white of Bourbon with the

and blue colours of the city of Paris : they
not, however, state the authorities when asked for

them (p. 335.). It always appeared to me most

incomprehensible
that the people should adopt

the colour of the monarch against whom they had

rebelled, apd of the
troops .they were about to

attack. On looking into the interesting Memoir*

of Mrs. Elliot^ I find (p. 33.) her account is

exactly that of my friend that the populace took

the Orleans colours, red, blue, and white, instead

of green, which colour they bad formerly adopted.
From the nature of her connexion with the un-

happy Duke of Orleans, and her presence at all

these events, that lady must have known the truth

of all particulars she relates. For my own part I
did not chance to remember that green was ever

the republican colour, and thought it agoo<l
on which to test her accuracy ; but on consulting
the large work Tableau* Hutoriqiu* de la Re-

volution, Paris, large folio, 1789, &c. there is

this account: On the night of the llth July,
after the dismissal of Necker, was the first meet-

ing of the
populace

in the Palais Royal. Th-y
were there harangued by Camillc Dcsmoulins, who
told them " there was no resource but to fly to

arms, and take a cockade by which to recognise
each other." He was rapturously applauded, and
went on :

" What colours will you have :

out f Choose ! Will you have green, the colour

of hope ? or the blue of Cincinnatus, the colour of

the liberty of America and of democracy ?" i :

people cried,
" The green, the colour of hone."

Ibis seems, however, to have been in uv

very short time : for in the same volume, only a

few days after (see p. 44.), a story is (<>1<1 < !' the

sale of tricolor cockades
M
qui venoient d'etre

substituu a la cocarde vertc." The truth of

Mrs. Elliott's account being thus confirmed in

one point, is it unreasonable to believe her on the

more especially as it is confirmed by the

testimony of a very intelligent Frenchman ? Yor
readers must remember it is not a question whe-

ther the National Assembly adopted the tricolor,

or that it was offered to the king, or that Lafayette
made a thrasonical speech about it, but whence

was it originally taken ? Perhaps some reader*
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of "
1ST. & Q.," better versed in the history of the

period, could find something that would confirm

or disprove Mrs. Elliott's account. A. A.

Poets' Corner.

MAJOR DUNCANSON AND THE MASSACRE OF
GLENCOE.

(2
nd S. viii. 109.)

Not having seen .Blackivood's Magazine for the

present month, I cannot say what view is taken

by the writer of the article contained therein re-

lative to the conduct of Major Robert Duncan-
son. I am unable to establish Duncanson's identity,

as I cannot trace his military career, but it is cer-

tain that a Robert Duncanson succeeded George
Wade as colonel of the 33rd regiment, February
12th, 1705. He was, I think, wounded May 8th,

same year, at the siege of Valencia de Alcantara,
and probably died in 1717, as he was succeeded

on March 12th of that year by Lieut.-Col. Henry
Hawley, who was promoted to the colonelcy of

the 33rd Regiment from the 4th Dragoons. The
latter officer died March 24th, 1759, being then

Colonel of the Royal Dragoons.
The massacre of Glencoe occurred on February

13th, 1692, and I believe that the regiments, of

which some members committed the massacre,
were commanded by Colonel John Hill and Archi-

bald, tenth Earl, and subsequently first Duke, of

Argyll. Duncanson was Major of the Earl of

Argyll's regiment, which was embodied in April,

1689, and was disbanded in 1697, after the Treaty
of Ryswick, owing to a vote of the House of Com-
mons "that all the forces raised since the year
1680 should be disbanded," and that the standing

aimy should be reduced to 10,000 men.
At the time of the massacre there was, I regret

to say, a Colonel John Hill in our army, who issued

an order dated February 12th, 1692, from Fort
William in Scotland, to Lieut.-Col. James Hamil-
toune to " march straight to Glencoe with four

hundred men of my regiment, and four hundred
men of my Lord Argyle's regiment under the

command of Major Duncanson, and there put in

due execution the orders you have received from
the Commander-in-Chief."
A Colonel John Hill was appointed to the co-

lonelcy of the llth Regiment, May 8th, 1705, on
which day Duncanson was wounded at Valencia
de Alcantara. This Colonel Hill was a brigadier
at the unfortunate battle of Almanza, April 27th,
1707, where he led the llth Regiment, and was
taken prisoner along with fourteen other officers

of that corps. He commanded the same regiment
at the siege of Mons, and was wounded, Septem-
ber 26th, 1709, during the siege, which ended
October 21st, same year, by the surrender of the
French garrison to the British army. He was
succeeded in the colonelcy of the llth Regiment,

July 30th, 1715, by Colonel Edward Montague;
and Colonel Hill probably died at that period, as
I cannot trace his removal to the colonelcy of any
other regiment.

I refer your readers to Professor Aytoun's Lays
of the Scottish Cavaliers, edition of 1840, pp. 118 to

132. inclusive, and to Brown's History of the

Highlanders and Highland Clans, for an account
of the cold-blooded piece of state policy known
and abhorred as the " Massacre of Glencoe."

G. L. S.

ORIGIN OF THE JUDGES' BLACK CAP.

(2
nd S. viii. 130.)

Zedler mentions, under Miltze, that certain

priests of.N. Africa used to put on a cap before

officiating, in order to stop their ears against every
sound that might interfere with their duties. In
like manner it might be supposed that the judge,
when about to pronounce on a criminal the ex-
treme sentence of the law, puts on the cap as an
intimation that he can now give ear to no one,
and that Justice must for the occasion be deaf, as

formerly represented blind.

With us, however, while the judge wears a cap
when he condemns a prisoner to death, the pri-
soner also wears a cap when he is executed. Both
these practices are of ancient origin.
The practice of covering the criminal's head

when he suffered death was Roman
; e. g.

"
qui

parentem necassit, caput obnubito, coleoque insu-

tus in profluentem mergitor." (XII. Tables.) So
in Cicero pro Rab.,

"
caput obnubito, arbori infelici

suspendito." Hence the nightcap of our modern

hangings, though the hanging itself is different.

The ancient Germans employed for a similar pur-
pose a black cloth, swarte doc, or schwartze Tuch.

(Grimm, Deutsche Rechts Alterthiimer, p. 684.)
The practice of our judges, in putting on a

black cap when they condemn a criminal to death,
will be found, on consideration, to have a deep
and sad significance. Covering the head was in

ancient days a sign of mourning.
" Haman hasted

to his house, mourning and having his head co-

vered" (Esth. vi. 12.) In like manner Demo-
sthenes, when insulted by the populace, went home
with his head covered. " And David . . . wept
as he went up, and had his head covered ; . . . .

and all the people that was with him covered

every man his head and they went up, weeping
as they went up." (2 Sam. xv. 30.) Darius,

too, covered his head on learning the death of his

queen. But, amongst ourselves, we find traces

of a similar mode of expressing grief, at funerals.
The mourners had the hood " drawn forward over

the head.
11

(Fosbroke, Encyc. of Antiq. p. 951.)
Indeed the hood drawn forward thus over ttye

head, is still part of the mourning habiliment of

females, when they follow the corpse. And with
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this it should bo borne in mind that, as far back

as the time of Chaucer, the moat usual colour of

mourning was Mack. Atropos also, who held the

fatal scissor* which cut short the life of man, was
clothed in black. When, therefore, the judge nuts

on the black cap, it i a very significant as well as

solemn procedure. He puts on mourning ; for he
is about to pronounce the forfeit of a life! And
accordingly the act itself, the putting on of the

black cap, is generally underttood to be significant.
It intimates that the judge is about to pronounce
no merely registered or

supposititious
sentence ;

in the very formula of condemnation he has put I

himself in mourning for the convicted culprit, as

for a dead man. The criminal is then left for exe-

cution, and, unless metcy exert its sovereign

prerogative, suffers the sentence of the jaw. The

mourning cap expressively indicates bis doom.
THOMAS BOYS.

ST. PATRICK 8 RIOGES.

(2* S. viiL 89.)

In the collection of Letters which Dr. Richard
Parr subjoined to bis Life of Utsher (Lond. 1686,

folio) is one M from the Bishop of Kilmore to the

most Reverend James Ussber, Archbishop Elect of

Armagh,** dated "March 26, 1624," in which the

writer, complaining of the
spoliation

of the Irish

Church's revenue, says
*

Impropriators in all

places may hold all ancient customs, only they

upon whom the cure of souls is laid are debarr'd :

St. Patrick's Ridges, which you know belonged
to the Fabrick of that church, are taken away ;"
and he adds,

" The more is taken away from the

king's clergy, the more accrues to the Pope's : and '

the servitors and undertakers, who should be in- '.

truments for settling a church, do hereby advance
their rents, and make the church poor." This
letter is numbered LXXX. in Parr's Collections,

XX XIV. in Dr. Elrington's. (Work* of
Uuher, vol. XT. p. 272.) The late editor has not

exactly adhered to the orthography of Parr's edi-

tion, from which he professed to print, and he has

omitted to retain the former numeration, which I

think he should have given within brackets in

those instances where the two series did not coin-

Nor has he effected a strict chronological

although he thence deduces a rea-

son for changing the order of the Letters pub-
lished by Parr. He has not even remarked the

impropriety of styling Usshcr "
Archbishop elect?

there not -being in Ireland any form of canonical
election and confirmation, consequently no conge
tfftlier, the sees being all donative, conferred as if >

they were so many civil offices by letters patent
from the Crown. Of this it might have been ex-

'

pected
that Dr. Klrin^ton would have informed

his readers. In his Life of Uttner, pp. 60, 70., be
baa quoted this Letter of the Bishop of Kilmore's

more correctly than he afterwards printed it in

the collected Work*, and in a note be says,
*

Among the dutiea reserved in ancient leases,
that denominated Ridgea occurs frequent:

appears probable that a certain number of days in

harvest to which the lord was intitled became
commuted, and the duty ascertained by tlu> met
sure of the pace in reference to that of time ;

hence a Ridge of work in towing or reaping
came by mutual consent a substitute for the

vice of one or more days." And he quotes fr

Mason's History nf St. Patrick9 Cathedral p. 71

a statement in Ussher's Procter* Rook for 1(

showing that he bad in that year received

payments for St. Patrick's Ridges in

places.
I would conjecture that the name of St.

trick's Ridges alludes rather to tome ancient

of tithing in Ireland.

For an. account of Thomas Moygne, Bishop
Kilmore, 1612 to 1628, whose letter shows th

those "Ridges" had been only recently Uk<

away in 1624, see Harris' Hare, vol. i.
p.

231.

the very useful, because accurate, work of 4|H
deacon Cotton, Fasti Ecdesitc llibernictr, vol. Hi.

p. 157. ARTERIS.
Dublin.

CHATTBRTOM MANUSCRIPT.

(2* S. viii. 94.)

The description of BRISTOI.IBNSIS leaves no
doubt of the identity of the MS. referred to; and
the librarian of the Bristol Literary Institution

has recognised it, as having been taken th

comparison with Chatterton's will by some :

man whose name hat been forgotten prub.il.Iy
BRISTOLIEKSIS himself. If, however, it was pro-
nounced spurious upon comparison with any other

portion of that document than the signature, it

was
perhaps

a hasty conclusion. The will i* writ-

ten in a stiff and formal copying-hand, with no

more character than in the writing of any

attorney's clerk of the period ; and compared with

the signature (which agrees with my MS. ) \v..ul.l.

to the suspicious, furnish evidence against its

authenticity. There is strong internal evidence

in favour of the MS. being an
original

COM

tion, in the frequent change of epithets and nu-

merous corrections, contradicting the assir

that it it only a modernised fragment of JEllu by

Seyer. The water-mark in two leaves of the will

is identical with the MS., and the paper
similar texture.

It there any evidence that Chattcrton ev

hibited a single scrap
of the supposed literary

labours of Rowley, said to have been found in the

KcdcliflT chest ? That Mrs. Newton should have

been anxious in some degree to lessen the

that attached to her brother's long career of de-
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that
ception is natural, l>ut her statements on

account must be taken cum grano salis.

Can any subscriber of "N. & Q." give a clue to

the whereabouts of the original MS. of a fragment,

referred to at the end of the first volume of

Grant's edition of Chatterton's Poems, Cambridge,
1842? It was in the possession of the late Mr.

Richard Smith of Bristol in 1838. HUGH OWEN.

James Moore (1
st S. xi. 157.) You had long

since, in reply to an inquiry by the late MB.
CHOKER, some gossiping papers about Arthur

Moore and his family ; Arthur being the father of

James Moore Smythe, Pope's antagonist, who took

the name of Smythe, according to the directions

in the will of his grandfather Wm. Smythe, whose

property he inherited. Arthur Moore, as we there

learn, rose from a very humble position*, a foot-

man, it is believed, to be an M.P., a Commissioner
of the South Sea Company, and one of the Com-
missioners of Trade. He had, beyond most men
of his time, a knowledge of the principles of

commerce, and had great weight and influence

in the reign of Queen Anne. Have I hit on
another of the family, after whom his son was

named James ?

In the Memoir prefixed to the Diary of Ed-
mund Bohun (p. xxvi.) mention is made of a

Captain Moore of Charleston, S. Carolina, who is

supposed to have been James Moore, Secretary
under Governor Blake. This is just such an

appointment as Arthur Moore would have within

his influence. I subsequently find mention in

History of Europe (App. p. 139.) of a Colonel

Moore, Governor of South Carolina. As this

colonel's Christian name was James, it is pro-

bably the same person ; not Arthur's brother,
Colonel Moore of Polyden, whose Christian name
was Thomas. This conjecture as to the relation-

ship of James Moore, the Secretary under Go-
vernor Blake, is strengthened by the fact that

among the bequests in remembrance in the will of

Arthur Moore is one to his friend James Blake.

J. M.
York House (2

nd S. viii. 121.) One of your
correspondents in this volume (p. 128.) properly
laments over mistatements that unsettle localities ;

and it is undoubtedly the peculiar function of
" N. & Q." to correct errors where they occur,
and carefully to avoid giving the sanction of its

authority to those that are apparent. How is it,

then, that I find a statement made under the title

of "Artists' Quarrels in Charles I.'s Reign,"
passed over without any remark ? Surely the
" York House," mentioned by MR. SAIXSBURY
as the place from which some of Buckingham's
letters are dated, and which is referred to in Gen-

tileschi's memorial, is not Whitehall, nor any "por-
tion of the original fabric." That noble palace,
after being for three centuries the town residence
of the Archbishop of York, and thence called

York Place, or York House, was acquired, not by
purchase, but by a compulsory and illegal grant
from Cardinal Wolsey at the time of his disgrace
to Henry VIII., and was from thenceforward
known by the name of Whitehall.

The York House alluded to was in the Strand,
before called Norwich House, which was pur-
chased by Archbishop Heath in the reign of Queen
Mary in substitution for Whitehall. From that

time till the reign of James I. it was frequently
let by the Archbishops to the Lord Chancellors of

the day. We find it inhabited by Sir Nicholas

Bacon and Sir John Puckering in the reign of

Queen Elizabeth, and by Sir Thomas Egerton
and Lord Bacon (who was born there) in the

reign of James. Soon after Bacon's disgrace, viz.

in 1624, we find it was transferred to Bucking-
ham.

This, then, is the house mentioned by Genti-

leschi, whose depreciation of the " Statues and
Pictures" in it naturally irritated "Mr. Gerbier,"
who was employed by Buckingham in its decora-

tion. EDWARD Foss.

Titles conferred by Oliver Cromwell (2nd S. vii.

476. 518.; viii. 114. 158.) In the second and
third editions of Noble's Cromwell (Birm. 1787,
Lond. 1737), the list of " Persons distinguished

by the Cromwells" will be found at the end of

vol. i.

P. 158. col. ii., line 13., for Duncho read Dunch.
Line 14., for Burnel, read Burnett (so in the

Patent).
Sir Richard Chiverton does not occur in Noble's

list of Oliver's knights. JOSEPH Rix.

St. Neots'.

Piskty, Cess-here (2
nd S. viii. 9.) One of your

correspondents asks whether the words "
pishty

"

and " cess-here
"

are used elsewhere as well as in

Gloucestershire. They are both common in Here-
fordshire. For the former, see Sir G. C. Lewis's

Glossary of Provincial Words (Murray, 1839.),

p. 79. :

"
Pishty, s. used in calling to a puppy, as puss is used

in calling" to a cat. Also used in the Forest of Dean."

Is " cess-here
"
usually thus spelled ? I have

always heard it pronounced as if it were "
ses,"

"
ses," and deemed it akin to the imperative of

the verb "
seize," i. e.

"
fall on." A.

Christopher Anstey (2
nd S. viii. 167.) was Fellow

of St. John's College, Cambridge ;
B. A. 1699

1700; M.A. 1703; B.D. 1710; D.D. 1715. He
has Greek and Latin verses in the University
collections on the peace of Ryswick, 1697; the

death of William Duke of Gloucester, 1700; the
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death of Georae Prince of Denmark, 1708; and

the peace of Utrecht, )

C. II. & THOMPSON Cooruu
Cambridge

A Star HwU on the Thome* (2
nd S. viii. 148.)

\V. J. I'IMKS will find an interesting account

of " a bear-baiting on the Thames,** A.D. 1539,
and hnw it involved Arrbbivbop Cronmer in some

difficulty, in Soames's Hutory of the Reformation

(vol. i. part n., pp. 379-82.) lie can also refer

to Strype's Manorial* (vol. iii., part i., p. 327.,

A.D. 15.34); and Annul* (vol. i., part I., p. 285.,

A.I>. 1559. E. C. UABWOTO*.

Family
Herald Essayist* (2

nd S. viii. 131.)
The author of the Esavs here referred to is Mr.
J. C. Forrest, of 40. Giflbrd Street, Kingsland, N.

SEPTIMUS PIESSE.
Tins Cottage, Turnham Green.

Shim (2* S. viii. 169.) The idea of
appearing

has a natural connexion with that of shining ; and
this connexion is traceable in various languages.
Thus srhein, in old German, is both shine and
semblance ; fatvofuu in Greek is both to shine and
to appear; and in Ps. Ixxx. 1.,

" Thou that dwel-

lest between the cherubim, shine forth" (Hcb.

hojihia), the shining forth seems specially to imply

manifestation:
4i Thou that within the Holy of

Iwi'llt-t unfeen, make thyself gloriously

visible, appear!" In it not possible, then, that

the provincial term shim, in the ?ense of seeming
or

appearing,
is connected with the old English

wora shimmer, to shine, to gleam f

"Shim. It seems. Wilts;" "Shim. Appear-
ance;"

" Shim. A clear bright liht." (Halliwell.)
(T. in S:ix. scima, splendour, and sciman, scimian,

splendere. THOMAS BOTS.

"
Ligaturasfacere" (2

nd S. vii. 437.) has another

meaning beside that given. It was a species of

magic said to be performed by tying a knot in a

cord, or string, exactly at some particular junc-
ture, and reciting some charm at the same time.

Persons were then supposed
to be tied, as it were,

ctxl hindered absolutely from performing what

they intended to do. The most common occasion

making a ligature was by tying a knot at the

ment the words *

conjungo *oa were repeated

motest antiquity your classic readers will rc-

iber

A.

to tribal nodU lemo, Auiarvlli, colon*,"

as well as the charms of Medea. A.

Poets' Comer.

Peter Oltane (2- S .;.) was of Caius

College, Cambridge ; B.A. 1692-3.
C. 11. & THOMPSON COOPEB,

44

Why every nation, every clime," frc. (2* s

28.) DEXTKB will find the lines respecting which
be inquires in a Seatonian prise poem, The Dayof
Jtulgment, by It Gljrnn, M.D., 1757. This poem,
and Death, by Beilby Porteus (two years after-

wards), are the best known of the earlier success-

ful candidates for Mr. Seaton's prize. It is found
in many modern collections, e. g. among others,
in The Sacred Lyre, published at Glasgow in

1834. 8. S. 8.

County Voter*' Qualification (2* 8. viii. 70.)
The forty-shilling freehold qualification was first

required
in 1429. Before that time a sort of

universal suffrage appears.to have prevailed, and
the statute 8 Hen. VI. c. 7. was passed to put an
end to such an anomalous and unequal state of

things. After reciting that " the Elections of

Knights of Shires in many Counties had then of

late been made by very great and excessive num-
ber of people dwelling within the same Coun

*

of the which most part was of people of small
'

stance and of no value, whereof every of

pretended
a voice equivalent with the most

! Knights and Esquires dwelling within tlithe

Counties, whereby manslaughters, riots, batteries,
and divisions among the Gentlemen and other

people of the same Counties would very likely
rise and be, unless convenient and due remedy
were provided," the statute enacts,

" That the

Knights of the Shires shall be chosen in every

County by people dwelling and resident in the

same Counties, whereof every one shall have free

Land or Tenement to the value of Forty Shillings

by the year at least, above all charges. By the

10 Hen. VI. c. 2. the qualification must be ^

or arise within the county for which the freeholder

claimed to vote : a thing which was not expressly
reouired by the former statute.

I cannot pretend to offer an opinion as t

- noiier I'aiguillette." The results were said to be relative value of the qualification : but it is quite
Mi hlli, and only to be got rid of by a ridi- dear that a forty-shilling freeholder, 400 years

colons and disgusting ceremony. The witch, no

doubt, took care to let the parties know what was
done ; and, like most superstitions, fear and men-
tal emotion really did the work. Ligatures to

prevent a
joining

were also common ; but the

most impwlent of all pretensions were charms to

at a marriage. This by French writers is called

ago, was not deemed a person
and of no value."

of small substance
DAVID GAM.

stop running rivers, nay, even to arrest the moon
in its course. These superstitions are of the re-

Groiftqutt in Ckttrche* (2- S. viii. 130.) The

only explanation that I can suggest (and I never

beard any from any one else) as to the verv

mon
grotesque,

"the bead of a man with

tongue," will be found by referrin- to the M
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and 4th verses of the 57th chapter of the Book of

the Prophet Isaiah. F. A. CARRINGTON.

Ogbourne St. George.

Spontoon (2
nd S. vi. 329. 421.) The spontoon

carried by officers, of infantry was a sort of light

battle-axe, resembling a good deal those of the

gentlemen-at-arms. Specimens can be seen in

the armoury of the Tower, and at the United

Service Museum in Scotland Yard. In the year

1745, the officers of infantry carried " half pikes,"

which had an ornamental blade nine inches

long, and a light haft of ash six feet long; the

butt being shod with iron, to stick in the ground.
The readers of Rob Roy will recollect that Capt.

Thornton gave his "halif pike" to a soldier.

F. A. CARRINGTON.

Ogbourne St. George.

Dr. Young and Voltaire (2
nd S. viii. 134.) I

believe the following is the correct version of Dr.

Young's epigram upon Voltaire, who had made
some very free remarks upon the characters of

Satan, Sin, and Death, in Milton's Paradise Lost.

These lines are certainly more harmonious and

poetical than those quoted from W. Cole :

" Thou art so witty, profligate and thin,

At once we think thee Satan, Death, and Sin."

Soon after the death of Voltaire, some philo-

sophies having proposed to erect a monument to his

memory, an Englishman, who was sta^ng at

Paris, undertook to compose the epitaph, as fol-

lows :

" Hie jacet

Vpltarius :

Qui
In Poesi magnus,
In Historia parvus,

In Philosopbia minimus,
In Religione nullus :

Cujus
Ingenium acre,
Judicium praeceps,

Improbitas summa :

Ciii

Arrifere muliercula?,
Plausere scioli,

Favere profani :

Quern
Dei hominumque irrisorem

Senatus physico-atheus
Hoc lapide
Donavit."

F. C. H.

Paintings at Vauxhall (2
nd S. viii. 70.) I re-

member seeing, in 1842, six or seven of the paint-

ings by Hogarth and Hayman, which formerly
decorated this once fashionable place of amuse-

ment, at the house of a picture-cleaner, Mr.

Gwennap of Tichborne Street, Haymarket. They
were purchased at the Vauxhall Gardens' sale in

1841, and had been consigned to Mr. Gwennap
for the purpose of cleaning, repairing, &c.

Most of the Vauxhall pictures have been en-

graved, and copies are preserved in the extraor-

dinary collection of materials for the history of
the gardens formed by John Fillinham, Esq., of
Hanover Street, Newington.

EDWARD F. RIMBAULT.

Character of Mr. Hastings (2
nd S. viii. 131.)-^

My reference to this article was derived from Sir

John Hawkins's History of Music (the new edi-

tion), p. 568., where the passage stands :

" The Character of Mr. William Hastings, written by
the First Earl Shaftesbury, and printed in Peck's Collec-

tion of Curious Historical 'Pieces, No. xxxiii."

Walpole includes it among the writings of the

Earl in his Royal and Nolle Authors, and adds :

" Printed originally in Peck's Desiderata Curiosa, and

lately in the Connoisseur, vol. iii."

Park, however, in his edition of Walpole's work,

says in a note :

" Dr. Kippis states, and so may the present editor,

that he examined the whole of Evans's edition of Peck's

Desid. Cur. without finding this character of Mr. Hast-

ings inserted. Vide Biog. Brit., vol. iv. p. 263. In the

Connoisseur, however, it may be seen."

It is also printed in Bell's Huntingdon Peerage
(second edition, with additions), 1821, where it is

stated to have been inscribed, in "
gold letters,"

under an original portrait of Mr. Hastings, pre-
served at Winbourne St. Giles, the seat of the

Earl of Shaftesbury.
I should add that an engraving from this por-

trait forms one of the illustrations to Mr. Bell's

curious* volume. EDWARD F. RIMBAULT.

De Foes Descendants (2
ud S. viii. 51. 94.)

David Erskine Baker died without children. His

brother, Henry Baker, died irt his father's lifetime,

leaving one child, the Rev. William Baker, rector

of Lyndon, co. Rutland, who died in 1828, leav-

ing three children the Rev. Henry De Foe Baker,
William Baker, M.D., and Mary Baker. The
Rev. Henry De Foe Baker resigned the vicarage
of Greetharn on being appointed Warden" of

Brown's Hospital, Stamford, where he died in

1845, leaving two children the Rev. Henry De
Foe Baker and Harriet Elizabeth Baker. Dr.

Baker died in 1850, leaving four children the

Rev. William De Foe Baker, Charles Bernard

Baker, Sophia Baker (who died in 1853), and

Emily Dallas Baker.
";||

H. S.

" Le BasBlen" (2
nd

S.viii. 27.) This elegant
little interlude is from the pen of one of your cor-

respondents, MR. WILLIAM HUGH LOGAN, banker,

Berwick-upon-Tweed. Besides two most useful

works, a treatise on the System of Scottish Bank-

ing, and the Law of Bills and Promissory Notes,
MR. LOGAN is the author of several dramatic

pieces, by way of delassements from his graver

occupations. MR. LOGAN'S reputation for a finan-

cier is held in deservedly high repute on the
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He recently filled the office of sheriff of

Berwick, and OUT be said to be "the leading

man" of that burgh. M. I

HaUcUjoh Ckonu (2- S. viii. 107.)-
I hope there is a better reason for standing on

this occasion than that given in the "
newspaper-

_'," namely, the custom of the Christian

'i for its members to adopt that reverent

ring the singing or saying of a doxo-

logy, at all times. \V7 J. BERMIABD SMITH.

Tempi*.

Ce*poole (2-
41 S. viii. 110.) Before giving a

decided answer to your correspondent's Query,
one would wish to see the "dinry" which be cites,

or at any rate to know something about it. It

does appear likely, however, that Liverpool was,

a* be suggests, the place intended. Passing from

Preston to Chester, a traveller would as probably
as not go rui Liverpool. But why should Liver-

pool be called Cetpoole
f

1. Chester, originally Deva, because situate on

the river Dee, was afterwards CVrfn'a, or Cettrca,

and Cheshire was Cettre-thirc.

2. Chester, or Cestrea, had by charter certain

extraordinary privileges :

44 la those tracU are several other ports, all subordinate

to the comptroller of Chester ; and ere* lAverponl, in the

patent, u ttyled a erttk of (he pott of Chester." Pennant's

Tour m Wuln, ed. 1784, i. 206.

May we not, then, form a f5r
conjecture

as to

the origin of the term Ccspoole? While Liver-

pool, already an infant Hercules, was deemed only
** a creek of the port of Chester

"
(or Cutria), we

must also bear in mind that a pool was in fact the

original site of the town; and therefore, while

the inhabitants called it Lever-poole or Lytcr-

poole, the men of Chester, zealous for their own

patent rights, might very naturally call it Ccstre-

poole, and by abbreviation Cetpoole, i. e. the pool
of Chetltr as an equivalent to what it was by
the Chester charter, a creek of Chester.

With regard to the supposed shortening of

Cestrc-poole into Cespoolt, it is worthy of ob-

servation that the old form of "
Liverpool" itself,

namely Leverpoole or Lyverpoole, experienced an

abbreviation, and became Lyrpole (Lcland), or, as

we find it in an old map, Lerpoofe.
It doea not, however, by any means follow that

Cesnoole was a name ever very generally applied
to Liverpool. The traveller may perhaps have
first picked it up when he got to Chester, where
the inhabitants, seeing nothing in their own trade

bat decay, and nothing in that of Liverpool but

progress, might console themselves by locally em-

ploying the term Cestre-poole, and more briefly

though less elegantly Cesnoole, as the
appellation

of a prosperous rival, and as a memorial of their

seen

1,
"

Sigil-

lum Commune liurgensium Lever" the Chester

people might ex Ar-rer-poole,
but C/re-poole !

"
Thus Cestre-poole, or Ces-

poole, may have been a nickname of Liverpool
occasionally used in <

anywhere else. Tn -MAS BOYS.

Sir Henry Caloerley (V* S. viii. 28.)

asseraa M. 'V .

<Mh tarn) of
'

:

llenrr -

own past ascendency. For instance, seeing the

motto on the Liverpool corporation-seal,
(l

Henry, bom sad dfcd I7<L

There is a mezzotint of Mrs. Sherrard from a

portrait by Kneller.

In the before-mentioned volume is a copy of

the HBill of Fees" paid by Sir Henry "for his

honour of knighthood," and receipt for the same,

amounting to 81/. 13*. 4rf., dated 10 Feb. 167|,
and also

" a copy of Sir Henry Calverley's letter

to his flgent in England, after his travels in Italy,
&c. in '82 and '83," dated "

Orleans, 18th June,
'83, Sti. novo."

I have also a common-place book of Henry
Calverley of 1657-8.

If your correspondent wishes for
anjr

farther

information about this Sir Henry or his family,
and will apply either through the columns of " N.
& Q.," or by letter, I shall be glad, as far as in

my power, to afford it.

WALTER CALVEELET TBEVELTAM.

Wellington, Newcastle- on -Tync.

P.S. If the date of the letter is correct, it is

! probable that the date of the death, as gn
the inscription, is the true one.

Shelley and Darhamwick (I
1* S. viii. 70.

On looking into Lord Coke's Report of

ley's case, I find the place in question is in the

Sir Henry, about whom the Oner i< pro-
babtv the above 4th ton of John Calverley of Eriholme :

1

bat if so, there must be a mistake in the date 1685. as I
> find from a BIS. volume (principally of genealogical col-

lections) which I poaeeas, and which had belong.
'

grandfather, that he died at IV
1684. The vftlume contains a copy of the inscription on

his monument in the south aisle ol

which the date of his death i< flvsB,
"

\ n. Kal. Jul. an.

I
dom ii. vtatis plus minus quadrage:
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pleadings called Bursam-wicke, alias Barham-

wicke apud Angmering." (1 Sep. 88. b.)
?

Per-

haps on the principle
" noscitur

a^sociis,"
the

enumeration of the lands comprised in the deed

set out in the pleadings will assist your corre-

spondent W. O. W. It is dated 25 Sept. 1 & 2

Philip & Mary, 1554, and contains a covenant by
Edward Shelley of Warminghurst, in the county
of Sussex, Esq., to suffer a recovery of

"The manners of Worminghurst, Barhamwicke and

Fyndon, with the appurtenances in the said County of

Sussex, and all other his lands, tenements, possessions,

and hereditaments, with the appurtenances, set, lying,

and being in Fyndon, Worminghurst, Barhamwicke,

Patching, Estangmering, Wastangmering, Wygenholt,

Sterington, Washington, Ashington, Grenestede, Ashe-

hurst, Stening, Wiston, Thackham, and Shipley, in the

said County, except only the manners of Sillington and

Cobden, with the appurtenances, in the said County, and

except also all those lands, tenements, and hereditaments

called or known by the names of Cobden, Pulleto, Firses,

and Palmershcombe, with their appurtenances." 1 Rep.
90.

Some of these, I believe, are names of parishes.
The special verdict in this case discloses the

following pedigree, of the accuracy of which there

can be no doubt :

John Shelley, of Mychel Grove, Esq.

Edward of Worminghurst,=Johanna (it does not appear
ob. 9 Oct. 1 & 2 P. & M., I who she was).
1554. Qu. whether the I

eldest or only son.

Henry, ob. vita patris (it does not appear who his wife
I was : her name was Ann).

I

Richard,
viv. 1573.

Maria. Henry (the defendant), nat. post ob. patrb.

DAVID GAM;
Z. Latimers (2

nd S. viii. 119.) Lord Latimers
is a slip of the pen for the Cavendish of Latimers,
now Lord Chesham. C.

Swiss Maps (2
nd S. viii. 90.) J. M., if intend-

ing only a general tour through Switzerland,
without attempting any of the more difficult passes,
will probably find Leutholdt's map (Zurich) suffi-

cient. It is certainly the best general map. Stu-

der's map of the valleys between the Simplon
route and the Pennine chain (Karte der siidlichen

Wallisthaler, von G. Studer, Zurich) is, however,
of great value even to the ordinary tourist who
intends to visit the valleys of Saas or Zernatt

;

much more so, and indeed essential, to any ex-

plorer of the high passes in the neighbourhood.
His geological map (on the basis of Ziegler's),
somewhat larger than Leutholdt's, is an excellent

substitute for a general map, though the colour-

ing is of course rather confusing for ordinary
purposes. Though the Swiss Federal Survey is

too bulky for general use, I have found single
sheets, cut up and stretched on cloth in the usual

way, quite invaluable and not incommodious.
Sheet No. 17., for instance, includes the district

from Vevay to Kanderstig; and sheet No. 18.

that from the latter village to the Grimsel the
limit to the north being a line passing close to
Lauterbrunnen ; and to the south, a line drawn a
little north of Martigny and south of St. Nicolas.
The sheets containing the Oberland and the dis-

trict around Zernatt are not yet published. J.
M. will find these published sheets, and I dare say
the other maps I have named as well, at Mr.
Stanford's, Cbaring Cross.

South of the Alps, two sheets of the six-sheet
Sardinian Survey will give the whole northern
frontier of Sardinia, reaching south beyond Aorta
and Borgo Ticino. There is an excellent one-
sheet government map of Sardinia reduced from
the above. The larger Sardinian Survey, in some

thirty or forty sheets, is of course out of the ques-
tion ; though invaluable for a special district, and

cheap 45. per sheet. It is still in course of pub-
lication. The district due south of Monte Rosa
has been issued, but not that in the neighbour-
hood of the Val Pelline.

The Alpine Club have just published the maps
that accompany their Peaks, Passes, and Glaciers,
in a separate form at 3s. 6d. These are of course

local, but most valuable for the districts in ques-
tion, as correcting many errors in the existing
maps.

1 may add that the Practical Guide to Switzer-

land, 2s. 6d. (Longman & Co.), is an admirable

appendix to Murray, and that both should be
taken. A. 13. M.

Glasgow.

The Reprint, in 1808, of the First Folio Edi-
tion of Shakspeare (1

st S. vii. 47.) I should feel

greatly obliged to your correspondent F. C. B., if

he would kindly favour me with the loan of Mr.
Upcott's collation of this reprint.

I have the volume, and should very much like

to make notes in its margin of the 368 typogra-
phical errors, having neither time nor opportunity
for making a collation with the original.

If F. C. B. will kindly entrust me with the

document, I can assure him that every care shall

be taken of it, and that it should be returned in a
short time. WM. WAEDLAW REID.

Peckham Rye. _-A

Benjamin Cudworth (2
nd

S. viii. 167.) was a
fellow-commoner of Christ's College. He has
Latin verses in the University collection on the
accession of William and Mary, 1689. On King
William's visit to Cambridge, 7th Oct. in the same
year, Mr. Cudworth was created M.A.

C. H. & THOMPSON COOPER.
Cambridge.

Richard Medlicot (2
nd

S. viii. 167.) was of St.

Peter's College, Cambridge ;
B.A. 1618-9; M.A.

1622. C. H. & THOMPSON COOPER.
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Occa* Table Telegraph* (2" S. rut. 148.) In
Mr. Tho. Allen's pain;

:.i* St/gtemt of In-

Indmd Submarine Telegraphy, he gives the fol-

lowing list of the cables which have boon laid. It

contains the information which <J. re-

quires, with the exception of the cost ; and as I

oppose it imy be relied upon as correct, I copj
it tor his benefit:

This list is dated Dec. 1859. R. E.L.

Bull and Dear of the Stock Exchange (2
1* S.

viii. 79. 138.) The following extracts arc from

Oibber's Plaj of The Refiual, or the Ladie* Philo-

so/thy, produced in 1720.

This corned/ affords ample proof that all the

gambling terms of the day mast then have been

very generally understood ; for it abounds in al-

lusions to the doings in 'change alley, and one of

the characters, Sir Gilbert Wrangle, is a South
Sea Director.

"
Granger. (To Witling, who ha* been boasting of his

alUhfcthis out of 'Change Alley?
* mOimg. Every shilling. Sir, all out of stocky

Put*, Bulls, Rama, Bean, and Babbles."

And again :

- Then (in the alley) you'll see a Duke dangling after

a Director ; here a Peer and a riJJJJK Vgf"^ for an
: there a Jew and a Parson making op differences ;

here a young woman of quality buying Beam of a Quaker ;

and then an old one selling refusals to a lieutenant of- "
L" -ActLSc. 1.

its" I take to be what is styled "put and

call,** and thus managed : Price and time being

agreed on, one
party pays down a certain sum ; in

of which he has the power to callpower
for delivery of the stock, or difference, on the set-

tling day. If the market be against him, he has

the option of closing the transaction by the sacri-

fice of the "
put," or deposit." Hubble" only meant an undertaking, or

scheme, and was not used in its present Mote.
Does the following, from the same play, offer a

clue to the origin of the term ' Hull
'

:-

I raised my fortone, Sir, as llilo lifted the
Bull, by sticking to it every day when it was a Calf.

'

In conclusion, what was the signification of
" Ram" ? This is the only place in which I have
met with it in connexion with the subject.

CHARLES

The Etymon of" e*ry
w
(2* 8. viii. 113.) The

profound critique and philological acumen of

your correspondent M. PIULAIKTE CHASLBS,
throw doubt on this word being a descendant of
the Latin venu. I am of the same opinion on
this point, whatever be its real

parent Kymric
or Gothic. For in the East-Anglian counties,
where the pronunciation is pure, and at least

thoroughly exempt from the cockneyism of inter-

changing r and wt the word is always pronounced
very. And this form of pronunciation is the re-

sult of no confusion of sounds, but is an invaria-

ble error of speech. H. C. C.

BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES
WANTED TO PURCHASE.

i to t ml dlnct to

<ji HI i ABOOT T*> NATCH* AD PaararviTV or na 8*rm*T DAT
SABBATH, by John Banyan.

A DaMNNMua or TB BOIUKM. KATOBB, BxnaMMev, AP Ornii>
MKXT or TB HOOM or Ooo i a Poem, by John Banyan.

A CA.* or Comctijici RMULTI , by John Bonyam.

WanteU by //. JToraViO. . Gtty Road.

Fnumo'* Woaw. VoL IX. HTO. ISM.

K^^2Sf^Ma.Sft^Mi.I)iav i8iA K.U CvotcK BfifnifsV MH^ocoilttr dllioosX

asf - JT

to Corrrs-uouUrnt*.

i

RnaATCM.-Mda.vUl.
t i

aJSSSfi*
i?sE!Efj?

. ..

I.I.^r w Bkkard >< raMl >>Be-
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UNITED KINGDOM
LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY,

No. 8. WATERLOO PLACE, PALL MALL, LONDON,
S.\Y .

The Funds or Property of the Company as at Blst Decem-

ber, 1858, amounted to 652,G18/. 3s. IQd., invested in

Government or other approved securities.

THE HON. FRANCIS SCOTT, Chairman.

CHARLES BERWICK CURTIS, ESQ., Deputy-Chairman.

INVALID LIVES. -Persons not in sound health may have their
lives insured at equitable rates.

ACCOMMODATION IN PAYMENT OF PREMIUMS.- Only one-
half of the Annual Premium, when the Insurance is for life, is

required to be paid for the first five years, simple interest being
charged on the balance. Sucli arrangement is equivalent TO AN

without the borrower having recourse to the unpleasant neces-
sity ofprocuring Sureties, or assigning and thereby parting with his
Policy, during the currency of the Loan, irrespective of the great
attendant expenses in such arrangements.

The above mode of insurance has been found most advantageous
when Policies have been required to cover monetary transac-
tions, or when incomes applicable for Insurance are at present
limited, as it only necessitates half the outlay formerly required
by_ other Companies before the present system was instituted by

LOANS are granted likewise on real and personal Securities.

Forms of Proposal and every information afforded on application
to the Resident Director,

8. Waterloo Place, Pall Mall, London, S.W.
By order,

E. LENNOX BOYD, Resident Director.

MAKK YOUR LINEN with CULLETON'S
PATENT ELECTRO SILVER PLATES. The most easy,

prevents the ink spreading, and never washes out. Any person can use
them. Initial plate, Is. ; name plate, '2s. 6rl. ; set of movable num-
bers, 2s. 6d. ; crest, 5s. with directions. Post free for stamps. Observe
25. Cranbourn Street, Leicester Square, W. C.

pULLETON'S HERALDIC OFFICE and Ge-
\_y nealosical Studio, for Tracing Family Anns,Pediarees, and His-
tories of nearly every Family in the United Kingdom, America, &c. No
fee for search of arms ; plain sketch, 2s. M. ; in heraldic colours, 5s.
Tracing pedigree with original grant of arms, 10* T. CULLETON,
Genealogist, 25. Cranbourn Street. W. C. The studio and library open
daily.

| pULLETON'S BOOK PLATES, with Arms, 10s.,
! \J or crest plate, 5s. ; crest engraved on seal or ring, 7s. ; arms on
> ditto, 24s. ; crest on steel die for stamping n
i bourn Street, W.C. N.B. Seal Engraver
'. Majesty and the Board of Trade.

note-paper, 6s._25. Cran-
ixd Die Sinker to Her

pULLETON'S CARDS, Wedding, Visiting, and
! \J Trade. A copper-plate engraved in any style, and 50 superfine
i cards printed for 2s. Post Free. 25. Cranbourn Street, W.C.

i pULLETON'S EMBOSSING PRESSES (Patent
I \J Lever) for stamping note paper with initials, crest, or name and
i addrIress, 15s., at 25. Cranbourn Street, W.C.

W
. Bicknell.Esq.
Cocks, Esq.

G. H. Drew, Esq. M.A.
W. Freeman, Esq.
F. Fuller, Esq.
J. H. G

ESTERN LIFE ASSURANCE AND
ANNUITY SOCIETY.

3. PARLIAMENT STREET, LONDON.
Founded A.D. 1848.

?.
E. Bicknell, Esq.

Dir ?or''-
Em Lncaa E

. S. Cocks. ESQ. F.B. Marson, Esq.
A. Robinson, Esq.
J.L. Seager.Esq.

., . J.B.Whlte.Esq.
. Goodhart, Esq.

Physician W. R. Basham, M.D.
Bankers. Messrs. Cocks, Biddulph.andCo.

VALUABLE PRIVILEGE.
POLICIES effected in this Office do not become void through tem-

poral > difficulty m paying a Premium, as permission is given upon
application to suspend the payment at interest, according to the con-
ditions detailed in the Prospectus.
LOANS from 100J. to 500Z. granted on real or first-rate Personal

Attention is also invited to the rates of annuity granted to old lives,
for which ample security is provided by the capital of the Society.
Example : 100Z. cash paid down purchases an annuity of-

& s. d.
10 4 c to a male life aged 60}

65 (Payable as long
70 f as he is alive.

12 3 1

W 16 3
H 11 10 75;

ARTHUR 8CRATCHLEY, M.A., F.R.A.S.. Actuary.
To Clergymen, Solicitors, and others interested in Copyhold and

Church Property :

Now ready, Fourth Edition, 3s. 6d.
MR. SCRATCHLEY'S TREATISE on the PRINCIPLES andPRACTICK of COPYHOLD and CHURCH PROPERTY ENFRAN-

lslllo.fc<JVl.bJNl.S.

C. & E. LAYTON, 150. Fleet Street.

ANDSOME BRASS and IRON BEDSTEADS.
IAL & SON'S Show Rooms contain a large Assortment of Brass

Bedsteads, suitable both for Home Use and for Tropical Climates :

handsome Iron Bedsteads with Brass Mountings and elesantly Japan-
ned; Plain Iron Bedsteads for Servants: every description of Wood
Bedstead that is manufactured, in Mahogany, Birch, Walnut Tree
Woods, Polished Deal and Japanned, all fitted with Bedding and Fur-
nitures complete, as well as every description of Bedroom Furniture.

TTEAL & SON'S ILLUSTRATED CATA-
JJL LOGUE, containing Designs and Prices of 100 BEDST RADS, as
well as of 150 different ARTICLES of BED-ROOM FURNITURE,
SENT FREE BY POST.

HEAL & SON, Bedstead, Bedding, and Bed-room Furniture
Manufacturers, 1%. Tottenham-court Road, W.

PHOTOGRAPHY.
T. OTTEWILL AND CO.,

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Photographic Apparatus Manufacturers,
ISLINGTON, LONDON.

T. OTTEWILL AND CO.'S
NEW TEAK CAMERAS EXPRESSLY FOR INDIA.

N.B. First-Class Work only.

Illustrated Catalogues on Application.

ACHROMATIC MICROSCOPES. SMITH,BECK & BECK, MANUFACTURING OPTICIANS,

,

TNTRODUCER OF THE SOUTH AFRICANX PORT, SHERRY, &c., 20s. per dozen. BOTTLES INCLUDEDan advantage greatly appreciated by the Public and a constantly in-
creasing connexion, saving the great annoyance of returning them.

A PINT SAMPLE OF BOTH FOR 24 STAMPS.
WINE IN CASK forwarded Free to any Railway Station in England.

EXCELSIOR BRANDY, Pale or Brown, 15s. per gallon, or 30*. per
dozen.

TERMS, CASH. Country Orders must contain a remittance. Cross
cheques

" Bank of London." Price Lists forwarded on application.
JAMES L. DENMAN.65. Fenchureh Street, corner of Railway Place,

'

London.

fhecroscope " 1855'

" r<>r the excellence

_ An Illustrated Pamphlet of the \0l. EDUCATIONAL MICRO-
SCOPE, sent by Post on receipt of Six Postage Stamps.
A GENERAL CATALOGUE may be had on application.

STAMPED
ENVELOPES. Your~NAM]Tand

ADDRESS, or your CREST, and 2,000 Envelopes, STAMPED
L
n CP9JJP"/or 1G

'S'
n

-
char?e for die, best paper and workmanship.

S
dP

v9-
ord^ V

nd s'^c of Envelope, to J. LOCK. City Heraldic
Office, No. 2. Old Jewry, B.C., London. Embossing Press with steel
die for stamping paper, 10s. 6rf.

HPHE AQUARIUM. LLOYD'S DESCRIPTIVE
JL and ILLUSTRATED LIST of whatever relates to the AQUA-
RIUM, is now ready, price Is. j or by Post for Fourteen Stamps. 128
Pages, and 87 Woodcute.

W. ALFORD LLOYD, 19, 20, and 20 A. Portland Road, Regent's

MONUMENTAL
BRASSES AND TABLETS,

Ecclesiastical, Corporate, Official, and Private Seals, Dies, Stamps,
Plates in Mediaeval and Modern Styles. Crest engraved on Seal or

Ring, 8s. ; on Die, 7s. Mono-rams and Heraldic Designs executed in
correct Style. Solid Gold 18 carat, Hall-marked Bloodstone or Sard
Ring, engraved crest, Two Guineas. Illustrated Price List Post Free.

T. MORING, Engraver and Heraldic Artist (who has received the
Gold Medal for Engraving), 44. High Holborn, W. C.
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FOREIGN HANDBOOKS.
TIM Followta* ara New IU*lr i

HANDBOOK OP TRAVEL TALK. 3*. 6<t

H\\hI5'>MK FOB NORTH GERMANY \M
rn nan. :

l!\M>B>iK FOR SOUTH GERMANY, AND
THE TYROL, la,.

HANDBOOK FOR S>MI/1 KLAND AND
TflBALM. to.

HANDBOOK FOR niAM'E AND TIM 1

.

I'YRENEC*. !*.

HANDBOOK FOR SPAIN. 30*.

HANDBOOK FOR PORTUGAL. 9*.

HANDBOOK FOR CENTRAL ITALY. 7*.

BOOI PO1 KoMK. 9*.

!! \M>BOOK FOR NORTH ITALY. 12*.

HANDBOOK FOR SOUTH ITALY. 10*.

HANDBOOK FOR EGYPT. 15*.

HANDBOOK FOR SYRIA AND PALES-
TINE. 1U.

HANDBOOK FOR BOMBAY AND MA-
DRA*

HANDBOOK FOR GREECE. 13*.

H A NDBOOK FOR DENMARK, NORWAY, AND
SWEDEN. 14*.

HANDBOOK FOR RUSSIA. 12*.

JOHN MURRAY. AJkemarlt StKft

Thta Day It aatlkhai. atfat I*. d. la da*.

TALES FROM - BLACKWOOD.
VMM-MI- vi.

PuUMwd IBM^Hmbtn^^*Xch ,^.,.1
la VolaaMa,

WILLIAM BLACKWOOO ft BOX*. EdJobursh .nd Loatek

TklU)r b publMMd. tht
^J^J^J,

01"1"* * Btatoriwl and

AC C OTJ W T

D U N F E i' M L I N E,

MtTJtRAT 8 HANDBOOKS OP EJTOI.AND,
niOM DOVER TO THE X.AKD'8 EJ*X>.

The Followlnj art n

I. HANDBOOK FOR KENT AND SUSSEX

II. HANDBOOK FOR SURREY, HANTS,
AND ISLE OF WIGHT. Map. ;. frt

III. MODERN LONDON. Map. 5*.

IV. HANDBOOK FOR WILTS, DORSET,
AND SOMERSET. Map. 7.fcf.

\ HANDBOOK FOR DEVON AND CORN-
WALL. Map*. 7t.U.

nvsfsssASfa

IB ro. with numcroiMEMmTtea, price 1. A *w MBk* of UM rrt

lwMMoBMk,prte*lt. Mcb. Or the two vob. to^Owr mr bt

WM. BLACKWOOD ft SONS. Edinburgh tad Londo*.

nra v on > MAS*] 01 DO ran to UM i

BRIl

In 8vo., with 8 Illustration*, price 3. GtL cluih,

THE
INVASION of BRITAIN by JII.II

Oxon., M.A. ; Author of The Life of St. ra*L

London: LON< M \\. !.: M \S, & ROBERTS.

SIEGE OF SEBAST*

JOURNALS OF PROCEEDINGS connected with
e tBt toTSroMtopol. Price <

LOKGMAX. GRZEX. LO!fOMAN. ft ROBERTS.

Jurt Oat, Fart V.. PHee Sereaprnw.

CHAMBERS'S ENCYCLOPEDIA,

UHIVBRSAL KNOWLKDGK !;!: iii; ri'.OPLE.

mod* of

i*. CHAMBMU boM to awaft

Sa2?*
STEEL-PLATE MAPS.

T o.. m.y that do*o b;
v,,iumc. wllf. in ewroai

prindp.1 Countri. <k*cVib*lwUkla

all that MHIJT b MtBi to
of .brldBiaTOtt ncoH* of a

I-

W. ft R. CHAMBERS, Loadon and Edlnburth.

; \INi:i;i.I VI. -Educational

JOHN MURRAY.

ct,rmUMrtliaa oMnZ
JSSSt'

It* * " drtwto "* "a *

'\ '.',',.. .:...;, -

:

,v .. . :;; '..'.

-

.' . ,prica..fc/.

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE EVIDENCES
a 4 ii :-n um r, n> i.

i IX)WOMAN ft CO.
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NOTES AND QUERIES:
A MEDIUM OF INTER-COMMUNICATION

FOB

LITERARY MEN, ARTISTS, ANTIQUARIES, GENEALOGISTS, ETC.

"When found, make a note of CAPTAIN CUTTLE.

NO. 193.] SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 10. 1859. ("Price Fourpence.
(Stamped Edition, Sd.

riOVERNMENT SCHOOL of MINES, and of

\JT SCIENCE APPLIED to the ARTS.

Director.

Sir RODERICK IMPEY MURCHISON,
D.C.L. M.A. F.R.S. &c.

Dunn" the Session 1859-60, which will commence on the 3rd October,
the following COURSES of LECTURES and PRACTICAL DE-
MONSTRATIONS will be given : _

1. Chemistry. By A. W. Hofmann, LL.D. F.R.S. &C.
2. Metallurgy. By John Percy, M.D. F.R.S.
3. Natural History. By T. H. Huxley, F.R.S.

I' Minin"!
Sy'

}
By Warington W. Smyth, M.A. F.E.S.

f>! Geology. By A. C. Ramsay, F.R.S.
?! Applild Mechanics. By Robert Willi
8. Physics. By G. G. Stokhysics. By G. G. Stokes, M.A.
Instruction in Mechanical Drawing

illis,

F.R.S.
by Mr. Binns.

The Fee for Matriculated Students (exclusive of the laboratories) is

30Z. in one sum, on entrance, or two annual payments of 20Z.

Pupils are received in the Royal College of Ch
'

of the School), under the direction of Dr. Hoft
the Ter

Course

mistry (the laboratory
nn, at a Fee of 10Z. for

THE
MUSEUM of PRACTICAL GEOLOGY,

Jermyn Street, will be RE-OPENED on Saturday,the 10th instant
Admission (Free) every day but Friday.

TIHE UNIVERSAL REVIEW, for SEPTEMBER.
Price 2s. 6c7., contains :_

1. The Wants of the Army.
2. Neuman's British Empire in the East.
3. The Shakespeare Controversy.
4. A Great Mistake. Part I.

5. Secret Literature of Russia.
6. Civilised America.
7. LifeofCanni
6. The Man of

London : WM. H. ALLEN & CO., 7. Leadenhall Street.

SIEGE OF SEBASTOPOL.

rm of Three Months. The same Fee is charged in the Metallur- , _
,.. ;

. . . -^
,

. .

,aboratory, under the direction of Dr. Percy. Tickets to separate J'USC Jruohsnea, in <k volumes 4ro., including Plates,
s of Lectures are issued at \L, \l. 10s.. and 27. each. Officers m the

; nnnnr^T-nn c.

JOURNALS OF PROCEEDINGS connected with
tj the Siege of Sebastopol. Price 41. 4s.

London: LONGMAN, GREEN, LONGMAN, & ROBERTS.

.

Queen's Service, Her Majesty's Consuls, acting Mining Agents and Ma-
nagers, may obtain Tickets at reduced charges.
Certificated Schoolmasters, Pupil-Teachers, and others engaged in
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WAS LORD BACON A CALVINIST OR AN ARMINIAN ?

This question is suggested by a passage in Lord

Macaulay's well-known Essay. After observing
that controversies on speculative points of theology
seem to have engaged scarcely any portion of

Bacon's attention, a remark in which few who
are conversant with his writings will be disposed
to concur, his Lordship goes on to say,

" He lived in an age in which disputes on the most
subtle points of divinity excited an intense interest

throughout Europe, and nowhere more than in England.
He was placed in the very thick of the conflict. He was
in power at the time of the Synod of Dort, and must for

months have been daily deafened with talk about elec-

tion, reprobation, and final perseverance. Yet tee do not
remember a line in his works from which it can be inferred
that he was either a Calvinist or an Arminian" Essays,
p. 397., one vol. ed.

These observations must have been written
currente calamo, and without due recollection.
Bacon's general acquaintance with theology was
considerable : he was evidently quite familiar
with the vexed and thorny questions involved in

the great controversy alluded to, and there can-
not be any doubt that he held strong Calvinistic

opinions.
In the second book Of the Advancement of

Learning, near the end, in speaking of the dif-

ferent functions of the several persons in the

Trinity, he says that the work
" of the redemption in the election and counsel "

be-
longs

" to the Father; in the whole act and consumma-
tion to the Son

; and in the application to the Holy
Spirit : for by the Holy Ghost was Christ conceived in
flesh, and by the Holy Ghost are the elect regenerated in
spirit. This work [of redemption] likewise we consider

either effectually, in the elect; or privately [sic, sed qu.
privatively'] in the reprobate" Works, i. 129. ed. 1765.

In his Confession of Faith, the doctrine of elec-
tion is very clearly asserted. He affirms his be-
lief that God
" chose according to his good pleasure, man to be that
creature to whose nature the eternal Son of God should
be united

; and amongst the generations of men elected a.

small flock in whom by the participation of himself he
purposed to express the rays of his glory ;

all the minis-
tration of angels, damnation of devils and reprobates,
universal administration of all creatures, and dispensation
of all times have no other end, but as the ways and am-
bages of God to be further glorified in his saints, who
are one with their head the Mediator, who is one with
God." Works, ill 121.

And farther on it is said
" That the sufferings and merits of Christ, as they are

sufficient to do away the sins of the whole world, so they
are only effectual to such as are regenerated by the Holy
Ghost; who breatheth where he listeth of free grace"
p. 124.

And afterwards, in the same page, we are told
that the means of grace operate in the " vocation
and conversion of the elect" only. And, again,
that the Catholic Church consists " of the spirits
of the faithful dissolved, and of the spirits of the
faithful militant, and of the names yet to be born,
which are already written in the Book of Life"

These passages, I think, afford a conclusive
answer to the question at the head of this Note.
There are two other passages to which I shall

very briefly refer.

In the Charge against Mr. Oliver St. John,
delivered in the Star Chamber in 1615, Bacon
praises James I. for "

his constant and holy pro-
ceeding against the heretic Vorstius, whom, being
ready to enter into the Chair, and there to have
authorized one of the most pestilent and heathenish
heresies that ever was begun, his Majesty by his

constant opposition dismounted and pulled down."
(Worhs, ii. 587.) In explanation of this it will
be sufficient to remark that Vorstius was the
unfortunate Professor of Theology at Leyden
who was appointed to succeed Arminius, but

against whom a violent outcry was raised by
the Calvinistic party in Holland, and who was
ultimately banished by the Synod of Dort in

1619. James had taken an active and prominent
part against him

; had pronounced his book to be
full of heresies ; had caused it to be publicly
burnt at Oxford, Cambridge, and London, and
had recommended the States of Holland not to
tolerate such a heretic within their territory.
He also wrote a tract against Vorstius

,-
declared

that burning was much too mild a punishment
for him, and threatened to cause all orthodox
Protestants to unite their strength against the
Arminian heresies. (P. Cyc. art. "Vorstius.")
Such was the " constant and holy

"
proceedings

commended by Bacon.
In the essay Of the Vicissitude of Things, pub-
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in 1G23, and therefore one of Bacon's

latest work*, Armiuians and A riant are associated

together, and their peculiar opinions are charac-

terised as "
specubtiM Aswtfat*

One cannot wonder that Bacon was a Cal-

vinist. Whitgift was his tutor at Cambridge;
Calvinism was during hid time in the ascendant ;

the king was a strong Calvinist, and we know
that royal favour was, unhappily, at all times

much too precious in Bacon's sight. It would,
indeed, have been surprising to find him an
Arrainian. DAVID GAM.

IKDEXES TO EPISCOPAL BEOISTBtS.

The immense value of the registers of insti-

tutions, &c. preserved in the archives of the

several dioceses, is known to all
antiquarian

in-

quirers, whilst the absence of indexes is, in gene-
ral, too painfully felt. It might, therefore, be
well to note in

' N. & Q." the existence of anj
such indexes, for the advantage of those who are

interested in the facts. As a first instalment I

can mention two.

In the Registrar's Office for the Diocese of
Norwich there is preserved an index, made by

Bishop Tanner, when he was Chancellor of Nor-
wich, in the beginning of the last century. The
entries are arranged under counties, archdeacon-

ries, rural deaneries, and parishes, and consist of
notices of the dedication of each church ; an ab-
stract from the Tazatio Spirituals, called "The
Norwich Doomsday;" the names of all patrons,
incumbents, and

principals
of religious houses,

with the dates of their institutions, and references

to the registers ; miscellaneous notices of the

greatest curiosity and value from the will-books,
with dates and references ; and additions of the
most varied kind from the Le Neve MSS. and
other authentic sources.

It consists of two thick folio volumes, originally
intended as books of common-places for sermons,
the printed headings of the various

subjects
in

Latin, and some entries under them, being still

extant, but upside down, at the bottom of the

pages. And it is such a monument of patient
nn<l intelligent industry as in any case, except
Tanner's, would of itself alone entitle the cora-

Eilcr

to perpetual renown. In the office its value

fully appreciated, and it is affectionately named
after its author,

- Tanner."
The second is a series of synoptical indexes

to the episcopal registers of the diocese of Win-

chettrr, in four small quarto volumes, beautifully
written. An index is devoted to each volume of

the registers, from the earliest of Bishop John de

Pontissera to Bishop Gardiner's registers. Each
index is alphabetical, and something more than a

mere reference is given in most instances.

This invaluable adjunct to the Winton regis-

ters has been suffered, by some extraordinary
accident, to remain in the possession of the ac-
curate and diligent compiler of it, \\ . T. Akhin,
Esq., the librarian of the Corporation of London,

,

to whose courtesy I (amongst other literary in-

quirers) am indebted for permission to consult

f it- B. B. WOODWARD.
Uarerslock Hill.

PROVERBS WORTH PRESERVING.

I think the following pict-up proverbs and pro-
verbial sayings are worth enshrining in " N. & Q."
Some have been met with in print, others only
heard. If not preserved when first found, like

winged seeds, they arc often blown away and for-

i
gotten.

" Hastv people drink the wine of life scalding hot"
- Death's the only master who takes his servants with-

out a character."

Old age cools hot blood."
" A kind heart often saves a weak head."

Yesterday's
dew and tomorrow's sunshine feed the

hopes of the fool"
" A sour-faced wife fills the tavern."
4
Folly jumps into the river, and wonders why Fats

baa let him."
41 Content's the mother of good digestion."
When Pride and Poverty marry together, their chil-

dren are Want and Crime,"
" Oaks are never grown in hothouses."

M A blazing fire and a smiling wife
Kill temptation, and misery, and strife."

" Want one's housekeeper, and misery one's bedfellow,
bring but few guests to the front door."

" Where hard work kills tea, idleness kills a hundred

"
Folly and pride walk side by side."

" He that borrows binds himself with his neighbour's
rope."

- The Devil and his servants never go to sleep at the
same time."

" He 'that's too good for good advice, is too good for his

neighbour's company."
44 Friends and photographs never flatter."

M Dreams by night may give us delight,
But dreams by day must lead us astray."

" Wisdom's always at home to those who call."
" A silver tongue and a brazen face cover a heart of

steel."
" The firmest friends ask the fewest favours."

lit BERT BOWIR.

FOOD Or PARADISE.

On the passage
" In the sweat of thy face shalt

thou eat bread, till thou return unto the

the Quarterly Reviewer (No. 209. p. 233.) says,

"originally a curse, it has become in the present
state of the world a blessing." Writing on the

manufacture of bread, the Reviewer IMS misap-

prehended the words of Moses, in supposing bread

to have been an accursed product, r or, first, the
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terms of malediction are confined to the words
" in the sweat of thy face," which is equivalent
to a condemnation to hard labour : and secondly,

the word translated bread (On<J, 'lechern) in the

Hebrew text, like &pros, its equivalent in Greek,
is by no means confined to cereal productions

(Matt. vi. 11.; Theocritus, xxi. 45.), and in this

particular passage (Gen. iii. 19.) means food ge-

nerally, and elsewhere, both for men and animals

(Lev. iii. 11.
;

1 Sam xx. 27. ; Ps. xli. 10., cii. 5.,

cxxxvi. 25., cxlvii. 9. ;
Prov. xxvii. 27.) ;

and

fruit has the same name (E^?.) in Jeremiah (xi.

19.) So in Arabic, ^1, lechm, means flesh ; the

radical idea being something slain ; hence '"IDn^p,

milchamah, in Hebrew (a formative from lechem)
means a battle, wherein men are slaughtered.
After the art of bread-making had been invented,

the different kinds were also termed Dp?, lechem,
and they consisted of thin pancakes or biscuits,-
such as our oat-cakes, which were . broken, and
not cut, like our loaves of soft bread. (Isaiah
Iviii. 7. ; Lam. iv. 4.

;
Mat. xiv. 19., xxvi. 26.)

But there is no ground for the supposition that
such bread was made or known in Paradise, as

the expression of the Reviewer implies.
T. J. BUCK.TON.

Lichfield.

SNUFF-BOX PRESENTED TO GEOKGE IV.

As I do not pretend to be acquainted (though I
intend to be) with the contents of all the nineteen
volumes of the two series of UK. & Q.," I apologise
for sending you the following (and thus occupying
your valuable time) if it has appeared before : if

not, it is a relic well worthy of a permanent place
in " N. & Q." In the Historical Account ofKing
George IV.'s Vint to Scotland (Oliver & Boyd,
Edinburgh, 1822), at pp. 312-3., will be found an
account of the snuff-box presented to him by Mr.
Daniel Craig of Helensburg, through Sir Walter
Scott :

"_The body of the box is made of sycamore- tree, with
an invisible hinge of the kind at present (1822) so much
admired, and the lid of it inlaid with authenticated spe-
cimens of several varieties of wood, most of which are
well known in Scotland, and celebrated in Scottish song.
These are so arranged as to shade and relieve each other

by their beautiful diversity of colour. In the centre is a
piece of the Cruikston yew, mentioned in history as the
favourite of the unfortunate Queen Mary. Around this
are the following : the Torwood-oak (of Stirlingshire),
whose decayed trunk afforded shelter from his pursuers
to the brave Wallace

; the Trysting-tree, near Roxburgh
Castle, celebrated in the border feuds, and mentioned in
the novel of Rob Roy; the Elderslie-yew, which tradi-
tion reports to have been planted by Sir William Wallace
onhia uncle's estate of that name in Renfrewshire; the
.Bush above Traquhair ; Birk of Invermay ; Thorn above
the U ell ; Broom of the Cowden Knows"; Allowav Kirk

oak, with all of which the admirers of our Scottish

poetry are familiar; Elm of Waterloo, under which the
Duke of Wellington stood during the battle ; the Victory,
part of the anchor-stock of Lord Nelson's flag-ship of that
name. The whole of these are surrounded by a border of

black oak from the ship Florida, which belonged to the

Spanish Armada, and wrecked off Tobermory in the Is-

land of Mull, 1588. On the bottom of the box, outside,
the words and music of ' Auld Langsyne

'
are painted in

a style ofuncommon neatness."

His most gracious majesty was pleased to ac-

cept this unique gift, and to request Sir Walter
Scott to convey his thanks to the donor of it.

Is there any account of the subsequent fate of this

box ? T. C. ANDERSON,
H.M.'s 12th Regt. Bengal Army.

8. Warwick Villas, Maida Hill, W.

FLORENCE WILSON : ERASMUS : JOHN OGILVIE,
PARSON OF CRUDEN : FORBES OF TOLQUHON.

So little is known of the early history of emi-

nent Scotsmen, that any contribution on the sub-

ject is usually acceptable. Florence Wilson is

known as the author of a beautiful treatise in

Latin, De Tranquillitate Animi. He came from

Aberdeen, and went abroad.* Some letters of bis

will be found in the Bannatyne Miscellany (vol. i.),

with a prefatory notice from the able pen of

David
Laing, Esq.

Since their publication another letter, now in

the possession of the writer of this notice, has

been discovered written on the fly-leaf of the edi-

tion of Erasmus's Apothegmata, 4to. 1533, pre-

senting the volume to his friend John Ogilvie,

parson of Cruden, in Aberdeenshire. This volume
had been for two hundred and fifty years in the

library of the family of Forbes of Tolquhon, and
bore on the title the autograph of " Williame
Forbes of Tolquhon, 1588."

This gentleman was a great book collector
;

and the very rare and curious volumes which re-

cently came from the north, and were disposed of
in detached portions by Mr. Nisbet in Edinburgh,
at various times, make it a matter of regret that

the library was not sold in its entire state with a

proper descriptive catalogue.

Among other curiosities was a beautiful volume
which had belonged to the Earl of Bothwell, the

husband of Queen Mary, in the original admira-
ble binding, with the arms of the owner as Lord

High Admiral of Scotland stamped on the boards.

It was a French treatise on mathematics, and sold

for 13Z. 135. Subsequently the work of Erasmus
above-named was acquired by the writer, who

accidentally had recognised the letter of Wilson,
who presented the work to Ogilvie ; who, in re-

turn, is requested to send a little nag,
"
eque-

leum," as Wilson proposes to go to the country,

See " N. & Q." 1" S. ii. 811. ; iii. 29. ED.]
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and requires the use of a horse. He reminds

Ogilvie of the pleasure he sometimes had derived

from Erasmus; and he makes many inquiries

about their mutual acquaintances, and in parti-

cular sends his love to Master Hector Boeoe. To
those interested in the worthies of Aberdeenshire,

the cast of names, the letter must be singu-

larly interesting. -I. M.

JHtnar flotr*.

History of Pews. A very curioin addition to

this interesting subject is in Hastens Kent, vol.

viii. p. 43.:

liam Philpot of Godmeraham by will, anno 1475.

ecdered that the making of the new seats called fe/wwu
in this church [St. James Stowting] should be done at

his expense, from the place where St. Christopher was

painted to the corner of the stone wall on the north side

of UM church."

We gather from this extract that pews were

then (temp. Edward IV. and seventy years before

the Council of Trent) a novelty ; but there is

something more curious, they are called le pewis,
as if of French origin. The general notion has

been that pews are a post-reformation invention ;

and Richardson derives the word from the Dutch

puyde. The former idea is clearly wrong ; in

fact, they are mentioned in Piers Ploughman, and
the latter is based only on conjecture. If the

word be of French derivation, is it possible that

pewis is a corruption of percis the parvise or

enclosure of our old writers? See "N. & Q." I'
1

S. i. 213., Ac.

Bale (Image of both Churches, B. b. viii. note)
mentions "

all shryncs, images, churchstoles, and

pewes that are wellpayedfor.
n

This is very cu-

rious, as paying for pews is generally thought to

be quite a modern innovation. A. A.

Poets' Corner.

Fate of three men of letters. To the self-named

reformers of the Royal literary fund, and to the

real friends of the institution, the subjoined ex-

tract affords matter for serious reflection :

NacROUXHB. Trois hommes de lettres a 1'hopitaL
- La quinxaine qui vient de s'ecouler a M fatale a la

literature. La mort qui ne s'srrrte jamais dans son

eMvra de destruction a frapp* successivemeot, et a qnel-

le splritnel au-

''
'

"\:Alexandra Prirat d*'Anslemont,

A wait- L**iUa eto cU/MMcr*. M. Prirat avail A*
Joogtemp* Pun des rAiacteurs du journal
- If. Gustare d'Avaignv, auteur dr.mat.qae et ancien

fwffletonUtc da journal LWssMfc nsrffc

M. J. Dordas-Deenoalin, Pauteur d

evrrafe oonrooW par nnstitnt,ds Lsttrm ew
rffcdbrfrtWuM. M. Bordas-Demoulin avail suasi ecrit

la noties sur BL Pascal, inseree en ttU de I'sVUtion in-12
des /Vosfacfali.. publiee par MIL Firmfa DidoC freres.

"Plus bettreuxqoe Gerard deNerral, son compagnonet
son asml, M. Prim d'Angtanoot est mort a laMabon

manicipale de saattf da faaboorg Saint-Denis. MM
d'Avrignr et^Bordas-DemomUn

soot morts a 1'hopital de

The above is from the Bulletin du bouquunste,
No. 64., 15 August, '59. BOLTOM COBXBT.

The last of the "Shannon." In The Time* of

Friday the 2nd inst. I read that as soon as the

breaking-up of the " Tartar
w

frigate is completed
in Chatham dockyard, the "St. Lawrence," one
of the old 46-gnn frigates,

" will be taken into the

same dock and broken up." Tbis U 8t. Lawrence*'

is, I believe, no other than that famous old "Shan-
non

"
which fought and captured the "Chesa-

peake" in the American war. Her name, having
taken an imperishable place in history, was trans-

ferred some few years since to the large screw

frigate which now bears it (and which has herself

been made memorable by the late pallant Sir

William Peel). The renowned old hull has since

been lost sight of under the name of the "
St.

Lawrence.** If I am not mistaken respecting
these facts and I can hardly be many will

doubtless be glad to learn that a last look may
yet be taken of this famous old vessel. R.

A modern Giant.

-Last weak, near the new church at Rolherhithe, a
Stone Coffin of a prodigious Size was taken out of the

Ground, and in it the Skeleton of a man ten Foot long."
The Wetkly Packet, Dec. 21-28, 1717.

W. P.

Somersetshire Poets. I think I am not wrong
in stating as a curious fact that Somersetshire has

produced no poet of eminence. Fuller, indeed,

places Daniel in bis list of the worthies of the

county ; but if the poet's own epitaph is

trusted, "he was borne at Wilmington in Wilt-

shire, nere y* plaine of Salisbury,' and Somer-
setshire can only claim the honour of being his

burial-place. C. J. ROBIJTSOIC.

<9urrirt.

scrmm-AJLTAJU CATILBDBJLLB.

What is the origin, use, or symbolism of the

raised ledge or step in the altar, known to ritual-

ists as the super-altar, and which appears to be

peculiar to cathedral churches P

A reference to the elaborate article on tbe

Communion Table in Dr. Pinnock's Lam and

Usages of the Church, volume C., and the autho-

rities there quoted, as well as to other works on
the Anglican ritual, has failed to supply the de-

sired inform

I have recently had an opportunity of vi

very many of the English cathedrals, and in two

only did I notice the absence of the super- nlUr,

namely, at Bristol and Ripon.
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In the latter case it may probably be accounted

for by the fact of the minster having been made a

cathedral on the creation of the see of Ripon in

1836 (by the act of 6 & 7 Will. IV. c. 77.), having
been previously only a collegiate church.

Your correspondents may perhaps be able to

mention other instances.

I should add that I have seen the super-altar
in royal chapels, and lately remarked it in some

of the college chapels at Oxford, and even in a

church which was simply parochial.
Is there any definite rule about its being pecu-

liar to any particular class of churches ?.

Can it be derived from the Roman Catholic

practice of elevating the host ? If so, what is the

propriety of retaining it in our cathedrals ?

I have been told it is for the purpose of exhi-

biting the communion plate, which now undoubt-

edly is its practical use (thus making a buffet of

the altar), but could not be its original object ;

for if so, it would be just as necessary in most

parish churches. JOHN RIBTON GARSTIN.
Dublin.

CALCUITH.

The situation of this place has been the object
of great contention among historians and anti-

quaries, and has never been satisfactorily cleared

up.
Collier, in his Ecclesiastical History (vol. i. p.

319., edit. 1852), says :
" and as for the synod of

Calcuith, in which Lambert was forced to resign

part of his province," &c. This synod was held
in 785 according to the Saxon Chronicle, Florence
of Worcester, Huntingdon, Hoveden, &c.
The Saxon Chronicle (785) says: "this year,

Abbot Bothwin died at Ripon; and this year
there was a contentious synod at '

Chalk-hythe ;

'

and
^Archbishop Lambert gave up some portion

of his Bishopric ; and Higbert was elected ; and

Offa resigning, Egbert was consecrated King."
There is a tradition at Chalk in Kent of this

council being held there.

Offa had then conquered Kent, and he is said
"

to have gone out of his own dominions to meet
the high Dignitaries of the Church and the Pope's
legate."

Spelman places this council in 787 ; others think
it was two years earlier. Pope Adrian sent Gre-
gory, Bishop of Ostia, and Theophylact, Bishop of

Vodi, to assist at it, with the character of legates.
On their arrival one of these legates travelled

into the kingdom of Northumberland to King
Oswald. Eanbald was then Archbishop of York

;

and there was a meeting of all the great men of
the kingdom, clergy and laity.
The legates state, in their letter to the Pope,

that from the time of St. Augustine there had
been no prelate or priest sent from Rome into
Britain till now.

They likewise state that they had delivered the
letters of his Holiness to Offa, King of Mercia,
and Kinielph, King of the West Saxons

;
the first

of which was present at the synod of Calcuith, and
all declared themselves ready to submit to the

directions of Rome.
In Collier's Eccl. Hist. (vol. i. pp. 320. to 323.,

edit. 1852) the reader may see the particulars of
the twenty heads or canons of this council or

synod at length.
These canons were first read in the Northum-

brian synod ; where, after they had been sub-

scribed by the king, the bishops, nobility, and

clergy of the province, they were brought by the

legates and presented at the council or synod of

Calcuith in the kingdom of Mercia : this would

hardly imply Kent. And here they were unani-

mously received and signed by King Offa, Lam-
bert, Archbishop of Canterbury, twelve other

bishops, several abbots, and other great men of

the laity. (See Spelman, Condi., vol. i. p. 300.,

&c.)
It would appear that besides Archbishop Lam-

bert, who is said to have signed the canons of the

synod of Calcuith before King Offa, that twelve

other bishops subscribed the roll. Matthew Paris

says that Bishop Lambert resigned part of his

province to the Archbishop of Lichfield at this

synod of Calcuith; and that Offa had his eldest

son Egfrid, a prince of great hopes, crowned here.

(See Collier, Ibid., p. 324.)
On the 26th of July, 816, another council was

convened at Calcuitb, or Celichyth. It was com-

posed of the bishops south of the Humber, and
within the respective kingdoms of the East Angles,
Kent, Mercia, and the West Saxons.

Wulfrid, Archbishop of Canterbury, presided,
and twelve of his suffragans. Kenelph, King of

the Mercians, with his nobles, attended it, and
the abbots, priests, and deacons of the province.

Eleven canons were passed at this council, and

very important ones. The reader will find them
set down in Collier's Eccles. Hist. (edit. 1852, vol.

i. pp. 348. to 354.)
The Saxon Chronicle does not mention this

council
;

but it is probable that the Celichyth
mentioned here, caused Dr. Lingard to think it

was held at Chelsea, which originally bore that

name.
Will any of your readers be pleased to give any

information they may possess on the situation of

this place, and they will greatly oblige many of

your readers ? J. W.
Birmingham.

Vauxhall Punch, Sfc. As these celebrated gar-
dens are under rapid demolition, perhaps the

representatives of " the immortal Simpson
"

will
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Are

tell us the composition of their famous "
punch"

AS much celebrated for Riving headaches, when
taken in excess, as "the Vauxhall sandwich" was

remarkable for its nothingness. Perhaps (as it is

no longer a secret) they could inform us how

many of these "
stop-gaps'* were made out of ORB

bam ? Anj other
particulars

as to the sale would,
I should imagine, be acceptable. CWTCEION.

Trmutatori Interpolation!.

The critics who take offence at Achillas because he

does not resemble King Arthur or Louis XIV. may be

excused on the ground of Incapacity so long a* they con-

fine their impertinence to the notes; not so with the

translators, who, both English and French, hare inserted

their moral babbling* in the text" P. 23. (On <A

Stwdfoftit Grttk t'/oMic*, London, 175C, 12mo., pp. 164.)

Examples of such "
babblings" are not given,

re they known to any reader of " N. & Q. P

8. II. J.

Counsellor Titty.
- 1734. Mr. Tilly, son of Counsellor Tilly, to Mr. Best-

man's daughter, of Bridewell, with a fortune of WOOL**
Historical Jttyuter.

I shall be much obliged to any reader of " N.

& Q." who will favour me with any information

respecting "Counsellor Tilly" particularly as to

his marriage. JAMBS KKOWLES.

Sir Henry Kittigrtw. Vf* shall be glad of any
information respecting this eminent diplomatist,
who was a man of great accomplishments, and one

of the early benefactors of Emmanuel College.
We particularly desire to be informed on the fol-

lowing points :

1 . Who were bis parents ?

2. When was he born ?

3. When was he knighted ?

4. What were the Christian names of bis daugh-
ters P Elizabeth is said to have been the wife of

Sir Nicholas Lower. Another (who is also called

Elizabeth) was wife successively of Sir Jonathan

Trelawney and Sir Thomas Reynell. Ann was
wife successively of Sir Henry Neville and George
Carleton, Bishop of Chichester, and Dorothy was
wife of Sir Edward Seymour.

6. When did he die? lie appears to have been

living in 1602, when Carew published his Surrey

of Cornwall.
n. Where was he buried?
7. Ts there any monument to his memory P

8. Is any portrait of him known to exist P

0. Is anything known respecting
his paintings P

Lloyd refers to him as a good artist, but we have
not found any mention of him in Walpole's work.

Some curious particulars respecting him appear
in " A Remembrance of Henry Kylligrew'-

nyes in her Majesty's Service, and by Commande-
rnent from my Lorde Treasorer, from the last

Yeare of Queene Marye" (Leonard Howard's

Letter*, 184.). We know not whether this is iden-

tical with " A Note of such Voyages as Mr. 1

Killegrew made for the Service of the Queen and
! r II igbness's Realm" (MS Unsd., 106., art.

< I i. & THOMPSON COOPEB.

Cambridge.

Sir Richard Steelc'* for, Can any
one tell me (what neither Nichols nor any of

Steele's biographers could find out) who the lady
was at whose funeral Stecle met Miss Scurlock,
afterwards Lady SteeleP Sir Richard's former

wife (I do not say
"

first wife,** for he may have
had more than two wives) possessed an estate in

Barbados ; and, as " N. & Q." is read all over

the world, perhaps some of your readers in tint

island can enlighten me P \\.\\. \\ .

Planet Shower*. This is a term in constant

use by the vulgar. What does it mean P Has it

reference to the wandering character of the rain-

bursts, or is it supposed that the precipitation is

caused by any peculiar configuration of the pla-
nets P Jon* PAVIX PBILUPS.

Haverfordwest.

Beaumonf* Life of Dean Granville" or Gren-
viUe.

" Mr. Beaumont, a clergyman resident in the county of

Durham, aeems to bare composed a narrative of the Life

of Deaa Granville. Of this he bad read sundry portions
to Sir George Whefer. and received from him the follow-

ing letter upon the subject." Zouch'a IFbrJb, vol. ii. 1G7.

Was this work ever printed, or does it exist in

MS.? E. 1

Sir John Jacob, Bart. I should feel obliged for

particulars (beyond those given in Burke's Baro-

netage) with reference to the life of the first baro-

net of this name. He died in 1666, but I wish to

know at what age and place ? C. J. ROBIWSOS.

John Rove, M.P. Who was John Rowe, Mem-
ber for Canterbury 39 Eliz. ? C. J. Ronmsox.

Crouley of S. Leonard's, Shoreditch. Informa-

tion is requested respecting this family, which

bore for arms, gules, a feat, or, between 3 cross

molines, or ; crett, a tiger's head. Samuel Cross-

ley married Elizabeth, sister of Sir Matthew

Blakiston, Bart., and died in 1784, aged forty-

seven.* C. J. ROBIKSOH.

Mrt. Glaue* Cookery.
On dipping into a

Biographical Dictionary the other day, I stu

on the following paragraph :

-On his outset in London, he [A.tlev, the painter]

lived in St. James's Street, where Dr. 1 1 ilf followed him,

and wrote that book which, except the Bible, has had

the greatest sale in the language, the Cookery of Mrs.

I would inquire whether there is any f-

p. 66^ tor the[* 8a EmV
the family vault, ED.]
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authority for this
;

and whether the Hannah
Glasse of Bridges Street can be shown to be

anything more than an accidental similarity of

name ? To those who are acquainted with the

getting-up of books, it will appear far more pro-
bable to assign that compilation to the " multo-

scribbling" Dr. Hill than to a dressmaker engaged
in business. DUBIUS.

Arabic Poem. A few days ago I was shown a

book which belonged to the King of Delhi, and
which it was reported that he was reading when
taken. It contained a qacidali, or rhymed poem,
beautifully written in the illuminated style. I

observed that the last word of the first couplet
was kdbul; the last words of the first line of this

couplet, and of the second line of every other

couplet, rhyming with this.

Can any of your correspondents inform me
whether there is any known Arabic poem which
answers to this description ? and, if so, what is its

subject, its age, and the name of its author ?

E. H. D. D.

Debating Societies. Can any of your readers

supply the following information? The names
and principal features of all the "Debating So-
cieties

"
which have existed in this country for

the last century ;
or the name of any work con-

taining such information ?

We know that Burke, Sheridan, Johnson, and
other celebrities were members of a debating
club, and that many other such societies have
existed, such as the famous " Robin Hood Club,"
but are their histories chronicled ? I should feel

greatly obliged to any of your readers who could
inform me upon the subject. C. J. B.

WhitelocJi Pedigree. Can any of your readers

give me the particulars of the marriage, death,
&c. of Bulstrode Whitelock, of Phillis Court,
Henley (great-grandson of Sir Bulstrode), who
was born about 1700, and sold the manor of

Henley in 1723. I wish also to see the act of

parliament (ante 1675) for settling the estates of
Sir Bulstrode on his three sons, Bulstrode, Wil-

loughby, and Carlton. JOHN S. BURN.

Henley.

Efford. Two adjoining fords on a small stream
in Hants bear the names of Efibrd and Wains-
ford, the latter higher up and the former lower
down the stream. One is obviously "the wag-
gon-ford," the other, I have been informed, means
I'
the horse-ford." Can this be substantiated by

its etymology, or is it more probably from Avon-
ford ? EDWARD KING.

" The Eoyal Slave" W. Cartwright's play, The
Royal Slave, was acted by the students of Christ
Church, Oxford, on 30th August, 1636, before
King Charles I. and his queen. Dr. Busby, after-

wards Master of Westminster, performed one of
the principal parts in the play. Have the names
of the other performers been preserved ? A. Z.

George Lesly. Can you give me any inform-
ation regarding George Lesly, author of Divine

Dialogues, published (2nd edition) in 1684. The
author was rector of Whittering, Northampton-
shire. What was the date of his death ? A. Z.

Shakspeare. Can any of your readers inform *

me whether any of the plays of Shakspeare have
been translated into the Welsh language ? A. Z.

The Lord Mayor of Dublin, 1764. In No. 96.
of the Dublin Freeman s Journal (Aug. 4, 1764), I
find the following notice :

" Whereas frequent attempts have been made, by wicked
and evil-minded persons, to deprive the Chief Magistrate
of the City Sword on the day of perambulating the Fran-
chises thereof, I do give this public Notice, that I am
determined to support the rights of this City, and not to
suffer any infringement of my authority ; and do require
the Citizens to be aiding and assisting therein, as I am
resolved to punish the offenders with the utmost severity'.
Dated the 4th day of August, 1664.

"WILLIAM FORBES."
To what is reference made ? And where may I

ascertain particulars ? I cannot find any in the
Freeman's Journal. ABHBA.

uen'csf

Yorkshire Worthies, by Hartley Coleridge.
I have in my possession an 8vo. volume extending
to upwards of 700 pages, lettered Worthies of
Yorkshire. It has no title-page, but the initials

H. C. are at the end of the preface, which mean
Hartley Coleridge, who was the son of the cele-
brated Samuel Taylor Coleridge. Hartley was a

poet as original in his writings as his father, and
he was as original a thinker, and excellent a
prose-writer, without his father's mysticism. I
knew him when a probationary Fellow of Oriel

College, Oxford. He was an eccentric character ;

in truth, like Beattie's Minstrel,
" he was a wan-

dering, strange and wondrous boy." The value of
these excellent Lives of the Yorkshire Worthies, as
written by the younger Coleridge, have never, I

think, been duly appreciated. My volumes contain
those ofAndrew Marvell

;
Dr. Bentley ;

Lord Fair-

fax; James Earl ofDerby; Anne Clifford, Countess
of Pembroke ; Roger Ascham ;

John Fisher, Bishop
of Rochester

; William Mason, the poet ; Sir
Richard Arkwright ; William Roscoe ; Captain
James Cook ; and William Congreve, the drama-
tist. The characters of these Yorkshire Worthies,
as depicted by Hartley Coleridge, show him to

have been possessed with a singularly compre-
hensive knowledge of History, Politics, Poetry,
and the Fine Arts

; and, as "in the case of Sir

Richard Arkwright, of the construction and na-
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ttonal benefits of the machinery which he invented.

Such a combination of talent, interspersed with

a variety of entertaining anecdote*, it not excelled

by any of our modern
biographer*,

and unfortu-

nately the volume I possess, which hat beautifullyi,nsBit) Lj

engraved portraits o'f Marvcll and Ann Clifford,

state* it to be the end of volume one.

Can any of the readers of " X. & Q." inform

me if there was a second volume ever published,
and bj whom F The work seldom appears

for tale

in our booksellers' catalogues.
.) . M . < IUTCH.

Worcester.

[The above biographies, by the late Hartley Coleridge,
have been frequently reprinted. They were published

originally muter the title of Biafiaptia Banali* or Lite*

fifbutimgmuhed AorfAeriu, 8vo, Load. 1888. The second

appeared at Leeds (8vo. 1884), and was entitled

The Worth* of Yorkshire and Lancashire : M,,

of the most dittinauuhed Pertont that Hone been born m, or

comwrtoJ i//i. thote Province* (Vide an admirable re-

: it in the Quarterly, vol. Uv. pp. 830855.) The
third edition. 8vo., Lond. and Ifoil, 1X35, was simply en-

titled Lire* oflllHtritmi Worlhiet of Yorbhire, &O, and
was an exact duplicate of pp. 1480. of the JftfepvpMs
Bortalit, with the introductory Essay, but with two fine

portraits of Andrew Marvell and Anne Clifford, Countess

of Dorset. The fourth and most complete edition was

published so lately as 1852 ( 12mo. Lond.) in 8 vols. under

the title of Live* of Northern Worth** with the last cor-

rections of the author, and the marginal observations of

his father. Samuel Taylor Coleridge. Our

lighted farthing candle. Struck with this ,-xa

economy. Hopkim ruM up, acknowledged himself con-
vinced of the other's sop- i ixflook his !

Unfortunately f. happened to be a Whig,
and was moreover concerned in various loan to a

ment composed of Whigs; this may account for the
exacerbation of Pope in the following lines front KpUtle
III. of bis Moral Kuayt :-

M When Hopkins dies, a thousand lights attend
The wretch, who living saved a candle's <

Sbouldnng God's altar a vile image
BeHei h-.< iaftass* nay, ft* sdsU*] i

-
;

That live-long wig which Gorgon's self might own.
Eternal buckle takes in Parian "]

MR. Gim ii appears to possess all the Lives with the ex-

ception of that of John Folhergill, M.D., which closes the

aeries.]

''ire Hopkins. In the south-west corner of

Wimbledon churchyard is to be found a tomb-
stone with this inscription :

" In a vault under this stone lies interred the body of

John Hopkins, Esq., familiarly known as Vultnre Hop-
kins,' who departed this life the 25th April, 1782, Aged
'.'.

Can you inform an old subscriber who Mr.
"Vulture Hopkins" was, and for what be was
"
familiarly

"
celebrated P MILS*.

[John Hopkins was a wealthy London merchant, and

laJfliiil in Old Broad Street He was the architect of

nearly his whole fortune, which originated in some highly
fortunate speculations in the stocks, and was considerably
increased at the explosion of the Sooth-Sea bubble in

1720. He obtained the name of V*K*r* Hopkins from

his rapacious mode of acquiring his immense wealth,
which at his death amounted to 800.000/. On one occa-

sion be paid an evening visit to Guy, the founder of the

Hospital in Southwark, who also was as remarkable for

bis private parsimony as his public munificence, On
Hopkins entering the room, Mr. Gay lighted a farthing
candle which lay ready on the table, and desired to know
the purport of the gentleman's visit.

-
1 have been told,"

said Hookms, " thai yon. Sir, art better versed in the pru-
rtsnf anil ninseaij sit nf laifnj ttinn snj-mir now living,
and I therefore wait upon you for a lessen of frugality;
on art iu which I usedto think I excelled, but am told

bv all who know you, that you are greatly my superior."
. that all voo came about?* rspnWGiiy,- why

then we can talk "this matter over in the dark.'' l>n
this, he with gnat deliberation extinguished his new-

Bibliographical QII/TIM. Where can I find on
accurate description of the leaves which should

precede and follow the text of Coverdale's Biplc
of 1523 ? My copy has a perfect title, ditl

slightly from Dibdin's Ames's Typogr. And;

246-7.) The other preliminary leaves <i

agree with the account given by Mr. Lea V>

(p. 36.)
I have a " New Testament in Englishe, fayth-

fully traslated accordyng to the Texte of Eras-

mus," &c. "Imprinted ad London, in Flete

strete, at the Signe of y Rosegarland, by W\ 1.

lyam Copland for John Wayly, 1550," :

(See Dibdin's Ames's Tyn. Antiq., iii. 131.) Does
it occur in any of the pnnted lists ? And is it at

all rare? JOSBTO 1

SL Neots.

[Coverdalc*, BMe, -Ito., published by Jugge, 1553.

This book was printed at Zurich by Chrystofler Fros-

chower, 1550. On his title he, by mistake, says -purely
translated into Englische by Maysu Thomas Mathewe "

[\Vm. Tyndalel. This error waa rectified when the book
reached England, and Hester put anew title, with

"
fayth-

fullv translated into Englvslie by Myles Covrnlale,
1550." My copy of this edition (a very fine one) has

the same number of preliminary leaves contained in the

issue of the same book by Jugge in 1558. My
Jngge is remarkably fine; it was Dr. Gilford's, and is

bonnd in old blue turkey, and both this and Hester's

are apparently unsophisticated, the preliminary leave*

being the same in each, vis. twelve. But I am told

that the Zurich edition had eighteen, Hester's eight,

and Jugge's twelve preliminary leaves each having
three leaves of table at the end. Dr. Cotton.

Appendix to the lists of editions, has an accurate ac-

count of the twelve preliminary leaves to the edition of

1568, under the date of 1550. Dibdin has only perpe-
trated in errors in reprinting the title-page t An ac-

curate facsimile of Froschower's title and table has been

The Neto Testament from Erasmus, by Copland, for

Wayly, 1550, 12mo., is of very great rarity. The only
account of it that I have met with, is that rcfem

MB. Rix the fortunate possessor of this volume, I

hope that he will, when coming to L

him, and make an appointment with me to meet at the

British Museum, an<l compare it with a very beautirol

copy of Copland's edition of 1549, which appears to be

very similar. GSX>BOE Orroa.]

r* Te*tumeut.l have lat

a bookseller's, a copy < translation

Testament, edited by Lewis, folio,
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Lowndes gives no list of the plates. My copy has

two brilliant mezzotinto portraits one of Wiclif,
the other anonymous, but I suppose of the editor;
and a facsimile of the title-page to Cranmer's

Bible, 1539. Are these all ?

A MS. note on the fly-leaf informs me that
" 200 copies only were printed ;

"
but Lowndes

gives the number as 150. Which is the correct

statement ? BRISTOLIENSIS, Minor.

[ Wiclifs Testament by Lewis, with his history of the
translations of the Bible into English (1731, folio), is

scarce, but not high priced ; still a very interesting book.
It was published at one guinea. The directions for plac-
ing the three plates describe the anonymous portrait as
"the Editor's picture." The frontispiece to Cranmer's
Bible is not a facsimile; it omits the sentences on the

scrolls, and both the armorial bearings of Cranmer and
Cromwell, instead of which their portraits are completed.
It was copied, not from the original wood block, but from
the painted frontispiece to the copy of the great Bible,
printed on vellum, presented to Henry VIII., now in the
British Museum. The third plate is a portrait of Wiclif,

very different from the original published by Bishop
Bale in 1548, the difference being between a handsome
bishop and a poor hard-worked curate. These are all the

copper-plates that were published with the book: the
number of copies printed was very limited : about one
hundred were subscribed for. The advertisement states
that there were but few copies remaining beyond those
that were delivered to the subscribers. The text is in-

correct, but the reprint by Baber in 4to. is much more
so. The only accurate text of this revised version by
Wiclif is in Baxter's Hexapla, in editing which I used
twenty- nine ancient MSS., and was zealously aided by
the late Lea Wilson and other friends. The earlier, and

Srobably
the first version by Wiclif, was admirably pub-

shed by my late friend Mr. Pickering from Mr. Wilson's

manuscript, and is just now selling cheap. GEORGE
OFFOR, Hackney.]

" Hallow e'en": the Wren Song. 31st Oct.
is a remarkable night in Ireland among all classes

of society. Rich and poor have their evening's
amusement in burning nuts, apple snapping,
melting lead, and a hundred incantations to saints,

angels, and devils, as to the future husband
or wife of the young person desirous of such a
consummation of happiness. In the west of Ire-
land (the county of Galway in particular) the

youth go about dressed in fantastic shapes, like

our mummers, carrying a dead wren, and so-

liciting money from house to house in a chorus,
of which the following is part first :

" The wran (sz'c), the wran, the king of all birds,
St. Stephen's Day was cocht (sic) in the lurch ;

God bless the mistriss of this house,
And if she dies, her sowl in heaven may rest."

The second part I could never learn, as it was
a sorry doggrel composed of English and Irish

;

complimentary, I believe, to the householder, who,
if he was liberal enough to bestow a trifle, was
abundantly rewarded with flattery and a shout ;

but if the deputation was sent away empty, he
was covered with expletives in Irish which made
all the company roar with laughter, and which I
understood was anything but polite.

Can any of your readers give the second .part
of the first song, and state the origin of this

"wran" expedition? GEORGE LLOYB.

m
[Mr. Halliwell, in his Nursery Rhymes (2nd ed. 1843),

gives, at p. 180., the English version of the "
Hunting of

the Wren;" and at p. 249., the Isle of Man "Hunting
of the WRAN." But this used to take place in the Isle of
Man on the 24th Dec. ; but formerly St. Stephen's Day
was the day for this observance, as is shown too by the
lines quoted by our correspondent.]

Princess Elizabeth of Bohemia. Where is the
best information to be procured about the family
of the Queen of Bohemia, daughter of our James
I. ? Her daughter, the Princess Elizabeth, ap-

pears to have been living in England, at Hertford,
in 1662 or 1664 f W. (X

[Mrs. Green's interesting Life of Elizabeth, Queen of

Bohemia (Princesses of England, vols. v. and vi.), con-
tains some particulars of her family. The notes, too, will

probably afford a clue to the biography of her children. ]

Lyric Works of Horace. There was published,
in 1786, a translation into English of The Lyric
Works of Horace, with other Original Poems, by
an/A^merican. Can you give me any particulars
of the translator ? A. Z.

[The translator was John Parke, of whom we learn

from Fisher's notice of the Early Poets of Pennsylvania
(Mems. Hist. Soc. Penns., vol. ii. p. 100.) that he was

probably a native of Delaware, and born about the year
1750, since he was in the college at Philadelphia in 1768 ;

that at the commencement of the war he entered the
American army, and was attached, it is supposed, to

Washington's division, for some of his pieces are dated at

camp, in the neighbourhood of Boston, and others at

Whitemarsh and Valley Forge. After the peace he was
for some time in Philadelphia, and is last heard of in

Arundel County, Virginia. Vide Duyckinck's Cydo. of
American Literature, i. 305.]

THE DUKE OF BUCKINGHAM'S YORK HOUSE.

(2
nd

S.viii. 121. 195.)

I am greatly indebted to MB. Foss for cor-

recting my mistake respecting York House. How
I came to confuse the two York Houses could be

explained, but it is not worth while to trouble

you upon the subject.
MR. Foss remarks that York House in the

Strand " was purchased by Archbishop Heath in

the reign of Queen Mary, in substitution for White-

hall" This is not quite accurate. The history
of the transaction appears in Stow and other

writers ; and those who have not access to the

original authors may see the passages from them
xtracted in Mr. Peter Cunningham's Handbook

London. The Archbishops of York being
without a town residence (in consequence of their

oss of the first York House, afterwards White-

hall), Queen Mary gave Archbishop Heath " a
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large and most sumptuous house, buUt by Charles

Brandon, late Duke of Suffolk, in the reign of

VIII .
-A!,;. 1. was called Suffolk House"

e. Stow describes this mansion as situate
" almost direct!/ over against St. George's Church

"

in Southwtrk. The
locality

was probably found
. onient even in those days ; and Archbishop
., who was also Lord Chancellor, was soon

able to transfer himself to a more suitable neigh-
bourhood. In August, 1557, he "obtained a

. for the alienation of this capital messuage
of Suffolk Place, and to apply the price thereof

for buying of other houses, also called Suffolk

Place, lying near Charing Cross." This second

Suffolk Place (which had been
previously

a resi-

dence of the Bishops of Norwich, and in conse-

quence was sometimes termed Norwich House),
became, after Heath's purchase

of it, the second

York House in Westminster, that one, namely,
which came into the possession of the Duke of

Buckingham, and, to speak accurately, (which I

am sure MB. Post will agree with me that those

who correct others ought to be careful to do,) was

purchased not " in substitution for Whitehall,"
but for Suffolk Place. Mr. Peter Cunninjfham
Las given an enumeration of its distinguished legal
inhabitants somewhat fuller than that printed by
you. He tells us, that Heath was the only Arch-

bishop of York who inhabited this second York
House, and he only for a very short time ; his suc-

cessors from 1561 to 1606 *

appear to have let it

to the Lord Keepers of the Great Seal. Lord
Chancellor Bacon, the son of Sir Nicholas Bacon,
Lord Keeper, was born at York House in 1560-1,
and here his father, the Lord Keeper, died in

1579. Lord Keeper Puckering died here in 1596;
Lord Chancellor Egerton in 1616-17; and here,
in 1621, the Great Seal was taken from Lord
Bacon."

In his Life of Archbishop Heath, in the Licet

of the Judge* (r. 382.) MR. Foss describes the

way in which Buckingham procured possession of
York House thus :

" After Lord Chancellor
Bacon's disgrace, the Duke of Buckingham ob-
tained it, giving other lands in exchange."

This is hardly sufficiently precise or accurate,
as MB. Fosa will perceive from the following
circumstances. The history of the transaction

has never been fully developed ; but the facts

stated by Mr. Peter Cunningham, with the addi-

tion of those brought to light in the recently pub-
lished Calendar* of Stale Papery enable us pretty
well to understand its nature. Soon after Bacon
ceased to reside there, applications were made to

him to part with bis interest whatever it may
have been. The Duke of Lenox solicited per-
mission either to buy the place or to make an

exrhange for it. Bacon replied :

" Tor this you
will pardon me : York House is the bouse where

my father died, and where I first breathed, and

there will I yield my last breath, if it so please
God and the King." Buckingham was more suc-
cessful than Lenox. He got possession upon some
terms, what they were does not appear, but he
is said not to have been careful in the fulfilment
of them. On 1 July, 1622, Chamberlain writes to

Carleton, "Visct St. Albans has filed a 1

Chancery against Buckingham, on account of the
nonperformance of his contract for taking York
House "

(Mrs. Green's Calendar of State Paper*).
How this was settled has not yet, I believe, been

explained.
Once in possession under Bacon's title, Buck-

ingham set himself, or rather the King did on his

behalf, to persuade Archbishop Matthew to part
with the freehold of the house. On 30 March,
1624, we find that the King wrote to Arcli

Matthew, soliciting that the inheritance of York
House might be passed to the Duke of Bu
ham, at the then present assembly of parliament.
Mrs. Green's Calendar informs us that the

urged that his compliance could not injure his

own see, as lands of greater profit should be given
in exchange, and the house had not for a long time

past been used as a bishop's residence. The King
added that he had moved Buckingham to take the

house, and wished to have the honour of
"settling

such * servant in it" The Archbishop ha
some

scruples
: perhaps he

objected
to deal with

the favourite ; but on the 15 May, 1624, we learn

from Archbishop Laud, as quoted by Mr. Cun-

ningham, that " the Bill passed in Parliament for

the King to have York House, in exchange for

other lands. This was for the Lord Duke of

Buckingham.** We have here a glimpse of how
Buckingham "obtained it," and whose lands, not

Buckingham's, were given in exchange.
One other fact in connexion with Hr.< kingham's

buildings on this site, which also appears in one
of the new State Poper Calendars, may be worthy
of note. It is, that Portland stone was extensively
used in the construction of Buckingham's >

ficent mansion, and that James I. paid 1 800/. for

2000 tons of that material to be used in Bucking-
ham's building. (Mr. Brace's Calendar of Chat. /.,

vol. i. p. 541.) W. NOL

HAKDEL IN BRISTOL.

(2* S. vii. 494.)

The story of Handel's viiit to the city of I '.

is not worthy of the slightest credit The suppo-
sition " that he was for a little while organist of

St. Mary Uedcliff," is the invention of some

penny-a-liner. The article in The Brittol Timet
and Felix Farley* Journal goes on to say :

- We suspect he visited Bristol on liis wav to Ireland,

or perhaps returning from it, a we know be firmt pro-
dactd thiJUMiA ia Dublin, having determined to give
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the Irish metropolis the benefit of that genius which was

not at first so promptly recognised in the English capital.

The importance of our city, and the society at the Hot-

wells, may have tempted him to prolong his stay for a

few months during which time it was only natural he

might have tried most of the organs here, as in that day
there were some very fine instruments in the Bristol

churches. But however this may be, Bristol can claim

the honour of at least having had him as a visitor."

When, may I ask, did the great musician

honour Bristol with a visit ? Most certainly not

when he was proceeding to or returning from
Dublin. Nor, as far as we have any evidence, at

any other time.

Handel witnessed the performance in London
of Galuppi's pasticcio, Alessandro in Persia, on the

1st of October, 1741. About the 4th of Novem-
ber, he set out for Ireland ; but being detained

by contrary winds at Parkgate, did not arrive in

Dublin until the 18th of the same month. He re-

mained in Ireland nearly nine months, leaving it

on the 13th of August, 1742. On the 9th of the

following September, he dates a letter from Lon-
don to his friend Charles Jennens, Esq., of Gopsal
Hall. In this epistle he apologises for not staying
on his road home to visit Lord Guernsey at Co-

ventry, from which it may be inferred that he
was anxious to arrive in London, which he pro-
bably reached some time before the end ofAugust ;

at any rate he was at home, and writing to his

friend on the 9th of September. When, then, did
Handel visit Bristol ? EDWARD F, RIMBADLT.

BARATARIANA.

I

that

(2
na S. viii. 95. 139.)

comply with the request of ABHBA,
I should '* furnish a tolerably accurate key

to the characters which figure in Baratariana.
To the second edition of the book, published in

1773, there is appended the following so-called

"key"; but the difficulty is to recognise, at this

distance of time, the names which have been ini-

tialed, and to supply them.
1. Sancho - - Lord T d.

2. Goreannelli - - Lord A y.
3. Don Francisco An-)

drea del Bumpe- >Rt. Hon. F-
roso -J

4. Don Georgio Buti-|
carny - -J

5. Don Antonio
6. Don John Alnagero
7. Don Philip -

8. Count Loftonso
9. Don John

10. Don Helena -

11. Donna Dorothea del'

-sA-

M- y-

Rt. Hon. A y M e.

Rt. Hon. J n H y H 1

Rt. Hon. P p T 1.

L. L s, now E. of E y.
Rt. Hon. J n P y.
R 1 H n, Esq.

hea del) ,,. , r
Monroso - - j

Mlss M -

12. Don Godfredo Lilly G y L 11, Esq
13. The Duke Fite->

, ,

royola - - y
D uke of n -

14. Cardinal Lapidaro The late Prim. S e

15. The Bishop of To-
ledo -

16. Don EdwardoS \van-

B e, late Bishop
K.

d S n, Esq.

17. DonAlexandroCun-1
ingambo del Twee- > Surgeon
dalero

18. Donna Lavinia
19. Don Ricardo -

Lady St. L r.

R d P r, Esq.

The first named is, of course, George Viscount
Townshend, who became Lord Lieutenant of Ire-
land October 14, 1767, and continued in the

government until succeeded by Simon, Earl of

Harcourt, Nov. 30, 1772.
2. Lord Annaly, Lord Chief Justice of the

King's Bench in Ireland. As John Gore he re-

presented Jamestown in Parliament for several

years; d. 1783.

3. The Right Hon. Francis Andrews. He suc-
ceeded Dr. Baldwin as Provost of Trin. Coll.,

Dublin, in 1758. Andrews had previously repre-
sented Dublin in Parliament; d. 1774.*

4. Sir George Macartney, Knight f, born 1737 ;

Envoy Extraordinary to the Empress of Russia,
1764, and Plenipotentiary 1767 ; Knighted Oc-
tober, J764. Received the White Eagle from the

King of Poland, 1766. In July, 1768, he was
elected for the borough of Armagh. In 1769 he
became Secretary to Lord Townshend, Viceroy
of Ireland. In 1776 Sir George Macartney was
raised to the Peerage. In 1779 we find him a

prisoner in France, and subsequently Governor
of Madras.^ He married the daughter of Lord
Bute : hence the nickname Buticarny.

5. The Right Hon. Anthony Malone. For up-
wards of half a century an ornament to the Irish

Bar
;

d. May 8, 1776. For a long account of him
see Hardy's Life of Charlemont (vol. i. pp. 133

139.; and Taylor's Hist, of the Univer. of Dublin

(pp. 395-6.) ; and Grattan's Memoirs, passim.
6. Right Hon. John Hely Hutchinson. In the

Directory of the day he is styled
" Prime Serjeant

and Alnager of Ireland, Kildare St." He sub-

sequently became Secretary of State and Keeper
of the Privy Seal. For a long account of Hutch-
inson, see Hardy's Charlemont (i. 141. ; ii. 185.).

Having obtained a peerage for his wife, he be-
came ancestor of the Lords Donoughmore.|| The
author of Sketches of Irish Polit. Char. (Lond.
1799) observes (p. 60.),

" Lord Townshend said

of Hely Hutchinson that if his Majesty gave him

*
Taylor's Hist, of the Univer. of Dublin, pp. 251-2. ;

Wilson's Dublin Direc. (1770), p. 41.

f Vide "List of Privy Councillors," Dublin Direc.

(1770), p. 41.

ArchdalPs Lodge's Peerage, Dub. 1789, vol. vii. pp. 90
92.

In Wilson's Directory for 1770, Malone is styled
"King's 1st Counsel at Law, Sackville Street."

||
Burke's Peerage (1848), p. 315. For an account of

his regime as Provost of Trin. Coll. see Taylor's Hist, of
Univer. Dublin, p. 253.
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the whole kingdoms of England and Ireland, he
would beg the Isle of Man for a cabbage gar-

7. Right Hon. Philip Tisdall, P. C., Attorney
General. He represented the University of Dub*
lin in Parliament, from 1789 until bit death in

1777. For a long account and character of Tis-

dall, see Hardy's Charlemont (i. 152-15C,
the Directing of 1770, he is styled

" Prin. Secre.

of State, and Judge of the Prerogative Court,
Leinstcr Street."

8. The Hon. Henry Loft us succeeded his nephew
Nicholas as 4th Viscount Loftus*; b. llth Nor.

1709; advanced to the earldom of Ely, 5th Dec.

1771.f
9. Right Hon. John Ponsonby, son of Lord

Bessboruugh, Speaker of the Irish House of

Commons, b. 1713; d. 12 December, 178i>. II-

was the father of Chancellor, and of Lord Pon-

sonby.*
10. " Robert Hcllen, K. C., and Counsel to the

Commissioners, Gre.it Cuffe Street; called to the

Bar Hilary Term, 1755."
11. A gentleman who has long been intimately

acquainted with Irish pamphlets of the last cen-

tury, tells me that a Miss Aiunro was said to have
been mixed up with some of the political intrigues
which characterised the Townshend and other ad-

ministrations. Another party informs me that
"
Dolly Munro "

is traditionally described as a
woman of surpassing beauty and powers of fas-

cination. She was miite a Duchess of Gordon in

the political world of her time.

U. "Godfrey I/ill, Esq , Solicitor General,
Merrion Square, M , 1743."

fl
I was at first

disposed to consider that Godfrey Luttrel was the

name indicated. See Lodge's Petrtige, vol. iii.

399.401,402.
13. Augustus Henry, third Duke of Grafton, b.

1785, filled the offices of Secretary of State, and
First Lord of the Treasury in 1765 and 1766,
and that of Lord Privy Seal in 1771.

14. Primate Stone. George, Archbishop of

Armagh, allitcratively sirnamed the Ambitious,

promoted 1746. He was the great political
rival of Lord Shannon. Death closed the eyes
of both within nine days of each other, in Dec.

* Hi* aaeattor, A. Loft-Howa, aoeonpaaM Lori Sos-
MX to Ireland. Various family links subsequently united
the LoAusea to the bouse of Tovmtl*md. general Loftua
married, 1790, Ladv E. Townsbeod. only daughter of

Marquis TowaabetkL Htr daughter Charlotte married
Jxml Vere Townshend.

f Burke'. /Wrt**, p. 871. (1848.)
t Burke'. Pteragt, p. 93. ; Hardy

'

// - 1

IfcUb JXrvc. 1769, p. 4*

y's CkarUmo*!, i. 184.

Hardy's Otarfssmrf, voL

vii", consecrated Hishop of

Cork, 1748; promote' :>.

16. Edward B. Swan, Esq., Surveyor- General
of the

Kevenue.-j-
The Swan family seem to Lave

had peculiar
claims on the government. In the

Papert there is a letter dated Jan. 7,

1801, mentioning that Mr. J. Swan hat been forty

years in the revenue; that his office is worth 9OO/.

a year, and that he had claims to retire. Was
this the father of the notorious Major Swan who
arrested the thirteen delegates of the United
Irishmen at Oliver Bond's in 1798 (Plowden's
Hint. Ireliml, ii. 4*24.), and who afterwards as-

sisted in the capture of Lord Edward Fitzgerald ?

[Caftltrfagh Corrftpo*dt*c, vol. i. 463.]
17. "

Surgeon Alexander Cunningham, Eustace

Street," figures in tho list of surgeons at p. 98. of
Wilson's Dublin Directory for 1 7

18. Lady St. Leger. R. St. Leger (nephew of

Hughes Viscount Doneraile, whose title became
extinct in 1767) represented Doneraile from 1749
to 1776, when his majesty pleated to create him
Baron Doneraile as a reward for parliamentary
services. He married Miss Mary Barry. She died

March 3, 1778.1 Can this be the party referred

to?
19. Richard Power, K. C. [at p. 265. of Bora-

.

" Counsellor Power "
is mentioned]. In

The Directory of 1774, we find him styled
"

I

Baron of the Exchequer, and Usher and ACCOUB-
tuiT-fJencral of the Court of Chancery, Kildare

Street, Hilary, 1757." Air. Daunt in his Recol-

lection* of O Connett (ii. 145.) narrates an extra-

ordinary anecdote of O'Connell's in reference to

Baron Power, who having failed to take Lord
Chancellor Clare's life with a loaded

pistol,
walked

to Irishtown to commit suicide by drowning. It

was remarked as curious that in walking off to

drown himself, he used an umbrella as the day
was wet. Baron Power waa a convicted pecu-
lator. Died 1793.

The letters from Philadelphia also published in

Rartitarimm, repeatedly mention the name Pedro
Pczzio. Dr. Charles Lucas (b. 1713; d. 1771),

is the party alluded to.

WILLIAM JOHK FITZ-PATBICK.

Stillorgan, Dublin.

ram ctnomraHAM.

(1*8. ix. 75.)

Happening a few days since to look ii

cbols's lUuitratioiu of tke Literary Hutory of Ike

Wilson's DMtm Dirte. 1774, p. 62.

f Dublim Dine. 1774 [Cbs*. Jto.], PL 78. The Viceroy
at p. 228. of Baratariama U made to speak of - his trusty
frieod^ Swan and Waller." In the Dir^ory {,.

-George Waller, Clerk of toe Minutes in Exci

| Arcbdall's Lodp'i Pnrayt, vol. vi. p. 123.
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18th Century, I met with a solution of a Query
which I made, and to which, since its appearance in

1854, no reply has been inserted, respecting the

p-entleman mentioned above. The following ex-

tract is from vol. vi. pp. 47, 48. of the Illustra-

tions :

" The Eev. PETER CUNNINGHAM. The ensuing let-

ters [not those mentioned by me in my Query! were

addressed by the Rev. Peter Cunningham, Curate of

Evam, near the Peak in Derbyshire, to the Rector of that

place, the Rev. Thomas Seward, father of the poetess. I

can add but few particulars of Mr. Cunningham to those

which will be found in these letters. It will be perceived

by them that he was the son of a naval officer (at Deal),

and, adopting the clerical profession rather from his own
studious predilections than from his father's choice, had
no University education; but having been under the

tuition of a respectable clergyman, was ordained in 1772

by Archbishop Drummond, and for the first two or three

years after was Curate of Almondbury, near Huddersfield ;

where he was honoured by the notice of the Earl of

Dartmouth, who resided atWoodsome Hall in that popu-
lous parish. In 1775, he became Mr. Seward's Curate at

Eyam (celebrated as the scene of Christian heroism dis-

played by the Rev. William Mompesson during a great

plague which raged there in 1666), and soon after ad-

dressed to him the letters now printed. How long he
continued at Eyam I cannot say ; but the Eulogium pro-
nounced on him from the pulpit by Mr. Seward, and

printed hereafter, seems to have promised a long con-

nexion. It is surely a very singular document. Mr.

Cunningham's name does not occur in any of the editions

of Living Authors ; but a poem entitled Britannia's Naval

Triumph was the offspring of his pen. In the latter years
of his life he was Curate'of Chertsey, in Surrey; and he
died there at his apartments in that town in July, 1805,

having been a few minutes before suddenly attacked with
illness while dining with the Chertsey Friendly Society,
to which he had been in the habit of delivering an an-
nual discourse."

The "Eulogium" is too long for "N. & Q.;"
but a more beautiful tribute of praise to the cha-

racter of a good parish clergyman, in the person
of Mr. Cunningham, will not easily be found.

The writer of the commendatory note, inserted

in the MS. volume of letters mentioned by me,
was the Rev. Robert Finch, formerly of Balliol

College, who died about the year 1830.

J. MACBAY.

SKELETONS WITH WAX HEADS AT CUM^E.

(2
nd

S. viii. 170.)

I have very much pleasure in replying to your
correspondent, but must really express my surprise
that any respectable English archaeological paper
should publish such an idea. In Italy everything
dug up is supposed in some way to be connected
with a saint or a martyr that has any trace or
emblem that can be so construed; but in this

case there was no mark, nor vestige of anything
Christian about the tomb or bodies whatever.
The only thing that existed which could be tor-
tured into such a supposition was that a small

brass coin of Diocletian was found in the tomb.
That emperor was a persecutor, ergo, they were

martyrs. A small bottle was found containing
some dark dried-up substance, ergo, that was the
blood collected at the time of the execution by
sorrowing friends. Now, first of all, it seems most

improbable that the Christians should place a coin

of their murderer along with the bodies of the
murdered. In fact, the very existence of this

coin in such a place seemed to infer that it was
the ordinary naulus, or coin, to be given to

Charon as the passage-money across the Styx,
and therefore that the body was Pagan. Again ;

how came their bodies to be buried in a Pagan
cemetery if they were Christians ? We know the

horror they had of interments among the altar-

sacrifices and other rites of the heathen. At
that period their burials were almost universally
in catacombs, and not in such tombs as these.

Again, the wax heads represented the persons as

living, and having their eyes open : if Christian

martyrs, surely they would have been represented
with their eyes closed in the sleep of death.

Again, near the female skeleton were all the ob-

jects of the lady's toilette, glass scent vases, a

coffer, the fan, the necklace, hair-pins, and even
a mirror. Surely no Christian was ever interred

surrounded by such vanities of the world, though
it was a common practice with the heathen. Be-
sides this, we have the negative evidence of the

absence of any token either of Christianity or of

martyrdom ; no cross, palm, or holy lamb ; no
emblem of immortality, nor of the resurrection,
in any shape or form, was found on or about the

bodies.

As to the ink, supposed to have been blood, the

analysis was made by the celebrated Sig. Luigi
del Grosso. Here it is in his own words, as given
me by Professor Minervini :

" Gallato e tannato
di ferro sospesi nella viscosit& di un' allungata
soluzione di gomma arabica ;

con nero di fumo,
che ha dovuto sciogliersi nell' alcool." This may
be translated,

" Gallate and tannate of iron held

in suspension by a weak solution of gum arabic ;

with wood soot, which is separable in alcohol."

Professor Guarini discovered traces of copper,
which might be due to the bronze vessel in which
it was found. He did not find the gallic acid

but he had but half a drachm to experiment upon.
In other respects he fully agreed with Del Grosso
that it was ink, not blood.

If your correspondent wishes to refer to any
published authorities, I would direct him to the

numbers of the Bulletino Archeologia Napolitano,
1853 to 1855, edited by Garucci and Minervini;
the Monumenti Cumani, by Fiorelli, Naples, 1 853

;.

and Gli ScJieletri Cerocefali of the celebrated

{ Quaranta, also published at Naples. I cannot,
; however, refrain from again expressing my sur-

\ prise that an English archaeologist should adhere
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till to to groundless an idea, especially n* it is

MOW .. best nnolari of Italy,
Will >

lVour mo v.

(ion? A. A.
Pott*' Cururr.

rATBON SAIXTS.

(2* 8. viii. 141.)

Allow mo to a<ld to your correspondent'* list,

that Portugal alto owns aa a patron taint 8. An-
tony, to whom will ! found addreatod, in tl t ,

Mutual tit Orap'tet. Lisbon, 18*2(1, an affecting

prayer whicb, in an abridged form, ii here trans-

lated :

"
Illiutriout Father 8. Antony, them who h oldest th

infant JMU in thin* arms, mid who art the pooial adro-
*! of *Ai*jp few, now, upon thU iUy whl.h I'orluual
JllcaUa to i

and racc, 1 may./. :., a lost

to his fold andM i

i regard to 8. Georgo of England, inn. -h

that is curious slaml* connected with the claim to
i hi* illustrious saint, which is preferred by the

.uese. On their grand annual festival,
i

>

ot, 8. George, a colossal image, .

1, bearing a formidable la 1 out
with all the jewelry which the nobility of Lisbon
can furnish for the occasion, and mounted on

t charger that Linl>

supply, passes through the main streets of the

ii row* of kneeling multitudes, .

"Miers, and grandees. During a two
resident* in Lixhon imposed by my official

duiii n, I.H;IS 41, I took tome pains to ascertain
the grounds on which our PortOfUOM allies claim
:tn int.-iv-t in S. <;,,.rgo; and if you will bear
with a little bit of foivign folk-lore Uio result of

uiy inquiries was this:

The claim is a
consequence of our ancient al-

liance. A flotilla, bearing I'.n^li-li eiusaders on
the Holy L.iii.l, put into ih

TagUS hist at the time |?ba lli- inui

fuese,
having e.\

]

.iihon, liu'l cooped them up in the cn-ll-

lii^h
as it stand*, were about to aitaull it

or course, quite, as ready to fight Lusitanian
Moors as iracena, landed forthwith,

aunult, shouted after our wont
" 8. Georg.
in the capture of the castle. The Portuguese
hear 1 our shunt*, and drew the is

that the English saint was a valuable ..M in hb
proper lino as u ,t that h.

.illy in our ini>Ut, and, as our
in n (o the assault. II- D

MMin u hifh h<< now receives in

'on is, that S. George,
the remembrance of his prowess, has

since MM a man. That is, on one of those an-

nual occasions when bt is borne in procession
through the streets, his lance slipp.

hand, came down with a run, an. I wounded an
unfortunate and I ;-'*ctator, wi-

the injury. I ventured to call this "a aad acci-
dent." Hut my Portuguese informant who nar-
rated the occurrence gravely replu , I > i

It!)

Another morso I ilar folk lore. A poor
wayfaring man knocked late one ni^ht at tl,

of a certain Lisbon convent, and was refused ad-
mittance. He then dragged his weary steps to

r convent, where he was hospitably rc-

, f.-il, and lodged for the night. Next
; . inmates of the convent m

their first concern to give the poor man an early
meal; but he was nowhere to be f<>

gates of the convent, closed at
night,

were not yet
unbarred ; he had mysteriously disappeared t

They then, as usual, assemble. I in

their morning orisons. Hut thn.
,

I . ! a new ob-

ject met their eyes. In the chapel

awaiting them, brought there no one knew how,
that noble image of 8. George which is now

'

annually through the streets of Lisbon. Doubt-
less it was the gift of t! i hey had I

An I doubtless that pilgrim was no other

rge himself! The same legend, however,

To your correspondent's lint of patron saints

who preside over "
general matters, I beg leave

to add my particular favourite Su. Rufemia, who
is firstrate lor all aflections of the sight and eyes.
She has a "house" near Cintra, and also a

tain to which my own eyes were nni< h indebted.
< >n diverging from the road you have to pass
over bare rocks, where your path to the spring
can bo traced onlv like an Indian trail, by the

fragments of pitchers broken by those w!

Mumbling along over the uneven ground, to fetch

th.- healing water on Sta. Eufemia's day.
The Portuguese are exceedingly p.-.

our introducing a certain saint, to them
Our sailors have Anglicised the name of Srtofts^
and call it .V. ritt! No wonder at the change:

. our nautical geography, Corufta is
" the

Groin ;" the Cachonoa, a dangerous ledgt of rook*
at the mouth of the Tagus, are "the Catchup*;"
ami tho Ilhoo, a small island off Funchal, is "M
Loo /sfeMf." When we speak of 8. Ubes, the

. earnestly a*k :
" What saint is that 'r

is 8. Ubes f We have no such saint i:

dario." THOMAS HOTS.

It seems that tho work
Saint*, ]>ubli*hf.l by Burns & Lambert in 1 850,
has not yet found its way to Hong Kong ; or at

least, that \N I M. has never soen it.

work contains a \ n li*t of patron saints :

first of arts, trades, and professions ; and sc.
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of countries and cities. These lists include all

those given by this correspondent, with a few

variations, and a great many others. Copious,

however, as they are, they will be very considera-

bly augmented in the new edition which will

shortly appear. This will also contain a very

large number of additional saints and emblems.
F. C. H.

ABIGAIL HILL.

(2
nd S. viii. 9. 57. 155.)

Your correspondent ITHURIEL gives no new

light on "the connection between Abigail Hill

and the Harley family." It has been always
known that Lady Masham stood in exactly the

same degree of relationship to Lord Treasurer

Harley and to Sarah, Duchess of Marlborough,
viz. that of first cousin once removed. The

cousinship to Sarah Jennings is traceable enough ;

but I find no trace whatever how a similar re-

lationship had arisen with Harley. Probably the

record is preserved in the Hoare family, who, as

far as I am aware, are the sole descendants of

Lord and Lady Masham.
The Conduct of the Duchess of Marlborough,

written (professedly) by herself, must be pretty
notorious to most readers of " N. & Q." as a work
in which she vents her rancour on persons and

things in general, and particularly on Lady
Masham and all belonging to her. As ITHURIEL,

however, quotes from it as from a text-book, it

is only fair, and accordant with your invariable

impartiality, to admit, on the other hand, a few

testimonies illustrating the character of the work
and its noble authoress :

" For above twenty years she possessed without a rival

the favour of the most indulgent mistress in the world,
nor ever missed one single opportunity that fell in her

way, of improving it to her own advantage. She pre-
served a tolerable court reputation -with respect to Jove

and gallantry ; but three furies reigned in her breast, the

most mortal enemies to all softer passions, which were
sordid avarice, disdainful pride, and ungovernable rage.

By the last of these, often breaking out in sallies of the

most unpardonable sort, she had long alienated her sove-

reign's mind, before it appeared to the world. This lady
is not without some degree of wit, and has in her time
affected the character of it, by the usual method of argu-
ing against religion, and proving the doctrines of Chris-

tianity to be impossible and absurd. Imagine what such
a spirit, irritated by the loss of power, favour, and em-
ployment, is capable of actrng or attempting ;

and then
I have said enough." Four Last Years of the Queen;
Scott's ed. of Swift, v. 27.

Miss Strickland writes (Queens of England, viii.

104. :)
"
Lady Marlborough's arrogance had become absolutely

maniacal."

"Thwarted ambition, great wealth, and increasing

years (said Lord Haile) rendered the Duchess of Marl-

borough more and more peevish. She hated courts over
which she had no influence, and she became at length

the most ferocious animal that is suffered to go loose, a

violent party-woman."

Dr. Warton (Essay on Pope, vol. ii. 200.) re-

lates that, in the last illness of the Duke, the

Duchess, disliking the advice of his physician, fol-

lowed him down stairs, swore at him bitterly, and
was going to tear off his

periwig.
The above may appear sufficient, but, in truth,

no pen could fully paint the Duchess but her own.

Pope's "great Atossa" showed "the ruling passion

strong in death," and, by her own account, de-

parted this life in perfect hatred to. all the world.

Almost the last lines which she penned are the

following (1737) :

" It is impossible one of my age and infirmities can live

long ;
and one great happiness of death is, that one shall

never hear any more of anything they do in this world."

LECTOR WESTMONASTERIENSIS.

COCK AND BULL STORIES.

(1
st S. iv. 312.

; v. 414.
; vi. 14G.)

One correspondent refers the origin of this

phrase to the tale of " the painter who drew a

misshapen cock upon a signboard, and wrote
under it, 'This is a Bull.'" (vi. 146.) Your
readers will probably consign such an etymo-
logy to the same limbo as that in which is shut

up the explanation of the word Cockney, from the

story of the Londoner and the neighing cock. In
vol. v. 414. we are reminded of Dr. G. S. Faber's

ipse dixit, that the correct form of the phrase is

" Cock-on-a-bell stories," as referring to " the fa-

bulous narratives of Popery." But Dr. Maitland

has shown in the same volume, p. 447., that this

learned controversialist has misquoted Reinerius,
whom he adduces as his authority for the asser-

tion that " Gallus-super- Campanam was the ec-

clesiastical hieroglyphic for a Romish priest;"
inasmuch as what Reinerius really does say is,
" Gallus super campanile significat Doctorem," a

simple and intelligible statement of a fact well

known to the merest dabbler in ecclesiology, and

having nothing on earth to do with either bulls or

bells.

I can see little or no difficulty in the phrase.
Is' it not drawn from the old-fashioned fables, in

which cocks and bulls, et hoc genus omne, are

made to talk with human voices ? Monstrum hor-

rendum! Two quotations immediately occur to

me, which seem to show that the phrase has at

least been commonly so understood. Mat. Prior

thus closes his " Riddle On Beauty :"

" For this I willingly decline

The mirth of feasts, and joys of wine ;

And choose to sit and talk with thee,

(As thy great orders may decree,)
Of cocks and bulls, and flutes and fiddles,

Of idle tales, and foolish riddles."
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And Cowper thai commences his Fable, "Pair-

ing Time anticipated :"

"
I shall not ak Jean JaquM Rousseau
If bird* confabulate or no ;

Tu clear, that they wen alwayi able

T hoU dfcoowM. at leatt >Wr ,

1!,,:. fcg :..: .:::. fa l!. Utt ..

A , '.. . .;. awl
'

../.

Mual bare a mort oocommon ski

The allusion in the first line is, of course, to

Rousseau's absurd crotchet, that children ought
not to read fables in which " cocks and bulls

"
are

made to speak, lest their should learn deception.

Qu. How far back does the use of the phrase
go?

I see by the " London Antinuory's
" new Dic-

tionary ofModem Slangi &c., that the term cock$

is applied to the "
fictitious narratives, in verse or

prose, of murders, fires, and terrible accidents,
sold in the streets as true accounts." He adds,
M
possibly a corruption of cook, a cooked state-

ment." I would rather suggest, "a contraction,
for cock-and'bntt stories.** ACHE.

xtrpltri* to fRinar auerit*.

Dr. Donne'* Seal (2* S. viii. 170.) In reply
to this Query, I extract the following from a
letter I received from Dr. Bliss :

" Oct. 1841.
41 I send you an impression from my seal, which

is not original, but a fac-simile from an original
in the hands of Mr. Domeville Wheeler of Bad-

"
I have seen two undoubted Donne seals ; one

in the bands of a boy at school with me forty-
five years ago, and of which, boy as I was, I then
sent an account to the Gent.'* Mag. ; and this of
Mr. Wheeler's. The former, I fear, is lost. You
will see a print of a third in Pickering's

' Life of

Walton,' prefixed to his magnificent edition of
The Angler.
" In great baste, truly yours,

" PHILIP BLISS."

From the impression above alluded to, Tassie,
of Leicester Square, made me a glass seal, with
which I fasten this letter. No doubt be has the
matrix of that; and Mr. Smith, of 42, Rathbone
Place, has cat a die for envelope seals.

On receipt of postage stamps, I shall be happy
to send an impression to any readers of " N. &
Q." H. T. ELLACOMBB.

Rectory, Clyrt St. George.

Ralph Rokeby, frc. (2* S. viii. 89.) -Mi. IH-
GLBDBW will find ample information on the points
about! which be inquires in Hurke's Extinct Ba-
ronetage. Ralph Rokeby of Mortham and Rokeby
married Margery, eldest daughter and coheir of

Robert Danby of Yafford, by a daughter
Richard Conyers, Knight. Her will and the in-

ventory of her eldest son Thomas Rokeby are to
be found in vol. xxvi. of the Sortees Society's
publications. The present representative of the

family is the Rev. H. K. Rokeby, rector of Arthing-
worth, Norths*!* C. J. KOBUSOX.
SevwioakB, Kent.

CromwelT* Knight* (2- S. viii. 31.) Thomas
Dickcson, mentioned in the list given by 1. 11

appears to be the same with Thomas Dickinson,
merchant of York, who was twice Lord Mayor,
and also

represented
the city in parliament. Hi-

is described as *' a mighty man against his royal
master." Vide Fabric Roll* of York Mintter, p.
831. n. E. H. A.

Ring Pone* (2* S. vii. 251.) The following
are given from wills of the seventeenth century in

the glossary appended to Fabric RoU* ofYorkMi*-
fer, recently edited for the Surtces Society by
the Rev. James Raine, p. 350. :

Noses tetpMin.*

Desire and deserve."
44

Keepe (kith till death."
M Aa God hath appointed."" Soe I am contented."

H. A.

John de Witt (2* S. i. 98.) I have in my pos-
session an autograph of John de Witt's appended
to an official letter, and having recently seen some
queries in the first volume of the present series

relating to the proper way of spelling his name,
perhaps I may be excused for again noticing this

I believe autographs of John de Witt are not
often met with. ME. HEKDBICKS states (2* S. i.

98.) that he has only seen one, although he subse-

quently came across a lithographed letter : in both,

however, the name was spelt differently, in the
Latin with one f, in the Dutch with two. The evi-

dence being thus equally balanced, I take die

liberty of coming forward, and claiming a verdict
for the double {, it being so spelt in my letter;
thus " Johan de Witt, 1657/

This letter is written in Dutch, on folio paper,
and contains about twenty-two lines very closely
written; and, being in Dutch, I am desirous of

having it translated. Will any lover of these

matters, through the medium of "N. & Q," kindly
undertake it for me? U O. W.

Scarborough.

BaUad: EOand or Eland (2- 8.
yiii. 169.)

In reply to your correspondent's inquiry, I beg to

refer him to the 5th vol. of Allei

County of York, p.
398. to 400., where he will find

a narrative of this feud between the Elands and
the Beaumont*. JOHH Nt BSE CHADWICK.

King's Lynn.
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Shooting Soldiers: Oak Leaves (2
nd S. viii. 156.)

As punishments for wearing oak-leaves cannot

have been inflicted within living memory, I crave

reference to the books in which they are recorded.

Were the soldiers tried by a court-martial on the

specific charge of "
showing an oak-leaf in their

fingers ?
" As to civilians, wearing oak-leaves is

not an offence at common-law, so the infliction of
*'
imprisonment, whipping, and fine

"
could be

legal only by statute. Was there any such sta-

tute ? I think not. I am here without any means
of reference except my Prayer-book, m which I

find the service for the 29th May as appointed by
the Act 12 & 13 Car. II., and which was in full

force till the last session.

I wish to investigate these cases. We know
that sometimes people are convicted of one offence

and punished for another. Probert was found

guilty of stealing a horse, and hanged for killing
Weare ;

and I have seen at Quarter Sessions very
severe sentences for very small larcenies, when
the convicts were suspected as poachers ; but the

only case which has fallen within my reading of a

civilian punished for wearing the Jacobite symbol
is that of Amos Turner, mentioned in The Me-
moirs of P. P. as "a worthy person, rightly es-

teemed for his sufferings, in that he had been
honoured with the stocks for wearing an oaken

bough." FITZHOPKINS.
Amiens.

James Anderson (2
nd S. viii. 169.) Your cor-

respondent 2. e. will find some notices of James
Anderson in Mr. Maidment's Analecta Scotica.

But I think every particular may be gleaned from
Anderson's own letters preserved in the Advo-
cates' Library in Edinburgh. Many of these were
addressed to Sir Eichard Steele, who was Ander-
son's tenant while acting as commissioner for for-

feited estates in that city. W. H. W.

Mowbray Coheirs (1
st S. i. 213.) Collins, in

his Peerage of England (ed. 1812, vol. i. p. 18.,
art. HOWARD DUKE OF NORFOLK), says that the

great partition of the Mowbray estates between

Berkeley and Howard as coheirs of Thomas, last

duke of that name, took place in the 15th Hen.
VII., and refers to the Communia Roll of Easter
Term in that year, No. 1. (C. P.), leading to the
inference that the partition-deed would be found
there enrolled. A querist (G.) in the first vol. of
" N. & Q." inquired for the partition, which was
not found upon a casual inspection of the roll re-
ferred to. A recent examination of the whole rolls

of that term induces the conclusion that Collins was
mistaken as to the matter, as the only entry referring
to Berkeley among the deeds (towards the end of
the roll) is a grant and confirmation, dated 20th
August, 13th Hen. VII. (1498), from Wm. Denys,
son and heir of Sir Walter Denys, Knight, of the
half of the manor of Auste, with lands, &c. in the

county of Gloucester, and half the manor of Lit-

ton, with the patronage of the church of Litton,
and the manor of Northberyton, and patronage of
the free chapel there, and all lands, &c. to Mau-
rice Berkeley, Thomas Berkeley, Robert Green of

Coventry, and Thos. Trye.
The recent search was made in reference to the

manor of Bosham in Sussex, which has remained
in the Berkeleys to this day, and the result may
save future genealogists from repeating the refer-

ence of Collins, which is erroneous in relation to
the partition of the Mowbray estates. W. D. C.

Thomas Talbot (2
nd S. viii. 148.) I find in my

manuscript collections on this name, a Thomas
Talbot set down at 1630 in Wood's Athena Oxoni-

enses, vol. ii. p. 108.
; and a farther notice of him,

as at Paris in 1635, occurs in the same work, vol.

iii. p. 1224. A reference to this work, which I
have not at present near me, will be likely to sa-

tisfy R. W.'s query.
A correspondent of this useful periodical has

accused me (2
nd S. viii. 9.) of anticipating James

I. -in my Illustrations of James the Second's Irish

Army List by a creation of (I believe he said)

sundry baronets. As a new enlarged edition of
these Illustrations is going to press, I should feel

particularly obliged by a communication of my
infringements on the prerogative of royalty, to

enable me to correct, in my forthcoming volumes,
errors of which I am as yet unconscious.

JOHN D'ALTON.
Dublin, 48. Summer Hill.

Hypatia and St. Catherine (2
nd S. viii. 148.)

There are no grounds whatever for the statement
referred to by K. P. D. E. St. Catherine had
flourished and suffered martyrdom more than a

century before the time of the learned lady Hy-
patia. Nor is it just to call her murder a " foul

blot on the name of St. Cyril." The venerable

hagiographer, Alban Butler, assures us that it was
the act of an incensed mob, to the great grief and
scandal of all good men, especially of the pious

bishop." And he adds this judicious note :

",It is very unjust in some moderns to charge him (St.

Cyril) as conscious of so horrible a crime, which shocks
human nature. Great persons are never to be condemned
without proofs which amount to conviction. The silence

of Orestes, and the historian Socrates, both his declared

enemies, suffices to acquit him."

F. C. H.

Torture (2
nd S. viii. 176.) MR. CARRINGTON is

strictly correct in saying that " in Scotland torture

was allowed by law until its abolition at the Union
in the reign of Queen Anne," but it is worthy of no-

tice that in the Claim ofRights made in 1689 by the

Scottish Estates of Parliament, it is asserted "that

the using of torture without evidence, or in ordinary

crimes, is contrary to law." This is cautiously

expressed, and that it did not imply a protest for
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the total abolition of torture, is
supported by the

fact that only ten days previous to the date of the

Claim, the same Estates granted warrant to the

magistrates of Edinburgh to torture John Chislie

of Dairy, the murderer of Lord President Lock-
hart. See Arnot's Criminal Trial*, p. 169., 8vo.

edition, 1812. G.

Edinburgh.

John Evelyn (2
B S. viii. 46. 98.) I think

MESSRS. COOFKB must be wrong in identifying
John Evelyn, born August 11, 1601, with

of Emmanuel College, Cambridge, who graduated ,

B.A. in 1618-19. It is hardly likely that a de-
|

grec could have been taken at so early an age as

seventeen. Perhaps some correspondent mav be
able to supply the date of Sir John Evelyn's
birth, who was M.P. for Blechingly, and died in

1643. C. J. ROBIRSOK.
j

The Rev. John Rob. Scott, D.D.
(2--

S. viii.

190.) Your correspondent 4 alludes to the
j

above gentleman, and designating him of Trinity
College, Dublin, attributes to him A Review of
the Princijxd Character* of the Irith Home' of
Common.?, under the pteudonyme of "

Falkland,"

published in 1789. I have succeeded in obtain-

ing the perusal of that work, which contains

descriptions of between seventy and eighty dis-

EUhed
orators and statesmen, forming quite a

y of senatorial excellence. Henry Grnttan,
in, Wm. Brownlow, the Beresfords, &c. &c.

arc portrayed in language as elegant and as elo-

quent as those grand and original models could
in the luxuriance of imagination have adopted. I

trust some reader of "N. & Q." will, for the

honour of Ireland, favour us with some memoir
of this illustrious author. 2. 1.

Bonavetititre't Work* (2
nd S. viii. 128. 178.)

A complete list will be found in Darling's Cyclo-

pa-din Bibliographica (Authors), article BOJCA-
VBHTURE. D. (1.)

Rirejaine" (2* S. vii. 172.) The following

iage may be added to the illustrations of this

phrase given in a previous volume :

" fan jaunt eommt a/mm, M dit ptr antiphrase poor
i'on n'a gufere curie de rire." Diet. Cbmtytu,

The origin of the Greek phrase, rap&jrtof 7x,
which likewise denotes a forced laugh, is equally
obscure. See the curious collection of etymolo-
gical legends invented for the explanation of this

phrase in Zenob. T. 85., with the note in the Gut-

tingen edition. L.

Peter Oleane (2* 8. viii. 187.) Si;

Gleane was an eminent Norwich merchant. H<

married Maud, daughter of Robt. Suckling, Esq.,
of Norwich, and was father of Thomas Gleane,
and grandfather of Peter Gleane, M.P. for Nor-

wich, who was created a baronet March 6, 1665-6.

(See Buike's Extinct Baronetage.)
C. J. RoniNSOK.

Captain Cobb (2* S I was
in the 31st Regiment quartered at Wai
1847, I remember Cant Cobb of t com-

ing over to see us. He is a smart littl-- man, and
was at that time living at Dover.

W. ROBBBTSOK, Lt.-Col.

CromwelT* Iltad (<*"* S. vi. 495., &c.) Cyrus
Redding, in his Fifty Year*' Recollection*, speaks
of having seen this head in the possession of a me-
dical gentleman to whom he was given a letter of
introduction by Horace Smith. After relating
the usual story of its having been placed over the

entrance of Westminster Hall, blown down by the
wind on a stormy nigh', and picked up by the

sentry on duty, who hod '* a natural respect for

an heroic soldier, no matter of what
party,"

and

probably slightly intere> ted views of his own ; he

goes on to tell us that the soldier "carried it to

the Russell*, who wero the nearest relations of
Cromwell's family, and disposed of it to them.
It belonged to a lady, a descendant of the Crora-

wells, who did not like to keep it in her bouse.

There was a written minute cxtunt with it. The
disappearance of the head is mentioned in some
of tae publications of the time. It had been

carefully embalmed, as Cromwell's body is known
to have been two years before its disinterment.

The nostrils were filled with a substance like

cotton. The brain had been extracted by di-

viding the scalp. The membranes within were

perfect, but dried up, ami looked like parchment.
The decapitation had evidently taken place after

death, as the state of the flesh over the vertebra
of the neck

plainly
showed. It was hacked, and

had evidently been done by a hand not used to

the work, for there were several cuts besides that

which separated the bone. The beard, of a chcs-

nut colour, seemed to have grown after death.

An ashen pole, pointed
with iron, had received

the head clumsily implied on its point, which
came out an inch above the crown, rusty and
timeworn. The wood of the staff, and the skin

itself, had been perforated by the common wood
worm."
The subject having been so often mentioned in

**N. & Q," we may hope that Mr. Wilkinson's

attention will be at last directed to the various

articles, and that he will come forward and tell

as what he knows about it. VBBSA.

Tricolor Cockade (2** S. viii. r.'2 ) It appears
certain that the French revolutionists adopted at

first a green cockade ; but I have read, and the

account seems comistei
' and most probable, that

this was quickly liscarr <). from the recollection

that it was the livery of the Count d'Artoi-

adopting a few days after a cockade of blue, red,
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and white, it seems most likely that they chose

the arms of the infamous Duke of Orleans, but

shorn of the fleurs-de-lys. I may here mention

that I possess one of the original tricolor cockades,

worn by a near relative in Paris in the Champ de

Mars, July 14, 1790. It has an engraving in blue,

on silk, in the centre, representing an angel writ-

ing on an oval these words :

" La Federation

Franchise faite au Champ de Mars, le 14 Juillet,

1790." The oval is surrounded by military en-

signs and trophies, and below is the
following^:

" Notre union et nos armes nous ont rendu libres."

The cockade has a double circle of tricolor ribbon,

and measures five inches across. F. C. H.

In farther elucidation of this historical subject,

I find a note at pp. 115, 116., torn, ii., in M.
Edouard Fournier's Le Vieux-Neuf, Histoire An-

cicnne des Inventions et Decouvertes attributes aux

Modernes, 2 vols. 8vo., Paris^ Dentu,
1859. The

author, whose highly interesting work, written in

the same spirit as that of Louis Dutens' Recherches

sur rOrigine des Decouvertes attributes aux Mo-

dernes, published in 1776, which M. Ed. Fournier

himself quotes frequently, says :

" The tricolor as the national colour is not a new thing.

It seems to have been first adopted in the time of Etienne

Marcel. In one of the chapters of Secousse's Recueil, the

partisans of the provost are mentioned as wearing silver

fermeilles enamelled half red and azure. In most of the

MSS. of that period, the miniatures are surrounded .with

a tricolor border. This peculiarity is even sufficient, as

belonging exclusively to that period, to assign an almost

correct date to MSS. in which it occurs : it is known, to

a certainty, that they belong to the reign of Charles V.

in those early seditious times? Because they already

figured in the arms of the Hotel de Ville, the focus of the

revolution. 'The vessel of Paris was represented on

rouge ground with argent sails, floating on water of the

same metal: a blue band, covered with gold /curs- rfe-Z/s,

equal in width to the third of the surface of the crest, was
laid across the top of it. In heraldic terms, these arms
were expressed by saying that Paris portait de gueules,
sur vaisseau d?argent, flottant sur des ondes de meme, le

chef cousu de France.' Granicr de Cassagnac, Le Vais-

seau et les Armes de Paris. (Revue de Paris, t. 52. p. 241.)
* In 1789 the same cause led to the same choice. After

having thought a moment of adopting green,.which was

rejected on recollecting that it was the colour of the

Count d'Artois, the three colours of the City were finally

adopted.'
"

(Mercier, Le Nouveau Paris, t. i. p. 58.)

GALLTTS.

Brighton.

Buchanan Pedigree (2
nd S. viii. 148.) The

following
" Note "

from Mr. Irving's forthcoming
History of Dumbartonshire, may be of use to

your Kilkenny correspondent :

" The founder of the family seems to have been Gilbert,
Senescallus comites de Levenax,' who obtained a grant

of the lands of Buchanan, and thereupon assumed that
name. George Buchanan's father was Thomas, the se-

cond son of Thomas Buchanan of Drumikill, and his

mother, Agnes Heriot, of the family of Trabroun in East
Lothian. His Buchanan descent connected him with the
old house of Lennox. George's great-grandfather, Pa-
trick Buchanan of that Ilk, was a grandson of Isabella,
Duchess of Lennox, by her second daughter, Isabella,
who married Sir Walter Buchanan of Buchanan. Ge-
nealogists are not by any means at one as to the person
who connects the Drumikill branch with the olden stem

;

but Crawfurd, in indicating in his Baronage the de-
scent of George from Robert second of Drumikill, refers

to other two brothers Robert and Thomas. Dr. Irving
also mentions that George Buchanan's mother was left

with a family of eight children five sons and three

daughters ;
but the family evidents do not clearly indi-

cate the existence of more than the three mentioned
above Patrick, Alexander, and George."

One of the historian's sisters was married to a

person named Morrison, whose son Alexander

published an edition of his uncle's paraphrase of

the Psalms. J. I.

Abbreviated Names of English Counties and
Towns (2

nd S. vii. 404.) I cannot understand
that MR. NICHOLS has thrown any light upon the

abbreviation Sarum ; but I find a plausible, per-

haps a probable, theory of it in the late Dr. Mil-

lingen's Sketches of Ancient and Modern Boulogne
(Boulogne, 1826). Speaking of Druidical groves,
he says :

" These sacred Groves appear to have been of venerable

oaks, a tree consecrated to the Supreme Deity: it was
called Saron, from the name of the Sun, Sar-on ; hence
the Druids were by various ancient authors denominated

Saronides; Saron was also a name given to rocky
places, and we find an assemblage of huge stones, upon
various spots which had been the Theatre of Druidical

Worship : may not the name of our Old and Xew Sarum,
from their vicinity to Druidical remains, be derived from
Saron f

"

JAMES KNOWLES.

Richard Mulcaster (2
nd S. vi. 50.) I am en-

abled to furnish R. M. with some farther parti-
culars respecting this eminent schoolmaster. In
the registers of Laurence Pountney parish the

following entries occur :

"
Bapt. 15G|, March 12, Silvan, son of U' Mulcaster,

scolemaster.

1572, August 11, Peter do.

1573, Novemb. 2G, Kathrine, dau. of do.

Married, 158|, Feby 22, John Mintar and Margery Mul-
caster.

1586, Novr
21, Edward Johnson and Anna Mul-

caster."

In the Probation Books of Merchant Taylors'

School, I find " Richard Mulcaster, born August,
1602," and "

Henry Mulcaster, born 1715."
'

C. J. ROBINSON.

Winkley Family (2
nd S. viii. 170.) If your

correspondent W. will send an outline of the pe-

digree he possesses, and up to the time he can

reach, I may probably be enabled to aid him in

his inquiries, as I am acquainted with one of the

family. JOHN NURSE CHADWICK.

King's Lynn.
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&*g tididtrwm (2- S.viii. 171.)-! agree with
the answer to this Query, so far as concci

words being a corruption of i dfdero; but it is

very improbable that when employed as a threat

by the common people to their children, it should
hare any reference to a term of law. It appears
to me far more likely that they alluded to some-

thing sung at church, and more familiar to their

ears. In the psalm,
" Memento Domine David,"

the 131st, and in the Hebrew notation the 132nd,
the words occur in the 4th Terse: u Si dedero
somnum oculis meis," etc. How these came to be

applied by angry mothers as a threat, I cannot

explain ; but I think this is the most probable
source from whence they were taken. F. C. II.

gnat ue thU little work is likely to be to litermr.

tent oursefve* by saying that thisand must th
I I- . .'. ! ,.: :.

hundred autographs, seems as carefully executed at its

thin Pediarte* recorded in tht Heraldic Visitation

0/1620; with Addition*from th

JMtfrrlUmrou*.
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The Cruue of the Pearl round the World, with am Ac-
count of the Stool Brioade in India. By Rev. E. A.
Williams, Chaplain, R. N. (Bentley.)
The interest which must ever be attached to the im-

portant services, of an unprecedented character, rendered

by the Naval Brigade during the late unhappy mutiny
in our Indian empire, is sufficient to call attention to

this unpretending volume written by tbe chaplain of the

nverend,
"

/,T^^
publication of PedigreeVii a proof that ItTrSving th.
patronage which it deserves, at ail events from the noble
. :. I.-,.-- ,n,n, ,:!.,.. MB**
Buchun. By th. Rev. J. B. Pratt, M.A. Second Edi-

tion. Wi* nfu*tratio*t and a Mm. (Smith, Aberdeen.)
Tbe rapidity with which Mr. Pratft first edition has

been exhausted shows that bis book was both wanted
and well done: the second edition is also well-timed

ready for the use of tbe British Association at Aberdeen.
On the Fundamental Doctrim of Latm Syntax. By

Simon 8, Laurie, MJL (Csmtablc^ Ce.)
Compon^

rithmic TttiM. By Fedor Tboman. (Lockwood & Co)We are compelled, for obvious reasons, to confine our-
selrw to the acknowledgment of the receipt of these two

BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES

pretending volume
;" and although the
d in a tone befitt

d gentleman's story is

loth, yet few will rise

Pearl
narrated in a tone befitting bis cl<

from its perusal without thanking him for his description
of the manner in which tbe officers and seamen left their

ship, and taking their guns seven or eight hundred miles rtrtfeaii

into tbe interior of tbe country served as soldiers, ;

""**
marching and countermarching for fifteen months through

'

extensive districts, took an active share in upwards of ylTi
twenty actions.

TV Root and the Lotu* ; or. Home in England and
Home in India. By the Wife of a Bengal Civilian. (Bell

&Daldy.)
India, it would seem, has not yet lost its charm for

English readers; and this little tale, which exhibits in

contrast home in tbe two countries, will furnish a plea-
sant hour's reading to those who. having relatives in

India, delight in anything that brings before them pic-
of the Home in India of those absent dear ones.

A Popular Ilutory of Briti*h Fern* and the Allied

***** the Ch* Jfossss, Pen*rvort*, and
BW Thomas Moon. Third and Beri^d Edi-

tion. (Routledge.)
Mr. Moor*'* Popular Hittory of Brituh Fern* has long

been so gnat a favourite with the admirers of that class

of plants, which hsve of late years added so much grace
and beauty to many London homes, that we can scarcely
be surprised to find that a third edition of it has been
called for. It is essentially the same as tbe second, but
with a revised text, with the addition of descriptions of
some of tbe mon prominent new varieties. The plates
bare been redrawn, but not otherwise changed.

BOOKS RKCHVEP.
TV Handbook of Autograph*, beima a Ready Guide to

. ; 11

Nation, detiyned for theU*e of Literary Men, Autograph
Collector, and other*. Executed by f. G. Nethercim.
Parim (Netherclift.)
We have already pointed out, at some length, of bow

$ottrrt to Corrri'panlrntM.

-^^ **
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THE EARLY EDITIONS OF FOXE's BOOK OF
MARTYRS.

Perhaps no work in the English language has

been more lastingly popular, or has passed through
so many editions, either entire or in an abridged
form, as The Actes and Monuments of the Church,

by John Foxe, commonly called The Book of

Martyrs. But the old copies, by constant use

and in part perhaps from sectarian spite, have so

far disappeared, that it is most remarkable how
few seem to remain ; and, what is more extra-

ordinary, no bibliographer has given a correct !

account of them. The first edition was produced !

in 1563, but even Strype, in his Memorials of \

Cranmer, says that the work was first published
j

in English in 1566. And again, in the history !

which he gives of the work (Annals, vol. iii. chap,
xiv.) he assigns the first edition to 1562, and the
second to " about 1582," none of which dates, I
need scarcely say, are corrected in the Oxford
edition of Strype's Works, 1812. Mr. Macray, in

his Manual of British Historians, 1845, remarks
that, "Up to this date (1684), Lowndes and
Watt each give only nine editions, but together
they give eleven ; the compiler [i. e. Mr. Macray
himself] has omitted one mentioned by Watt, that
of 1612, and has inserted one of 1610, which is

possibly the one Watt means, and is in Douce's
i

collection in the Bodleian." Mr. Macray thus !

reckons eleven editions; but the edition of 1684
i

was called the ninth, and I believe correctly so.

The discrepancies of the bibliographers will be
best shown in the following table :

Watt. Lowndea. Macray.
First - 1563 1562-3 1563.
Second - 1570 1570 1570.
Third - 1576 1576 1576.
Fourth - 1583 1583 1583.
Fifth 1596-7 1596-7.
Sixth - 1610.

1612 1618 1618.
Seventh - 1632 1632 1632.

Eighth - 1641 1641 1641.
1650 1650.

Ninth - 1684 1684 1684.

It will be seen that the dates 1612, 1618, and
1650 were mistaken. The two former were
clerical errors for 1610. The year 1650 may
appear on some copies ;

but if so, it was not a

new edition, but a new title applied to that of

1641.

Now, my present object of inquiry is, Where
do any copies of the old editions exist ? I have
been successful in finding very few. Even the

archiepiscopal library at Lambeth possesses of the

first five editions only the second volume of 1596.
The library at Sion College has no other edition

but that of 1684. At the Athenaeum and at the
London Institution there is that edition only.
The Bodleian possessed only the fourth, eighth,
and ninth editions until the accession of Mr.
Douce's collection, which brought two copies of
the first edition of 1563, one of 1610, and a

second of 1641. Even the national library at the

British Museum wants two of the editions, those

of 1570 and 1583. It possesses duplicates of
1576 and 1641, which were the only copies in the

library of George the Third, whilst that of Mr.
Grenville brought none whatever.

Of the first edition, 1563, there are, then, one

copy in the British Museum, and two in the

Bodleian, one in the library of Magdalene Col-

lege, Oxford, presented by Foxe himself, and

two, both imperfect, in the University Library at

Cambridge.
Of the Second Edition, 1570, there is a copy

in the University Library at Cambridge, with the

cuts coloured.

Of the Third Edition, 1576, two in the British

Museum, and one at Queen's College, Cambridge.
Of the Fourth Edition, 1583, one in the Bodleian.

Of the Fifth Edition, 1596, one in the British

Museum.
Of the Sixth Edition, 1610, one in the British

Museum, one in the University Library at Cam-

bridge, and one in the Bodleian.

Of the Seventh Edition, 1632, one in the British

Museum, and one in the University Library at

Cambridge (dated 1631).
Of the Eighth Edition, 1641, two in the British

Museum, two in the Bodleian, one at Cambridge
University Library, and one in the library of St.

Paul's Cathedral.
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Of the Ninth Edition, 1684, it is unnecessary to

mention the eopiei, M they are not uncommon.

Many of the readers of " N. & Q" will re-

member to have seen the assertion, which has been

often repeated, that in the reign of Elizabeth the

Book of Martyr* was ordered to be set up in all

parish churches. If that were the fact, the al-

most entire disappearance of the book would be
marvellous. The statement rests upon the au-

thority of Strype (Annalt of the Reformation, iii.

503.) ; but I do not find that it is well-founded.

It appears that by the Convocation of the Pro-

vinco of Canterbury, held in 1671, it was in-

joined that every archbishop and bishop should

have the Monument* of the Martyrt in his house ;

that every dean should place the book in his

cathedral church ; that every dean or residentiary

dignitary should have it in his house ; and the

same with everv archdeacon. I find nothing as

to pariah churches. Still, there must have been
some thousands of copies printed in the sixteenth

century, the edition of 1596 is recorded to have
consisted of 1200, and what has become of them
all ? The fate of those

exposed
to public reading

is obvious: by constant handling, by damp and

decay, they became imperfect, and their remains
have been either destroyed for waste paper, or

cut up for the sake of the woodcuts. I have
seen several such imperfect copies, and two or

three have come into my own hands. But where
are the

copies
that usually rested on the library

shelves ? 1 shall be glad to hear of any of them.
It is not unknown that Foxc at tint wrote the

work in Latin ; but it is remarkable that the

bibliographers are confused upon this publication
also. Watt mentions four editions : 1554,

Svo.; 1554, folio; 1559, folio; 1563, folio; and
Lowndcs speaks also of an edition, 1556, 8vo.

There were in fact but two editions ; one printed
at Strasburgh in 1554, and the other at Basle in

1559. The book was called Commentarii /forum
in JSccletia Oettarwn. Argevlorati, 1554, 8vo.

This title appears to have been reprinted with

the date 1556: and the same book was cer-

tainly reissued in 1564 with the fresh title of

Chronicon Eccleria, &c., as given in full in " N.
& Q," 2^ S. vii. 83., from a copy in the possession
of the Rev. l)r. Maitland. This was done to sell

off the remaining copies of the small Strasburgh
book, after the author had inlarged the book into

* folio volume, which was printed at Basle in

The date 1563 belongs to the Second Part
of the Commentarii^ which was compiled, not by
Foxe, but by Henrico Pontalcone, a

physician
of

Tim related to the continental reformers,
and was not translated for the English work. I

should be glad to be told of any copies of Foxc's
Commentarii dated 1556. Otherwise, the history
of this work is tolerably clear. With regard to

The Actet end Afomtmenti, the progress of which

I am now endeavouring to trace, any suee*
will oblige me. JOHN Gouou NICHOLS.

TUB DUKE Or BOCK1KOIIAM, A OI1OST BTOET.

Gervase Holies would appear to have been fond

of the supernatural, and to have
delighted

in a

good ghost story. Scattered among his various

genealogical and topographical collections, v.

noted down several as related to him by peicons
of credit, and among others the following, as com-
municated to him by letter, the introduction to

which let him tell in his own words :

M Since William Lilly the Rebell'* Jugler and MounU-
banke bath in his malitions and blasphemous disemuM
concerning our late martired soueraigne of ever blessed

memory imprinted (amongst other bis lies and false-

hoodes) a relation concerning an apparition w* foretold*

several! events w* should happen to v- late Duke of

Buckingham, wherein be falsefles both the person to whom
it appeared and y circumstances, I thought it not
amisse to enter here (that it may be preserved) the true

account of that apparition, as I have receaved it from the
hand and under the band of M r Kdmund Wvndhatn of

KellesforJ in y county of Somerset
u

I shall set it downe (iptiu'tmit te/to) as he delivered

it to me at my request, written with hisowne hand.

" Sr
, according to y desire and my promise, 1 hare

written downe what I remember (diver* things being

slipt out of my memory) of y relation made me by M r

Nicholas Towse concerning V apparition wck visited

him. About the yeare 1C27 I and my wife (upon an oc-

casion being in London) lay at my brother Pyno's house
w^out BUbopsgatf, w

h was y next house unto '

cholas Towse s, who was his kinsman and familiar ac-

quaintance, in consideration of whose society and frcind-

ship be tooke a bouse in y1
place. The sard Towse being

a very fine Musitian, and very good company, an>! for

ought I ever saw or beard a virtuous, religious, and well

disposed gentleman.
"About y time y said M' Towse tolde me v< one

night being in bed and perfectly waking, and a candle

burning by him (as be usually had), there came into his

chamber, and stood by bis bedside, an olde gentleman in

such an habit as was in fashion in Q. Elizabeth's time, at

whose first appearance M r Towse was very much troubled ;

but after a little time, recollecting bimselfe, be demanded
of him, in y name of God, what he was ? whether he i

a man ? and y* apparition replied No ! Then he a
him if bo were a devil!, and y answer was No !

M' Towse said, In y name of God, what art thou then?

and, as I remember, M r Towse told me y y apparition
answered him y

1 ho was y ghost of S* George Villers,

father to y then Duke of Buckingham, wbome he might
very well*remember, since he went to schoole at such a

place in Leicestershire (naming y place w h I have for-

gotten). And M r Towse told me y
1

y* apparition had

perfectly the resemblance of y* s4 Sr
George Villers in

all respectes, and in y same habit y* be bad often seene

him weare in his lifetime. The sayd apparition then

told M r Towse y
1 be could not but remember y much

kindness that he, > said Sr
George Villers had expressed

to him whilst he was a schollcr in Leicestershire as

aforesaid, and y
1 out of y

1 consideration he beleivr

loved him, and that therefore be had made cboyse of

him, y said M' Towse, to deliver a message to liis sonne

y Duke of Buckingham, thereby to prevent snch Mis-
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cheife as would otherways befall y
e said Duke, whereby

he would be inevitably ruined. And then (as I remem-

ber) Mr Towse tolde me y* y
e
apparition instructed him

what message he should deliver to y
e Duke, unto wch Mr

Towse replied that he should be very unwilling to go to

the Duke of Buckingham upon such an arrant wherby he

should gaine nothing but reproach and contempt, and to

be {esteemed a mad man, and therfore desired to be ex-

cused from y
e
employment. But ye

apparition pressed
him w th much earnestnea to undertake it, telling him y l

y
e circumstances and secret discoveries wch he should be

able to make to y e Duke (of such passages in ye course of

his life wch were knowne to none but himselfe) would
make it appeare y* his message was not the fancy of a

distempered brain, but a reality. And so y
e
apparition

tooke his leave of him for y' night, telling him y* he
would give him leave to consider untill y next night,
and then he would come to receave his answer, whether
he would undertake to deliver his message to y Duke of

Buckingham or no.
" ' Mr Towse past that day wth much trouble and per-

plexit}', debating and reasoning wth himselfe whether he
should" deliver this message to the Duke, or not, but in

conclusion he resolved to do it, and y
e next night, when

3
re

apparition came, he gave his answer accordingly, and
then receaved his full instruction.

" ' After which Mr Towse went and found out Sr Thomas
Bludder and S r

Ralph Freeman, by whom he was brought
to y e Duke of Buckingham, and had severall private and

long audiences of him. I myselfe, by y favour of a
freind *, was once admitted to see him in private con-
ference wth the Duke, where (altho' I heard not their dis-

course) I observed much earnestnes in their actions and

gestures. After wch conference Mr Towse told me y* the
Duke would not follow y

e advice y* was given him, wch

was, as I remember, that he intimated y
e
casting of and

ye
rejecting of some men who had great interest in him,

and as I take it he named Bishop Laud and y* he, y
Duke, was to do some popular actes in y

e
ensuing Par-

liam4
, of which Parliam* y

e Duke would have had Mr

Towse to have been a Bnrgesse ; but he refused it, alledg-
ing that, unles y

e Duke followed his directions, he must
do him hurt if he were of ye Parliam*. Mr Towse then
tolde y* y

e Duke of Buckingham confessed y
1 he had tolde

him those thinges wch no creature knew but himselfe, and

S*

none but God or y Devill could reveale to him. The
uke offered Mr Towse to have y

e king knight him and
to have given him preferment (as he tolde me), but y 1

he refused it, saying y
4
, unles he would follow his advice,

he would receive nothing from him.
" 'Mr

Towse, when he made me this relation, he tolde
me y* y

e Duke would inaevitably be destroyed before such
a time (w ch he then named), and, accordingly, y Duke's
death happened before y* time. He likewise tolde me y

1

he had written downe all y severall discourses y 1 he had
had wth

y apparition, and'y
4 at last his comming to him

was so familiar y* he was as little troubled wth it as if it

had beene a freind or acquaintance y
1 had come to visit

him.
" ' M r Towse tolde me further y* ye Archbishop of

Canterbury (then BP of London), D r Laud, should, by his
councells, be y

e author of very great troubles to y
e
king-

dome, by wch it should be reduced to y* extremity of dis-
order and confusion, y

1 it should seeme" to be past "all hope
of recovery w thout a miracle; but yet when all people
were in despayre of seeing happy days againe, y

e
king-dome should suddenly be reduced and resetled againe iifa

most happy condition.
" ' At this time my father Pyne was in trouble, and

committed to y
e Gatehouse by y

e Lordes of y
e
Councell,

* Sr Ed. Savage.

about a quarrell between him and ye Lord Powlet, upon
1 wcU one night I said unto my cosen Towse, by way of

jest, I pray aske y
r
apparition what shall become of my

father Pyne's business, wch he promised to do, and ye next
j
day tolde me y* my father Pyne's enemies were ashamed

|

of yeir malitious prosecution, and y
1 he would be at liberty

w thin a week or some few dayes, wch
happened accor-

dingly.
" ' Mr Towse his wife (since his death) tolde me that

her husband and she, living in Windsore Castle, where he
had an office, y

4 somer y* y Duke of Buck, was kilde,

j

tolde fair (that very day y 1 ye Duke was set upon by y
e

mutinous Mariners at Portesmouth), saying then y* y
next attempt against him would be his death, wch accor-

dingly happened. And at y
e instant y* ye Duke was

kild (as shee understood by y
e relation afterward), Mr

Towse was sitting in his chayre, out of wch he suddainly
started up and sayd, Wife, ye Duke of Buckingham is

slayne.
" ' Mr Towse lived not long after y* himselfe, but tolde

his wife y time of his death before it happened. I never
saw him after I had scene some effectes of his discourse,
wch before I valued not, and therefore was not curious to

enquire after more than he voluntarily told me, wch I
then entertained not wth those serious thoughts wch I
have since reflected on his discourse. This is as much as
I can remember of this business, wch

, according to yomr
desire, is written bv

" '

Sir, yr, &c.,
" EDMOND WYNDHAM.

"
Boulogne, 5 Aug. 1652.'

"

Wanted to know where to find an account of
the affair between Pyne and the Lord Powlet?

ITH URIEL.

THE GREAT EXHIBITION OF 1851.

Among the most successful efforts of this cen-

tury has been the Great Exhibition of 1851. It

pleased everybody, paid its way, and retired with
a large fortune, and made reputation for all con-
cerned in its management. On casually looking
through a volume of the MecTiamcs Magazine, I
found the following criticism en the Executive

Committee, to whom so much of the success of
the undertaking is due (Part 326., vol. lii., March
230, 1850, p. 168). It is but common justice
that it should be reprinted, and preserved in a

journal to the index of which historical inquirers
are likely to turn.

"
But, secondly, the Crown has dealt with the sham

nomination by the Society of Arts of certain persons to be
an ' Executive Committee in the premises;' as if it Avere
an actual matter of fact, and invested these persons with
all the functions and powers of a real executive. It i*
much as if her Majesty had, on the recommendation of
Sarah Gamp, included Mrs. Harris in the Commission of
the Peace. Who are these parties? Are they such as
one might expect to see picked out, to be placed at the
head of a grand public undertaking such as this professes
to be? Men among the most eminent of their day in art,,

or science, or letters? Men not only well-known and

highly esteemed in their own country, but of European,
at least, if not of world-wide reputation ? Individuals
whose names require but to be mentioned to inspire con-

fidence,
'
riot only in all classes of our subjects, but of the

subjects of foreign countries ?
' Risum tematis, amid f
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Their names art, HKXRY Cot* CHAKLKS WKSTWORTII
DILKB. JcVn GBOROB DBJEW, and FKAXCIS FCLUM. with

one atATHKW DIOBTWYATT for Secretary ; five at obscure

individuab as ooald well be got together inOM gwnp-not
och even a* ytm aright imprestifea the street* Imt sneh

, .

,

-

. .'I-. :.--. ..., '

whatever ia the world, people
whom nobody knows,

never heard of. either in their own country or oat of it

tion. What the two Woods have accomplished
for Oxford, the two Coopers are now honourably

performing
for Cambridge. May their united la-

: .. ; i!:. ! :,

'

literary brotherhood !

too, who if not the rery Mine who falsely passed
themselves off as the representatives of the Society of

Art*, hare bean pot forward to reap the benefit* of the

fraud practiced on the Crown, the nominees of impos-
tors, if not impostors themselves! How ia it poaaihle
that such an Executive

' can inapire either respect or

confidence? Or now la it to be expected that any great

party in the atate would chooae to identify themselves

WlLn A pAClt Of MCll CBftHCCWNM DODOQlCSr
- We bare porpoaely left out the name of Mr. Uobert

Stephensoa from the Kxecutive batch, because it was
MmUtflMiftlv awMawl At tha% I**! mAmftnt. for the * ofIMJlOeTMMaViy UUOTl MM ** uptauivuit ff*ra kiiw mmmn v

garnish merely, and after an express intimation from

that gentleman that he could lend them hia name only."*

It is due to the journal quoted to say that its

management is not now in the tame bands as it

waa at the time when the above was written.

A. DB MORGAN.

JOHN LILLY, DEAMATIST.

This Elizabethan dramatist wrote nine plays,

reprinted by Blount in 1632, who in his dedica-

ti.'M to Lord Lumluy gives us a specimen of the

wit he admired in Lilly
" the Spring is at hand,

a IK I therefore I present you a Lilly/ Lilly was

iidate for the post of Master of the Revels,

in which he was unsuccessful; and after many
years of fruitless court attendance, was obliged to

petition
the Queen for

support
in his old ;

have stumbled on a letter from the late Dr. i'hilip

Bliss to Joseph Haslewood relating to this dra-

matist, which may be considered worthy of a niche

in your literary athenssum :

" DBAB HASLEWOOD. Oldys, MS. Notes on

Langbaine, Cent. Lit., i. 161., says that there are

many copies of Lilly's Letters to the Queen (Eliza-

beth) extant in manuscript. These Letters show

that he expected the post of Master of the Revels.

Now where are these many copies?
Do you,

who are so skilled in dramatic biography, know
where to find one ? If so, tell me ; but don't

transcribe it, for I have it now under my roof, in

a contemporary manuscript,
"
Yours, almost worn out with proof-

reading and poverty,
"Asm --NY \ WOOD, Jun."

It is gratifying to learn from your last volume

(p. 214.) that an improved and enlarged <

by a competent editor, of the Athena Oxawaue*

by Anthony a Wood, Sen. and Jun. is in prepara-

Mr. Staphenaon has since resigned, and has been re-

placed by Uent-CoL W. Reid, B.TL"

hours be sustained and encouraged by the whole

Minor gotr*.

" So down thy hill, romantic Aahbome,
The Derby dilly, carrying three insides.'

"When the late Mr. O'ConneU applied these celebrated
lines to the present Earl of Derby, be made tl.

carry six insides, which had the double advantage of de-

scribing the vehicle more accurately and of giving addi-
tional point to the joke."

(Edimb. Reciae, No. 219. p. 118. July, 1858.)

Public vehicles which carried six insides were

generally called stage coaches, stages, or coaches,
or had some specific name as the Rapid, Telegraph,
Defiance, &c. &c. But there was also a vehicle

whose generic name was Diligence, and which car-

ried three insides only.
Ashbourne Hill is clearly visible from the

windows of Ashbourne Hall, where Canning was
a frequent visitor, and in his days was an object
of peculiar interest ; for, upon the arrival of the

mail at the top of the Hill, the guard, if he had

good news to tell, and our navy supplied him with

numerous occasions, discharged his blunderbuss to

summon all the quidnuncs of the place.
The diligence of those days carried three in-

sides ; two sat with their faces towards the horses,
the third sat opposite upon a seat partly inserted

1 into a recess in the carriage, but projecting *
' little. Whether such a vehicle ran or rather

crawled between Derby and Ashbourne, I do not

recollect, but I do recollect riding in such a one,
somewhere between Warrington and Liverpool,
once on my way to school : its external appear-
ance I do not remember, but the internal discom-

forts have fixed its form in my memory, though

seventy years have elapsed since that memorable

journey.
I should not have noticed the Edinburgh <

i mistake, but that it seems to indicate that the

very existence of such a vehicle as a
diligence

bad

| passed out of mind. EDW. HAWKINS.

Synonymes. The original edition of Bishop
1

(then Archdeacon) Nicobon's Engluh Hutorioal

Library, London, 1696, 8vo., has a preface which

was not reprinted. The last paragraph *

preface is worth preserving, not only for the con-
'

sideration of some living authors, but as marking
,
a time at which the demand for elegant synonymes

was strong :

"
I have but one thing more to Apologise for; and

frequent Repetitions, the Header will be apt
V, :

:

i;x;r,-.
n-,, .,' .T.,-. aj ti

-

and Phrase. I have totak-
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of this and the other Man's Undertaking and Performing,

Penning and Publishing his several Historical Labours:

And possibly a nice Critick in the Finery and Cadence of

the English Tongue would expect that I should have

Collected a good Number of Synonymous Sentences for

this Purpose. I can only say, I never intended my
Papers for the View of such Delicate and Curious Judges

ofLanguage and Oratory. If I had but a Word in readi-

ness that would serve my Turn, I never vex'd my Brains

in Pumping for another that could only do as well : And,

being to cloath so many People of the very same Size

and Shapes, it were too severe (I think) to force me to

provide each of 'em with a different Habit and Fashion."

This archdeacon deserved to be a bishop.
A. DE MORGAN.

"Mdsterly Inactivity" This expression was

used by the late John C. Calhoun, in a debate in

the senate of the United States upon the acquisi-

tion of Cuba, in which he alleged that when the

proper time came Cuba would gravitate towards

the United States, and that in the mean while the

policy of the United States was a masterly inactivity.

I have lately heard that the phrase was used in the

British House of Commons during the first French
revolution. The idea seems to be found in a sen-

tence in one of the Hebrew prophets :
" His

strength is to sit still." UNEDA.

.. Suffragan Bishop. As an addition to the list of

Suffragan Bishops in Appendix V. of Stubbs's

Registrunt Sacrum Anglicanum, will you note the

following from Tanner's MS. Index to the Nor-
wich Episcopal Register, s. v. Mettingham :

"
xi.

Nov. 1539, Thomas Manning, Suff. Eps. Gype-
wici." * B. B. WOODWARD.

THE GREAT ST. LEGER : UNDE VOCATUR ?

The name of this famous race at Doncaster is

"familiar in our mouths," and especially so at

this time of year, yet I have never been able to

ascertain with accuracy its origin-
Certain it is that it was derived from the cele-

brated Colonel St. Leger (concerning whom in-

formation was requested by a querist in your 1
st

S. ix. 76., who elicited replies in the following
volume, pp. 94. 175. 376.), but whether he founded
the Sweepstakes, or it was only called after him
in compliment to such a celebrity on the turf, I
cannot discover. Will your correspondents aid
me ? I should be much obliged for a reference
to any memoir or notices of him.

I have been told that a biographical sketch of
him appeared in one of the Magazines about the
time of his death (1800) ; but I have searched in
vain for it, finding only some incidental notices of
him. Whom did he marry ?

[* Wharton's List of the Suffragans states, "Thomas
Mannyng, Epus Ipswicensis, consecratus 1536," not
1539. ED.]

In the Corrigenda appended to Burke's Landed

Gentry (1st edit.), p. 379., I find the following :

"
[Major-] General John St. Leger, commonly called

' Handsome Jack St. Leger,' was appointed Lieut.-Col.

in the 1st regt. of Guards, 5 Sept, 1787 ; he was the in-

timate friend of his late Majesty King George IV. [when
Prince of Wales], and His Royal Highness the Duke of

York. And was subsequently Commander of the Forces

in India [Ceylon?], where he died on service.
" The portrait of this celebrated rou6 is in the Queen's

Guard Chamber, Hampton Court ; in the Corridor, Wind-
sor Castle ;

and at the residence of Anthony B. St. Leger,

Esq., Berkeley Square, London."

The first of these pictures, which is a full-length

by Gainsborough, and one of his best perform-
ances (see Fulcher's Life of Gainsborough), was

engraved by G. Dupont in 1783, and has been

lately lithographed from a copy taken by Mr.
Wales from the original at Hampton Court.

As I am told, the Prince and the Colonel both

had their pictures painted, in the same uniform

and attitude, by Gainsborough, and exchanged
them with each other, that of the Colonel being
now at Hampton Court where, by the way, it is

placed in a most unfavourable light ; that of the

Prince being in the possession of A. B. St. Leger,

Esq., of Berkeley Square, who courteously per-
mitted me to see it. Had this picture been placed

among the Gainsboroughs at the late exhibition

at the British Institution it would doubtless have

added to the painter's reputation.
LUCUS A NON LUCENDO.

" SYR TRYAMOURE.

Explanations of the following passages desired

(Percy Society's edition) :

1.
" Ymay evyr after thys
That thou woldyst tyse me to do amys,
No game schulde the glewe !

"
P.~4. 1. 106.

2.
" The fyrste that rode noghtfor thy
Was the kyng of Lumbardy." P. 25. 1. 73G.

3. " And yf hyt so betyde,
That the knyght of owre syde
May sle yowrys be wyih chawnce."

P. 35. 1. 1014.

4.
" For he had a champyone,
In every q/*londe of moste renowne."

P. 35. 1. 1022.

Is any other instance known of the use of of
after every ?

5.
" And sche answeryd them there on hye."

P. 22. 1. 642.

Does on hye= in haste ?

6.
"
Syr Asseryn, the kynges sone of Naverne,
Wolde nevyr man hys bodv warne."

P. 27. 1. 785.

7.
" Then swere the fosters alle twelve,

They wolde no weed but hymselfe,
Othur we be hyt noght." P. 36. 1. 1065.

8.
"
Tryamowre gaf hym with hert free,

The palmer for hym can arete."

P. 44. 1.1308.
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9L A lytulle lower, syr.' eyd* bee.
,\nd let tu *mall< go wyth the*.

Now are we bothe at oon assrse!
' "

P. 58. 1. 1556.

10. And the knygbt bo there assente,

Schulde tray** wyth the wynde." P. 9. 1. 24.

Does trayne swing P

11. "To mete as lliey were sett in ball*,

Syr Marrok was there ferre tcilMgmmry-tfyt.
n

T". 19. 1 681.

Is Kithynnty-vys for *& yviif E. 8. J.

shall be great mutations and changes of kings and rulers ;

for the right hand of the world shall fear the left, and the
north shall prevail orer the south. A great part of Italy
shall be desolate, but Venice shall be preserved. Rome
shall be burned and the I'opedom destroyed, and Britain
shall rule that empire. In these times, a mercurial hero,
a son of the Lion, shall inherit the crown of the H<ur.dc
Lit by means of the Kingdom of England, lie shall be
a lover of peace and justice, and not swerve from t he-

same, and by his means the nation's religion ar.

ifltnar catteries'.

Canterbury Registers. In Gorham'd Hist, of
Maidenhead*Chopel^ p. 7., there occurs the follow-

ing note :

M The (Canterbury) Registers previous to that year
(1*79), were purloined by Archbishop KUwardby, and
were carried by him to Rome, on his being made a car-

linal. In Peckbara's Regist. (f. 152. b.). there is a
curious record, dated 1283, of an appeal made by the

Archbishop to the Court of Rome for the return of the

Registers, judicial processes, plate, &c., belonging to the
church of Canterbury, and unjustly detained by his

Holiness!"

Has an application for these muniments been

repeated in modern times, and might it be alto-

gether hopeless P A.

Chickensfeed Capons; or a dissertation on the

Pertness of our Youth in general Written

by a friend of the person injured. Third edition.

London. 1731. 8vo. (Pp. 24.) Is anything
known of the parties, or of the circumstances P M.

Curions Prophecy. In the year 1667, on the

8th of August, in the sepulchre of Bishop Chris-

tianas Agedo, who died on the 2nd of September,
1204, according to a statement made in the Gen-
tleman's Magazine of March, 1814, p. 214., was
found the following curious prophecy. The mi-

tred prophet was born at Paris on the 10th of

May, 1172:

"When these my prophecies shall be found, thp
sun

shall shine upon my native Kingdom of France, which at
,

that time shall be united to the Lion, viz. the King of
j

England, and shall pluck many feathers out of the I

Eagle's wings which shall then hold her glory, but will

be of no duration, for in the century following it will

prove to her utter destruction ; for there will be great

shedding of blood by the people of the kingdom ; there

shall be wars and fury which will last long; provinces
Mated of their people, and kingdoms in combustion ;

many strongholds and noble nooses shall be ruinated,

and their cities and towns shall be forsaken of their in-

habitants, and divers places their ground shall be un-

tilled, and there shall be great slaughter of their nobility ;

their sun shall be darkened, and never shine forth more,
for France shall be desolate, and her head person de-

stroyed; and there shall be much deceit and fraud

among her inhabitants, for they shall judge and kill one

another, whereupon shall ensue the aforesaid great confu-

sion among the kingdoms. And near this time there

shall hare an admirable change. When these things
come to pass there shall be a firm alliance between the
Lion and the Eagle, and they shall hare lived in peaco
between themselves long times. In these times mortals
wearied with war, shall desire peace. And all these my
prophecies shall be fulfilled before the end of the 1Mb
century from the time of our Blessed Saviour."

I would feel obliged for any hints towards a so-

lution of this prophecy.
T. C. AxDEBsojt,

H. M.'s 12th Regt., Bengal Army.
Roast Zokter. Mandeville, in his Fable of the

Bees, mentions " the cries of lobsters tied to a

spit." Is there any extant receipt for roasting a
lobster? DLDIUS.

"Anatomy of Melancholy" (Tejjg, London,
1857.) Democritus Junior aKtu Burton, apolo-

gising for the title of his able and learned book,

quotes the Anatomy of ITi/, by Anthony Zam,-

Pap. Episc. ; and Democritus Minor (alias un-
known to the writer), editor of this edition, quotes
Anatomy of Popery ; Anatomy of Immortality ; and

Anatomy of Antimony (note, p. 4.) ; but omits

authors names or authority : so in this, as in

many other cases, I turn to
" N. & Q." as my cade

mecttm.

Query. Should not Anatomy of Antimony be

Analysis of Antimony P It b more like the nature

of the thing. GEOBGB LLOTD.

Discountenancing Bills of Exchange. In

Strype's Stow, i. Part 3. p. 33., he gives an ac-

count of Grocers* Hall, and the attacks made on
the Bank of England when first established there,

nnd quotes a passage from the vindication of that

establishment, of which the following is a part :

44 So far from obstructing Trade, that they bad very
much incouraged, and enlarged it, by discountenancing

foreign and inland Bills of Exchange.*

Can any readers of * N. & Q." inform me whe-
ther this word was ever generally used, or is it an

error of the transcriber or the press ? A . A

Poets' Corner.

Lieutenant- General Thomas Pearce. Sir Ed-
ward Lovett Pearce, as I stated in 2* S. viii. 28.,

was buried in the old graveyard of Ponny brook
in the year 1733. There also was subsequently
interred bis brother, Lieutenant-General Thomas

Pearce, who had displayed great courage and abi-

lities in Spain :. il, and who, 1

being a Privy Councillor, was at one and tic
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same time governor, mayor, and representative

in parliament of the city of Limerick. Ferrar

thus speaks of him in his History of Limerick,

p. 83.:
" Lieutenant-General Thomas Pearce was Governor of

Limerick in the year 172G. He had various disputes with

the Common Council an.d citizens ;
after a very contested

election, he obtained the office of Mayor, and was at once

Governor, Representative in Parliament, and Mayor of

the city. His opponents protested against the legality

of the" election, and refused to deliver him the regalia,

nor did he get them until the year following, when they
were necessary to proclaim the accession of George II."

I am anxious to learn, for a particular purpose,
whether there is any similar, or nearly similar,

case upon record. ABHBA.

Ballop. In a skit on the Rump, printed in A
Collection of Loyal Songs, Sfc., 1731 (vol. ii. p. 57.),

are these lines :

" And gouty Master Wallop
Now thinks he hath the ballop,
But though he trotted to the Rump,
He'll run away a gallop."

What is ballop f W. C.

Chaumont Church. Can any of your readers

refer me to an account of the ancient church of

Chaumont, Department of Upper Marne, France?
Chaumont lies half-way between Basle and Paris,

and would well repay the trouble of a visit to any
student in ecclesiastical architecture. I have seen

few such interesting specimens of the pure Deco-
rated style. K.

John Milton : a Latin Poem against. Is any-

thing known of the following Latin poem, which
I have seen in MS. ?

" Iambus in impurissimum Xebulonem Johaunem Mil-
tonem Parricidarum et Parricidii Advocatum a Petro

It consists of about 24 lines. Has it ever ap-

peared in print ? ITHURIEL.

Glow-worm Light. Has any person produced
a photographic image of the Cicindela by means
of its own light ? I am anxious to learn whether
the Pyrosoma Atlantica, and other phosphorescent
creatures, yield with their light the Actinic ray ?

SEPTIMUS PJESSE.

Cambridge Latin Plays. Can you give me any
information regarding the authorship of the fol-

lowing Cambridge Latin plays ? also the date of
their performance? 1. Stoicus Vapulans, 8vo.,
1648. 2. Cancer, 8vo., 1648. 3. Simo, 4to., 1652.

(I am not certain whether these last two are by
Cambridge authors.) 4. Clytophon. 5. Euribates.
6. Parthenia. 7. Zelotypus. (MSS. in the li-

brary of Emmanuel College, Cambridge.) The
MS. copy of this play in Emmanuel College library
contains the names of the performers. The fol-

lowing are a few of the names : Mr. Rawlinson,
Henchman, Mr. Grace, Mr. Clifton, Gibson et

Stow, Walton, Ds. Smith, Ds. Miller, Ds. Powell,
Ds. Maude, Habersley, Mr. Taylour, Jun., Samp-
son, &c., &c. A. Z.

Legends of Normandy and Brittany. A tourist

would be glad of any information respecting books
in which legends of' these two provinces of France

may be found. Neither Nodier's work nor Ray-
mond Bordeaux's contain any. T. W. S.

Publication of Banns. Can any correspondent,
mention a church in which the banns of marriage

! are still published after the Nicene Creed, as is

I the case at Whitwick in Leicestershire ?

P. J. F. GAKTILJLON.

Nonjurors and Jacobites. Among a number of
books sold by John Marshal!, advertised in Bun-
yan's Heavenly Footman, 1700, is,

"A friendly Conference between the suffering Saints for

Conscience Sake and the Jacobites met together at the

Tavern, particularly R. L. A. S., My Lord Bishop of

Salisbury promised to be so by King James when he re-

turns, and other precious ones there assembled at least to

consult about and Read Prayers for the dethroning the
best of Kings and Restoration of the worst."

Can anyone refer me to a copy of this book, or
inform me who was R. L. A. S., or whether the

prayers read were printed ? These inquiries are

peculiarly interesting to anyone employed in writ-

ing a history of the Nonjurors. GEORGE OFFOR.

Rev. Philip Ridpath, fyc. Can any of your
correspondents inform me of the descent, parent-
age, or lineage of the Rev. Philip Ridpath, mi-
nister of Hutton in Berwickshire, author of a
translation De Consolat. Philosoph., by An. Man.
Severin. Boethius, Lond. 1785 ?* Did he belong
to the ancient family of Ridpath, of Ridpath in

Lamniermoor ? Any particulars relating to him,
or his brother the Rev. George Ridpath, minister
of Stitchill in Roxburghshire, author of the Border

History, will be acceptable to me, as well as to

others of your readers. I believe Philip left no

family, but whether his brother George had issue

I have yet to learn. It has been told me that the
widow of the minister of Hutton died at Eye-
mouth of spontaneous combustion. MENYANTHES.

Chirnside.

Bradslreet Pedigree. Will any Transatlantic

correspondent obligingly transcribe and forward
me (direct by post) the pedigree of the Bradstreet

family, as given in the New England Historical

and Genealogical Register, vol. viii. p. 312., a

favour which I should gladly return in any similar

way (in my power) which he might suggest.

Probably the work named is in the British Mu-
seum Library.

I want to find who were the father and mother

* He was ordained minister on May 3, 1759, and died

on May 18, 17 88, in the thirtieth year of his ministry.
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(especially) of Major-General John
riant-Governor of St John's, Newfound-

land ( 1 746). He is mentioned in " K. & Q*" 2*
S. iii. 3%. Any aid in this research will greatly

Jonif KIOTO* GAMTIK.
Merrioo Street, Dublin.

7\ro Kixgi of Brentford. There is a legend

relating to "Two Kings of Brentford" with which
no doubt some of the readers of jour most excel-

lent work are familiar : it would confer a favour

on one of jour earliest subscribers bj giving an

epitome of it, or directing me to what book or other

authority to refer for its history.* J. B. HAYNBS.

Abigail Hill (Lady Maiham). There is a

work in which the date of the birth, marriage and
death f of Abigail Hill is recorded. Will any of

your correspondents oblige me with the title ?

11. D'Avjuutr.

Cardinal Wohey. As everything connected
with the great and good Cardinal Wolsey must be

an object of interest to every real Christian, per-

haps you will be kind enough to give insertion to

the following Query.
Is it the fact that this pious and learned priest

was ever chaplain to Sir John Nanfan at Morton

Court, Worcestershire, which fine baronial seat,

after belonging for many years to the family of

Coote, Earls of Bellamont, is now the property of

John Cam Thackwcll, Esq., D.L., and magistrate
for Gloucestershire and Worcestershire, nephew
of the late General Sir Joseph Thackwell, G.C.B.?

Can any of your readers inform me how long
Cardinal Wolsey was an inmate of Morton Court?
and who is the representative of the ancient Corn-

wall family of Nanfan ? ARMIGEB.

3mor Qurrit* inttfc Eiuftoer*.

Herald* Visitation : Attwnptio* of Amu.
Will some one skilled in heraldic lore kindly give
me the date of the last Heralds' Visitation in

Britain, and tell me whether it extended to ail

corners of the kingdom ?

In a country churchyard near the Border there

exists a tombstone bearing a sculptured coat of

arms. The head of the house "departed this life

in 1721, aged 60, and his
spouse

in 1760, at the

age of 90 years.** The tombstone appears to have
been erected shortly after the date first men*
tioned.

I desire to know whether the coat of arms so

[ We have never met with the legend; but the two

Kiogi of Brentford who figure in 7* AArarsoJ, by Vil-

liers, Duke of Buckingham, are probably well-known.
See M N. & 0," 1" 8. Iv. S60.-Ki.]

ft Lady Masham died at an advanced age on Dec. C.

ulptow i BJSJBJ sjHsjBfjfl| h .

;

: Bf 1 a)

rigkt to the family? Or, was there in 1720-90
the same laxity in the use of heraldic bearings is
there is in the present day ? Would a man who
tkt* ventured to use arms to which he was not

legally
entitled have been guilty of a punishablem ' HOPBWBLL.

[The two last Visitations would appear to have been
those of Hampshire in 1686. and London in 1687.
others were Uken A.I>. 1661-4. whicb are to be found

only in the College of Arms. Our correepoodent Laving
omitted to furnish us with the name of the family, and
the bearing in aueation, we are unable to reply to the
Utter portion of his Query.]

Inscription on a Ring. I find in an old MS.
note here the following :

-
Inscription on an ancient gold ring found at U Al-

dington, 1771 :

" +. DBBAICBCVIDBSVITAAM"

Can any of your correspondents explain this

inscription, which I have copied exactly ? or in-

form me if this ring is still in existence in any
collection, or elsewhere ?

Widdington is five or six miles distant from
this place. BBAYDBOOKE.

Audley End, Essex.

[The inscription being on a ring, we are inclined to

suspect that its two ends meet ; and we would accordingly
suggest in the first place that the cross and full stop,
which stand at the commencement of the line, might be
more

properly
viewed as its termination. The inscrip-

tion will then run thus:
" DKBAICECVIDBSVITAAMI +"

The C, which occurs twice, we take as an old and not

very unusual form of S. The fourth character, A. (Or.
lambda), stands occasionally in old inscriptions for L.

(" \. Gnecum pro L. occurrit in aliuuot vett. Inecript."
Du Cange.) The AA towards the close of the line nay
be read M (as VV often for W). With these explana-
tlons the line becomes :

" DEBUSESV1DE6V1TMM +."

But the last two letters, NT, are a not infrequent
Roman contraction for Nomine Jptiut; or they may be
Nomine Jem. (The former explanation we prefer, for a

reason which will appear presently.; Substituting, then,
two entire words for the initials N I, and also introducing
in Italics, for the completion of two other words, two
vowels that are deficient, we have

" DEB/LI5BSYIDB8VlT,*MK0.V/.V/;j/$/6'.S + ."

That is,

Debilis es ;
rides vitam nomine ipsius + ."

Or,
" Debilis es? vides vitam nomine fpsiu>

The cross at the end piously indicating in v

name we are to see life; and the "vitam Tin] nomine

ipsius" being doubtless suggested by the Vulg. rersion

of John xx. 31., t*<m habeaUs in momin* ." Ac-

cording to this view the sense would be :
- Feeble though

thou art, tboa bast the prospector a better life in Him wbo
died for tbee on the cross."

One would wish, were that possible, to see the inscrip-

tion as it stands or stood on the rin itself; for there seems

that the character which we hare
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taken as the S in VIDES is in reality some old-fashioned

contraction, a word crumpled up which might somewhat

vary the sense. For instance, the true reading might

be,
" Debilis es ; vide tamen vitam nomine ipsius + ."

Of course, however, this is only conjecture.

In the first six letters of this posy (Deblis), we may
possibly detect some traces of the party to whom the ring

belonged.
" Debiles persona?

" were persons who, through

bodily or mental infirmity, were incapable of managing
their"own affairs. The purport then might be: "True,
thou art debilis, thou canst not help thyself or take care

of thyself; yet know that in Him who died for thee thou

hast the prospect of a better life hereafter:" on which

supposition the ring may have been affection's gift to the

sufferer ;
and let us hope it was not worn as a mere charm

or amulet, as similar articles often were.

But if, as frequently was the case, the posy contains a

verbal reference to the owner's name, Deblis may be a

quaint allusion to the old name De Bles = De Blois, which
we think very probable. Cf. " Henricus de Bles" a pain-
ter ;

" Joannes de Blesis," alias J. de Blois ; and " Blesum

Castrum," the town of Blois. The nearest equivalents in

modern English to the old " de Bles," or " de Blois," ap-
pear to be the not very unusual surnames

"
Bliss,"

"
Bligh,"

"
Deeble,"

"
Dibble."]

Leese : Lancers. I should be glad to know at

what period, and by what authority, the word
leese was altered into lose in the authorised ver-

sion of 1 Kings xviii. 5. ; and lancers into lancets in

verse 28 of the same chapter ? I find the anti-

quated forms still standing in an Oxford edition

(Basket), A.D. 1727 ;
and in all the preceding

editions to which I have access. If these were
Dr. Blayney's or mere printers' corrections, they
were surely somewhat adventurous.

C. W. BlNGHAM.

[The Holy Bible appointed by Royal Authority is

National property nor ought a word to be altered ex-

cept by the same authority. It has, however, been fre-

quently altered and improved by persons who have

produced no such authority. If these alterations have
been sanctioned by the University and King's Printers
in Bibles to be read in Churches, all editions have usually
followed them. The word " leese

" was altered to " lose
"

in Bentham's Cambridge edition, large 4to., 1762
;
and

in Baskerville's Cambridge royal folio, 1763. The word
"lancers" was altered to "lancets" in John Basket's
London 4to., 1716

; but restored to " lancers
"
in his sub-

sequent editions. Blayney, Oxford, 1769, has adopted
"lose " and "

lancets," which has been followed from that
time. Much greater care is now, and has been for some
years, taken by the Universities and the King's Printer
with regard to the accuracy of the text, than was formerly
the case. GEORGE OFFOR.]

"Pull Garlick" Can any of your readers in-

form me why a person submitting tamely to ill-

treatment is said to "
pull garlick ?

"
whence the

expression
"
pill-garlick for a souffre-douleur.

H. W.
[We are informed by a friend learned in the vernacu-

lar of Wales, that to make a person "pull his leek "
is

equivalent in the Principality to making him "eat his
leek." This may throw some light on the saying

" to

pull garlick" in the sense now indicated by H. W. We
think, however, it was sufficiently shown "by our corre-

spondents in I 9t S. iii. 42. 74. 150., that by />?7-garlick we
! are to understand one who peels garlick. "Pilled- garlick,"
j indeed, was one whose hair had fallen off through disease*,
i as is clear from a citation in Todd's Johnson. But for

/?r7-garlick, a servile person who peels garlick, see the lines

of Skelton, 1 st S. iii. 74., where the pyllers of garlyck are

classed with those who cary sackes to the my 11, with
those who shyll pescoddes, and with those who rost a
stone.

The term pil-garlick, as we now hear it occasionally
used in conversation, has this peculiarity, that it not only

signifies, in a general sense, one who has suffered ill-

treatment, but, specially, one who has been abandoned by
others, and left in the lurch ("a poor forsaken wretch,"
Todd's Johnson) ;

the speaker, the party who uses the term,

being himself the forsaken sufferer, the pil-garlick.
" At

first I was well supported ;
but in the end all my backers-

up proved to be backers-out, and so poor pil-garlick was
left in the lurch." The "poor pil-garlick" of this mo-
nod}' is evidently no other than the speaker himself.

Garlick of necessity isolates. The Greeks forbad those

who had eaten garlick to enter their temples. But, con-

nected with our mediaeval therapeutics, there was a pecu-
liar case, in which those who had to do with garlick
were placed in a state of isolation. The leprosy was a
common disease ; lepers were shunned, they dwelt apart ;

and a prime specific for leprosy was garlick.
" Maculos

et najvos, scabriciem cutis, scabiem, lepras et porriginem
capitis emendat," Brunfels, Herbarium, 1540, p. 135. " It

is also good against the foule white scurffe, leprie, and

running ulcers of the head, and all other manginesse,
pound with oyle and salt, and laid thereon," Dodoen,
New Herbal, by H. Lyte, 1619, p. 458. May we not in-

fer, then, that the "
poor pil-garlick," forsaken by all men,

and left in the lurch, was originally the hapless leper,
who peeled his own garlick, to be "

pound with oyle and
salt" as a poultice for his own cuticle, and who was thus

doubly cut off from the society of other humans, first by
his malady, and secondly by his remedy? In Latin the

word itself, allium, garlick, is supposed to be derived

from the Gr. dAe'eo, to keep one's distance
;
and as far back

as the time of Moses the leper was required to " dwell
alone." Lev. xiii. 46.

Qu. Might we not derive L. scortum (" cujus etym.
multum vexatur ") from the Gr. oxopSoc, short for cneopoSov,

garlick ? Cf. the Fr. putain from It. putire.~\

Mr. John Coleman. What circumstance is re-

ferred to in the following ?

"
Married, in London [April 28, 1791], Mr. John Cole-

man, of Berkeley Square, to Miss Porter of St. James's

Street; and thus Mr. Coleman is rewarded for having
brought the monster to punishment by the lady whose
cause he so gallantly espoused."

UNEDA.
Philadelphia.

[During the months of May and June, 1790, the streets

of the metropolis were infested by a villain of the name of

Renwick Williams, commonly called The Monster, whose

practice it was to follow some well-dressed lady, and
after using gross language, to give her a cut with a sharp
instrument he held concealed in his hand, either through
her stays or through her petticoats. Eventually he was

captured by Mr. Coleman, whose friend Miss Porter had
been assaulted by Williams. The Monster was convicted

for an assault and battery, and sentenced to six years'

imprisonment. Annual Register, xxxii. 207. 223. 226.

264.]

"Racism" I shall fee'l obliged if any of your
readers will kindly inform me the derivation of
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the word itacitm. It occurs several times in tin.-

review of the edition of the Vatican man
of the New Testament, by the late Cardinal Mai,
in the lost number of Titan. The meaning of the

word appears to be interchange of vowel* such
as a for f, o for , &c. ; but 1 have not been able

to discover its derivation. E. D. K.

[Itaeitm originally signified the pronunciation of the

Greek w as t. so that rta became iia. Tbi* mode of pro-
nunciation is now stated to bare been for tome yeort

publicly adopted in France. If we rightly understand. it

brings the French pronunciation of rtu to our*, that of

in/Mr/. Otherwise, the continental pronunciation of eta

is that of a in Aarc. Bat farther, and in a more extended

sense, itaeum is the fault v substitution of * fur ot. ', .

v, or of these for that. It appears from our correspon-
dent's communication that, in the publication to which
ha refers, tiacitm is used in a meaning still more com-

prehensive.]

Filleroy.
" He showed me a little square

building surmounted with filleroy." (Connoisseur,
No. 33.) What was this? Donits.

[On a careful reference to three editions of the Connoi-

M*r, namely, 1. the editio primcept, fo. 1705 ; 2. edit 1788

(vol. vi. of Harrison's Brititk dbssssls)| and 3. edit.

1823
(vol.

xxv. of Chalmers's British Euayitti) ; we find

that the "little square building" in the citizen's garden
was ** turroumled with filleroy," not

" turmotintrd'' with it.

The fillrray, which surrounded the said little building (or

"IsatpJe") wasphillerry, L. phylleria or phyllyrlura, Yr.jllaria

trio, commonly called mock price*.
-
Phy lleris,

t, the name of a genus of plants," Suppt. to Cham-
lop^ 17.13; rhillyria, mock privet," Webater;
mock privet . . . ." toujourt rert," Flcm. ft Tibb.

Both the mock privet and the privet proper,
from the

dentiiy of their foliage, are peculiarly available for sur-

rounding such "
little buildings

"
as that in question, and

accordingly one constantly sees them so employed in

rustic gardens. The erergrtt* sorts are evidently the

best, as they answer their purpose in winter as well as

summer.]

ZACIIART DOTD.

(2* & Till. 10.)

In reply to J. O. it certainly would have been

to me a source of much pleasure to have furnished

him with u
any precise

information regarding the

dates and peculiarities of the several editions of
" The Ptalmtt of David in Meeter, by the Minis-

ter of the Baronie Church," Mr. Zachary Boyd, if

I had been so qualified; but I fear to be able only
in a very inadequate manner to respond to his

inquiries, and particularly to a correspondent of
II N. & Q." who has formerly shown himself so

enlightened in curious old M Bokes.**

As the result of some "digging* in this old

fitUr perhaps it may not be thought altogether

egotistical in me to state that as a kind of "labour
of lore** to the memory of a neglected Author so

much respected amongst us, I edited in 1831, fur

subscribers, a fac-simile reprint of 300 copies,

Glasgow, 8vo., pp.
476 of his "Last Battell of the

Sovle in Death, Printed at Edinburgh by the
Heires of Andro Hart, 1629," a most original, va-
luable volume of 1336 pages, which hnd become
so scarce as to be on the eve of being lust to the
world. To the new edition I prefixed a Biogra-
phical Sketch of the Author, with some Account
of bis Printed Works, prose and and a
detailed Catalogue of his large colK>< ii.,n of M8&,
as deposited in the Library of the University of

Glasgow, together pp. xlv. 5 i. In 1831 little was
known of the author, except through some scat-

tered, incidental notices, and nothing almost of his

MS. works. The former, along with new facts
an ! information progressively picked up, I

wrought into a more accurate and
complete bio-

graphical chain than in 1831, and at a leisure mo-
ment, in 1855, published them in 400 copies, fcap.
4to., Glasgow, Printed by George Richardson, in-

cluding "Four Poem* from Zio*'* Flower*" (his
so-called "Bible"), edited from his MS. in the

University of Glasgow, in whole pp. 255. The
author has now, in some degree, been restored to

society, and it affords me occasionally much satis-

faction to observe that in several literary produc-
tions of modern times, he has obtained a

place
among other celebrated men of his age. It is to

be hoped that the Faculty of the University will

do him more justice than he has hitherto received,

by the printing of his "
Workes," for which he

bequeathed funds to be appropriated to that pur-
pose, never applied, so far as has yet been dis-

covered ; and for the Document* connected with
this mysterious subject, tee the work latt above re-

ferred to, pp. 2228 of "
Introduction," and "Ap.

pendix," pp.
xxiii. xxx.

In relation to the "Psalmes" in question, I

heard, in 1831, that he had
published three or

four editions of a metrical version, but from the
extreme rarity of his printed books the difficulty
was to find an v cony of his Psalter : I, however,
succeeded at last in obtaining one which was ge-
nerally believed to be the third edition (and as

such inserted N 17 in Littofhis Printed Work*),
12mo., Glasgow, 1646, from which, in the reprint
first above named at p. xliv., I gave a few ppeci-
mens of the Psalms, and also of " The Songs of
the Old and New Testament" The two editions

of his Psalter, said to have been previous to 1646,
I have never been so fortunate as to see ; nor are

they noted by the llev. H. Cotton, or any other

bibliographer whom I have happened to examine.

Indeed, from the topic having to some extent
worn out of memory, I have only lately bad an

opportunity of consulting the edition of 1648,
with "the Prose interlined," quoted by J. O.,

which latter I think to be A peculiarity not >

1646 edition. This of 1648 may doubtlessly be

concluded upon as the final and crowning work
"of the tratctt* of Mr. Zachary in this line," ac-
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cording to his own declaration,
" whereof I give to

you now this last edition." He demitted ati his

labours, as indicated by a MS. Note of his, on

"3rd March, 1653. Heere the Author ivas neere

his end and was able to doe no more." It may now
be regarded as a pretty well ascertained fact, as to

which formerly there were many conjectures, that

he was born in 1585, and died towards the end of

March, or in the early part of April, 1653. The

poetical afflatus had more specially descended

upon him within the last twelve years or so of his

life.

In "The Epistle Dedicatory" of the Psalms
"To the right Reverend, thefaithfull Ministers of

God's Word of Britain andTre&zntf. From Glas-

gow, 1648, your humble servant in the Lord, M.

Zachary Boyd," we are informed " At the direc-

tion of the Generall Assembly, Anno 1644, I put
my hand to the work of the Psalmes," so that it

would appear in the course of four years he had

diligently tasked himself in putting forth four edi-

tions "for the publike service of God in his

Church." These, like others of his printed books,
had probably been so much appreciated as to be

bought greedily and read to tatters, and to such a

cause may be imputed the present scarcity of the
first two editions, and also that of the last two.
The 1646 was in all likelihood the competing
edition he had before the Assembly, as by their

Minute, dated 11 Feb. 1647, "The Commission

appoynts a letter of encouragement to be written
to Mr. Zechariah Boyd for his paines in his Para-

phrase of the Psalmes, shewing that they have
sent them to their Commissioners at London to be
considered and made use of there by those that
are upon the same work." These Commissioners

may also have had the "use" of the 1648 edition,
as the author had time to prepare it before the
close of their labours in 1650. I think every
circumstance sufficiently weighed in reference to

his version, the author, and his auxiliary friends,
that they were all somewhat harshly treated by
Principal Baillie*, who, perhaps, as in some others
of his opinions on affairs, in the heat of his en-
thusiasm had overrated himself. Hear the simple
explanations of Mr. Zachary, in 1648, and so dis-

interested that few authors can speak in the same
tenour :

" I desire that no man esteem that in a

mercenary way I am seeking gain by those my
labours, though the work hath been both painfull
and chargeable. I with a most willing mind
offer all in a free will offering to the Lord

;
seek

gaines who will, I will have none, nor do I stand
in need, praised bee the Lord. I hope the judi-
cious reader shall finde this last mended in many

* He was a remarkably learned, able servant of the
Church, and an intimate friend of Mr. Zachary, but took
to his heels when Cromwell came to Glasgow, while the
latter remained firm to his ministerial post, and bravely
faced and reprimanded the invader of the city.

things. If any thing hath been observed by any
in the former editions, let them consider it, if it

bee mended in this last, which as I have hitherto

done, I submit in all humility to the judgement of

my Brethren in the Ministry. The Spirits of the

Prophets are subject to the Prophets, 1 Cor. 14. 32."
Rather curiously in the copy before me there
are in several places rifacimenti of the metres

printed on small slips of paper pasted over the
former readings (a practice he adopted also in his

MS. works), in which remaking, in his own idea,
he had striven even for greater improvement.
There are also on the face of the print numerous
pen and ink emendations in an old hand, those

likely of some clerical brother who had carefully
"considered" the version agreeably to the au-
thor's advice. From the version authorised by
the Assembly, in 1650, his did not carry the day;
but he had the honour of sharing in a Minute by
the Commissioners of the Assembly,

" how usefull

their travells have been in the correcting of the
Old.Paraphrase of the Psalmes, and in compiling
the New, Doe therefore returne their heartie

thanks for these their labours," &c.
With an equal zeal he had employed much of

his attention in a metrical translation of the "Holy
Songs of the Old and New Testament." The
first edition of them which I find, is

" Printed at

Glasgow by George Anderson, 1648 (forming the
last part of the 2nd vol. 8vo. of the " Garden of

Zion," by the satne printer, and dated a* year
earlier), which he dedicated to the "

Royall Lady
Mary, his Majesties Elder Daughter, Princesse of

Orange."
" To the Reader," he says :

" I as yet have known none that in poesie hath turned
all the Songs of Scripture, except Theodore Beze, who
hath done it very accurately in the French tongue. If
the Song of Songs, and the Songs of Closes, Deborah,
Hannah, Ezekiah, Mary, Simeon, and Zechariah, and
divers others, be so heavenly as all may see, it were to be
wished that in the Church they had place to be sung with
the Psalmes of David, unto the which they are not in-

feriour."

He published them also with his Psalms in

1646, and in the subsequent edition, dated "From
Glasgow, 27 of February, 1648," in an Address
" To the right Reverend the faithfull Ministers of

God's Word of the Church of Scotland" he notices
" That it pleased You in the Generall Assembly last, at

Edinburgh, Anno 1647, to take to your consideration the

great utility the Church of God may have by the Songs
contained in Holy Scriptures. After due deliberation, it

pleased You to ordain that I should labour in that work :

In obedience to You, I have endeavoured to come as neer

to the Text as was possible for me to do. And those my
labours, I in all humility offer to be considered," &c.

And in conformity to his statement in the pre-

ceding, the Assembly, by a Minute of 28th Aug.,
same year, "doth further recommend that Mr.

Zachary Boyd be at the paines to translate the

other Scripturall Songs in meeter, and to report
his travells also to the Commissioners of the As-
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emWy." Again, on 10th Aug. 1648, "The As-

sembly r*conmends to Mr. John Adamson and
Mr. Thomas Craufurd, to revise the labours of

Mr. Zncbarv Boyd upon the other Script u rail

Bongs." We bear no more of the subject, till in

this, as in respect to the Psalms, be is thanked by
the Assembly, in the Minute of 1650, above cited.

Were it not that the author hat been so distinct

in the Preface to the edition of his Psalms in

1648, in adverting to "former edition*" of them,
so as almost to preclude our conjecture, *I have
sometimes been tempted to think that, by a possi-

bility, through a certain loose form of expressing
himself, be may have meant to include as his

Psalms the two editions of the Holy Songs of
1645 and of 1646, and that the latter may have
led to the supposition held of there being two edi-

tions of the Psalms previous to 1646. It will be

observed, moreover, that he held these Songs in

as high estimation as the Psalms of David.
With regard to peculiarities in his metrical ren-

derings of both the Psalms and the Songs, there

will be seen, on comparing the two different edi-

tions mentioned, as he went along, considerable

variations. Whether that one class of them was
more happy than another, he had at least thought
so. The rules by which he bad tied himselfdown

may here be slightly abridged from the "
Epistle

Dedicatory** of 1648, and which are now so pre-
i.and interesting to be perused.

" lint. That the
interpretation approver and received

by our Church be not changed in the verse by any par-
ticular man's *

opinion,
&c. Secondly. That all difficile

words be shunned, by reason that many people and chil-

dren must sing that are unlearned. Thirdly. That so far

aa U possible no words of the Text be wanting, for in the
Text there be no idle words, or superfluities to be re-

trinched as in men's discourse. Fourthly. If any words
be added, that they be pertinent to make the sense clear,

&c. Fifthly. A special care would be had that the verse

be very clear, and easie to be understood by the most

ignorant, that unlearned people and children may, as

God's Word direct*, Ptalm 47. 7. Smg with underttaniiiny.
It is better pertinently to adde some words for explication,
as we nee done in the Text itself, then without them to

haw the matter o obtcure that the people and children

d sing they know not what . . . Saint Paul is a
onemie to obscurity, and all faithful! Pastours must
will set their rCO againat it in all things that con-

oerne the soules that their Master bath bought with his

blood, and coacreditod to them ; Let therefore all difficile

words be shunned that are not in the Bible; as for the
words of the Bible, all should understand them. Sixthly.
A oiiriall care would be had that, so far as may be, the
words of the Text be not changed with any other, that
those that have their Bibbs before them may read the
words of the Text in too song; when other words are in

the rene, At Text sosmoth aaorath to him that readeth
or singeth. Seventhly. He that taedleth with such a
work should have good understanding in the Htbrrw,

i the Originall and fountain*.. The want of this,
or the not taking hed, hath made all English verse that

*
Probably he had here in view Baillie. who had a pre-

lection for the MS. version of Sir William Man of Row-
also before the Assembly.

that

it

,
!

':

m
.r

of

I have seen, make a very great fault, in miatal
which is said of God himself in the Paat B2. L
tfl AsBJfaL Godi atffUMaifllA JaV afJkst nMsMrVVftrt/l /" fA

jWprfA oawmy Uuaodi: All the Psalmes in E
that I have seen, by the miyHy there nnders
asm, which is a vory groat sanrtako ... Our
version in this verse would be moaoodt whoreas
God ttamdttk tAe Attembly oftkt atytfefc w*i
and more clear to put God ttandtth in lAc

Cod"

The foregoing remarks are a few of the more
salient points of Mr. Zachary's travcB*, but do
not pretend to be any history either of them or of
his books of Psalms and Songs. They may have
a little exceeded the Query of J. O. I, however,
throw myself on the principle of the adage that
"the abundance of the law atom tMfjiln it."

From his critical and
literary investigations, with

a more enlarged field for information, perhaps be

may excuse me for being so avaricious as yet to

expect to hear some report of his own " travellt in

this line," or in any other matter anent the author
and his works in general. G. N.

MALABAB JEWS.

(2- S. iv. 429.)

Only a few days ago I discovered a stray
number of the Algemeeme Kontt-en T*lmit\it (for
1857, Nov. 14), which, though directed to me,
had been mislaid amongst other papers and had
slumbered there for about two years, only to re-

appear at the very moment when the writer of
the article I am going to translate breathed his

last. It contains a reply to a question put by me
in the same periodical (p. 346), and inserted in
" N. & Q." as an appendix to a Query proposed
to the Navorgcher by Dr. Todd of Dublin.
The Kontt-en Letterbode says :

" Mr. S. de Wind, LL.D., write* us as follow* from

Middelhurg. in reply to the queries of Mr. J. H. Van
Lenoep, on p. 846 of this volume :

Mi V. L. will find bU inquiries fully illustrated in

the first series of the Work, published by the Zealand

Ssdsty of ffTTTirr (Owhrv Werht* eon Aaf ZinmtA
Gmoofaciav dtr ITinst*ayyiii), vol. vi (Middelborg,
1778) and ix. H782), which thoroughly investigate the

history of the Cochim Jews.
44 'The first-mentioned volume. contains a Treatise, en-

titled
- Historical Particulars regarding the White and

Blark Jews at Cochim on the Coast of Malabar, extracted
from a Correspondence with the Governor and Director of

that Coast, Mr. Adriaan Moons, Counsellor
of the Dutch East Indies; collated with the

Accounts of several Writers, by Adrianun 'a Uraveaande."
M This treatise amply discusses Hamilton's account, a

number of statements from Dutch and Portuguese writers,

Mr. Van RheeoVs - Extract " ( CTftrdbr/). "d A. Moeru's

communication!! : whibt a fac-simile is added of the two
brass plates swtioaod by Hamilton.
- In the ninth vosaiao oacsm. on p. 616 and following,

plfBf>lBlitli "Appendix to the Historical Particulars

Whtos and Black Jews at Cochim, by
a "Postsri

regarding the
\ ,. ."
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specting the White and Black Jews at Cochim, after the

most recent Advices from Mr. Moens," This last part
includes a full analysis of the Memoir, which Mr. Moens
had had to leave to his successor, when quitting
the Malabar Coast, and Avhich is dated April 18, 1781.

It is this Memoir Mr. Van Lennep alludes to in his query.
Mr. Moens had communicated his record to the Directors

of the East India Company, and, through the medium
of Mr. C. Kien Van Citters, Mr. 's Gravezande was fur-

nished with a copy of the part referring to the Cochim
Jews.

" ' I do not think it unlikely that 's Gravezande's

treatise, in the sixth volume, was translated into Portu-

guese by order of Moens, and that it was then shown by
him to Ezechiel Rabby.

" ' As for the rest I must add that the several objects
mentioned by 's Gravezande, as : Ezechiel Eabby's por-
trait ; the piece of wood, with the inscription INAZR-
REXIVDE (the letters read from right to left); the
Malabar olla, cast., are to this day preserved in the
Zealand Society's Museum, whilst some manuscripts as

three letters written by John Collet, one of which is di-

rected to the Cochim Jews, and some papers, descending
from A. Moens, which 's Gravezande made use of are
also kept in the same repository.'

"

J. H. VAN LENNEP.
Huis te Leiduin, near Haarlem,

August 31, 1859.

THE PRETENDER.

(2
nd S. viii. 51. 99.)

Mrs. Frances Shaftoe's Narrative is quoted at

great length, and the truth of its statements as-

serted, in a tract, now before me, bearing the

following title :

" More Memoirs: or, the PRETENDER, what He Really
Pretends to be: Some Explications of His BIRTH Re-
viv'd : and Reasons for Questioning His TITLE Set Aside.
In a Letter to a Right Reverend L London :

Printed, and Sold by J. Baker, at the Black Boy in

Pater-noster-row. 1713. Price 6d." Pp. 40.

Besides the above two pamphlets, I have also

the following upon the same subject: .

1.
" The PRETENDER an IMPOSTER : Being that part

of the MEMORIAL, From the English Protestants to their

Highnesses The Prince and Princess of ORANGE, con-

cerning their Grievances, and the Birth of the Pretended
Prince of Wales. Which is more than a sufficient Answer
to the Old Depositions about that Matter lately Pub-
lished. London, Printed and Sold by the Booksellers.
1711. Price Sixpence." Pp. 40.

2. " The Several DECLARATIONS, Together with the
several DEPOSITIONS made in COUNCIL on Monday, the
22d of October, 1688. Concerning the BIRTH of the Prince
of WALES. N.B. Those Mark'd with this Mark* were Ro-
man Catholicks. London: Printed, and Sold by the
Booksellers of London and Westminster." Pp. 40. At
the end :

" PUBLISHED BY His MAJESTIES SPECIAL
COMMAND."

3. " A Full Answer To the DEPOSITIONS, And to all
other the Pretences and Arguments whatsoever, Con-
cerning the Birth of the Pretended PRINCE of WALES.
THE INTRIGUE THEREOF DETECTED. The whole Design
being set forth, with the Way and Manner of doing "it.

Whereunto is annex'd, A Map, or Survey, Engraven on
Copper, of St. James's Palace, and the Convent there :

Describing the Place wherein it is suppos'd the true
Mother was Deliver'd : With the particular Doors and
Passages, thro' which the child was convey'd to the

QUEEN'S Bed- Chamber. Printed in the year 1711."

Pp. 56. The map referred to has been abstracted from

my Copy.
4. " Some New PROOFS, By which it appears that the

PRETENDER is Truly James the Third. London : Printed
for J. Baker, at the Black-Boy in Pater-Noster-Row.
1713. Price Gd." Pp. 28.

5.
" A FULL DEMONSTRATION that the Pretended

Prince of Wales was the Son of Mrs. Mary Grey, Un-
deniably prov'd by Original LETTERS of the late QUEEN
and others ; And by Depositions of several Persons of

Worth and Honour, never before publish'd ; and a par-
ticular Account of the Murther of Mrs. Mary Grey at

Paris. Humbly recommended to the Consideration of

both Houses of Parliament. By William Fuller, Gent.
London : Printed for the Author, and sold by A. Bald-

win, at the Oxford Arms in Warwick lane. 1702." Pp.
40.

6. " The Great Bastard, PROTECTOR of the Little One.
Done out of French. And for which a Proclamation, with
a Reward of 5000 Lewedores, to discover the Author,
was Published. London, Printed in the Year 1701."

Pp. 15.

Some of the above tracts are referred to, and
much interesting information, from contemporary
sources, on the subject of them is given, in the

Oxford edition of Bishop Burnet's History of his

Own Time, 1833.

I can scarcely agree with C. D. E. that if Bp.
Lloyd's* "notes on this subject could be found,

probably little more could be desired," because,

equally so with his brother bishop, he was not

only a warm and busy stickler for the interests

of the Prince of Orange, but also a thorough-
paced hater of the Stuart dynasty, and, as it

appears, ever ready to yield a willing ear to, and

spread abroad, the cruel reports that were in

circulation respecting the "
pretended

"
delivery

of James's queen, heedless of the maxims, that

the receiver is as bad as the thief, and the re-

tailer of slander as the inventor of it. But see,

in reference to his "
great collection," the note

to Burnet, as above, vol. iii. p. 258. As to the

latter's own private thoughts in this matter, the

editor of his Own Time remarks (Preface, x.) :

that,
"
notwithstanding the idle stories told by

him, on the authority of others, concerning the

birth of the Prince of Wales, he nowhere, in the

present time at least, explicitly avows an opinion
of his illegitimacy." WM. MATTHEWS.

Cowgill.

[* As there were two Bishops at this time of the name
of William Lloyd, our correspondents should distinguish
them by their respective sees. Of course, the bishop al-

luded to was William Lloyd, consecrated Bishop of St.

Asaph, and translated to Coventry and to Worcester, ob.

1717. The other William Lloyd was consecrated Bishop
of Llandaff, translated to Peterborough and Norwich, and

deprived at the Revolution : ob. Jan. 1, 1709-10. ED.]
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CHATTEfcTOS MSS.

(a-
4 S. 94. 194.)

Your correspondent MR. HUGH OWEN asks

triumphant)/,
" Is there any evidence that Chat-

. exhibited a single scrap of the sup-

posed literary
labours of Rowley, said to have

been found in the IlcdclifT chest?" I am not

goin to raise a controversy which it is hopeless
should now bo ever determined, fur

poor Chat*
terton in the year 1 869 a

period
fast coming

upon us will have gone to his last account one
hundred rears ago ; but when his memory is so

continually made the subject of attack, and we
he.r forgery

"
nnd " a long career of deception

"

charged upon him, there are some considerations

which, I think, in fairness, should be stated ; and
it does not seem to me that they have yet been

sufficiently brought before the public.
Whether Chatterton himself ever obtained any

papers from the chests in Redcliff church or not,
and whether the parchments now in the British

Museum ever came from the repositories over
RedclifTe porch or not, it seems quite admitted,
on all hands, that his father did abstract both

parchments and papers from Canynge's chests, and
used them for his own

purposes.
These MSS.

teem afterwards to have been in his son's hands,
and what could have become of them ?

If we refer to Dr. Gregory's Life of Chatter'

ton, the first occasion upon which attention was
attracted to these MSS. was

upon the
publication

of one in Felix Farley t Brittoi Journal, giving an
account of the friar's passing the old bridge. In

consequence of the inquiries of the friends of
Dr. Barrett, who was then writing a History of

j

Bristol, it was discovered that the transcript was

brought to the Journal Office by a youth named
Thomas Chatterton, who, when questioned and
threatened, refused to enter into particulars. Upon
this statement two questions may be asked,
Was the conduct of the youth that of one en-

tering upon a career of deception ? and secondly,

upon what ground could he have been threatened P I

I see none, except that he was in possession of

papers which certainly did not belong to him.
Chatterton was articled to an attorney, and

would know very well the real bearing of bis

case. He had taste enough to find out the

genuine merit of the writing?, and sufficient

knowledge of law to be aware that he bad no
claim to them. But there was one certain mode
of making them his own, by transcribing the

poems, and burning the originals. And this, I

suppose, he did.

This will explain a thousand difficulties ; and
loubtleas he bitterly repented of what he had
done, and would have given all he bad to get the

originals back, so soon as be was made sensible of
their real value, and that bis own ignorance and

blunders in transcription had rendered it doubtful
whether there were ever any originals ut all. Hut
it was too late. The

parchments
in the British

Museum I conceive to be merely attempts to re-

pair bis error ; for many of the characters are his,

though imitated from old ones. But the most
serious evil i., that he probably introduced his

own words to make the verse run more smoothly,
and at other times absolutely blundered through
ignorance, as in the verse,

Xoe, bc.to.kme, I will go,"

the second word of which line Bryant has shown
was really betu-iherre ; and to any one conversant
with old writing, the mistake of the first part of
the letter IT, then carried above the line, for the

letter /, is easy and palpable. Again : it is said

that his forgeries are clear, because he has intro-

duced blank verse, not known until Surrey's time,
into the tragedy of JEUu. There are some lines

in blank verse in the tragedy of JElla, which is a

regular and finished poem, and very bad they are,
the worst in the piece. But why should any one
who could write eo much better in the other parts
insert these? Simply, I believe, because some
stanzas of the tragedy there were lost, and Chat-

terton put them in to carry on the story, either

from inability or want of time to write in the

strain of the original.
True it is, that Chatterton was very unpopular

with the corporation of Bristol. He satirised

them, and they hated and persecuted him in re-

turn. But it is time these feelings should rest

in his grave, and his sad story be thought of

only with regret. Railroad improvements have
demolished the little school in which he first re-

ceived the early rudiments of education; the

curious little sign of the " horse milliner
"

has

disappeared ; strangers are required to give in

their name before they can be admitted to look at

W. Canynge's chests and boxes ; and the Rowley
stone at St. John's is carefully covered up, though
it is to be hoped not damaged or destroyed. But
the strains, whether Rowley's or Chutterton's,
still survive, despite the art and malice of W.il-

pole, rri)pa it Af, an eternal possession. When
we peruse them, let us no longer speak of " im-

postors
"

or "
deceivers," but drop a tear to the

memory of him, who, in whatever capacity, was
the unhappy instrument of introducing them to

the notice of the world. W.

Perhaps I may be allowed in reply to MB. HCOII
OWBN to say I was not the person who took this

MS. to the Bristol Literary Institution for com-

parison with Chatterton's will ; for my knowledge
of his handwriting rendered it unnecessary.
On looking through my two volumes of the

De Bergham Pedigree, in Cbstterton's Autograph,
I find some of the Latin paragraphs translated by
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Barrett's pen, and there seems to be a resemblance

between such translations and MR. OWEN'S MS. ;

which if Barrett also wrote, being a friend and

patron of Chattel-ton, paper with a similar water-

mark in it and a portion of the will would be ac-

counted for. Another contemporary, Catcotf, has

left behind him some modernised poems of Row-

ley, composed by Chatterton, but in Catcott's

autograph, and possibly MB. OWEN'S fragment of

2Ella, may be one of these.

In answer to the question,
" Is there

any^
evi-

dence that Chatterton ever exhibited a single

scrap said to be found in the
Red^liff

chest?" I

believe there are several such curious and illegi-

ble documents : for instance,
"" The Account of

Wm. Canynge." And I am sure Sir Frederic

Madden would kindly allow your correspondent
to see them, if he wishes to do so, at the British

Museum, and at the same time satisfy him Chat-

terton never wrote any other than the "
stiff at-

torney's clerk copying hand," which is the same
even in his pocketbook taken with him to London,
and now in my possession.
The fragment referred to as having belonged to

the late Mr. Richard Smith was, I think,
" La-

myngstone
"

(I have not Grant's edition of Chat-

terton's Poems at hand) ;
and if so, it was pre-

sented by him to the Bristol Subscription Library
at the top of Park Street, where it is still to be

seen. BRISTOLIENSIS.

JAMES MOOKE.

(2
nd S.viii. 197.)

If any one has doubts about the literary and
historical value of " N. & Q.," let him look into

the history of this obscure family, which sprung
into existence from a footman, about 1700, and
was extinct before 1750. Mr. Croker, we may
assume, was especially informed on the subject,
for Pope had immortalised the Moores ; yet even
Mr. Croker was compelled to ask, in 1854, for in-

formation
;
and already any one of your readers

could write a history of the Moores as full of mi-
nute details as if he had lived next door to them
in Southampton Street, or sat in the same pew at

Fetcham. Still there are obscure points which may
as well be cleared up. Pope, we know, carried on
his battle with his adversaries in the Grub Street

Journal, and we learn from the Preface to the
collected volumes, that he and his friends generally
wrote under the signature "A." It was Pope,
therefore, or one of his friend?, but Pope no
doubt, who addressed a letter in that journal, pro-
fessedly from the worm-powder Moore to his ne-

phew, James Moore Srnythe, and the nephew's
penitential reply. Was this pure fiction, or
founded on some sort of relationship? It has

always struck me as strange that Pope should
in the Forest have even heard of or concerned

himself about the worm-powder Moore ; and I
have attributed the fact of such knowledge to

Lewis the Catholic bookseller, and Pope's first pub-
lisher, being himself a seller of worm-powders,,
or rather worm-lozenge seller. The curious may
find his advertisements in the Evening Post for

May, 1712, with all the usual trumpetings about
wonderful success. But Moore Smythe was a boy
at that time, and it is not likely that the Moore
family was even known to Pope. I presume,
therefore, that Pope's attempt to associate them as

blood relations was for the mere purpose of an-

noyance.
We ought, however, to know something about

Pope's
" Moore of Abchurch Lane." I will ask,

therefore, whether he was the same person or the

father of James Moore, described as proprietor of
extensive plantations of medicinal herbs at Mit-

cham, who, subsequent to 1749, bought the
manors of Biggin and Tamworth in Surrey ?

Was he related to Mrs. Bridget Moore, for whom
Woodfall printed labels for Daffy's Elixir (see
"N. & Q.," 1

st S. xi. 420.), or was Mrs. Bridget
the widow of A. Moor, the bookseller, near St.

Paul's, or of Moor the "
highflyer "-tory, men-

tioned by Negus in 1724 ? J. M. (2.>

ta

Dr. Shelton Mackenzie's Life of Dr. Maginn
(2

nd S. viii. 169.) I have a very short and very
decisive answer to make to PHILO-TURPIN. There
is not a word of truth in Dr. Shelton Mackenzie's
statement. I have not seen the piece of biography
in question, and never heard of it before ; but I
take it for granted PHIJ-O-TURPIN'S report is

correct. If so, I repeat, the statement is false in

every particular. Dr. Maginn never wrote one-

line of Rookwood, text or ballads. He never saw

any portion of the work prior to its publication,
and for aught I know to the contrary, he never
saw it then. Certain I am that he would have
scorned to claim the credit of any production
which did not emanate from his own pen, while a

proceeding like the present would have filled him
with disgust and indignation. In putting forth

this unwarrantable statement, Dr. Shelton Mac-
kenzie has committed an act of gross injustice
towards the memory of Dr. Maginn as well as

towards myself, and is bound to make every repa-
ration in his power. W. HARRISON AIXSWORTH.

Brighton.

On Buying a Bible (2
nd S. vii. 434.) These

verses were in existence and in print more than

seventy five years ago. They are to be found,

precisely as now printed, in (Dr. Franklin's)
Poor Richards Almanac for the year 1743.

UNEDA.
Philadelphia.
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Early Catalog*** (2* S. viii. 183.) In refer-

ence to a footnote at p. IH.t , I tliink it will be
1 that the first generalised list of

j.

ti( ms in our language was compiled by Andrew
Maunsell, whose sign was the "Parrot" in St.

Paul's Churchyard. It is intitle-1 :

first part of the Catalogue of English printed
Bookw. Which conoerneth such matters of Divinitie as

hare Ma either written in our* tongue, or translated out
of some other language; and hare bin published to the

glory of God, and edification of the Cbarch of Christ in

England. Gathered into Alphabet and such method as it

is, by Andrew Maunaell, bookseller. London : printM by
John Win-let, for Andrew Maunsell, dwelling in Loth-
buric. 1595. in folio, with the device of a Pelican

oApring rising oat of the flames, round which is Pro

lag*, rege, at grega. Lore kepjth the lawe, obeyeth
the kjngt, and is good to the commonwellhe.' "

In the first volume of the Athenaeum, pp. 43.

46., an analysis is given of this Catalogue. It is

a curious fact made apparent on some of the old

catalogues whereon the prices are marked, that

the sum of one penny was a very common bidding.
It may be supererogatory to notice that cata-

logues of books were very early compiled by the
monks. The most extensive example is one
written by Henry de Kstria, prior of Canterbury
(1285), now preserved in the Cottonian Library.
It occupies no less than thirty-eight treble-

columned folio pages, and contains the titles of
more than 3,000 works. Printed catalogues were

produced as early as 1574, if not sooner, for the

use of the book fairs which used to be held at

Frankfort, in a street there called Book Street ;

and George Wilier of Augsburg is said to have
been the first who "

fell upon the plan of causing
to be printed every fair a Catalogue of all the new
Book*, in which the size and printers' names were
marked." His last catalogue is said to be dated

1597, and printed by Bassaeus of Frankfort. In a
j

great measure owing to the restrictions
placed

upon the publishers at Frankfort, few catalogues
were printed there after 1604, the bookselling
businesses having been carried to Leinsic, and the

shops in Book Street were generally converted
into taverns. It is a singular coincidence that it

was for a very long period the custom for book-
sellers to make all their bargains at these places.

W. J. STANKABD.
Hatton Garden.

,

ences, that they are nailed down by the ant I

.

that they may not be seen. Perhaps some one

j

can give a good reason for allowing il.,-i r

to sacred buildings, and the objects intended
to be served. R. g.

Ret. Richard Johnton (2-* S. vii. 394.) An
imiuiry is made by DELTA as to t

Johnson. If not too late I can supply a h til-

farther information as to that clergyman, li

remained, I am informed, about twenty years in
New South Wales, and on his return to England
Government presented him (throng! i

cival) with the living of St. Antholi..

Street, worth about 200/. a-year, and wh :

held till his death in 1827. I do not know of anv

biography of him, but I have no doubt tbnt if

your correspondent requires farther information

respecting him, and would cotnmun'u
with me, \ should be able to supply it.

Jxo. EDI
Halifax.

DWABD HIM..

i* Churchc* (2
n4 S. viii. 196.)

F. E. CABBiKQToa's explanation is by no means

satisfactory, though I am not prepared with a
better. Admitting its truth, however, it does
not explain why the grotesque figures so fre-

auently to be seen in our churches were placed
there at all, nor yet for what purpose. Many of
these figures arc positively indecent. I know a
sacred building still used for public worship, in

which the misererics (though very beautiful as

carvings) are so filthy and obscene in their refer-

[We have intimated to DELTA, MR, HILL'S obliging
offer to supply him with biographical information re-

specting the Rev. Richard Johnson; but be scarcely
thinks, on his own individual account, he ought to tres-

pass on MR, HILL'S courtesy: still be is of opini.
meet his approbation, the public generally might feel an
interest in some short memoir of the reverend gentleman.
The Rev. Richard Johnson was of Magdalen College,

Cambridge, B. A. 1784, and presented by the crown to
the rectory of the united parishes of St. Antholin and
St John Baptist in 1810, and was instituted to Ingbam.
held by sequestration, in 1817. In the WUbtrforct Cor-
issMBJifiii i, there is a letter in vol. i. at page 15. from
the Rev. John Newton, 15 Nov. 1786: "Who can tell

what important consequences may depend upon Mr
son's* going to New Holland? It may seem hut a unal!
event at present : so a foundation stone when !

small compared with the building to be erected upon it;
but it is the beginning and the earnest of the whole," &c.
&c.; and at p. 61., Preltyman," writes Mr. Pitt, on
14 Oct. 1788,

" has sent me your ( force's)
letter, mentioning the curate you have found [Mr. John-
son] for New Holland. I will take care of the business,
and let you know as soon as the stipend, &c. is fixed. I
conclude he will be ready, if be takes the charge, imme-
diately." There are several other notices in the Cor-

reipondtmce of Mr. Johnson and the duties of the chap-
lain, but we will only observe that while Mr. Johnson

singly laboured at that time in the vineyard, there are
now considerably above three hundred cfergymen of the
Church of England officiating in Australia an<l New

Mr. Johnson died on March 14, :

:.'. KD.]

Inn Sijrn* by Eminent Artitt* (2
ad S. viii. 77 .)

In the village of Newick in Sussex there is the

sign of a bull of the Sussex bn-.-l which was

painted by the lat< .1. II IIunH*, Esq., an

sentod by him to his neighbour, the host of the
" Bull and Butcher

"
there.

Mr. Hurdis was an intelligent and kin-M

man, and an ingenious artist He studi<

* " The first chaplain sent to New Sooth Wales."
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graving under the celebrated Sharpe, and many
of his works in that line are excellent. The sign

is very well painted, but time and the elements

are telling upon it. R. W. B.

Lord Fane: Count de Salis (2
nd S. viii. 186.)

A reference to Sir Bernard Burke's Peerage^ (Ap-

pendix, FOREIGN NOBLEMEN) supplies the infor-

mation MR. REDMOND desires. He will there find

that Jerome, second Count de Salis, married in

Jan. 1735, the Hon. Mary Fane, eldest daughter
of Charles Viscount Fane, by whom he was an-

cestor of the present Count.

This lady, on the decease, without issue, of her

brother Charles, last Viscount Fane, in 1772, suc-

ceeded to the estates of the Fane family in Ireland,

and her grandson Jerome, Count de Salis (a J. P.

and D. L. for Armagh and Middlesex), obtained

in Dec. 1835 a royal licence permitting him to

assume the name of Fane in addition to that of

De Salis, as the inheritor of the estates and next

male representative of Charles, last Viscount

Fane.
On the same authority we find (vide Cleve-

land) that William, younger son of Sir Chris-

topher Vane, Knight, created Lord Barnard,
"was elevated to the peerage of Ireland, 13 Oct.

1720, as Baron Duncannon and Viscount Vane,
honours which expired with his lordship's son and

successor, William, second Viscount, in 1789."
^

These two accounts differ both in the Christian

names of the peers (as to the sirname, it is written

Fane or Vane indifferently), and in the date of

the extinction of the peerage.
On the former point I find in the Liber Mune-

rum Hibernice an abstract of the creation of
" William Vane, Esq. (younger son of Christopher, the

first Lord Bernard in England)
''
Title Viscount Vane in Ireland.

"Privy Seal, St. James's, June 12th, 1720; Patent,

Dublin, Sept. 13, 1720."

On the other hand, I find it stated in Collins's

Peerage by Brydges, vol. iv., that a sister of

James, first Earl Stanhope, married Charles Fane,

Esq., of Basleton, co. Berks, who was created

Lord Viscount Fane and Baron of Longhuyre
(sic\ in the co. Limerick, in 1719.

How are these variations to be explained ? I

believe an account of extinct Irish peerages is

still a genealogical desideratum.

JOHN RIBTON GARSTIN.
Dublin.

Bartholomew Cokes (2
nd S. viii. 187.) Your

correspondent will find, among the dramatis per-
sona of Bartholomew Fair,

" Bartholomew Cokes,
an Esquire at Harrow." A glance at the play
(e. g. Act I. Sc. 5.

;
Act II. So. 4. and 5.) would

soon convince R. B. P. that B. Cokes, Esq. is a

very, good representative of an empty-headed, vain

simpleton. Probably Crowne borrowed the word
from this play. LIBYA.

The Termination "
-hayne" (2"

d S. viii. 171.)
Your querist may be assured that the instances of

the termination "
-hayne," as applied to the names

of homesteads, is to be found in many other parts
of the county of Devon, as well as around Sid-

mouth. It cannot, therefore, have any reference

to the occupants of Blackbury camp. I take it,

like the termination "-layes," which is equally
common, to be the plural of the word hay, than
which there is no ending to the names of farms
used more frequently in the county. Hay is the

Anglo-Saxon hege, a hedge, fence, or enclosure,
and is in daily use in the more secluded parts of

the north of Devon. A hedge and its two ditches

are there called the "
hay and ditchen." J. D. S.

It would have been desirable to know all those

names ending in -hayne. In the few which are

mentioned, this termination appears to be of

Saxon origin ;
and I have little doubt that it is

a contraction of the Ang.-Sax. hagan, or hagum,
nomin. or dat. plur. of haga, which means a

thorn, a fence, a fenced piece of land. This de-

rivation becomes more plausible if we bear in

mind that the German Hain, which also occurs

as the second part of compound names of

places, is likewise a contraction of the Middle

High German hagen=a, thorn, a hedge, an abatis,

which latter signification may perhaps also be ad-

mitted for the Anglo-Saxon haga, being particu-

larly convenient for localities in the neighbourhood
of an ancient castle. G. D.

Weapon-salve (2
nd S. viii. 190.) I have much

pleasure in attempting still farther to satisfy
PROFESSOR DE MORGAN on the authorship of the

Discours. The title of the French work does not

in any way indicate the seat of the " celebre assem-

blee" before which the lecture was pronounced.
But, at p. 69., speaking of the amazing ductility
of gold, the author thus expresses himself :

" II est constant que par ce moyen, ce petit bouton
d'or peut estre tant tendu qu'il arrivera de cette Ville de

Montpeliier k Paris, et pourra ineme passer au dela."

The translator, White, at p. 49. of my copy,
thus renders the original :

" Let us do the like to all the rest of the beaten gold,
it will appear by this means this small button of gold

may be so extended, that it may reach from this city of
Montpeliier to Paris, and far beyond it."

In the " Information to the Knowing Reader,"

prefixed to the translation, White says, "This
discourse was made lately (&c.) in one of the most

famous academies of France;" and the passage
above cited would, without farther evidence, jus-

tify the announcement on the title of " Mont-

peliier" as the academy in question. Digby
himself may not have sanctioned the publication
of his lecture ;

still less have superintended the

work. White, however, states in the same " In-

formation," that the facts and opinions
" were
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delivered by way of oration, and token in short-

writing upon the place at 'twas uttered." That
the work is genuine can hardly be doubted ; fur

the translation it dedicated to Sir Kenelm's son,
* John Digbye, Esq.," which would be an incon-

ceivable impertinence were the original attributa-

ble to any person other than the knight himself."

R.8. Q.

Origin of the Jut/get Black COD (2"-
1 S. yiii.

ISO. 193.) The meaning of the judge putting on
the black cap when passing sentence of death
will be obvious to every thinking person ; but I

should have asked in my former Query (p.
130 ),

When do we first read of an Englith jutlge put-

ting it on ? I cannot believe in England it is a

very ancient custom. Surely when the sentence
of death was as common as it formerly was, it

could not be customary for the judge to go
through this solemnity, there being but little

solemnity about the sentence of death itself. \\'e

cannot imagine Jeffries putting it on when passing
sentence on Sir Thomas Armstrong, or on any of

I

the miserable persons who perished during the

Bloody Assize, and there is no mention of the
custom to be found in any of the State Trials. It I

does not seem likely that the nightcap of the

modern hangings is iounded on the Roman prac-
tice, but more probably it arose wholly in a
civilised and humane age, and was first used to

hide the distortions of the criminal's face, and
for that use alone. Perhaps some of your readers
will be able to throw more light on the subject,
more especially on the first use of the black cap
in England. W. O. W.

Side-saddles (2
d S. viii. 187.) Stow's error

bos been constantly reproduced : as by Camden,
liemaines ; Beckmann, Hut. of Invention* ; Pul-

leyn-, Etym. Compend., &c. Mr. F. W. Fairholt,
in the first of his interesting papers on "Ancient
Carriages," in The Art Union Monthly Journal

(No. 106., p. 119., April, 1847), says: "riding on
side-saddles was in use by ladies in England
during the Saxon times." In proof of this asser-

tion he engraves an example (on p. 1 1 S.) of a lady
thus riding, copied

from an A.-S. MS. ; and add.*,
44 that this fashion was continuous is shown by
the ecal of Joanna de Stutcville appended to a
document dated 1227, who is represented riding
in a similar manner." It is engraved in the "first

volume of the Journal of Brit. Archaol.

p. 145."

By the bye, Dean Trench soys, in his Select

Glossary% p. 23. :

-
I do not know the history of the word boot,' as de-

scribing one part of a carriage; bat it is plain that not
he hggoge, bat the chief persons, used once to ride in

As so eminent an English scholar confesses his

lack of information on this point, it may not be

superfluous to mention that the " boots" were the

two projections from the sides of the carriage;
open to the air, and in which the occupants were
carried sideways. Such a M boot" is seen in the

carriage containing the attendants of Queen Kli-

zabcth in Hoefnsgel's well-known picture < :

such Palace, dated 1582. Taylor the Water-poet,
the inveterate opponent of 'the introduction of

coaches, thus satirises the one in which he was
forced to take his place as a passenger :

M It wears two boots, and no spars; sometimes having
two pairs of legs in one boot: and oftentimes against
nature most preposterously, it makes fair ladies wear the
boot. Moreover, it makes people

imitate sea-crabs, in

being drawn eidewnys; as thev are when they tit in the
boot of the coach." C. Knight, 1'ictoriat J/alfhoun,
vol. i. p. 66.

ACIJB.

Cukam House, frc. (2
nd S. viii. 146.) In

answer to the Query of \V. C., I have no doubt
that Cokam House meant Colcombe House or

Castle, in the parish of Colyton, a mansion for-

merly the property of the Courtenay family, and
since of the Poles, Baronets, of Shute Park,
which is about two miles distant from it. The

place will be found mentioned in all the histories

of Devon.
Chideock (no doubt originally ChiJwick) is a

village with a mansion-house in Dorsetshire, be-

tween Ax minster and Bridport, and was formerly
the property of the Arundels. The castle at that

place, now destroyed, was occupied by the royal

party in 1G44, and an unsuccessful attempt to

storm it was made by the
parliamentary

forces on
the 19th November, on which occasion they had
nine men killed and seven wounded. I cannot
find any place in the neighbourhood as the resi-

dence of Mr. Crewe (probably Carew), unless it

be Mohun's Ottery, seven or eight miles from
Sbute. There is no such place as Wyrwoil in the

east of Devon. It will perhaps be found in the

west of Dorset, for which I refer your corre-

spondent to Hut chins. " Lord Poulett's" wss
Hint on St. George, near Crewkerne in Somer-
setshire. J. D. S.

Chideock (2* S. viii. 146.) is a
ty thing, manor,

and hamlet, in the parish of Whitchurch-Canoni-

corum, in West Dorsetshire, and was formerly

possessed by the Arundells, ancestors of the pre-
i.ord Arundell of Wardour. Leland spells

it Chitltrick, Chidiock, Chidioh, and Chi<liokty al-

most with the same dip of ink; and Vicars, it

would seem, adds two more modes of spell

viz., Chadtcick and Chideok. Its identic

may help
to ascertain Cokam, or Coxam, niul

Wyricailj of which I know nothing.
C. W. BlSGIIAM.

1 John, v. 7. (2
04 S. viii. 175.) Allow me to

correct an error in M. T. J. BUCKTOW'S u

He says the " Vatican MS contests with that
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at Cambridge the palm of antiquity. The latter

is referred to by the letter A, and the term Alexan-

drine." The Alexandrine MS. is the one pre-
served in the Brit. Museum, while the one at

Cambridge is known as " Codex Bezse, sive D."
A.

Harry SopMster (2
nd S. viii-. 86.) There is no

difficulty as to the meaning of this expression. A
student at Cambridge, who has declared for Law
or Physic, may put on a full-sleeved gown, when
those of the same year, who go out at the regular

time, have taken their degree of Bachelor of Arts.

He is then styled a Harry-Soph, i. e. fpt<ro<j)6s.

So says the Cambridge Calendar for the current

year. WM. MATTHEWS.

Cowgill.

James Thomson (2
nd S. viii. 50.) I remember

reading, about thirty years ago, an article on the

poet Thomson in the (London) Monthly Magazine,
in which it was said that he was married, but

privately, to a woman in what he considered an

inferior station in life to his own. UNEDA.

Philadelphia.

Cambridge Costume (2
nd S. viii. 74. 191.) It

is not customary, I believe, for any but heads of

Louses to wear the stole in chapel.
P. J. F. GANTILLON.

Marriage Customs (2
nd S. viii. 186.) In addi-

tion to the ma:.riage customs alluded to by J. N.,
there is another yet lingering among the lower
classes in the West Riding of Yorkshire, that
of throwing the stocking. After the married

couple has retired, or as the common phraseology
is,

"
got bedded," the guests enter the room, and

standing with their backs to the foot of the bed,
each throw a stocking over the left shoulder at

the bride, who during this ceremony must sit up ;

the first who can hit her is adjudged to be next
married.

This practice must be anything but pleasant to
the more modest damsels

; but so pertinaciously
do the peasantry cling to the custom, that long
and strong has sometimes been the strife for ad-
mission to the bridal chamber when the parties
have refused to submit to it, and many have been
the schemes resorted to (assisted by the elder

dames) to slip off to bed unobserved.
There is yet another, viz. the hen-drinking.

On the evening of the wedding day the young
men of the village call upon the bridegroom for a
hen meaning money for refreshments; which
having obtained, they have a merrymaking 'on
that or some subsequent evening in honour of the

occasion, &c.
; but should the hen be refused, the

inmates may expect some ugly trick to the house
ere the festivities terminate perhaps find the

chimney-top ^and the door fastened up at the same
time. Hen is by some supposed to be a corrup-
tion of "

end," to distinguish this from former con-

tributions levied in the shape of pitcher-money,
given by the swain as a fee to secure the freedom
of visiting his sweetheart at all times without let
or hindrance.

These, and the other practices mentioned by
J. N., are observed here

; but, like him, I never
could come at any satisfactory conclusion as to
their origin.
No doubt the love of fun, frolic, and carousal,

so inherent to the English peasantry, contributes
more than anything to keep up "the practices,
though they may have originated in far different
circumstances. C. F.

Wakefiekl.

Liverpool, frc. (2
nd S. viii. 110. 198.) The

etymology of Liverpool is a vexed question. It is

noticeable that there is a relationship among the
names in which Liver is a component, a rela-

tionship which extends farther than the first two
syllables. Thus I find, Liver-were, Liver-wzore

(probably moor), Liver-/>oo/, Liver-sedge, and,
which is the same, "Liver-sage. This does not sug-
gest to me any clue to the derivation or origin of
Liver in these cases

; but it is noticeable that it

appears always to stand in a certain class of rela-

tionships, mere, moor, pool, and sedge. Perhaps
some one can give other examples from the names
of persons or places. B. H. C.

I am much obliged to REV. THOMAS BOYS for
his communication, which has led me to inspect
the Diary again carefully, and I am satisfied that
it is Lerpoole, as he has conjectured. It is curi-

ous, however, that so good an argument can be
made for Cespoole as an old name for Liverpool.
It is said in a petition from Chester of 1602,
printed in Baines's Hist, of Lancashire (iv. 73.),
that " the town of Liverpoole is but a creek of
the port of Chester." ty. C.

" Wirriedat a steack
"
(2"

d S. viii. 58.) I thank
Z. for his explanation of this phrase ; and I frankly
confess the ignorance which he, in his courtesy,
hesitates to impute to me. But I was misled by
Mr. S. Collet, in whose Relics ofLiterature, p. 158.,
I had met with the report of the case referred to.

To the words above quoted, he has appended the

following editorial footnote: "Worried like a bull
or a badger by dog_s

in human shape." My common
sense rejected this figurative interpretation of a
solemn judicial sentence

; and I thus fell into an
error of another kind. I mention this as a warn-
ing to the tyro, how little dependence is to be
placed upon the glosses of some editors

; who,
indeed, often favour us with " comments harder
than the text." ACHE.

Theocritus and Virgil (2
nd S. i. 472.) I can

now partly reply to my own Query by referring
to Gebauer, de Poetarum Grcecorum Bucolicorum
Carminibus a Virgilio adumbratis.

P. J. F. GANTILLON.
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Tkt Strrn* of Etrmria and MarbUt of Am*** Rom*;
or Htmarkt on Antitmt Roman and Ktnutan Arekitoetun

and Rtmaint, tkt Remit of recent Slnditt on tkt Spot,

Partly rind at tnt Inttitutt of flrituk Architect*. By
George L. Taylor, Architect 'Longman & Co.)

1 avlori the author of Tnt Antto^Uitt of Rom* (of
which, by the bye, he announce* a new edition with the

aiihimi of the antiquities discovered since 1820), give* as

in tbi* nicely illustrated quarto volume the reralta of a
'

visit paid by him to the Eternal City after an

what they mar, ancceeded in throwing much new and
interesting light upon Lady Morgan's early life and la-

bours, and produced a book creditable to her memory and
to his own talent*. .Mr. Fiupatrick's valuable Note on
tnt Comwatti* Paper* gave evidence of the store of curious
materials for the literary and political history of Ireland
which be ha* at hi* command; and the present volume
encourages us to hope that we may soon be favoured
with fresh evidence of his readiness and ability to make

I'.. i::,::- ,.
_

interval of nearly forty yean during which period,

he remarks, the monument* which he saw, drew, and

published, have deteriorated much ; but he add* that

the aame period much has been done in the

way of excavating and bringing to light objects of

the greatest interest and importance. It is impos-
sible, in our limited space, to point out how well Mr.

Taylor .how* u* page by page how -oor/. It tomb,
'f

/,- / .,

Thomas Clark,

ttoria
*

surfa" but to all who take an

interest in the study of Rome and F.truria, to the scho-

lar who regards Ancient Ho'me as the cradle of mo-
dern civilisation to the antiquary who look* upon
Rome as the great centre of all knowledge to those

who have visited Rome as a pleasant remembrancer of

unnv hours spent among its beautiful ruin* to those

to whom fate has denied that pleasure, as some compensa-
tion for their loss, Mr. Taylor's volume cannot fail of

being very acceptable.

Tkt Life and Time* of Samuel Crompton, Inventor of
tke Spinning Machine called the Mule-, being the S*b*tancc

, /'., /..;. n ,,../ ta r', M mm* -t t .. u >
-. tf -

okanic* ln*tit*t*>. By Gilbert T. French. (Siinpkiu &
Marshall.)

Called upon in his capacity as President of the Bolton

Mechanic' Institution to make arrangements for the de-

livery of a series of Lectures to the Members of it, Mr.

French set the example of giving gratuitous Lectures,

and selected for his subject a native and townsman of

Boltoo, who by hi* ingenuity and
perseverance

bad en-

riched, not only his birthplace, but his native country, to

an unparalleled extent ; and yet who had been bv that

town and that country most strangely neglect?-'

grievously misused. That the life and times of Samuel

Crompton, the inventor of the Mule, which has been the

sans ofgiring employment to so msny thousands, and of

tmmmmm i
,-,, . ,:/ !v -.,..,!:.: i ; :, mU

receive*} by Mr. French'* auditors, can be readily be-

liered. For the narrative is one which may be read with

pleasure by all who take an interact in the History of

English Manufacture*, and with profit by all for the use-

ral which Mr. French draws from the disregard

paid by Crompton to the obvious duty of acquiring a

knowledge of our fellow men.

Tnt Friend*, Pom\ and Atht*t*re* of Lady Morgan.
(Kelly. Dublin.)
Those who took up the Iri*k Quarterly /totev of last

July will remember the pleasant, genial, and gossiping

paper on that most brilliant of Ireland's daughters,

Sydney Lady Morgan, and be well pleased to learn that

it has been reprinted in * separate fonn. The writer,

who i* understood to be Mr. Fitznatrick (a gentleman to

whom the readers of S. 4s Q> hare been frequently

indebted), tells us that his object has been rather to as-

sist the researches of an accomplished English lady who
is understood to be gathering m.terialsfor the life of Lady
Morgan, than to put himself forward as the biographer
of hi* gifted countrywomsn: he has, be his motives

arranatd and clarified, wbk an
into tktir Orifin and Ute. By

c, Esq. (SimpkiB, Marshall & Co.)
This may be said to be -a rersifieation of Mr. Lower's

admirable E**ay on Family Kammcbtmn. sn endeavour
to tell in homely rhyme

" Whence do our name* originate.
And from what era take their date."

RoutUo** W**trat*d Natural Hi*tory. By tkt Rev
ood, MJL. Ac. ll'i/A New Detiffn* by Wolf, Har-

vey. Weir, A ntledge, Warne, & Co.)
This Sixth Part being in a great measure devoted to

the natural history of the Dog, and admirably illustrated
with drawings of the various species will adt

rkhasi
SflJ

'

the natural history of the _
Id to the

great popularity which this work has already attained.
The Poetical Workt of Thomat Moon. People'* Edi-

(Ltion. Part the Sirlh.

This Part contains .

writings The r*dft family in Paris; Tkt f'ndytt in

EmoJand', Fable* far tkt Holy Alliance; and Rmymm O*
: li '..

BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES
WASTED TO rURCUASB.

Putkwlwi of Pries. *c., of tht follo.iac Book* to b Mat net to
rt rqlr*d, and wbeM MOMiaad *
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ARTRIDGE & COZENS is the CHEAPEST
HOUSE in the Trade for PAPER and ENVELOPES, &c. Useful

cam-laid Note. 5 Quires for 6rf. Super Thick ditto, 5 Quires for Is.

pe? Cream-fafd Envelopes, Gd. per 100. Sermon Paper, 4s., Straw
^ aper, 2s. 6cl., Foolscap, 6s. 6d. per Ream. Manuscript Paper, 3d. per

Quire. India Note, 5 Quires for Is. Black bordered Note, 5 Quires for

is. Copy Books (copies set), is. Sd. per dozen. P. & C.'s Law Pen (as

flexible as the Quill), 2s. per gross.

No Charge for Stamping Arms, Crests, 4-c. from own Dies.

Catalogues Post Free ; Orders over 20s. Carriage paid.

Copy Address, PARTRIDGE & COZENS,
Manufacturing Stationers : 1. Chancery Lane, and 192. Fleet St. E.C.

A CHROMATIC MICROSCOPES. SMITH,

UNITED KINGDOM
LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY,

No. 8. WATERLOO PLACE, PALL MALL, LONDON
S.W.

the GRE IT EXHIBITION of 1851, and the FIRST-CLASS PKIZE
MEDAL of the PARIS EXHIBITION of 1855, "For the excellence
of their Microscopes."

An Illustrated Pamphlet of the 10Z. EDUCATIONAL MICRO-
SCOPE, sent by Post on receipt of Six Postage Stamps.

A GENERAL CATALOGUE may be had on application.

THE AQUARIUM. LLOYD'S DESCRIPTIVE
and ILLUSTRATED LIST of whatever relates to the AQUA-

UM, is now ready, price Is. ; or by Post for Fourteen Stamps. 128

Pages, and 87 Woodcuts.

W. ALFORD LLOYD, 19, 20, and 20 A. Portland Road, Regent's
Park, London, W.

OTAMPED ENVELOPES. Your NAME and

The Funds or Property of the Company as at 31 st Decem-
ber, 1858, amounted to 652,618/. 3s. 10d., invested in
Government or other approved securities.

THE HON. FRANCIS SCOTT, Chairman.
CHARLES BERWICK CURTIS, ESQ., Deputy-Chairman.

INVALID LIVES. Persons not in sound health may have their
lives insured at equitable rates.

ACCOMMODATION IN PAYMENT OF PREMIUMS.- Only one-
half of the Annual Premium, when the Insurance is for life, is
required to be paid lor the first five years, simple interest being
charged on the balance. Such arrangement is equivalent TO AN

TE ADVANCE OP 50 PER CENT. UPON THE A PREMIUM,,
without the borrower having recourse to the unpleasant neces-
sity of procuring Sureties, or assigning and thereby parting wi
Policy, during the currency of the Loan, irrespective of the

RI
attendant expenses in such arrangements.

ith his
great

Office, No. 2. Old Jewry, B.C., London. Embossing Press with
die for stamping paper, 10s. 6d.

MARK YOUR LINEN with CULLETON'S
PATENT ELECTRO SILVER PLATES. The most easy,

prevents the ink spreading, and never washes out. Any person can use
them. Initial plate, Is. ; name plate, 2s. 6d. ; set of movable num-
bers, 2s. M. ; crest, 5s. with directions. Post free for stamps. Observe,
25. Cranbourn Street, Leicester Square, W. C.

pULLETON'S HERALDIC OFFICE and Ge-
\J nealogical Studio, for Tracing Family Arms, Pedigrees, and His-
tories of nearly every Family in the United Kingdom, America, &c. No
fee for search of arms ; plain sketch, 2s. 6d. ; in heraldic colours, 5s.

Tracing pedigree with original grant of arms, 10s T. CULLETON,
Genealogist, 25. Cranbourn Street. W. C. The studio and library open
daily.

pULLETON'S BOOK PLATES, with"
\J or crest plate, 5s. ; crest engraved on seal or ring, 7s. ; arms on
ditto, 24s. ; crest on steel die for stamping note-paper, 6s. 25. Cran-
bourn Street, W.C. N.B. Seal Engraver and Die Sinker to Her
Majesty and the Board of Trade.

pULLETON'S CARDS, Wedding, Visiting, and
\J Trade. A copper-plate engraved in any style, and 50 superfine
cards printed for 2s. Post Free. 25. Cranbourn Street, W.C.

pULLETON'S EMBOSSING PRESSES (Patent
\J Lever) for stamping note paper with initials, crest, or name and
address, 15s., at 25. Cranbourn Street, W.C.

PHOTOGRAPHY.
T. OTTEWILL AND CO.,

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Photographic Apparatus Manufacturers,
ISLINGTON, LONDON.

T. OTTEWILL AND CO.'S
NEW TEAK CAMERAS EXPRF.SSI.Y FOR INDIA.

N.B. First- Class Work only.
Illustrated Catalogues on Application.

PIANOFORTES, 25 Guineas. D'ALMAINE
4- ,

a?t
d Co -> sole makers of the ROYAL PIANOFORTES, 104. NewBond Street, W. The Royal Pianofortes combine all the latest im-

provements of construction, with richness of tone and elasticity of
touch, are uninfluenced by the varied eifects of climate, distinguished
by elegance of form, recommended by all the most eminent musicians :

to suit every style of furniture are made in mahogany, zebra, and

ranted.
^ ^ Unif rra Price f 25 guinea9' Every instrument WM-

D'ALMAINE & CO. (established 1785), 101. New Bond Street, W.

The above mode of insurance has been found most advantageous
when Policies have been required to cover monetary transac-
tions, or when incomes applicable for Insurance are at present
limited, as it only necessitates half the outlay formerly required
by other Companies before the present system was instituted by
this Office.

LOANS are granted likewise on real and personal Securities.

Forms of Proposal and every information afforded on application
to the Resident Director,

8. Waterloo Place, Pall Mall, London, S.W.
By order,

E. LENNOX BOYD, Resident Director.

WESTERN LIFE ASSURANCE AND
^ANNUITY SOCIETY.

3. PARLIAMENT STREET, LONDON, S.W.
Founded A.D. 1842.

Directors..

F.B. Marsoti, EEQ.
A. Robinson, Esq.
J.L. Seager.Esq.
J - B ' Wh*te 'E^

H. E. Bicknell.Esq.
T. S. Cocks, Esq.
G. H. Drew, Esq. M.A.
W. Freeman, Esq.
F. Fuller, Esq-
J. H. Goodhart, Esq.

Physician.- W. R. Basham, M.D.
Bankers Messrs. Cocks, Biddulph.andCo.

VALUABLE PRIVILEGE.
POLICIES effected in this Office do not become void through tem-

porary difficulty in paying a Premium, as permission is given upon
application to suspend the payment at interest, according to the con-
ditions detailed in the Prospectus.LOANS from 1001. to 5001. granted on real or first-rate Personal
Security.
Attention is also invited to the rates of annuity granted to old lives,

for which ample security is provided by the capital of the Society.
Example : 100Z. cash paid down purchases An annuity of

s. d.
10 4 o to a male life aged 60)
12 3 1 65 (.Payable as longH 16 3 70 f as he is alive.
18 11 10

,, 757
ARTHUR 8CRATCHLEY. M.A., F.R.A.8.. Actuary.

To Clergymen, Solicitors, and others interested in Copyhold and
Church Property ;

Now ready, Fourth Edition, 3s. Gd.

MR. SCRATCHLFY'S TREATISE on the PRINCIPLES and

Cufs
<

i^IENTS
COPYHOLD aUd CHURCH PKOPERTY ENFHAN-

C.'& E. LAYTON, ISO. Fleet Street, E.C,

TNTRODUCER OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN
JL PORT, SHERRY, &c., 20*. per dozen, BOTTLES INCLUDEDan advantage greatly appreciated by the Public and a constantly in-
creasing connexion, saving the great annoyance of returning them.A PINT SAMPLE OF BOTH FOR 24 STAMPS.
WINE IN CASK forwarded Free to any Railway Station in England

EXCELSIOR BRANDY, Pale or Brown, 15s. per gallon, or 30s. per
dozen.

TERMS, CASH. Country Orders must contain a remittance. Cross
cheques Bank of London." Price Lists forwarded on application
JAMES L. DENMAN.65. Fenchurch Street, comer of Railway Place,

London, E.C.
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NOTES AND QUERIES:
A MEDIUM OF INTER-COMMUNICATION
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LITERARY MEN, ARTISTS, ANTIQUARIES, GENEALOGISTS, ETC.

"When found, make a note of." CAPTAIN CUTTLE.

No. 195.] SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 24. 1859. ("Price Fourpence.
I Stamped Edition, Srf.

TTNIVERSITY COLLEGE, LONDON. Faculty of
I Arts and Laws._ Session 1859-60. -The SESSION will COM-

MENCE on Wednesday, October 12, when PROFESSOR NEWMAN
will deliver au INTRODUCTORY LECTURE at 3 o'clock precisely.

Latin Professor Newman.
Greek - Professor Maiden, A.M.
Sanscrit Professor Goldstiicker.
Hebrew (GoHsmid Professorship) Professor Marks.
Arabic and Persian Professor Rieu, Ph.D.
Hindustani, Telusu, Tamul Professor Von Streng.
Gujarati -Professor D;'id;ibh;ii Naoroji.
English Language and Literature Professor Masson, A.M.
French Language and Literature Professor Merlet.
Italian Language and Literature Professor Arrivabene, LL.D.
German Language and Literature Professor Helmann, Ph.D.
Comparative Grammar Professor Key, A.M.
Mathematics Professor De Morgan.
Natural Philosophy and Astronomy Professor Potter, A.M.
Chymistry Prolessor Williamson, F.R.S.
Practical Chymistry Professor Williamson.
Civil Engineering _ Professor Pole.
Mechanical Principles of Engineering Professor Eaton Hodgkinson,

F.R.S.
Architecture Professor Donaldson, Ph.D., M.I.B. A.
Geology (Goldsmid Piofessorship)- Professor Morria, F.Q.S.
Mineralogy Professor Morris, F.G.S.
Drawing Teacher Mr. Moore.
Botany Professor Lindley, Ph.D., F.R.S.
Zoology (Recent and Fossil) Professor Grant, M.D., F.R.S.
Philosophy of Mind and Logic Professor the Rev. J. Hoppus, Ph.D.,

F.R.S,
Ancient and Modern History Professor Creasy, A.M.
Political Economy Professor Waley, A.M.
Law_ Professor Russell, LL.B.
Jurisprudence Professor Green, LL.B.
Schoolmasters' Classes Professors Newman, Maiden, De Morgan,

and Potter.
Residence of Students. Several of the Professors receive students to

reside with them, and in the office of the College there is kept a regis-
te.

r ofparties who receive boarders into their families. The registerwin attord information as to terms and other particulars.
Andrews Scholarships. In October, I860, two Andrews Scholarships

wrfll be awarded -one of 85?. for proficiency in Latin and Greek, and
one of 85?. for proficiency in Mathematics and Natural Philosophy.

lates must have been, during the academical year immediately
preceding, matriculated students in the College or pupils in the School.A Joseph Hume Scholarship in Political Economy of 20?. a year,
tenable for three years, will be awarded in December, 1859, and in De-
cember of every third year afterwards. A Joseph Hume Scholarship in
Jurisprudence of 20?. a year, tenable for three years, will be awarded in
December of 1861, and in December of every third year afterwards.

Kicardo Scholarship in Political Economy, of 20?. a year, tenable
for three years, will be awarded in December of 1860, and in December
of every third year afterwards. Candidates must have been, during the
academical year immediately preceding, matriculated students of the
College, and must produce satisfactory evidence of having regularly at-
tended the class on the subject of the scholarship.
Mr. Laurence Counsel's Prize for Law, 10?. for 1860.

/6w8 Commemoration Scholarships. _ A Scholarship of 15?. a year,tenable for two years, will be awarded every year to the student of the
1 acuity of Arts, of not more than one year's standing in the College,

conduct
m distinguished by general proficiency and good

College Prize for English Essay, hi, for 1860.
Latin Prose Essay Prize (Reading Room Society's prize), 5*., for 1860.

., Prospectuses and ot
.
her particulars may be obtained at the office of

tlie toller : also special Prospectuses, showing the courses of instruc-

rSFitory servicesf
6 m the SUbJeCtS f the examination* * civil ami

5A?C,-18 .
W> NEWMAN, Dean of the Faculty.

August, 1859
ATKINSON, Secretary to the Council.

thf 3rd
S
of c"ober

he Faculty of Medicine will commence on Monday,
The Junior School will open on Tuesday, the 20th of September.

On 1st October will be published in crown 8vo., price 7s. M.
XTEW EXEGESIS OF SHAKESPEARE. Inter-

ciPleofRa
a
cer

f "" Principal Characters and Plays on the Prin-

Ediuburgh : ADAM & CHARLES BLACK.

TVf
11
COU

lNERALOGY. KING'S COLLEGE
LONDON. - Prof. TENNANT, F/J.S., will commence aRSE of LECTURES on MINERALOGY, with a viowto facili

tate the study of GEOLOGY, and of the Application of Mineral Sub-
stances in the ARTS. The Lectures will begin on FRIDAY, October
7th, at Nine o clock A.M. They will be continued on each succeeding
Wednesday and Friday, at the same hour. Fee. 2?. 2s.

R. W. JELF, D.D., Principal.

PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY, KING'S COL-
LEGE, LONDON.-The LABORATORY will be RE-OPENED

on MONDAY, October 3.

Students may be received into this Laboratory who are not connected
with any of the Departments of the College. They conduct thnir ex-
periments independently of each other, under the guidance of the Pro-
fessors and Demonstrator.
Particular attention is devoted to Analytical Chemistry, and its Ap-

plication to the Arts and Manufactures, to Medicine, Agriculture,
Mining, and the Assaying of Ores.
The Daniell Scholarship, of the annual value of 20Z., tenable for two

years, is given every second year for the best series of Researches in
Chemistry, made since the Itst award, and may be competed for by all
Students working in the Laboratory for a period of not less than six
months. R. w: JELF, D.D., Principal.

GOVERNMENT SCHOOL of MINES, and of
UT SCIENCE APPLIED to the ARTS.

Director.

Sir RODERICK IMPEY MURCHISON,
D.C.L. M.A. F.R.S. &c.

During the Session 1859-60, which jrilj commence on the 3rd

RATIONS will he given : _
emist . .

gy. By John Percy, M.D.
Natural History. By T. H. Huxley, F.R.S.

rd October,
:CAI, DE-

1. Chemistry. By A. W. Hofmann, LL.D. F.R.S. &c.
2. Metallurgy. By John Per

5J Minfng!
gy '

}
fiy Warington W. Smyth, M.A. F.R.S.

6. Geology. By A. C. Ramsay, F.R.S.
7. Applied Mechanics. By Robert Wiliis, M. A. F.R.S.
8. Physics. By G. G. Stokes, M.A. F.R.S.
Instruction in Mechanical Drawing by Mr. Binns.

The Fee for Matriculated Students (exclusive of the laboratories) is
301. in one sum, on entrance, or two annual payments of 20Z.
Pupils are received in the Royal College of Chemistry (the laboratory

of the School), under the direction of Dr. Hofmann, at a Fee of 10?. for
the Term of Three Months. The same Fee is charged in the Metallur-
gical Laboratory, under the direction of Dr. Percy. Tickets to separate
Courses of Lectures are issued at 1?., 1?. 10s.. and 2?. each. Officers in the
Queen e Service, Her Majesty's Consuls, acting Mining Agents and Ma-
nagers, may obtain Tickets at reduced charges.

Certificated Schoolmasters, Pupil-Teachers, ard others engaged in
Education, are also admitted to the Lectures at reduced Fees.
His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales has granted two Exhibitions,and others have also been established.

at the Museum of Practical

TRENHAM REEKS, Registrar.

FINE-
ART UNION. - Twelve Guineas for One

Gui-ea. Unparalleled FINE-ART DISTRIBUTION Li-
mited to 5,000 Subscribers. Three chefs-d'oeuvre of our greatest Mas-
ters, engraved by the most celebrated Engravers of the day, at a cost
of several thousand pounds, secured by a Subscription of 21s. Given
immediately on the receipt of Subscription three choice Engravin-s,each worth four times the Art- Union print, a total of 12 guineas for one
guinea. The plates will be destroyed as soon as the list is filled up
causing the impressions to increase in value, so that very shortly they
will be worth more than 12 guineas the set. Among the set is Sir E.
I.andscer's masterpiece, pronounced in a recent critique to be his finest
picture. Each Engraving is about 36 inches by 21 inches, without mar-
gin. Prospectuses forwarded Post Free. Specimens may be seen at
Paul Jerrard & Son's New Fine-Art Gallery, 170. Fleet Street, E.C.

Just published, Second Edition, price 3s. 6<7.

N INTRODUCTION TO THE EVIDENCES
. OF CHRISTIANITY. By J. O. HALLLWELL, Esq., F.R.f .

London : LONGMAN & CO.
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THE LION IN ITALY.

The prodigies which immediately preceded the

assassination of Julius Caesar are described in the

following passages: Suet. Cces. 81.; Val. Max.,
i. 6. 13.; 16. 7. 2.; Obsequens, c. 127. (67.);
Plut. Cffis., 63.; Appian, B. C. ii. 115.; Dio

Cass., xliv. 17. Compare Virg. Georg., i. 466.

They were : 1. A dream of Caesar himself, that

he had been carried up into the clouds, and had
taken Jupiter by the right hand. 2. A dream of

his wife Calphurnia, that their house had fallen in,

and that he had been wounded by assassins, and
had taken refuge in her bosom. 3. The arms of

Mars, deposited in his house, rattled at night. 4.

The doors of the room where he slept flew open
spontaneously. 5. The victims and birds were

inauspicious. 6. Solitary birds appeared in the

forum. 7. There were lights in the sky and noc-
turnal noises. 8. Fiery figures of men were seen

;

a flame issued from the hand of a soldier's slave

without hurting him. 9. After the murder of

Caesar, it was remembered that the attendant re-
moved his gilded chair from the senate room,
thinking that he would not attend the meeting.

Shakspeare, in the play of Julius Ccesar, intro-
duces Casca relating to Cicero the prodigies seen
on this occasion. He first describes a violent

thunderstorm, and next proceeds thus :

" A common slave (you know him well by sight),
Held up his left hand, which did flame, and burn
Like twenty torches joined ; and yet his hand,
Not sensible of fire, remained unscorched.
Besides (I have not since put up my sword),
Against the Capitol I met a lion,
Who glared upon me, and went surly by,
Without annoying me ; and there were drawn

ery warrors g upon e cous
s and squadrons and right form of war,
drizzled blood upon the Capitol.
ise of battle hurtled in the air,

Upon a heap a hundred ghastly women,
Transformed with their fear, who swore they saw
Men, all on fire, walk up and down the streets.

And yesterday the bird of night did sit,

Even at noonday, upon the market place,
Hooting and shrieking." Act I. Sc. 3.

Lower down, in the same scene, Cassius alludes
to the prodigy of the lion in the Capitol :

"
. . . . Now could I, Casca,
Name to thee a man most like this dreadful night,
That thunders, lightens, opens graves, and roars
As doth the lion in the Capitol."

In a subsequent scene, Calphurnia relates other

prodigies to Caesar :

"
Caesar, I never stood on ceremonies,
Yet now they fright me. There is one within,
Besides the things that we have heard and seen,
Recounts most horrid sights seen by the watch.
A lioness hath whelped in the streets,

And graves have yawned, and yielded up their dead
;

Fierce fiery warriors fight upon the clouds
In ranks and
Which
The noise of battle hurtl

Horses did neigh, and dying men did groan,
And ghosts did shriek and squeal about the streets."

Act II. Sc. 2.

The prodigies of the lion in the Capitol, and of
the lioness whelping in the streets of Borne, do not
occur in any ancient writer, and were introduced

by Shakspeare himself. Their introduction proves
him to have overlooked the fact that the lion was
never a native of Italy.

Lucretius, in a passage of his fifth book, de-
scribes the nature of men and animals as showing
itself from their birth, and he thus speaks of the

young of leopards and lions :

" At catuli pantherarum scymnique leonum
Unguibus ac pedibus jam turn morsuque repugnant,
Vix etiam cum sunt denies unguesque creati."

v. 1034-6.

It may be doubted whether this statement was
founded upon observation, and whether Lucretius
ever saw the young of the leopard and the lion.

Certainly, the lion's whelps which were exhibited
a few years ago in this country appeared tame
and good-natured, and quite devoid of the ferocity
which is the attribute of the full-grown animal.

In a subsequent passage of the same book, he

speaks of the early generations of mankind as

using savage animals for the purposes of war :

" Tentarunt etiam tauros in moenere belli,

Expertique sues saevos sunt mittere in hostes.

Et validos partim prse se misere leones,
Cum doctoribus armatis sasvisque magistris,
Qui moderarier his possint vinclisque tenere."

v. 1306-10.

In the following verses (v. 1311-27.) he de-
scribes this experiment as unsuccessful, because
these animals turned upon their own men, and

destroyed them. Lucretius states elsewhere in

the same book that his illustrations of primitive

society were not derived from any historical re-
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cord or tradition, but were founded on mere up-

positions of probability. lie represent* the arts

of writing and poetry to have arisen simultane-

ously with civil society, agriculture, and naviga-

te raulto prius aunt elementa reperta.

1'roplerea quid ait pritu actura respicere mimn

Noslra acquit, nut pa ratio ctttiyia Mm***
v. 1442-6.

The idea that lions were used in war is doubt-

less one of these hypotheses ; and it is a hypothesis
whi.-h probably never had any foundation in

reality.
It may be remarked, in connexion with the

occurrence of the lion in Northern Greece, that

he appears on the coins of several towns in that

, though otherwise this symbol is only found

on Greek coins in connexion with Hercules. Thus
some of the coins of Acanthus, in Chalcidice, re-

present a lion killing an ox ; of Ajmllonia, in

Mydonin, a lion's head ; of Cardia, in Thrace, a

lion walking; of Chersonesus, in Thrace, the

head nnd neck of a lion ; of Lysimachia, in Thrace,
a linn's head. (See Leake's Numismala Hcllenica,

"N. &QV'2*S. viii. 81.)
Dr. Clarke, in his Travel* in Greece, Egypt,

and the Holy Land (vol. iii. pp. 170. 172., ed. bvo.,

1817), describes his ascent of Mount Gargarus in

the Troad, and states that he saw on the snow the

footsteps of an animal, which the guides assured

him were the footsteps of a tiger. He adds that

leopards
are likewise found in this wild region;

ami that when they are killed, the inhabitants are

bound to take the bkin to the Pasha of the Dar-
danelles. Leopards are still found near the coast

of Ana Minor, and are not rare : but the tiger is

not a native of any country west of the Indue, and

the footsteps seen by Dr. Clarke were certainly
not those of a tiger. G. C. LEWIS.

rout LOEB.

One Magpie. An old college friend of mine

invariably took off his hat when one crossed the

road, to propitiate the ill-omened bird ; and a lady
of my acquaintance to this day, under similar cir-

cu instances, makes a cross on the ground with her

foot to ward off the threatened ill-luck.

Wart*. -When I was a child I was a good
deal troubled with warts, which were, I fancy,

more common forty years ago than they are now,

iy old nurse, a Kentish woman, directed me
to watch the opportunity when a funeral was

passing, and then wetting the fore- finger with

saliva to rub the wart three times in the same

ion, saying on each occasion, "My wart go
with you," taking care that the incantation was

nred. 1 *ever, bear testimony

Sees. An old blacksmith in this

(Cheshire) lamented to me the other day the ill-

success which attended bis beekeeping ever
the death of his wife, attributing it to his having
neglected to turn the hives round when that event
occurred. Here we see the union of two super-

is: the ill-luck said to att ..a in-

forming the hives of the death, and the still

commoner superstition, that by turning your chair
! you change your fortune at cards.

N.B. The same man refused to sell me a hive.

Christmas Eve. I have been told in Lanca-
shire that at midnight on Christmas Eve the cows
fall on their knees, and the bees hum the Hun-
dredth Psalm. I am unwilling to destroy tho

poetry of these old superstitions, but their origin

can, 1 think, be accounted for. Cows, as it is well

known, on rising from the ground get up on their

knees first ; and a person going into the "

pon
**

at midnight would no doubt disturb the

occupants, and, by the time be looked round, ti.. .

would all be rising on their knees. The buzzing
of the bees, too, might easily be formed into a

tune ; and, with the Hundredth Psalm running in

the head of the listener, fancy would supply the

rest. WELLBANE.

Sickening Cake. In the North Riding of York-

shire, at the birth of the first child, the first slice

of the "
sickening cake

"
is cut into small pieces by

the medical man, to be used by the unmarried an

dreaming-bread. Each takes a piece, places it in

the foot of the left stocking, and throws it over
the right shoulder. She must retire to and get
into bed backways without speaking, and if shu

falls asleep before twelve o'clock, her future part-
ner will appear in her dream.

C. J. D. IMGLBDBW.
Rustic Superstition.
" It 'ad ha' been better lock if tbev'd ha' buried him i'

the forenoon, when the rain was faliin' : there's no like-

lihood of a drop now : an' the moon lies like a boat there.

That's H sure sign of (air weather." Adam Bcde, vol. ii.

fvtt, 1st edit

To what piece of folk-lore does the above pas-

sage refer ? And to what part of the country
does it belong ?

When is the moon said to be like a boat ? A.

Saints' Days. In various parts of the country
there are still in use certain distichs relating to

saints' days, connecting them with the weather,
and other material facts which occur abo

time of their celebration. Thus we have :

St. Barnabv bright! St. Barnaby bright !

The longest day and the shortest r.

June llth (Old Style).

St. Thomas gray ! St Thomas gray !

The longest night and the shortest day."
DecembvI- ::..-.:

irtholomew,

Bring'sl the cold dew.
1
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In Herefordshire the weather on or about St.

James's day (July 25th) is said to influence the

hop, which is largely grown in that county, in

some way ;
but I forget the distich.

Perhaps some of your correspondents who are

able may be willing to record more of such verses

(of which there are many) as relate to the periods,
if not to the influence, of saints' days, before they
be irrecoverably lost. A. F.

Custom at Farriborough. I extract the fol-

lowing from the Manchester Courier, July 23 :

" The stranger who chances to attend divine service in

Farn borough parish church on the Sunday next after

the Feast of St. Peter, has his attention arrested by the

floor of the porch being strewed with reeds. By an ab-

stract of the will ofGeorge Dalton, gent., of Farnborough,
dated December 3rd, 1556, set forth on a mural tablet in

the interior of the church, he learns that this gentleman
settled a perpetual annuity ef 13s. 4d. chargeable upon
his lands at Tuppendence 10s. to the preacher of a ser-

mon on the Sunday next after the Feast of St. Peter, and
3s. 4</. to the poor. Local traditional lore affirms that

Mr. Dalton was saved from drowning by reeds, and that

the annual sermon and odd manner of decorating the

porch are commemorative of the event. Reed- day, or

flag-day, as it is indifferently called by the inhabitants

of the village, recurred on Sunday last, July 3rd, and
was duly honoured after the customary mode, which has

obtained for nearly 300 years." Maidstone Gazette.

LIBYA.

English and Foreign Custom of eating Goose.

Why do the English eat goose on St. Michael's

Day, and other Teutonic nations on St. Martin's

Day ? And why is Luther (who was born on St.

Martin's Eve) often represented with a goose ?

FRA. MEWBURN.

KING JOHN AND THE JEWS IN CANTERBURY.

King John, whose reputation, neither as a

monarch nor a man, had ever a " sweet savour
"

in history, possessed nevertheless a certain sort of

popularity among the lower classes of his subjects.
At all events, he holds in the popular songs and

legends a rather more favourable position than he
does in any other records.

No man was fonder of jests and revelry : con-

tinually wandering up and down his dominions

during the whole of his disgraceful reign, it is

possible that he may have become popular among
a class whose humour was not the most refined,
and whose appreciation of character, in a king at

least, was not the most correct.

In him posterity has recognised both a bad man
and a bad king; but the commonalty, in olden
times at least, was not fastidious : and as certain

emperors of Rome once sought to obtain popu-
larity from the "

plebs," by exhibiting themselves
as gladiators, so John might not always have
avoided making mirth and amusement for the

people, when he sought recreation for himself, in

practical jokes and in low buffoonery.
* This monarch was occasionally at Canterbury.

From this city he proceeded to Dover on his dis-

graceful mission to resign the crown of England to

Pandulf, the Pope's Legate. According to the

itinerary of his journeys, he appears to have pro-
ceeded in a dilatory and tortuous manner, on his

royal road to degradation.
From Canterbury he departed on the 6th of

May, 1213, to Ewell, a hamlet situated about three
miles from Dover. Here he remained a short

time, and on the seventh day he went to Dover,
returning to Ewell the same evening. As the

Knights Templars had a house in this neighbour-
hood, he probably took up his quarters with them,
abiding here twelve days : thence he went to

Wingham, about ten miles across the country, in
a somewhat retrograde direction

; then back again
to Dover; thence to Wingham again, and then,

avoiding Canterbury, his degradation being con-

summated, he slunk away round to Chilham Castle.
The next day he went to Ospringe, thence to

Rochester, then back again to Chilham, and thence
to Battle. These peregrinations occupied about

thirty-nine days. The delay at Ewell after his

submission to the Pope was no doubt occasioned

by his waiting for his sceptre, which Pandulf is

said to have retained for five days.

King John addressed many special communi-
cations to his "good city of Canterbury," and
honoured it by levying sundry exactions on its

inhabitants.

A.D. 1205, he gives a mill at Canterbury
"

to
his beloved clerk, Master Peter de Inglesham."

A.D. 1212, he demands of the Praspositi and

good men of Canterbury, if they will love him,
eighty men armed, of the best men of Canterbury,
to be sent to him at Westminster.

A.D. 1214, he writes from Rochelle, demand-
ing a special contribution from Canterbury on
account of the Pope's interdict having been re-
laxed.

A.D. 1215, he demands a supply of pike heads*,
as many as possible, to be sent without delay to

Rochester
;
and that all the smiths of the city be

taken off all other work whatever, and work night
and day, to expedite this demand.
The same year he demands a quantity of wheels,

or wheeled carriages for his use.

He takes away certain houses belonging to the
Jews at Canterbury, and among others he presents
to William de Waren, Earl of Surry,

" the house

belonging to Benedict, the little Jew, and to Isaac,
his brother of Canterbury, in Jewry, London."

John, it is well known, considered the Jews of

England as his special property, and although he
at times protected them against the encroachments
of others, and even naively observed in reference

to this people, in one of his decrees to the city of

London,
" that if it were a dog, and he had taken

him under his protection, he would defend him ;

"

[* Picoisios, i. e. pickaxes ? Ep.
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he never spared them when his own wants were to

be gratified.
II would give away their houses and chattels

with impunity; sometimes to the most unworthy
favourite*, in liquidation of a gambling debt, or as

a reward for an after-dinner jest. Sometimes one

Jew was robbed for the advantage of anoth. r :

thus he bestowed upon Abram, the cross-bowman,
a Jew, the house of one Isaac, ton of Jacob, and
Bona his wife, at Canterbury.

Many Jews appear from an early date to have

resided at Canterbury; the designation "Jury
Lane

"
suggests the locality they inhabited.

It is not perhan* generally known that the Jews
formed part of the population of Kn^laml even in

Anglo-Saxon times. In a charter of WitglafT, a

king of Mercia, conceded to the monks of Croy-
land, the Jews are recognised as holding, or having
held, possessions. This charter, if authentic, was

granted A.D. 838. In the "Canonical Excerptions,"

published
bv Egbricht, Archbishop of York, A.D.

740, Christians are forbidden to be present at

Jewish feasts.

The exact
period

at which the Jews entered

this country is uncertain. A brick of Roman
manufacture is said to have been found in some
excavations in London, having in relief a repre-
sentation of Sampson driving the foxes into a field

f corn. From this very doubtful evidence it h:is

been supposed that the Jews, after the destruc-

tion of Jerusalem, extended their wanderings to

Britain, when under
subjection

to Rome.
Fmm the time of William the Conqueror to the

18th Edward the First, when the Jews were ex-

pelled the kingdom, they suffered almost every

variety of extortion and
oppression, paying for the

commonest rights of mankind, justice and protec-

tion, the most exorbitant sums.

King John for a few years relaxed this cruel

policy, and gave them a charter of protection ; in

the eleventh year of hi" reign, however, he recalled

this grant, although he had received for it four

thousand marks, ami suddenly ordered all the Jews
in England to be imprisoned until they had made
a disclosure of their wealth.

The Jews were the earliest bankers and money
lenders ; and as from the precariousness of their

and from the general insecurity of all

in the Middle Ages, they demanded a

rate of interest, they might fairly be classed

as usurers,

Henry III. prohibited them from taking more
than twopence a week for every twenty shillings
ther lent the scholars at Oxford.

iTae Jcwg at Canterbury were probably not

more lib-mi than their count rvrnen elsewhere:
Peter of Blois, Archdeacon of Bath, complains of
"
being dragged to Canterbury to be crucified by

the porfidi.HM Jews;** he had borrowed money of

them, and he writes to his friend the Bishop of

Ely, begging him to interfere for his protection,

beseeching him "to become bound to Sampson,
the Jew, for six pounds,'* which he says,

"
I

him, and thereby from this cross." The
figurative crocs to which the worthy archdeacon
alluded became a material one with the antiquary,
William Somner, historian of Canterbury, who
believed that the Jews crucified every child they
could get at about Christmas.

King John, whose name we have introduced in

connexion with the Jews of Canterbury, issued

some decrees so extraordinary and unkinglike,
that we are tempted to introduce one or two as

they are recorded in the Close or Patent Rolls.

In one missive be sends to the knights, barons,
and freeholders of Sussex, begging they would
assist in carrying his timber to Lewes, assuring
them " thai he asks the same as a favour, and not

aa a right, so that it nay not be turned into a

custom for their prejudice."

Occasionally he usurped high spiritual powers,
transcending even the attributes of the Pope him-
self. Thus by

u letters patent
"
he gives a licence

to a certain Peter Buillo " to enter into any reli-

gion
* he pleases.**

He had a most exalted opinion of his preroga-
tive, and iu another decree threatens all who dis-

obey him,
" that thereby they will incur not only

the anger of God, but every curse by which an
anointed and consecrated king can curse.**

The ** anointed king
**

then orders on another

occasion,
" that Peter the clerk be exchanged for

Ferrand the cross-bowman, if sound ; but if dis-

membered, Peter be ditmemberrd also.**
" Men

were fined," says Uallam, "for the king's good
will, or that he would remit his anger, or to have
his mediation with their enemies. Fines were
levied in mere sport, and their exaction was
decreed in the public records of the kin

Thus, as Hume informs us,
" the

Bishop
of Win-

chester paid a tun of wine to King John for not

reminding him to give a girdle to tne Countess of

Albemarle," and Robert de Vaux gave hi* five

best palfrevs to the king,
" that he would hold

his peace about Henry Pmel's wife.**

JoHit BREHT.
( .1" !:'!;;! y.

COUHTT LIBRARIES.

It will also be of advantage often in more ways
than one to collect the productions of local

printers
on

whatever subject, however trivial, especially if the town
or < ity have bon the seat of an early press.* Edwards's

M*n**n of Librari*, voL H. p. 674.

Such works give very interesting glimp
the spread of feeling and information, and, in this

respect, the study is more profitable than that of

local numismatics.

The list below is one of books and pamphlets in

f Meaning probably a religious order.-ED.]
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ray possession printed at Nottingham up to seventy years ago ; the names, however, of those marked
with an asterisk were those of the sellers only.

AUTHOR, EDITOR, ETC.

John Barret, M.A.
Daniel Chadwick.
John Whitlock.
John Whitlock and Jo. W., Junior.
John Barrett, M.A.
Edward Clarke, M.A.
J. Barret.
Fr. Stanley.
Robert Marsden, B.D.
A Lover of all hearty and cha-

ritable Protestants.
Daniel Robinson, Philomusic.
Samuel Berdmore, M.A.
Samuel Berdmore, M.A.
Richardus Johnson.
John Killingbeck, B.D.
Abr. Jeacock.
Anon.
John Disney.
Charles Cotton, Esq.
R. W., a Lover of Divine Musick.

A Tradesman.
John Foss, A.M.
C. Deering, M.D.
Rev. Mr. Henson.
John Cheshire, M.B.
Robert Barber, Castleton.
Anon.

Samuel Hammond.
John Bunyan.
W. Salmon, Gent.
Matthew Pilkington, LL.B.
A Scheme .... Navigation fromT

Tetney-Haven to Louth ....>
Report. 3

Rev. Lemuel Abbott.
Auon.

John Barrett.
Anon.
A. Goodrick.
John Edwards, Esq.
H. Rooke.
Robert Blair.

Mr. Gray.

TITLE, ETC.

The Christian Temper.
Sermon. Mai. iii. 16.

That Great Duty, &c.
The Remains of Mr. Joseph Barrett.
A Discourse concerning Pardon of Sin.

Thanksg. Sermon. Ps. Ixiv. 9, 10.

Legacy of a Dying Minister.

Christianity Indeed.
Assize Sermon. Gal. iv. 18.

A Vindication of Presbyterian Ordi-
nation.

An Essay upon Vocal Musick.
Assize Sermon. 1 Cor. x. 10.

Arty. Comp. Sermon. Gal. iv. 18.

Aristarchus Anti-Bentleianus.

Eighteen Sermons.
Sermon. Acts xvi. 31.

A Copy of a Poll .... Co. of Netting.
Sermon. 2 Sam. xxiii. 3.

The Wonders of the Peak.
The Excellent Use of Psalmody.

Serious Advice.
Assize Sermon. Matth. vil. 12.

Catalogus Stirpium, &c.
A New Latin Grammar.
The Gouty Man's Companion.
David's Harp well Tuned.
Nottingham Poll-Book.

A new Introduction to Learning.
The Pilgrim's Progress.
Memoirs of. . . . Frederick III.

Sermon, Genesis xvii. 2.

John Grundy, John Smeaton, engineer.

Poems .... A short Essay.
Nottingham Poll-Book.

Sermon. Job xix. 25, 26, 27.
The Methodist.
Poems.
The Patriot Soldier.
A Narrative .... Revolution House.
The Grave.
An Elegy.

PRINTER, ETC.

*Samuel Richards, 1678.
*John Richards, 1698.
John Richards, 1G98.
*John Richards, 1700.
*Hannah Richards, 1703.
*Gervas Sulley, 1703.
J. Collyer, 1713.
J. Collyer, 2d ed. 1713.
*W. Ward, 1713.

J. Collyer, 1714.

J. Collyer, 1715.
*William Ward, 1715.
*John Collyer, 1716.
Gulielmus Ayscough, 1717.
Will. Ayscough, 1717.
John Collyer, at the Hen-Cross, 1721.
Anne Ayscough, 1722.

*William Ward, 1724.
John Collyer, 1725.

George Ayscough and *Richard Willis in
Bearwood Lane, 1734.

Tho. Collver, near the Hen-Cross, 1734.
*William Ward, 1735.
G. Ayscough, 1738.
G. Ayscough, 1744.
G. Ayscough, 1747.

*Joseph Heath, 1753.

Samuel Creswell in the Market-Place, and
sold by Mr. Ward Bookseller, near the

White-Lion, 1754.

Samuel Creswell, N D.
S. Creswell, New Change, 31st ed. N. D.
Sam. Creswell, and sold by J. Deacres, 1759.

Samuel Creswell in the New-Change, 1760.

Samuel Creswell, 1761.

Samuel Creswell, 1765.
Printed by George Burbage, for S. Creswell

and G. Burbage ;
also sold by Mr Ward,

and Mr Heath, Booksellers in Notting-
ham, 1774.

Joseph Heath, 1777.
G. Burbage's Office on the Long.Row, 1780.
G. Burbage on the Long-Row, 1780.
Samuel Tupman, Bookseller, 1784.
Samuel Tupman, 1788.
W. Gray, opposite the Hen-Cross, 1789.

W. Gray, opposite the Hen-Cross, 1789.

Radford, Nottingham.
S. F. CBESWELL.

PLYLEAP SCRIBBMNGS.

1. Exorcism from an English MS. of the
twelfth century, lately in my possession :

" + In noe patris quesivi te.

+ In noe filii inveni te.

+ In noe sps sci delebo te.

" +
Circumdngat_te pater + circumcingat te filius +

circumcingat te sps scs. jJDestruat te pater + destruat te

filius + destruat te sps scs. + Crux xpi t. + Vultus dm.
in. + Super aspidem et basiliscum ambulabis et concul-
cabis leonem et draconem. Adjuro te malum ex quocun-
que genere et per patrem + et filium + et per spin scuT et

per sanctarn MARIAM genetricem ejusdem Dei et Dm
nri IHU xpi et per c.xl.iiii. iii innocentes et per vii.

donnientes Maximianum, Malchum, Martinianum, Con-

stantmuni, Dionysium, Johm, serapionem et per cms sees

Dl ne percutias vel affligas carnem istam, Parce farhulo

Dei . ~i . pater noster . t . Quicunque vult . t . evangelium.
In principle Maria Magd. recumbentibus. Si quis

diligit me cam venerit."

2. Recipes from same book :

" Contra Paralisin.

" Eadix canis linguae quse vocatur paralisis radix

Sperepurd (spearwort) quse vocatnr Dei Gratia, grana
silvestriura pisarum, folia salviae. Haec omnia siccentur

et in pulverem redigantur et in nocte cum calido vino

potentur. In mane vero base eadem et camidreos et poe-
oniam et radices clatae qua3 vocatur lapacium et radices

levistici, viridia terantur et in vino ponantur et ita as-

sidue bibant."

"
Accipe radices fresgund et lava et tere et accipe Si-

mul Canopum ante festivitatem Scl lohannis et incisum

mitte ha3c duo in cervisa et coque usque tertia pars sit
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xcocU et serva et da bibendom plaoato vel qni
fUtulam habet et cave ne .liquid aliud bibat usque qao
nus tUt."

9. Contemporary epitaph
on Henry Ptircell in

a large paper copy of toe music to the " Pro*

Ex Dooo
Cariasimi deaideratiaaimique Autorii,

HKMKICI I'LIU-EU,
Muaarum SacerdoUs,

Qai
Anno Domini 1C9S,

I'ridie Peati 8- CaxdHaj,
Multu flebilia occidit.

Nulli flebilior,

Quam
Aroico RUO atque admiratflti

Jacobo Talbot."

J. C. J.

CHARTER 07 ALEXANDER II.

The following entry occurs in the minute-book

of the Faculty of Advocate* of Edinburgh rela-

tive to a very ancient charter, by Alexander II.,

to Richard de Moravia :

" 16 July, 1740.
M Mr. Jobn Her, Professor of Humanity in the College

of Edinburgh, having presented an Orfginal Charter of

King Alexander II. to Richard de Moravia of the Lands
of Kyngcoreth and Kynleaeoch, together with a copy
thereof done in Copper plate, and dedicated by him to the

Faculty, to be kept in their Library, the Dean did, in

name of the Faculty, return him thanks for the same."

This letter of Sir Andrew Kennedy (?) to

.Times Anderson, Esq., indicates not only the in-

fluence of Lord Pitmedden, notwithstanding his

retirement from the Bench, but the high estima-

tion in which James Anderson was held by his

countrymen :

-Sir,
M I expected to have had the opportunity yesternight

to wait upon Pittmedden, thinking of going out off

Town thia day, and ye know when I first spoke to you
about that Matter ye told me ye found Hittmedden very
frank for continueing my son in hi post, and promised
he would willingly do anv thing that I would desire of

that kind. My health does not allow me to stay in

Town, and therefore I must entreat you that ye will

speak to Pittmedden this Morning, and let me know
what I am to expect: both My nones I know they can
serve him as well at any other he can employ. But if he
be now otherwise resolved, I will not be uneasy to him,
but l.-t my sons take the same fate I had myself,

only I must beg of you that ye will use plainness with
them and not detain me uneceeaaryly in Town after ye
have discussed Pitmedden in the affair. I earnestly en-

treat your answer, wherein ye will oblige,
M
Sir, your mot

"humble servant,
* A. KKMXRUY.

-
Edinburgh, 27. Sept. 1705."

The writer of this letter was
probably

the indi-

vidual who had a famous lawsuit with Gumming
of Cullen, relative to the commandership at Camp-
vere ; and which was one of the early cases taken

to appeal after the Union, in which the House of
Peers, in 1714, remitted back to the inferior

Sir Alexander Scton, of Pitmedden, had been
a senator of the College of Justice, and, what is

remarkable, was an upright judge a very un-
common occurrence in those days. He was re-
moved from his seat on the Bench for his stand

gainst James VII.'s attempt to repeal the Test
;i:.'l 1'enal Laws. On the Revolution, neverthe-

less, he refused to be reappointed, from his scru-

ples of conscience as to the osth of allegiance to
the expelled monarch. He was an author of some
merit, collected a curious library, and died at an
advanced age in 1719. Of the sale catalogue of
his books there is a copy in the library of the

Faculty of Advocates. It is very rare. J. M.

fflinor $otr*.

Rnsenfellian* and Mormonitei. I do not know
whether any of the numerous writers on
monism have noted a striking point of resem-
blance between the institutions of Joseph Smith
and those of the false prophet of North Germany,
Johann Paul

Philipp
Rosenfeld (1762-1782).

The uncritical and impossible deductions from

Scripture, especially from the Prophets, which
characterise the doctrines of both, are indeed
too prevalent in all communions to suggest a

parallel between anv two; nor are we leas

prepared to find religious fanatics proclaiming,
with John of Leyden, an emancipation from mo-
nogamic restraints ; but it is certainly a singular
coincidence that polygamy (or

"
plurality," if you

will) should twice have been revived under the

sounding title of Sealing. The following extract
from the account of llosenfeld, in Der nene Pitaval

(vol. vi. p. 243.), might pass for a description of a
critical stage in the development of Mormonism :

FlOtalich trat er vor seinen vertrantesten Abhtngern
mit dem Satze bervor: er babe die SchlUaael zura ver-
oUsjasenen Paradieae, er babe daa Bach dea Leben*. daa,
nach der Beschreibnng in der Offenbarnng Johanni*. mit
aieben Siegein vereiegelt sei. Um 4a* WBsungawerk xu
vollfnden, muase er die Siegel offnen, and dazu mttase er
sieben Jungfrauen haben."

J. E. B. MATOE.
St John's College, Cambridge.

Epigram on Catar Borgia. The epigram on
CsBsar Borgia is well known, and was occasioned

by his having adopted for his motto,
u Aut Gsssar,

aut nihil." Having never seen any translation of

it, I offer the subjoined attempt at a literal ver-

sion :

"
Borgia Ciesar erat, fact in et nomine Ciesar;
Aut nihil, aut fawar. dixit. utrumqne fuit"

"
Borgia was Osar, both in deeds and name ;

Cwar, or nought,' be said: he both became."

II.
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Walking Stewart. The following notice of this

remarkable man appeared in an Albany (N. Y.)

newspaper for August 1, 1791 :

" On Thursday last arrived in this city from London,
via New York, and the same evening set off for Canada,
Mr. STEWART, the noted pedestrian who, we are told,

has travelled over the greater part of Europe, Asia, and

Africa on foot *
;
and has come to this country for the pur-

pose of completing his travels, by making the tour of the

American world. Mr. Stewart is a middle-aged man,
about six feet high and what is particularly remarka-

ble, he is said to eat no animal food, and but one meal a

day."
UNEDA.

Philadelphia.

Bearded Women. Some fifteen or sixteen years

ago I remember a hairy woman being exhibited

in London. She had a flowing beard and mous-

tache, of a soft and silky texture, but in all other

respects was perfectly feminine. She was a young
married woman, and was the mother of children.

From Evelyn's Diary I find that a similar prodigy

appeared in the metropolis more than two cen-

turies ago. I transcribe the passage :

"September 15th, 1657. I saw the hairy woman,
twenty years old, whom I had before seen when a child.

She was born at Augsburg, in Germany. Her very eye-
brows were combed upwards, and all her forehead as thick

and even as grows on any woman's head, neatly dressed
;

a very long lock of hair out of each ear ; she had also a

most prolix beard and moustachios, with long locks

growing on the middle of her nose, like an Iceland dog
exactly, the colour of a bright brown, fine as well dressed

flax. She was now married, and told me that she had
one child that was not hairy, nor were any of her parents
or relations. She was very well shaped and played well
on the harpsichord."

This woman's name was Barbara Van Beck.
Two portraits of her, one a line engraving, the

other in mezzotinto, are described in Granger's
Biographical Dictionary. The woman whom I

remember was, I think, an Italian. Are there any
other records of a similar lusus naturae ?

JOHN PAYIN PHILLIPS.
Haverfordwest.

BIBLICAL CONJECTURE-NOTES: THE BIGHT DATE
OF THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS.

I have before me two criticisms on the date of
the Epistle to the Hebrews. The first criticism is

thus stated :

" Those who believe that St. Paul is the author of the

Epistle to the Hebrews generally suppose that he wrote
it at Rome during his last two years' sojourn in that city,
about A.D. 63. This ancient opinion is adopted by the

majority of critics, who mainly rely on the subscrip-
tion at the end of the document."

L* Walking Stewart used to say, that though he had
walked a great deal, it was only when no conveyance was
to be had: he never walked when he could ride. ED.
"N. &Q."]

The second criticism is as follows :

"It maybe conjectured by some that St. Paul wrote
his Epistle to the Hebrews at Corinth during bis long
stay with Aquila and Priscilla, who had lately como
from Italy because Claudius had banished all Jews from
Rome, a fact recorded in Acts xviii., and dated about
A.D. 52. This conjecture relies on the following reasons :

the Epistle to the Hebrews seems to belong to that
period in the history of St. Paul when his mind was still

mainly exercised in efforts to convert his Jewish brethren
before he left them on account of their unbelief and
turned to the Gentiles, to whom all his other epistles are
addressed. It is stated in this chapter of the Acts that
he was especially employed at this period in efforts to
convert the Hebrews, and it seems probable a priori that
he would give his arguments for their conversion in a
written epistle as well as viva voce. It is said that during
this time Timothy came to him from Macedonia. Now,
as Timothy was probably arrested at Philippi, as well as
his companions, Paul and Silas (whose miraculous delivery
from the prison there is exactly recorded), it seems that
he must have escaped in some way or he could not have
come to Paul. These things being premised, let us turn
to the Epistle to the Hebrews. We find internal evidence
that it was written during the Hebraistic condition of St.
Paul's mind, being very different in its characteristics
from his Gentile epistles, to which it never alludes. More-
over it contains some specified texts, which indicate the

probability of this conjecture. In Hebrews xiii. 24. it

appears that St. Paul was then residing with Jews
from Italy, as he says

' those (opo) from Italy salute you.'
Just before he speaks thus :

' know that our brother

Timothy is set at liberty, with whom if he come shortly
I will see you.' As to the subscription to this epistle, it

is of very doubtful authority, and is rejected by Gries-
bach. But, taking it for as much as it is worth, it in-
forms us that the epistle was written to the Hebrews
from Italy. It does not necessarily follow that the epistle
itself was written from Italy or" from Athens, as other
MSS. state, though the order of the words, both in the
Greek and Syriae, seem to imply as much. The old

theory lies open to this difficulty, '"that it makes St. Paul,
who was a prisoner at Rome, in danger of speedy perse-
cution, talk confidently of visiting the Jews with Timothy
shortly.' And there is no other indication of the imprf-
sonment or liberation of Timothy at that period. If this

conjecture be correct, the Epistle to the Hebrews is the
first, or one of the first, of St. Paul's epistles, instead of

being one of the last of them. The question is interest-

ing and important, as materially affecting the mental
and circumstantial history of St. Paul, and it enters into
the right construction of all biographies of this noble

apostle."

Such are the two criticisms before me, and I

venture to send them to the Editor of " N. & Q."
that his intelligent readers may consider their re-

lative probability, and throw new light on the

topic. FRANCIS BAEHAM.
Bath.

LADY CULROSS S DREAM.

Can you or can any of your contributors tell

me whether the old Scotch ballad entitled Lady
Culrosss Dream is still to be met with in any
antiquarian collection ? and where ? Launcelot

Temple, even at that time (1770), mentions his

fears of its being no longer extant : but as this
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paper of hit, "On Vulgar Errors," U not Terr

long, and is in his peculiarly quaint style, I will

transcribe it:

* I have always considered It
*
(he says) "as a self-evi-

dent absurdity to imagine that the Scotch tunes wejp com-

posed by an Italian Fiddler. But I own that my opinion

on this subject has begun to totter ever since it was disco-

vered that the author of Ossian's Poems was one Koran

Snkkubbit, Esq., an idle drunken fellow, who lived some ten

vo thousand vears ago by making and mending of

JewV harps at the Borough of Gomorrah in the County of

Palestine. Good Ueavebs, how provoking this is ! Bless

voor ears, the greatest part of the Scotch, Welsh, and

Irish tune, were composed long before the Italians, or

even the Flemish, knew anything of music. Exc.-i.nng

.. Pergolrsi, and perhaps one or two more distin-

guishable masters of that charming art, the Italian

composers have seldom aspired at anything beyond mere

mechanical harmony, in which any one who has a toler-

able ear may succeed. But to express the passions is a

different affair : it is one of the greatest powers that be-

longs to true genius, which happens to be a very uncom-

mon gift of Nature.
" Handel was in general a noisy overbearing bully in

music ; sometimes indeed, but not often, patbetick, yet
still charming, as far as mere harmony goes. But it was

not in him, still less in David Rizzio, a mere old fiddler,

who only executed what other people had composed,to have

even imitated with any success the Scottish tunes, whe-

ther melancholy or gayj whether amorous, martial, or

pastoral ; in a style highly original and roost feelingly

expressive of all the passions, from the sPHtsst to the most

terrible. Who was it that threw out those dreadful wild

expressions of distraction and melancholy in Lady Cul-

roui Drtamf an old composition, now I am afrai.l lost;

perhaps because it was almost too terrible for the ear.

I'll venture to swear that David Kizzio was as innocent

as any lamb of such frantic horrors."

But it would appear from an old ballad that
"
Lady Culross's Dream

"
was a bye-word of ter-

ror, and a symbol of the supernatural, long before

Kizzio's time; for in the aforesaid old ballad,

<1 in Richard IIl.'s reign, of which a certain

Sir Gawyn is the Don Juan and one "/atre
Alice" the victim, the following couplet occurs.

I quote from memory, for I regret to say the ori-

ginal very curious document was stolen from me
some years ago at Geneva, with a book of French

autographs of the heroes and heroines of the

Fronde. But the couplet, making mention of
"
Lady Culross's Dream," is, as well as I can re-

collect, as follows :

It was fats. Sir Gawyns Cufr that fain Alice now did

UkTthe^ka* Ladye of Culrosse, in her trMe sAmetay

EoeiicA BULWEX LTTTOH.
Clarke's Castle Hotel,
Taunton,

la Tk&Odt:* BsW, "La Ps*Be."-I
should be Terr grateful fcr any information ad-

dressed to me here (or at Mr. Molini's, bookseller,

17. King William Street, Strand), about the exist-

ence in England of copies of the two following
dramas :

La The-balde, Tragedie. PoDt-a-Moiusoo, Etienne

Merchant, 1584, in 4to>

..ire Tragique de la Pncelle de Don. Bemy, aul-

trement d'Orleans. Nancy, 1681, in 4lo.

Of the latter work I have a reprint, of a very
limited number of copies, now in the press.

D. D. L.
Pont-a-Mooason.

Jasper Runic Ring. I should be much obliged
to anyone who can inform me as to what has be-

come of a
jasper ring inscribed with runes which

was exhibited to the Society of Antiquaries in

1824, and is described in the Archttolttgia (vol.

xxi. p. 117.)? It then belonged to George Cum-
berland, Esq., of Bristol. A. W. FBAKKJ.

British Museum,

Dr. Thomas Brett. The following inquiry ap-

pears on the wrapper of The Biographical and

Retrospective Miscellany, 1830 :

- We should be obliged to any correspondent who
would inform us whether a MS. in our possession baa
been printed or not. It is a short Autobiography of that

eminent Divine and controversial writer. Dr. Thomas
Brett, written by himself, including a History of bis

various works. We ourselves have no recollection of

having seen this article in print."

Is anything known of this manuscript ? J. Y.

Archiepiscopal Mitre. How is it that the arch-

bishops bear the mitre issuing from a ducal coro-

net f The tombs of those prelates in Canterbury
and Tork cathedrals exhibit the mitres without

any coronets : their armorial bearings in the win-

dows of those gorgeous ecclesiastical edifices are

without, and the assumption seems to be of very
modem doit. Will some of your readers (amongst
whom it is evident you have those who, ex ca-

thedrn, could answer) be kind enough to answer

the Query. These distinctions are only valuable

and honourable as they are duly authorised or re-

cognised. It is to be regretted that the printed

Peerages mislead in such particulars, and too fre-

quently give unauthorised bearings, even though
the tide-pages present high-sounding editorial

Yi u\\.

Baron of Beef at Windsor. I shall feel much

obliged to any of your readers who can tell me by
what contrivance the baron of beef is roasted

every year at Windsor, as probably the grate is

not of a size capable of doing so, without some

contrivance. A
Dublin.

Leyboum. Can any corrcsp<

inform me what is the derivation of the word shawl

as applied to a lofty natural terrace at Leybourn
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in Yorkshire?' Many of your readers will re-

collect the magnificent prospect afforded of Wens-

leydale from that place, perhaps one of the love-

liest views in England. Certainly not the least

interesting object on the shawl is the Queen's Gap,

pointed out by local tradition as the spot where

the unfortunate Mary, Queen of Scots, was cap-

tured, after her escape from Bolton Castle, in

1568. Could anyone also inform me how many
prisons she was confined in during her captivity
in England, and the duration of her imprisonment
in each ? Bolton Castle, Chatsworth, and Fo-

theringhay were three of them, and at Fothering-

hay the last scene was enacted which closed her

sad and eventful history. OXONIENSIS.

The Frog a Symbol. In the south aisle of the

church of Melton Mowbray, Leicestershire, is a

stone effigy representing a cross-legged knight, of

the end of the 13th century, fully armed, with his

shield upon his arm, bearing in modern tincturing

gules, a lion rampant, argent. His sword rests

upon a frog. This creature does not appear to

have been placed merely to strengthen the sculp-

ture, as an arrangement of the robe over the

chain-mail, and of the dog at the feet, would have
done this much better. What idea would the

sculptor wish to convey by carving the frog in this

instance? T. NORTH.
Leicester.

DyChe's English Dictionary, by Wm. Pardon.

l..Can any reader furnish me with information

regarding a " Wm. Pardon, Gent.," editor of more
than one edition of Dyche's well-known Diction-

ary ? I am aware that there is a living writer of

the same name, but whether a descendant or not

I cannot say. I have seen two editions of the

above Dictionary, both edited by the subject of

my Query one of 1759 (the 10th), and the

other of 1777 (the 16th). I subjoin the two
titles :

(1.)
" A New General English Dictionary, peculiarly

calculated for the use of such as are unacquainted with
the learned languages. Originally begun by the late

Rev. Mr. Thos. Dyche, Schoolmaster of Stratford-le-Bow,
and now finished" by Wm. Pardon, Gent. 10th edition.

London : Printed for C. Ware at the Bible and Sun, Lud-
gate-hill. 1759."

(2.) Same title, 16th edition. "And finished by the
late Wm. Pardon, Gent. (Printed for all the leading

booksellers.) 1777."

Worcester, in his Universal English Dictionary,

says of Dyche's, that it is a " work in one vol. 8vo.
which has had an extensive circulation in Eng-
land," but only mentions the 7th edition, that of
1752 ; but above may be seen there were sixteen

editions, if not more. 2. Are there known copies
prior to this seventh edition ?

*
Surely some-

thing must be reclaimable about the editor of a

[* Two prior editions are in the British Museum; the
third, 1740, and the sixth, 1750. ED.]

Dictionary which had exhausted seven editions
before Dr. Johnson's appeared, in 1755. W. J. O.

Cranbrooh Grammar School. Who was the
master of this school in 16651667 ? A. Z.

Battens. Slips of deal. Query etymology ? M.

Bell Metal. As your paper is intended for

procuring general information, I hope you will

not think the following Query inadmissible.

Upon reference to a well-known little work,
Bingley's Useful Knowledge, vol. i. p. 188., I find

that

" bell metal is usually composed of three parts of copper
and one of tin. Its colour is greyish white, and it is very
hard, sonorous, and elastic. Bronze and bell metal are

not, however, always made of copper and tin only. They
frequently have other admixtures, consisting of lead,

zinc, or arsenic. Bell makers sometimes abuse the vulgar
credulity by pretending that they add a certain quantity
of silver to the alloy, for the purpose of rendering the
bells more melodious: but they are better acquainted
with their business than to employ so valuable a metal in

the operation."

Certainly there is an old prejudice in favour of
the melodious sound of silver. We shall all re-

collect the line,

"And gentle psaltry's silver sound." Ps. cl.

But silver, I apprehend, has nothing to do with
the subject of my present inquiry, the celebrated

Big Ben, whose doleful sounds can proceed from

nothing but lead. We all recollect the story of

Archimedes and the crown. Will therefore any
of your readers, philosophers or otherwise, under-
take to apply a similar process to the bell, and
tell us the quantity of alloy in it? Time un-

doubtedly will
develope

the truth, by its colour;
but it would be a satisfaction to learn the com-

position at once, in order that future bell-founders

may be prohibited from making her Majesty's

subjects unhappy by the farther use of it.

B NATURAL.

Norton Family. Can any of your correspon-
dents inform me where I can find a biographical
account of Richard Norton, of Norton Conyers,

Esq., and his "
right good sonnes," who were con-

cerned in " the rising in the North," A.D. 1569.

The ballad says,
"
Thee, Norton, wi' thine right good sonnes,

Thy doom'd to dye, alas, for ruth !

Thy reverend lockes thee could not save,

Nor them their faire and blooming youthe."

In reality, though doomed to die, the father

and seven sons escaped abroad.*

C. J. D. INGLEDEW.

Soul. Would you be kind enough to inform

me of the derivation of the (Saxon ?) word soul ?

Has it not a similar origin to the Greek

[* For some brief notices of the Norton family, see

Collins's Peerage, ix. 254., edit. 1784. ED.]
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and the Latin ;u/iw, tuirittu, all from a

verb signifying to brcuthe, and hence denoting, as

ek and Latin word*, &ri/A, and frequently

/!/<, which depend* upon breathing?

Henoe in that paaaage in the New Testament,
.t shall it profit a man if he pain the whole

world and lows his own soul (*ocn) ?" no myste-
rious spiritual essence is intended, but merely the

physical life.

Also I wish to ask, 1 las not the word in the

Hebrew Bible translated soul ("man became a

living soul,"
" the mJ that sinneth it shall die,"

&c.) a similar derivation, and hence signifies

*, a living person ? F. B. B.

Soft Hole. "
It would not have cost me

above 4Arf. to have spent my evening at Sot's

Hole." Cmotoiuatr, 68.

The Ore** Lamp*.
" The same act, which at

the Green Lamps or Pimlico appears low, may
be extremely polite at the Uaymarket or at Rane-

lagh." Connoisseur, 66.

Jennys Whim. "The royal diversion of duck-

hunting, with a decanter of Dorchester [ale] for

sixpence, at Jenny's Whim."* (Connoisseur, 68.)
Mentioned also by Horace Walpole.
Where were these once celebrated localities?

And, apropos de litre, is ale served in decanters

anywhere now ? I once saw it so done in Lon-
don. Dimius.

"7'A<? History of Ireland," 1784. Who was the

author of an 8vo. volume entitled The History of
Ireland, which forms vol. xlii. of The Modern Part

of an Universal History, London, 1784 P Anna A.

American Dramatists. Con any of your Ame-
rican readers give me any biographical particulars

regarding the following American dramatic au-

thors? 1. James Forrester Foote (of New
York ?), author of The LittU Thief, or the Night-
Walker. 2. \Vm. G. Hyer, author of liosa, a

incl. >lnima, printed 1822. 3. Robert W. Ewing,
author of The Highland Seer and other plays.
4. Sunui'l 13. Judah, author of A Tale of Lexing-
ton (acted in New York) and other plays. There
is a volume by a Mr. Recce, published in Ame-
rica, which I think contains some account of the

dramatic authors of America. A. Z.

Anonymous Plays. Who is the author of the

following plays, printed or published at Notting-
ham : 1. The Eve of St. Hippolito, a Play. Pub-
lished by G. Stretton, Nottingham. 8vo. 1821 f 2.

/'/,,/,, a Drama, 1836P 3. Vanity's Victim, a

Comedy. Published by Rawson & Richard-.,

Nottingham ? Z.

[ Jenny's Whim was a tavern at the end of the

mien bridge over what was formerly a cut or reservoir

tbe Chelsea Waterworks, between Chsissa and 11m-
Uco. Cunningham*.

Poole Family. I shall be very thankful for any
information respecting James Poole, who

pur-
chased the manor of 15 il more in the parish of
Old Radnor, in 1781, ol ,, and sold

it again to John Morris, in 1789; also reliable
data to supply the numerous gaps in the pedigree
of Poole of Poole, county of Chester (see Burkes
Extinct and Dormant Baronetcies of England),
especially in regard to the descendants of Reginald
Poole, who married Cocilv, daughter of Rev.
Matthew Wood, vicar of Webbenbunr, so stated
in Burke ; but I cannot find any such parish in

Eeton's Liber Valorum, 1763. The nearest ap-
proach is Welbury, in the county and diocese of

York, a rectory in the patronage of the duchy of
Lancaster. Similar information is sought re-

specting the descendants of Benjamin Poole, of

London, who died about 1656 f A.M.

Choyce, Joice, Jocunda. Can any of your cor-

respondent* tell whether Choyce or Joice was the

pet name for ladies who, in the 16th century, were
named Jocunda ? * A.

Heraldic. Information would oblige respect-

ing the name the following coat of arms appertain
to, the tinctures of which I am unable to give,
viz. two bars, over all, on a bend ,

three boars' heads erased ." These arms are

impaled by Goulston on the dexter, and are cut

on a tombstone in tbe chancel of the parish chinch
of Kingston-on-Thamcs to tbe memory of Eliza-

beth, the wife of Morris Goulston, Esq., who ob.

12th April, 1720, set. thirty-five years. Any par-
ticulars relative to this gentleman and his descen-

dants would
prove acceptable. He was the only

son of Sir William Goulston, Knt., second son of

Richard Goulston, lord of the manor of Widdyal,
co. Herts. It is evident he was twice married, as

a daughter, Frcdiscrida, by his said wife Eliza-

beth, was baptized at Marlow, co. Buck*, J <;h

Oct. 1701 ; and the Kingston registers contain an

entry
of the baptism of Joseph, the son of Morris

Goulston and Mary his wife, 24th June, 1723, as

also the burial of a son William in July, 1724.

C. 8.

Nicholas Owen. This individual was one of

the servants of Henry Garnet the Jesuit, and was

apprehended at Hendlip House on tbe 23rd of

January, 1606, a few hours before the discovery
of his master. We find him a prisoner in the

Tower on the 26th of Feb., when he umi<

an examination, in which he positively

knowledge of his master or of Oldcorne. On the

1st of March be was again examined ; this time,

under torture, being bung up to a beam by his

thumbs, and having made a partial confession, he

[ Jocosa, not Jucunda. is the Latin for tbe baptismal

appellation of Joyce. Joyce is allied with joyous, full of
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was told that on the next examination the rack

would be applied to him. The following day in

the afternoon, when his dinner was brought
_

to

him, he committed suicide with a knife. An in-

quest was held ;
several persons were examined ;

and a verdict of felo-de-se was returned. Can

anyone tell me where I can find the depositions

taken on this occasion ? They are not in the

State Paper Office. ,W. O. W.

The French Massacres.

"An Historical Collection of the most Memorable Ac-

cidents and Tragicall Massacres of France, under the

raignes of Henry 2, Francis 2, Charfes 9, Henry 3, Henry
4, noAV living. Conteining all the troubles therein hap-

pened, during the said King's times, untill this present
Yeare 1598. Wherein we may behold the Wonderfull

and straunge alterations of our age. Translated out of

French into English. Imprinted at London by Thomas
Creede, 1598."

Who was the author, and who the translator of

this book ? What is its value as a history ? Is

it well-known, or is it rare? Has it been re-

printed? E. S. J.

John Nicholls. It appears from the grant in

the Prerogative Court that on the 12th Feb. 1682,
the administration of the goods of Robt. Mossom,
Bishop of Derry, was granted to John Nicholls,

Armig., the principal debtor. I am anxious to

ascertain who this John Nicholls was, and should

be obliged to any reader who could give me the

information. J. C. M. MEEKINS.

Lincoln's Inn.

Lord Lauderdale and Charles II. Can any of

your contributors inform me if a letter from
Lauderdale to King Charles II., dated Holyrood,
November 16, 1669, and offering Scotch forces to

aid the king in arbitrary measures, has been pub-
lished ? W. C.

Robert Chester's " Love's Martyr ; or Rosalinds

Complaint'" (a translation from the Italian), 4to.,

London, 1601, contains, besides poems by Shak-

speare, Jonson, Marston, and others,
" The True

Legend of famous King Arthur." Is there a copy
(or reprint) of this rare volume to be seen in any
public library in London ? A reply will greatly
oblige )8.

tut'tb

An Almery. In a recent sketch of Words-
worth's house at Rydal Mount, in Once a Week
(vol. i. p. 107.), the writer speaks of " an old

almery carved over with circles," &c. What is an
"
almery" ? I think that in the south of Scotland,

and in the north of Ireland, the word ambry is

applied to a store-chest or a cabinet. In Ceylon,
and perhaps in some parts of India formerly held

by Portugal, the term for a wardrobe or press is

almirah) and this appears to be identical with the

Portuguese word almarinho. Query. Is there any
connexion to be traced between the latter word
and the "

almery
"
of Westmoreland ? J. E. T.

fjln reply to our correspondent's first inquiry, we think
there can be little doubt that the "

almery" of Westmore-
land corresponds to the almaria or almarium (for arma-

rium) of Med.-Latin, in old Fr. aumaire, armaire, aulmaiie,
a cupboard, wardrobe, or press (but specially, no doubt, in

the first instance, a place for keeping arms). Cf. in Med.-

Latin, armariolus, a little armarium, armariolum, a re-

ceptacle for the host; and in Romance, arman' Fr.

armoirie.

In Portuguese, atmario is a cupboard used whether for

cold victuals or for crockery, and almarinho a little cup-
board. In Spanish the terms ulmario and armario are

convertible, and signify a kind of cupboard or press,
whether for rarities, clothes, victuals, or earthenware.

" Into the buttrie hastelie he yeede,
And stale into the almerie to feede."

Heywood's Spider and File, 1556.

As the lapse of years, and the suspension of intercourse,
have occasioned a considerable discrepance between the

language of Portugal and its dialect spoken in the East,
we think it by no means improbable that the East Indian
almirah is a corruption of the old Portuguese word alma-
rio or almarinho.^

Gog and Magog. At what period were the

great figures called Gog and Magog (now, I be-

lieve, to be seen at Guildhall), first put up on'

Temple Bar ? What legend were they intended

to commemorate, and what is their connexion with

those names occasionally mentioned in the Old
Testament ? Information on these points would

perhaps interest many of your readers as well as

CHRONOS.

[In a description of the procession of Queen Elizabeth
on the 13th of January, 1558, the day before her corona-

tion, the writer says :
' From thence her Grace came to

Temple-Barre, which was dressed fynelye with the two

ymages of Gotmagot the Albione, and Corineus the Bri-

tain, two gyantes bigge in stature, furnished accordingly ;

which held in their handes, even above the gate, a table

whering was written, in Latin verses, theffet of all the

pageantes which the citie before had erected." (Queen
Elizabeth's. Progresses, i. 22.) The point which has baf-

fled our antiquaries is, whether these figures formed a

portion of the decorations of Temple Bar, or whether, as

is more probable, they were brought from Guildhall for

this special occasion of the Queen's visit. Mr. Douce

says :
" I am inclined to think that some figures of this

kind had, long before the reign of Elizabeth, decorated

not only the City Guildhall, but other such buildings in

different parts of the kingdom, in imitation of a very an-

cient custom on the Continent." If the Guildhall statues

were the actual figures exhibited in the pageant at

Temple Bar, they would be made of pasteboard or

wickerwork, and would be frequently carried about
on public exhibitions. Puttenham (1589) speaks of

Midsummer pageants in London, where, to make the

people wonder, are set forth great and uglie gyautes,

marching as if they were alive," &c. Bishop Hall, too,

compares an angry poet to

" The crab-tree porter of the Guildhall,
While he his frightful Beetle elevates."

Hatton (New View of London, 1708, p. 607.) leads us to
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deeiroyed when Gnild-
haTwaa -much damnify'd" by the fife of Londoa in

1666. The present giants were carved by Richard Sena-
elan, and sat up in the Ball in 170& We are inclined to

think that tbeae renowned figures are more connected
with Corinaws and Gotroagot, or Gogmagog of the Armo-
rican Cnronum, quoted by Geoffrey of Monmouth, than
the Gog and Magog of the Bible. Mr. Douce informa ua,

that -in a very modern aflUJBii of the Romance of U*
JBetoy aWMNMtiM of Troy, it ia stated that Brute,
Ike son of liiiair, male a voyage to Britain, where,
aided bv the remaining natives, who had been conquered
by Albion and hie brother giants, he made war against
thia usurper, whom 1st slew in a bloody conflict, taking
prisoners his brothers Gog and Magog, who were led in

triumph to London, and chained, aa porters, to the gate
of a palace built by Brute on the present aite of Guild-
hall. 4 in memory of which/ says the Editor of the

JsMMmre, their efigies, alter their death, were aet up aa

they now appear in Guildhall.' As this account is not in

the older copies of the Troy book, the Editor baa either

invented it, or retailed some popular tradition." (Smith's
Ancient Typography of London, 4to., 1816.) The name of
Corinaraa has gradually sunk into oblivion, and Gogma-
gog been

split, by popular corruption, and made to do

duty for both.]

"Jlor* Cnilde; Child 7/0rn." Where are

there any manuscripts of the old English romance
of Child Horn (translated into German by Riic-

kert), and has this romance been published}
1 If

any of your readers can give me any information
on this point I shall feel much obliged. G. D.

[TV Gette of Kino Horn*, and the Scottish version
entitled Homcnilde and Maiden Rimnild, are printed in

Ritson'a Metrical Romances. Of the EngUah romance
three copies are now known to bo in existence,!. The
Harleian MS. No. 2253, from which Kit-son print. 1 th.

poem. 2. One found by the late Mr. Kemble in the
Public Library, Cambridge, MS. Gg. 4. 27. 8. A MS.
written about" 1300, found by Sir Frederic Ma>Men in

the Bodleian Library at Oxford, MS. Laud. 108. Our
correspondent will find much additional information on
this subject in the notes by Mr. Wright in Warton's

History of English Poetry, i. 41. (ed. 1840), to which we
are indebted for the above particulars. Mr. Wright
there announces his intention to publish an edition of
the EngUah romance, but we are not aware that that
intention has yet been carried into effect]

Lobster, a Nickname for Soldier. When were
soldiers first called lobsters f There is a paper in

the Harleian Miscellany (Oldys, vol. v.
p. 69.),

intituled The Qualifications of Persons declared

capable by
the Hump-Parliament to elect, or be

elected, Members to supply their House." It is

stated to have been printed in the year 16GO, and

appears to be a sort of mock act of parliament.
Al p. 73. we have as follows :

"
Qualification XX. No man shall be admitted to alt

ia thia house, aa a member thereof, howsoever duly quali-
fied and elected, except before exeepted, until he hath
taken the following oath upon the holy Evangelists:-

The oath |. A. a do swear, in the preeence of Al-
mighty God, and by the contents of this book, to be true
and faithful to thia present government as it is now un-
esublisbed, and to the keepers of the liberties, nnsigbt
unseen ; whether they are of an invisible and internal

flUa,puga, elres, furies, Imps, or goblinsi or

whether they are incarnate, as re

troopers, dragoons,'
"

ate.
;

: |fc

The term appears to be applied to a particular
class of soldier. Possibly man net, if there was a
regularly constituted marine force at that period,
whtrli, however, seems doubtful. Perhaps some of
your correspondents can say what a loMer was in

[The following is recorded in Clarendon's /Tutor* of
tke Rebellion, Hi. 61.. edit. 1849, as having occurred in tho

year 1043 :- Sir William Waller received from London a
fresh regiment of five hundred hone, under the command
ofOr Arthur Haslerig. which were so pru.1:.
that they were called by the King'a party 'the regimes*
of lobsters,' becauae of their bright iron shells with which

wen asrsfiii, b
seen so armed on either aide."]

and were the

Heraldic: Amu of Greig. Can any corre-

spondent of " N. & Q." favour me with the arms
of the family bearing the name of Greig P

J. A. PH.
rBnrke's General Armory contains the following:
*" GREIG (Edinburgh). Gu. three dexter handa ar.

within a bordure or. Crttt: A dexter arm in armour,
bowed, brandishing a acimetar ppr. Motto: Strike

sure,"
44 GBEIO. Gu. on a chief ar. three bands of the first

Crttt : A falcon rising, belled and ducally gorged, all

ppr."
44 GRKIO. Gu. three sinister hands apaumee ar. a bor-

dure or."]

Leslie* Answer to Abp. King. I have a par-
ticularly fine copy of Charles Leslie's very scarce
Answer to a Book intituled " The State of the

Protestant* in Ireland under the late King James t

Government ;" but a friend informs me that a per-
fect copy should have a frontispiece, which mine
has not ; and which I have not seen in any copy
within my reach. Is he correct in his assertion r

AUUIIA.

[There is no frontispiece to the copy of this work in

the British Museum.]

ftrolir*.

aUJOB J>UCAHSON AID TUB MASSACRE OF
OLBHCOB.

(2*
1 S. viii. 109. 193.)

G. L. 8. is mistaken in supposing that Colonel

Hill, who led the llth Reg. at the battle

manza, in 1707, and was wounded at the capture
of Mons in 1709, and, finally, retired from the

colonelcy of the above regiment, July 80, 1715,
"
probably died at that period." He lived twentj

years afterwards, residing with the Ifasham* at

Otes, in the parish of High Laver, Easex, where
list family monument bears the names :

"
Abigail. Lady Masham - - - 17S4

Major-General Hill - - - - 178*
ten i i. r i M.; Isjsj

- - . IfM
Alice Ilill (steer of Lady M.) - - 1762"
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Queen Anne, in 1710, signified her intention of

giving the regiment of Dragoons, just vacant by
the death of Algernon Capel, Earl of Essex, to

Colonel Hill, as a reward for his gallant service at

the unfortunate battle of Almanza, where he

mainly contributed to preserve the broken re-

mains of our infantry. The struggle which en-

sued between his friends and those of Lieut.-Gen.

Meredith, to whom the Duke of Marlborough had

promised the same regiment, became the trial of

strength between the Whig and the Tory parties.

As the queen made no secret of her intention in

behalf of the brother of her favourite, the Earl of

Sunderland, son-in-law of the duke, undertook to

procure a vote of parliament for the removal of

Lady Masham from attendance on her majesty.
This was averted by Col. Hill's throwing himself

at the queen's feet, and begging that he might not

be the cause of any uneasiness to her majesty, but

that her majesty would be graciously pleased to

bestow the favour she intended for him upon some
other officer. The queen granted his request,
but speedily visited the double affront to her pre-

rogative on the ministry who had offered it. The
Earl of Sunderland was, first, called on to surrender

the seals of Secretary of State. The Lord Trea-
surer (Godolphin) was next removed, and the

disruption of the whole Whig party followed.

In 1712, Queen Anne made Brigadier Hill

Lieut-General of the Ordnance. (State Papers,
Domestic, 1712, Sept. Dec.) During the same

reign, he was sent in chief command of the expe-
dition to Canada, in which he gained no laurels.

But, though no rival to the great Marlborough in

campaigning, "honest Jack Hill" was, from the

testimony of his contemporaries, a general fa-

vourite ; and it is rather hard in G. L. S. to make
him the author of the Glencoe massacre in 1692,
when he was a mere boy. P. G. H.

G. L. S. has inaccurately stated that "
it is cer-

tain that a Robert Duncanson succeeded George
Wade as colonel of the 33rd Regiment, February
12th, 1705." This was not the case, for Wade
succeeded Duncanson on the 9th June, 1705 : the
latter (who was appointed to the 33rd, vice Leigh,)
having been killed at Valencia de Alcantara on
the 8th May, 1705. Major-General John Hill

did not die at the period of his removal from the

colonelcy of the llth Foot on the 30th July, 1715 :

his decease occurred on the 19th June, 1735.
Two years after the siege of Mons, in 1709,

where Colonel Hill was wounded, an expedition
was fitted out against Quebec, the command of
the land forces being entrusted to him. He was
made a brigadier on the 1st January, 1710, and

promoted to the rank of Major-General on the
21st July, 1712. As the fleet was proceeding up
the river now named the St. Lawrence, eight
transports crowded with troops were dashed upon

the rocks, and nearly all the officers and men on
board perished. This Brigadier Hill was brother
to Mrs. Masham, Queen Anne's favourite, to
whose court influence he owed his appointment.

THOMAS CARTER.
Horse Guards.

"THE WHEN SONG."

(2
nd S. viii. 209.)

MR. GEORGE LLOYD, after quoting a verse of
the wren song as it is sung in the West of Ire-

land, asks for the remaining lines, and an explan-
ation of the origin of the custom. The song is

sung on different days in different parts of Ire-
land. In Galway MR. LLOYD says the 31st of
October is the day selected : why does not appear.
In the South of Ireland, the wren-boys hold their

festival on St. Stephen's Day, the 26th December,
and the words of their carol are thus given in

Crofton Croker's Researches, c. xii. p. 233. :

"The Wren, the Wren, the King of all birds,
St. Stephen's Day was caught in the furze

;

Although he is little, his family's great,
I pray you, good landlady, give us a treat.

" My box, it would speak, if it had but a tongue,
And two or three shillings would do it no wrong,
Sing holly, sing ivy sing ivy, sing holly,
A drop just to drink, it would drown melancholy.

"And if you draw it of the best,
I hope in heaven your soul may rest ;

But if you draw it of the small,
It won't agree with the wren-boys at all."

I have never seen any satisfactory account as to

the origin of the custom. J. EMERSON TENNENT.

The words of the Irish wren song are cor-

rectly given in Gerald Griffin's story of The Half
Sir, chapter i. p. 108. (Duffy's edition, Dublin,
1857.) I remember, when a school-boy, to have
heard them thus sung on a St. Stephen's Day :

"The Wran ! the Wran ! the King of all birds,
St. Stephen's Day was caught in the furze ;

Although he's little, his family's great,
Get up fair ladies, and give us a trate !

And if your trate be of the best,
In heaven we hope your soul may rest !

"

Your correspondent will find in Griffin's story

(p. 121.) an account of the legend of " the wren,"
and a characteristic explanation of the ancient
custom.

I think your correspondent will discover, upon
further inquiry, he is under a mistake in sup-
posing "the wren song" is ever publicly chaunted

upon
" Hallow e'en ;

" and also in stating that

there are " incantations to sai7its
"
or "

angels
"
on

that evening. There can be no doubt that prac-
tices are then resorted to which may be justly

designated as "
superstitious ;

" and a very useful

chapter might be added to the " Folk Lore
"

of
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" N. & Q.," by tfivinj; a minute description of

them. I hope MR. LLOYD will state precisely
what he knows on the subject. W.

Scarth House, Mullinarat.

ME. LLOYD if either mistaken or raisinformed
on this point, to far as the wren song is appli-
cable to Ireland. The practice he alludes to, as

occurring in Galway, or any other part of Ireland,
on the 31st of October, is purely chimerical. On
Saint Stephen*! Day, the 26th December, it is the

custom for boys to start into the fields early in

the morning to
'

hunt the wren," and having

caught one (alive, for it is not a bard task for

boys to do that) they dress it up in a holly bush,
with evergreens, artificial and other flowers, and
if near a village or small town, they proceed
there and make collections, singing the following
stanza :

"The Wren, the Wren, the king of all birds,
Saint Stephen's Day was caught in the furre

;

Although she is little, her family's ulSSll.
So we pray you, good neighbours, to give us a treat"

The collections are invariably laid out in the

purchase of something for a juvenile party in the

evening. If not near a town or village, the farm-
houses are visited, and the applicants always
obtain bread, butter, eggs, and the like. I have
seen this practised in all parts of Ireland, without

any deviation, but never heard the "
expletives"

alluded to by MB. LLOTD. The origin of this

practice
I do not know. I have heard of some,

but so mythical as not worth recording.
S. REDMOND.

Liverpool.

IIBKRT SMITH.

(1* S.pauim; 2na S. yiii. 152.)

I have for many years possessed and admired a
volume of the works of this able divine, and I am
therefore glad to see the valuable note in regard
to him by MESSES. COOPER. Neither they, how-
ever, nor the writer of the Note in 1" S. vi. 129.,

have recorded in your pages a complete list of his

works and of their editions. I wish therefore to

say that the volume before me contains

1.
- God's Arrow against Atheists. By Henry Smith.

At London, Imprinted by O. M. for Edward Drewster
and Hubert Bird, 1631, 4lo., pp. 96."

This is a treatise in six chapters, the first

against Atheism and Irreligion ; the second, and
third against Gentiles and Infidels; the fourth

Mftbometanism ; the fifth against the
Church of Home, and the sixth against the
limwnisU and Barrowilts. It is to this last

chapter that I presume MESSRS. COOP*a refer

when they say "he wrote well and warmly in

of the Church of England against the

Hrownists and Barrowists." As, however, tlu-

chapter consists of but four very small quarto
pages, and but three of them bear again.- 1 the

parties in
question,

it is evidently by no means

complete, either as a refutation or an apology.
The whole treatise, however, is very curious and

interesting, albeit not equal to many of his aer-

2. Twelve Sermons preached by Mr. Henry Smith,
with Prayers both for the Morning and Kuening there-

unto adioyned. And publUbed by a more perfect copy
than heretofore. Prov. xxviii. rer. 18. London,
Printed by John Haoiland for George Edwards, 1G32."

These are dedicated to Edward Earl of Bed-
ford by the editor, who signs himself " W. S.,**

and speaks of the author as "the faithfull dis-

poser
of God's truth, was a man linked vnto me

in assured friendship whilst he liued," and adds,

"hauing with care long sithence collected these

his Sermons together, doe now with singleness of
heart present the same to your Lordnhip."
The sermons follow, not twelve, as stated on

the title-page, but nine, the three last enumerated
in the table of contents being absent This is not

all. After the first six sermons come the Morning
and Evening Prayers, and these are followed by a

new title :

" Six Sermons, preached by Mr. Henry South.

1,2. Of Jonah's Punishment.
8. The Trumpet of the Soule.

4. The Sinfull Man's Search.

6. Marie't Choyce,
6. A'oak'i Druokenneese.

Two Zealous Prayers. And published by a more per-
fect copy than heretofore. London, Printed by John
Uauiland for George Edwards, 1682."

This is succeeded by two sermons on Jonah,
where another title is introduced, the same as the

last, except
that for " Six

" we read " Fovre."
This division of the book really contains but one

sermon,
" The Trumpet of the.Soule sound!

Judgement," which I regard as one of tli

striking and original sermons I have ever read.

The three missing sermons on " The Sinful

Man's Search," "Mary's Choice, and "Noah's

Drunkenness," I have seen elsewhere, and I ima-

gine editions were issued which varied in their

contents, although printed from the same types.
I should remark that the sermons in my copy are

not paged. Let me, in conclusion, again call

attention to " The Trumpet of the Soul," from

Ecclesiastes xi. 9., and which was evidently

preached at St. Paul's Cross, and to express a

hope that at least this brief specimen of genuine

homely "English pulpit eloquence will be re-

printed. For my own part I should like to see

a new edition of all his termoni. B. II. Cowru.
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to

"Life is before ye!" (2
nd S. viii. 109.) I have

been requested to give you the name of the author

of some verses, which I repeated this summer at

the distribution of Prizes at the University of

London.

They are the last lines of a beautiful address by
Mrs. Butler (Fanny Kemble) to the students

leaving a college in the United States, of which

I forget the name, and I have not with me the

small volume of Mrs. Butler's Poems in which the

Address is to be found. GRANVILLE.

Paris, Sept. 19.

[Having referred to the volume for the purpose of

completing the information so kindly communicated by
Lord Granville, we are enabled to furnish the precise
title of the poem in question. It is " Lines addressed to

the Young Gentlemen leaving the Academy at Lennox,
Massachusetts," and will be found at p. 130. of Poems, by
Frances Anne Butler, Philadelphia, 12mo. 1844.]

Efford (2
nd S. viii. 207.) The word Eaford is

in Anglo-Saxon the equivalent of Waterford in

English, but ea or ey (running water) often occurs

at the termination of our names of localities as

the abbreviation of ealand, ealond, igland and

iglond, the Anglo-Saxon for island, or more pro-

perly perhaps as the abbreviation of aege, island,

in Anglo-Saxon, the pronunciation of which ap-

proximates to ey-e, contracted to cy and ei in

German.* The Anglo-Saxon aege, island, appears
to be derived from aeg> an egg, as in German also

from ey or ez, egg, comes eyland or eiland, an

island, or egg-shaped-land. It is possible that

Efford may be a corruption of ebb-ford=fov&a\)le
on the ebb-tide. The locality must determine
whether island-ford or ebb-ford are admissible.

In the same county (Hants) are Axford= Aecs or

Oaks-ford, Twyford= Two-fords, Alresford=/0rd
of the Alter (a tributary of the Itchin), and Shaw-

fordford of the wood. T. J. BUCK/TON.

Lichfield.

Super-Altars (2
nd S. viii. 204.) What is com-

monly called the "
Super-altar" is simply a ledge

at the back of the altar, to support the cross and
candlesticks which are ordered to be placed there

by the Rubric of our present Prayer Book in the
Church of England. It is by no means peculiar
to cathedral churches, and your correspondent
will find this addition to the altar in every pro-

perly arranged church. R. H. NISBETT BROWNE.

Vales of Red and White Horse (2
nd S. vii. 28.

288. 485.) Your correspondents have described
two figures of white horses, delineated by re-

moving the turf which is superincumbent on a

*
Anglesea, Winchelsea, Guernsey, Jersey, Alderney,

Molesey, Orkney, Ramsey, Romney, Whitney, Ely, &c.
In Norwegian this terminal is oe, in Faroe, Mageroe,
Reenoe, Tromsoe, &c.

stratum of chalk, one near Calne and the other
at Westbury, both in the county of Wilts. You
have also had a third representation of a horse

pointed out, which is cut in red-coloured earth,
near Tysoe in Warwickshire, and occasions the

district 'to be called the Vale of Red Horse. There
is I conceive another, or fourth, to be added, of

which I believe there has been a learned disqui-
sition by the Rev.* Francis Wise, formerly rector

of Rotherfield- Greys, and vicar of Elsfield (Ox-
fordshire), and which I believe he published,

though I ain not aware under what form. This
last figure has given rise to the appellation of the

White-horse Hill and Vale in Berkshire. Would
some correspondent give an account of this last,

or indicate where I may find Mr. Wise's essay on
the subject ? EQUES.

[Dr. Wise's work is entitled, A Letter to Dr. Mead
concerning some Antiquities in Berkshire, particularly
showing that the White Horse, which gives name to the

Vale, is a monument of the West Saxons, made in me-
mory of a great victory obtained over the Danes, A. D.
871. Oxford, 4to. 1738. This work occasioned a keen

controversy among antiquaries, and elicited the fol-

lowing reply : The Impertinence and Imposture of Modern
Antiquaries Display'd: or, A Refutation of the Rev. Mr.
Wise's Letter to Dr. Mead, concerning the White Horse,
and other Antiquities in Berkshire. In a Familiar Letter
to a Friend. By Philalethes Rusticus [ Bumpsted,
Esq.] Lond. 4to. 1740. A reply to the latter appeared,
entitled An Answer to a Scandalous Libel, entitled " The

Impertinence and Imposture of Modern Antiquaries Dis-

play'd, 8fc." Lond. 4to. 1741. The figure of the White
Horse in Berkshire is engraved in the Gent. Mag. of
Feb. 1796, p. 105., but far more accurately in the Archa-
ologia, xxxi. p. 289., where it illustrates a paper by Mr.
Thorns, in which he enters very fully into the history of
these figures. The Red Horse has long ceased to exist.

Mr. Pye, in his poem of Farringdon Hill, thus describes
the figure on that site :

" Carved rudely on the pendant sod, is seen
The snow-white courser stretching o'er the green ;

The antique figures scan with curious eye,
The glorious monument of victory !

There England rear'd her long dejected head,
There Alfred triumph'd, and invasion bled."

After this manner the horse is formed, on the side of
an high and steep hill facing the north-west. His dimen-
sions are extended over about an acre of ground. His
head, neck, body, and tail consist of one white line, as
does also each of his four legs. This is done by cutting
a trench into the chalk, of about two or three feet deep,
and about ten feet broad. ED.]

John Anderson (2
nd S. vii. 435.) I have not

been inattentive to your correspondent SIGMA
THETA'S request for information as to the family
of John Anderson, minister of Dumbarton. I
have only delayed answering as I have but a

meagre reply to make him to my regret. I
know of no work where he can get information

as to this branch of the family of Anderson. All
I have been able to pick up is shortly and simply
as follows, and this ab origine. John Anderson, a

person of some standing and substance, born and
resident in Elgin, was so sorely persecuted and
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" harried in his gear and gude
"

during the re-

u excitements after the victory of th

byterian part/ in Scotland, that he, a staunch

Nonconformist, was oblige! to leave Kl.-in. He
betook himself to Edinburgh, and there, in 1670,

(as I understand) his son John Anderson se-

cuixlus was born ;
and there, educated for the

'i, was first presented to a parish in the gift

of James Duke of Montrose I hare lost my
14 Note

**
of place and date, unfortunately and

was afterwards minister of Dumbarton ;
hit

son, James Anderson, minister of Kosneath, hsd

two sons, John Anderson, Professor in the Unl-

Tersil v of Glasgow, and James Anderson, a
cap-

tain in the merchant service, who sailed in the

West India trade. Of both these are worthy and

numerous descendants alive. I regret I can give
no more distinct information, but hope what I

have given may be of service to SIGMA In ETA.

C. D. LAMOHT.

Mont (2** 8. Tiii. 59. 93. 158.) I extract the

following notice of M. Marat from the Star (Glas-

gow newspaper) of March 4, 1793, which may
prove interesting to your readers, and guide your

correspondent G. in further researches :

" From an investigation lately taken at Edinburgh, it

Is said that Marat, the celebrated orator of the Frfnch

National Convention, the humane, the mild, the gentle

tfarat, it the same penon who, a few yean ago, taught
tambouring in this city, under the name of John White.

Ills conduct, while he was here, was equally unprin-

cipled, if not as atrocious, as it baa been since his

elevation (o the legiriatorship. After contracting debts

to a very considerable amount, he absconded, bat was

apprehended at Newcastle, and brought back to this

city, where he was imprisoned. He soon afterwards ex-

ecuted a summons of cssfo tonorvm against his creditors,

in the prosecution of which it was found that he had
once taught In the academy at Warrington, in which Dr.

Priestley was tutor ; that he left Warrington for Oxford,

where, after some time, he found means to rob the mu-
seum of a number of gold coins and medallions ; that he

was traced to Ireland, apprehended at an assembly there

ia the character of a German count; brought back to

this country, tried, convicted, and sentenced to some

jam* bard labour on the Thames. He was refused a

Mssfa, and his creditors, tired of detaining him in gaol,
after a confinement of several months, set him at liberty.
He then took up his residence in this neighbourhood,
where he continued about nine months, and took his final

leave of this country about the beginning of the year
1787.

"He was very ill-looked; of a diminutive site; a
man of uncommon vivacity t of a very turbulent dispo-
sition, and posssand of a very uncommon share of legal

knowledge. It ia said, that while hers, be used to call

bis children Marat, which he said was his family name."

I presume that the above-named Dr. Priestley
M the celebrated Rev. Joseph Priestley, friend

ai. 1 ...rr-|...M
i : ,.( .1. II. M >.,-. .1. II. T' >,. .

and many other British Matu-culottt*. Query,
did the Rev. Joseph Priestley communicate his

revolutionary doctrine to Marat, or did he imbibe

the infection from the latter? It is not yet too

late to prove the truth or falsehood of in

the accusations brought in the foregoing extract

against Marat In conclusion, I will
only add

that, supposing the accusations to be true, Marat
was not singular in his acquaintance with the

internal economy of a British prison, his confrere
Brissot having suffered imprisonment in this

country for
pocket-picking;

and tl.

friend of the latter, La llotte, was ex

for being a spy. W
Liverpool.

BaOop (2 S. viii. 227.)" He hath the ballop
"

appears to be " He bath ihe ball up;" the two
words "ball up" being run into one, and the

second mis-spelt for the sale of a rhyme with
"
wallop." On this supposition the two lines will

" And gouty Master Wallop
Now thinks he hath the ball up."

I am informed that "
having the ball up," and

"getting the ball up," are phrases belonging to

some game resembling fives, tennis, or racket
G. Y,

Scotch Gentalogie* (fr* S. viii. 109.) The
custom of giving to the eldest son and t

eldest daughter of a marriage the re?nective Chris-

tian names of their grandparents,
is invariably

observed in the West Riding dales, and in the

parts of Lancashire and Westmorland bordering

upon those interesting localities ; as it is, I be-

lieve, generally in the rural districts of the

northern counties. Nor, as far as concerns the

eldest son, has it prevailed only in this portion of

England. The knightly predecessors of the Ba-
rons Stafford of Costessey Hall, for instance, were
for a long series of years known by the designa-
tions of Sir George and Sir William in alternate

succession. With us, the custom is extcml

yond the point mentioned by your corresp6n<li-nt,
for the second son and second daughter take the

maternal grandfather's and grandmother's names

respectively, whilst those of the uncles and aunts

are usually exhausted before the father's or

mother's name is
given

to a child. Keeping
this rule in mind, it is easy to discover the degrees
of relationship, in the cases at least of first-

born children, which different members of an

extensive family bear to one another. I have fire-

(juently
been in a room with some half-dozen

nrst or second cousins, all having the same bap-
tismal name. But we marry young, are long

lived, and have large families, in these nor

dales. I have more than once teen assembled to-

gether the great-grandfather and great-grand-

mother, the grandfather and grandmother
father and mother, of tl. Intl.- MM liti

knee of one of them ; and last year a \

In this chapelry, aged only sixty-nine years, who

had seen tarn generation* of his family in the
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direct line. He was born in the lifetime of his

great-grandmother, and had several great-grand-

children about him at the period of his decease.

As the circumstance has some connexion with

these topics, I may here mention that the father

of the late incumbent of a neighbouring chapelry,

the father of whom died below the age of seventy

years, only a few months ago, was ordained (I be-

lieve by Bishop Sherlock of London) in the reign

of George II. And, as to our large families, I

was lately requested by one of my parishioners to

make out his family pedigree ; and, to my great

astonishment, I found that from his great-grand-
father alone had sprung upwards of 250 indivi-

duals. But I have rambled away from the proper

subject of this Note, though I dare say these gos-

sipping details may prove of interest to many of

the readers of " N. & Q." WM. MATTHEWS.

Cowgill.

Extraordinary Birth (1
st S. ii. 459. ;

iii. 64.

192. 347.) "N. & Q." has from time to time

chronicled many extraordinary births ; perhaps,

however, the following is the most extraordinary
of all. But one other circumstance is required to

render it the most wonderful birth of modern
times. The one thing wanting is, that it should

be true
;
for clearly the story is fable from begin-

ning to end.

" On the 2d of August, at Johnson, Trumbull county,
Ohio, Mrs. Timothy Bradley was delivered of eight chil-

dren three boys and five girls. They are all living,
and are healthy, but quite sraalL- Mr. B.'s family is en-

creasing fast: he was married six years ago to Miss

Mowery, who weighed 273 pounds on the day of their

marriage. She has given birth to two pair of twins, and
now eight more, making twelve children in six years. It

seems strange, but nevertheless is true, Mrs. B. was a
twin of three ;

her mother and father both being twins,
and her grandmother the mother of five pair of twins."
New York Tribune.

Quoted in the Stamford Mercury, Sep. 2, 1859.

It may be as well to remark that the greatest
number of children produced at one birth, of

which there is any well-authenticated record, is

five (see "N. & Q." 1
st S. ii. 459.) ; and of these

five children, three were still-born, and the other

two lived but a few hours. K. P. D. E.

Liverpool, Cespoole, Lerpoole (2
nd S. viii. 110.

198. 239.) The question respecting
"
Cespoole"

is of some interest, and much more might be said

about it. Will our correspondent W. C., who
now feels satisfied that the word is Lerpoole, oblige
by sending the best fac-simile he is able of the
word as it stands in the "

Diary," under cover to

the Editor of " N. & Q." ? G. Y.

The Vulgate of 1482 (2
nd S. viii. 128.) I

happen to possess a black-letter copy of the Vul-

gate similar to that described by J. C. G. L.,

only its date is 1484, and the number of lines in

each column is fifty-six. It is well margined with

manuscript marks and annotations in Latin in a

very old hand. At the close of the Apocalypse
there are these lines :

" Fontibus ex Grjecis, Hebreorum quoque libris

Emendata atis et decorata simul
Biblia sum pns* superos ego tester et aatra.

Est impressa nee in orbe mihi similis.

Singula quseque loca cum concordantibns extant

Orthographia simul quam bene pressa manet."

Then follows the imprint :

" Exactum est inclyta in urbe Venetiarum sacrosanctum
Biblia} volumen integerrimis expolitusque litterarum ca-
racteribus. Magistri Johannia dicti Magni, Herbort de

Selgenstat Alemani ; qui salva ocium pace ausum illud

affirmare, ceteros facile omnes hac tempestate superemi-
net. Olympiadibus dominicis. Anno D. MCCCCLXXXIIII.

pridie Kalendas Maij."

I cannot speak as to the rarity of this edition,
further than that I have found it in no catalogue,
and that it is not noted in the Dictionnaire Biblio-

graphique (Paris, 1790), though no less than six-

teen editions of the Vulgate (of the fifteenth

century) are given.
I have a small folio edition of the Vulgate, also

printed at Venice, 1542, with brief notes. My
copy contains the preface of Isodorus Clarius,
which is very rare, as it was afterwards struck

out of the impression by order of the Council of

Trent. H. B.

Pitt-garlick (2
nd

S. viii. 229.) The derivation

of this term seems one of those that it is impos-
sible to guess at. The way in which Chaucer

speaks of pulling garlick evidently points to some

popular anecdote which gave meaning to the

phrase.
On the arrival of the pilgrims at Canterbury

the Pardoner is cajoled by the buxom Tapster,
and having made a nocturnal appointment with
her he gives her money to purchase a good supper.
He returns at the appointed time only to find bis

place occupied by a more favoured lover, who
eats his goose, drinks his caudle, and beats him
with his own staff, driving him out to spend the

night under the stairs in fear of the dog. This

Chaucer calls pulling garlick :

" And ye shall hear how the Tapster made the Par-
doner pull

Garlick all the long night till it was near end day."
Prol Merch. 2nd Tale, 122.

The specific meaning of the term Pilgarlick

seems, one put upon by those from whom better

treatment was to be expected. H. W.

Very (2
nd S. viii. 200.) Is not this word, at

least in its intensive sense, derived from the

Greek fyi- ? In the expression
"
Very God of

Very God "
it must be derived from Verus.

P. J. F. GANTILLON.

* This contraction 1 cannot decipher. [It is a contrac-

tion for both penes andprcesens. ED.]
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" O whar got ye that bonnie bbu bonnet" (2* 8.

viii. 1 48.) We are indebted to the courtesy of the

editor of the (Glasgow) Morning Journal for send-

ing us a copy of that paper containing the follow-

ing communication :

- In the impression of your Journal for Wednesday last,

Bdsr the beading A Loet Flower of Scottish Song Re-
covered in Arabia,' it U stated that a correspondent of

a*d Qn*riM asks information regarding the ballad

quoted. I am not aware that the ballad baa found
a place in any published collection ; but I heard it sung
in Glasgow more than sixty years ago. I was then a
mere child, and have not heard it since yet it is fresh

in mv memory; and I recollect an additional stanza with
which the song commenced. It was:

'0! whar got ye that bonnie blue bonnet?

Silly, blind "body, canna ye see?
I got it frae a braw Scotch callan,
Between St. Johnstons and bonnie Dundee.

*
! gin I saw the dear laddie that gied me't ;

Fu aft has he dandled me on o' his knee :

Hut noo he's awa, and I dinna ken whar he's

O! gin he were back to his minnie and me !
'

" If this information be of any interest to Yemen,' it is

very much at his service. I am, &c.,
u D.M.I.

"Stockbridge Manse,
Berwickshire, Sept. 9. 1859."

Leigh (2* S. T. 266.) I thank LAHCAHTW-
to say that I

and "Bathes"
and though the

Ljme branch spelt their name "
Legh," all the

other branches of the same family appear to have
used the i. Y. S. M.

jsCign (4 o. v. *oo.^ i mam
KHSIS for his note, and have only

copied the
spelling

of both "
Leigh i

from several of the Harl. MSSM ar

Bonaventure'* Work* (2
4 S. viii. 128. 178.218.)

Tour correspondent will find a list of Bona-
Tenture's Work* in Fnbricii Bibl. Lot. Med. et

Inf. JEtati* (vol. i. p. 69270. ap. m.). My own

copy of Bonaventure (not his
complete Work*,

which form eight or nine volumes) is printed at

Paris, 1504, black letter. H. B.

Rire Jtaau (2
nd S. vii. 172.; viii. 218.) In the

Dictionnaire <ln nat-Ismgage (Park, 1818, 2 vols.

8vo.), the following articles occur:
M Jnunt. Tcnne mltaphorique et injurieux ponr bete,

sot, imUcile."
rt det omit* ja**t* OK W. Dire des choses in-

croysbles, des meoaus^tA.
1*

The use of rire jaunt for a forced, affected, or
foolish laugh, seems to be allied with these appli-
cations of the word/ame. L.

Dr. Skelton Mackenzie (2* S. viii. 160. 235.)
It is now about four or five years since a gentle-
man who knew Dr. Mackenzie informed me that

an account of his death had then recently ap-
peared in a New York paper, which entered, at

length, into various particulars of Dr. M.'s

literary career, both in England and America.

Dr. M. had left this country for the United States
about two years before his death, of which Ma.
AINSWORTH must have been ignorant when he
wrote to " N. & Q." J. MACBAT.

Wife-tetting (\* S. pa**im; 2- S. i. 420 : ft

490.) It seems that wives yet remain an
of merchandise in some parts of En^l ! 1

following cutting is from the Record newspaper
of August 26th :

"SsxuMO A WrFE. The disgraceful exhibition of

selling a wife took place at Dudley on Tuesday ni;:it.
Hundreds of people were congregated in Hall St:

scene where the shocking spectacle was to be Mn. The
first bid was 1&4, and ultimately reached 64 Her hus-
band, in his ignorance think* this repeated three times
she has actually no claim upon him. Daily TdryrapV

Very quaint all this certainly i?, and an ad-
mirable paragraph Mr. Froude would have written
thereon bad he, when collecting materials for hi*

History of the Reign of Henry VIII , .li^overed
that such a scene had been enacted in the then

picturesque
streets of one of our old county towns.

The vivid picture we should have had of the v
willed English people struggling, though some-
times abnormally, to break through the barriers
that had so long retarded their free develop-
ment, would have been worth anything; but it is

not so pleasant to read of such a transaction in

last week's newspaper. One wonders whether
there are any magistrates in Dudley, and whether
there was a policeman on beat in Hall Street or

among the "
large crowd

"
which another a<

says followed the vendor shouting after him
the information of magistrates and

policemen in

that neighbourhood and elsewhere, it may be as

well to reprint a paragraph that appeared in
- N.&Q."1S. viii. 209.:-

West Riding Yorkshire Sessions, June 28, 1837.
Joshua Jackson convicted of riHjsg bis wife, imprisoned
one month with hard labour."

K. P. D. E.

Somergfhhire Poett (2
04 S. viii. 204.) I ought

to have stated that, when speaking of Somerset-
shire as the birthplace of poets, I purposely ex-
cluded Bristol from it. Of course the names of

Southey, Chatterton, and others, will occur to the

minds of most people, but it is difficult to ascer-

tain which side of the Avon gave them birth,

and therefore whether the honour belongs to

Gloucestershire or to Somerset. C. J. Koninspif.

Side Saddle* (2* S. viii. 187.) See Join

in his Hittoria Regum Anglia (Hearne, 2nd edit.

p.205.):-
" Ktiam mulieres nobt'lt* tune ntebantur thiaris altis et

cornutiscam togis caudatifl et sellis vel sediliis lateralibw

equorum, exemplo venerabilis Annas regime, fllto regls
Bohemia. quc hsx primum in regnum introduxit.

prin muliervs de omni statu eqnitabant ut viri Ubiis super
equos divaricatis."
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Innismurray (2
nd S. viii. 170.) This " Isle of

the Sea," situated at the entrance of Sligo Bay, is

somewhat of a triangular form, containing about

200 acres of a shallow soil, the shore being ex-

ceedingly bold, almost entirely rock. As the in-

quiry of J. W. is directed to its early ecclesiastical

history, the reply must be limited accordingly,

though there is much interest in its cliffs, caverns,

fishery, geology, and above all, the manners of its

primitive population. In his early days, St. Co-

lumbe-kill, whose Life has been lately ably edited

by Dr. Reeves of Ballymena, together with St.

Molaisse, consecrated this island by their resi-

dence ;
but the former, anxious to enlarge the

sphere of his Christian labours, sought his harvest

elsewhere. St. Molaisse remaining, built a church

there, one of the few Cyclopean structures now

remaining of the sixth century. St. Dicholla

died its abbot in 747, as did Mac Laisre " the

learned
"

in 803. In 807 the island was laid waste

by the Danes. St. Molaisse's foundation is situ-

ated within an octangular area of nearly an acre

of ground, enclosed by a wall of fine workman-

ship, 9 feet thick and about 10 in height,' wholly
without cement. The inner part is filled with

odd buildings, tombs, and burial-places, while

in the centre the principal edifice is about 8 feet

long by 4, and this is popularly styled the saint's

grave. There is another more remarkable struc-

ture, nearly round, about 8 feet wide, and roofed

with rough shapeless stones, laid on so carelessly
that everything inside can be seen through them ;

yet in this state, without the help of an arch, has

it lasted for centuries. Innismurray, with all this

northern sea-coast of Sligo, had been the in-

heritance of the O'Connor- Sligo from the thir-

teenth century to the civil war of 1641, when the

territory was swept from that Sept, and the

spoliation was sanctioned by a grant of 1674 from
Charles the Second to William Earl of Strafford

and Thomas Radcliffe, who soon after sold same
to Richard, Earl of Colooney. The greater por-
tion is now vested in Lord Palmerston, who has
done much towards improving the state of the

country and the habits of the people, while he is

not less zealous in preserving the venerable re-

ligious remains that survive over his lordship's
estate. . JOHN D'ALTON.

Dublin.

Sheridan's Speech on Warren Hastings' Trial

(2
nd S. viii. 131.)
" Sheridan's speech on the Begums in the House of

Commons (7 Feb. 1787), admirable, in Westminster
Hall (3 June, 1788), contemptible. I heard both."
Lord Grenville (Recollections of Sam. Rogers, p. 181.)

E. H. A.

Rev. Peter Cunningham (2
nd S. viii. 212.)

There is an interesting letter from this gentle-
man to the Rev. Thomas Wilson, the learned

High Master of Clitheroe Grammar School, in

the Selection from his Poems and Correspondence,
with a Memoir, by the Rev. Canon Raines,
printed for the Chetham Society, p. 137., 1858.
Mr. Cunningham, in 1788, had been curate of

Eyam thirteen years, and speaks of " the former

variegated and adversity-shaded part of his life ;

"

but having become " reconciled of obscurity," had
refused Lord Rodney's offer of an introduction
to the Duke of Rutland, when Viceroy of Ire-

land, and also the chaplaincy of the British Fac-

tory at Smyrna.
Mr. C. names his two poems

" The Naval

Triumph
"
and " The Russian Prophecy." M. P.

"Harpnys et Fyssheponde" (2
nd S. viii. 49.

115). Harpuis is, as Mr. BOYS has it, a Dutch
word, signifying

" the mixture of pitch, tar, and

resin, used to rub the outside of ships with."

But Fyssheponde most likely means the Dutch
Vischwantt

"
fishing-nets." J. H. VAN LENNEP.

Huis te Leiduin, near Haarlem,
August 31, 1859.

Codex A. (2
nd S. viii. 175.) MB. BUCK/TON is

in error respecting the above MS. It is not, and
never was, at Cambridge, but was presented by
Charles the First to the British Museum, and
there it remains to this day.
Mr. B. has probably confounded this Codex A.

or Alexandrinus, with Codex D., otherwise called

Codex Bezos, or Cantabrigiensis. The latter was

published in facsimile by Kipling, and contains

only the four Gospels, Acts, and a fragment of
the Catholic Epistles. The former contains, with
the exception of the first twenty-five chapters of

Matthew, nearly the whole of the N. T., and was

published in facsimile by Woide, folio, London,
1786. Messrs. Williams and Norgate have also

recently announced their intention to issue in a

cheaper form a literal copy of this celebrated
MS. Q.

Junius and Henry Flood (2
ud S. viii. 189.)

Flood's deterrant look at his wife may have been
meant to stop her from disclosing his friend's

secret, not his own. Were Francis and Flood
intimates ? H. C. C.

Primate BramhaWs Arms (2
nd S. v. 478.) This

prelate bore for his arms " Sa. a lion rampant or,"

impaling those of his wife, Miss Hawley,
"
Vert,

a saltire engrailed, argent." The primate died 30

June, and was buried 18 July, 1663, in Christ

Church, Dublin. His widow died 24, and was
buried 25 Nov. 1665, at St. Peter's Church,
Drogheda. Y. S. M.

Anne Pole (2
nd S. viii. 170.) There are three

Miss Poles living near Sheviock in Cornwall,
direct descendants of Cardinal Pole. I have no
doubt that they can give MB. ELLIS every in-

formation respecting their ancestor. NOTSA.
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ANCIENT NAMES OF THE CAT.

In Greek, afaovpos properly signified the cat,

and 70X1) the weasel ;
but the ancients did not

distinguish accurately between the cat and the

weasel, and sometimes used their names indis-

criminately, as has been remarked by Perizonius

ad .ZElian, V. H. xiv. 4., and Beckmann ad Aristot.

Mir. p. 33.

The sanctity of the ai\ovpos in Egypt is de-

scribed by Herod, ii. 66, 67., and by Diod. i. 83.

87. Strabo states that all the Egyptians worship
the ox, the dog, and the afaovpos, and that the

afaovpos of Egypt is tamer than that of other

countries (xvii. 1. 40. and 2. 4.). In all these

passages the cat is meant. See Wilkinson, Man-
ners and Customs of Ancient Egyptians, 2nd S.

vol. ii. p. 161-8. on the worship of the cat, and
the cat-mummies. The sacred Egyptian cat is

called a feles by the Latin writers :
" At vero ne

fando quidem auditum est, crocodilum, aut ibim,
aut felem violatum ab JEgyptio." (Cic. N. D. i.

29.) Temples were erected to feles, according to
Arnob. adv. Gentes, i. 28.

In the Batrachomyomachia, the 70X7}, and not
the at\ovpos, is represented as the natural enemy
of mice. Thus, in v. 9. it is said that a thirsty
mouse, having escaped the dangers of a 7aXe'i7,
drinks water out of a pool. In v. 48. it is de-
clared that the three things which a mouse most
dreads are a hawk, a 70X617, and a trap ; but spe-
cially he fears a 70X617, which pursues him into his
hole. In

y.
131. a mouse complains of his un-

lucky fate in losing his three sons. The first was
killed by a hateful 70X677, catching him outside
his hole. The second was caught by men in a

trap. The third was dragged down by a frog into
the water. In this poem the 70X617 must denote
the weasel, as it is described as pursuing the
mouse into its hole. On the other hand Calli-

machus, in the Hymn to Ceres, v. 111., describes
the visitation of hunger with which Erysichthon
was cursed, by saying that he was driven to

eating mules and horses,
" and the cti\ovpos, which

the small animals dread." In Theocrit. Id. xv.

28., a proverbial saying is introduced, a! yaXtai

juoXofcoDs xpTTVSovrt KofleuSei', the application of which
is not obvious ; but it appears to refer to the cat,
and not to the weasel.

Aristotle, in his History of Animals, uses oJfxou-

pos for cat, v. 2. He remarks that it eats birds,
ix. 6. In vi. 37. he says that wild 70X0? destroy
mice, and that the 70X77 kills birds in an ingenious
manner (tppovfacas) ; it attacks their throat, as a
wolf kills a sheep, ix. 6. (Compare Camus, Notes
sur VHist. des An. d'Aristote, pp. 119. 195.)
The ferret was called by the Greeks the Tar-

tessian 70X17 ;
this variety of the weasel tribe

having, as it appears, been originally a native of
the north-western region of Africa and the south-
western part of Spain. (See

"
N". & Q." 2nd S.

vii. 191.) Dureau de la Malle, in his paper on
the domestication of the cat, Annales des Sciences

Naturelles, torn. xvii. (1829), is mistaken in iden-

tifying the 70X17 TopTi?<na with the civet, Viverra

civetta, p. 188. The IKTIS of Aristotle, H. A. ix.

6., is, according to Dureau de la Malle, thefouine
or the marte (the polecat or the martin). Others
have considered it a species of ferret

; Schneider
ad Aristot. H. A. vol. iv. p. 48. The ferret is

called Viverra by Plin. viii. 81.

The Greek mythology had a story of Galanthis

being metamorphosed into a weasel (70X17). Ac-
cording to this story, as related by Ovid, when
Alcmena is in the pains of the labour which is to

bring Hercules into the world, Juno, from jea-
lousy, seeks to retard the birth, and she produces
this effect by knitting her hands together in a

magic knot. Galanthis, a Theban woman, in-

duces her to relax this position by telling her
that the delivery of Alcmena is completed. The
charm is broken by this false intelligence, and the
infant Hercules is born. Juno, out of revenge,
changes Galanthis into a weasel.

Galanthis is thus described :

" Una ministrarum, media de plebe, Galanthis,
Flava comas aderat, faciendis strenua jussis."

Her metamorphosis is pourtrayed as follows:
" Strenuitas antiqua manet ; nee terga colorem
Amisere suum : forma est diversa priori.

Quae, quia mendaci parientem juverat ore,
Ore parit ; nostrasque domos, ut et ante, frequentat."

Met. ix. 306323.

These verses allude to the mobility of the weasel,
to its flesh-coloured coat, to its being the inmate
of the dwellings of man, and to the fiction, accre-
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diied among the ancients, of its producing its

by the mouth.
A similar tale is related by Antoninus Libe-

ralis, c. 29., from the Metamorphoses of Nicander,
a poem in hexameter verse by the author of the

extant Theriaca and Alexipharmaca, who flou-

rished 185 135 B.C. According to this version

it is the Fates and Ilithyia who retard the birth

of Hercules, and the Thcban woman who deceives

them is named Galinthias. The latter is punished
by her conversion into a deceitful weasel, which
lives in a hole, and which produces its young, in

an unnatural manner, bv the throat.

Other discrepant versions of the story occur in

.Elian, Nat. An. xii. 5., where it is said that the

Thebans worshipped the weasel, either because it

bad been the nurse of Hercules, or because, by
running before Alcmena, when she was in the

pains of labour, it accelerated the birth of Her-
cules. The malicious character and unnatural

habits of the 70X7"; are further alluded to in

JKliun, N. A. xv. 11. Aristotle, Gen. An. iii. 6.

mentions with contempt the popular error that

the weasel produces its young by the mouth ; he

attributes it to the fact that the young of the

weasel are very small, and that it is in the habit

of carrying them in its mouth. A similar error

was prevalent in
antiquity,

that the goat breathed

through its ears. (Aristot. Hut. An. i. 11.; .Elian,

Nat. An. i. 53.)
In Latin, mutlela is properly a weasel, a fclc* a

cat ; but these names seem sometimes to be used

indiscriminately. The confusion was the more
natural as ftles originally signified only a thief,

being derived from the Greek ^jXirHif. Thus in

Plaut. Pert. iv. 9. 14. the leno is called w scelesta

feles virginaria," and again,
"

feles virginalis," in

Bud. iii. 4. 43.

Pliny, xxix. 16., says that there are two sorts

of miutcla, the wild and the tame. The wild is of

large size, and is called firm by the Greeks. That
which wanders about our houses, and (according
to Cicero) removes its young every day, destroys

serpents. Most of this passage is transcribed by
laid. Ortg. xii. 3. 3. The enmity of muttcla: and

serpents is mentioned likewise by Pliny, x. 95.

Plautus, Stick, iii. 2. 6., describes a muttcla as

catching a mouse in the open air :

Auspido hodie optumo xivi forms :

MuiteU murem aUtulit pncter pales."

Palladius, a writer of the fourth century, in his

work on
agriculture,

in giving directions respect-

ing the cultivation of the carduus, says,
* Contra

tafpas prodcst catos frequenter habere in mediis

carduetis. Mustclas habent pleriquc raansuetas,"

iv. 9. 4.

The stealthy habits of the felet in surprising
birds and mice, likewise its habit of covering its

excrements with earth, are described by Pliny, x.

94., where the cat is meant. Varro, R. li. iii. 1 1 .,

directs that a receptacle for ducks should be so
constructed that a felet or any other animal may
not creep into it. Columella, viii. 15., gives simi-

lar instructions, but mentions the ri/*ru as well
as the fcle*. Here, as the commentators remark,
a polecat or other animal of the weasel tribe is

signified.
The use of these words in the ancient fabulists

will throw light on their meaning.
In Babrius, Fab. 17., an atxocpot, laying snares

for the poultry, hangs himself from a peg, and

pretends to be a bag of flour ; the cock di-

the trick. A fuller version of this fable is given
in

jEsop,
Fab. 28. ed. Coraes, where the oT\ouP.t

is described as using the same stratagem against
the mice. In Pbtedru*, iv. 2. it is however told

of the nuutela and the mice.

In Babr. Fab. 121. an rfxovpot pretends to be a

physician, and visits a sick hen ; in JEsop, Fab. 6.

an oiXovpoT catches, kills, and eats a cock.

In Babr. Fab. 27. a man
traps

a 70X1), and is

about to drown it. The animal begs its 1

the ground of having done service by killing mice
and lizards. But the man retorts that it has

strangled the hens, and opened the meat-chest : so

it must die. In Phssdr. i. 21. the same fable is

told of the mtutela.

In Babr. Fab. 31. a perpetual war is described

as existing between 70X0? and mice, the i

preying upon the latter. The same fable recurs

m Phicdr. iv. G. with mustela and mure*.

Babr. Fab. 32. a yoxij, metamorphosed into a

woman, runs after a mouse. The same wot <1 is

repeated in the Greek prose versions of the fable.

In La Fontaine, it is
" La chatte metamorphosee

en femme."

JEsop, Fab. 109. Cor. a bat caught by a ^oxJj

implores to be released ; to which the 70x5 answers
that he is the natural enemy of all winged ani-

mals. The bat replies that he is not a bird, but a
mouse. Being caught by another 70X1}, who says
that he is the enemy of mice, the bat replies that

be is a bat, not a mouse.

jEsop, Fab. 261. Cor., a snake and a 70X7"; lived

together in a bouse, and fought against one an-

other. The mice rejoiced at the enmity, an-:

out to see them do battle; whereupon tl.

batants turned upon the mice. This fable alludes

to the supposed enmity of the weasel and th<:

snake, mentioned by Plin. ubi sup. ; Aristot, //.

A. ix. 5. ; .Elian, N. A. iv. 14.

JEsop, Fab. 291. Cor., the ->oxij complains that

he is not allowed by his master to use his voice,

like the parrot; but if he makes a soun.!.

chided and driven away.
In the fable of aquila, felft, and a/>er, in 1

ii. 4., the /eta breeds in a cavity at the foot of a

tree, and climbs up the tree to the ea^le.

these passages it appears
that the ai.

were in the habit of keeping some animal of the
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weasel tribe, tame, in their houses, for the same

purpose for which we use the cat. The habits of

the two animals in destroying birds and mice were

similar, and their names seem to have been occa-

sionally confounded. It is stated by Dureau de

la Malle, in bis Dissertation cited above, that the

polecat is susceptible of domestication.

The word catus, as we have already seen, is

used by Palladius to denote an animal kept for

the destruction of moles. This was probably some

animal of the weasel tribe, and not a cat. Isido-

rus, Orig. xii. 2. 38., has the following article :

"Musio [murio?] appellatus, quod muribus infes-

tus sit. Hunc vulgus catum a captura vocant."

It has been conjectured that the word is derived

from the old adjective catus, which signified cun-

ning, wise. On the other hand, catulns, as well as

catellus, appears to be a diminutive form of canis.

Faros and 7To for cat occur in mediaeval Greek.

Ducange, Gloss. Med. Gr. in v.

The word/<?Zes is lost in the Romance languages,
which use derivatives of catus. The same is the

case with the modern Celtic and Teutonic lan-

guages. Diez, Rom. Wort, in GATTO, p. 166.,

traces these forms to a Celtic origin, which is im-

probable. G. C. LEWIS.

RARE TRACTS BY WYNKYN DE WORDE AND
PYNSON.

The enclosed are notes of five tracts printed by
Wynkyn de Worde, and one by Richard Pynson,
which are either not mentioned in Dibdin's Typo-
graphical Antiquities, or are different editions

from those mentioned
; they are bound up in a

volume which contains also Nos. 169. 192, 193,
194. 370.380. 405.413.of Dibdin's list of the books

printed by W. de W., and No. 850. of those

printed by John Rastell. I sent to Dr. Dibdin
an account of the contents of the valuable volume

many years ago, but it was after the publication
of his T. A., and I know not whether he ever
made use of my information ;

if not, it may interest

some of your readers to know of these (probably)
very rare tracts of Caxton's successor. The
volume is preserved in the valuable library at

Bamburgh Castle, and was probably previously
in the library of John Sharp, Archbishop of York,
the principal part of which was by his grandson
John Sharp, (one' of the trustees of the charity,)
bequeathed to Lord Crewe's trustees.

1. "In the name of God here begynneth the rule of the

lyvynge of the bretherne and systers of the order of peny-
tentes." (Below this title is a woodcut of a vision of St.

Francis, &c.)
"Thus endeth the rule of the lyvynge of the bretherne

and systers of ye ordre of penytentes. Enprynted at
London in Flete strete, at ye sygne of the sonne by Wyn-
kyn de Worde. In the yere of our lorde A.JI.CCCCC.
& x."

4to. on twelve leaves, to C. 3. At the end is

device No. 5. of Dibdin's Typographical Anti-

quities.

2. Under a woodcut of a bishop :

" Mons perfeccionis otherwyse in Englvsshe, the hyll
of perfeccon."

On the reverse a woodcut of Ihe crucifixion :

"Exhortacio facta Cartusientibus, et aliis religiosis p
venerandu in xpo patrena et dnra dominil Johem Alcok
Eliens. episcopu."
"
Enprynted at Westmestre by Wynkyn the Worth ye

yere of our Lorde M.cccc.lxxxxvi., and in the yere of
the reyne of the moost vyctoryous prynce our nioost na-
turell sovereyn lorde Henry the seventh, at the instaunce
of the ryght reverende relygyous fader Thomas pryour
of ye house of saynt Anne the ordre of the Chartreuse,
and fynyshyd the xxij daye of the moneth of Septerabre
in the yere abovesayd."

4to. on twenty- eight leaves, to E. 4. At end
woodcut of transfiguration.

Dibdin, No. 104., gives two later editions, viz.

May, 1497, and May, 1501.

3. " Here begynneth a lytell treatyse of the dyenge
creature enfected -with sykenes uncurable with many
sorowfull complayntes." (Woodcut of a dying man

; on
reverse a dying man with demons.) "Here endeth a
lytell treatyse of the dyenge creature. Enprynted at
London in Flete Strete in the sygne of the sonne by
Wynkyn de Worde, Anno dixi M"CCCCC.VI." (Woodcut
of pope, cardinall, and kings kneeling to the Virgin.)" O holy Mary, moder of God, praye for us synners."

4to. on sixteen leaves. On reverse of last leaf,
device No. 6. : an edition of the following year
(1507) is mentioned, No. 174.

4. Below the same woodcut of a bishop as in.

No. 2.,
"
Desponsacio virgini Xristo. Spousage of a virgyn to

Cryste."

On the reverse, woodcut of crucifixion.

"An exhortacyon made to Relygyouse systers in the
tyme of theyr consecracyon by the Reverende Fader in
God Johan Alcok bysshop of Ely."

"
Enprynted at Westmynstre by Wynken de Worde.'*

(Device, "No. 5. of Dibdin.)

4to. ten leaves, to B. 3.

5. " Here begynneth ye rule of our holy fader S.

Austen y* noble doctour." (Below woodcut of a writer
at his desk.)

" Thus endeth ye rule of our blessyd fader

Saynt Austen, bysshop of Yponens, y' noble 'doctour.

Enpryuted at London in Flete Strete at the sygne of the
Sonne by Wymkyn de Worde." (Device, No. 7. of Dib-

din.)

4to. six leaves, to A. 6.

6.
" The boke of conforte agaynste all tribulations."

(Above a woodcut of the crucifixion ;
on reverse the same

cut. On fourth leaf a woodcut of the judgment of Pilate.)
"
Sanguis eius super nps

et sup filios nostros." (On leaf

14 the crucifixion again) ;
on the 21st leaf,

" Here after

foloAveth the Prologe of the auctour upon the mater of

the seven mortal synnes and of the doughters or

braunches of them, and wythe theyr remedyes." (On re-

verse cut of author at desk ; on fol. 32. cut of David and

Goliah.)
" Here folowen the x comaudementes."

4to. fiftv-six leaves.
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i t,;,- iniu cnuciu */ i/fc"* pivij

the boka of coasolacion or comfort agavnste al trybula-

cion. Enprinted in London by Bycbard I'ynson. At the

..,..,:. n: 1 . : >;:

Cot of crucifixion ; on reverse, device as 1. or

3. of Dibdin. W. C. TEYBLTAW.

Walling**.

LOHDOK SHBBirr* AKD TENLBB-SFKVICBS.

By an act passed in the last Session of Parlia-

ment (13th Aug.), two very ancient and singular

practices (which had long survived the purport of

their original institution) in connexion with the

Presentation" at Westminster of the Sheriffs of

London and Middlesex, have been abolished.

They consisted in counting so many horse-shoes,

nnd the nails belonging to them, and of
chopping

two pieces of stick with whittles or small knives.

Blount, in his Ancient Tcmtret (4to. Lond., 1815),

gives the origin of both these carious ceremonies

as follows :

" Walter le Brun, farrier, in the Strand, in Middlesex,
was to have a piece of ground in the

parish
of St Cle-

ment, to place a forge there, he rendering yearly six

bom-shoes for it This rent was antiently wont to be

paid to the Exchequer every year: for instance, in the

first year of King Edw. I., when Walter Maresccllus
paid

t the crucem lapideam six bone-shoes, with nails, for a

certain building which he held of the king in
capite op-

posite the stone cross ; in the second year ofKing IAw. } .,

in the fifteenth year of King Edw. II., and afterwards.

It is still rendered at the Exchequer to this day by the

Mayor and citizens of London, to whom in process of

time the said piece of ground was granted." P. 333.

The chopping with a whittle is thus given :

M Walter de Aldebam holds land of the king, in the

More, in the county of Salop, by the service of paying to

the king yearly, at his Exchequer, two knives (whittles)

whereof one ought to be of that value (or goodness) that

at the first stroke it would cut asunder, in the middle, a

hasle rod of a year's growth, and of the length of a cubit

(half a yard), Ac., which same service ought to be done

in the middle of the Exchequer, in the presence of the

treasurer and barons, every year, on the morrow of St.

Michael : and the said knives (whittles) to be delivered

to the chamberlain to keep for the king's use." Pp. 817,

Under the new regulation, the future Sheriffs

of London and Middlesex are not onlv relieved

from the performance of the above ancient cere-

s but also from personal attendance at the

of Exchequer, accompanied by the Lord

Mayor, Recorder and Aldermen of London, to be

approved and sworn before the Lord Chief Baron.

Henceforth the Queen's Remembrancer will com-
municate her Majesty's approval of the Sheriffs

elect, and make the necessary records. The rents

and services in
respect of the tenure of the waste

piece of ground called "the Moors," in the county
of Salop, and of a tenement called - the Forge/

1

in the pariah of St. Clement Dane*, Middlesex,

may now be rendered by the corporation of

London, or by their authorised agent appointed
for that purpose, at the office of her Majesty's Re-
membrancer. Whether the Shropshire .V

still in the hands of the City corporation we know
not ; but the Forge has long since passed away,
together with the Stone Cross that laced it at the

period of the original grant of tho premises, A.D.

1235, ferny). King ilenry III. Goo*AGOG.

SHAJCSfEAftE'B BOU8B.

Most of the readers of " N. & Q." are aware
that in 1848 a band of spirited gentlemen (Messrs.
Dickens, Forster, and others') proposed, by meant
of amateur theatrical performances, to raise a
fund for " the purchase of Shakspeare's house at

Stratford, and the establishment of a perpetual

curatorship to be held by one distinguished in

literature. This office was, in the first instance,
to be offered to Mr. Sheridan Knowles, who had
then retired from the stage in declining health.

The amateur performances, it will be remember*

ed, took place : but it was said that Mr. Knowles
declined to accept any pecuniary advantage from

them, he having been otherwise provided for, by a

government pension.
This latter report, however, I have been told,

has since been publicly contradicted.

I have no doubt that, like myself, many of your

j

readers will be glad to learn how this matter

stands ; whose property Shakspeare's house now
is *, and to what purpose the funds realised by the

accomplished troop of amateur Thespians hare
been

appropriated.
I see it stated in the newspapers that a name-

sake of the poet has recently bequeathed a sura of

2SOO/. for the formation of a Museum in the house
at Stratford, with an annuity of 601. for a custo-

dier.

But what suggested my Query at present was
the circumstance that a few days ago a friend

placed in my hands the lines which I enclose, and
which were intended to be spoken

as Prologue to

the amateur performances in aid of the above

object, at Glasgow, in July, 1848. The verses

had been given to my friend by a well-known be-

nevolent gentleman, not long since deceased, who
had a marine villa at this place, A. S. D. Esq. of

Glasgow. Mr. D. took a leading part in i

T* The house at Stratford is now the property of the

nation, for whom it is held by certain trustees, the Karl

of Carlisle being, we believe, the head of then

John Shakspeare, who during his lifetime gave a largs

sum, between SOOML and 80001, for toe upholding and

estate with an annuity of 60 or a custoan;
will has been disputed; and the matter is still tubjvKt*.
ED. N. & Q."]
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the arrangements for the amateur performances in

that city, principally,
I believe, from feelings of

personal regard for Mr. Knowles, whose interests

were then supposed to be identified with the suc-

cess of the experiment.
Whether the Prologue was ever offered to the

amateur actors, my friend did not inquire : that it

was not spoken I know, having been myself pre-

sent at all their performances in the Glasgow
theatre.

The original MS. has the initial B. subscribed to

it. This, however, seems to be in the handwriting
of Mr. D., who stated to my friend that it was the

composition of a member of the University; and

the initial will apply to more than one individual

iu that learned body.
The verses having never before been published,

should they appear to you deserving of a place in

"N. & Q." and prove the means of eliciting an

answer to the Query I have
proposed,

or any in-

formation of interest regarding the fortunes and
fate of Shakspeare's house at Stratford, my friend

authorises me to place them at your disposal.
M. (2.)

Helensburgh, 31st August, 1859.

" Lines intended to be spoken as Prologue, *c.

" In ancient times when glorious Greece bore sway
In arts and arms the Albion of her day,
Could some fond finger, pointing to his hearth,
Proclaim ' 'Twas here Maeonides had birth :

Here was his cradle : toils and triumphs by
Here came at last the blind old man to dy,'

O, with what pride had sage, had poet knelt

Beneath the roof where mighty Homer dwelt,

Worshipp'd each relic as a thing divine,
The house a temple, and the hearth a shrine !

" And lo ! from every land, from every sea,

Troop pilgrim crowds to fair Parthenope,
Left unregarded, half thy wonders, Rome,
To gaze and flow at Virgil's honour'd tomb !

Sacred from change see proud Arezzo keep
The home that hush'd her Petrarch's infant sleep,

'

From change Ferrara fence the modest cell

Where Ariosto wove his wizard spell !

" And shall thy sons on whose world-circling sway
Ne'er sets the summer, and ne'er sinks the day,
Millions in every clime who own the tongue
In which thy Shakspeare thought, thy Shakspeare sung,
Shall they who know where drew his earliest breath
Our more than Homer, where his last in death,
Profan'd to vulgar uses or forgot
A common ruin yield that hallow'd spot ?

" Britain ! forbid forbid so foul a brand
Should stamp for scorn thy Shakspeare's father-land.
From Vandal's touch, from time, from tempest's rage,
Be his hearth sacred still, from age to age,A nation's care, a wide world's pilgrimage !

" There youthful genius where great Shakspeare trod
Shall find his call, and own th' inspiring God

;

There musing mindful of the mighty dead
Shall statesmen, orators, and sages tread

;

And while they ponder on his matchless line,
Where wit with wisdom strives, and both divine,
High thoughts shall trance them, and high fancies feast,
The house a fane, a poet for its priest !

"Ah ! 3
res a poet for its priest how meet!

And needs an actor too ? In both complete
See Nature boon to your own Knowles impart
The poet's fancy, and the actor's art !

" Here where kind hearts his merits prompt to scan
Admir'd the poet as they lov'd the man,
Fann'd his first soarings with their fond acclaim,
Nerv'd his young wing and cheer'd him forth to fame,
Not here not here fair daughters of the Clyde,
Our plea for genius shall be coldly tried :

No spur needs here to willing hearts that yearn
To cast their stone on Shakspeare's hallowed cairn !

" And ! count mockery the barren aid

Would starve the living, and endow the dead !

Discreetly generous, be it yours to yield
Due meed to both : from shameful ruin shield

On Avon's bank that consecrated dome,
Give Shakspeare honour, and give Knowles a home !

"

APHARA BEHN.

Glimpses of occult history may not unfre-

quently, like sparks from a flint, be struck out of

a neglected petition or a spurned memorial. The
brief story of a life, the notings of family or de-

scent, with other genealogical or biographical
memoranda, recorded truthfully no doubt (for the

writer, being generally in some position of distress

or grievance, would hardly adduce facts unable to

bear the severest scrutiny,) may be gathered from
the few lines addressed to those in power by way
of petition.
Some are written evidently by the elegant quill

of a professional scribe, with every embellishment
of penmanship, as though the prayer would be
entitled to attention by the carefulness of its calli-

graphy. Some are dashed off with an impatient
and careless scrawl a few are to be found bear-

ing the signatures of the writer; but rarely ever
do we meet with any to which the date is attached.

The rationale of this is dubious. Why not date a

petition ? Many, unread, doubtless have been
tossed among a heap of similar documents, and
unnoticed have been destined to the fire. Papers
of this description, if unresponded to after a long
period, might be considered as too remote to de-

serve attention ; but by undating it, the petition
was preserved as it were evergreen, and ready to

be used on any occasion or presented at any con-
venient season.

Under these circumstances a clue is to be sought
for in the references and reports which are some-
times inscribed upon the memorial itself, but
oftener to be found in an especial book kept for

this purpose. I have met with a few of Mrs.

Aphara Behn
;
in one of which she for some pur-

pose curiously appears to have transposed her

baptismal name, and rendered it Fyhare. By
changing the position of letters, we have Afhyre,
which approximates closely to Aphara as she calls

herself in petition No. 2. No. 3. has the initial

only,
" Mrs. A. Behn." My inquiry is directed
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to the transaction herein alluded to, and the debt

of ISO/. From her biography I glean nothing,

except that it would appear she was official!j em-

ployed, in the reign of King Charles II., as resi-

dent female agent at Antwerp during the Dutch
war: ladies at that period being often similarly

engaged. Can any of your contributors throw

light upon this episode in her history ? This pe-
tition was probably hurriedly written under men-
tal and pecuniary distress, as may be inferred

from the transition from the first to the third

person, &c. :

- The humble peticon of Fvhare lk-hn,

wetb,
.it after long waiting on M' Killiercw for y 150"

due to Edward Buttler (for w I petitioned yo' Mat 4'

everall times), and being at last ordered to go to my
Lord Arlington (whom be said had order from \or Ma'
to pay it), his LOP said he bad neither monies nor orders,
and M r Buttler being out of all patience hath taken his

revenge in arresting yo
r
petition'.

..' petic', therefore, most humbly beggs that yor

Mn" will take some compassion upon her condicdn, and
not to lett her suffer for what was done to serve yo

r MatU

only, nnd be grationsly pleased to order him his money
that I may not perish here.

M And yo' pet', &c,"

In another petition she alludes to Mr. E. But-
ler having come to town, and allowed her but one
week's grace to pay this 150/., after which he pur-

poses to use all imaginable severity. Trusts the

king will not let her languish in prison, but will

order payment of the money which Mr. Hallsall

and Mr.
Killi^rcw

know is so justly due.

A third petition excuses her again approaching
the king after two years' suffering. Is threatened

with an execution in this business of Mr. Butler.

Prays an order for payment of this money may be
made either to Mr. Alay or Mr. Chiffincb.

ITU URIEL.

JHiiior otr*.

Family Profession*. I extract from Burke's

Peerage, A'c> the following remarkable statement:

James Graves, Esq., had two sons, the younger of

these, Rear Admiral Thomas Graves (1.), had n

son, Admiral Thomas Graves (2.), created Lord
Graves ; the elder son of James Graves, Samuel,
had two sons, the younger one was Admiral
Samuel Graves (3.); the elder son, the Rev.
John Graves, had four sons, 1. Rear Admiral
Samuel Graves (4.); 2. Admiral John Graves

(5.) ; 3. Vice Admiral Sir Thomas Graves, K.B.

(6.) ; 4. Admiral Richard Graves (7.). And as a

parallel ease, Sir Wm. Rowley, K.R., Admiral of

the Fleet (1.), had two sons ; the elder, Rear Ad-
miral Sir John Rowley (2 ) was created a baronet ;

his eldest son, Sir William, bad a son, Rear Ad-
miral Sir Joshua Ricketts Rowley (3.), 3rd Bart.

Sir John, had two other sons, Vice Admiral Bar-
Samuel Rowley (4.) and Admiral Sir

Charles Rowley (5.), created a bare net ; three

,

cousins German (sons of Clotworthy, y
! son of Admiral Sir William), were AdrairalBb
|

Jotias Rowley (6.) and Rear A-lmir.i! Samuel
Campbell Rowley (7.). The various baronet
families of Parker, although apparently uncon-
nected with each other, include no lest than ten
admirals and a commander R.N. amongst them.

Y. S. M.
Cromtcellian Relic. On a fly-leaf in the Amer-

shara
registers

occurs the following note, u

by the Rev. Robertshaw, who was formerly
rector of Amersham :

"Oct.

> 19. Francis Rossell, Auditor.
" This Francis Russell lived at y Dill farm in v

Parith of Cbalfont SL Giles, and on y confine*
Parish ; he was one of Oliver's justices, and a fit man for

y times. I knew bis son, a kind of mom. com., who came
to poverty an-1 sold y farm. General Fleetwood lived at

y Vac he, and Russell on y opposite hill : >u> t M" Crom-
well, Oliver's wife, and her daughter, at Wood -row
House, where afterwards lived Captain James Thompson.
So the whole county was kept in awe, and became ex-

ceedingly zealous and very fanatical, nor is the noisou

yet eradicated. Duty* wch
persons are gone and y llarop-

dens agoin.

C(?)R. 1730."

A.

A Pott's Vow. Many authors have v.

their
personal

vows or aims their " Hoc erat in
"
I've often wished," &c.

Perhaps
one of

the noblest is that of Pindar. After describing
the wicked, and specially the slanderous, 1.

claims :

Xpve&

t lw
trAK

fcx, Zv *r<p.
V,S ;*rT0Mr,
HM*JTooWW'

'AAAi *Xn*Ht
.
',,~, A|

FBAKCIS TBENCH.
Islip Rectory.

Shaving Statute. In a parliament held at Trim

by John Talbot, Earl of Shrewsbury, t)>. i>

Lieutenant, anno 1447, 25 Henry VI., it was
enacted " That every Irishman must kc

upper lip shaved, or else be used as an

enemy." The Irish at this time were much at-

tached to the national foppery of wearing musta-

chioe, the fashion then throughout Kuropf, :>

more than two centuries after. ']'!.

Paddy who became an enemy for his bean!
an enemy was treated ; for the treason

only be pardoned by the ?urn -i. land.

Thus two benefits accrued to the king, lii-

mies were diminished, and his follow* :

for ; many of whose descendants enjoy tin-

fiscated properties
to this day, which may .

priately be designated Ifair-breatith estates.
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effects of this statute became so alarming, that the

people submitted -to the English revolutionary

razor, and found it more convenient to resign
their beards than their lands. This Agrarian law

was repealed by 11 Charles I, after existing two
hundred years. J- Y.

Mauve. Although, if we may believe the au-

thor of " Perkin's Purple," in All the Year Round
for September 10th, we are not quite correct in

describing the fashionable colour as mauve, yet it

may be interesting to some of the fair wearers to

know that they have been anticipated by about
2000 years. We read, in the Aulularia of Plau-

tus*, v. 468., ed. Hildyard, iii. 5. 40., ed. Weise,

respecting the expenses attendant on being mar-

ried,
" Solearii adstant, adstant molochinarii"

dyers of the colour of mallow, on which passage
Ilildyard quotes from Par. Lex. Plant. :

"
Qui

colorem. tingunt ad purpuram inclinantem, qualis
in malvaeflore spectatur." P. J. F. GANTILLON.

Mary Queen of Scots, her Secretary. In the

Globe of Sept. 15, 1859, under the French news,
we read :

" In the churchyard of Hulpe, a village near Brussels,
an obscure tomb is found to bear this inscription: 'Cy
gist S r Charles Bailley, secretaire de lay Royne d'Ecosse,

tlecapitee ponr lay fo}
7

Catholiq, qui trepassa 27 Xr
age

de 84 ans.' Among the numerous biographers of Mary
Stuart none seem to have cognisance of this secretary."

If the Scottish queen's biographers have omit-

ted mention of the octogenarian interred as above,
the Calendar of State Papers (Scotland) might
have been successfully consulted to identify the

individual : for one of its documents records a

Charles Bailly, a papist who lived with the Queen
of Scots when her husband was murdered, and
who was also a prisoner in the Tower of London.
One paper mentions his being in the Marshalsea,
while another designates him as a Queen of Scots'

man, a dangerous fellow, a minister to and
concerned in the ill-doings of the Bishop of Ross,

&c., &c. CL. HOPPER.

HAMLET QUERIES.

You would extremely oblige me if you could

procure the answers to the following questions.
They were sent to me from the Regisseur of the

Royal Theatre at Berlin, who is very anxious to
have them answered as correctly as possible. I
have been informed that the best plan for that

purpose is to address myself to you \_ therefore,
you will forgive the trouble which I give you.

1. Is the tale "The rugged Pyrrhus he
whose sable arms" invented b

not, by whom ?

2. Does there exist a piece,
" The Murder of

Gonzago," of which Hamlet said
" The story is extant, and written in very choice

Italian."

Who is the author ?

3. Suppose the piece does exist, it is Italian, as
is proved by the names of Gonzago and Baptista ;

nevertheless we find :

" This play is the image of a murder done in Vienna"

4. "
Gonzago is the Duke's name," says Ham-

let, and yet we read,
" the player King:' How is

that?
5. " This one Luvianus, nephew to the Kinij."

Why nephew, Claudius being the brother of The
murdered King ?

6. The following words of Hamlet :

" The croaking raven doth bellow for revenge."

W^here are they taken from ?

7. Hamlet says to the player :

" You could for a need study a speech of some dozen
or sixteen lines, which I would set down and insert?
Could you not ?

"

Which are these inserted lines ?

8. In Germany, Hamlet directs his advice
"
Speak the speech, I pray you," &c. to that

actor who has already recited " The rugged Pyr-
rhus," and has it done so well that Hamlet says of

him,
" A broken voice, and his whole function."

Why then that advice to such an excellent actor ?

Or does he perhaps direct his advice to sonic
other player ?

9. Is the dumb show acted in England, and by
the same actors who perform

" The Murder of

Gonzago," or by others ?

10. Is " The Murder of Gonzago" acted in the
same costume as that of Hamlet? or in what kind?

J. EHRONBAUM, Dr.

Royal Military College, Farnborough, Hants.

Metcalfof Searly, County of Lincoln. Stephen
Metcalf, son of the Rev. Stephen Metcalf, vicar
of Searby, near Brigg, county of Lincoln, married

Mary, eldest daughter of Sir Nicholas Bayly,
Bart., and sister of Henry Bayly-Paget, created

i Earl of Uxbridge in 1784. Is anything known
of the Metcalf family beyond the particulars above
stated? T. R,

Born B.C. 258.

^
Lucky Stones. The sea-beach near my resi-

dence is noted for its abundance of "
lucky

stones," that is, pieces of gravel or flint stone
with holes through. Some coasts are, as I am

yShakspeare? If i

informed
> entirely (or nearly so) destitute of

them. Will anyone tell me what is the cause of
their configuration, and of their greater or less

rarity in different localities ? DUBIUS.
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Danish Fort* in JrAand.- In the Sale Cata-

of Mr. Bradish's library (Dublin, 1899), of

I have a coy with the prices and ur-
logue
which
chasers* names, there' appears the following item

unongst the MSS. p.51.:
A Covrsatlon,or Colloquy upon tbe Daniah Farts

ia Ireland, and vartae* other Curiosities. This MS. ap-

pears extremely antique, and bean tbe autograph of

Arthur Cbichesler."

It was purchased by
" Mullen

"
for twelve

,

<niineas. Can anyone tell me where it is now
;

deposited?
ABHBA.

Ions tkt Fifteenth. In the report ofthe curious
;

trial for forgery of Mr. Humphreys or Alexander,
,

the pretender to the title of Earl of Stirling on

29th April, 1839, which resulted in his conviction,

at p. xciii. of Appendix to Introduction occurs

the following passage :

- Louis XV., a prince who is believed to have written

only two words in bis reign, his own name Louis R.,' i

and the word Bon '

as an approval of any document sub-

mitted to him. His diaapproval was marked by a line

delating the proposal, to save tbe fatigue of further pen-

manship, which indeed he so carefully eschewed that even

his notes to bis mistresses were written by a secretary."

What foundation is there for such a strange

account ? Y. S

Finsbury Jail. In the Diary of William White-

way of Dorchester, 1618-34, Egerton MS. 784.,

mention is made of tbe following incident :

* May, 1621 : Sir Francis Mitchell, being one of Sir

Giles Mompesson's cousins, was sent unto Finsbury Jail,

a place made by him for rogues, and made to ride on a

lean jade backwards through London, holding the tail in

his hand, and having a
paper upon

his forehead, whereon

was written his offence.'
1

Taylor the Water- Poet, in The Praise and Vtr.

tueofa Jayle and Jaylers, 1630, also notices it :

" Lord Wentworih'e jay le within White Gbappell stands,

And / Mufory, God blesse me from their bands !

"

Can any one spot the precise locality of Fins-

bury Jail? J. Y.

Sir Francis Drake, his Portrait, $r. A con-

pamphlet in MS., entitled An Answer to

t slandering Q*een E&eabctk, take* note
Kl- :!! Ithe Duke of Florence placed tbe portrait of

Sir Francis Drake " in his ttallery amongst the

princes of that *yme." It teds us moreover, very

gravely, that his very name was a byword, and

cd as a bogie to terrify ill-humoured chil-

-that u hee did so beestirre hym as he

frighted many in bis passages on the sea-coast.

Insomuch as tbe women, when theirc children

cryed, to still them they wold say : Howld yo

peace, Drake comes.'
"

It relates farther that the

knighted him vrith the sword of tbe I

Ambassador. Is the portrait above alluded to

known to be at present in existence ?

ABBACADABBA.

Gibber's "Apology* Would some gentleman
well

F//I
in 1 cclally in Tom Jones,

bflfi DM
'

v - !,- .'!!_' tii.- <-x;i<-: term* used to

describe Cofley Cibber's Apology, a saying that

he had lived the life he did to be able to write such
a book? F. 8.

Scire Facias Club. A friend has giv
the following, conied, he says, from the original
in the churchyard of Dunboyne, co. Meath :

44 This monument was erected by the members of the
Scire Facias Club to the memory of John Hamilton,

Esq., of BalHnacoll in this parish, wbo died on tbe

day of August, 1784."

I have tried, but hitherto in vain, to trace the

origin and history of this attorneys' club, farther

than that it eventually merged in the Law Club
of Ireland. A society with so singular a name

ought, I think, to have some records of its exist-

ence, even though, as I have heard, it was a
convivial club. Y. S. M.

Detached Chapels : Beckefs CVoicn. A rumour
has gone forth that the Dean and Chapter pur-

pose to take in hand the long-delayed restoration

of the east end of Canterbury Cathedral, popu-

larly known as "Becket's Crown." It would

interest me under these circumstances (anil :

prove useful also) if any of your a:

correspondents could recall any similar example*
of a semi-detached chapel at the east end, particu-

larly if they could specify the nature of tbe roof

in such cases, and tbe method of
juncture

with

the main building, whether by flying buttresses

or otherwise. The
onljr analogous eastern ending

I am acquainted with is that of the Marienkircbe

at Lubec. FAOUS.

Sir Robert le Grys. Could any of your kind

correspondents give me any information about

"Sir Robert le Orys, Knight?" He " rendred

English," in two bookes, VeOeius Paterculus his

Romane Historic, 12mo., 1632. Also,
- John Barclay his Argenis. translated out of Latine

into EnpHsh. the Proas upon bis Majesties command by
Sir Robert le Grys, Knight, and the Verses by Thomas

May, Esquire, &c. 4 to. 1654."

BBLATBB-ADIMB.

Manuscript Verse Translation of De GuiUvilles
*
Pilgrimage." Mr. Gillie?, an advocate, who re-

sided atBrechin some years ago,
was iu

j.
- -. -

sion of a valuable library, in which it is said that

there was a MS. verae translation of De Guile-

ville's Pilgrimage of Man, supposed to have been

the identical one which Bunyan bad with him m
prison. Can any of your readers give any m-

formation as to what became of this MS. ?

library was sold, and probably dispersed. ABOV.

Sir John Franklin. We have now learnt that

Sir John Franklin died in 1847. I remember to
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have seen, about the year 1848-49, an account

which appeared in various Indian newspapers of a

clairvoyante, a little girl of European parentage,
but who had never been out of Calcutta. She
was represented as saying that Sir John was dead

;

but as she gave various details regarding the ship
and crew, it would be interesting to compare it

with Capt. Mc Clintock's statement, could any
reader of " N. & Q." lay his hands upon this nar-

rative. SIRKAR KA NAKUR.

"The Tale of a Tub" It is assumed by the

biographers by Scott and Mason certainly
that Thos. Swift set up pretensions to be one of
the authors, if not the principal author, of this

work
;
and that he, Thos., was the author of the

"Complete Key" to it, and therefore responsible
for what appears therein. It is certainly stated

in the "Key" that The Tale was written by "a
couple of young clergymen,"

"
generally (and not

without sufficient reason) said to be Dr. Jonathan
and Thomas Swift." From a subsequent state-

ment we must infer that the first part of The
Tale was written solely by Thomas, who is spoken
of as " the author ;" and the writer of " The Key

"

says that " when he had not yet gone half way,"
his companion, Dr. Jonathan, "carried it with
him to Ireland, and having kept it seven years,
at last published it imperfect, for indeed he was
not able to carry it on after the intended method

;

because divinity (tho' it chanc'd to be his profes-

sion) had been the least of his study." This is

followed by some details as to the "
digressions

"

contributed by Jonathan.
This "

Key" was published by Curll, 1710 ; not
the very best of authorities, and even thus early
in personal antagonism to Jonathan. What is the

authority for attributing "The Key" to Thos.
Swift? All I find referred to is Swift's letter to

Tooke, wherein Swift speaks of "The Key" as

perfect Grub Street, which will be forgotten in a
week

;
and he thus concludes :

" I cannot but think that little parson-cousin of mine
[Thomas] is at the bottom of this

; for having lent him
a copy of some part

* * he affected to talk suspiciously,
as if he had some share in it."

Swift, I think, means merely that the foolish
talk of Thomas had suggested the idea of joint-
authorship to the Grub Street bookseller not
that Thomas wrote " The Key." T. T. T.

Dean Swift. Was there any relationship be-
tween the Swifts through Godwin Swift, or
his sons or daughters and Colledge "the Pro-
testant joiner," who was hanged. Jonathan was
very early intimate with Mrs. Goodwin, Colledge's
daughter, who, soon after the revolution, had
some appointment about the Court, with apart-
ments at Whitehall. Swift makes honourable
mention of her

; and in his Journal, May 17,
1711, he says: "This noble person and I were

brought acquainted, some years ago, by Lady
Berkeley." This carries us back to the time when
Lord Berkeley was one of the Lords Justices of

Ireland, and Swift was his chaplain and secretary,
and leads me to infer that the introduction may
have taken place in Dublin. Is there any evi-

dence that the London joiner's daughter was in

Dublin ?

Luttrell twice makes mention of Mrs. Goodwin,
and culls her sister to Colledge. I presume this

is a mistake, as it is not likely that Colledge had
both a sister and daughter of that name.

July, 1682. " Mrs. Goodwin, sister to Stephen Colledge,
lately executed for treason, is committed to Newgate, on
the information of her own husband, for treason."

4th Sept. 1682. " Mrs. Sarah Goodwin, sister to Stephen
Colledge, was tried for high treason, on the testimony of
her husband, for treasonable words spoken; but there

being no other evidence against her, she was discharged."
D. E. S.

Minshew and early English Dictionaries. Can
any of your correspondents give me information
of the author of The Guide into Tongues,

" John
Minshew ?" A copy of the 2nd edition is in my
possession, dated 22nd July, 1625. Also, whether
there exists any list of Dictionaries of the English
language published previous to the 1st edition of
Johnson? G. D. Y.

John Baynes. In the month of December,
1779, a great reform meeting was held at York, at

which meeting one John Baynes, a young barris-

ter, made a speech which made a great sensation

at the time. A copy of this speech is wanted by
a member of his (John Baynes) family, and also

any particulars of the said John Baynes, who was
an intimate friend of Sir Samuel Romilly.*

This gentleman also composed various scraps of

poetry for the London Courant, a paper published
prior to the year 1787. The poems came out
under feigned and various names. A clue is

wanted to these names, and also any of the poems,
if they are to be had. W. H. N.

Nautical Heraldry. On the gravestone of a
merchant of the sea-coast town of Bridlington,
Yorkshire (who died about two hundred years
since), besides his own family arms, are carved
the following, viz. on a shield, an anchor entwined
with a cable. Crest. Upon helmet and wreath a

single-masted vessel, without sails; supporters,
two mermaids. Motto. " Deus dabit vela." I

imagine these to have been the insignia of some

guild or company of which the deceased may have
been a member, but I have not been able as yet
to discover one. I shall be obliged if any reader

of "N". & Q." can inform me upon the point.
The device on the shield is similar to that used by
the Admiralty on seals, &c. C. J.

[* An interesting account of John Baynes is given in

the Gertt. Mag. for August, 1787, p. 742. ; and his epitaph
by Dr. Parr in Dec. 1805, p. 1141. ED.]
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Bocardo. Over and above standing for a cer-

tain mood of syllogism, this word was used in the

seventeenth century as a cant name for some
What prison, and why? All I can make

out is, that it was not the King's Bench.
A. DB MOBGAK.

f Nares, in his Glossary, edit. 1857, informs us thst the ,

! ix) is the old north gste of Oxford, taken down
in 1771. I here i< a good view of it in the first number of

OronM Antigwa Rtttamrata Whether it was originally

so named, from some jocular allusion to the Aristotelian
|

syllogism in JJocarda, 1 have not discovered. It was used

as a prison ; and hence the name was sometimes made a
|

general term for a prison.
Was not this [Acbabl a

;

seditious fellow? Was he not worthy to be cast in M>-

eardo or little-ease?' Latimer, Serm.\ fol. 105. C. Bo-

cardo was the last prison of that good msn himself,

before his shameful murder ;
to himself a glorious mar-

tvr-loin. Its downfal was celebrated by Oxford wits,

both in Latin aud English. One eays,

Xum jam
Antiqui mnri venerabilis umbra bocardo

i r Oxonii ? Salve band ignobile nomen I
'

Dialogu* in Theutr., 1773.

The other,-
Kare tidings for the wretch whose ling'ring score

Remains unpaid, bocardo is no more.'

HllssMssrt Verter, 1772, by Warton.

Bocardo, us a logical term, for a particular kind of syllo-

srism. occurs in Prior's Alma, canto 8. There are many
in London now adaies that are besotted with this sinne,

one of whom I saw on a white horse in Fleet street, a

tanner knave I never lookt on, who with one figure (cast

out of a scholar's studie for a necessary servant at bo-

cardo) promised to find any man's oxen were they lost,

restore any man's goods if they were stolne, and win any
man love,* where or howsoever be settled it.' Lodge s

Incarnate Decilt, 1596."]

Petitionary. Can you enlighten me as to the

meaning of '
Pensionary

"
applied to De Witt and

certain other statesmen of Holland. FAGUS.

[A pensionary is ona orho receives a pension from go-
nt for past serfBes, or a yearly allowance from

some prince, company, or individual. Grand Pcnmonary
is an appellation formerly given to the chief magistrate
of the rojml.lir of Holland, who was a member of the

Seven United Provinces of the Netherlands. The Pen-

nomary was the president of the council of the states or

legislature of Holland, and he was for the time the first

minister of the republic. He was elected for five years,

but was generally confirmed indefinitely, and often for

life. PenSonary was also a name given to the first minis-

ter of the regency of any city in Holland.]

Jfer. Joteph Grieg. Any information con-

cerning the Rev. Joseph Griga of St. Albans

(author of some few hymns), who diol at Wal-

Uiamstow, Oct. 29, 1768, would be acceptable;
also the date of his small book of hymns, which

wsj printed several years after his death. 7.. ( 1 .)

Joseph Grigg was assistant minister to Mr. Bores of

Sifver Street, London; but upon the death of the latter,

1 retired from this service. He married a lady
. of considerable property, the widow of Colonel

He died at Walthamstow, Oct. 29, 1768. He

u.

published nineteen hymns in a Urao. volume, entitled

Ifymnt, by the late Rev. Joseph Grigg, Stourbridge.
Amongst these b that well-known hymn,

" Jesus ! and shall it ever be,"

which has been ascribed to so many different persons.

Gadsby's Memoirt of Hymn Writer and Compiles*, p. 63.]

ll'uljmrffis. What is the exact meaning and
derivation of this word ? The dictionaries

say
" the 1st of May." Pnn.oi.ooici's.

.Although Feb. ?5. stands in Butler as the day of St
albnrge, a considerable portion of her relics was in-

shrined at Furnes May 1st, whence the name Walpurgis
has become connected with the latter day, not with the

former. Indeed her chief festival is placed in the Belgio

Martyrology on May 1. (Butler.) Respecting the deri-

vation of the name itself (Walburge, Walpurga, Vau-
bonrg, &c.), Butler states that the "

English Saxon name
Walburge is the same with the Greek Eucharia, and sig-
nifies yracMu." St Walburge was undeniably of English
origin ; but we find what some will probably consider a
more likely derivation of her name fprobably assumed
when she entered the monastery of Winbourn, or when
she took the veil), in the Italian name Vabmrya. Al-

though Walpurgis-night (Walpurgisnacht) is generally
believed in Germany to be the night of a great muster of

German witches, it 'does not appear that the term Wal-

purgis has any connexion with this gathering, beyond
the fact that the night itself happens to be that which

precedes the 1st of May, on which, as we have seen, the

festival of St. Walpurgis is held. In like manner - Hal-
loween

" was supposed in Scotland to be a night when
witches, &c. are all rambling abroad, so that there was
no such night in the year for intercourse with them ; and
to M baud Halloween " was to observe the rites sopersti-

tiously or sportively connected with that evening. But
the term Hallouxen itself bad originally no necessary
connexion with these notions or observances, being
simply, in its proper signification, the evening preceding
All Hallows, or All Saints Day. So Walpurpi*
on which witches assemble, is simply the eve of St

purgis, the night between Msy 1. and April 80; and the

reason for the assembling of witches at that particular
time is said to be just this, that May 1. was formerly t in-

first dav of the year. Adelung, Wor/crfee*, on Wal-

purgis. I

" Beaver." The brickmakers near London, and

perhaps elsewhere, call their three o'clock meal

their
u beavi-r." What does the word mean ?

K. II. A. B.

[BEAYEB, BEVEH, or BEVERAOK (Hal. fterenr; old

French, ecirrr). is a name given to the afternoon colla-

tion, or any refreshment taken between the regular
meals, as noticed in the following examples:

Drinking between dinner and supper, called beaver.

14 Betimes in the morning they break their fast; at

noon they dine; when the day is far spent they take

*ner; late at night they sup." Cote of Lam-
1 II *

fe is none of those same ordinary eaters that will

devour three breakfasts, and as many dinners, without

any prejudice to their bevert, drinkIngs, or sappers,"
Beaumont and Fletcher, KTsasm Aster, t 3.]

Gorton, of FockwcU, Surrey. I would feel

greatly obliged to any of your correspo:

who would kindly give me any information of the
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family of John Gofton, of Fockwell, Surrey. In

the Armorica Rritannica, he is set down as having
the following coat of arms :

" Crest ;
Rose d'or,

winged azure. Shield ; 1st and 4th. On shield

azure a unicorn's head erased ducally, gorged
and crowned. 2. and 3. Ermine." Also, by the

information whether Fockwell is a town, village,
or estate, and if so, where situated in Surrey.

E. BARRETT.

[Fockwell seems to be a misprint for .Stockwell, or

South Lambeth, in Surrey. In Leigh's chapel in Lam-
beth church is the following inscription on a white
marble: "Here lyeth the body of John Goffton, Esq.,

younger son unto Sir Francis Goffton of Stockwell, who,
with his lady, were buryed in a vault in this angle,
which does belong unto that Manner House. His elder

brother Francis died in Frans 1642; and he [John?]
departed this life the ninth day of May, being in the

yere of our Lord 1686, in the 71st yere of his age. Be-
neath, quarterly, 1 and 4, a unicorn's head erased ;

2 and
3 ermine, and this motto, Ferendo et sperando." Vide

Manning & Bray's Surrey, iii. 508.]

Vigors. In Martha W. Freer's Life of Eliza-
leth de Valois, Queen of Spain, at p. 371. vol. ii.,

appears the following passages :

" On the 25th of October, 1568, a service was performed
in Notre Dame in Paris for the repose of the soul of the

Queen of Spain The service was performed by
the Archbishop of Sens, and the funeral sermon was
preached by Simon Vigors, Archbishop of Narbonne
elect."

I shall be very glad to obtain some information
relative to this Simon Vigors. Y. S. M.

[A biographical account of Abp. Simon Vigor (not
Vigors) will be found in the Biographic Universelle, tome
xlviii. 483.]

The Apreece Family. Living in the neigh-
bourhood of Washingley Hall, Hunts, formerly
the residence of the Apreeces, I naturally take
some interest in their family. I am told that the
last of the Apreeces figures in one of Foote's
comedies. "

Becky," says this character, "where's

my pedigree ?"
I should feel obliged by a reference to the

comedy wherein this occurs. CUTHBERT BEDE.

[In The Author, about the middle of the Second Act.
The pedigree of Apreece, or Ap Rees, of North Crawley,
Bucks, will be found in the Visitations of Bucks, made in
the years 1575 and 1634, Harl. MS. 1533. See also Cole's

MSS., vol. xxxviii. 129.]

THE EARLY EDITIONS OF FOXfi's BOOK OF
MARTYRS.

(2
nd

S. viii. 221.)
MR. NICHOLS will be rendering a great service

to English bibliography by following up the task
which he has proposed for himself, and which he
has so well begun. The early history of Foxe's

Book of Martyrs is full of interest, but little

known
; and although of late some light has been

thrown on it, much still remains to be done. In
noticing this work, Dr. Dibdin says in his Library
Companion :

" The private history of this elaborate work might be
worth knowing, but it is hopeless to enquire after it :

who were the author's chief authorities, and what artists
he obtained to make the designs and engravings, are,
now, I believe, points upon which no correct information
is likely to be obtained."

Let us hope that the case is not altogether so

desperate as the worthy doctor seems to have
feared.

MR. NICHOLS will permit me to point out to

him that he is mistaken in supposing that there is

no copy of any of the early editions in Mr. Gren-
ville's collection, now in the British Museum.
That collection does in fact contain the editions

of 1563 and 1641
;
the former, I believe, slightly

imperfect in the Calendar, but made up in fac-

simile by Harris
;
the latter a fine copy on large

paper.
All the copies of early editions enumerated by

MR. NICHOLS are in public libraries. There must
be some in private collections. I myself possess
a perfect copy of the first edition, made up of
two imperfect copies, each of which, by a piece of
rare good fortune, happened to have what was
wanting in the other.

It is commonly asserted, and believed, that in

the reign of Elizabeth the Book of Martyrs was
ordered to be set up in all churches. This is

doubted by MR. NICHOLS, but what says Dibdin ?

" To the best of my recollection, one of the completest
specimens of a mutilated Fox is (or was) to be seen in
the little parish church near Apethorpe (the seat of the
Earl of Westmorland), in Northamptonshire. In some
other rural parish churches 1 have met with Fox, in an
old vestry trunk of some three centuries ago manufac-
ture, almost in a state of pulverisation from the united
attacks of mice and moths." Lib. Com. 1825, p. 113. note.

It may be objected, however, that this does not

prove that every parish church had a copy of the

work. HENRY HUTH.

Your correspondent, JOHN GOUGH NICHOLS,
asks,

" Where do any copies of the old editions
"

of the Acts and Monuments " exist ?
" and adds,

that he had " been successful in finding very
few." As to the fifth edition of 15967, he
mentions only one copy, which he says is in the

British Museum
; and the second volume of the

same edition, as the only one in the arehiepis-

copal library at Lambeth. In reply to his in-

quiry, I beg to say that I have a copy of this

edition,
" the fift time newly reprinted." It came

into my hands about sixty years ago, from a shop-

keeper who bought it as waste paper. Many
copies of valuable old works have disappeared in

this way, having been torn up for wrappers of
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bop articles. A few year* ago I picked up, in a

treel of this town, a fragment of Coverdale's

Bible, being part of the first chapter of Wis-

doaw," with the ornamental initial letter. It

had been cued to wrap up some butter.

My copy of Foxe's Martyrs WAS in one rolumc,
in its original binding; but, being somewhat out

of condition, it wai rebound in two vols., rough
calf. I think it is perfect, except that it wants

the last leaf of the " Table of Contents
"

at the

end. It has the two title-pages, and all the

woodcuts, including the curious folding print, on
* separate sheet of paper, entitled " The Descrip-
tion of Windsore Castle," and showing the burn-

ing of Person, Teatwood, and Kilmer under the

Castle ; with (in a separate compartment, amongst
others) of Ockhatu in the pillory at Ncwbury.
This print is inserted between pp. 111213.,
which contain the narrative. In my copy, im-

mediately after the title-page of vol. i., is
" The

Kolender," in six pages, a remarkable peculiarity
of which is that January 2nd is marked " John
WieklitlV, Preacher, Marter," (rubricated), and
the date 387, instead of 1387, in the col. for the

year of our Lord. Then follow " Ad dominum
Jesum Christum," &c., 2 pages; Foxe's Address
to Q. Elizabeth, 3 pages ; his l' ad Doctum Lee-

torero," 2 pages ; the " Protestation to the whole
Church of England," 5 pages ;

" The Utilitie of

this Story," 2 pages ;

" Four Questions proposed
to the Papists, 3

pages ;

" Four Considerations,"

&c., 1 page ; and the laudatory addresses, 2 pages.
But all these pages and the Table of Contents at

the end, in 2.5 pages, beginning on the verso of

the lost numbered, ending with the second item

under v. A), are unnumbered. The body of the

work is comprised in 1949 pages, all numbered

continuously, except the 1731st
page,

which com-
mences vol. 2nd, and is not numbered. The sig-
nature or press mark of page 1 949 is z^ryj
The letter-press measures 11$ by 8| inches

Has MR. NICHOLS, besides his desire to know
where such *

copies exist,*' any wish for their

being deposited in some public building or li-

bnryf 1'. H. FISUBB.

the information of MB. J. G. NICHOLS

upon
the subject of the early editions of Foxe*s

Book of Martyrs^ I beg to inform you that I

possess
a folio copy in three volumes, large paper,

in excellent condition, of the edition of 1'

Workaop Manor.
K -IM

I am fortunate enough to possess a copy of the
n of 1683, in tolerable preservation. The

title-page of vol. i. is missing, and it commences
with the first leaf of " the Kalender

title-page of vol. ii , following page 794., iden-

tifies it as *. newly recognized, and in)ar<:

the Author >xe, 1588," and printed at

London by John Dsv, dwelling over A
gate.** The total number of pages is 21.'

sides u a diligent Table or Index," whi.-h, with

some lacwur, is complete as far as the letters w i.

The book is in the original clamp*
though the clasps are gone. C. W

The following books were in the " Black
Letter Collection" of the late George Stokes,

Esquire, of Cheltenham :

- John Foxe, Acts and Monuments - 1576.
- - - 1688..-- 1596.
- 1681

Reran) fa Ecdssto GesUram. Bssile*. 1668."

Also:
"Ac tea d Martrres dednits en Sept Livres dtpafa Is

Temps de Wiclef et dc lius ituqats a present G ayui.
1664."

MB. STOKES compiled with much care and
labour from the Foxian MSS. in the British Mu-
seum the "Memoir of John Foxe" wir

prefixed to the volume of the Britith Reformers,

containing extracts from the writings of the

Martyrologist. This series was edited by :
'

and is published by the Religious Tract So
S.v

I should not have thought the rarity of editions

of Foxe's Martyrs, after the third or fourth, so

great as described by MB. NICHOLS. They oc-

casionally occur in catalogues. I have a fine copy
of the edition of 1296, in the original binding

(second vol. only), which, from its condition, is

certainly one of those which rested on the library
shelves. There can be no doubt that the tempta-
tion offered by the woodcuts has caused tl

struction of many copies. Only to-day I saw in

a print seller's shop several cuts of martyrdoms
from this work offered at Is. each a price which,
if realised, would make the piecemeal sale of a

:etty profitable. X.

West Derby, near Liverpool, Sept 21

I have in my library a copy of Foxe's Acttt,

1st and 2nd vols., of the date of 1596.

leaves are wanting, but on the whole it is in fair

preservation. It is in oak boards, at least half an

inch thick, and has raised brass bosses at the

corners. N. S. HBUIB&BM.
S id mouth.

LAI IX POEM AGAINST Mil

(** S. N

In reply to ITU :nay be stated that in

here was published at Cambridge, fr<
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press of John Hayes, a 12mo. volume in three

parts, containing the Latin Poems of Peter Du
Moulin, the younger, Prebendary of Canterbury,
and Chaplain to Charles II. The first part, in 68

pp., is entitled "Poematum Libellus Primus," and

contains thirteen Hymns on the Apostles' Creed.

The second book (pp. 48.) is entitled
" Ecclesias

Gemitus proximo post piaculare Regicidium
mense, Londini primum editi." Of this and the

following book my copy bears on the title-page
the date 1669. The third book (pp. 151.) has the

title
"
Sylva Variorum." Then follows (pp. 54.)

" Petri Molinsei P. F. TlAPEPmN Incrementum."
The lines concerning which ITHURIEL inquires
are to be found (pp. 36-42.) in the second book.

They are entitled " In impurissimum Nebulonem
Joannem Miltonum," &c. (not Miltonem), and con-

tain, not 24, but 246 lines. Of this coarse and
discreditable production, the following lines are a

sufficient sample :

" Ten' sterquilinium, ten' cucurbit* caput
Ausum Monarchas rodere et Salmasios !

Nunc bufo pardum, bubalum mus verberet,

Opicus leonis vellicet sorex jubas.
Insultet urso eruca, milvio culex :

Scarabsei amicam concacent avera Jovi

Ipsnmque merdis inquinent albis Jovem."

In the third book (pp. 141, 142.) Du Moulin

gives a curious note on this Satire, in which he re-

lates how he had sent the MS. of his book entitled
" Clamor Regii Sanguinis

"
to Salmasius, and

how Salmasius entrusted it to the editorial care

of Alexander More. Milton, learning from his

correspondents in Holland the part Alex. More
had taken in conducting the work, through the

press, supposed him to be its author, and attacked
him with great bitterness in his Defensio Sccunda

pro Populo Anglicano. Du Moulin tells us how,
in silence, and with no little amusement, he be-
held the progress of the controversy, and watched

Milton, blind and full of fury, fighting and strik-

ing the air like the Andabatae (. e. Gladiators
who fought in the dark, being blinded by helmets
without any opening for the eyes), knowing neither
whom he struck at, nor by whom he was bit. But
More, growing cold in the royal cause, and un-

|

equal to the burthen of republican hatred, dis- I

claimed the authorship of the " Clamor Regii
j

Sanguinis," and called two witnesses who knew the
;

real author. Du Moulin now supposed himself
\

in great danger, but says he was saved by Mil- '

ton's pride, who, having reviled More as the au-
thor of the book, did not choose to expose himself
to ridicule by confessing his mistake, but conti-

|nued to treat More as the author. The members
of his party were thus, by regard to consistency,

j

prevented from proceeding against Du Moulin,
who, however, felt no gratitude for the protection !

he thus unexpectedly received through one whom
j

he had most contumeliously attacked. ITHURIEL
will find in Todd's Life of Milton (pp. 160, 161.) !

some curious particulars of Du Moulin. Aubrey
mentions that Milton was assured through the am-
bassador (from Holland) that More was not, but
that Du Moulin was, the writer of the " Clamor ;"
but Milton, who had by that time completed his

Defensio Secunda, replied that as he had written
the book, it should go forth, and that More was
as bad as Du Moulin.
Du Moulin's poems contain references to his

friends as well as his enemies
;

i. e. the Hon.
Henry Clifford and Richard Boyle, Dr. Peter

Gunning, Wm. Barker, Thomas Fotherby, Nicho-
las Brett, and Thomas Watson, a Fellow of St.

John's College ; Castilio, Archbishop Juxon, and

George Oxinden. A prose composition entitled
" Yilla Cambrica " shows that Du Moulin had no

perception of the beauty of wild mountainous

scenery ; and a poem on tobacco eloquently ex-

presses his abhorrence of that seducing weed. I
have only to add, that if ITHURIEL has any diffi-

culty in obtaining this curious volume, I shall "be

happy to give him the opportunity of seeing my
copy. R. BROOK ASPLAND.

1. Frampton Villas, South Hackney.

THE GROTESQUE IN CHURCHES, ETC.

(2
nd S. viii. 130. 196. 236.)

This very interesting subject is a very compli-
cate and difficult one ; one, too (it seems to me),
which cannot be settled in an off-hand way, or

explained by any one theory alone.

I. Much of it may be explained by the intense

Realism of the Mind of the Middle Ages, and the

vivid sense of the Unseen World which then pre-
vailed. The ceaseless Conflict between the Powers
of Good and Evil, which rages around and within

the Church, was an ever-present reality. Thus
the Scorn and Hate, the Masques and Mockeries
of Evil Spirits and Heretics (as Arius) ; Human
Nature, fallen and distorted, showing itself in

Evil Passions and False Teachers, &c. &c., all

these were symbolically sculptured on the outside

of Churches, and sometimes, though not so often,
within.

III. The anthropopathic policy of the Church
in the Middle Ages must doubtless be taken into

consideration ; the Church, absorbing the evils she

could not expel, and hoping to catch corrupt
Human Nature or Paganism by apparent compro-
mise and indulgence, cries Populus vult decipi, et

decipiatur, and catches a Tartar.

III. Much of it is assigned to the disgraceful
contests between the Regular and the Secular

Clergy ;
but I have never seen this proved.

Take any view or views we believe true, and yet
we cannot shut our eyes to the fact that the many
Scandals and Eccentricities we sum up in this case

under the word Grotesque, testify to the gross
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corruption and fearful degradation of the Church
in the agea which produced them.
A v :ont writer in the Christian Re-

membrancer who touches on this subject in a reve-
s ny, and is disposed to make the best of it,

is obliged to give up much <>f the Grotesque as

Lu|>eleasly unmanageable. His words are worth
quoting :

" What is Ridicule? In a sense, it has been rightly
deemed ffc, or rather a, criu-rion of the holiest essence,
even of Truth itself. If Poetry be the relief, the natural

discharge, of the overburthened sense of an oppressive
wrong; or, again, the spontaneous and unsought out-
break of the conscience, and sense of the Beautiful and
the Goed ; why should it not be that Ridicule is, after all,
but an expression of the sense of vivid contrast between
right and wrong of pretence and fact ? 'llie Ludicrous
is but a phase of the poetic mind : the highest writers of
the Ludicrous and in thus theorizing, we are concerned
but with the highest are themselves often the truest
Poets. The great comedian of Greece, and, among our-
selves, such an one as Mr. Thomas Hood, are among the
very highest Poeb
"There can be no question that the y^olot> in the ab-

stract is anything but the unworthy vehicle which
adoUsts and owls among us would maintain : it is part of
the more perfect human constitution; snd the disciples
r r.

(
>. Hsuler, and of experience, ask no more to assign to

it an office in the great economy of the mind : nor has it
been thought unworthy of classification, though the in-

quiry M lost, by the greatest of uninspired philosophers.Wo rlaim of course to be understood, not as vindicating
all the mischievous and profane rubbish which passes
current under the name of the ludicrous : to distinguish
between irony and bomolocby, between satire and buf-

foonery, we ask not Aristotle's aid. We would be the last
to admit the legitimacy of Sarcasm in sacred matters ;

but we contend for it as a principle of truth little under-
stood in philosophy as, when scientifically analyzed, a
development of the Poetic Faculty and therefore an in-
strument to which a province in investigation must be
fairly assigned. . . . May it not be of course, we only
throw out the thought for subsequent investigation
that there was more than is at first sight apparent in
certain observances and practices of the Church in other

ages and countries, which from our habits we are not dis-

posed, and that properly, because of present feelings, edu-
cation, and habits, to make the slightest allowance for, but
rather at once, and in the gross, to condemn ? We allude
to such things as the Boy^ishop in England, the Abbot

A*on, the Feast of Fools, the Mardi-Gnu, the lu-
dicrous Sculpture in wood and stone in Churches, the

grotesque representations of certain scenes in illumina-
tions, the Mvstery Plays, Processions as sometimes con-

-alf of which form a vast class, in which there
SIMM principle involved. These things

to say that they have been, or are,
absurd, and gave, or give, rise to much proCsnity and irre-

verence, is not an adequate account of the fact of their
existence and of their origin. Nay, more; we are not
apologixing for them, still less recommending their revi-
val: perhaps they were false and impolitic applications
of some partially understood, or altogether misappro-
priate, principle; it may be that every one of these
things & totally indefensible; but what then? They
were not accident ; they must have aimed at something,
whether they realised and attained it or not. And this

ng we conceive to have been a desire to recog-
nise, on the part of the Church, all, however various, tEe
common functions of our Human Constitution, all parts

ana objects of the heaven-gifted Human Mind -and in
some measure, to enlist them into the sen-ice of,

corporate them wi,

to sanctify them by absorbing them, while marshallingthem into her host, to bless and modify th-m. An in-
stance occurs to us, which may possibly make oar mean-
in- clearer. In the beautiful chap,

. forming the north aisle ofBt Mary's, (ji
are some firesco.paintinL'B on th.

dlntely over the spot where th- altar stood, feme of the:,,

cannot, to oar eyes, present other tbsn ludicrous associa-
tions. How is this? The artists of the fourteenth oen-
tury were not the men to suggest laughing for laugbing'a
sake, except upon some gSat prindple : we ^5y ii
enter into it; we are not called upon to do so; but we
must admit the fact, account for it as we can. Cases of
indecent

representations
we desire not to include in what

we have said : they are as unintelligible as indefensible."
Ckrutuu Xtm. Oct. 1844, voL viii. pp. 447-459.

There are many, I fear, who will not accept
this reasoning, but consider it as merely begging
the whole question, assuming that there must bo
some great principle, some good principle, at the
bottom of the

grotesque ; like the Neo-Platonists
who attempted to find a method in the madness of
Paganism. Such persons will be better sa-

ith D'Israeli's account of the matter in his article
on "Ancient and Modern Saturnalia," in (1

Hosities ofLiterature. He says :

"The Saturnalia long generated the most extraordin
ary institutions among the nations of modern Europe ;

and! what seems more extraordinary than the unknown
origin of the parent absurdity itself, the Saturnalia crept
into the Services and Offices of the Christian Church.
Strange it is to observe at the altar the Rites of Religion
burlesqued, and all its offices performed with the utmost
buffoonery. It is only by tracing them to the Roman Sa-
turnalia, that we can at all account for these grotesque
sports that extraordinary mixture of libertinism and
profaneness to long rontinu-d initv. Such
were the Feasts of the Ass, the Feast of Fools, Ac, ...
"The ignorant and the careless clergy then imagined

it was the securest means to retain the populace, who
were always inclined to these Pagan revelries/* See also
D'Israeli's articles on -

Mysteries and Moralities
"
and

on- Religious NouvelletUs."

There is much wanting a work treating directly
on the whole subject. EIBIOHNACH.

A good deal about these may be seen in Poole's
Ecclesiastical Architecture, p. 276., though not,

enough perhaps to satisfy QUBBIST any more
ME. CAHBINOTON'S explanation.

Foabroke, in his Ency. of Antiquities, says the

lolling tongue is a symbol of contempt, and refers
to Livy, vii. 9., and Aul. Gollius, ix. 3.

We are all apt to look on these grotesques as

profane and indecent : but may not that arise from

ignorance of their true meaning ? See Symbolism
of Churches, p. Ixi.

In a volume lately published by Mr. I:

illustrating the ancient crosses and other an:

ties in Cornwall, there are some valuable and in-

teresting notes by the author of the llclmes of
Old Cornwall. The note on two heads in
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wenstowe church tend to throw some light on

this Query on grotesques :

" There are two kinds of symbolism in church archi-

tecture, which will often astonish and perplex the un-

learned : these are the grotesque and the repulsive. To the

first of these belongs the lolling tongue and the mocking
mouth of these two corbels of stone. The interpretation

of a face so distorted when it is shown within a church is

called in antiquit}' the Grin of Arius ;
and the origin of

the name is this. *The final developement of every strong

and baleful passion in the human countenance is a fierce

and angry laugh. In a picture of the Council of Nicaea

which is said to exist in the Vatican, the baffled Arius is

shown, among the doctors, with his features convulsed

into a hideous and demoniac spasm of malignant mirth.

Hence it became one of the usages, amid the graphic

imagery of interior decoration, to depict the heretic as

mocking the mysteries, with that glare of derision and

gesture of disdain which admonish and instruct, by the

very name of the grin of Arius."

"Si quid novisti rectius istis,

Candidus imperti."
H. T. ELLACOMBE.

Clyst St. George.

I have always understood that the design of the

grotesques, which are so often seen in churches and
in other old buildings, is to drive aivay evil spirits.

Many of these grotesques are what have been

called "conventional" representations of savage
animals. That is, our mediasval artists, never hav-

ing seen the animals they sculptured or portrayed,
went on copying one from another, till, for exam-

ple, a "conventional" lion came out at length

very like a quadrumanous monkey or a starved

cat as may sometimes be seen, not only on coins,

but on the British Arms. I am now writing
within fifty yards of a church (a modern antique),
from around the base of whose spire there stand

forth at least a dozen of these grotesques sculp-
tured in stone, and bearing, whatever their real

design and character, the semblance of conven-
tional wolves, eagles, or vultures, hyenas, &c., all

with open mouth, as if breathing fire, challenging
the horizon, and bidding-defiance to the four quar-
ters of the compass.
Now it is a well-known fact that these menac-

ing conventionalities have a singular power in re-

pelling all magical and malignant influences.

There is great efficacy, for instance, in the head
of a wolf. So sings Balduinus Ronsaus, as cited

by Delrius in his Disq. Magic., Book vi. p. 56., ed.

1616. "De lupo cecinit,
" Nee rostrum virtute caret, nam, munere quodam
Natura; arcano, depellit fascina dira."

But this same Delrius (Rio, Del-Rio, or Delrio,
a Jesuit, and one of the most learned, earnest, and

systematic of all writers on magic), farther in-

structs us that in repelling evil spirits, not only
things terrific, but things derisive, and things foul
and offensive, are singularly effective : and this

seems to be the reason why on the outride of some

colleges, and both without and within many
churches, we see not only forms and faces of ter-

ror, but some which express ridicule and contempt
(like the human heads with lolling tongues men-
tioned by your correspondents), as well as others
which are calculated to offend even a not over-
fastidious taste by their grossness.

"
Quaecunque

fiunt circa corpora obsessa, daemones accipiunt ut
facta et vergentia in ipsontm dispectum ac ludi-

briinn, maxime si sint irrisiva item omnia
fceda, et amara et similia

; quare, cum sint intole-

rantes injurise, mahmtfvgere, et a molestia inferenda
desistere," p. 65.

Under one or other of the three forms, terrific,

derisive, and indecorous, thus equally repellent of
evil spirits, may be classed most of the grotesques
which we have received or copied from the Mid-
dle Ages. And, though other explanations have
been attempted, I know no satisfactory way, be-
sides this, of accounting for the extraordinary ob-

jects belonging to some churches.

Some of the specimens which I have seen
abroad (for instance, in an inner court of tbe con-
vent of the Penha, near Cintra), are absolutely
and utterly indescribable. One of the very fre-

quent forms in which these grotesques appear in

our own country is that termed in mediaeval archi-

tecture the "gargoyle" or"gurgoyle" (med.-L.
gargoula, gargoullia, gargalia,

old Fr. gargoule,
gargouille, all from the Gr. yapyapewv, or the L.

gurgulio). The original gargouille was simply a

water-spout, "lapideum aquae pluviatilis emissa-
rium." But the water-spout in due time assumed
the form of an animal. "

Gargouille est le petit
canal de pierre, ou d'autre chose, issant en forme
de couleuvre, ou d'autre beste, hors d'reuvre, au
dessous des couvertures des Eglises, et tels autres

grands batiments, pour jetter au loing 1'eaue

pluviale qui en descend ;" Nicot, cited by Menage,
Diet. Etym. In plate xiv. of the Glossary of
Terms used in Architecture, Tilt, 1836, may be
seen some curious specimens of these gargoyles.
"
Gargoyle, Gurgulio, a projecting water-spout,

frequently 'formed of the open mouth of some
monster ; but the figure of a man, projecting from
the cornice or buttress, with the water issuing
from his mouth, is also frequently used, as at

Merton Chapel, Oxford." (Glossary, p. 25.)
The man cr monster thus vomiting, though he

vomits nothing but rain-water, is generally so

contrived as to bear an appearance which, on

squeamish stomachs, might almost act sympatheti-
cally ; and if malevolent spirits are to be repelled

by what is certainly no very agreeable spectacle,
it must be confessed that these gargoyles seem
well calculated to answer the purpose. For the

derisive process, what more available .than the

lolling tongue ? The "
vorgeschlagene Zunge

"
or

tongue protruded, says Zedler, often occurs in

heraldry, but no one can tell what it means !
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Hay we not guess P

These suggestions on "grotesques in churches"

are iubmittr.l in the hope that they may elicit far-

ther information from those readers of " N. c Q."
whose knowledge of the subject is more exact and
extensive than the writer's. THOMAS BOTS.

Once upon a lime (as the story books say) when
I was in Normandy, I tarried a week at St. La
One day I was walking through the town in com-

pany with a French gentleman, a resident there, and
I stopped to examine the west front of the cathedral.

Amongst other features, iny companion pointed
out to me several remarkable figures sculptured
in stone, at some height

from the ground, perhaps

fifty or sixty feet They were both indecent and

disgusting. If I recollect right there were both

men and women, either eating or drinking to

excess, or by their forms, attitudes, or features

exhibiting the effects of excess; or satisfying un-
natural desires, or the like. I expressed my sur-

prise that such things should be represented on
;

churches, but said that there were instances in

England as well as in France ; and I asked him
had ever heard any explanation for such a

'

practice.
The reason, he said, was this : such sub-

jects ofexcess were depicted
in order to hold them

up to reprobation. Thus, a drunkard was repre-
j

sented in order that all men might see bow despi-
cable a wretch he appeared when in that state,

j

They were examples of the vices personified ;

they were so put before our eyes, in order to dis-

gust us with the sight of them, and in order to

Bold them up to derision and to denunciation. I

had not heard this explanation before, and there-

fore I now give it. The intention might be good;
but when these grotesques generally raise a smile,

the end is certainly not gained. My informant

farther told me that similar sculptures were to be
found on Notre Dame at Paris. When I was

subsequently in Paris, I took an occasion to exa-
mine Notre Dame ; but the figures were so placed
or else so high that I could not make them out.

P. IIUTCHUfSOH.

The answer given in the latter of the above

passages (2
nd S. viii. 196.) may explain the parti-

cular grotesque referred to, but 1 for one have al-

ways understood that such figures were connected
with the hatred the secular clergy bore towards the
"
regulars

"
and mendicant orders. A still better

explanation
is given in the following note which

I have iust come across in Parker's edition of
Chaucer s Romatud of the Rote :

Hatred, Felony, &e. . . are painted OB the outside of
the wall which encloses the garden in which blooms the

Rose, to symbolize the fact that these things are destrac-

tive of Love, and therefore excluded fromhis dominions.
The same idea is conveyed by the ymboKcat fatm of
grim* i*a ttfrnomt, sometimes in indecent attitudes, carved

on the gurgoyles and other part, of the outsides of
churches, to show that the passions they repre-
destructive of Christian f

from the temple." (P. 28.)

J. EASTWOOD.

xUplirf to inar Gurrirt.

and Paulet (2^ S ) In the
Calendar of State Papers, there is a n '

letter, which would give ITIILHIKI. the informa-
tion he wants :

"Jane 12, 1W7. William Wabrond to John Poulett,
wishes him to know of some speeches dispersed through
the country by Hugh Pyne's eon, viz. that it ran never
be well with England until there be mean* inn
the Duke's head may be set ( ?let) fall from his shoulder*.
This he was informed by William Collier, who is M*.
WindhanTa man, and Mr

. Windham is Arthur Pyne'a
brother-in-law."

There are other papers connected with the

matter, among them an opinion of the judges,
given in a letter of Attorney-Gen. Heath, 8 Deo,
that the words testified against Mr. Pyne do not
constitute treason ; a petition of Hugh Pyne's,
without date, complaining of "

bis having been ft

long time restrained of his liberty, and held from
his practise in the law ;

**
and a petition from cer-

tain witnesses,
"
praying for allowance i

tending 28 days Mich, term, and 18 da<t

term, 1628, concerning Mr. Hugh Pv
Mouse*.

ITIILBIBL will find some useful information re-

specting Pyne and Poulett in Mr. Bruce's f

oar of State Paper* (vols. i. and iL), Cha
I have not leisure to make the extracts for him,
but as those volumes contain admirable and co-

pious Indices, there will be no difficulty in the

investigation. John, afterwards Lord Pou!
a letter to Nicholas, Nov. 27, 1626, expresses a
wish " that Pync's tongue were tied, so that he
were not suffered to plead in the King's <

which were a punishment to him, who mak

living by his tongue, no less grevous than hang*
ing.

The Great St. Leger (2* 8. viii. 225.) -
following extract from the Manchester Guardian
of 15th Sept. answers to some extent the Query of

LccBif* A now LUCBNDO, besides furnishing other

interesting particulars concerning this race.

i ; i .. i..

The Si. Leger race was instituted iu the year 1776, by
the late Colonel 8t Leger, of I'.rk -hill, near Doncastcr,
but it was not until two or three yean afterwards that it

was called the St Leger 'at the suggestion of t

Marquis of Rockingham, at a dinner at the fed Lion, at
that time the bead inn of Doncastcr, in compliment to

the gentleman with whom the race originated.
the contest first came ofT, there were only six ub-

and fire horses ran, the winner being Allabscul:

was the property of the above-mentioned nobleman. nd

was ridden by J. Singleton ; a fllly by Trusty comisig in
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second. In a few of the succeeding years there was an

increased number of nominations ;
but in 178o the in-

terest in the St. Leger appeared to have considerably

fallen off, as in that year only five gentlemen subscribed,

and four horses went to the starting-post. In 1/8 J, nine ,

animals were entered, six of whom ran, the Duke of

Hamilton's colt by Laurel coming in first ;
but a charge ol

iostling having been proved against Mangle (his rider),
j

the St. Leger was awarded to the second horse (Pewet).

The entries at the succeeding anniversaries were Ib and

14 respectively; yet it Was not until 1792 (sixteen years |

after the institution of the race) that the number of sub-
j

scribers exceeded twenty. During the present century,

however, and especially within the last twenty years, this

important event has gained considerably in interest for

whilst in Don John's year (1838) the goodly number of

66 horses were nominated, seven of whom ran, in the

following year they were increased to 107, and on that

occasion 14 competed, the race ending in a dead heat
j

with Charles the Twelfth and Euclid. Since that time,
j

with the exception of 1850 (when there were 95 subscri-
j

bers, and another dead heat with Voltigeur and Russ-
j

borough), and 1853, there have never been fewer than

100 subscribers. For the St. Leger this year there were

167 horses nominated, and eleven contested the event.

For the sixth year in succession the St. Leger has been

carried off by a rank outsider, Gamester starting at 25 to

1. In 1854, Knight of St. George started at 25 to 1
;

1855, Saucebox, 40 to 1
; 1856, Warlock, 12 to 1

; 1857, ;

Impe'rieuse, 100 to 6
;
and 1858, Sunbeam, at 15 to 1.

\

In most of these years the favourites were backed at !

either odds on or slight odds against; and never since

West Australian's year, in 1853, has a favourite pulled

through. John Scott is truly a wonderful man over the
j

Doncaster town moor. Few persons who saw Gamester
j

beaten by Willie Wright, at Newcastle, and subsequently
|

by Voltaire and Napoleon, at York, recognised in Sir i

Charles Monck's colt the winner of the St. Leger of 1859.
j

Yet such is the fact, and John Scott has safely earned for
j

himself the title of the ' Wizard of the North,' which,

considering what wonders he works in animals in short

time, he fairly merits."

Why is Luther represented with a Goose f (2
nd

S. viii. 243.) John Huss is represented with a

goose, and Luther with a swan; and the explanation

given in Lutheran churches, where the represent-
ation occurs, is, that John Huss (whose name in

Bohemian signified "goose") used to say, "Though
they kill this goose, a swan shall come after me."

A. P. S.

Buchanan Pedigree (2
nd S. viii. 148.) I only

know of one family named Dalgleish, or Dalglish,
of Glasgow, who trace their descent through a

female from Geo. Buchanan. They bear an open
book in their arms in token of this descent.

O. D.Y.

Hypatia (2
nd S. viii. 217.) -I am afraid Mr.

Alban Butler either was misled by prepossession
in his judicious note, or spoke of Socrates at

second-hand. Socrates explicitly says that the

murder of Hypatia brought no little disgrace upon
Cyril and the Alexandrian church. It may be a !

matter of opinion whether we are to think of
the historian as believing that this disgrace was
merited

; but even those who hold that this mention :

is insufficient to convict, will hardly maintain that
'

this
" silence

"
is

"
sufficient to acquit." As to

Orestes, whom any one would suppose from Mr.
Butler's note to be another historian, he was the

prefect of Alexandria, of whom it is not ex-

pressly recorded that he believed Cyril to be

guilty ; which is a very different thing from the
silence of a writer. For that matter, it is not

expressly recorded that Cyril denied accession to

the murder. There are indications enough that
the ages which followed believed Cyril to be

chargeable with some sort of complicity. Having
had occasion, long ago, to look into all that has
come down to us upon this celebrated case, I left

off with the impression that Cyril, otherwise
known for an impetuous and not over- scrupulous
bishop, incited Peter the reader for it was not

merely the act of an " incensed mob," as Mr.
Butler says to set the rabble of Alexandria at

the obnoxious lady ; but without intending that

they should go quite so far. In short, that Mr.
Peter was one of those readers who for inch read
ell. I shall be glad if any one can clear Cyril :

but it must be done by some better judgment
than that which Mr. Butler has shown in this

matter. A. DE MORGAN.

Abbreviated Names of English Counties and
Towns (2

nd S. viii. 219.) Ma. JAMES KNOWLES
"cannot understand that MR. NICHOLS has thrown

any light upon the abbreviation Sarum:" after

which confession he proceeds to quote an author
who suggests that it is not an abbreviation at all,

but a name of sacred import, derived from a vici-

nity to Druidical remains. I have no wish to

combat with Druidical etymologies, which are far

above my range : but I write merely to take note
of a third instance in which the contraction

g
has

been misread rum. I find in the Yorkshire Vi-
sitation of 1665 these words of frequent occur-
rence in com. Eborum. So that now we have
three examples of this abbreviation, as I shall still

continue to call it :

Eborum for Eboraci,
Sarum for Sarisburiae,
Barum for Barnestapuli,

all of which I still am of opinion originated with
the clerks who erroneously elongated the con-

tractions Ebor, Sar and Barn, applying to them
their familiar acquaintance with the Latin geni-
tive plural ; and not from any vernacular or po-

pular expression or perversion of the real names,
still less from any distinct derivation or etymo-
logy. JOHN GOUGH NICHOLS.

Pews (2
nd

S. viii. 204.) The extract from
Hasted is an interesting addition to the history
of pews, called Le Pewis in 1475. But I would
ask whether this expression will not carry the

name back to a much earlier date ? to the time

when Norman-French was in general use in all

legal forms and names, which continued in use,
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as to names of persons, things, and place*, long
after. Such a form of

speech may be .-

many old records, which otherwise run throughout
in Latin. I hare one before me dated 1431,

which is wholly in Latin, excepting where anj
names of lands occur, and then the old name is

used in the older form, in this wny :

;iiun pomarium vocati It Court* Orchard.
Una pastora, les Priota Moore*.
Cn arm. IP Hedelond.

, grava, le Hyghgrofe.
i acra, l Black Acre.

le lytel whete Crofte.

le Clyfli.
le longe furloogc.
lee white vtonea.

le lytel mede,"

with many others. By degrees, and in the course

of time, the French article pnvc way to the Knjj-
li*h the. nnd so we got

" the Devize*," "the

Hague," the Bath," &c., Sec. H. T. ELLA'

Clyst St George.

Sale of a Man and hit Progeny; Serfdom (2-*
S. vi. 90. &c.) A MS. in the Cotton collection

Julius C. 7., p. 139., TO., contains the following

extraordinary deed, which may be translated

thus:
M Know all men by these presents that I, Katerna

D'Engaync, who was wife of Sir Thomas D'Engayne,
Knight, have given, granted, and delivered for a certain

sum of money to Sir Kdwanl Conrtcnay Earl of Devon,
Thomas Wattes" [or Walter?], "my born thrall [_nti-
vnm mcum] of Scbaldcwcll, with all hU goods and
chattel* wheresoever found, together with all his pos-

terity and progeny [sequela et progenie] by him be-

gotten. Given at Exminster on Sund.iy next after the

Feast of All Saints. In the 8th year of Richard the Se-

cond, after the Conquest of England."

The unhappy
man could not have been a serf,

adscript** gtebat or a villein regardant, who could

only pass with the land; but a villein in grot*,
who was sold like an ox or a

sheep.
la not this

rather late for these sort of deeds? 120 years
later Sir Thomas Smith tells us there was not a

villain in gross in all England. What was his

property in his goods and chattels, which seems

absolutely to have
passed

with him ? CouM his

new master deprive him of them, or had he only
certain demands upon his time, or his labour?
His children are sold with him; could the buyer
separate them from him, nnd sell them to whom
he pleased, or did the family keep with him, as

well as the goods and chattels? Any information
on those points will, I think, be very acceptable
to those who interest themselves in ancient serf-

dom, or modern slavery. A. A.
Poets' Corner.

Lrgend* of Normandy and Hrittany (2"* S. viii.

2*27.) An abundant store of veritable legends
are to be found in the pages of the old hagio*

grapher Albert le Grand, whose work wa* first

|.:MMied in -I to. at Nantes in 1637, and a second
edition, also in 4to. at Rennes in Hi40. It i

ever to be observed, that great fault is found with
the venerable Albert f- m- credulity by
the Abbe Tresvaux, who, in his work entitled L*
Viet de* Saint* de Breiagne (published in 1

1836), rejects as fabulous many of the statements

Ealgated

by his
predecessor.

In a search fur

Is, T. W. S. will find many things to ii,-.

n the work of F. G. P. B. Manet, /.

de Petite- Bretngnf, on liretagne-Armorique
set premier* Habitant connu* (Saint-Main. 1834).

: . MACCABI.
T. W. S. will find in the following works tone

of the information he wants :

1. "Legendea et Traditions de la Normandie, par
i Octave FeW. 8vo. Rouen, 1845."

2. La Xormandie Romanesque et Mcrveilleose, Tradi-
1 Uooa,J^gendesetSapmUUonspopulairea. 8va Paris,

3.

*

Contumes, Mytbes et Traditions des Provinces de
;
France, 8vo. Paris, 1846."

4. The various works of Le Roux de Lincy and Edouard
d'Aoglemont

5. M Lea Romans de la Table Rondo et les Contts des
Anciena Bretons, par JL de la Viileraarque'. edition,
i

-
''.'.

"
6. Contea Populairea dcs Anciena Breton*, par Ville-

marnutf. 2 Vols. 8ro. Paris, l

"
. Barzaa-Dreia, Chants Popolaim de la Bretagne,

avec Notes, etc. Par Yillemarque'. 2 Vols, 8vo. Paris,
1839."

J. MACBAT.
Le Foyer Briton,, a book written by

Souvestre, and published by Michel Levy I

contains many of the choicest legends of Ilrit-

tany.

Kentuh Fire
(! S. vii. 155.; 2* S. i. 182.

423.) Shortly before the death of the lat.

of Winehelsen, I had a letter from hi* lonl-hip,
in which he said that he introduced into Ireland,
but did not invent, the Kmti-h fire. The occa-

sion on which it was introduced was at a
;

dinner given to the Earl by the Protest a

Ireland on the 15th August, 1634, nt Morrison's

Hotel, Dublin, the day after the great Protestant

meeting, to attend which his
lordship

came
When

proposing
the health of the Chairman, the

Earl of Koden, L"r 1 Winchclsea accompanied
the toast with the " Kentish Fire

;

"
and iu pro-

posing another toast, he "
requested permission

to bring his
" Kentish Artillery

"
again into

action. The Dublin Evening Mail newspaper,
in its commentary on the proceedings nt

dinner, on the 18th August following, said,

can assure bis Lordship (Lori W.) thnt neither
his presence nor the ' K-nti-h l-'iro-

'

wl

was the first to kindle on tl.is -\\- the Channel,
will soon be forgot t.-n."

H.jvini: thus trar- 1 its origin so fur, I leave

the *' Kentish Fire" in vour coirespo?
hands.
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Alexander Gordon (2
nd S. vii. 514.) In the

Scottish Journal of Antiquities, No. 12. for Nov.

20th, 1847, we find a letter of introduction ad-

dressed by a Rob. Simson to the Rev. Robert

Wodrow, recommending Mr. Gordon to his no-

tice. It is as follows :

"
Glasgow, August 6, 1725.

"My good friend Mr. Gordon having spent a great

dale of paiiis in recovering and preserving anything of

antiquity in Scotland and the north of England, is come

to this country to take an exact survey of the Roman

Wall, and hearing that you hade several things worth

notice in your collection that may be of use to his design

is very desirous of seeing them. I know I need not

recommend any lover of antiquity to }*ou, nor by the

favour of allowing Mr. Gordon of takyng a copy or

draught of what is for his purpose, &c."

In the MS. Index of his letters Wodrow has

described this as from " Mr. R. Simson, about

Mr. Gordon the singer.'
11

It would seem from this

that he was an itinerant teacher of music, a class

of men formerly, and even still, well known in

Scotland for their peculiarities. According to

Watt he died in Carolina, about 1750. In an
" Ode on the Power of Music," prefixed to Alex.

Malcolm's Treatise of Munich, London, 1730, a

Mr. Gordon is referred to in the following eulo-

gistic terms, from which it would appear that he

had gone to Italy, the land of song, to perfect
himself in the art :

xm.
" Who would not wish to have the skill

Of tuning instruments at will ?

Ye powers, who guide my actions, tell

Why I, in whom the seeds of Music dwell,

Who most its power and excellence admire,
Whose very breast, itselfs, a Lyre,
Was never taught the heavenly art

Of modulating sounds,
And can no more, in consort, bear a part
Than the wild roe, that o'er the mountains bounds ?

Could I live o'er my youth again
(But, ah! the wish how idly vain!)
Instead of poor deluding rhyme
Which like a Siren murders time,
Instead of dull scholastic terms,
Which made me stare and fancy charms

;

With Gordon's brave ambition fired,

Beyond the towering Alps, untired
To tune my voice to his sweet notes, I'd roam ;

Or search the Magazines of Sound
Where Musick's treasures lay profound
With M(a/coZ?) here at home.

M , the dear deserving man,
Who, taught in Nature's laws,

To spread bis country's glory, can
Practise the beauties of the Art, and show its grounds
and cause."

Query. Can any of your musical antiquaries
assist me in determining if the Gordon mentioned
above was Monkbarns's " Sandie Gordon," author
of the Jtinerarium Septentrionale ?

J. A. PERTHENSIS.

Bibliographical Queries (2
nd S. viii. 208.)

My best thanks are due to MR. OFFOR, whose

Note has enabled me to ascertain that my copy
of Coverdale's Bible, 1553, wants two leaves of
the Kalender, and the Table at the end of the
text.

The New Testament differs from Copland's
edition of 1549. The preliminary leaves are six-

teen
; the first four printed in red and black.

The title within a woodcut architectural border,
surmounted by the face and wings of an angel.

TfThe new testament in Englishe faythfully
traslated accordyng to the texte of Erasmus,
permitted and authorised by y

e
kynges maiestie

^ his counsaile (: : :).

^[ Imprinted ad London in Fletestrete at the

Signe of y
e Rose garland by Wyllyam Copland,

for John Wayly. 1550. On the reverse of the

title is ^[ An almanack for .xxviii. yeares., be-

ginning 1550. Then The kalendei-, in double
columns ;

6 pages, the first or signature *.ii.

This is followed by ^[ A Table for the foure

Euangelistes, wherin thou mayst lyghtly fynde
any story contayned in the, etc.

;
17 pages.

^[Here foloweth the Actes of the Apostles; 5

pages. After which, ^[A compendious and brief

rehersall of all the contentes of the bokes of the

newe testament ;
2 pages, the second ending with

FINIS. The text begins on a. i., and the signa-
tures run on (omitting the letters d, e, j, u, and

w) to R in eights, the Apocalypse ending on the

recto of R. iiii. with ^[ The ende of the newe
Testament. The volume is not paged. A full

page contains 36 lines. The book is printed in

black letter; the running titles, chapters, mar-

ginal references and preliminary pages in the

same type as the text. No contents of chapters.
Some of the initial letters are Roman capitals,
cut in wood, 5 to 9 lines deep. The rest are metal

type, of a German character, from 2 to 4 lines

'deep. The volume measures 5 inches by 3T%,
and is bound in brown morocco. JOSEPH Rix.

St. Neots.

NOTES ON BOOKS, ETC.

A List of the Books of Reference in the Reading Room
of the British Museum. Printed by Order of the Trustees.

In directing the printing of this most useful volume,
and causing it to be sold at the low price of 7s. 6c?., the

Trustees of the British Museum have done a good work
a work which entitles them to the best thanks of all men
of letters. To the frequenters of the magnificent Read-

ing Room now provided for them in what was once a

vacant quadrangle, a list of the many thousand volumes

arranged systematically around its walls, and to which

they can refer without a moment's delay, is a boon cal-

culated alike to add to their comfort and to facilitate

their researches. These books consist not only of Diction-

aries, Encyclopaedias, Atlases, Gazetteers, Catalogues,
the leading works in Art, Science, Literature, and the

most important collections in the various branches of

fearning, but also of many works which, although not
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strictly works of reference, are constantly asked for by
UM raadera and of tuch works tboM editions bar* been
selected which are found to bo most generally useful.

Rut though ntyled simply and unpretendingly merely X
List of th^ Books o/Ke/mmct, $t., this volume U in fact

* gnat deal more. In the first place we And in

contents of the gmater number of Cbfertiou set out at

length (and the value and utility of this feature of UM
Usiar

ror eonsuiuuon oy me visitors; aim tuiruiy, v

most important featare in the volume. An A
Me* of fitttyects,

so that the student may see s

what works he can consult on the particular

, are loo obvious to need insisting on}} secondly,
of the various Catalogues and Indexes placed in the room
for consultation by the visitors; and thirdly, which is a

'

Alphabetical
at a glance
branch of

study which he may be pursuing.
'

When we consider

by whom this selection of books for the Heading Room
has been made, that it has been the labour of a body of

gentlemen whose peculiar business it in to find out what
OT the best books of reference, it will be seen that this

Index makes UM present volume as useful to all in-

qniraVs into any of the various branches of human learn-

ing. as we believe it to be indispensable to all the habi-
tus) frequenters of the Reading Koom and we heartily
thank Mr. Panizzi, Mr. Winter Jones, and Mr. Kye.for a

volume which no working man of letters should be

without.

TV Book* of At Pylgrtmaot of the So*fe. Translated

from A* Frtmch of GmUtmmt dt 'GuHernlle, and printed by
WMiam i.. Illumination, Liht* from
At MS. Copy in the British Museum. Editnlby KatheriliC

Isabella Cust. f B. M. Pickering.)
The readers of M N. ft Q." will probably remember the

'

in our No. for 7th August. 1858, of the valuable
made by the late Mr. Hill for illustrating the

literary history of those works which resemble i:

character John Bunyan's immortal allegory, The Pil-

grims Prnyrtt*. The principal feature of that volume
was the comparison between linnyan's work and the old

",

French poem of Uuillaume de 'Guileville, an author

formerly so popular in this country as to have num-
bered, as was then shown, both Chaucer and Lydgate
among his translators. The present work is a supplement
or completion of the former, and consists of the transla-
tion of the Pylgremaoe of the Soule, made from the French,

1-JKJ, and printed by Caxton in 1499.
The translator, as the editor shows, was in all probability
Lydgate. The volume is curiously illustrated, and is a
valuable contribution towards the history of religious

allegorical literature. It is to be regretted, however, that

any parts of the work should hare been omitted, what-
ever may be the Editor's views as to the religious doc-
trine contained in them. They were characteristic of the

age, and should hare been reproduced.
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3. PARLIAMENT STREET, LONDON, S.W.

Founded A.D. 18*3.

Directors.
H. E. Bicknell.Esq.
T. S. Cocks, Esq.
O. H. Drew, Esq. M.A.
W. Freeman, Esq.
F. Fuller.Esq.
J. H. Goodhart, Esq.

Physician W. B. Basham, M.D.
Banters Messrs. Cocks, Biddulph.andCo.

VALUABLE PRIVILEGE.
POLICIES effected in this Office do not become void through tem-

f.
Lucas, Esq.

.B. Marson, ESQ.
A. Robinson, Esq.

J:S:$HS;fS:

porary difficulty in paying a Premium, as permission is given upon
application to suspend the payment

"

ditions Detailed in the Prospectus.
s payment at interest, according to the con-

LOANS from 100Z. to 500/. granted on real or first-rate Personal
""

Attention is also invited to the rates of annuity granted to old lives,

for which ample security is provided by the capital of the Society.
Example : 100?. cash paid down purchases An annuity of

s. d.
10 4 o to a male life aged 60)
12 3 l 65 1 Payable as long
1416 3 ,, 70 1

as he is alive.
18 11 10 .I 75J

ARTHUR 8CRATCHLEY, M.A., F.R.A.8. Actuary.
To Clergymen, Solicitors, and others interested in Copyhold and

Church Property :

Now ready, Fourth Edition, 3s. 6d.

MR. StRATCHLEY'S TREATISE on the PRINCIPLES and
PRACTICE of COPYHOLD and CHURCH PROPERTY ENFRAN-
CHISEMENTS.

C. & E. LAYTON. 150. Fleet Street, E.G.

UNITED KINGDOM
LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY,

No. 8. WATERLOO PLACE, PALL MALL, LONDON,
S.\V.

The Funds or Property of the Company as at Slst Decem-
ber, 1858, amounted to 652,618/. 3s. 10d., invested in

Government or other approved securities.

THE HON. FRANCIS SCOTT, Chairman.
CHARLES BERWICK CURTIS, ESQ., Deputy-Chairman.

INVALID LIVES. Persons not in sound health may have their
lives insured at equitable rates.

ACCOMMODATION IN PAYMENT OF PREMIUMS.- Only one-
half of the Annual Premium, when the Insurance is for life, is

required to be paid for the first five years, simple interest being
charged on the balance. Such arrangement is equivalent TO AN
IMMEDIATE ADVANCE OF 50 PER CENT. UPON THE ANNUAL PKEMIfM,
without the borrower having recourse to the unpleasant neces-
sity of procuring Sureties, or assigning and thereby parting with his
Policy, during the currency of the Loan, irrespective of the great
attendant expenses in such arrangements.

The above mode of insurance has been found most advantageous
when Policies have been required to cover monetary transac-
tions, or when incomes applicable for Insurance are at present
limited, as it only necessitates half the outlay formerly required
by other Companies before the present system was instituted by
this Office.

LOANS are granted likewise on real and personal Securities.

Forms of Proposal and every information afforded on application
to the Resident Director,

8. Waterloo Place, Pall Mall, London, S.W.
By order,

E. LENNOX BOYD, Resident Director.

DEKTMAW,
TNTRODUCER OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN

PORT, SHERRY, &c., 20s. per dozen. BOTTLES INCLUDED,an advantage greatly appreciated by the Public and a constantly in-
creasing connexion, saving the great annoyance of returning them.

A PINT SAMPLE or BOTH FOR 24 STAMPS.
WINE IN CASK forwarded Free to any Railway Station in England.

EXCELSIOR BRANDY, Pale or Brown, 15s. per gallon, or 30s. per
dozen.

TERMS, CASH. Country Orders must contain a remittance. Cross
cheques

" Bank of London." Price Lists forwarded on application.
JAMES L. DENMAN.65. Fenchurch Street, comer of Railway Place,

London, B.C.

ARTRIDGE & COZENS is the CHEAPEST
HOUSE in the Trade for PAPER and ENVELOPES &c Useful
m-laid Note, 5 Quires for rf. Super Thick ditto. 5 Quires for Is

Super Cream-laid Envelopes, Gd. per 100. Sermon Paper, 4s., Straw
"i. 6cZ., Foolscap, 6s. 6d. per Ream. Manuscript Paper, 3d. per
India Note, 5 Quires for Is. Black bordered Note, 5 Quires for

v, -)y B<
?
oks (copies set). Is. 8d. per dozen. P. & C.'s Law Pen (as

flexible as the Quill), 2s. per gross.

No Charge for Stamping Anns, Crests, $c. from own Dies.

Catalogues Post Free; Orders over 20s. Carriage paid.

Copy Address, PARTRIDGE & COZENS,
Manufacturing Stationers : 1 . Chancery Lane, and 192. Fleet St. E.G.

STAMPED
ENVELOPES. Your NAME and

ADDRESS, or your CREST, and 2,000 Envelopes, STAMPED
in COLOUR, for 16s, : no charge for die, best paper and workmanship.Send P.O. order, and size of Envelope, to J. LOCK. City Heraldic
Office, No. 2. Old Jewry, B.C., London. Embossing Press with steel
die for stampmg paper, 10s. 6d.

31
ARK YOUR LINEN with CULLETON'S
PATENT ELECTRO SILVER PLATES. The most easy,

prevents the ink spreading, and never washes out. Any person can use
them. Initial plate, Is. ; name plate, 2s. 6d. ; set of movable num-

2s. 6d. ; crest, 5s. with directions. Post free for stamps. Observe,
anbourn Street, Leicester Square, W. C.

bers, 2s.

25. Cr

lULLETON'S HERALDIC OFFICE and Ge-
\J nealogical Studio, for Tracing Family Arms, Pedigrees, and His-
tories of nearly every Family in the United Kingdom, America, &c. No
fee for search of arms ; plain sketch, 2s. 6d. ; in heraldic colours, 5s.
Tracing pedigree with original grant of arms, 10s__T. CULLETON,
Genealogist, 25. Cranbourn Street, W. C. The studio and library open.
daily.

pULLETON'S BOOK PLATES, with Arms, 10s.,
VJ or crest plate, 5s. ; crest engraved on seal or ring, 7s. ; arms on
ditto, 24s. ; crest on steel die for stamping note-paper, 6s. _25. Cran-
bourn Street, W.C. N.B. Seal Engraver and Die Sinker to Her
Majesty and the Board of Trade.

pULLETON'S CARDS, Wedding, Visiting, and
\J Trade. A copper-plate engraved in any style, and 50 superfine
cards printed for 2s. Post Free. 25. Cranbourn Street, W.C.

pULLETON'S EMBOSSING PRESSES (Patent
\J Lever) for stamping note paper with initials, crest, or name and
address, 15s., at 25. Cranbourn Street, W.C.

THE AQUARIUM. LLOYD'S DESCRIPTIVE
_L and ILLUSTRATED LIST of whatever relates to the AQUA-
RIUM, is now ready, price Is. ; or by Post for Fourteen Stamps. 128
Pages, and 87 Woodcuts.

W. ALFORD LLOYD, 19, 20, and 20 A. Portland Road, Regent's
Park, London, W.

PIANOFORTES, 25 Guineas. D'ALMAINE
l and Co., sole makers of the ROYAL PIANOFORTES, 104. New

Bond Street, W. The Royal Pianofortes combine all the latest im-
provements of construction, with richness of tone and elasticity of
touch, are uninfluenced by the varied effects of climate, distinguished
by elegance of form, recommended by all the most eminent musicians
and to suit every style of furniture are made in mahogany, zebra, and

wood, at the uniform price of 25 guineas. Every instrument war-

D'ALMAINE & CO. (established 1785), 104. New Bond Street, W.

pRIZE MEDAL LIQUID HAIR DYE.
ONLY ONE APPLICATION.

INSTANTANEOUS,
INDELIBLE,

HARMLESS,
and

SCENTLESS.
IN CASES, POST FREE, 3s. 3d. & 6s., direct from E. F. LANGDALE'S
Laboratory, 72. Hatton Garden, London, B.C.

" Mr. Langdale's preparations are
s

to our mind, the most extra-
ordinary productions of modern chemistry." Illustrated London News,
July 19, 1851.

A long and interesting report on the Products of E. F. Langdale's
Laboratory, by a Special Scientific Commission from the Editor of the
Xowcc/,will be found in that Journal of Saturday, January 10th, 1857.
A Copy will be forwarded for Two Stamps.

AGENTS WANTED.
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FOSSIL REMAINS.

By JOHN ANDERSON, D.D., F.G.S., E.P.8., &cn
AMtor of - Th CM of CrrsUoB."

"
GeoUvr of Seottnd.- *c.

LMiulur-U: THOMAS CONST.VHI.i: & CO. London: HAMILTON, ADAMS, & CO.

KWOOD'S MAGAZINE, for OCTOl
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Guy LMn&Ume." Part VII.
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and Italy In Io49 and IdW.

W. PARKER ft SON. \Vl Strand. W.C.

THE RATIONAL VIEW OF BELIOIOl

SERIES OF TWr.vn.ion

LEMENTARY SCHOOL BOOKS.

OUTLINES OF THE HISTORY OF ENG-
LAND, u.

OUTLINES OF THE HISTORY OF FRANCE.
I*. ML

OUTLINES OF THE HISTORY OF IRE-
LAND. 1.

OUT! TM - Of >A< l\\:\> HISTORY. 2*. 6d.

OUTLINES OF ECCLESIASTICAL HIS
TORY. *.

OUTLINES OF TIIK HI-TORY OF THE
BRITISH C1IURCU. U.

OUTLINES OF ROMAN HISTORY, lorf.

OUTLINES OF GRECIAN HISTORY. 1*.

OUTLINES OF MYTHOLOGY. U.

OUTLINES OF GEOGRAPHY. lo</.

OUTLINES OF ASTRONOMY. 1(W.

OUTLINES OF PHYSICAL CEO-
OKAPIIY. lodL

OU'IITM> or (TII.MISTHY. \0j.

OUTLINES OF GEOLOGY. lOdL

Loodoit JOHN W. PARKER * SON. Wart Stnad. W.C.

GRATIS aad Port Tnt for ONE STAMP.
JOHN MII i M:. x Ctaadoi Strort. TralaUar Square, v
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Book
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M. Lamb'i Ooodoit SMrt,
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INERALOGY. KING'S COLLEGE,
LONDON. - Prof. TENNANT, F.Q.S.. will commence a
E of LECTURES on MINERALOGY, with a view
study ofGEOLOGY, and of the Application of Mintate the study

stances in the

7th, at Nine o

to facili-

ofGEOLOGY, and of the Application of Mineral Sub-
ARTS. The Lectures will begin on FRIDAY, October

,
'clock A.M. They will be continued on each succeeding

Wednesday and Friday, at the same
^g-^fjl^D.V., Principal.

T7INE-ART UNION. Twelve Guineas for One
"

Guinea. - Unparalleled FINE-ART DISTRIBUTION. Li-
mited to 5,000 Subscribers. Three chefs-d'ceuvrc of our greatest Mas-
ters, engraved by the most celebrated Engravers of the day, at a cost

of several thousand pounds, secured by a Subscription of 21s. Given
immediately on the receipt of Subscription three choice Engravings,
each worth four times the Art-Union print, a total of 12 guineas for one
guinea. The plates will be destroyed as soon as the list is filled up,
causm" the impressions to increase in value, so that very shortly they
will be worth more than 12 guineas the set. Among the set is SirE.
Landseer's masterpiece, pronounced in a recent critique to be his finest

picture. Each Engraving is about 36 inches by 21 inches, without mar-
"in. Prospectuses forwarded Post Free. Specimens may be seen at

Paul Jerrard & Son's New Fine-Art Gallery, 170. Fleet Street, B.C.

LONDON LIBRARY, 12. ST. JAMES'S SQUARE, S.W.

THIS
EXTENSIVE LENDING LIBRARY, the

only one of its kind in London, offers to its members nearly 75,000
Volumes, selected from the literature of all countries, and including a.

large proportion of old and valuable Works not supplied by ordinary
Circulating Libraries. The Reading Room is furnished with the prin-
cipal Periodicals, English, French, and German. Additions are con-
tinually made, both of the standard works of the day, and of the older
and rarer books. Fifteen volumes at a time are allowed to country
members, ten to residents in London. Subscribers are admitted on the
recommendation of a Member, subject to the approval of the Com-
mittee. Terms, on nomination, 3Z. a year, or 21. a year with entrance
fee of 61,; life membership, 261. Prospectus free. Catalogue, 7*. 6</. ;

to Members, 6s. Open from 10 to 6.

ROBERT HARRISON, Secretary and Librarian.

riCKENHAM HOUSE. DR. DIAMOND
(for nine years Superintendent to the Female Department of the
ey County Asylum) has ammjred the above commodious residence,

with its extensive grounds, for the reception of Ladies mentally af-

flicted, who will be under his immediate Superintendence, and reside
with his Family. For terms, &c. apply to DR. DIAMOND, Twicken-
ham House, S.W...
'

*** Trains constantly pass to and from London, the residence being
about five minutes' walk from the Station,

XHE
SONGS OF BEETHOVEN. MESSRS.

ROBERT COCKS & CO. have the honour to announce that they
e just published a complete Edition (hitherto unattempted in Eng-

land) of BEETHOVEN'S SONGS, with the Original German Words
and English Version, written and adapted by MR. WILLIAM HILLS
i,editor of the highly popular

"
105 Rounds and Canons"). The series

consists of 31 numbers, and maybe had in one vol., price 31s. 6d.; or
the Songs separately, at from 2s. to 3s. each. Table of contents gratis
and postage free.

A MERICAN BOOKS. MESSRS. TRUBNER &
Xi CO., American Agents, 60. Paternoster Row, are
furnish lovers of AMERICAN BOC""
logues of all Branches ofAMERICAI
The following carefully-prepared CATALOGUES are ready, and

will be furnished in Town and Country on receipt of Two Postage
Stamps each :

BOOKS, and Bo'okse
ICAN LITERATURE

1. Theology.
2. Jurisprudence.
3. Medicine and Surgery.

Natural History.
nd Pharmacy.

6. Natural Philosophy, Mathe-
Chemistry anc

matics, and Astronomy.
7. Education.
8. Philology.

9. History and Biography.
10. Geography.
11. Useful Arts.
12. Military and Naval Science.
13. Politics and Commerce.
1 4. Belles Lettres.
15. Periodicals.
16. Freemasonry.

A great proportion of the Books recorded in the Catalogues constantly
on Sale. Those not in stock procured within Forty Days.

London : TRUBNER & CO., 60. Paternoster Row, E.G.

Now ready, Volume L, post 8vo. cloth, 10*. 6d.

HANDBOOK
OF THE GEOGRAPHY AND

STATISTICS OF THE CHURCH. By J. E. T. WILTSCH."

'R-E^^.Mlu^/cK.A
011 ' ESQ" With aTranslated froi

Preface by the

To be completed in Two Volumes.

London : BOSWORTH & HARRISON, 215. Regent Street, W.

London: ROBERT COCKS & <

Publishers to Her i

O.. New Burlington Street, W.,
lajesty the Queen.

BOOKS
WANTED." Grove Hill," an Horticul-

tural Sketch, by J. C. Lettsom, MVD., 4to., 1804. " Books on Free-
masonry," by Claret and others. " Weekly Dispatch," or eome such
paper, from its commencement to the present time.

State Condition, lowest Price, &c. to

A. V., MR. LINDLEY, 19. Catherine Street, Strand, W.C.

Just published, price Is. 6d., ewed.

DINBURGH PAPERS the ROMANTIC
SCOTTISH BALLADS; their Epoch and Authorship. By

'BERT CHAMBERS.
Price Is., sewed.

"EDINBURGH PAPERS TESTIMONY: ITS
_C/ POSTURE IN THE SCIENTIFIC WORLD. By ROBERT CHAMBERS.

W. & R. CHAMBERS, London and Edinburgh.

Just published, price 2s. 6d. cloth boards, for the Use of Colleges and
Schools.

A FAMILIAR HISTORY OF BRITISH IN-
J\_ DIA, from the EARLIEST PERIOD to the TRANSFER of
the GOVERNMENT of INDIA to the BRITISH CROWN in 1858.

By J. H. STOCQUELER, ESQ., Author of" The Handbook of India,"
&c. Dedicated by permission to the Rev. J. A. Emerton, D.D., Prin-
cipal of the Hanwell College.

FOR FAMILY ARMS, send. Name and County
to the Heraldic Office. Sketch, 2*. 6d. ; in colour, 5s. -Monu-

mental Brasses, Official Seals, Dies, Share and Diploma Plates, in
Mediaeval and Modern Styles.

HERALDIC ENGRAVINGS. _ Crest on Seal or Ring, 8. 5 on Die,
~s. ; Arms, Crest, and Motto on Seal or Book-plate, 2r>s.

SOLID GOLD, 18 Carat, Hall marked, Sard, Sardonyx, or Bloodstone
Ring, engraved Crest, Two Guineas. Seals, Desk Seals, Mordan's
Pencil-cases, &c.

Illustrated Price List Post Free.

" Mr. Stocqueler's History of India.' -The Secretary of State
Var has resolved that this work shall be introduced into all the M:
tary Libraries ? and the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty have
directed the Store Keeper General of the Navy to add it to all the Sea-
men's Libraries of Her Majesty's Fleet." United Sen-ice Gazette.

London : DARTON & CO., 58. Holborn Hill, B.C.

FOR SALE. " ANGELI POLITIANI OPERA
OMNIA. VENETHS : IN ^EDIBUS ALDI. 1498. Fine <

T. MORING, Engraver and Heraldic Artist
Gold Medal for Engraving), 44. HIGH JI

received the
, LONDON,

in orisinal wooden covers,
issued from the Aldine Pres

" One of the most beautiful of the we
' Renouard.

Price Five Pounds. The owner has deposited it at MESSRS, BELL
& DALDY'S, where it may be seen.
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ANOTHER "NOTE TO THE CORNWALLIS PAPERS."

The Cornwallis Correspondence confirms the

allegation that Leonard Mac Nally, the confiden-

tial law adviser to, and eloquent counsel for, the

leaders of the Irish rebellion of 1798, was abso-

lutely in the pay of the unscrupulous government
of that day, and basely betrayed the secrets of his

confiding clients. Mac Nally had been himself a

member of the Whig Club, and the Society of

United Irishmen : he was apparently a staunch

democrat, and enjoyed the most unlimited con-

fidence of the popular party. He survived until

1820 ; and with such consummate hypocrisy was
his turpitude veiled, that men who could read the

inmost soul of others never for a moment sus-

pected him ! The late W. H. Curran, in the Life
of his father (i. 384-5.), pronounces a brilliant

eulogium on " the many endearing traits
"

in Mac
Nally's character, and adds that he (W. H. Cur-

ran) is filled with " emotions of the most lively
and respectful gratitude." We farther learn that
" for three and forty years Mr. Mac Nally was the

friend" of Curran, and that "he performed the du-
ties of the relation with 'the most uncompromising
and romantic fidelity." Years after, when the
late D. Owen Maddyn urged W. H. Curran to

bring out a new edition of the Life of John Phil-

pot Curran, he replied that it would be impossible
to do so, as he should have to cancel the passage
to Avhich I have referred, and indulge in severe
reflections upon the memory of Mac Nally, a near
relation of whom was practising in the Court
where Mr. W. H. Curran sat as judge. Mr. Com-
missioner Charles Phillips, who practised for many
years at the same bar with Mac Nally, thus no-

tices, in one of the last editions of Curran and
his Contemporaries, the report that Mac Nally had
a pension :

" The thing is incredible ! If I was called upon to

point out, next to Curran, the man most obnoxious to

the Government who most hated them, and was most
hated by them it would have been Leonard Mac Nally.
That Mac Nally who, amidst the military audience, stood

by Curran's side -while he denounced oppression, defied

power, and dared every danger !
"

After the death of Mac Nally, his representa-
tive claimed a continuance of the secret pension
of BOOL a year, which he had been enjoying since

the calamitous period of the rebellion. Lord Wel-
lesley, the Viceroy, demanded a detailed state-

ment of the circumstances under which the unholy
agreement had been made ; and after some hesita-

tion it was furnished. The startling truth in a
short time became generally known. O'Connell
announced the fact publicly, and used it as an

argument for dissuading the people from embark-

ing in treasonable projects.
The MS. volume containing

" an Account of

the Secret Service Money Expenditure," which
found its way out of the Castle archives some

twenty years ago, and was offered for sale in

Henry Street, Dublin, by a second-hand book-
I seller, records* the frequent payment of large
sums to Mac Nally, irrespective of his pension,

during the troubled times which preceded and
followed the Union. This engine of corruption

as recorded by the same document invariably

passed through the hands of a Mr. J. Pollock.

It is suggestive of intensely melancholy ideas to

glance over this blood-tinged record. The initials

of Mac Nally perpetually rise like an infernal

phantom through its pages. Passing over the

myriad entries throughout the interval 1797 to

1803, we come to the period of Robert Emmet's
insurrection. In the State Trials we find Mac
Nally, on September 19, 1803, acting as counsel for

Emmet at the Special Commission. Under date

September 14, 1803, "i. M. 100Z." appears on

* My friend, Doctor , has given me the following
account of the discovery of this document :

" When Lord

Mulgrave, now Marquis of Normanby, was Lord-Lieu-
tenant of Ireland, some official in Dublin Castle cleared

out and sold a quantity of books and papers, which were

purchased in one lot by John Feagan, a dealer in second-

hand books who had as his place of business a cellar at

the corner of Henry Street. I had the opportunity of

examining the entire collection, but not being much of

a politician, I only selected two volumes, Wade's Cata-

logue of the Plants of the co. Dublin, and the Catalogue of
the Pinelli Library, sold in London A.D. 1789, which I

bought for Is. 6d. They, and the others of the collec-

tion, had each a red leather label, on which in large gilt

capitals was impressed, Library, Dublin Castle.' Among
them was the MS. account of the expenditure of the

Secret Service money, and of which I was the first to

point out the possible value when it was about to be

thrown, with various useless and imperfect books, into

waste paper."
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record in the Secret Service Money Book. This

retainer, doubtless, was more than quadruple the

amount of poor Emmet's fee. The gifted young
Irishman was found guilty and executed. No one
b permitted to see him in prison, but Mac Nally,
who pays him a visit on the morning of his execu-

tion, addresses him as "
Robert," and shows him

every manifestation of aflection.* On the 25th

August, 1803,
" Mr. Pollock, for L. M., 100/." is

also recorded.

The masterly manner in which Mac Nally for-

tified his duplicity is worthy of attention. As I

already observed, persons usually the most clear-

sighted regarded him as a paragon of purity and
worth. Defending Finney, in conjunction with

Philpot Curran, the latter giving way to the im-

pulse of bis generous feelings, threw his arm over
the shoulder of Mac Nally, and with emotion
said :

" ' My oM and excellent friend, I have long known and

respected the honesty of your heart, but never until this

occasion was I acquainted with the extent of your abili-

ties: I am not in the habit of paving compliment* where

they are undeserved.' Tears fell from Mr. Curran as he

hung over his friend." f

Nineteen years after Curran died ; and he died
with the illusion undispelled. From the Freeman*
Journal of Oct. 13, 1817, we gather that Judge
Burton wrote from London to Mac Nally, as the

old and dear friend of Curran, to announce the

approaching death of the great patriot
A gentleman who conducted the leading popu-

lar paper of Dublin some forty yean ago, in

a communication to me observes :

"
It was in 1811, during the prolonged trials of the

Catholic Delegates (Lord Fingal, Sheridan, Burke, and

Kirwan,) that doubts were first entertained of Mac Nally's
Mac Nally took a leading part in the counsels

of the Delegates and their friends. We observed that the

Orange Attorney-General Saorin always appeared won-
drou.lv well prepared next day for the arguments which
we had arranged. Mac Nally, no doubt, used to com-
municate to the law officers of the crown all the secrets

of his confiding client*."

James Mac Guicken, a Belfast attorney, was a

leading and trusted member of the Northern

Directory of the United Irishmen. In the trials

which followed the partial outbreak in 1798, Mac
Guicken constantly figured as counsel for the

rebel leaders of Ulster. This man was also tam-

pered with, corrupted,
and eventually pensioned.

He survived until 1817. Exclusive of his pen-
sion he received, as gentle stimulants, between
March 1799 and Feb. 1804, the sum of 1460/.

The world now knows the guilt of Mac Nally
and Mac Guicken. Their memory has been exe-
crated. But surelv the vile seducer of these once
honourable men deserves a share of the obloquy.

was the man who first debauched the

Madden's Life of Kmmtt, p. 278.

f Life o/CWron, by his Son, L 897.

counsel and solicitor of the United Irishmen?
"Thereby hangs a tale," which I must resei

a second paper. WILLIAM JOHN FITZ- PATRICK.
Kilmacud Manor, Dublin.

TOT! : ALL FOOLS* DAT, ETC.

I am a constant reader of U N. & Q.," and the
fortunate possessor of the whole from the begin-

Every year adds to its value, and I cor-

dially congratulate you on its eminent success.

Permit me now to address you on one or two

subjects which have interested me.
The word tote, used as a verb, has often at-

tracted the attention of our philologists, and
various have been the conjectures as to its ety-
mology. It is

always applied, in the southern

portion of the United States, to the act of carry-
ing an object from one place to another. Webster
in his Dictionary defines it thus :

"
Tote, v.

carry, to bear;" and accompanies it with this

commentary :

A word used in slave-holding countries, said to have
been introduced by the blacks. This word is said al*o to
be the same as TOLT, which see, the / being omitted. It

is much used in the Southern and Middle United States,
is occasionally heard in New England, and b said also to
be used in England."

The word toll, to which Webster refer*, is of
course familiar to Che legal profession, being the
name of a writ by which the proceedings on a

writ of right are removed (carried) from the <

Baron into the County Court, the precept
the sheriff being

"
quia tollit atque exiuait causam

e curia baronum." 3rd Blackxt. Com., p.
34.

I have very little doubt that the word really is

derived from the Latin tollo ; that it was not in-

troduced by the "blacks," but by our English
ancestors ; that it is the same as /<>//, the / being
omitted ; and that it was converted into the verb
to totet being found a short and convenient syno-
nyme for the verbs to carry, to. bear. Is it used in

England, and, if so, in what sense? If it be, it is

difficult to conceive that it was introduced there

by the blacks, who I suspect are entirely innocent
of the charge. The fact is that among that race

we frequently hear old Saxon words used in tlu-ir

primitive sense, which are regarded as low, and
excluded from politer circles. For example, I

have heard one of them direct another "to out the

liu'lit." So, too, the word thof is very frequently
used by them, as it is according to 1

(Diet, in roc) by the Engli.-h country folks, in-

stead of though, and in
precisely

the same sense.

My conjecture is, that these words wero in

common use by our early English settlers, and
that the blacks caught them up, and have used

them ever since, while among the educated classes

they have become obsolete.

That the verb to tote was not unknown in Eng-
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land at a comparatively ancient period, appears

from two passages in the Plowman s Tale, vol. iv.

pp. 73 and 85., Bell's edition of Chaucer, Edinb.

1782.
Who ioteth on 'hem ben untall." P. 73.

And again :

"Thei toteth on the summe totall." P- 85.

I am aware of the doubt which exists about the

authorship of the Plowman's Tale, but it matters

not in this case, as it is obvious that the word is a

very old one. It surely is not used in the sense

of carrying or bearing in either of the above lines.

It would rather appear to mean confiding, trusting

to, unless I am mistaken in the signification of the

context. Will some of your correspondents be

kind enough to refer to the passages indicated and

explain them ? The Glossaries, as far as I have

been able to examine them, afford no assistance.

There is another subject upon which I will

trouble you. Numerous have been the conjec-
tures about the origin of the peculiar observance

of the 1st of April,
" All Fools' Day."

* I
do^not

know that any of them have satisfied the curious

inquirers. Will you allow me to add another

suggestion to those which have already been of-

fered, and which, as far as I recollect, has hitherto

escaped observation ? I do so with unfeigned mo-

desty, in the hope of eliciting information, which
I know abounds among your correspondents.

In L. Apulei Metamorphoseos lib. ii. p. 41.
!

1. 29. edit. Pricsei, MDCL., this passage occurs :

"
Solemnis, inquit, dies a primis cunabulis hujus urbis

[

conditae crastinus advenit, quo die soli mortalium sanc-

tissimum deum Risum hilaro atque gaudiali ritu propi- i

tiamus. Hunc tua prsesentia nobis efficiat gratiorem.
j

Atque utinara aliquid de proprio lepore lietificum honor
rando Deo comminiscaris, quo magis *pleniusque tanto i

r.timini litemus."

I have italicised the words "
soli mortalium," |

to call attention to the circumstance that the cele-
j

brat ion of the festival of the god Risus was then
j

confined to the Hypataei, according to Byrrhoena's |

assurance. Was the Roman festival called Hi-
\

laria, or Hilaria Matris Deum, the same ? This,

according to Macrobius (Saturnalia, i. 21.), was
on the 8th day before the Calends (or 1st) of

April, corresponding to the 25th of March,
"
quo j

primum tempore, sol diem longiorem nocte pro-
j

tendit," and the sports indulged in on that occa-
!

sion are referred to by Flavius Vopiscus, Div.
j

Aurel. 1., are commented upon by Salmasius,
j

upon their authority described by Smith in his !

Dictionary of Greek and Roman Antiquities, under
j

the head of HILARIA, and bear a strong resem- ;

[* Vide Rev. Peter Roberta's Cambrian Popular Anti-

quities (8vo. Lond. 1815), where he traces the custom to
|

the festival which was held at the time of the vernal
;

equinox, or "first day of the first month "
of the Jews;

j

on which day Noah sent the raven out of the ark upon its
|

bootless expedition. Pp. 113117. inclusive. ED.]

blance as well to the ancient celebration described

by Apuleius as to that which prevailed in modern
times. I say prevailed, for I believe the worship
of the god Risus is very generally abandoned in

these matter-of-fact day?. The readers of Apu-
leius' well know that Lucius having accepted
Byrrhasna's invitation, was made the subject of
as pretty an April-fool's trick as has probably
ever been practised since.

I have already extended this paper to an un-
reasonable length, and must apologise for doing
so ; but really the admirable character of " N. &
Q." tempts me, whenever in pursuit of informa-

tion, to resort to your correspondents with almost
a positive certainty of obtaining that which I seek.

Indeed your periodical may justly be regarded as

converting the world into a literary club.

I observe that most of your correspondents
write under their real names. I give you mine, as

I did in a Query I formerly addressed to you on
the subject of the Washington Eagle, which you
so kindly and promptly replied to.

GUSTAVUS A. MYERS.
Richmond, Virginia, U. S. A.,

September 8, 1859.

HENRY GARNET.

The columns of " N. & Q." have often been of

great service in rescuing from oblivion many curi-

ous documents, and numerous waifs and strays of

English history, which otherwise, to this day, would

probably have remained unknown.

Lying almost illegible in the State Paper Office,
and becoming if possible more illegible every day,
are many letters of historical interest, dated from
the Tower of London, and written in lemon juice,
all of them in the handwriting, and nearly all

bearing the signature, of Henry Garnet, the
Jesuit.

The following letter, never to my knowledge
before printed, I think worthy of being published
here. The original is calendared in " The Gun-
powder Plot Book," No. 241.

It will be understood that the first part, writ-

ten in ink, was of no moment, but was intended
to be seen by the Officials in the Tower, and meant
to blind them. The pith was contained in the

part written in lemon juice. These letters at-

tracted attention from their wide margins and in-

significant contents.

(/n in*.)
" I pray you lett these spectacles be set in leather, and

with a leather case, and lett the fould be fytter fory
e

nose.

Y" for ever, H. G.
" HENKY GAKNETT."

(On the back in lemon juice.")
" This Bearer knoweth that I write this, but thinks it

must be read with water. The paper sent with bisket

bread I wag forced to burn, and did not read. I pray
write again.
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I hare acknowledged that I went from Sir Erered

to Oonriito*. and etayed X or 8 daye. after my Udy went

to London, and than rod* away alone.
" AJao that Batee and Greenway raetl by channee, and

Greenway aeid all Catholicki were undone, not aa they
v.,u',!!...\, -,li:..,t.lr,a,l, ...:!> ,-r, ,1:~ ,.- 1,:- 1. 1 ,,, i

the letter before Bate, and Greenway. My Lady Digby
What did abee? Aka, what but cry.

ly answer wa to Batee by word of mouth. 1

they hane without adviea of food, adventured in eo

" M
{n.

wkfcedan action. Lett them desist In Wale. I neither

can nor will aaaiat them. And if Wale, were to diapoeed
as they require, yet were all too late.

- 1 must needs acknowledge my being with the two
Man. and that at White webb. aa b trew, for they are

ao JeatofM of White webb. that I can in no way ebe

aaliafy. My name. 1 all oonfoe. but that La.U Appoint
place neere where this bearer may mcetc some trustyJ Wherei.M"Anne?"

No date. No endorsement; but written ap-

parently in February, 1605-6. W. O. W.

BHAXSPEAKIAHA.

ShaJupeare and Chaucer on the Continent.

The Germans boast that they have adopted Shuk-

spcare as one of their own children, and cherish

a lore and veneration for him of corresponding

intensity. The translations of bis dramas with

which Schlegel, Tieck, and others have enriched

their native literature, fully entitle them to take

a high tone in their remarks and criticisms on the

great
bard of Avon ; and we are not surprised to

near that Ulrici, one of the moat distinguished
German commentators on Shakspeare, in

a recent review of Tycho-Mommsen's critical

edition of Romeo and Juliet, expresses a
hope

that

bis country's scholars will henceforward bestow

on Shakspeare that philological profoundness and
scientific criticism which they have devoted, with

so much success, to Classical and Oriental litera-

ture. Mommsen's Romeo and Juliet COldenberg,
1859), consists of a careful reprint of the first two
4 to. editions of the play (1597 and 1599), the first

of which is pronounced clearly to have been a

pirated edition, printed without the knowledge or

permission of the author. The second edition, in

all probability, was the only one in which Shaks-

peare
took any part, and is, therefore, entitled to

be considered of decisive authority. Mommsen
has inserted the various reading* with a valuable

introduction, containing essays on the structure

of Shakspeare*! verse, the syncope of some gram-
matical tfli minatifmt &c.

While Germany is occupied with Shakspeare, a
French scholar has devoted an 8vo. volume to an
Etude nor Choicer, consider* comme Imitateur de*
Trouveret. The author is M. E. G. Sandras,

Agregc* of the University. M. Sandras states in I

his introduction that he was induced to undertake
the work, because the greater part of the writers

who supplied Chaucer with his materials were

Frenchmen, whose rights have not hitherto been
sufficiently established. In inquiring aft-

different masters who
inspired the muse of Chau-

cer, the author thinks he has written a page in the
literary history of his country : and we are sure
that bis researches will be received with respect
and gratitude by English scholars. .) M
Oxford

Portrait of Shakspeare. In the possession of
Mr. Archer, of the Royal Library, Waymouth, is

an oil painting rnpraaaiUing a man apparently of

thirty-two yean of age, or thereaboats, with .mall

pointed beard and moustache, and large ruff. In
the upper right hand corner (facing the upectator)
is written in yellow paint in an Italic hand,

" W.
Shakespeare. I believe Mr. Archer obtuit

from a family at Bath. The picture is appui
as old as Shakspearc's time. Of its authn
I offer no opinion, but merely wish to make a
Note of the circumstance. I shall add that,

speaking from recollection, it has a great simi-

larity to the Chandos Portrait, but repreaents a

younger man. Aarm a PAGET.
Cranmore.

Shakspeare: the HomOies. Read as they were
over and over again in church, the Homilies could
not fail to leave many of their thought

phrases impressed upon the minds of the learners.

But there is a verv familiar passage in Sbakspeare
which shows their influence upon the poet like-

wise:
" Who steal, my puree," &c.

Othello, iii. 8.

" And many time, cometh lea. hurt of a thief than of
a railing tongue : for the one taketh away a man's good
name ; the other taketh bat hi. riches, which is of much
low value and estimation than i. his good name."

Jfamifyayai** OeMfe, p. 187.*

E. MAMUALL.
Oxford.

Ducdame. A* You like it, Act II. Sc. 5. Sir
Thomas Hanmer thought this word to be a cor-

ruption of the Latin, due ad MM, "lead him to me."

Farmer, Malone, and most others not being satis-

fied with this interpretation, have consider

"a word coined for the nonce." Is it not lite-

rally as written due da me, "lead him from me P*
1

Amiens has been describing thegenerous soul "who
does ambition shun," &c., and welcomes him with

a " come hither, come hither." Jaques is describ-

ing the opposite character who thinks " a stubborn
will to please,** and goes on with his parody,

"
ke<

him from me," instead of "come hither/' Da
the Italian preposition

"
from," answering

Latin a, ab, aba. \ . \.

Poata* Comer.

Preface, p. xxix. { Homiliee, Oxf. 1869. ed. G.
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Gallimaufry, in the glossaries is interpreted
" a medley,"

" a confused heap of things ;" and this

might be the meaning in the -Winter's Tale, Act

IV. Sc. 3., did we meet with it in no other passage.

But in the Merry Wives of Windsor, Act II. Sc.

1., Pistol, talking to Ford of his wife, says

He loves thy gallimawfry ; Ford, perpend !
"

Of course the word as given above would be non-

sense applied to a lady, and it could not be a term

of reproach, or Pistol would not dare to use it to

Ford's face. Is it not derived from the Anglo-

Saxon gal, light, pleasant, and mauther or maufer,

a provincial term for a lass, derived, says Spel-

maii, from the Danish? The "
gallimawfry of

gambols," in the Winter's Tale (supra), would then

probably mean such gambols as young girls play.
A. A.

Poets' Corner.

pap, Merry Wives of Windsor, Act I. Sc. 1.

Bardolph, when describinghow Slendergot tipsy,

and had his pocket picked, says,
" the gentleman

had drunk himself out of his five sentences, and

beingjfap, was, as they say, cashiered." The com-

mentators simply say in a note "
fap, i. e. drunk."

There seems, however, to be no word like this in

any language ;
besides Bardolph has just said he

was drunk. Is not the true reading
"
sap," being

silly, weak, sappy, he suffered his pocket to be

picked ? The sap or soft part of timber has

always been considered a type of a weak person.
A. -A..

Poets' Corner.

Fair lined Slippers. In the beautiful pastoral
of Chr. Marlowe,

" Come, live with me, and be my
love," referred to by Shakspeare in the Merry
Wives of Windsor, occurs a line, the reading of

which appears to me to be capable of emenda-
tion :

" A gown made of the finest wool,
Which from our pretty lambs we pull :

Fair lined slippers for the cold,

With buckles of the purest gold."

Should we not read "
razr-lined," or "fur-

lined," slippers? Fair lined seems poor, espe-

cially as we have just had pretty lambs ; and vair

and fair are so similar in sound as to be easily
confounded. CETLONBNSIS.

[Walton's version of this pastoral, in his Complete An-
gler, contains several variations ; among others one in the
third line of the verse quoted above, which reads :

" A gown made of the finest wool,
Which from our pretty lambs we pull ;

Slippers, lin'd choicely for the cold,

With buckles of the purest gold."]

Shakspeare's Latinity. I was reading Bishop
Hall's treatise, Heaven upon Earth, this morning,
when I observed that he there alludes to persons

" of firm and obdurate foreheads," to which ex-

pression a note is subjoined (in Cattermole's edi-

tion), stating that such is a proverbial Latin
idiom

;
a person lost to shame being said to be

" durae et perfricatse frontis." Now, Shakspeare
uses the expression

"
unbashful forehead." *

Qy.,
Was Shakspeare therefore acquainted with this

Latin idiom ? JOHN PEAT, M.A.
Weald Parsonage.

Allusion to the Play of "Hamlet
"

in 1596.

" And looks as pale as the visard of y ghost which
cried so miserably at y

e Theatorlike an oisterwife ' Ham-
let revenge.'

"
"Lodge's Incarnate Devils, 1596, p. 56.

ITHURIEL.

Early Allusion to Shakspeare. Amongst a col-

lection of poems, sixteenth and seventeenth cen-

tury, formerly in the possession of Dr. Bliss, and

noted by him as collected by Clement Paraan, we
find one called "A Poetical Revenge," which

alludes to the plays of Shakspeare :

" But ere I farre did goe
I flunge ye darts of wounding poetrie
These two or three sharpe curses backe. May he
Be by his father in his study tooke,

At Shakespeare's Playes instead of the L<i Cooke."

ITHURIEL.

Shakspeare Music. As everything relating to

Shakspeare has its interest, one would like to see

a list of the musical compositions to his poetry.
Some of his songs have been set to music several

times, and in those cases where any one of the

composers has been strikingly successful, it would
be very curious to see the less fortunate attempts
at the same words. Thus, Purcell's setting of

"Full fathom five" is famous, but there are at

least two other settings in existence : one by
Banister, in Charles ll.'s time, and one by Han-
del's friend, John Christopher Smith, which has

even attained to the honour of being reprinted

(twice, I think f). Again, Purcell's setting of
" Come unto these yellow sands," is the univer-

sally received one; there are, however, at least

two other settings in the field : one by Banister,

and one (as a glee) by Sir John Stevenson. Then
there is Dr. Arne's happy conception of " Where
the bee sucks," of which song it may be noted

that there are at least four other settings extant :

one by Pelhatn Humphrey J, one by Dr. John

* As You Like It, Act II. Sc. 3.

t In Mr. E. Loder's arrangement of J. C. Smith's " Full

fathom five" (1850), the music is transposed from the

original key of E flat, into D. Purcell's chorus,
" Sea-

nymphs hourly ring his knell," belonging to his own

setting of " Full fathom five," has been added by Mr.

Loder to J. C. Smith's song, but without any intimation

of the authorship.

J Pelham Humphrey is mentioned several times by

Pepys in his Diary. The printed music of his composi-
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n (as a glee), to be found in Fin? ford'*

Musical Compan l.y .1. C, Smith,
in his opera of Tfte Fairies ; and another by no

less a man than Pu reel I himself, as DE. KIM MM i i.

who possesses the music, has informed us (sec
x Q.,

M
I'

1 S. ii. 496.) ALTBED Rorr*.

Shaketpeare, Sherlock, and Sterne. In the

parish church of Wilton, near North Walhnm,
Norfolk, among other monument* to the memory
of the Norris family, who formerly resided there,

is one to the memory of Elizabeth, wife of Jno.

b, ESCU the founder of the Divinity Profes-

sorship at Cambridge which bears his name. This

monument consists of nn oval marble slab, resting
on a Grecian moulding, supported on one side by
a weeping cherub, at whose feet is a shield bearing
Norris and Play ters ; on the other side is a

pile
of books surmounted by a lamp kindled. Tito

volumes, which are four in number, are inscribed

as follows, commencing from the bottom : Sher-

lock, Holy Bible, Shakespeare, Sterne. The fol-

lowing u the inscription :

I.l. I/All!. Ill XORBI8,
Wife ofJOHN XOKIIIS, Esq*,

and oal v Daughter of

JOHN PLAYTKkS of Yelverton, E*q,
Left this World on Dec' 1st, 17G9,

In the 28th Year of her Age.
M And i* your poor Husband reserved to this office?

Ab, that'TKUTH now descended to save me from it

80 beautiful, with such a character of meaning, so very
innocent, with so much animation. She look'- like Nature
in the world's first Spring. Talents inventive, discerning,

judicious, eloquent: rare combination! She was always
NK\V,

enchanting with Magic all her own, by her heart I felt

myself perpetually reminded of the Picture (18. 1st Cor.)
which I once drew of Charity ; but there was one feature

more properly the same than like. Seeketh not her turn

and as to her religious temper, it was exactly tlii>,

-- resigned when Ills betide,

"

Patient when favors are denied,
And pleas'd with favors giv'n,

TRUTH,
-

1 Aow Truth if thorn w'* add, thi, Prize

of Heaven wn Ititommi mom a ma*,
*o kmew it, Value,

be that hi. Epitaph.

left this World the 5th of Janr,
1777.

The quotations which are used to describe this

truly
" rare combination

**

are doubtless extracted
from the authors whose names are on the books,
the reference to 13. 1st Cor. accounting for the

presence of the Holj Bible.

I shall be glad if any of your readers will in-

form me whereabouts in their works these quota-
tions are to be found ; that commencing,

" And is

your poor husband, &c.," I imagine to be from

tion is beaded as M A Song in the by Ariel's

Sterne, but I do not know which part of this

composition must be assigned to Shakspeare and
Sherlock. 0. V, v

" Put in the pike with a wet" (2* S. vii. 353.)
In the article on Shakspeare by MR. UIIIIVM
J. THOMS, as above, he finds a difficulty in the

passage in Much Ado abont Nothing,
Yon must put in the pikes with a vice.**

I may be In error, but the allusion seenu to me to

be plain enough. The buckler or target CM
at the time was often furnished with a steel pike
in the centre, screwed into the boss or umbo.
In order to secure properly in its place an instru-
ment of this nature, sharp at the point and edges,
a vice or some such tool would be re<j

.

without such aid the pikes would be u
dangerous

weapons for maids" in the literal sense of the pas-
sage alone. W. J. I JKKMI v KI. SMITH.

Temple.

ELECT 0!f IIOnnES THE ATHEIST.

The
following elegy on Hobbes, the atheist,

may not be uninteresting to jour readers. hi-
copied from a volume of broadsides which I lately
had the opportunity of inspecting at the Cathe-
dral Library, Lincoln. At the top of this docu-
ment is a device, consisting of a scroll containing
a death's head in the centre, and the motto " me-
mento mori ;" with cross bones, and an hour-glass
on either side. WILLIAM HENRY HART.

Folkestone House, Roupell Park, Streatbam.

- \N M.l'.l M'.'N Mil. lll'.MV- Il..|-.|:|., ..1 MUMI--
IlttlV, LATELY DECEASED*

M Is he then dead at last, whom vain report
So often bad feignM mortal in meer sport?Whom we on earth so long alive might see,
We thought he here had immortality.
As be, like what he wrote, could not expire,
Whom all that did not love, did yet
For who his writings still accus'if in vain,
Were taught by him, of whom they did complain.
Some authors vented have more truths ; but so
If truths they be, 'ti* more than we can know.
He with such art deceivM, that none can say
If hit be errours, where his errour lav.

If he mistakes, 'Us still with so much wit,
He erres more pleasingly than others bit.

For there arc counterfeits of truth, which are

In shew more truths than truths themselves appear.
As nature in meer sport hath fram'd some Apes
Neerer to men.than some in humane shapes;
All were by him so plausibly misled.

They chose to lose the way with such a guide.
And wauder pleasantly rather than be

.
In the right way with* duller companis.
With ill success, some food disputer* strove.

What Doctrines he bad planted, to remove;
And justly are they blam'd : for that Disease
Is ill removM, which more than health doe* p'ca.
/ n.l who delightful frenzies entertain.
When undereiv'd, do of their cure complain.
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With such sweet force he does our thoughts invade,

That where he cannot teach, he does perswade.
And we that read his writings wish them true,

If we do not believe them to be so.

If he be in the wrong, we hold it still,

Because the right appears not half so well.

Who so would mend his faults must make a blot,

May be more truth, but most will like it not.

For though fair vertue Plato wisht to see,

Yet vice as fair will please no less than she.

Why are temptations names for what is ill ?

But that her charms are most prevailing still.

Or vice call'd Pleasures ? But to shew alone,

That Vice and Pleasure in effect are one.

Hence came our wit to think there was no Devil ;

Or if he tempter was, he was not evil :

And finding him drest in a different fashion,

According to the humour of each nation,

And that the Indians were in this so civil,

To whiten him we black'ned for the devil.

He thought that he was black or white, and Saint or

Devil, according as it pleased the painter.

And vice and vertue both were our opinion,

And vari'd with the laws of each dominion.

To which who did conform was understood,

As their modes differ'd, to be bad or good."

" EPITAPH.
" Is Atheist-Hobbes then dead ! forbear to cry;

For, whilst he liv'd, he thought he could not dy,

Or was at least most filthy loath to try.

41 Leviathan the great is fain ! But see

The small Behemoths of his Progenie
Survive to duel all Divinitie.

" Whither he's gone, becomes not us to say,

The Narrow upper, or the Broad low way :

For who own'd neither well, may hap to stray.

" Most think old Tom, with a recanting verse,

Must his pdde notions dolefully rehearse

To new disciples in the Devil's Ar .

" In fine, after a thousand shams and fobbs,

Ninety years eating, and immortal Jobbs,
Here MATTER lies, and there's an end of Hobbes."

" Allud.
4 Here lies Tom Hobbes, the Bug-bear of the Nation,
Whose Death hath frighted ATHEISM out of Fashion."

"Finis.
" Printed in the year 1679."

ORIGINAL, LETTER OF NEILE, BISHOP OF DURHAM,
RECOMMENDING BUCKINGHAM AS CANDIDATE FOR
THE CHANCELLORSHIP OF CAMBRIDGE UNIVER-

SITY, 1626.

The part played by the King and Commons in

the contest between the Duke of Buckingham and
the Earl of Berkshire makes it a matter of na-

tional, as well as of local, interest. Your readers

may therefore be pleased to see a letter from

Bishop Neile, proving the exertions made by
Charles in behalf of the impeached favourite. Mr.

Cooper (Annals of Cambridge, iii. 185.) has printed
a letter from Neile to the Vice-chancellor, in

which he refers to this, but I believe that it has

never before appeared in print. The original,
with the bishop's seal, is preserved in the Treasury
of St. John's College, together with a large mass
of correspondence of the same date. Dr. Gwyn,
I may notice by the way, appears to have been

very careful in preserving all documents which

might throw light upon the history of the Univer-

sity or College. The letter is addressed " To y
e

II* Wor 11 my very loving good friend Mr. Doctor

Gwyn, Mr of St. John's Colledge in Cambridge."
" Good Master of S1

John's,
" In my love to our Mother y

e
Universitie,

yo
r
selfe, & our Colledge, I cannot conceale from

you a passage w ch I had yesternight with his

Matie
touching our Chancellor

ship by occasion of

my Lord of Suffolk's death. Wherin his Matie

signified his wishing y* y
e universitie would

choose my Ld Duke of Buckingham, & that it

would well please Him to have it presently ef-

fected ; by wch overture of his Matle '
s Inclination

herein I doe conceive y* in y
e
doing therof we

shall not only gaine an honorable Chancellor of

y
e Duke of Buckingham, but in a sort purchase

his Matie
himself, our Royall Patron & Chancel-

lour, in that we fixe our Election upon Him whom
Himself desireth. This I held it my duty to im-

part unto you, hoping that you will by all good
meanes further it, & you may make y

c substance of

this my letter knowne to such of or friends as you
think fitt to sollicite in it. So w th my very harty
Comendacons to yo

r
self, & all or

friends, nos Deo,
" & I rest

"
jo

r
very loving friend,

" R. DUKELM.
" Durham house,

May 29, 1626."

J. E. B. MAYOR.
St. John's College, Cambridge.

OLIVER CROMWELL.

There appear to have been three or four Oli-

ver Cromwells living about the same period,

Sir Oliver Cromwell of Hinchinbrooke, who
died 1655, set. 93.

Oliver Cromwell, son of the preceding.
Oliver Cromwell, son of the Earl of Ardglass.
Oliver Cromwell, son of Sir Oliver, brother of

Sir Philip, living 1646, and died in Ireland.

Oliver Cromwell the Protector.

Oliver Cromwell, his son.

The subjoined letter, copy of which is in my
possession, must be one of the above. Am I cor-

rect in ascribing it to the Protector Oliver ?

"
Sir, My Lord Cromwell upon the putting in

of his particuler into Gouldsmiths Hall, knowing
what the whole value of his estate amounted unto

yearely, gave it in att 470U in generall, which was

the true value of the whole lying in severall
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countyes. But not being ioe perfect in the par-
tiosjfer values of the several! paroeJU of hit tat**
havcing trusted il constantly to the mannaging
of othera, did give in hi. land* in SUffordshire,

Derbyshire, and Cheshire, at 350" p ann., whereat
the true value is but 255"; and his lands in

'.ire but 120", whereas the true value is

;- ann., both amounting to the sayd sum of

470', for which hee compounded. My Lord
desires that hee may have liberty to sett the
several! values upon bis severall parcel Is of land,
all amounting to the sayd sum of 470". And that

hee may have bis letters to the severall countyes
accordingly, what favour you shall shew my Lord
Cromwell heerein you shall obleige

" To* very loveing freind,
" OUTER CBOM WILL.

z90c4ob.lM6.w

[At foot is this note inscribed] :

" If iUippeare that there be such a mistake as

is here alleaged, lett it be amended as is desired.

"Josui ASHR."

[Addrested]
" To my very loveinge frend

M' Joinner at Gouldsmiths Hall thes."

ABRACADABRA.

JHiitor

A Merry Question orient the Burning of a Mill.

The following quaint passage occurs in Sir

James Balfour of Fettindreich's Practicks of the

Law of Scotland (p. 509.). It affords besides an
excellent specimen of the old Lowland Scotch

language :

* A Merrie Qiuttioun anent the Bmnumy ofa Mil*,
" Gif it bappin that ony man be passand in the King's

gait or passage, drivand befoir him twa aheip festnit and
knit togidder, be chance ane horse, harand ane sair bak,
is lying in the said gait, and ane of the sbeip passis be
the ane side of the horse, and the uther aheip be tbeuther
side, swa that the band qubairwith they are bund tuich
or kittle bin sair bak, and he tluirby movit dois arise,

and carvis the said sbeip with him heir and thair, ontill

at last he carats and enteris in ane miln havaod ane Ore,
without ane keipar, and skatteris the firo. qubairby the
miln, horse, sheip, and all is brunt; Q*rrit*r, Quha sail

pay the skaith ? Rapomditm, The awner of the bone
sail pay the sheip, because his horse soold not hare been

lying in the King's hie streit, or commoon passage ; and
die Slfflar sail pay for the miln and the horse, and for all

other damnage and shaitb, becanse he left ane fire in the
miln without ane keipar."

From the references which the author gives at
the close, this case would appear to have been an
actual one. G. J.

The Moha\ck. "l am very much frighted
with the fyer, but much more with a gang of
Devils that call tbemselv's mobock*. They put
an old woman into a Hogshead, and rooled her
down a hill. They cut of som's nosis, other's

hands, and several barbarass tricks, without any

provocation. They are said to be young
men. They never take any money fron
Instead of setting fifty pd. uon the head of a

from

men. ey never take any money fron
Instead of setting fifty pd. upon the head
Highwayman, sure they would doe much

2tt llUlldred UP *"^ ***? Leter

as^ss
.....-^"-"^^-

r. jtiion. I beard the following
remark used by a man near Men-ion, co. Dublin,
on seeing a

stupid
fellow nearly drive his cart

over an umbrella which a passenger had a few
minutes before accidentally let fall. "Oh! that's
a Whitsuntide fellow, he can't eat bis breakfast
without breaking his plate." Y. S. M.

Scotft Line, on Woman. Amongst the many
charges of plagiarism laid against the author of
Afarmion was one suggested by the cm
genuity of an anonymous critic, apparently in
wddence at Cambridge, who, under the name of
-Detector," accused him of appropriating in
elegiac couplet of Vida's :

Cum dolor atqoe supercilio gravis imminet angor,
Fungeria angelico sola mmiaterio."

>n reading these lines in Lockhart's /
Scott the other day (p. 201., ed. 1845), the
seemed familiar to my ear ; and so it waV, ?or

On reading these lines in Lockhart's Lift of"" k- -
day (p. 201., ed. 1845), the jingle
r to my ear ; and so it was, for

turning to my Antndine* Cairn, I found the very
same lines in the translation of " O woman in our
hours of ease," &c. My ignorance might possibly
amuse the upper thousand of the learned world ;

nevertheless, I am anxious to know if
" Detec-

tor" and "Henricus Josephus Thomas Drury,
Scholrc Harroviensis nuper Deuterodidascalus,"
can be identified. Does the heading,

w
Splendid-'

Mendax "
of the version in the Arundinet contain

an allusion to the hoax successfully played off, as
the Great Unknown Fit would appear, upon

SUnford-le-Hope.
M. L. R.

Relic* of the Plague of London. A few weeks
since the workmen, in digging out the foundation
on the east end of Three Nun Court, by St. Mi-
chael's Church, Aldgate, came to a considerable

quantity, upwards ofa cart-load, of human skulls

and bones, about seven feet from the surface. In
some of the papers it has been conjectured that

they formed part of the sweepings of some ad-

jacent churchyard after the fire of London. This
was more likely the great pit,

or " dreadful
as De Foe calls it, provided for the parishes of

Aldgate and Whiteehapel, which, during i

night after it was opened, had thrown into it 1114

bodies, when they were obliged to fill it up. De
Foe adds,

" I doubt not but there may be some
ancient persons alive in the parish who are able

to show in what part of the churchyard the pit lay
better than I can ; the mark of it also was many
years to be seen in the churchyard, or the surface
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lying in length, parallel with the passage which

goes by the west wall of the churchyard out of

Houndsditch, and turns again into Whitechapel,

coming out near the Three Nuns Inn." J. Y.

Curious Rent-Charge and Service in Yorkshire.

The following curious custom formerly attached

to a Yorkshire manor, at all events in respect of

the freehold lands of one Edward Cooper :

" And also All that free Rent of 8d of lawful Money of

Great Britain formerly payable by Edward Cooper for

his freehold lands and tenements in Brereton, held of the

said Manor of South Stainley, otherwise Kirk Stainley,

which rent is payable on the feast day of the birth of our

Lord Christ yearly, and of the service to be performed on

the same day yearly by the said Edward Cooper, his

heirs and ass8
, of making the fire in the Hall of the

Manor-house of South Stainley, and the paym4 of ld to

be p
d to him or her that shall make the fire for him if he,

his heirs or assigns shall fail to perform the same service

in his or their proper person or persons, and of the ser-

vice also to be performed by the said Edward Cooper, his

heirs and assigns, to wit, of sitting yearly on the same

Feast Day at the same Hall Table at Dinner time, with

a dish of Water before him or them, and a stone in it."

Query, Does this custom still exist ?

GEORGE TTAS.
Times Office, Leeds.

WASHINGTON LETTER.

In the year 1834 I became acquainted with the

late Edward S. Abdy, Esq., Fellow of Christ Col-

lege, Cambridge, then on a visit to my country,
the United States of America. I had the pleasure
of his company repeatedly at my house, and be-

came deeply interested in him as a gentleman, a

scholar, and a philanthropist. Just as he was
about to take his leave of me and of our country,
in the earnestness of my desire to give him some
token of my great regard, I presented him with

an autograph letter of our immortal Washington.
It was not only an article of great value, as the

production of the pen of the Father of our coun-

try, but it was especially precious as illustrative

of some of the admirable peculiarities of his pri-
vate character. I ought not to have given it to

anyone, to be taken out of our country. And I

have been severely and justly rebuked by a

number of my countrymen for having done so.

Now, therefore, that my friend Mr. Abdy is

dead, I am anxious, if possible, to recover the

possession of that "
Washington's letter," or at

least an exact and certified copy of it.

I have been assured that it is not in the posses-
sion of any of his heirs, and have been led to sup-
pose that he gave it to some public institution,
or to some individual curious in such matters.
Several friends have advised me to institute an

inquiry in the columns of your unique and valu-
able paper.

Do me the favour, Mr. Editor, to make my
wishes known to your readers in the manner you
may think best.

The letter can easily be identified. It was
written by George Washington from Philadel-

phia, in 1794, to Mr. John Custis, who I suppose
was left in charge of Washington's estates at

Mount Vernon during the President's absence
from home. The letter covers nearly seven pages,

ending a little below the middle of the seventh

page. It relates wholly to the management of his

plantations ; and there is a brief note, on the left-

hand side of the last page, showing his kind re-

membrance of his Dutch gardener.
If any individual who may possess the valuable

letter, or may have the charge of it, in the library
of any public institution, will do me the favour to

inform me where it may be found, I shall be very
grateful to him.

I intend to be in London until the morning of

the 10th of October
; and from the 15th until the

22nd in Liverpool.
Between the present and the last-named day

(Oct. 22.), any communication addressed to me,
care of Messrs. Baring Brothers and Co., will

speedily reach me, wherever I may be in Eng-
land. And after that date my address will be

Syracuse, New York, U. S. A. SAMUEL J. MAT.

SEALS OF OFFICERS WHO PERISHED IN

AFFGHANISTAN.

The seals described below are believed to

have belonged to officers who perished in Affghan-
istan in 1841-42. The seals themselves are de-

posited with the Editor of " N. & Q.," and will be
restored by him to any relative of their former
owners. Heraldic correspondents are invited to

identify them. E. C. B.

No. 1. On a wreath, a lion passant, over the initials
rf i ^
No. 2. On a wreath, a stag's head erased, pierced in the

neck with a javelin stringed; over the initials y^ /pt

in an oval.

No. 3. On a wreath, a tiger's head affronte, charged on
the neck a chain (or rosarv) and cross, over the initial

[We have had great pleasure in thus complying with
the request contained in the following letter, which we
have thought it right to print at length in justice to the

good feelings of the writer. Impressions of the engraved
stones (for the settings have of course been broken away)
are left at the Office of "N. & Q," for the inspection of

parties who may desire to see them, and we shall be

extremely gratified if this notice should be the means of

restoring these small, but interesting, relics to the families

of their former owners. ]

The accompanying three seals formed part of a

batch recently sent to me from the north of India

for sale with some antique gems.
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At I had reason to believe that the latter came
from Afghanistan and Central Asia, I thought it

not improbable (at I had once before discovered

to be tne caae in a similar instance) that the teals

had once belonged to officers who fell in AfT-

ghanislan.
I therefore advertised them in one of our

Indian papers as well as I was able, and one of

them KYI* recognised and claimed by a relative of

ita original owner, who perished in the disastrous

retreat from Kabul.
The three I now send remained unclaimed ;

but as my own heraldic knowledge is limited, it is

very possible that I described them incorrectly.
It has, however, struck me that you might not be

unwilling to give a brief and correct description
of them in M N. & Q.t

" and I have therefore taken

the liberty of trespassing on your kindness so far

as to transmit them to you for that purpose, in

the hope that if you will do so, some of your he-

raldic correspondents might be able to identify
them.

If recognised and claimed by any of the family
to which their owners belonged, I should be much

obliged by your restoring them. If not, you can

dispose of them as you trill. Perhaps some such

note as that given above, with a description of

the seals appended, might serve for the required

object E. C. BATLET, Civil Service.

Futtehgurb, N. W. P., India, August 10, 1859.

fttino r Gurnet
" The Tale of a Tub"lB it among probabili-

ties that Swift took a hint for the inimitable TaU
of a Tub from a song very popular just before he

arrived in England, called a "View of the Reli-

gion of the Town" f I send an extract :

- We began at the church of St. Peter,
Whote prebend* make many mouths water:

i:.-!,.-i..n ,!..! h.-ro

Like grave matron
appear,

Neat, but not gaudv, like courtesan Rome,
Plain, but no slut like your Geneva dame.

Then shifting oar protestant dress,
To the Koral Chapel we press,
Where religion was fine indeed ;

Hut with facings and fringing*,
With crosses and cringings,

Entirely ran up to seed."

I copy from A Collection of Poem*, Songt, <:.,

againtt Popery, London, 1689 (Part i., p. 18.)

T. T. 1

O. Herbert and Tkeocritn*. George Herbert
in modern times, and Theocritus among the an-

cients, have each written a poem which takes its

name from the form the verses assume when
written out: that by George Herbert is called

"Easier Wings" and that by Theocritus "Sy-

rinx." Can any of your correspondent* inform
me whether there are any other poems extant that

take their names from similar circumstances P

and if so, who are the authors ? and where they
may be met with ? P. D.

Speed of Steamer*. What is the fastest speed
(miles per hour) at which steamers have travelled

previous to the sailing of the Great Eastern ?

A. S.

Italian Mutic in England.
Charles R.

- March 1 1GC6. An Establishment ofy yearlv salaryas
and enteruinm* of his Ma** Italian "Muafcke,

'

*, a.

One Contralto
OueTenore -

One Basse
The Poet - -

The Woman
The Eunuch
Seign' Vincenzo -

6' Barlholoes (?) his Brother

200 00 00
200 00 M
200 00 00
200 00 00
8JO 00 00
200 00 00
200 00 00
200 00 00

1700 00 00

Has the foregoing paper, being an official war-
rant for payment, &c., anything to do with the
introduction of Italian operatic music into Eng-
land. I can understand the three first item?, but
the poet, the woman, and the eunuch, are an

enigma to me. Can any of your readers afford an

explanation ? AURACADABBA.

Schuyler. Information is requested respecting
a Dutch family called Schuyler. Was it noble r

I have never heard of a Dutch
peerage ;

but if

there be, does this name occur in it ? G. L.

Epigram. Could you give me the remaining
lines of this epigram

"
Bright martial maid. Queen of the frozen zone!
The northern pole supports thy shining throne !

"

on or to Queen Christina of Sweden ?

BBLATBB-ADIMr.

WiU. De la Grace (Mare*h<tU).\i\ what man-
ner did William De la Grace (Marcshall) become

pollened of this name ? I can only find it men-
tioned in Fen ton's Hilt, of Pembrokeshire, upon
the occasion of his marriage with Isabella, daugh-
ter and heiress of De Clare, Earl of Pembroke.

Query, Was it assumed, or a double Christian

name ? J AS. FIMLAYSON.

Greek Verrion of
"
King Arthur." In investi-

gating the subject of Arthur, the first and greatest
hero of mediaeval romance, I have stumbled upon
a footnote in the Quarterly Rerieic, xxiii. 153.,

in which the writer observes :

* We take this opportunity of noticing an error of a
somewhat ludicrous kin.! in Warton's History ofKmjM
Pottry. I 850. : The story of Arthur/ he sara, was alto

reduced into modern Gm . relate* t

friends, who studied at Padua, tent him in the year 1564,
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together with Homer's Iliad, AiaX u Regis Arthuri.'

The words in Crusius are Aifiaxo! Rathuri.' The homilies

of this writer are well known, to the modern Greeks."

A reference to the particular passage in Crusius

will oblige.
It would appear from the above extract, that

the writer of it was disposed to question the ac-

curacy altogether of Wartpn respecting the exist-

ence of an Arthurian romance in the modern
Greek. If so, the reviewer himself needs to be

corrected. There is now in the library of the

Vatican a fragment of a poem, in a sort of heroic

metre, in that language, supposed to be of the

twelfth century, and in which the Knights of the

Round Table are the heroes. Arthur is called

A/yroufos, Gwalchmai, raou\j8avos, Gwenever Nrfe-

vffipa, Uther Pendragon Ovrepu irai/Tpayopos.

For an analysis of the contents of this curious

old romance, vide the late Rev. Thomas Price's

essay,
" The Influence of Welsh Traditions on

the Literature of Europe." (Literary Remains,
vol. i. pp. 270-71, 8vo., Llandovery, 1854.) j8.

Temple. How comes the word temple to be

appropriated
in Roman Catholic countries to the

place in which Protestant worship is performed ?

I find, in a History of the Republick of Holland of

1705, that the dissenting party in a petition pre-
sented to the Archduke Mathias, hope that they
may not be excluded from their temples and
councils (p. 34.) FAGUS.

Squaring the Circle. Some time ago a friend

gave me the following. It is said to be cut on a

piece of wood about nine inches square fastened

against a pew in the church of Great Gidding in

Huntingdonshire. Besides being read forwards,
it may be read upwards and downwards and
backwards.

As for the true interpretation thereof, that is

another question. P. HUTCHINSOS.

Aerostation. Can any of the numerous readers
of " N. & Q.," who have given their attention to
this subject, inform me what is usually the aver-
age cost of material used in forming a balloon per
yard, and the cost per cubic foot of the hydrogen
gas used for its inflation ? and whether any fabri-

cant in London gives his attention specially to their

construction ?

The accounts of the success or misfortune of

early voyageurs is a matter of reference, but it

would also be interesting to know what number
of fatal accidents have occurred to aeronauts
within the last ten years, and the causes of acci-

dent in each case, as far as may be known to your
correspondents ; also the greatest number of
ascents made by any one aeronaut.

I believe no method of descending in a balloon
to the ground without letting off a portion of the

gas has yet been discovered. As the subject of
aerial navigation at present engages the attention
of many scientific men, possibly some recent ex-

periments may have been made not generally
known to the public. H. S.

Mazenas Dog.
"
Lumpenihum.

" Das Brod ist theuer dieses Jahr,
Jedoch die schb'nsten Worte hat
Man noch umsonst Besinge gar
Mazena's Hund, und friss dich satt !

"

H. Heine, Romanzero, Hamburg, 1851, p. 173.

Who is Ma'zena ? FITZHOPKINS.
Paris.

Thomas Maude. I recently met with an in-

teresting poetical description of Wensleydale, in the
North Riding of Yorkshire, written by Thomas
Maude (York, 1816). He seems fully to have

appreciated his subject, and never to have tired
of that lovely and interesting valley. Was he a
native of those parts, or one of the ancient West-
moreland family of Maude f * Mr. Maude lies

buried on the south side of the sweet village

churchyard of Wensley, hard by the murmuring
stream, the Ure, which his muse has celebrated.
A fitter sepulchre for a poet could not be found,
nor a more appropriate epitaph than that on bis

tomb, selected from the " Deserted Village
"

of

Goldsmith, who loved nature like the historian of
the dale of Wensley :

" How blest is he who crowns, in shades like these,
A youth of labour, with an age of ease :

Sinks to the grave with unperceiv'd decay,
While resignation gently slopes the way."

I said with the Chorus in Sophocles :

ivOa. /Sporotf rov a.<invT/)VTOV
wcfra Ka0efe."

Ajax, 11678.

OXONIENSIS.

Duchess of Bolton. Can any correspondent of
" N. & Q." inform me what are the dates of the

birth and death of the once celebrated Lavinia

[* Mr. W. M. Maude states, that Thomas Maude was
born in Downing Street, Westminster, in May, 1718 ; but
another correspondent says that he was born at Hare-
wood in 1717. Cf. Gent. Mag., June, 1841, p. 5 1

J7.; and

July, 1841. p. 36. ED.]
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DucbcM of Bolton, the original Polly of

*ggar', Optra?'
wish to have, farther, a complete list, M far

at it can be ascertained, of ennobled adre**e*.

There were, Lavinin, DucbeM of Bolton ; HIM
Hrunton, Countess of Craven ; the Count*** of

Derbv ; the Countess of Harrington, and Lady
Thurlow. Others may be added. OXOKIBXSIS.

John Jont*, AM., Oxon.
" Considerations on the Illegality and Impropriety of

preferring Clergymen, who are unacquainted with the

Welsh Language, to Benefices In Wales, &<: by John
Jonas, A.M., Fellow of Queen's College, Oxon. 1768."

Can any of your correspondents furnish a clue

as to the
birthplace

of the author of the above

pamphlet, together with his
place

of residence, his

profession, and the date of his decease ? Was he
the learned friend and executor of the celebrated

author of the Xight Thought* f (See Nichols's

Literary Anecdote*, vol. i. 637. &c.) IKQUIBBB.

London in 1558. Can any of your artist

readers inform me in whose custody the curious

described as nnder by Dallaway, in Dis-
on Architecture, 8vo., 1833, is now secured,

and if it can be seen, and how ?

Bat a singular curiosity has been brought to light,
which was lately in the custody of Mr. Colnaghi, sen.

(Pnntvsller). It is a series of views and perspectives of

the City of London, its ancient buildings, with St.

Paul's Cathedral, the Tower, Ac., upon the north-west

shore, for a considerable extent. Others are taken from
the roof of the Mint (formerly Suffolk House) in South -

wark, overlooking that side of the river. Of the royal

palaces at Westminster, St. James, Plaisance at Green-
wich, Hampton Court, and Oatlanda, there are distinct

elevations and parts, in many delineations of each. It is

of the largest imperial folio size, several of the views

being so long as to require to be folded. They were cer-

tainly taken from the spots mentioned, which are repre-
sented with scrupulous accuracy, and give a true idea of

London in 1658. The artist's name affixed is Antonio Van
Wyfiergtrd, and the drawings are tricked with a pen,

heightened with blue."-?. 8*9.

W. P.

Heraldic Query. The eldest son of a family,

duly entitled to bear arms, has no male children ;

but his brother, who succeeds to the entailed

estate on bis death, has.

lias the husband of the daughter of the oldest

son a right to bear the arms of the family in an
escutcheon of pretence ? and have their descend-
ants a right to quarter them P C. W. B.

Leigh Hunt and "the Liberal." Would any
of the readers of N. & Q." be kind enough to

state what were the papers which Leigh Flunt
contributed to The Liberal? I believe the preface
to hare been written by him. JAMES J. LAMB.
Underwood Cottage, Paisley.

[ Lavinia Featon was born in the year 1708, an 1 died
Jan. 24, 1760, at the age of fifty-t

Sigitmond and Henry Alexander. Can you in-

form me where I can find anything about

two Alexanders," or Zinzans, of James I.'s time ?

I know what Nichols has to tell.* ! 1 1 K

Matuucript of William de Shoreham* Poem*.
Can any of your correspondents inform me where
the MS. from which Mr. Wright transcribe.! \V

de Sboreham's Poems for the Percy Society in

1849 is now to be found ? He says in his pre-
face that the MS. was in private bands at the

time his transcript was made ; but that it was
uncertain at the time he wrote (Oct. 1849) whe-
ther it was in a public or private collection. A
recollation of the MS. would probably remove
some, at least, of the numerous difficulties with
which the printed text at present abounds. 1 1 .

<
.

Epigram. Who was the author of the fol-

lowing beautiful Epigram? It is printed in the

Anthologia Oroniensi*, accompanied by a trans-

lation into Latin elegiacs by Mr. Booth of Mag-
dalen :

"To a female Cupbearer.

"Come, Leila, 611 the goblet up,
Beach round the rosy wine :

Think not that we will take the cup
From any hand but thine.

- A draught like this 'twere vain to seek :

1 1 steaCTits tints from'/ISi's cheek,
Its brightness from her eye.- P. St.

OxoMlBMia.

Rubbing* of Bra**e* : Wm. Shaktpeare Payton.
I shall feel obliged if any of your numerous

readers can inform me of a preparation which will

effectually preserve rubbings from brasses and
stones. In a recent visit to Stratford-on -A

obtained from the parish clerk, Mr. Kite, rubbings
from the gravestones of Shakspeare and his wife,

and I wish to ascertain the best mode of preserv-

ing these. I would add for the information of

your readers that these most excellent rubbings
can be had for the small cost of one shilling each.

In strolling through the above churchyard I

came upon the crave of " William Shakspere
Payton, son of .John and Eliza Payton of this

borough. He died October 25, 1789, aged 18
"

I would ask if it is known whether this youth
was a descendant of the poet ? and whether any of

this family are at the present time in existence ?

V. LOWHE.

Eleu loro. To the song in Scott's Marmion

beginning Where shall the lover rest," there is a

burden given thus: " Chonu, Eleu loro, &c."

What is the meaning of these words, and to what

does the " &c." refer ? A.

[
* A brief notice of the family of Zin

'

Coates's HiHar/ of
i;r,..,,-- SfaNsVe
1808 and 16J8ED.]

, p. 44.

'''/

445. Consult
given In

also Mrs.
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William Kennedy, author of Fitful Fancies

(1826), a volume containing the admirable buc-

caneer lyric,
" Ned Bolton." Are the dates and

places of his birth and death, or any other parti-
culars of him, ascertainable ? I believe he was
sometime British Consul in Texas. A.

[See "K & Q." 2* S. i. 113. 163. 183. 342. 400.]

touttit* tot'tfc

The Pope's Title. When a man is elected

Pope, is the choice of the name by which he is

designated and known, such as Adrian, Pius, &c.,

arbitrary on his part, and can he choose any name
he likes ? If so, when did the custom first arise,

and why ? W. O. W.

[John XIL, A.D. 956, was the first Pope who changed
his name. " His former name," says Moreri,

" was Octa-

vianus, and he assumed the name of John, either in me-

mory of John XI., his uncle, or because some flatterers

used to say to him, what the Holy Scripture says of the

forerunner of Christ,
' That there was a man sent from

God whose name was John.' Be it what it will, since

that time, the Popes have, for the most part, altered their

names." Others, however, state that Sergius IV. (A.D.

1009) was the first who assumed another name, owing to

his surname being Os Porci, or Swine's-snout. Cf.

Bower's History of the Popes, v. 104. 145, ed. 1761.]

Mrs. Grundy. Will some kind correspondent
or the editor explain who the above personage is

or was. Being apparently of equal fame with

Madames Gamp and Harris, an old subscriber

would be glad to learn something of her. G. G.

[In Tom Morton's clever comedy. Speed the Plough, the

first scene of the first act opens with a view of a farm

house, where Farmer Ashfield is discovered at a table

with his jug and pipe, holding the following colloquy
\vith his wife, Dame Ashfield, who figures in a riding
dress with a basket under her arm :

"
Ashfield. Well, Dame, welcome whoam. What news

does thee bring vrom market ?

Dame. What news, husband? What I always told

you ; that Farmer Grundy's wheat brought five shillings
a quarter more than ours did.

Ash. All the better vor he.

Dame. Ah ! the sun seems to shine on purpose for him.
Ash. Come, come, missus, as thee has not the grace to

thank God for prosperous times, dan't thee grumble when
they be unkindly a bit.

Dame. And I assure you, Dame Grundy's butter was
quite the crack of the market.

Ash. Be quiet, woolye ? aleways ding, dinging Dame
Grundv into my ears What will Mrs. Grundy zay?
What will Mrs. Grundy think ? Canst thee be quiet, let

ur alone, and behave thyself pratty."
The phrase

" What will Mrs. Grundy say ?
" has been

frequently applied to Dr. Stanley Lees Giffard, late editor
of the Morning Herald and The Standard (ob. Nov. 6,

1858), who for his sympathies and antipathies in politics
was a man after Dr. Johnson's own heart.]

The Ballet in England. I wish to know the
date of the introduction of the modern ballet upon
the English stage. I have somewhere read (but
cannot now find the passage) that, on its first re-

presentation, many of the audience quitted the
theatre in (real or pretended) disgust ; and that
for some time the ballet was classed among the
indelicacies of the season. Ellesmere, in the new-
Series of Friends in Council, amusingly tells how
his grandmother turned her back upon the "wicked

performance." CUTHBERT BEDE.

[In the History of Shrewsbury, by Owen and Blakeway,
ii. 152., it is stated, that "tradition says that John
Weaver of Shrewsbury was the first introducer of ballets,
which he terms scenical dancing,' t. e. a representation
of some historical incident by graceful motions." At the
end of his work, Mimes and Pantomimes, 8vo., 1728,
Weaver has given

" A List of the Modern Entertain-
ments that have been exhibited on the English stage,
where the representation and story was carried on by
dancing, action and motion only." The first in his list is

The Tavern Bilkers, composed by Mr. Weaver, and per-
formed in Drurj* Lane in 1702.]

Cricket. From a poem "upon a printer that

exposed him by printing a piece of his grossly
mangled and faulty," in The Works of John Old-

ham, together with his Remains, London, 1684 :

" Thou who with spurious nonsense durst profane
The genuine issue of a poet's brain,

May'st thou hereafter never deal in verse, V
But what hoarse bell- men in their walks rehearse, V
Or Smithfield audience sung on Crickets hears." J

Can any of your readers tell me what Crickets
means ? The earliest notice of the game of
Cricket I have yet found is in Edward Philips's

Mysteries of Love and Eloquence, 1685.

THE AUTHOR or " TWENTY YEARS IN THE
CHURCH."

Bath.

[In the passage quoted from Oldham, the word cricket

means a low stool with four legs. Cartwright, in his

Lady Errant, 1651, uses the word in the same sense :

" Mach. And what'l you do, when you are seated in

The throne, to win your subjects love, Philenis?
" Phil. I'l stand upon a cricket, and there make

Fluent orations to 'era ;
call 'em trusty

And well-beloved, loyall, and true subjects."]

Cracknells. Can anyone give the origin of the

term of "
cracknells," applied to the biscuits pe-

culiar to the Isle of Wight, if not to Cowes itself?

S. K. K.

[The word cracknel, Fr. craquelin, meaning a hard
brittle cake, is not peculiar to the Isle of Wight. Kitto

says, that " the word nikkuddim, translated cracknels in

1 Kings xiv. 3., doubtless means some kind of small cake
or biscuit ; and, as the word suggests the idea of some-

thing spotted, Harmer fairly enough conjectures that they
were some such sort of biscuit, sprinkled with seeds, as

are still much used in the East." The cakes of this name
were not unknown to Spenser ( Shepherd's Calendar, Jan.) :

" Albee my love he seek with daily suit,

His clownish gifts and curtsies I disdain,
His kids, his cracknels, and his early fruit."

Swift, also, could boast that
' I have in store a pint or two of wine,
Some cracknels, and the remnant of a chine."

A Town Eclogue, 1710.]
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Quotation. Can you inform me who U the

author of the frequently quoted lines,

Trut patriot* they, for he it understood.

They left their country for tbeir country's good."

GUSTAVUS A. MTBBS.
Richmond, Virginia, U. 8. A.

[These Hnea occur in the characteristic Prologue com-

posed by the notorious pickpocket, George llnilagtoB,
and spoken on the occasion of opening the fir.t play-
hoose at Sydney. New Sooth Wales, ICth Jan. 171*,

when the performances were wholly conducted by the
- beat behaved convicts." The price of admission to the

gallery was one hilling, paid either in money, flour,

meat, or spirit*, according to the market rate ! We can-

nut refrain from quoting below the first eight lines; the

entire Prologue will be found in Harrington's interesting

Hilary ofNew SoilM JKufc*. p. 162. (Hvo. Lond., 1802),
the first work, we believe, ever published on the penal
setUements there;

M From distsnt climes, o'er wide-spread seas we come,

Though not with much eclat, or beat of drum,
True patriots all, for be it understood,
We left our country

for our country's good ;

No private views disgraced our generous zeal,

What urged our travels was our country's weal
;

And none will doubt but that our emigration
Has prov'd most useful to the British nation."]

liantly in the wars, but reduced his estates by
extravagance.
The manor-house of Morton Court is very

ancient, moated round. One of the parlours u
wtinscotted with oak, and carved. On the walls

are exhibited the quarterincs of the numerous
families with which the Nanfans were allied. At
the time of Domesday Survey, Robert de Stat-

ford held the manor and house. It afterwards be-

longed to John, Baron of Monmouth, then to the

Brute family, then to the KuyualLi. At 1

in the 9th year of Henry VI., John Nanfan was
Lord of Birtsmorton and Berrow. It continued
in the possession of the Nanfan family till 1704,
when it fell by marriage into the hands of Richard

Coote, Lord Coloony, and Earl of Bellamont. It

continued in the possession of the Coote family
till the death of the last Earl, which occurred at

Morton Court in the beginning of the nineteenth

century. It was then purchased, together with
the rectory, by John Thackwell, Esq., of Rye
Court, Worcestershire, lord of the manors of Ber-
row and Birtsmorton, whose ancestors had pos-

1 a landed estate in the parish of Berrow,

Ktplif*.

CARDINAL WOLSBT.

(2* S. viii. 228.)

Your correspondent AKMIGBR has directed the

attention of your readers to a fine old baronial

residence, Morton Court, Worcestershire, as hav-

ing once been the abode of that eminent eccle-

siastic, Cardinal Wolsey : certainly as valuable

historical associations are attached to Morton
Court as to Empson's house in Fleet Street, near

Temple Bar, which was occupied by the cardinal

whilst Dean of Lincoln. At this moment, a painted
board, placed in a conspicuous position over the

house on the right side of the entrance into the

learned region of the Temple, from Fleet Street,
announces that it was once the palace of that great
and good man. Doubtless, there is equal recog-
nition of the honour once conferred by the pre-
sence of the cardinal at Morton Court. N ash's

History of Worce*ter$hirtt published in 1799, re-

cords that "One Nanfan is said to have been
instrumental in the first rise of Cardinal Wol-

sey."
It appears that the cardinal was chaplain to

John Nanfan, Esq., son and heir of Sir Richard

Nanfan, who was sheriff of Worcestershire in the

first vear of the reign of Henry VII., Captain of

Calais, and a knight and esquire of the body to

Henry VII. " These Esquires of the body ranked
after all Knights Buchelors, but before all gentle-
men of ancestry. They took place before all

Esquires, except the sons of Barons and Ban-
nerets." This John Nanfan behaved himself va-

Rye Court, for nearly two centuries previously.
After belonging to William Thackwell, an officer

of yeomanry cavalry, the second son of the said

John, it is now the property of John Cam Tback-
well of Wilton Place, D. L. and J. P. for Glou-
cestershire and Worcestershire, son of the late

John Thackwell, D. L. and J. P. of Wilton Place,

Gloucestershire, and grandson of the John Thack-
well of Rye Court who purchased the estate.

RED HAT AND STOCKINGS.

Dr. Nash, in his HUtory of Worcettershire, says
"one Nanfan is said to have been instrumental in

the first rise of Cardinal Wolsey." Sir Ilichard

Nanfan, was according to the same authority,

Captain of Calais, made a knight, and esquire of
the body to Henry VII.

Cavendish, in his Life of Wolify (p. 8.), states :

-He (Wolsey) fell in acquaintance with one Sir John

A'a*i*amt, a very grave and ancient knight, who had a

great room hi Calais under K, Henry 7th. This knight
he served, and behaved so discreetly and justly, that he
obtained the especial favour of his said matter, inso-

much that for bis wit, gravity, and just behaviour, lie

committed all the charge of his office unto his chaplain ;

and as I understand the office was the treasorerahip of

Calais, who was, in consideration of his great age, dis-

charged of his chargeable rooms, and returned again into

England, intending to live more at quiet ; and. through
his constant labour and especial favour, hU chaplain was

promoted to the Ung's service, and made his chaplain."

Fiddes, who calls Sir J. Nafunt a gentleman of

Somersetshire, gives almost the same account of

Wolsey
f

s transactions as Cavendish, and his pro-
motion as king's chaplain through the interest of

the knight.
It does not appear in any life of Wolscy I have
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seen whether he was attached to the Nan fan esta-

blishment at Birtsmorton Court. Perhaps some
Cornish correspondent may inform you who is the

present representative of that family. The Wor-
cestershire estates passed by an heiress to the

Coote family, Earls of Bellamonf, which were
afterwards sold to Colonel Moncton, and by him
to Mr. Thackwell.
The old moated mansion of Birtsmorton is in

a dilapidated condition, occupied by a farmer.

One of the parlours still contains the arms of the

Nanfans and their alliances painted on oak panels,
with a curiously carved chimney-piece.
Nash calls the treasurer of Calais Sir Richard

Nanfan, while both Fiddes and Cavendish name
him Sir John. Can any one explain the discre-

pancy ? T. E. W.

I imagine that the only connecting link between
this prelate and the county of Worcester, was his

possession of " the Commandery
"

in the city of
Worcester. CUTHBERT BEDE.

THE LORD MAYOR OF DUBLIN :

FRANCHISES."
RIDING THE

(2
nd S. viii. 207.)

When I was a small boy at school in Dublin, I

often saw the Lord Mayor and the Corporation,
with the Sheriffs, and other city authorities, "Riding
the Franchises ;

"
and I am convinced the adver-

tisement quoted by ABHBA, and what he requires,
had its origin in the following : The ceremony
of "

Riding the Franchises
"

(or as it was popu-
larly called the "fringes ") was one of great im-

port, and took pkce about every third year. It

consisted of a grand procession on horseback of
the Lord Mayor, Aldermen, Common Councillors,
Sheriffs, Recorder, &c., preceded by the corporate
officers with the mace, sword of state, &c. The
procession passed along the line of the city and
suburbs, to which the lord mayor had jurisdic-
tion. Without following the line (which was

extensive) it came to a junction between the Old
Pottle corner and Old Three-Stone Alley, at the
south end of the present Coombe. (The Pottle
and Three-stone Alley, consequent on a piece of

"barbarity
"

called "
improvement," have va-

nished.) The line of jurisdiction here joined the
" Earl of Meath's Liberty

"
every one has

heard, and every one who has been in Dublin
knows the "

Liberty
"

and the boundary line

absolutely went right through a house that stood
between Three-stone Alley and the Coombe, at
the corner of the Pottle. In order to assert the

rights of the chief magistrate, the sword-bearer
had to enter the house by a back window, per-
ambulate a room or two, and come out at the
front door. In process of time it was deemed

sufficient to throw the sword into the window and
have it brought out at the door. Up to this por-
tion of the proceedings the procession used to be

accompanied by a formidable body of coal por-
ters and other rough characters, who seemed to

possess the especial privilege of "
clearing the

way" for the processionists, and this they used
to do very effectually, by breaking the heads, legs,
or arms they were not particular in their choice

of any who came in their way. When the
sword was " thrown "

through the house men-
tioned, those roughs used to seize it, and bear it

in triumph to the Mansion House, where they
were rewarded with ale, bread, beef, &c. In
course of time the journeymen butchers, slaugh-
ter-house-porters and others engaged about fiull

Alley, Patrick Street, and the adjoining marirets,

thought themselves able to cope with the coal-

porters, and have a share, not only in the honour
of carrying the sword to the Mansion House, but
of sharing in the reward that followed this piece
of municipal loyalty. Here then, at this point,
the " black diamonds "

as the coal porters were
called and the "swabs" (butchers, &c.), met,
and very sanguinary conflicts took place about
the possession of the " sword of state." I have,

myself, witnessed three or four fearful fights be-
tween such parties for the sword. At last it be-
came the fashion to run away altogether with it,

and I have heard that on two or three occasions
it was kept for months. In my own day I have
known it to be retained for two or more days,
and only returned when it was redeemed from
some public-house, where it was pawned for a

couple barrels of porter and a
corresponding

quantity of bread and beef. I was informed
that about the time mentioned in the advertise-

ment, that the sword was really stolen, but
whether it was ever restored, I am not able to

say. This, I trust/.will afford ABHBA the inform-
ation he requires. The last time I saw the

"Riding of the Franchises" was in 1840, just
before the Municipal Reform Bill of that year
swept away the old Dublin Corporation, and in-

troduced (in 1841) the late Mr. O'Connell as the
first lord mayor of Dublin under the new pro-
visions. Sir J. K. James was the last lord mayor
under the old regime. I have been more elabo-

rate than the mere question asked by your cor-

respondent would warrant, but I think it right to

place on record in
" N. & Q." facts that perhaps

might otherwise escape a permanent place of

reference. The municipal bill alluded to abolished

what was called " the good old hospitable customs,"
of course the fighting included. S. REDMOND.

Liverpool.

I have got the following"paragraph transcribed

from the second chapter of the Recollections of
John O'Keefe, believing that it may interest your
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correspondent ABHBA, who has requested some

information regarding the seizure of the Lord

Mayor's sword as alluded to in the Frreman't

Journal of 1764. O'Keefe died in 183S, aged

eighty-fix.

In the Earl of Heath's Liberty, the Lord Mayor of

Dublin has no jurisdiction, this quarter of the town hav-

mff a Court of its own. This Liberty consists of some e/

the largest aad finest streets in Dublin : for mstssifiSb

Meath si. Francis St., and the Coombe. In the Utter

was the Weavers' Hall : ..-.-. r the gate a pedestrian gilt

statue", as large as life, of George the Second. The Lord
Mavor walked the boundaries, his sword-bearer before

him ; but when arrived at the point where the Liberty

begins, he was met by a certain chosen number of people,
who stopped his progress, and in a kind of seeming

acuJU tooklhe sword from the sword-bearer ; if not thus

printed, and the Lord Mayor permitted to go on,

wherever he went with his sword of office borne before

him, the power of his warrant would reach ; but this

esrssaony is done without the least riot or ill-will, being

part of the business previously well prepared. All this

flair took place in one day, the first of August, every
third vear. To this grand triennial festival people flocked

to Dublin from all parts of Ireland, England, Scotland,

and even from the Continent ; it was always looked to

with great joy. The Regatta at Venice was something
in this way. Many years after I wrote a piece, and had
it brought out at Crow Street, for the express purpose of

introducing the procession, and beautiful pageantry ofour

Dublin franchises."

WILLIAM JOHN FITZ-PATBICK.

LAST WOLF IN SCOTLAND.

(2* S. viii. 169.)

The Messrs. Stuart, in their notes to The Lay*

of the Deer Forett, in an article of great interest

on the " Extinct Animals of Scotland," give us

some very curious anecdotes relative to wolves ;

and among others notice the wolf killed in Loch-

Aber by Sir Etcen Cameron in 1680, being the

last in that country, which Pennant misunderstood

to have been the last of its species in Scotland.

(Tour in Scotland, i. 206.) I presume that this

was the animal to which allusion is made bv Mr.

Lloyd as having been sold in 1818. The Messrs.

Stuart, who are learned in wood-craft, observe

that every district has its laxt wolf, and they
mention several as having been killed later than

that by Sir Ewen Cameron. They say
that there

is every reason to believe that the "last" of his

species was killed in the district of the Findhorn,
in "the ancient Forest of Tamaway in Morayshire,
at a place between Fi-Giuthas and Pall-a -chro-

cain, according to popular chronology, no
longer

ago than 1743. This animal was killed by Mac
Queen of Pall-a'-chrocain, who died in 1797, and
is

represented
as being a man of gigantic stature,

six feet seven inches in height, and remarkable

for hit strength, courage, and celebrity at a deer-
~

This state*, which still exists, has'been painted, as

long as I remember, black W. J. P.

stalker. The following account is given of the
death of this u last wolf," which may be interest-

inf to the readers of " N. & Q. :

"One winter's day, about the vear before mentioned,
Mac Queen received a message from the Laird of Mae
Intosh that a large black beast,' supposed to be a wolf,
had appeared in the glens, and the day before killed two
children, who, with their mother, were crowing the hills

from Calder, in consequence of which a TafocheV or

gathering to drive the country, was called to meet at a

tryst above FI-Ginthaa, where Mac Queen was invited
to attend with his doa> Pall-a'-chrocain informed him-
self of the place when the children had been killcd-the
last tracts of the wolf, and the conjectures of his haunt,
and promised his assistance.

In the rooming the Tainchel ' had long assembled,
and Mac Intosh waited with impatience, but Mac Queen
did not arrive; his dogs and himself wore, however,
auxiliaries too important to be left behind, and they con-
tinued to wait until the best of a hunter's morning was

gone, when at last be appeared, and Mac Intosh received
him with an irritable expression of disappointment.'CW t S/dsattsyt* 'What was the hurry?' saM
Pall-a'-chrocain.

" Mac Intosh gave an indignant retort, and all present
made some impatient reply.

Mae Oaten lifted his plaid and drew the black

bloody head of the wolf from under his arm 1

"

dUtjM*
'

the grass in the
Mae Intosh expressed great joy and admiration, and

in the midst of
you! 'said he, and
ihi assjsssii circle.

him the land called Sean-achan for meat to his

H;i;inn<T-:nit'i.

JOHN MACLEAN.

llrplirs
1

to JHtnor Gurries'.

Suffragan Bithop (2' S. viii. 225.) There
can be no doubt that the date of Thomas Man-

ning's appointment as Suffragan Bishop of Ips-
wich is 1536, and not 1539, as quoted bj B. B.

WOODWABD from Tanner's MS. Index to the

Norwich Episcopal Register, if, indeed, the last-

named date, is intended to refer to his consecra-

tion. The royal mandate addressed to Cranmer
is in Uymer (vol. xiv. p. 559.), and is dated

March 7, 1536:

"Reverendns Pater et dilectns ConsiHarius neuter

Richardus Norwiosnsls Episcopos nobis significant <iuod

Dieses* sna Episconi Sofiraganei solatio, qui su solid-

tudinis partem snsUners consnevit, destituta eat et ex-

Istit, et^deo Reverendos Patres Qeorgiom Abbatom
Monasterii Beat* Marias de Leyston, etTboroam

SEP M.

Man-
terii Beats* Maria de Butley, Nor-

pnesentavit, bumiliter et devot*

Ac. Unde Nos. ex gratia nostra speciali

dictum Reverendum Patrem Tbomam Mannynge
alteram ex dictis prassentati*. hi Episcopum Suf-

flasju i Sedis GfpwieJ, Norwicenai Dksesse aatadie*
. . rcnuirentes vos, &c. &c."

I have thus partially quoted this docum
the sake of pointing out what appears to me a

remarkable circumstance. This Bishop ot

wi.-h, Richard Nykkc, at whose request, a.

whose "
solace," this appointment was made, and
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who had, in fact, for several years before his

decease, been quite blind, was at the date of this

instrument dead, and had indeed been nearly

two months dead, departing this life on January
14. The see of Norwich itself therefore was at

the time vacant, the successor, Repps, not being
even elected until May 31, 1536. By the Act 26

Henry VIII. the suffragan would have no au-

thority but by, and during, commission from his

principal.
JOHN WILLIAMS.

Arno's Court.

Syr Tryamoure (2
nd S. viii. 225.) I send the

following attempted explanations of the passages

given by E. S. J. :

1.
"
Evyr" must, I think, be for "aver,"

though I know of no other place in old poetry
where it is so spelt.

2. "
Noghtfor thy

"
signifies

"
however,"

" not-

withstanding." Compare
The lad ne let no with for thi

They he criede inerci ! merci !
"

Havelok the Dane, 1. 2500.

which passage means the lad did not leave off,

although they cried him mercy.
3.

" Be wyth chawnce
"
seems simply pleonastic

for "
by chance."

4.
"
Every q/"." Compare Coventry Mysteries,

p. 22., 1. 14., Shaks. Soc. ed. ;
it is also frequent

in writers of the middle of the seventeenth cen-

tury, in the sense of " each one
"
of many.

5. " On hye" "Hye" is the substantive of

the verb "
hie," to haste, which is now nearly

confined to sporting phrases.
6.

" Warne "= " avoid." No man could avoid

his prowess. Compare
" To warne thy dome me ne gaynes."

Chester Plays in Doomsday.

7. The foresters swore they would give him
no pass (" wedd "), but must have his person, and
that there was no other way (" ne") for him; the

last line being in " direct oration," as the context

shows.

8.
" Grete

"
here = " lament."

9. Sir Tryamour says, when he has lopped off

the legs of the giant Burlond, that we little ones

have some chance with you now we have reduced

you to the same size.

10. "
Wayne

"
must mean "

swing," I think, as

E. S. J. suggests.
11.

"
Withiney-wys "= within I wis, as E. S. J.

has it. CORMELL PRICE.

Cross and Candlesticks on Super-altar (2
nd S.

viii. 255.) MR. R. H. N. BROWNE states that the

super-altar is a ledge to support
" the cross and

candlesticks which are ordered to be placed there

by the Rubric of our present Prayer-Book in the

Church of England."
In The Times report of the judgment in Wes-

terton v. Liddell (Dec. 22, 1856), a Rubric is

cited from the " Institutions Liturgicce ad usum
Seminarii Romani" by which it is ordered,
" Collocetur crux et candelabra saltern duo."
But in inability to find such Rubric in " our

Sesent
Prayer-book of the Church of England,"

R. BROWNE would oblige by a reference to it.

LANCASTRIENSIS.

Bacon's Essay XLV. (2
nd S. v. 181.)

" Neither is it ill Air only that maketh an ill Seat ;

but ill Ways, ill Markets ; and, if you will consult with
Momus, ill Neighbours."

Upon this EIRIONNACH, at the above reference,

remarks,
" An ordinary man would consider this passage so plain

as to require no comment ; Mr. Singer, however, thinks

differently, and appends the following extraordinary
note :

" '
/. e. If you are disposed to lead a pleasant life, Momus

being the god of mirth.' ! !

" I need hardly remark that Momus is not ' the god of
mirth '

(unless Sardonic mirth), but the god of mockery
and ridicule, carping and fault-finding: and that this

most unnecessary note destroys the whole force of the

passage."

I agree with EIRIONNACH that Mr. Singer's
note is "extraordinary" and "most unnecessary;"
but I think EIRIONNACH'S super-note equally ex-

traordinary, and equally calculated to mislead.

Bacon's allusion is so obvious to the scholar,
that I can only express surprise that either Mr.

Singer or his censor should have missed it : but
for ordinary readers I should think an explana-
tory note far from unnecessary.

" If you will

consult with Momus "
is an allusion to the trite

story of Momus deriding Minerva because she
had not made her house movable, which therefore

could not be shifted out of an ill neighbourhood.
CLAMMILD.

Athenaeum Club.

Jasper Runic Ring (2
nd S. viii. 248.) In

answer to MR. FRANK'S inquiry as to the Cum-
berland runic ring, it may possibly be now in the

Royal Museum at Copenhagen : at least in the

Afbildninger fra der Kongelige Museum for Nor-
dishe Oldsager i Kjdberchaon, at p. 87., No. 342.,
is one with runes very much like it, as far as my
recollection of the former goes, but I have not it

at hand for comparison of the letters. The only
difference would be that the Danish one is said to

be electrum, the Cumberland one cornelian : the

size would be the same. W. B., PH. D.

Louis the Fifteenth (2
nd S. viii. 268.) On the

trial of the late Earl of Stirling, Lord Meadow-
bank stated that Louis XV. never wrote but two
words in his life, "bon" and " Louis R." This as-

sertion was disproved by the Baron de Pages, one

of the French witnesses examined on the trial, who

being interrogated as to the writing attributed to

Louis XV., answered,
" It is exactly like the speci-
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from HIM

nu^o-hiiuntin^vl.i,-!, Ih.nvl; -,-:.:!,: wit!, Sjtf

This witnfiM<Wn produced notes written by I.-mi.<

X V . w hich be had brought from collections in Paris.

Lord Mcadowbank referred to Voltaire as his au-

thority for the statement quoted above ; but the

fact is, as I believe, that nothing of the kind is to be

found in Voltaire's writings. I would here remark

that before Y. S. M. again ventures to publish state-

ments about a nobleman and gentleman who has

bees dead but a very few months, and the greater

part of whose family are still living, he should

thoroughly satisfy himself of the truth of what he

advances. As, therefore, the statement of your

oorreapondent is not true, I wish the following
facts made public :

1. Alexander, late Earl of Stirling and Dovan

Ve), previous to assuming his title, obtained

George IV. the royal licence to assume the

of Alexander in addition to his patronymic
Humphry*.

2. It is not the fact that the trial of the late

Earl of Stirling, on the 29th April, 1839, resulted

in his conviction: on the contrary, he was ac-

quitted. This is not a place for a history of the

trial ; but one incident, wholly overlooked in the

Crown report, deserves mention. After a few

only of Lord Stirling's witnesses had been heard,
the foreman or chancellor of the iury rose, and,

addressing the court, stated that the jury saw no

necessity for going on with the case, as they had

made up their minds to give a verdict for Lord

Stirling. The presiding judge, however, insisted

on the trial proceeding; which resulted, as I have

stated above, in the acquittal of the defendant I

trust you will find room for this in an early im-

pression of N. & Q." J. A. PH.

Sidney cu a Feminine Christian Name (1* S. vii.

392.) In a notice in the Times of Sept. 8th,

of the Very Rev. C. B. Clougb, Dean of Asaph,
it is said that he married, in 1817, Margaret

Sidney, daughter of E. Jones, of Wepre Hall,

Flintshire, Esq. P. J. F. GAWTILLOH.

Why is Luther represented
with a Goose (2* S.

viii. 243. 247.) Whilst the Bohemian reformer,
John Huss, was lying in the prison of Constance

he bad a dream
-And it teemed as if some pictures of CHRIST, that he
had been Minting on the walla of his oratory, were ef-

faced by the Pope and the bishops. The dream afflicted

him. Bat the next night he dreamed again : he seemed
to see painters more in number, and with more of effect,

restoring the oictores of Jesus. He told the dream to

his Mends : I am no vain dreamer
'

(said he). bat bold

for certain that the image of Christ sliall never be effaced.

They wish to destroy it ; bat it shall be painted afresh in

the hearts of gospel-preachers better than myself. And
!. awaking as it were from the dead, and rising from the

grave, shall rejoice with exceeding great joy.'
7'

(Merle
D'Attbtfny, ift. i. 79.)

Many see the fulfilment of HUM'S prophecy in

the advent of Luther, exactly one century later.

aonesuca, aoprema voiatu

laqueoa [non] rupit, nihilo

Dei et vita volato sao alti

Pope Adrian, in 15-23, observes in a Brief ad-

dressed to the Diet at Nuremberg: "The b<

HUM and Jerome seem to be alive again in the

person of Luther !

"

In a letter of Huss sent from Constance to

Prague, the following passage elucidates the Query
of F. MIWBUBN :

" Prios laqueoe citation** et anathemata omeri para-
veront [//*. is the Bohemian for poo*] ; et jam nonnullis

ex vobis insidiantur. Sfd quia aner, animal elm
volatu sao non pertingens eoram

ile-minus alias area, qu verbo
alta petunt, eorutn iosidias con-

terent"

Hence, savs Gieseler, the reported prophecy of

HUSH, "Hodie anserem uritis ; Bed ex meis cine-

ribus nascctur cyfnvs, quern non assare poteri-
.tis.

w
( Vide Elliot, flora Apoc. ii. 442, 443., where

may also be seen a facsimile of the ancient medal
of HUM'S martyrdom and prophecy.) J. S., . w.

Quotationfrom Voltaire
(2"

S. vi. 188.) Your

correspondent DELTA required
a reference in the

seventy volumes of the Works of the above au-

thor, to a quotation which he subjoined. I am

happy to answer his Query, having accidentally
met with the passage.
DELTA has rather transposed the sentences,

though the meaning is the same, and there are

two or three words which require correction to

make the quotation agree with the original. Al-

low me to add an amended copy of the words in

question :

14 D'ou vient notre delicate** ? c'est que plus lea

sont dlpravcea, plus lea exressions deviena expressions
paroles ce qo'

nent meeorees.

On croit regagner en paroles ce qo'on a perdu en vertu.

La pudear s'est enfuie des ceears, et s'est r*agie sar lea

fcvres,"- <wro Gmplit** d* Voltaire, tome 12*", p.

274., edition 1785. M Lettre do Traducteur du Canti-,iu -.

"

RESPOBDBNS.

Gmdston Family (2* S. viii. 250.) I think

your correspondent C. S. will find some account

of the Goulstons in Baker's Northamptonshire.
Dr. Theodore Goulston, the eminent

physician,
and founder of the lecture that bears his name,
was a native of Northants. He died in 1632.

C. J. ROBIKSOK.

Irish Registry Acts (2* S. v. 69.) The

provisions of the Acts have, I believe, always
been adhered to. In tome tolerably extensive

searches in the books I have never met an in-

stance where the names of the grantees were

omitted from the memorials; and I have never

beard of such an omission. Ma. MKKKIKS cannot

be serious when he asks whether calendars of

those gigantic records, extending in unbroken

succession from the year 1708, and embracing

nearly the entire landed property of Ireland, are

to be published. A proposal to print such calen-

dars would rather startle the House of

mons. Your readers can understand this when
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I tell them that in this vast collection are deeds

of all kinds relating to landed property, con-

veyances, settlements, leases, &c. &c. &c. ;
in

short, deeds of every conceivable nature, and

amounting to many hundreds of thousands.

Y. S. M.

English and Foreign Custom of eating Goose

(2
nd S. viii. 243.) In England the custom is

supposed to be derived from the fact of Queen
Elizabeth being at dinner and eating goose (29th

Sept.) when the news arrived of the defeat of the

Spanish armada ; thence the appearance of a

goose at table on that day was perpetuated.
F. It. S., Bibl. Aul. Regis.

Dublin.

The Termination "-hayne" (2
nd S. viii. 171.

237.) This is doubtless, as has been already

suggested, from the A.-S. haej or heje, a hedge,
or that which a hedge encloses. My object is

not so much to state that as to give an instance

(one out of many that I have met with, but the

only one I can lay my finger upon just now) in

which the very word hayn occurs in an English
poem :

"An hounderd plows in deraaynus
ffayere parkes in-wyth haynus."

Sir Deyrsvant, v. 70. (Cam. Soc.)

It is hardly necessary to say that the modern

hedge, ha-ha (as applied to a sunk fence), and
haiv-ihorn. (called haigh in Yorkshire) are from
the same root. In media?val Latin haga meant a

house, perhaps (says Spelman) because houses
were first constructed of twigs wattled together ;

haia meant a park as well as a hedge ; thus, "Do-
minus Rex habet unam capellam in haia sua de

Kingeste." Haga was also applied to a military
fort, such as was otherwise called burgus, and
from any one of these meanings hayne might very
easily become a local terminal

; just as Rothwell

Haigh and Thornhill Haigh are the names . of
hamlets in the parishes of Rothwell and Thornhill
in the West Riding. J. EASTWOOD.

De Foe's Descendants (2"
d S. viii. 51.) C. M.

is informed that there are now living six de-
scendants of Daniel De Foe in the Baker line.

It is believed that the family of De Foe is extinct
in the male line, his present representative in

that case being the Rev. H. De Foe Baker,
Thruxton, Hants, to whom C. M. is recom-
mended to apply, if he desires farther informa-
tion. M. A.

Abbreviated Names of English Counties (2
nd

S.
vii. 404.

; viii. 219.) The manner in which the
abbreviated form for Hampshire, Hants, has been
formed may be deemed worthy of a note. The
original Saxon name was Hamtunscir, a combina-
tion of sounds which the Normans altered into

Hanteschire, as we have it in Domesday, the

nasal liquid being preferred by them, a similar
instance of which is found in their mode of spell-
ing and

pronouncing Lincolnshire. From Han-
teschire, Hants is derived by the

simplest process
of abridgement by curtailing. This fact is of
more importance than usually attaches to these
abbreviated names

; for Camden, regarding Hants
as an original form, ventured to identify the
Antona of Ptolemy with the Test, and referred to

Southampton, and to Andover, Amport, Sec., in

proof of his hypothesis. The oldest name of the
Test is Tarstan. B. B. WOODWARD.

Haverstock Hill.

Patron Saints (2
nd S. viii. 141.) The catalogue

of W. T. M. may be enlarged with a few not no-
ticed therein, from the

Second^
Booh of the Mo-

narchy of the famous Sir David Lindsay of the
Mount (edit. Edin. 1776), and in his own graphic
versification :

" Some to saint Roch with diligence,
To save them from the pestilence.
For their teeth to saint Appolline.
To saiut Trodwel to mend their een.
Some make offerings to saint Eloy,
That he their horse may well convoy.
They run when they have jewels tint,
To saint Syeth ere e'er they stint :

And to saint Germane to get remead,
For maladies into their head.

They bring mad men on feet and horse,
And binds to Saint Mungo's cross.

For good novels, as I heard tell,

Some take their way to Gabriel.

To saint Anthon to save the sow.
To saint Bride for calf and cow.

Saint Ninian of a rotten stock.
Saint Dutho borded out of a block.

A thousand more I might declare."

G. N.

Extraordinary Birth (2
nd S. viii. 257.) On the

subject of extraordinary births, it is worth re-

cording in the pages of " N. & Q." that rather
more than forty years ago the wife of a man in
humble life, near Bromsgrove, had four children
at one birth. They were all girls ; and this in-
stance is, to my mind, the most extraordinary on
record, because all these children lived. I myself
saw them all four together when they were about
eleven years, old. They lived near the high-road
to Worcester, a short distance from Bromsgrove.
When I saw them they were all dressed alike, and
I could detect no difference in their features.

F. C. H.
Bell Metal (2

nd
S. viii. 249.) If B NATURAL

will visit any bell founders when they are melting,
and give the men a shilling or two, and throw as

many more as he pleases into the furnace, they
will tell him the proportion of tin they put in

;

and he will have practical knowledge of the pro-
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portion of nhrer in the allor. It is a inlgar error,

long ago exploded, that silver forms any portion

of pore bell-metal. Hand-bells are sometimes

madTwholly of silver: there M a small one for

the use of the President of the College of Phjsi-

ctans, the gift of their munificent benefactor Dr.

Baldwin Hamey, who died 1676; it is inscribed
M Mortuus eat tamen hie auditor I lamsrus."

Seven of tin to twenty-two of copper was the

of Old Big Bat, according to the

II. T. ELLACOMBB.

v, ..;.'

L*TTMU TX. K.T. Ma. W
by A. M. J* 17. W

At the casting of the tenor bell of Lavenham
various gentlemen of the neighbourhood being

present threw their silver tankards into the melt-

ing-pot, having first drank the loyal toast of

"Church and King." (See Saturday Mag. vol. i.)

lTe

flatter* to Corrrfpoirtrnttf.

nromprllfil l>fienlqf tpaet
^ IMfl MMl IfolM OB

F. R. S., Bibl. Aul. Regis.

Etocahm (2* S. vii. 5WG.; viii. 179.) Con-

sidering the extent to which the Romans Latin-

ised Celtic local names, it is quite as probable that

Etoctftum is from the Celtic as from the Greek.

It may come from Brit. " at a coit," which Baxter

translates "apud sylvas," whence the Attacotti

(the Silures) derived their name. These Attacotti

r in ancient British authors called Argoet and

Argoctiiyt.
R. S. CHABKOCK,

Batten* (2
nd 8. viii. 249.) This word is ap-

parently connected with the A.-S. bat, meaning
staff, club, stick, but none of the Dictionaries at-

tempt a derivation. J?ft'n^-=cable, anything that

holds or restrains, which may possibly explain the

sea-term "
battening down the hatches." A batten

in building is a piece of deal about seven inches

deep by two inches thick, such as arc used for

supporting the boards of the floor of an upper
room. J> EASTWOOD.

Rustic Superttition (2 8. viii. 242.) It is a

usual saying in Norfolk, and probably in many
other parts, that good luck is portended by rain

at a funeral, and by sunshine at a wedding. The
moon does sometimes appear in its wane to lie

almost horizontally in the sky, looking certainly
like a boat; and this appearance in Norfolk is

considered a sign of fine weather. 1C. II.

JKitfctlUncouJ.
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STAMPED
ENVELOPES. Your NAME and

ADDRESS, or your CREST, and 2,000 Envelopes, STAMPED
in COLOUR, for 16s, /no charge for die, best paper and workmanship.

Send P.a order, and size of Envelope, to f. LOCK, City Heraldic

Office No. 2. Old Jewry, B.C., London. Embossing Press with steel

die for stamping paper, 10s. 6d.

PARTRIDGE & COZENS is the CHEAPEST
L HOUSE in the Trade for PAPER and ENVELOPES, &c. Useful

C7eam-laid Note, 5 Quires for Gd. Super Thick ditto. 5 Quires for Is.

>n Paper, 4s., Straw
icript Paper, 3d. per
I Note, 5 Quires for

ii^u orv m biie a. iauc iui A aj. A^X* m* ^^ .
-~.

AJV-

im-laid Note, 5 Quires for 6d. Super Thick ditto

er Cream-laid Envelopes, 6d. per 100. Sermon
er, 2s. 6d., Foolscap, 6s. 6d. per Ream. Manuscr

India NolteT5^uTres'for7s. 'Black bordered Note, 5 Qui^ .*
iSTCopy Books (copies set), Is. ad. per dozen. P. & C.'s Law Pen (as

flexible as the Quill), 2s. per gross.

2^0 Charge for Stamping Arms, Crests, ffC. from own Dies.

Catalogues Post Free ; Orders over 20s. Carnage paid.

Copy Address, PARTRIDGE & COZENS,
Manufacturing Stationers : 1. Chancery Lane, and 192. Fleet St. E.C.

ARK YOUR LINEN with CULLETON'S
PATENT ELECTRO SILVER PLATES. The most easy,

mts the ink spreading, and never washes out. Any person can use

them. Initial plate, Is. ; name plate, 2*. 6d. ; set of movable num-
bers, 2s. 6d. ; crest, 5s. with directions. Post free for stamps. Observe,
25. Cranbourn Street, Leicester Square, W. C.

nULLETON'S HERALDIC OFFICE and Ge-

1

Tracing pedigree with original grant of arms, 10s._T. CULLETON,
Genealogist, 25. Cranbourn Street. "W. C. The studio and library open
daily.

PULLETON'S BOOK PLATES, with Arms, 10s.,
\J or crest plate, 5s. ; crest engraved on seal or ring, 7s. ; arms on
ditto, 24s. ; crest on steel die for stamping note-paper, 6._25. Cran-
bourn Street, W.C. N.B. Seal Engraver and Die Sinker to Her
Majesty and the Board of Trade.

/lULLETON'S CARDS, Wedding, Visiting, and
\J Trade. A copper-plate engraved in any style, and 50 superfine
cards printed for 2s. Post Free. 25. Cranbourn Street, W.C.

pULLETON'S EMBOSSING PRESSES (Patent
\J Lever) for stamping note paper with initials, crest, or name and
address, 15s., at 25. Cranbourn Street, W.C.

THE AQUARIUM. LLOYD'S DESCRIPTIVE
1 and ILLUSTRATED LIST of whatever relates to the AQUA-
RIUM, is now ready, price Is. ; or by Post for Fourteen Stamps. 128

Pages, and 87 Woodcuts.

W. ALFORD LLOYD, 19, 20, and 20 A. Portland Road, Regent's

pRIZE MEDAL LIQUID HAIR DYE.

ONLY ONE APPLICATION.

INSTANTANEOUS,
INDELIBLE,

HARMLESS,
and

SCENTLESS.
IN CASES, POST FREE, 3s. Zd. & 6s,, direct from E. F. LANGDALE'S
Laboratory, 72. Hatton Garden, London, E.C.

" Mr. Langdale's preparations are
s
to our mind, the most extra-

ordinary productions of modern chemistry." Illustrated London 2f~eu-s,

July 19, 1851.

A long and interesting report on the Products of E. F. Langdale's
Laboratory, by a Special Scientific Commission from the Editor of the
Zawce,will be found in that Journal of Saturday, January 10th, 1857.
A Copy will be forwarded for Two Stamps.

AGENTS WANTED.

UNITED KINGDOM
LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY,

No. 8. WATERLOO PLACE, PALL MALL, LONDON
S.W.

The Funds or Property of the Company as at Slst Decem-
ber, 1858, amounted to 652,618 3s. IQd., invested in

Government or other approved securities.

THE HON. FRANCIS SCOTT, Chairman.
CHARLES BERWICK CURTIS, ESQ., Deputy-Chairman.

INVALID LIVES. Persons not in sound health may have their
lives insured at equitable rates.

ACCOMMODATION IN PAYMENT OF PREMIUMS.- Only one-
half of the Annual Premium, when the Insurance is for life, is
required to be paid for the first five years, simple interest bein<
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Notes on Books, &c.

BOOK-MARKERS.

By a bookmarker I do not mean the baby paper-
knife which is sold in the shops to keep the place
in the intervals of actual perusal, but the little

rectangular slip of paper which is inserted be-
tween two leaves for more permanent use in re-
ference. Every person who requires them should

keep a stock by him, ready to hand. It is a great
mistake to suppose that markers will present
themselves pro re nata : the reader who does not

provide them beforehand will find that on many
occasions it is a harder job to lay hold of a dis-

posable bit of paper than he reckoned on. What
says the old proverb ? For want of a nail the
shoe was lost

; for want of a shoe the horse was
lost; for want of a horse the rider was overtaken

by the enemy and cut down. And in like man-
ner, for want of a mark the place was lost

; for
want of the place the fact was lost

;
for want of

the fact the author was overtaken by the reviewer
and cut up. Therefore let no man who writes

think lightly of bookmarkers.
A bookmarker will remain in a book for many

years. I have bought books with markers in
them which contained the dates of the letters
which were torn up to make them : 17 . . not very
uncommon, 16 . . not quite unknown. Those
who do not make notes will find it sound practice
to let their markers remain in their books : only
a small percentage will be lost under the treat-
ment which books usually receive. And an easy
adaptation will prevent the loss even of this per-
centage.
The greatest danger of losing marks is when the

book is open for use, and the leaves are turned.
Let the marker be made thus. The rectangular
slip is doubled into two, one half over the other :

and this process is repeated on one of the halves.
One half of the whole slip then forms the marker :

the other half forms a pair of legs which bestride
the top of the leaf. There will then be no ten-

dency to fall down when the book is laid open on
a reading desk.

Some enterprising stationer should prepare
markers made in this way, at twopence or three-

pence a hundred, if not less. The whole sheet
should be turned twice in the manner directed

above, and many sheets, each so turned, subjected
to strong pressure in a bookbinder's press. This
is very essential, as any tendency of the legs to

open will give trouble. The markers should then
be cut to size by a bookbinder's tool ; so many
markers of course being cut off at once as there
are sheets in the lot which has been pressed.
When the paper used is thin, the leaf in which

the marker is placed is more difficult to find : when .

the paper is thick, the marker is more apt to drop
out. In the plan I propose, thin paper may be
used : for there are three folds at the place, two
on the page to be marked, and one on the page
before or after. And it is one advantage of the
folded markers that it can be settled by them
which page is referred to : the common plan only
indicates one of two pages. This is not a matter
of perfect indifference when the page is that of

Buyle or of the Biographia Britannica.
There is one case in which a much better

marker than the one above can be contrived ; that

is, when the mark is to be made in a set ofunbound
sheets, say the numbers of "

N". & Q.," inserted
into one of the common portfolios. Let the rect-

angular slip be doubled sideways so as to present
a marker and what we may call a handle, joined at

a bevelled crease. The handle should then be in-

serted between the leaves at the back, the marker

acting as usual. It is next to impossible to keep
the common marker in its place among loose

leaves. This second kind of marker will be better
than the common one even for bound books

; the
handle being made short and thrown well into the
back of the leaf.

Many persons make their markers by doubling
a slip of paper so as to halve the breadth : this is

the worst plan possible. A. DE MORGAN.

BISHOP BEDELL.

(2
nd S. vii., passim.)

The following notes are contained in a copy of
Burnet's Life of Bedell (Lond. 1692), now in the
British Museum (Class Mark 489. a. 15).
On the fly leaf :

"Tho. Birch Febr. 22. 1752. Some of the MS. Re-
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mark* & Addition* are by Mr. Lewie of Margate, th
others are mine." *

t. Extract of an original Letter of S* Henry
i to the Karl of Salisbury. Venice, 28 Ptbr. 160J.

1 bare occasion at the preeent of the begging your
Lordship's rapport and encooragement for on* Mr. Bedell,
whom I shall be very glad to have with me in the place
of chaplain ; because fhear rery singular commendation
el ah pod QMIi .ii-.i Moore* MMHMW i: ma :i..:.-

fore pleaee your Lordship, when be shall take the bold-
neat to preeent himself before yon, to eet forward also
this piece of God's service,' & Henry** former Chaplain
was Natbanael Fletcher (eon of Dr. Richard Fletcher,

Dp. of London,) who baring Ured with S' Henry two
rears, returned from thence in the latter end of Sept
1W6 to England." T. B.

44 Thia Book was first oublishM in 1685." T. D.
On p. 2., 1. 11.,

M
of ColchaUr."

Dr Stem, who ordained M'. Thomas Gataker.
hard Rogtr, was Bp. Suffragan of Doror till he

died A.D. 1697.--J. L.

On p. 8.:
" Whilst be continued in the University, lie with M r

Abdias Aabton of S. John's, M'. Thomas Gataker of

Sydney Soatex Coll., & formerly of S. John's, & some
others, set on foot a design of preaching in places adja-
cent to the University where there were no pastors able
to teach & lead the people in the waiee of truth, peace &

On PA, L 14. Chaplain."
44 The Chaplain, who first aenr'd ST

. Henry Wotton in

that capacity, wa Mr
. Nathaniel Fletcher, son to Fletcher

Bp. of London." T. B.
On p. 4 , 1. 5. from foot "

Religion."
- About Aug. 1605. See Winwood, voL ii. p. 109.

119. 131. 136V-T.B.
On p. 11.1.18. * ANife-466."
-See Kp. Amdmntd lib. M. Torti Resp. p. 301."

'

On p. 2 l.L 6. from foot Eight."
44 Three."-T. B.

On p. 25.1. 10. //oTTjwsfcwM."

Honungsherth."--T. B.

On p. 69. 1. 9.
-
ArchbiAop of Ca*terb*ry

44 Lord Viacount Wentworth Lord Deputy of Ireland."

On same page. Koto Hon. &c."
44 See at the end."/. L.

At the end of the book Lewis has given the

following portions of the letter omitted by Bur-
net:

"
Right honourable my good Lord !

44 ex auto-

njbt,
ih.i-. ..according to my duty I have not repaired to

your presence since your coming into this kingdom, yon
may be pleased to understsnd the reason, riz. That I have
been informed many ways that your Lordship hath so

openly, and, as might seem, purposely signified your
displeasure to me, yet never calling me to answer, as if

you would advise me to keep out of your sight No ser-
vant, bow faultless soever, bastes to receive a chiding,
especially in that place where he hath been lately sore
beaten. To make excuse before a man be blamed, lacks
little of accusing himself. And although the Integrity
of my own conscience made me confident tbis would soon
be appeased if I might come to make my defence ; yet I

*
I distinguish the notes by the initials

M J.L."and
** T. B."

wt yoar LWI! - voj tue
exigence of His HsJesUes affaire did require so, or the
first impression you desired to make of the future form
of your

Government:
and thenTtme itself, wbich is wont

to mitigate even deserved anger, would, after a while.
restore JIM to your natural goodness, & me to vour
Plnion '

, {
w (printed in Burnet, p. C&.)dad that I have now some occasion & something of ear-

tainty whereto I may make answer, holding it better to
be accused without cause than be suspected so. And
albeit neither vour Lordship'. nobleness/nor the form
itself of the information wilf consent, that it should pro-ceed from you, but, as I conceive, from the report of your
declaration of yourself towards me; yet, being to mak
my defence both to His Majesty and you. I crave
to do it first to yon, and through your hnds t

Majesty: to whom, when you shall be rightly informed
of the truth of my Apology. I doubt not, but you will be
pleased to take upon you the patronage of mine Inno

"Vour
Lordship may be therfbre intrealed to under

stand, that according to Hi. Majestie's Commission to m
and others directed Tor the reedifring of the Churches in
the Diocese of Kilmore, after I had personally surveyM th
decays, and tsken minutes of the charge necessarily re
quired for those in the County of Omn, I appointed a

general meeting, the day alter Lent Assizes last, to give
V\ arrant for the levying of the money for that
At which time, I being in the howl of Mr.
AJtt>y Register, who was himself a Commissioner
attendingJill

some other of our companv should return
Asm bringing the Judges on their wav, there came to me
one Mr. Alone Cook my unfriendly" Chancellor, being
none of our number, and some other of the Gentlemen o
our Conntrey, and craved my hand to a Letter to the
Lords Justices and Council touching the new anlotmeot
of moneys upon the Countrey for the Anm. \\

this Letter were like to that of our neighbour County of
/VmonooA, whereunlo my Lord of KVfwra bad sub-
scribed, and that Mr. Cook being bis son in Law la-
boured to join me in the Same cause with him, or else
he would redeem the good opinion of the Country with
such a popular service, I know not: this I may truh
confirm to your Lordship, that I was not of counsel, nor
bad any participation with any Bishop or layman, or
any creature thereabout, and that the very presenting it

by that man made me nothing forward to* condescend to
grant my hand to it. I answered them, that it was a
business that concerned not me at all, forasmuch as all
the Land I held was exempted from contributing anv-
thing to the Soldiers. For but the M
before, when, besides my voluntary contribute
Sheriff* and Collectors spplotted moneys upon my Men-
sal Land, contrary to the Act of State in that behalf, I

had, with much ado, found remedy by a reference from
the Lords Justices to the Judges of Assize. At which
time the malice of Mr. Cook towards me well appeared t

for he affirmed openly, that my Lord primate and the
Lord Archbishop of DMin enjoyed no such exemption
of their Mensal Lands, which ii contrary to truthud
that which themselves had told me. Thia Exemption,
allowed me contrary to bis false suggestion, I now al-

ledged, telling them, that /had no cause to complain.
They urged me still hi respect of my tenents and the

Country, and the Ministers. When fhad perused their

Letter, I showed them, that I could not concur
for there were some things in it which concerned the
time before my coming into the Kingdom ; some per-
sonal imputations to their former Agents which I knew
not to be true, nor thought fit to insert. Besides, the

form, as I conceived, was not fit ; and, in especial, one

phrase there was, that His Majestie's J**ct, as I re
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member, was appeald to, &c. I told them this was no

manner to treat with His Majest}', but rather to have

recourse to his Goodness. For the former, their Answer

was, that I might well take them upon the trust of their

word ;
for the rest, they would needs have me take the

pen and make it as I thought good. I altered the frame

of it to an humble petition, and reduced it to a more

dutiful form. And wheras Mr. Cook would have mine

own Clerk to write it out, pretending, that fie had the

fairest hand, they took him aside with them, and brought
it to me the second time; but some things remaining
still uncorrected, I refused to sign it, till they had got it

written the third time in manner as, I suppose, your
Lordship hath it. \Vho was the man that took upon him
to parry it, or send it about from one Justice or Minister

to another, who brought it up to Dublin, and put it into

the hands of the Gentleman that delivered it, if your
Lordship do count it worth the enquiry, you may soon

tind out. You have the true Narration of the framing of

this Petition. Now will you be pleased to examine
wherein I opposed the service of His Majesty thereby.
It may be said, in the maintenance and upholding of the

Army. Indeed
"

(as in p. 69.)

On p. 69. 1. 4. from foot. ' but."
" that ofye

highest Majesty, and ". J. L.
'

On the next line. " Skeans."
"
Sean, a net." *

J. L.

On p. 70. 1. 8.
" transmitted

"
underlined,

" and "

written above the line. J. L.

On p. 70. 1. 16. " to the uttermost of their."
" to their utmost. J. L.

On p. 70. 1. 3. from foot,
"
implored."

"
imployed." J. L.

On p. 70. last line,
"

of."
" to these." J. L.

On p. 71., 1. 7.,
" my Lord Armach's."
11 the lord Primate's." J. L.

On p. 71. line 6. from foot,
" as themselves stile it"

"as they themselves stile it, holden at Droghedagh."
J. L.

On p. 71. 1. 3. from foot,
" Doctrine.''
"
Learning." J. L.

On p. 72. 1. 4., after " Man," Lewis adds a to

denote an omission.

On p. 72., in the date of the letter,
" deliverance"

"
jovful deliverance." J. L.

On p. 445. :

" What is thro out this paragraph containd within the

crotchets, are not the Author's own words, as may appear
from the first edition of these Letters published in K.
Charles 1 st

time, 4to., but added by Sr
Roger L'Estrange,

who would not permit them to
*

be reprinted without
these alterations for fear it should be observed How
contrary the Doctrine formerly taught was to what was
now so much in vogue, which by this appears to be
very contrary to the sense of the Church of England at
the time when these Letters were written." J. L.

On p. 446. marginal note :

" This was added by the Licenser, Sir Roger L'Es-
trange."3. L.

May I be allowed to repeat my inquiry after
the copies of Burnet's book with the notes of
Farmer and Le Neve? What I have already
printed proves, I think, the necessity of sub-

mitting every statement of Burnet's to a searching
criticism. J. E. B. MAYOR.

St. John's College, Cambridge.

* A mistake. A skean or skain is an Irish dagger. See
Is ares, s. v. Skain.

HERALDS VISITATIONS.

I send you a list of the years in which visita-
tions were made by the heralds, and of the coun-
ties visited, so far as can be ascertained from
existing manuscripts :

A.D.

1530. Cornwall, Dorsetshire, Gloucestershire, Hants, Kent,
Nottinghamshire, Oxfordshire, Surrey, Sussex,
Wiltshire, Worcestershire, Yorkshire. Wales was
visited this year, and again between the years
1586 and 1613.

1531. Berkshire, Devonshire, Somersetshire.
1533. Cheshire, Lancashire.
1552. Essex, Hants, Surrey, Yorkshire.
1558. Essex.
1561. Suffolk.

1562. Lincolnshire.

1563. Leicestershire, Norfolk, Staffordshire, Warwick-
shire, Yorkshire.

1564. Devonshire, Huntingdonshire, Lincolnshire, North-
amptonshire.

1565. Dorsetshire, Wiltshire.
1566. Bedfordshire, Berkshire, Buckinghamshire, Che-

shire, Huntingdonshire, Oxfordshire.
1567. Lancashire.
1568. London.
1569. Cheshire, Derbyshire, Gloucestershire, Hereford-

shire, Nottinghamshire, Shropshire, Worcester-
shire.

1570. Essex.
1572. Devonshire, Hertfordshire, Middlesex, Surrey.
1573. Cornwall, Somersetshire.
1574. Buckinghamshire, Kent, Oxfordshire, Sussex, York-

shire.

1575. Cambridgeshire, Durham, Hants, Northumberland,
Nottinghamshire.

1577. Suffolk.

1580. Cheshire.
1582. Bedfordshire.
1583. Gloucestershire, Staffordshire.

1584. Shropshire, Yorkshire,
1586. Bedfordshire, Herefordshire.
1589. Norfolk.
1590. Cambridgeshire!.
1591. Cheshire, Somersetshire.
1592. Kent, Lincolnshire.

1597. Berkshire.

1611. Derbyshire, Suffolk.

1612. Cheshire, Essex, Yorkshire.
1613. Huntingdonshire, Lancashire, Norfolk.
1614. Nottinghamshire, Staffordshire.

1615. Cambridgeshire, Durham, Hertfordshire, Northum-
berland, Westmorland.

1617. Northamptonshire.
1618. Northamptonshire, Rutlandshire.
1619. Cambridgeshire, Kent, Leicestershire, Warwick-

shire.

1620. Cornwall, Devonshire.
1622. Hants.
1623. Berkshire, Dorsetshire, Gloucestershire, Kent,.

Shropshire, Somersetshire, Surrey, Wiltshire.

1633. Sussex.
1634. Bedfordshire, Buckinghamshire, Derbyshire, Essex,

Herefordshire, Hertfordshire, Lincolnshire, Lon-
don, Middlesex, Oxfordshire, Worcestershire.

1662. Derbyshire, Nottinghamshire, Surrey, Sussex.
1663. Cheshire, Kent, Middlesex, Shropshire, Stafford-

shire.

16G4. Berkshire, Essex, Lancashire, London, Norfolk,
Westmoreland.
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1666. Cumberland. Yorkshire.
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MM Ksrftfe

JACK OF 3EWBCBY.

Jack of Newbury, whose patronymic was \V inch-

combe, was the greatest clothier ofEngland at the

period when he lived. Some years after the ter-

mination of his apprenticeship, and be had with

unwearied industry got a perfect insight into the

business, his master died, leaving the entire in-

terest in the trade, with some property, to his

widow. The ladj strictly observed all the bicm-

ttmcu of society during her widowhood, but in

due time, divesting herself of her "
weeds," she

had three suitors : the vicar of Speen, and two

opulent tradesmen, each desiring to lead her to

the hymeneal altar ; our hero also proffered his

suit. It seems the latter was preferred, and they
soon entered the connubial state, and Jack be-

came prosperous and extremely wealthy. Joined
to his great opulence there was an eaual stock of

public-spiritedness
and patriotism, which he dis-

played in the early part of the reign of Henry
VIII., by equipping

at his sole expense one hun-
dred of his followers ; and marching with them,
he joined the Earl of Surrey, and bravely dis-

tinguished himself in the battle of Flodden Field
in 1513.

John Collet, in his Historical Anecdote*, p. 1 13.,

Addit. MS. 3890, Brit. Museum, informs us, that

"John Winscombe, commonly called Jack of
Newbury, was the most considerable clothier

England ever had. He kept 100 looms in his

house, each managed by a man and a boy. He
feasted King Henry VIII. and his first Queen
Catharine at his own house in Newbury, now
divided into sixteen clothiers' bouses. He built

the church of Newbury from the pulpit westward
to the tower."

The above is a sketch of the general history of
the above Berkshire worthy. I bavo only farther

to state, that some years ago I saw at Cbavenage
House, near Tetbury, a portrait which I was told

was that of Jack of Newbury. It was a very old

mansion, which formerly belonged to the family of

Stephens of Eastington and Lypiat, ownersofmany
toon in that county (Gloucestershire). There

was a large hall in the building, decorated with a

great abundance of antique curiosities collected
with no tittle judgment and taste by the last pos-
sessor f the Stephens family. The authentica-
tion of the portrait stoold, however, be proved
before it can be put down aa aa original. Cha-

venage House is now the residence of the Hon.
Mr. Butter, son of Lord Churston. AUICLS.

BOMAHCB Or THB 8ANOBAAL.

From the fact of Geoflry of Monmouth making
no allusion whatever to the in>tituti<.n

Round Table or the quest of the Sangraal, many
have lightly concluded that those two i

features of the Arthurian cyclus wen
after the appearance of his wonderful history (A.D.
1138). However difficult it may be to account
for such omissions, certain it is that, over-credu-
lous as be was, Geoffry had far from exhausted all

the materials at his command. This is evident
from the compositions of Wace and Layaro<
one cotemporary with him, and a native < :

sey, the other an Anglo-Saxon priest who floor-
ished half a century after him) ; each of whom,
like their

predecessor, bad access to independent
(>f inluriuati' i *

For the true origin of tbe Round Table, cf.

Myryrian Archmology, iii. 363., 8vo. Load. 1807,
and The Ancient Law* and Institutes of Wales
(Venedotian code, b. n. xi.), published in 1

-

the Commissioners of Public Records. In his-

torical romance, the earliest mention of it occurs
in the first book of Master Wace's metrical Brut
oTAnglfterre (1150), founded on Geofiry's //**/.

Britonitm.

It is not quite so easy a matter to determine
when the fable of tbe Sangraal (the hanap or h..!y
vessel used by our Lord at bis last supper) was
invented. The late Mr. Douce referred it to the

eighth century :

"There are" (he says) Welsh MSS. of it still exist-

ing, which, though not very old, were probably copied
from earlier ones, and are, it is to be presumed, more
genuine copies of the ancient romance than any other
extant." (Quoted in Warton's JIuL of Poet. I. iil, Tay-
lor's edit. 8ro. Lond. 1840.)

The oldest Welsh MS. extant, containing any
account of the Sangraal, is in the Hengwrt library,
and is supposed to belong to the age of Henry 1.

(1068-1135). It has never been edited. Assum-
ing, with our best nsodsiti bibliographers, that

CHittoire, ou le Roman du St. GraaL, or, a*

sometimes called, Human de Joseph tfArimatkie,

usually attributed to Robert de Borron, an
Rom*** Merlin, by tbe same, preceded by a few

years tbe publication of tbe Brut dAngleterre
(1 150), in both ofwhich Wace is anticipated in the

history of tbe Sangraal, neither the contents nor
the great antiquity of tbe Hengwrt MS., in that

case, will excite so much surprise.
In the first-named earlv

prose
work (i. c.

du St. (7r.), tbe tradition is briefly recorded in the

following terms :

- Knfin Joseph (cTArimalbie) aroit A* dan* U maison
i Jsoa Christ avoit fait la cftte arec ses Apdtrea. et

rescodie, oil le flex Die* avail BMBfft U e'en

assist, ill* portacbe* Imi. et U a'esi serrit

le sug, qai coala da cfee et

sriufe * ii-jfjTf-

)

a'esi serrit pour reniaaser

des aatres plaice; 4 esfss

** Paris e*t Ittft. M.
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De Borron then proceeds to relate some of the

marvellous properties of the dish in question, which

it was the good fortune of Joseph to secure, and

amongst the rest (like the magic ring of Aladdin),
"

it would provide for all, and would grant to all

those who served the Lord Jesus faithfully every-

thing that their heart could desire."

The first Breton trouvere whose lays have come

down to us, and in which the tradition of the

Sangraal appears, is Chrestien de Troyes (1170).

It is found in his Percival le Galois (Biblio. de

1*Arsenal, Paris MS. No. 195. A, and in Biblio.

du Roi MS., fol. No. 130.), which the poet dedi-

cated to his patron, Count Philip of Flanders, who
died in 1191. Chrestien did not survive to com-

plete this poem. From the 148th fol. of the first

MS. it is continued by Gaultier de Denet
;
from

the 180th fol. by Gerbers (probably Gyrbert, min-

strel to the Countess Marie de Ponthie, who died

in 1251), and, finally, by Menessier, at the com-
mand of the Countess Johanna of Flanders, who
died in 1224. In that part of Percival written by
Chrestien de Troyes no mention is made of Joseph.
Menessier by desire of his patroness reduced the

whole of this tedious poem, consisting of near

49,000 lines, into prose, of which one edition only
has been printed (sm. fol. Paris, 1529). Copies of

it are excessively rare. There is one in the library
of the British Museum.

In the German Perceval of Wolfram von Es-
chenbach (1205), and in the Titurel of Albrecht
von Scharfenberg (1350), the fable of the Sangraal
is referred to a common origin ; viz. a poem, which
is now lost, in the northern French dialect, by the

Provencal Kiot or Guiot (not the Guiot de Pro-

vence, who flourished at a later period). Accord-

ing to Kiot, no account of the Sangraal existed, at

the time he wrote, in the chronicles of those coun-
tries that preserved the traditions of Arthur.
" In Anjou he found the story," and also in a brief
and imperfect work, written in a pagan hand
(adds Wolfram), which had been discovered at

Toledo by one Flegetanis, a half-Jew and astro-

loger. The existence of this Hispano-Arabic ver-
sion of the fable fully confirms what Alanus de
Insulis recorded (1096-1 142) concerning the wide-

spread popularity of the Arthurian tales.
"
Quis

inquam ^Arturum Britonem non loquatur cum
pene notior habeatur Asiaticis gentibus quam Bri-
tannis

;
sicut nobis referunt Palmigeri nostri de

orientis partibus redeuntes ?
"

The interpretation and etymology of Sangraal
or Sangreal have as much puzzled the learned as
the origin of the extraordinary fable to which it

gave rise. The difficulty of the former is greatly
enhanced by the conflicting applications of the
term by mediaeval writers. In the earliest
romances it was used to designate the dish on
which the paschal lamb was served at the Last
Supper ; afterwards it was applied to the sacra-

mental cup used on the same occasion ; and even-

tually to the contents of that cup.
In the Roman de Lancelot it is said :

" Le St. Graal est, le meme qu le St. Vaisseau, en form
de calice, qui n'estoit de metail, n'y de bois, n'y de corne,
n'y d'or, et dans lequel fust mis le sang de nostre Seig-
neur."

And in the Roman de Perceforest the descrip-
tion is so vague, that it may be applied either to a

platter, a chalice, or a ship :

" Le St. Graal le meesme que le St. Vaissel, dont on lit

ici 1'histoire
;
les douze Apotres y avait mange' 1'aignal le

jeudi absolu (le jeudi saint) et it fust conserve en Engle-
terre danz une tour bastie expres a Corbenicy."

In the Morte d'Arthur, compiled from the French
by Sir T. Malorie, and printed by Caxton in 1485,
the several descriptions of the Sangraal (books
xni.-x.vii. inc.) vary so much as to completely
bewilder the reader, who is at a loss to determine
whether it was at any time visible, except to the
initiated few, and then not always. Sometimes it is

altogether obscured by the Shekinah
; at others it

becomes palpable, and is the medium or object of

prayer ; it is openly transported from place to

place, and finally carried up into heaven, with the
disembodied spirit of Sir Galahad, by invisible

agents ;
and the romance abruptly terminates with

the equivocal announcement : "Sithence there never
was no man so hardy for to say that hee had scene

the sancgreall !

"

Roquefort, in his Gloss, de la Lang. Rom*
(Paris, 1808), s. v. Graal, Greal, renders it vase
a boire, grand plat, grand bassin creux, propre
a servir des viandes (cf. Ducange, Gloss, s. v. Ga-
rales, and Borel, Tresor des Antiq. Franc. (Paris,

1665), s. v. Grasal.)
Not a few take the term to be a corruption or

contraction of the L. sanguinis realis (sang' real'),
an opinion that. is certainly countenanced by
more than one passage in the Morte d?Arthur.

It would be an easy task to multiply references
to writers, who, from the thirteenth to the present
century, have touched incidentally upon the sub-

ject of the Sangraal ; but their explanations of it

would be found to be substantially the same as

those already offered.

Of the few, comparatively, who have endea-
voured to trace the fable to an age earlier than that
of Joseph of Arimathea, it must suffice to remark
ofthem that they severally suppose it to have ori-

ginated in the Heliotrapezon or Sun-Table of
the pious Egyptians ;

in the highly-prized Black-
stone of the Kaaba in Mecca; in the Magic Mirror
or Cup of Salvation discovered by Dschemschid,
the hero of Persian romance; in the Egyptian
Hermes-goblet, &c. &c.

We need not, however, travel to the East or

elsewhere to seek for the original of the Sangraal :

like the equally famous Round Table, it is purely
of domestic growth. Wales was the foundry
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which supplied the western nations with the crude
material of romance. This we know as well 1

the avowal of the earliest of the Breton bard-, as

by the identity of personages and of incidents

celebrated and embellished by them.
There is a rery ancient tradition in the Princi-

pality to the effect that Merlin Emrys, the accre-

dited sorcerer, once went to sea in a glass vessel,

and at the same time conveyed away "the thir-

teen curiosities of the Island," including the dith

or cup of Rhyddtrch (dysgyl a grcn Rbydderch).
This cup so closely corresponds with that which

figures in meditcval romance (being capable of

furnishing any kind and amount of food desired

by its fortunate possessor), as to force the conclu-

sion that it alone was the true original of the San-

graal.
The late Rev. Peter Roberts was inclined to

suppose that the cup of Rhydderch was originally
a divining cup of the Druids, and, in reference to

its presumed identity with the Sacro Catino, depo-
sited in the cathedral of St. Lorenzo in Genoa,
observes:

"I am Dot without some suspicion, that during the
establishment of the Druids at Glastonburj, the Caiino
or Sangreal had been preserved there, and that it was
from the celebrity of this vessel the place took the name
of Ynys Wydrin, or the lite of Little Glatt, and that

. when he went to Bardsey, sailed, not indeed in

it, but wUh it 1. 1. took it with'him thither and that

it was recovered by Arthur, and consecrated to the use of
the Church by St. David." (Comb. fop. A*tiq. 8vo. Lond.

For the latest adventures of the Sacro Catino
or Sangreal, see a paper by M. Millin, the anti-

quary, in the Etprit des Joumaux (Paris, Avril,

1807), pp. 139-153. /J.

JHinor

Nell G'irynnM Sifter. Your correspondent MR.
HOPPER has directed attention to a fact hitherto

unrecorded, that Eleanor Gwynn had A sister,

Rose", afterwards married to a Mr. Forster (vide
"N. & Q." 2" S. iv. 172.). I would mention
that recently I lighted on a foul draught warrant

entry-book of Charles II., wherein one entry was
made concerning Rose Gwyn, who seems to

have been convicted of an offence (left blank in

the original) at the Old Bailey; and although
convicted, was reprieved by the Bench before

judgment, doubtless owing to some
powerful

in-

terference. She was afterwards discharged upon
bail, with a view to her ultimate pardon. The
name Rose Gwyn, the period 16C3, the extra-

ry clemency exercised, form a curious

Probably this might be the sister alluded to by Pen-
nant, who MVS. that in her house at Pall Mali a picture
of Nell hung up over the chimney, and MM o/Aw $bttr
la another room.

coincidence, and would almost permit of a pre-
- n that this was none other than the sister

ROM of the beauteous mistress of
BMMMUTch."

I subjoin a copy of the document :

"Whereas we are given to understand that Row
C"jno. havfar ban convicted of .t the late ses-
sions held at the Old Bailey, was yet reprieved by y1 u ^ '-J

T, nd marred as an objecfof our
and mercy, upon humble suite ,

ler to y sneing
rendering our graciotts mercy and compassion to be eflte-
tual. For which, Ac, dated aODef.fa^

"By His Mav Command,

Are there any Old Bailey trials of that period
or other records of offences that I can refer

ITMLIUL.
Great Beta at Wettmintter Palace. These

bells have followed the fate of the far greater
monster at Moscow in facility of fracture, i

pcans generally are largely indebted to the Chi-
nese for the inventions of the magnet, pi
and paper-money. In the art of bell-ringing the
Chinese arc far advanced also ; and if the object
be to get the greatest possible noise out
least possible quantity of material and with tin:

least possible outlay, we may adopt their prac-
tice with advantage, and improve upon it after-
wards. Their bells are not inverted cups, but
hollow cylinders ; and they are not struck by n

|

hammer capable of breaking them. The material
of which their bells arc compounded is well known
as German silver, or Tutenag=Packfong in Chi-

nese, consisting of 40*4 parts of copper, 31 6 of
nickel, 25*4 of zinc, and 26 of iron in 100 parts.

Specific gravity, 8-432. "In the principal Hud -

hist temples in China a great cylindrical bell of
this metal," says Davis (Chinese, ii. 235.)

"
is sus-

pended, which is struck outside with a large
wooden mallet. The great bell at Pekin measures
14 J feet in height, and nearly 13 in diameter."

T. J. BUCKTOX.
LkhfieM.

Old St. Patif* a Paving Quarry.
" In some parts of London, the incessant traffic ooca-
s frequent renewal of the pavement ; in others more

sequestered and having no real thoroughfare, the same
pavement may be at times readjusted, but is otherwise
destined to remain in the same locality for centuries. As
an instance how long old pavements may remain, com-
paratively speaking, undisturbed, we may here call at-

tention to the fact that in the locality of Serjeants' Ion.
Fleet Street, havt remained, till the present hour, a Isrg*
number of blocks of Pnrbeck stone, which tradition potHt-
to as having formed part of the structure of <

These blocks are, however, now in the course of rapid
removal by the contractors to the Commusic:
Sewers, who have now, for the first time, entered upon
the duty of paving Serjc.ir.t-' Inn. Fleet Street Mr.
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Tirabs, in his Curiosities of London, alludes to the cir-

cumstance that after the Fire of London Sir Christopher

Wren found the greatest difficulty in removing the im-

mense fragments of remains of Old St. Paul's, prepara-

tory to laying the foundation of the new structure.

Gunpowder was therefore employed by him for the pur-

pose, and many of the adjoining places were paved with

stones thus detached from the remains. Tradition tells

that Serjeants' Inn, Fleet Street, being then ecclesiastical

property, was not forgotten in the distribution from the

remains of Old St. Paul's of the materials which had

contributed to its composition centuries long before.

These stones have travelled but a stone's throw during

nearly two centuries, but ere this reaches the reader's

eye they will have become for ever scattered, and that

tradition which has hung to them so long will know them
no more." City Press.

Shadows. Those who are interested in tracing
Ideas apparently original to older sources may be

amused by an instance which occurs in Bewick's

JEsop, where, on p. 47. of the original edition, the

fable of the " Thief and the Cock "
is illustrated

by the figure of a man decamping with his prey,
and casting behind him, on the ground, a shadow
in the form of the Devil, the body and baggage
of the thief being so arranged as to assume this

form. F. H. P.

Dryderfs Recantation. In lately looking over
the Life of Dryden, by Walter Scott, prefixed to

the edition of his Works, is the following narra-

tive, which is much to Dryden's credit, especially
when we consider how he was exalted by his

contemporaries and how rare such admissions and
recantations are.

After mentioning Collier's Short View of the

Immorality and Profaneness of the Stage^ pub-
lished in 1698, and quoting Johnson, who says," the effect was so great that the wise and pious
caught the alarm, and the nation wondered that it

had so long suffered irreligion and licentiousness
to be openly taught at the public charge," the
memoir thus proceeds :

"
Dryden, it may be believed, had, in his comedies,

well deserved a liberal share of the public censure, but
.had the magnanimity to acknowledge its justice. In the
Preface to the Fables, he makes the amende honorable :

* I shall say the less of Collier, because in many things he
has taxed me justly, and I have pleaded guilty to all

thoughts and expressions of mine, which can be truly
argued of obscenity, profaneness, or immorality, and re-
tract them. If he be my enemy, let him triumph : if he
be my friend, as I have given him no personal occasion
to be otherwise, he will be glad of my repentance. It
becomes me not to draw my pen in defence of a bad
cause, when I have so often drawn it for a good one."
P. 42G.

FRANCIS TRENCH.
Tslip.

JACOBITE MANUSCRIPTS.

Through the kindness of the Rev. J. H. A.
Piulipps I have been permitted to peruse the

contents of a packet of MSS., which have been

carefully preserved among the muniments at
Picton Castle. From the character of the writing
and the frayed condition of the paper, I assume
them to be quite as old as the date which they
bear. They are enclosed in a tattered envelope,
which is superscribed

"
Papers of consequence."

The MSS. are evidently copies, and consist of
the following documents :

1st. A Commission of Regency, granted by the
old Chevalier under the style and title of James
R. to

" our dearest Son Charles, Prince of Wales ;"
and dated from " our Court at Rome y

e 23d
day

of December, 1743, in y
e 43d year of our Reign."

2nd. A Proclamation signed
" C. P. R.," and

dated "
Paris, the 16th of May, 1745," in which

" in His Majesty's name, the King, our Royal
Father," he grants a free, full, and general Par-
don for all Treasons, Rebellions, and Offences

whatsoever,
" committed at any time before y

Publication hereof;" and calling upon all loyal
subjects to flock to the royal standard; pro-
mising the Army and Navy all arrears, and in

addition, a gratuity of a year's pay. It farther

goes on to pledge the sovereign to call together a
free Parliament, wherein no corruption nor undue
influence shall have been used, to settle the Ec-
clesiastical and Civil Rights of the respective
Kingdoms, and permits

"
all Civil Officers and

Magistrates now in place and office to continue
until further orders."

3d. Two letters from the Young Chevalier to
his Father ; one bearing the date of "

Perth, 10th

Sept
r
, 1745," and the other that of " Pinkey

House near Edinb. Sept. 21. 1745." These let-

ters, if genuine, do equal credit to the head and
heart of the young struggler for his father's

throne. The first letter, after some introductory
matter, goes on to say :

"I have occasion every day to reflect upon Yr M ty's
last words to me that I would find power, if it was not

accompany'd with Justice and Clemency, an uneasy thing
to myself, and grievous to those under me. It's to y

e

observance of this Rule, and my conforming myself to

ye Customs of these people, that" I have got their* Hearts
to a Degree not to be easily conceived by those who do
not see it."

He says farther :

" There is one thing, and but one, in which I have had
any Difference with my faithfull Highlanders. It was
about setting a price upon my Kinsman's Head which,
knowing Yr Ma generous humanity, I am sure will

shock you, as much as it did me. When 1 was shewn y
Proclamation setting a price on my Head, I srail'd *&
treated it with y

e Disdain it deserv'd. Upon which they
flew into a most violent Rage, & insisted upon my doing
y e same by him. As this flow'd solely from "y

e
poor

Men's love and concern for me, I did not know how to

be angry with them for it, and tried to bring them to

Temper by representing to them that it was a Mean Bar-
barous practise among Princes, that must dishonour them
in

j'
c Eyes of all Men of Honour : that I could not see

how my Cousin's having set me ye Example, would jus-
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thing
which I condemn my Self. Y' Ma-ty knows that in my
Nature I am neither email nor revengeful!."

The letter dated from Pinkie House details the

success with which

It baa pleaaad God to proper Tr Ma 1 Arms under

y command. On the 17" I entered Edinburg Sword
band, and got possession of y* Town, without our

being obliged to hed one Drop of Blood, or commit the
least Violence : And this Morning, I bare gain'd a moat

Signal Victory with little or no loss.

Farther on the Prince remarks :

" If I had obtained this Victory over Foreigners, my
JOT wo'd hare been complete ; But as it's over Em,,lih-

MM, it baa thrown a Damp upon it that 1 little imagined.
ibe Men 1 have defeated, were y' Ma- Enemy*, it to

true; liut tlu-v might have become y r Frienda and Duti-
full S eta when they bad got their Eves open'd to see

y true Interest of their Country, which I am come to

save, not to destroy. For this reason I have diachargM
all pnblick Rejoicings."

The fourth and last document contained in the

packet
is

" A Journal of the Marches of His R.
H.** Array from the 8th of Nov 1

", the time he
entered England, till his return to Scotland, the

20* of Dec*'."

I have given a sufficient extract from the dif-

ferent MSS. to identify them, if they are known.
The proclamations were, I doubt not, published
far and wide, but where did the letters and

journal come from ? Perhaps yourself, or one of
the numberless readers of '* N. & Q." may be
able to throw some light on the subject. If the

letters and Journal have not been published, I

have no doubt that Mr. Philipps will allow me to

copy them in eitento. JOHN PAVTH Piiiuurs.

HaverfordweaL

JHfitor tfiurrir*.

Sir Joku Hart. When waa John Harte, or

Hart, elected an Alderman of the City of London P

and when was he knighted ? Sir John Hart was
Lord Mayor of London in 1589 ; and was, I be-

lieve, Al.P. for London from 1593 to 1601. His

epitaph may, I think, still be aeen in one of the
churches in London dedicated to St. Swithin.

W. H. S.

"SvUMonacKnetpKimr-l shall be thankful
if any of your readers can assist me in tracing the

following Latin epigram :

et alter.Snntmonschi
,

Pricier Petram omnea; eat sed et hie

I bare seen it attributed to H. Stephana*, but
have not succeeded in finding it in any col:

of bis poems, or in the Apolos* pour Htrodoto.
The epigram is imitated from one in the Greek

.

There is also an English imitation by Person,
against Hermam hese are

j:

A*tfiologia Polyglotta of Dr. \\, Ueslej ([
;

but the Latin is not ii

II. - V v-M
Oxford.

The Fir* Marquu of Antrim.

"Murder will Out: or tbe King's Letter, Justifying
the Marquess of Antrim, and declaring that what he did

Irish Rebellion was by Direction from his Royal
Father and Mother, and for tbe Service of tbe Crown.
London: Printed 1689."

Can you state whether the above-named small
tract is rare or well known P

Do you, or any of your contributors, know
where I could find an account of Lord Dunluce,
afterwards Earl and Marquis of Antrim, itrevi-

ously to his marriage with the Duchess of i

ingham ?

The Mysterious Cheque-bearer. The Journal
des Demoiselles (20me Ai.nee, 5me Si i

contains the following anecdote :

M A few years before tbe revolution of 1789, an ft matat
dam house sent advice to a great banker of London, re-

questing him to pay a large sum say twenty thousand

guilders to tbe person who should ofcr half of a torn-

up card, of which tbe other half waa inclossd in tbe letter

of advice. When tbe man of the card presented himself,
tbe banker addressed to him sundry questions, to which
tbe stranger obstinately refused an answer. The unknown
only declared, that he insisted upon payment, whereupon
the banker fulfilled his request. Surprised at this rays-

tery, our London merchant hastened to 1'.

of what had happened. Do you know the name of tbe

person to whom yon have paid out the twenty thousand

guilders?
'
said the Minister. 'No, I do not.' But if

you saw him, you still would be able to recognise him? '

Indeed I would '
Pitt then opened a drawer and showed

the banker a great many portraits, amongst which the
merchant recognised that of his mysterious visitor

him all he asks for,' said Pitt, be won't abuse It'

Query, Who was the man with the card, and
what was his business in London ?

J. H. VAN LKKNEP.
Manpadt House, near Haarlem.

Sept. 22, 1859.

Mr. Wittett, Purchaser of Orleans Pictures. A
Mr. Willett purchased some of the

pictures
at the

Orleans gallery sale at the end of last century.
Can you tell me who he was, his address, or

where his collection is or waa, or what became of

it P or can yon put me in the way of ascert.

this, as I am anxious to trace a picture he bought
there? P.

Queenborough Castle, Isle of Shenpey. Can

any of your readers inform me at what d

castle was completed by E.lwanl III.
- Hasted

states that it was commenced in l:H51, and

finished about six Tears afterwarda, ami t!

hen paid a visit to it, but he gives no ati-
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thority for either of these assertions. The first

constable, John Foxley, was appointed in Oc-

tober, 1365, and in the month of May in that

year several patents were dated "
apud castrum

nostrum in insula de Shepeye
"

by the king.

The surveyor of works appears to have been ap-

pointed in 1361. I am anxious to obtain some
clue to the verification or refutation of Hasted's

statements, for upon them depends the assignment
of a limiting date to a passage in a manuscript of

the fourteenth century in my hands, the writer

of which employs the phrase
" castellum quod

cedificat (sc. rex) quod dicitur Schepheye," which
must therefore have been written before the

completion of the castle. H. F.

The Mowbray Family. Curtis, in his Topo-
graphical History of Leicestershire, under " Lind-

ley," says,
" Goisfrid's [de Wirce] daughter

married Nigel de Mowbray, and she gave lands

here to Garendon Abbey." Curtis gives no au-

thority for this statement, which, if true, would
account for the fact of the estates of Goisfrid de
Wirce passing into the possession of the Albini

family, and so into that of the English family of

Mowbray. Can the statement of Curtis as to

the marriage be authenticated ? T. NORTH.
Leicester.

Texts. From a recent number of The Guar-
dian, I see that a clergyman took his text from
the Apocryphal Book of Ecclesiasticus. I should

very much like to know whether clergymen are

restricted in selecting their texts to the canonical

books, or whether it merely depends on the " au-

thority of custom." In early days, preachers were
not so much confined. As far as beautiful apho-
risms and elegance of diction are concerned, the
Books of "Ecclesiasticus" and "Wisdom" are only
second to the productions of the inspired writers.

Bishop Butler quotes largely from them in his

Sermons (e. g. in the one upon the " Government
of the Tongue," and in that upon

"
Forgiveness of

Injuries," &c.). k
OxouiENSis.

P.S. I may here note another custom begin-
ning to obtain, namely, that of clergymen select-

ing two or three portions from different passages
of Scripture for their text.

Fuller's Funeral Sermon. Aubrey, in his cha-
racter of Thos. Fuller, the historian, speaking of
his works (see Letters from Bodleian, vol. ii. p.

354.) says :

"
Scripsit amongst other things : A Funerall Sermon

on Hen. Danvers, Esq., the eldest son of Sr John Dan-
vers, and only son by his second wife, Darteby [should
be Dauntesey], Brother to Henry Earl of Danby, preached
at Lavington, in Wilts. Obiit 19 Novr

.'
"

Fuller's intimacy with the family is well known,
and the statement made by Aubrey, who was re-
lated to Sir John Danvers, is no doubt deserving

credit ;
but I have sought in vain for any such

sermon in the Library of the British Museum,
and all inquiries addressed to parties most inti-

mate with Fuller's writings have been fruitless.

Queen's College or Sidney College Library may
contain all Fuller's works, as he was a member of
both those colleges, and I should feel greatly
obliged if any of your Cambridge correspondents
would examine farther into a subject in which I
feel some curiosity as holding a situation which
has made me anxious to collect all attainable in-

formation relative to the Dauntesey Danvers,
Lees, and Berties, the former possessors of Bishops
Lavington, Wilts. E. W.

Archbishop Laud. Is the picture of Arch-

bishop Laud, in the collection of his Grace the

Archbishop of Canterbury, an undoubtedly genuine
and original portrait by Vandyke? What was
the fate of the series of portraits in the Lambeth
gallery during the time of Cromwell? and how
were they restored ? In what collections are

there other original portraits of Archbishop Laud?
T. B. D.

Seven Dates Vacant. For a particular kind of
Almanack that I have in hand, relating to births

and marriages of eminent personages, there are
seven days in the year vacant : March 8th, 12th,

17th; April 6th; July 1st; October 6th; No-
vember 26th. Now I shall be grateful to any
correspondent of " N. & Q." who can and will

fill up these dates for me, as I am unable to find

that any one of distinction will either marry or

come into this sphere on the days noted.

G. W. S. P.

Symbolical meaning of a Cloven Foot. The
Rev. J. Prime, in his Exposition of the Gala-

thians, 1587, calls upon his readers to "examine the

spirits compare matters and causes ruminate
and chue the kud meditate the state of their

salvation, and go the waies thereunto with a cleane

and a clouenfoot, that is, as Isichivs saith, with a

wise, a discreet, and a distinguishing understad-

ing." The cloven foot and chewing the cud were
the criterion of clean beasts (Lev. xi. 3.). How
has a cloven foot become an emblem of evil ?

Thus Satan is pictured with cloven feet ; and in

the old altar-piece formerly exhibited in White-

chapel church, White Kennett was painted as Judas
with a cloven foot. In the same preface this godly

puritan says,
" If the Bible was indeed deeply im-

printed in the harts of al me, I could have wished

euen Luthers wish, That al bookes els were in a

faire light fiar." In what book has Luther ex-

pressed a wish somewhat like that of Mahomet
and the Koran ? GEORGE OFPOB.

Dutch Tragedy.
" Much that is good Tragedy at Amsterdam would be

broad Farce in London. In one Dutch Tragedy a lady
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hat agreed to elope with her lover at midnight He does

not COM. and the goes to bed; he entera through the

window at one. and find, her w sound
asleep

that he is

obliged to about ' Wake up Elizabeth
'
several times in a

speech of fborteea line* before he can rouae her. I.> a

picture (of which there are many in the book) ahe is in

WnSht-dreee, rety fat and .leepy. Afterward, he kill.

himself, aad appears to her all over fire; and she turns
,

imnTand aa such U painted thin and graceful. In another
'

BSTkam M, >-.,::, :.' '.:,-:: cOSM* Ml ,-

ing each stab with a comment of ten lines, and those

Alexandrines, except tbe last, when, after declaring in

the first that the .word baa gone through hi. heart and

he feels it on the other side, he observes that it is no

wonder that the enemy never could kill him as he has

been put to so much trouble to kill himself, and be diea

at the sixth line." Remark* upon Remark* chiefly re-

latimg to the Stag, (pp. 64^ London >, p. 17.

The date is defaced, but I think it is 1710.

In some instances I observe that the author

prefers facetiousness to accuracy, though I cannot

accuse him of wilful falsification. As some of

your correspondents are conversant with Dutch

literature, perhaps they will inform me whether

the passages quoted above are genuine, and fair

examples of Dutch tragedy. J. F. J.

Memoir ofArchbishop Neiocome. Stuart, in his
|

Historical Memoirs of the City of Armagh (in his

account of William Newcome, D.D., Archbishop
of the diocese), p. 461., informs us that

" It is said there is extant an interesting manuscript
memoir of the archbishop, written by himself, in which

he details at some length tbe progress of his studies, and I

points out the sources from which he had derived his

theological opinions."

Can anyone tell me whether this Memoir, re-

ferred to by Stuart in 1819, is extant? and if so,

where deposited? The archbishop's interleaved

copy of the Bible, in four volumes, is described in

the Catalogue of the Archiepiscopal Manuscripts at

Lambeth. ADIIUA.

*
Stingy Cleanctus *, softened by thy skill,

Of costless viands lets thee take thy till ;

To other knaves, with visage stern and dull.

He turns, and shews the public tablets full."

The above lines are from Early Verse and

Prose by George H. Dyer, Cambridge (U. 8.),

182G, a small volume containing some good lines

and a display of very ordinary learning. The
sketch of a classical flatterer is about the best. I

cannot find " Cleanctus** in the Index to Theo-

phrastu?, and shall be obliged by anyone who is

familiar with Lira
saving

me the trouble of a

search which may be fruitless. M . E.

Eton.

Biographical Queries. I should be glad to

;i any information relating to the under-
'

:

. :.

See Theophrastn*.

Timothy WiBu, ambassador (o Muscovy in tie

reign of James I.

Sir George Wright, : >w of S. J

Oxford, 1600.

Adrian Dee, Canon of Colchester, son of Bishop
Dec. Of what college?

Roger Hacked a divine, temp. Elizabeth, second
son of Sir Cuthbert Hacket, Lord Mayor of Lon-

Juhn Elton, Judge of Admiralty. 1664.

C. J. llOBIBSOJf.
Sevenoaks.

"Devil-may-care." What is a "devil-may-
care expression**? And who first used so dis-

gusting a barbarism ?

JOB J. BARDWEI.L WOBEABD, M.A.

Lord Warden of the Cinque Ports: Coroner.
In the State Paper Office, Domestic Series, James
I. (vol. xxviii.) there is the opinion of one Dr.
Newman to the effect that the Lord Warden of
the Cinque Forts can be the only judge to act is
coroner in the cose of a man drowned off Dover

pier. Is this the case now ? W. O. W.

Colonel Thwachtcell. The great poet. Sir

Walter Scott, in a letter to his son, Lieut. Walter

Scott, 15th Light Dragoons (Hussars), dated
"
Abbotsford, 4th April, 1825,** writes :

*
Touching Colonel Thwack well, of whom I know

nothing but the name, which would bespeak him a strict

disciplinarian, I suppose you are now arrived at that
time of life you can take your ground from your observa-

tion, without being influenced by the sort of cabal

often exists in our army, especially in the corps where
the officers are men of fortunes or expectations, against
a commanding officer."

With regard to this officer, the editor has ap-

pended a note to the following effect :

" Sir Walter had misread, or chose to miswrite, the
name of bis son's new commandant, Lieutenant-Colonel
Thackwell."

Can any of your contributors inform me whe-
ther this Col. Thackwcll was the same officer who
died the other day, holding the rank of I.

General in the army, and who was also a Grand
Cross of the Bath and Colonel of the 16th Lan-
cers ? Also, who was his father ? ESQUIBB.

" Platonis Opera? Serrani, 1578, fol. Brunei

gives 14 inches 8 to 10 lines as the size of

the largest copy he bad seen. Query, Do not

[ See Wood's Athem^ il 817. (Bliss), for some ac-

count of Dr. Roger Hacket In addition to what is there

tate<l respecting him, we may add that be was instituted

to the rectory of North Crawl
and buried in that church Sept. 1C, 1621.

dated August 21, 1621, in which are several legacies to

his children; to New College, Oxford, several of his

books ; and a piece of gr wn of about 4Qa-

in case they do not disturb his enclosures. Cole's M8H
xxxviii. pp. 180. 186. 1
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even small paper copies exceed this height ?

Mine measures 15 inches, but is I think merely
a tall ordinary copy. JOSEPH Rix.

St. Neots.

George Browne, the First Protestant Archbishop

of Dublin, deprived by Q. Mary in 1554. Of
what family was the above prelate ? Was he mar-

ried*, and if so, to whom? Whom did his de-

scendants marry ? What were his arms and crest ?

A reply to these questions, through the post, will

greatly oblige R. W. DIXON.

Seaton-Carew, co. Durham.

Marquis of Argyle and Charles II. It is

stated in Martyn's Life of Shaftesbury (vol. i.

p. 161.) that in 1650 King Charles II. gave the

Marquis of Argyle, who was beheaded after the

Restoration,
" a promise under his hand and seal

to make him a duke, a knight of the garter, and
one of his bedchamber, and likewise to be in-

fluenced by his counsels ; and that, when restored

to his just rights, he would pay to the Marquis
forty thousand pounds which was due to him."

What is the authority for this statement ? Has
such a document been anywhere published ?

W. C.

im'tt)

Sir John Bankes in 1676. Who was Sir John
Bankes, living in Dorsetshire about 1676,? The
eldest son and successor of Sir John Bankes, the
Chief Justice, who died in 1644, was Sir Ralph
Bankes, Knt., who died early in the reign of
Charles II. His eldest son is described in the

family histories as John Bankes, without a title.

Was he a knight ? W. C.

[John Bankes, grandson of the Chief Justice, repre-
sented the borough of Corfe Castle in eight parliaments,
and died in 1714, and was buried at Wimborne. Accord-

ing to the pedigree in Hutchins's Dorsetshire, ii. 567.,
he is without a title.]

Mrs. B. Hoole, afterwards Hofland. Can you
give me any information regarding Mrs. Hoole,
author of a volume of Little Dramas for Young
People, published by^ Longman. I have not seen
the book, but the title is given in The London
Catalogue of Books, 18141846. What was the
date of publication, and what are the titles of the
dramas ? Z. A.

[We are unable to get a sight of Little Dramas for
Young People from English History, 1809. The maiden
name of the authoress was Barbara Wreaks, born at
Sheffield in 1770. Her first husband was Mr. T. Brad-
shawe Hoole; and her second Mr. Thomas Christopher
Hofland. Mrs. Hofland died at Richmond in Surrey,
.Nov. 9, 1844 ; and her Life and Literary Remains were
published by Thomas Ramsay, 12mo., 1849.

r> ^*i..
A

,
bp * Browne was deprived for matrimony. See E.

i . Shirley s Original Letters on the Church in Ireland, pp.
o. 18. LiD.

E. H. Keating's Dramas. Can you give me
the date of a volume by Miss Keating, entitled

Drawing-room Dramas. What are the names of
the pieces ? Z. A.

[The work is entitled Dramas for the Drawing Room;
or Charades for Christmas. By E. H. Keating. Post
8vo., no date '[1856?] It contains four charades : 1. Blue
Beard. 2. Phaeton. 3. Catiline. 4. Guy Fawkes. These
are preceded with directions " How to carry out a per-
formance successfully."]

Seal Inscription. I have the matrix of a seal

with the following legend :

"
S. THESAURAR. ET CAPITUT,. ECCESI,E DE

MENIGDUSTE."

The D in the last word may possibly be an o.

It is of the thirteenth century, with canopy of
three arches ;

under centre is Madonna and infant
Saviour ; at the sides are two saints

; underneath
is a kneeling figure, under another arch. Can
you tell me to what church it belonged ? J. C. J.

[The D, as our correspondent suggests, is probably an
o. The church appears to have been that of Menigoute,
a town of 850 or 900 inhabitants in the department of
Deux-Sevres. (Worcester, Geog. Diet, Bouillet, Diet.)
Menigoute would in old French be Menigouste, as on the
seal, and is so spelt in the Diet. Geog. of Expilly, 17G6.
This would be modernised into Menigoute, much in the
same manner that the old Fr. goust, taste, has in modern
Fr. become gout."]

Anna Liffey. How did the river which runs

through Dublin acquire the name of Anna Lif-

fey ? FRANCES SEYMOUR.

[The name Anna Liffey is said to be derived from
Awen Luiffa, the black river.]

The Termination " -sex" Can any of your cor-

respondents inform me what is the meaning of the
termination -sex in Essea;, Sussex, Middlesex, and
Wessex ? P. D.

[The word is derived from Seaxe, the Saxons, who had
different names according to their locality : 1. East Seaxe,
East Saxons, people of Essex. 2. Middel- Seaxe, Middle-
sex. 3. Suth- Seaxe, South Saxons, or the people of
Sussex. 4. West- Seaxe, West Saxons, or inhabitants of
Wessex. Bosworth's Anglo-Saxon Dictionary. 1

LADY CULROS'S DREAME.

(2
nd S. viii. 247.)

Under the impression that I had the materials

at hand to enable me to frame a reply to LADY
LYTTON'S Query, I have devoted a few hours to

the search, but fear my success in throwing any
new light upon Lady Culros, or her Dreame, has
not been very signal.
To the inquiry as to whether the Dreame is still

in existence, the reply is easy : a reprint of the

earliest known edition of the only work answer-

ing that description, having been published by
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Mr. David Laing in hU Early Metrical Tale*,

IHMnr 1896, under the title of Ane Godti*

tmrnffHt i Bmmmt MMsj h M. M t;.-..

m in Cairo** at the reqneut of herfrend**.
Edinbvrjzh, printed be Robert Charteris, 1608.

n,..M.M..,MMr.-,M.-I*.l.:.n.li., ,!i-u SJSJSj|

editions she is designated as Elizabeth Melvil, Lady
Culros yonjjer ; while another variety in her de-

mis furnished by Alex. Hume, who dedicates

his 1/ymne* or Sacred Song* (Edin. 1599) to Eliz.

Mal-vill, Ladie Cumrie, whom he identifies with

our subject by extolling both her poetry and her

piety. Mr. John Livingston, who has left a MS.
account of Eminent Proffe**or$ in Scotland, also

i Lady Culros as famous for her Dream
her spiritual condition, which she put in

and was by others published. Mr. Laing,
who furnishes these particulars, reconciles the

above discrepancies in her nomenclature by in-

forming us that our authoress was Elizabeth,

daughter of Sir Jas. Melvill of Halhill, the his-

torian ; and that by her marriage with John Col-

vill, eldest son of Alexander, Commendator of

Culros (who during his father's life had the de-

signation
of Col vill of Wester Cumrie), she re-

ceived the honorary title, first, of Lady Cumrie,
and subsequently

of Lady Culro*.

So far, I think, we may be satisfied, then, that

the existing Dreame is the work of the Lady Cul-

ros of the seventeenth centurv; and, judging
from the number of impressions it underwent, and

its consequent great popularity, as one of the

books of the people *, it almost amounts to cer-

tainty that it is identical with the iri'W wail which

lingered so long in the ears of Lawrence Temple,
i. *. the poet Armstrong, and the religion* rhap-

*ody of Finkerton, Campbell, and Leyden. But
here we come to the real point of LADY L.'s

Query, the singular reference to a like Dreme

by a Dreamer of the same name, in a poem pub-
lished more than a century before the time of our

Lady Culros!
I have not elsewhere met with the quotation

LADY LYTTOH has furnished from recollection in

support of the existence of the icilde thriekinge

dreme of the olden time, nor do I find that any of

our poetical antiquaries allude to it when speak-

ing of that extant : considering the evident fami-

liarity of the editor of the reprint of 1826 with

the old Scottish metrical romances, that of Sir

Gawayne in particular, which he has also edited,

it docs seem impossible to believe but that some
mistake is made in the Quotation, or error in the

ascription of it to m ballad printed m Richard III.'s

The Drtame has its teoffer* too: Sam. Col vill. in his

Wkiy't SmppKcatw* written about 1680. and the reputed
oo o/ LadyColroa. has the following rough allusion to

the work, aodiudrtrortor,:-
Which sundry drunken Asses flout.

Not steitae Jewel within the do*!**

Campbell, in his /

when commenting upon

CUTKNM
of Poetry in nmsaaff, wnen comnv
Pinkerton's jumping to the conclusion that tl

duant Lawrence Temple referred to Mrs. Col\ ill'?

Dreame, asks, may it not be possible that

strong alluded, not to this tilly rkapiwly, but to

some other piece of ooetry of which he had but
a faint remembrance f With all due respect for

this northern Warton, the doubt started by him
must remain but a very faint pro
correctness of LADY L.'s memory is vouched for

by the exact passage, and proof that it is to be
found in a production of the press of the antiquity
indicated.

Having said thus much of the Dreame, it may
not be out of place to add a word or two by way
of description, particularly

as neither original nor

reprint are likely to fall into the hands of any but
the curious in old books. Pinkerton, in 1.

gic Ballad* (London, 1781), strips the Dreamt of
its horror* when he says, in reply to Temple,
"this composition is neither lost, nor is it t<

rible for the ear. On the contrary a child

hear it repeated in a winter's night without the

smallest emotion." Viewing our amiable enthu-

siast as the Dreamer, we are struck at the outset

by the Bunyan-like key in which she opens her
wail:
"
Vpon ane day as I did moorne full soir

With sindrie thins uhairwiih my Mall was grettU,

moir, and mMy gretf iBcreaeit, and grew moir, and moir,
Mv comfort fled, and oookl not be releifit ;

!i heavines my heart was sae mischeifit,
I loathit my lyfe, I could not eit nor drink ;

I raicbt not speik, nor luick to nane that leifit,

Dot musit alone, and divers things did think.

" The wretchid warld did ea molest my mynde,

I thorh t vpon thia fals, and iron age ;

And how our harts were aa to vyoe inclyads,
feirfuUie to rage ;That aatban aeimit maist

Katbing on earth my ld ge !

I felt my sin moat strangelie to incres;

I grevit my spreit, that wont to be my pledge,

My saull was drownit into maist deip distress."

In this style, brooding over her sins and the

wretchedness of the world, and longing to be at

rest, in cadences which also remind us of that < on-

temporary plaint, the New Jenualem Ifymn, she

proceeds until wearied with the improvising of a
alls asleep, an<!

y religious spirit she falls

Dreame is visited by an angel, who interrogates

her as to the cause of her misery, and findir

bent upon closing her pilgrimage, and att.

at once to heaven, notwithstanding the p<

the way, says :

- Thou answeirs weffl, I an content said SMS.

To be thy gnyde, hot sse thoo grip me fcst."

Then follows the Dreamer'* narration of her

spiritual flight :

Up I rait and maid oa mair delay,

My febill ante about h arme I cast ;

He went befoir and mill di-l guyde tn v

Thocht 1 was walk, my spriet did follow fa^t.
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Throw moss and myres, throw ditches deip we past,

Throw pricking thornes, throw water and throw fyre ;

Throw dreidful dennes, quhilk made my heart agast :

He buir me up quhen I begonth to tyre.

" Sumtyme we clam on craigie montanes hie,

And sumtymes stayed on uglie brayes of sand ;

They war sa stay that wonder was to sie,

Bot quhen I feint, hee held me by the hand :

Throw thick and thin, throw sea and eik be land,

Throw greit deserts wee wanderit on our way;
Quhen I was waik, and had no force to stand,

Yet with ane luik hee did refresh me ay."

A glimpse of the celestial mansions is vouch-

safed by her guardian angel, but she is told that

many difficulties intervene before it can be

reached ; and, as a set-off to its glories, she has,

like Dante, to pass through the regions of dark-

ness. Arrived here, we have the following de-

scription :

" Into that pit quhen I did enter in,

I saw ane sicht quhilk maid my heart agast ;

Pair damnit saullis, tormentit sair for sin,

In flaming fyre, were frying wonder fast ;

And uglie spreits; and as we throcht them past,

My heart grew faint, and I begonth to tyre.
Or I was war, ane grippit me at last,

And held me heich above ane flaming fyre.

" The fyre was greit, the heit did piers me sair,

My faith grew waik, my grip was wonderous small ;

I trimbellet fast, my feir grew mair and mair,

My hands did shaik, that I him held withall :

At lentb they lousit, than they begonth to fall,

I cryit,
' O Lord !

' and caucht them fast agane ;
' Lord Jesus cum, and red me out of thrall.'
'

Curage !

'
said he,

' and now thou art past the

payne !
' "

At this point excess of fear caused the Dreamer
to awake from what the ancient ballad not inap-

propriately calls her wilde shreekinge dreme, and
the remainder of the book (in all sixty stanzas) is

occupied with the exhortations of the pious writer

to a godly and devout life. J. O.

This curious old ballad, published originally in

1603, was reprinted in 1826, and forms a part of
that highly valuable collection entitled Early Me-
trical Tales, including the History of Sir Egeir,
Sir Gryrne, and Sir Gray Steill, edited with a

preface by David Laing, Esq., Edinburgh, 12mo.
In the introductory notice prefixed to this volume
will be found much interesting information rela-
tive to the authoress (Mistress Elizabeth Melvil)
and her dream. Upon a reference also to Dr. John
Armstrong's (Launcelot Temple) Miscellanies, 2
vols. 12mo., 1770, will be found some little in-
formation in respect to the same. T. G. S.

Edinburgh.

BOYDELL'S SHAKSPEARE GALLERY.

(2
nd

S. viii. 50. 97.)
V. H. Q.'s Query and MR. BOYS'S answer in-

duce me to offer some farther observations. MR.

BOYS mentions two catalogues, both of high in-

terest, but it remains to notice that which was in

use during the existence of the Gallery in Pall
Mall. This was a thick 12mo. volume, stitched
in blue covers, according to the fashion of that

day, its bulk being occasioned by quotations of
the passages in each play which the pictures were
intended to illustrate, many of them extending to
a whole scene. Like MR. BOYS, I visited the

Gallery in my younger days, which certainly was
a most interesting and instructive exhibition,

although probably two thirds of the pictures
would not now rank as specimens of high art.

It would be too much to expect that " N. & Q."
should contain what V. H. Q. suggests,

" A List
of the Artists employed, and the Subject each il-

lustrated," but I will mention a few which I
best remember, by artists whose reputation re-

mains undiminished, as for instance :

Reynolds. Macbeth, Scene 4. The Incanta-
tion Scene with Macbeth and the Witches.

Henry VI. The Death of Cardinal Beaufort
;
and

Puck. Purchased at the sale by Mr. Rogers, and
I believe sold at the disposal of his collection.

West. Lear in the Storm
;
and Ophelia in the

Mad Scene, Hamlet, Act IV.

Homney. The opening scene in the Tempest,
or rather, by painter's licence, the first and second
scenes amalgamated. The passengers and crew
of the sinking ship occupy close two-thirds of
the canvass, and Prospero and Miranda the re-

mainder.

Barry. Lear, with the dead body of Cordelia.

Fuseli. Hamlet and Ghost ; Prospero, Miranda,
and Caliban ; and two great gallery pictures of
the Fairy Scenes in the Midsummer Nights
Dream. These two pictures were afterwards at

Stowe, and I presume sold on the lamentable
break up of the contents of that noble mansion.

Opie. Talbot at the Castle of the Countess of

Auvergne. Henry VI., Part 1.

Northcote. Richard II. The Entry of Richard
and Bolingbroke into London. This large and

conspicuous picture was, I believe, purchased by
the Armourers' Company for their Hall, where it

may still be, if the Hall still exists, but which

may be doubtful, as the old halls of the lesser

city companies are fast disappearing.
Hamilton, Westall, and Wheatley, all R.A.s,

were amongst the most numerous of the contri-

butors, but their productions would, I conceive,
be now but little regarded, although Hamilton's

Statue Scene in the Winter's Tale was a very
general favourite at the time.

V. H. Q. rightly observes that this was a bold

undertaking. If it had been merely the engage-
ment of the artists to paint the pictures, the outlay
must have been enormous : but this was only

laying the foundation : the main object was to

have them all engraved by the first artists in that
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En illustration of the splendid edition of the

plays, which was the professed object of ths

scheme. The utter impossibility of carrying this

out, in anv reasonable time, on a scale commen-
surate with what was held out in the prospectus,
and on the faith of which the subscriptions were

entered into, was the undoubted cause of its

failure as a pecuniary speculation. First-rate

line engravings were promised; there being at

that time but few hands in that line, and but few

of the print* appear to have been executed by
the best of them. Some of the line engravings
were such as would not now be tolerated; and

the greater part
of the

large prints were executed

in that inferior style of stipple which about that

time had cot into general practice.
Some of the

worn-out impressions of this class, I apprehend,
are what are alluded to by MB. DOTS as " hideous

reproductions,"
To compensate in some degree for this failure,

the Boydells obtained an Act of Parliament to

dispose of the Gallery by lottery. To the best of

my recollection the tickets were three guineas
each ; the great temptation being that there were

no blanks, the holder of each ticket being entitled

to receive prints to that value, by which means
the Boydells got rid of their heavy stock of im-

pressions
from the

plates,
the catalogue of which

is iccoiully noticed in MR. Bors's letter. One of

my sisters had a present of a ticket, for which

she got three prints, which together I am sure

would not have fetched St.

The great prize (I do not think there were any
on an intermediate scale) consisted of the pre-
mises in Pall Mall, with the pictures contained in

them. Mr. Tassic, of Leicester Square,
was the

fortunate holder ; and it was on his account that

the sale by Christie took place which is men-
tioned in MR. BOTS'S letter ; and it was no doubt
on this account that within a few years after-

wards Mr. Tassie relinquished the business long
carried on by him and his father before him, and
to which he left no successor or representative
that I ever heard of. That is a subject which I

was under the impression had been noticed in

some volume of yours not lonjr since, but I cannot
find it. I should like to make it the subject of

some remarks; but if so, it must be at some future

time in a separate communication, the present
one having far exceeded what I had anticipated.

M . If.

FORGED ASSIG5ATS.

(2* 8. vi. 70. 134. 255.)

I am obliged by the various replies received

through the medium of "N. & Q." to my ir.

on this subject. MR. PBNSTOXR (p. 134.) thinks

the report of the case tried before Lord Kenyon to

1)6 "very insufficient evidence*
1

on which to re-

'

ceive a charge against the government

|
day. With all deference to his conclusion I would

just remark that the case ( rm r.

! Lakyn) did not require to be probed farther as

I against the government, inasmuch as the question
i at isue was not the bona fidtt of the !

'

vernment, but a mere question of right or wron^
between the litigants. I tak-

summing up to be strong confirmation, if not ab-

solute proof of the charge. SIR W. C. TRRVRL-
TAS'S assertion (p. 255.) that "the transaction

was managed for Mr. Pitt bv Mr. (afterwards)
Alderman Magnay," is conclusive enough, und goes
far to vindicate that much vilified and occasionally

erring personage
" IT-IS-SAIU

"
from any sin of

invention or exaggeration. Sir W. C. T. states

that the paper was made at Haughton paper-mill
near Hexham ; but it is probable that more than

one manufacturer was engaged in the work, as I

find the following in the Financial and Monetary
History of England by Mr. Thomas Doubleday
of Newcastle. I may premise that Mr. D. is a
north countryman by birth, and must have bad

ample means of verifying his assertions :

"When he joined in the war Mr. Pitt had predeter-
mined to complete the discredit of the aasignata by forg-

ing, and distributing the forgeries over France: which
he did. The uence was that the aneignata became

paper,' and they may to this hoar be eeen pasted
against the walls of cottages in France as memorial* of

the time they fell. This act of Pitt has been confidently

denied; and it has been asserted that, if done, it was not
with the knowledge of the heads of the government.
Both denial and assertion are however falae. In conse-

quence of the fraudulent dishonour of a bill of exchange
the whole was divulged In a court of law ; and the paper
of which the forgeries were made is now known to hare
been manufactured by direct order ofgovernment at Lang-
ley paper-mill, situated near the city of Durham, a site

bably for this purpose on account of its i

from the seat of government ; and indeed the whole
transaction was worthy of the genius of the minister, who
was singularly destitute of military notions except
so far as they were intertwined with the pore question of

ways and means." Pp. 1M-135.

Mr. D.'s remark as to the reason f< :

of Langley paper-mill for the manufacture will

apply with equal or greater fitness to the sc<

locality of Haughton, on the North Tyne. One
more authority is Dr. Belsham, who (in his ///-

lory of England, published in 1805), says of the

failure of the Vendean expedition in 17'U

"A considerable sum in specie became likewise the
pio-

perty of the captors, together with prodigious quantities

of assignats fabricated fn England, and tasued under the

mock authority of the infant monarch of France,-- > !.

v. p. 37C.

If farther confirmation be needed by Ue ultra-

sceptical, I may add that I have this day con-

versed on this subject with a veteran naval officer

of undoubted veracity, who tells me that he was

in Quiberon Bay with the ill-fated c\

ndce, and is perfectly clear as to the fact of
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the English fleet landing these forged assignats in

large quantities at dead of night. He says that

one boat's crew was caught in the fact, and gib-

beted in sight of the ships. He has also given
j

me the name of a brother officer, now or lately :

resident in the South of England, as having been

employed in this particular service. I refrain
|

from giving these names here, as having no per- ;

mission so to do.

In conclusion, I would remark that it is scarcely
'

to be credited that any private firm would have
\

undertaken so extraordinary and dangerous a
j

business as the forgery and distribution of these

assignats without the complicity or sanction of
j

government; and not being skilled in Jesuitical i

distinctions as to the exact share of blame to be

awarded to principal or to agent, I am driven to

the conclusion that the memory of the " heaven-
j

born" Pitt must remain slurred with all the odium
j

that must attach to so disreputable an artifice,
j

Meanwhile, it is satisfactory to think that we have
made some progress in the morality of war since

that day. E. C. ROBSON.

Sumlerland.

ALTTHOB OF THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBBEW8.

(2
J
S. viii. 247.)

The absence of an apostle's name, as author of

this Epistle, caused it to be disputed by some

/who set it aside as not being one of St. Paul's

Epistles. (Euseb. H. E., iii. 3.) Its anonymous
character deprived it prima facie of claim to a

place in the canon. This objection, however, is

met by Pantamus (Euseb. //. E., vi. 14.), who
says :

" Since the Lord, -who was the Apostle of the Almighty,
was sent to the Hebrews, Paul, by reason of his inferi-

ority, as if sent to the Gentiles, did not subscribe himself
an Apostle-of the Hebrews, both out of reverence for the
Lord and because he wrote of his abundance to the

Hebrews, as a herald and Apostle of the Gentiles."

And Clemens Alexandrinus, the pupil of Pantasnus,

says (Euseb. H. j., vi. 14.) :

" But it is probable that the title, Paul the Apostle, was
not prefixed to it. For as he wrote to the Hebrews, who
had imbibed prejudices against him, and suspected him,
he wisely guards against diverting them from the pe-
rusal, by giving his name."

If there had been an historical tradition on
|

which Pantaenus and Clement of Alexandria could
j

have relied, this would have been more satisfac- !

tory than the reasons above given for the omission
|

of any apostolic character, or even any declara- !

tion that it was written by command or permis- i

sion of
^

God or the church. Again, the style of
the Epistle to the Hebrews was early discovered
to vary from that of the thirteen acknowledged
Epistles of the Apostle Paul. To meet this ob-

jection, Origen (A.D. 185 253) admits (Euseb.
H. E., vi. 25.) that

" the style of the Epistle with the title 'to the Hebrews,'
has not that vulgarity of diction which belongs to the

Apostle, who confesses that he is but common iii speech ;

that is, in his phraseology. But that this Epistle is more
pure Greek in the composition of its phrases, every one
will confess who is able to discern the difference of style.
Again, it will be obvious that the ideas of the Epistle are

admirable, and not inferior to any of the books acknow-
ledged to be apostolic. Every one will confess the
truth of this who attentively reads the Apostle's writings.
But I would say, that the thoughts (vo^ara) are the

Apostle's; the diction, however, and phraseology (TJ
fie

</>pa<n Kal j) <rvV0eens) belong to some one who has recorded

(aTTo^cTj/iovevo-avrds) what the Apostle said, and as one
who noted down at his leisure (erxoA.ioypa<j?(ra>T6) what
his master dictated. If, then, any church considers this

Epistle as coming from Paul, let it be commended for this,
for neither did those ancient men r^four or five generations
previous] deliver it as such without cause. But who it

was that really wrote the Epistle, God only knows ! The
account, however, that has been current before us is, ac-

cording to some, that Clement, who was Bishop of Rome,
'wrote this Epistle ; according to others, that it was writ-
ten by Luke, who wrote the Gospel and the Acts." "

But,'*
adds Eusebius,

"
let this suffice on these subjects."

It was still an open question, then, in the Eastern
church at this period, whether St. Paul was or
was not the author of this Epistle. In the Latin
church, Irenaeus and Hippolytus deny that it was
Paul's. (Stuart, i. 147. s. 16.) Jerome and Au-
gustine agree that the predominant opinion of
Christian churches was, that this Epistle was not
written by Paul. (Stuart, i. 154. s. 16. ; 157. s. 17.)
Stuart, who unfortunately omits the important
words above quoted,

" the thoughts are the

Apostle's" (i. 127. s. 14.), considers Origen as re-

presenting Clement and Luke merely as amanu-
enses of Paul : but, if Origen so intended, why
did he use so solemn an expression on the subject
as " but who it was that really wrote the Epistle,
God only knows"? Now the word used by
Origen, cwro

/uj>7j/uoj'et;<rctj'T<fc, is the same as Xeno-
phon uses in reference to Socrates : what we now
call memoirs Xenophon terms dTrcyu/Tj^oi'evjuaTa.

Very probably Origen had Xenophon's Socrates
in his mind at the time. Xenophon has a just
claim to the diction, phraseology, and composition ;

but the thoughts in the main are those of Socra-
tes. Did Luke then, or Clement of Rome, take
the position of Xenophon herein ? As to Clement,
he has quoted passages from the Hebrews, without,

however, as is his custom, naming his author.

Quoting from Hebrews then, as the work of an-

other, he cannot be himself the author.

With respect to Luke there is no doubt that,
in writing the Acts of the Apostles, he had

op-
portunity of constant reference to St. Paul for his

facts ; and, being a Gentile, he would necessarily

represent to St. Paul the opinions he entertained

of Judaism from the Gentile point of view. There
were five years from the publication of the last
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hy St. Paul (the Sc-

), prior to St. Paul's death, A. D. 68,

dating which this subject might occupy the inimN

of both. After the arduous life of the Apostle,
and with his ardent temperament, the thorn in

the flesh may have brought the Apostle into a

state of bodily infirmity which rendered htm in-

jsjpdUt of extending the series of his Kpiatle*.

BntwHh Luke at hand (* Tim. iv. 68. 11.),

whose style of composition may be estimated by
his introduction to his Gospel and by the latter

portion of the Acts of the Apostles, be bad no
want of a writer capable of conveying hit senti-

ments, so far as regarded style, in a way superior
to his own. The Epistle evidently wants, how-

ever, the final corrections of St. Paul. In the

parallel case of Socrates we may safely admit that.

bat for Xenopbon and Plato, we should have had
in the language of Socrates himself the same

thoughts probably, but not the same elegance of

diction or ability of composition. And as the in-

quirer will read Xenophon's Memorabilia to ascer-

tain the thoughts of Socrates, so be will read the

Epistle to the Hebrews, whether the
composition

of St. Luke or not, for the opinions of St. Paul on
the important typical relation of the Jewish re-

ligion to the Christian dispensation therein de-

veloped. This opinion coincides generally with

that of Origen, Lardner, Hue, Slier, Guerike, and
Davidson. The last author has examined the

several claims of Barnabas, Apollos, Silas, &c.

1. N. T., in. 1G3 259.), with greater ability

and fairness than Stuart, whose work, however,
is very useful and ample in detail. Kuinoel's

Prokg. to Hebrews is succinct, yet comprehensive. \

T. J. BUCKTON. '

Lichfield.

Krpltrtf to #Knor tiurricrf.

Eulciupiegel (2* S. vii. 455.) The book
auoted from is Eukiupitgcl im Nfunzchnifn

Jahrhu*dert oder Narrenicttz u*d Gimpelwei*-
1 >cutschland, gedrucht in diesem Jahr, pp.
At

p.
98. is the chapter

" Wie Eulcnspiegel
GeaandtschafU-secretar wird." There is nothing
bv which its date can be fixed, but from various

allusions I guess it to be about 1820. It is a

clever satire on the minor German courts, and
ir aversion to be joked with, I

think the author had good reasons for not putting
bis name or the printer's on the title-page. His

views in
political economy are advanced for that

time, ami he has much quiet humour ; but I can-

not discover, either in his matter or manner, any
resemblance to ITaliburton. The character of the

well-meaning prince, who makes weak efforts to

break through routine, is
capitally

indicated. Sup-
posing the book to be little known I offer one

example. Eulenspiegcl, after he has failed to

please in diplomacy, becomes court-jester
norr), and awak suspicions that
his army is inefficient and badly managed :

Der Furst wurde cweifelhaft ; liess die hohen Gene-
rale kommen, und gab ihnea den ernsten Befehl, aof

Ol ii'.-""'.i''. :.,'.",,::...:':'.'.

Paris.

die Grenadiere an ihren Blrenkappsj
> sonst nor eine gehangen hat:

FlTZUOPKIHf.

Ckarle* AnOW, Secretary to Mary Queen of
Scott (2- sTvm. 267.) Than it a most m-
trting memorial of the imprisonment of Charles

Bailly in the Tower of London, consisting of one
of the inscriptions cut into the wall of one of the

prison chambers. It is engraved in Hay ley's

History of the Toteer. This inscription is dated
10 September, 1571, and the readers of " N. & Q."
will at one* recollect it from the following ;

sophic sentiment, which forms the principal part
of the inscription :

" The moat unhappy man in the world, is be that is

not patient in adversities; for men are not killed with
the adversities they have, but with y impadence which

they suffer."

It is unnecessary to emote more of this inscrip-

tion, as a facsimile of toe whole will be found in

Mr. Bayley's work, where also there is probably
(for I have not the book at hand) some n-

of the prisoner. GBO. R. CORKEB.

[The inscription is given in Bayley, p. I !:., who adds*
that " The unhappy young; man who has left us these me-
morials (there are two

inscriptions)
was an adherent to the

interests of Mary Queen of Scots, and secretly engaged in

her affairs abroad, whilst she was a prisoner
He appeari to have been by birth a Fleming or E

'

.in i n..t, ,i- kfj assjH i Mitavywaajts' hi fcaf*
,r,n, ti,,uh,, -,l,i,.s ,,fS.. .

jvirl .-I" ISM >. ir 1171, Bl IM
lyRidolpbi the Florentine, i

I : :, ..-]>

greatest privations and miserv. The packet of

came to the hands of Lord Cobbam, governor
rin.jii. l'..r:; 1. :il i:.-< li.i.l Mflj i.nt , ! !: tO |

unfortunate miatrMa, and also for the Spanish ai

dor, the Duke of Norfolk, the Bishop of Roes, and Urd
Lumley, on his arrival at Dover was seized an
mitted to prison, where he seems to have undergone the

lattsji

of the
to gel pos-

session of it, and substitute another with less dun

contents, which was despatched to the council.

for some time after his commitment to prison, contrived

to hold correspondence with the Scottish ambassador, and
from one of his letters we find that he once sff.

toftmres of the rack without making any material dis-

closure; but his communications with Ross being
and having a promise from Lord Burgbley that li-

bs set at liberty without stain of his honour and credit, he

answered all the question* whi -h In* l,.r.ll.

Ilailly ssssni to have received a good sdm alien,

and besides the English, to have been acquainted with

the Latin, French, Spanish, and Italian language*."]

The Suffrage* Buhop of Ipivich (2* S

225. 296.) The date given by Tanner is that of
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Manning's institution in the church of Metting-

ham. It is certain that he was Suffragan Bishop

of Ipswich before that time. B. B. WOODWARD.

Scotch Genealogies: Jerningliam Family (2
nd

S. viii. 256.) Under the first heading, a corre-

spondent, WM. MATTHEWS, asserts that "the

knightly predecessors of the Barons Stafford, of Cos-

tessey Hall, were for a long series of years known

by the designations of Sir George and Sir William

in alternate succession." This is not the fact. So

far from this being true, there have been only two

Sir Georges, and only one Sir William. The late

Lord Stafford was Sir George ;
his father Sir

William, and his grandfather Sir George. The

present Lord's names are Henry Valentine.

F. C. H.

Carriage-boot (2
nd S. viii. 238.) A corre-

spondent refers to the word " boot" as an appen-

dage to a carriage. His observation has been

placed under Dean Trench's notice. In Oxoniana,
vol. iv. p. 220., is the following notice, enter-

taining in itself as a travelling anecdote, but

mentioned now from the statement underlined:
" Oxford Flying Coach.

1G69.

Monday, April 26, was the first day that the flying-
coach went frm Oxford to London in one day. A. W.
went in the same coach, having then a boot on each side.

Among the six men that went, Mr. Richard Holloway, a

counsellor of Oxford (afterwards a judge) was one. They
then (according to the Vice-Chancellor's order, stuck up
in all public places), entered into the coach at the tavern

door against All Souls Coll., precisely at six of the clock

in the morning, and at seven at night they were all set

downe at their inn at London. The occasion of A.
Wood's going to London was to carry on his studies in

the Cottonian Library, and elsewhere."

FBANCIS TRENCH.
Islip.

Gibber's Apology (2
nd S. viii. 269.) Your cor-

respondent will find the passage he inquires for

in Joseph Andrews, Book I. Chapter i. :

" But I pass by these and many others (Histories of

Jack the Giant Killer, Guy of Warwick, &c.), to mention
two books lately published, which represent an admirable

pattern of the amiable in either sex. The former of

these, which deals in male virtue, was written by the

great person himself, -who lived the life he hath recorded,
and is by many thought to have lived such a life only
in order to write it. The other is communicated to us

by an historian who borrows his lights, as the common
method is, from authentic papers and records. The
reader, I believe, already conjectures I mean the lives of
Mr

. Colley Cibber, and M. Pamela Andrews. How
artfully doth the former, by insinuating that he escaped
being promoted to the highest stations in church and
state, teach us a contempt of worldly grandeur ! how
strongly doth he inculcate an absolute submission to our
superiors ! Lastly, how completely doth he arm us against
so uneasy, as wretched a passion as the fear of shame !

how clearly doth he expose the emptiness and vanity of
that phantom, reputation !

"

F. S. will find other allusions to Colley Cibber

and his Apology scattered up and down the above

quoted novel (Book I. Chaps, in., vii. ; Book
III. Chap, vi., end of Chap. xii. and heading of

Chap, xiii.) ;
but although pretty well up in

Tom Jones, I remember no allusion to Cibber in

that novel. LIBYA.

Salford.

The passage in Fielding which F. S. wants is

not in Tom Jones, but in the first chapter of

Joseph Andrews. It is as follows :
" Who lived

the life he hath recorded, and is by many thought
to have lived such a life only in order to write it."

They are much deceived who take their idea of

Cibber from Pope or Fielding. The Apology is

a most interesting work, and has little, if any,
more egotism and vanity than autobiographies in

general, and Fielding in the drama never came
near " The Careless Husband." In the quarrel
between them, Fielding was, I believe, the ag-

gressor. T. K.

CTiatterton Manuscripts (2
nd S. viii. 234.)

Having disdained a pseudonym in asking a ques-
tion of great literary interest, I find myself at a

disadvantage in replying to the rather strong
terms of your correspondent W. My Query re-

specting the Rowley papers was not quite so ex-

plicit as it ought to have been. No one could

reasonably doubt that Chatterton's father did ab-

stract from the Redcliff muniment room old deeds,
ancient copies of presentments and assessments,

&c., such documents as usually form the contents

of a parish chest ; but I have yet to learn that the

son ever exhibited a single scrap of literary mat-

ter, said to have been discovered there, which is

now believed to be genuine. The ingenious hy-
pothesis of W. has, however, effectually settled

the question, and "
explained a thousand difficul-

ties :

"
for, like Caleb Balderstone's celebrated

expedient to hide the Master of Ravenswood's

poverty,
" this fire will settle mony things on an

honorable footing for the family's credit."

Strangers visiting the venerable church of St.

Mary Redcliff are, I believe, requested to sign
their names ;

but it was a new inference that this

custom, which is common in many other places,
has any connexion with the " art and malice of

Walpole," or the " hatred and persecution
"

of

Chatterton by the "
Corporation of Bristol," a cen-

tury ago.
As I am about to compare notes with BRISTO-

LIENSIS, in whom I have recognised a highly
valued acquaintance, a reply to his courteous

communication is unnecessary. HUGH OWEN.

" The Royal Slave
"

(2
nd S. viii. 207.) A

quarto edition of this play was published at

Oxford in 1639. I am not able to refer to it, but

would it not give the names of the performers ?

CUTHBERT BEDE.
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_'Vj.) A splendM edition of the ancient

metrical romance of Horn and RimcmMd was

published in 4to. at Paris in 1844, by the Ban-

natjne Club, under the superintendence

Francisque Michel Mr. David Laing, the emi-

r
. > !!i.h Anti.|imrv. WM MOf* uy of tl.,-

club when the resolution to publish it at its ex-

pense was made; and his services in assisting
the editor, together with those of Sir Frederic

Madden and Mr. T. Wright, are gratefully ac-

knowledged by M. Michel. In a note the editor

states, with regret, that Mr. Wright had aban-

doned his intention of preparing the English ro-

mance for the Bannatyne edition, which would,
with his assistance, M. Michel modestly states,

have acquired a value to which in its present
form it cannot pretend. The Bannatyne edition

contains all the poems that are extant relative

to the adventures of Horn ond Rimenhild, and
written in the French, English, and Scottish lan-

guages, from the thirteenth to the sixteenth cen-

tury. Facsimiles arc given of the MSS. in the

Bodleian Library, the British Museum, the Ad-
vocates* Library, Edinburgh, and the Public

Library, Cambridge. The Table Generate des

ret indicates the following as the contents

of the work:
I

.

1. LUte des Merabres du Bannatyne dob vii

eface - -" - xi

8. Roman de Horn et Riracnhild

4. The Gecte of Kyng Horn -

5. Horn Child and Maiden Kim mild
C. Appendix. English and Scottish Hallads

relating to Horn and Itimmild.

I. Young liynhoro (from Cromek's Col-

lection) ....
II. Hynde Horn (from Kinloch'0 Collec

tion)
III. Hynd Horn (from ftjothenrell's Min

"atrelay Ancient and Modern)
IV. Hynd Horn (from Peter Dueban's Col-

lection)
T. Ililtibraht enti Hadhubrant (from Lach

mann's and Charles Roth's editions)
Index et Glossaire da Pol'me Francois

Notes, Additions, et Corrections

A copious list of various readings is given
from the Cambridge MS., and from the MS. dis-

covered by Sir F. Madden. M. Michel
expresses

also his obligations to his learned friend, M. Fer-
dinand Wolf, of Vienna, and to the president ond
members of the Bannatyne Club for being at the

expense of publishing the work. The copy from
which I have collected the preceding information
M in the library of Sir Robert Taylor's Institu-

ti "li. J. MACBAT.

Oxford.

Faber v. Smith (2** S. viii. 87. 118 137.) In

his reply (p. 157.) MR. BOTS asks,
" Is there no

way in which a man bearing the name of Smith

may possess individuality ?"

As, in the paragraph preceding this Query, MR.
BOTS half hints at a similar arrangement as the
one by which ho refreshes his own memory as to

Smithian acquaintances, will he accept the follow-

ing solution of the difficulty.
the plan resorted to by a German society in Al-

bany for distinguishing the numerous Smiths
"

belonging to the institution ? They had

Dig StniL Smit mil de bri. k-vard.
Mnit mit de junk-shop.

Smit from dc hill. Smit mil de bolognas.
Smit from the holler. Smit mit MM tj*
Smit mit de store. Smit mit two eyes.
Smit de blacksmit , Smit mit de bone-picker.

1

257
Ml

- 395
i-

. 399
I-

- 407

ill

117

Ml

Smit mit de lager bier shop. Smit mit two "

Smit without any vrow.** Smit mit de swill-cart

Suit wot wants a M vrovr."
j

Smit mit de segar stamps.
:nil one leg. Smit mit peach pit*.

I Smit mit two legs. Smit mit de wnhken.
I Smit rait de pigs.
Smit mit de pig bead. mit no hair.

Smit mit de pig feet ! Smit.

TALLBOYS.

When we consider how ridiculously common
the name of Smith is, I think we can hardly fail

to come to the conclusion that there must have
been several origins of the name. Thus I think

it b easy to show that there were tiro distinct

branches at least, viz. the Saxon and the Celtic.

. Verstegan says :

' From whence comclh Smith, be be knight or squire,
Save from the Smith that worketh at the fire ?*

Ami I think with him that the Saxon name
Smith is doubtlessly derived from the " Smith
that worketh at the fire."

The Celtic family of Smith I consider to be

equivalent to the Gaelic Gow, and to be merely a

translation of it The learned Mr. Lochlan Shaw,
in his History of Morayshire, when talking of the

Clan Chattan, includes the Smiths amongst the

families of the clan ; and in many books on the

Highlands I have met with notices of " Smiths of
'

the family of Mackintosh/
1

Macpherson, &c. &c.

Besides these two sources there may hav

many other origins of the name. I should like to

see this subject investigated.
- ft

John Baynet (2^ S. viii. 269.) The "one John

Bayncs," mentioned by your correspondent, was

tlniil wrangler, second Smith's prizeman, ni

chancellors medallist, 1777; and became after-

wards a Fellow of Trinity College. lie was a man
of sterling worth, marvellous acquiremen*

i strongly independent character. As
him our notes contain references to Buy.
ed. Ki;,pi<, iv Preface; Cr, 428.;

Cooper's Annals of Caml,

pern Mag., xii. 140. lf>7. 3(i:<

Gent. M
1138.; lix. 918.; Ixxv. 1111.: M

Life of Bcntlcy,

'

'
'

.In*"*-,

viii. 1 .,.l's ////.".
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Notes and Queries, xii. 24.; Life of Sir Samuel

Romilhj; Watkins's Biag. Diet; Whitaker's Cra-

vcn, 363, 364. C. H. & THOMPSON COOPER.
,

Cambridge.

Etymology of the word Battens (2
nd S. viii. 249.)

Before we can make anything of the derivation

of this word, we must look a little into its history.

The term batten appears to have had formerly a

close connexion with button. For batten Johnson

refers to Moxon, whom we find first using the

word in 1678.
" Batten. Is a Scantling of Stuff I

either two, three or four Inches broad: and is

seldom above an Inch thick : and the Length un-

limmitted." (Median. Exercises.) Again, "Button

in merchandise
"

is stated to be " a name given to

certain pieces of wood or deal for flooring or other

purposes." (Encyc. Brit. 1842.) Moreover, ac-

cording to Wright, these two terms, button and

batten, are convertible.
" Button. In commerce,

pieces of wood or deal for flooring, or other pur-

poses, also called batten." (Univ. Pron. Diet.)

But supposing button and batten to be thus only
the same word under different forms, what of

their etymology ? Button is derived by Webster
from bat, and bat from the Saxon. (" Bac, Bact.

Fustis. a bat or club." Lye.) According to Ogil-

vie, however, button in Spenser signifies
" a baton

or club
"
(Supplement), which leads us off quite in

another direction T and brings us to the Fr. baton,

old Fr. boston. All we can say is that both the

Fr. baton and the Sax. bat have perhaps a com-
mon origin from some older root. Cf. Lat. batuo,

to beat, "a /Sare'ai, quod Delphorum lingua est

warew, calco." (Ainsworth.) Menage, however,
derives the Lat. batuo from the Gr. irarocnrw

;
and

as to the origin of the old Fr. baston and It. bus-

tone the differences are endless. THOMAS BOYS.

Rustic Superstition (2
nd S. viii. 243.) The

author of Adam Bede, in the passage quoted by
A, evidently refers to a superstition prevalent in

many parts of Britain, and preserved to us in an

aphoristic form in the following distich :

"
Happy is the wedding that the sun shines on ;

Blessed is the corpse that the rain rains on."

Otherwise thus :

" Sad is the burying in the sun shine ;

But blessed is the corpse that goeth home in rain."

The moon is said to be like a boat when the
horns seem to point upwards ;

and there is a

very prevalent opinion in this county, not con-
fined entirely to the uninstructed, that at the

period when the moon is thus situated, there will

be no rain. Southey notices this piece of folk-

lore in one of his letters, and furnishes us with
a quaint reason for it.

" Poor Littledale has this day explained the cause of
our late rains, which have prevailed for the last five

weeks, by a theory which will probably be as new to you
as it is to me. I have observed,' he says, that when

the moon is turned upwards, we have fine weather after

it, but when it is turned down, then we have a wet
season; and the reason I think is, that when it is turned
down, it holds no water, like a bason, you know, and

EDWAKD PEACOCK.
Bottesford Manor, Brigg, Lincolnshire.

Book Inscriptions (passim). In a MS. copy of
the "

Register of the Titles of a Collegiate Church
in St. Thanew's Gate, Glasgow," which belonged
to the deceased John Dillon, S.S.C., F.S.S.A., a
learned legal antiquary, and one of the sheriffs

of Lanarkshire, whose large valuable library was

disposed of in Glasgow by public sale in No-
vember, 1831, occur the following Notes:

" This buik ressauit be me fra Mr. James Wardlaw, con
tenane fiftie ane leiffis of parchment, to be delivered be
me to him again ye morne. Subscryvit witli my hand
at Edinburgh the xxi day of December four score twelf

yeirs." (sic.)
" James Streveling."

" Hie liber pertinet,
To beir it veil in mynde,
Ad me Magistrum Jacobum Wavdlaw,
Baith courtas and kynd,
Si quisquis invenerit,
To give it him again,
Habebit pecunium,
The quhilk sal mak him fain."

" Gulielmus Auchenlek
Give gloir to God."

The care, and punctuality in returning, of these

ancient book borrowers may well serve for an

example even in modern times, so often miserably

infringed. Mr. Wardlaw had likely been a cau-

tious, yet obliging lawyer, who knew the value of
never lending any of his buiks and papers except

upon a receipt. G. N.

Somersetshire Poets (2
nd S. viii. 204. 258.) I

am persuaded that Somersetshire may claim the

honour ofthe birth of Southey. My mother and he
were playmates in early childhood, and as he then

lived in Redcliff Street, on the Somersetshire side

of the Avon, it is most probable that he was born
in that same locality. F. C. H.

The "History of Ireland" (2
nd S. viii. 250.)

The author of that curious "
History of Ireland

"

forming vol. xlii. of The Modern Part of an Uni-

versal History, was the notorious but erudite

impostor George Psalmanazar, inventor of the

Formosan Alphabet and Grammar.
W. J. FITZ-PATRICK.

NOTES ON BOOKS, ETC.

Ketfs Rebellion in Norfolk; being a History of the Great

Civil Commotion that occurred at the Time ofthe Reformation
in the Reign ofEdward VI., founded on the "

Commoyson
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we hare a General History of England, written

with all the accuracy MM! precision demanded by the

we mut hare many such His-
about to

jsatmisi of the subject, we mut hare ma
torical Monographs as that to which we are

hirita ahhVattantieo. The leisure of nine yeara which
has devoted to the study and in-

hirita pahh
the Rev. F. W.
vestigation of ooe historical event- certainly one of gnat
moment has produced a volume which will be perused
with great satisfaction by the general reader as a pleasant
n.rrative of the events of that stirring period in English

history in which Kelt and his followers played a by no
Mans unimportant part : and we beg the general reader

not to be misled by its ample title-page into the error of

believing the book to be but a bundle of dry bones. It is

nothing of the sort. It is pleasant and readable; while

at the same time it contains such an important mass of

historical documents and evidence, drawn from every
available source of information, as to make it a contribu-

tion of the highest value to all future writers upon these

eventful times. We ought not to omit one word in praise

of the illustrations,

Handbook of the Geography and Statist** ofThe Church.

By J. E. T. Wiltsch. Translated from the German
John Lcitcb, Esq. With a Prtfact
Maurice, M.A. VoL L (Bosworth &
The pages of M N. & Q." hare frequently given evi-

dence of the want of some satisfactory work on the

Geography of the Church. When lecturing on Eccle-

iastkai History at King's College, some yean since.

Professor Maurice felt this want ; and as Wiltsch's 7/anJ-

bmeh seemed to meet his requirements better than any
other which he could hear of, he sugg

om the German by

by the Her. F. 1).

Harrison.)

suggested to Mr. Leiu-h,
Mutter's Introduction to ahe well-known translator ofa

flrisfj)fr Syttem of Mythology, that he would be doing
good service to English students by placing an English
translation of Wiltsch within their reach. The result

is now before us ; and when we see the vast amount of

useful information which German industry has here

collected together, we readily agree with the opinion

,-x;,:.--.
! 1 I M.. M.im,,. th ,t"Mr. Left* We*!** I a

very great benefit upon schools, universities, and private
tenants by his enterprise, and that there can be no
doabt that ecclesiastical history will be studied with far

greater profit by those who have this handbook at their

Sde, The work will be completed in two volumes. The
present brings down the history of the Church to the

year 1073, and is made complete, as far as it goes, by a

very full Index.

Hi
T*. By*

Soenm and
" ^a/JM*?^

(Bsntlev.)
A cheap reprint of a vary nlfteiint chatty volume on a

subject in which every English country gentleman feels

in..r orV ntefi t.

BritiA Fen* and their Altie, : an Abridgment of* The

ry of Briti* Fen*. By llbomas Moore,
Jlln*trated 6y W. 8. Coleman. (Rontledge &

M: V
special Historian of British Ferns,
the especial publishers of works

on Natural History for the Million. Hera we have for

a .hiUiiigMfiistruetive, well written, and wall

kookouFtms! What can go beyond this?

Lord Byron'i Podtcal Work*. Mmrray', Complete Edi-
tiom. Part* VIII. and IX. (Murray.)
The publication of Mr. Murray'. Complete and remark-

ably cheap edition of Byron is thus brought to a close

by the issue of the eighth and ninth Parts. We are glad
to find that it is to be followed by an equally cheap edi-
tion of Moore's Life of the wayward poet.
TV Poetical Work* of Thoma* XW JW,

KPSJ. Part VI I. (Longman* Co.)
i. - /. '

.
-

'

: /-.'

Saptic; Tteopemny Pott Bag; and Satirical a,.

morom* Poan*. Some of the latter seem to grow more

bitterbyage.

BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES
WAJTTBD TO P01CHAS1.

.. !?. lYals,S*o. Or th* saa falsest

. . -k OA*TTM
tVota.To. IW4- Ortbttadi
r mm IIIMI. 171*.

Wutodbr O. BUtep.1. BouMl'kHIIl.Doetoa' <

sr.sac.a3.

by r. Otorve. . aU Bvett. BrfsteL

to CarrripantornW.

ENSON'S WATCHES.

Si. 4 34. LVOGATE HILL. Ue4oa, E.C
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UNITED KINGDOM
LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY,

No. 8. WATERLOO PLACE, PALL MALL, LONDON,

The Funds or Property of the Company as at Blst Decent

ber, 1858, amounted to 652,618/. 3s. 10d., invested in

Government or other approved securities.

THE HON. FRANCIS SCOTT, Chairman.

CHARLES BERWICK CURTIS, ESQ., Deputy-Chairman.

INVALID LIVES. Persons not in sound health may have their

lives insured at equitable rates.

ACCOMMODATION INT PAYMENT OF PREMIUMS.- Only one-
half of the Annual Premium, when the Insurance is for life, is

required to be paid for the first five years, simple interest being
charged on the balance. Such arrangement is equivalent TO AN

without the borrower having recourse to the unpleasant neces-
sity of procuring Sureties, or assigning and thereby parting with his

Policy, during the currency of the Loan, irrespective of the great
attendant expenses in such arrangements.

The above mode of insurance has been found most advantageous
when Policies have been required to cover monetary transac-
tions, or when incomes applicable for Insurance are at present
limited, as it only necessitates' half the outlay formerly required
by other Companies before the present system was instituted by
this Office.

LOANS are granted likewise on real and personal Securities.

Forms of Proposal and every information afforded on application
to the Resident Director,

8. Waterloo Place, Pall Mall, London, S.W.
By order,

E. LENNOX BOYD, Resident Director.

ESTERN LIFE ASSURANCE AND
ANNUITY SOCIETY.

3. PARLIAMENT STREET, LONDON, S.W.
Founded A.D. 1842.

W
H.E.BickneIl,l

is, Esq.

Directors.
E. Lucas, Esq.
F.B. Marson, ESQ.X . .D. JTitUSUIl, JBtfMf*

A. Robinson, Esq.
J.L. Seager, Esq.
J.B. White, Esq.

T. 8. Coeki
G.H.Drew.Esq'.M.A.
W. Freeman, Esq.
F. Fuller, Esq.
J. H. Goodhart.Esq.

Physician. W. R. Basham, M.D.
-Eanfcers. Messrs. Cocks, Biddulph.and Co.

VALUABLE PRIVILEGE.
POLICIES effected in this Office do not become void through tem-

porary difficulty in paying a Premium, as permission is given upon
application to suspend the payment at interest, according to the con-
ditions Hetailed in the Prospectus.
LOANS from 100Z. to 6001. granted on real or first-rate Personal

Security.
Attention is also invited to t*e rates of annuity granted to old lives,

for which ample security is provided by the capital of the Society.
Example : loot, cash paid down purchases An annuity of

s. d.
10 4 o to a male life aged 60)

65 (Payable as longH 16 3 70 f as he is alive.
18 11 10

,, 75;
ARTHUR SCRATCHLEY, M.A., F.R.A.S. Actuary.

To Clergymen, Solicitors, and others interested in Copyhold and
Church Pro]

Now ready, Fourth Edition, 3s. 6d.
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FORGERIES ON JOHN BUNYAN.

The Editor of the first complete edition of all

Bunyan's works reprinted accurately from the ori-

ginal editions, which were corrected by the author,
is desirous of giving as perfect a list as possible
of all the books which have been published under
his name or initials, or with titles intended to de-

ceive the public into a belief that works with

which he was not in the slightest degree con-

nected were written by him ; the popularity of

his name ensuring a large sale to such forgeries.
He denounced this iniquity prior to his decease in

1688 on the reverse of the title-page to the third

edition of One Thing is Needful, and other poems,
by John Bunyan, in these words :

" Advertisement. This Author having Publish'*! many
Books which have gone off very well : There are certain

Ballad-sellers about Newgate, and on London-Bridge, who
have put the two first letters of this Author's name and
his Effigies to their Rhimes and Ridiculous Books, sug-
gesting to the World as if they were his : Now know,
that this Author publisheth his Name at large to all his
Books ; and what you shall see otherwise he disowns."

Can any of the readers of " N. & Q." add to
the following list ?

1. The Saints' Triumph, or the Glory of the Saints with
Jesus Christ. Describing the Joys and Comforts a Be-
liever reaps in Heaven after his painful Pilgrimage and
Sufferings on Earth. By J. B., with Bunyan's portrait
on the title. Small 4to. pamphlet. J. Blare, Looking Glass
on London Bridge, 1689.

2. The Second Part of the Pilgrim's Progress, 1683. De-
dicated to Jehovah by T. S. Frontispiece, two clergymen
in full costume, one sleeping. Bunyan published his Se-
cond Part in 1684. Query, who was T. S. ?

3. The Pilgrim's Progress, the Third Part. London

Bridge, 1693. The preface is signed J. B. J. Ryland
considered this as inferior to Bunyan as a piece of hop-
sack is to the finest cambrick, or a daub to a Titian. It
has also very indelicate passages, and to it was appended
a life of Bunyan containing a paragraph about the ran-
ters so indecent that a new life was written for the
fourth edition, 1700. In the reprint of the old life, by
Mr. Ivimey, the bad part was omitted. Query, who was
the author of the book, or of either of the lives ?

4. An Exhortation to Peace and Unity among all that
fear God. The late Mr. Robinson of Cambridge has

fully proved that this was not from the pen of Bunyan.
It has been published in every edition of his works.

Query, Is there any edition of it before Bunyan's death,
1688? The first that I have seen is in the second edition
of the Barren Fig Tree, 1688. This has a black border
round the title-page, it being published after the author's
death.

5. The Visions of John Bunyan; being his Last Re-
mains, giving an Account of the Glories of Heaven, and
the Terrors of Hell. Midwinter, London Bridge. No
date, but after the accession of George I.

This is a verbal reprint, preface and all, of " the World
to Come, the Glories of Heaven and the Terrors of Hell

Lively displayed under the Similitude of a Vision." By
G. L. ^lAdi/flptoTros, Gwillim, 1711. G. L. was George Lar-

kin, a friend of Dunton's, who mentions the book in his

Memoirs.
6. Hearts-Ease in Heart Trouble by J. B., a servant of

Jesus Christ, 1691, republished in 1728 by J. B., Minister
of the Gospel, with a Hebrew motto on" the title. This
book was written by James Burdwood, a Nonconformist
minister ejected from St. Patrick's, Dartmouth [Palmer's
Noncon. Memorial']. It is dated " From the house of my
pilgrimage March, 1690, Bunyan having long before en-
tered upon his house eternal in the heavens. In 1762 it

was published under the name of John Bunyan, and
went through many subsequent editions; one even by
the Tract Society, but was soon withdrawn. The third

page exhibits a sentence diametrically opposed to Bun-

yan's sentiments. " We are always too prone to fall into

extreams; to sin either in excess or in defect, too much,
or too little; we are faulty both ways." What a slan-

der to charge Bunyan with saying, men sinned too little !

7. The Riches of Christ or the Glorious Treasure of

Heavenly Joys, Exhortations to Repentance, with a de-

vout Prayer. By J. Bunyan, Edinburgh, 1741, 12mo., 8
leaves.

8. The new Pilgrim's Progress, or a Pilgrimage to

Greatness, under the Similitude of a Dream. By John

Bunyan, 2 lines from Horace, 1756, Svo. A political squib

supposed to be aimed at Walpole. It passed through
several editions.

9. Bunyan's Shove. A copy of the title and date re-

quested.
10. The Advantages and Disadvantages of the Mar-

riage State. By J. B., minister of the Gospel ; frontis-

piece, the sleeping portrait inscribed John Bunyao of

Bedforde. Printed for the Author, 1775.

The foulest and most unfounded slander upon the

fair fame of Bunyan has been recently published
in the Freeman s Journal, in which it is asserted

that Bunyan copied his Pilgrim's Progress nearly
verbatim from an old Popish work on purgatory,
called The Pilgrimage of the Soul, which com-
mences after the body is dead, and goes through
all the imaginary pains of that fraudulent inven-

tion so profitable to the priest, called purgatory,

scarcely one sentence in which has the slightest
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similarity to Hunyan's Pilgrim* Progre**, ex-

cepting that it is a dream. GBOBGE Orrot.

JOIIK BUKTAK AKD M THB PIIX31IM 8 PBOOBBS8.

I beg to band you a cutting from the Dublin

Freeman of September 29.

"An interesting literary discovery has jut Bee*

brought to light. It was asserted tome time ago that

Banyan, who wrote the Pilgrim'* Progrtu, was an im-

postor. and that the whole story was made np from an

nwoy yeaw to the study of the works to which he
thought Bunyan had beta indebted, speaking of De

(which is reell, the

.

fim

ancient manuscript Several erudite members of the

Reformed Church wrote letters to the newspapers, de-

nouncing the libel, and claiming for honest John Bnnyan
the whole credit ofhavine conceived and written the famous

Miss Catharine Isabella Cust has, however.
taken up the gauntlet thrown down by Dr Gumming
and other admirers of

vond all possibility of doubt, and on the most irrefragable-- * ~ - - - - - - - .:_?_.
Mr. Ilunyan, and has shown, be

, ana on
'evidence,' that Bnnyan, the ' star of Protestantism,' was
a mere duffer, and a shabby, unprincipled

duffer into the

bargain. She has published (this day) a translation

from the French manuscript copy in the British Museum
of the Pylgrtmage of the Smcle, by Guillaume De Guile-

ville, a churchman who flourished in the fifteenth cen-

tury. The original work was translated in England 70

rears before the Reformation, and was printed by Caxton
in 14S3. The Bunyan's Pilgrim'* Pngnt* is nearly a

verbatim copy of this rare work, with a few alterations

here and there, to give it the tinge of originality ! I have
the work before me as I write, and when it reaches your
hands you will be able to judge what measure of credit

John Bunvan is entitled to. The fact can no longer be

disputed that John Bunyon, of pious memory, was nothing
more nor less than a literary swindler, and that the sub-

lime sentiments enunciated m the Prognu were not those

of sn inspired follower of the ' reformed faith,' but of a

Catholic divine who lived and died long before John

Bun) an saw the light whose work was translated by
Catholic pens, and printed by Catholic hands, in the

little printing room called ye presse closet,' within the

precincts of the abbey church of Westminster, on the

very spot where the new Victoria Hotel now stands, and
that John Bunyan had no more to do with its production
than you or I ! The saints will be savage to think that

for two centuries they have been lavishing so much

praise upon an imposition ; but facts are stubborn things,
and even the most incredulous must believe, when the

and life!CM dialogue between abstract and unemtxxlied
qualities :

"
and few, we think, who will take the trouble to

compare the two books (and the admirers of John Ban-
yan can well afford to invite such compsrison), will hesi-
tate in deciding that the epithets shabby, unprincipled
duffer," and "literary swindler," do not spply to the
author of Tk PUgnJi Jrewiss, however correctly they
may describe the writer of false and scandalous charges.

,
As the correspondent of the Frttmam't Journal professes
to have bad Miss Cust's book before him when he penned
this tissue of untruths, we may fitly conclude in his own
words,

* whom Heaven forgive for'bis unscrupulous au-
i dac^y." ED. -X. & Q,"]

De Guileville'* "Pilgrimage of the 5oW" (2
nd S.

I

viii. 268.) AHOK. wishes to know what became
of a MS. verse translation formerly possessed by
Mr. Gillies.* There are several in the British

Museum, and Cax ton's edition of 1483. Probably
one of these may be that now sought for. IJut.

what makes A NOW. dream that John Bunyan ever
saw that curious book, or had it in prison ? He

l

could not have read it ! Bunyau's Pilgrim'* Pro-
greu is that of a man from bis conviction of sin

until he dies. The Pilgrimage of the Soul com-

,

inencet where Bunyan end* ! and shows the soul's
1 horrid state for thousands of years in purgatory,
until released on the intercession of the \

Mary. A fair analysis of this book is in my in-

troduction to the Pilgrim. The Freeman'* Jour-
nal has circulated a most unfounded slander in

saying that Bunyan copied Guileville. The two
books are open to the public, in the British

Museum, and give an utter denial to the aster-

lion. GEOBGK OrroB.

of Mr. John Banyan, whom Heaven forgive for his un-

scrupulous audacity."

If the facts be as stated, I think they cannot

be too generally known : if, on the other hand, the

statement can be contradicted, or is susceptible of

mialification, some of your numerous
correspon-

dents may be in a position to do so. G. P.

[This is a most disgraceful piece of misrepresentation,
in which it is difficult to say whether religious bigotry
or unscrupulous mendacity has the preeminence. Miss

Cast did not " take up the gauntlet thrown down
and other admirers of Mr. Bnnyan." The PU-

arim't Jtvor***, so for from being -nearly a verbatim
... -.ft-, / .

' - s '.,.!:-.; :.,.-.-., -.

Mil occasional resemblances as are almost inevitable

from the similarity of their subject, both De Guileville

aad Banyan being indebted for the idea to the Apoca-

lypse. The latfjMr. Nathaniel Hill, who had devoted

PtODATION LISTS OF UBBC0AKT TAYf.OBs' SCHOOL.
KO. III.

111. Robotham)
,, fb. 1686.

112. Thomas J
*"* i b. 1611

US. Moses Allington, b. 1666.

(No doubt brother of Mormaduke A., M.P.)
114. Kdward Amhurst, b. 1698-9.

(Younger brother of Nicholas Amhnnt.)
115. Townsend Andrews, b. 1702.

116. Timothy Archer, b. l

Onileville wrote three treatises, called * Le Romanl
des trots Pelerinages: le premier eat de 1'homme durant

quest en vie; le second de Tome seperee du corps; le

tiers set de notre Seigneur Jesus," written 1330, printed
at Lyons, 1486. Never published together in English.
Caxton printed Tkt POgrima* of tl* S<*1 In 1488.

Fawkes printed the ftnt, TVAht^tsyt of Mam, about

1505. So rare as to be unknown toDibdin, there is a

copy at Oxford. Hiss Cost nwl a MS. of this in the
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117.

118.

119.

120.

121.

122.

123.

124.

125.

126.

127.

128.

129.

130.

131.

132.

133.

134.

135.

136.

137.

138.

139.

140.

141.

142.

143.

144.

145.

146.

147.

148.

149.

150.

151.

152.

153.

154.

155.

156.

1GO.

161.

162.

163.

164.

165.

166.

Thomas Atterbury, b. May 23, 1683.

Randolph Barker, b. 1681.

Brian 7 i^tham l b> 1682 '

Gregory )
Bentham

|b. 1719.

(Both were, no doubt, related to the Economist.)
Andrew Bethune, b. 1705.

(Possibly B.A. of Balliol College, 1724.)
John Blacstone, b. Sep. 23, 1713.

John Bramestone, b. Sep. 29. 1696.

(Was he B.A. of Catharine Hall, Camb., 1716?)
John Buckingham, b. 1717.

Thomas Burgoyne, b. 1721.

Julius Caesar, b. June 16, 1709.

Nicholas } r ,ntrell fb. 1675.

Thomas f
(-antre11

} b. 1665.

Thomas Carow, b. Dec. 10, 1602.

(Was this Thos. Carew of Tower Hill, the poet?)
Jacob l rhflloner fb. 1598.

Theodore )
Chaloner

lb. 1674.

Ephraim Child, b. 1595.

Robert Codrington, b. 1633.

Owen Crane, b. 1635.

Andrew Crisp, b. 1665.

(Of Merton and Oriel Colleges, Oxford.)
Nathaniel Danse, b. 1735.

(Afterwards Sir N. D. Holland, Bart,, M.P., the

eminent and eccentric painter.)

John Deering, b. 1637.

Baldwin Duppa, b. 1681.

Marmaduke Etty, b. 1715.

Francis Feme. (No date given.)
(Fell, of S. John's, Cambridge, Master of Wisbech

School, Preb. of Ely, d. 1713.)

Francis Ferrand, b. Mar. 5, 1601.

Archibald Floyer, b. 1689.

Henry Hankey, b. 1700.

(Sir 'Henry H., Knt., Alderman and Sheriff of

London.)
Edmund Hayles, b. 1605.

Christopher Howell, b. 1617.

Stephen Jenour, b. Dec. 25, 1 640.

Abraham Jordan. (At school, 1654.)
(Query. Fell, of Trin. Coll., Cambridge?)
Thomas Meux, b. 1663.

(Of Stoughton-Manor, heir to his brother-in-law,
Sir Wm. Massingbeard, Bart.)

Christopher Minshull, b. 1686.

(Probably nephew of Christ. M., Divinity Beadle at

Oxford, who died 1681.)

Anthony | -^
, f b. 1596.

Ezekiel )
{ e

\ b. 1595.

John Nelthorpe, b. 1662.

Christopher^ (\>. March 6, 1686.
Edmund f p , J b. 1689.
Graves C

rack
"\ s. a. at school, 1692.

Richardson ) (^b. 1682.

(The last-named -was Fellow of S. John's, and a
barrister; afterwards a major in the army, and a
writer of some distinction. He died 1728.)

Thoroton Pocklington, b. 1735.
Fairfax Rashfield, b. 1705.

Philip Rashleigh, b. Nov. 25, 1695.

(Afterwards M.P. for Liskeard. Died 1736.)

SEP} *{*
"

jB*f{.tai^}t
."*

Christopher Sandes, b. Mar. 3, 1638.
William Shuckburgh, b. 1734.
Samuel Shuckford, b. 1730.

167. Nathaniel Stackhouse, b. 1734.
168. Thomas Swadlin, b. 1640.

(Query, D.D. of S. John's, Oxford, imprisoned in
Gresham College? Died 1669.)

169. George Tuke, b. Aug. 1610.

(Was this Sir Geo. T. of Crossing Temple ?)

170. Edward Turpin, b. Aug. 25, 1601.
171. Robert Walgrave, b. 1596. (Son of the printer?)
172. Lancelot Whitehall, b. 1665.
173. Samuel Winstanley, b. 1695.

CHARLES J. ROBINSON, M.A.
Sevenoaks, Kent.

NOTE ON FORMER PRINCES OF WALES, CHIEFLY
IN CONNEXION WITH OXFORD.

The Prince of Wales's residence at Oxford will

naturally recal attention to previous instances in

English history when the heir apparent of the

throne was at that University. Those who wish,

to refresh their memory on the subject with re-

gard to Edward (commonly called the Black

Prince) will find a pleasing and graphic state-

ment on his Oxford life, as a member of Queen's

College, at p. 102. (2nd ed.) of the Kev. A. P.

Stanley's Historical Memoirs of Canterbury. The
passage is too long for extraction, but that is less

to be regretted, as the book is in so many hands.

From a less known work I extract an interesting
and curious notice, entitled "

Henry Vth., where
Educated

"
:

"
Henry the Fifth is said by Milner, in his History of

Winchester, on the authority of Stowe, to have received

his education at New College, under the tuition of his

uncle, Cardinal Beaufort, who was at that time Chan-
cellor of the University. Tradition, however, has gene-
rally given the honour to Queen's, and this tradition is

supported by Holinshed and Speed.
" Hearne affirms that he was educated at Queen's, and

not (as John Stowe mistakes) in New College.
" ' John Ross, or Rowse,' he adds,

' assures us that his

chamber was over the great gate of the Colledge, just
opposite to Edmund Hall Gate. Both the gate and
chamber are still (June 28, 1720) remaining, and are

much noted by curious persona that come to Oxford.'

(Textu* Roffensis, p. 316.)
" It has been inferred that he was a member of Queen's

College from the circumstance -which is related, not only
by Holinshed, but in nearly the same words by Speed
and Stowe, of this prince appearing before his father, who
was then very ill, 'apparelled in a gown of blew satten,
full of small oilet holes, at every hole the needle hanging
by a silke thred, with which it was sewed. About his

arm he ware an hound's collar set full of SS of gold, and
the tirets likewise being of the same metal.' It has been

suggested that he took the idea of this dress from the

singular custom, which is observed annually at Queen's
College, of the bursar presenting every member with a
needle and thread

;
a rebus (composed of the two French

words aiguille, a needle, and fil, thread,) on the name of

Egglesfield, their founder; and that he wore it to show
his father that he was not forgetful of his academical pur-
suits, and to convince him that he had no desire of usurp-
ing his throne, -which suspicious jealousy, raised in the
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king's mind by some evil-dispoeed persona, who *

hie confidence, was occasion that be in part,' a< IL-lin -

. w his affection and singular love from

the Prince.' "-Ow-faaw, vel ii. pp. 4-.
While on the subject of former Princes of

Wales, I take the opportunity of mentioning that,

on taking down the bells of this parish, for being re-

cast, in the course of the present year, it was found

that the largest among them had
(in

addition to

the inscription
" Omnia parata. Vemte," being the

translation of Mat. xxii. 4., or Luke xiv. 17., and

the date 1623), the arm* and motto of the Prince

tie*. To explain this it was necessary to

refer to English history ; and, in so doing, it
ap-

peared that this was the very year in which the

Prince of Wales, afterwards Charles I., occupied
such a prominent position in the nation's eye,

from the journey to Spain, and the marriage

question
therewith connected. There was, at the

tioueJ. grew impatient of staying longer, and resolved
to pass the brook whatever the danger was; bat to do it

with tti lu peril, and the mere steadiness, be took a
;

.

. ;..- .::.:. '

.;.,: .-iv-

ing him some ftrmnees against the violence of the wafer,
he passed the same without barm, aad came safe to the

y people who had

akstptrm."
ABHHA.

he passed the

other side, to the wonderment of
been looking on, and given him np for

SIR AMYAS PAULETT AMD SIR DRUB DRURT.

It is the duty of the historian and biographer
to deal justly by the persons whose sayings and

doings they undertake to narrate; and also to

quote correctly the authorities they
refer to ; and

I cannot but think that Miss Stnckland, in her

Life of Mary Stuart, Chapter Ixii. (" Queens of

Scotland") hath violated both these duties, in

respect to the two individuals to whom was con---_ .

time, no special reason, of which I am aware, why I fided the unpleasant duty of being her keepers in

this royal emblem should have appeared on the Fojheringay castle.

bells of this, more than any other rural parish of

the country : I therefore conclude that it merely
|

arose from the general interest felt for the Prince

of Wales. Should any correspondent be able to
'

throw additional light on the subject, information

will be welcome. FRANCIS TRENCH.

Islip Rectory.

SIR WILLIAM V88HBR.

I have more than once seen it in print, that in

the year 1649 "Sir William I'sshcr, though at-

tended by many of his friends, was drowned in

crossing the Dodder," which runs in the neigh-
bourhood of Dublin ; but a reference to Boate's

Irelandt Natural Huttory (London, 1652), p. 60,

proves that this is a mistake, which it may be well

to correct :

"This [the Dodder] groweth thereby so deep,
and exceeding violent, that many persons have lost

their lives therein; amongst others Mr. Jukn Uuker,
fatkfr to Sir WUltam Uttker that now u, who was carried

by the current, nobody being able to succour him, al-

though many persons, and of his nearest friends, both
a-foot and horseback, were by on both the sides."

The danger experienced
in crossingother streams

as well as the Dodder (which generally indeed
"

is of very little depth, but is subject to fre-

QOOt inundations), suggests a farther quotation
from Dr. Boate's Hiitory :

It is well known that Walsingham " wr<>

conjunction with his secretary Davison," a letter

to Paulett and Drury, moving them, in the name
of Queen Elizabeth,

" to shorten the life of that

Queen," Mary Stuart, their
prisoner ; and "

sug-

gesting the private execution of their royal
charge."

Miss Strickland, after giving an account of this
" memorable" and wicked letter, says that :

" Sir Amyas Paulett, in
reply

to Walsingham, ex-

presses
* his grief that he should be so unhappy as to live

to see the day in which he is required, by direction from
his most gracious sovereign, to do an act which God and
the law forbiddeth ;

' and indignantly adds, God forbid

I should make so foul a shipwreck of my conscience, or

leave so great a blot to my poor posterity as to shed
blood without law or warrant' "

Yet Miss Strickland also says :

" The stern integrity of Sir Amyas Paulett and Sir

Drue Drury in refusing
the name of their soven
but no advantage had been

the ruk of being rendered, tike Of
not only unpaid ejfeentiontn, but teapiooattforpMic m-

Mary Stuart m vain."

I would now ask whether it is fair, or just, or

right, in Miss Strickland broadly to insinuate

that Paulett and Drury were not influenced by
the feel'

by the
ings they avowed ; but were only hindered

absence of a bribe and the offer of an
from doing the foul ID

insinuation she makes with Pin

* It shall not be improper to insert here a particular advantage
observed by a very credible and reverend person, Theo- which insin

philus Huckworth, BUhop of Dromore, the which be hath '

proud, noble, and indignan
several times related to my brother and others, being kpr ? T think \t will he r*
this: Tne Lagon,'a little river or brook whicTpassetfi

i Kt *.
by the town of Dromore, upon a certain time being

"" ' of -
.. .

greatly risen through a great and lasting rain, and hav- *i **J' " :
~

ing carried away the wooden bridge, whereby the same " Sir Drue Drury did not commit himself to writing
used to be paseed at that town ; a country fellow who was

i'ly ly'ng before

replied by every one,

travelling that way, having stayed three days in hope
that (he water would fall, and seeing that the rain con

merely signed his name to a post-

script, by Sir Amyas P-ofetl. declaring that he sub-
on the subject ; but

s P-oet
scribed in heart to his opinion."*
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For all this she refers in a note to the letter of

Walsinghara, which was found among Paulett's

own papers, and has since been printed by
Thomas Hearne, the antiquary in bis Appendix
to Robert of Gloucester, and by others. Now,
according to the letters, as given in my copy of

Hearne's Appendix, it appears, lirst, that though
Paulett replied to Walsingham in the first person

only, yet the letter concludes thus,
" Your most assured poore friends,

" A. POULET D. DltURY."

Secondly. The postscript was the postscript of

Paulett, and not of Drury (as Miss Strickland

says it was), and reads thus :

" Your letters
"

(for there were two others from Davison

requesting the letter ' to be consumed in the fire '),

coming in the plural Number, seem to be meant as to

Sir Drew Drewrye as to myself, & yet because he is not
nam'd in them, neither the Letter directed unto him, he
forbeareth to make any particular Answere, but sub-

scribeth in heart to my opinion."

Such is the way in which Miss Strickland

writes history, with the authorities before her ;

and this will help to determine the degree of

confidence with which she must be read by the

students of English history. P. H. F.

KIRK SESSION RECORDS.

Will you accept of a few items from the Kirk
Session Records of the parish of Hutton, Berwick-
shire? They are curious, and will serve to illus-

trate the morals and manners of bygone times:
"
1701, May 25. Collected for the harbour of Eyemouth,

III 6s. Od., and delivered to Mr. Ramsay, minister there.

"1701, Sept. 21. The Moderator (i. e. Mr. Gilbert

Lourie, minister of the parish, who was Moderator of the

Session) having received a letter from Mr. Crighton,
minister of the Tron Church at Edinburgh, craving that
the Session would order their officer to summon Robert
Johnston of Hilton in this parish (Hutton, residing at
Hutton Hall), to appear before the Tron Church to satisfy
church discipline there, for the filthy fact of fornication,
some time ago committed by him within the bounds of
this parish, and that upon the 28th day of October next.
The Session ordered accordingly."

1701, April 7. John Hogard, one of the elders, sum-
moned before the Session for the scandalous fact of

quarrelling and fighting with one John Nesbet. The
Moderator gravely rebuked him, and farther asked him
if he did not present a gun to the said John, and whether
he did ysult (assault) him next day with a drawn
sword ? He confessed both, but for excuse alledged be
was in drink. The Moderator told him the pretended
excuse was rather an aggravation of his crime, and again
rebuked him for the same, and his other miscarriages.
(He was afterwards publicly rebuked before the congre-
gation for those misdemeanors.)"

1702, March 2. This day was read from the pulpit
the sentence of excommunication against Robert Craw of
East Reston. (This individual afterwards engaged in the
Rebellion of 1715. )"

1702, May 24. Margaret Home, being delated to the
Session, for cursing and swearing, and abusing Beaty Da-
vidson; ordered that she be summoned to the Session

next dyet. (Cursing and swearing among the ladies
seem to have been very prevalent in those days, as we
find Kathenne Pearson and Janet Trotter summoned be-
fore the Session soon after for the same, and numerous
other instances may also be cited).

"
1702, Septr. 13. The Session appointed two of their

number, viz. Adam Douglas and George Foord to observe
the fishers of Paxton, if any of them encroached on the
Sabbath by fishing (in the Tweed).

"
1702, Oct. 25. This day, the Session enacted that

none should be allowed the benefit of proclamation for

marriage, but such as should appear before the Session in

person, or by proxie, and mortifie fourteen shillings Scots
to the poor,"and find sufficient sureties for accomplishing
their marriage without violation of the rules of church
or state.

"
1702, Nov. 22. This day, Christian Home and Mar-

garet Craw, of the parish of Coldingham, now denounced

fugitive from discipline.
"
1703, April 11. This day the minister exhorted

both old and young within the parish, to keep within
doors after public worship, and to spend the remainder of

the Lord's day in relegious exercises. George Allan and
John Ross, elders in Paxton, reported that going through
their quarters (districts) on the Sabbath, they found se-

veral persons lying in their beds in time of divine service ;

the Session enjoined the said elders to admonish the said

persons, under pain of public censure.
"

, July 25. The members appointed to observe the

fishers on Tweed, report that this morning, about sun-

rising, they saw several coming home from the water,
and George Hogard drawing his net ; appoint him to be
summoned to next Session.

" 25. Payed to James Scoular for a coffin to the

deceased Elspeth Lumsden, 21. Us. Od. Scots.
" 22. Jean Faden, complaining on Elspeth Purees

for calling her witch. To be summoned to next dyet.
Helen Winram, delated for swearing. Septr. 29, Elspeth
Purves compearing, denies she called Jean Faden witch,
but confesses that she called her daughter witches brood;
which the Session holding as a confession of the guilt she
is charged for, appoint her to receive a publick rebuke
before the congregation next Lord's day.

"
1704, Jan. 9. The Moderator advertised the several

members to observe in their quarters what parents were
not able to pay for their children's learning, and to exhort
them to put them to school at the charge of the Session.

"
1704, May 28. The Session being informed of the

scandalous behaviour of Robert Bowmaker, John Miller,
John Nesbit, Alexander Friskin, Walter Elliot, and John

Huton, in drinking all night, appoints them to be sum-
moned to next Session.

"
1709, Dec. 25. There being a flagrant report on Wil-

liam Jaffrey, and Henry CocKburn, that they should have
consulted with one Thomas Hogard of ill fame in Berwick,
about a web of cloth, and raising the icind, appoints them
to be summoned to next Session.

"
1714, June 27. The Session being informed that Ca-

therine Robisson, Janet Bowmaker, Agnes Stork, Helen

Ramsay, Isabel Nesbit, Mary Archer, Agnes Hyslop, and

Margaret Cocburn, were guilty of Sabbath-breaking in

laying out their webs on Sabbath, night: ordered the

said persons to be summoned to the next Session.
"
1725, July 25. Given to a poor man in Coldingham

parish, whose house was totally burnt, I/. 10*. Scots.

Nov. 2. For a coat to a poor boy in Paxton, 21. 4s. Od. Scots.

Dec. 5. For shoes to a poor lad, 01. 16s. Od. Scots. Dec. 26.

For a New Testament to a poor scholar in Paxton called

Margaret Winter, 01. 10s. Od. Scots.
"

1702, Nov. 8. This day the Session enacted that

within the parish, the price for the mart cloth (pall)

should be one pound Scots, and four shillings (Scots) to
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the beam; and without the parish, one pound tea shil-

Ungs Seeto, and to the bearer six shillings Soots, yet to

bTmodifiad according to paraons* ability.
-

1726, Jaly 10. This day Mary Darlm made her ap-
> the place of public
> gravely rebuked for

i/>, .ml at bar de-
sire was allowed to stt on the stool, in the afternoon, and

enjoined at her next appearance (they

pearance be/ore the congregation in

repentance>r ike fir* tune, and was
,

bar sin of andeannese with Adam Wi
tire was allowed to stt on the stool, in

cnjoinnl at her mert appearance (they
/.no Sabbaths to be the gaxing-stock of the congregation)
to pay ker penaltit, else not to be absolved ; and in regard
the woman'* appearance, th< man't mot apptarimg, waa dis-

panaadwiih. (!!)

-17,Julylf, Mary

ippe

IT 17. Jfary DarUn, not procuring
V waa refused to be absolved. (Vary hard

the pe-

to hara been meted oat to poor Mary. Her para-
mour, Adam, also stood or s.t on the stool of repentance,
some time thereafter, and paid for his fine, what B*nu
profanely calls the " buttock hire," 2/1 Os. Orf. Scott, we

1726, Sept 25. There being ground of suspicion that

Janet CocUmm, Mrritor to the laird of 1MI, is with child

to Job* Hmnter, the Session order their officer to summon
her to the next meeting of Seasion.

/ W< Lamb, younger, of Old Grinlaw,
in the parish of KcUt, and Catherine Laurie, daughter
of Mr. Gilbert Laurie, late minister of the Gospel at

Jluttan, gave up their names to be proclaimed in order to

Dec, 22. Paid for three yards of linen to be a

winding sheet to Isabel Mom***, OIL 10,. (W. Scott.
"

1729. Jan. 16. Taken out of the (poor's) box for

ftabeJ Thomton'i coffin and grave, 031 Ols. OdL Scots.
*

1730, Oct. 28. To Job* nmnton, bellman, for making
a grave to AUiton Moffat, 9d. JkaafoA money. To l>o.

for a timber handel to the bell, 3d. (A hand-bell was
mad at funerals.)
M March 1C. To Anna Botrmaher, in Hntton, to buy

fthoes to her two grandchildren, 2 shillings Knglish.
28. To a tow (rope) for the kirk- bell, lOdL

"June 18. To Mr*. Gray, in Parian, fur teaching two

poor schollars one quarter, 4A. 4J. English.
" 25. To Maryaret Wilton, in fWicA, for teach-

ing a poor schollar one quarter, 8J.
: 1, Jan. 28. To a coflin lo Margaret Knox, in Pax-

lon, 4jA. Crf. Knglish. (The charge for a pauper's coffin

here is now one pound.)
M
April 30. To Benjamin Ford, wright in Hutton, for

taking two new boxes, to gather the offering for the

poor, one large new hand-spoke, and a timber handle to

ih !.::. ..',

MKBTAHTHKS.
Chirnsld*

fHtiior Jtatrtf.

Careleu Writing and Odd Retult.
u A merchant of London that writt to a (actor of his

beyond sea, daaired hem by the next ship to send him
2 or 3' apes. He forgot the r, and then it WM 2 o 3

apes. His factor has sent him fower scoare, and saves be
shall have the rest by the next shipp, conceaving the
man hant bad sent for two hundred and three apes. If

yourself or friends will bay any to bread on, you could
nerer have had such choice aa now. In earnest this U
very trew." Vvney Paper*, [>

FBAXCIS TmxNCH.
blip.

Sponge or Spanish Cake*. Much has been
written lately about the superiority of SpanUh (

bread ; it reminds me thnt (he celebrated "
sponge

cakes" of Kngli.-' , ers most likely are of

X/niniih origin : for, in the Levant, in Italy, and
in France, cakes of this kind are always called
"cakes of Spain ;** so perhaps

u
sponge** is only n

corruption of "
Spanish" in this instance.

M K. R.

Charm for cutting Tetth. " I hnvc made your
daughter a

present
of a wolf tooth. I .-

Ireland for it, and I set it hear in gold. They
ar very Luckcy thing* ; for my twoe ferst one did

dye, the other bred his very ill, and none
Rest did, for I had one for al the rest.** Letter

from I*dy Wenboorth to her Son Lord Strafford,
March 26th, 1713. Zz.

Lynching by Women in Olden Time. The
following is a remarkable instance of condign
punishment inflicted by a band of enraged women
upon a murderer of one of their sex, extracted
from The London Chronicle by Sir Harris Nicolas,

p. 117.:

1429. This same yerc, betwen Rstren and WiUontvd,
a faU Breton mordred a wydewe in her bed, the which
found hym for almattt witboughte Algate in the ubarbcs.
of London, and bar away alle that scbe hadde, and after-

ward he toke socour of Holy Chirchc at seynt Georges in

Suthwerk; but at laste he tok the crosse and forswore
the kyngea land ; and as be wente bys way it happyd
hym to come be the same place where ha had done that
cursed dede, and women of the same paryssh comen oat
with stones and canell dong, and there maden and eode
of him in the hyghe strete, so that he went no ferthere

notwithstondynge the constables and otherc men al

which had hym undir governauance to condu

|
forward, for there wase a gret companyne of them, and
hadde no mercy no pyte."

What is the meaning of " almasse ?" [Alms.]
W. J. Pi***.

Bobyll and the Cardinatt Hat. In the four-

teenth year of Hen. VIII. there lived a wine-seller

or publican of lie name of "
Bobyll beside New-

gatte in london," who used to cater wine I

Lord Cardinal Wolsey, and the better to ingratiate
himself with his eminence he sdot>tel for the sign
of his house,

" The Cardynal's Ilatte." From a
document I have before me, he appears to have
succeeded in drawing this potent prclate*s atten-

tion. The item occurs in a very curious bill of

household expcnces, signed by Cardinal Wolsey :

Thomas Howard, Kail of Surrey , the Hero of

Flodden Field ; Culhbcrt Tonstal

don ; and Thomas Docwro, the last Prior of the

Order of St. John of Jerusalem :

44 Itm. payd to Bobyll of the Cardynals hatte'

beayde newgatte in London t< r

galkmes of tennyase Wyue alt xv the

gallon
- -

"
- -

Query, Where was this house sit

who was Bobyll ? (.u K.I EtoUMM
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POEM ON THE FRENCH WAR.

la an address delivered lately on the erection

of a monument to my grandfather, who was a

provincial soldier in the "French War," as we

call if, 1755 to 1763, I quoted some lines which I

read fifty years ago in what was then an old and

tottered English Magazine, which my boyhood
found in the farmhouse where I was brought up,

among the mountains of Western Massachusetts.

The old magazine soon perished, and I have never

been able to find the poem. It was, as well as I

remember, a complaint or lamentation, put into

the rnouth of the French king, on the unfavoura-

ble aspect of his affairs in the closing years of that

war, in contrast with his successes in the early

part of the struggle. The stanza from which I

quoted was this :

" When Dieskau, in his rash action,
Was by Johnson overthrown,

Soon I seized, for satisfaction,

Fort Oswego and Mahon."

The poem then recited the succession of disas-

ters and disappointments he had suffered in suc-

ceeding years of the war. The date of it must
have been about the year 1763, when the Treaty
of Paris terminated the war, leaving Canada in

the hands of Great Britain.

Perhaps some of your contributors can find the

poem in some of the magazines of that day, which

are not in our libraries. If it is worthy of so

much attention, I should like to see it reprinted
in " N. & Q." JOSHUA LEAVITT.

New York, Sept. 20, 1859.

Francis Burgersdicius. Where can I find any
account of the life and list of the writings of Bur-

gersdyk, as the learned call him ? for learning in

our day unlatinises names. What entitles him
to be classed with Vattel in Mooi'e's whimsical

couplet ? Is it the Idea Politico, of which I have

seen the title? The Preface of his Logic is dated

1626; but there is a Cambridge -edition of 1680,
and Watt mentions a controversial pamphlet con-

cerning the Cambridge statutes, published by a

certain Francis Burgersdicius (sic) in 1727, in

English. Did a son, or grandson, or both, of the

author of the Logic settle at Cambridge ?

A. DE MORGAN.

Bulse. Boswell, in his Life ofJohnson, vol. vii.

p. 218. edit. 1835, when regretting occasional re-

missness in recording his memorabilia, says :

" Let me exhibit what I have upon each occasion, whe-
ther more or less, whether a bulse, or only a few sparks
of a diamond."

Query, derivation and authority ? I. I. A. B.

James Anderson, author of the Diplomata Scotia,
who was he the son of, and what were the names
of his sons and daughters? Who did they marry?
Any particulars about his descendants will be ac-

ceptable. 2. 0.

Grinding Old People Young. Please tell me
something about the "ancient mill," the process
of "

grinding," and the ' ; old ladies
"

; together
with anything else you may know about what is

referred to in the following advertisement from a

paper of this date :

" Now open Sundays inclusive.
" CLAY HALL TAVEKX AND GARDENS. Also the An-

cient Mill which was erected for grinding Old People
Young nearly 200 years back, and which has been en-

tirely renovated and redecorated regardless of expense.
Old Ladies are requested to come and be Ground Young,
for which there is no charge made.

" A variety of Amusements, &c
' '

,*
" Please Copy the Address. Clay Hall Tavern and

Pleasure Grounds, back of the East London Water Works,
Old Ford, five minutes walk from the Bow Station," &c.

TALLBOYS.

Drummond of ColquJialzie. Can any of your
readers oblige me with information whether Drum-
mond of Colquhalzie, in Perthshire, whose estate

was forfeited in 1745 or 1746, was related to the

then Earl of Perth ? And if so, in what degree ?

I. M. A.
Kennaquhar.

Tlie Combat bettceen the Dukes of Norfolk and

Hereford. Respecting the causes that led to the

celebrated combat, which took place at Coventry,
in 1398, between these two peers, there is much
difference of description. The Parliamentary Rolls

say Hereford accused Norfolk before Richard II.

of using certain words in derogation of the king.
This statement is confirmed by the writer of the

English Chronicle from 1377 to 1461 (Camden
Society). Froissart on the other hand affirms

that Mowbray was the accuser
;
and in the Harl.

MSS. in the British Museum (No. 6079, ff. 29

31.) the same statement is made. Froissart, who
describes the whole matter up to the banishment
of the two dukes, states that no combat took

place, whilst all the other authorities cited give
full particulars respecting it. Can these differ-

ences be accounted for ? Which was the accuser

of the other before Richard II. ? THOS. NORTH.
Leicester.

Quotation. Can you tell me where I shall find

the following lines ?

" He either fears his fate too much,
Or his deserts are small,

Who fears to put it to the touch,
To win or lose it all."

F. L.

Joseph of Exeter's Poem, entitled
" Antiocheis"

Joseph of Exeter (Josephus Iscanus), whom
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century

Leland characterises M "torn splendidum BriUn-
ni sidu*," wrote a poem in the twelfth

entitled A*tiocheit. Warton says :

- Mr. Wise. lh late Radcliffe librarian, told m that a
MS. of the Amtiock^ WM in the library of the Dak* of
Chaados at CaAoaa."

When was this library dispersed ? And is the
whereabout* of Utia MS. known f

KlJWAEU F. RlMBAULT.

Jbntf Coffmsmi, N.P. l saw lately the book-

plate of James Collinson, of Lancaster, N.P., who
must have lived sometime in the last century.
The arms are, as well as I can describe them
without the tinctures, on a bar arched, two mullets ;

!' a squirrel ;
in base three hatchets ; with

a lamb for a crest I am anxious to know who
James Collinson was ? Can N.P. denote Notary
Public ? Is there any pedigree of the family o f

Collinson? . ILA.

Marriage Law. Before the act of Geo. II.'

the law relative to marriages in England was the

old law of Christendom, the simple contract law,
which we now know an the Scntch law. An ency-

clopaedia of 1744, sneaking of England, says "But
marriages without this sanction ['the blessing of

the priest*] are not therefore null and void, hut

only esteemed irregular." And the pamphlets
whirli preceded and partly incited the act of Geo.
H. describe a state of things perfectly resembling
that in Scotland as to the state of the law and the

power of individuals over the contract. Was the

marriage by simple contract in presence of wit-

nesses as common as it is
supposed

to be in Scot-

land ? What references can be given to cases in

which the courts were obliged to acknowledge the

simple contract without clergyman or religious

ceremony ? Did the words de fvhtro, followed

by cohabitation, constitute a valid marriage P M.

Andrew : Gaffman. In the northern district

of Lincolnshire, the afternoon refreshment taken

by farm labourers about 4 or 5 o'clock, and which
is called beaver, or fteurr, in 2* S. viii. 370., is

tyled an awlrew. This title to an afternoon's

luncheon is, I think, much more difficult to ac-

count for than beaver.

In the same district, the servant who is charged
with (he general superintendance

of a farm, and
called the "ground-keeper" in other parts of
Lincolnshire and clucwherc, is known as the gaff-
mam. Query, the origin of this name P

PISHKT THOMPSON.
Stoke Newington.

Military Querie*. 1 . Can any of your mili-

tary correspondents give me any information re-

specting a Cant. George Freer, who served in thn

101st Kegt. about the end of last century P The
regiment, I believe, was noted for duellists. Did
he take any part in such proceedings f

2. Information wanted respecting
Duncanson, an officer in the army, killed in a
duel at Malta during last century P Who waa
be, or what regiment did be belong toP
was the man who killed him?

3. Will some of the correspondent*, who hare
so kindly answered my Watson of Bilfui Park"

*, inform me what arms : bore?
And also if there has ever been any vi-w f either
Malton Abbey or Billon Park published P

MA THETA.
Olau Bell*for Chvrcktt. The L<> n .),.n papers

mention that "a bell of green gin*
inches high and thirteen inches in diameter, has
been placed in the turret of the chapel at the

Grange, Borrowdale." Many of your readers, as
well as myself, would be glad to know where
farther information can be had as to the manner
in which it is hung and struck, and the material
of which the clapper and hammer is formed. Are
there any other glass bells in use in England or
abroad ? VMTAH RHEOBD.

Albert Dttrer.Tbere is an engraving by Albert
Durer, signed but not dated, which is called "The
Holy Family with a Butterfly," from having a

butterfly at the right band corner, which is

really no more than a much improved copy of a

print by Martin Schongauer. Was the Martin
Schoen print copied from a painting P .1

Monument of Sir Nicholas Dixon in Chethunt
( /,//, A. Will some correspondent nave the kind-
ness to refer mu to a printed work containing any
engraved copy of the above before it became
mud by time or neglect P R. W. I) i

Seaton-Carew, co. Durham.

Kendrick Family. I should be glad to know
what grounds there are for

supposing
thu

family (Kenrick) is descended from the Saxon
kings, as stated in an epitaph printed in Ash-
moles BerhMhire, p. 149., fol. P

The brother of the person on whom the epi-

taph
was written was .1 !,:. K. ndrick, so

celebrated for his munificent charities in Reading,
Newbury, and .London. His will is given at

length in Strype's Stoice, and members of the

mentioned as living at Chester.
In this branch of the family was a bam?

which became extinct towards the close of the

seventeenth century by the death, without male

issue, of the first holder, Sir Will! .m K nrirk.

I have found records of the family as living in

Denbighshire (\V\r.n Hill), Mint, Caernarvon,
and Shropshire (Woore) ; and also at Bewdley, in

Worcestershire. The first and two last ar

doubted ly from various evidences immediately
connected.

They are connected with the families of Eyton,
Thelwall, and Wilbraham (Lord Skelmersdale), in
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North Wales. Any information which any of

your readers can afford me will be thankfully ac-

cepted. I am told that the church of St. John

the Baptist in Chester contains memorials of

them. H. A. D.

Scotch Clergy deprived at the Revolution. Can

any reader refer me to a list of the episcopal

clergy deprived by the Scots Council in 1689, and

subsequently, for their refusal to conform to the

Kevolution settlement? One of these was Mr.

Thomas Strachan, minister of St. Martin's, Perth-

shire, A.B., whose ancestors had been ministers of

that parish from the Reformation. What became
of him afterwards ? J. A. P.

Rings : their Uses and Mottoes. Can any reader

oblige by saying if any book has been published
on such subject ? GLWYSIG.

" Oidd Grouse in the Gun-Room " Can any of

your correspondents throw any light upon the

story of "Ould grouse in the gun-room,".alluded

to in Act II. Sc. 1. of She Stoops to Conquer ? *

H. C.

ittfnur tilugrttrf tmtfj fftuftoerrf.

Vindicta Bernardi. Amongst the additional

matter printed by Hearne in the second volume
of Liber Niger, at p. 501., I find the following

piece of historical information :

" Mense Jan' Katerina ducissa Norfolchiae juvencula

abatis fere
**'

(LXXX. ?) annorum maritata est Johanni

Widevill fratri reginae aetatis xx annorum, maritagium dia-

bolicum ! Vindicta Bernardi inter eosdem postea patuit."

What is meant by Vindicta Bernardi ?

E. H. A.

[St. Bernard, though honoured as a divine by Protest-

ants as well as Romanists, appears to have been some-
what addicted to the practice of denouncing and invoking,
on those who had incurred his displeasure, the judgments
of Heaven. And, what made it worse, the judgments were

supposed to follow ! He was preaching on one occasion

at the church of Viridefolium, a place so called from the
extreme fruitfulness of its soil (Verfeuil, or Verfeil, in the
dioc. of Toulouse), when, being treated with contempt by
the inhabitants, he walked forth from the place, looked
back on it,

" et maledlxit, dicens, Viridefolium, desiccet te

Deus." The malediction took effect; "ex tune" the

place sank into poverty ; and an eyewitness records hav-
ing himself seen the chief man of Verfeuil living at

Toulouse, aged 100, in extreme indigence! (Act. Sanct,
Aug. 20, p. 202.) Such was the vindicta Bernardi. On
another occasion, Bernard is stated to have expressly
menaced the King of the French (Louis-le-Gros) with
the death of his eldest son, as a "vindicta coelestis."

"Ludovico Crasso, Stephanum episcopum Parisiensem

[* This Query appeared in our 1 st S. x. 223., but failed
to elicit a reply. Since that time Mr. Forster, in his in-

teresting Life of Goldsmith, ii. 361., repeats the Query as
follows :

"
Surely it must have been a real story, and

can no F. S". A. exhume it, so as to tell us what it was? "

ED.]

vexanti, scribit ac minatur S. Bernardus mortem filii

ejus, qua etiam secuta est."
" Cui impoenitentise Ber-

nardus Abbas iram ccelestem vindicem instare, denunciasse
fertur." " Quin et Bernardum addidisse severas minas, et
ccelestem vindictam, ni resipisceret, affuturam in brevi."

Act. Sanct., Aug. 20, p. 131. The actual death of the

prince (Philip), by a fall from his horse, followed shortly
after!

Respecting the "
maritagium diabolicum "

recorded in
our correspondent's extract from the Liber Niger, we are
indebted for some curious particulars to Miss Strickland,
in her life of Elizabeth Woodville, consort of Edw. IV.
One of the queen's first objects was " the advancement
of her own relatives;

" and "neither infantine juvenility
nor the extreme of dotage seems to have been objected
by the Woodvilles, if there were a superfluity of the

goods of this world ; for the queen's eldest brother, a fine

young man, wedded, for her great jointure, Katherine,
the dowager duchess of Norfolk, then in her eightieth

year
' a diabolical marriage,' wrathfully exclaims Wil-

liam of Worcester." Vol. ii. pp. 331-2.

As the denunciations of S. Bernard, addressed to the

King of the French, were fulfilled by the disastrous death
of the heir apparent, so this "

maritagium diabolicum,"
also, was followed by a family disaster; for the same
brother of the queen, John, who had contracted the al-

liance, being taken prisoner with his father after the
battle of Edgecote, they were both beheaded. This coin-

cidence in the two cases, a domestic calamity following
in each, appears to be the reason why the chronicler, in

the latter instance, applies the term " vindicta Bernardi."

(" Vindicta Bernardi apud eosdem postea patuit.") On
one occasion we find Bernard himself severely reprobating
a proposed marriage, because canonically prohibited.

( Works, 1690, Ep. 371.)
We may also understand, by the aid of Miss Strickland's

researches, why the Woodville "marriage" is styled
"diabolical." "This alludes," as she observes, "to an
old English proverb on marriage, 'That the marriage of

a young woman and a young man is of God's making, as

Adam and Eve
;
an'old man and a young woman of Our

Lady's making, as Mary and Joseph ; but that of an old

woman* and a young man, is made by the author of evil
' "

(p. 332. note). The "maritagium" with the rich old

dowager, however, was the more decidedly "diabolicum"
for another reason; because the mother of Elizabeth
Woodville was shrewdly suspected of using magical arts,

specially in promoting the aggrandisement of her family.]

Jetonniers. What is the meaning of this word,

applied, I believe, to the members of the French

Academy in the reign of"Louis XIV. ?

JAMES DELANO.

[Jeton was properly a counter, of the kind used by card-

players. In a more extended sense, jeton de presence was
the counter handed, at the sittings of certain societies, to

each member present, as an evidence of his having at-

tended. Specially, jeton de presence, or jetorfd'academie,
was the silver counter delivered to every member present at

the sittings of the Acade"mie Francaise ; and, ultimate^,
the expression stood for a certain sum allowed instead of

the counter. Hence the term jetonniers was invidiously

applied to those members who were supposed to attend

regularly for the mere purpose of receiving their jeton,
without contributing personally to the splendour of the as-

semblage ; and Furetiere is even charged with applying the

term to some who were both excellent authors and illus-

trious academicians. It is well known with what ribaldry
the French academicians were constantly assailed by
some of their literary brethren, who had not obtained

admittance into the number of the chosen Forty.]
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Aylvard Family Crftl. What is the crest of
the Aylward family of Suffolk ? I think there

are some Ajlwards In Essex. ShouM
arm* to anv Avlwards of Suffolk, those of Essex
would be thankfully received. K. A.

(crests not[In Burk0's Armory are the following

given) of the Aylwanl families :
-

- AYLWARD (Suffolk). Ar. on a ultirc az. between
foar griffin.' heads erased go. a leopard's face and four

lozrngw or.
44 AYI.WAI" AYUWABD. Ar. on a cros-, az. a leopard's face be-

tween four lozenges or.]

The Duehett of MurWorough. The late Mr.
Wi ir, in hid Acctmnt of Lincolnshire, vol. i. (all

that was published) p. 271., eays that this cele-

brated woman was born at Burwell near Loutb,
in Lincolnshire, but does not give tny

;
authority

for the assertion. I am not well read in the bio-

graphy of the Duchess, and shall be glad to be in-

formed through the pages of " N. & Q." what
< -vidi-nee there is that Mr. Weir's statement is

correct. PISIIEY THOMPSON.

[Mr. Weir's authority is no donbt Allen's Hittory of
Linc^n^ir,, 4tO., 1831, vol. ii.

p. 194., which States that
" Burwell House was the birthplace of Sarah Duchess of

Marlborougb, whose ascendency in the affections of Queen
Anne had a material influence on the political events of
that reign." The family manor-house of the Jennings
was at Sandridge in Hertfordshire ; and Miss Strickland

states without giving her authority, that*4 Sarah Jen-

nings was born at a *mall house at Holy well, near St
Albans, on the rery day of Charles II.'s restoration, 1GGO.

England, vii. 13., edit.

Paul Genu*ge. \\
r
\\o was "Paul Gemsege,"

the i cplyer (if I may coin the word) to so many
Queries of antiquarian and historical purport in

the Gentleman t Magazine of the last century ?

J. II. YAM LBXKEF.

[This is the anagram of Dr. Samuel Pegge, an English
divine of the last century, known as one of the most eru-
dite and indefatigable antiquaries of bis time. He died

. By an ingenious transposition of the letters of

his name, he formed the
plausible signature of Paul

Gemsfg'. Consult any modern Biographical Dictionary,

except Knight's, for an accqui.t of Dr. 1 fgge,]

Bible, Mitprint in Seventh Commandment. In
the reign of Charles I. the Company of Stationers

are said to have printed an edition of the Ittble in

which the word "not" was omitted from the
Seventh Commandment Is this a fact? and if

it be, is there a copy of such a Bible in existence?
The accusation is advanced or repeated in Ma-
dan's Thelypthora (vol. i. p. G9., 2nd ed.), and

quoted as authentic by the author of the Purtuiit

of Literature (1. Dialogue). Tradition says that
a heavy fine was imposed for the carelessness of
the Company in this matter.

[According to Toirnley (Dhlical Jjicniturt, ill 818.)
the whole impreasion w recall*!. He says:

M In 1682,
Barker and I.ucav the king's printer*, printed an edition
of the Ilible of 1000 copies. in which a serious mistake
was mad* by leaving out the word mot in the Seventh

ill aduUeo^Hl.1^
a^atriwithitbyDrdon, order was given for calling the

printers into the
hLjh-commission, where, upon the fa

J5S* SSK^K*^9* cmlW * *"J the printers beavilv
fined. \\ ith this fine, or a part of it, a founi of fair Greek
trnea and matrirea wor* nrnviH*H Aw .,

..v mm UM sren iwo copies wild tUia unfor-
tunate mispnnl, one in the poaseasion of Mr. Stevens, the
American bookseller, which was exhibited by him to the
Society of Antiquaries about three or four years since ; and
which il was then said was about to be sent to America.]

xUpltrtf.

HEXRY SMITH.

(2 S. viii. 254., &c.)
I hare a (slightly imperfect) copy of

The Sermons of Maister Henrie Smith. Gathered into
Opt Volume. Printed according to his corrected Copies
in his Life time. At London : Printed by Peter Short for

o?lh TalloL *m& ^ P'ter^^
It contains thirty-seven Sermons, viz. :

1. A Preparetiue to Mariage.
2, 8. A Treatise of the Lord'a Sapper, in two
4, 5. The Examination of Vsury, hTtwo I

6. The Benefite of Contentation.
7. The Affinitie of the Faithful).

8. The Christian Sacrifice.

9. The True Triall of the Spirits.
10. The Wedding Garment.
11. The Waie to Walke in.

12. The Pride of Nabuchadnezzar.
13. The Fall of Nabuchadnezzar.
14. The Restitution of Nabuchadnezzar.
15. The Honour of Humilitie.
16. The Young-Man's Taske.
17. The Triall of the Righteous.
18. The Christian's Practise.

19. The Pilgrim's Wish.
20. The Godly Man's Request
21. 22. A Glasse for Drunkards, in two Sermons.
28, 24, The Art of Hearing. (Two Sermons.)
25. The Heauenly Thrift
26. The Magislrates* Scripture.
27. The Triall of Vanitie.

28. The Udder of Peace,

29. The Betraying of Christ
80. The Petition of Moses.
81. The Dialogue betwene Paul and Agrippa.
82. TheHnmilitieofPaaL
88. A Looking Glass* for Christians.

84. Foode for New Borne Babes.
85. The Banquel of Job's Children.
86. Batan's Compassing the Earth.
87. A Caueat for Christians.

Then follow three Prayers :

One for the Homing, another for the Kuening, the

third for a Sicke Man, whereunto is annexed a Godly
Letter to a Sicke Friend, and a comfortable Speech of a
Preacher vpon his Death-bed. Anno :

Then, without any break or additional
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follow four Sermons not mentioned in the "Table

of Contents," viz. :

1. The Trvmpet of the Soule sounding to Judgement.

2. The Poore-Man's Teares.

3. An Alarvm from Heaven, summoning al Jlen vnto

the Hearing of the Trueth.

4. A Memento for Magistrates.

The volume is a small 4to of 584 pages ;
and

the writer of this Note would be glad to re-edit

the whole, or portions of it, for any publisher or

society that would undertake the expense, having

long thought it a pity that the great bulk of the

religious part of the community should, from the

scarcity of the work, be deprived of such an inex-

haustible store of plain honest truths set forth in

nervous English, enforced by the most striking,

though often quaint, illustrations. Henry Smith

was unquestionably the best preacher in his day ;

and the style and language of the Sermons is such

that they could not but be listened to and clearly

understood even if preached in our own day. Has

not, however, a modern edition already been pub-
lished ? It will be seen that the above list does

not include " Jonah's Punishment,"
" The Sinfull

Man's Searche,"
" Marie's Choyce

"
; unless indeed

they are given under a different title, as for

instance, the "
Looking- Glasse for Drunkards,"

in the above list, corresponds to " Noah's Drunk-
^nnesse

"
in MR. COWPER'S list.

J. EASTWOOD, M.A.
Eckington, Derbyshire.

My well-worn and much-prized copy of that
11 common family-book" (as Strype calls it),

Henry Smith's Sermons, seems to be so much
more complete than that of MR. COWPER, that I

make no apology for describing it.

If their republication, which I agree with him
in thinking highly desirable, were contemplated,
it would be well that the whereabouts of any old

editions should be ascertained.

The date arid printer's name are torn from the

principal title-page, which, however, stands thus :

" The Sermons of Mr. Henry Smith, gathered into one

volume, Printed according to his corrected copies in his
lifetime. Whereunto is added God's Arrow against Athe-
ists."

Then follow " The Severall Texts and Titles

of the Sermons contained in this book," forty-two
in number, commencing with " A Preparative to

Marriage," and " A Treatise of the Lord's Supper
in two Sermons," and concluding with " God's
Arrow against Atheists."

On the next page is an Epistle to the Header,
signed

" Thine in Christ, H. S.," with a short

supplementary Epistle referring to the Treatise
on the Lord's Supper. In both of these he al-

ludes to his illness
; the first begins,

" Because
sicknesse hath restrained me from preaching, I
am content to doe any good by writing;" and

the latter ends with these affecting words :
" I

would have thee profit somewhat more by this

book, because it hath weakened me more than all

the rest."

All but the last four of the subjects announced
in the programme then succeed, and occupy, to-

gether with " Three Godly Prayers," 600 pages,

duly paginated.
The book then proceeds, like MR. COWPER'S,

without pagination, beginning with his title-page
No. 2.,

" Twelve Sermons, &c.," and followed, as

in his copy, with two supernumerary title-pages,
" Six Sermons," &c., and " Fovre Sermons, &c."

After the last of these, however, not only
" The

Trumpet of the Soule," but the three missing
Sermons on " The Sinful Man's Search,"

" Marie's

Choyce," and "Noah's Drunkennesse," as well as

two " Zealous Prayers," appear : then come the

four subjects omitted at the end of the first Table,
viz.: "God's Arrow against Atheists" (MR.
COWPER'S No. 1.), and, lastly, Three Sermons, with

another new title-page, on, 1.
" The Benefit of

Contentation ;

"
2.

" The Affinity of the Faithful;"
and 3.

" The Lost Sheepe found." This last re-

fers to a certain Robert Dickons, a " Prentise of

Mansfield," who called himself Elias, but whose
recantation was brought about, it would seem, by
the efforts of Henry Smith, directed by a precept
from " the Lord Judges."
The volume concludes at p. 54. with an imper-

fect list of "
Questions gathered out of his (i. e.

Robert Dickons's) owne Confession, by Henry
Smith, which are yet unanswered."

C. W. BlNGHAM.

LONDON IN 1558.

(2
nd

S. viii. 292.)

In reply to the inquiry of W. P. relative to the

drawings of London by A. Van Den Wyngrerde,
1558, I am happy to state that they are still in

existence. They were purchased of Messrs. Col-

naghi some years since by the late Mrs. Suther-

land of Gower Street, Bedford Square, and form
a portion of the magnificent illustrated Clarendon

presented by her to the Bodleian Library, Oxford,
where they may any day be inspected.
As it may be interesting to W. P., and to many

of the readers of "N. & Q.," to be informed of

the earlier history of these valuable drawings, I

am enabled through the courtesy of Mr. Colnaghi
to gratify their curiosity.
The English drawings were twenty in number,

and were originally deposited with the justly
celebrated printer, Christopher Plantin of Ant-

werp, who was highly esteemed by Phillip II. of

Spain, consort of Mary I. of England : as views

in Spain and Flanders were also discovered in his

possession, it is conjectured they were intended to

illustrate a history of the possessions of Phillip,
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ne of the most powerful sovereigns of

This work was never published, or, as far

we know, Ting the illustrations in question, ever

About the year 1820, a Col. Koettien, a Bel-

gian gentleman in the service of the Russian

government, happening to be at Antwerp, was in-

formed that a descendant of the printer 1'lantin

in whose family these drawings had continued
from the middle of the sixteenth century (1558)
{tended to dispose of a

portion
of his collection,

requiring the room in which it was placed for a

harness-mom. In addition to many prints and
other works of art in this room were the draw-

ings mentioned above. The Colonel became the

purchaser of the whole of this collection.

Some years subsequent to this acquisition, Col.

Roettiers being in London
disposed

of the whole
of the drawings to Messrs. Cotnaghi, who, as we
have stated, sold the English portion to Mrs.
Sutherland : the foreign drawings were purchased
by Dr. Wellesley, the Principal of New Inn Hall,

Oxford, in whose possession they are believed still

to remain.

The large folded view of London has been en-

ved by permission of the trustees of the

aisn Library by N. Whittock, and was pub-
lished a few years since by Messrs. Whittock &
Hyde of Islington. These drawings also afforded

valuable assistance to Mr. William Newton in

constructing his " Pictorial Map of the City and
its Suburbs as they existed in the Reign of Henry
VIII.," &c.

In conclusion, we must all deeply regret that

drawings of n character so interesting should not

be found, where assuredly they ought to be, in

the national collection at the British Museum :

and still more so, when we find that they were
first offered to that institution, and rejected on
the ground of expence. J. H. W.
Ornfow Square, Brompton.

I am not able to say where the extremely in-

teresting drawings your correspondent W. P. refers

to are ; but Antonio Van Wynergard, or I believe

more correctly, Wyngrerde, came to England with

Philip 1 1. of Spain, and made a
perspective

view of
London in 1243, now in the Sutherland collection

in the Bodleian Library; this has been litho-

by Messrs. Whittock and Hyde of la-.

Doubtless the drawings alluded to are

by him, and it will be very gratifying to know
where they are. F. G. T.

BACON'S KMATS.

(Co*timud/rom V* S. vi. 407.)

mixture of a Lir doth ever add Pleasure
OM of the Fathers, in great severity, called POEST,

FSMBB lkmommmt became it filfcth the Imagination, and
but with the Shadow of a Lie." Luay I. p. 2.

As an additional illustration of this passage, I

may quote Mr. Knight's introduction to an ex-
tract from Sir P. Sidney's De/emx of Potn* .

* A clever critic says,
* One would think that to write a

Dtftnet ofPoesy were something like writing an Apotoyy
far rAe *.' The Editor of Half Hour.' baa called

IM sail mi to tbe circmasUsKee that demanded this De-
fence ( W. Sbakapere. a Biography*). A little ore.

vious to 1580, two or three fanatical writers nut forth a

succession of the most violent attacks not only upon the

Stage, but against Mask and Poetry in all ita fnnaa.

When Sidney says, I think truly that of all writers

wader tbe sun. the Poet ia the least liar, be was anawerinar

OM Stephen Oseson, and other pamphleteers, who held

that a fiction and a Lit were the same. The high-
minded Sidney came, with his chivalrous spirit, to the

rescue of Divine* Poesy, who was trembling betas tbe

great Dragon of Fanaticism : and manfully
the beast to ita hiding-place,"

Dr. Maitland, however, seems to be of Touch-
stone's opinion :

" The truth is one is sorry to acknowledge it, hot
the truth is that Poetry is not the language of reality.
It is not tbe language of tbe World, as it now ia, and of

Man. as be baa now become; yet there ia something
within him of recollection and anticipation, which lis-

tens to this dead language with instinctive interest, and

recognises it as his mother tongue, long loat in the land

of his captivity, but still sufficiently intelligible to rouse

his spirit with the imagery of better times, and better

things. The danger lies in* this; that Poetry is not tbe

language of Truth ; and that Man loves to escape from
Truth. He lores to frame and fancy things that are not,

because he seeks in vain for satisfaction in thing* that

are; and be tricks himself into a forgeUulnees of hard

truths, that he may revel in his ideal oeaUon." JEmem,
Load. 1850, p. 58.

ElftlOHKACH.

P.S. As the Editor has inadvertently inserted

CLAJIBIIU>
(

Note in this week's "N. & Q." (2-<

S. viii. 297.), I must reauest him to give an

early insertion to my reply. At first I did nut

think it worth while to refer man directly to

the Fable of Momus, as it is so well known, and

Bacon's allusion is so obvious; but on second

thoughts I did give it, and that at full length. If

CLAUUILD had taken the trouble to read my last

Cf. some remarks on the Connexion between Poetry
and Religion in the London Aria* 1829, vol. i. p. 169.
M The connexion between the want of the religious prin-

ciple. and the want of poetical feeling, is seea in Hume
an. They had radically mpoetical minds.

- Revealed Religion is especially poetical

Christians, a Poetical view of things is a duty. We are

bid to color all things with the views of Faith ; to see a
Divine meaning in every event, sad a sup

dency. Kven our friends around are invested with un-

earthly brightness; no longer imperfect men, but beings

taken into Divine favor. sumpeoTwitli His seal, and in

training for future happiness.
ues, peculiarly

Ac, See the
Tbe Virt

poetical." Ac
turner in hi tores? Hi* of
U.p.281.

.

Christian, are also essentially
oted by Sharon
Lond. (841, vol.
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Note on Bacon (2
nd S. vi. 407.), be might have

spared a very unnecessary repetition.

BEARDED WOMEN.

(2
nd S. viii. 247.)

Some years ago, when I was staying at one of the

hotels near the Falls of Niagara, on the Canadian

side, I one day saw a young woman of the hotel

go to a neighbouring pump to fetch water. On
returning, she passed near me, when I observed

that she had a strong beard on her face, but it

was cut close with scissors. The circumstance
struck me, and I made some remark about it to

a gentleman with whom I had been in conver-

sation, who had been some time staying at the

hotel, and knew the girl well. He said I was

quite right about her beard ;
that she had a very

fierce one, but that she cut it off with scissors,

because people quizzed her about it. That gen-
tleman either told me at the time, or I have been
told somewhere else, that such women would not

bear children. On this latter point it should

seem that I must have been misinformed ; for

both Evelyn and your correspondent JOHN PAVIN
PHILLIPS distinctly state the contrary.

P. HUTCHINSON.

These lusus nature have by no means been un-
common throughout all ages; nevertheless they
were always looked upon with curiosity, and in-

stances thought worthy of being recorded. I

annex a few by way of example :

Hippocrates, De Morbis vulgar. 1. vi. sec. 7.,

thus writes :

" Abderis Phae'tusa, Pythei conjux, antea per juventara
foecunda erat, viro autem ejus diu exulante menses de-

fecerunt, ex quo postea dolores et rubores ad articulos

exorti sunt. Quse ubi contigerunt turn corpus virile et

in universum hirsutum est redditum, barbaque est enata
et vox aspera reddita."

Margaret, formerly Governess of the Low Coun-

tries, whose great beard was a singular ornament
to her robust body.

In the museum at Stutgard there is a picture
of a woman named Barteld Gratje, with a large
beard as she appeared in her twenty-fifth year,
anno 1587, and a painting also of her as she ap-
peared in her old age.

In 1726, at the carnival at Venice, there ap-
peared a female bearded rope-dancer.
A bearded Amazon served as a grenadier in all

the campaigns of Charles XII. of Sweden, dis-

playing all the courage of the other sex until she
was taken prisoner at the battle of Pultowa. In
1724 she was brought from Siberia to St. Peters-

burg, and introduced to the Czarina. Her beard
was an ell and a half long.

Elizabeth Knepchtin, a Swiss countrywoman,

also bore a venerable beard. By direction of
Duke Ernest Lewis of Saxe Meinungen her por-
trait was taken, of which a copy is to be seen in

the Breslau collection, B. 29. p. 73.

In the year 1775 the minister of a parish in the

Orkney Islands, describing the manners of the in-

habitants, tells that the custom there is never to

baptize a female child before a male, otherwise

they have a superstition that, upon arriving at the

years of discretion, she would certainly have a

strong beard, and the boy would have none.

ITHURIEL.

I know the following instance of a bearded
woman which I saw in company with another

officer, when quartered at Lisbon, Portugal, in

1827. My account is meagre, for it is long ago,
and the Notes I took are not forthcoming among
my papers ; but fortunately I possess a good me-

mory.
The hairy girl was apparently seventeen or

eighteen, perhaps less. We saw and conversed
with her, so close that both by sight and touch
we could see there was no deception. In com-

pany with her was a person who stated herself to

be her mother.
She (the girl) was perfectly feminine, her fea-

tures agreeable, and her manners lady-like. She
had a small moustache and whiskers, and the hair

grew quite low on the forehead, almost as low as

the eyebrows. It was also very low on her neck
and shoulders ; in fact as far as we could see for

her dress. The hair was not coarse, but soft and

silky, and of a brown colour.

I perfectly recollect that her fingers were co-

vered all the way down, on the outside, with
thickish short hair, but none between them or

on the palm of the hand.

She was not tall for her age, and was, I think, a

native of Portugal. We suggested to her mother
to exhibit her in England ; and possibly this may
be the person mentioned as having been here fif-

teen or sixteen years ago. PORT FIRE.

In Kirby's Wonderful and Eccentric Museum,
vol. vi., an account is given, accompanied by a

portrait, of a young Frenchwoman, calling herself

Madlle. Lefort, who, although feminine in form,

presented the masculine phenomena of beard,

whiskers, &c. This girl was exhibited in 1818-19.

I remember another case of a similar kind in a

young woman, a Piedmontese, who had a beard

of the length of eight or ten inches, but not very
thick. I do not now remember her name, but

she had a room for the reception of company in

St. James's Street. Her appearance in London
must have been at least twenty-five years ago.
She was unmarried at that time. Whether the

instance mentioned by MR. PHILLIPS were a
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appearance of this individual, I

pretend to say. I may, however, remind him or

the American (Mexican, I believe) who was only
two yeara since exlil> nt Street, un<l> r

the designation of " the Nondescript," of whom
portraits arc common enough. I have no doubt
that many simitar instances have occurred, but
do not at present know where they are recorded.

l;. S. Q.

In his Narrative of an Expedition to Ava, Lieut.

Yule gives a full and very curious account of a

hairy-faced woman, with a singular lithograph of
herself and her child. If your correspondent has

not access to the work I shall be glnd to send you
the extract. K.- n..

SOUL.

(2-* S. viii. 249.)

Taking this word in opposition to body as

rvivna is opposed to <rap, and ifvxij to aH^a we
6nd in the Shemitic class of languages as follows :

In Hebrew its equivalent is nephtsh, meaning
breathing, soul, life, body, man, and smell ; in

Syriac, naphes means to animate, breath, appetite,
desire; in Arabic the root naf*a means to injure

anyone by mind or eye, najua to bear a child,

nafusa, valuable ; and in other formative*, to lift,

to recreate, to breathe, to desire, the soul, person,
individual* spirit. The Turks use nefayest for

anything delicate or precious, tiffs, the soul or

person, nefats, the breath hence the Tartar tie-

fatlenmeh, to take breath, to repose. In the Imlo-
Germanic class we have from the Sanscrit, jiv, to

live ; in Greek, fek>, to live, frr, life ; in Russian,

|
in Lithuanian, gyiu. and gywata ; in Mceso*

Gothic, *aiwala= fount of life ; in lalandic talo or

gad; in Danish, tirl ; in Anglo-Saxon, save/; in

Swedish, tial; in German, ttele. Ihre connected

siaeL, soul, with tiaelf, self, in Anglo-Saxon.
Richardson connects, as above, soul with f<U as its

etymon. With respect to the Romanic clasa, the
French amt, Portuguese alma^ ond Italian atrima,
are from the Latin animus and anima the Latin

being probably from the same original root in old

Pelaspir ns vrtr.ua in Greek. The result of this

Son mav be thus stated : the generic notion
of breathing fed to the generalised term, living or

life, and to the concrete term iclf, and the ab-
stract term tout.

But there is another term to represent an im-
material and invisible substance in Hebrew,
rwacA, which means breath also, derived from

ion of smell (to breathe an odour), also
wind (breath of air), and applied to the

(mn nn), ruaeh Jehovah, the Spirit of God
God himself (Ps. cxxxix. 9.) In Arabic the same

word ()i riroA, means (like me/*) w(f (Lokman,

'

J ) : in its Arabian origin it was app! . I

to the wind, which cools the air in the cv

hence rest, taking breath, soul, or :

in the body, divine inspirat
:

&c. The Syriac holds to many of these mornings I

from the same root. Our word xpirit i* d :n tl.

Latin tpiritui and jpi'/v, derived from the same
root as the Greek <nro^wso the French terminal

-tpire all of kin to the Sanscrit j/xzr, to 1 ,

breathe, and spartan^ breath. The generic notion

here appears to be, air in motion, the wind bring-

ing odour?, analogous to breathing in aniu.

hence Jupiter in the sense ofatmosphere, and in the

abstract something distinct from matter, the cause
of life, the soul, deity. The Greek word 4x4>
usually translated "soul" (as vrcC/w, spirit),

means, in its root, to breathe, and to cool by
breathing. It appears to originate from the Sao*
scrit pa, pure, pacat and paruka, breath.

T. J. But i

Lichfield.

EARLT EDITIONS OF FOXE*S BOOK OF MABTYK9.

(2*
1 S. viii. 221.271.)

I cannot offer much from my edition of Foxe

(1G41), as giving direct information respecting

early editions of the work, but I note what I con-

sider a note-worthy circumstance, a, if not an-

swering a Query, inviting an answer to itself, as a

Query.
In the third volume, following p. 1030., is a

title-page to " A Continuation of the Histories of

Forreine Martyrs," &c. printed by Ric. Hea
the Company of Stationers, 1641. This work is

paged in itself, pp.
1 106., but it was certainly

part of the 2nd edit of 1641 of Foxc's book, inas-

much as it precedet the index, and is included in

it, in reference to its contents.

The title-page is highly ornamented in the style
of the time. Among the waving foliage of a vine

springing froin a vase at the bottom of the page,
and winding round two ornate columns, at

side, is a scroll or label bearing the date 1.37 J.

Now what can this date stand for ? It does

not point to the "Massacres in the Cities of

France, 1572,** nor the "Famous Deliverance of

cur r.nglish Nation from the Spanish Invasion in

*88," nor "The other from the Gunpowder !

son in the year 160S,
M
nor "The Cruelties .

Professors of the Gospel in the Valletir . Pi-Jl,"

all which arc matters alluded to in th- tit!

itself, and some of which arc subsequent in

of time to the date referred to. If it do not

point to some earlier unnoticed edition

Book of
AT. what are we to take these

mysterious numerals as having reference ?

Itolmont

As to copies of "Foxe" contained in
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churches, there is (or was some years since) a

line strong copy of this work still chained to a

desk in the church of Stratford-on-Avon : as my
memory serves me, it lay in the south transept.

Perhaps the following description of an imper-
fect copy of Foxe in my possession may be of use.

It is of the date 1570, as appears by the last page,

but unfortunately wants the first 926 pages, com-

mencing with fol. A A a
iij. ;

so that it can only
be identified as being a copy of the second edition

throughout by the references in the index, on the

back of the last leaf of which is the date as fol-

lows :

" At London,
Printed by John Daye, dwelling over Aldcrsgate beneath

Saint Martins,

^f Anno 1570.

Cum gratia & Priuilegio Regiae Maiestatis."

A few leaves at the beginning and end of the

volume have been mounted. The work ends at

p. 2302., after which come eleven leaves of index,

not paged. But between the body of the work
and the index is inserted " A continuation," &c.,

dated 1632, containing some leaves in Roman
type of " A treatise preparing men to suffer mar-

tyrdome." After which follow in blackletter 104

pages of text in blackletter.

Above 1000 pages of the book are in good con-

dition, but have been cut down so close as in

some instances to have lost parts of the head lines.

Pages 1269. and 1270. are numbered 1267. and
1280. respectively, and there are several other

errors of paging. Page 1482. is blank, and the

ninth book, on the reign of Edw. VI., commences

p. 1483. NICHOLAS POCOCK.
5. Worcester Terrace, Clifton.

I beg to refer MB. NICHOLS to the Phologra~ ,

phic News for Sept. 28tb, where at p. 34. he will
,

find mention made of a copy of Foxe's Martyro-
logy, in three volumes, of an old date, as being

;

placed in the church of Arreton, Isle of Wight.
N. S. HEINEKEN. i

I have a good copy in 3 vols. of Foxe's Book
of Martyrs, of the 8th edit. 1641, in the old bind-

ing, the outside of the cover impressed with the
name of a former owner, George Norwood, and
the date 1652. GEO. II. DASHWOOD.
Stow Bardolph.

the index is wanting, but it is otherwise in a good
state of preservation.
The books are in the original binding, and

formed part of the library of Sir Peter Leycester
of Tabley, the celebrated Cheshire antiquary, who
died 1678. M. L. FODDER,

In Chelsea old church there is a copy of Foxe's
Book of Martyrs^ chained to the west wall, with
three other religious books. CHELSEGA.

There is in the library at Tabley House, Che-
shire, a copy of Foxe's Book of Martyrs, newly
enlarged and recognised by the author, 1576,
London, by John Daye, folio, 2 vols.

This third edition has many additional cuts, and
likewise some additions at the end.
The title-page of the first volume and part of

In the library of Trinity Hall, Cambridge, there
is a copy (imperfect) of the edition of 1563. In
the library of Hereford cathedral (press mark
D 4. 13 14.), is a copy of the 1610 edition in two
volumes. AUL. TRIN.

StUpltcs? to ifttnor

Sir Robert le Gris (2"
d S. viii. 263.) For in

formation respecting this gentleman I refer your
correspondent to the following documents in the

State Paper Office.

1608. Dom. Papers, vol. xxxvii. Art 7. Cer-
tificate of Edm. Pigeon to the E. of Salisbury,

respecting leases granted by the late queen, of

the herbage &c. of Watlington, indorsed " Gris
his suit."

1618. Domestic papers, vol. xcviii. Nos. 26,

36, 40, and vol. ciii. No. 6, relative to a dispute
between him and Winifred Lady Markham, he

accusing her, seemingly without ground, of an

attempt to'pervert Sir Drew Drury to Romanism
in his dying days, and of defending the Gun-

powder Plot.

1627. Vol. Ixxxi. No. 4. xx., his name occurs-

as captain of a company to be sent to the Isle of
Rhe.

1628. Feb. 8. A patent is granted at his re-

quest for the sole use of a medicine invented by
him, to preserve sheep from the rot.

1628. Feb. 26., occurs a letter from Capt. Rob,
le Gris to Lord Chamberlain, the Earl of Mont-

gomery, relative to the needful licence for printing
the translation of Argenis, propounding several

points relative to the construction of the work ;

and on Feb. 28 following is a letter from Lord

Conway to the Stationers' Company, licensing the

printing of the said book. M. A. E. G.

Alderman Hart (2
nd S. viii. 308.) Your cor-

respondent W. N. S. will find some little infor-

mation concerning Sir John Hart in the Visitation

of Yorkshire (Harl. MS. Brit. Mus., 1487, fol.

369.). He is there described as Lord Mayor of

London in 1590. His father is Raphe Harte of

Sproston Court, co. York. Arms : Sable, a chev-

ron argent between three fleurs-de-lis, or. The
same arms are given in Harl. MS. 1483. (Visi-
tation of Berks), with the addition of a crest, a
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stag's head, argent, issuing
from a coronet, or.

In ibis visitation he is described as Sit

Hart, Grocer, Mayor of London, 1590, died 1603.

M v blazonry of this crest is as near as I can de-

scribe it from a rough sketch ; but if W. N. S.

will favour we with his address I should be glad
to communicate with him nrivately.

WILLIAM HBNBY HART.
Folkestone House, Roopell Park,

" nhauliiin

Baron of Beef at Windsor (2* 8. viii. 248.)
The baron of beef is roasted at Windsor by

the same contrivance which was and still may be
used for the same purpose at Arundel Castle, viz.,

a ttrong npit to support the meat, and strong beer
to support the men who nat up all night to watch
it On one occasion the spit broke under the

baronial weight, and Vulcanic advice bad to be

sought in the middle of the night. G. H. K.

Mr. Abdias Athlon of St. Johns Coll., Camb.

(2'
d S. viii. 302.) Is this the Mr. Abdie Ashton

who was the favourite and confidential chaplain of

Robert, Earl of Essex, and who attended him on
the scaffold, Feb. 20, 1600-1, and of whom we
have interesting notices in Jardine's Criminal

Trial*, vol. i. pp. 365. 367. 375-7.? What is

known of Ashton's life ? Any particulars of him
would be acceptable. M. P.

Suffragan Bishop (2* S. viii. 225. 296.316.)
,

With reference to Manning's appointment as suf-

fragan bishop of Ipswich, I may say that the royal
mandate referred to by your correspondent is

Cted
in Burnet's Collection, vol. i , and that

ming retained the priory of Butlcy after his

consecration, and signed the resignation of the

priory as bead of that house, with his episcopal
title, in 1539, March 1.

If any of your readers can tell me anything of
a copy of Burnet's Reformation, vol. i., with third

edition on the title-page I should be obliged.
NICHOLAS POCOCK.

5. Worcester Terrace. Clifton.

Sir William and Sir Richard Weston. In 2*
S. vii. 317. your correspondent P. S. C. inquires
for information respecting

" Sir William Weston,
Prior of the Knights Hospitallers in England in

the early part of the reign of Henry VIII., or his

fctBlhui Sir Richard Weston P" At p. 405. of the

me volume, I gave some references to informa-
tion respecting the Sir William Weston alluded
to by P. S. C. At p. 485. in the same volume,
MB. C. J. RoBimoM refers me to his Query (but
he does not tell me where to find it)*, and says
"he inquired about Sir William Weston who was
buried at Callow-Weston, Gillingbam, co. Dorset."

[ The Query appeared la 2* & v. MH Eu]

There is certainly a game at cross-purposes in
this matter. I nm "

r.- furred again'' to a <

,

which I have never seen, and charged (\>\ impli-
cation at least) by MB. ROBINSO* v

erroneously replied to a Query asked by 1'

resoecting one Sir William Weston, when I ought
to nave directed my attention to another ;

man of that name, but who is in no way whatever
alluded to in the Query to whi.-h 1

noticed this incongruity nearly three months ago,
but my communication escaped the notice of the
Editor of " N. & Q." PISHtr TUOMPSOH.

Stoke Newington.

Actresses ennobled by Marriage (2
Bd S. viii. 292.)

Martin Folkes, the antiquary, a man of good
birth and fortune, is said to have been the first

person among
" the gentry "who chose a wile

from the English stage, although he did not " en-
noble

"
her by doing so.

Mr. Folkes married Lucretia Bradshaw, the

representative of Farqubar's heroines, circa 1725.
The lady's

"
prudent and exemplary conduct" is

said to have been the attraction to the learned

antiquary. I find the following list of actresses

raised by marriage to elevated rank, in Burke's
Romance of the Aristocracy.

Anastasia Robinson was married to Lord Peter-

borough ctrcn 1785.

Lavinia Beswick (the original Polly Peachum).
aeeme Duchess of Bolton about 1750.

Elizabeth Fan-en married the Earl of Derby

Miss Searle married Robt. Heathcote, Esq.,
1807.

Louisa Brunton married the Earl of Craven,
1807.

Mary Catherine Bolton (another Polly FiBafc

urn), married Lord Thurlow in 1813.

Miss O'Neill married Sir W. W. Beecher,
Bart, .

Miss Foote was married to the Earl of Harring-
ton.

Miss Stephens to the Earl of Essex.

Bliss Mellon (then Mrs. Coutts) to the Duke
ofSLAIbans.

Mrs. Nisbett married to Sir William Boothby,
Bart

I believe a daughter of the late John Braham
was ennobled by her marriage; and there are,

probably, one or two more instances, of a recent

date. PISIIBT THOMPSON.

Stoke Newington.

Duches* ofBolton (2
04 S. viii. 291.) OXOKIKXSIS

will find the information be desires in Leigh
Hunt's Men, Women, and Book*, vol. ii. p. 180.

I have The Life of Lavinia Beswick, alia* teuton,
alias Polly Peachum. It was publish. >, [788,
when she was twenty years old. GILBERT.
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Mr. Willett, Purchaser of the Orleans Pictures

(2
nd S. viii. 308.) The writer of this believes

Mr. Willett's name would be found in many

priced catalogues of picture sales during at least

the first quarter of this century; and believes

that he lived in Portland Place and had some

place in one of the counties near London. The

Court Guides of the time would show his London

residence, and perhaps Christie's books something

about his pictures.
If the subject or description

of the picture were given, its history might be

more easily found. KLOFRON.

The Mr. Willett, who bought pictures from the

Orleans Gallery, was probably Ralph Willett,

Esq., of Merly, Dorset, whose fine library was

sold by Leigh and Sotheby in Dec. 1813. H. P.

Norton Family (2
nd S. viii. 249.) Some ac-

count of Richard Norton, Esq. of Norton Con-

yers and his "right good sonnes," who were

concerned in the "rising of the North," A.D. 1569,

will be found in Sir Cuthbert Sharp's Memorials

of the Rebellion of 1569, p. 275. J. F. W.

Cross and Candlesticks on Super-Altar (2
nd

S.

viii. 204. 255. 297.) LANCASTRIENSIS professes

to be unable to find in the present Prayer-Book
of the Church of England the rubric which orders

a cross and candles to be set up on the altar of

every parish church. I think it is evident that

MR. R. H. N. BROWNE refers to the first rubric,

at the conclusion of which occur the following
words :

" And here it is to be noted, that such Ornaments of

the Church, and of the Ministers thereof, at all times of

their Ministration, shall be retained, and be in use, as

were in this Church of England by the Authority of Par-

liament, in the Second Year of the Reign of King Ed-
ward the Sixth."

The Act referred to authorised the use of the

vestments, and ornaments ordered by the first

Prayer-Book of Edward VI., among which orna-

ments are mentioned candles for the altar.

In an Introduction to the Book of Common
Prayer,

"
by John Reeves, Esq., one of the Pa-

tentees of the Office of King's Printer, London,
1801," dedicated to George III., the author, ex-

plaining this first rubric, among other things, says,
" Among other Ornaments of the Church, then in use,

and therefore within the meaning of this Rubric, there

were two lights, enjoined to be set upon the Altar, as a sig-
nificant emblem of the light, which Christ's Gospel
brought into the world.

" This was ordered by the same injunction, which pro-
hibited all other lights and tapers, that used to be super-
stitiously set before images and shrines."

I hope LANCASTRIENSIS will find the above satis-

factory. J. A. PN.

MR. GARSTIN will find a full and satisfactory
answer to his inquiry in pp. 78. et seq., and pp.
152. et seq., of the second edition (1844) of How

shall we Conform to the Liturgy of the Church of
England? by James Craigie Robertson, M.A.,
now Canon of Canterbury.
The two assertions contained in MR. NISBETT

BROWNE'S short reply will startle most of your
readers. The first, that the cross and candlesticks

are ordered to be placed on the altar
"
by the rubric

of our present Prayer-Book;" when the fact is

that the rubric does not mention them at all.

The second, that the super-altar will be found
"in every properly- arranged church;" when, if

so, not one in a hundred of the churches in the

kingdom is, according to MR. NISBETT BROWNE'S

ideas, properly arranged.
I purposely refrain from entering farther into

the subject, the discussion of which is wholly fo-

reign to the objects of " N. & Q." Inquiries, such

as MR. GARSTIN makes, should be answered by
facts; and not by assertions unfounded and in-

ferences unexplained ;
and I trust that your ex-

cellent and useful miscellany will not be insidiously
led to take part in the modern controversy on

church-ceremonial. SENEX.

Lord Nilhsdales Escape (2
nd S. vi. 438.) EIN

TRACER will find Lady Nithsdale's Narrative

reprinted in Jesse's Memoirs of the Pretenders

(Bohn's ed.).pp. 70 76., where it is quoted from
Transactions of the Society of Scottish Antiquaries,
vol. i. pp. 52338. F.

Schuyler (2
nd S. viii. 290.) G. L., who asks

for " information respecting a Dutch family of

this name, will find very interesting particulars
of such a family in a letter of Mrs. Grant, dated

1773, being No. xxi. of her Letters from the

Mountains, which contains what she calls
" a faint

sketch of the useful and happy, the estimable and

singular character of the friend of her childhood,

the instructress of her youth, and the existing

model, in her mind, of the highest practical vir-

tue," of Madam, or Aunt Schuyler. We learn

from it, and from a note, that " Aunt Schuyler's
father was called Cuyler ;

"
that she lived in Al-

bany, New York, U.S.; and was a descendant

of those Dutch settlers by whom the province
was occupied when we got it in exchange for

Surinam."
G. L. asks of the family,

" Was it noble ?
"

Mrs. Grant's " sketch
"
of Aunt Schuyler, and the

note appended, show that they were at least

amongst the noblest of nature's creation. The
whole account is highly interesting, and would be

acceptable to the readers of " N. & Q. ;

"
but^its

length will doubtless preclude its publication
there. P. H. F.

Gays Works (2
nd S. v. 215.) I presume that

the edition of Gay's Works to which Mr. Cun-

ningham refers is that of 1795, 6 vols. 12mo.
JAMES DELANO.
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&r Jok* D**rr,V S. viii. 171. 309.) -Sir
John Danvers of Chelsea was the only surviving
brother of Henry Earl of Danby ; which Karl bjr

bia will made Henry Danvers, Esq., only ton of

Sir John Danvers by his second wife Ann,

daughter of Ambrose Dauntescj, the heir to his

great esUte. Sir John survived his son Henry,
:.e latter made his youngest sister Anne

Danvert, married during the Protectorate

Henry Lee of Ditchlcy,
" heir to the whole of the

great estate in his power," as set forth in the

monument erected to his memory in the Daun-

tesey chapel of West Lavington church. I have

collected many interesting particulars relative to

these parties, and shall feel much pleasure in

communicating to W. C. any information be may
be anxious to obtain, and I may be able to supply.

Henry Danvers had two sisters. Elizabeth, the

eldest, married the famous Robert Wright, uliat

Villier*, who levied a fine to be excused taking
the title of Viscount Purbeck, and assumed the

maiden name of his wife,
" Danvers." After her

husband's death she used the title of Viscountess

Purbeck, and her son attempted to substantiate

bis claim, but without success. The case is re-

ported in Sir Harris Nicolas'a Adulterine Bas-

tardy. I possess some letters written by her

agent's brother relative to this portion of the

family history, and shall be ready to communi-
cate them through the pages of " N. & Q.," when
1 hear farther from your correspondent W. C.

EDWARD WII.TOX, Clerk.

West Lavington, Devizes.

Primate Bramhuir$ Arm*, frc. (2
nd S. v. 478. ;

viii. 259.) According to Burke (Eft. Baronet-

i7*), the prelate's arms were, "Sa. a lion raiujunl

or, armed and langued, gu." His son was created

n baronet 31st of May, 1662, by the title of Sir

Thomas Bramhall of Rathmullyon, co. Meatb.

He died . p. C. J. UOBIKSON.

Tote (2"
d S. viii. 282.) This word is not ex-

clusively applied to the act of carrying, in the

southern part of the United State*. I have fre-

quently heard ft negro enquire,
" Shnll I tote this

horse to the water ?
"

Although it is now almost

always regarded as a negroism, I think it had
another origin, and was brought bv the first Eng-
lish settlers in America from the old country.

Chaucer, I think, uses the word to signify a

summing up, the ascertaining .1 total amount, &c. ;

and I have frequently
hcnrd in Lincolnshire the

phrase,
"
come, tote it up, and (ell me wh it it

comes to." 1 think, with your correspondent,
MB. MTF.RS, that the word is derived fn in the

Latin tollo,
M to t.ikc away, to lift up, or to raise.**

There is also the Anglo-Saxon verb Mian, " to

lift up, to elevate,** (See Bosworth's A.-S. and

Kvgl !)<(, p. 26.) The definitions attached to

these two words include all the applications which

I have heard the word tote receive in the T

States. The law term lull,
" a removal ; a taking

away," is evidently derived from the Latin
and has the same meaning as the wor.l toto, Mr.
Webster's definition is too limited, but quite cor-
rect so far as it goes, PISIIBT THOMPSON.

The Rev. John Rob. Scott, D. D. (2
04 S. viii.

190. 218.) The "
classic coi

I praised by + and 2 2 under his later mcudonyme,
FAI.KLAKD, had been as Irving's liiogra/>ht/ of

Goldtmith records chaplain to (Miss

Kay's) Lord Sandwich, and one of the North

ministry's political scribes; signing his lamenta-
tions "

Anti-Sejanus,*'
" Panurge, and such like

HOHU de plume. Among his several functions, he
was commissioned to purchase OoMsmilh's co-

operation, which much to the D.D.'s a

once and wonder the low-eMated but
minded poet refused. Doctor Soil's services

were subsequently requited with a brace of com-
fortable crown livings. Where were they, and
when did he die ?

The enlistment of poor Goldsmith was
probably

suggested by his friend Viscount Clare, th.-n lii,;li

in office, and to whom the eel launch

j

of Venison" was addressed. Among the cha-

,
raotcrs of that pleasant jtu desprii Doctor Scott

seems especially noticed *
; under one, at least, of

his many pseudonymec,
44 The one write* the Snarler,' the other the Scourge ;

'

Some think be writes '
Cinna,' he went to Panuryt.'

"

V.Q.

JMftMMMsBsL

MOKTULT FBUILLBTOX ON rBE>CII BOOKS.

I. f'ran(ou Titton, M Pie ei ar* (Kmrrt*, par Antoir.e

Campaux, Docteur e Leltres. In-8*. Paris, A. Durand.

The history of French literature exhibits to u* two
distinct schools of writers; some keep to the classical

traditions, endeavouring to engraft on the national ten-

dencies a taste for the productions
and spirit of air

They sacrifice originality to imitation, and are perfectly
content with the humble part of patient and faithful

copyists. In modern times, Racine, Boileau, Laharpo,

belonged to th.it coterie; further back, Ronsard, the poets
i of the Pleiad ; further till, Charles d'Orhrans. Alain

Chartier and others represented it with more or lesa

power. But, on the other hand, there has always existed

in France a strong, compact, influential body of hu-
mourists who preserved nmongut them the pungency of

the ctprit GmWtj and who, careless of all convention-

alisnu. were beet upon expressing as truthfully M they
could their views of society, and their frc<

political and ecclesiastical institutions. U Fontnii

[* Oar correspondent has confouncKM Or. John

Sootl with Dr. Jama Scott, or "Old Mvboot*,"

150. Eo.]
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belais, the old fabliaux are the most genuine exponents

of that light-hearted brigade who lately lost in the illus-

trious Berang-er the truest representative they perhaps

ever had. Francois Villon, the subject of M. Caropaux's

'biography, deserves also a prominent place in the same

category"; and we may safely say that he produced in

Frenciriiterature a revolution as beneficial as any it has

gone through since the sixteenth century.

" Villon sut le premier dans ces sifccles grossiers

Debrouiller 1'art confus de nos vieux romanciers."

Such is the opinion of Boileau ;
and although perhaps it

is not sufficiently clear, yet we must admit that the

author of the Ballade des Dames da Temps Jadis did de-

fjrotdller, and something more, the heavy, tedious style of

composition which was so universal amongst the mediae-

val poets.
The two celebrated works of Villon are his Testaments,

and M. Campaux gives of them a very complete and
correct analysis.

" Le Petit Testament" sa3
T
s he,

" se

compose de 45 octaves ou huitains qui se balancent

chacun sur trois rimes croise'es, dont 25 de legs, en-

cadres entre un preambule plein d'emotion, et une sorte

d'e'pilogue qui, de religieux qu'il promettait d'etre, tourne

brusquement au burlesque, par un de ces soubresants

beiiucoup trop frequents chez notre poete."
The Petit Testament is chiefly of a satirical character ;

it is evidently the work of a young man whose experi-
ence has not yet brought him into contact with the real

calamities of life; but after the publication of that poem
we find Villon gradually sinking lower and lowar, carried

away by the evil example of his friends: he commits
crimes gross enough to bring him to the gallows, and
when Montfaucon is within sight, his imagination brings
forth before him the following anticipated picture of his

melancholy end :

" La pluye nous a debuez et lavez,
Et le soleil dessechez et noirciz ;

Pies, corbeaulx nous ont les yeux cavez,
Et arrachez la barbe et les sourcilz.

Jamais nul temps nous ne sommes rassiz ;

Puis 93, puis la comme le vent varie,
A son plaisir, sans cesser nous charrie,
Plus becquetez d'oyseaulx que dez a couldre.

Homines icy n'usez de mocquerie,
Mais priez Dieu que tous nous veuille absouldre !

"

The clemency of King Louis XI. fortunately saved
Villon from being hung. This circumstance led him to

reflect, and the Grand Testament, which he subsequently
published, though containing here and there many out-

bursts of coarse invective, has on the whole a solemn

character, which proves that the poet had learnt a profit-
able lesson in the school of adversitj*. He died, it is

presumed, about 1482 or 1484.
M. Campaux gives us a list of Villon's imitators ; they

were numerous, and distinguished by all the stupidity
which generally belongs to the servum pecus. The Codi-
cille et Testament de Monseigneur des Barres ; Testament

(Tung Amoureux qui mourut par Amour ; Testament de
Tastevin Hoi des Pions ; Testament de la Mule Barbeau,

c. &c. Such are the titles of the most remarkable
amongst them. But tfesides these clumsy productions of
third-rate scribblers, there exist many poems of a totally
different order, and which can be said to belong to the
school of Villon by their elegance, their pungency, and
their wit. M. Campaux subjoins some extracts from
these compositions in his appendix. A bibliographical
chapter terminates the volume, and states all the re-
sources available for those savants who would feel inclined
to undertake a new edition of Villon, even after the one
lately published by M. Paul Lacroix.

2. Pellisson. Etude sur sa Vie et ses (Euvres snivie d'une

Correspondancc inedite du meme, par F. L. Marcou, ancien
elcve de 1'Ecole Normale. 8. Paris, Durand.

Paul Pellisson-Fontanier is associated with three famous
institutions of the seventeenth century in France

; 1, the
Samedis, or Saturday-reunions of Mademoiselle de Scu-

dery ; 2, the dungeons of the Bastille
;
and 3, the Revo-

cation of the Edict of Nantes. For a man who never
attained any. real celebrity either as a litterateur or as a

politician, this is pretty well ; but in addition to such

honour, imagine a personage obscure like Pellisson being
made the subject of a biography extending over a thick
volume of 500 closely-printed pages !

Mademoiselle de Scuder}
r's safon, however, occupies in

the history of French literature a> prominent part ; and
whilst describing the early life of his hero, M. Marcou
was naturally led to take a general survey of the intel-

lectual movement which marked the beginning of the
seventeenth century. This he has done in a most inter-

esting manner. We assist at the first meetings held by
the Academle Frangaise ; we watch those curious quarrels

arising from the structure of a sonnet or the wording of a

metaphor ; we follow the progress of taste and the deve-

lopment of that elegant, though somewhat formal, school

of literature which afterwards found imitators even in

England during the reign of Queen Anne. Pellisson's

merits as a writer will not be deemed very great by those

who peruse the work we are now noticing ; the two fol-

lowing epigrams are amongst the best of his poesiesfugi-
tives:

" Contre un Envieux.

"Paul, cet envieux maraud,
Sur 1'echelle meme enrage
Qu'un autre ait eu pour partage
De deux gibets le plus haul."

"
Lorsque B., 1'homme de Dieu,
Se mit a, songer que le traitre

Vendit trente deniers son Seigneur et son maitre
Le malheureux, dit-il, 1'avoit vendu si peu !

"

Pellisson was councillor of state
;

in that quality he be-
came connected with Nicolas Fouquet, served him as his

private secretar}', and shared his disgrace. Under such a

system of government as the one which prevailed two
hundred years ago in France, it was impossible for Pel-

lisson, really esteemed though he was by the king, to

escape imprisonment. His position had led him to know
many secrets of the most delicate character ; the corrup-
tion of the court, the intrigues of Louis XIV., the repu-
tations of persons belonging to the highest families, all

these were, so to say, in his hands, and his acquittal
would have been the condemnation of le grand monarque
himself. He was accordingly sent to the Bastille, and
remained confined there for six 3*ears. When he entered

the precincts of the state prison, Pellisson was a Pro-

testant; he had scarcely left them than he abjured his

faith, took orders in the Romish church, and became one
of the most zealous convertisseurs employed to enforce

the edicts promulgated against his quondam fellow-reli-

gionists.
Of course Pellisson's conduct has been appreciated in

the most contradictory manner ;
and whilst in some books

it is still represented as a highly meritorious act, origin-

ating with genuine faith and inspired by disinterested

motives, on the other hand there are authors who assert

that it was the hj'pocritical adhesion of an ambitious

time-server eager for promotion, and caring only for tem-

poral advantages. We would not attempt to sit in judg-
ment over other people, but still we think that the favour

which Pellisson obtained from Louis XIV. subsequently to

his abjuration tells rather against him. At all events,
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the following abieet letter which he wrote u> the
we conceive, thare been wi

H my reaped may be foraped may e or roar

Mftjesty, I felt it a duty to do without you the only thing
in the world which one ought not to do from mere obe-

"
to you.'

11. Marcott's volume, to conclude, is a useful contribu-
tion to the history of modem literature, although written
in too much of an eulogistic strain. It illustrates very
completely the transition-epoch immediately anterior to
the era of Boileaa and Racine, and if not directly relating
to a person of extraordinary merit, it embodies interesting
details on tbo reign of a powerful monarch. The appen-
dix of letters collected together at the end is nowVwe
believe, for the first time published.

8. La Ormmmain Framfoim tt U* Orammainmi At
.TrJ<Sdb,parCb.Livet. 8vo. Paris. A. Durand,

This interesting book, for which we are indebted to a

gentleman already well known from his literary researches,
is undoubtedly one of the most valuable monuments raised

by the present generation to the study of lexicography.
Amongst aN the reforms accomplished daring tie six-
teenth century, that which had grammar for its objeet
was not the least conspicuous, and a mere glance at M.
Livefs treatise will show bow much remained to be done
before the French language attained that degree of per-
fection we find in the writings of the classics of thel+
amtarm era, Jacques Dubois, Ixmia Mdgret, Jacques
Pelletier, Guillauine dee Autels, and Peter Kamus are the

principal
anthors whom M. Livet examines ; the account

be gives of their labours, illustrated as it is by copious
notes, may be considered is a perfect commentary on all

French Grammars. And the learfae* Compart, subjoined
by way of Index, makes us to trace the changes which
have gradually takenplace in the spelling of a Urge
number of words. The government of the Emperor
Napoleon III. has, we understand, encouraged M. Lavet's

undertaking by a handsome subscription. We are not
astonished at this decision, which is merely an act of
strict justice. ali M'-- v
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PATENT ELECTED SILVER PLATES. The most easy,

nrpvents the ink spreading, and never washes out. Any person can use

them Initia plate, is. ; name plate, 2s. 6d. ; set of movable num-
berf i>s 6rf crest, 5s. with directions. Post free for stamps. Observe,

25. Cranboirn Street, Leicester Square, W. C.

riULLETON'S HERALDIC OFFICE and Ge~

\J nealogical Studio, for Tracing Family Arms, Pedigrees, and His-

tories of nearly every Family in the United Ki
fe"for searcher arms ; plain sketch. 2. 6d.

Tracin^ pedigree with original grant of arms, lOs.-. ,

Genealogist, 25. Cranbourn Street. W. C. The studio and library open

, ,

ngdom, America, &c. No
tch. 2. 6d. ; in heraldic colours, 5..

.-T. CULLETON,

daily.

riULLETON'S BOOK PLATES, with Arms, 10s.,

VJ or crest plate, 5s. ; crest engraved on seal or ring, 7s. ; arms on

ditto, 24s. -,
crest on steel die for stamping note-paper,

6s. -25. Cran-

bourn Street, W.C. N.B. Seal Engraver and Die Sinker to Her

Majesty and the Board of Trade.

riULLETON'S CARDS, Wedding, Visiting, and
\J Trade. A copper-plate engraved in any style, and 50 superfine

cards printed for 2s. Post Free. 25. Cranbourn Street, W.C.

nULLETON'S EMBOSSING PRESSES (Patent
\J Lever) for stamping note paper with initials, crest, or name and
address, 15s., at 25. Cranbourn Street, W.C.

THE AQUARIUM. LLOYD'S DESCRIPTIVE
and ILLUSTRATED LIST of whatever relates to the AQUA-

RIUM, is now ready, price Is. ; or by Post for Fourteen Stamps. 128

Pages, and 87 Woodcuts.

W. ALFORD LLOYD, 19, 20, and 20 A. Portland Road, Regent's
Park ,, London, W.

T)ARTRIDGE & COZENS is the CHEAPEST
L HOUSE in the Trade for PAPER and ENVELOPES, &c. Useful

Cream-laid Note, 5 Quires for 6d. Super Thick ditto. 5 Quires for Is.

Super Cream-laid Envelopes, 6d. per 100. Sermon Paper, 4s., Straw
Paper, 2s. 6d., Foolscap, 6s. 6d. per Ream. Manuscript Paper, 3d. per

Quire. India Note, 5 Quires for Is. Black bordered Note, 5 Quires for

1. Copy Books (copies set), Is. Sd. per dozen. P. & C.'s Law Pen (aa

flexible as the Quill), 2s. per gross.

2fo Charge for Stamping Arms, Crests, ffC. from own Dies.

Catalogues Post Free; Orders over 20s. Carriage paid.

Copy Address, PARTRIDGE & COZENS,
Manufacturing Stationers : 1. Chancery Lane, and 192. Fleet St. E.C.

STAMPED
ENVELOPES, Your NAME and

ADDRESS, or your CREST, and 2,000 Envelopes, STAMPED
in COLOUR, for 16s, ; no charge for die, best paper and workmanship.
Send P.O. order, and size of Envelope, to J. LOCK. City Heraldic

__, jfti:
die for stamping paper, 10s. 6rf.
Office, No. 2. Old Jewry, E.G., London. Embossing Press with steel

icr, 10

MEDAL LIQUID HAIR DYE.

ONLY ONE APPLICATION.

INSTANTANEOUS,
INDELIBLE,

HARMLESS,
and

SCENTLESS.
IN CASES, POST FREE, 3s. 3d. & 6s., direct from E. F. LANGDALE'S
Laboratory, 72. Hatton Gardea, London, E.C.

" Mr. Langdale's preparations are
t

to our mind, the most extra-

ordinary productions of modern chemistry." Illustrated London News,

A long and interesting report on the Products of E. F. Langdale's
Laboratory, by a Special Scientific Commission from the Editor of the
Z<mce,will be found in that Journal of Saturday, January 10th, 1857.

A Copy will be forwarded for Two Stamps.

AGENTS WANTED.

PIANOFORTES, 25 Guineas. D'ALMAINE
! and Co., sole makers of the ROYAL PIANOFORTES. 104. New
Bond Street, W. The Royal Pianofortes combine all the latest im-
provements of construction, with richness of tone and elasticity of
touch, are uninfluenced by the varied effects of climate, distinguished
by eiegance of form, recommended by all the most eminent musicians t

and to suit every style of furniture are made in mahoaany, zebra, and
rosewood, at the uniform price of 25 guineas. Every instrument war-
ranted.

WESTERN LIFE ASSURANCE AND
ANNUITY SOCIETY.

3. PARLIAMENT STREET, LONDON, 8.W.
Founded A.D. 1842.

H.E.Bicknen
gq
Esq.

Directors.
E. Lucas, Esq.
F.B. Marson,Es<j
A. Robinson, Esq.
J. L. Seager,Esq.
J.B. White, Esq.

T. S. Cock
G. H. Drew, Esq. M.A.
W. Freeman, Esq.
F. Fuller, Esq.
J. H. Goodhart.Esq.

Physician W. B. Basham, M.D.
Bankers. Messrs. Cocks, Biddulph.and Co.

VALUABLE PRIVILEGE.
POLICIES effected in this Office do not become void through tern

porary difficulty in paying a Premium, as permission is given upon
application to suspend the payment at interest, according to the con-
ditions Detailed in the Prospectus.
LOANS from lOOi. to 500*. granted on real or first-rate Personal

Security.
Attention is also invited to the rates of annuity granted to old lives,

for which ample security i provided by the capital of the Society.
Example: 100Z. cash paid down purchases An annuity of

s. d.
10 4 C to a male life aged 60)
12 3 1 65 (Payable as long
14 16 3 70 f as he is alive.
15 11 10 ., 75J

ARTHUR SCRATCHLEY, M.A., F.B.A.S. Actuary.
To Clergymen, Solicitors, and others interested in Copyhold and

Church Property :

Now ready, Fourth Edition, 3s. 6d.

MR. SCRATCHLEY'S TREATISE on the PRINCIPLES and
PRACTICE of COPYHOLD and CHURCH PROPERTY ENFRAN-
CHISEMENTS.

C. & E. LAYTON, 150. Fleet Street, E.C.

UNITED KINGDOM
LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY,

No. 8. WATERLOO PLACE, PALL MALL, LONDON,
S.W.

The Funds or Property of the Company as at 31st Decem-

ber, 1858, amounted to 652,618/. 3s. lOrf., invested in

Government or other approved securities.

THE HON. FRANCIS SCOTT, Chairman.
CHARLES BERWICK CURTIS, ESQ., Deputy-Chairman.

INVALID LIVES. Persons not in sound health may have their
lives insured at equitable rates.

ACCOMMODATION IN PAYMENT OF PREMIUMS.- Only one-
half of the Annual Premium, when the Insurance is for life, is

required to be paid for the first five years, simple interest being
charged on the balance. Such arrangement is equivalent TO AN

without the borrower having recourse to the unpleasant neces-
sity of procuring Sureties, or assigning and thereby parting with his

Policy, during the currency of the Loan, irrespective of the great
attendant expenses in such arrangements.

The above mode of insurance has been found most advantageous
when Policies have been required to cover monetary transac-

tions, or when incomes applicable for Insurance are at present
limited, as it only necessitates half the outlay formerly required
by other Companies before the present system was instituted by
this Office.

LOANS are granted likewise on real and personal Securities.

Forms of Proposal and every information afforded on application
to the Resident Director,

8. Waterloo Place, Pall Mall, London, S.W.

By order,

E. LENNOX BOYD, Resident Director.

D'ALMAINE & CO. (established 1785), 104. New Bond Street, W.

INTRODUCER OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN
L PORT, SHERRY, &c., 20s. per dozen. BOTTLES INCLUDED,
an advantage greatly appreciated by the Public and a constantly in-

creasing connexion, saving the great annoyance of returning them.

A PINT SAMPLE OP BOTH FOB 24 STAMPS.

WINE IN CASK forwarded Free to any Railway Station in England.

EXCELSIOR BRANDY, Pale or Brown, 15s. per gallon, or 30s. per
dozen.

I TERMS, CASH. Country Orders must contain a remittance. Cross

cheques
" Bank of London." Price Lists forwarded on application,

i JAMES L. DENMAN.G5. Fenchurch Street,comer of Railway Place,

London, E.C.
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S
T. MARTIN'S HALL SINGING SCHOOL.

Nineteenth Season.

Director -IKR. JOHN HULLAH.
Elementary Classes.

For Ladies ; First Lesson, Monday. Nov. 14, at 5.15.

For Gentlemen ; First Lesson, Monday, Nov. 14, at 6.30.

Fee for the Course of Fifty Lessons : Ladies, 10s

Gentlemen, 15s.

No. 189. A Morning Elementary Class for Ladies.
First Lesson, Tuesday next, Nov. 1st, at 12 o'clock.

A Morning Upper School for Ladies.

First Meeting. Wednesday, Nov. 9th at 12.30. Fee to either Morning
Class, One Guinea. Further particulars ofTHOMAS HEADLAND,
Secretary.

BULL'S
LIBRARY for Works of HISTORY,

BIOGRAPHY, TRAVEL. RELIGION, POETRY. *c. Sub-

scription One Guinea a year and upwards. The aim of this Library is

to supply good standard Literature in place of the mere light Publica-
tions ordinarily supplied by Circulating Libraries. Prospectuses sent

Also a List of Surplus Books now offered for

duced prices.-BULL'S LIBRARY,
Cavendish Square, London, W.

Post Free on application.
Sale at greatly reduced prices.-BULL'S LIBR 19. Holies Street,

. KINKEL'S CLASSES FOR LADIES IN
GERMAN, ANCIENT HISTORY, and PHYSICAL GEO-

GRAPHY, are now Recommencing at his House, 6. EASTBOURNE
TERRACE, PADDINGTON, W. FOUR GERMAN CLASSES, One of

them being an Advanced Class for the HISTORY of GERMAN LITERATURE,
with Composition and Conversation. The Lectures on the History
of Art to commence in January. Particulars in the Prospectus.

B ENT LEY'S MISCELLANY.
Price HALF-A-CROWN.

CONTENTS FOR NOVEMBER. No. CCLXXV.

OVINGDEAN GRANGE:
A TALE OF THE SOUTH DOWNS.

By W. HARRISON AINSWORTH, ESQ.
PART THE FIRST.

Gurney ; or. Two Fortunes. A Tale of the Times. By Dudley Costello.
Chaps. XIV. to XVIII.

The French Almanacks for I860.

A Fish out of Water.
.Notes on the Ionian Islands. (Corfu.')
French and English Female Dress.
'The Day-Dream of the Doctor's Boy. By Walter Thornbury.
Slander and Sillery ; or, How a Paris Lion was hunted. By Ouida.
Chaps. IV. and V.

Of Old Actors. A Plea for the Dramatic College. By Monkshood.
A Return Ticket to I'aris. By Lascelles Wraxall.
The Lesson of the Leaves. By Markham Thorpe.
From Evolena to Zermatt : Passage of the Col d'Erin. By Captain J.
W. Clayton.
London : RICHARD BENTLEY, New Burlington Street, W.

DUBLIN UNIVERSITY MAGAZINE for
NOVEMBER. 2s. 6d.

FrenchJUilitary Matters.
|
Jacques Van Arteveldc. By Pro-

DR.
JOHNSON'S TABLE-TALK. Some

curious records of personal intercourse with Dr.
Johnson have been discovered in Australia. These papers
are the Notes of an Irish Clergyman, Dr. Campbell, who
visited England in 1775. They have been printed in

Sydney, and a full account of them is given in the new
number of the Edinburgh Review.

flOLBURN'S NEW MONTHLY MAGAZINE.
\J Edited by W. HARRISON AINSWORTH, ESQ.

CONTENTS for NOVEMBER.
No. CCCCLXVII.

Recent Progress of Geographical Discovery.
The Signal Lights. By the Author of "

Ashley."
Dion. By Sir Nathaniel.
The Planter's Daughter. Part III. By Mrs. Bushby.
The Franklin Monument. By Nicholas Michell.
Ranke's History of England.
Our Apartments near a Church. By Edward P. Rowsell.
Half an Hour with an Old Physician.
The Long Night in '37. An Autobiography. ;

From Paris to London on Foot.
Young at Welwyn. By W. Charles Kent.
The Last Days of a Poet.
A Century of Legends.

CHAPMAN & HALL, 193. Piccadilly, W.
*** Sold by all Booksellers and Newsmen.

Now Completed, in Two handsome Volumes, cloth lettered,
Price 16s.

eYCLOP^EDIA

of ENGLISH LITERATURE;
A History, Critical, and Biographical, of British Authors, from the

liest to the Present Times, with Specimens of their Writings,
ted by ROBERT CHAMBERS, and ROBERT CARRCTHERS of Inverness.

New and much improved Edition.

EMBELLISHED WITH NUMEROUS WOOD ENGRAVINGS.
Cloth Cases for Binding may be had from any Bookseller.

W. & R. CHAMBERS. London and Edinburgh;

New Edition, price 12s. cloth lettered, with 10 Engravings on Steel.

TURNER AND HIS WORKS? illustrated with

ciples of Painting. By J
Painting,"

" Rembrand
Memoir by Peter Cunningham, F.S.A., Au
tical Hints on

Baron Pennefather.
Artists
The

and Craftsman. Part V.
fessor _de Vericour.

University Essays. No. VII. Thew M*U Miuiwiutu. ia.it v. i u uivcniur XMM
Marshals of Napoleon the i Vatican Manuscript. By Rev.

Great.
;

Orlando T. Dobbin, LL.D.
Italian Notes in July and August, The Season Ticket. No. VIII.

l859._Maeenta, Milan. Our Neighbours and distant Re-
Hemrich Heine. I lations.

W. M. Thackeray.
Dublin: ALEX. THOM & SONS. London : HURST & BLACKETT.

N BURNET, F.R.S., Author of "

Rembrandt and his Works." &c.
A Hand-l

JL Examples from his Pictures, and Critical Remarks on his
ciples of Painting. By JOHN BURNET ~

"iembrandt
i, F.S.A., Author of

London," &c. Re-edited by Henry Murray, F.S.A.

London: JAMES S. VIRTUE, City Road and Ivy Lane.

New Edition, price 12*. cloth lettered, with 14 Engravings on Steel,

"OEMBRANDT AND HIS WORKS: comprising
.Li) a Short Account ofhis Life ; with a Critical Examination into his
Principles and Practice of Design, Light, Shade, and Colour. Illus-

the Etchings of Rembrandt. By JOHN
r of "

Practical Hints on Painting." Rc-
1 by .Example

^T
H
FMi,AFUShlr.

London : JAMES S. VIRTUE, City Road and Ivy Lane.

FIRST
CLASS MUSIC. The attention of Heads

of Families and Teachers is directed to a GREEN CATALOGUE,
new and enlarged edition, containing upwards of 2000 works by the best
composers, furnished Gratis and Postage Free. All applications from
professors and teachers must be accompanied with their professional
card. It is also requested that all orders for this special Catalogue may
be forwarded direct to the Publishers.

London: ROBERT COCKS & CO., New Burlington Street. W., Pub-
lishers to her Majesty and the Emperor Napoleon III.
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SMITH, ELDER, AND CO.'S LIST.

Preparing for Publication, price Oxm SIIILLHCO, Monthly,

A NEW PERIODICAL
Edited by MR. W. M. THACKERAY,

WhowUthe. to Mi tad wttfc vfcMi win bt
Tb* FIB8T HUMBEE will bt m4y OB UM SI* of

.......

II.

mi/1 i >
,
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jomr.BOwjmtBE. ***>. fed**.

THROUGH NORWAY WITH A K

^iT^L rte1^ Woodc u - "*

L
MACKAY'S LIFE AND LIBERTY IN

i HI. IM:< ILITM. By THOM \< HAN<

wTfwWSft
A., cloth.

IV.

NEW HALF-CROWN EDITIONS.
Pert ro. cloth.

THE LIFE OF CHARLOTTE BRONTK". By
MRS. QAMCELL. Uniform with the Half-crown KrtHbai of
- JMM Eyrt."

"
Shirley,"

" VU*ue. AC.

BELOW THE SURFACE. By SIR A. H. EL-
TON. EART.

Till TENANT OF WILDFELL HALL. By
ANNE BRONTE'.

TO CUBA AND 1'.

Author of " Two Yean bofcnUM M
H. DANA.

VOYAGE TO JAPAN, KAMTSCHATK A.
SIBERIA. TAUTARY. wrfthVoqAJT of CIUWA. In II. M. 8." BAWAODUTA." By J. M. TEO9Ojr7ll.K. o.. withCharU
and Vfew*. )*. cloth.

XVIIL
SHKI IORIALS. Edited by LADY

BttJLLCY. Sccowl E4ttioa. ! OM VoL po* tw. Price ,v </..

XIX.

\'. MNST WI
LEE. Author of flylvMi Ilolt't Daughter." " ^M%H ]

A VIMT TO THK PHILIPPINE ISLES IN I

Author of -flylvMi llolf. D*uhUr.

XX.

ON THE STRENGTH OF NATIONS. B
:

ANDREW DI88ET, UJL. Poet 9vo.

vn.
HEATHEN AND HOLY LANDS; or, Sonnj

By MISS E. W. ATKI
sVoU.

LIFE IN SPAIN. Hv WALTER THORNBURY,
ff Vote, port <Non wHh Efcrhi Tbrted TOwtattom.

XX.

>F ST. PAUL'S EPISTLES TO
v. By tht Utf FRED. W. ROBERTSON,

of Bt hrhton . I Vol . pott too.

I Hi 1IIMINTS OF PERSPECTIVE. By
X RUSKl.N.M.A. With E%nl7 DUnun^ Crow* tro.

XX
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THE TWO PATHS: Wing Lecture, on A
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M.A. 1 Vol. crown *ro.. with TwoSUcl irarinc*. Prioe 7. td.

xxn.
Till. r.l.KMENTS (>K hi; \ \\INO: in Letters to
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\\in

[(>M>: A Story of Queen Anne's
. M. TilACKERAT. ESQ. A New EdlUo*. I Vol. crown n.
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ANOTHER "NOTE TO THE CORNWALLIS PAPEBS."
NO. II.

Who corrupted Mac Natty and Mac Quicken ?

In the Memoirs and Correspondence of Marquis
Cornwallis (vol. iii. p. 320 ), a letter appears ad-
dressed by Mr. Secretary Cooke to the Lord-Lieu-
tenant, in which various persons are recommended,
including Mac Nally and Mac Quicken, as fit re- ,

cipients for a share in the 15001. per annum which !

in 1799 had been placed for secret service at

his excellency's disposal. Mr. Cooke thus con-
cludes :

" Pollock's services ought to be thought of. He ma-
naged Mac-, and Mac Guicken, and did much. He
received the place of Clerk of the Crown and Peace, and
he has the fairest right to indemnification."

Mr. Charles Ross, the editor, reminds his

readers that "Mac" is "Leonard Mac Nally,
Esq., a barrister of some reputation, son of a
Dublin merchant, who was regularly employed
by the rebels, and was entirely in their confidence.
He was author of various plays, and other works

;

born 1752, died 1820."
It may interest the students of that eventful

period of Irish history to learn some account of
the unscrupulous and wily person who succeeded,
on behalf of the government, in corrupting the
counsel and solicitor of the unhappy men who
staked their lives and fortunes for Ireland. On
this negotiation some calamitous and important
events hinged. For almost every name mentioned
in the Cornwallis Correspondence Mr. Ross has
furnished an explanatory foot-note. In the page
following the mention of Mr. Pollock's name the
editor says: "It has been found impossible to

ascertain anything in regard to most of these in-

dividuals;" and as we have no note relative to
Mr. Pollock, it may be presumed that Mr. Ross
knows little or nothing of him.

Half a century ago John Pollock was a well-
known solicitor in Dublin. In the Dublin Direc-

tory for 1777 his name appears for the first time,
and his residence is given as " 31. Mary Street."
In 1781 he removed to 12. Anne Street, and in
1784 to Jervis Street. At this time, as recorded
in the Directory, he practised at the Courts of

King's Bench, Chancery, and Exchequer. In
1786, Mr. Pollock was appointed

"
Solicitor to

the Trustees of the Linen Manufacture ;" in 1788," Clerk of the Report Office of the High Court of

Chancery;" in 1791,
"
Transcriptor and Foreign

Appos. of the Court of Exchequer;" in 1793,
Registrar to the Hon. Judge Downes*; and in

1795, Clerk of the Crown and Peace for the Pro-
vince of Leinster, and Clerk of the Peace for the

County of Dublin. In the year 1800, Mr. Pol-
lock is gazetted to the enormous sinecure of
" Clerk of the Pleas of the Exchequer."

It has been said that the man who corrupted
Mac Nally and Mac Guicken deserves a share of
the obloquy which has been cast without stint on
their reputations ;

and it perhaps becomes my
duty to embalm, as far as possible, Mr. Pollock's

memory.
The MS. volume, already noticed, containing

an " Account of Secret Service Money Expendi-
ture employed in detecting Treasonable Con-
spiracies," chronicles the frequent payment of

pecuniary stimuli to Mr. Pollock. On Dec. 11,
1797, 300Z. is recorded: "April 20, 1798, John
Pollock, 110Z.," appears. June 15, 109Z. 7*. 6d. ;

August 18, 56/. 17*. 6d.
; August 28, ditto

; Sep.
14, ditto; and on January 18, 1799, the large
sum of 11371. 10s. arrests attention. There are,

however, various other payments to Mr. Pollock,
which it might seem tedious to enumerate.
As soon as he received the enormous sinecure

of Deputy Clerk of the Pleas, Mr. Pollock re-
moved from Jervis Street to No. 11. Mountjoy
Square East, where, as I am informed by M
S

, Esq., he lived in a style of lavish magni-
ficence, and spent not less than 9000Z. a year.
This reign of luxury lasted until the year 1817,
when Mr. Pollock was suddenly hurled from his

throne.

The sinecure office of Clerk of the Pleas of the

Exchequer had been,
" in some measure, created

for Lord Buckinghamshire" as a reward for his

important services in India f, as well as in Ire-

land, when discharging the services of Chief Se-

* William Downes, called to the Bar 1776 : elevated
to the Bench 1792: created Lord Downes 1822. Died
unmarried, March 2, 1826.

f Sketches of Irish Political Characters, London, 1799,

p. 49.
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cretary. Sir J. Newport declared in parliament
on April 29, 1816, that his lordship's fees had

amounted to 35,0007. per annum. Lord Bucking-
hamshire d'd on F* ". 5 'n that I *1"- From the

Dublin Evening Pott of Feb. 20, 1817, we learn

that

Mr. Pollock still continues to fulfil the duties of the

office, and the writ* which had been authenticated by the

signature of' BOCSOVOBAMSIURK,' are now signed
' JOHX

Pouxxac.'"

The duties of the office were most indolently
and inefficiently discharged :

u Purchasers can

have no security," observes the same authority ;

" we have been informed of a judgment of 10.000/.

omitted in a certificate."

44 It is one of the most lucrative and unnecessary offices

in the country," continues the Pott :
u

all the duty U per-
formed by the deputy, Mr. Pollock, who derives about

60007. a year. All tills is made up of fees on the distri-

bution of Justice in a single Court of Law. If this un-

necessary office were now extinguished, how much would
it cheapen Justice to the Public. What a number of

poor suitors would then procure justice, who are now
excluded from its benefits by their poverty."

But the estimate of the Post would seem to

have been " under the mark." On Monday, April
29, Leslie Foster declared that Mr. Pollock "drew

10,0001. out of the profits, and on which he ought
to pay the salaries of the other clerks ; but instead of

this, he pocketed the whole of the money, leaving
them to raise the fees upon the suitors on no other

authority than their own assumptions !

"

The peculation upon which Mr. Pollock had so

long fattened soon began to enkindle a wide sen-

sation. A commission of inquiry was held, and

some startling facts came to light. Mr. Leslie

Foster, afterwards Chief Baron Foster, ob-

served :

44 To show the progress of abuse he might pursue the

history of the place held by this Deputy. In 1803, his

profits amounted to 80007. a year. After that time the

office was placed under regulations which reduced its

emoluments to one-third ; and in consideration of what
was called the vested right of the possessor, be received a

-They unexpectedly discovered,*
IT. "an

apparently bumble Satellite who

compensation of WOd, which, joined to his fee.

up 80001, his original income. Instead of being wort

80001, at present the office yielded 70001 a year, having
increased 60001 since 1808 : which, with a compensation
of 20001 for anticipated loss, amounted to the 70001 men-
tioned. All these abuses spring from the circumstance
that the power of taxation is lodged in the bands of

officers who were interested in the sums they imposed, or

in the abuses they connived at."

At this time, as
appears

from the Directory,
Mr. Pollock not only held the lucrative office of

Crown Solicitor, but various sinecures besides.

The Cornwall!* Papers had not then divulged that

all this emolument and peculation was nothing
more nor less than the wages earned by the cor-

ruptor of Mac Nally and Mac Guicken f

It farther appeared that 13,0001. extra had
been seized upon and squandered by underatrap-

The commissioners pursued their inquiries.

records the Pntt
of May 4, 1817, "an

apparently bumble Satellite who
oWilisi! an income of 13007. per annum from fi-.

who, without being ambitious of even the celebrity which
an almanack confers, quietlv tevolved about the brilliant
orb of his Superior, as much unknown to the Public as

any of the satellites of Jupiter.**

A more monstrous labyrinth of inveterate
abuses bad never before been explored. 1m-

peachment became unavoidable ; and we find the

Attorney-General Saurin bringing forward nine
distinct charges against Mr. Pollock. One para-
graph will suffice tor a specimen :

" With respect to the taxation of costs, the officer has
exercised an arbitrary and discretionary power in de-

manding fees: and that the fees received have, in

some instances, exceeded the amount of the costs them-
selves."

In the Court of Exchequer, July 1, 1817, the
Chief Baron O'Grady, afterwards Lord Guilla-

! more, passed judgment on Mr. Pollock. 11

[

concluded :

44 And whatever regret we may feel in respect to an
i officer many years in office, who has so long acquitted
,

himself to our entire satisfaction, proved by his being
reinstated when the office lately became vacant by the
death of Lord Huckinghamahire, his appointment being
had with the full approbation of his Majesty's govern,
ment while we urge these topics of paBSjjik. we are

obliged to declare, from the acts lately for the first time
come to our knowledge, that he has abased his duty
abused his discretion he has dope acts without autho-

rity by accepting gratuities he has degraded the Court
be has permitted fictitious charges, and has raised the

fees of this Court to bring them to the level of higher
fees of other Courts, instead of bringing: down what
was highest to the level of those that were lower these
acts have tended to a perverse and maladministration of
Justice ; and it is, therefore, due to the Public to the
ends of Justice to the authority and purity of the Court

to the maintaining of the Court's authority <

own officer and to tbe end of the officer presiding with
effect over those under him, that Mr. Pollock be removed!
and he is hereby removed from the office of Deputy
Clerk of the Pleas of this Court"

The Correspondent and Sounders of the day do

j

not report the case. The foregoing has been cx-

{

tracted from the Freeman's Journal. At the period
in question, it does not seem to have been always
easy for reporters to obtain access to courts of

law during the progress of peculiar cases. Tbe
Freeman of July 12, 1817, devotes a leading
article to the discussion of a petulant remark
made by Mr. Jackson (Lord Chief Justice

bury's registrar) to the effect that " be would pre-
vent the Court from being turned into a printing

office"
Mr. S tells me that he remembers having

noticed with some
pain

the once swaggering
influential John Pollock reduced to compar

poverty
and prostration. Mr. Pollock did not

long survive his humiliation. About th<> year

1818, he died, I believe childless ; and there is no

one now living, so far as I know, who could feel
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hurt by these details. Leonard Mac Nally saw

his seducer consigned to the grave.
WILLIAM JOHN FITZPATRICK.

Kilmacud Manor, Dublin.

P.S. It is worth mentioning as a postscriptum
that the Chief Baron O'Grady claimed the right
of patronage in the appointment of successors to

Lord Buckinghamshire and Mr. Pollock ;
and

having actually named his son and brother to the

enormous sinecure?, a wide sensation became en-

kindled, which resulted in an elaborate public trial

of the judge's right. One of Plunkett's greatest
bar-efforts was made upon this memorable occa-

sion.

COMPLETE HISTORY OF ENGLAND : WHITE KEN-
NETT: JOHN STRYPJG.

The question of the editorship of the three

volumes known as Kennetfs Complete History of
England has from the date of their publication
been so variously answered, that it seems worth
while to collect the existing evidence on the sub-

ject.
In Reliquice Hearniance (i. 141.) we read : "Mr.

Took told Sir Philip Sydenham that he paid 200
libs for his share in the three vols. of English his-

torians, besides about 100 libs that it cost him in

treats." On which Dr. Bliss remarks :
" It should

be remembered that bishop Kennett always denied

having anything to do with this publication ; it

was however, and still is, generally known by the
title of Kennett's History of England." Hearne
again ascribes the book to Kennett (ibid. p. 371.).
These two passages in Hearne occur under the
dates Oct. 1, 1708, and April 24, 1717. In the
interval (Dec 3, 1711), Kennett wrote to Hearne,
who had cited as his the notes on the Life of
Hen. IV. in vol. i. of the collection of historians.

But Kennett's contradiction, far from bearing
out Dr. Bliss's statement, distinctly implies that
for a portion of the work he was responsible. His
words are (Letters from the Bodleian, i. 225.) :

" I do assure you, I was not the author, publisher,
or reviser of that volume, or of any note or line in
it

;
as any one of the booksellers could have in-

formed you."
From the Letters by John Hughes, Esq. and

several other Eminent Persons Deceased, of which
the second edition was published by John Dun-
combe, M.A. in 1773 (3 vols. 8vo.), we gain more
precise information :

"In the same year [1706] a 'Complete History of
England' being undertaken by the booksellers, on a plan
recommended by Sir William Temple, our author under-
took to collect the materials for the two first volumes,
and gave an account of them in a very judicious intro-
duction. This work was continued and completed by
Dr. Kennet, whose name it bears." Vol. i. p. viii.

The plan of SirW. Temple is described at length

by his chaplain, Thomas Swift, a cousin of the

Dean, in a letter (Feb. 14th, 169, ibid. i. 1-8.)
to Bentley the bookseller. It was in most parti-
culars followed by the editors of the Complete
History.
A similar account is given by John Nichols

(Lit. Anecd. i. 325. 396.), who also refers to three

replies which Kennett's volume called forth (i. 44.

602.; ii. 134.).
The preface and tables of contents to the Com-

plete History attribute the translation of Godwin's
Qu. Mary to Mr. J. Hughes, that of Camden's
Elizabeth to Mr. Davis, &c., the notes on Wilson's
James I. to Dr. Welwood, those on Buck's
Richard III., and Godwin's Qu. Mary to "Mr.
Stripe, an industrious Antiquary." OfHayward's
Edward VI. it is said :

" An impartial Censure of
this Author is prefix'd to his Book by Mr. Stripe,
to which the Reader is referr'd."

Mr. Nichols seems to have questioned the accu-

racy of this statement, as he speaks (Lit. Anecd. i.

396.) of "notes said to be inserted by Mr.
Strype." It is certainly singular that a portion
of Strype's contributions, though promised in,

the preface to both editions, appears in neither.

Writing to Thoresby (July 1, 1707, in Thoresbij
Correspondence, \. 57.), Strype complains :

"Among these papers, you have a preface, which I
made to stand before Hayward's Life of King Edward
the Sixth, as it is reprinted in the late History of the

Kings, and should have been printed in that edition, but
was dropped, I know not how, though it was promised
and referred to in the general preface before that history.
I therefore printed a few of them, to bestow upon my
friends."

In a volume of original letters addressed to

Strype, which, by the kindness of Mr. Baumgart-
ner, has now found its natural home in the Cam-
bridge University library, are two which relate to
this subject :

"
London, August 2*, 1705.

" When j'ou come next to Town (y
e sooner yc

better) I desire you'l please to call upon me, for we would
willingly speak wth

you again, about assisting us in Our
English History.

" I am,
"S',
v or humble Serv',

"HENRY BONWICKE."
The letter is addressed

"For y Eeverd Mr
Strype, at Low-Leyton, Essex."

Strype has endorsed it,
" Mr. Hen. Bonwick

the Bookseller ;

"
and notes :

" The Booksellers were printing y
e
Complete History of

England, i. e. The Lives of y
e Kings & Queens. I

added Annotations to vc
History of Rich. III., K. Edward

VI. & Q. Mary."
Another letter from Bonwicke :

S r
,

'

London, August 7th
, 1705.

I have consulted my Partners, and they are will-

ing to comply w th
y r

Termes, tho' they think 'em hard,
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& we hop* notwithstanding y other mattan you a*s

engaged in, you'l to able to flonuh (we) our*, in about

two Month* time. I shall be glad to see you when you
come to Town, & y* Books shall be snt yoo as soon as

you plea* by,

"y* humble 8enr.
M HKXBY BuXWICK K."

J. E. B. MAYO*.
St John's CoMe^e, Cambridge.

P.S. For the sake of completeness I may cite

die gossip of the Notes to The J>u*ciatly ii. 283. :

Bet* :>lovedemployetl by bishop Kennel, in publishing the

historians in bis collection, he [< Hdmixon] falsified Daniel's

Chronicle in numberless places."

Kennctt's own words, in his letter to Ilearne,

sufficiently prove the falsehood of this statement

as far as it concerns him.

tOKHET SUrrOSBD TO BB BY MILTOX.

In a copy of AlexuiuL-r Ross's Mel 1/eliconium,

1G46, on the back of the title-page b the fol-

lowing sonnet :

" On MEL HELICONKM Written by
Mr. ROSSB Chaplain to his Mau-

These shapes, of old transfigvrd by y*
charm*

Of wanton Quid, woJfncd iri'* the alarmes

Of powerful Rosset gaine noblerformet ;

try
The force of a diviner Alchimy.

M*ff/A

Soe the tjveint Chimist ^ ingenious power

From cakynd hearles extractsa gloriousflower :

Soe hers tofraight their thimy cells produce
From nois'nons \oeedes

J. M.
sweet |- wholmomi

The volume containing the sonnet belongs to

William Tite, Esq., M.P., nnd was, with other

relics, exhibited at the meeting of tbe British

Association in Aberdeen in September. Mr. Tite

supposed the sonnet to be the composition of

Milton. This was questioned in one of the local

newspapers, and Mr. Tite explained :

M The book in question," he said,
" has been twice sold

in London within tbe last three years first at Messrs.
1'uttick & Simpson's, and next (when I bought it) at

Messrs, Sotheby & Wilkinson's its authenticity waa not

questioned at either sale; and I satisfied myself, by in
dfettoctiYe character as handwriting, and tbe opinions of
those who knew Milton's hand well, that there waa no
doubt of its authenticity. The 'jook was carefully pre-
served in a cloth case, apparent \y about the time of the

printing of tbe book iuctf. Tbe price it realised at both
sales was some slight proof of the correctness of their

opinions. I called the attention of my friend, Mr. Bohn
'.on, to the writing, and he authorises me to say

that he knowa Milton's autograph well, and that he en-
tertains no doubt whatever that the sonnet and the

initials are in Milton's handwriting. Tour critic, how-
iys that Milton's band is strongly narked,' in

which opinion I entirely agree, and if he will

this sonnet with the facsimiles given at the e

first volume of tbe admirable Life of Milton by Mr. Mas-
son, published this rear, of which there are several copies
in Aberdeen, be will see specimens of Milton's writing so

exactly like mine in character that it aj.pears to me
impossible to entertain any doubt on the subject."

Mr. Tite farther says of Ross and his book :

* He was a moat voluminous writer, and had tbe ill

fortune to to outrageously praised by Sir Thorn*
hart of Crumarty. believed by me to to ' tbel^B
sage philosopher

r
referred to by Duller. It it not diffi-

cult to imagine regard being bad to the antecedents of
both these writers that the satirist waa not particularly
pleased with either the philosopher or the post ; bat hfc
reference to the poet may onlv have bad reference to the

iUmHiii quantity of bis writings, for I venture r

be waa no mean poet, as the sonnet I shall presently give
will perhaps show. But I rquhart was certainly tbe
most extravagant of pedants, and was not \

satirised by Butler's lines, two of which, not so often

quoted as the two first, sufficiently refer to Uruuhart's
ridiculous book.

" The whole reference of Butler is as follows: which I

beg to to allowed to give here, because tbe two first an
in every one's moutb, and, as Addison says, though the
merest doggrel, are more frequently Quoted than the

finest pieces of wit in tbe whole volume. Butler begins
his second canto thus-

44 There was an ancient sage philosopher,
That had read Alexander Bosse over;
And swore the world, as he could prove,
Was made of fighting and of love/

Whatever might to Butler's opinion of Ross, how-
ever, he lived and died a prosperous gentleman,' in

1664, at the age of sixty-five leaving to the Town
OsaaJI of Aberdeen, his native place, 20u/. for the foun-

dation of two bursaries. I could give many specimens
of bis merit as a poet from the book which has led to

tbeM remarks, but cannot ask you to do more tban to

insert the following, which is a spiritualising
fable of Apollo and the Python :-

' AroLU>.

When God out of rude dtotw drew tbe light
Which cleared away the long confused night,
O'er all this all it did display
Ita golden beams, and made the day.
So, when mankinds did in the chaos lie

Of ignorance, and grosse idolatry,
Then did arise * a light,' a star,'

Brighter than sun or moon by far

Who, with bis fulgent beams, did soon disperse
The vapours of this little universe :

Till then, no morning did arise,

Nor sparkling stars to paint the skis*.

This is that sun, this is The Woman's v

Who with his arrows wounded 1'ython's bead ;

Tis he who killed tbe Gyants all

1. were the causes of our fall ;

He is that Shepherd
' which in flow'ry meads

Doth feed his wandering flock : and then he leads

Tbesa to a brook which softly glides,
And with his shepherd's crock thorn safely guides.'

"

The critic in the Aberdeen Utrald w:

unconvinced, and replied to Mr. T,;o in the fol-

lowing terms:
" No critical reader of Milton can for a moment believe

that in mature life be could hate written such lines as
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the above. In his early academic career, the great poet

threw oft' some careless copies of verses (such as those on

Hobson the carrier) which are rugged and imperfect in

style and conception. But the sonnet in dispute must

have been written in or after the year 1646 the date of

Mr. Tite's copy of the ' Mel Heliconium
' and at that

time Milton was in his thirty-eighth year, or more. Ross

was a royalist and churchman, and is supposed to have

derived his appointments from Laud, to whom, in the

dedication of one of his works, he expresses his obliga-

tions. Milton, on the other hand, was a Republican and

Puritan. He had, in 1638, in his poem of Lycidas, de-

nounced the church, and menaced Laud with the axe

and scaffold. In his controversial prose works, Milton

assailed the prelates and court chaplains in the most un-

measured and virulent terms, and in his '

Areopagitica
'

that noblest of political treatises he had vindicated

the inalienable right of Englishmen to free speech and

unlicensed writing, which Laud and the prelates laboured

to extinguish. Can it be believed that, after all this,

the Republican poet should have sat down to pen a com-

plimentary sonnet to ' Mr. Ross, Chaplain to her Majesty.'
The words 'Chaplain to her Majesty

' must have stuck in

his throat like Macbeth's ' Amen.' But still more un-

tenable is the idea that Milton could have called the

court chaplain 'powerful Ross.' That he, who was so

chary of all acknowledgment of his contemporaries, who
guarded his self-respect with jealous dignity, and was

distinguished, as he himself confessed, by a certain se-

verity of taste and judgment, should have awarded to

the garrulous, pedantic Alexander Ross an amount of

distinction and praise exalting him even above Ovid !

which he denied to his most illustrious compeers, is a

supposition utterly incredible. All internal evidence and

analogy is against such a conclusion. With respect to

external evidence, we may notice that the sonnet does not

profess to be the composition of Miltou. It bears only
the initials

'
J. M.' Those letters are not unlike the

authentic writing of Milton, but the style was not un-
common. Let Mr. Tite look at the signature of Marston,
the dramatic poet and satirist, of which a fac-simile is

given in Collier's Bridgewater Catalogue, and he will

find that the form of the two letters is precisely the same.

Marston, however, was dead before 1646, and, in the
absence of any direct proof, we should be disposed to

assign the sonnet to another minor poet of that period,

Jasper Mayne, who, like Ross, was a royalist, and who
was one of the divines appointed to preach before Charles
I. at Oxford. Mayne translated Lucian's Dialogues and
Donne's Latin Epigrams; and from his poetical tastes

-and capacity, no less than from his political and eccle-

siastical position, was just the person to compliment
Alexander Ross, court chaplain, as '

powerful Ross.'
The slight resemblance of the '

J. M.' of the sonnet to

Milton's initials proves nothing as opposed to the almost

insuperable internal evidence against the identity of the

parties, and the lines themselves do not appear to us to
bear any close resemblance to the genuine handwriting of
Milton. Mr. Tite and Mr. Bohn think otherwise, and
we admit that this is a point on which men will enter-
tain different opinions. The identity of handwriting,
like the resemblance of portraits, is very difficult to
determine. But all Milton's genuine manuscripts seem
to us to be written in a broader and firmer character
than the writing of this sonnet. Before 1G46, the poet's
C3

r
esight had begun to fail, and he wrote strongly,

charging his pen fully with ink. In a few more years,
all was dark, irrecoverably dark, and it is the interest

attaching to this part of the poet's history that led us to
look minutely at his handwriting. We have traced it

through the Cambridge MSS. and the records of the
.State Paper Office, and should grieve to think that even

a passing shade might rest on the memory of the great
poet from his being recognised as the author of this poor
and servile sonnet."

It seemed to me, as to others, that " N. & Q."
was the proper place for preserving the supposed
production by Milton, and the controversy as to

its genuineness. D. (1.)

ANDERSON PAPERS. NO. V.

I trust the enclosed will be considered worthy of

a place in " N. & Q." ;
it is No. 5. of " Anderson's

Papers," a copy of a letter from Neil Campbell,
minister of Rosneath, Moderator of the Synod,
to John Anderson of Dumbarton. It should

have properly come before the letter from T.

Martine, Oct. 1715 (2
nd S. vii. 413.), as it pre-

cedes it in date. The writer was evidently in

direct communication with those at head-quar-
ters, and his information was likely to be good
and trustworthy. The move of the French and

Spanish governments in disbanding their British

mercenaries, and thus giving the Pretender a

force of 18,000 disciplined men, is noteworthy.
The fierce party feud of Argyle and Montrose
seems the home pivot upon which the rebellion

turned, the Lord-Lieutenancy of the important
county of Dumbarton, a valuable card in either

hand, being the special bone of contention. The
game is a tough one, with Argyle, Townsend, and

Stanhope, against Montrose and the Jacobites.

"Rossneath 8 August 1715
"Nine at night

"
R(everend) & D(ear) B(rother)

" About half ane hour before your express came here
the Lady Ardkinless* was at my house who told me
that some braemenf came down on their land in the

night tyme and caried away some horses, but as yet
they have attempted nothing with daylight or be way of

harshipj, however the opperations among them are so

vigorous that we cannot be too early in our precautions,
and I truely think it lyes much on us to animate the

people to exerte themselves on this occaision for our all

in every respect is at stake if I get any accounts worth

Sending Express with you may be sure to have yTh
(them) very soone, This night I have letters from Mr

John at London, and find there is now no roume left to

doubt of ane Invasion The Ffrench King has disbanded
all the British and Irish in his service as the K.(ing) of

Spain has done also and they instantly took on with the

P.(rince), they make eighteen thousand men, there is a

*
"Lady Ardkinless." I suppose the widow of Sir

Colin Campbell of Ardkinglas.

f
u
Braemen," Highland catturans or thieves men

from the brae-hill.

J "Harship" (properly hairship), systematic plunder
by armed bands. In this letter we see the kindling of

that fierce feud between the Campbell and the Graham,
whose brands our old friend Rob Roy (2

nd S. vi. 495.), as

we saw, so kicked about. Here is the first sputtering of

rebellion ;
and the strings of court intrigue are plain

enough. Had the king been deaf to Argyle, Townsend,
and Stanhope, should we have heard of Mar and the '15 ?

" The P.," the Chevalier de St. George, or the old

Pretender.
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te betwixt Argyle and Mont: (the Duke of

.,
fcr the Livtenancy of this Shire Montrose

went to the King alone and told him if he gave not this

Uvtenancy he could not serve his
Majesty

next day
Townaend and Stanhope went to the King and told ft

was absolutely necessary for his interest that Argyle
should have y (that) Livtenancy I dread the conse-

quence of this. M' John * has written to Succoth f for a

representation from the gentlemen of the Shire to the

Post Office ag- (against) Mango and y (that) he wald

get in Calder in his roume I should think ye (you) might
tende* (endeavour) y (your) self with a little. more zeal

in that matter I exspect to see yon this week. I am
-R.D. B.

"y* own most affect

B. & sen-'

(Signed) NEIL CAMPBELL.
"
Keep the storie of the Dukes till we have the cer-

tainty.
" On Wednesday this parish are to meet under Armea

and then 111 mind the aasotiation (association).

-Argyle boa brought in AuchinleckJ and who now
more zealous than be with bis dsyly rindevonz for

K(ing) G(eorge)."
C. D. L.AMONT.

GENERAL WOLFE AT QUEBEC.

(Continued from 2* S. viii. 166.)

"August 9th, 17.*>9. Employed in disposing and car-

rving for the wounded the most of this day. At nine

oMock this night the Brigad
r ordered Lt Crofton of the

Rangers to land on the south shore in order to take a pri-
soner. He accordingly with 20 men landed, surprized a

barn in which there were 9 Canadians, killed 4, and took

nets.
M 10th. This morning embarked on board our flatt-

bottomed boats, in order to land on the south shore, in the

same order as the 8th inst. About half an hour after 7

o'clock rowed in and landed, after sustaining a small fire

from the enemy, of whom we killed 5, and took a captain
of militia prisoner. Our loss consisting of 1 private killed,

6 wounded, and Lt-Sam. Rutherford of Amherst's regt.

wounded.
44 After we beat off the enemy, we took possession of an

eminence where we encamped, strongly situated opposite
to our ships, near village St Nicholas, 21 miles from Point

I^evy ramp.
M

1 1th. Remained in camp ; nothing done.
*

1 2th. Very rainy weather. This morning a schooner

from below joined our fleet ; the mr of reports that two
catts with a regt on board endeavoured to pass the town,
but were obliged to put back by the brisk cannonading
of the battery*.

**18th. A detachment of 400 men under the com-
mand of Major Dalling marched to the eastward to re-

conoitre the country; they were fired on by a small

who marparty of Canadian*, made the following execution.

I

lag or repaasing the communication, fur the future, that

no quarter will be given the inhabitant* when taken,
without exception or respect of person. The detachment
took a great number of cattle ; no prisoners.

14th. This morning 7 marines straggled about 800

yard* from the camp, who was taken by the enemy, part
of whom they massacred and left on the beach in order

. to be discovered, in return of v v the General
marched with the two battalions, viz. Amherst's and tl,,-

2~ battl- Koyal A., 8 miles east of our camp in the vil-

lage of St Nicholas, setting fire to all the houses belong-
ing thereto. Neither prisoners or cattle brxmgt

" 15th. Remained in camp all day ; the weather rainy.

Nothing extraordinary.
16th. This forenoon a small party ofthe enemy shewed

themselves to the left of our encampment, but were re-

pulsed by a few of our advanced guard.
-17th: This forenoon the General gave in orders that

the two battalions and two company* of Light Infantry
should prepare to embark on board their respective ves-

sels, as the former distribution. At 10 o'clock we struck
our tents and embarked, where wa remained till the night

following. The other company of Light Infantry with
the two hundred marines to remain on shore till further

orders, under the command of Cspt* Fraser.
M 18th. At 12 o'clock this day embarked Capt Simon

Fraser with Delaune's co. of Lt infantry. At the same
i time the General called for commanding officers of coos.

* in order to explain to them bis order of battle at

ing next, or at the attack intended on the village

Chambeau, where, according to intelligence fuiamlj
given (by prisoners taken), there are some magazines, and

consequently men to endeavour their defence. After

which explanation the General sent orders to the com-

manding officers of the marines to keep the tents of tho
two regts. standing, that as the enemy might discover

the embarkation of Delaune's company in

seeing the camp as formerly excepting the tents of the

Light Infantry, as also keeping the face of the en-

campment* as formerly with a number of large fires,

that from these circumstances the enemy will probably

conjecture that the tents struck is onlv the Light Infan-

try, being detached, Ac. Likewise oblige them to keep
their quarters, not knowing the infantry's intention or

destination. At 11 o'clock we embarked in boats, and

agreeable to orders rendevouxed at the Ward transport.

At 12 o'clock we sett off accompany'd by two floatUng
bat terra, for the intended attack of Chambeau, v 1

on the north shore, 7 leagues op the river above Point

au Tremble, and 21 leagues from Quebec,
19th. By daybreak we drew nigh the renderouze for-

merly mentioned, at the same time discovered a Urge
topsail schooner on her way from shore, and bearing
down upon us, which would not be so convenient ; but in

a little time they altered their coarse, by which we under-

stood they only meant to scheere off. About an hour

after we landed, to oar surprize without
opposition, being

two miles below the church of St Joseph. We formed

viz. Capt Card* wounded, also 4 wounded of the Rangers.
On which the General ordered all the houses east ofour
post (in the pariah of St Croix) to be sett on fire, and at

the same time fixed a manifesto on tha church door, de-

daring that if they should anoye any of our troops paat-

-Mr. John," tht Hon. John Campbell of alamort,
ancle to the Duke of Argyle.

t
a
Succolb," a territorial title. Sir Arch. Campbell

1 Auclunlcck." also, I presume, a territorial title for

aBosweUofAucbinUck.

order without any molestation, excepting a few shott on

our rear which did not disturb us much. When our van

came in sight of the church of St Joseph, a capt. of

De La Sare's regiment with about GO regulars made a

i show of making a stand, which obliged the Brv
make a disposTiion of attacking, not knowing but they

might be part of a larger body. On their seeing the head

of our column draw nigh, the capt. and his men *

to the wood without firing a shott Near this church found
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a store-house in which store was all the effects, including

equipage and apparel, of all the officers in Quebec, civil

aud military, besides arms and amunition, the whole

valued at 9'J,000 pounds sterling monej', which we con-

sumed by fire. We remained at Chambeau till i past

three o'clock in the evening ; being low water we em-

barked on board our boats, carrying off some sheep,

leaving 100 cattle shott on the beach. Major Dalling's

Light Infantry covered the retreat, which was done in

pretty good order, and without the loss of one man.

After we were embarked, and about 500 yards from

shore, the General ordered one Capt. Mophak, a sea offi-

cer who had the command and direction of the flatt-

bottomed boats when without the troops or at embarking
or debarking, with two floating batterys and two flatt-

bottomed boats with troops in them, to attack the

schooner which lay dry on the south shore. On the boats

approaching the enemy fired two shott, abandon'd her,

and sett her on fire. As we were coming down the river

we was fired on by a party of Cannadians from behind

logs on the south shore; none hurt. Arrived by 10

o'clock this night at our camp ; part of the troops did not

disembark.
" 20th. The remaining part of the troops disembarked,

and the marines in camp embarked. Rainy weather.
At night disturbed by our sentry's firing at some strag-

gling enemy coming to sculk by our camp ; the Light In-

fantry under arms till day, during which time it rained

very hard.
" 21st. This morning the Brigad

r
(Gen

1

Murray") sent to

the camp desiring Capt. Fraser to come on board, signi-

fying to him that he considered a diversion up the river

to be of great consequence, and that every measure prac-
ticable should be taken to destroy the French shipping
(which lay about 2-1 leagues above the town or city of

Quebec) in order to clear the communication twixt us and
Mr. Amherst, proposing to send Capt. Fraser with des-

patches to his Excellency General Wolfe, which after-

wards was dropt. Forenoon of this day Admiral Holmes
went on board a schooner in order to go and recouoitre

the French shipping and sound the channel.
"22nd. Some of our men went to pull pease this

forenoon, who discovered a party of the enemy and
returned. At night the Admiral returned from his re-

conoitring cruise.
" 23rd. A few men on horseback made their appearance

this morning, but on seeing a small party of our men
make towards them they thought proper to retire. At
12 o'clock received orders to get under arms, the whole to

march in three seperate divisions, viz. the 3rd battalion

Roy. Americans to the right of our camp the length of

St." Croix, the 15th regt. with Capt. Fraser's co. of Lt.

Infantry the length of St. Nicholas to the left of our

camp, under the command of the General, the former
division by Maj r

Dalling ; the 3rd division in boats, con-

sisting of co. Light Infantry, commanded by Capt. Char-
ters of the Royal Americans. The consequence of which
scout ended in burning a battery, a sloop, and 2 saw
milns. The real intention was that if any of the enemy
made their appearance, and that we could not bring them
to battle, Capt. Simon Fraser with his co. and 50 volun-
teers of the 15th regt. were to lay in ambush till next
morning, when they were to retire. At night Major
Dalling returned with his division, exchanged a few
shott with the enemy, and made one prisoner."

24. The General gave orders for the whole to prepare
to embark against tomorrow.

"25th. This morning fell down the Squirel, a sloop-
of-war, with the admiral, general, and the wounded
officers.

"In the evening the loth regt. and 3rd battalion Roy.
Americans embarked. Capt. Fraser's co. covered the

retreat
; the enemy fired on us a few shot, only one sus-

tained.
" 26th. An order from General Wolfe desiring Colonel

Toung with the 3rd B. Roy. Americans and 200 marines
to land, and keep possession of our former ground at St.

Anthony. The 15th regt. and Lt. Infantry to embark
on board their flatt-bottomed boats, and return to Point

Levy.
" 27th. Passed the batterys ; not one shott fired at us.

Arrived at Point Levy at 4 o'clock, where we learnt that
1000 of the enemy in boats went up the river, who, thev

imagined, would fall in with us in coming down the
river. General Wolfe indisposed ; greately regreted by
the whole army. We were ordered to take post in our
former cantonments 3 miles from. Point Levy camp, and
to the westward of our battery.

" 28th. Remained in our cantonments all day ; nothing
extraordinary happened. At night, by favour of the
flood and an easterly gale, the Lostoff frigate, Hunter
sloop-'of war, two catts, and one schooner passed the
town

; 200 shott fired at them ;
one sailor killed, and two

wounded.
" The face of the camp at Point Levy intirely changed

owing to the great encouragement given to venders of all

kinds.

"29th. We are informed at Point Levy camp that
three Rangers have brought in three scalps from St. An-
dre, and took a courier with letters, orders, and directions

to the captains of militia and friers, desiring them to keep
constant guards, and inform the inhabitants that we shall

be soon obliged to leave the country.
"30th. By order of his Excellency General Wolfe

the three Brigadiers assembled in order to consult the
measures most practicable for the good of the service.

The result of the conference not known by us.
" 31st. By a deserter we are informed that the enemy

are sickly, and discontented with their Indians. Meeting
four Indians of the Mowhauk tribe with an officer from
General Amherst, treacherously deceived them by pre-
tending friendship, and at the same time conducted to a

party of French, who made them prisoners, and they are
confined on board the frigates formerly mentioned. At
night the Sea Horse man-of-war, three catts, and one
schooner passed the town; after receiving alarm, can-

nonading from the battery. None hurt.

"September 1st. All the houses below Montmorency
Falls, or to the eastward, sett on fire by our army. This
forenoon some cannon carried from the Montmorency side

to the camp at Point Levy. Our troops there expect an
attack from the enemy this night, which is very desire-

able to all our gentlemen !

"2nd. The remaining cannon carried from Montmo-
rency this day.
"The Assistant Qr - Master-General marked the en-

campments for the Brigade and Lt. Infantry from

Montmorency to the left of our cantonments. We hear
that the additional company of our regt. are in the river.

" 3rd. This morning the troops at Montmorency de-

camped, embarked in boats without the least molestation

j

or advantages taken at that important time of their draw-

ing off. Passing the Point of Orleans, the enemy fired

from their batterys (to the westwd of the Falls) both
shott and shells, none of which made any execution. The
enemy's generosity in the above particular and critical

juncture is a plain proof that Monsieur Montcalm will

make no other use of the Cannadians then defend their

capital. He must be concerned to see Montmorency
abandoned, it not being safe for him to depend on part
of his troops to give the least annoyance ;

likewise per-

mitting us to detach what numbers we please, to lay
waste their country, and still remain in his entrenched

camp at Beauport.
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This day Cant* Cameron of Colonel Prater's regt.

died, much and justly regreted, as be was a moat agree-
able, sensible, and benevolent man.

We hear the SunderUnd man-of-war was attacked

the night of the 2ltli nit... l.y 76 bataves; the onemv
were repuNed with the loss of 4 bataves taken. In orders,

the Light Infantry commanded by Capt Carden to re-

turn to the regt., and all the corps of U. Infantrv to re-

ceive their orders from Colonel How.
* 4th. An officer aad three Bangers arrived in camp

with dispatches from General Amherst to General Wolfe,
whom they left at Crown Point the 8th of Aug. making
all preparation* neeeeeary for pursuing bis design, andceeeary for panning hi* design, and

of Lake Champlaine. We hear no-

thing of the contents in tbee dbpatefcee farther than a
random shott carrying off Colonel Townahend, one ea-

eign and three men of the Light Infantry.
"This evening Capt Cameron aforesaid harried, and

Capt. Fraaer of CnldotbeU with his aditional company ar-

rived in the harbour.

6th. The whole of oar Light Infantry, under the com-
mand of Colonel How, to march 4 one mile to the west-
ward of Goram'e poet (formerly mentioned), where they
aie to embark on board the men-of-war and transports.
As we were passing the river Eire Chemin the enemy
fired from a two-gun battery. None of us hurt ; prodigf-

ously ctowded on board.

"6th. Nothing extraordinary. We drove up with the
flood tide opposite Cape Rouge, discovered some men on
the north shore fortyfying the bay to the eastward of the

Cape, as also a house which they oocupy'd.
"ThU evening his Excellency General Wolfe, with the

three Brigadiers, and the army of the intended attack,
embarked. The army in great spirits.

" 7th. Kemains on the same anchorage ground as yes-
terday. The General in the Hunter sloop-of-war went up
the length of Point au Tremble to reconoitre. The enemy
continues lo work on the north shore.

44 8th. The General with the Hunter sloop returned at

IS o'c., orders for 1600 men to prepare to land on north

shore, and wait the night tide, under the command of the

Brigadiers Moncton and Murray.
M A faint.

"The Hunter sloop-of-war, one transport with Bay.
Americans, and another with Light Infantry, to fall up
to Point au Tremble, and return with the ebb tide in the

morning. The weather very rainy.
"9th. The waather continues verv rainv, which pre-

vents the 1600 men landing. We remained off Point au
Tremble. The remaining vesaells in their former station

opposite to Cape Kouge. We can't perceive any works
on the beach, only small entrenchments from the mill to

a bouse about 300 yards to the eastward (belonging to
Point su Tremble), and discovers but very few me*. 60
aotore* * on shore ; no floatting batteries.

J. NOBUL
(To be concluded in ottr next.)

NOBTHVMDEIAN JJOTES.

To those of your readers who may be contem-

plating a visit to the north, as well as to others

who are always glad to know of the peculiar cha-

racteristics which distinguish each of our Eng-
lish counties, a few notes on the antiquities of

* What are batavea? [Probably 6oa<s 8atMisbsi
Msim SB tosjsJar plural of baton. Km]

the remoter parts of Northumberland will no
doubt be interesting, and I am glad of nn

tunity of noticing also, through the medium of

jour columns, the hospitality, politeness, and kind-
ness which universally distinguished all tl.

thumbrinns we had the happiness to meet with,
in the course of a recent tramp through the

county.
In the churches there is not noticeable that like-

** which often pervades all the
pariah churches

of a district. There is more variety, and there
has been probably more destruction than is usual
in other parts of England which have not been
so often the battle field of clans and parties.
Some early Norman work occurs in a class of

towers of which Byirell is a type, and Ovingham
(interesting as the burial-place of Bewick) a fine

example. The belfry windows are divided into

two lights, with round head.*, and a
simple kola

pierced in the space above, the whole being con-

tained in a large round head, very plain, and with
some attempts at a capital above the column?,
but most noticeably severe in character.

Norham church is of a more elaborate design,
its chief beauty consisting in a chancel of six

windows, five of them Norman, with dcop
mouldings. The tower is also remarkable, low
and sturdy, as Norman towers always are

; the

belfry windows similar to those at liywcll, ex-

cepting that they are two instead of one. The
chapel in the castle at Newcastle was apparently

designed at the period when the zigzng ornament
was very much used. The capitals in the same

chapel have very much of the classical about
and the whole castle is worth particular attention

as an instance of a building erected entirely in

one style. In the church of St. Andrews, in the

same town, there is much early work still re-

maining ; the chancel arch, which is ornamented
with zigzags, &c., seems to have been flattened

slightly under the superincumbent weight. The
church of St. Nicholas is celebrated for the grace*
ful crown which surmounts the tower. The body
of the church has no noticeable excellency, having
apparently been erected, and repaired, and re-

stored, until the effect is rather mongrel than

beautiful.

At 3fif/ore/, near Morpeth, the church seems

to have been built in the interesting transitional

period when Norman was becoming scarce, and
the early English coining into vogue. The chancel

doorway shows this very plainly, a pointed being
enclosed by a Norman arch, and both beautified

with the zigzag.
Ford church, interesting from its associations

with the cattle, and the field of Flodden, has been

restored ; but an old belfry remains, ;

three bell?. The shape is exceedin.

but requires an illustration or a personal inspec-

tion to explain it.
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Older than any church remains with which I
j

became acquainted in the county is the Baptistery ;

at Holystone a broad and very long basin of
(

water, perhaps some four feet in depth, where

St. Paulinus immersed 3000 converts. The crosses

are hardly worthy of that name for the amount of

religious feeling
embodied in them. The prin-

cipal form consists of a stone pillar surmounted

by a ball, and standing on a broad flight of steps.
Instances occur at Bywell, Ryton, and Ravens-
worth. But the most important remains in the

county are, as may be supposed, connected with

military matters, and erected for offensive or de-

fensive purposes.
On the borders there are ruins of many towers,

into which the cattle could be driven, where the

women and children could find shelter, and
whence the warfare could be carried on from

loophole or battlement.

In Northumberland these towers receive the
name of "

peels ;

"
but a perfect example of a

peel tower is, I believe, rare, if in existence at

all. That at Staward is best known from its

magnificent situation
; but there are others in

better state of repair. The birthplace of Bishop
Ridley, Williraoteswick, boasts a very fine tower,
the interest in it ten times increased because it is

so closely connected with the boyish days of the

great reformer. Of the more ambitious castle, or

fortress, that at Hermitage is a fine instance
;

stern and gloomy it rises from the water's edge,
the fit home of that ogre of north-country le-

gendry, Lord Soulis.

Aydon Castle has far more of a domestic cha-
racter about it. More care has been expended
on its elaboration, and far more con-.fort was

practicable within its walls
;
and being almost

perfect, and most carefully preserved, it is worthy
a visit. It crowns a steep bank clothed with fine

trees about two miles from Corbridge.
T. HARWOOD PATTISON.

INSCRIPTIONS ON FLY-LEAVES.

Attention having been directed in some of your
early volumes (!"* S. vii. and viiii.) to the subject
of inscriptions placed on the fly-leaves of old
books by their owners, I send you a few which I

collected during a recent examination of the Ca-
thedral Library at Lincoln.
To many these scraps, gathered together hap-

hazard, may seem mere nugce ; but experience
will teach one that the fly-leaves, and even the
covers alone of old books, contain treasures which,
though mutilated, will gladden the heart of the
bibliomanist almost as much as a genuine Caxton,
or Wynken de Worde. As an instance, on inspect-
ing a book in this library of the sixteenth century,
the covers were found to have suffered from damp

so as to loosen the leather, and the component
thicknesses of paper, forming the millboard sides ;

whereupon curiosity prompted a peep into the in-

terior, and it was discovered that the millboard
had been manufactured out of a very early pack
of playing cards, many of which were quite per-
fect even in. their colours. Such a case as this,

contrary to the usual doctrine, makes the cover of
the book much more valuable than the interior.
The mutilation of ancient manuscripts, and their
conversion into fly-leaves, is well known, but the
mine is not exhausted until the very strata of the
covers are as it were geologically explored.
But to return to the fly-leaf inscriptions: the

first one is very curious, and I should like to

know whether any other example of the same
verses is extant, as the reading of the last two
lines is somewhat doubtful.

" The honor of this booke,
Is John Wheler by name,

Desiringe the reder here on to loke.
And these wordes set in frame.

" Good reder what thou arte

I speake to thee unknowne,
Think ever in thy harte,

Let etch man have his one.

" Then canst thou not but give
This booke to me againe,

Whose habitation at this time
Is placed in Milkstrete.

" If witnes thou requirest,
Good witnes can I bringe,

Which will upon the bible swere
This thinge to afferrae.

"
Alas, thcu gentle wite,
What pleasure cannest thou have,

Sith that ye honor right,

ombly sectes to crave."

The book in which these lines are written is

entitled L. Fenestella de Magistratibus, Sacerdo-

tiisque Rornanorum Libellus, 1538. Press mark
S. 5. 9.

The next book is a Homer ; inside the cover of

which is written " Liber Johannis Gooddall, Sci

Joh. Coll. Cant." And on the fly-leaf
" O mihi post nullos Goodall memorande sodales,

Donee eris felix semper amicus ero.
" Thomas Harrison, scrip'."

On the fly-leaf of a Hebrew Dictionary :

" Francis Nevill.

" Hoc est nescire sine Cristo plurima scire,

Si Cristum bene scis satis est si cautera nescis."

On the fly-leaf of Petri Rami Profcssoris Regii
Grammatica Graca, 1 G05 :

" Mich sell Honiwood, his booke.
" Damna fleo rerum sed plus fleo damna dierum,

Quisque potest rebus succurrere nemo diebus."

On the title-page of another book is this note :

" Deliver this book to my cosen Mr Hunniivood, fellow

of Christ's Colledg."

This is doubtless the same Michael Honywood,
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whose name appears frequently in the books. In

many of them it the monogram ft,
which mott

probably iUndj for M. H. Michael Honeywood.
He was I believe the founder of the library, but I

do not speak with certainty on this point
In a book entitled Mundi Creatio, by John

Edouard Dumonin, Paris, 1379, is this inscrip-

tion :

-
Lingua sibi non est, loquitur per slgna libellus,

8i dominum qnswis proxima sigoa docent.
" AUAXCS CAJUU"

Another with name of owner :

Hujiu si cupias dominum cognosce** libri.

Kins qa Mquitur linia nomen uabeU
* SAMUEU. THORPE."

On the fly-leaf ofJacob. Arminius, Veteraguinaiit,

Batuci. Du/iutationct, 1614, is this inscription,

partaking somewhat of the nature of a reproof:

Me* philoaophia scire Jesum."

In a copy of Lyndewode's Provincial* is this

memorandum of the bookseller :

44 This booke I do warrant to be perfect, and of the best

edition, and will at any time within a twelvemonth give

for it in ready mony the sam of eighteene shilling*. I say

tfc * WILLIAM WILLIAMS."

This is not dated, but in another book, Vindicia

Eccletia Anglican*, 1638, is a similar note, dated

July 23, 86 :

"
I promise to allow for this booke four shilling* fat

when ye are willinge to part with it agame. ^

One of the books, Summa Angelica de Catibut

Contcientia per venerabilem Fratrtm Angelum de

Claiuuio compilata, 1488, has this note on the

first page:
M Iste liber est domus visitationis bcatc Marie in iniula

dc Axiholme ordinis Cartus* Lincoln* Dioc* ex dono Ma-

gistri Will'i Smyth rectoris ecdie parochial' de Belton,

AJX MiU occc* nonageaimo septimo."

The last book to be noted was the property of

a considerable pluralist, as appears by the follow-

ing inscription on the title page :

Jotee Armorer quondam vicarins de Sulton Valaunce,

Hedecrou. et Borden, modo rector de Pensehnrst, Sci

Diooiaii de Backchurche in London, et Ivey Churchc in

marisoo empt' de Doctoro Denman."

With this I will conclude, hoping to resume the

subject at no very distant
period.
\\ II I I VM III SKY II AKT.

Folkestone HotM, Boopell Park, Streatham.

raovBKBS.
Proverbs found in the pocket-book of Sir

Samuel Sleigh, of Etwall Hall, Knt., Sheriflf of

Derbyshire, 1648 and 1666 :

Patris mei* dicta sapientiasima et in cord* meo

Gervaee Sleigh, of Ashe and Gray's Inn, barrister-at-

law, tmried in 8t Wcrborgh's Church, Derby, 16M.

I Ubor for knowledge, and to IK- judido
affaires, y aoe you may be able judidously t

servants, flbr else v* ahall be son never to ha

2.
" It is good to keepe a low sayle, some*' below jo*

meanea, and not to mount up to y highest pitch of y
estate; for if y revenues end-ease, y may add to y'
frame w* ereditt, but w*ont discredit! you cannot dimi-
nish tit. It is not good to fight over -head.

f. If you live long and looke back into ye* former

dayea, you shall scarcely find in all yo experience two
faithful! frrindes amongst all yor

acquaintance.
idons in all yo''

to dir

>laey ahall be sure never to have yo' bsi-
nea will done, and y* if yon reprove them for those things
wberin you want judgment, they will be ready to con-
!'!;:. '. r -

;
T -

*

6. M Never enterUine into yo* house, there to abide, a
better man than yo'selfe; for then yon shall never be

6. I never knew man desire an issue (estate?) onely
to doe good y

r
by, but comonly y beat men are moat un-

willing to have y.
7.

" It is y corruption of magistrates w* brings go-
vernetnent, to* much aa it is, into contempt.

8. M It is better to bow y to brutal
9. M It is an excellent thing when grace and good-

nature meete ; and a great blessing to discend from parents

y* be of good natures.

10. - If a man live 40 yeares and looke backe, he shall

see y* he hath escaped many great dangers.
11. - W man is y excellent for any friend (/><>),

who is not famouse for some wite?
12. u Whilst v" live take heed of suretyship: lend

mony, ify be able, to yo
r freind, but be not surety.

18. - Ify keepe a low sayle, y" may live comfortably
of y raeanea y* I leave y ; but if y turn gallant all

my meanea will soone be devoured and consumed.
14. - Ify M' and Mn have not a vigilant eye, a ser-

vant will prove himselfe to be a sen-ant
15. " Wheny live in y country, it will be yo' creditt

to keepe good hospitality ; for if y" goe bOstly and keepe
a penurious house, y shall be but derided.

16. If y" be to goe a Journey, be up betimes.

17. " In y apparell, better to goe a little undery over.

18. M If my debtors were not able to come to my price,

y would I come to theirs.

19. M It is a great ornament to any man y lives iny
country to have knowledge In y lawes of y land, for

yby he mav profttt himselfe and pleasure his freinds.

20. " It Is good to make a virtue of necessity.

21. I would have von to be as a father to yo' brethren.

22. I thanke God 1 have ever beene content " my
estate, and would not change w* an v man.

23. M There is noe estate of this kingdoms more to be

desired v* about my meanea.

24. -'Justices have y cap and eonyit (kap and AojyicX
and y is all, for y take great paynes and are much
more lyable to censure (if y deale boneatly) y- other

M, "One can never well discernc yselves unlease in

some other like unto vselvee.

26. " I prayse God I never in all my life rose from

table discontented with my cheare."

fflitior

Laurtnce Sterne. There is always a satisfac-

tion in relieving a man from an unfounded charge.

In the pleasing article
"
Berkshire," (Quart. Rev.
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No. 211. p. 233.), Medmenham Abbey is men-

tioned as
" the place where Wilkes, Sterne, and

the other roystering wits of their time met until

they made the neighbourhood too hot to hold

them." Of the sayings and doings the impious

orgies and rites of the "Monks of Medmenham,"
it is quite needless here to speak ;

but this pro-

bably is the first time that Sterne has been num-

bered, and as I believe erroneously, amongst that

fraternity.
In the "New Foundling Hospital for Wit,"

four members of the club are named: Wilkes

without disguise ;
the other three are partly veiled.

Sir W. Scott, in his notes to Chrysal, also men-
tions some of the members ;

but as their descend-

ants may have been pained by the exposure of

the names, they need not be here repeated.
Nowhere is Sterne mentioned, and it is not

likely that a clergyman and an author of so

much celebrity would have passed unnoticed.

We know that Sterne mixed in Paris with excep-
tionable associates, and that sacred language was

occasionally used by him with disgraceful levity;
still we are anxious to redeem his character from

the serious charge that he formed one of a society,
twelve in number, which a baronet of that day
was able to collect around him, and which could

only have been formed at a time (1760) when
libertinism and impiety were carried to lengths

happily now unknown, and of which the excesses

of the French Revolution were the fitting con-

summation. J. H. M.

Note on Chaucer : Sire Thopas.TbQ u Rime of

Sire Thopas
"
ends with these lines :

" Himself drank water of the well,

As did the Knight Sire Percivell

So worthy under wede."

To which Tyrwhitt appends this note :

" The Romance of Perceval le Galois . . . consisted of

60,000 verses, so it would be some trouble to find the fact

which is probably here alluded to."

One does not much wonder at Tyrwhitt's not

thinking it worth while to undertake the search,
but one is rather surprised to find in Wright's
edition the above note repeated verbatim, espe-
cially as the Thornton Romances have now been

published fifteen years, and the passage alluded to

occurs in the \eryjrrst stanza :

" His righte name was Percyvelle,
He was fosterde in the felle,

He dranke water of the welle

And 3ilt was he wyghte!"
J. EASTWOOD.

Oracles in Opposition. It seems worth while,
and not a little amusing, to note the following
direct contradiction between two oracles. Dr.
Johnson says :

" What is commonly thought I
should take to be true" (see Boswell's Tour,
2nd edition, p. 24) :

" General opinion is no
2nd S. VIII. KO. 200.1

proof of truth, for the generality of men are ig-
norant." (Dodsley's Economy of Human Life,
Part ii. sec. 3.)

'

G.

Edinburgh.

A Regiment all of one Name. Amongst the
deaths recorded in the London Magazine for May,
1735, p. 279., I find the following extraordinary
entry :

" At her Seat, at Campbell, North Britain, the Dutchess
dowager of Argyll, Relict of Archibald Campbell Duke of

Argyll, who was deputed by the Nobillity of Scotland to
offer that Crown to their Majesties K. "William and Q.
Mary; and afterwards for their Service carried over a

Regiment to Flanders, the officers of which were all of
one Family, and the private men all named Campbell. Her
grace was Mother to the present Duke of Argyll, the Earl
of ILA and the Countess of Bute."

The above is a literal copy, italics and ortho-

graphy, capital letters, &c. How many "
private

men "
were in this celebrated regiment ? and what

became of the body ? Can the Smiths produce
anything like the above ? S. REDMOND.

Liverpool.

SIR THOMAS ROE.

(2
nd S. vii. 477.518.)

In the year 1636, the papers and correspon-
dence of this eminent diplomatist were the pro-
perty of Samuel Richardson, the publisher (Addl.
MSS., 6185, 111.), by whom they were offered

to the "
Society for the Encouragement of Learn-

ing" for publication; Richardson himself volun-

teering to bear such portion of the expense as the

Society might consider proper (Addl. MSS.,
6190.). The papers were placed in the hands of

Carte, the historian, for inspection. He carefully
examined them, and, in an interesting letter ad-
dressed to the secretary, and dated 20th March,
1636-7, gave an account of the collection (Addl.
MSS., 6190, 21.). He mentioned that he believed

that the correspondence relating to Roe's embassy
to the court of the Great Mogul had been already
published, and he stated that, from the time of his

being sent to Constantinople in 1621, there was a
continued series of his letters and negotiations till

the end of his life. He expressed an opinion as to

which portion of the papers it was desirable to

publish, and the manner of such publication, and
estimated that by retrenching letters containing
the same accounts (for Roe was in the habit of

writing several letters to different persons by the

same post or courier, slightly varying in details),
and by excluding those of mere compliment, the
work might be embraced in three volumes folio; un-
less it were determined to print, also, translations of

such letters as were written in German or Italian,

of which there were a great number, in which
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ease, he thought, an Additional volume would be

All the paper! were carefully arranged by Carte

for publication; and il? first volume, containing
urkih negotiations, waa published, with

some aatiatanoe from the Society in 1840, under

hia able editorship. The printing of the aeoond

volume was delayed in consequence of his abaenoe

rd (Addl. MSS. 6185, 103.), and was

finally abandoned upon the dissolution of the So-

ciety in 1649.

Gun any of your readers inform me :

1st. Whether Hoes negotiations at the court of

the Mogul have ever been published, aa supposed

by Carte ? And,

'Jn.lly. What has become of the papers which

were in the possession of Richardson r

: reference to the first question I should

observe that I am acquainted with the MS.
volume containing Roe** journal of the Mogul
embassy ; and with regard to the second, that Carte

specifically mentions, as being with Ri hardson'n

papers, four long letters addressed to Roe during
tin Mogul embassy, by the Earl of Totnes, "con-

taining a journal of occurrences, as well in Kru'l mil

as in other
paries

of Europe, from 1615 to 1617;
which containing," he observes,

" short memorials

of facie, like Canibden's summary of King Jaines*

reign, may by some be thought as curious." The
four letters to which allusion is here made have

been discovered in the State Paper Office, and are

now being printed for the Camden Society. L'i .m

the fa* t ol their having been found in that na-

tional repository, it would naturally be concluded

that the bulk of Richardson's
papers

would be

fo.md there also; but although there is an im-

mense mass of Roe's correspondence, which, lor-

merly tied up in separate bundles, has now been

di-tnuuted according to the arrangement of the

, none can be identified as the papers which

belonged to Richardson. Carte mentioned having

placed a mark on some with reference to publica-

tion, but, having examined a considerable number,
I have not found one with any peculiar mark on

it ; and were it not for the discovery of the letters

of Lord Totnes there, 1 should conclude that

Richardson's papers might be still in private hands.

If this, however, be the case, how got the four

letters in question among tin- national archives ?

or bow got anv, or all, of Richardson's papers
there at all? 1 should mention that many of the

documents in the printed volume are found in the

Slate Paper Office. Counterparts might, how-

ever, have been used for publication, i

also a memorandum in existence which show* that

a volume of Sir Thomas 1 impendence
was lent to the Karl of Oxford. This volume oow
forma No. 1901. of the liarl. Collection, and con-

tains letters written by Sir Thomas; whilst in

the bundlea of correspondence for the aame
period

remaining in the Office, letters to him only are

found. Carte says, that Sir Thomas Roe's *
letter*

and papers are a treasure which ought to be
communicated to the world," and any li.'l.t

which can be thrown upon their existence will be
a desideratum. \ MACLBAM.
Hammersmith.

#Unor (Burrirrf.

Boyle Lecture*. Can any of yonr readers en-
able me to discover who are the trustees of the

Boyle Lechtrethipf Whether they have any re-

cords of the appointment of lecturers ? W !

they have any accounts ? and to whom they are

responsible
for the trust f

I am led to ask these questions, first, by the

many gaps, not merely in the names of lecturers

(when they appear to have been appointed), but

by the occasional occurrence of ten or twenty
years during which no lecturer seems to have
been appointed.

Surely these things can be explained. It would
be interesting in a literary point of .view to know
who the lecturers unnamed at present have been,
and it would be satisfactory to know that

money has been applied to good purposes.
It cannot be that a foundation which has pro-

duced works by Dr. Richard lientley, 1>

I)erham,Dr.John.Joriin, Up. Van Mildert,und Mr.
F. D. Maurice, is quite extinct; but if not, where
are the recent fruits ? and why is the catalogue
so unsatisfactory in the respects which I h\
ticed?* An EMQUIEKB.

Cooke of Gidea Hall. Will one of your he-

raldic readers inform me what were the arms
borne by ihe ancient family of Cooke of <

or Gidea Hall, near Romford, in E-sex ? Mo-
rant says,

"
Argent a chevron couponc argent and

azure, between ihree cinquefoils azure

copies Morant Ogborne is silent. Lyaons gives
*' Or a chevron cheeky azure and gul.-s, between
three cinquefoils of the second." While tli

tat ion of Essex, made 1694, differing from all,

shows this coat for Cooke,
* Or a chevron chtsjftl

azure and ar#n/, between three cinquefoils *>i the
'

Which is rifhftf

The u Te Deum" ititerpolated. Can you in-

form me of the locality of a criticism

lowing effect upon alleged interpolation* in the

"Te Deum?" 1 retain a vivid recoil, tion of

having re;d it ten or twelve years ag>,
been unable to fin 1 it. It is not noticed by the

latest writers on the Liturgy.
1. The vehicles enumerating

ted, and in
1

>ymn.
means " We praise

sons of the Trinity are int.

the regular sequence of the hymi
2. "Te Deum laudamus" me

[ 8ee"N.&Q."
i. 291. 548, Obnsalt also MclinvllT-

Coopw, pp. 280285.-ED.]
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thee, as God," not "O God." Yet this mistransla-

tion in our version cancels the ofFensiveness of the

interpolated
versicles.

3. Excluding the three interpolated versicles,

the whole becomes a hymn to Christ as God, such

as Pliny, in his celebrated letter to Trajan, repre-

sents the Christians as meeting to sing. "Soliti

stato die ante lucern convenire carmenque Christo,

quasi Deo, dicere secum invicem" Was the " Te

Deum," in its original form, this very hymn ?

4. The versicles in the even places answer those

in the odd places, as far as the three interpolated

ones, after which those in the odd places answer

those in the even.

It seems to me a pity that the author of, at any
rate, so clever a piece of criticism, should remain

unknown ; and I therefore ask your assistance to

discover his name, and the place where it first

appeared. A. H. W.

Inscription in Yorkshire. I recently met with

a broken inscription, on wood, in a manor-house

in Yorkshire. It is of the time of Edward VI. or

Mary, and runs thus :

" Soli deo honor et Gloria. I H C for thi wovndes

smerte, on thy fcfc & hondes two, make me m

ter is Poverte wi nes then iese with

soro and sadnes. I H C kepe the Fownder. Amen."

I fancy I have read a copy of a similar (but

perfect) inscription in some topographical work.

Can any of your readers point out such a one, or

fill in the blanks ? W. HARRISON.

Ripon.

Old Boodleite. Can any of your readers in

form me what is the precise meaning of the above

phrase, and what is its origin ? It appears to

describe persons in the last stage of stupidity
"
Fools, d d fools, and old Boodleites."

GWILTM GLAN TYWI
Mile. Salle, or SelU, Dancer at the Italiai

Opera in London. Would any reader point oul

where I may find a memoir of the above lady
who was premiere Danseuse de I Opera d Paris.

tind who was acknowledged to be the most ele-

gant of Terpsichorean performers ever witnessed ?

I have lately met with a few MS. notes con-

cerning her appearance in this country, In the

Grub Street Journal of 17th October, 1734, it i

stated that Mr. Denoyer
* had arrived from Po

land, whither he had been sent by George II. to

report on the merits of the lady, and which

having been favourable, she appeared on Thurs

day, 26th December, 1734, at Covent Garden
Theatre in La Coquette Franqaise. It woul

appear from Voltaire, that although she obtainec

* Mr. Denoyer was dancing-master to throe genera
tions of our royal family, and lived near the KoyalPalac
at Kew, when George IV. resided with his parents.

-he most unqualified praise in London, yet, per-
:aps on that account, she met with great disap-
irobation in Paris

;
for Voltaire, in his poem on

1 La Mort de Mile. Le Couvreur, celebre Actrice"
bus addresses her :

"O toi, jeune Salle*, fille de Terpsicore,
Qu'on insulte & Paris, raais que tout Londre adore."

The Grub Street Journal of August 19, 1736
states that " Mr. Denoyer, the famous dancer, is

_rone to Paris, to engage Mile. Selle to dance
lere the ensuing winter." I think that M. Selle
and all the family settled in England, and were

residing at Kew, near their friend Mr. Denoyer.
The latter gentleman died at his town- house in

Albemarle Street, 9 May, 1788 (Gent. Magazine) ;

and perhaps some reader of " N. & Q." can in-

form me if Mr. Selle and his family permanently
domiciled in England.

AN ADMIRER OF LE BALLET.
" The Watchman." Who is the author of the

following.poem? and where is it to be found?
" When late at night, through lighted streets,
The watchman's voice the passer meets,
As homeward each pedestrian stalks,

Musing alone, or friendly talks
;

On passing things he loves to dwell,
He hears : past eleven o'clock and all's well."

P. LOMAX.

Ancient Keys. I should feel obliged for the
name of the best illustrated work on ancient keys.

GILBERT.

TfAngremlle : St. Maurice. The undersigned
will be glad to receive genealogical information

touching the English descendants of the Counts

D'Angreville de Beaumont, which is required for

one of the family who is preparing a work for the

press. He will also be obliged for a list of
churches in England dedicated to St. Maurice,
which is also required for a work preparing for

publication. K. W. DIXON.

Seaton-Carew, co. Durham.

"The Slave Ship." Can any of your readers

inform me who wrote the words of a song called

"The Slave Ship," music by Russell ? GRANGER.

Winsley Family. In searching the registers of

1560, or thereabouts, of three adjoining parishes
in Lincolnshire, the name of Winsley occurs with

that of Winkley or Winckley ;
and as the regis-

ters, in two cases at least, appear to have been

copied from the originals, there is a probability
that the entries are all intended for the family of

Winkley, the letter k having been converted into

the long s. Will any of your readers kindly in-

stance such a change either in copying or the

alteration of a name on its first introduction to a

* To which a note is added, "Mile. Salle', ce'lebre

danseuse de 1'opera de Paris, etait alors en Angleterre."
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new locality? Or can they state whether th,

family ol Winslvy did reside in Lincolnshire ?

are now, 1 believe, no memben of the

last-named family residing there, although tin-r-

are many of the other. L. \V.

Hockabench or Aukabench. Can any of your
...: with the etymology of the word

Hockabench or Aukabench ? It is a name given
by the inhabitants of the village of Colerne, near

Chippenham, to some Urge old stones placed on
the summit of a hill commanding two extensive

valleys, and on which the old villagers meet Sun-

day mornings to "discuss" village politics.

I have carefully referred to the old Saxon roots,

but can find none to enable me to satisfy myself
either as to its derivation or corruption.

II uDEBT S. GRIST.
45. Florence Street, Canonbary, N.

Cooper Family. What would be the most

likely means of ascertaining the date of birth,

parentage, and descent of Austin Coorter, who
was born at Bvefleet in Surrey, in England,
where he had a paternal property, and who had
a son (Austin) born at Hampton Court in 1653,
and who, moreover, bavin*; purchased some lands

of one Hammond, a soldier of Cromwell, was

obliged, on the Restoration of Charles II., to for-

feit the same ; whereupon he sold all bis posses-
sions in England, and repaired to Ireland in

1661 P Also, who the Cooper of Surrey is, men-
tioned in Burke's General Armory f A. C.

Difference in HeroJdry. The crescent is said

in works on heraldry to be used to distinguish the

second son of a family or the second branch of

a family. In what way, when designating the

second branch of a family, was the crescent in-

herited P by the head of that branch, or by all the

members P I find on a seal attached to the will

of Gov. Thomas Dudley, who died at Boston, j

N. K., in 1652, a lion rampant with a crescent

for difference. He must have inherited the cres-

rent, if, as represented, he was the only son of his

father (Cpt. Roger Dudley), and yet he does ,

not appear
to have transmitted it to his second

'

">v. Joseph Dudley, who used the same
arms without a crescent. MCTACOM.

Koxbury, I

The Earl of Clarendon. It seems odd that the

enemies of this illustrious statesman, having pro-
cured his banishment from the kingdom, and pre-
vented him from

corresponding
or returning to

it, should not have raised an objection on his

death to his body being transported into England
and burl. i in Henry VII.'s chapel in Westminster ,

Abbey. Perhaps some of your readers may be
able to account for his remains being permitted
to receive that honour. D. S.

I), If,, -Tin,
author of Adam Bede, Blackwood, 4ti.

p. 68., says in reference to the "smatt rap, as if

with a willow wand," j:iven twice "at the house
door" (the death-warning of Tuias liede the

night he was drowned) :

- A.lam was not a man to be gratuitously superstitious,
blood of the peasant in him, as well asbut he had the

of the artinn ; and a peasant can no more help believing
in a traditional superstition than a korm cm Ash tram-

btimg *Ar fo * a MMsJL"

I have italicised the latter part of the paragraph
on which I found my Query. Is this a fact or a
fiction P The character of the work and the as-

sertion itself incline me to think there must be
some truth in it; but as I have never seen a
horse m a vis with a camel, and never heard or

read the observation before, I thought it wuld
not be out of the line of " N. & Q

"
to make a

Query of it. GEOBOB LLOYD.

Lord Bacon* Stuff. Quaint Thomas Fuller,
in his Worthies, art. Westminster," after relating
the burial of Sir Francis Bacon by his express
desire in St. Michael's Church, St. Albans, adds

M Since I have read that his grave being occasionally
opened, his scull (the relique of civil veneration) was by
one King, a Doctor of Phvsick. made the object of scorn
and contempt; but be w'ho then derided the dead has
since become the laughingstock of the living."

Is there any foundation for this story P and, if

true, was the skull of the great philosopher re-

stored to his tomb? Who was the im;

charlatan, Dr. King, that dared to hold this me-
mento mori up to ridicule P \V. .1. Pi MRS.

Cartmcl, its Derivation : Service Silver : Gres-
son : Knowinge. Dr. Whittakcr, in his History

of Whalley Abbey, states that the above name is

derived from the combination of two British

words, Kert, signifying a camp or fortification,

and melL, a fell, combined, a fortress among the

fells. This I believe not to be the correct defi-

nition. I would prefer two British words, each

more definite than the above, vie. Carth, a cape,

ridge, or promontory, and meall, sand banks : or

there is another British word to offer, viz. moeJ,
bare of wood : either is

appropriate,
but the

former is certainly the more legitimate and
ap-

plicable of the two. If your readers trace on the

map of England Morecambe Bay, where Cartmel
will be found

projecting
into the bay, and nearly

surrounded when the tide is up, by its waters and

its tributary rivers the Kent and Leven; aft

tide recedes the scene becomes one vast desert of

sand extending for miles.

The earliest cvnunt of this place is by a grant
of Egfrid, King of Northumbna, to Su Cut!

when consecrated Bishop of Hexhain in the year

685, when be then ntl him "
C'arihinell, and all

in it to the Church. (See Baincs' Lancat
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iv. p. 715.) In the Taxatio Eccles. P. Nicholai,

it is written Karthimel, and Kerthmel. Leland,

in his //'., vol. viii. p. 94., writes Carthemaile.

Cauiden, in his Brit., vol. iii. p. 380., writes Carth-

mell ; the same in the Parliamentary Survey of
Church Lands, 1649 ;

and Carthmele in a deed of

Prior Hall of Cartinel and Kerthmell in a deed

of King John to W. Mareschall, Earl of Pem-

broke, the founder of the priory, in 1189. In the

time of St. Cuthbert there was a place named

Sudgedluit in Cartinel, which I presume to have

been the chief town of the district of Cartmel.

Nothing is known of it now. What is the mean-

ing of the name ? and is anything known^ of it in

history ? And also the meaning and origin of a

rent called "service-silver," the amount being
8/. 15s. 3d, and with another charged on fifteen

farms formerly belonging to Cartmel Priory,

namely, a "gresson," or rent called the " know-

inge," of 7Z. 17s. 10^., this latter payable every
second year and a half. JAMES FINLAYSON.

Mechanics' Institution, Manchester.

Eev. Anthony Nourse Sanderson, was rector of

Newton Longueville, Bucks, and died and was

buried there in 1793 or 4. I shall be obliged if

any of your readers can give information of the

Christian name and residence of the father of the

above. R. W.
Guildhall, Worcester.

Duke of Bolton. Popular report says that the

Marquis of Winchester created Duke of Bolton,
affected mental derangement on account of poli-
tical troubles in which he was involved prior to

the Revolution of 1688. It is said that he hunted
in his woods at Bolton Hall in Yorkshire by
torch light. Can any correspondent of " N. &
Q." supply any information on this subject?*

M. 4.

inor fuftfj

Nell Gwyns House at Windsor. The following
is a warrant from King Charles II. touching a

legal instrument executed in September in the

thirty-second year of his reign, conveying in trust

Burford House, &c. to Eleanor, or Ellen Gwynn,
for her life, and after her to her issue Charles
Earl of Burford, &c. Are the premises herein
described still standing? or is the site in Windsor
to be pointed out ?

" Chas the 2nd etc. To our r* trusty and r* welbeloved
Cousin Charles Earle of Dorset and Middlesex and to

our trusty and welbeloved Sr Geo Hewit Bar4 Sr Edwd

*
It should be stated for the benefit of those interested

in historical research, that a chest of ancient documents
relating to Bolton Castle and the estates, dating from the

period of the foundation of the castle, is preserved at
Bolton Hall, the Yorkshire residence of the present Lord
Bolton.

Villiers Kn* and Will Chiffinch Esq. greeting. Whereas
by certain indentures of lease and release bearing date
the 13th and 14th of Sept. in the 32nd yeare of our reigne
and by an indenture of assignment d'ated the sd 14th of

Septemb. William Chiffinch Esqr. did by and with our

privity and direction grant release convey jind assigne
to you the sd Charles E. of Dorset and Middx, Sr

George
Hewet Bart and Sr Edwd Villiers Knl and your heirs
executors and assigns all that new erected capitall mes-
suage or mansion house now called or knowne by the
name of Burford House with the gardens orchards out
houses stables and appurtenances thereunto belonging
situate and being in New Windsor in the co. of Barks,
and by the sd deeds the same are declared to be in trust
for Ellen Gwyn for and during her life and after her de-
cease in trust for Charles Earl of Burford and the heirs
males of his body And for default of such issue in trust
for us our heirs & successors for ever. And whereas our
intention was tlrfe sayd house should have been declared
not only with provision for the heirs males but also for
the heirs females of the 1 st E. of Burford and for de-
fault of such issue of the sd E. of Burford to and for the
use and benefit of the sayd Ellen Gwynn and her heirs
for ever and not in trust for us our heirs and successors.
Our will and pleasure therefore is and we do hereby di-

rect and appoint that you make and declare further trusts
and estates of and in the sayd premisses according to our

sayd intention herein before expressed by such deed and
conveyance or conveyances as the sayd" Ellen Gwyn or
her Councell learned in the law shall approve of. And
for so doing any act or thing relating thereunto these pre-
sents or the enrollment thereof shall be a sufficient war-
rant. Given at Whitehall the 74h day of February, 168|."

CL. HOPPER.

[We learn from Tighe and Davis's Annals of Windsor,
ii. 327. 441., that Verrio's pencil was employed by the

king's orders to paint the staircases in the house at
Windsor in which Nell Gwyn resided, then, or soon

after, called Burford House, from being the residence of
her son, the young Earl of Burford, afterwards created
Duke of St. Albans. This house is the subject of Knyff's
well-known large engraving, entitled "A Prospect of the
House at Windsor belonging to his Grace Charles Beau-
clerk, Duke of St. Albans, Earl of Burford, and Baron of

Heddington, Cap* of the Honble Band of Gentlemen Pen-
sioners, Marshall and Surveyor of the Hawkes to His

Maj
tie

, and one of the Gentlemen of His Maj
t Bed Cham-

ber (L. Knyff, De. J. Kip, Scu.)." The only letter of

Nell Gwyn's composition known to exist is dated
"
Windsor, Burford House, April 14, 1684." (Cunning-

ham's Nell Gwyn, p. 151.) It seems that somewhere
about the year 1690, the Prince and Princess of Denmark
removed from this residence ; but it was subsequently
again occupied by the Duke of St. Albans. The evidence
in support of the statement that the house originally

occupied by Nell Gwyn, and subsequently by Prince

George of Denmark, was identical with the premises oc-

cupied by the Duke of St. Albans, seems conclusive.

The house was situated on the spot now occupied by the

Queen's Mews.]

Oath of Vargas. There was a painting in the

Great Exhibition of Paintings at Manchester with

this title. Could some correspondent kindly in-

form me to what it refers ? LIBYA.

[Vargas is a name of such frequent occurrence in

Spanish literature and art that, before attempting a posi-
tive reply to our correspondent's Query, we should wish
for farther particulars.
Don Juan de Vargas, in his Aventures (Paris, 1853),
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pays a vit to Pern, where hi* life is ured by one of the

Virgin* of the Son. Previous! v. however, the imposes
an oath :

* Ce qne je vals fair* me coutera probable*
ment In vie, mais je val sauver U tiennc. Jttre-mni par

<

que tu portes a ton con de ne jamais nfrtflcr re

qne tu Terra*, et sals -mot
"

(p. 56.). She then conducts

him to a safe retreat in the subterranean trr.-nury of the

"Ingaa" Can this be the "oath of Vargas" ? Certainly

the Don did not keep it ; for he proceed! at once to toll

tu what he MW under-ground.]

Julin* C<r*ar'a Dispatch. Where can I find

the c< lispatch oY Julius Caesar to the

Senate of Rome, of Kent, J V<. 1 have
not jet been able to find the author who men-
tions it, or where it is to be found ? S. R.

rTbls celebrated sententious dispatch is mentioned br
Plutarch in bis Life of Julius Ciesar. He says. In the

account Caspar gave Amintiut, one of bin friends in Rome,
of t!i- r.i|<i tity and despatch with which he gained his

riiarnaces, be made use only of three words,
VKXI. VIM. Vi< i. Their having all the same form ami
termination in the Roman language adds grace to their

conciseness." Suetonius (J. Catar, xxxviii.) does not
mention it as a despatch, but as an inscription upon a
banner carried before Cesar, as suggestive of iho celerity
of the victory.]

Quarlft. I have before me a volume of

Quarlcs's Poems; the title-page runs as follows:
M Divine Poems; containing the History of Jonah,

father. Job, Sampson. Together with Sion's Sonata
Uegies. Written and Augmented by Francis

Ouartes. Now illustrated with Sculpturtt to the several

, not in the former editions. London, primal
for Geo. Sawbrldgo, at the Three Flower-de- Luces in

'.ritain, 170G."

My object is to inquire whether the sculptures
exist anywhere but on the title-uage ? My copy
is in the original binding, and it is evident that

no illustrations have been torn out, yet none are

to be found throughout tho volume. Could some

correspondent kindly inform me if the
sculptures

exist, and, if so, what are their number and cha-

nwtarf l.ir.r \

[In the edition of Quarks' 7>iVW Poem* above reform,!

re should be, as the title page intimates,
M
sculp-

tures" to each history, namely, six sm. 8vo. pages, each

containing /o*r illustrations; besides the M
effigies" of

the author snd an engraved title-page, the latter ex-

hibiting a man poised upon a human skull, with a crown
and sceptre above bis head. The entire series of illus

t rations is very poor indeed.]

Itrecchtt Bible" A curious old Bible has

just come into my hands, and I should like to

Know whether it is of any value. It is imperfect,

having lost first twentv chapters of Genesis. It is

bound in oak, covered with lr.it her, and lm-1 iron

clasps. At the end of the I

on by the J).|.nti u >f Christopher Barker,
l'i n,i. i to the QiMne's most excellent Maiestie,
1699." S(,Ti.h..M ,! Ilopkin-'s INalma are

added at the end,
i. Lord's I'rayer, t'i

&c. ftc., arranged in metre, and with the

[J* a Vin. OCT. 29.

firit Yem* set to music. Can YOU tell mo who
turned these into rhymes, and who compost
music? There is a commentary ruim
and at the foot of the

pages all through the /

lotion, called on the first page the " Annotations
of Francis lunius." Who was he? In the "Song
of 8. Ambrose, called Te 1

'

metre, oc-
curs " To thee Cherub and Scrap'
doe not lin." This evidently means to cea*

the derivation I cannot make out. Can anyone
assist me ? U. U. U. U.

[This is the commonest of all the Genevan or Breeches
Bibles. (See

1 , Sternhold and Hor.kin* first

published the Metrical Psalms, and to many of them
placed the initials of the vemifler. Francis Junius was a
learned Dutch divine, whose life is to be found in every
biographical Dictionary. Toe word u the

i;n *tm, to cease or stop, to de*it. See U.

*on's Dictionary. The mode, especially The Ol.i

<lmlth,
M
cannot be traced ; probably It was brought by the

Marian refugees from Switzerland. GEOROK OrroR.]

Attrological Prediction of MaoriM Almanack.
There is an annual publication cntitl.

/arum, or a Loyal Almanack, professing to tell

future events from the position of the heavenly
bodies,

"
by Francis Mciore, Physician," with, I

rather think, a motto of "Etiam mortuus loquitur,"
the sagacious Doctor having ceased to exist for at

least ft century. But I wish to call the attent

the readers of " N. & Q." to his Almanack for

April, 1807, in which (p. 9.) be prophesied the
death of the Turkish emperor, and adds,

"
if he can

save his life let him; I jiive him fair warning of
it." Now I do not recollect how this pr
was fulfilled, that is the qiunnodo, but I n-n

that the Sultan died upon the prom
this prediction, whether from alarm or fright, or

whether it was suggestive of the use of the bow-

t-tring by which his existence was term::

Perhaps, as the matter is curious, some reader of
" N. & Q.- will be able to inform me ? *.

[Moore, in his Almanack of the following year (April.
1808, p. .), has the following < Turk* and
Russians are very hv of earh other; and let th.

beware, lest they fall like their late Kmnrror Selim, whose
fall 1 predicted "in April l*t." Our nrognosticator seems
to have hit the mark for once, for Selim HI. waa deposed

1407, and murdered July 28, 1808.]

Eikon Batilica. \\i\\ you ki i nn>

by what marks the editio
/>;

enAuoj may be known? A c.^.y which ha*

rise to this question has the following title, "Eftr**

Boffin).
The Povrtraictvre of His Sacred Ma-

iestie in his Solitudes and S

More then CVincjticrotir, &c. Bona n^>

pnti, Regium est. M 1' .

numbered -J

as well in clear as clowly tlaycs." Ii

nlitioti 1 shall be glad to know whi.-h. KIM.
[The copv of JEiko* BatOica described by our oorre-

spondeut is the first edition, published on Feb. !>,
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ten days after the murder of Charles I. It ought to

have Marshall's plate, which occupies two pages, placed

after the tirrata at the end of the Contents. The paginal

figures 253. are correctly printed in the copy before us.

Another edition appeared in the same year with the fol-

lowing imprint on the title-page:
"
Reprinted In R. M.

[Regis Memoriam] An. Dora. 1648." Pages 268. Mal-

colm Laing observes, that " had this work appeared a

week sooner, it might have preserved the King."]

SIR RICHARD NANFAN AND CARDINAL WOLSEY.

(2
nd S. viii. 228. 294.)

In starting this subject, ARMIGER made three

inquiries. (1.)
" Is it the fact that Cardinal Wolsey

was ever chaplain to Sir John Nanfan at Morton

Court, Worcestershire ? (2.) Can any of your
readers inform me how long Cardinal Wolsey was

an inmate of Morton Court ? and (3.) Who is

the representative of the ancient Cornwall family
of Nanfan?" The answer to the two first ques-
tions is, that Wolsey was never chaplain to Sir

John Nanfan, and never at Morton Court. The
writer in p. 294. who signs RED HAT AND STOOK-
1NGS and who, from his adopting the eulogistic

phrases of that "
great and good man," and that

" fine baronial seat," seems to be a perfect echo

of ARMIGER, if not an alter idem, too readily
assumes for granted that Morton Court was
" once the abode of that eminent ecclesiastic,"

and that there must be "
equal recognition of the

honour once conferred
"
on the "

fine old baronial

residence
"
by

" the presence of the cardinal,"

that "
pious and- learned priest," as he was called

by ARMIGER. The second writer proceeds to

say that "
It appears that the cardinal was chap-

lain to John Nanfan, Esq., son and heir of Sir

Richard Nanfan, who was sheriff of Worcester-

shire in the first year of the reign of Henry VII.,

Captain of Calais, and a knight and esquire of

the body to Henry VII." Now, the answer to

all this misapprehension lies in the passage (quoted
by T. E. W. in p. 294.) from Cavendish's Life of
Wolsey. We are told by that charming old

biographer, that Wolsey, having fallen into ac-

quaintance with " one Sir John Nanphant, a very
grave and ancient knight who had a great room
in Calais under King Henry the Seventh," be-
came his chaplain. In the position of a chaplain
it was then usual for clerks to acquit themselves
as the active servants of their patrons in secular

as well as spiritual matters, and very often they
were more busily engaged in the former than in

the latter capacity. So it was with him whom
ARMIGER styles

"
this learned and pious priest,"

Thomas Wulcy, as he then wrote his name.
" His said master" (writes Cavendish) "admiring
his wit, gravity, and just behaviour, committed
all the charge of his office unto his chaplain, and

(as I understand) the office was the Treasurer-

ship of Calais." Consequently, it was at Calais
that Wolsey was chaplain to Sir Richard Nan-
fant, and not at Morton Court

; for, as Cavendish

proceeds to relate, on the old knight returning to

England,
"

his chaplain was promoted to the

King's service, and made his chaplain." The late

MR. HOLMES, the last editor of Cavendish's Life
of Wolsey, has appended the following note to

the name of " Sir John Nanphant" :

"
Probably a mistake for Sir Richard Nanfan of Birts-

morton in Worcestershire, who on the 21 Sept. 1485, was
made hereditary sheriff of Worcestershire, which office,

however, he held only two years, returning to the wars.
He was captain of Calais, and esquire of the body to

Henry VII. The family became extinct in 1704."

There is no doubt that Cavendish made a mis-

take in the old knight's Christian name, but he
was probably right in that of his office. Sir

Richard Nanfan was not Captain of Calais, i. e.

Captain of the Castle
;
but Treasurer of the gar-

rison and government an office especially re-

quiring able administration, and one in which

Wulcy would have the best experience that the
times afforded for " a sucking statesman." Dr.

Nash, the historian of Worcestershire, who was
not a very precise writer, has led the way to tbe
mistatement respecting the office : in his pedigree
of Nanfan he styles Sir Richard " treasurer of

Calais, and deputy-lieutenant of the same," but
in his narrative (vol. i. p. 86.),

"
Captain of

Calais." This misled Mr. Holmes, who fell into

another error in stating that Sir Richard " was
made hereditary sheriff of Worcestershire," for he
was only so appointed for life ad terminum
vitce. (Nash, vol. i. pp. xiv. xvii.) It may be

added, that he appears to have been living in

1502, when he presented to the church of Birts

Morton, and died before ISlO^when his son John

presented to the same.

Before I conclude, allow me to ask RED HAT
AND STOCKINGS what are his authorities in speak-
ing of "

Empsoris house in Fleet Street, nerr

Temple Bar, which was occupied by the Cardinal
whilst Dean of Lincoln." I am aware of the ex-
istence of the painted board which designates a
certain hairdresser's shop as THE PALACE OF
HENRY THE EIGHTH AND CARDINAL WOLSEY, and
thereby

" announces that it was once the palace
of that great and good man

;

"
but I have never

learned the origin of that proud assumption.
Among the few remains of old domestic architec-

ture that now linger in our metropolitan streets,
the house in question certainly presents an in-

teresting example of a decorated front : its car-

vings, however, are evidently complimentary to

the Prince of Wales in the reign of Charles the

First, or in that of James the First at the earliest.

To call it
" the palace of Henry the Eighth

"
is

unquestionably the height of absurdity : and I
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must admit that I have hitherto regarded th >

mention of Cardinal Wolsey's name, in connection

with it, with equal incredulity. Hut we are now

presented with the specific statements, that it was
"
Empson's house," and u

occupied by the Car-

dinal whilst Dean of Lincoln." For those state-

ments 1 beg to ask for proof: otherwise I shall be

disposed
to agree (more closely than I have

with the assertion of RED HAT
>TOCXIKGS that "

certainly at valuable asso-

ciations so far as Wolncy is concerned are

attached to Morton Court."
Jo 11* Goucu NICHOLS.

EBT. JOHN ANDBBSOIf, M1NISTEB OF DUMBABTOIC.

(2" S. vii. 435. ; viii. 255.)

As the career of this northern polemic seems to

interest some of your readers, the following notes

gleaned during a somewhat close examination of

the records, civil and ecclesiastical, of the parish
in which he was so long minister, may not be

considered out of place. The first to which I

would draw attention corrects an error into which

your correspondent C. D. L. has inadvertently
/alien as to Anderson's early career. From the

recollection of a missing memorandum, your cor-

respondent
states that Anderson, before removing

to Dumbarton, had been
presented

to a parish by
the Duke of Montrose. On coming to Dumbar-
ton, in 1698, be is spoken of as a probationer a

phrase that hardly applies to a placed minister.

At a meeting in February, 1698, "the Presbytery
being informit of a young man, Mr. John Ander-

son, probationer
att Edinburgh, licensed by that

Presbytery, and who preaches frequently there to

good satisfaction both of ministers and
people,

at

the request
of the magistrates (in whose gift the

living is), write him to
supply

Dumbarton." A
formal call being afterwards given by the parish,
the Presbytery proceeded with his trials in order

to ordination ; but on the 12lh July "did seriously

posse him about his mariadge and
principles

of

Presbyterian government, but all the brethren

were satisfied with his answers; so far that tin -v

find it not expedient to object anything, against
him upon these heads hereafter." A little farther

delay, however, ensued, and a committee was ap-

pointed to inquire into "the complex circum-

stances of the case." A favourable report being

presented to the Presbytery by this committee,
the ordination was fixed to take place on Sep-
tember 14th. The more prominent features in

Anderson's life from this point are noticed in

an article, of which be is the subject, in Cham-
bers's Biographical Dictionary. It has been
stated that Anderson was indebted for his first

advance in life to the Duke of Montrose. I have

always understood it to be the Duke of Argyle,

in whose family he acted as tutor, and with whom
be continued in habits of intimacy during hi* life.

It is highly improbable that, at the

seventeenth century, the houses of Argyll and
Montrose would stifle their strong enmity to ad-
vance the interests of a poor scholar like Anderson.

Indeed, bis strong Presbyterian sympathies makes
his connexion with Montrose a most unlikely oc-

currence. On the other band his connexion with

Argyll cannot be disputed ; and if reliance could
be placed in one of Woodrow's gossiping

<

spondents, it would appear that John Anderson

sought through the influence of that family t<> at-

tain greater honour thin be ever reached. Writ-

ing from Glasgow, on the 6th January, 1716, it is

recorded :

" Mr. Anderson, of Dumbarton, in in town. I believe

that be U petitioning the Duke [of Argyll] about the

Principal! of Edinburgh's place,"

This must have been on the death of Carslairs,

when William Wishart, one of the ministers of

Edinburgh, was appointed to the Principalship.
In the Argyll and Bumbank Paper* (printed at

Edinburgh in 1834), from which the above is

taken, other notices will be found of Anderson's

connexion with the Argyll family. It may thus

be readily understood that when Rosncalh parish
became vacant, James Anderson was none the

less acceptable to the patron from being the son

of the minister of Dumbarton. The " call" which
Anderson received from the North-west church
in Glasgow was roost strenuously resisted by the

Presbytery and the Town Council of Dumbarton.

Among the Smollett Papers at Cameron House
in this county, which I had recently an oppor-
tunity of examining, there is the draft of a re-

monstrance indorsed "
Paper against Mr. Ander-

son's
Transportation.'*

It if addressed to the

ministers of the Presbytery of Dumbarton, and
declares that there is no reason for the proposed

change, but to u
satisfy the humours of a proud

people, who are the sons of pride, who delict in

robbing their neighbours of their
prop

Several scripture parallels are then addmv.l, :ml

the remonstrance concludes with a desire that the

Presbytery should not add fuel to the fire <>t rh,-

pride of the people of Glasgow, but rather seek

to quench it with the water of
disappointment.

Another glimpse of this "transportation" busi-

ness is obtained in one of Woodrow's letters to

the Rev. James Hart, Edinburgh, and published
in the edition of his correspondence issued by the

Woodrow Society. I would be glad if any of

your correspondent* could furnish me with the

exact date of Anderson's death. It was, I appre-

hend, between 1721 and 1723; his successor was

appointed in the last-mentioned year. Samuel

Royse published IVrjw Sacred to the Memory of
the Rev. John Anderion, Minuter at Glautv

anno 17J1. If this U the correct date, it would
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appear tbat Anderson had not been more than a

year or so in his new charge, for his final settle-

ment in Glasgow did not take place till 1720.

The following
list of John Anderson's writings, as

complete it is believed as can now be made up,
will illustrate his life more exactly than any ver-

bal account could do :

"
Dialogue between a Countryman and a Curat, con-

cerning the English Service, or Book of Common Prayer
of England. 4to., Glasgow, 1711, pp. 24.

A Second Dialogue between a Curat and a Country-
man, concerning the English Service. Glasgow, 1711,

4to., pp. 43.

The Countryman's Letter to the Curat, wherein, be-

sides a Historical View of the English Liturgie, the As-
sertions of the Author of the Fundamental Charter of

Presbytery, concerning its Universal Usage in Scotland
at the Time of the Reformation, are examined and proved
to be false. Glasgow, 1711, 4to., pp. 95.

Curate Calder Whipped, 1713.

A Sermon preached in the Church of Air on the First

of April, 1712. Glasgow, printed by Hugh Brown,
4to., .

Two Sermons preached at Hamilton, upon the late

Communion, by Mr. J. A., Minister of the Gospel, 1713.

(Probably by Mr. Anderson.)
Defence of the Church-Government, Faith, Worship,

and Spirit of the Presbyterians, in Answer to Mr. Thomas
Rhind's Apology. Glasgow, printed by Hugh Brown,
1714, 4to. ; reprinted in ISL'O, 8vo.

Letter from Mr. Anderson, Minister of Dumbarton, to

Walter Stewart of Pardovan. Glasgow, 1718, 4to.

Mr. Anderson's Letters (six), on the Overtures con-

cerning Kirk-Sessions and Presbyteries. Glasgow, 1720,
8vo. [Writing of this controversy, Mr. Anderson re-

marks,
' I must needs confess that it is the most melancholy

subject I ever wrote upon. There was pleasure as well
as duty in contending with our prelatic adversaries ; but

alas,
' In civil Avar, to lose or gain's the same,
To gain's no glor}', and to lose a shame.'}

Works relating to John Anderson.

The Answer to the Dialogue between the Curat and
the Countryman concerning the English Service, or Com-
mon Prayer Book of England, examined ; in a familial-

Letter to the Author of th Answer. 1712, 4to., pp. 68.

Robert Calder's Return to the Answer, folio, 1712.
Animadversions upon Mr. John Anderson, Minister of

Dumbarton, his Charge of Heretical Doctrine, &c., on
Mr. James Clerk, Minister of Glasgow. Edinburgh, 1718.
Two Sermons against Treacherous and Double-dealing,

with an Answer to Mr. Anderson, Dumbarton, by Wil-
liam Smart, Edinburgh. 1714.

Earl of Cromarty's Vindication of his Gowrie Con-
spiracy from Mistakes of Mr. J. A. 1714, 4to.
The Nail struck on the Head

; or an Indictment drawn
up against Mr. Anderson, Incumbent at Dumbarton, by
R. Calder, folio. Edinburgh, 1712.
Answer by Walter Stewart of Pardovan, to the Com-

plaint given against him by Mr. Anderson, now under
Consideration of the General Assembly. 8vo., 1718.

Verses Sacred to the Memory of the Rev. John Ander-
son, Minister of Glasgow; ob. anno 1721."

If these facts regarding the career of a local

celebrity, in which I cannot but feel interested,
are of any use to those who have been making
inquiries on the subject, my design in putting
them together will be fully accomplished.

J. IRVING.

PERCY SOCIETY'S EDITION OF "SYR TRYAMOURE."

(2
nd S. viii. 225.)

Be pleased to accept an attempted explanation
of all the eleven passages (except the first) for-

warded by your correspondent E. S. J.

1.
" Y may evyr after thys," &c.

This line I for the present pass by, not being
able to suggest an explanation without proposing
a new reading.

2.
" The fyrste thaf rode noghtfor thy,
Was the kyng of Lutnbardy."

"Noghtfor thy"=not for they, i. e. notfor them,

or, not on their side. Syr Tryamoure rode at the

justyng
" on his fadur's syde

"
(for the Kyng of

Arragone," lines 735 6.). The fyrste that rode
" not for them," or on the opposite side, was the

kyng of Lumbardy.
3.

" And yf hyt so betyde,
That the knyght of owre syde
May sle yowrys be wyth chawnce."

"
May .... be

"
seems here to be a poetical

division of the old word maybe, signifying perhaps.
"
May sle yowrys be wyth chawnce "==" Maybe

slay your's with chance." That is,
" If it so be-

tide, That the knight of our side Perhaps chance
to slay yours," let that settle it.

4. " In every o/"londe of moste renowne."

Two instances where of is thus used after every
are cited by Richardson :

" Of everich of tho theoves." Piers Plouhman.

(Of each of those thieves.)
" Everich q/"hem doth other gret honour." Chaucer.

5.
" And sche answeryd them there on hye."

" On hye" in haste, as suggested by your cor-

respondent. So " in hye :"

"
Tryamowre kj'ssed his modur in hye." 1. 907.

" In hie, on hie, in haste." Halliwell.

6. "
Syr Asseryn, the kynges son of Naverne,
Wolde nevyr man hys body warne"

"
Warne, to deny, to refuse." Wright.

Syr Asseryn would never deny any one, would
never refuse any man a meeting. To warne, or

refuse, his body corresponds to the military phrase
still in use,

" the enemy refused his right,"
" re-

fused his left," &c.

7.
" Then swere the fosters alle twelve,

They wolde no wedd but hymselfe,
Other we be hyt noght."

" Be "=fa'e, to suffer. (Wright.) Then svvare

the foresters (fosters) all twelve, they would ac-

cept no pledge but himself; "Other we suffer it

not
"
(we permit no other).

8. " The palmer for liyra can grete."

"
Grete," to cry, to weep, still used in Scotland.

"
Can," here, as often, nearly equivalent to 'gan
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for began. Syr Tryaraoure having charitably re-

lieved a palmer, the palmer
"
fur him began to

uxtp;" foreseeing the dangers which the knight
would have to encounter in the road which he was

pursuing.
9. "And let a* gowythlbee,"

Burlond and Tryamoure being both dismounted
in combat, Tryamoure smites off Burlond's legs,
to that " Burlonde on bys stompus stode ;

H and
Tryamoure appears to

imply
in his speech that by

this chivalrous operation he had reduced his anta-

gonist to an equality with himself.

" ' A lytulle lower. yr,' serde bee,
' And lei us tmaU* go wyth that,
Now are we both at one atsjtja,**

What is tmalle f The lut line, be it observed,

evidently intimates that the two parties were now
on an equality.

" Now are we both on a par
"

(tutyse, position, situation) ; which may be ex-

plained by supposing that Burlond, previous to

the loss of his legs, was of extraordinary stature,
as well as of unusual bulk, which his name seems
to imply. Now as, in the

preceding line, the
word tmallt, taken in its ordinary sense, hardly
makes a clear meaning, I would venture to sug-
gest that it is here a contracted form of the A.-S.

gammaJe, similar, consentient. "A little lower,
Sir, said he ; let us go tammtrle with thee;" i.e.

let us be on an equality. Cf. in Romance, lemle,
similar, equal. So in Chaucer :

- Witnesse on Mida; wol ye here the tale?

Ovide, aroonges other thingea tmaU,
Said, Mida had under his long beres

Growing upon bis hed two asses ercs."

Ovid said not this "amongst (other) things
small" but amongst other things tammtfle

t i. .

amongst other things of the same kind.

10. " And the knyght be there assente
Sebnlde way** wyth the wynde."

Your correspondent asks,
" Does wayne =

swing F
H

Probably to. **
Waine, to move; to

shake or wag.
H

(Wright) If the quene were
found, she should be M

takyn and brcnte ;** and
[if] the knight was found agreeing or contenting
(" assente "), be should swing on a gallows.

11. -To mete as they war* sett in ball*,

Syr llarrok was there far wMyn*y-tey$.
n

Your correspondent suggests "irtt*** y wit."
This is a very possible reading; for we find y-wyi
in lines 210 and 056. But might we not take

withynnry-icy*
as it stands ? So the learned editor

has left it ; and so, we may infer, he understands
it Sir Marrok was far wiAin-true (quari A.-S.
witbinnan wise. Cf. the old Engl. withynne
forth, withynneforth).

In like manner, in line 496.,
" The hound ren-

nyth evyry.wyt, Tylle he come there hys mayster
yt. He fonde not that he soghV we might perhaps
read,

" The hound renneth eryry-vy,? that in,

erery -trite, or in every direction (A -S. aelce wise,
a~blwilce wise); just what a dog would
order to find " that he soght." THOMAS Bots.

ALB OF A MAH AMD HIS PBOQEKT.

(2* S. vi. 90. ; viii. 278.)

There were anciently viflryn* in grot* who be-

longed absolutely to their lord, and were saleable

in like manner as bis cattle or his horses. And
there were viUeynt regardant, or belonging to a
manor or estate, and saleable with it. The former
seem to have been simply slaves; the latter serfs,

attached to the soil.

Then there was also a temtre in villenage; by
which it is said that more than one half of the
land in England was once held. Tenants in vil-

lenage were such as held land by the condition of

performing some base service ; but were not them-
selves the property of the lord, nor saleable with
the land. The lord could sell only his sei.

of the land, with their conditioned services. Thin
would seem to have been a step from the more
ancient state of pure villenage.
Edward III. issued a commission for effecting

the manumission of his villeyns on payment of cer-

tain fines. This indicates a progressive improve-
ment in their condition, and seems to have aroused
a general movement: for in the 1st year of
Richard II. a statute was made to repress the
efforts of the villeyns to obtain their freedom. The
extreme severity of this statute is stated to have
been a main exciting cause of the insurrection

under Jack Straw and Wat Tyler.
In 1514 Henry VIII. manumitted some of his

villevn?, with all their issue born or to be born.

The'form of the manumission ran :

" Whereas God created all men free ; bat afterwards
the laws and customs of nations subjected some under the

yoke of servitude ; vr think it pious and meritorious
with God to manumit," Ac.

Hence we may perceive that a vast alteration

must have taken place in the condition and con-
sideration of the villeyn class.

In 1574 Queen Elizabeth issued a Commission
of Inquiry into the lands, tenements, and

goods, of all her bondmen and bondwomen in cer-

:nti>\4, such as were by blood in a slavish

condition by being born in any of her manors ;

and to compound with them for their roan

sion and freedom. Herein we have distinct evi-

dence of the existence at that time of

regardant.
And in this way, no doubt, viz., by composi-

tion either for a specific sum of money at once, or
for yearly fixed money-payments nut of villenage
land have villenage in gross, villenage regard-
ant, and villenage tenure, gradually been <

pate 1. They died out gradually. So lately as
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1601, in a crown grant, I find amongst the general

words following the specific description of the

manors granted, the terms "
nativos, nativas^

ac

villanos, cum eorum sequela." In 1684, a writer

states that " villeins in gross are now quite worn

out, and in process of time became like other

men." Yet it is asserted that, to a very recent date,

many of the labourers in collieries in Scotland

continued to be glebce adscripti, and not at liberty

to hire elsewhere without the owner's consent.

M. (1.)

The power of the master over his slave, the

slave's property and progeny, was absolute and

uncontrolled. The spirit of the old English law

on this subject is thus expressed by Glanville,

lib. v. c. 5. :

" Notandum est, quod non potest aliquis in Villenagio

positus libertatem suam propriis denariis suis quzerere.
Posset enim tune a domino suo secundum jus et consue-

tudinem Kegni ad Villenagium jevocari, quia omnia ca-

talla cujuslibet Nativi ita intelliguntur esse in potestate
domini sui, quod propriis denariis suis versus dominum
suum a villenagio se redimere non poterit."

The same principle of the absolute dominion of

the master over the property of his slaves is illus-

trated in this provision of the law of the Bavarians,
Tit. XV. chap. vii. :

" Si quis servus de peculi* suo fuerit redemptus, et hoc
dominus ejus forte nescierit, de domini potestate non

exeat, quia non pretium, sed res servi sui, dnm ignorat,

accepit."

The preceding passages are quoted from Pot-

giesser, De Statu Servorum, p. 534.

From p. 533. I take the following extract :

"... Servis nihil juris in rebus fuisse suis, sed omnia
ad dominum pertinuisse. Id quod porro ex eo consequi-
tur, quod servi cum omni supellectile et jumentis suis in

alios alienarentur. Exempla prostant in Traditionibus

Fuldensibus, ubi in Charta anni DCCLXXIX. duo mancipia
cum eorum supellectile traduntur, et in alia anni DCCXCVI.
Ernustus donat Ecclesiae Fuldensi haereditatem suum cum
mancipiis, eorumque supellectile, jumentis et animalibus.
In alia charta anni DCCCXX. Reinfriht transfert manci-

pia cum filiis, pecoribus, domibus, et cum omnibus uten-
silibus."

I refrain from making farther extracts in reply
to the Queries of A. A.

;
but can assure him he

will find much that will interest him in the fol-

lowing chapters of Potgiesser : "De potestate do-
minorum in servorum conjugia;" "De potestate
dominorum permutandi servos;" "De potestate
dominorum vendendi servos;" "De jure domin-
orum in bona servorum viventium;"

" De jure
dominorum in bona servorum demortuorum

;

"

lib. ii. chaps, ii. iii. iv. x. and xi.

W. B. MAC CABE.

In reference to serfdom in "K & Q." of 1 Oct.,
the following occurs sixteen years later. In a
list of persons who gave lands to Meaux Abbey,

Yorkshire, Cotton MS., Vitell. C. vi., written
1396-7. :

" Walterus films Petri de Spineto dedit nobis, cum
corpore suo apud nos sepeliendo, unuam boratum terre in

Hornsburtone, et Henricum filium Symonis ipsum te-
nentem cum sequela sua."

One of the De Thornes was a leader against
the Scots, temp. Edward I. SENEX.

to iHiturr

Seal Inscription (2
nd S. viii. 311.) I agree with

the editor that it cim be referred to none other
church than that of Menigoutte. The usual in-

dication of the omission of a former s would be a
circumflex Menigoute ; but the present mode of

spelling it with a double t indicate?, I think, the

same. Still the difficulty remains how can so

insignificant a church be supposed to have had a
treasurer and a Chapter and a corporate seal ? It

never was a place of any consequence. At pre-
sent, indeed, though it is the chef-lieu of a canton,
it has but 850 inhabitants

;
and the church is not

even a mere eglise ; it is a succursale, or, as we
should call it, a chapel of ease to the church of

Vasles. JOHN WILLIAMS.
Arno's Court.

[We acknowledge the difficult}' suggested by our cor-

respondent, and can offer only a conjectural solution.

Menigouste, Menigoute, or Menigoutte, is placed by
Expilly in the domain (chatellenie) of 5. Maixant, from

whicb/place it is distant about 2 leagues. Now, ac-

cording to Valesius (Notit. Gall.') there was formerly in
Poitou a Monastery called " S. Maxentii Monasterium,"
or " Cellula Maxentii

;

" and the exact position of this

monastery, though it seems to have been, like Meni-

gouste itself, not very far from S. Maixant, is undeter-

mined. " Nomen proprium loci in quo Monasterium
Maxentius exstruxit, Gregoilus scire nos noluit: cujus
hsec verba sunt. ' Erat in his diebus vir laudabilis

sanctitatis Maxentius Abbas, rec-lusus in Monasterio suo
. . . cujus Monasterii nomen lectioni non indidimus, quia
locus ille usque hodie Cellula S. Maxentii vocatur.'"
There is of course no difficulty in supposing that this

monastery of unknown site would have both a " trea-

surer," a "
Chapter," and a "

corporate seal." Can it,

then, have been in its day that identical capitular
" Ec-

clesia de Manigouste," which we find recorded on the

seal, and which Manigouste does not appear in more re-

cent times to have possessed? This idea is merely thrown
out for consideration. Let us, however, bear in mind that
a monastery was frequently called a church (Ecclesia').
Thus the monastery at Abingdon,

" Monasterium de

Abingdon," was also termed " Ecclesia de Abbendona,"
" Ecclesia de Abbendonia," &c. (Chron. Mon. de Ab.
II. 95. 85.) In like manner a monastery at Menigouste
might be called (as in the inscription)

"
Ecclesia. de

Menigouste." But no question of this kind can be satis-

factorily determined without local knowledge, and we
shall be glad to receive farther information on the sub-

ject.]

Abdias Ashton : Robert Hill (2
nd S. viii. 336.)

Abdias Asheton (no doubt the chaplain of the

Earl of Essex) became a Fellow of St. John's

College in 1589. Lewis's authority (for the state-
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meat made above, p. 302.) is Sam. Clarke's Licet

of Dirinet ( I G7 7 . J .30, 23M H c left 100
marks to the college fur the purchase of books

(ee book-plate in volume marked O. 3. 23.). Ho
was rector of Middleton, Lancashire.

11 is best known, however, as author of the

Latin life of Dr. Wm. Whitaker, the Professor of

Divinity, to whom Ranke has just paid a well-

merited tribute of praise. This was published

separately, and is also included in Whitaker's
Collected Worki, where may also be seen (vol. i.

p. 707.) Tenet in honour of Whitaker signed
"A. A."

See, too, Bioffr. Briton. (1st ed., p. 2137.), and

Strype's Whitgift (8vo. ed.) as cited in the Index
to Strype. If M. P. is curious to know more of

Asbeton, I will send him a copy of the book-plate,
and will also search for the entry of his admission
at St. John's, which (if it can be found) will most

likely give some particulars of his parentage, &c.

If, as I suppose, M. P. is interested about Ashe-
ton chiefly on the score of his attachment to the

Earl of Essex, it may not be out of place here to

give the title of a work translated by R. Hill,
who was admitted Fellow of St. John's the year
before Asheton :

44 Bucanus (William, Professor of Divinitie in the Uni-
veraitie of Lausanna). Institutions of Christian Religion
framed out of God's Word, translated by Robert 11.11 of

St John's Coll., Cambridge, 1606, 4to. Dedicated to the

hopeful young Lord Robert Devereux, Earl of Essex."

J. E. B. MAYOB.
St. John's College, Cambridge.

The Great St. Leger (2** S. viii. 225.) I am
not aware that there exists any very authentic

account of the origin of this celebrated race. Dr.

Miller, who published a History of Doncaster
about 1804, makes no mention of it whatever.
Mr. Hunter, in his Hittory of South Yorkshire,

published in 1828, states under Doncaster that

"in 177G the famous St. Leger stakes were
founded, the first race being won by the Marquis
of Rockingbam's horse Sampson." I think, how-
ever, that the name of the first winner was Alla-

baculia, by Sampson. In the absence of better

authority I believe I am correct in stating that
the name was given to the stakes out of compli-
ment to Lieut-General Anthony St. Lcger, who
at that time resided at Park Hill in the neigh-

bpurbood of Doncaster. He is said to have ori-

ginated the race in the year 1776, but I have been
informed that it was not until two years after

(1778) that it was formally styled "the St
Leger," and that the name was then given to it by
the Marquis of Rockingham at a dinner at the Red

Inn, Doncaster. General St. Leger above
mentioned married in 1761, Margaret, daughter
and coheiress of Wm. Wotnbwell, Esq., of Womb-
well. She died without issue Dec. 20, 1776. The
General died in 1786, and was succeeded in his

estate at Park Hill by his nephew, Major-Gene-
rat John St. Leger, commonly called "

1

some Jack St. Leger," the friend and con.;
of George IV. when Prince of Wales. To the
latter General the founda Leger
race has been frequently attributed, but, as it ap-
pears, erroneously. Of him there was, and I dare

say still is, at Park Hill, a portrait by Sir Joshua

Reynolds, together with one of his royal friend

by Hoare. General John St. Leger died in India,

unmarried, I believe, in 1799. C. J.

Two Kingt of Brentford (2* S. viii. 228.)
I have never met with the legend to which your
correspondent refers, and have waited some weeks
for a reply to his Query. It has occurred to me
that the proverb that " there cannot be two kings
of Brentford

**

may refer to Edmund Ironside and
Cnute. Upon the death of Ethel r. -.1, in 1016, all

the witan who were in London and the townsmen

proclaimed Edmund as their king, whilst his rival,
the Danish King Cnute, received the support of the

country. Several bloody battles were fought: one
of them, in which great slaughter took place,

being at Brentford. Subsequently a peace was
concluded in which a partition of the kingdom
was agreed upon, and the two kings met and mu-
tually swore to observe it. Soon afterwards,

however, King Edmund was brutally murdered at

Brentford through the treachery of his brother-

in-law, Edric, who was the first to bring the news
to Cnute, and salute him as tole king. Cnute does
not appear to have been privy to this tragedy, and

though at the time he deemed it politic to conceal
his feelings, finally visited the criminal with the

punishment he deserved; for in the following

year he caused Edric to be executed, and his bead

placed on the highest tower in London. Our
early annalists do not very closely agree in their

accounts of this troublous
period ; but this hint

may lead others better qualified than I am to in-

vestigate the subject JOHN MACLBAX.
Hammersmith.

Book-Markert (2* S. viii. 301.) If PROFES-
SOR DB MOBGAN will pay a visit to Messrs.

Marion, Regent Street, be will there find book-
markers to his taste, at least in one respect, vi/.

so far as material is concerned ; but I think he
will object to the mode in which they are manu-
factured, as for prettiness* sake they are both

coloured and embossed. Still there is no reason

whv plain white
paper

markers of the same kind

and pattern should not be stamped out for those

whose reading is not purely a matter of amuse-

ment, and who would therefore prefer the useful

to the ornamental. I have no doubt Messrs'. Ma-
rion would take a hint, if they have not already

provided the desideratum. The
which I have used, point well, and are n>t -

dropping out K. W. HACKWOOD.
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" O ivhar got ye that lonnie blue bonnet" (2
nd S.

viii. 148. 258.)

[By the courtesy of the editor of another Scottish

Journal, The Dundee Courier, we are enabled to lay be-

fore our readers the following farther illustration of this

ballad. The writer, in his communication to The Dundee

Courier of the 12th October, observes, "from the song I

send it will be seen that the words quoted by D. M. I.

do not likely belong to the 'Lost Flower,' but to the

song of ' Bonnie Dundee.' "]
" The song which I give below was published

in the second volume of Urbani's Select Collection

of Original Scottish Airs, for the Voice" 8fc.,

which was entered at Stationers' Hall in 1794.

The song is set to the air of " Bonnie Dundee."
There is no author's name given. The few words
of difference may arise from D. M. I.'s memory
proving treacherous during the lapse of sixty

years :

" BONIE DUNDEE.
" whaur did ye get that hauver meal bannock,

O silly blind body, dinna ye see ?

I gat it frae a young brisk sodger laddie,
Between Saint Johnston, and bonie Dundee.

gin I saw the laddie that gae me't,
Aft has he doudl'd me upon his knee;

May heaven protect my bonnie Scots laddie,
And send him safe hame to my babie and me.

" My blissin's upon thy sweet wee lippie !

My blissin's upon thy bonnie e'o bree
;

Thy smiles are sae like my blythe sodger laddie,
Thou's ay the dearer, and dearer to me !

But I'll big a bower on yon bonnie banks,
Whare Tay rins wimplin' by sae clear;

And I'll deed thee in the tartan sae fine,

And mak' thee a man, like thy daddie dear.

J. M."
"Mains, October 10, 1859."

Jacobite Manuscripts (2
n* S. viii. 307.) The

Jacobite MSS. described by MR. J. P. PHILLIPS
are of no value, as the first three were printed in

various brochures setting forth Prince Charles's

proclamations and edicts in the years 1745 and

1746, and the two last, namely, letters from the

Prince to his father, dated at Perth and at Pinkie,
are fabrications. It was common for the Jacobites
to circulate these and similar documents in manu-
script, and hence, no doubt, the existence of the

packet
"
carefully preserved among the muni-

ments at Picton Castle." R. CHAMBERS.

Edinburgh.

Ephraim Pratt (2
nd S. viii. 11. 137.) There

are some errors in the account of this person
which your correspondent copied for you from
Allen's Biographical Dictionary. No John Pratt
resided at Plymouth, N. E. in 1620; but a Phi-
nehas Pratt, probably the ancestor of Ephraim,
was there a few years later.

Though Ephraim Pratt lived to a great age, it

was not a remarkable one. This is made clear in
the Genealogy of the Rice Family, by Andrew H.
Ward, an octavo volume published at Boston, U.

S. in 1858. Mr. Ward devotes a long note to the

subject on pp. 14-16. From public records he
finds that Ephraim Pratt was born at Sudbury,
Mass., Nov. 30, 1704. The error in regard to

his age was pointed out by Rev. Dr. Sunmer of

Shrewsbury, Mass., in June, 1804. The Massa-
chusetts Spy, a newspaper published at Worces-

ter, Mass., in its issue June 6, 1804, notes the

death of Mr. Pratt of Shutesbury,
" on the 22d

ult, aged 116 yrs. 5 mos. and 22 days." Rev. Dr.
Sumner sent a communication to the Spy, which

appeared the next week, in which he gave the

date of Pratt's marriage to Martha Wheelock,

July 9, 1724, and the births of their six sons and
two daughters from the records. Assuming that

he was 21 years old, as represented, when married,
the doctor concluded that Pratt was about 101

years old when he died. This was two years too

much, as his real age was 99 years 5 months 22

days.
Michael or Micah Pratt, son of Ephraim, was

born April 5, 1731. This materially reduces his

age at his death in 1826.

The story of Pratt's great age was first pub-
lished in the Gazette, a newspaper printed at

Windsor, Vt., from which it was copied into the

Massachusetts Spy for Aug. 5, 1801. President

DwSght, probably induced by this story to do so,

visited Pratt at Shutesbury, Nov. 13, 1803
;
and

he gives an account of the interview in his Travels,
vol. ii. p. 358. Pratt must have connived at the

error, if it did not originate with him. METACOM.

Roxbury, U. S.

Dr. Johnson's Chair (2
nd S. viii. 68.) The

favourite easy chair of my illustrious kinsman,
Samuel Johnson, referred to by MR. PATERNOSTER
in " N. & Q." July 23rd, is now (together with

the crimson velvet cushion on which Mary Queen
of Scots kneeled at her execution), in my posses-
sion. I have purchased them of MR. PATER-
NOSTER. His fears lest the chair should "

pass
into unworthy hands

" were not altogether ground-
less. It has fallen into mine. I " would they
were worthier."

J. H. SHORTHOTJSE, M.D., LL.D.
Carshalton, Surrey.

Somersetshire Poets (2
nd S. viii. 204. 258. 319.)

Southey was born at No. 11. Wine Street, and
afterwards resided in Terrel Street, both in the

city of Bristol, and on the Gloucestershire side of

the river Avon. He subsequently removed to

Westbury-on-Trym in that county.
Chatterton's family for many years rented a

small house on Redcliffe Hill, behind that now

occupied by Mr. Isaac Selfe, chemist and druggist,
and there, in all probability, the poet was born ;

his father, who died before his birth, having been

Master of Pile Street School, close to the east end

of Redcliffe church. That he was born in the
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part of St Mary Keddiffe, the whole of which is

on the Somersetsbiie side of the river Avon, there

can be no doubt "That Chatterton was very
unpopular with the corporation of Bristol" as

234.) is simply absurd; they bad
no reason as a body to care anything about him.
" Railroad improvements have (not) demolished

the little school in which he first received the

early rudiments of education." It is still standing,
and is, I believe, a school now. GBOBGB I'BTCK.

Bristol City Library.

The River Liffey (2
M S. viii. 311.) Your

correspondent I-BAHCES SBTMOUB asks for the

meaning of the name " Anna Lifley," sometimes !

R'ven

to the river which runs through Dublin.
is an Anglicised representation of three Irish

words, Amhan na Life; the first word Amhan,
pronounced auicon, signifies a river. It is cognate
with the Latin amn-i*, and the Sanscrit aub, and
is the name still borne by your English river the

Avon. The second word na is the genitive case of
the definite article, and signifies of the. The third

word is the proper name of the great plain through
which the river flows. Thus Ambon na Life signi-

fies the river of the Lift, that is the river of the

{Jain called the Life or Lifley. By
" the Lifley,"

no ancient authority ever meant the river, but

only the extensive plain anciently so called, in

which Dublin stands. Hence, when they spoke of

the river, they called it Amban-na-Lifc (Angli-
cised into Anna Liffey), the river of this cele-

brated plain. HIUEBKICVS.

Mrs. B. Hoole(V* S. viii. 311.)--Z. A. is

informed that The Little Dramas for Young Peo-

ple, on Subjects takenfrom English History, by the

above named lady, was published by Longmans,
1810, pp. 128. The dramas are

The Death of Henry II.

The Flight of Queen Margaret.
The Death of Lady Jane Grev.
The Fortitude of Lady Rachel Rosse).

With notes on each drama. GILBEBT.

Heraldic Query (2-* S. viii. 292.) In answer
to C. W. B., I think there is no doubt but the

husband of a lady, whose father has died and left

no male descendants, has a right to bear her arms
on an escutcheon of pretence, and that her chil-

dren have a right to nuarter her arms. Sir J.

Bernard Burke, Ulster King of Arms, in bis most

interesting book, Vicissitudes of Families, has this

remark in a note to his Essay on Heraldry,
" The

term '

heiress,' in heraldry, does not apply to the

succession to property. <J A. PH.

Vertnes "Draught*" (2- S. viii. 26. 93. 166.)
In Thomas Thorpe's Bibliotheca Manuscripts

for 1844, pp. 138-40., is a long description of a

collection of 31 volumes of MBS. which he then

hid for tale, that were entirely in the autograph

of George Vertee the engraver, containing a

complete
"
History of the Fine Arts, and of the

Royal Antiquarian Societies;" also an account
of Vertuc's various journeys over England in

search of materials for his great work.
Articles of curiosity, routed iiorpe

states, are fully described, with dimensions, &c.,
and frequently illustrated with pen-and-ink dru\c-

'V*
"
very spirited," of ancient pictures, coins,

medals, statues, carvings, and other objects of in-

tantt,

Can these drawings be the "draughts" that

is anxious to discover ? If so, this scrap
of information may assist him in his inquiries.

WM. GEOBQB.
Bristol

Mdzenas Dog (2 3. viii. 291.) lixr HOP-
KINS will, perhaps,

be vexed to hear that the
ft nuil in question belongs to

"Mmctntu atavis edite regibua."

The apostrophe ought to be after the * to mark the

genitive, and the substitution of z for c is a very
questionable, though not un-HeineMi, way of

spelling Latin and other foreign names; but we
must not "cat** an old friend for a umprint or a
u
germanising tendency" either.

U A man's a

man for a* that," and Southey had much pleasure
in recognising Montesquieu even terri-

ble alias of Mules Quince. A MAC. TAB K
Edinburgh.

Lord Warden of the Cinque Ports : Coroner

(2* S. viii. 310.) The Lord Warden, I believe,

still appoints a coroner for the Cinque Ports. What
are his duties, or how fsr they extend, I do not

know. But it was one of th functions of the

mayor of Dover to exercise the duties of coro-

ner within that port, until the Municipal Cor-

poration Act of William IV., which relieved him

of that duty, and gave to the town council the

power of appointing a coroner. In the case pro-

posed, of a man drowned off the pi'-r,
tin- inquest

is taken by the present respectable coroner of
" Dover and itsJ.imbs

"
so ckcted. D. S.

Marrying under the Gallons (1 S. vii. 84. ; xii.

257. 348.)
* Nine young women dressed in white, each with a

white wand in her hand, presented a petition to his Ma-

jesty (George I.) on behalf of a young man condemned

MiiUAifbrDtirglaTT,oso?tb^<4hrinffto
mam- Turn under the gallows in caa* of a reprieve,"
Parker's JTxMtiM .Yv, AI .

.1. PINKS.

Boohs Burnt (1*8. patxim.) Your correspon-
dents have not, 1 think, noticed any instance of

the Holy Bible having been treated with this in-

dignity. Without going ba ri.xl when

such a sacrilegious act wss committed fr*|

by the highest authorities in Inland, I need
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only refer to two late instances in Ireland. In

1854 a person was convicted at the Assizes at

Londonderry of the crime, and sentenced to six

months' imprisonment; and in November, 1855, a

similar offence was committed in Kingstown, co.

Dublin, and caused very great excitement.
Y. S. M.

Serranuss '* Platonis Opera" (2
nd S. viii. 310.

311.) Brunei's French measure of Serranus's

Plato of 14 inches 10 lines equals 15J inches Eng-
lish measure. The rare fine paper of this book is

not taller than the common paper copies, but

rather wider. H. F.

NOTES ON BOOKS, ETC.

New Exegesis of Shakspeare : Interpretation of his Prin-

cipal Characters and Plays on the Principle of Races.

(A. & C. Black.)
The object of this extraordinary volume, certainly one

of the most original which the writings of Shakspeare
have ever called forth, is to illustrate the aesthetic unity
which Shakspeare had in his own genius; and which,
to use the authors own words, "he stamped on his

writings by a necessity no less organic." Ethnology
is brought to the aid of criticism ;

and while lago is

considered as the type of the Romano-Italic race,

Hamlet, "the masterpiece of Shakspeare as a portrait,
not as a play," is claimed as an ideal of the Gothic race,

and "the likeness is attested by the native admira-
tion." But,

" as in the animal system the third or

nervous tissue is the mediator, the combiner and the re-

gulator of the extreme tissues, so in the social life of

Europe the race which executes the like function, of suc-

cessively controlling and progressively organising the

despotic and dispersive instincts of the Italic and Teu-
tonic races, is, as indicated by its history and local posi-

tion, the Celtic," and of this race, of which Shakspeare
is one, Macbeth is in his writings the great t}

T

pe. Such
is this new contribution to Shakspearian literature: and
if the writer laughs at those minores gentium who have

sought to illustrate the works of the great dramatist from
" old spellings, old readings, old editions, contemporary
pamphlets, anecdotes, allusions, personal transactions,
account books, localities, dates and days," and prefers him-
self to criticise Shakspeare

" on the principle of Races,"
lie will doubtless be prepared to hear that such matter-
of-fact commentators, while recognising his genius and
originalitv, pronounce his new Exegesis of Shakspeare
to be

"... a work where nothing's just or fit,

One glaring Chaos and wild heap of wit."

Dura Den : a Monograph of the Yellow Sandstone, and
its remarkable Fossil Remains. By John Anderson, D.D.,
&c. (Constable & Co.)

This beautiful monograph owes its origin to the dis-

covery in November last of more than a thousand fossil

fish, within the space of little more than three square
3*ards, in the yellow sandstone of Dura Den, near Cupar,
Fifeshire. Many of these were of large dimensions, hav-
ing their several organs of head, teeth, scales, and fins,
most beautifully preserved. They are here presented to
the eye of the geologist in a series of carefully tinted

lithographs: while an introductory chapter on the cha-
racteristic rocks of the district would prepare a tyro in

\ the science to appreciate the discoveries which are next
narrated. Altogether, the book forms as complete and

I useful a manual for the visitor to the district, as could

,
possibly be put into his hands.

Women Artists of all Ages and Countries. By Mrs. E.
i F. Emmet. (Bentley.)

Founded in some degree upon a little work published
| by Professor Guhl of Berlin, but enlarged by many per-
! sonal details in the history of the female votaries of the

|

brush and chisel, Mrs. Emmet's volume will please two
classes of readers. Those who desire to know how women
have acquitted themselves in a branch of study which re-

quires steady perseverance to be added to genius in

order to ensure success, will find in Mrs. Emmet's bio-

graphical sketches many instructive examples; while
its perusal will animate and delight the second class of
readers

; and, to use Mrs. Emmet's own words, inspire
with courage and resolution those who are anxious to

overcome difficulties in the achievement of honourable

independence. Many of the biographical sketches are of

considerable interest.

The Quarterly Review, which has just been issued, is

altogether a good one, although it does not contain any
of those gossipy articles which are so characteristic of

The Quarterly. Architecture in all Countries is a justly

laudatory review of Mr. Ferguson's Illustrated Handbook
of Architecture. This is followed by a capital paper on
New Zealand, its Progress and Resources ; and this again
by an admirable one on The Geography and Biography of
the Bible. In a just and loving criticism of the Idylls of
the King

' A generous critic fans the Poet's fire,

Teaching the world with reason to admire."

Orchard Houses and Farm Weeds form the subjects of

two papers which will be read with profit by those to

whom the}
r are addressed. A slashing article on Baden

Powell's Order of Nature one of warning on Strikes

and their Effects (which should be reprinted cheaply, and

widely circulated), and a well-considered paper on The
Three Bills of Parliamentary Reform, constitute the

graver portion of the Number.

BOOKS RECEIVED.

Nursery Poetry. By Mrs. Motherly. (Bell & Daldy.)
Mrs. Motherly has succeeded, in what is by no means

an easy task, that of writing for little children; so that

her tiny quarto, with its graceful illustrations, will doubt-

less soon find favour in "
nursery circles."

Rovtledge's Illustrated Natural History. By the Rev. J.

G. Wood. Part VII. (Routledge & Co.)
The present, devoted as it is to the history of those

friends and companions of man dogs of all kinds and
races is one of the most interesting Parts of Mr. Wood's

amusing work.
Mr. Booth, of Regent Street, has just published a

curious illustration of London Topography a view of

London Bridge in the time of Elizabeth, by John Norden,
hitherto so little known that it may almost be considered

as an unpublished plate.
Those who admire The Fairy Queen, and are interested

in the history of the great Elizabethan poet by whom it

was written, would do well to read Mr. Keightley's
admirable article On the Life, of Edmund Spenser, iu the

October Number of Fraser's Magazine. Speaking -of

Magazines, we may call attention to a new one, The

Constitutional Press, a staunch advocate of Conservative

views, to which the authoress of The Heir of Redclyfte is

contributing an interesting story, Hopes and Fears; or,

Scenesfrom the Life ofa Spinster.
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Sales of Literary Property.

MESSRS. PUTTICK & SIMPSON beg to an-

Ifl nouncc that their Season for SALES of LITERARY PRO-
PERTY ami WORKS ofART will commence on MONDAY, October

31 In calling attention to the subjoined Announcements of forth-

comin" Sales Messrs. Puttick & Simpson invite attention to the great

facilities they are enabled to offer iu effecting the advantageous disposal

of Property consigned to them for Sale. Prominently amongst them
*re their very extensive and. commodious Premises, most centrally

fituate, including a very spacious and well-lighted Auction Gallery,

Warehouses, Offices, &c.

The Shelf-Room in the Large Gallery will afford convenient means
for the

Display of upwards of Fifteen Thousand Volumes at one time.

The Wall-space, suited for the Exhibition of Pictures and Engrav-
ings, amounts to nearly 5,000 superficial feet, the area of the floor being
about 1,600 feet.

Messrs. Puttick & Simpson farther respectfully submit that their own
considerable experience in Sales of the kind alluded to, and their ex-

tensive connexion of more than half-a-century's standing (their busi-

ness having been established in 1 791, in Piccadilly, whence they removed
in March, 1859), and the careful circulation of their Catalogues in all

parts of the Country, and, when necessary, throughout Europe and
America, constitute advantages that cannot fail to ensure a beneficial

result in any business with which they may be honoured.

Sales of Music and Musical Instruments are held Monthly during the
Season. Messrs. Puttick & Simpson are able to offer unusual facilities

in this branch of their business, which has been specially cultivated by
their house for many years past.

Small Consignments are received and reserved for insertion in appro-
priate Sales, affording to the owner of a few Lots the same advantages
as are offered to the possessor of a large Collection.

Valuations for testamentary or other purposes.

*** Warehouse Entrance in Princes Street.

Library of the late EDWARD HUGHES, ESQ., F.R.A.S., F.R.G.S.,
&c. Five Days' Sale.

MESSRS.
PUTTICK & SIMPSON, Auctioneers

of Literacy Property, will SELL by AUCTION, at their new and
very spacious Premises, 47. Leicester Square, W.C., on MONDAY,
October 31, and following Days, the LIBRARY of the late EDWARD
HUGHES, ESQ., F.R.A.S.,F.R.G.S., Head-Master of the Royal Naval
Lower School, Greenwich, together with another Library : comprising
Augustini Opera, 12 vols. in 8, presentation copy from Bishop Cosen to
the great Earl ofClarendon Foxe's Martyrs, 3 vols. best edition, large

Stillinafleefs Works, 6 vols. - Ra'pin and Tindal's Ei
'

Common Prayer for Scotland, 1637 Liber Festivalis, by .
"

"ublications, a set Yarrell's Bri-

paper Stillingfleet's Works, 6 vols. Rapin and Tindal's England,
5 vols. Common Prayer for Scotland, 1637 Liber Festivalis, by W.
Worde, 1499_ Sydenham Society's Publications, a set_ Yarrell's
tish Birds and Fishes, and other beautifully Illustrated Work
Natural History, published by Van Voorst a large Collection of Books

lasses of English and Foreign
tural History, Astronomy, Steam Navigation,

tory,
s Cl

rallya few _._.
Public Lecturer

.vings, large Diagrams,
ases,&c.

Theology, Classics, Na-
i, and the Sciences gene-
nd Drawings made for a

M

Catalogues will be sent on receipt of Two Stamps.

Library of an eminent Antiquary.

ESSRS. PUTTICK & SIMPSON, Auctioneers
of Literary Property, are preparing for immediate SALE the
RARY of an EMINENT ANTIQUARY ; including Grsevii et

Gronovii Thesaurus Antiquitatum, et Grutcri Inscriptiones, 29 vols.

Spelman's Glossary, best edition Wetstein's Greek Testament, 2 vols.
Clemens Alexandrinus, ed. Potter Thurloe's State Papers. 7 vols

Morant's Essex, 2 vols., fine copy Browne Willis's Buckinghamshire
Memoires dc 1'Academic des Inscriptions, 00 vols., fine copy Arch-

seologia, nearly a set Camden Society's Publications, complete set
Lazamon's Brut, edited by Sir Frederic Madden, 3 vols. Variorum
and Delphin Editions of the Classics -and the Works of Standard
Writers on Antiquities, Archseology, Painting, Sculpture, Numisma-

Catalogues are in the press.

Autographs, Prints, Important Ancient Drawings, Illustrations of
Family History, the Collection of the late J. BELL, Esq.

MESSRS.
PUTTICK & SIMPSON, Auctioneers

of Literary Property, are preparing for immediate SALE, by di-
rection of the Executors, the^COLLECTION of the late J. BELL, Esq.,

riosity aud interest.

Catalogues are preparing.

Music. - The Surplus Stock of an eminent Publishing House.

MESSRS.
PUTTICK & SIMPSON, Auctioneers

of Literary Property, will SELL by AUCTION, at their new and
very spacious Premises, 47. Leicester Square, W. C., early in NOVEM-
BER, a COLLECTION of MUSIC, being the surplus Stock of an
eminent Publishing House ; comprising Modern Publications of the

Compositions of the most esteemed Writers, of Vocal and Pianoforte
Music, and also including popular Instrumental Works, Music for
Military Bands, &c also, a large Collection of Portraits of Musical
Celebrities of the present and past Centuries some Private Plates
neatly framed and glazed a fine Basso-Rilievo of Mendelssohn, &c.

Catalogues are preparing.

Highly Interesting Collection of Bewick's Works.

ESSRS. PUTTICK & SIMPSON, Auctioneers
of Literary Property, will SELL by AUCTION, at their new

spacious Premises, 47. Leicester Square, W.C., in NO-and
VEM
WORKS

M
very spacious Premises, 47. L ... ._ _._
:BER, one of the largest and most important Collections of the
IKS ofTHOMAS and JOHN BEWICK which has ever appeared

for sale, comprising not only their most celebrated works, in fine con-
dition , but embracing their smaller and less known productions, original
wood-blocks engraved by them, &c. ; also two sets of the Newcastle
Typographical Society's Publications, Jackson's History of Wood En-
gravings, and a variety of Works illustrative of the History and An-
tiquities of our Northern Counties, as well as of the progress of Modem
Wood Engraving from the days of Bewick.

Theological and Classical Library of a well-known Editor and Divine.

ESSRS. PUTTICK & SIMPSON, Auctioneers
of Literary Property, will SELL by AUCTION, at their

and very spacious Premises, 47. Leicester Square, W.C., in
VEMBER, the LIBRARY of a well-known EDITOR and DIV1
sometime deceased, comprising a well-selected Collection of Clas
and Theological Literature.

Catalogties are preparing.

Engravings and Drawings.

r
ESSRS. PUTTICK & SIMPSON, Auctioneers

< T ___ u >. will SEL|L by AUCTION, at their new
s. 47. Leicester Square, W. C., in NO-TWW^n D A ^Ticr/ie

chiefl^ Modem
and classified,
Modern Draw-

Catalogues are preparing.

Music and Musical Literature, the Library of an Amateur, deceased.

MESSRS.
PUTTICK & SIMPSON, Auctioneers

of Literary Property, will SELL by AUCTION, at their new and
very spacious Premises, 47. Leicester Square, W.C., in DECEMBER, an
unusually extensive and important LIBRARY of MUSIC and MUSI-CAL LITERATURE, the Collection of an Amateur, comprising all
the best treatises on the history and theory of Music, a very large col-
lection of editions of the Psalms,with and without music, HymnWks,
Hymn Tune Books, old Vocal Music, Song Books, curious alike for
poetry and music, &c.

Catalogues are in preparation.

Richly-bound Library of Standard English Literature, and Fine Books
of Prints.

\fESSRS. PUTTICK & SIMPSON, Auctioneers
1TJL of Literary Property, will SELL by AUCTION, at their new
and very spacious Premises, 47. Leicester Square, W.C., in DE-
CEMBER, the LIBRARY of a GENTLEMAN leaving England,
comprising best editions of the works of the most celebrated English
writers in Theology, History, Poetry, and General Literature, Picture
Galleries (including matchless copies of the Musee FranQais, Musee
Royal, Florence, Orleans, and Houghton Galleries), the Library, al-
most without exception, being richly bound in calf and morocco by F.

4' Catalogues are preparing.

M
Curious Books and Tracts, for the most part relating to America.

ESSRS. PUTTICK & SIMPSON, Auctioneers
of Literary Property, will SELL by AUCTION, at their new and

T t i j opacious Premises, 47. Leicester Square, W. C., in DECEMBER, a
large and curious COLLECTION.numbering several Thousand Pieces of
Books and Tracts, the larger Portion of which relate to American His-
tory and Literature : comprising also many scarce works in General
Literature a Copy of the First Edition of Foxe's Martyrology (8vo.
1551), the only copy which has yet appeared for Sale.

Catalogues are preparing.

M
Autographs, chiefly from the celebrated Collection of the late

DAWSON TURNER, Esq.

ESSRS. PUTTICK & SIMPSON, Auctioneers
of Literary Property, will SELL by AUCTION, at their new and

i
very spacious Premises, 47. Leicester Square, W.C., early in the Season
a Collection of Autograph Letters, consisting chiefly of duplicates
surplus examples, consigned by various purchasers of bound series of
Autographs, in the important Collection of the late DAWSON
TURNER, Esq. These selections embrace many most interesting and
important articles, of which further particulars will be announced.

Catalogues are in preparation.
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V7 Lever) for stamping note paper with initials, crest, or name and
address, 15s., at 25. Cranbourn Street, W.C.

PHOTOGRAPHY.
T. OTTEWILL AND CO.,

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Photographic Apparatus Manufacturers,
ISLINGTON, LONDON.

T. OTTEWILL AND CO.'S
NEW TEAK CAMERAS EXPRESSLY FOB INDIA.

N.B. First- Class Work only.

Illustrated Catalogues on Application.

AQUARIUM. LLOYD'S DESCRIPTIVE
-
ILLUSTRATED LIST of whatever relates to the AQUA-

"'
' r byP St ** Fourteen Stamps. 128

W, ALFORD LLOYD, 19, 20, and 20 A. Portland Road, Regent'i
Park, London, W.

UNITED KINGDOM
LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY,

No. 8. WATERLOO PLACE, PALL MALL, LONDON
S.W.

The Funds or Property of the Company as at 31st Decem-
ber, 1858, amounted to 652,618/. 3s. Wd., invested in
Government or other approved securities.

THE HON. FRANCIS SCOTT, Chairman.
CHARLES BERWICK CURTIS, ESQ., Deputy-Chairman.

INVALID LIVES. Persons not in sound health may have their
lives insured at equitable rates.

ACCOMMODATION IN PAYMENT OF PREMIUMS.- Only one-
half of the Annual Premium, when the Insurance is for life, is

required to be paid for the first five years, simple interest being
charged on the balance. Such arrangement is equivalent TO AN
IMMEDIATE ADVANCE OF 50 PER CENT. UPON THE ANNUAL PREMIUM,
without the borrower having recourse to the unpleasant neces-
sity ofprocuring Sureties, or assigning and thereby parting with his
Policy, during the currency of the Loan, irrespective of the great
attendant expenses in such arrangements.

The above mode of insurance has been found most advantageous
when Policies have been required to cover monetary transac-
tions, or when incomes applicable for Insurance are at present
limited, as it only necessitates half the outlay formerly required
by other Companies before the present system was instituted by
this Office.

LOANS are granted likewise on real and personal Securities.

Forms of Proposal and every information afforded on application
to the Resident Director,

8. Waterloo Place, Pall Mall, London, S.W.
By order,

E. LENNOX BOYD, Resident Director.

WESTERN LIFE ASSURANCE AND
ANNUITY SOCIETY.

3. PARLIAMENT STREET, LONDON, S.W.
Founded A.D. 1848.

E. Lucas, Esq.
F. B. Marson, Esq.
A. Robinson, Esq.
J.L. Seager.Esq.
J. B. White Esq.

H. E. Bicknell.Esq.
*

T. 8. Cocks, Esq.
G. H. Drew, Esq. M.A.
W. Freeman, Esq.
F.Fuller,Esq.
J. H. Goodhart, Esq.

Physician.- W. K. Basham, M.D.
Bankers. Messrs . Cocks, Biddulph.and Co.

VALUABLE PRIVILEGE.
POLICIES effected in this Office do not become void through tern

porary difficulty in paying a Premium, as permission is given upon
application to suspend the payment at interest, according to the con-
ditions detailed in the Prospectus.
LOANS from 100J. to 6001. granted on real or first-rate Personal

Security.
Attention is also invited to the rates of annuity granted to old lives,

for which ample security is provided by the capital of the Society.
Example : IfXM. cash paid down purchases An annuity of-

s. d.
lo 4 o to a male life aged GO)
12 3 1 65 1 Payable as long
14 16 3 70f as he is alive.
18 11 10 ., 7b)

ARTHUR SCRATCHLEY. M.A., F.R.A.S. Actuary.
To Clergymen, Solicitors, and others interested in Copyhold and

Church Property ;

Wow ready, Fourth Edition, 3s. Gd.

MR. SCRATCHLEY'S TREATISE on the PRINCIPLES and
PRACTICE of COPYHOLD and CHURCH PROPERTY ENFRAN-
CHISEMENTS.

C. & E. LAYTON, 150. Fleet Street, E.C.

TNTRODUCER OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN
JL PORT, SHERRY, &c., 20s. per dozen. BOTTLES INCLUDED,
an advantage greatly appreciated by the Public and a constantly in-
creasing connexion, saving the great annoyance ofreturning them.

A PINT SAMPLE OP BOTH FOR 24 STAMPS.

WINE IN CASK forwarded Free to any Railway Station in England.
EXCELSIOR BRANDY, Pale or Brown, 15s. per gallon, or 30s. per

dozen.

TERMS, CASH. Country Orders must contain a remittance. Cross
cheques

" Bank of London." Price Lists forwarded on application.

JAMES L. DENMAN,G5. Fenchurch Street, corner of Railway Place,
London, E.C.
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Council. A Hew Series.
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By the Bev. C.

I YoU. port MO. IM.

Sword and Gown. By the Author of - Guy

Misrepresentation t a Hovel. By Anna H.
BY. Author of" Frlead. and Fortune." 1 Vok. po* fro.

Afgcsden Vicarage; or. Bridget Storey's
Fir* Charct. A Tata for the Younf . f VoU. (cap. TO. / l*

Palcy's Evidences of Christianity. -With
AnnoUlloiu by RICHARD WII.v .

Paley's Moral Philosophy. With Annotation*
by UM ARCHBISHOP or DUBLIN. ->. :..

Good Hews of God.
KI.V ii \iu. - KBtosunr.

The Hat-Brown Maids; or. the First Hosier
and hii Hown. A Family Chronicle of the Dayi of Queen EiUa-

bcth. Po**o. !./.

The Becreations of a Country Parsons
Architectural. .Crthetkal. Moral. Social, and

Muller's History of the literature of Ancient
Orccee. The ir* half ofUM Tianilillnn by tW Right Hon. Str O.
CLEWIS. TfciiMiiliiiiuflliTiiiilitlM .iiitl-1 1'

"~
ofUw Work according toUM Author'. pUn.by J.W. DONALDSON.
D.D. 3Yob.Sro.Mf. The new portion atnarately. t VoU. Sta.

Bahril rabulae JCsopese. B Codice Manu-
atrlpto Partem * Mac rrtaram EdldU OE<
CORNKWALL LEWIS. A.M. EdUChrUU. In Unlvtnttato Ox-

ooiMl.Alnmnat Honorartua, la, Ml

Homeric Ballads t the Greek Text, with
TranUatlon In Vm. and Note*. ByDR.MAGINN. a,

History of the War in Hungary in 18*3
andtMO. By OTTO WENKSTERN. *.

On liberty. By John Stuart Mill. Second
Edition. 7.eL

The Crusaders; Scenes, Events, and Charae-
tcn from UM Time of the Crwadtr*. By THOMAS HEIGHTLEY.
Fifth Edition. ?>.

Major Hodson's Twelve Tears of a Soldier s

Life In India. Edited by hit Brother, the REV. GEORGE II.

HOD80N.M.A. Third Edition. l*.6rf.

tributkm of Mammalia i On UM CorDla. and on the Extinction

of Spk.. By RICHARD OWEN. F.RA

Manual of Human Microscopic
B/ ALULUT KoLLIKKR. WlUi numerou. Ill

Surgical.

By the Bev. C.The Saint's Tragedy.
KINUSLEY. Third Edition. Aa,

George Canning and his Times. By A.
GRANYILLE 8TAPLETON. v. le*.

A Select Glossary of English Words used
foniMrly In Stnon different from their Preacnt. By R.CHENEVIX
TRENCH. D.D.. Dean of Wetttnlnrter. Snasi Edition. Im-

Anatomy, Descriptive and
HENRY GRAY. F.R.8., Lcotartr on Anatomy at

BoopHal. lUtwtraUU by 30 Urt WoodcnU. from OrWnal Pr.w-

Int* by II. V. Canrtn. M.D.. late Demonstrator of Anatomy at St.

Royal 6To.,7Mpasoj. Sir,

Dissertations and Discussions, Political,

Fhikaophkal. and HiMorieal. By JOHN STUART MILL. S

v ; , . .; M

Bevolutions in Bnfflish History. By Robert
VAUGIIAX, D.D. The Flr.t Volume. REVOLUTIONS OF

The Emotions and the Will. By A. Bain,

Lectures on the Principles and Practice of

Phytic. By THOMAS WATSON. M.D.. Physician Extraor-

dinary to the Qacea. Fourth Edition. RerUed. I VoU. vo. M.

Critical and Grammatical Commentary on
S*. Paul'. Eptette to UM fiAad.ni By CHARLES J. ELU-

of DiHnlty.KlngUCoUmt. London. Second

I. GALATIANS. S la. fc/.

III.

II. PASTORAL EPISTLES. I-

rillLirPIANS, COLOMKAHS, and PHII.EMON. !*.

jv. TBEMALOXIANS r. w.

Sermons on the Atonement and other sub-

ject*. Preached hefere the Vnlvtnity of Cambrldfft, By E.

HAROLD BROWNE. MJL. NorrUan r.uor of

An EssayMan and his Dwelling-Place.
toward, th. XatofpeHation of Natutt. M.

he Brew Cratylus. By J.'W. Donaldson, D.D.
Third Edition. RerWd and Enlarged. I*.

LOKDOX: JOHN W. PARKER

Idiom, of the

By F. J. WATTEZ. ta.

& SON, WEST 8TKANK ^^
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BULL'S
LIBRARY for Works of HISTORY,

BIOGRAPHY, TRAVEL, RELIGION, POETRY, &c. Sub-

Bcription One Guinea a year and upwards. The aim of this Librarj is

to supply good standard Literature in place of the mere light Publica-
tions ordinarily supplied by Circulating Libraries. Prospectuses sent
Post Free on application. Also a List of Surplus Books now offered for

Sale at greatly reduced prices BULL'S LIBRARY, 19. Holies Street,
Cavendish Square, London, W.

DR.
KINKEL'S CLASSES FOR LADIES IN

GERMAN, ANCIENT HISTORY, and PHYSICAL GEO-
GRAPHY, are now Recommencing at his House, 6. EASTBOURNE
TERRACE, PADDINGTON, W. FOCR GERMAN CLASSES, One of
them being an Advanced Class for the HISTORY of GERMAN LITEBATCRE,
with Composition and Converoation. The Lectures on the History
of Art to commence in January. Particulars in the Prospectus.

LIBRARY EDITION".

This day is published,

rpHE CAXTONS, VOL. I., being the First of a
JL New and Uniform Edition of the NOVELS of SIR E.BULWER
LYTTON, BART. Printed from a large readable type in Volumes of
a convenient and handsome form, price Five Shillings each. To be
published monthly. .

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD & SONS, Edinburgh and London.

BY AUTHORITY.
Now ready, in 4 Vols. 4to. with Maps and Plans, price 84s.

SIEGE
OF SEBASTOPOL : Journal of the Oper-

ations of the Royal Engineers, Royal Artillery, and

Royal Naval Brigade, 1854 and 1855.

London: LONGMAN, GREEN, LONGMAN & ROBERTS,

Just Published, in 4to., with Photographs, and Illustra-

tions in Lithograph}', price 25s. cloth,

KETT'S
REBELLION in NORFOLK : being

a History of the great Civil Commotion that oc-

curred at the Time of the Reformation, in the Reign of

Edward VI. founded on the "
Commoyson in Norfolk,

1549," by Nicholas Sotberton ; and the " De Furoribus

Norfoldensium" of Nevylle ;
with corroborative Extracts

from other contemporary Records. By the Rev. F. W.
RUSSELL, M.A., &c., late Fellow of the Universit}

7 of

Durham.
London : LONGMAN, GREEN, & CO., Paternoster Row ; and

WILLIAM PENNY, 57. Lincoln's Inn Fields.

Just published, in post 8vo. price 10s. 6d. cloth,

THE
GREAT PYRAMID: Why was it built?

and Who built it? By JOHN TAYJ.OH, Author of
' Junins Identifiedy-an

'

Essay on Moneys the ' Standard
and Measure of Value,' &c.

London: LONGMAN, GREEN, LONGMAN, and ROBERTS.

Price 7s. 6d. 8vo. cloth.

THE
PROPER NAMES OF THE.OLD TESTA-

MENT, arranged from the Original Texts, with their Derivations
and Historical and Geographical Illustrations, for th'e use of Hebrew
students, schoolmasters, and others. With an Appendix of the Hebrew
and Aramaic Names in the NEW TESTAMENT.
WILLIAMS & NORGATE, u. Henrietta Street, Covent Garden,

London, W.C., and 20. South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

DLACKWOOD'S MAGAZINE, for NOVEM-D BER, 1859.

No. DXXIX. Price 2s. 6d.

CONTENTS :

The French on Queen Mary.
Vaughan's Revolutions in English History.
The Luck of Ladysmede. _ Part IX.
Discovery of the Victoria Nyanza Lake, the supposed Source of the
Nile. From Captain J. H. Speke's JournalPart III.

A Week in Florence-
The Idylls of the King.
On Allied Operations in China.
The Future of India and her Army.
WILLIAM BLACKWOOD & SONS, Edinburgh and London.

FRASER'S MAGAZINE for NOVEMBER, 1859,'

CONTAINS :^ ONTAINS :

Pitt and Canning Fifty Years of Political History. By Shirley.
Indian Finance.
Holmby House. By G. J. Whyte Melville, Author of "Digby Grand."
Part XI.

Sir James StephenIn Memoriam.
Religious and Philosophical Guides: Mansell and Maurice.
Sketches framed in Olive Wood.
Sword and Gown. By the Author of "

Guy Livingstone." Conclusion.
Alison's '

History of Europe from 1815 to 1852
Isambard Kingdom BruneiIn Memoriam.

Second Paper.

inations.
Has Political Freedom.Receded?

London : JOHN W. PARKER & SON, West Strand, W.C.

THE STEREOSCOPIC MAGAZINE, Price 2s. 6d.
JL Stereographs for NOVEMBER. No. XVII.

1. The Fossil Gallery, British Museum.
2. The Great Geyer Boiling Spring. loeland.
3. The Egyptian Gallery, British Museum.

LOVELL REEVE, 5. Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

/THE STEREOSCOPIC CABINET, Price 2s. 6rf.

JL Slides for NOVEMBER, No. I.

1. Church of St. Ouen, Rouen.
2. Group of Muses, British Museum.
3. On Board the Yacht" Maraquita."

LOVELL REEVE, 5. Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, W. C.

pOMPEIAN CARICATURES. The Graffiti of
1 Pompeii are the scratchings, scribblings, or carica-
tures scrawled on the exterior walls of the houses in

Pompeii as deciphered and explained by five enthusiastic
classical antiquarians, whose works yfeld much curious
material for a pleasing, article entitled the Graffiti of

Pompeii in the new number of the Edinburgh Review.

In 40 Parts, price 1. each, or in 20 vols. cloth, price 2*. fid. each, with
40 superbly engraved Portraits on Steel, a new Edition of

THE
PERCY ANECDOTES, uniform with the

first edition, and containing the same engravings and letter-press,
at less than half the original price. This work comprises Anecdotes on
forty different subjects. Part 1. contains Humanity; 2. Beneficence; 3.
Eloquence; 4. Patriotism; 5. Youth; 6. Enterprise; 7. George III. and
Family; 8. Fine Arts; 9. Captivity; 10. Exile: 11. Science: 12. Litera-
ture; 13. Heroism; 14. War; 15. Justice; 16. Crime and Punishment;
17. Instinct; 18. Insemiity; 19. Humour; 20. Eccentricitv; 21. Imagin-
ation; 22. Genius; 23. Fidelity; 24. Honour; 25. Conviviality: 26. 1-Tos-
pltailuy; ^.7i, ?he Bar; 28

-.The Senate; 29. Shipwreck; 30. Travelling;
31. The Pulpit; 32. Integrity; 33. The Stage; 34. Music; 35. Industry
36. Commerce; 37. Fashion; 38. Pastime; 39. Wonun; 40. Domestic
Life.-" No one can figure in good society who is not familiar with the
Percy Anecdotes."_iord Byron.

G. BERGER, Holywell Street, and all Booksellers.
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LIST OF NEW WORKS,
Kl I Ml Y I Ti; LI SHED AND PREPARING FOR PUBLICATION,

|,V MESSRS. LONGMAN, GREEN, AND CO.

PALLESKE'S LIFE OF SCHILLER.
Translated by LADY WALLACE. Dedicated by ptrmlMlon to Her Majesty QUEEN VICTORIA.^ 9 roll po* On.

swww^trtts^ttsu-rjia
ml truth. You w
Toa KM* hM mmnnd the f-.llowln

PICTORIAL EDITION OP THE
This day U published, in One Volume, fcap. 4to.t price 21s. cloth, gilt edgef} or 8U 6dL

BUNYAN'S PILGRIM'S PROGRESS,

by Hayday,

With I'Jfi Illustrations engraved on Steel and Wood from Original Design* by C. BENNETT; and a Preface by Bar.
RLES KI N M.r.Y. In One Volume, fcap. 4to., price SU cloth, gilt edge.; or 8U 64 bound la morocco by

Hay.i

OT.

JACOB CATZ and R. rARLIE 8 BOOK OF EMBLEMS.

MORAL EMBLEMS FROM JACOB CATZ & ROBERT FARLIE:
Including Aphorisms, Adages, nnd Proverhn of all Nations. With 60 Urge Illustrations on Wood, and numerous

M an-1 Tail Piece*. The Illustrations freely rendered from designs found in the works of Catz and Fai
.Tr.tin I.ri^hion, F.S.A., and engraved under his superintendence. Imperial 8ro., in Grolirr binding designed l>\ th'e

''"^JSwcilaisi^ "ite^r*
r^>**. -.*!*.*--

r8ESFf5S -***-
Bfcta^;*"*"

IT.

BOWDLER'S FAMILY SIIAKSPEARI
In which nothing U added to the original Text ; but thoee words and expreationi are emitted which cannot with

propriety be read alood in a family, liluntrated with 36 Vignettes from < , I: \

fc Cook . II. Howar.l. 1: .Icton, U. Smirke, RA.. T. Stoth.nl. Il.A.. II. Thomson, fcuLTL Wtatall. l: \

and It Wor.ifonl.-. to be published in 36 weekly Parts, each
an lllttrtration. price One 8hilh .......................................[Pxnr I. MACHI i

rurumt hit ovtolon In an artick Jn the I

.-
"

. . .. . :..-/,,....

ick Jn the I Tt* PablUicrt belWv* that a rs-tan* of UM iMrtr d> fUjr*. Mch to

w& ^
London: LONGMAN, GRI MAX, and ROBERTS, rterm*tcr R<
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Messrs. LONGMAN and CO:S LIST of NEW WORKS continued.

V.

SIR JAMES EMERSON TENNENT'S WORK OUT CEYLON.

THE ISLAND OF CEYLON:

i
n
di.r;cul%7^

and Charts, and 101 Engravings on Wood 2 vols. 8vo. 21. 10s.

" The most copious, interesting, and complete monograph which

exists in our language on any of the possessions of the British Crown,"
EDINBURGH REVIEW.

" A work which we do not hesitate to describe as the most perfect

and most entertaining monograph yet given to the English literature of

freography."

" Sir E. Tennent. who has closed the long list of writers on Ceylon
by an exhaustive work, in which fine taste and literary excellence give
life and grace to the fruits of vast and minute researches, presents an
authentic picture of the island which more than verifies the best traits
in the ideal picture our fancy had traced." SPECTATOR.

VI.

ENTIRELY NEW EDITION1 OF XR. URE'S DICTIONARY.

DICTIONAUY OF
DR. URE'S

ARTS, MANUFACTURES, AND MINES.
A New Edition, chiefly rewritten and greatly enlarged ; illustrated with nearly Two Thousand Engravings on Wood.
Edited by ROBERT HUNT, F.R.S. F.S.S. Keeper of Mining Records, &c. Assisted by numerous Gentlemen eminent
in Science and connected with the Arts and Manufactures. A complete List of the Contributors' Names is printed
on the wrapper of PART I., and in the PROSPECTUS, which may be had gratis of Messrs. Longman and Co. and all

Booksellers. In course of publication in 14 monthly Parts, price 5s. each. Part I. 5s. is now ready.

[PART II. on the 3Qth inst.

NEW EDITION1

, EDITED BY H. WATTS, B.A., F.C.S.

DR. URE'S DICTIONARY OF CHEMISTRY.
A New Edition, entirely revised, and for the most part rewritten, bringing the Knowledge of the Science up to the
most recent Discoveries, with especial application to the requirements of Manufacturers. While the work will thus,
it is hoped, fully represent the Science of Chemistry in its present state, it is intended that it shall be written in a
style sufficiently elementary to be intelligible to Amateur Students of the Science. By HENRY WATTS, B.A.
F.C.S., Editor of the '

Quarterly Journal of the Chemical Society.' .......................................... [In preparation.

ITALY in the NINETEENTH CEN-
TTJllY. By the Right Hon. JAMES WHITESIDE, M.P. New
Edition, revised...................................Nearly ready.

THE PYRENEES,
'

WEST and EAST :

-*- a Summer Holiday in 1868. By CHARLES RICHARD WELD,
Barrieter-at-Law. With 8 Illustrations in Chromo-xylography
from Drawings by the Author.................Post 8ro. 12s. 6d.

10.

DEARS, PASSES, and GLACIERS : a
*- Series of Excursions by Members of the Alpine Club. Edited

byJOHN BALL, M.R.I.A.F.L.S., President of the Alpine Club.
With 8 Illustrations in Chromo-lithography, 8 Maps, and nu-
merous Wood Engravings. Third Edition.gravings.

'

Square crown 8vo. 21s.

JOURNAL KEPT in TURKEY and^ GREECE in the Autumn of 1857 and the beginning of 1858. ByNASSAU W. SENIOR, Esq. With 2 Maps and 2 Views in
Chromo-lithography...............................Post 8vo. 12s.

12.

PAUL KANE'S WANDERINGS of an
ARTIST among the INDIANS ofNORTH AMERICA ; from
Canada to Vancouver's Island and Oregon, through the Hud-

. son's Bny Company's Territory, and Back Again. With Map,
Illustrations in Colours, and Wood Engravings ........ 8vo. 21s.

. SHERARD OSBORNE'S NAR-
RATIVE of the DISCOVERY of the NORTH-WEST PAS-
SAGE, by H.M.S. Investigator. Capt. R. M'CLURE, 1850-1854.
Edited from the Logs and Journals of Capt. M'Clure. Third
Edition, revised i with Portrait, coloured Chart, and tinted
Illustrations ............................................ 8vo. 15s.

n
\J

14.

TRAVELS in PERU and MEXICO.
*- By S. S. HILL, Esq., Author of 'Travels in Siberia.' 2 vols.

8vo ................................................Nearly ready.

15.

People's Edition of Thomas Moore's Memoirs.

MEMOIRS, JOURNAL, and CORRES-
*" PONDENCE ofTHOMAS MOORE. Edited by the Right Hon.LORD JOHN RUSSELL, M.P. New Edition, illustrated with

8 Portraits and 2 Vignettes engraved on Steel. To be published
Monthly, and completed in Ten Parts, price One Shilling each.

16.

.

[PART I. on Dec. 31st.

People's Edition of Moore's Poetical Works.

THOMAS MOORE'S POETICAL
* WORKS, including the Author's Autobiographical Prefaces,Autobiographical Prefaces,

Notes, and other copyright Additions. In course of publication,
in Ten Monthly Parts, price One Shilling each. Eight parts
have now appeared.

THO
J- T.<

People's Edition, with Music, of Moore's
National Airs.

MAS MOORE'S NATIONAL ME-
LODIES. With Symphonies, and Accompaniments for the
Pianoforte. People's Edition, edited by CHARLES WILLIAM
GLOVER; uniform with the "People's Edition of Moore's
Irish Melodies, with the Music." In course of publication, in
Ten Numbers, price One Shilling each. Six Numbers have now
appeared. ^

THE REV. SYDNEY SMITH'S WORKS,
-"-

People's Edition, complete in 2 vols. Crown 8vo. price 8s. cloth ;

to be had also in Seven Par'wts, price Is. each.

London: LONGMAN, GREEN, LONGMAN, and ROBERTS, Paternoster Row, B.C.
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Messrs. LONGMAN and CO.'S LIST of NEW WORKS continued.

19.

TORI* M\< All AY'S CRITICAL and
1 iaSATS.P*oaE^tto>.ai>lili ta t *.

20.

TORD MACAULAY'S HISTORY of^
21.

TALES and STORIES l>y the Author of
^^^^' 91̂ ^

fe.fcf. KA
^K*!! ../! MA

. f I UK i.

THE LIFEoftheDUKEofWELLINGr-
* TON. FiwntiMFiMck of ALEXIS BRIALMONT.Caatabi

oth* rorcnaa* Piabwfery of BUPaT.
^Vou.

III. aa*

RELECT MEMOIRS of POBT-ROYAL.^ TowhchwAWd.Tor toAlrt, VWltoIHt.marU.Otftof

THE PR'NCIPLES of BEAUTY, a
JL fc^^ ! tf. ~ A>* * - *-^ - <--

TIFE of MAKV ANNK SCHIMMEL-^ PKKirTNCK. iM-lodtaclMrAiitoMwnplVMdQvloMKs.

QAMUEL ROGERS' RECOLLEC-
k~7 TIONH ofPcnoMl and CoamMttoMl btereonnw with

| BOMI

rwp.9ro.ta.

TlfK HISTORY of FRANCE.
Br EYRE CYANS CROWE. In Firv VolumM. V<fcti^

T ORD BACON'S WORKS.
_C^..-.ER.

1 1 1
-

I
< H{Y of the KNIGHTS of MALTA

11
.,r h<H^rnf|hUof<t.JolHrf.I*niaIiii. Br If lo

27.

THi: <UDER of NATURE, considered^^
HORNE'S INTRODUCTION to the

1 "^_IOWLBOOB o * HOLT

THE AFTERNOON of LIFE.
-1-

.Bjr lk Anther of Mormiac don*.' 8oo4 K

84.

THE \VAi:i>KN: a Novel.X Br AMTUOWY TROLLOPB. Kw i

H,

TROLLOPE'S BARCHESTKK1
i

IPALCONRY: its Claims, History, and
A Praettec. By OAOE EARLE FREEMAN. M. A. <~Pw-

87.

ANI is HUB
. rniark on I r m-

br Caot. 8ALVIN ; and

Poat 9ro. I0. fcf.
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THE GUNPOWDER PLOT.

The following document is alluded to by Mr
Jardine in his Criminal Trials, but, with the ex

ception of the Latin words at the end being
quoted, no extract from it is given. In no other
work is it mentioned at all, and up to this day it

has remained unprinted.
There is a quaintness and minuteness about it

which, coupled with its object and its curious

wording, renders it worthy of insertion in " N. &
Q." Moreover, it derives some additional interest
from being entirely in James 1,'s handwriting.

I perhaps may be doing some service by send-

ing it up to your columns. It was issued at noon
on the 6th November, 1605

; and it was under
the authoritv contained in it that the torture was
applied to Fawkes. That it was applied in no
lenient spirit will be evident to anyone who will
take the trouble of carefully examining his sig-
natures affixed to the examinations preserved in
the State Paper Office.

It is in that repository that this document,
lying side by side with the wretched signatures of
the unhappy Fawkes, is still kept; and there
those who are curious in such matters may yet
see it. W. 5. w>
"This examinate wolde nou be maid to ansoure to

formall interrogatories
1. as quhat he is for I can neuer yet heare of am- man

that knowis him.
2. quhaire he was borne.
3. quhat uaire his parents names.
4. quhat age he is of.

5. quhaire he hath liued.
? 6. hou he hath liued and by quhat trade of lyfe.

7. hou he ressaued those woundes in his brieste.
8. if he was euer in service with any other before percieand quhat they uaire and hou long.

9. hou came he in percies service by quhat means
and at quhat tyme.

10. quhat tyme was the house hyred by his maister.
11. and hou soone after the possessing of it did he be-

ginne to his devillishe preparations.
12. quhen and quhaire lernid he to speake frenshe.

13.
c[uhat gentlewomans letter it was that was found

upon him.
14. and quhairfore doth she give him another name

in it than he gives to himself.

15. if he was euer a papiste and if so quho broche him
up in it.

16. if other wayes hou was he conuerted, quhaire,
quhen, and by quhom ;

this course of his lyfe I ame the
more desyrous to knou because I haue dyuers motives

leading me to suspect that he hath remained long be-

yonde the seas and ather is a preiste or hath long seruid
some preiste or fugitive abroad, for I cann yett (as I said
in the beginning heirof ) meite with no man that knowis
him, the letter found upon him giues him another name,
and those that best knowis his maister can neuer remem-
ber to haue seene him in his companie ; quhaire upon it

should seeme that he hath bene reccomeudit by some

personnis to his maistersseruii;e,only for this use, quhairein
only he hatli seruid him : and thairfore he wold also be
asked in quhat company and shippe he went out of Eng-
land and the porte he shipped at and the lyke quasstions
wolde be asked anent the forme of his returne: as for

these trumpery waires founde upon him the signification
and use of euerie one of them wolde be knowin

;
and

quhat I haue obserued in them the Bearer will shou you :

nou haste ; ye remember of the crewallie uillanous pas-
quill that rayted upon me for the name ofbrittain* if

I remember right it spake something of haruest and
prophecied my destruction about that tyme, ye maye
thinke of this for it is tyde to be the labour of such a des-

perate fellow as this is : if he will not otherwayes confess
the gentler tortours are to be first usid unto him and sic

per gradus ad ima tenditur and so god speede youre
goode worke.

"JAMES R."
Endorsed by Salisbury

" The KS Articles."

Discovery of Gunpowder Plot by the Magic
Mirror. The celebrated painter, the late John
Varley, so well known for his attachment to the

study of astrology, used to say there was a tradi-

;ion among the students of the Occult Sciences,
-hat Gunpowder Plot was discovered by Dr. John
Dee by means of a magic mirror : and he ur^ed
he difficulty, if not impossibility, of interpret-
ng Lord Monteagle's letter without some other
clue or information ; the improbability of being
able to get powder into the House at all, at any
rate in sufficient quantity ; the difficulty of dis-

charging it at the right time, and the knowledge
hat friend and foe must in such a case perish

ogether, all would prevent the suspicion of the

existence of such a plot. I never certainly had
ieard of such a tradition, and I could not think it

xisted, but was very much surprised the other

ay, on looking over the plates in an old Common
'rayer Book, 18mo., printed by Baskett, 1737, to

nd an engraving of the following scene. In the

entre is a circular mirror on a stand, in which

* For assuming the title of King of Great Britain.
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is the reflection of the Houses of Parliam

night, and a person entering carrying a dark lan-

tern. On the left aide are two men in the cos-

tume of James's time looking into the mirror :

one evidently the kins, the other, from his secu-
lar habit, not the doctor, but probably Sir Kenelm

Ditfby. On the right side, at the top, the eye of
Providence darting a ray on to the mirror ; and
below some legs and hoofs, as if evil

spirits
were

flying out of the picture. This plate is inserted

before the service for the Fifth of November, and,
there can be no doubt, is a delineation of the
method by which, under Providence (as is .

by the eye), the discovery of Gunpowder Plot
was at that time seriously believed to have been
effected. Can any readers of " N. & Q." give me
any farther information as to this curious tradi-

tion ? It must have been pretty generally and

seriously believed, or it never could have found
its way into a Prayer Book

printed by the king's

printer. Are any other editions known with a

similar plate ? A . A .

Poets' Corner.

GBHBRAL WOLFE AT QUEBEC.

(Concludedfrom p. 348.)
" 10th. At 8 o'clock this morning returned to Cape

Rouge with the ebb tide. This morning a part of the

army landed on the south shore, as also three company*
Light Infantry, in order to refresh the men and dr

camp equipage after the constant heavy rains we had
these two days past Capt Eraser's co. remained on board

bylott
" The General went down the river to reconoitre the

north shore.

A soldier of Capt Delaune's co. fell overboard and
drowned.

"llth. Nothing extraordinary. The troops that landed

yesterday remains on shore ; the situation of the enemy
the same ss the two past days.

"
l.'th. By this day's orders it appears the Genersl in-

tends a most vigorous attack, supposed behind the town,
where to appearance a landing is impracticable.

M Our disposition terminates thus: that the Light In-

fantry are to lead and land first, in order to maintain a

picqu'erinir with the enemy (as also cover the troops' de-

barkation) till the army take a footing on the heights.
We are to embark on board our flstl-bottomed boats

by 12 o'clock, and upon the Sutherland man-of-war

shewing a liuht we are to repair to that rendevouze,
where toe boats will range in a line and proceed when
ordered in the manner directed ; via. the Light Infantry
the van, and the troops to follow by seniority. The army
compleated to 70 rounds amuoition each man ; and the
flail-bottomed boats to repair to the different vessells,

and pmportionably divide according to the number on
board the ship.

-
By 10 o'clock Colonel How called for the whole

of the volunteers in the Light Infantry, signifying to

them, that the General intends that a few men may
land before the Light Infantry and army, and scramble

up the rock, when ordered by Capt Delaune, who is to be
in the first boat along with us ; saying that he thought
proper to propose it to us, as he judged it would be a
choice, and that if any of us survived, might depend on
our being recommended to the Goersl Made answer:

We were sensible of the honour he did. in making u< the
first offer ofan affair of such importance as our Un.ling first,
where an opportunity occured of distinguishing ourselves,
assuring him his agreeable order would be put in execu-
tion with the greatest activity, care, and vigour
power. He observing our number consisted only .

men, vis.:

"1st Fits-Gerald.
2nd. Robertson.
3rd. Stewart
4th. M'Allester.

Ordered we should take 2

5th.

nth. M'PUerson.
7th. Cameron.
8th. Belt

of our own
from three company) of Lt Infantry, which in all mad
24 men. Which order being put in execution we em-
barked in our boat Fine weather, the night calm, and
silence over all.

Waiting impatiently for the signal of proceeding.
-September 12th and 18th. Horning. 2 o'cl..

signal was made for our proceeding, which was done in

pretty good order, the same disposition formerly men-
tioned. When we came pretty close to the heights, we
rowed cloee in with the north shore, which made the Hun-
ter sloop-of-war, who lay of, suspect us to be an sossijr.
not being apprised ofour coining down. However,we passed
two sentries on the beach without being asked anv ques-
tions. The third sentry challenged, who is there*? Was
answered by Capt Fraser in the French tongue, French, say-
ing we are the provision boats from Montreal, cautioning
the sentry to be silent, otherwise he would expose us to

the fire of the English man-of-war. This took place till

such time as their officer was acquainted, who had rea-
son to suspect us, ordering all his sentrys to fire upon us ;

but by this time the aforesaid volunteers was up the

eminence, and a part of the Light Infantry following.
After we got up we only received on fire, which we re-
turned briskly, and took a prisoner, the remaining part
of the enemy 'flying into a field of corn. At same time we
discovered a body of men making toward us, who we
did not know (it being only daybreak), but were the

enemy ; we put ourselves in the best posture of making a
defence : two of us advanced, when they came close, and
challenged them, when we found it was Capt Fraser
with his co., who we join'd, and advanced to attack this

party
of the enemy lodged in the field, who directly fled

before us; by pursuing cloee the Lieut and bis drummer
came in to us. In this interval the whole of th.

Infantry were on the heights, and a part of the regts.
We remained till the whole army took post, when
we were detached to silence a battery who kept
firing on our shipping who were coming down the river.

This was effected without the loss of a man ; the enemy
placed one of the cannon to flank us crossing a bridge,
which they fired, drew off, and got into the wools which
was within forty yards of the battery. We demolished
the powder, and came away.
M On our return we saw our army forming the line of

battle ; we (Light Infantry), who stood at about 800 paces
from the line, were ordered to face out wants, and cover
the rear of our line, as there wss a body of the en

their rear and front of the Light Infantry. About 6
o'clock observed tbe enemy coming from town, and form-

ing under cover of their cannon ; we saw they were nu-

merous, therfore the General made the proper disposition
for battle; they marched up in one extensive line. Wl
they came within a reconoitring view they halted,

vsncing a few of their Irregulars, who kept picquet
with one or two platoons, who were advanced

purpose, at tbe same lime playing with three Held pieces
on our line. On which tbe General ordered tbe line to

lay down till the enemy came close, when they were to

rise up snd give their fire. The enemy, thinking by our
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disappearing, that their cannon disconcerted us, they

thought proper to embrace the opportunity; wheeling
back from the centre, and forn>ed three powerful columns,

advanced very regular with their cannon playing on us.

By this time we had one field piece on the right, and

two h'owatson the left who began to give fire; the enemy
huzza'd, advancing with a short trott (which was effec-

tually shortened to a number of them) they began their

fire on the left, the whole of them reclining that way,
but received and sustained such a check that the smell

of gunpowder became nautious; they broke their line,

running to all parts of the compass.
" To our great concern and loss General Wolfe was

mortallv wounded ;
but the Brigadiers, who were also

wounde'd, excepting Murray, seeing the enemy break, or-

dered the Granadiers to charge in among them with their

bayonets, as also the Highlanders with their swords,
which did some execution, particularly in the pursuit.

"During the lines being engaged, a body of the enemy
attacked a part of the Light Infantry on the right, were

repulsed, and thought proper to follow the fa'it of traverse

sailing. As I was not in the line of battle I can't say
what the latest disposition of the enemy was before en-

gaging.
" How soon this action was over we received a part of

our intrenching tools, and began to make redoubts, not

knowing but next morning we would have another to cut,

as the enemy expected 13 companies of Granadiers to

join, and about 2000 men who occupy'd a post near

Point au Treamp, but it seemed they were not recovered

of the former morning's portion ;
not liking English me-

dicines.
" This affair gave great spirit to the whole army, not-

withstanding the loss of the much regretted Life of the

Army, General Wolfe. The men kept sober, which was
a great maxim of their bravery.

" Towards the evening a part of the enemy, who were
of the Regulars, formed, who seemed to make a shew of

standing ; Colonel Burton, 48th regt., was drawn opposite
with a field piece in their front, which disputed them.
We took post in our redoubts; not having the camp
equipage on shore, part of the army lay on their arms in

the field till next morning. All quiet during the night
of the 13th."

This abruptly finishes the MS. of " Journal of
the particular Transactions during the Siege of

Quebec." J. NOBLE.
Inverness.

TALBOT MONUMENTS.

In the old church, at Whitchurcb, Shropshire,
was erected a stately monument to Sir John
Talbot, Knt., 1st Earl of Shrewsbury, of which'
the effigy alone is preserved in the modern build-

ing constructed on the demolition of the ancient
structure during the last century.
Much interest has recently been taken in this an-

cient peerage. It may not be out of place at the pre-
sent time to quote some extracts from the Dineley
MSS. in my possession, written about 1670, re-

garding the tomb of the founder of the earldom,
now removed in so mutilated a state to the modern
church.

are discernible several brass nayles whereto had been
affixed a brass plate, supposed to have been stolen away
by ye

soldiery in the late unnatural wars, who have
also crakt, and much abused the same by making fires

thereon. This great Captain, who had been Lord Lieut,
of Ireland, before whom a Parliament was summoned at

Trim, in the 25 of Henry VI., was slayne in France at

Chastillon, upon y e river Durdon, neer Bourdeaux, with
a bullet from a harquebush in his thigh after various
testimonies of courage against the French for 24 years.
Some would have him to be buried in Rouen, the* chief

city of Normandy ; but most agree it was his choice to
be buried in Whitchurch porch, that the Whitchurcb.
men, who had behaved themselves so valiantly over him
in France, they and their posterity should walk over his
remains to y

e end of y
e world. The inscription is :

' Orate
pro anima'praenobilis Dmi Dmi Johis Talbot, quondam
Comitis Salopise, dmi Furnival, dmi Verdun, dmi Strange
de Blackmere, et Marescalli Francia?, qui obiit in bello

apud Burdews, July vii. MCCCCLIII.' Though the body
of Earl John be interred in the porch under that plain
grave stone, yet going up into the high chancel is seen
a cenotaph or honorary monument erected honoris et
memoriae gratia to him, where he lieth in armour in his

garter, robes," &c.

The brother of Earl John was Archbishop of
Dublin. In the body of the quire of St. Patrick's

cathedral,. Dublin, was his monument inlayed in

brass, with this inscription
*

:

" Ricardus Talbot latet [hie sub Marmore pressus,]
Archi fuit praesul hujus sedis reverendse,
Parvos Canonicos [qui] fundavitque Choristas,
Anno milleno, C quater, quater X quoque nono.

Quindeno Augusti mensis mundo valedixit :

Omnipotens Dominus cui propitietur in sevum."

He was founder of the canons and choristers of
the church, and died Aug. [15] 1449. Dineley
gives a drawing of this brass, with the Archbishop's
effigy, and the petty canons and choristers on
each side. It no longer exists in St. Patrick's
church.

There is also in the MS. volume a drawing of
the old church of Whitchurch, which appears to

have been partly built of timber ; and the monu-
ment within it, a* it then existed, of Lord Shrews-

bury. T. E, WINNINGTOIC.

THE NEW TESTAMENT IN MODERN GREEK.

It is a fact worthy of notice, that, in the middle
of the seventeenth century, whilst England could

scarcely boast yet of a new and authorised ver-
sion of the Sacred Scriptures, the Dutch govern-
ment had already taken measures for spreading
the Gospel in foreign parts. For not only had,

by order of the States General of the United

Provinces, the New Testament been translated
into modern Greek, but also, not very long after-

wards, a modern Greek version bad been pro-
cured of our Dutch Reformed Confession of

Faith, our Catechism, and our Liturgy.
" The translation of the New Testament had been in-

[* The words in brackets are added from Ware's Ire-
land. ED.]
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tfWted to tb hands of a learned Grsok. yclopt Maximua,
polb (Votftil GtfdL 7>Ar. Air. p. . 66*, 668.1

I

.
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. .. .

-
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CV*. oaf JUfrros N. 7% p. 867.): that of tha

Formularies to those of Hitrotbeus, too Archimandrite of

was, that, by command and at

the expense of the Dutch llrpublic, tha New Teatament

was published in modern Greek at Geneva, A.D. 1688.*

.Some copiea of it were instantly disposed of in such

countries where Greek Christians resided (/toot of the

Mas Geutr. Fob. 22, 1646), but the greater pan for-

warded to Constantinople and conaigned to the care of

the States' envoy in that place, in order to bo at hand
wh.-n the first opportunity for distribution might offer.

And sn offer very soon presented itself j for HierothottS,

bent upon returning to his fstherisn'i. hsd sent word
from Kngland. where bo bad been for some time, re-

questing the Leyden Professors of Theology to acquaint
ttaa General of his fervent wish and desire to

Spread the two trsnslstions we mentioned throughout
the regions of the Kast, wherever their High Mighti-
nesses would think fit. This ha waa prepared to do.

notwithstanding the danger ha would be exposed to

from th* Turkish government, and commending himself

to the protection
of the Most High. The profeaaora ac-

quitted themsolrea of their message, whereupon the

,; .mmanded them to end to Hierotbeus

half the copiea of the translated Formularies, which, also

at tin- o.t of the Republic, had appeared in 1648 ; further-

more signifying to their minister at the Turkish court

to commit to tlitfrotheus, upon his arrival in Constanti-

nople, half of the impression of the New Teatament, far

distribution : first to the patriarch, and then to the

other preachers and factor* of the Christian community
in tli-.sf part*; trusting, that he would acquit Maaaif
of tins duty with the neceaaarv discretion and faithful-

ness, aa offering a gill so excellent and holy.' (Re*nL

of the Slut Gtmtr., April 3, and May 14, 1019.) I do
not kiu.w wht-tl.tr Hitfrotheus in reality accomplished I. is

undertaking: but of his honesty a favourable testimony
in the account given of him by the Leyden pro-
and inserted in the Resolutions of tha State*

General. Of tha modern Greek translation of the New
Testament, a reprint was published at London in 1703,

uii'l.T ttic editorship of Serapheimus Arion of Mitylcne;
but. m-xt year, this edition was solemnly cursed and
burnt in ttie patriarchal palace of Constantinople. I

wast suppose this waa dona because of ita inaccuracy, for

I cannot find another reason, aa Cyrillus, the patriarch
of Constantinople, himself had inaugurated the first edi-

tion with a commendatory preface, 8e Vogiii CataL

Libr. Bar. U. I' , according to whom, however, Sera-

pbeiinn* should have been one of tha translators of the

first edition of 1638. though neither this edition, of which
is extant in the Town Library of Gooda, nor

Betjerus, to whom he refers (Arcana RMinth. fhetdnt.

p. m. 81 et 8i), afrnrd a single proof that Serapheimus
ever had a hand in it. The second edition waa procured

by him, but Haliadiua btanda it as iaaocuraU. A third

{ A copy of this edition is noticed in Pettigrew's
Mb. 3ssrx, li. 469.: -N<mm TwrrAMmm. No-
Orajcum, OoMm, P. Cbomt, 1638. 4, 2 rola, Cyril
BMV. who is reported to kava preaantad tha Alexandrian
M& to Charlaa I., promoted an edition of the New TeaU-
ment in the varnarular Greek, undertaken by Maximua

Calllopolitns at tha instance of Cornelius Haga, the

Dutch amhaaaador at Constantinople, and printed at

Get*** to 16ft, to 4*. To this edition bo wrota pre-
face, in which ba vindicates tha propriety of translating
the Scriptures into the vulgar tongues, and the right of
11 paraona to md tham."-ED.K

edition waa pubuaaiad a* Hallo by Anaataaiua Mkhal of
Maradonia. A.D. 1710.
M Tbo modern Greek Formularies of the Dutch Re-

i, sppearad a

4to. Sea J. C. Koochar, Cblaa4s(sdW //

JKtrAa, p. 286. This translation, of which tha Owd*
Library po Meases a copy, is Tory rare, and unknown to
most of too loaned. Cf. To Water, Tawoa* Jbavoateoo

164."

Translated from Byvorgtelt en Aanntrkingtm
voorhet TwaalfiU Dtel der VatUrlmd*

Mi Jm rVaWMaV^
' W U

,
// I I H', <. Mr.

N. C. Lamlrcckt**, Mr. Ant. Martini, E. M.
Engelbfrt* en Andtrt*. T Amaterdam, by Jo-
hannes Allart, 1799, p. 77. 197.

J. II. TAR
Manpadt House, near Haarlem,

Sept. 23, 1859.

raoBLBM nf BHTMB.

I found the following in the mathematical ques-
tions of a defunct periodical (Lttfrariitm, July 15,

1857), and think it worthy of preservation. The
problem of" Bacchus and Silenus" has been piveil

among the equation-conundrums in books of al-

gebra for a very long time. It may serve as a

companion to the problem in Vjse's Arithmetic :

M When first the marriage-knot waa tied," Ac.

A. DB MOBGAM.
M DEAR FHKD, As you're so clever all at once at an

And think that you are capable of No. 44.,*

Just try vonr hand at this, 'twill require consideration.
And so I have no doubt you'll consider it a bore.

M In a pleasant vale of Thessaly, as odorous and green as
This valley of the Thames, where I sit and scribble

now,
Under ruddy- fruited ash -tress slept the jolly god

Silenna;
The coronal of ivy-leaves had fallen from his brow.

* Beside him was a wine-cask which half-a-doson satyrs
I i ail brought him down to breakfast as soon as ho
should wake;

With pickled anchovies in jars, and figs on rustic plat-
ters

For tea and toast snd new-laid eggs SUonus wouldn't

jajl !!, !.

And a troop of bodarlgons f ran joyously b-

They blew shrill pipes vivaciously they crashed the
brazen cymbal,

Their chesnut tresses fluttered as they met the merry
wind.

* But thev didn't wake Silenns, so young Bscchns took

to drinking-.
Ha tapped his tutor's barrel, and ho tmpOed ssaajr

If Silent ''stand of Bacchus hsd boon at it, I am thinking,
For half aa long again, he'd finished up the whole.

i

f Catnllus.

f ,,',.
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" But the younger god grew merrier, and raised a joyous
carol

And the elder rubbed his eyes and yawned, and made
a sudden burst,

Crying,
' Hang it, you young vagabond, be off from

that there barrel !
'

Then he finished it himself, with his customary thirst.

" Had they both together drunk, two hours less it would
have taken,

And Bacchus would have had just half he left Silenus

there
;

And now you're to discover (if your intellect's not

shaken)
How long each alone would take to drink that cask

of nectar bare.

" Which if you do and verify quod erat demonstran-
dum,

This problem picturesque about the juices of the

grape
I'll say that you are worthy to be driven in a tandem
With your ancient friend, Colenso, who is Bishop at

the Cape.
" JOHN MAULEVEKEU."

[For the original prose of this equation, vide Colenso's

Algebra, Part II., St. John's College Equation Papers.]

INSCRIPTIONS AND EPITAPHS.

Inscriptions on Old Houses. Over the door of
an old house in Lisburn not long since was the

following inscription :

"II
I I. 1708.

The year above this house erected,
This town was burnt y

e
year before,

People therein by law ejected,
God hath judgement still in store.

And that they do not Him provoke
To give to them a second stroke.
The Builder also doth desire,
At expiration of his lease,
The landlord living at that time

May think upon the builder's case."

At the time the town was burnt (which hap-
pened on a Sunday through a girl throwing out

lighted cinders) the houses were covered with

shingles, and only two houses in Castle Street

escaped the conflagration. These houses were
standing in 1827. ALFRED T. LEE.

Gateway Inscription. The Perigord motto of
the Talleyrand family, Rien que Dieu, brings to
mind another no less remarkable, which was to be
seen up to the time of the Revolution over the

gateway of the Chateau de Lusignan in the Age-
nais :

" Lous Lusignan soun tan audessus des autres gens,
Que Tore est audessus de 1'argent."

Thomas Raikes's Journal, vol. iii. p. 267.

K. P. D. E.

Sepulchral Inscription." In the nave is an interesting incised slab to an Eng-
lishman, like those common in Florence, of inlaid black
and white marble. The legend is as follows :

" ' Hie jacet egregius legum doctor magister Thomas

Weston Anglicus qui obiit anno domini m cccc viij die
29 mensis August! cujus anima in pace requiescat.'" The arms are given argent a saltire sable. The tinc-
tures may be inaccurate, as there are only two colours of
marble used in the slab." Continental Ecdesioloqi/ % bv
Rev. B. Webb, p. 392.

K. P. D. E.

Epitaph on a Dog at Irongate Stairs, Tower^
London. I copied the following epitaph a few

days ago from the wall leading to the stairs, and,
if you think it worthy of a corner in " N. & Q.,"
you are welcome to it :

" In Memory of Egypt, a favourite Dog, which belonged
to the Irongate Watermen. He was killed on

the 4th August, 1841.

Aged 16 years.
" Here lies interred, beneath this spot,
A faithful dog who should not be forgot :

Full 15 years he watched here with care,
Contented with hard bed, and harder fare.

Around the Tower he daily used to roam,
In search of bits so savory, or a bone.
A military pet he was, and in the Docks
His rounds he always went at 12 o'clock, .

Supplied with cash, which held between his jaws,
The reason's plain, he had no hands but paws
He'd trot over Tower Hill to a favorite shop,
There eat his meal, and down his money drop.
To club he went on each successive night,
Where dressed in jacket gay he took his pipe;
With spectacles on nose he played his tricks,
And paw'd the paper, not the politics :

Going his usual round, near traitors' gate,
Infirm and almost blind he met his fate.

By ruthless kick hurled from the wharf, below
The stones o'er which the gentle Thames do flow,

Mortally injured, soon resigned his breath,
Thus left his friends who here record his death.

Alas, poor Egypt !
"

I give it to you verbatim et literatim^ and I have
no doubt the watermen would be highly pleased
to see the epitaph in " black and white," and were

quite gratified at my notice of it.

I have been assured from various sources of the
truthfulness of the Memoriam^ and the watermen
themselves talk of him to the present day with

very warm expressions of regret. GEORGE LLOYD.

Curious Epitaph. I think the following curious

epitaph, which is upon a stone monument on the
north wall of the chancel of the parish church of
Thurlton in the co. of Norfolk, worthy of pre-
servation in " N. & Q." :

" Here lyeth in tearred the

body of Ann Deney one of the

eight daughters & coheires of

William Sydnor, Esq'. and wife of

Glover Denny, Gent, who departed
this life the" 9th of March in the

yeare of our Lord 1665.

" Reader stay and you shall heare,
With your eye, who 'tis lies here
For when stones doe silence brake
Th' voice is scene not heard to speake."

G. W. M.
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Sun Dial /McripfioJi. Over the porch of Mil-

ton church, Berks, 1859, is the following inscrip-
:

Our Life'* a flying Shadow. God's the Pole,
i. the Horizon, where oar ton b et;

The Index, pointing at him, ii our Soul,
:. will through Christ s Resurrection get"

W. J. BBBXHABD SMITH.
Temple.

iioor rrrricoATt AMD CBIHOLTKI,

In the desultory reading of a dusty volume I

came across the following at this period inter-

outing subject in a scarce book, entitled " The
Jjondon Tradesman. Being a compendious View of

all the Trade*, Profession*, Art*, both Liberal and
Mechanic, now practised in the Cities of London
und Westminster. Calculated for the Information

of Parents, and Instruction of Youth in their choice

of Business" by R. Campbell, Esq. London, 1747.
In these days of crinoline and hoop-petticoats, the

fair readers of " N. & Q." will be amused to see

the doings of their great-grandmothers therein

embalmed :

M Of the Hoop- Petti- Coat-Maker.

* If I am not mistaken I placed the Hoop-Petticoat-
Maker as an Article in the Milliner's Branch; but, upon
Recollection, I chose to afford this seven-fold Fence a
Section by itnelf, since I am bound to do Honour to

every thing that concerns the Fair; and if I bad lumped
it with the real of their Wardrobe, I might be suspected
an Knemy to thin Female Entrenchment. The Materials
are striped Holland, Silk, or Check, according to the

Quality of the Fair; to be inclosed, and supported with
rows of Whale- Bone, or Rattan.

- \VhMi this ingenious Contrivance came In Fashion
has much perplexed the learned : some will have it that

asjsjramu wore one of them in her famous Expedition,
and some other Antiquaries will have us believe the

Queen of Sheba was dressed in one full five yards in cir-

cumference at her first Interview with Solomon. How
these Accounts are attested I leave to the Learned World
to settle; it is sufficient for us to know, that by some
unlucky Accident they came in Disuse, and were revived

again about the Middle of the last Century. They first

appeared under the Denomination of Farthingales, and
were les* in their Dimensions; but they now seem to

have arrived at their perfect State, and, like all other

sublunary Things, begin to decrease in Bulk. As to their

Use, I dare not divulge the Secrets of the Fair; they
have kept it inviolably, nay. better than we have kept
the Free- Mason's Sign; for I defy all the Male Creation
to discover the seem Use the Ladies designed them for.

Some afjpatsnt Advantages flow from them, which every
one may see, but they have a cabalistical Meaning, which
none but such as are within the Circle can fathom. We
see they are FHjsjfc of Men, for they have let na into
all the Secrets of the Ladies' Legs, which we might have
been ignorant of to Eternity without their Help ; they
discover to as indeed a Sample of what we wish to pur-
chase, yet ssnrt as a Fence to keep us at an awful bis-
tasisa. They encourage the Conramption of our Mann-
fa- mm in a prodigious Degree, and the great Demand
we have for Whale-Bone renders them truly beneficial to

our good Allies the Dutch ; in short, they are a public
Good, and an such I recommend them.

"They are chiefly made by Women: They must not
be polluted by the unhallowed Hands of a rode Male.
These Women make a tolerable Living by it. Tl.

is harder than most Needle-Work, and requires Girli of

Strength. A Mistress mut have a pretty kind of Genius
to make them sit well, and adjust them to the reigning
mode ; but in the main, it is not necessary she should be
a witch.

M Sines I am so bold as to make free with the Ladies

They quilt likewise Quilts for Beds for the Upholder.
This they make more of than of the Petticoats, bat
not very considerable, nothing to get rich by, unless

they are able to purchase the Materials, and wll th<
finished to the shops, which few of them do.

take Apprentices, and the Women they
them, earn Three or Four Shillings
Diet."

LCKB LlMNKl.
Regent's Park.

IBIS, ana MJII IMP in

m do. They rarely
:..-v
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a Week and their

THE EPITAPH OF PBAN ROW ILL, AND IMPORT
OF TUB COKTBACTION "

I."

On the monument of Alexander Nowell, Dean
of St. Paul's, formerly in the old cathedral, which
is engraved in Dugdale's St. PauCs, and copied in

Churton's Life of Notcell, at
p. 366., was a long

Latin inscription, two of the clauses of which are
as follow :

" Marianis temporibus propter Christum exolanti :

Reducum, i. uere Religionis, contra Anglo-papistas duo-
bus libria assertori."

In the latter of which sn abbreviation, not I

believe very uncommon, has strangely puzzled, at

distant intervals of time, the
biographers

of that

patriarchal
survivor of the English Reformers.

Donald Lupton, in his History of the Modem
Protestant Divine*, printed in 1637, asserted that

Nowell was " the first that returned from foreign

parts," a statement which Archdeacon Churton
took the trouble to disprove (Life of Nowell, 1809,

p. 37.) ; and |>erceiving that it was derived from
a misapprehension of the epitaph, added in a
note :

"
I suspect

' redaram i,
' which is certainly a blunder,

and probably ought to be 'redoci,' was read *r

primo,' and of coarse translated the first of those that
returned.'"

Again, when explaining and commenting on
the epitaph in p. 366., Archdeacon Churton says :

Redncum i.' This seems to be at ones the error and
correction, and, as conjectured, p. 87. n., ought probably

,. ,

*

to have been

It is surprising that Archdeacon Churton, as-

sisted as be was by the learned Dr. T. I). Whiia-

ker, should have betrayed this ignorance of an
abbreviation which I have certainly often seen *
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and though I have no other example at hand to

produce, lome will probably occur to many other

readers of " N. & Q." both in manuscripts and

in old printed books. It was merely this : where

we now use i. e. for id est, the single letter i. was

considered sufficient. But, besides their misap-

prehension of the meaning of i., both Donald

Lupton and Archdeacon Churlon alike misunder-

stood the import of reducum. They seem to have

been led to that misunderstanding by the pre-

ceding clause, in which it is stated that Nowell

had been one of the exiles in the reign of Mary :

but in reality there is no connexion or allusion

between the two clauses, and the word reducum

has nothing to do with the exiles and their "re-

turn." The writer's intention was simply to state

that Nowell was " the defender of the Reformers
in two books that he wrote against the English

Papists." Wishing to express this, he had no

single Latin word into which he could translate

the term Reformers ; and he therefore effected his

purpose by styling them " Reduces i. Verse Reii-

gionis," "the bringers-back (that is to say) of

True Religion." JOHN GOUGH NICHOLS.

Jfttnor

Richmond and its Maids of Honour. The re-

fined gourmand in patisserie will scarcely visit

Richmond without paying his devoirs to the

maids of honour. These may be characterised

as most delicate and delicious little cheesecakes,
for which that place has long enjoyed an esta-

blished reputation, under, it is believed, the fol-

lowing circumstances : When the Prince of

Wales, George Augustus (postea George II.) oc-

cupied the Royal House at Richmond, the accom-
modation for the maids of honour of the princess
was quite insufficient, and he caused a row of

houses to be built for their residence, which still

exists under the denomination of " Maids of Ho-
nour Row." The royal confectioner invented
these so-much improved cheesecakes, which gain
ing great celebrity, a pastrycook of the town was
fortunate enough to obtain the receipt, and esta-

blished a good business. Towards the latter part
of the last century, a Mr. William Hester so fur

obtained the patronage and support of the place
and neighbourhood that he was soon enabled to

leave off business, and it is said on retiring sole

the receipt for making his maids of honour foi

300/. Theodore Hook, who delighted to treat

everything with fun, equivoque^ and whimsical-

ness, speaks* of going with a party of ladies to

one of the hotels, ringing the bell, and desiring
the waiter to bring in the "maids of honour.'
The ladies became alarmed, thinking they were
going to have some ambiguous company Intro

*
Gilbert Gumey, 3 vols., 1836, vol. i. p. 110.

2"d S. VIII. N. 201.]

duced, but were soon appeased when the pastry
ppeared. 22.

Ancient Will
" A 1450. Testamentum dm Tho. Cutnberworth, mil.
" In the name of Gode and to his loveyng, Amen. I,

Thomas Cumbyrworth, Knyght, the xv. day of Feber^er,
ihe 3 er of owre Lord M.CCCC and L., in clere mynde and
hele of body, blyssed be gode, ordan my last wyll on this
wise folowyng. Furst I. gyff my sawle to gode my lorde
and my redemptor, and my wreehid body to be beryd in
a chitte * w'owte any kyste t in the northyle of the parvch
drke of Soineretby be my W3'fe, and I wyll my body ly
still, my mowth opyn untild xxiiij owrys'and aft' laid on
aere w lowtyn any thj-ng y

r
opon to cover it hot a sheit

and a b!ak cloth, w* a white crose of cloth of golde, hot I

wyl my kyste be made and stande by, and at my bereall

giff it to hym that fillis my grave. Also I giff my
blissed lord God for my mortuary there I am bered my
best hors." Regist. Marmad. Lumley, epl Line., fo. 43.

Z. z.

Statistics of Letters sent by Post. The follow-

ing piece of epistolary statistics is curious ; and,
as the document which contains it is seen by com-

paratively few, it appears to merit the extensive
circulation which it will get by insertion in " N. &
Q.:"-
"The Fifth Report of the Postmaster-General, dated

7th April last, bears (see pp. 13. and 14.), that, in 1858
there were 523 millions of letters delivered in the United

Kingdom, being an increase of 19 millions over the pre-
ceding year, and giving in proportion to the population
18 letters to each individual. It states also that in the
seven principal towns the number of letters to each indi-

vidual in proportion to their respective number of in-

habitants was as follows : Glasgow, 24 ; Liverpool, 26
;

Birmingham, 28; Manchester, 30; Dublin, 33; Edin-

burgh, 34; and London, 46."

M.C.
Edinburgh.

CromweWs Remains. In Prestwich's Respublica,

p. 149., occurs the following passage in relation to

Oliver Cromwell :

" His remains were privately interred in a small pad-
dock near Holborn

;
in that very spot over which the

obelisk is placed in Red Lion Square, Holborn. The Se-
cret ! John Prestwich."

Now it is well known that the Protector's re-

mains, in consequence of their rapid decay, were

privately interred previous to the magnificent

pageant Of his funeral, and from this various stories

take their rise : such as that his body was thrown
into the Thames, carried to Naseby-field, and
there buried, or interred at Windsor in the grave
of Charles I., while the king's remains were sub-

stituted for his in Westminster Abbey. The last

has been clearly disproved by the disinterment of

Charles's remains at Windsor under the orders of

George IV., and there can be little doubt of the

others being equally false. To the same category

may be consigned the above statement, though it

is less improbable than the other fables. Cromwell's

Shroud. f Coffin.
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head, in particular, seems to have miraculously

multiplied after hU death. K. II.

An Ancient Strike. In the Calendar of State

Pajwrs is the following entry :

[16351. "Aug. 17. Dover. Sir W. Filzwilliams It Mr.
See/ Cromwell. Refusal of the workmen to work except for

6* a day. Two of the ringleaders had been some time of

the Black guard of the Kings kitchen."

This is another illustration of the jocular name

given to the lowest menials of the court.

POLECAIP

Gurrfe*.

STHATfOHD FAMILY.

In various notices and histories of Stratford-

uj>on- Avon, I find it stated that there is only one

instance of the Great Seal of England being held

by (wo brothers, John and Robert de Stratford,

who were said to be natives, and took their sur-

names from this place. John was Lord Treasurer

in the reign
of Edward II., and Lord Chancellor

in the reign of Edward III. Robert, previous
to his being Chancellor, was Archdeacon of Can-

terbury, and was raised to the woolsack on the

elevation of his brother to the primacy of all

England, and afterwards became Bishop of Chi-

chester. Lord Campbell, in his Lines of the

Chancellors, states that John was chancellor in

1334, again in 1337; Robert in 1338, John again
in 1340, and Robert again in 1340.

I find there was
Ralph

de Stratford, Bishop of

London, in the reign of Edward III., who also was

a native of Stratford-upon-A von. lie founded a

chantry for secular priests in a castle that he had
in the Tillage of Stratford in Essex, and died at

Stepney or Betbnal Green, in what is now an
ancient house, called the bishop's house, where
the Bishops

of London then resided. I have by
me a published sermon preached by a Dr. Nklm-
las Stratford, Dean of St. Asaph, preached to his

parishioners at Manchester in 1680, on his leaving
them.

In Burkc's Peerage there is a Stratford, Earl

of A Idborough, whose ancestor Robert Stratford

ngland and settled in Ireland in 1660, whose
arms are a barry of ten, argent and azure, over

all a lion rampant : whilst in his General Ar-

inotiry there is another Stratford with the same

arms, described as "Stratford of Farnscott, Haw-

ling, and Nclbcr-Guitinff, co. Gloucester, and

Nuneaton, co. of Warwick."
Can you inform me through the pages of your

journal what part of England Robert Stratford,
the ancestor of the Earl of Aldborougb, was lo-

cated in previous to his settling in Ireland ? what

family he was of? but I should think, from the

sameness of bis coat of arms, he is of the same

family. Is this so ; and which branch ? as there

were, I believe, Stratford* located at each of tho

places
mentii-nnl in Burke'* Armoury. Can you

inform me when the arms were granted, an 1 i>

whom ? Also who was Uie Dr. Stratford, Dean
of St. Asaph?' What became of him wh.-n he

left Manchester, and what position in th Onm-h
did he occupy at his death? Was Ralph de Strat-

ford, the Bishop of London, related to the two
chancellors? And whether the other Stratf. .r-h

were of the same family as the chancellors or the

bishop ? Could you inform me on these matters

you would greatly oblige. THOMAS NICHOLSON.
Sheffield.

QUEUES AS TO SEALS.

When the Pope issues any important official

documents, or writes letters to dignitaries :

Church, they generally conclude thus :
" Given at

Rome, the See of Peter, under the Seal of the

Fisherman." Some correspondent will perhaps
kindly give a description of this seal, of its device,

legend, and other particulars, or say where I can
see an engraving or copy of it.

The seal of Hedon in Yorkshire has an antique
and weird-looking vessel, with a solitary and very

grim-visaged mariner standing at its prow, for

a device, the legend being
"

II. Camera Regiss.
1598." Is there any local tradition relative to the

origin of this singular device and legend ? I have

an engraving of the seal, but would like greatly
to possess

a copy of it on wax or gutta-percha.
I lately saw in one of the Edinburgh papers

that the provost, bailies, and other magistrates of

the ancient barony of Broughton had just been

elected, and as I was under the
impression

that

this old barony had long since become incorporated
with the city of Edinburgh, like the other burghs
of barony of the Canongate and Portsburgb, I

would like much if some Edinburgh correspon-
dent would say if it is really yet in existence, if

it has a corporation seal ; and, if so, who is the

keeper of the latter? Having copies of the seals

of the now extinct baronies of the Canongate and

Portoburgh in my collection, it would render my
series of seals connected with Edinburgh mm h

[
* Nicholas Stratford, Fellow of Trinity College, Ox-

ford, IJ.D. 1664, D.D. 1673, was Warden of Manchester

College from 1667 to 1684; collated to the preb.

Leicester St. Margaret in Lincoln cathedral, 26 War. h,

and installed 7 April, 1670 ; appointed Dean of St. Asaph,
1674; coiiMcraied Bishop of Cheater I -

1C89 ; and dit : <>-7. An account of hi*

preferments is given in the inscription on his monument,

printed in Willis's Catludmlt, and in Up. Nirnl*..,

ten, i. 170. Mr. Crossley has a note respecting turn in

Worlhingtou'a Diary* *<* wWch uu lh*1
" Iluhol

>

Stratford's publication* manifest his learning, ability, an I

zeal, and the common consent of his contemporaries
bears

witness to his charity and benevolence, bU humilit

devotion."-!
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more complete if I bad an impression of the

Broughtbn seal, should this barony be actually

yet in existence, and possess one. ALIQUIS.

S&inat (Suede*.

Mrs. Myddelton. MK. STEINMAN being about

to print his memoir of Mrs. Myddelton, would feel

greatly obliged by any reader of "N. & Q." in-

forming him where original portraits of the lady

are to be found, besides those at Hampton Court

and Althorpe. He also wishes for a description of

the engraved portrait of her by Gascar mentioned

by Bromley.

Priory Lodge, Peckham.

Cashel Progresses. In looking over the old

Chapter Book of Cashel lately I found the Sub-

dean, who was also economist in the year 1686,

took credit for the following sums :

"To my selfe 05/. IGs. 8d., pay'd by me to the officers

that attended the state in a progresse made Ano 1678.

05. 16. 8.

"To the Lord ArchBpp. in full payment of what lie

pay'd the officers aforesaid 10. 00. 0."

AVill you or any of your readers be kind enough
to say what or whose progress this alludes to?

Also if it was customary to have demands of this

kind made ?

JOHN DAVIS WHITE, Chapter Clerk.

Cashel.

The wiburied Ambassadors. An old .inhabit-

ant tells me that some fifty years ago or more
there were two large coffins, richly ornamented,

lying on the pavement in one of the chapels on

the south-east side of the choir of Westminster

Abbey, and that these were said to contain the

bodies of two foreign ambassadors, who were re-

fused burial on account of some legal process. Is

it known who they were, or what has become of

them ? A. A,
Poets' Corner.

" The Golden Bough." I have in my posses
sion a small engraving or etching, said to be by
Turner, of " The Golden Bough." The picture
itself illustrates a valley, over which lie the re-

mains of noble buildings, the ruins of splendid
and magnificent porches. Fairy forms are re-

presented, some dancing, some reclining, and
one holding up a bough. A few trees also,

sketched with all that truth to nature the painter
so aptly learnt, completes the foreground. In
the background is an almost semicircular stream,
on the banks of which are the ruins of a fine

castle. Surrounding this stream and ruin is

beautiful verdure and rich woodland ; while the

stream itself reflects the white clouds which skim
across the sky.

I am not quite certain as to whether I have

caught the right interpretation thereof. Will any
of your numerous readers render to me the mean-

"ng of this picture-poem, for so I conceive it to

be? Your kindness in opening your columns for

all inquiries relative to science and the fine arts

lias emboldened me to send this inquiry.
JOSEPH KAINES.

Islington.

" The Wasp." In musical literature I often
find songs with the name of the composer of the

melody, but without any mention of the author of
the words. In a music book in my possession is

a canzonet, which a relation of mine heard Bartle-

man sing nearly half a century ago, the author of
which perhaps some of your correspondents may
be able to communicate. It is set by Spofforth,
and is called

"THE WASP.
" Why shun the wasp that round thee flies?

The harmless insect merely seeks,

Lady, to bask beneath thine eyes,
To taste the roses on thy cheeks.

" Attracted by thy fragrant breath,
It only comes its sweets to sip;

And, tho' perhaps to meet its death,
To drink the dew upon thy lip.

" And on that lip, ah trifling pain!
Should it to leave its weapon dare,

The useful sting would still remain
To punish rash intruders there."

" The Bee" would, to my thinking, have been
more elegant than " the Wasp :

"
but I presume

the author would tell me the song was "founded
on fact." ELIZA.

Papier Monre. What is the effective ingre-
dient in the article sold as papier moure ? The
first sheet of a new parcel is generally attractive,
and always fatal to flies ;

the remainder is gene-
rally quite worthless. I infer that it must be

something very volatile, and what it is would be
worth knowing. TOPHANA.

Kentish Longtails. Can you or any of your
correspondents inform me whether the old story
of "

waring tails" applies to the " Kentish Men "

or the " Men of Kent," and where it is to be

found ?

By the old Frank law, and some others, it was a

crime visited with severe punishment to accuse a

man wrongfully of "
wearing a tail," being cauda-

tus or a coward ; or a woman of being a stria, a

sort of vampire, probably because if the accusa-

tion were just it would subject the accused to a

painful death. FOLKESTONE.

Purhess or Purkis Family. Whilst staying

lately in the neighbourhood of the New Forest,
I heard a strange account of the family of Purkis.

Many of your readers are aware that it was a

man of this name, a charcoal burner of the parish
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.stead, who found the body of King William
> Aug. 2, 1100, and conveyed it in bit cart

nche&tcT. 1 HIU told that the representa-
tive* of this wan still occupy the saute ground aa

historic*! ancestors, and what is wore ex-

traordinary have preserved the same station of
ilbcr advancing in circumstances, nor laps-

ing in 10 absolute poverty, during the seven cen-
and a half which have elapaed since first we

bear of them.

This account, I believe, is thoroughly credited in

the New Forest district ; but with an unbounded

respect for the truth of tradition, I should be

glad to learn if the matter is well known, has

been thoroughly investigated, or satisfactorily

proved. K.

\\',l*h Judge*. II is well known that the

administration of justice in the Principality was
not until comparatively lately under the same re-

gimen as in England. There were four Welsh

Jadgea, each with his attorney-general. Can you
or any of your correspondents furnish me with a

list of these judges and attorneys ? TMOYTMTOD.

Col. Juhnts of Havod. The Annual Biography
for 1817 contains a sketch of the life of this gen-
tleman, in which a very long and elaborate pedi-

gree is given, but his immediate forefathers are

omitted. Can any of your correspondents supply
this deficiency ? YMOVTMTDD.

Dycsons and Dixont of Furnett Fell*, Lanca-

thire. I have collected many waifs and strays
of the above border-family, but much is still want-

ing to enable me to write a continuous memoir.
When did these descendants of the Keiths and

Douglases of old first settle in Furness, formerly
a boundary between Scotland and England ?

When, and under what circumstances, were their

armc, a fevr-de~li and chiff ermine, acquired,
which are first recorded on the tomb of Sir Nicho-
las Dixon, who, dying in 1448 rector of Cheshunt
in co. Herts, was buried in its chancel ? 1 learn

that William Dycson, George Sandy*, and another
William Dicson, were, in 1525, tenants of Furness

Abbey, and, as such, subscribing witnesses to a
deed of indenture. In 1548, William Dixon and
Wiles Dixon, sons of John Dixon by Anne Rons

(descended from Robt. Lord Roos and the Prin-

cess Isabel of Scotland), were supervisors under
the will (dated 1548) of William, father of Arch-

l.Micp Sandys, who married their sister Margaret.
In 1570, Richard Dixon, D.D., became Bi^
Cork and Cloyne, and William Dixon, circa 1564,
became possessed of an estate in the W. R. of co.

York, called Ileaton-Royds; these nre supposed
to have been sons of William and Miles Ufaum,
and first cousins to Archbishop Sandy.*, but this

requires confirmation, though they were un-

doubtedly of kin. Not wishing to trespais too

much on the forbearance of the Editor, I will

merely add that I shall be much obliged 1<

direct information, or references to easily-acces-
sible authorities, likely to elucidate (he border
annals of the above ancient race. R. W. DIXON.

Seaton-Carew, co. Durham.

Irish Pedigree* mining. In Moule's Biblio-
Iheoa Utraltlica, head I BELAUD, p.

60!'

to four Visitation Books taken by Narbonne and

Molyneux (Ulster Kings), it is said:-.

1. "Many books are also aaid to bare been carried off

by the person holding the office of Athlone Pursuivant,
who fled to France with James II."

Is there any trace of those books? Again,
(p. 612.), it is said:

::
- In the library of Sir Thomas PhiUipps are genealo-

gies of Irish families &c, late Sir Iwwc llnrf, (Garter).
The 2nd volume is lost, containing D to L and S.

M

Is there any trace of that book ? NASH, Juit .

Henry Lord Power. In the earliest extant

parish register of Donnybrook, in the county of

Dublin, the following entry occurs, p. 53. :

Buried, Henry Lord Power, in y* vault of St, BJathew's

Chappel [Ringsend, in the parish of Donnybrook], Mar
6lb, 1742."

Who was Henry Lord Power ? I wish, for a

particular purpose, to find him out, but 1 have
not as yet been able. Arclulull, in his edit

Lodge'* Peerage of Ireland, throws no light upon
.the matter ; referring only to Sir Henry Power,
Viscount Valentin, who died exactly a century
before Lord Power (vol. v. p. 20.). An

Aid-de-Camp to the Lord Primate, and to the

Lord Chancellor.
" Died 1st of May, 1749, CapU Richard Downes of Bol-

tnn Street, aged 45, a near relative and aid-de-camp to

the late Lord Primate. .

-
i III. Oct. 174G, the lion. Folliott Ponsonby. brother

to the Earl of Besboroogh, Captain in General
worth's Horse, and aid- dc -camp to the Lord Chancellor."

Enhaw'i Magazine.

Can any of your correspondents give some ac-

count of these two offices, singular as they now

appear to be? Y. S. M.

Peel Tower*. The small square towers whii h

arc numerous in the Bonier Counties are called

Peel Towers. I should be glad to know tl

vation and meaning of the name. A. B.

John Pope, Gentleman. By Letters Patent
dated October 3, H7 Hmry VIII., the king granted
to John Pope, Gentleman, :

Abberbury in the county <

other lands and tenements in several counties.

I wish to know who this John Pope was, and

when be died ; and if any of your correspondents
can favour me with a reference to his will 1 sbould

be obliged. GKO. It COBXIR.
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William Andrew Price. Mr. Price is supposed
to have gone out to India as Writer under the

Lord Clive in 1741 ; he was afterwards consul at

Bombay, then governor of Surat. In this capacity

he died March 11, 1774. He is supposed to be of

the Prices near Ludlow in the county of Salop or

Leominster. Any particulars of his parentage
and family connexions would much oblige.

J. F. C.

Longevity. The following is another curious

case of longevity of our own day, if you think it

worthy of insertion in " N. & Q. :

"

"
Betty Roberts, now living in L'pool, was born in

Northop, Flintshire, in June, 1749, or the 22nd year of the

reign of George II., "and has thus attained 110 years of

age, and from present appearances may yet survive seve-

ral years.
"Her frame, though shrunken and withered, is still

erect, and her gait steady, and she boasts being equal to

three miles an hour with the aid of a stick. Her hearing
and eyesight are good. She has been married, but has
survived her husband 36 years. Two of her four children

are living at 69 and 80 years of age. She attributes her

great length of life chiefly to simple habits, and states to

have never used intoxicating liquors. She is certainly
quite a prodigy."

Can any correspondent of" N. &. Q." verify by
parish registers the dates of Betty Roberts' birth,
or those of her children ? C. H. S.

Altar-tomb used as a Communion Table. At
Paston, Norfolk, a large marble raised tomb of

the sixteenth century occupies the situation of
and is used as a communion table. The cornice

at one end has been cut away, apparently to make
it fit into the central compartments of a modern
stone reredos. I know that before the Reforma-
tion altar-tombs were sometimes consecrated and
used as altars, but this is the only instance I have
met with of a similar adaptation in more recent
times. EXTRANEUS.

An Etymological Query. Between Blackheath
Hill and Royal Hill, Greenwich, is written up as

the name of the place, Maidenston Hill. In my
boyhood, when a telegraph stood on the point,
I understood it was called Madeston Hill, and
have often seen it so written and spelt. Will any
of your topographical and etymological readers
set me right on this point ? J. E.

One Human Speech only before the Flood with-
out Error. Sir Thomas Browne, in his Vulgar
Errors (lib. i. c. 2.), says

" There is but one
speech delivered before the flood by man, wherein
there is not an erroneous conception."

Dr. John Edwards, in his sermon (p. 5.) on
Pilate's question, "What is truth?" asks "Doth
not error bear date from Adam?" and admits that
he has not examined whether this assertion of that
eminent Christian moralist were true

; but that it

is certain that mistake and falsehood entered the
world betimes.

May not this proposition of the author of Reli-

gio Medici refer to the metrical speech of La-
mech on the birth of his son * Noah (Gen. v. 29.),
which Dr. Pye Smith has rendered both faithfully
and poetically. The sacred historian relates that
" He called his name No-ah," saying

" This shall comfort us
From our labour
And from the sorrowing toils of our hands

;

Because of the ground
Which JEHOVAH hath cursed."

It is also exactly prophetic of Noah the deli-

verer. JAMES ELMES.
Madeston Hill, Blackheath.

Henry Fletcher, of Clare Hall, B.A. 1569-70 ;

M.A. 1573; B.D. 1580; appears to have been the

author of commendatory verses prefixed to Row-
land Vaughan on Waterworkes, 1610. We shall

be glad of information respecting him.

C. H. & THOMPSON COOPER.
Cambridge.

Shakspeare's Cliff. From Stanford's Guide to

the Coaqt of Kent I learn that " on Buck's map,
1739, Shakespeare's Cliff appears as Arch-Cliff."

This, I suppose, was simply an error in the map ;

but how far back can the well-known name the

height now bears be traced as applied to it in

lieu of Hay Cliff, once its name ?

R. W. HACKWOOD.

Works on Legerdemain. I have a book entitled

Hocus Pocus, or the Whole Art of Legerdemain in

Perfection. . . . Written by H. Dean. The 10th

edition, with large Additions and Amendments.
Glasgow. 1783, 18mo. pp. 108. In his preface,

Henry Dean, the author, refers to his "former
book of Legerdemain." I am desirous of knowing
whether this refers to a different work or to a
former edition of the same work. Perhaps some
of your correspondents who have the first edition

(1622) will be kind enough to inform me whether
the above reference is found in that edition. Is

anything known of the author except what we
learn from his book, that h"e kept,

" near the

watch-tower on Little Tower-hill, Postern-row, a

bookseller's shop ?
" What earlier works on leger-

demain were published ? METACOM.

Roxbury, U. S.

Robert Fenn, of Trinity College, Cambridge,
B.A. 1600-1 ; M.A. as a member of King's Col-

lege, 1605 ;
is author of verses to George Fletcher,

prefixed to his Nine English Worthies, 1606. Was
he the Sir Robert Fenne, Knt., who was created

LL.D. at Oxford 10th July, 1644.

C. H. & THOMPSON COOPER.

John Heath, of Middlesex, admitted pensioner
of Queen's College, Cambridge, 16th June, 1645

;

* Hi No-ah, rest, comfort, consolation.
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H.A. 1648-9; was idmiit.-.l 1-Vllow of St.

College, by command of the Visitor*, 2nd April,
1650, and commenced M.A., 1652. He baa com-

mcndatory verses prefixed to Gayton's Art of
Longevity, 1659. Is he identical with Sir John
Heath, Knt., who, in 1670, was patron of the

vicarage of UorninghoM, Leicestershire P

C. II. & THOMPSON COOPEB.
Cambridge.

NeUon't Car. What has become of the funeral
car of Nelson ? When 1 was a youth it used to

und at the upper end of the Painted Hall,
Greenwich. DELTA.

Campbflton, Argyleshire. Is there any engraving
extant of the ancient and very perfect cross, now

tig in the market- piace of Campbelton, and
said to have been brought there from lonaP I
could not ascertain this fact on the spot, nor could
I meet with any published record of it.

When Hums "
Highland Mary

"
died at Green-

ock, bbc was returning to Coilsfield from Camp-
, whither she had been to announce her

approaching marriage to her parents. Was she
born at Campbelton ? and if so, is it known when
and where ? CUTIIBBRT BED*.

Ivet of Oxford. Where can I find the pcJi-

Cor
crest of the family of Ives of Oxford ?

n old paper of 1758, a person is described as
" William Ives, EMI., one of the Aldermen of the

City of Oxford." And I have been informed that
the family of Ives were landed-proprietors to a
considerable extent in Oxfordshire, especially
about Great Milton. KTA KUBBEB.

Philip Kyndcr, born 1 597, was of Pembroke Hall,
B.A. 1G15-6. He practised physic, and resided
in Derbyshire, and at Leicester and Nottingham.
W.- find him living at the latter town in August,
1G65. He was the friend of Seldcn and Charles

Cotton; and, in 165G, published a book called
The Surfeit. We shall be obliged if any of your

pondcnts can furnish the date of his decease.
W '

have references respecting him to Lysons'

Derbyshire, iv. v. clxxxix. 1.; Cough's Topo-
graphy, i. 289.; Bibl. AngL-Poct, 199.; Black's

'/;/. .!/.. :u iMVood'a Fasti (ed.

Bliss), i. 1G2. Any farther information will be
able.

'

C. II. & THOMPSON COOPEB.

Cambridge.

ittinar Ourrtr* toitb Smflorrtf.

Fuller and the Ferrari. It is a singular cir-

nicc, and deserving investigation, that the
-lories drawn up by Mr. Fcrrar, and

adapted to the purpose of moral instruction,"

among the recluses of Little Gidding, of whi< h a

list is given in 1 r. J Vckard's Afemvirt of Nichvlat

Ferrar, perfectly corresponds with the titles of
the chapters and the list of instances adduc<-<! in

Fuller's Holy State, $<. Nor is there in that

work but one character [that bearing the t

" the Tmitour "] which is not in Packard's list.

The date of the Holy Staff, the whole credit of

which, though somewhat covertly too, is assumed
to himself in Fuller's address "to the 1:

1648, and yet John Ferrar was then alive. Com-
pare The Holy and Profane State with Pcckard's

Life of Ferrar, in vol. v. p. 168. of Wordsw
Eccle*ia*tical Biography. The identity of " the

series of histories" is noted in vol. vii. p. 554.

of the Beuutiet of England and Wale*, article
"
Huntingdonshire," where a notice of tin-

raw is given. Any explanation of this coincidence

will oblige V. H. N .1

[A similar Query respecting the authorship of these
" Short Histories" appeared in our 1 S. ii. 11'.' .

failed to elicit a reply. After an examination of the

biographies
of Nicholas Ferrar. we can find nothing that

would lead us to deprive Dr. Fuller of their auth
The first edition of his Holy and Profane State wn
lished at Cambridge in 1642. In the Preface Fuller in-

forms us, that " the characters I hare conformed t<> i In-

then standing laws of the realm (a twelvemonth ago were

they sent to the pre*\fcince which time the wiwiom of the

king and state hath altered many things." It is not cer-

tain that the MS. copy of these M Snort Histories
"
fouml

at Little (Bidding was in the handwriting <>f Nicholas
Frrrnr. Dr. Peckard MVH, These Live*, Character*,
and Moral Kvwyi would, 1 think, fill two or three volume*
in octavo, but they are written in so minute a character

that I cannot form any conjecture to be depended upon."

(Life <> !ai f'errar, 1790,

Dr. Wordsworth has added the following note to this

passage:
M The probability is, that the greater part, if

not the whole, of this Catalogue [of Mi-n II.

were not original, but extracts; as Dr. I'eckard ^nul<l

have been able to satisfy himself by consulting I

1/oly State, where many* of the titles of the chapters ex-
actlv correspond with those in this Catalogue." <

Binij. iv. 193. edit 1853.) Nicholas Ferrar died Dec. 2,

1637 ; Fuller's work, as Mated, was published in

and the establishment at Little Gidding was not destroyed
br the Puritans till 1648; so that it is probable that the

MS. posseewd by Dr. Peckard was a transcript by one of

the family made after the death of iu niou* founder.

Another MS. of these

longing to the Gidding establishment, has since br< n -Its-

covered, as ve learn from The 7Vn I.irtt of .\ >-hfttt

/trror, edited by the Itev. J. 1

- Some five and twenty years ago an old house in Mi 1-

gate Street, Peterborough, was pulled down : the work-

men, knowing Mr. Uuckle to be a curious gentleman,'
brought him some paper*, which they bad fouml in a

recess in the wall : these turned out to be thi -

letters, together with a transcript (in a different hand)
Of Fuller's Holy and Profane State, of which Peck..

a copy." Apprndix, p. 2$1]

Hummer-cloth. I <!<> not think any of our

lexicographers have givm us iii<* t: .
<

:

the word hummer-cloth. The name, I blmulil

say, is a corruption of armour-cloth, bccai

former times, and not unlnquently now, tin- d<>tl

in question has affixed to it, or woven into it, the
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armorial bearings of the family to which it be-

longs. If I am wrong, I shall be happy to be

corrected by your more learned correspondents,

who, by doing so, will oblige EDMUND HEPPLE.
Blackheddon House, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

[By the following extract from a recent number of

The City Press, our correspondent will perceive that some

discussion has already arisen as to the derivation, of

Hammer-cloth :

" HAMMER-cr,OTH. In one of the descriptions of the

procession of the sheriffs, the word ' hammock-cloth '
is

used in the description of the appendage to the coach-

man's seat. I noticed that, in your report, it was de-

scribed as a 'hammer-cloth.' Which is right?; On
referring to my coachmaker's bill, I find he enters it as a
'

hammock-cloth,' which, if terms in trade usage are of

any value, makes 3
rour phrase wrong. Nevertheless, I

think you are right; for is it not used to conceal the

hammer and other tools, no longer required, which, in a

former state of the roads, were so often in requisition

upon a j ourney ? C. C."

Dr. Pegge's explanation of the term (Anonymiana,
p. 181.) is given in some of our dictionaries, viz., that
' The hammer-cloth is an ornamental covering for a
coach-box: the coachman formerly used to carry a

hammer, pincers, a few nails, &c., in a leather pouch
hanging to his box, and this cloth was devised for the

hiding or concealing of them from public view." There
is, however, another derivation which we are disposed
to view with some degree of favour. The term "

hamper"
formerly signified a box, and therefore may have been

applied to a coach-box, which we conceive to have been

properly a bona fide box, a box to hold various articles

useful in travelling by coach. In this view of the subject,
a " hammer-cloth "

may have been originally a "hamper-
cloth," i. e. a box-cloth, a cloth to cover the coach-box : as
we still say, a box coat a coat worn by a coachnian when
seated on the box. See Gent. Mag. 1795, p. 1091. 3

Fishwick. In the Kirk Sessions Records of the

parish of Hutton, published in the last Number
of " N. & Q.," I find the following :

" To Mar-
garet Wilson in Fishwick for teaching a poor
schollar, &c. &c." Where is this Fishwick ? is it

a town, a village, or a township ? H. F.

[Fishwick was formerly a distinct parish, but in 1614
was united to Hutton, which lies to the north of it.

Fishwick is situated on the north bank of the Tweed, and
the ruins of the church yet remain. It probably derives
its name from having been a fishing village. Statistical
Account of Scotland, ii. 151.,

"
Berwickshire."]

Scavengers Daughter. What is the origin of
the term "

Scavenger's Daughter," as applied to
an instrument of torture ? Is the terjn used by
any early writer ? if so, by whom ? H. J. D.

[In the reign of Henry VIII. Sir William Skevington,
a lieutenant of the Tower, immortalised himself by the
invention of a new engine of torture, called Skevington's
Irons, or Skevington's Daughters, which was known and
dreaded for a century afterwards under the corrupted
name of the Scavenger's Daughter. By the Commons'
Journal (14th May, 1604) it appears that at that time a
committee was appointed by the House of Commons to

inquire as to the state of a dungeon called " Little Ease"
in the Tower. The Committee reported that "

they found
in Little Ease in the Tower an engine of torture, devised
by Mr. Skevington, some time lieutenant of the Tower,

called Skevington's Daughters ; and that the place itself

was very loathsome and unclean, and not used for a long
time either for a prison or other cleanly purpose." This
instrument appears to have rolled and contracted the

body into a ball until the head and feet met together,
and forced the blood to ooze from the extremities of the
hands and feet, and frequently from the nostrils and
mouth. See a description of it in Tanner, Societas Eu-
ropaa, p. 18., quoted in Jardine's Reading on the Use of
Torture in the Criminal Law of England, 1837, p. 15.]

John Baptist Jackson. I should feel greatly
obliged if any of your correspondents could give
me information respecting a work with the title

annexed :

" Titiani Vecelii, Pauli Caliarii, et Jacobi de Ponte,
Opera selectiora, a Joanne Baptista Jackson Anglo, Signo
Ccelata et Coloribus adumbrata. Venitiis, apud J. Bap-
tistam Pasquali, 1745."

R. W. B.

[This is the principal work of John Baptist Jackson,
of Battersea, an English engraver on wood. Early in

life he went to Paris, and worked some time for Papfllon,
but not meeting with much encouragement, he went to

Venice, where he executed several wooden cuts in imita-
tion of the drawings of the great masters with consider-
able success. He also engraved several book ornaments
and vignettes. Among his single prints is a Descent
from the Cross, after Rembrandt, executed in a very
spirited style ; but his celebrated work is the one noticed

by our correspondent, comprising a set of seventeen large
cuts in chiar-oscuro, and published at Venice in 1745.
Consult for some notices of this work An Essay on the

Invention of Engraving and Printing in CJiiara Oscuro, as

practised by Albert Durer, Hugo di Carpi, &c., and
the application of it to the making paper hangings of

taste, decoration, and elegance, by Mr. Jackson of Bat-
tersea, illustrated with Prints in proper Colours. 4to.

1754.]

" An Help vnto Deiiocion" Can any of the
readers of " N. & Q," inform me who was the
author of a small book so named ? And whether
it was ever authorised by the Church as a manual
of private devotion ? My copy wants the title-

page, consequently I cannot tell when it was pub-
lished ; but from a prayer for the King Charles,
and also for the Prince Charles, it must have
been during the reign of Charles I. My copy is

printed in what I presume is old English cha-

racter, all except the running-title at the head of
the page. Is this style of printing common in

books of that period ? D.

[Our correspondent seems to possess an imperfect copy
of A Helps, vnto Detention, by Samuel Hieron, Vicar of

Modbury in Devonshire, who died in 1617. This work
was favourably received, for we have before us the thir-

teenth edition, 1620, and the eighteenth edition, 1637.

Although the author adhered to the Church of England,
he inclined to Puritan principles, so that it is not likety,

during the reigns of James I. and Charles L, that his
work would be " authorised by the Church." Works
printed in black-letter were not uncommon at this pe-

riod.]

Ste Ampoule. Can any of your correspondents
tell me what is become of the Ste Ampoule so

long kept at Rheims ? Was it lost or destroyed
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in the Revolution ? Is it supposed now to exist ?

Was it used at the coronation of Charles X. ?

R. Z.

[The Ste Ampoule, says the E***cb. G-W*?"*
imni n Iv kifffkkfifl tA Diocft bT RODl* A OMQIIMf of tP0

NeUoW Convention, in 1794. Certain inhabitanta of

RfcoiaM, however, collected the fragments, and ulii-

mately restored them to their place in the cathedral.

There is a tradition that the holy vessel, shattered in

was, in 1825, fount! miraculously whole. However
that may be, as the holy chrism had become congealed

by age previous to the fracture of the vessel containing

it, there can be little doubt that with the fragments a

portion of it, at least, was preserved ; and on that sup-

position one can bardlv hesitate to b+lieve (though of

this fact we find nb distinct record) that it would be used

. oronatioD of so staunch an adherent of the Church

of Rome aa Charles X. After the congelation of the

chrism, it was customary for the consecrating prelate to

introduce into the ampoule a golden needle, with which

he extracted a particle of the congealed oil, of about the

aim of a grain of millet, to be used when required for a

royal coronation.]

Martyr* of Gorcum. Can you inform me where

I can obtain any information relating to the so-

called Martyrs of Gorcum ? E. H. K.

[Win. Estius, Chancellor of the University of Douay,

published the following work: "Histoire veritable des

bien-hcureux Martyrs de Gorcum en Holland?, la plus

part Frerea Mineurs, qui poor la Foy Catholique on eatl

mis a mort a Brile 1'an 1572." Douay, 8vo. 1603, 1618 ;

Namnrci, 8vo, 1655.]

HAFOLSOlTs ESCAPE FROM ELBA.

(2* S..viii. 86.)

The version given by your correspondent MB.

D'AviwET of the manner in which the tidings of

this great event first became known to the leading

members of the Congress at Vienna, is quite dra-

matic in its incidents, and circumstantial in it*

details ; it wants, however, authentication. As a

mere tradition of an event
comparatively

recent,

and quite susceptible, as one would think, of direct

this version is of little value. To show

now essentially it differs from the received ac-

counts I refer to Villemain. This distinguished

author, in Let Cent Jourt (Souverai* Conlempo-
rains), p. 79. et teq., states that the news a;

nt the Austrian court during the evening of the

fifth of March by a courier from Sardinia, at the

time a brilliant assemblage was gathered in the

salons of the Empress to witness a series of ta-

bleaux niton*. The illustrious party was suddenly
disturbed by a murmur of dissatisfaction, and by

suppressed conversations. The exhibition was

soon interrupted: the Emperor of Austria and

the monarchs who were his guests withdrew toge-

ther; the Ministers
Plenipotentiary

were gathered
in an excited group. Every one in the palace
was toon repeating that on the evening of the

26ih February, Napoleon, with some hundred men
of his guard, bad embarked on hoard a brig and
several small vessel*, and bad quitted iln- I-I .

Elba, and that Europe was menaced. Some of

the official personages atten; it th- mat-

ter lightly, but anxiety exhibited it.-eh in the

language of those who were the most

The uncertainty as to the port destin-

ing continued for tico days farther. It an-

on the eighth of March that a later courier from

Sardinia brought the news thai Napoleon with

his little army bad landed near the city of Cannes,
and that he was then marching for the conquest
of his throne. On that very fay tin- principal
members of the Congress, Meiiern it h, Wt-llington,
and Talleyrand were to set out for Preal".

order to submit to the King of Saxony the final

resolutions of the Congress which should termi-

nate his long anxiety, and reestablish his crown.
Their departure, however, was not postponed, what-

ever mteht then be the preoccupation of the i

of the three statesmen on the new ulj-.-t whieh

hod arisen for their discussion since the

March .... Upon the return of the pleni;
tiaries from this short mission, Metternich, on the

12th March, reassembled the Congress, &c.

It will also be observed that Villemain's ac-

count differs very widely from the statement in

Rogers' Recollection* referred to by your corre-

spondent. H. N.

TITLES CONFERRED BT OLIVER CROMWELL.

(2
nd S. vii. 476. 518. ; viil pauim.)

I beg to apologise to your correspondent W.
PIHKS for not having sooner complied with his re-

quest respecting Sir Richard Chiverton (viii. 158.)

1 cannot give the date of his creation ; but as be

was Lord Mayor of London in 1G57-8, I presume
he was knighted at that time. My author i-

including him among Cromwell's knighta is a

Note which I took upwards of thirty years ago,

of an entry in a volume of the Harleian

British Museum (numbered 11055881), con-

taining the arms of the fifteen individuals at the

head of the list given at viii. 1 14.* He ofii

I may here correct several errors in that liL

The date of Sir John Clay pole's Baronetcy should be

1657, instead of 1656. 2. Sir JWrrf Tirhborne is erro-

neously called Richard. 8. Sir Peter Coyett is termed ;

Resident m Frames instead of Resident in

the king of Sweden. 4. Sir "Ihon > > was

knighted by Charles I., 1
April,

1689. at 1

he was Recorder, and should not have appeared in the

list. 5. After the name of Sir Andre u

Wanchton, in a note, a parenthesis (Abbotahall

been appended to my communication, whirh makes it

requisite for me to mention that, having predecen

father, who possessed the ealate of A
inherited It, but was designed of Waucbton fn> hie

marriage with the da*ghte?and betas.*John Heatera
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as Major in proclaiming Richard Cromwell ^Pro-
tector in September, 1658; and Prestwich, in his

Respublica (Lnnd. 1787) p. 157., marshals the

arms of " Sir Richard Chiverton, Lord Mayor of

London, 1658," as follows : "Argent, a
^tower

embattled sable on a mount in base, proper." As

a knight he figures among the persons on whom
Charles II. proposed to confer the order of the

Royal Oak, as being possessed of an income of

3000J. in London and Middlesex. The earliest

list of Cromwell's Knights is that printed in

Walkley's contemporary
"
Catalogue," from

which, as far as it goes, subsequent publications
have drawn largely. The Perfect Politician,

quoted by L. H. at p. 31., was probably the next.

Morgan's Phoenix Britannicus (Lond. 1732) con-

tains several reprints of pamphlets relating to

Cromwell's government ;
and Prestwich's Respub-

lica is also full of particulars on the same subject.
The list given by Noble in his Memoirs of the

Protectoral House of Cromwell, seems to have
been derived from some of the above sources, with

additions of his own, and is in several respects
inaccurate.* The following names do not ap-

pear among the Knights mentioned in pp. 32. and
114.:

Sir William Boteler, in 1653 or 1654.

Sir Archibald Johnston.
Sir Heronymous Sankey.
Sir Anthony Morgan.
Sir Thomas Whitgrave.

Of these Sir Archibald Johnston, better known

by the titular designation of Lord Warriston,
borne by him as a Lord of Session in Scotland,
has been erroneously inserted, as he was knighted
by Charles I. at Holyrood House, 15 November,
1641. Sir Anthony Morgan, or one of the same
name, was knighted by the same monarch at

Southam, 21 Oct. 1642, though from this being
subsequent to 4th January, 1641 2, he might
require a renewal of the honour. The name of
Thomas Whitgrave, Esq., occurs among the pro-
posed Knights of the Royal Oak. All the above
are mentioned as Knights in the capacity ofMem-
bers of Richard Cromwell's Parliament, Sankey
being called " Sir Jeremy." Noble mentions the
creation in 1658, by Richard, of two knights,
viz. John Morgan f and Richard Beke, and also

gives the names of Matthew Tomlinson and John

of Wauchton. The dates given in the list in question
only apply to those knights to whose names they are

prefixed. I could now supply those to most of the
others. When I wrote I had not consulted the works
enumerated in the text.

* In respect to dates, a confusion sometimes prevails
from a disregard of the fact that till 1752 the year com-
menced in England on the 25th March. In 'Scotland,
however, this was changed to the 1st January in 1600.

f Noble says he was created a Baronet by Charles II.
If so, Thomas should be substituted for John, as Thomas
Morgan of Longattock was so created, 7 Feb. 166061.

Percival *, as having been knighted by Henry
Cromwell, Lord Lieutenant of Ireland.

The same author, in addition to the Baronets
whose names have already appeared in " N. & Q.,"

gives the following :

" Sir John Lenthal, Knt.
Thomas Willes of Cambridgeshire.
Edmund Prideaux, Attorney-General.
William Ellis, Solicitor-General."

These all appear as Baronets among the Mem-
bers of Richard Cromwell's Parliament, but Sir
Thomas Willes was not so created by Oliver, that

honour having been conferred on. him by Charles

I., 15 December, 1641. He also was one of those

proposed to be nominated a member of the order
of the Royal Oak.
Between 1653 and the Restoration the names

of several individuals are to be met with bearing
the designation of baronet or knight, the origin
of whose titles cannot be traced. Were a com-

plete account of the Cromwellian creations at-

tempted, these would fail to be noticed. R. R.

BIBLICAL CONJECTURE-NOTES : THE RIGHT DATE
OF THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS.

(2
nd S. viii. 247.)

Avoiding conjecture, except so far as to con-
sider St. Paul the author, and taking up the posi-
tive evidence, we may affirm that this Epistle was

* 777
written in Roman Italy (,100(71 5 > (- \^( -id)

and was sent by the hand of Timothy to the

Hebrews, according to the subscription at the end
of it in the Syriac version, substantially the same
as the Greek text. Assuming, with both the
authors cited by your correspondent, that St. Paul
was the author, then it must have been written
after February A.D. 61, when St. Paul first ar-

rived at Rome. From Heb. v. 12. it must be
inferred that this epistle was not written so early
as A.D. 52, only seven years after Paul's first mis-

sionary journey, for the Hebrews therein ad-
dressed had

. been so long converted that they
ought to have been qualified to teach others ;

and

they had already witnessed the death of their first

teachers (xiii. 7.) ; and farther, that it was writ-

ten after the author's imprisonment appears from
Heb. x. 34., which, in the case of St. Paul, occur-

red A.D. 60. As Origen (Euseb. H. E., vi. 25.)
and other competent judges declare that the

style of this epistle is superior to Paul's acknow-

ledged writings, the necessary inference is, that if

he wrote this epistle, it must have been after he
had improved his style, and after the issue of all

* He was created a Baronet of Ireland by Charles II.

9 September, 1661, and was ancestor of the Earl of Eg'
mont.
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ier epistles ; consequently not in 52, but after

63, and not Inter thin AD. 70 the persecution of

Nero. That it could not have been written from

h, where he stayed eighteen months, is evi-

dent !: cling which he tcnfafrom Italy
\rs of Palestine. (Ileb. xiii.

Compare the use of avfc in Matthew XT. 1.,

Acts xvii. 13., and John xi. 1. Tholuck*, at the end
of his commentary, admitting that it was written

At Rome, wonders why the apostle did not aaj
4& 'PWM*;*. not adverting to the Syriac version

where " Roman Italy
H

is mentioned. The equi-
valent to ol 4* T Iroxfof In the Greek is

& ^>j ^Olo in the Syriac version =
" oinncs qui sunt ex Italia/' according to Tremel-
lius. Botn Chrysostom and Theodorct consider the

salutation of ol AT& rfjv 'Iroxtat as proof that this

epistle was written at Rome. Further, Timothy
was with Paul at Corinth (Acts xviii. 5.) ; but,
on the contrary, he was absent when this epistle
was written. (Ileb. xiii. 23.) The release of Ti-

mothy from prison, and the residence of Paul in

his own hired house (Acts xxviii. 30.), lead to the

necessary inference that St. Paul, if the writer, was
then free ; or had reasonable ground for his pro-
mise to visit the Hebrews shortly (xiii. 23.) ; and
he was, in fact, acquitted in the beginning of the

tenth year of Nero, A.D. 63 ; after which release

(and not before it) he wrote, according to I In?,

this epistle (Intrml. AT. T. s. 143.), which is also

the opinion of Mill, Wctstein, Tillemont, Lardncr,
and Calmet. Chrysostom says (Prolog, ad Rom.)
that this

epistle
was written && 'Pw^Tjt from Rome.

So does Theodoret (Com. ad Rom. et Hcb.xm. 24.)
The assumption that it is less perfect as a dog-
matic exposition than other writing! of St. Paul

(" written during the Hebraistic condition of his

mind"), is not warranted by the opinion of the
best authorities in dogmatic theology. Hug says

'.ul's
master-piece (s. 143.). Mosos Stuart

(Loud. 1828), as the advocate of St. Paul, and
or Tholuck, his opponents, and both, like

Luihrr, the advocates of Apollos J as the author
of it, furni-h materials whereon to found n

ment as to the time and place of its com
j

The hypothesis of the early date of this epistle as

by the hand of St. Paul from Corinth, is that of
Storr (Stuart, i. 19.) and Noesselt (Stuart, i. 81.),
but it cannot stand the test of

comparison with
the

positive evidence extant on this point, whereon
the critics generally are well agreed.

T. J. BCCKTOW.

.

t
- Venuch einer volUUnd. Eioleitung in d. Brief a.

;

li,.'r i:. r : :-.--
t 80 are U Cfcrr, Heumann, Bemler, Ziegler, Dindorf,
MB U9 TV 49t

nUBGERSDlCIUS.

(2"*S.v :

Franco Petri Burgendijck, or

or Burpersdiciu*, was born at Lu-r in 1>

May 3, 1590. He was educated at Amersfoort,
Delft, and Leiden. He next entered at Snumur,
where, after a residence of six months, be was

appointed professor
of philosophy. After fivo

years (in 1619) be returned to Leiden, where (in

March, 1620) he became professor of rh.

In 1628 be was
appointed

to the chair of natural

history, and held both professorhip until his

death, Feb. 19, 1635. His portrait has been

engraved.
Most of his works (/flea Philotophitt Xahtralii,

1626; Idea Philosophic Mnralit, 1626; /oifcta-

tiones Logic*, 1626; also, Synopsis Inttihsfiomum

Logieantm and DC Us* Logices, Liber tin&
In*tit*tiones Phy*ic<r; CoUegittm Phyticum
putationibut XXXII. abol*tum, 1 637 ; Instil >

Metaphysicorwn Libri 77., Opus /x.t/Atcmvm, 1 640 ;

Idea (Economic* et Politic* Doctrina:, Opus ;*>*-

/Aimttfrn, 1654) have been translated into Dut<!>,

and widely used in other countries. Leaving
some Oxford bibliographer to say how often his

boob were printed in that University (we have
in St. John's Library the Natural and Moral

Philosophy, Oxf. 1654), I extract the following
notices from a list which I am forming of hooks

printed
at Cambridge : Institutiones Logice, 8vo.

1637; with Heereboord, 2 vols. 8vo. irili ; with

VwUheri Rketorica, 8vo. 1647; 8vo. John :

1660 ; A. Heereboord, Loqica ex Bursgc,
depromptaj 8vo. 1663; 8vo. 16G6; 8vo. with

Heereboord, 1668 ; Heereboord alone, 8vo. Jo.

Hayes, 1670; with Heereboord, 8vo. 1680.

This list has been drawn up from sale cata-

logues (chit-fly the earliest) and similar sources,
but I do not doubt that the greater number of

the editions
specified may be found in the Cam*

bridge libraries.

In St. John's Library we have John Field's

edition of 1C60, with the motto :

" Ad javentutetn CanUbrigiMsem.

Quad veins e*.jwx*t*, fa

Q*odplac*i m Logics nil vttat MM novum."

Bound up with this is :

M RRMHNKIA (c), Logtea, sen SynopMOt Logksi
Burgwndicianu Explicatio, turn pr nolas tan per ex-

mpU; Authore Adriano Hetraboor.l. 1'hil. 1'rofeM,

Aeail. Leid. primario. Edilio nova accuraU. Aocdit

joadem AuthorU Praxis Loflca."

From this book we learn that B.'s Log-ic was
introduce! by public authority into the -

ol Holland and West Friesland. If we are to

judge of Burgeradijck from his friends, we
be prepared to expect much from a book recom-

mended as the Logic is, by the verses of P.

Cunscus, 6. J. Vossius, and Dan. Heinsius.
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I have no note of any Cambridge edition later

than 1680, but the book held its ground for many
years, perhaps until " the New Philosophy

"
drove

out it and the study of logic together. Serj.

Miller, in his Account of the University of Cam-

bridge (2d ed. Lond. 1717, p. 6.) says of the

academic "
youth

"
:

" For they must in all Probability, in vain hear their

Tutors in their reading Ethicks, teach 'em the Sacredness

of an Oath ;
when if look but within the Lid of their

Burgersditius's Logic, (where that taken at their Matricu-

lation is usually pasted) they can't but see One, which

soon after their Admission they forced them to take
;

tho' at the time of taking, they could not know the Ex-
tent of it, or if they did, their own Reason told 'em, they
could never punctually perform it."

If Watt has described the book referred to by
Prof. DE MORGAN correctly, I think that the

name Fr. B. must be a pseudonym, as I find no
mention of any one of the name in Cambridge.
Pieter B., the son of Franco, was Pensionary of

his native city, Leiden, but I do not trace the

family farther.

For the substance of this Note I am indebted

to the very elaborate Biographisch Woordenboek
der Nederlanden, edited by Mr. A. J. van Der Aa
(Haarlem, Brederode, vol.ii. pp. 1583, 1584, where
the Dutch sources are pointed out). As, how-

ever, this book is still incomplete, and few copies

probably have found their way to this country, I

would refer for farther information to Georgi's
JBucher-Lexicon, and to the Bodleian Catalogue,
s. v. In Grasse's Lehrbuch (in. ii. 735, note 48),
several of the more accessible authorities are

named. J. E. B. MAYOB.
St. John's College, Cambridge.

P.S. I have not quoted what Sir W. Hamilton

says (Discussions, $<?., ed. 1. p. 119. note) of our
author's obligations to Mark Duncan, his colleague
at Saumur, as I assume that PROF. DE MORGAN
had that note in his eye when he wrote.

GEORGE HERBERT AND THEOCRITUS.

(2
nd S. viii. 290.)

It is well known to scholars that several short
Greek poems, of the class inquired for by P. D.,
have been transmitted to us from ancient times.
There is some diversity of opinion as to their
authors: some, attributed to Theocritus, being
also referred to Simmias of Rhodes, and others to

Dosiadas, a contemporary poet of the same coun-

try. Most of them may be found in the Cam-
bridge editions of the Poetce Minores Greed
(Cantab. 1652, 1677, &c.), and in Brunck's
Analecta Poett. Or. (Argentorati, 1776). The
Syrinx appears, I believe, for the first time in the
Roman edition of Theocritus (1516), and with it

also the Securis, Aloe, and Ara of Simmias.
In the Heidelberg edition of Theocritus, Mos-

chus, Bion, and Simmias (1596), we have at p.
305. et sq,

" Simmise Rhodij, Ovum, Alee, Securis,

ejusdera, vel, ut alij sentiunt, Theocriti, Syrinx,
et Ara" They again occur with the same quali-
fication in another Heidelberg edition of the
same poets (1604), p. 207. ad p. 224. Again, in

Lectius' edition of the Poetce Greed Veteres, Car-
minis heroici Scriptores (Col. Allobr. 1606), we find
besides the Securis, Ovum, and Alee of Simmias,
the Ara described as being referred by some to

Theocritus,
"

2,i/j./j.iov TOV 'PoSiou Bo>,uos, Kara 5e rivas

QfoKpirou" Even the Syrinx is not included in

Thomas Martin's beautiful edition of Theocritus,
Moschus, and Bion (Lond. 1760, 8vo.).

Fabricius (Bibl. Gr. lib. m. cap. xvii.) does not
decide the authorship of the Syrinx.

" Fertur
etiam sub Theocriti nomine 2up'7l alij Sim-
miae tribuunt." Fabricius (ift.) remarks that no-

thing is more precisely known as to the period in

which this Simmias flourished than that not only
was he more ancient than Meleager of Gadara,
who has named him in the dedication of the An-
thology, about the 170th Olympiad, but also that
Philicus of Corcyra, a tragic poet contemporary
with Theocritus, under Ptolemy Philadelphus
about the 120th Olympiad, must have been later

than him. His true age must therefore be sought
somewhere between these limits. The Ovum, the

Alee, and the Securis, are mentioned by Fabriciua,
as certainly the work of Simmias.

^Besides
the Ara, attributed doubtfully to Sim-

mias, and to Theocritus, there is another, the pro-
duction of Dosiadas, a Rhodian of the same or

nearly the same period with Simmias. The
learned Claudius Salmasius published both these
Arce as the work of Dosiadas (Paris, 1619, small

4to.). His edition includes the Greek text with
a Latin version of the entire six figurate poems,
to which are subjoined his own admirable an-
notations. His original edition having become
very rare was republished by Thomas Crenius, in

his Museum Philologicum et Historicum (L.B. 1700,
cr. 8vo.). It includes a treasure of critical learn-
inS- *dM

Mediseval Latin poetry furnishes many similar

difficult lusus in versification, of which it may be
sufficient here to mention the wondrous work of
Rabanus Maurus, Archbishop of Mentz (ninth

century), Z>e Laudibus S. Crucis, in which we
hesitate whether to admire more the complete
command of language or the devotional feeling by
which it is animated. ARTERUS.

Dublin.

Your correspondent P. D. will find some ac-

count of what he wishes to know in D'Israeli's

Curiosities ofLiterature (E. Moxon, 1840, p. 106.),
under the heading of "

Literary Follies." The

following quotation may serve for a "
sample :

"

" Verses of grotesque shapes have sometimes been con
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_^ . w Panntrd, a modern

Fmch poet, has tortured hU agreeable vein of poetry

into inch form*. He has n ade tome of hU Bacchanalian

soncs take the figure* of AoMin, and others of gUutn.
Tbe*e objecta are perfectly drawn by the various m*a-

aura of the verses which form the song.
N

A MAOTAB EXILB.
I ! . : , '/''..

P. D. will find some verses taking their names

from the forms they assume, in a work intilled

Pofta Minaret Graci, Cantab. MDCLXXXIV. The

Syrinx of Theocritus is also attributed to Sim-

roias, a grammarian of Rhodes. This work con-

tains
" SimmisB Rhodii Ovum,"

" Simm'uc Rhodii

Al*,'* "Siraraiio Rhodii Securis; vel secundum

alioj, Throcriti," another Syrinx, inscribed to Pan ;

un.l
"

Siuiiuiio Ara, vel secundura alios, Theo-

crili." R. C.

Cork.

OLIVBB ST. JOHN.

(2* S. vii. 27.)

Although the Query which you were so good
ns to insert for me on the 8th January last, re-

specting the identity of " Black Oliver St. John
"

produced no reply through your pages, I am

happy to state that it led to several communica-

tions being made to me direct, which have af-

i links in the chain of evidence establishing

int in ijiii'stion. In the nuery referred to,

I suggested that " Black Oliver
*
might have been

the son, or the grandson, of John St. John of

Lydiard Trcgose, the great-grandfather of Oliver

Lord Grandison. In this conjecture I was cor-

rect. Oliver, the second son of John St. John, is

stated by Edmondson (iv. 328.) to have married

the daughter and coheir of Love, of Winchel-

sea, and to have had three sons, Oliver, Nicholas,

anl John.*

It appears from this document that Oliver St.

John nnd Margaret Love were married before

John Love made his will, which is dated 26th

March, 1593, for in it he bequeaths to
' son St.

John and Margaret, my daughter, his wife, all

lands, &c.," and, to son St John bouse he now
lives in in Wmcbelsea." The marriage must,

however, have taken place a few years previously
to that date, for his eldest son, Nickolat, was of

age on 10th May, 6th Jas., when he joined in the

conveyance of certain lands to Thomas Risley.

It appears from another indenture, dated 5th

May, 13th Jas. (1615) that Oliver St. John's two

younger sons, Oliver and John, were then still

minors; that their father was living at Marl-

borough, and that their mother was dead. U .

Thw statement U confirmed by a document among
the title-deed* of an estate called Troppinden, in Sussex,

among the evidence* of George E. Courthope
of Whilegh, la that county, Kequire,

lave no evidence to show when Oliver St. John
removed from Winchelsea to Marlborougli, Imt

we find his name as nn inhabitant of the Utter
i wn in an Armoury Book of the date of 1606,
^reserved in the corporation chest, and the re-

gister of burials of the parish ->t St. Mary hows
that "

Margaret, wife of Oliver St. John, gent,

(was) buried Sept. 19th, 1606."

After the death of this wife he appears to have

remarried, for the register above quoted records

that ** Mrs. St. John, wife of Mr. Oliver St. John

(was) buried April 3", 1GOH."

We have no evidence to show the date when
died, but the will of an Oliver St. John *M rc-

<>r<l''<l in the registers of the Prerogative
<

of Canterbury in the year 1639, although, un-

fortunately, as stated in a marginal note, n

the original nor any copy can be found. No
trace of his burial is found in the Marlborough

registers.
One discrepancy remains to be reconciled.

Both Edmondson and the Visitation Pedigree show

Oliver as the " son and heir" of Oliver St. John

by Margaret Lov^. This can only be reconciled

by supposing that Nicholas, who is proved by
Mr. Courthope's document to have been Oliver

St. John's eldest son, died between 1612, when he

released his interest in Troppinden, and 1623, the

date of the heralds' visitation.

I am afraid that this Note is rather lon<r, but

shall be obliged if you will insert it, not only as

clearing up an obscure historical question upon
which both Lord Campbell

and Mr. Poss are in

error, but also as showing the usefulness of " N.

& Q." to persons engaged in historical research.

To ita pages I am indebted for communications

from several highly esteemed correspondents,
which have afforded me most valuable inform-

ation. JOHN MACLBAH.

Hammersmith.

Krplirtf to #Unor (fturdrtf.

Seal* of Officers who perished
in Affghanuta*

(2*
1 S. viii. 289.) It will, we are sure, be very

gratifving to MB. BATLBT, and we think very in-

teresting to our readers, to know that No. 1. of

the three seals forwarded by that gentleman from

Futteyghur, upon the supposition
" that they had

once belonged to officers who fell in Affgharn
has be-n i.l-n fified and restored to the family of

Lieut. F. H. Hawirey, who fell in Afghanistan
in 1842. The seal which has now, after the I *p*e

of seventeen years, been restored in so singular

a manner, is the only reli of Li'-ut Iliwtrey

which his family have recovered ; and M n

LBT may be assured how much it is pri/.-l

relatives, and how highly they appreciate th-

filling which prompted him to send the seals to

Kuro* for identification. ED. u N. & Q.
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Louis the Fifteenth (2
nd S. viii. 298.) When I

last wrote I was wholly unaware whether the

claimant to the earldom of Stirling was alive or

not. I have referred to the account of his trial

in 1839, which appears to be very carefully re-

ported, and I hasten to correct a inistatement

of mine. Mr. " Alexander Humphreys, or Alex-

ander," for such was his designation, was " as-

soilzied," which I suppose means " not convicted."

The verdict commences thus :

"
1st. We find unanimously that the Excerpt Charter

libelled on is a forged document ; and find by a majority

that it is not proven that the prisoner forged it, or was

guilty art and part thereof; and also that it is not

proven that he uttered it as genuine, knowing it to be

forged."

(The italics are mine.) The Excerpt Charter

found to be a forgery was the pretended charter

of Novo Damus from Charles I., upon which the

claim of Mr. Alexander was founded.

I believe that a verdict of " not proven
"

is

not, in Scottish law, equivalent to an acquittal.
That a minority of the jury found Mr. Alexander

guilty of forging the charter appears evident

from the words of the verdict ; and I think any
unprejudiced person, after reading the details of

the trial, will agree with me that the less said on

the matter the better for the reputation of Mr.
Alexander.

I think the audacious forgery of the tombstone

in the case of the Tracy Peerage, a few years

since, was in no respect of a worse character than

the forgery of this pretended charter; and I can-

not understand how any one, in the face of the

verdict, can venture to assert that this Mr. Hum-
phreys, or Alexander, was the rightful Earl of

Stirling, or had even a shadow of right to the

dignity. Y. S. M.
Dublin.

Humphreys, soi-disant Earl of Stirling (2
nd S.

viii. 298.) J. A. PN. should have recollected,

prior to sending his Minor Reply, that there are

two reports of the trial of this impostor: one by Mr.
Swinton, the other by Mr. Turnbull, in the Pre-
face to the latter of which reports, all the singular
antecedents of Humphreys are faithfully recorded.
Neither de jure nor de facto had this man any
pretensions to the extinct dignity ;

and so far from

being acquitted in the manner represented by
J. A. PN. (quasi-triumphaliter), he was merely
acquitted from the charge of forging documents

upon which he based his pretended claim, but
which documents were found to have been forged.
The contributor of this Note knows the admission
of Humphreys' own solicitor as to the forging of
these documents. M. L.

Lincoln's Inn.

Cloven Foot (2
nd S. viii. 309.) Your respected

correspondent is naturally struck with the ap-

parent contradiction, that the evil one should be

represented as cloven-footed, while cloven feet,
under the Old Testament ritual, were a criterion
of clean beasts.

It might be deemed equally strange that the
devil should be generally represented as horned,

seeing that horns are usually the pictorial attri-

bute of Moses, the great lawgiver of the Jews.
The horns of Moses are easily explained. When

he descended from the Holy Mount, his face

"shone" or learned (Ex. xxxiv. 29, 30. 3o.) ; and
in "its primitive signification the Hebrew word
which we render "

shone," implies that his face
"
horned," i. e. shot out horns or beams of light.

Hence the two-horned Moses of mediaeval art.

Even the great Buonarroti himself fell into this

trap, as may be seen in the statue of Moses at the

Crystal Palace.

But why is the devil usually portrayed both
horned and cloven-footed f

The fact is that the devil, as he has been com-

monly depicted, is a form of composite character,

chiefly derived from the classical superstitions of
Greece and Rome.
The devil, as usually described, and still in

magic-lanthorn exhibitions portrayed, is cloven-

footed and horned, tailed and black, and carries a

pitchfork.
The pitchfork vernacularly attributed to Satan

is the two-pronged sceptre of Pluto, king of Hell.

Mythologists earnestly solicit our attention to the

important distinction, that the sceptre of Neptune,
indeed, was a trident, or had three teeth ; but the

sceptre of Pluto had only two. This last, then, is

the two-pronged instrument in the hands of the
evil one, the devil's pitchfork. Not only his

pitchfork, however, but his blackness, the devil

owes to Pluto; who, from his disadvantageous
position beneath the surface, is named "

Jupiter
niger" the black Jupiter. (Sen.) Cf. "

atri janua
Ditis" (Virg.),

"
nigri regia co3ca dei

"
(Ow.).

The tail, horns, and cloven feet of the evil one,
are due to the Greek satyri, and to their equiva-
lents the Roman fauni. These, as we all know,
had horns, and tails, and cloven feet. But be it

borne in mind, as a connecting link, that the word
rendered "

satyrs" in the Old Testament, has by
some been understood to signify demons or devils.

(Is. xiii. 21.
;
xxxiv. 13.) Hence the confusion of

the attributes.

Considering the many fearful and truthful re-

presentations of Satanic power which we find in

Scripture, does it not signally indicate the influ-

ence of folk lore, and the abiding operation of

popular tradition, when we thus find our worst

enemy (next to ourselves) known vernacularly to

this day rather as the embodiment of by-gone
superstitions, than as a spiritual adversary, not to

be combated save by weapons drawn from the

Christian armoury ? THOMAS BOYS.
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Sandal again* Queen Elizabeth (2- 8. rii.

106. 180. 983. 345.) With reference to this sub-

ject the following extract from an article in HOUM-
hold H'unig, vol. xvi. 83., may be interesting :

M An entry in a manuscript*, at the Free School of

Shrewsbury, tells of a certain son of the Karl of Leicester

and Quean" Kliaabeth." . . . , manuscript, which
is well preserved and partially illuminated, once belonged
to a Roman Catholic vicar of Shrewsbury, who in fifteen

hundred and fifty-five was appointed to the vicarage by
D Mary. He afterwards conformed to the Established

rh, and held the living for sixty yean. This ricar,

who was called Sir John Dych.r, n'.iK'ht not have been
v to the Protestant Queen : and the singular entry

in bis hand in the margin of the book may have bean a

piece of malice. It is however remarkable that an at-

tempt has been made to efface the entry, but unsuccess-

ful u . the first ink being tbe blackest, and refusing to be

empowered by that which substituted other werda, ia

hopes of misleading tbe reader. The entry runs as fol>

.tiler Tuthcr Plantagenet films

Q. K. reg. et Boot Comitis Leioestr.' This is written at

the top of the page, nearly at the beginning of the book,
and at the bottom there has evidently been more ; but a

square piece has been cut out of tbe leaf, therefore the

secret is effectually preserved. There is a tradition that

such a personage as this mysterious son was brought up
secretly at the free-school of Shrewsbury ; but what be-

came of him is not known ;
nor is it easy to account for

this curious entry in tbe parish-church book of Shrews-

bury."
JAMBS DXLAHO.

Norton Family (2< S. viii. 249.) Old Richard

Norton, of Norton Convers, married the daughter
of Richard Nevill, Lord Lattmer. He had a very
large family, and is said to hare led his nine sons

to join the "rising in tbe North." Stowe says
that he bad the honour to bear before tbe rebel

army
" a crosse with a banner of the five wounds."

When the Earls of Northumberland and West-
morland fled, Richard Norton accompanied them
into Scotland, and finally escaped into Flanders.

Sir George Howes, writing to tbe Earl of Sussex,
Nor. 17, 1569, says:

M
Yesterday, Francis Norton, with tbe number of a

hundred horsemen, hath enterd John Stair's house at

Wormall, and tberin taken his sone and some portion of
armor which Is net great, but much discomforteth hym
for his sonne. The armour is six conletts, two or three

harrjuebuwcs,
and six marryona, which he weigheth

DOt*

In Mr. W. D. Cooper's interesting memoir of

Thomas Norton of Sbarpenhoe, Bedfordshire, pre-
fixed to Ralph Roitter Douter, and Gorloduc

(Shakspeare Society, 1847), is tbe following note

connected with tbe subject of the present en-

quiry :

- In tbe Lansd. 1IS&. 87, 61 (1578), is a pedigree of
the Yorkshire Nortons, the rebels,' of whom Christopher
and Thomas were executed for high treason at Tyburn,
27th Mav. 1570. They were connected by marriage
with the Vlnmptons, Mortons, Thurlands, Tanckerdea of

C' It is an entry in the margin of an old Latin Bible,
is facsimiled in Owen and Dlakeway's History of

L876.-Eu.]

?

5

dge, and ether Roman Catholics of tbe North

They are of different bioc :

and are the family of Nortons rfem<l t.. in Sin
j

. \ A-
4/s, voL H. part L, pp. 577-8.; an<l in v

W*iu Doe of Rybtmt. They were ancestors of Sir Flet-
cher Norton."

Sampson Davie was the author of a rare tract

of seven leaves, in verse, err

44 Tbe several Confessions of Thorns* Norton an*l

topber Norton, two of the Northern Rebels, who
at Tyburn, and were drawn, hanged, and quartered for

treason, May 27 (1670). Imprinted by William liow for

Richard Jones."

UWAftO F. HlMIlACLT.

Termination* in " -nett" (2* S. vii. 386.)
i. MATTHEWS asked, so long since as the 7th

of May last, whether "
Lincolnshire contains any

other names of places having thU termination

except
"
Clayness or Cleaness, Ness Hundred, and

Skegness;" and adds that : would ba
the kindness to inform him. I am sorry that

bare laid under a charge of a want of courtesy for

nearly ./foe months; but I assure MB. MATTHEWS
I replied to bis Query to tbc best of mj ability,
in a communication to

" N. & Q ," nearly four
months ago. I am glad, however, thus late to put
myself right with Ma. MATTHEWS, and will repeat
tbe substance of mv former reply. I know of no

places in Lincolnshire having the termination of
-ne**

% except Ness Hundred and Skegness. I

hare never beard of Clayneas or Cleaness. Nor is,

to tbe best of my knowledge, Newton Ness in

Lincolnshire. FISHEY TUOMWOK.
Stoke Newingtou.

Shawl at Zeyburn : Pritont of Mary Queen of
Scott (2

nd 8. riii. 248.) Tbe word thawl, or

thaulj as applied to the lofty natural terrace at

Leyburn, in tbe co. of York, is conjectured by
Mr. Barker, in bis Three Dayt at Wentleydale. to

be an abbreviation of Shaw-hill ; thaw meaning
a wood. Mary, Queen of Scots, landed at V>

ington, in Cumberland, on the 16th of May, 1568,
and on tbe 18th was conducted to Carlisle Castle,

where she remained a short time in the custody
of Henry, eleventh Lord Scrope of Boltpn, \Yur-

den of the Marches; but Queen Kliaabeth, fearing
she might escape to Scotland, directed her re-

moral to Hoi ton Castle, where sbe arrived on tbe

13th July in tbe same year. In this castle she

was under the care of Lord Scrope ami >ir

Francis Knollys, till the end of Jan. 156'.'

written record appears to be known, corrobo-

rating tbe local tradition of Queea Mary's at-

tempted escape from this castle.

C. J. D. IROLKDBW.

Tran*mi*ion through few Zr'nJb. The present

Anthony Cliflfe of Bellcore, co. We.v
born 10 March, 1800, is only son of the late

Major Anthony Cliffe, who was born I

1734.
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Wymondham Bell Inscription (2
nd

S. vii. 451.)

Some months since I examined this peal, and the

inscription on the tenor is,
" TVBA AD IVDITIAM

CAMPANA AD ECLESIVM 1653 TC . ES . EP
.^18

.

CHVECHWARDENS," on shoulder of bell I B. Each

letter is on a diapered cartouche. I have not had

an opportunity to refer to the churchwardens' ac-

counts for 1653, where I should probably have

ascertained to whom the initials I. B. belonged.
Most likely they are John Brend's, a Norwich
bellfounder from 1634 to 1658. The inscriptions

on the other bells are of little or no interest, but

perhaps you will print them, as they are not ac-

curately given in the local guide book.
"

1. Thomas Newman of Norwich made me,
1739.

2. Anno Domini, 1606, WH.
3. John Brend made me, 1638.

4. T. Newman made me. T. Randall. S.

Proctor. R. Gibbs. R. Sewell. C. W. 1739."

There is a clock bell outside by the Messrs.

Warner, dated 1856.

The tenor weighs (judging from size and tone)
about 24 cwt., and is the largest and finest bell

of John Brend's that has come under my notice.

J. L'ESTRANGE.
Stamp Office, Norwich.

Epigram (2
nd S. viii. 290.) The epigram in-

quired for by BELATER-ADIME is by Milton, and
will be found in the original Latin in the "

Epi-
grammatum Liber," No. xiii. :

" Ad Christinam Suecorum Reginam, JNbmine
Cromwelli.

"
Bellipotens virgo, septena Kegina Trionum,

Christina, Arctoi lucida stella poli !

Cernis quas merui dura sub Casside rugas,

Utque senex, armis impiger, ora tero :

Invia fatorum dum per vestigia nitor,

Exequor et populi fortia jussa mami.
Ast tibi submittit frontem reverentior umbra;
Nee sunt hi vultus regibus usque truces."

The English version, according to Todd, ap-
peared in Toland's life of the poet, fol. 1698, p.
39. :

"
Bright martial maid, queen of the frozen zone !

The northern pole supports thy shining throne ;

Behold what furrows age and steel can plow ;

The helmet's weight oppress'd this wrinkled brow.

Through Fate's untrodden paths I move ; my hands
Still act my free-born people's bold commands :

Yet this stern shade to you submits his frowns,
Nor are these looks always severe to crowns !

"

Query. Who was the author of the translation ?
*

LIBYA.

m

Poole Family (2
nd S. viii. 250.) In all proba-

bility the Rev. Matthew Wood, whose daughter
Cecily was married to Reginald Poole, was Vicar,
not of Webbcnbury, but of Wybunbury, a parish

[* Most probably by Toland himself, who states that
this epigram has also been attributed to Andrew Marvel.
ED.3

in Cheshire, not far from Nantwich. A. M. will

very likely find a list of the vicars of Wybun-
bury in Ormerod's History of Cheshire.

OXONIENSIS.

[The following entry occurs in Ormerod's Cheshire, iii.

255. :
" Matthew Wood, presented to the Rectory of

Wybunbury, 22 June, 1570. ED.]

Motto (2
nd S. viii. 156.) The motto, "His

Calcabo gartos," as explained by H. C. C., may
find its origin and application in the following
circumstances :

After the voluntary exile, in 1607, of Hugh
O'Neil, Earl of Tyrone, the government of James
I. formed the design of extirpating the adherents
of that chief, and of planting an English colony in

their stead. For this purpose, seven of the native

septs were dispossessed of their lands, and ban-
ished to the county of Kerry, as the remotest

place from that of their birth. (See Moore's His-

tory of Ireland.) One of the septs thus despoiled,

wishing to escape from the persecution to which
the bearers of the name of O'Neil were subjected,
both as "rebels and Papists," assumed that of
" Breen "

from Braon O'Neil, the head of the

sept ;
and under that name they have continued

since that period in different parts of Kerry. The
present representative of the family is your quon-
dam correspondent, Mr. Henry Hegart Breen,
Lieut-Governor of St. Lucia. His motto is "Com-
rac sun ceart,"

"
Fight for the right ;

"
and the

motto of the family that obtained possession of his

ancestors' estates in Ulster would be " His Calcabo

gartos," as explained at p. 156. W. C.

John Exton (2^8. viii. 310.) Was of Trinity
Hall, Cambridge; B.A. 1619-20; M.A. 1623

;

LL.D. 1634. C. H. & THOMPSON COOPER.

Cambridge.

Portraits of Archbishop Laud (2
nd

S. viii. 309.)
will be found at Reading, Berks, in the Council
Chamber. Oxford, St. John's College and Pic-
ture Gallery. Lambeth House. Fulham House,
co. Middlesex. Cambridge, Trinity Hall and

Trinity College. Windsor, Guildhall. Ames-
bury. Ampthill. Easton Lodge. Walbeck.
Charlecot House, co. Warwick. Oulton House,
Cheshire. Wentworth House, Yorkshire. One
by Van Dyck in the Houghton Collection. (Vide
Walpole's Painters, ii. 101.) Wolterton House,
co. Norfolk. GL. HOPPER.

Grower, Archbishop of Armagh (2
nd S. viii.

12.) I regret not having received any replies to

these queries, and I now repeat them, as I have
learned there are pedigrees of the Cromer family

given in Berry's County Genealogies (Sussex),

p. 318. ; Bibliotheca Topogr. Britt. vol. i.
; Play-

fair's British Family Antiquity, vol. iv. pp. 14, 15.
;

also in Manning's Surrey, vol. iii. As 1 have none
of these works at hand, I would feel obliged by
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tome of your correspondents examining these or

other work* of a genealogical or biogr.,

character, and letting me know if they find any
trace of thia George Crnmer, and of his appoint-
menu previous to bis elevation to the primacy of

all Ireland, or indeed any notice of him.
T. V. N.

Scotch Epitcopal Clergy (2* S. via. 829.)

Although the following doe* not exactly answer J.

A. P.'s Query, it will, I think, be of service to

him. It is copied from p. 39. of a carious little

work in my possession, entitled Plain Rentout for \

PrtMbyteria* Di*e*tinffrom the Revolution Church
in Scotland, 1731. No date, place, or author's

We have thee on oar shelves in all sorts of edition., from
the well-thumbed KeJasftsuft to the edition so deftly en-
riched with plates from the peodl of Corneliu., and that
so learnedly illustrated by the pen of Dr. Lappenberg :

and right glad are we to place Wide them this hand-
tome and prettily illustrated volume, in which thy story/ ^

tftipifndu, for that is very needfu
MSjdsrs with no little qnaintness, and it* literary

with no niggard learning, by air. Mac-

-The author of the Memoirs of the Church of Scotland

printed 1717. p. , informs that there were 166 co-

rates in the actual and peaceable possession of their

.-a, Manas*. Glebes, and Stipend, at the time of

the Union, anno 1707 ; a list of their Names and Parishes

where they lived was published at that time."

Query. Doea this list exist anywhere ?

SIGMA TIIETA.

The new number of BentleJ* Quarterly Jlmev ex-
hibiu the same vigour and power in its writers by which
its predecessors were distinguished ; and it has the merit
of containing papers of very varied interest France and

Europe, and Gnuof, Mtmoir*, will please the pot^H
be hitThe historical reader is catered for by articles on
M' Ifittory o/AifM. and CapefigueS Court of I*ui* tfu

Fifteenth. The man of science will read with interest the

paper on Tke Connection of tkt Phytictil Science*, as the

antiquary those on Surrey and Snaktpearian Literature;
while (here is not a clubman in Kncland who will lay dowm
BtnOty't Quarterly without aatisfaction after perusing
the article oa EmjUk FUd Sport* and Alpine TVmeHsm

faiiiiTfun'i Jtfboaxta*, eififsaf by David Masaon, is a
new and clever addition to the present list of M
Periodicals. Tom Brown at Oxford is the great feature

. of the opening number which contains many papers of

Archiepucopal Mitre (2* S. viii. 248.) The
great ulenu If MacmiUan'. Magazine is to bearded

answer to this question may be seen in 2"4 S. vii.
;

176. YOBE.
as the mouthpiece of Young Cambridge, Young Cam-
bridge clearly takes very advanced views on the subject

Adrian Dee (2* S. viii. 310.) Was of Trinity

College, Cambridge; B.A. 1626-7; M.A. 1630.

C. H. & THOMFSOH COOFEB.

Cambridge.

of secular education and universal suffrage.

Boon
0D<clara.

HOTBS OR BOOKS, ETC.

The Work* of Georgt Herbert in Pro* and Yam. 2

Vols.8vo. (Bell & Daldy.)
While the Knglifth language is spoken, and piety,

swsstnass, and charity are esteemed among men, the

writings of George Herbert will be regarded as one of our

religious classics. These writings have frequently been

reprinted, and as frequently received fresh blemishes If
the mistakes of printers, and the carelessness of editors.

This observation does not apply, however, to the two
handome volumes which are now before us. On them
Mr. Whittingham has exercised his typographical skill,

while Mr. Yeowell has collated the texts with the early

copies, and so produced what may now fairly be considered

the standard edition of George Herbert's Works. Mr.
Yeowell's notes, especially tho*e to the Lift, are much to

the purpose, and give good earnest of the valuable infor-

mation we may look for in the edition of WoJton't Lwet
which he has been so long engaged upon

XW JUorvaftMs A*~nt*r~ and Rmn Gmemt* /Ma*
Itr Tyll OrlaUu, nsaw> Msfcrtsrf. tkro+icled, and *t forth
im our Knot,* Tony*, 6y Kraoeth R. H. Mackenzie.
And adorned teith mam* mo* Dt9trtng and Owning Dt-
SMS, by Alfred Crowquill. (Trfibner & Co.)
Welcome Tyll Kulenspiegd in an English drets: We

have read ihv merry story in old Murner's crabl^d Ger-

man, and old Copland's scarcely leas crabbed English ;

an. I in that more modern, yet debased version, printed in

1720, of a copy of which we, like the late Mr. Douce and
Mr. MactentU, can fortunately boast the

Tk* Xatal HiAnj of Gnat Britain from th>

tion of War by France, in 1799, to ike Acceuion of Gtorat 3

IV. By William James. A New Edition with Ad*-
tion* and Note*. VoU. V. fr VI. (Bontley.)
We have in these two volumes the conclusion of Mr.

Rentier's well-timed reprint of a work to which everv

Englishman may turn with pride and satisfaction. If it

be true that Defoe's Rnbinton Crtuot has led many a lad

to ran away to sea, we are sure that the introduction of

this cheap edition of James into our school libraries may
do much towards inducing our boys to embrace the Navy
as a profession.

BOOKS AND ODD VOL-
WANTBD TO FUBCBASB.

Vol. I. oflb4JVol.E41tio. S*.1*U.

flatter* to Corirs'pontornts'.
nmm

** .

J.L.
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H F Will our correspondent say where we can send him a proofof
^e'xtractl Arithmetical Notation and Verges on Death of Edw. iV'. ?

, consulting Lewis's Topographical Dictionary
his extracts, Ar

Feb. 1798, p. 109.

E B. O'C. An account of the "Sweet Singers, or "
Gibbites," win be

found in our 1st S. v. 372. j vii. 361.

C. LE POKR KENNEDY. The Works of Athanasius were printed at

Strasburg,fol. 1522.; and at Cologne, fol. 1048.

AN ENQUIRER is not convinced that Welsh Rabbit is a corruption of
Welsh Bare Bit. Can any one suggest a more probable explanation f

FRANK. Will our correspondentfavour us with a copy ofthe title-paqe
and date of the book? We suspect that Linteota Parisiorum should be

Lutetia Parisiorum, which means Paris.

RTHDR PAGET. The copy of Sir T. Phillipps' Visitation of Somerset
ly extends to Huddy.

noon on Friday, and is alto
\

in the British Muse
" NOTES AND QL-EHIEII" is published at noon on Friday, and is also

issued in IO-IHLV PARTS. Ihe subscription for STAMPED COPIES for

ktx Months forwarded direct from the Publishers (incluning the Half-

yenrbi INDEX) is Us. 4rf.. which may be paid by Post Office Order in

favour ot MESSRS. BELL AND DAtcy.186. FLEET STREET, E.C.i to whom
all COMMUNICATIONS ran TBB EDITOR should be addressed.
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NOTES :_ Another " Note to the Cornwallis Papers
" - No. 2.,by Wil-

liam John Fitz-Patrick _ Complete History of England : Whiteplete History o
Kennett; John Strype, by Kev. J. E. B. Mayor Sonnet supposed to

be by Milton Anderson Papers No. 6., by C. D. Lamont Ge-
neral

n Strype,
Ander . ., . .

W olfe at Quebec Northumbrian Notes , by T. Harwood Patti-

son Inscriptions on Fly-leaves, by William Henry Hart, &c.

MINOR NOTES: Laurence Sterne Note on Chaucer: Sire Thopas
Oracles in Opposition A Regiment all of one Name.

QUERIES : Sir Thomas Roe, by John Maclean.
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PERFUMERY FACTORY,
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" Mr. Langdale's preparations are. to our mind, the most extra-
ordinary productions of modern chemistry." Illustrated London News,
July 19, 1851.
A long and interesting report on the Products of E. F. Langdale'B

Laboratory, by a Special Scientific Commission from the Editor of the
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AGENTS WANTED.

EAU-DE-VIE.-This pure PALE BRANDY,
though only 16s. per^allon, is demonstrated, upon analysis, to be

peculiarly free from acidity, and very superior to recent importations of
veritable Cognac. In French bottles, 34s. per dozen ; or securely packed
in a case for the country, 35s.

HENRY BRETT & CO., Old Furnival's Distillery, Holborn.E.C.

TNTRODUCER OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN
JL PORT, SHERRY, &c., 20s. per dozen. BOTTLES INCLUDED,
an advantage greatly appreciated by the Public and a constantly in-
creasing connexion, saving the great annoyance of returning them.
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Another Portion of the Valuable Library of M. G. LIBRI.

'ESSRS. S. LEIGH SOTHEBY & JOHN WIL-
, . KINSON, Auctioneers of Literary Property and Works connected

with the Fine Arts, will SELL by AUCTION, at their House, 3. Wel-

lington Street, Strand, W.C., during the Season,

ANOTHER PORTION of the MAGNIFICENT LIBRARY of
M. GUGLIELMO LIBRI,

who is obliged to leave London on account of ill health.

This portion will embrace a most extensive Collection of Important
and Scarce Writings, in every department of Science and Literature,

comprising numerous long sets of Historical Works, of uncommon oc-

currence ; a large number of Authors on Church and Literary His-

tory; Scarce Books in various Dialects; a large Collection of Early
Periodical Literature, including Memoirs and Transactions of the
various Scientific and Literary Societies of all Europe; and an extra-

ordinary collection of Early Rare Mathematical Treatises, of the

greatest interest for the history of Science, &c. &c.

Catalogues are preparing.

Collection of Valuable and Rare Books from the Continent.

-ESSRS. S. LEIGH SOTHEBY & JOHN WIL-
_ KINSON, Auctioneers of Literary Property and Works connected

with the Fine Arts, will SELL by AUCTION, at their House, 3. Wel-
lington Street, Strand, W.C., during the Spring,

A COLLECTION of

VALUABLE and RARE BOOKS,
Consigned from France.

Cabinet of Coins formed byJOHN J. A. BOASE , Esq.

MESSRS.
S. LEIGH SOTHEBY & JOHN WIL-

KINSON, Auctioneers of Literary Property and Works connected
with the Fine Arts, will SELL by AUCTION, at their House, 3. Wel-
lington Street, Strand, W.C., in the Spring, the Collection of Roman
Consular and Imperial, English and Foreign Coins, Papal, Italian,
French, and English Medals and Numismatic Books, the Property of
JOHN J. A. BOASE, Esq.

Cabinet of Coins of the late W. H. SHEPPARD, Esq.

MESSRS.
S. LEIGH SOTHEBY & JOHN WIL-

KINSON, Auctioneers of Literary Property and Works connected
with the Kine Arts, will SELL by AUCTION, at their House, 3. Wel-
lington Street, Strand, W.C., in the Spring,

The SELECT CABINET of COINS of the late
W. H. SHEPPARD, Esq.

Consisting of Rare Pieces in the Anglo-Saxon and Early English
Series.

Library of the late SIR GEORGE STAUNTON.

TlfESSRS. S. LEIGH SOTHEBY & JOHN WIL-
Jj JL KINSON, Auctioneers of Liter:

lington Stree

The LIBRARY of the late SIR GEORGE STAUNTON.

ON, Auctioneers ofLiterary Property and Works co
ic Arts, will SELL by AUCTION, at their House,
et, Strand, W.C., early in the Season,

connected
3. Wei-

M
L

The Cabinet of Coins of the late H. M. KETTELWELL, Esq.

ESSRS. S. LEIGH SOTHEBY & JOHN WIL-. .

KINSON, Auctioneers ofLiterary Property and Works connected
with the Fine Arts, will SELL by AUCTION, at their House, 3. Wel-
lington Street, Strand, W.C., in the Spring,

The SMALL CABINET of ENGLISH COINS and MEDALS, andROMAN SILVER,
Formed by the late H. M. KETTELWELL, Esq.

Selection of rare English Coins, from the Cabinet of an Eminent
Amateur.

ESSRS. S. LEIGH SOTHEBY & JOHN WIL-
KINSON, Auctioneers ofLiterary Proert andWork s connected

t their House> 3 - Wel-

A SELECTION of EARLY ENGLISH COINS,
FROM THE

CABINET of an EMINENT AMATEUR,
COMPRISING

MANY SAXON PENNIES of the highest rarity,

including:'those of Eric, Alfred, Offa, Cuthred, Eadmond, Harold the
First and Harthcanut- rare mintages of the Coins of William the
First and Second _ the extremely rare Shilling of Henry the Seventh -
pattern Half-sovereign of Edward the Sixth, of which only two speci-mens are known _ siege Pieces of the Times of Charles the First and
Second, m fine condition - the Ninepence of Oliver Cromwell- Proofs,m

gpw,
ot the Gun-Money of James the Second and Times pattern

Farthings -many Proofs and Patterns, in gold and silver, of George
choice *-" -d &

Catalogues arc preparing.

Library of the late JAMES ROACH, Esq.

SSRS. S. LEIGH SOTHEBY & JOHN WIL-
J_ KINSON, Auctioneers ofLiterary Property and Works connected
th the Fine Arts, will SELL by AUCTION, at their House, 3. Wel-

lington Street, Strand, W.C., early in the Season,
The LIBRARY of the late JAMES ROACH, Esq.

UNITED KINGDOM
LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY,

No. 8. WATERLOO PLACE, PALL MALL, LONDON,
S.W.

The Funds or Property of the Company as at Blst Decem-
ber, 1858, amounted to 652,618/. 3s. Wd., invested in

Government or other approved securities.

THE HON. FRANCIS SCOTT, Chairman.
CHARLES BERWICK CURTIS, ESQ., Deputy-Chairman.

INVALID LIVES. -Persons not in sound health may have their
lives insured at equitable rates.

ACCOMMODATION IV PAYMENT OF PREMIUMS.- Only one-
half of the Annual Premium, when the Insurance is for life, is

required to be paid for the first five years, simple interest being
charged on the balance. Such arrangement is equivalent TO AN
IMMEDIATE ADVANCE OP 60 PKR CENT. UPON THE ANNUAL PREMIUM,
without the borrower having recourse to the unpleasant neces-
sity of procuring Sureties, or assigning and thereby parting with his
Policy, during the currency of the Loan, irrespective of the great
attendant expenses in such arrangements.

The above mode of insurance has been found most advantageous
when Policies have been required to cover monetary transac-
tions, or when incomes applicable for Insurance are at present
limited, as it only necessitates half the outlay formerly required
by other Companies before the present system was instituted by
this Office.

LOANS are granted likewise on real and personal Securities.

Forms of Proposal and every information afforded on application
to the Resident Director,

8. Waterloo Place, Pall Mall, London, S.W.
By order,

E. LENNOX BOYD, Resident Director.

ESTERN LIFE ASSURANCE AND
ANNUITY SOCIETY.

3. PARLIAMENT STREET, LONDON, S.W.
Founded A.D. 1842.

W

H. E. Bicknell,
T. S. Cocks, Esc
G. H. Drew, Esq: M.A

Directors.

f.
Lucas, Esq.

..c.B. Marson, Esq.
A. Robinson, Esq.
J. L. Seager,Esq.
J.B. White, Esq.

. H. Goodhart, Egq.

Physician.-W. R. Basham, M.D.
Bankers Messrs. Cocks, Biddulph.andCo.

VALUABLE PRIVILEGE.
POLICIES effected in this Office do not become void through tem-

porary difficulty in paying a Premium, as permission is given upon
application to suspend the payment at interest, according to the con-
ditions -letailed in the Prospectus.
LOANS from IOOL to 600J. granted on real or first-rate Personal

Security.
Attention is also invited to the rates of annuity granted to old lives,

for which ample security is provided by the capital of the Society.
Example : 10$. cash paid down purchases An annuity of-

s. d.
10 4 to a male life aged 60)
12 3 1 65 1 Payable as long
14 16 3 70 f as he is alive.
18 11 10 ,, 7f>)

ARTHUR 8CRATCHLEY, M.A. , F.R.A.8. Actuary.
To Clergymen, Solicitors, and others interested in Copyhold and

Church Property ;

Now ready, Fourth Edition, 3s. 6d.

MR. SCRATCHLEY'S TREATISE on the PRINCIPLES and
PRACTICE of COPYHOLD and CHURCH PROPERTY ENFRAN-

C.'& E. LAYTON, ISO. Fleet Street, E.G.

THE AQUARIUM. LLOYD'S DESCRIPTIVE
and ILLUSTRATED LIST of whatever relates to the AQUA-

RIUM, is now ready, price Is. ; or by Post for Fourteen Stamps. 128

Pages, and 87 Woodcuts.

W. ALFORD LLOYD, 19,20, and MA. Portland Road, Regent's
Park, London, W.
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MK. BENTLEY'S LITERARY ANNOUNCEMENTS.

LIVES OF THE

ARCHBISHOPS OF CANTERBURY,
FROM THE MISSION OF AUGUSTINE TO THE DEATH OF HOW I I >

By WALTER FARQUHAR HOOK, D.D., Dean of Chichrtr.

la **>.. to t wnplotod IB Fin YotaMt.

I 111 hi M1IIN AND CORRESPONDENCE OF iTTAin/i APV f\v A CPAM iv n
THZRiOHTHoN.OBOBX)BBoaa%withOritaniLMtor.or THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF A SEAMAN. By

T1IOMAA. EARL Or DUNDONALD. Intro.

MEMOIRS OF MY OWN TIME. ByM..lI
EOT. ! to.. Vol. III.

M. r>M.TAL.
I.. ,M. - :.* :H.

LOUD BATBCMT.

Editad by UM REV. LETXSOIf VERNO!f IIABOOURT.
In I VoU. "TO., with Portrait pf M. Roi.

LIVES OF THE PRINCES OF WALES,
By DR. DORAN,

Author of " IbMto MM! Mn," - Tb) Tlu and 8ooethia on

InpoHtto.

HI! NATITRALIST. By FRANCIS
T. BUCKLAND.M.A . Author of -Curtorilto of Natural IIU-

8AY AND SEAL. By the Author of Queechy
w

Md M ThWkl*WU World." Incrowntvo.

UNDERCURRENTS OVERLOOKED. By the

Author of M Flnl*h Interior*." f Vote, pod tvo.

MI-TORY OF THE GOVERNORS-GENERAL
Or INDIA. By JOHN WILLIAM KATE. Author of - The

IB vo.

MEMOIRS OK THE LIFE AND WRITINGS
of the RIGHT REV. RICHARD IIURO. O.D.. Bhhop of Wor-
oMtr i with MKthM fttm hb OWIWUO^MM,M o*hr U-
|i>H*il DnwiUli By tb4 1U. F KII.VF.RT. M. A.. Editor

of ~UmryRMUH*f BbhopWHtartoo." In tto, d*AkMd
<br >iialiJi) to UM Lord Bwhop of Worovtar aad the Lord

Till: LIFE OF CHARLES JAMES FOX. By
the RIGHT DON. LORD JOHN RU8BKLL. M.P. The TUid
aad eoododliK Volumt. lu erowa UTO.

ANECDOTE BIOGRAPHY. By JOHN T1MBS.
Author of "

Thine* Not Generally Knows.- *c- *c. In crow*
Mb

1HI COURT OF ENGLAND UNDIK THF.
REIGN OF GEORGE III. By 1. BJCNKAOE JESSE. Author
ofThiCourtofEafUadundvthcatauU." In S roU. Mo. wUh
PortrmlU.

THE TIPPKKAHV BALLADS. By the MEM-
DF.RS OF T1PPERARY UAU.. In crown (row uniform with

JEAN AND NICOLETTE. By the Author of
- Tht Mill In ih Valley." In crown two.

ANECDOTES OF LONDON. A new 1

ByJ.lIKNEAGE JCM.

RICHARD BENTLEY, NEW BURLINGTON S

Poblither in Ordinary to Her M.jeatj.
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T\R. LOVELL'S SCHOOL, WINSLOW HALL,
JL/ BUCKS, for the Sons of Noblemen and Gentlemen (established
1836). The course of Tuition is preparatory to the Public Schools,
Eton, Rusby, and Harrow ; Sandhurst College ; and the Army and
Navy Examinations. Native Teachers of French and German reside
in the house, and these Languages form an integral part of the daily
School Duty. The number of Pupils is strictly limited, and none are
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DH. JOHN HEWETT, CHAPLAIN TO CHARLES I.

An antiquarian friend, a contributor of much
valuable matter to the pages of " N. & Q.," hav-

ing requested me to furnish him with a biogra-

phical sketch of this eminent martyred divine, I,

in endeavouring to comply with the wish ex-

pressed by my correspondent, having discovered
a considerable mass of interesting information

interesting because the life of this once celebrated

preacher was so intimately connected with the
death of Cromwell, and of his favourite daughter,
Elizabeth Claypole ; because the tale itself com-

prehends the elements of a romance ; and because,

being the story of a Merchant Taylors' schoolboy
of yore who rose to eminence, it must possess in-

terest to all who have been educated there
;
and

because it displays the mould in which the "
po-

pular preacher "'of bygone days was cast and

every particular appearing to me equally worthy
of record, I did not know what to omit so as to

confine myself to the limit of a mere sketch, and I

therefore have come to the conclusion that, if the
Editor of "N. & Q." shall deem this Note to pos-
sess sufficient public interest to entitle it to ap-
pear in the pages of that periodical, I cannot do
better than to submit the compilation for publi-
cation

; by which means I afford my correspon-
dent an opportunity to select and abridge for

himself, and add the paper to my former contri-
butions (2

nd S. vi. 246. 294. 331. 465.) relating to
the Hewett family.
John Huet, Hewit, Hewyt, or Hewett as the

same name was in early times variously spelled
was the son of " Thomas Hewitt of Eccles, Lane.,"
as appears by an inscription on his portrait in the

family gallery belonging to Win. J. Legh, Esq.,*

Lyme Park, Disley Stockport, Cheshire, men-
tioned by Lysons, Mag. Brit. (1818), vol. ii. part
ii., and in Ormerod's Cheshire ; but with regard
to his paternity, although I have carefully-searched

every available record, and though I find, among
Eccles. Par. Reg. and transcripts, that a Thomas
Hewett, Hewitt, or Huet (as the name of the same
individual is given) did exist about the period
that would entitle him to be considered the father

of this John, and that he had several children,

yet I am unable to discover among the entries re-

lating
to his progeny the registry of the baptism

of this the future divine. However, the discrep-

ancy may be accounted for by the infamous man-
ner in which these invaluable records have been
mutilated and maltreated, and the irregularity
with which transcripts were sent in, and the cul-

pable carelessness with which, when transmitted,

they have been treated : nevertheless, I learn from
the Rev. C. J. Robinson that, among the registers

of persons educated at Merchant Taylors' School,
his name identified in the manner the reader

will presently perceive occurs, and that it states

he was born 3rd Jan. 1604. The Thomas Huet,
or Hewitt, of Eccles, who must have been his

father, appears to have followed the trade, so com-

monly adopted by the cadets of the house of that

name, that of the Clothworkers ; and as this seems
to have been the "

family profession," we may
justly assume, taking into consideration other evi-

dence to be adduced hereinafter, he was descended
from the ancient family settled at Killamarcb,

Derby, or Wales, York both of which houses

sprung from the same stock are deduced from

Kent, and from whom descended the Hewetts of

Pishiobury Hall, Herts; Hewetts of Stretton

Hall, Leicester ;
of Headley Hall, York

;
of Bil-

ham Hall, York ;
and of Shire- oaks Park, Notts. ;

the representatives of all of which were during
the troublesome times alike distinguished for

loyalty and devotion to their unfortunate or exiled

monarch. (Robt. Hewet, of Ampthill, Esq., sum-
moned before Parliament, 23rd Dec. 1641, for

assembling and training men for the service of

Charles Stuart, Jour. H. Commons, vol. i. p. 354. ;

Sir John Hewet, of Headley Hall and Worsely,

Bart., fined and imprisoned, Ib. vol. iii. p. 15.,

Jan. 10th, 1644; and a letter exists written by
Prince Rupert to Sir Thos. Hewett ofPishiobury.)
The register of Merchant Taylors' School like-

wise records he was of Pemb. Coll., Camb.
;
in-

corporated of Oxford in 1643; beheaded by
Cromwell, thereby identifying the individual.

He was minister of St. Gregory's, near St

Paul's; and in character was "rather" (Thur-
loe's State Papers, vol. i. p. 712.) "a Tully than a

Catiline," a man who "hath great influence in

* Information supplied by himself.
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the City and County, very orthodox, and to

who*' rlmrvh tli > ..f the king's party frequently
report." (H> ) tie was the author of the .JPtfii

Cnjin't, paWfcb+d f>r II. Itroome, 1661, 8vo.

,-u, RfffUter and Ckromcle (MDCCXXVII),

p. 341) 'awi., Tol. ii. col. 723.) ; and aUo
other works.

: arried "
Lady Mary Bertie (5.), daughter

of Robert, lit Earl of Lindsey" (inscription on

portrait)
" and sister to the gallant lord who died

fighting for the king at Kdghill." (Lord Somers's

by Scott, vol. iii. p. 484. note.)

He became Chaplain to Cuas. I. (inscription on

portrait and other sources) ; and hi* loyalty to his

son jUhus. II. brought him into diarepute with

"tha't tyrai uwell" (Duj{d*le); and as,

ays the same authority (Trouble* in Englaml,
A.D. 1658, MDCCLXXXI, p. 456.), "it being once

more expedient to renew those terrors to the peo-

ple, he (Oliver) caused his bloody theatre, called

the High Court of Justice, to be again erected in

Westminster Hall ; where, for the mere formali-

ties sake, the persons whom he did deign for de-

struction were brought- the one Dr. John He wet,

D.D., a reverend divine; Sir Harry Slingsby,
Peter Legb, and others," 1st June, 1658.

II. -re, before Lord President Lisle, he was in-

dicted, that he "
minding and intending to em-

broil the commonwealth in new and intestine

war*, &c., did, together with divers persons, trai-

torously, and advisedly, and maliciously hold

intelligence and correspondence with Charles

Stuart." (Stittc Trial*.) "The prisoner sitting
covered while his impeachment was being read,

the Lord 1'rriident commanded his hat to be

taken off." (Ib.)
The prisoner then demanded to be allowed

counsel who should conduct bis case, but this

right was of course refused by the M
bloody theatre

called the Court of Justice/ When called upon
to plead guilty or not guilty, the staunch old

Cavalier, who would not take off bis hat to ft

court not convened by his rightful king, stoutly
contested the power and right of any court not

commissioned by the monarch of England, to sit

in judgment upon him, and demanded, by 5 & 6
E-lw. VI., trial by jury. He supported his rights

by arguments which dipl:iyed considerable legal
acumen and great skill, but his pleas, of course,
vailed nothing. Being repeatedly challenged to

plead guilty or not guilty, be finally persisted in

bis refusal to recognise the authority of the court,
and obstinately rejected compliance, repeatedly
declaring,

"
I would rather die ten thousand

deaths, than I will be guilty of giving up my fel-

low freemen'* liberties and privileges," until at

length the c<>urt, wearied with his steady courage),
" Take him nway ; take him away !" (Statt

Trial*.)
He was condemned to suffer death, and ex-

hibited a written plea and demurrer (Viven at

length in State Trial*), the composition of which
evinces even greater skill and legal knowledge
than is displayed in his speeches.

While lying under sentence of death, his wife,
-
Lady Mary Hu.-t. ai ,1s" (as says the

author of the fourth part of The 7/wtory ofIndepen-
dence)

* used engagements, persuasions, and money,
and the deep, continued, and earnest entreaties of
Mrs. Claypole Cromwell's best beloved <l

tor
"

could not soften the Protector's obdurate
heart ; "eds Dugdale,

'

(Cromwell) at that time so much in point of :

to sacrifice some for a terror to others, neither the

incessant supplications of Mrs. (or Lady Eliza-

beth) Claypole, nor tears could prevail ;** for, says
the author first quoted, "so inexorable continued

be, that, like the deaf adder, be stopped his ears

to the charmer, charm he never so wisely or so

well; at which unheard-of cruelty, and ":

Dr. Hewett's lady was (as was said) with chiU,
Mrs. Claypole took such excessive grief, that she

suddenly fell sick, the increase of her sickness

making her rave in a most lamentable manner,

calling out against her father for Hewet's blood,
and the like ; the violence of which extravagant

passions, working upon her great weakness of

body, carried her (6th Aug. 1658) into another
world." See also Dugdale, V.

and Peck's Detiderata Curiota (1779), vols. i. and
ii. n. 538.

But the Protector's vindictive cruelty happily
reacted upon himself: for not only

did it cause
the death of his daughter, but "her reproaches
on her death-bed soon after are said to have

deeply affected him, and disturbed bis peace of
mind.

'

(Lire* of Eminent and Illustrious English-
men, by Cunningham, 1838, vol. ii.

part
n. p. 445.;

also, Clarendon, Bulstrode.) It is well known
that Cromwell never recovered his daughter's death,
and that her reproaches, and his own guilty con-

science, wounded him deeply ; and this
presents

a

remarkable instance in which the commission of a

crime has, by means of retributive justice, reacted

on the offender who in this case was pierced

by the arrow he unjustly pointed at one whose

greatest crime was not attempted assassination, but

fidelity to bis kinjr. Had Cromwell listen*!

prayers preferred by his daughter, she won

probably at that period have been seized with

fatal illness; and bad she not died with her mouth
filled with reproaches, be would not have been

rendered ft miserable broken-hearted mm
have gone to the grave so early. Thus Dr. II

by bis martyrdom was the unconscious weapon
by means of which the world was ril l-d <>f a

tyrant, and atone blow heaven aveng< i

of murder, and the more venal sin of usurpation.
Dr. .!..hn Hewctt was executed on Tower Hill

(MS. account, Brit. Mas. Add. 1 1,043.) 8th June,
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1658 :

"
suffering," says Dugdale,

" with great

equanimity;" and his speech on the scaffold, and

also his letter written 7th June, 1658, the night

before his execution, to Dr. Wilde*, and which was

read at his funeral, are fine specimens of eloquence,

nervous English composition, and pious resigna-

tion. His widow,
"
Lady Mary Huet, on Monday,

14th Feb. 1658, petitioned the Grand-committee

of the whole House for grievance against the High
Court of Justice for unjustly taking away her

husband's life." (Lord Somers' Tracts, by Scott,

vol. vi. p. 484. ; Proceedings of Parliament ; State

Trials ; and Journal of House of Commons.)
The murder of this worthy gentleman and right

loyal Cavalier caused great sensation. A mourn-

ing ring, inscribed " Herodes necuit Johannem,"
was worn by the king's party (Kennett's Register
and Chronicle, MDCCXXVII., p. 373. ;

and List of

Royal Martyrs). An oration was delivered on

the occasion of his funeral, and a curious Elegy,
a printed broadside, is still extant.

He left a widow, and, I think, five children;
but on this uncertain point, perhaps some of the

readers of " N. & Q." would assist me by search-

ing the parish register of St. Gregory's in ex-

change for any information from this country.
His widow subsequently married the gallant Sir

Abraham Shipman, Governor of Chester for the

king. Of his arms too, owing to the exorbitant

charges made by the heralds, which charges pre-
clude such extensive searches as mine would be,

I know nothing ;
whether borne "by descent, or

obtained by grant. Neither am I aware what de-

scendants he left beyond the following extract

from the Deanery of Doncaster (vol. i.), that a

Rev. Mr. Hewett (two others of the name suc-

ceeded him), who held the rectory of Harthill,

(near Wales, York, the seat of the Hewets, and

formerly the property of Sir William Hewett,
Knt., obiit 1566, from whom it passed by an
heiress to the ducal house of Osborne,) was

"grandson to Dr. Hewitt, Chaplain to King Chas.

I., and who married a sister of the Earl of Lynd-
say, who was father to the first Duchess of Leeds"

(the mother of the first duke was a Hewett).
" Dr. Hewett was beheaded by Cromwell

;
his

son John Hewett, father of the first Mr. Hewett,
of Harthill, was a Barbadoes merchant (Qu. Bar-
badoes proprietor, having been expelled by Crom-
well, and, like so many loyalists, rewarded by
grants of land in the West Indies ?). The last of
the three rectors succeeded by virtue of entails

made by Sir Thomas Hewett to the beautiful

[* Dr. Hewett's letter to Dr. Wilde is printed in Wil-
son's History of the Merchant Taylors' School, p. 762.
The Ashmolean MS., 781., pp. 155-6., contains " An Elegie
upon the Death of Seccretarie Wynwood, whoe deceased
the 26 of October, 1617: 'Stay heere thou walking
flesh that pasest by.'

"
It ia subscribed "D. Heuit."

ED.]

estate of Shire-oaks, a few miles distant from
Harthill :" and, as the family of Shire-oaks were

undoubtedly descended from the ancient stock, it

would seem as though this Dr. Hewett had been,

connected with that family, and that his descend-

ants had succeeded in due course of time through

lapse of direct heirs. J. F. N. HEWETT.

Tyr Mab Ellis, Pont y Pridd, Glamorgan.

SCOTT S NOVELS ! GEORGE CONSTABLE.

The position held by the writings of Sir Walter
Scott in the world of letters has been the subject
of much dispute, for although all are inclined to

give them a high place therein, it is but natural

that some of us should put on them a much

greater comparative value than others. While
with a large number the poems rank as second

only to those of Homer, there are many who put
them below those of Byron and Coleridge. Con-

cerning the novels there is a much greater degree
of unanimity. Every one who has got eyes, ears,

or imagination, admits their marvellous truthful-

ness and their wonderful picturesqueness of de-

tail. It has been said, and I think truly, for the

matter is incapable of proof, that Scott's novels

have had more readers during the last five-and-

twenty years than any other works, except, per-

haps, Robinson Crusoe and The Pilgrim's Pro-

gress. It is certain that but one other man was
ever born in this island who, on account of his

literary fame only, has attached such universal

interest to his life and actions. Stratford Church
and Dryburgh Abbey alone, of all our British

shrines, attract more than a solitary pilgrim. Of
the life of him who sleeps in the chancel of the

old Warwickshire market town x notwithstanding
the diligence of the wise and the foolish, the

learned and the ignorant, little
'

has been re-

covered
;
of Sir Walter Scott, on the other hand,

we possess, with perhaps one exception, the best

biography in the English language. The com-
mentators have done little for his memory, the

reverence and affection of one who knew him and
loved him well, has more than supplied their place.
Of this great writer's cast of mind and mode of

thought we know sufficient to be able to compre-
hend clearly almost every doubtful passage or ques-
tionable statement to be found in his pages ; indeed,

probably no author ever lived whose works contain

so little that needs annotation ;
and this fact is so

self-evident, that even the bookmakers a race

by no means quick of perception have for the

most part kept their hands off him. I am not

sure, indeed, whether this absence of comment
has not been carried a little farther than wisdom
warrants. A large number of Sir Walter's novels

relate to periods concerning which he drew his

materials, not from written or printed history,
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not even from obscure traditions, but from the

narratives and character* of thote who had lived

ad acted in the time* and acenes he portray*.
Nine at lean of those fiction*, and among them
some of the earliest and beat in the collection,

relate to period* within the memory of penon*
with whom the author wa* on intimate term* of
fri. Midship; and it is these that moat require, not

note* in the ordinary *en*e of the word, but
rather appendices of illustrative fact* and anec-

dote Nothing i* now to be gained from tradi-

tion concerning the era of the Crusades or the

Reformation ; little a* to Moni rose's wars or the

dark day* of which the great Viscount Dundee i*

the hero ; but of the subsequent time it is
pro-

bable that much remain* to be told, not indeed

perhaps of a nature to change our views of the

factory of the great struggle then taking place, or

of the characters of the notable persons engaged
on either side ; but rather of such a kind a* to

throw light on the interesting events of the every
day life of the century, and on the actions and
character* of those concerning whom, though his-

tory as it is yet written is silent, there is very
much worthy of being known. I should nut

despair were I a Scottish antiquary (notwith-

standing the recent valuable works on the social

and domestic history of that land) of producing
an appendix to the modern novels which the

reader, when he had laid down the former, would
be glad to take up. Something ha* already been
done in this way, but a man of true antiquarian

spirit and a mind not above the drudgery of com-

pilation might do much more. For instance,

many readers would like to know somewhat more
than they have hitherto been told a* to the per-
sons who, under other names, have received im-

mortality in Sir Walter's pages. One feel* a

trong personal interest in the author'* old friend,

George Constable, Esq. of Wallace-Craigie, the

original of Jonathan Oldbuck of Monkbarn*.
Could not some one furnish us with a few anec-

dotes of hi* life and manner* ? Had he a sister, a

niece, or a nephew ? Did he rail at woman-kind ?

Doe* there exist a picture of his house, or a like-

ness of himself, and was he, like the shadow v

Monkbarn*, a correspondent of the Gentleman t

Magazine f

M Tell us! Tell all; of his habiliments,
Their make; his stature and bis speech ;

The where be kept bis gloves and walking-stick,
And whether the sweet sound of infant voices
Soothed or oppressed him."

It would be well too, in a work such as I describe,
to point out those mistakes which, though by no
meant blame-worthy in an accomplished anti-

quary of the period when Scott flourished, modern
research proved to be so. Thus not to wander
from the novel above quoted, in the description
of the discovery of Misticot's tomb (chap, xxiii.).

the date of which seem* to have been about \ n.

. 1200. the effigy i* made to bear the Knock win-
nock arus qu.irti-rly with those of Wardour, with
the baton sinister, a mark of illegitimu.

fsjnfrd diagonally through both coals of the idiii-ld.

It is now well known that the practice of quar-
tering arms is of a date later by many year* than
that of the fabled Misticot, and that the use of
the baton sinister as a mark of bastai

come into practice till the decline of heraldry
hud bfsj**, K. V. D. E.

TUB DKLAVALS.

The Delaval*, of Seaton Delaval, were one of
the most distinguished families in the north, claim-

ing descent from a companion in arms and cousin
of the Conqueror. Sir Ralph Delaval, who mar-
ried Lady Anne Leslie, daught.-r .1 tin 1

Leven, was created a baronet at the Resto i

and was succeeded by his sons Sir Ralph ai

John, neither of whom left issue male, ami tin*

baronetcy became extinct. The later Delavals
were descended from Sir John Delaval ot

sington, a younger brother of the first baronet's

grandfather ; and I would be glad to know how
they came into

possession
of the family estates.

Sir Egerton Bryuges, in his continuation of Col-
lins's Peerage* say* that Francis Blake Delaval
succeeded collaterally as chief heir-male, hut this

is surely incorrect. The last baronet by his will,

which was proved in 1729, left all he had to leave
to his friend Elizabeth Poole. Now it roust have
been during his lifetime that Admiral George De-
laval, of the Dissington branch, who died in

commenced the erection of that splendid struc-

ture, designed by Sir John Vanbrugh the ruined

walls of which, scathed by fire, alone remain to

attest its original grandeur and magnificence
and directed the completion of it by his i.

Francis Blake Delaval, whose armorial bea;

Delaval quartering Blake, are conspicuous!

played on the northern front. M Iward
Delaval of Dissington, eli< <>t the ad-

miral, and father of Francis Blake Delaval, who
survived until 1740, when he died at a very ad-

vanced age, would have had a prior claim to

citluT of them. I presume, tl. liat

admiral, who, probably during hi* embassies to

Portugal and Morocco in the reigi.

Anne, accumulated a considerable fortune, must
have purchased the estates from the last I..

whose residence wa* at any rate during the latter

part of hi* life at Seaton Lodge, and bequeathed
them to hi* nephew, who bciMinr, on th- death of

bis father, but not till then, the represent:!
:

this ancient family. 11. II. A.
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COTTON'S "TYPOGRAPHICAL GAZETTEER.'

Perhaps the following Notes may be considered

of sufficient interest for insertion in " N. & Q."

My copy of the Gazetteer (2nd edit.) was Dr.

Bliss's, and contains a few cuttings from cata-

! logues and MS. additions. I shall be glad if room
; can be found in some future number for a list of
' a few places where printing has been carried on,
not mentioned in Dr. Cotton's admirable book.

R. F. SKETCHLEY.
Newark.

Place.
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that the "Sympathetic Powder" bad ever been

prepared -for the public :

-The* are to give notioa, that Sir Ksoeta Digue's

Sympathetic*! Powder preparVl by Promethean fir*.curing
all green wounds that come within the cotnpaai of ft ft*

raedy; and likewise the Tooth-ache infallit.y (MC) in a

Tory abort time: la to be had at Mr. Nathaniel Brook's

at UM Angel in CornhiU." List of book* told by Nath.

Brook at the Angel in Corubill, appended to Wit and

B. H. K.

Marriage. In the London Magazine
for May, 1735, p. 279., is the following entry of a

marriage :

"
Hargrove, Esq., of New Bond

. to Mitt litynoldi and 8000J. fortune." At
that period it was usual to insert the fortune* of

ladies along with their marriage, and also to state

the amount of money left by persons at their

death, but then marriages and deaths of great
and wealthy persons only

found insertions in the

periodicals. When did it become general to in-

sert "Births, deaths, and marriages^ in the news-

papers ? S. RBDMOHD.

Lady Mayorets of York. There is an ancient

right possessed by the wives of the Lord Mayors
k which is, I think, worth recording in "N.

& Q^" more especially as it is now rarely, if ever,

exercised. By immemorial custom, the Lady
Mayoress can, if she choose, retain the prefix of

Lady before her surname for the remainder of her

life.

The following rhyme is quoted as the authority
for this curious custom :

" The Mayor is a Lord for a year and a day,
But bis wife is a Lady for ever and aye.

The last instance I can call to mind of this right

being exercised, is that of the wife of the Right
Hon. .1 mi.- Wnodbouse. This gentleman was
Lord Mayor three or four times, and at last died

during his year of office, about the middle of the

last century ; his wife survived him several years,
and was always known as Lady Woodhouse.

I have heard of several other cases in which

the title was kept up, and doubtless some cor-

respondent could supply many more.

Napolton't Etcape from Elba (2~> S. viii. 86.

382.) P. sends the following cutting :

" THE POLITICAL GAMCT. In 1816, the French news-

Ewrs
announced the departure of Bonaparte from Klba,

progress through France, and hi* entry into Paris, in

the following manner :- March 9. The Anthropopbagus
has quitted hia deiu March 10. The Corskan Ogre has
landed at Cape Joan. March 11. The Tiger has arrived
at (.soMarch 12. The Monster slept at Grenoble.

March 18. The Tyrant ha* passed through Lyoao.
March 14. The Usurper is directing bis steps toward*

but the brave and loyal Burgundians have risen

* no**, and surrounded him on all sides. March 1&

Bonaparte fa only sixty league* from the capita! ; he has
boon fcrtuaaU Oftoawi to escape the hands of bis pur-

191 Bonapart* advancing with \

steps, but he will never eater Paris. March -JO. Napo-
leon will, to-morrow, bo antler oar rampart*. M.v
The Emperor is at Fontainebleau.-Marvh 22. 11

porial and Koyal Majesty yo*t*rd*y evening arrived at
the Tuilories, amidst the joyful acclamations of his de-
voted and faithful subject*,'

"

Catalogue*. As cataloguing seems to have be-
come a very fashionable amusement for public
bodies, perhaps the following circumstance may not

be uninteresting or profitless. I lately purchased
ft scarce copy of Peter Ramut, and, on examining
it when sent home, it appeared to belong to ft

college at Oxford. By way of testing this
j> .'mt,

I sent it as a present to that body, and received

ft very pretty letter, stating that it was their pro-

perty, although not to be found in their Catalogue.
On farther inquiry it appeared, that the c

had employed a person to catalogue their library,
who had omittedfrom it *uch book* a* he wuhed to

purloin, thus rendering detection much more diffi-

cult. Perhaps this caution may not be altogether
useless just now. C. DB LA PBYMB.
Reform Club.

taurrirf.

JONB8 Or MAYLAND AMD THB BBV. OBO. WATSOW.

When men of such high reputation as the Rev.
William Jones of Nayland speak in high terms of

commendation ofany publication, we are naturally
anxious to become acquainted with its contents.

In the second lecture of Mr. Jones upon tl

gurative Language of Scripture are the following
remarks upon the outward form of worst

which Christians are in the habit of turning to the

East:
" Here I would observe," he says,

" that the figures ofthe

Scripture necessarily introduce something figurative into

our worship, of which I could give several instance*. Tbo

primitive Christians signified their relation to the true

light, and expressed a religious regard to it, by the out-

ward form of worshipping with their face* toward, the

east ; because there the light arise* oat of darkness,
and there the day of true knowledge arose, like the sun,

upon such as lay buried in ignorance. To this day c

churches, especially that part which U appropriated
the most solemn act of Christian worship, is placed 1

wards the east i our dead are buried with their

the east ; and when we repeat the articles of

we have a custom of turning ourselves to the east. Th*

primitive Christians called their baptism their illumina-

tion; to denote which light was put into the hand* of

the person after baptism, and they were admitted to boar

the lectures of the catechists in the church, under the

name of the illuminated. The festival of Christ's baptism
was celebrated in the month of January with the cere-

mony of a number of lighted torches. When the con-

verts repeated the confession of their faith at baptism,

they turned tbemealves to the east, aad to the vest when

they renounced the powers of darknw. In ttu modern

church of Rome this ceremony of wor

has been abused, and tumid into an act of adoration to

the altar; OB account of which some Christians who have

hoard of the abuse of this ceremony, without knowiag
tho a* of it, have rejected that as an act of
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which has an edifying sense, and was practised in the

days of the Apostles, before any superstition had infected

the church."

To this extract Mr. Jones has subjoined the fol-

lowing note :

" An excellent sermon, which ought never to be forgot-

ten, and which I carried through the press when^I
was an

undergraduate at Oxford, was published on 'Christ the

Light of the World ' from a verse of the 19th Psalm, by

my admired, beloved, and lamented friend, the late Rev.

George Watson, once a Fellow of University College, to

whose early instructions and example I have been in-

debted in most of the labours of my life. Many extraor-

dinary men have I seen
;
but for taste or classical literature

and a'll works of genius; for a deep knowledge of the in-

spired writings ;
for readiness of speech and sweetness of

elocution ;
for devout affection towards God ;

for charit-

able goodness of heart, and elegance of manners, I never

met with any one that exceeded him."

After this perhaps too long preface, I would

inquire if any reader of " N. & Q." or any book-

seller could furnish the above sermon of Mr.
Watson at a stated price, to be addressed as below.

It would be conferring a great boon in the declin-

ing years of an octogenarian. J. M. GUTCH.
Worcester.

PORTRAIT OF A TRUE GENTLEMAN.

The Rev. J. J. begs to ask a place for the enclosed
" Portrait of a True Gentleman

"
among the Minor

Notes and Queries of some forthcoming number.
It was made a note of some weeks ago at an old

manor-house in Gloucestershire, where it was found

fairly written and framed, and hung over the mantel-

piece of a tapestried sitting-room. It was stated

by the old lady who drew attention to it, that it

was the penmanship of one in reduced circum-

stances, who had made his temporary abode in

that ancient mansion. But whether it was his

own composition, or the result of an act of me-
mory on his part, she could not certify, albeit

evidently inclined to give her poor, but respected,
friend the benefit of the doubt.

Wishing to obtain a less prejudiced, perhaps a

more enlightened view of this interesting question,
J. J. begs to ask the Editor, or some correspon-
dent of his, to say if the authorship of this ingeni-
ous portrait, so likely to have been devised as a

prose pendant to the Wykehamist metre of the
"
Trusty Servant" happens to be traceable to

some writer of the seventeenth^ eighteenth cen-

tury : -r-

"The true gentleman is God's servant, the world's

master, and his own man. Virtue is his business, study
his recreation, contentment his rest, and happiness his
reward. God is his father, the church is his mother, the
saints his brethren, all that need him his friends. Devo-
tion is his chaplain, chastity his chamberlain, sobriety his

butler, temperance his cook, hospitality his housekeeper,
providence his steward, charity his treasurer, piety his
mistress of the house, and discretion his porter, to let in
and out, as most fit. Thus is his whole family made up
of virtue, and he is the true master of the house. He is

necessitated to take the world on his way to Heaven, but
he walks through it as fast as he can, and all his business

by the way is to make himself and others happy. Take
him in two words : a man and a Christian."

Avington Rectory, Hungerford, Berks.

Arthur Hallam's Literary Remains. Can you
inform me whether there is any hope that the

literary remains of Arthur Ilallam will be pub-
lished, now that death has removed so many to
whom it might have been painful to see them in

the hands of strangers, if any feeling reader of
In Memoriam can be called a stranger to its sub-

ject ?

These Remains have been printed more than
once for private circulation, but are of course

quite inaccessible to the public generally ; and it

needs but to read the singularly beautiful and

thoughtful fragments of them given in Dr. Brown's
Horce Subseciva, to gain a much stronger motive
than curiosity for desiring the whole. W. H. R.

Trin. Coll. Camb.

Families of Ross. Will any of your learned

correspondents kindly inform me whether any of
the families who now bear the name of Ross, trace

their descent from Walter Earl of Ross, north of

Forth, who was Lord Justice General of Scotland
in 1239, or another Lord Ross, who was created
Baron Ross, I believe in 1489. G. L.

William Forth, elected from Westminster to

Trinity College, 1632; M.A. 1638; LL.D. 1646;
has verses in Annalia Dubriensia, 1636. He was
admitted an advocate 29th January, 1647-8; but
we have not met with any subsequent notice of

him. We wish to ascertain the date of his death.

C. H. & THOMPSON COOPER.
Cambridge.

Slaves in England. In a MS. Diary kept by
Sir John Philipps, the fifth baronet of Picton

Castle, I find the following curious entry :

" 1761. Nov. ye 8th. Went to Norbiton with Capt.
Parr and Lient. Rees, taking with ine a Black Boy from

Senegal, given me by Capt. Parr; also a Paraquet and

foreign Duck."

Farther on is another entry :

1761. Dec. y 6th. Dr
. Philipps christened my black

Boy, Caesar ; gave Eliz. Cooper, Tho. Davies, and Thomas
Lewis his Gossips, 7". 6d."

The Court of Common Pleas, so late as the

5 W. & M. held that a man might have a pro-

perty in a negro boy, and might bring an action

of trover for him, because negroes are heathens.

(1 Ld. Ray. 147.) But it was decided in 1772,
in the celebrated case of James Somersett, that a

heathen negro, when brought to England, owes
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no service to an American or any other muter.
James Somerset! bad been made a slave in

Africa, and was sold there ; from thence he was
carried to Virginia, where he was bought, and

brought by his master to England ; here he ran

away from his master, who seized him, and car-

ried htm on board a ship, where he was confined,

in order to be sent to Jamaica to be sold as a
slave. Whilst he was thus confined, Lord Mans-
fi.'M granted a habeas corpus, ordering the cap-
tain of the

ship
to bring up the body of James

Somersctt, with the cause of his detainer. The
above-mentioned circumstances being stated upon
the return to the writ, after much learned discus-

sion in the Court of King's Bench, the Court
were unanimously of opinion that the return was
insufficient, and that Somersett ought to be dis- ,

charged. (Blackstone's Commentaries on the Law*
\

of England, 12th edit. 1793.) The Query which i

I am about to
propose

is this, If the Court of

Common Pleas held in the reign of William and

Mary that negroes being heathens, could be held

as property, upon what alteration in the law did

the Court of Queen's Bench base their decision in

the case of Somersett ? It seems to have been a

practice at one time to withhold baptism from

negro servants for fear they should thereby gain
their liberty. JOHN PAYIW PHILLIPS.

lUverfordwest

Precedency. In 1761 was published a pam-
phlet entitled Precedency of the Peers of Ireland

in Engltnd fairly stated in a Letter to an English
Lord. The object was to establish the precedence
of the Irish peers (considered formerly as foreign

noblemen) amongst the peers of England, accord-

ing to their rank, over those of inferior quality,
a question definitively settled by the Act of

Union. The question was much discussed in 1739
and 1761. If any of your readers can refer me
to any articles in the public journals at those

periods, or any review or notice of the pamphlet
referred to, it will oblige. Lord Egmont was the

author of the pamphlet, which extends to 108

H- J. R.

/"he Clergyman'* Companion" Who was the
<

-.inj.ilor of Thf Clergyman s Companion in Visit-

ing the Sick, usually printed in the collected edi-

tions of Puley's Work*? The fourth edition,

improved and corrected, was printed for J. & B.

Sprint in Little Britain, in 1723. The Dedica-
tion to Thomas [Tenison], Archbishop of Canter-

bury, is signed
" J. W. A new edition of this

book, with Palcy's name on the title-page, the

Dedication omitted, was published by Faulder in

1805. This same M
J. W." was the author of a

Visitation Sermon on The Necessity of a Divine
Catt or Mission in those who take upon them to

Preach the Gospel of Christ, printed lor W. Tay-
lor at the Ship in Paternoster Row, 1 7 1 7. B. M.

" The mil of Michael Angcto."
- In Luttn-H's

lines on a London fog, be apostrophises chemistry,
and says :

" And **, to aid thoe in the blow,
The bill of Michael AngHo."

I am acquainted with Tennyson's
. . . ftarofMichatlAnp

but what is this bill f Cvrnnm
;
i f Castle of JEsculapius." W 1 ,

thor of this heroic comedy, acted in Warwick
Lane, 1768, 8vo. ? /. \.

Boley Hill, Rochester. There has been a great
deal of discussion on the origin of this nam*
not probably Beau-lieu f The Knights' li

tellers held a capital messuage in Hackney called
14

Beaulieu," and some land in the marshes called

"Beaulieu-vant" [Qu. Beaulieu avant '] sinco

corrupted to "Bully-vant," and now to "
Bully.

point.
Had the Hospitallers any possessions in

Rochester? A. A*
Poets' Corner.

The Name of Dickson in Bermchshire.C*n
any of your readers give me any information re-

garding any of the old families in Berwickshire

bearing this name ?

Nisbet, in his Heraldry^ gives this popular tra-

dition as to the origin of the name :

Thev of the sirname of Dickson as descended from
one Richard Keith, said to be a son of the family of
Keith Marisrhal, took their name from Richard (in" tins

south countrv called Dirk); and to show themselves de-
scended of Keith Karl Marischal, they carry the chief of
Keith."

He afterwards states that the family of Bught-
rig is the oldest branch of the name.
The latest mention of this family I have been

able to find is in the " Retours." There it is

stated that Master George Dickson, Advocate,
was served heir to Master Robert Dickson of

Bright rige, his brother german, in 1674. I should
like to discover whether he left any descendants ?

Any information also regarding the family of I >i< It-

son of Belchester (now, I have heard, extinct), or

of any other Berwickshire Dicksons, will much
oblige I >.

Nathanael Fairclough, of Eraan. Coll . I: \.

1644-5 ; M.A. 1648 ; has an Elegy on tl.,

Nathaniel Barnadiston in SujTnlh's /

1633. We shall be glad of any farther informa-

tion respecting him. C. II. & THOMPSON Cooru.
Cambridge.

" Portioner." Can any of your Scottish readers

inform me of the precise meaning of the above
old law term ? In making out a pedigree I have

frequently been puzzled with it. In one case

the person so styled in a deed dated 1556, was
"

of considerable landed property in the
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vicinity of the village of which he is styled
"
por-

tioner." He possessed also " ane toure or forti-

lace
"

in the same village (an old border bastel-

house, I presume), and occupied, I should fancy,

a similar position in society to that of our smaller

landed gentry of the present day. Will any of

your correspondents be kind enough to say whe-

ther I am right in my conjecture ? D.

Son of Pascal Paoli. It has been said there

never was any whitewash on any part of West-

minster Abbey. An old inhabitant tells me there

was formerly one large patch under one of the

porches, which was -said to hide the marks of a

frightful suicide. The unhappy man is stated to

have been the son of the celebrated Pascal Paoli ;

and to have blown out his brains here, but for

what cause my informant did not know. Can any
of your readers supply me with the particulars of

this tragic history ? A. A.

Poets' Corner.

Assumption of Arms by those who fought at

Agincourt. Some time ago a correspondent,
whose Query I am now unable to find, asked on
what authority Shakspeare put the following
words into the mouth of Henry V. in his cele-

brated speech before the battle of Agincourt :

" We few, we happy few, we band of brothers ;

For he, to-day that sheds his blood with me,
Shall be my brother ; be he ne'er so vile,

This day shall gentle his condition."

Hen. V., Act IV. Se. 3.

I met the other day, in the course of my read-

ing, with an extract from the Ordinance of Henry
V., in which occur these words :

"Quod nullus cujuscunque status, gradus seu condi-
tionis fuerit, hujusmodi arma sive tunicas armorum in se

sumat, nisi ipse jure antecessorio vel ex donatione ali-

cujus ad hos sufficientem potestatem habentis, ea possi-
deat aut possidere debeat, et quod ipse arma sive tunicas
illas ex cujus dono obtinet, demonstrationis suss personis
ad hoc per nos assignatis manifesto demonstret, exceptis
ittis qui nobiscum apud bellum de Agincourt arma porta-
bant," c.'

I would here take the opportunity of repeating
the latter part of your correspondent's Query, as

to whether any families can be mentioned whose
founder acquired his right to coat armour from

having fought at Agincourt, and if any such are

recorded, what are their arms ? J. A. PN.

William Monney. Wanted, information re-

specting this gentleman. He is author of Con-
siderations on Prisons, 1812, and Caractacus, a

tragedy, 1816. Z. A.

Simon Sabba. May I ask who was the trans-
lator of the following ? "Don Carlos, a Tragedy :

translated and altered from the German of Schil-

ler, and adapted for the English stage, by Simon
Sabba." No imprint, but apparently from the
Paris press. As you have ruled that

" Anons "

and " Pseuds
"
may rest undisturbed, or wear

their masks for thirty years, it is necessary to say
that the dedication to this is dated "

Versailles,
1820."

This translator of Don Carlos looms largely as

a dramatist, when he says that, under the influ-

ence of an ardent imagination and great facility
of composition,

" I have written many theatrical

pieces, but as yet have not considered one of them
sufficiently perfect for publication, but am now
completing a series, which, if I have a prospect of

success, I shall shortly lay before my fellow coun-

trymen." J. O.

"
Prodigal Nabob." To whom does

Lord Macaulay refer, in his essay on Addison, in

the sentence that " he [Addison] regales us after

the fashion of that prodigal nabob who held that

there was only one good glass in a bottle."

GLASGUENSIS.

Heraldic Query : Dickson's Arms. Can any
reader of" N. & Q.," learned in the old heraldry
of the North of England and Scotland, inform me
to what family the following arms (or crest ?) be-

longed ? They exist on a small and defaced im-

pression of a seal, formerly affixed to a will (name
of testator unknown), executed in Lancashire or

Cheshire about 1660.
" On a wreath, a crescent, issuing from the horns of

which a griffin's head erased, all between two mullets

(or stars ? ").

The mullets suggest the Dicksons of the South
of Scotland. The arms of Dickson of Limerick,
as given by Burke, somewhat resemble the above.

Another seal, probably of the same family as

the preceding (date about 1760), bears "a griffin

segreant in a lozenge." J.

The King's Head near St. Paul's, and a Stew
in St. Martin's, Queenhithe. 22nd May, 2 & 3

Philip and Mary. The King and Queen granted
to Humfrey Browne, Knight*, licence to alienate

all that great or capital messuage situate in the

parish of St. Gregory, in the Ward of Castle Bay-
nard, London, called the Kingeshedde, and lately
called the Sarsyn's hedde, to Hugh Pope. Rot.

Par. de A. pt. 6.

19 June, 2 & 3 Philip and Mary. The King
and Queen granted to Richard Hilton and another

licence to alienate a tenement called a Stewe, with

the appurtenances, situate in the parish of St.

Martin at Queenhithe, London, to Alured Michell.

Rot. Par. de A. pt. 6.

I wish to inquire where the capital messuage
called the King's Head, and previously called the

Saracen's Head, was situate in the parish of St.

Gregory by St. Paul's. And also if anything is

*
Humphrey Browne, Knight, was one of the Justices

of the Common Pleaa from 35 Henry VIII. to 1561.
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known of stews on the London tide of the Hirer

Thames, as the only stews I have heretofore heard

of in <>M London wort? those which were situate on
the Banksidc, in the Bishop of Winchester's litarty
or manor of Southwark, commonly called M The
Clink.

N GBO. R. COENBB.

Figures cut on IM Sides. What other gi-

gantic or conspicuous figures cut on hill sides have
we in England besides the celebrated Berkshire

White Hrso of "scouring" memory; a large

figure, tome 900 feet long, and intended to repre-
sent a pilgrim with staff, on the hill side near

Wilmington, Sussex ; a cross near Lewes, and the

Whir eleaf Cross in Buckinghamshire P Two large
> cut in the turf near Plymouth once corn-

rated the battle between Qogmagog and

us, the Cornish giant, I believe. Are thej
still visible ? And I seem to recollect that a

figure of some kind (? a horse) used to be visible

the old coach road to Southampton, the lo-

cality somewhere near Winchester, but I know
of no others. R. W. HACK WOOD.

Family. Where can I find the pedigree
of the Right Hon. William Knox, Under Secretary
of State under Lord North's administration ?

FALCOH.
"
Infanta de Zamorre." Who was the author

of a German opera, entitled Infanta de Zamorre f

J. C. J.

Robert Raiket of Gloucester. Can any of your
readers oblige me by the information where I may

Sun
most

particulars
of the life and labours of

obert Raikes of Gloucester, founder of our

Sunday-school system ? I am aware of what is

ai<l in the Gentleman'* and European Magazines,
and in Nichols's Illustration*. C. F. 8.

What sort of Animal was the Bugle f In the

Isle of Wight the Bugle is a frequent sign, and is

painted
as a short, stout-made bull without horns.

.Tradition says this animal was once wild in the

forests of the island, but is now extinct. Can
this be the " bos in figura cervi

"
of Caesar (de

Bella Galiico) P and is not the name a corruption
of the French fo/fc, or btmffle. a cross between the

ordinary bull and the buffalo P A. A.
Poets' Corner.

Bitkoj* Gunning and Gaud*n.--Cnn any one
inform me where these two publications may be
found P 1 have been unable to meet with them in

the British Museum, the Bodleian, and some other
libraries :

"1 (tanning. A Viw and Correction of the Common
Praysr. 166*?*

-2. Garten. The Whole Duty of a Communicant:
being Roles sad Direction* for a worthy receiving the

most Holy Sacrament of the Lord's Sapper. Loud. 1681.

T. W. I'

Clarendon How, Piccadilly.
In the first edi-

tion of Cunningham's Handbook of London is the

following passage :

The memory of Clarendon House still survive* In the
Clarendon Hotel, and Mr. D'Uneli (Cmriovtu, oflMer*.
tttrt, p. 443.) auores as that the two Corinthian pilaatera,
one on each side of the Three King's Inn gateway in

Piccadilly, belonged to Claremi
the only remains of that edifice."

Mr. Cunningham bat mentioned this again in p.
658. In the present year, 1859, these pilasters
have disappeared. Have they been destroyed F

During the repairs (I think in l*5b) of St.

James's church another column was thrown down,
and it may probably be said with leas reas

certainly it was with none at all. At the north*
west angle of that tower (on the exterior) stood,

independent of the church wall, a singular, and, to

my mind, a very elegant monument. Ft was a small

column, erected on a square pedestal, with a base
and capital complete, and on the summit a shield

of arms. I have not been able to ascertain to

whose memory it was erected : but it was worth

preservation for its own sake, and its d-

tion was perfectly unnecessary and inexcusable.

Shortly after the repairs I saw it
Ijing prostrate

in the burial-ground. It would still be desirable

to re-erect it; and, as an additional reason for so

doing, may I inquire if any reader of " N. & Q."
remembers for whose memory it was designed ?

J. G. N.

iHtnar aurrtrtf tottfe 9n*tDrr*.

Banyans Burial-place and Tombstone. Can

any of your correspondents give me any informa-
tion regarding the present condition and pre-
servation of liunyan's burial-place and tomb-
stone P

I believe that they are much
neglected,

ami tlic

ground
*' closed" and is now built upon. Will

some correspondent inform me bow far I am
right in my conjecture, or how otherwise?

s. L.

[Donyan's remains were interred in Bunhill Fields, m
the vault of his friend Mr. Strudwick. at whose houte he
died. Over the vault is a substantial table tomb, which

ought to be kept in the highest state of repair. A
will readily find it in that city of toe dead by the fol-

lowing numbers, M ft,*l W*JIKt7 ft The ground
Is closed, bat is not, and I trust never will bev built upon,
which would be a disgrace to the nation. An a

view of the burial-ground and tomb is in my e-i

Banyan's IPhoit Work*. Several unsuccessful attempts
have been made to raise a fitting monument to Bunyan's
memory. A very beautiful deeign has been recti

sued by Mr. Papworth, the
sculptor,

in the hope of its being

placed
in Trafalgar Square, by a general subscription

throughout the country limited to U. from each sub-

scriber. 1 1 i works, ho'*
;
cruh-

sjbtt momment. GBOKOE Onroit]

''>lf. \i\ the Clerical

Ecclesiastical Directory, 1817, the Rev. Sir Horace
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Poole, Bart., is there returned as prebendary of

Ipthorne, rector of Chailey, and rector of Wal-

dron, in the diocese of Chichester. Can any
reader of " N. & Q." give the genealogy of Sir

Horace, the date of his death, place of burial ?

&c. A. M.

[The Eev. Sir Horace is a misprint for the Rev. Sir

Henry Poole, Barb, who died May 25, 1821, at the Hooks,
near Lewes, Sussex, in his seventy-seventh year, when
the baronetcy expired. Sir Henry was born Feb. 29,

1744-5, and succeeded to the title and estate June 8,

1804. His family, which is very ancient, and the stem
of many eminent branches, took its surname from the

lordship of Poole in Wirrall hundred in Cheshire, and
was honoured with a baronetage 25th Oct. 1677. For
the pedigree see Ormerod's Cheshire, ii. 235.]

Had Bishop Williams a Play performed in his

House on a Sunday? ME. J. PAYNE COLLIER, in

his History of British Dramatic Poetry, ii. 30.,

publishes from a MS. in the Library at Lambeth
Palace the statement that the Midsummers

Night's Dream was privately performed on Sun-

day, the 27th of September, 1631, in Bishop
Williams's house in London. The circumstance is

mentioned by Dr. Peter Heylin in his Observa-
tions on the Church History of Britain, p. 243.,
where it is said that the Bishop
" caused a comedy to be acted before him at his house
at Bugden, not pnly on a Sunday in the afternoon, but

upon such a Sunday also on which he had publicly given
sacred orders both to priests and deacons. And to this

comedy he invited the Earl of Manchester, and divers of
the neighbouring gentry."

I borrow this quotation from Ambrose Philips,
who in his Life of the Bishop (Camb. 1700) has

nothing more to say in reply than to

" wonder how the circumstance, if true, came to be
omitted by the author of his [formerly published] Life,
who doubtless knew the Bishop's private actions the best
of any man, and who affirms that Lincoln did no more
in recreating himself with such diversions than he had
seen that grave prelate Archbishop Bancroft do at Lam-
beth." P. 253.

This is not even a faint denial; yet I should
like to have farther evidence on the subject, and
to see the passage in the previous Life, referred
to by Philips. SCOTUS.

[The passage is too long for quotation, and is merely
an apology for Bishop Williams's conduct : it occurs in
Hacket's Life of Archbishop Williams, part ii. p. 37. It
must be borne in mind that some of the Caroline divines,
as stated by Fuller, "make the Sabbath to begin on
Saturday night (' The evening and the morning were the
first day,') and others on the next day in the morning ;

both agreeing on the extent thereof for four-and-twenty
hours." (C/mrch History, book xi. cent. xvii. sect. 33.)
Hence the recreations allowed by the Book of Sports were
not to commence until after what was then called Evening
Prayer. George Herbert, that beautiful model of a parish

B'iest,

informs us how he spent the evening of the Lord's
ay :

'

Having read Divine Service twice fully, and
preached in the morning, and catechized in the afternoon,
he thinks he hath in some measure, according to poor and
frail man, discharged the public duties of the congrega-

tion. The rest of the day he spends either in reconciling
neighbours that are at variance, or in visiting the sick,
or in exhortations to some of his flock by themselves,
whom his sermons cannot, or do not reach. At night he
thinks it a very fit time, both suitable to the joy of the

day, and without hindrance to public duties, either to
entertain some of his neighbours, or to be entertained of

them, where he takes occasion to discourse of such things
as are both profitable and pleasant, and to raise up their
minds to apprehend God's good blessing to our church
and state ; that order is kept in the one, and peace in the

other, without disturbance, or interruption of public di-
vine offices." .4 Priest to the Temple, chap, viii.]

Pliny's Chapter on Gems and Precious Stones.

Can you kindly refer me to any work which

gives the modern names and characters of the pre-
cious stones or jewels enumerated in the works
of Pliny or Isiodorus ?

Glanville, in his curious work De Proprietatibus
Rerum, makes frequent reference to Lapidario.
Who or what is this authority ? A man, or a
book ? A. B. R.

[We know of no work so likely to answer our cor-

respondent's purpose as Keferstein's' Polyglot Mineralogy
(Mineralogia Polyglotta, 8vo. Halle, 1849.) This work gives
not only the classical names of precious stones, but the

corresponding terms in a great variety of languages.
Thus under Diamant (p. 7.) we have about fifty render-

ings in different tongues.
" In Lapidario

"
is a con-

ventional mode of citing a work on gems supposed to have
been written by Evax, King of Arabia, and addressed by
him to Tiberius :

" Evax rex Arabum . . . Caio Tiberio

privigno Augusti Lapidarium adscripsit." (Marbodaei
De Gemmarum Formis, Colon. 1539. See a note by Pic-
torius Villingius, pp. 9, 10.) It appears, however, to be

generally admitted by scholars, that the work which we
have just cited, though professedly based upon an earlier

treatise by Evax, is the original production of Marbo-
daeus himself. But on the other hand it is stated, that a

manuscript work bearing the name of Evax, and entitled

De Nominibus et Virtutibus Lapidum, does actually exist
in the Bodleian library. (Nouv. Biog. Gen. art. "

Evax.")
We believe that all the passages cited as from Evax will

be found in Marbodaeus, whose work is in Latin hexa-
meters. Cf. Warton's History of English Poetry, ii. 157.

310., edit. 1840.]

Public Sale of Library in 1810. Can I be in-

formed who was the "
Distinguished Collector

"

referred to in the following ?

"A Catalogue of Books in the various branches of

Literature which lately formed the Library of a Distin-

guished Collector, and were sold by Auction by Mr. Jef-

fery of Pall Mall
; with their prices and purchasers' names,

London, 1810," large 8vo. pp. 384.

First day's sale, April 26, 1810, to thirty-second

day's sale, June 1. The Nos. of catalogue run
from 1 to 4809, and the subjects in "contents" are

arranged under forty-eight different heads. By a

MS. note, the books appear to have been contained

in " 90 cases, each 3 cwt." In the descriptions
occur the names of such famous bookbinders as

Roger Payne, Johnson, Montague, Walther, Weir,

Baumgarten, Padaloope, De Rome
;
and among

the purchasers quite a galaxy of noblemen, gen-

tlemen, scholars, divines, philosophers, and biblio-
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[Thb Is the Sale Catalogue of
Dr. I". :. ,:;:,,: !! ,1 .-'..: I,!, ,

Clerk of Exeter, and Commentate
diana,aad on Shakspeare, who wat the principal <

Of the Heath library. He died Sept. 13, 1766.
min llrath, Jun.. hU eldeat son. was born Sent 1

grppbers
of that period. The catalogue bad been

printed after the tale, and likely intended as a re-

cord of this splendid and valuable collection.

G. N.
the

library of the Rev.

iijamin Heath, Kq.,Town
Commentator on the Greek Trage-

", collector

Heath, Jun., his eldest eon, was born Sept. W, 1789.
O. &, educated at Eton, admitted into King's College.

Cambridge, in 1758; became A.B. 1763; A.M. 1766;
1 I > 1 783. After reaiding at King's College three

years,
on his taking a fellowship, he was appointed an ftflrtant

natter at Eton. In 1771 he succeeded Dr. Sumner as
Head Master of Harrow School In 1781 he was pre-
sented by King's College to the rectory of Walkerne in

Hertfordshire. In 1784 be was elected Fellow of Eton

Collage; on which event, in Esster, 1785, he vacated
Harrow, having been Head Master fourteen years. He

: .tired to Walkerne, where he built a library, like

Sir Thomas Dudley, in the shape of a T; the length of
it was 71 feet, the transverse part 50 feet, the width 15,

and the height about 12$, forming a very handsome gal-

lery.asfull of books as it could hold. About thejear
1807, he was presented to the valuable rectory of Farn-
ham Royal, Burks. As old age and infirmities came on,
he became comparatively indifferent to his library, in

which formerly his pleasure consisted, and be thought it

best to anticipate all trouble upon his decease, respecting
the disposition of hia books, by sending the greater part
of them up to town for sale; and the produce of WOOL
for the sale of 4809 articles, is alone a demonstration of
the rtchrrchc character of the collection. "

Never," says Dr.
. did the bibliomaniac's eye alight upon sweeter

copies,'
as the phrase is ; and never did the bibliomania-

cal barometer rise higher than at this sale t The most
marked phrenzy characterised it A copy of the editio

prlncfpt of Homer (by no means a first-rate one) brought
927. ; and all the Aldine Classics produced such an elec-

tri.-ity of formation, that buyers stuck at nothing to em-
brace them !

"
Dr. Benjamin Heath died at hi* rectory

at Walkerne, May 81, 1837, and was buried in the family
vault at St. I^onard'a, Exeter. An excellent portrait of
him will be found in Dibdin's UMityraphical Dtcameron,
Hi. Sf.8., whence these particulars are mostly selected.

The first edition of Heath's Catalogue fwithout the prices)
contains a curious advertisement by Edward Jeffery, re-

specting "a roost delicate application by a Bntrtmd
Gentleman," made through a bookseller, to obtain from
it previous to the sale, Clarke's 1/amer, 4to^ the finest

possible copy on large paper; Barnes's E*ripide, a
charming copy, on large paper} and Mattaire's Oorptu

i, a fine tall enpy, on large paper.
M The request

complied with, no money pasted?LutW. or guineas,
moat liberally allowed by the

books"!]
purchaser in modern

Richard Bernard was rector of Batcombe in

Somersetshire, and author of Thctwtnu Biblicu*,
STM Promptmaarnm Sacrum, He died 1641. Is

anything farther known of him, his parentage,
education, Ac, ? C. J. fcoraim.
rWchard Bernard was born in 1566 or 1567, and was

probably a native of Lincolnshire, as his first patrons
were two ladies of the

family
of Wray of thai coonty, both

afterwards
jssrsssss, namely, the Coontass of Warwick,

and Lady Darcv. They sent him to Cambridge, where
ha was of Christ College. In 1598, when ha published
his Tar in EngUsb?he was living at Epworth in ths

isle of Axholm. On Jons 19. 1601, he was instituted to
the vicarage of Worksop in Nottinghamshire, which h>
held twelve years. In 1612 or 1613 he was presented to
the rectory of Batcombe, where be died in ir.41, aged
seventy-four. Although a Puritan he adhered to the
unity of the churrh, as appears by his Diumatio* from tke

WOM of fkparatio*, 1605. He was the author of several

works, but the one most frequently reprinted is Tkt //
of Mam, or. tke I*yat l>rof dimgt M Jftm-dtow ayaim*
Sin, first published in 1627. M this work," says theBer.
A. Topiadr, "in all probability suggested to John Ban-
yan the nrst idea of his Pilynm', Proyr*, and of hia

Holy War" Mr. Off*, however, in hkilntrodnction to
the Pilgrim'* Proyrtu, will not allow that Dunynn made
any use of this work. Tide Brooke's Lfees of U* Pmri-
tou, i. 462, ed. 1813. Bernard's portrait by Hollar is

prefixed to his TVsswrw JKMsns.]

HrpHr*.
LAST WOLF IK SCOTLAND.

(2- S. viii. 169. 296.)

If Mi. LLOYD has as yet failed to obtain an
answer to bis Query, as to what became of the

animal sold at Mr. Dunovan's sale in 1818, as
" the last wolf killed in Scotland, by Sir C. [E.j
Cameron," be baa at least elicited the information
communicated by ME. MACLEAN respecting an-
other claimant for the honour of having finally
rid this island of that ferocious animal. Almost
all our writers on the natural history of the wolf,

following Pennant, state that the species became
extinct in Scotland in 1680 ; the last having fallen

in that year in the wilds of Locbaber by tbe hand
of Sir Ewen (Evan) Cameron of Lochiel. Those
who saw the portrait of that renowned chieftain

and devoted partisan of the House of Stuart in

the collection lately brought together at Aber-

deen, on the occasion of the meeting of the British

Association in that city, will readily believe that

he would shrink from no encounter, be it with
man or with beast. The evidence, however, is

pretty strong in favour of the opinion that the

real nltianu htporum Scoticorum was that killed

by Mac Queen of "
Pall-a'Chrocain," as narrated

in the extract from The Layt of the Deer Forett.

The late Sir Thomas Dick Lauder, in his ACCOM*

of the Moray Floods of Augtut. 1829, a work
now become rather scarce tells the tame story;
and as it may be interesting to some of tbe readers

of " N. & Q." to have his version of it, I shall sub-

join it. The scene of the exploit, it may be re-

marked, is in the parish of Moy and counlv of

Inverness; and, though within the hounds of the

ancient province of Moray, far beyond the present
limits of the Forest of Tarnaway. Tbe

spelling
of the proper names differs somewhat in the two

extracts, but this is by no means difficult to ac-

count for. Sir Thomas writes :

41

Immediately within the pass (of rn*rk). and on

the right bank '(of the Findhorn) stand the ruins of the

interesting little mansion-house of Pollochock, Mac-
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queen, the laird of this little property, is said to have been

nearer seven than six feet high, proportionally built, and

active as a roebuck. Though he was alive within half a

centur}', it is said that in his youth he killed the last

wolf that infested this district.
"

The prevailing story is

this :

"'A poor woman, crossing the mountains with two

children, was assailed by the wolf, and her infanta de-

voured, and she escaped with difficulty to Moyhall. The
chief of Mackintosh no sooner heard of the tragical fate

of the babes, than, moved by pity and rage, he dispatched
orders to all his clan and vassals, to assemble the next

d&y at twelve o'clock to proceed in a body to destroy the

wolf. Pollochock was one of those vassals, and being
then in the vigour of youth, and possessed of gigantic

strength and determined courage, his appearance was

eagerly looked for to take a lead in the enterprise. But
the hour came, and all were assembled except him to

whom they most trusted. Unwilling to go without him,
the impatient chief fretted and fumed through the hall ;

till at length, about an hour after the appointed time, in

stalked Pollochock, dressed in his full Highland attire :

"
I am little used to wait thus for any man," exclaimed

the chafed chieftain,
" and still less for thee, Pollochock,

especially when such game is afoot as we are boune

(. e. going) after !

" " What sort o' game are ye after,

Mackintosh?" said Pollochock simply, and not quite
understanding his allusion. " The wolf, Sir," replied

Mackintosh; "did not my messenger instruct you?"
" Ou aye, that's true," answered Pollochock, with a good-
humoured smile; "troth I had forgotten. But an that
be a'," continued he, groping among the ample folds of

his plaid,
" there's the wolf's head !

" Exclamations of

astonishment and admiration burst from chief and clans-

men, as he held out the grim and bloody head of the
monster at arms-length, for the gratitication of those who
crowded around him. "As I came through the slochk

(i. e, the ravine) by east the hill there," said he, as if

talking of some every-day occurrence, "I forgathered
wi' the beast. My long dog there turned him. I buckled
wi' him, and dirkit him, and syne whuttled his craig
(i. e. cut his throat), and brought awa' his countenance,
for fear he might come alive again; for they are very
precarious creatures." " My noble Pollochock !

"
cried

the chief in ecstacy ;

" the deed was worthy of thee ! In
memorial of thy hardihood, I here bestow upon thee

Seannachan, to yield meal for thy good greyhound in all

time coming."
' "

Sir Thomas also gives the traditionary account
of the destruction of the last wolf in Braemoray,
another district on the same river much lower

down, and about fourteen miles from its mouth
;

but for this event he does not venture to assign
any date, though, considering the facilities which
the valley of the Findhorn, the most grandly pic-

turesque of the Scottish streams, still offers there
as a lurking place for our feres natures, it is not

probably more remote than the seventeenth cen-

tury. J. M. C.

Elgin.

THE EARLY EDITIONS OF FOXfi's BOOK OF MARTYRS.

(2
nd

S. viii. 221.271.334.)
The first edition of Foxe's Actes and Monuments

is a very rare book in a perfect state. The late
Mr. Pickering's stock (sold after his decease)
boasted four copies, all more or less imperfect at

the beginning and end. One of these copies con-
tained the highly interesting representation of
"
Pope Alexander treading on the Neck of Fred-

eric the Emperor," at p. 41. Some of the best

copies known of Foxe do not contain this wood-
cut, for being printed on a separate slip it has

got loose, and been destroyed. See Catalogue of
the Second Portion of the Extensive Collection of
Valuable Books formed by the late Mr. William

Pickering, p. 108.

The Rev. C. H. Hartshorne, who notices the

copy of the first edition of Foxe in the Public

Library, Cambridge, in his Book Rarities, p. 72.,

says :

" This edition may be said to contain the only legiti-
mate text of the author, many original papers, and im-
portant particulars being omitted or suppressed in the
latter ones. Consult Scrivener, Apologia pro Ecclesia An-
glicana, sive Actio in Scismaticos adversus Dalaum, p. 107,
108. Even in the last edition of 1684 (which promises to
contain all the first edition, which the others want), some
material alteration will be found at p. 1529., concerning
John Careless and the prayer-book, and again at p. 1072. ;

concerning John Hallyer, who suffered in Cambridge, as
it is said behind Jesus College, dying with it in his bo-
som, p. 1518. ; also concerning Cranmer's heart (at p.

444.), which shows pretty clearly that Foxe did not be-
lieve the story."

Dr. Dibdin, speaking of the editio princeps, in
his Bibliomania (edit. 1842, p. 239.) says :

" The curious reader who wishes to become master of
all the valuable, though somewhat loose information con-
tained in this renowned work upon which Dr. Words-
worth has pronounced rather a warm eulogium (Eccle-
siastical Biography, vol. i. p. xix.) should secure the
first edition, as well as the latter one of 1641, or 1684;
inasmuch as this first impression, of the date of 1563, is
said by Hearne to be ' omnium optima :

'
see his Adami

de Domerham, Hist, de Reb. gest. Glaston., vol. i. p. xxii.
I also learn from an original letter of Anstis, in the pos-
session of Mr. John Nichols, that the late editions are
not quite so full in some particulars, and that many
things are left out about the Protector Seymour."

The late Mr. Thomas Rodd had, in his Cata-

logue for 1839, a fine large paper copy of the first

edition, but unfortunately imperfect at the begin-
ning and end, for which he asked 51. He 'had
another copy in his Catalogue for 1840,

" the last

leaf supplied by fac-simile," the price of which is

not named.
In glancing over a few sale catalogues just at

hand, I find that Heber possessed a beautiful copy
of the 1570 edition, in the original binding ; also

the edition of 1576. Brand, the edition of 1583.
The Duke of Sussex, the editions of 1596 and
1684. J. Holmes, the edition of 1596. Pickering,
besides the copies of the first edition already

spoken of, the edition of 1610 (two copies) ; that

of 1632 (two copies) ; and imperfect copies of the

editions of 1570 and 1590. Perry, the edition of

1641. Dr. Bliss, an odd volume of the 1641 edi-

tion. The Stowe Collection, the edition of 1684.

Southey, the edition of 1684.
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Thorpe, in hu Cfctaftyw for 18*2, the 1610

edition, marked 2/. 12*. 64. Harding and Lepard,
in their CalaLfrttf for 1829, a fine copy of t!,,.

1832 edition, marked 51. 6*. Leslie, in hit Cote-

JtWBV for 1833, the edition of 1641, marked
4L U*. 6W.; and J. liohn, in his Catal^u for

1843, a copy
of the same edition, marked 51. 15*. 6rf.

I find, from tone rough notes, made some yean
since whan going through the various cathedral

libraries, that I have several memoranda of the

various editions of Foxe's Actft and Monnment*

preserved in these repositories, which may be of
some use to your valued correspondent M r

NICHOLS. It does not pretend to be a complete
list of all the copies preserved in our cathedral

libraries, but only what I made notes of at the

tame.

ion of IfilO. Hereford Cathedral.

Edition of lfi,T2. Canterbury and Gloucester
Cathedrals.

Edition of 1641. Lichficld Cathedral.

Edition of 1684. Ely, Norwich, Exeter, and
Rochester Cathedrals.

Perhaps some farther information as to the

copies of Foxe contained in our cathedrals may
be obtained from Mr. Beriah Botfic!d*s Notes on
Cathedral Libraries, privately printed in 1849.

I should add that a fine copy of the 1670 edi-

tion is
preserved

in the library of Trinity College,

Cambridge. EDWARD F. RIMDACLT.

I have a good copy of the first vol.,
"
Newly

recognised and inlarged by the Author, J. Foxe.

tend to hare up ; and here he did Ring one of the set*.
lie UokMif in the poet a* well as tin- mini nan, v

very much, and did ning the whole from the word* with-

This appears to be of the same edition as the

Tabley House copy, called by Mr. Fodder the

third. My copy, however, is complete, as for as

the first volume is concerned, whereas that at

Tabley House wants the title-page and part of
the index. C. LB POEB KENXBPT.
StAlbans.

ITALIAN MUSIC Iff ENGLAND.

(2* 8. viii. 290.)

The document
given

bv ABBACADABBA is

nearly connected with the history of the intro-

duction of the Italian opera into England. The

performance of Italian operas on the K
stage was projected in 1GG7 by Thomas Killigrcw,
and the persons to whom the official document
relates were amongst the intended performers.

Pepys, in his Diary, gives the following particu-
lars of Killigrew's project and of these mnsi-

- 12th February. K,cr,.7. With my Lord Brooncker

by coach to his boose, there to hear some. Italian musique :

and here we met Tom KJULrrev : Murray, and
the Italian Bignor Baptist* TDraghi], who bath proposed
a play in Julian for the opera, Which T. Killigrew do in-

excellent*

Pepys goes on to relate t conversation between
himself and Killigrew, in the course of which the
latter said :

That he hath ever endeavoured in the late King**
time, and in this, to introduce good musique, bathe
never could do it, there never having been any musique
here better than ballad* That he hath gathered
our Italians from several Court* in Christendom*, t

to make a conceit f<>r the Kin^, which be do give 200/1

a year a-piece to : but badly paid.
. . H ! intend to

have some times of the year thece operas to be performed
at the two present theatres, since he is defeated in what
he intended in Mnorefields on purpose for it ; and he tell*

me plainly that the City audience was as good as the
Court, but now they are most gone. Baptista tell* roe
that Qiacomo Chariisimi is still alive at Rome, who was
master to Vinnecotio [Vincentio], who is one of the
Italians the King bath here, and the chief composer of
them."

1 1th February, 1666-7. To my Lord Bronncker**,
and there was Sir Robert Murray, a most excellent man
of reason and learning, and understand* the doctrine of

musique, and every thing else I could discourse

flnHy. Here come M' Hook*. Sir (ieorge Knt. I
'

i and many others; and by and bv, the musique, that i* to

say, Senior Vin< cntio, who i* the master-composer, and
six more, whereof two eunuches, so Ull, that Sir T. Harvy
said well that he believes they do grow Urge a* our oxen
do, and one woman very well dressed and handsome
enough, but would not be kisaed, as Killigrew, who
brought the company in, did acquaint us. They tent two

harpsicons before; and bj and by, after tuning them,
_ran ; and I confess, very good musique they made ;

that is, the composition exceeding good, but yet not at all

more pleasing to me than what T have heard in I

by Mn Knipp, Captain Cooke, and other*. Th<

ness in keeping time by practice much before anv that

we have, unless it be a good band of practised fiddlers."

Evelyn, in his Diary, under date 24th January,
1666-7, acquaints us that he " heard rare Italian

voices, two eunuchs and one woman, in his Ma-
jesty's green chamber, next his cabin

One at least of these performers, Signor Har-

tholomeo, who was a harpsichord player, appears
to have continued in England for several y-an.

Evelyn mentions having heard him play in No-

vember, 1679; and, on 7th February, 1682, re-

cords that his daughter Mary became the Italian's

Notwithstanding Killigrew's efforts, no Italian

opera would seem to have been publicly
formed in this country until 1674, on 5th January,
in which year Evelyn writes that he "saw an Italian

opera in music, the first that had been in England
Of this kind."

With reference to ABBAOADAHBA'S other in-

quiry, I beg to inform him that an Italian opera

company formerly consisted of one or two ('

soprani, called respectively
"
prirna e seeonda

donna," or "
first and second woman," or, where
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there was only one, as in the case he gives, simply
"la donna," or "the woman ;" one or two male

soprani (or eunuchs), known as "
primo e secondo

uorao," or "
first and second man

;

"
a contralto,

sometimes a female, at others an eunuch, the

virile alto voice having been rarely, if ever, em-

ployed for the opera ;
a tenor, and a bass. The

eunuchs were, for a lengthened space of time, the

most important personages connected with the

Italian opera, all the principal male characters

being assigned to them. The names of some of

the chief of these gentlemen are, doubtless, fami-

liar to most readers, musical or otherwise those

of Nicolini and Valentini, celebrated in The Spec-
tator, and the subjects of the epigrams of the wits

of the day ;
of FarinellS, whose singing is said to

have cured the melancholy of Philip V. of Spain ;

of Senesino, known by his contest with Handel ;

and of Velluti, whose appearance in London is

within the recollection of many ; hardly need re-

calling to memory. The second eunuch, men-
tioned by Pepys and Evelyn, was in all probability
the contralto of the official document. A poet,
whose business was to furnish the composers with

dramas, was always, and in Italy I believe still is,

attached to an operatic company. W. H. HUSK.

EFFORD.

(2
nd S. viii. 206. 255.)

" Wainsford "
is no more "

waggon-ford," than

Efford is "horse-ford." The first syllable in

Wainsford more probably refers to the name of

the owner, or may be from Dan. vand,
" water."

There is TPawsford, a parish in liberty of Peter-

bro', co. Northampton ; and Wansford in parish
of NafFerton, co. York

;
and TPaznfleet on a creek,

co. Lincoln, said to be the ancient Vainona,
and to derive its name from Brit, uain on, i. e.

uain avon,
" the marshy river." Ealand, igland,

is water-land, i. e.
" land surrounded by water,"

and the first syllable ea, ig, like the Scand. aa, is

probably corrupted from Goth, ahwa, from L.

aqua, a word having its root in the Sanskrit.

Efford might be derived from ea-ford, were it not
that it was anciently written Einforde and Eni-

forde, which are probably from Brit, hen-fordd." the old ford."

Axford is not "
Oaks-ford," but the "ford of the

river Ax," literally the " ford of the water
;

"
like

Oxford, Ashford, and Uxbridge, which are not
the " ford of oxen," the "

ash-ford," the "
bridge

of oxen," but the " ford of the Ox and Ash,"
the "

bridge of the Ux," literally the " ford of and
the bridge over the water." (The ancient Brit.

word/oreW is supposed to have been used in a more
extended sense than the A.-S. word, and to have
denoted " a road or passage whether over a stream
or dry land.") The vocables -4*, Ex, Ox, Ux, Wox,

Yax, Yox, Ash, Ouse, Oise, Ouche, 0.9, Us, Use, Ese,
Wis, Esk, Usk, Isis, Itz, Wish, Brit, isc, are merely
different orthographies of the same word, and may
be traced to the Gael, uisg, uisge (Ir. uisge, uisc,
W. wysg, Corn, and Armor, isge, Belg. esck, asch),"
water," which Gael, root is found in some form

or other in upwards of 1000 local names in Eu-
rope. Again, Shawford is just as likely to mean
the "ford of the water

"
as the "ford of the wood ;"

from Brit, ys-aw,
" the water." Conf. Pontoire,

Faarham, Yaxley, Yoxford, Oxley, Osburn, (Ouse-
burn), TPzsbeach (Ouse-beach), Tees (i. e. Yt-ese,
" the water"), the same word as Adige(G. Etsch),
both having been formerly called the Athesis

;

Sesia (Ys-ese), and Ticino, properly the Tessin,
from Yt-ese-an (an, a river). There is also a river

called the Tesina, on the other side of the Adige
(not yet crossed by the French), which rises in Le
Sette Commune, and flows near Vicenza. The
Welsh call Oxford both the " ford of oxen," and
the "ford of the Ouse or water." (Rydychen,
Rhydwysg.) K. S. CHARNOCK.

" This worthy knight (John Arundel) was forewarned

(by what Calker I wot not) that he should be slain on
the sands. This made him to shun his house at Efford
(alias Ebbing-ford) as too maritime, and remove himself
to Trerice, his more inland habitation in this county, but
he found it true Fata viam invenient

;

'
for being this

year sheriff and the Earl of Oxford surprising Mount
Michael (for the house of Lancaster), he was concerned

by his office and command from the king, to endeavour
the reducing thereof, and lost his life in a skirmish on the
sands thereabouts. Thus it is just with Heaven to punish
men's curiosity in inquiring after, credulity in believing
of, and cowardice in fearing at, such prognostications."
Fuller's Worthies of Cornwall.

E. H. A.

SEVEN DATES WANTED.

(2
nd S. viii. 309.)

I hope the following replies may supply G. W.
S. P.'s vacancies :

March 8, 1701, King William HI. died at

Kensington ; 1803, the Duke of Bridgewater,
the father of canal navigation, died.

March 12, A.D. 365, Belisarius died.

17, 1715, Gilbert Burnet, Bishop of

Salisbury, died
; 1828, Sir J. E. Smith, the emi-

nent botanist, died.

April 6, 1807, Lalande, the- astronomer, died.

, 1590, Sir Francis Walsinghain died.

, 1695, Dr. Busby, Master of Westmin-
ster school, died.

July 1, 1312, Piers Gaveston died at Warwick.

, 1690, Duke of Schomberg killed at the

battle of the Boyne.
July 1, 1818, Sir Thomas Bernard, author of

Spurinna, founder of the British Institution for

the Cultivation of the Fine Arts, died.
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October 6, 1285, Phillip III., called the Bold,

King of Franco, died.

November 26, 1504, Isabella of Spain, patron of

Columbus, died.

November 26, 1703, Kiddcr, Bishop of Bath and

Wells, a learned Oriental scholar and omin-nt

prelate, with his wife, buried in the ruins of the

episcopal chapel at Wells in the great storm of
that year. : :.. ELMKS.
BUckheath.

I send the following list of births to fill up
tome of G. W. S. lYs vacant dates :

March 12, Bishop Berkeley, born 1694.

April 6, Andrew Dacier, born 1661.

October 6, Louis Philippe, born 1773.

November 2C, Cowper, born 1731.

, Earl of Chatham, born 1708.

GEORGB BUBGBSS.
18. Lincoln Street, Mile End Road.

Joseph Hall, Bishop of Exeter, and afterwards

<>f Norwich; born July 1, 1574; died Sept. 8,

1656, set. 82.

Frederick VIII. King of Denmark, born Octo-
ber 6, 1808 (present sovereign).
Fred Jean Joseph CUestin de Schwarzenberg,

born at Vienna, April 6, 1809, Cardinal Arch-

bishop of Prague.

Joseph Othmar Rauscher, born at Vienna, Oc-
tober 6, 1797, now Cardinal Archbishop of Vienna.

I shall be able in a few dajs to answer the other

questions. W. B. G.

Permit me to cast one stone on G. W. S. IVs

cairn, by enabling him to fill up one of the va-

cant dates with the birth of the famous Scottish

divine, Dr. Thomas Chalmers, on March 17th,

1780. D. S.

to jfituar tflurrirt.

Judge** Black Cap (2 S. viii. 130. 193. 238.)
The Query of your correspondent W. O. W.,

as to the origin of the English custom of a judge
putting on a black cap when he pisses sentence

of death, has not yet received an answer.

Covering the head was a sign of grief and

mourning, not only among the Hebrews, but also

innf the Greeks: see Odyssey, viii. 85.
; Kurip.

Htc., 405. ; Ore*. 42. 280. ; Suppl. 122. Among
the Romans it was an established custom for a

person who performed a sacrifice to cover the

head : see Virg. JE*^ Hi. 404-9. ; Serv. &n. t ii.

166., iii. 407.; Victor de Orig. Otnt. Rom., 1J
;

Plut. Qiuril. Rom., 10.

The covering of the head as a part of the cere-

mony of execution by banging, according to the

story of Horatius in Livy (i. -jr..), must be con-

sidered as a custom originating partly in humane

motives, and partly in the convenience of the
executioner. Grimm, D. IL A. (p. 684.), re-
marks that this custom obtains in several kind* of

capital execution. It is well known that soMi.-rs

who are shot under the sentence of a court mar-
tial have their eyes bandaged.
The use of the black cap by the judge, in pass-

ing sentence, is
purely symbolical. It seen

culiar to England ; but the date of its int:

tion has not yet been traced. I .

Stamford Hill (2*
1 8. viii. 158.) Idem

is not always a safe guide, still less similiter sonant.

The places called Smdfanl Street, &c., in ill-

neighbourhood, are so named from the prop:
of the land ; an old family who have been gene-
rous benefactors to the charities of the parish.

Long before their time Stamford Hill was so

called in the survey of the manor, 4th Edward
VI , 1549 ; in an indenture of lease from Thomas,
Earl of Cleveland, 28th Aug. 1638 ; and also in

the Survey of the Parliamentary Sequestration.,
1652. It is said to have been originally called

Stanford Hill, from stun (Ang.-S.), a stone, or

paved
ford (vadvm stratum), which existed here

before the bridge was built over the Hackney
Brook. A . A.

Do Horse* tremble when they tee a Camel (2
nd S.

viii. 354.) Herodotus (i. 80. ; vii. 87.) refers to

this fear when he says that the horse cannot bear

(oWxTot) either the sight or the smell of a camel.

He has a like dread of the elephant, on whirl)

some very interesting particulars are supplied in

Sir J. Emerson Tennent's last work on Ceylon.

Familiarity with these animals, however, soon
subdues this natural shyness in the horse. (Lar-
cher's Herod., n. vii. 87.) T. J

Original of the Fatal Legend* (2
04 S. vi.

191.) See Uowitt's Ennemoser, vol. ii. p. 142.

For the legend of St. Thconhilus, Ennemo>
fers to the Acta SS., 4th Feb.; also to S

and Horst. KIKI..NN v n

Liberavi animam meam (2** S. viii. 108. 157.)

Although this
expression

has been both well dis-

cussed and amply illustrated in your columns,
the exact word*, as occurring in any work of au-

thority, have not yet been produced ; and this was
the original subject of inquiry (p. 109.).

re, however, used by S. Bernard; to whose writ-

ings one of your correspondents refers, as pro-

bably containing the ims, "Dixi: et

salvavi nniinam m I now in <mes-

tion, "liberavi animam IIHV.:H," OOCOT in "-

nard's letter to the Abbe Su-jer (Sngerius Ab-

bas), wherein the saint strenuously disnuades that

powerful ecclesiastic from a course which he *

bent upon pursuing, but which Bernard deemed
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sinful. The letter ends thus :

" Liberavi ani-

mam meant : liberet et vestram Deus a labiis ini-

quis et a lingua dolosa." Ep. ccclxxi.

THOMAS BOYS.

Duchess of Marlborough (2
nd S. viii. p. 330.)

Mr. Weir's Account of Lincolnshire, vol. i. (all

that was published, and to which I referred re-

specting the Duchess of Marlborough,) was pub-
lished in 1828 ; and Allen's History of Lincolnshire

(vol. ii.) was published in 1834 six years after-
wards. Consequently, although the editor of " N.
& Q." says that " Mr. Weir's authority is no doubt
Allen's History" I must beg leave to have con-

siderable doubts upon the subject ;
Allen makes

references, in fact, in his first volume, which was

published in 1830, to Weir's Lincolnshire, proving
that Mr. Weir was Allen's authority, and not the

reverse. Allen was not very particular in giving
his authorities, or delicate in his unacknowledged
appropriation of the labours of other people : since

many pages of his book were taken without any
notice whatever from my Collections for the His-

tory of Boston, published in 1820.

PISHEY THOMPSON.
Stoke Newington.

Thomas Maude (2
nd S. viii. 291.) Mr. Thomas

Maude was a friend of Grose, the author of The

History of Antiquities, and is alluded to by Grose
in the history. He was a friend also of Paley,
who frequently visited him at Bolton Hall. It

has been said that Mr. Maude and his patron and
friend the Duke of Bolton are described in one
of Smollett's novels. Can any correspondent of
" N. & Q." supply any information on this latter

point ? M. 4.

The Wren Song (2
nd S. viii. 253.) A story -is

current in Ireland, that a wren hopping on a
drum at an outpost of King William III.'s army
aroused a drowsy sentinel, and so saved a sur-

prise by King James; hence the dislike of the

peasantry to the cause (the innocent wren), a

feeling carried down to the present day, and
evinced in wren processions, &c.

F. R. S., Bibl. Aul. Regis.
Dublin.

Jacob Chaloner (2
nd

S. viii. 323.) is probably
identical with James Chaloner, sometime of Brase-
nose College, Oxford, and afterwards of Magdalen
College, Cambridge, in which University he gra-
duated B. A. 1619-20, M. A. 1623. He was one
of the judges of King Charles I., a noted anti-

quary, and author of A Short Treatise of the Isle

of Man. He committed suicide in 1660. See
Wood's Athen. Oxon. ed. Bliss, iii. 502, 503.

C. H. & THOMPSON COOPER.
Cambridge.

Vulgates of 14824 (2
nd S. viii. 257.) Your

correspondent H. B. will find the edition of the

Vulgate to which he alludes as being so rare that
he can find no copy mentioned in any catalogue,
described in Pettigrew's Bibliotheca Sussexiana,
vol. i. part n. pp. 337, 338. A previous edition

by the same printer, Magnus de Herbort of Sel-

genstadt, Venet. 1483, is particularly described,

pp. 335337 in folio, 2 vols. These editions are
formed upon the Fontibus ex Graecis, &c. An
edition in folio and an edition in 4to. were in the

Library of H. R. H. the Duke of Sussex. O. C.

Carriage Boot (2
nd S. viii. 238. 317.) I sug-

gest two etymological solutions. The first is, that
the word comes from the Fr. boite, a box

; which
a carriage-boot effectually is; and in both lan-

guages the words admit of a variety of significa-
tions. What, tends remarkably to confirm this

view is the fact that, in the present parlance, the
coachman's seat is "on the box;" that is, on or
over the front boot, boite, or box.
The second is, that boot means boat, possibly

from some resemblance in form when first intro-

duced
;
or from being attached to the sides of the

carriage like boats to a ship,
"
having then a boot

on each side," according to the quotation adduced

by the Rev. Francis Trench. In fact, our present
word boot was in the fifteenth century pronounced
and written bote ; and boat was then pronounced
and written boot. This is evident from the Promp-
torium Parvulorum, from which I extract the fol-

lowing :

" BOOT, Navicula, scapha, simba (st'c).

BOTE, for a mannys legge, Bota, ocrea"

We see here that the English for navicula was
"boot." Of course, the spelling at that period
was not in a fixed state; but in this instance the
above quotation is quite sufficient to indicate the
difference of the pronunciation of the two words.
" Navicula" was not confined to a vessel intended
to float on the water. It signified, for instance,
the vessel which contained the incense used in the
church (Ducange) ; and even to this day the same
vessel is in English called a tk boat." One or other
ofthese solutions is, I think, the right one. "Utrum
horum mavis accipe." JOHN WILLIAMS.

Arno's Court, Bristol.

Hammer Cloth (2
nd S. viii. 381.) There can,

I think, be little doubt as to hammock-cloth being
the etymologically correct word.
The seat to which this is the covering, consists

of straps or webbing stretched between two
crutches, as a sailor's hammock is suspended ; and
for a like reason, viz. to ease the motion. In my
own early days few driving-seats were on springs,
and this hammock or cradle was a great relief

from the jar particularly on the bad pavement
then common. Coachmen used, for the same

reason, to have a strip of cork nailed on their

footboard.

Hammers, wrenches, spare bolts, &c., were car-
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ried in a budget flung somewhere under the car-

riage. A hammock-doth teat never has any
receptacle for tools. J.I'. OBOB.

Kilmary.

Bulte (2* 8. viii. 327.) From the context,
" whether a bulse or only a few sparks of a dia-

mond," it would appear to be the batata ruby, or

carbuncle, btiltucio in Italian, baltu in German,
and rubis balait in French. Dut where else is

Boswell's form,
"
bulse," to be met with ? 1 1 . U .

-The Nixam of (be Deccan sent a BaUe of diamond*
seated op, to Bengal, to Mr. Hasting*, for the purpose of

hU preeeoting them to the King on bis arrival in Eng-
land. Mr. Hastings had sailed for England before the

diamonds arrived in Calcutta. They were therefore en-

trusted to the care of Captain Church, of the 1024 regi-
ment, who took his paaaage borne in the Hinchinbrook;
the fame of these diamonds, and of their immense value,
had gone abroad and when the Hinchinbrook went
down in Bengal river, a Lascar took advantage of the

confusion, broke open the trunks of Captain Church, and
got possession of the Bulse. It was, however, rescued
from him before be had broken the seals, and was re-

turned to Mr. Crofts, the agent of Mr. Johnstone, who is

resident at the Court of the Nizam. Mr. Crofts sent the
diamonds to England by one of the late ships, addressed
to the care of Mr. liluir, of Portland Place, who is the
brother-in-law of Mr. Johnntone. Mr. Blair handed them
to Mr. Hastings Mr. Hayings entrusted them to Major
Scott Major Scott delivered them to Lord Srdney-and
Lord Sydney presented them to the King." The Pottticol

AfuooztH* (x. 478.) adds as a note,
" A bulse of diamonds

is a peculiar sort of a package of diamonds. They are

alwavs brought home from India in a case, which is

called a bulse."

K. W.
Webster gives "BuuB, a certain quantity of

diamonds. WraxaU. [India.]" Might it not be
derived from the Portuguese b6l*a, a purse, pouch,

It. S. CIIABKOCK.

Abdiat Athlon (2-* S. viii. 836.) Abdias Ash-
ton was a donor to the library of St. John's Col-

lege, Cambridge ; and in several of the volumes
in that library there is pasted on the inside cover
a printed label, of which the following is a copy :

- Abdias Ashton SS Theolog. Bac, Ecclesiss de Mid-
dleton in agro UncaMr, . et hujus ulim Col-

legiii Socius, Cbarissima) Matri (nam pio hoc nomine
lus jam apellavit Collegium) ad hunc, et alios

i emeodos centum legavit tuarcas anno 168::

J. J. HOWARD.

!,: .-
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UNITED KINGDOM
LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY,
WATERLOO PLACE, PALL MALL, LONDON,

S.W.

The Funds or Property of the Company as at 31st Decem-

ber, 1858, amounted to 652,618/. 3s. 10d., invested in

Government or other approved securities.

THE HON. FRANCIS SCOTT, Chairman.

CHARLES BERWICK CURTIS, ESQ., Deputy-Chairman.

INVALID LIVES. Persons not in sound health may have their

lives insured at equitable rates.

ACCOMMODATION IV PAYMENT OF PREMIUMS.- Only one-
half of the Annual Premium, when the Insurance is for life, is

required to be paid for the first five years, simple interest being
charged on the balance. Such arrangement is equivalent TO AN
IMMEDIATE ADVANCE OF 50 PER CENT. UPON THE ANNUAL PREMIUM,
without the borrower having recourse to the unpleasant neces-

sity of procuring Sureties, or assigning and thereby parting with his

Policy, during the currency of the-Loan, irrespective of the great
attendant expenses in such arrangements.

The above mode of insurance has been found most advantageous
when Policies have been required to cover monetary transac-
tions, or when incomes applicable for Insurance are at present
limited, as it only necessitates half the outlay formerly required
by other Companies before the present system was instituted by
this Office.

LOANS are granted likewise on real and personal Securities.

Forms of Proposal and every information afforded on application
to the Resident Director,

8. Waterloo Place, Pall Mall, London, S.W.
By order,

E. LENNOX BOYD, Resident Director.

INTRODUCER
OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN

PORT, SHERRY, &c., 20s. per dozen. BOTTLES INCLUDED,
an advantage greatly appreciated by the Public and a constantly in-
creasing connexion, saving the great annoyance of returning them.

A PINT SAMPLE OF BOTH FOB 24 STAMPS.
WINE IN CASK forwarded Free to any Railway Station in England.

EXCELSIOR BRANDY, Pale or Brown. 15s. per gallon, or 30. per
dozen.

TERMS, CASH. Country Orders must contain a remittance. Cross
cheques

" Bank of London." Price Lists forwarded on application.

JAMES L. DENMAN, 65.Fenchurch Street, corner of Railway Place,
London, B.C.

PARTRIDGE & COZENS is the CHEAPEST
JC HOUSE in the Trade for PAPER and ENVELOPES, &c. Useful
Cream-laid Note, 5 Quires for 6d. Super Thick ditto, 5 Quires for Is.

Super Cream-laid Envelopes, 6d. per 100. Sermon Paper, 4s., Straw
Paper, 2s. 6rf., Foolscap, 6s. 6d. per Ream. Manuscript Paper, 3d. per
Quire. India Note, 5 Quires for Is. Black bordered Note, 5 Quires for
is. Copy Books (copies set). Is. Sd. per dozen. P. & C.'s Law Pen (as
flexible as the Quill), 2s. per gross.

No Charge for Stamping Arms, Crests, 4-c. from own Dies.

Catalogues Post free; Orders over 20s. Carriage paid.

Copy Address, PARTRIDGE & COZENS,
Manufacturing Stationers : 1. Chancery Lane, end 192. Fleet St. B.C.

HEAL
& SON'S EIDER DOWN QUILTS,

from 1 Guinea to 10 Guineas ; also Goose Down Quilts, from
Hs. 6d. to 24*. List of Prices and Sizes sent Free by Post. Heal and
Son s New Illustrated Catalogue of Bedsteads and Priced List of Bed-
ding also sent Post Free. 196. Tottenham Court Road, W.

rrHE AQUARIUM. LLOYD'S DESCRIPTIVE
1 and ILLUSTRATED LIST of whatever relates to the AQUA-RIUM, is now ready, price Is.; or by Post for Fourteen Stamps. 128
Pages, and 87 Woodcuts.

W. ALFORD LLOYD, 19, 20, and 20 A. Portland Road, Regent's
Park, London, W.

PIESSE & LUBINS'S HUNGARY WATER,
This Scent stimulates the Memory and invigorates the

Brain.
2s. bottle; 10s. Case of Six.

PERFUMERY FACTORY,
2. NEW BOND STREET, W.

WESTERN
LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY,

3. PARLIAMENT STREET, LONDON, S.W.

ESTABLISHED 1842.

TRUSTEES.

T. S. COCKS, Jun.,Esq., J. P. for Middlesex, Charing Cross.
J. H. GOODHART, Esq.. J.P. for Surrey, Manor House, Upper Tooting.
AUGUSTIN ROBINSON, Esq., J.P. -for Middlesex, Lavant House, Chichester.

Directors.

Henry Edgeworth Bicknell, Esq., Upper Bedford Place, Russell Square.
Thomas Somers Cocks, Jun., Esq., Charing Cross, and Hereford Street,
Park Lane.

George Henry Drew, Esq., Hibernia Chambers, London Bridge, and
Cacerham, Surrey.

William Freeman, Esq., Millbank Street, Westminster.
Francis Fuller, Esq., Parliament Street, Westminster, and Caterham,

JotmBazley White, Esq., Blackheath, Kent.
Joseph Henry Goodhart, Esq., 3, 4, and 5. Ratcliff Highway, and Manor
House, Upper Tooting, Surrey.

Edmund Lucas, Esq., Millbank Street, Westminster, and Wandsworth,
Surrey.

Frederick Boyd Marson, Esq., Brunswick Place, Regent's Park.
Augustin Robinson, Esq., Lavant House, Chichester.
James Lys Seager, Esq., Millbank Kow, Westminster, and Carroun
House, Surrey.

Actuary ARTHUR SCRATCHLEY, M.A., F.B.A.S.
Author of the Treatises on SAVINGS' BANKS, BUILDING

SOCIETIES, &c.

The Directors invite particular attention to the LIBERAL TERMS and
conditions introduced by this Company into the practice of Life As-
surance.

2. Policies may be effected upon the lives of persons in every profes-
sion and STATION OF LIFE.

2. Officers in the Army and Civilians proceeding to INDIA, or any of
the British COLONIES, may insure their lives on favourable terms.

3. INCREASING RATES of Premium, especially adapted to the securing
of Loans or Debts.

4. INVALID LIVES Persons not in sound health may have their Lives
insured at equitable rates. .

5. ACCOMMODATION IN PAYMENT OF PREMIUMS Only one-half of the
annual premium, when the Insurance is for Life, is required to be paid
for the first seven years, simple interest being charged on the balance.
This arrangement is equivalent to an immediate advance of 50 per cent,
"pon the annual premium, without the Borrower having recourse to the
unpleasant necessity of procuring sureties, or assigning, and thereby
parting with his po icy. during the currency ol the loan, irrespective of
the great attendant expenses in such arrangements. This mode of as-

rance has been found most advantageous when Policies have been re-
quired to cover monetary transactions, or when incomes applicable for
assurance are at present limited, as it only.necessitates half the outlay
otherwise required.

6. Sums assured payable at age 6Q, or at death, if occurring pre-
viously.

7. Provision during MINORITY for orphans.

8. Immediate, deferred, and survivorship ANNUITIES can be secured at
this Office upon safe and advantageous terms.

9. IMMEDIATE BONUSES The rates of this Society, when compared
with the higher rates of other offices, will be found to give an Imme-
diate Bonus to Assurers.

ANNUAL PREMIUMS to Assure 100 for the Whole of Life without
Profits.

'

Age 25 .. .. 1 18 6
,,40 .. .. 2 14 6

,,60 .. .. 606
10. The Bonuses of the Society may be applied, not only to make the

payments of the premiums cease altogether, but also to cause the
amount of assurance to be payable 10 THE POLICY-BOLDER, on the as-
sured attaining a given age.

NEW FEATURE INTRODUCED BY THIS OFFICE.
11. A POLICY may be EXCHANGED by the substitution of a

healthy and approved life, of not older age. the new Policy being en-
titled to advantages, by way of Bonus or otherwise EQUIVALENT TO
THOSE ATTACHING TO THE ORIGINAL PoLlOV.

12. Extended limits of FOREIGN RESIDENCE and Travel allowed.
13. MEDICAL MEN are paid for their Reports, and receive the same

advantages as Solicitors for any business they may introduce.
14. Policies may be effected without loss of time, formalities being

carried through at the Office EVERY DAY from 10 till 4 (Saturdays, 10

to 2).

15. LOANS In connection with Life Assurance, this Office offers

the peculiar advantasc ot Loans upon Personal Security.
16. AGENCY DEPARTMENT. -DISTRICT CHIEF AGENTS (at a

special allowance), and ordinary Agents (at the usual commission, with
other advantages) are required, where the Society is not fully repre-
sented.
Forms of Proposals, and every Information ailorded,ou

to the Office.
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CAMBRIDOK, AMD 23. HKNIUCTTA STUKCT, COYKXT GARDEN, W.C.

MACMILLAN * CO.'S

LIST OF NEW AND FORTHCOMING WOHKS.
THE FIRST NT/MBER OF

MACMILLAN'S MAGAZINE,
Kdiutl by DAVID MASSON.

For NOVEMBER, IM. prtot ONE SHILLING.

I. POLITICS OFTHE PRESENT, FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC.

n. TOM'BRO'WNATOXFORD. By u*A, of TO

JSSZE?***-*-.!.

VIII.

MR. TENNYSON'S IDYLLS OF
TL.

r.U.r.VN^FREEDOM. By FRAMKI.IM

"OF THE ROUND TA BLE.

The Platonic Dialogues for rnylish Headers.
By W. WI1EW EU>, O.D. Kemp. ro. clolh. 7. 6c/. [.Vote AYorfy.

A nre-ShUUnc Edition of

Tom Brown's School Days. By an 'OLD BOY.
1' M>. B o . cloth.

Two Tears A^o. By Charles Xingsley.
Crown iro, cloth.

A Cambridge Scrap Book; containing, in a
Pictorial Kortn. Report on the Manner*.
Putin** of the UniVcnity of
kttONKK. Appointed
wlf*

1

, t b
The Xdfe of avid, Klnr of Israel.

tory for the YouUK . By J. WRIGHT, M.A. Royal 16mo. with
lllu.lrmli.m.. [/*<* JM.

Memorials of Barrow Sundays. Sermons
preached 1* Harrow School Chapel. By C. J V A

lieadMarter. Crown Sro. [/ (A pnm
little Bstella; and Other Tales. For the

Youn. Bojai 6mo. vith >'ronlinke.
. .

UTorkinft; for God and other Practical 8cr-

of the Book of Common Prayer.

St. Pauls Epistle to the Romans. The
Grcvk Text, with Notaa. By CHAJI'.^* JOHN VAUUIIAN.

II. ,,i Ma*'tr <>f lUrrow tfohooL Sro. doth. 7. fct

Westward Hoi or, the Voyares and Ad-

The Italian War of 1848-9, and the last

The Recollections of Oeoffry Hamlyn. 67
NRY KJNG8LEY. ESQ. 3 Vote, crown o. I/. I it. erf.

of Old. Stories from English Hi.tory,
> Author of"Rath and her Fritnda," Royal

Thonrfcts on tbe Principle, of Truth, and the

Heroes. Oreek Fairy Tales for my

Scouring of the White Horse, lly the Author
of Tom Brown's School Dan." Illustrated by RicMAae D...U.
Imp. l&mo , flit leave*. (W. it

British Wovellsts and their Styles. l\e\ng a
Critical Sketch oftrw HUtory of Brltkh Pnwc Fiction. By DAVID
MASSON, U. A. Crown Sn. cloth. 7.ftrf.

By the MUM Aothor.

I. LIFE of JOHN M1M "N Vol. I. 8ro., with
Portrait. IS*.

II. ESSAYS, BIOGRAPHICAL and CRITICAL,
CHIEFLY on ENGLISH POETS. lte.&

Acnes Hopctoun B Schools and Holidays.
The ExperlracM of a 1 JUle Girl. By Mrf- Author
of-Manruct MaiUand." Royal I6mo. t*.

Ruth and her Friends. A Story for Girls.
Second Edition. Fcap. STO. to.

British India t Its Races and History to 1857.
By t. M. LUDLOW. tVoU. *.

Works by Archdeaco

ARTICt '

N of LUTHER. Sacond Edition. 7.

rorks by Prof. Archer Butler.

DOCTRINAL and PRACTICAL. Fin* Seiie..

i DOCTRINAL aad PRACTICAL. Ml

i^ssM-issrELi.-ta-
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T ONDON INSTITUTION, October 12, 1859.

JLj NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the following COURSES
OF LECTURES will be delivered in the Theatre of this Institution

j

during the ensuing season, commencing on MONDAY, November Hth,

es ON
!E YE.t y, GIVING BETWEEN THE YEARS 1640 AND 1660: by The Ji6V.

Henry Christmas, M.A., F.R.S., Professor of British History and

j)g the ensuing season, c<:

at seven o'clock in the evening precisely

FIRST COURSK. Six Lectures ON THE RADIATION AND ABSORPTION OF

HEAT nv THFRMAL-ACTION: by John Tyndall, ESQ., Phil. Dr., F.R.8. ,

Professor of Natural-Philosophy in The Royal Institution.

Monday, November 14th, 21st, 28th; December 5th, 12th, 19th; 1859.

SECOND COURSE. Four Lectures O N THE ORGANS AND PHENOMENA OF

THE SKNSES, INTELLECTUAL POWERS, AND MEMORY; by Joseph Towne,
Esq., Modeller to Guy's Hospital.

Monday, January 2nd, 9th, 16th, 23rd; 1860.

THIRD COURSE. Five Lectures ON THE RESULTS OF THE USE OF Music
i,v DIVINF, WORSHIP, AND ITS INFLUENCE ON THE ART IN GENERAL: by
Josiah Pittman, Esq., Chapel-Master and Organist to the Hon. Society
of Lincoln's Inn.

Monday, January 30th; February 6th, 13th, 20th, 27th; 1860. -

FOURTH COURSF. Six Lectures ON EXPERIMENTAL PHYSIOLOGY ; by F.
W. Pavy, Esq., M.D., Professor of Physiology at Guy's Hospital.

JfiMKfei/.March 5th, 12th, 19th, 26th; April 2nd, 16th; 1860.

FIFTH COURSE. Six Lectures ON EMINENT PERSONAGES OF ENGLISH
HISTORY, Li

Archaeology in The Royal Socicty'of Literature.

Monday, April 23rd, 30th; May 7th, Hth, 21st, 28th; 1860.

SIXTH COURSE. Two Lectures ON COMMERCIAL-LAW, in connection
with THE TRAVERS TESTIMONIAL FUND: by George Woodyatt Hastings,
Esq., Barrister-at-Law: General Secretary of the National Association
for the Promotion of Social Science.

Monday, June 4th, llth; 1860.

In addition to the preceding, the following Courses of EDUCA-
TIONAL LECTURES will also be delivered in the Theatre of this

Institution, commencing on Wednesday, November 16th, at Seven
o'clock in the Evening precisely. They are intended especially for the
Families of Proprietors, who will be admitted to them by a separate
Ticket which is sent to every Proprietor.

FIRST CorRS._ Ten Lectures ON THE PHYSICAL-HISTORY, STRUC-
TURE, AND MATERIALS OF THE EARTH : in Completion of the Cycle of
Educational Lectures on those subjects, delivered from 1851 to 1859: by
E. W. ISrayley, Esq. F.R.S., F.G.S., Member of the British Meteorolo-
gical Society.'

Wednesday, November 16th, 23rd, 30th; December 7th, Hth, 28th,
1859: January, 4th, llth, 25th; Febuary 1st: 1860.

SECOND COURSE. Eighteen Lectures ON CERTAIN PRINCIPLES OF
VEGETABLE AND ANIMAL CHKMISTRY, AND THEIR APPLICATION TO THE
ARTS AND PURPOSES OF LIFE: by Thomas A. Mulone, Esq. F.C.S., Di-
rector of the Laboratory in The London Institution.

Friday, November 18th, 25th; December 2nd, 9th, 16th, 23rd, 30th;
1S59: January 6th, 13th, 20th, 27th; February 3rd, 10th, 17th, 24th;
March 9th, 16th, 23rd: 1860.

THIRD COURSE. Ten Lectures ON THE STRUCTURE AND HABITS OF
ANIMALS: by T. Spencer Cobbold, Esq. M.D., F.L.S., Emeritus Curator
of the Anatomical Museum in The University of Edinburgh.

Wednesday, February Sth, 29th; March Jth, Hth, 28th; April 4th, llth;
May 2nd, 9th, I6th: 1860.

FOURTH COURSE. Ten Lectures ON THE STRUCTURE AND FUNCTIONS
OP THE NUTIUTIVE-OROANS OF PLANTS: by Robert Bentley , Esq.,F.L.S.,
Professor of Botany to the Pharmaceutical Society.

Friday, March 30th; April 13th, 20th, 27th; May 4th, llth, 18th, 25th;
June 1st, 8th: 1860.

FIVE CONVERSAZIONI will be held on the Evenings of Wednesday, De-
Quary 18th, February 16th, March 21st, and AprilceTnber21st, 1859: Jan

18th, 1860.

By Order.
WILLIAM TITE, HON. SEC.

Just Published.

E LA RUE & CO.'S RED LETTER
*IES and CALENDARS for 1860. To be had of all Book -

T ONDON INSTITUTION LABORATORY:
JU CHEMICAL AND PHOTOGRAPHIC CLASSES. _ A Course
of Instruction in Elementary, Practical, and Analytical CHKMISTRY,
will be given hy MR. T. A. M ALONE. F.C.S., Dire, tor of the Labora-
tory, to the Proprietors of this Institution und their Families, com-
mencing on TUESDAY, Nov. 15th, 18 9, at half past 6 o'clock in the
Evening: and to be continued every TUESDAY and THURSDAY at the
same hour, until March 7th. I860 ; excepting un Tltuday, Dec. mh, 1859,
and Jan. Mth and Feb. Uth, 1860.

Instructions will also he given by MR. MALOVE in the Principles
and Practice ofPHOTOGRAPI I Y, including the Collodion andWaxed-
paper Processes, and Printing from the Negative, in the Photographic-
Room of the Institution. Farther particulars respecting these Classes

may be obtained at the LABORATORY of THE LONDON INSTITUTION,
Daily, between the hours of 11 and 4 o'clock, SATURDAYS excepted.

By Order.
WILLIAM TITE, Hon. Sec.

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.

IS HEREBY GIVEN, That the first

_Li Half-yearly Examination for MATRICULATION in this Uni-
versity will commence on MONDAY the 9th ofJANUARY, 1860.

Every Candidate is required to transmit his Certificate of Age to the
Registrar (Burlington House, London, W.) at least Fourteen Days
before the commencement of the Examination.

WILLIAM B. CARPENTER, M.D.,
Nov. 10th, 1859. Registrar.

R. LOVELL'S SCHOOL, WINSLOW HALL,
BUCKS, for the Sons of Noblemen and Gentlemen (established

). The course of Tuition is preparatory to the Public Schools,
Cton, Rugby, and Harrow ; Sandhurst College ; and the Army and
Navy Examinations. Native Teachers of French and German reside
in the house, and these Languages form an integral part of the daily
School Duty. The number of Pupils is strictly limited, and none are
admitted beyond sixteen years old. All farther particulars can be had
of the Principal.

BULL'S
LIBRARY for Works of HISTORY,

BIOGRAPHY, TRAVEL, RELIGION, POETRY, &c. Sub-
scription One Guinea a year and upwards. The aim of this Library is

to supply good standard Literature in place of the mere light Publica-
tions ordinarily supplied by Circulating Libraries. Prospectuses sent
Post Free on application. Also a List of Surplus Books now offered for
Sale at greatly reduced prices BULL'S LIBRARY, 19. Holies Street,
Cavendish Square, London, W.

THE QUARTERLY REVIEW, No. CCXIL, is

Published THIS DAY.

THE THREE PARLIAMENTARY REFORM BILLS.
FARM WEEDS.
STRIKES, AND THEIR EFFECTS.NEW ZEALAND.
THE ORDER OF NATURE -BADEN POWELL.
ORCHARD HOUSES.

OF TI
ON ARCHITECTURE.
GEOGRAPHY OF THE BIBLE.

TENNYSON'S POEMS.
JOHN MURRAY, Albemarle Street.

Reply to CanonWilliams on Anglican Orders;

THE ECCLESIASTIC FOR
NOVEMBER, price Is.

CONTENTS :

Canon Williams on Anglican Orders.
Marshall's Scottish Ecclesiastical History.
Mr. Maurice on Revelation.
Raffle? Missionary Sermons.
Reviews and Notices.

A few complete sets are now on sale, 20 vols. Price .9.

ildersgat
Street,

^
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STORIES OF LV LND W8CO) - IN SCIENCE AND
' UL AR!

A BOOK FOE OLD AND YOUNG.
By JOHN TIMBS, F.S.A.

-
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THE REBELLION OF 1715.

In looking over some papers which belonged to

Frances Countess of Seaforth, I have found one
or two which seem to me worth publication.

They are not of great historical interest, but of

some value, I think, because they tell the story of
and by the defeated parties, to whom history is

seldom generous, and not always just.
Frances Countess of Seaforth was daughter of

William Marquis of Powis. Her husband and
father both joined King James in Ireland, and
were both outlawed. The Earl, her husband, died
in France in 1701. I suspect that the lady had
some foreknowledge of the Rebellion

;
for I find

her in London in the early part of 1715. She
ha<i, however, returned to Brahan, the family seat

in Scotland, in or before September of that year.
Her son had great seignorial influence in the north
of Scotland, equally in the eastern counties, and
some of the western islands. When the Earl of
Mar resolved to march southward, the Earl of
Seaforth was left behind to protect the country
from the Earl of Sutherland and the Whig clans.
This he did successfully, and then, as llae tells us,

joined Mar with eight hundred horse and three
thousand foot.

I have referred to most of the accounts of the

rebellion, but find merely a va^ue reference to
Seaforth's campaign ; the most minute is Rae':>.

Rae expresses fears lest he should not have done
justice to any one who "had occasion to act

against the late rebellion." This was a little over-

scrupulous. Whether he did equal justice to the
rebels is somewhat doubtful. Thus he tells us
that Seaforth and his followers '"

miserably har-
rassed the country belonging to Sir Robert
Monro,"

* * * "
stripping the women of their very

bcdy cloaths, 'till they left them the most miserable

commonality of Britain ;

"
that they took a great

many cattle from and robbed some of the tenants of
Sir William Gordon of Invergorden, which seems
to me probable enough. He then adds a story
about a friend, who having told the Lady Tenenich
that Seaforth was come to protect her,

" she cried

out the Lord ofHosts be my Protector !
"
upon which

Seaforth, who overheard her, "turn'd about, and

immediately sent a party who robb'd her of all her
cattle and moveables without doors."

The paper enclosed appears to me very like the

copy of a dispatch sent to the Earl of Mar. As
usual I believe on such occasions, though written
in the Earl's name, it was probably drawn up by
another ; for the writer drops into the third per-
son in the penultimate paragraph. The MS. is

in some places so damaged as to be beyond my
conjectures, and I cannot of course answer for

the exact spelling of names, familiar perhaps in

the North, but not known to me. Fowles I be-

lieve to have been Colonel Monro of Fowles.

"After I returned Fowles from his attempt on the
town of Inverness which he designed to possess, under

pretence of relieving the house of Culloden, that was

flven
out to be besieged by the Laird of Mac Intosh,

owles applied to the Earl of Sutherland (who had
but then arrived from London) as lieutenant of the most
of the northern shires ; who with all the forces he could
raise of his own tenants vassals and dependants, in con-

junction with my Lord Reay, the Gunns of the Glen,
most of the Rosses and several others, joined Fowles

younger at Alnes, who with all the forces the Monroes
could make encamped there, where when all met they
gave up themselves to make a body of three or fouV
thousand men, and for the speedier execution of their

design, which (as they confidently boasted) was to batter

down the house of Brahan, possess themselves of the
Town of Inverness, overrun entirely my lands, and all

other opposers. They not only got six pieces of cannon

(with ammunition conform) from a man of war in the road
of Cromarty, but also had a concert with six hundred of
the Grants, 200 of Kilravoch's men, 1UO from Brodie,
100 from Culloden, and some of the Stratherick Frasers

to come by sea to the said camp, for which intent there
were several vessels sent them from the Firth of Cro-

marty.
" In the meantime, I, being joined by Sir Donald

McDonald and having a considerable body of resolute

men, upon Saturday the 8th of October, marched from

Dingwell through the hills into Strathspey [ ?] ; and in

my way, my scouts espied some horse and foot of the

enemy; to whom they gave chase, and in the retreat

shot one of the foot (who thereafter died of his wounds)
through the knee, from whom intelligence was had of

the enemy's camp, and of young Fowles being one of

them that were chased.
" That night I encamped at the Clairs (a little village

pertaining to Fowles); the next morning (being Sunday
the 9th) I marched eastward through the mountains with,

design (if possible) to attack the enemy that day, but
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when I came to the IWhs (a nlace pertaining to Mnnro
..ir miles distant from the Knemr*s camp, H

was found impracticable to roach thorn tliat

There/ore I encamped there and had reports from
persons

secured by my outer guards that the Kncrars deserted

their camp, marched towards th- hills and intended to

attack me. Wherefore I doubled my guards and ordered

ail the army to rest on their arms overnight.
- Next saorniag (the 10th). I marched fcr break of day,

end seat out several scouts as well to view the place
where the enemy encamped at Alnea, as to spy those

to which they wethey were said to resort, that, ac

T should be informed, I might attack them in

of the placet.
- Bat or [era?] I reached three mile, off, I was eer-

tainly informed that the day before, about 12 of the

clock in the forenoon, the enemy (00 baring assurance

of my approach) left their camp with all precipitation
and disorder, being to atruck with terror that the moat of

them threw off their plaids, cast away their arm*, and
left their cannon ; which waa that night conveyed to the

nun of war from whence they came ; and the confuaion

waa ao great, that the Earl of Sutherland, the Lorda
Rtrathnaver and Keay, with several other person* of note,

eroeted the Bonah (which U the entry into Sutherland)
with 40 men only, (earing the reat of their army to make
their passage the beat they could, in order to return to

their reepective homea without any determined resolu-

tion. Fowlea younger, with neb aa did not deaert him of

hia own fotlowersTbeing left behind) or [ere?] day re-

tamed (by the hills) to his castle of Fowlea (all the

time), garrisoned and fortified by his father.
M In this retreat there is one passage that ought not to

be omitted (to wit), the Lord Rear (who left his eump-
tnre cloth, and some of his furniture and baggage): his

beating one of his servants who offered to take up one of

his
Lordship's

hulster capes that had fallen, telling him
bow durst he expose them ao much to the resolute fol-

lowing enemy as to wait such a trifle, and that hulster

capes would be easily had, but not lives,

'uding the enemy thus flown away had passed to

Sutherland, where they could not be easily reached, by
reason of their cam-ing all the boats to and securing
them on the other side, marched to the Pairs, where
thev encamped at Alnes, where I stayed all night ; and

finding it a central place betwixt the Roesea and Mun-
roes, I continued there next day, and sent to Fowlea, the

other principal men of the Munroes and all the Rosses to

] protection, and secure for their peaceable
behaviour, othcrways to expect to be treated aa snsiliss

hile I waited the message sent to Fowls* and

others, the moat of those in Hurray (formerly named)
boated at Nairn, or thereabouts, on Tuesday the 4lb, and
came to Sandiwii-h in Hoes at H" hour that night, in-

tending to join the Karl of Sutherland ; but before they
landed but 40 of their men, they had intelligence tha*t

the Eatl of Sutherland's ramp was dueipale, and that 1

possessed their ground; whereupon they immediately
returned to their boata, and steered for the port

from
which they sailed ; tearing no other memory of their ex-

pedition but the slaughter of tome few sheep th-
.

in a cottage at the ebore.
-
Upon Wednesday the 12" I despatched my Lord Duf-

fs* with 800 men by 8 o'clock in the morning, to pro-
claim the King at the Mercat Cross of Taine; and to

summon, in his Majesty's name, the magistrates and

commonalty to give up their arms, and secure for their

peaceabls behaviour: and some hours thereafter, I went

myself with some horse to f Kincrai^s ?] house,

gentleman of my own name-, hard by. which HtW9(
Gordon of Dalpholly's lady, with his brethren and friends,

kept a garrison in bis house of Inrwbracblie.

The lady (who, at my first approach to Alnes, was
forsaken by her haebaad's brethren and moat of his

Mends.) sent a gentleman tor my protection, who met aw
on my way to Kincraig, with whom I sent a gentleman
U) assure her that as my master the King required
nothing at present of his subjects bat dae obedissa^H
loyalty, m I was very willing to give, protection

Majesty's name; to all that would come Into tho

ires, and would gire
cure for their peace!
e same was offered to her.
-
Upon receipt of this m

doors; entreated I should
1_- i,-, ___,. -i.. _,Mssusvw wiMt anue aoe an

Hal i
- .- h A aid !

the lady made
enter the house to

for such arm* and aauna-
nitioa sf thought to bo thoM| which accordingly being

there was some ] to the camp.
a I was at Kincraig several of the name of Host

Macleod of Catboll, Macleod of Gainers, the Tutor of

PHton and others, attended me in obedience

sage seat to thorn, and required to twelre o'clock in the

forenoon, Friday the U*, to perform all U

quired of them ; which upon their paroles of honor not

only to do that, but also to eadearoor to bring in all the

other Rosses to the earns measures, was granted them.
- Mr Lord DufTus arrived at Taine at IS of the dock

in the forenoon, and proclaimed his Majesty (assisted by
the magistrates) at the Mercat Crow thereof with ring-

ing of bells and all other solemnities that the place
could afford ; and thereafter drunk several loyal healths

which the most of the magistrates and council did very

cheerfully, and promised to live peaceably ; but there was
but very few arms found in town, they being taken away
formerly by the Earl of Sutherland.

" The next day being Thursday the 18* his Lordship
returned to the camp by two in the afternoon, having sent

a small number of his party to search for those that stood

out, and secure the boats of several ferries from being
used by the enemies.

"TO mall nUisi i if 111 mi in H i Hill.

] before brought a few arms and [
who was taken prisoner by the outer guards upon Mon-

day the 10th as he was endeavouring to get privately to

his house, being one of the principal gentlemen of that

name, is still in custody."

How far this narrative can be reconciled with

Rae's version of the story, I leave those bet;

formed to decide. T. K "

SIB PETBB PAUL BUBB5S : DC8TBOTBD BBCOBDS, ETC.

Sr Henry Marvin to app. Capt Gibbon to ]M
'

carry Mons' Rubin," Ac.

The subjoined extract from a docquet book
of]

Admiralty Letters between the years 1629 and!

1632, relates no doubt to the departure
of the

great Flemish painter from Ifojjsmd although 1

Mr. Sainsbur/'s book is silent upon that head,

excepting only the minute of the Council Register
j

granting his pass, Jan. 91, 1629-30.

Unfortunately this docquet book has no dates :

the figures in the margin (146) I presume t<> in-

dicate the pagination
of an ri/in..I l.-iter book.

My Query is directed to ascertain the following

point : Where are the ancient letter books of

the Admiralty preserved P And at what date do

the earliest documents connected with that do-
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partmcnt commence ? I have been given to un-

derstand that in the present day they draught off

their accumulations of papers to the dockyards to

be burnt. Can this be correct? This much I

know, that some short time since several very

valuable papers, I believe (as far as memory
serves me) connected with Nelson, were offered

to the Museum authorities for sale; who, con-

ceiving that they might have been illegally appro-

priated, communicated with the heads of the

Admiralty upon the subject, who disclaimed all

title to the property, it having been condemned

as rubbish.

It is not generally known that the Rolls, some

little time since, burned a great quantity of old Re-

cords : touching this, I should like some additional

information. I believe my informant told me that

they were medical accounts relating to prisoners
in the Tower of London. Would it not have

been preferable to have sent them to the auction-

rooms, and so given the public an opportunity of

preserving what the Vandalism of the nineteenth

century takes upon itself to condemn as worthless ?

While alluding to Rubens, I might as well make
a note that Harleian MS. (No. 218.) gives the

obituary of Philip (at. 38.), the brother of Sir

Peter Paul Rubens
;
and that of Albert, the son

of the latter, in 1657. ABRACADABRA.

EXTRACTS FROM AN EARLY MANUSCRIPT.

Arithmetical Notation. The following is tran-

scribed from a MS. of the end of the fourteenth,
or beginning of the fifteenth century :

"
10. 9. 8. 7. 6. 5 4. 3. 2. 1. Computa ordine retro-

grade et sic prima figura priino loco posita valet se
;
se-

cundo loco posita valet decies se ; tertio loco centies se ;

quarto loco posita milesies se; quinto loco decies mi-

lesies; sexto loco centies milesies; septimo loco mille

millesies; octavo loco decies mille millesies; nono loco

centies mille milesies; decimo loco mille mille milesies.

Numerorum vero alius digitus, alius articulus, alius com-
potus. Digitus est omnis numerus infra decem, et debet
scribi per predictas figuras simplices. Articulus est

omnis numerus qui potest dividi in decem partes equales
et communiter scribitur per ciphram ut hie: 10. 20. 30.
40. Compotus constat ex articulo et digito, ut hie : 1. 2.

Et semper digitus est in parte dextra. Qui scire voluerit

pluries tabulam ruminet."

The forms of the numerals have, of course, not
been copied. Is the distinction between digitus,

compotus, and articulus, well known ?

Verses on the Death of Edward IV. In. the
volume which contains the above table, the fol-

lowing hexameters are written in one of the blank
leaves at the end, in a hand probably of the first

half of the sixteenth century. I follow the punc-
tuation exactly :

" Carmina qui letus : tecum cane Tristia mestus
Heu pater heu pastor heu rex heu bellicua armia

Heu doctus Salamon Jonathas Arturus in hostes

Heu vere legis custos heu gloria plebis
Edwardus quartus Anglie rex et decus orbis

Tollitur a nobis rosa mundi sol que triumphl
Absolon in vultu Salamon Christi quasi cultu

Templi fundator astri nomen et recreator

Ast orbis natis qui sit jam queso beads
Gallus obedit ei vultu Scotes que subegit
Protoctor. Christi fidei victus nece tristi

Celsa petens astri jam liquit culmina castri

Sol latit obscuris grauibus dolet Anglia curis

Castra thoris plena psallentum sunt per amena
Olim iam flentum vix verba referre valentum
Luce migrat celis nona rex noster Aprilis
Edwardi Christi matris precibus que Georgii
M semel et C quater octo decies tribus annis

Cristi sed regni vicenus tercius annus
Natus que mense necat huius mors illius ense

Anglia plange parens regis sic neustria nutrix
Rex cuius ex iure moritur cur. Gallia confle

Regem nunc reges plangant geniti genitores

Princeps dux que comes genitrix regina que proles

Spiritus exorent regis petat alta polorum
Omnes Angligine quia rex et tutor eorum."

Just below these lines, and in the same hand,
are the following, the object of which is clear

enough :

"
Hastyns hie domini Willielmi corpus humatur.
Funde preces anima quod celi luce fruatur.

Centum namque dies venie tociens tibi dantur
A te quando pater et ave pro se recetantur."

On a preceding leaf, in different hands of the

sixteenth century, are the following :

" Anno milleno C quater . X. quoque seno

Festo sex fratrum . dat Northamptonie bellum

Campo sanctarum viridi delapray monacharum
Quid plagis . quid . aqua . sunt plurima corpora strata

Ex quibus hii . buc . Be . proceres iungas Tal. et Egre
Et lucy miles . deus hiis . omnibus requiem des. Amen."

Over the abbreviations, buc, Be, Tal, Egre,
are written respectively by way of explanation or

completion : dux bukkyngham, vicecomes bevmond,

bot, mond.

Again :

*

" When qwene Anne was crownyd
Syr John d3

rgby was beryd
A m d iij and thrytty
Was the date of our lord I say trewly."

Again, some mnemonic verses for the order of

succession of the kings of England :

" Wil. con. Willms. hen. Stephanus. henque secundus
Ri. Jon. Henri. Edwardus tres. Ri. que secundus
Postea regnavit. Quartus. quintus simul Henri.

Hen sextus regnat. felice tempore viuat

Edwardus quartus. quintus ternus que Ricardus

Septimus. Henricus. octauua nunc numerandus."

Again :

"
Sanguineo ore Gallus contra Anglos
Siccine tarn creb[r]is frustra conuentibus Anglos
Querimus et dubii pacis abimus iter

Credimus astute tritas dissoluere gentes
Quam retro ex nostris nullus amauit auus

Sic michi persuasi francus consenciet Anglis
Cum dabit agniculis vbera seua lupa
Cum fonte ex vno cerua lupus que bibeut
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Tot vigil*
Peniere diaiunctU regibus Angle poles

Su licet ingrata* MC quid grada cure*

Kxul ope noetra victor, ad arma redis

Et none exitis MO* ad diacrtmlna regnis

logeaiam expecta. profer.t
-
EfidlM Anglicus contra Galloa.

StoriM um crebca per te raendacia fiunt

(,.lle Ubi quare credere nemo poteat
Credimus at sanctam teodis dissolure pscem."

These three line* might be a prophetic address

to the Emperor Napoleon III

I shall be glad if any of your numerous corre-

sp..ii.|,-nt-
would help me to the identification,

:iud, I may add, the translation of the fint and

last of these sets of verses. 1 1 1

AM AUSTRIAN ARMT : ALLITERATIVE ADURKSS TO

AURORA BOREALIS.

Can you inform me who wrote the alphabetical

alliterative pot-m commencing:
An Austrian Army Awfully Arrayed,

ItuMly By Battery Besieged Belgrade"?

I am anxious to learn, as it was a subject of

much discussion during a late passage over from

Pmlrm to Liverpool, and no one could give a

satisfactory reply. During our voyage in the
'

Kuropa steamer, we were fortunate in having

almost every evening' iu-t beautiful Auroral dis-

plays : and one evening, whilst walking the deck,

the writer and two fellow
-passengers passed away

an hour or two in attempting to compose a poeui

mi the Aurora following the alphabetical system.

Composed hastily, and dotted down by the light

of the binnacle lamp, couplet after couplet, it

served to give us some amusement ; and, if you

judge it worth inserting, may amuse others. In

the poem to which I refer above,* two lines are

repetitions, and one letter of the alphabet
is alto-

r omitted : we managed to introduce all,

smd found our labour vastly increased by the ne-

cessity of avoiding words, and combinations of

words, which occur in that poem. 11. C. 11.

Liverpool.

P.S. The Aurora at the time extended over

the wlioh- \i-i'.lo heavens, and by beautiful rrim-

son an. I green pencils of light eclipsed Ursa

Major almost completely.

Au Artful And Amutiitff Attempt At Alphabetical
Alliteration Addreuiug Aurora.

Awske Aurora ! And Across All Airs

By Brilliant Blazon Kanii.li Boreal Bears,

Crowing Cold Canope's Olvstial Crown,
I

i .

;

.
I I . .rending Dive IMusive Down.

En it li Eve u
Europn

Fin., I ix .1 Porevet Fastens Faithfully,

I'.:..., : fj -,,,

Greets doll. :i (i|..riou-ly drand ;

How Holy Heaven Holds High Hid Hollow 11

gnoble Ignorance, Inapt Indeed
een Jestingly Just Jupiter's Jereed :

iCnavishKhamschatkans,KnightlyKurdsmeiiKnuw
Long Labrador's Light Lustre 1. * ;

Mi.l-t Myriad Multitudes Majestic Mi.
No Nature Nobler Numbers Neptune's Night.

Opal Of Oxus Or Old Ophir's Ores
Pale Pyrrhic 1'; res Prismatic Purple Pours,

Quiescent Quivering, Quickly, Quaintly Q .

UK h, Kosy, Regal Kays Resplendent Rear;

Strange Shooting Streamers Streaking Starry Skies

Trail Their Triumphant Tresses Trembling Ties.

Unseen, Unhonoured Ursa, Underneath
Veiled, Vanquished Vainly Vying Van isheth:

\Vil.l Woden. Warning,Watchful Whispers Wan
Xaiithitic X lon,

'. del Vrll Yawns
Zenith's Zebraic Zizzag, Zodiac Zuues.

iHutar

Ancient Italian Jett*. Castiglione, in his Cor-

tifiatto (published in 1528), lays down rules as to

the style of pleasantry which becomes a refined

ami high-bred courtier; and illustrates his pre-

cepts by a collection of jests and facetious stories.

One of these, attributed to a Florentine <i

exactly resembles an Irish bull. The story is as

follows. When the Florentines were at war with

Pisa, they were in a financial difficulty, and ..

zen proposed, as a means of obtaining money, that,

whereas the Florentines had hitherto levin 1

torn duties at each of the eleven gates of ttuir

city, they should make eleven other gates, and
thus double their receipts. Another story ap-

pears to be the original of the well-known

dent of the unfreezing of the horn in Baron
Munrhaiufn* Travel*. A merchant of Lucca had

travelled to Poland, in order to buy furs ; but as

there was at that time a war with Muscovy, from

which country the furs were procured, the Luc-

chese merchant was directed to the confines of the

two countries. On reaching the Borysi!
which divided Poland and Muscovy, he/onnd
that the Muscovite traders remained on their own

the river, from distrust, on account of the

state of hostilities. The Muscovites, desirous of

being heard across the river, announ. 1 th<>

prices of their furs in a loud vo'uv ; hut tl.

was so intense that their words w n 'he

air before they could reach the opposite

Hereupon the Poles lighted afire in tlu> mi -Mle of

the river, which was frozen into a solid ma-
in the course of an 1 ^nls whi. I

been frozen up, were melted, and fell g--nK

the further bank, although the Muse-

had already gone away. The prices demanded were,
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however, so high, that the Lucchese merchant re-

turned without making any purchase. (See the.

Cortigiano, vol. i. pp. 182. 184. ed. 1803.) L.

"
Cutting Ones Stick" This vulgarism of fast

life would appear to be a corruption of a phrase

not uncommon in the high life of the last century.

Walpole, writing to Lord Strafford, Oct. 16, 1770,

in reply to his inquiries after his gout, says :

" I came to town on Sunday, and can creep about my
room even without a stick, which is more felicity to me
than if I had got a white one. I do not aim yet at such

preferment as walking up stairs; but having moulted my
stick, 1 flatter myself I shall come forth again without

being lame."
JOHN TIMES.

Drat 'em, Oddrot 'em. The following sugges-
tion as to the origin of the expressions drat 'em,

oddrot 'em in old English comic writers, if new,

may interest some of your readers. Probably the

full expression was originally
"
may the gods out-

root them" This would easily pass into oddrot 'em,

and drat'em would as easily follow.

The expression is used in Latin comedy ; cf.

Terence, Andria, Act IV. Sc. 4. v. 22., and Heau-

tontim., Act III. Sc. 3. v. 28. :

"Di te eradicent."

CANTAB.

British Officers, 1711.' When the expedition

against Canada was got up in the reign of Queen
Anne, thirty Serjeants were sent to New York
with lieutenants' commissions, and to be employed
on that service. They were afterwards (Dec. 25,

1712) put on half-pay in that colony. The fol-

lowing are the names of twenty of those offi-

cers :

William Matthews. William Hellen.

Matthew Low. Thomas Garlands.

James Dunbar. Andrew Nickell.

William Moor. Alexr. Blackall.

Edmund Blood.* John Bennett.

James Hall. Eichard Kitcbiner.

Philip Buchurst. Timothy Bagley.
Samuel Babington. Martin Groundman.
Thomas Burnit. Walter Harris.

William Wilkinson. Abraham Gee.

E. B. O'CALLAGHAN.
Albany, N. Y.

" In ihe wrong box" If you have not already
done so, will you make a note that to George
Lord Lyttelton we are indebted for the above ex-

pression ? His lordship always declared to his

friends how much happier he should have been
had he been brought up to some profession or

* A gentleman of this name was placed on active ser-
vice in 1723, as lieutenant of a company then serving in

New York. He was nepheV of Charles* de la Fay, Under
Secretary of State, 1718-1736, whose sister married Col.

[Holcroft?] Blood, and ofwhom it is stated that she was
" much fitter to command an army than the colonel."

business, so difficult did he find it to settle his at-

tention to anything to which he was not absolutely
obliged to settle it. He was of rather a melan-

choly disposition, and used to tell his friends that
when he went to Yauxhall he was always suppos-
ing pleasure to be in the next box to his, or, at

least, that he himself was so unhappily situated as

always to be in the wrong box for it.

11. W. HACKWOOD.

Singular Derivation of the Epithet
"
Whig"

Every reader of modern political history remem-
bers the initials of the statesmen that went to the
formation of the catch-word Cabal ; and of those
which gave rise to the singular composition of

Smectymnus in the days of Milton, as well as Dr.
Johnson's definition of Whig, as the Anglo-Saxon
for whey or butter-milk ; also the mime of a party
in Queen Anne's reign, well described by Swift.

But I have recently heard from a learned friend,
who at the time would not refer to his authority,
that he had read that, an appropriate application,
if not exactly derivation, had been supplied by
the initials of the words of the motto of a party
about Cromwell's time, viz.

" We. Aope in God."
Can any of your numerous political and philo-

logical readers inform me whence the origin of
this derivation is to be found ? I shall be glad of

any information referring to the above subject.
K. F. W.

Qtttrta*.

WILLIAM NICOLSON, D.D., ARCHBISHOP OF
CASHEL.

Archdeacon Cotton, in his Fasti Ecclesice Hi-
bernica>) vol. i. p. 17, speaking of this prelate, who
was not only a zealous antiquary and a learned
historian and philologist, as is proved by his nu-
merous valuable writings, but was also "a profi-
cient in natural history," informs us that he has
" a small MS. volume written by him, comprising
an account of plants growing in Cumberland, and

especially in the neighbourhood of Carlisle, as ob-
served by himself in his walks." Archdeacon
Cotton likewise remarks :

" Some manuscript volumes of his Diary are in posses-
sion of his family connexions in Ireland, viz. the Maule-

verers, descendants of the Rev. Bellingham Mauleverer,
son-in-law of the Bishop. And his Commonplace book is

in the Library of Trinity College, Dublin One of

them [the volumes of the Diary, as he mentions in the

Fasti, vol. iii. p. 323], which I have perused, is full of in-

teresting information, and breathes an uniform spirit of

Christian uprightness, piety, and content."

Might it not be well to put in print, pro lono

publico, at least a portion of the foregoing, written

by one who (to say nothing of his other acquire-

ments) has been termed by Bishop Gibson, in a

note to his edition of Camden's Britannia (fol.

1722), "a man eminent for his knowledge in the

languages of the Northern nations
"

?
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It is somewhat strange that Walter Harris, in

s flittory of the Uithitpt, gives a very scanty
notice of the prelate's work?. ; and that in tl

tory of the Writer* of Ireland r t even
a of bis name. An enumeration of his

writings is ^i\. n in Chalmers* fttographical Dic-

tionary; to which An! lion adds ft list of

seven sermons, preached between the years 1685
and 1716.

Can you refer me to any quarter for informa-
tion respecting the

archbishop's eldest son, the
Rev. Joseph Nicolson, LL.D. r* He was Chan-
cellor of Lincoln ; and his only child, Mary Nicol-

son, was married, 6th February, 1744, to George
Dlackcr, Esq. of Hallsmill, in the county ofDown.

fKinar Gutriti.

<-k of the Dunbar. The ship Dunbar was
on the 26th August, 1857, wrecked on the rocks

entering Melbourne Harbour; all on board were
lost, with the exception of one man ; he was verv

accidentally discovered the next day on the cleft

of rock. At first it was supposed to be some

piece
of apparel. A brave youth volunteered to

be let down some hundred feet by a rope, and
rescued from this perilous position a dying man,
in the greatest stage of exhaustion. Query, was
he a Dane? Is be living? Was his deliverer an

Orkney man ? Is he still alive ? It would be

satisfactory to learn their names. The inquirer
will be gratified by these individuals accepting
(from the investigator) of ten pounds sterling
each, supposing that they are not in independent
circumstances. C. F.

Prisoner t Arraignment. What is the origin
of the prisoner, when he is arraigned, holding up
his right hand as he pleads guilty or not guilty K

NOTSA.

Otology : Antiquity of Man on the Earth. In
the present uncertain state of geological science

respecting the antiquity of man on the earth, it

mav perhaps be useful to make a note of a book
which win

published
above two hundred years

ago, in which an attempt was made, on Scriptural
grounds, to prove that men were on the earth
before the creation of Adam. The title of the
book is as follows:

- Men before Adam; or, a Discourse upon
1214., by which are proved that the First
created before Adam, with a Theological System upon
that Presupposition. 8ro. Lond., 1656V

The work is anonymous, but the author was

f Joeeph XicoUon. D.I)., was collated to a prebcndal
tall in Lincoln cathedral, 24 May, 1714; and admitted
to the Chancellorship of Lincoln by the Archbishop ofwv %swu>vviiwiiii|i \n I..ILIVIIIII ur UIC /iriUUIBQOp Of

Ontsrtmry's (Wake's) option, 11 Feb. 1724-5. He died

Sept. 9, 1728, and WM buried in the cathedral of Lincoln.
Two dawrhten survived him.-Ei>. ]

Isaac 1ft Peyrere, ft French Protestant, who was
thrown into

prison on account of his book,
original was in Latin, and published in the year
1655. It caused considerable sensation, and
several answers to it were published. D.

"Hochlcy T tK Z/ofr." Where shall I fi n .l an
Old ballad thus entitled elsewhere than in the
BiMotheca Pepytiana f I should be obliged to

any correspondent for ft transcript of it.

W. S. PWM.
JEtop't Fable*. I have a couple of mutilated

editions of .Esop, which I should like to hav
tifu-d :

No. 1. A small octavo, with frontispiece:"
Esop surrounded by his animals, &c. ; Header,

good or bad, I believe tbou art not such an ass at
to think that all in this book was really dot

said by Fowles and Beasts," &c. Signed,
>

Z." The fables and morals both in prose and
verse ; very rude cuts, ending at p. 348.

No. 2. Same size, also without title. After
" Life of JSsop" Apthonius, the sophist notion
of fable and extract from Philontratus, th<

lows : "To his Ingenious Friend the New Trans-
lator of Esop," and "To the Juvenile Ri
both in verse. Cute: the morals both in prose
and verse. J. O.

Sir Humpfrey Talbot. Can anyone tell who
Sir Humpfrey Talbot, sheriff of Berks in 1480,
was, and his residence? He is mention

Berry's Lut of Sheriffs. SBHBX.

The Book of Sport*. Arthur Wilson, in his

History of the Life and Reign of King James I.

(reprinted in Kennett's Complete Hut. of England,
ii. 709.), says that after the

publication
of the De-

claration of Sport* by the king, in 1618, tbi

Mayor of London, who disapproved of it, arrested
his majesty's carriages when they were passing on
a Sunday through the City. This statement has

often been repeated, on the sole authority of the

violent party-writer referred to, or, it may be,
of the unknown editor of his posthumous work.
Can evidence of ft more credible kind be pro-

duced for the alleged fact ? And can any law be

cited, under which the king's carriages could be
mated at any time on the king's highway ?

Wilson and his followers farther affirm tl.

1618. the Declaration "came forth, with a com-
mand, enjoining all ministers to read it to their

parishioners, and to apnrove of it ; and those that

did not were brought into the High Commission,

imprisoned, and raapendcd." There were such

proceedings when the Declaration was reissued by
Charles I. in 1638 ; but is there any proof of their

occurrence in 1618 ? Fuller and Collier agree in

representing that, in James's reign, it wa
lished only for the use of Lancashire ; and that

even there,
" no minister was enjoined to read the
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book in his parish." (Fuller's Church History,

under May 29, 1618 ;
and Collier's Eccl. Hist, ii.

712., ed. 1714.) SCOTUS.

Surplice on Good Friday at the Communion.

In the review of the " liev. Dr. Campbell's visit

to England in 1778," in the Edinburgh of October,

1859, page 339., occurs the passage :

Dodd (the notorious Eeverend Doctor) did not read

the Communion Service rubrically, for he kneeled at the

beginning, and though it was a Fast Day, he and his

coadjutors wore surplices"

As I have always seen the surplice worn on

Good Friday by the officiating minister, I should

be glad to learn whether this is an innovation

since 1775, or whether the gown was then used by
the Irish church only, of which Dr. Campbell was
a member. I am aware in the University in Pas-

sion Week only the reader in chapel wears his

surplice. J. H. L.

Playford. Was Playford, who collected the

Musical Companion, a Norfolk man, or in any
way connected with that county ? Is anything
known of his descendants ? F. C. B.

The Style of Grace. When was this style first

given to the Archbishops and to Dukes ? J.

Munro. What is the origin of the name Munro
or Monro ? It appears to be principally borne by
Scottish families, some of whom, I believe, con-
sider themselves of English extraction.

MARK ANTONY LOWER.
Lewes. '.. .;

Lomax, or Lomas Family. What is known of

the origin of the name and family of Lomax, or

Lomas ? MARK. ANTONY LOWER.
Lewes.

William Dunkin, D. D. Can any of your cor-

respondents give the dates of the birth and death*
of William Dunkin, the friend and collaborateur

of Swift, and author of various poems and epistles
which were published in 2 vols. 4to. about the

year 1774 ? W. J. F.

Owenson the Player. I have heard from a gen-
tleman now in his eighty-ninth year that he well
remembers Owenson, the father of Lady Morgan,
acting the part of Captain O'Cutter in Colman's

comedy of the Jealous Wife, with infinite humour
and success, about the year 1789. What other
characters used Owenson to sustain besides Major
O'Flaherty in the West Indian, Sir Lucius O'

Trigger in The Rivals, and Teague in The Com-
mittee ? Any information about Owenson would
be very acceptable. EBLANA.

Writers who have been bribed to Silence was a

subject started in "N. & Q." nearly two years ago,

[* Ob. Nov. 24, 1765. ED.]

but it seems to have hung fire. May I be per-
mitted to revive it by directing attention to a
statement made in Timperley's Cyclopaedia to the
effect that Mary Anne Clarke received 10,000?.,
and an annuity of 600Z., for suppressing a work of
hers of which 10,000 copies had been printed !

Plowden, in his History of Ireland, and Curran
in his Sketches of the Irish Bar, insinuate that
one of Sir Jonah Barrington's historical works
was silenced by the government with a bribe.

W. J. F.

John Phipps. Wanted, information regarding
John Phipps, author of MS. comedies, The Con-
trasts, The Important Discovery, The Sycophant.
These pieces were, sold as part of the Duke of

Roxburgh's library in 1812. Z. A.

" Decunatus Christianitatis" On the map of
the diocese of Worcester attached to the "Valor

Ecclesiasticus, temp. Hen. VIII., the south-wes-
tern quarter of Warwickshire, apparently nearly
corresponding to the hundred of Barlichway, is

tinted as a separate ecclesiastical division, and
bears the above inscription, by which I under-
stand the Deanery of Christianity. Can any of

your readers suggest the reason of so strange a

designation ? J. g.

Major Thomas. A gallant officer, Major
George Powell Thomas, of the 3rd European
Regiment, died from the effects of wounds re*
ceived in battle before Agra, 1857. It is said he
was the son of an old Indian officer, the late

Major-General Lewis Thomas, C. B.
From which of the many families of Thomas

were these heroes descended ? G. L. T.

"Death of the Fox." Can any one inform me
whether Sir Walter Scott composed a song on
the " Death of the Fox," and whether this song
was sung in Edinburgh at a Pitt dinner? Can
the song be found ? G. F.

Seal of SS. Serge and Baccus. I should be

glad to know where I can meet with any en-

graving or sketch of the seal used by the monas-

tery of SS. Serge and Baccus in France. I
have a deed with the seal attached, but it is some-
what damaged; and I am anxious to know the

entire legend, as also some minutiae of detail,

which are destroyed in my specimen.
WILLIAM HENRY HART.

Folkestone House, Eoupell Park, Streatham.

Goethe s Clavigo.In the (Old) Monthly Mag-
azine for 1834, vol. xviii., there is a translation of

Goethe's Clavigo by A. T. Who was the trans-

lator ? Z. A.

" The Sack of Baltimore" Many of your cor-

respondents have, doubtless, read that beautiful

ballad,
" The Sack of Baltimore," by Thomas
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Davis. I iiv !crtand it is fi.uml.-l < ti M'-t. In a
'

I : .i in tl

Miiiiir. th- T.uk.s ba<l landed on the

coast of Cork, attacked Baltimore, and carried

away about a hundred of the inhabitants into

slavery."
Now, in reference to this ballad I would feel

.ome kind correspondent's Nutet to

the following Queries:
1. What was the Christian name of the O*

1, whose daughter, according to the poet,
was chosen for the Dey."
2. What amount of truth is in the following

..-, Mfp he's dead- she stabbed him in the midst

An.l when to die a death of fire that noble maid they
bore,

She only smiled O'Driscol's child she thought of

Baltimore!"

THBTA.

Datft of Early Play*. Can you inform me
whether there is any rule by which an undated

arly piny can be placed? There are some in

up h case, the type of which is as old, the

printers as ancient, and the general appearance as

crumbly and tattered as heart cnn wish, and yet
the first datfd editi<m is set before them. N. D.

Grotsetette t
" Cattle of Love? Will some of

your inti-UiiT'-nt readers throw a light upon the

following lines in the Cattle of Love, by Grosse-

teste, reprinted by Mr. Halliwell, 1849, p. 62. :

r from the rode for oure nede,

Ryjht into helle he }ede;
f'otirty time* ther he wes,
Er that he to aryse cbea ;

"ft he rose op on the thridde day,
I Hi in the mnrnyng on a Sonday."

Can it mean that for the forty days before the

Ascension Our Lord daily visited and preached to

the souls in prison ? GBOBGB OrroB.

Colonel Brett. I am much in want of some

particulars concerning dtlonel Brett, ft well-

known celebrity at the beginning of the last

crnturv. He was the friend and contemporary
of Cibber, Add-on, and Stcele, and is men
in the Taller by the Mftrip* of Colonel Ramble.

It is almost needless to add that he married

Anne Countess of Macclesfield, after her divorce

from the Karl. OXONIBHSIS.

Bithop Hun!. The Eccleiriattical and Uni-

vertity Annual Refitter for 1809 contains a well-

writtcn -ki-t.-h <>f JH*hnp Ilurtf* life, with a

but candid and judici<>u . Titi.jue on his works.

Query. By whom was this written ?

My suspicion* point to the Rev. Dr. I

Rector of
Ripple,

near Worcester, who married

the bishop's niece. To him bat also been ascribed

M defence of tin- *

against Dr. Parr's attack in the 1'

publication
of Traett by Warbnrton ami n \\'<tr-

bvrtonian.

Can any reader of *' N. & Q." nuist i

tracing the authorship' of these pieces to D I.
,

or any other person ? F KILVEBT.
Bath.

Qrayt Copy of Strypct Stotre. When the

library of the poet Gray was sold in the year
1846, among many books which had their margins
filled with MS. notes in the band of that eminent

person,
who was as curious and minute in his

investigations as he was accurate and fastidious in

his compositions, was a copy of Stove't Sttrrry of
London, of the fiist edition by Stnrpe, which was
sold for 14/. 5*. In what publio or private library
id this now to be found ? J. G. N.

fHtnor tfhirrtrs* tntflb flnslDrra'.

Swant. What are the names given to distin-

guish the male and female swan? None of th<>

works on natural history that I have consulted

give this information. .'I.

[According to Yarrell, the difttingnifthing name." of the
male and female wan are " Cob" and u Ft*." " In the

language of swaoberda," [peraonawho have the charge of

nwana] w tbe male swan i called a Cob, the female a
Pen." (Ma*r*,ll8M,p.n8.) With this agrees
the Penny Cyrloixniia, art. Swan :

u Where, a it some-
times happens, the rob bird (male) of oneowner mates with
a pen bin! (female) belonging to another, the brood are di-

vided between the owners." In the " Ordinances r

ing swans in the Ri*er Witham, ro. Lincoln," A.D. 1524,
the male and female swan, with reference to their "

sig-
nets," are styled "stre and dam."Arrhaol. xvi. 166.

A friend who, both as a rower and an angler, is well

acquainted with the Thames above bridge, assures us
that as far up as Abingdnn the male and female swan
are now called vernacularly

M Tom " and "
Jenny," and are

also distinguished as - Cock "a i I twker

applies to the male hooper or wild swnn tin- term dander.
14 The old '

gander
'

was only winged.*' (Imttmctiont, ed.

1859, p. 269.)
" M. Salerno ".lit .... que, quand .

faire venir le nrgne a soi, on 1'appelle andard."
M Snivnnt

h. on iui donne, en Allemand, le nom dp/run*,"

[Franc*?]
" et il s'approche a ce nom." (Buff.n. art

Cygne, notes.) Both terms, however, Godard and Franck,

appear in this case to be used as epicene*, t. r., without
reforeoce to sex.]

f.'Abbaye de Quinry. I have a copy
Guevx, ft duo. of more than 400 pages bound in

the same original vellum with /> Voltnr

pages, published at Rouen in Mi>rxxxn., across

the title of which is written "Lahhaye deQuincy."
I wish to ask where wan this abbey, and was it

for monks or nuns ? Also were such books re-

cognised as suitable for the librari.-* of n i

bouses? I bad an idea that the reading of the

inmates of such bouses was very Mri< tly confined

to religious, or at least eminently useful books.
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such as works on surgery and horticulture, and

that the superiors looked shyly even upon poetry.
N. J. A.

[We have no means of deciding whether this was the

Benedictine Abbey of QuinQay, formerly Quincy, situate

in a valley a mile* or two from Poitiers, or the Abbey of

Quincy in Champagne, which belonged to the order of

Citeaux, a branch of the Benedictines. Both Abbeys
were for monks, not nuns. "

Quincay, Quinciacum, en

Poitou H y a une abbaye d'hommes, de 1'ordre

de St. Benoit." (Expilly.)
"
Qiiintiacum .... vulgo

Quinfay nuncupatur .... Filibertus Abbas . . . Quin-
tiacum Monasterium .... Monachis implevit." (Vale-

sius.) "Quincy, abbaye cThommes, de 1'ordre de Citeaux,
en Champagne, diocese de Langres." Expilly.]

<f Bobolink" and "
Cocking an Eye." What are

the meanings of "bobolink" and "cocking an

eye," met with in Mrs. Stowe's Minister's Woo-

ing f J. R. K.

[Bobolink, or Boblink {Icterus agripennis), is a lively
little bird, so called in the eastern and northern states

from its notes. It is highly esteemed by epicures. W.
Irving says, "The happiest bird of our spring is the

Bobolink. This is the chosen season of revelry for him.
He comes amidst the pomp and fragrance of the season

;

his life seems all sensibility and enjoyment, all song and
sunshine." Wolferts Roost. But the epithet is some-
times used to denote an idler or loafer.

"
Cocking an

eye
" must be left a Query. 3

Brass at West Herling. In the parish church
of West Herling in the Hundred of Giltcross in

this county there is a brass inserted in a flat stone
monumental slab in the aisle with this inscrip-
tion :

"Orate pro animabus Willi. Berdewell, Armigeri, et

Elizabethe uxoris ejus unius filiarum Edmundi Wych-
yngham, et pro quibus tenentur, quorum animabus propici-
etur Deus."

I am unable to decypher the meaning of the
words in italics, and should be obliged to any
of your correspondents who will explain their

meaning. JOHN P. BOILEAU.

Ketteringham Park, Wymondham.

[The passive verb teneor appears to be here employed
in the sense of being bound, or under obligation, as in "the

phrase lege teneri,
" to be bound by law." "

Pray for the
souls of William Berdewell, &c., and [pray for the souls of

those] for whom they are bound [to pray], to whose souls

may God be propitious !
"

May not this mean, Pray not

only for the souls of the parties themselves, but for the
souls of those for whom it was their duty, while living,
to pray, e. g. parents, benefactors, &c.]

The Princess Borghese. I require for a little

work I have in hand some particulars of the
death of the Princess Borghese (daughter of the
Earl of Shrewsbury), who died suddenly of fever
at Rome about, I think, 1846. I have been in-
formed that a memoir of the Princess was issued
at the time, but have not been able to meet with
it. W. S.

[The Princess Borghese died at Rome in December,
1840, on which occasion was published a Funeral Oration,
delivered at the Solemn Obsequies of the Lady Gwenda-

line Talbot, Princess Borghese, in the church of S. Charles
in the Corso, Dec. 23, 1840, by C. M. Baggs, D.D., Rome,
8vo

;
1841. Also another pamphlet entitled Sur La Mort

Prematuree de Lady Gwendaline Catherine Talbot, Prin-
cesse Borghese, par Le R. P. Marie-Joseph De Geramb,
Abbe' et, Procureur- General de la Trappe, Paris, 8vo.
1840. Both pamphlets are in the British Museum.]

Moly and Colomline. In the twenty-sixth
Sonnet of

Spenser, after enumerating the sweets
and ills of six plants, he continues :

" Sweet is the broome-flowre, but yet sowre enough ;

And sweet is raoly, but his root is ill."

In another place the usual word Columbine as

applied to the flower, is spelt Cullambine. Bine
is clear as its most appropriate termination ; but
what has Cullam to do with the flower ? and what
is the plant, tree or flower, called Moly f W. P.

[ Columbine comes from Columba, pigeon, because when
the outer petals of the flower are picked off the remain-
der presents an extraordinary resemblance to a pigeon.
The Moly (MAV)

" that Hermes once to wise Ulysses
gave

"
to preserve him from the charms of Circe is de-

scribed in the Odyssey (x. 304.) as having a black root,
and a flower as white as milk.]

" Soul is form and doth the body make." In
what part of Spenser's Works is the following line

to be found ? I wish to see the context, and can-
not hit upon the line,

" Soul is form and doth the

body make." W. P.

[It is in the Hymn in Honour of Beautie, v. 133.]

Portrait : K. B. 32. I have an excellent por-
trait of a young officer of Marines (I think) who
served at the siege of Gibraltar, 1782. He is

leaning on a brass gun, upon the carriage of which
is marked K. B. 32. If you can tell me what this

means, perhaps I can at once tell who it is. Is it

Knight
* of the Bath, No. 32. ? or is it the num-

ber and character of the gun ? for instance a 32-

pounder. H. BANFIELD.

[Viewed in connexion with, the siege of Gibraltar, we
apprehend that the gun-mark,

" K. B. 32," must be taken
to signify a 32-pounder belonging to the King's Bastion.
" From the grand battery, along the sea-line, the town is

defended by the North, Montague's, Prince of Orange's,
KING'S, and South bastions. Montague's, Prince of

Orange's, and King's bastions have been erected lately.
The latter is a very complete piece of fortification, com-
manding the bay from New to Old Mole heads, and
mounting twelve 32-pounders," &c. Drinkwater's Hist,

of the Siege of Gibraltar, ed. 1785, p. 27.]

Four Kings. I have in my collection of Green-
wich Hospital portraits one of Matthew Lord

Aylmer, sometime governor of that noble insti-

tution, and on it is
" Matthew Ailmer who en-

tertained the Four Kings on board the Royal
Sovereign, 1710." Who were the four kings ?

R. H. S.

[The newspapers merely give the locale of the Four

Kings, as their family names would doubtless puzzle the

When was this Order instituted?
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penny-a-liners of that time. TV JW-Mm of April JO-

HLI7IO, informs u*. that " The four Indian king*, or

chief*, of tb five nation* of Indian -

England, New York. Canada, or New France, who ar-

rived her* some dart IIP. <i on Wednesday but their

public audience of Her Majesty in great ceremony,

being conducted therennto in two of Her Majesty's

o**cheaby.v
They went yesterday to Greenwich, and were entertained

on ooardonerf Her Majesty's yachu" They sailed from

Plymouth in the -
Dragon on May 7, 1710.]

Prince Rupert* Amu and Crert. Can you
favour me with the arms and crest of Prince Ru-

;

rt 1. H. DaiOGS.

fArws, waarterly; l*t and 4th sx a lion rampant or;

3^ aod ird paly Wn.lr arg. and aa.- Heylyn'a **> to

** 2/iato/y, td. 17*8, p. 212. No cmt is given.J

fUpUr*.

MALADA* JEWS.

(2-S.iv.429.; viii. 232.)

Vols. vi. and ix. of the Work*, published by'the
Zealand Society of Sciences, are now before me :

but the fulness of matter, treated in
*

Grave-
zande's Dwr/uui/ionj, precludes me from giving

any thing like an extract. I must limit myself
to the correction of such errors concerning the

Malabar Jews as, through misinformation, have

appeared
in your pages.

Hamilton says that this Jewish community
"Have a synagogue at Concbin, not far from the king's

palace, about two miles from the city, in which are care-

fully kept their records, engraven on copper plate* ia

Hebrew character*; and when any of the character*

decay, they are new cut, so that they can show their

own history from the reign of Nebuchadnezzar to the

present time."

This is not the case. The Jews residing in

Cochim already in the year 1686, had but a verv

confused notion of their own history, and this

ic the plundering Portuguese of 1662 had

away with the book named The Book of
the Upright (not that of Jathtr, Joshua x. 18.,

2 Sam. i. 1 8., but
Sepher /foyruar), in which also

was written from whence " the last great multi-

tude of people descended, that came over in the

4250th year of the Creation," A.D. 489. The

copper plates
Hamilton refers to are the letters

patent, in which regal privileges
were granted to

Joseph Rabby by the, Malabar emperor Krawi
Manwara. In Moeni's (not A/ooniV*) time this

piece of
antiquity,

of which a facsimile is given in

the Work* of the Zealand Society (vol. vi. facing

I>. 540.), was kept in the synagogue of the \\\\\\-

Jews, a quarter of an hour's walk from Cochim.
The patent U neither written in Hebrew, nor in

Hebrew characters ; these, as well as the Ian-

are a mixture of the old Malabar, the

ul, and the Tulingan tongues.

Hamilton's account of brass chronicles of the

Malabar Jews Induced Mr. John Collet, of New-
bury in Berkshire, to address himself by two
letters, of June 24th, 1753, and Jan. 12th, 1754,
to bis old Lcvdcn friend and college- fellow Mr.
Job Baster at Zieriksee, requesting him to have

inquiries made from Zealand regarding the Jews

residing at Cochim. To the<e letters he, in

added a third, written in Hebrew, and with an

English translation appended, which he wanted to

be forwarded to the Jews aforesaid. As, how-

ever, to this letter no reply was given, Mr. A.
's Gravezande, tome twenty years later, translated

the English version of the same into Dutch, and
had it taken to Cochim, with some questions ex-

tracted from Collet's correspondence. The effects

of this epistle were remarkable; 's Gravczaade
tells us (/. c. vi. p. 586.) :

-
It i* a fact worthy of notice, that aa Mr. Moens (the

then Governor of Malabar), distinctly and in an aflecting
manner read the letter, I mentioned to the moat dlatin*

guiabed Jews of Cochim, whom he had assembled for the

purpose, and had come U the part which regarded the

promise of their deliverance and restitution, they all,

partly from joy and partly from emotion, began to cry so

bitterly, that the reader himself was at great pain* to

keep hi* countenance. It indeed ia hard to aay what

signs of agitation were to be read from their features.

So much so, that when the lecture waa over they wrung
their hands and looked each other in the faee with eon-

fusion, continually uttering their joy tot the letter which
. Del .' m '.

'

*S Gravezande concludes with the prayer,
M Oh that the salvation of Israel were come out of Zion !

When God bringeth back the captivity of Hi* people,
Jacob shall rejoice, and Israel shall be gfad."-/Y iiii. 6.

A somewhat similar scene was witnessed by Mr.
Moens on October the 15th, 1779, subaequentr/
to his public lecture of 's Gravezande's //i

Account (Getchifdkundigc Narichten) to members
of the same Cochim community :

"After having said that he bad presented the Jewish

Synagogue in that place with the imprint of the copper

plates, Moens that proceeds:
it the name time, intended to give thn a tran-

script of your Kev.'s Ace<m*t, bat wanted first to try
whether they sbonld not desire this out of their own
accord. For that reason I read H at my house to the

most notable of them, and explained it ae dearly as pos-
sible and 1 bad the satisfaction to see that they, a* it

were, gaped the words out of my mouth} that *ome of

them surrounded me and nearly crushed Be, In order to

look into the work itselt and that saadrv others, with a
faint murmur, now rubbing and then lifting up their

bands, were engaged in a very animated

and I must confess that I was greatly moved by their

\\ '

: ... -. h , -. .', . I. in

my way. had still addressed a tow cordial word*

meeting, reminding them, by the bye, of what i* *aid in

7/osra iii. 4, 5 , th. m to weep and partly to

sot, in which

- Por the children of Israel shall abide many days
boat a king, and without a prince, and without a

srliea, and without an image, and without an synod,
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"But, some days afterwards, they sent one of theirs to

me, begging for a copy of what I had read to them, which

I accordingly gave."

As somewhat akin to the above, I make free

still to add a transcript from Diary of a Tour

through Southern India, Egypt, and Palestine in

the Years 1821-22, by a Field-Officer of Cavalry

(8vo. pp. 366., Lond. 1823, Hatchard and Son).

I have it from the Literary Gazette for 1823,

p. 664. :

"The black Jews are supposed to be the descendants of

proselytes made to Judaism on the first settlements of

white Jews in the country; but nothing certain seems

to be known concerning them : they still exist in large

numbers along the Malabar coast. From the ruins of

the Synagogue we returned to the Church ; and there,

while Mr. Fenn was speaking to the Syrians, I had a

long and interesting conversation with Moses, in the

Portuguese language, of which, fortunately, he under-

stood a little. The sum of what he told me was, that the

Jews, those at least who had studied the Sacred Writings,
all agreed that the 53d chapter of Isaiah related to the

Messiah ; that the accounts given of Jesus of Nazareth

exactly correspond with the description of him given
therein : but that there is one material point in which
he fails, which is, that having publicly declared He came
to fulfil the law of Moses, He nevertheless permitted his

followers to dispense with the rite of circumcision, and to

change the day of the Sabbath, acts which positively
violated the law of Moses ;

and such, therefore, as the

true Messiah would never have allowed. This was, he

said, the common opinion of the Jews ;
but he admitted

that, for his own part, the undeniable conformity of Jesus

to the predicted Messiah, the long and dreadful disper-
sion and sufferings of the Jews, and the present returning
kindness of the nations towards them, in seeming con-

formity with the time pointed out in the prophecies of

the 1260 days ; all combined to throw his mind into an
indescribable state of ferment. He almost believed but
then the unaccountable change of the most holy Sabbath-

day ! He allowed the total confusion of tribes, so that, if

Messiah were yet to come, He could not be known to be of

the tribe of Judah, unless by a miracle. Still he thought
God would perhaps vouchsafe a miracle to restore the iden-

tity of families and tribes, and that this was a general belief

among his brethren. He says he has read the New Tes-
tament with attention, and thinks it a most excellent

work ; but if its accounts had been true, how was it pos-
sible that so many thousands of Israelites, living witnesses

of the miracles therein related, could yet refuse to believe,
and even punish the supposed Messiah with death? I

have purposely abstained from recapitulating the argu-
ments usually employed against what Moses Azarphati
advanced, as they are well known to every Christian of

common intelligence, who has at all studied the grounds
of his own belief; but I thought it might not be unin-

teresting to know from the fountain head what the Jews
think and say for themselves

;
and Moses is really a fair

specimen of the most liberal among them."

The second error I have to correct is, that the

piece of wood now kept in the Zealand Society's
Museum is inscribed INAZARREXIVDE, the letters

inverted, and to be read from left to right, as if

they were types composed for printing. It was

" Afterward shall the children of Israel return and seek
the LOKD their God, and David their king : and shall fear
the LORD and His goodness in the latter days."

supposed to be the remainder of a Romish crucifix

erected by the Portuguese before the year 1662,
when Cranganore was taken from them by the
Dutch. The manner in which the letters are

placed makes us surmise that the Roman Catholic

priests hit upon this invention as more likely to

attract the Hebrew-reading eyes of their Jewish
Malabar subjects.

I dare say DR. TODD will be pleased to hear
that there exists a Portuguese pamphlet, 15 pages
in 4to., containing an account about some Jews
who, having left Amsterdam in November, 1685,
had been on the continent of Cochim from No-
vember the 21st to November the 25th, 1686, and
had been received and treated there in a very
kind and solemn way. This happened under
Commander Vosburg. The title is, Notisias dos

Judeos de Cochim, mandadas por Mosseh Pereyra
de Paiva, Acuya Custa se imprimirao. Em Am-
sterdam, Estampado em caza de Vry Levy em 9
de Ilul, 5447 (being our year 1687). Preceded

by the imprimatur of Ishack Aboab.

Though small, this little book gives much in-

formation regarding the Cochim. Jews of that

time, as for instance,
" The situation of both the place of abode and the Sy-

nagogue ; A List of the Heads of Families ; The Condition
of the people at that Period

;
The number of Families in

sundry quarters of the Town ; Their History, Religious
Customs, principal Learned Men or Chachams ; A Trans-
lation of the Privilege accorded by Cheram Perimal

[szc] ; The Replies to about 50 Questions, concerning
their Rituals; with their opinions and conduct in the
case of the famous Impostor or false Messiah, Sabathai
Sevi : of whom they know nothing else but that, at the
time when he was said to be Messiah, the Commander of
Cochim had received his portrait, to which no one of
them had shown any respect, and that, not very long
afterwards, they had been informed by way of Mecca'-------- --- *

TeTurk."

See A. *s Gravezande, in the Zealand Society's
Works, vi. pt 524. and note (11.).
As an appendix I, inquiringly, copy the follow-

ing from the Literary Gazette for 1832, p. 733.:
" The Jews. It is stated in the Anglo- Germanic Ad-

vertiser (but we know not if on sufficient authority, or

merely a rumour picked up from an eastern ( ! ) attendant
at Leipsic fair), that the descendants of the lost ten tribes

of Israel are to be found in Li Bucharia. They are said to

amount to ten millions, to speak the language of Thibet,
to observe the rite of circumcision, to keep the Kipour,
and to have readers and elders like the original Jewish

people."
J. H. VAN LENNEP.

Zeyst/near Utrecht,
Oct. 29, 1859.

TITLES CONFERRED BY OLIVER CROMWELL.

(2
nd S. vii. 476. 518. ; viii. 382.)

At the end of a small work, The Perfect Politi-

cian; or a full View of the Life and Actions (Mili-

tary and Civil) of O. Cromwell, 12mo., London,
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1660, we hare the following
"
Catalogue of

ntrrr'd on several Persons by Oliver
i

1 Protector, in the time of bU
GoYernment":

< Privii Q**cU.

Henry Lawrence. Lord President.

I.:, ul. ,.: 1-. .-:.-... !.

Maior-Gen Lambert.

Philip Lord Lisle.

Nathaniel Fiennea, Commissioner of the Great Seal

NM..ll..rt

Sir Charles Wolsley.
Col. William Sydenham.
Edmund Karl of Mulgrare.
Walter Strirklan-l.

Philip Skippon. Major-Gen.
ul,p Jonas,

Richard Major, require.
Francis Rome, Eaqnire,
John Tburloe, Secretary of State.

Th, Member* of the other Hmae, alias IFoute of Lord*.

1. Lord Richard CromweL
& Lord Hennr Cromwel, Deputy of Ireland.

8. Nathaniel Fiennea, ) Commissioners of the Great
4. John Li'le, f Bed.
5. Henry Lawrence, President of the Privie Council.

6. Charles Fleetwood, Lieut-Gen. of the Annie.
7. Robert Karl of Warwick.
8. Kdmund Karl of Mulgrare.
'.'. 1. -I ward Karl of Manchester.

10. William Lord Viscount Say and Seal.

11.
Philip

Lord Vivount Lisle,

U. rharlw Ix>rl Viscount Howard.
13. Philip Lor. I Whartnn.
14. Thomas Lord Faulconbridge.
15. George Lord Erera.

16. John Claypole, Esq.

S^fcS~ }*-*-
19. Bnlstrode Whit lock, ( Commi.<uioners of the Trea-

iham, j sury.
21. Sir Chariea WoUley.
22. Sir Gilbert Pickering.
23. Walter Strickland, Esquire.
J. Philip Skippon, Eao/.
25. Franci* Rous Eeq'.
26. John Jonea, Eaq'.
27. Sir William Strickland.

28. John Fiennes, Eaq
r
.

29. Sir Francis RuaseL
80. Sir Thomas Honywood.

\rthur llanle'rigge.
32. Sir John liobart.

83. Sir Richard Oiwlow.
rtGwrard.

86. Sir William Roberta.

88. William Pierrepoint, Esquire.
89. John Crew. Kf.
40. Alexander Popnam, Esqr

.

44. Rdm. Wballey. Com. Gen.
i..hn Uarkstead. LieuL of the Tower.

.. Bh i.'> PHde.
47. Sir George Fleetwood.

48. Sir John Huaon.
hard Ingold.br.

60. James Bern-, I

61. William <

62. Thomas Cooper, Ko'.
ML Edmund Thomas. Eaq'.
64. George Monke. Gen. in Scotland.

55. David Karl of Caasila.

A6. Sir William Lockbart.
hibald Johnston of Wareston.

68. William Steel, Ix>rd Chancellor of Ireland.

69. Roger Lord Hroghill.
60. Sir Matthew Tomlinson.

l . William Lcmhall, Master of the Rolls.

61 Richard Hampden, Eaq'.

CbMiniMMners of the Gnat Seal and their Often.
Nathaniel Fiennca. John Lisle.

William Lenthal, Master of the Rolls.

Oflifert attending.

Hennr MMdleton, Serjeant- at-.\rins.

M'. Brown. M'. Dora.

J*dgtt of both Bemche*.

John Glrn, Lord Chief Justice,

Olirer St John, Lord Chief Justice, and
Edward Atkins, )
Matthew Heale, V Justices of the Common Pleas.

Hugh Windham, j

//a Baron* of the Exchequer.
Robert Nicholas. John Parker, and

Roger Hill.

Erasmus Earl.

Attorney -General.

Edmund Prideaux.

Solicitor.

William Ellis.

Serjtanti-at~la, called by him to the Bam.
Richard Pepes, 25 January, 1658.

Thomas Fletcher, 25 Januarr, 1668.
Matthew Hal.-. 25 January. 1668.
William Steel. 9 February. 1668.

John Mamard, 9 February. 1668.
Kirhar.1 S'udigate, 9 February. 1658.
Thomas Twisden, 9 February". 1C53.

\V 'ham. 9 February, 1658.
riit-.n r r.K.k. il June, 1654.

John Parker. 21 of June, 1654.

Roger Hill, 28 of June. 16*4.

William Shepard, 25 October, 1656.

John Fountain, 27 November, 1666.

Charles Howard of Glisland in Cumberland, created
Baron Glisland. and Lord Viscount Howard of Morpeth,
the 20th of July, 1667.

/!. SM*,

John Read, Esq., of Bocket Hall, in Hertfordshire.
created Baronet the 26 of June, 1666.

John Claypole, Esq., created Baronet the 16 of July,

Thomas Chamherlam. of Wfrkham, Esq., made a
Baronet the 6th of October.
Thomas Beaumont, of Staughton -Grange, in Laieat-

tershire, Eaq , created March 6, 1657.

John TwUleton, Esq, of Hereaman's Place, in Dartford,
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in the county of Kent, created Baronet of the same

March 24, 1657.

Henry Ingoldsby, Esq., created 31 of March, 1658.

Henry Wright, of Dagenhams, in Essex, Esq., created

Baronet March 31, 1658.

Edmund Dunch, Esquire, of East Wittenham, in Berk-

shire, created Baron of the same place, April 26, 1658.

Griffith Williams, Esq., of Carnarvon, made a Baronei

the 28 of May, 1658.

Knights, when and where made.

Sir Thomas Viner, Lord Mayor of London, at Grocers

Hall, Feb. 8, 1653.

Sir John Coplestou, at White Hall, June 1, 1655.

Sir John Reynolds, at White Hall, June 11, 1655.

Sir Christopher Pack, Lord Mayor of London, at

Whitehall, Septemb. 20, 1655.

Sir Thomas Pride, at Whitehall, Jan. 17, 1655.

Sir John Barkstead, at Whitehall, Jan. 19, 1655.

Sir Richard Combe, at Whitehall, Aug. 1656.

Sir John Dethick, Lord Mayor of London, at Whitehall,
Sept. 15, 1656.

Sir George Fleetwood, of Bucks.
Sir William Lockhart, at Whitehall, Dec. 10.

Sir James Calthrop, of Suffolk.

Sir Robert Tichborn, Lord Mayor of London, and Sir
Lislebone Long, Recorder, December 15.

Sir James Whitlock, at Whitehall, January 6.

Sir Thomas Dickeson, of York, March 3, 1656.
Sir Richard Stainer, at Whitehall, June 11, 1657.
Sir John Claypole, Baronet, at Whitehall, July 16,

1657.

Sir William Wheeler, at Hampton Court, Aug. 26,
1657.

Sir Edward Ward, of Norfolk, at Whitehall, No-
vember 2.

Sir Thomas Andrews, Alderman of London, at White-
hall, November 14.

Sir Thomas Foot, Alderman "i

Sir Thomas Atkin, Alderman VDec. 5.

Sir John Huson, Colonel j
Sir James Drax, at White Hall, Jan. 6.

Sir John Lenthal, at Whitehall, March 9.

Sir John Ireton, Alderman of London.
Sir Henry Jones, at Hampton Court, July 17, 1658,"

" Sic transit Gloria Mundi."

H. E.

SQUARING THE CIRCLE.

(2
nd

S. viii. 291.)

Eighteen years have elapsed since I first saw
the words,

" Sator arepo tenet opera rotas," which
were presented to me, as a "

crux," by a member
of the University of Cambridge. I believe the
translation (if any) to be,

" The sower holds the
wheels

; the sower holds the works." I was informed
that " tenet

"
is to be twice introduced, in render-

ing the passage into English. I have consulted
Riddle's Latin and English Dictionary, and cannot
find therein "

arepo
"

aa a word, nor can I find

]' arepus" or "
arepum," of either of which words

it might be considered the ablative case. " Re-
pus

"
or "

repum
"

does not exist in the Latin

language, as far as my limited experience serves.
I believe that "

arepo" is
"
opera" reversed, and

that the word has been introduced merely to
"
square the circle." I need not say that I shall

be very glad to see in print a satisfactory solution
of what has hitherto been unintelligible to me.
Another example of squaring the circle is given

in the words " Silo princeps fecit," which is

doubtless familiar to many of your readers.

MuTO QUADRATA RoTUNDIS.

Perhaps the following may throw some light on
this question. H. B.

Five letters squared, and reading not only forwards
and backwards, but upwards and downwards, are certainly
a great "fact accomplished." The artist, it is clear, was
not onty ingenious, but sly. There is an apparent diffi-

culty, only apparent, in the second line, ARKPO, which is

not a Latin word ; and though it may be resolved into
either "fc repo," or "arepo," or "are po" (taking "po," as
once it stood, for populo), neither of these is a very satis-

factory solution. In order, then, to get at the "true
interpretation," I shall beg leave, in the first place, to

deploy our solid square, and draw it out in line. It will
then stand thus :

" Sator arepo tenet opera rotas ;"

which I take to be two interrogatives :

" Sat orare poten' ? et opera rotas ?
"

For the interpretation whereof it must be premised that I
view "

sat," not in its ordinary import, sufficiently, but in
its occasional signification of well, properly ("non sat

scio," I do not well know ;

" non satis intelligebam," I
did not properly understand) ; while "

poten'
" we take

for potesne (as vin', scin\ for visne, scisne). Moreover in
the second half of the line we take the "

et
"

to he the et

admirantis or indignantis, which often commences a ques-
tion ("Et vos acta Caesaris defenditis?" "Et causam
dicit Sextius devi?"): "Opera "we understand in its

mediaeval sense of Church Services (" Opus Dei, sacra li-

turgia "), and
" rotas

"
in its mediaeval sense of gabbling

(" Rotare, Effutire celeri et incurioso sermone . . .
'

Quas-
dam resonantium sermunculorum taureas rotant '

"). The
whole passage, then, may be viewed as an expostulation
addressed to some ecclesiastical personage, possibly to the
unconscious minister (in 1614) of the identical church
where the inscription was fastened against a pew ; and its

literal signification will be

'Canst thou pray aright? and gabbiest thou the
Services ?

"

In other words,
" Can that be a proper way of offering prayer, and you

rattling on at such a rate?" or, "How can you pray
aright, when you thus gabble the Services?

"

I must not conclude without offering a farther sug-

gestion.
The square now before us, 5x5, has this pecu-

liarity, that, after a fashion, it contains in itself a date ;

namely, the same date that stands above it, 1614. Of the

5ve-and-twenty letters composing the square, twelve are

vowels, and thirteen are consonants. Taking, as it stood
'n mediaeval times, the numerical value of all these

etters, that is, S as 7, A as 500, &c., the total would be

4908, which is far too high. But take the consonants

only. S occurs twice, T four times, R four times, P twice,
N once. What, in mediaeval days, were their numerical
values ?

" Ebdomada? specie S suscipit ordine septem"
" T quoque centenos et sexayinta tenebit."
"
Octoginta facit numerum quae dicitur haec R."

"P similem cum G numerum monstratur hahere."

(" G. autem 400 designat.")
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M N imiufliito capit, qoiD sic capatMM videtur."

That is, S 7,T - 160, B- 80, P - 400,N - M.
18- 7xj- U
4T-160 x 4- 640
4B- 80 * 4- *>

SP-400 x 2- 800
M- 90 x 1- M

Total - - 1864

This last tool, 1864, is still above the mark ; bat stay,
oran befog excluded as not squaring, and rora* in-

instead, we get OM E 0* /<. What U the

value of E?
E

1M4, then, deduct 260 for the E left out, and the

ler is jost 1614 the rery date required, M it U
Men topping the diagram itself.

With regard to the two letters which flank the square,
f. and R, these might be taken, were the date twelve

years earlier, as standing for Her sometime Majesty of

glorious memory, Elizabetha Regina. I Visibly they are

the initial* of some Key. E R , then officiating in

the church of Great Gidding, who little dreamed that, in

permitting an ingenious device to be put up against one
of the pews, he was bequeathing to posterity a covert

memorial of his own ted reading.
It must be confessed that, with respect to its latinity,

the style of this inscription is somewhat constrained

hardly sufficiently fluent But surely the marvel is, that

the composer should have succeeded in connecting any

meaning whatever with a verbal complication, of which
the mere mechanical construction must have cost him so

much time and trouble. I ought to add that a friend

Is disposed to view ARKPO M a cognomen, and would
tDder the passage thus :

- The tower Arepo holds the wheels in his work,"

To your readers I leave the decision.

SUPEBNATUKALS AT THE BATTLES OF CLAVIJO
AHD rftAOUE.

(2* S. Tili. 171.)

I do not know which is the best account of St.

James's support to the Spaniards at the battle of

Clavijo, but
presume that none is better than

Mariana's. The battle was fought in the year
844. At the end of the first day the Spaniards
had the worst of it In the night St James ap-

peared to King Ramirez and promised his support
on the morrow. The king told his vision to the

troops, and gave the signal fur fighting. The/
charged furiously and shook the Moors :

pastel Santiago fa visto en an cavallo bianco, y
eon una vandera blanca, y Mi medio delta una Cruz roxa,
one capitaneava nnestra gent*. Con su vista crecieron a
fos nuestros las fuerzas; los Barbaras de todo punto des-

mayadoe, M poaieron en buida. Executaron los Cris-
tianos el alcaoce ; degoUaron sesenta mil morns."

A TOW of King Itamirex is (then stated, and
certain charges on land set out, and,

AHadieron otroai en esto voto qua) para slenpre,
qvaaoo lot dMpoJot da lot eoemlgos M reparfMsn San-

tiago M cootaaM per on soldado de a cavallo, y levaase su

parte. Pero este con el tiempo M ha dwusadV
ana, UiHoria d E>pa*a, i:>. Madri
L 276.

Mrs. Jameson (Sacred and Ltgndary Art, p.
139.) gives 908 as the date of the battle. I do
not know on what authority.

* Mais de toutes les merveilles arrives en M Hsnis la.
il n'y M eat point de plus memorable par sea suites, qne
celle qne je vais raoonter, et qui preceMa Immediatement
la battaille de Prague. La nuit avant ce fameux combat,
onelques aoldaU beWtiques de garde k la porte de 1

MetropoliUino, s'etant appercfts qu'il y paroUnoit une In-
miere extraordinaire, eurent la coiioeftl d'examiner par
les fentes de la porte ce qne s*y paasoit L'EglUe lev
parnt tonte en feu ; et deja ils alfoient sonner 1'alarme,

pour appeller
du seoours, lorsqa'nn nouvean spectacle

s'offrit a lenrs reux, et leur fit connoitre, qne ce feu qu'ils

apptrcevoient, n'avoit rien de la nature des feux onli-
i. an -.

"C'etoit trois hommes reapectables et tout resplen-
dissans de gtoire, dont Pun revetu d'un surplis, et d'une
robe longue, etoit habill<f comroe le font lea chanofnea de

Prague : ces trois premieres furent joints a 1'heure mene
par trois antres penonnes galement eclatantes de la-

miere. Tous six apres avoir confertf quelque terns en-

semble, se separerent et disparurent aux yeux des sol-

data, qui frappes d*un spectacle si marveillenx, et si

effrayant tout ensemble, abandonnerent leur noste et

allerent r^pandre dans tonte la viile la nouvelle de ce

qui ctoit arrived Le bruit passa bientot dans Parmr*
Protestante, campe a un quart de lieu de Prague, et

de-la, par le moven de quelqnea deaertcurs, dans celle de

catholfques, quf n'en etoit pas fort eloignfte. Tous rai-

sonnerent sur le prodige. Lea ProteaUns n'en anguroient
rien de favorable pour eux. Les Catholiqnes, au con-

traire, cruerent y decouvrir une preuve certaine de la

protection des bien heureux Patrons de la Boheme, et en

particulier du Saint Martyr Jean Nepomucene, que lea

soldats avoient <

161.) VietUS.
Ma

distingu^ dans 1'appsntion." Marne, (p.
. Jem A'epomucau, Pans, 1741, 12mo. pp.

It is strange that the saint appeared to heretic

soldiers, and: that they knew him. As his mar-

tyrdom took place on the eve of the Ascension,

1383, and the battle of Prague on the 8th No-
vember, 1620, they could hardly have any personal
remembrance of him. FJTZHOPKIKS.

Garrick Club.

xtrplir* to ffdnar turrfrtf.

Tk* Jcwf Spring Garden* (1* S. ii.
4/M.)

So long ago as 1WO an inquiry was made in your

pages
for the Jews'

Spring
Gardens at Mile End.

No information on that head has, I believe, jet
been given. Having occasion to refer to :

map of the parish of Stebonhcath, anno 1702, in

my possewion, I find " The Spring Garden"
marked. Its site was a short distance from the

Mile End Road, on the south si.le, and its east

aide abutted upon
" Broome's Lane," since called

Globe Lane. On the opposite side of the road,

but a little farther eastward, is
"
Wright's 1

with the modern White Ilone Lane.
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The conclusion that this was the "
Spring Garden

"

alluded to in the advertisement quoted from the

Postboy, is strengthened by the fact of an ad-

joining house being marked in the map as "
Cap-

tain Bendall's," the reference in the advertisement

being also to "
Captain Bendal, Mile End." I

remember an old house close by the spot herein

indicated being called
"
Spring Garden Cottage."

It may be standing to this day.
ALEXANDER ANDREWS.

Seals of Officers who perished in Afghanistan
(2

nd S. viii. 289.) In common, I have no doubt,
with many of your readers, I was much interested

in this paragraph in " N. & Q,.," and trust that

we shall hear that MR. BAYLEY has had the satis-

faction of returning to their friends these relics,

which they must greatly prize.
I wish now to relate an incident of the Crimean

war, which I believe has never appeared in print.
Lieut. Sparke, son of the Rev. J. H. Sparke,
Canon of Ely, perished in the disastrous cavalry

charge at Balaklava. Some months afterwards,
his signet ring, with the family crest and motto
"Scintilla fit ignis" was restored to his family

by some generous Russian, who had purchased it

from the person who had despoiled the dead of it.

I believe it was returned through the British am-
bassador at Stockholm or Copenhagen the na-

tions being still at war.

Such amenities were all too rare during that

contest. I wish I could record the name of the

person who did this act of thoughtful and Chris-

tian courtesy. E. G. R.

Mrs. Myddelton (2
nd

S. viii. 377.) MR. STEIN-
MAN is informed that there is a good portrait of
Mrs. Myddelton in the possession of Colonel

Myddleton Biddulph, Chark Castle, Denbigh-
shire. Nix.

Besides the pictures at Hampton Court and Al-

thorpe House, co. Northampton, there are or were

portraits of this lady in the gallery at Windsor
Castle, and a whole-length by Lely in Kingston
House, Dorset. There was also a miniature of her

by Petitot at Strawberry Hill. CL. HOPPER.

^

sort of Animal was the Bugle ? (2
nd S.

viii. 400.) In Hampshire, some years ago, a bull

was always called a bugle, and I believe the term
is still in use. In old French we meet with the
word bugle, meaning a wild ox. The word is also

met with in the Bible, translation of 1578 :
-

' The hart, and the roebucke, and the bugle, and the
"wild goat." Deuteronomy, xiv. 5.

In the modern translation the word fallow-deer
is substituted. I am not a Hebrew scholar, and
cannot therefore decide on the correctness of the

translation, but assuming the translation of 1578
to be a good one, I think that " wild ox "

would
be a more correct rendering than "

fallow-deer."

For the etymology of the word we must go to

the French, where we find beugler, to bellow.
The word buffle, Fr. bcuffle, Germ. buffel, meaning
a buffalo, is I think cognate to bugle. J. A. PN.

Bugle was an old French term for horned
cattle. " S'est dit autrefois pour Boeuf." Bes~
cherelle. This writer derives bugle from the
Celtic "

bu, boeuf ;

"
but it seems to be more im-

mediately connected with the L. buculus. Cf. the

old Fr. words "
buglement," a lowing or bel-

lowing, and "
bugler," to low, or bellow. These

are now "
beuglement, Cri du taureau, du boeuf, et

de la vache," and "
beugler (Lat. barb, buculare),"

which " ne se dit proprement que du cri du tau-

reau, du bceuf, et de la vache."

So various are the animals of the ox kind, to

which the terms bugle, boogie have been applied
in England, that it is to be feared some difficulty
will be found in identifying the class peculiar to

the I. of Wight by its name alone. " A literary
friend in England remarks that this [Bugil, Bu-

gill] is
* a bull's horn. Bugle and Bull,' he adds,

* are inflections of the same word
;
and in Hamp-

shire, at Newport, Fareham, and other towns, the

Bugle Inn exhibits the sign of a terrific Bull.
1

Phillips, indeed, defines Bugle,
* a sort of wild

ox '

; and Huloet,
'

Buffe, bugle, or wilde oxe.'
"

Jamieson, Supplement, on Bugil. THOMAS BOYS.

The Contraction "i." (2
nd S. viii. 374.) MR.

JOHN GOUGH NICHOLS appears to desire examples
of i. for i. e. In his Guide into the Tongues, Min-
sheu gives such examples in every column. Thus,
he writes,

"
AFFLICTIVE, t. full of affliction."

" A BARLEY bronne gentleman, i. a gent, (although rich)

yet lives with barley bread."
"A CIRCUIT .... Gr. mptoSos, a n-epi, t. circum, et

6fio?, i. via."

And so we might go on to his last examples
under ZONE,

" a Gr. Zcav^ i. cingulum."
JAMES RAWSON.

"The Royal Slave" (2
nd S. viii. 207. 317.)

The first edition of this play, "Oxford, printed by
William Turner for Thomas Robinson, 1639,"

4to., is now before me. It has a "
Prologue

"
and

an "
Epilogue

" "
to the King and Queene ;

"
a

"Prologue" and an "Epilogue" "to the Univer-

sity;" and a "
Prologue" and an "Epilogue" "to

their Majesties at Hampton-Court." It does not

contain the names of the performers. A second

edition was printed at London in 1640, also in

4to., and a third in the collected edition of Cart-

wright's Comedies, Tragi- Comedies, with other

Poems, small 8vo. 1651. No names of performers
are given in either of the latter editions.

EDWARD F. RIMBAULT.

Villeins (2
nd

S. viii. 360.) By a charter of

William I., if any servants or villeins lived with-

out claim of their lords for a year and a day, in
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city, town, or camp, they and their posterity for

ever should be -of Cosaey
1312, for leaving their lord'* manor, sue-

cessfully pleaded this charter. (Blomefield's Nor-

folk, vol. li. 409. 8vo. edit. Cowey.) The twofold

aim of this charter shows the policy from which
William never swerved, and the good fruit of

,

whi.-h much overbalanced the partial evil. It

must have considerably affected villenage.
F. C. B.

|

Portioner (2* S. viii. 398.) Portioner is said

in I Mi's Dictionary and Digest of the Lute of
Scotland to be " the proprietor of a small feu or

piece of land ;" but this explanation is not satis-

factory. The
proper meaning of the word is

moat probably that given by Dr. Jamieson in hi*

Dictionary of the Scottish Language,
" One who

possesses part of a property which has been ori-

ginally divided among co-heirs." G.

Spontoon (2*
1 S. vi. 329. 421.; vii. 464.)

Some time since an inquiry was made in u N. &
Q." respecting this weapon. Among the arms in

the museum at Sandhurst College is one thus

labelled: "
Spontoon, carried by an officer, dis-

continued in 1787." GILBBBT.
j

Guildford.

[A reference to " N. & Q." (* S. vii. 464.) will show
'

that the spontoou was laid aside by the M Guards "
in t

1786.- Q."]

Stratford Family (2
nd S. viii. 376.) In reply

|

to T. NICHOLSON, I beg to say the Irish branch

of the family trace lineal descent from the time of

Alfred. The Robert he mentions, who teltled in

Ireland in 1660, was a younger member of the

family of Merevile, in the co. Warwick, who
were sheriffs and knights of the shire in temp.
Hen. II. and Edw. II. Nicholas was a member
in six successive parliaments of Edw. III. Robert
in two, in the same reign. John was Archbishop
of Canterbury in the same reign ; he was prime
minister during the king's absence in Fran
1340. The county of Warwick was represented

by this family in the reigns of Richard II

ward VI., Charles II., James II., William and

Mary, and Anne.
I am sorry 1 cannot say for what the arms were

grant D W .

P.S. I have got a curious proclamation of

Charles I., signed by Juxon, &c., 1630, regarding
tithes in Ireland belonging to some early i

her of the Iriidi family, to the father of Rol>ert of

166O, I think for <lifl .-.. I will send a

t it to the Editor of U N. & Q.," as I think

it would interest its readers.

George Cromer, Archbishop of Armagh (2* S.

viii. 1 1 . 389.) Very little scorns to be known re-

1 the family or mrly lite of this prelate.
Notices respecting him will be found in Bishop

Maul's IliMtory of the Church of Ireland (vol. i.

|.|>.
10*. 114. 124. 138. 175.); *l.i in K

Church History of Ireland (pp.680. G94
Collina'a Peerage (vi. 1 <ms that Gerald,
Earl of Kildare, caused George

'

bishop of Armagh, to be appoin- Chan-
cellor of Ireland, July 5, 1532. He is said to

have been a person "of great gravity, le:
and sweet demeanour.** According to I:

Mant (i. 175.), he died Mnrch 15, and not March
16, 1543, as stated by T. V. N. A, T. U
James Thorntons Marriage (2-* S. viii. 50. 239.)
The matrimonial ties of the poet Thomson

having been noticed, I waa turning over the leaves

of my adversaria a day or two ago, and happened
to meet with the following extract, which may

iute the inquiry :

Thomson, the poet, was married, and his wife lived
with him at Richmond; but he kept her secluded from
his friend*, and she appeared rather as a housekeeper."
See Records of my Lift, by John Taylor, in 2 vols., Lon-

don, 1882; voL L pp. 186-7.

I have not the work to refer to, and I am almost
inclined to. think there may be some mistake in

the matter ; but if this should meet the eye of

your vulued corre*pondent MB. BOLTOM COBNBY,
I conceive he, being so well acquainted with every
thing relating to Thomson, might speak decisively
on this point. 22.

Note* on Tree* and Flowers (1* 3. xi. 460.)
I should like to know the botanical name of the

Herbe itOr of Bretosl Iftgsjbds. Sou vestre calls it

" Le Selage des ancient*, que Ton < . Cam-

phorate, plante appartenant a la quatorzieme
classe des vcgetaux (Didynamie).** Of course this

does ii the Selago of Linnaeus, nor can
it be Lycopodium dotation. The

subject
is far-

ther mystified by finding it in Alberti's Diet, (a
valuable aid in cases of obscure French), de-

1 as Helianthemum, and a* bearing a spike
of flowers ; the Italian name, Panacea chironia.

Albert! (ed. 1796) also has "
Canforata,** a plant

("Mimon in Provence and Languedoc, much used

medicinally. The legendary directions for gather-

ing the Herbe fOr are evidently Druidical.

1* . C. B.

Muffled Peal on Innocent*' Day (1- S. xi. 8. ;

2* S. vii. 245. 306.) It > ''" rustonmry t

t half-mil filed peal on tin- n,..rnii,_' t <i,i^ day at

St. .l<>hn's church Glastonbury, ai

on the burial of either of the ringers. .1. 1 ''

Scavenger's Daughter (2
n -

v IHO ) Al-

, the qiuMien <n i

(ially

answers I in vour last, II. .1. 1>. m i\ '

following extract fnim a wrk in in

.

< oc Progretn Schunuiti* Anglican ,
,

\
,ri n t - 1

tt Ingoldstadi, l.y Wolfgang in 1588. At t
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of this book is a " Diarium Rerum gestarum in

Turri Londinensi," and on the 10th December,

1580, I find the following entry :

" Thomas Cotamus et Lucas Kirbaeus presbyteri, Scau-

ingeri filiam ad unam horam et amplius passi ;
ex quo

prior copiosum sanguinem e naribus emisit."

On the 1st September, 1582 :

" Joannes Getterus Scauingeri filia cruciatus est."

Although numerous other cases of torture are

mentioned, these three are the only instances of

the application of "the Scavenger's Daughter."
C. LE POER KENNEDY.

St. Albans.

Kentish Longtails (2
nd S. viii. 377.) It was

the inhabitants of Strode (or as some say a village
in Dorsetshire) who were thus elegantly adorned.

Peter Pindar, in one of his anti- Georgian pro-
ductions *

tells us that

" As Becket, that good saint, sublimely rode

Heedless of insult through the town of Strode,"

some wag, with more malice than wit, however,
" cut his horse's tail so flowing to the stump."

Whereupon the saint waxed wroth, and bestowed

upon that most unpolite and sacrilegious people
so potent a malediction that from that time to

this :

" The men of Strode are born with horses' tails."

It would have done Lord Monboddo's heart

good to have seen a few specimens of these "
tail-

pieced" gentry ;
but Peter's memory failed him

here, for if we turn to the Golden Legend, we find

that it was St. Augustine who arrived at a certain

town inhabited by wicked people
" Who" (to quote the words of the quaint original) "re-

fused hys doctryne and prechyng uterly, and drof hym
out of the towne, castyng on hym the tayles of ihornback,
or lykefysshes ; wherefore he besought the Almyghty God
to shewe hys jugement on them

;
and God sent to them a

shamefull token ;
for the chyldren that were born after

in the place, had tayles ; as it is sayd, tyll they had re-

pented them. It is said comynly that this fyll at Strode

in Rente ; but blyssed be Gode, at thys daye is no such

deformyte."
JUPITER JUVENAL.

Your correspondent FOLKESTONE will find an

amusing account of the Kentish men who were

represented as having tails, and which was very
generally believed by foreign nations, in Lam-
barde's History of Kent (1570). He says, quot-
ing
"
Polydore Vergil (handling that hot contention between

King- Henrie the seconde and Thomas Becket) saith, that
Becket (being at the length reputed for the king's enimie)
began to be so commonly neglected, contemned, and
hated, that when as it happened him upon a time to come
to Stroude, the inhabitants thereabouts (being desirous to

despite that good father) sticked not to cut the taile from
the horse on which he roade, binding themselves thereby

*
I am sorry I cannot give a more definite reference,

but I quote from memory.

with a perpetual reproach: For afterward (by the will
of God) it so happened, that every one which came of
that kinred of men which had plaied that naughty pranke,
were borne with tailes, even as brute beasts bee," &c. &c.

COLUMBUS.
Old Print (2

nd S. vii. 157.)
" Die Jesuiten gaben nahmlich auf 1654einen Kalendar

heraus, dem ein Kupferstich beigefiigt ist, welcher die

Niederlage den Jansenisten darstellt. Der Pabst sitz in
der Mitte; tiber ihm schwebt die Taube; er hort auf die

Worte der Religion und ubergiebt der geistlichen Ge-
walt, welche, einer Minerva oder Roma gleicheud, mit
Helm und Schliisseln ihm zur Seite steht, das flammende
Strafeschwert. Der Konig thront von dem wie eine

sonnestrahlenden, gottlichen Eifer und der Eintracht

umgeben, welche einen Biindel Pfeile halt; zu seinen
Fussen betet die Frommigkeit. Er zeigt der mit dem
weltlichen Schwerte bewaffneten Gerechtigkeit die Feinde

an, welche schon fliehen, die Dummheit mit Eselsohren,
den Betrug, welchem die Maske entfallt, Jansen, in

bischb'flichem Gewande, aber mit Satansfliigeln. Der
Irrthum halt sich die Augen zu gegen das ihm vorgehal-
tene Buch, gegen die Wahrheit der Schrift. Die Jan-

senisten, wohl Portraits, besonders die Nonne mit der

Brille, werden von dem leicht kenntlichen Calvin und
den seinigen freundlich aufgenommen," Reuchlin, Ge-
schichte von Port Royal, p. 615., Hamburg, 1839.

The retort of the Jansenists will be found in

the next page. It is too long to quote, but well

worth reading. I think that in this, as in many
other stages of the controversy, they had the ba-

lance of wit on their side. H. B. C.

U. U. Club.

Bishop Gauden (2
nd S. viii. 400.) I possess a

copy of The Whole Duty of a Communicant, by
the Right Rev. Father in God, John Gauden, late

Lord Bishop of Exeter. It is the tenth edition,
1707. The imprimatur bears date, May 31, 1686.

The Dedication is to
" The Lady Rich," pp. 150.

GILBERT.
Gnildford.

Walpurgis (2
nd S. viii. 270.) Wachter trans-

lates this name "
peregrinorum tutrix, a bergen,

servare, et wall, peregrinus, alienus (wallen, ini-

grare, errare, vagari)." He gives from the like

root,
"
walafridus,

'

peregrinorum assertor,' afrie-

den, tueri;" and waltrudis, "peregrinis dilecta."

R. S. CHARNOCK.

NOTES ON BOOKS, ETC.

The Great Pyramid: Why was it built? and Who built

it ? By John Taylor. (Longman & Co.)
It is impossible, within the very limited space which

we can devote to the subject, to convey to our readers

an}' idea of the amount of curious learning and ingenious

speculation displayed by Mr. Taylor in his endeavour to

solve the interesting Queries: "Why was the Great Py-
ramid built ?

"
and,

" Who built it ?
" His answer to the

first is, that the Great Pyramid was built as a standard

of length based upon the measure of the earth ;
while

the porphyry coffer in the king's chamber was preserved
aa the standard of all measures of capacity ; and to the se-
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cart- that to Nee* mast be aecrteee the original idea,

UM pweidiag miad, the beasvilaat purpose ; thai this

preacher of righteeuauaas was, in hart, "the first to

establish a system / wduto OK/ MCSHUM for the use of

all mankind based upon UM measure of the earth

need scarcelv add .that Mr. Taylor's volume deserves the

attention of in biblical etudeott- and, indeed, of all who
would penetrate the mysteries which envelope the origin
.-

!

- f., ':.

^ ^

lamf^jj^g^^^ -

riLVrwtJU 7W, artM BiogZZkical SotiemTl

lory ffotet, and Introductory Sketck* of the //..

Kuglien Literature. /?y Robert Demaus, M.A. (

Bk -..)

The present Oast AwA, in which the great prose
k'land are divided into four periods, namely,

those from Chaucer to Sbakspeare those again from

the EUaabethaB age to that of Anne thoee from the

accession of Anne to the breaking out of the French Re-
volutionand lastly, thoee who have written between
the French Revolution and the present day exhibits a
series of well-selected specimens from our best divines,

historians, entice, moralists, travellers, novelist*, politi-

cians, and philosophers. They are accompanied by bio-
'

"ily prepared, and, whoa necessary,
a volume which the

again under the editorship of Mr. Pogson, the Director

of the Ilartwell Observatory. This b issued in three

ixes. They have also published Pocket Calendar* hi two

sixes, for the pocket-book and card-case, and a Card Ca-

lendar designed by Owen Jones, and printed in gold and

colours, which will be found a most useful addition to

everybody's writing- table.

Mr. LoceU Reeve has been encouraged by the success of

eotcoffic Magazine to undertake the publication of

Tne Stereoscopic Cabinet, which will contain a packet of

three stereoscopes, price half a crown, which will pass

through the post for a penny. The first packetcomprises,

1. TKeckurckofSi. O^en, Rouen; 2. A group ofMuem;
and, . Oa toartiat Yaoni Maramila,-elfgood and effec-

tive,

Mr. Waller, of Fleet Street, to whom we have often

had occasion to refer Querists on the subject of auto-

graphs and their value, has lust published a Cataloyut of
6000 Autograph*, which well deserves a place in every

library from Ae vast amouat of biographical information

it contains.

mare general reader may peruse with pleasure, and which
the student* of English composition may consult with

advantage.

Meter*. Dt La Rue Sr Co., whose various Pocket Books,

Diaries, aad Almanacks are as remarkable for their ele-

gance as they are useful from the variety and accuracy of

Die information contained in them, have just published De
La RmS* Jndelibte Diary and Memorandum Book for I960.

BOOK.H RBCKIVKD.
Tie Poetical

turn, r.irtl'lll. (Longman* Co.)
This new Part contains a

/-.,./,..,... .1

ktkeDiootm of Oxford. (J.U.&J.
with good commonMose.

TneOatluringofl^g^artedO^HeHan Men. A 8er~

m. % 8amerix>r7 bishop of ()sford. (J.IL&J.

/ sM .''

of Moore's

a Friend from a
tinker.)

I', i

/
-

A Sermon bu t*e lUr. C. J. Vsughan, D.U (J. 11. ft

N :

|

QMnc.
l. fcl

Uerodia-Ayainet FMte. 7W * k .' .1

^ Magdalen Our* b, Rev. R. St. John Tyr-
whitt, M.A. (J. H. & J. Parker.)
We must eoateat oweelves with recerdiag the receipt

Of these exeeUent aaeesmens ef the pulpit eloquence of
the present day, as also ef the foUowia* aemaalsti from
the same publishers :

A Mammal for CnrManf,jleyned fbr tkelr KM of an

enttrma Sermte. JytbeAt
Oeeervet to he widely circulated among the elatj

to whom it is sddrsased. Cannot be read without profit

BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES
TO ruacuAsa.

IMS.

th (cnttemcn by whom
^tyara

rtqtttrad, aadwsM aaomaadae*

T.IXMMI* M .i.i. veav. i. n. nr. v. :

T LO.P..J. TAOB. Vol. 11. Bo*nl. (i

Waalsd by Jfcs. P*er ofeneer.MU.. Tvnste Emll, BMT Dew.

Waaset ST O. Jfcam a, i .

Jiotirrrf ta CorrripontiniU.

camri, jgl^'u*!&,*"***
* ^"^ "* *** * *"*

i Hiii i G ii i-npitirftmrramsf. Arahhhfcoii nf (InBirt >
r~irrd,MU p. 11.. it mgiiiKirf toMT n*r m earnftruurSammfm

.-..., .

.:-

...... K '

AU-DE- VI I. -This purr P'

HKKBT BBXTT a GO. Old ranltH'i DMttletT, Uoltaa, B.C.
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WESTERN
LIFE ASSURANCE AND
ANNUITY SOCIETY.

3. PARLIAMENT STREET, LONDON, S.W.

Founded A.D. 1842.

Directors,
E. Lucas, Esq.
F.B. Marson, Esq.
A. Robinson, Esq.
J.L.Seager.Esq.
J.B. White, Esq.

H. E. Bicknell.Esq.
T. 8. Cocks, Esq.
G. II. Drew, Esq. M.A.
W. Freeman, Esq.
F. Fuller, Esq.
J. H. Goodhart, Esq.

Physician.- W. R. Basham, M.D.
Bankers. Messrs. Cocks, Biddulph.andCo.

Actuary. Arthur Scratchley, M.A.

VALUABLE PRIVILEGE.
POLICIES effected in this Office do not become void through tem-

porary difficulty in paying a Premium, as permission is given upon
application to suspend the payment at interest, according to the con-
ditions fletailed in the Prospectus.
LOANS from 1002. to 5002. granted on real or first-rate Personal

Attention fe also invited to the rates of annuity granted to old lives,

for which ample security IB provided by the capital of the Society.

Example : 1002. cash paid down purchases An annuity of

MR.

s. d.

10 4 o to a male life aged 60)
12 3 1 65 1 Payable as long
14 16 3 70 f as he is alive.

18 11 10 75J

Now ready, 10th Edition, price 7s. Gd., of

SCRATCHLEY'S MANUAL,
FRIENDLY SOCIETIES, with RULES, TABLES, and an EXPO-
SITION of the TRUE LAW OF SICKNESS.
SHAW & SONS, Fetter Lane ; and LAYTONS, 150. Fleet Street, B.C.

UNITED KINGDOM
LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY,

No. 8. WATERLOO PLACE, PALL MALL, LONDON,
S.W.

The Fimds or Property of the Company as at Slst Decem-

ber, 1858, amounted to 652,6 18/. 3s. Wd., invested in

Government or other approved securities.

THE HON. FRANCIS SCOTT, Chairman.

CHARLES BERWICK CURTIS, ESQ., Deputy-Chairman.

INVALID LIVES. Persons not in sound health may have their
lives insured at equitable rates.

ACCOMMODATION Itf PAYMENT OF PREMIUMS.- Only one-
half of the Annual Premium, when the Insurance is for

life,
is

required to be paid for the first five years, simple interest being
charged on the balance. Such arrangement is equivalent TO AN

to the unpleasant neces-
'ith his

great
ittendant expenses in such arrangements.

The above mode of insurance has been found most advantageous
when Policies have been required to cover monetary transac-
tions, or when incomes applicable for Ins-irance are at present
limited, as it only necessitates half the outlay formerly required
by other Companies before the present system was instituted by
this Office.

LOANS are granted likewise on real and personal Securities.

Forms of Proposal and every information afforded on application
to the Resident Director,

8. Waterloo Place, Pall Mall, London, S.W.
By order,

E. LENNOX BOYD, Resident Director.

without the borrower having recourse to the unpleasant r

sity of procuring Sureties, or assigning and thereby parting wit

Policy, during the currency of the Loan, irrespective of the

TNTRODUCER OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN
JL PORT, SHERRY, &c., 20. per dozen. BOTTLES INCLUDED,
an advantage greatly appreciated by the Public and a constantly in-
creasing connexion, saving the great annoyance of returning them.

A PINT SAMPLE OP BOTH FOR 24 STAMPS.
WINE IN CASK forwarded Free to any Railway Station in England.

EXCELSIOR BRANDY, Pale or Brown, 15s. per gallon, or 30*. per
dozen.

TERMS, CASH. Country Orders must contain a remittance. Cross
cheques

" Bank of London." Price Lists forwarded on application.

JAMES L. DENMAN, 65.Fenchurch Street, corner of Railway Place,
London, B.C.

ACHROMATIC
MICROSCOPES. SMITH,

BECK & BECK, MANUFACTURING OPTICIANS, 6. Cole-
man Street, London, E.G. have received the COUNCIL MEDAL of
the GREAT EXHIBITION of 1851, and the FIRST-CLASS PRIZE
MEDAL of the PARIS EXHIBITION of 1855, "For the excellence
of their Microscopes."

An Illustrated Pamphlet of the 102. EDUCATIONAL MICRO-
SCOPE, sent by Post on receipt of Six Postage Stamps.

A GENERAL CATALOGUE may be had on application.

M ARK YOUR LINEN with CULLETON'S
___ PATENT ELECTRO SILVER PLATES. The most easy,
prevents the ink spreading, and never washes out. Any person can use
them. Initial plate, Is. ; name plate, 2s. 6d. ; set of movable num-
bers, 2*. 6d. ; crest, 5s. with directions. Post free for stamps. Observe,
25. Cranbourn Street, Leicester Square, W. C.

pULLETON'S HERALDIC OFFICE and Ge-
V_7 nealogical Studio, for Tracing Family Arms, Pedigrees, and His-

nited Ki
, 2s. (></. ; .

Tracing pedigree with original grant of arms, 10s T. CULLETON,
Genealogist, 25. Cranbourn Street, W. C. The studio and library open
daily.

nULLETON'S BOOK PLATES, with Arms, 10*.,

\J or crest plate, 5s. ; crest engraved on seal or ring, 7s. ; arms pn
ditto, 24s. ; crest on steel die for stamping note- paper, 6s. 26. Cran-
bourn Street, W.C. N.B. Seal Engraver and Die Sinker to Her
Majesty and the Board of Trade.

pULLETON'S CARDS, Wedding, Visiting, and
\J Trade. A copper-plate engraved in any style, and 50 superfine
cards printed for 2s. Post Free. 25. Cranbourn Street, W.C.

_ ,

tories of nearly every Family in the U
fee for search of arms ; plain sketch,

origina

ited Kingdom, America, &e. No
2s. (></. ; in heraldic colours, 5s.

of arms, 10s T. CULLETON,

pULLETON'S EMBOSSING PRESSES (Patent
\J Lever) for stamping note paper with initials, crest, or name and
address, 15s., at 25. Cranbourn Street, W.C.

PHOTOGRAPHY.
T. OTTEWILL AND CO.,

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Photographic Apparatus manufacturers,
ISLINGTON, LONDON.

T. OTTEWILL AND CO.'9

NEW TEAK CAMERAS EXPRESSLY FOB INDIA.
N.B. First-Class Work only.

Illustrated Catalogue* on Application.

DRIZE MEDAL LIQUID HAIR DYE.
ONLY ONE APPLICATION.

INSTANTANEOUS,
INDELIBLE,

HARMLESS,
and

SCENTLESS.
IN CASES, POST FREE, 3s. 3d. & 6s,, direct from E. F. LANGDALE'S
Laboratory, 72. Hatton Garden, London, E.G.

" Mr. Langdale's preparations are. to our mind, the most extra-
ordinary productions of modern chemistry."Illustrated London News,
July 19, 1851.

A long and interesting report on the Products of E. F. Langdale'a
Laboratory, by a Special Scientific Commission from the Editor of the
iancei.will be found in that Journal of Saturday, January 10th, 1857.A Copy will be forwarded for Two Stamps.

AGENTS WANTED.

XHE
AQUARIUM. LLOYD'S DESCRIPTIVE

and ILLUSTRATED LIST of whatever relates to the AQUA-
LTM, is now ready, price Is. j or by Post for Fonrteen Stamps. 128

Pages, and 87 Woodcuts.

W. ALFORD LLOYD, 19, 20, and 20 A. Portland Road, Regent's
Park, London, W.

PIESSE & LUBINS'S HUNGARY WATER.
This Scent stimulates the Memory and invigorates the

Brain.

2s. bottle; 1 Os. Case of Six.

PERFUMERY FACTORY,
2. NEW BOND STREET, W.
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MR. MURRAY'S
LIST FOR NOVEMBEH.

CAPT. M-CLINTOCK'S NARRATIVE of the
FATK oT Sim JOHN FRANKLIN ud kto COMPANIONS la DM
ARCTIC SEAS. lUMtrattoM. to.

THE DUKE OP WELLINGTON'S IRISH
CORRESPONDENCE WHILE CHIEF SECRETARY, from l7 to

IM. ro.

m.
ON THE ORIOIN OF SPECIES by Mean* of

Nttaral SeJecUoa. By CHARLES DARWIN, M.A. PoMtvo. U*.

rv.

LIFE AND JOURNALS OF THE RIGHT
i ).. Ute BMWT or CAWCTTA. By REV.

JOtlAJI BATEMAN, U.A. Portrait* and Illa*tratioM. * Vola, tro.

THOUGHTS ON GOVERNMENT AND LE-
GIHLATIoN. By LORD WROTTESLEY. FJL8. PortSTO. 7.. d.

THE BAMPTON LECTURES FOR 1859;
mrroRiCAi. EVIDENTK* <>K i in: TRI-TII OK THE SCRIP-
TUBE RECORDS STATED ANEW, with Special ! n to the

Doabte aad Dbooveriw of Modern Time*. ByREV. GEORGK RAW.

vn.
THE ARCH 1 '-.I .. JV OF RERKSIIIRE; an

kllmd by LOBD CARNARVON. Port tro. U.

vm.
THE STORY OF NEW ZEALAND; PAST AND

P....-T _ SATA.B A0 CITIUMO. By ARTHUR 8. THOMSON. M.D..
MlhRcct. IlliwtraUMU. STob. PMtftro.

MODERN SYSTEMS OF FORTIFICATION,
T*'*^*'^' with reference to th NATAL. Ln-mu, MM! ITKHAL
Irr>.c or EOLAJI. By OEN. SIR HOWARD DOUGLAS, But.

Sermons preached
By REV. ADAM 8. FA ItRAH.

XT.

A DICTIONARY OF BIBLICAL ANTI-
QUTTIES. BKMBArMt.G*>*Ar*v. AX* NATVBAI UITT. ffillHl]

by WM. SMITH. LUD. WowlcaU. Vol. I. MM. ro.

SCIENCE IN THEOLOGY.
bHbr the Unlmrity of OxJbed.

XI.

BECKET, ARCHBP. OF CANTERBURY ; a
BIOGRAPHY. By REV. CANON ROBERTSON, MJL lUaetnt-

"- ^^
zn.

ON THE INTUITIVE CONVICTIONS OF
THE MIND. By REV. /AS. McOOfH. LUD..

xnr.

MEMOIRS or Tin: i. \ui.v LIFE OFLORD
f II \\( H.I.MI-. -IIVH^H! I'.V W ,',!.,, 1. ;-..-. >

;
,rc ,..^

By W.D. CHRISTIE, E*. Poetnll. tr

xrv.

SELF HELP. W'th Illnitrations of Character
rfOmdoet. By SAMUEL SMILEt, ABthoe of MU* of

XVI.

THE PIOI^S ROBERT NELSON : His LIFE
tnTimm. By REV. C. F. SECRETAN. M. A. Portrait, tro.

xvn.
THE MODERN EGYPTIANS. By E. W.

LANE. A #* L+~rv MMUo* with AddtttoM by the Author.
Edited by E. STANLEY POOL. WoodcwU. ve.

xvm.
PICTURES OF Till CHHfB8i DRAT.tr. Dwertbtd by REV. R. If. COBBOI.D.M.A.,

<lecoBofNUcpo. MPUUe. Crown tro.

XTX.

A MANUAL OF THE BRITISH CON- I I

TUTION i Brine Review of lu Rle. Orawtk. and Praeeat SUtc. By
DAVID ROWLAND. PwtSTO.

MEMOIRS OF THE EARLY ITALIAN
PAIMTKR8. By MRS. JAMESON. Jfm tmt lllljlf

LWM BY
, \- ...

XXI.

PRINCIPIA LATINA; A FIRST LATIN COURSE,
Onunnur. Deleciw. Md Enrdw Book, with Voo*lw

larfae, for the tower forme la Public and PrlraU School* By WM.
SMITH.LUX Itmo.

XXII.

THE ART OF TRAVEL; OR, HINTS ON no.
Bmrr AD CoirrmiTAJic** A*AILABL m Wite COVITTBIU. By
FRANCIS GALTON. Third JUm, rtried and eoUrgvd. WM*.
cnu, PoettTO.

xxm.
A SMALLER HISTORY OF GRI I I mu

JUNIOR CLASSES. By WM. SMITH. LL.D. Woodcul*.

XXIV.

THE LIMITS OF RELIGIOUS THOl< III

EXAMINED. Beiac the Bamptoa Lectarw for !**. By REV. II.

L. MAJT8EL, BJ. /WO.W riiaji.i gUtiom Port ihro.

EOTHEN; OR, TRACES OF TRAVEL BRODOHT
Bona raw rm Bier. A JTw JEMfte. FMtvo.

XXVI.

THE LIFE OF SIR POWELL BUXTON.
Br \d> HON. ^ jfev ml Ci liuill *Hllo*/*r lAe /Vopli. Por-

trait. Poetsro.

xxvn.

CHILDE HAROLD. By LORD BYK\
jr*wJMNoM. Small Iro. U.ad U each.

JOHN MURRAY. ALBEMARLE STREET W.
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A MEDIUM OF INTER-COMMUNICATION

FOB

LITERARY MEN, ARTISTS, ANTIQUARIES, GENEALOGISTS, ETC.

"Wben found, make a note of." CAPTAIN CUTTLE.

No. 204.] SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 26. 1859. ("Price Fourpence.
I Stamped Edition, 5<f.

kR. LOYELL'S SCHOOL, WINSLOW HALL,
BTTCKS, for the Sons of Noblemen and Gentlemen (established

1836). The course of Tuition is preparatory to the Public Schools,

Eton Rugby, and Harrow ; Sandhurst College ; and the Army and
Navy Examinations. Native Teachers of French and German reside

in the house, and these Languazes form an integral part of the daily
School Duty. The number of Pupils is strictly limited, and none are

admitted beyond sixteen years old. All farther particulars can be had
of the Principal.

BULL'S LIBRARY for Works of HISTORY,
BIOGRAPHY, TRAVEL, RELIGION, POETRY, &c. Sub-

scription One Guinea a year and upwards. The aim of this Library is
'

good standard Literature in place of the mere light Pubhca-
lating Libraries. Prospectuses sent

now offered for
'. Holies Street,

ns ordinarily supplied by Circulating Libraries. Prc
Post Free on application. Also a List of Surplus Books r

cf4S^S'S^-luLL'8 LIBKABY '
19 '

TWICKENHAM HOUSE. DR. DIAMOND
4 (for nine years Superintendent to the Female Department of the

rey County Asylum) has arranged the above commodious residence,
with its extensive ground?, for the reception of Ladies mentally af-

flicted, who will be under his immediate Superintendence, and reside
with his Family. For terms, &c. apply to DR. DIAMOND, Twicken-
ham House, S.W..

*** Trains constantly pass to and from London, the residence being
about five minutes' walk from the Station.

Now ready,

THE
LETTERS of HORACE WALPOLE, Earl

of ORF
wards of One

Edited by PETER CUNNINGHAM.
Nine Vols. 8vo., with 39 exquisite Portraits, 4Z. 14s. 6d.

of ORFORD. Now first Chronologically Arranged. With up-
One Hundred New Letters.

'

Ptcad, if you have not read,
ever you can find
letters." SYDNE

them
, _11 Horace Walpole's

'

Letters,' wher-
the beat wit ever published in the shape of

"
Incomparable letters." LORD BXBON.

"
Walpole's great history of his own times." JOHN WILSON CBOKIB.

London : RICHARD BENTLEY, Publisher in Ordinary to Her
Majesty.

Now ready, in 2 Vols. vo. 32s., with Portraits of Lord North and
WiHikes,

THE LAST JOURNALS of HORACE
WALPOLE.

Edited by DR. DORAN.
In 18 14-15 were published four volumes of" The Reign of George III.,"

which brought down Walpole's History to 177 1 . These " Last Journals"
here take up the History and continue it until Walpole laid down his

pen in 1783, forming, in fact, Vols. V. and VI.
" These journals abound in literary and social gossip. Walpole's

account of the Duke of Gloucester's marriage and the difficulties which
arose out of it, of the life and trial of the Duchess of Kingston, of the
melancholy history of Dr. Dodd, of Charles Fox's dupery by the
4 Sensible Woman,' and hundreds of other little episodes, are among
the most amusing bits which ever flowed from Walpole's most amusing
pen." Notes and Qtizries.

London : RICHARD BENTLEY, Publisher in Ordinary to Her
Majesty.

This Day, Two Volumes, Post 8vo. 18s.

MISREPRESENTATION
: a Novel. By ANNA

H. DRURY.
By the same author,

FRIENDS AND FORTUNE. Second Edition. 6s.

THE INN BY THE SEASIDE. An Allegory. 2*.

London: JOHN W. PARKER & SON, West Strairl, W.C.

B ENTLEY'S MISCELLANY.
Price HALF-A-CROWN.

CONTENTS FOB DECEMBER. - No. CCLXXVI.

OVINGDEAN GRANGE:
A TALE OF THE SOUTH DOWNS.

By W. HARRISON A INSWORTH, ESQ.
PART THE SECOND.

A Romance of the Old School.
German Almanacks for 1860.

Gurney ; or, Two Fortunes. A Tale of the Times. By Dudley Costello.
Chaps. XIX. to XXIII.

Rev. John Eagles. By Monkshood.
Mabel and the Queen. By Walter Thornbury.
Science and Royalty under Highland Skies.

Holly Wreaths and Ruse Chains; or, how we Spent Christmas at Deer-
hurst. ByOuida. In Five Chapters.

The Epilogue of 1859.

London : RICHARD BENTLEY, New Burlington Street, W.

nOLBURN'S NEW MONTHLY MAGAZINE^
\J Edited by W. HARRISON AINSWORTH, ESQ.

CONTENTS for DECEMBER.
No. CCCCLXVUI.

China.
An Ill-omened Dream Worked out. By the Author of "

Ashley,"
Thomas Campbell.
Arnold of Brescia. By Sir Nathaniel.
Milton at Cripplegate. By W. Charles Kent.
Schiller and his Times.
Hans Ernst Mitterkamp ; an Autobiography. By the Author of

Madame Recamier.
Evalla. By W. Beilby Bateman.
Robert Stephenson.
Continental Complications.

CHAPMAN & HALL, 193. Piccadilly, W.
*** Sold by all Booksellers and Newsmen.

This Day, Third Edition, 3. 6d.

T ECTURES ON THE CHARACTERS OF OUR
JLj LORD'S APOSTLES.

By the same Author,

LECTURES ON SOME OF THE SCRIPTURE
PARABLES. 4.

LECTURES ON THE SCRIPTURE REVELA-
TIONS RESPECTING GOOD AND EVIL ANGELS. Second Edi-

VIEW OF THE SCRIPTURE REVELATIONS
RESPECTING A FUTURE STATE. Eighth Edition, 5.

London: JOHN W. PARKER & SON, West Strand, W.C.

This Day, Crown 8vo., 9s.

rFHE RECREATIONS OF A COUNTRY PAR-
JL SON: Essays Parochial, Architectural, JGrfhetical, Moral, Social,
and Domestic. Being a Selection from the Contributions of A. K. H. B.
to Prater's Magazine.

London: JOHN W. PARKER & SON. West Strand. W.C.

BOHN'S ILLCSTRATF.D LIBRABY TOR DECEMBER.

THE RELIQUES OF FATHER PROUT, late
P. P. of Wutergrasshill, in the County of Cork, Ireland. Collected

and arranged by OLIVER YORKE, Esq. (Rev. Francis Mahony.) Il-
lustrated by ALFRED CROQDIS, Esq. (D. Maclise, R.A.) New Edition,
revised and largely augmented. With Twenty-one spirited Etchin"s,
several of which are now first added. Two volumes in one (nearly 600
pages.) Post 8vo. cloth. 7*. 6d.

HENRY G. BOHN, York Street, Coveut Gardei;, London, W.C.
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REPLY TO THE "ECCLESIASTIC."
Lately published, price 3s. 6rf.

ANGLICAN
ORDERS. By CANON WIL-

LIAMS.

N.B. For an exposure and refutation of the truly disgraceful article

in the Ecclesiastic with reference to this book, see the Weekly Register

ofSaturday, November 19th. More exposures will follow.

London: T. JONES, 13. Paternoster Row, B.C.

Bristol: AUSTIN & GATES, 9. Park Street.

Fourth Thousand, demy 8vo., pp. 470, price 7s. 6d.,

E M R I A L S OF HIS TIME.
By HENRY COCKBURN,

Late one of the Senators of the College ofJustice.

" The '
Memorials,' which will remain a work of reference to Edin-

burgh History, a classic in the English language, and a monument to

its author's talent and goodness, conclude with the return of the Whigs
to power in 1830." Bentley's Miscellany.
" These ' Memorials '

are most valuable." .Votes and Queries.

Edinburgh: ADAM & CHARLES BLACK.
London: LONGMAN & CO.

Just published, in 12mo., price 4*. d.

A CLASS-BOOK OF ENGLISH PROSE, com-
_T\ prehending Specimens of the most distinguished Prose Writers
from Chaucer to the present time, with Biographical Notices, Explana-
tory Notes and Introductory Sketches of the History of English Litera-
tury. By ROBERT DEMAUS, M.A., West-End Academy, Aberdeen.
Also to be had in Two Parts, at 2s. Gd. each Part I. containing the
Prose Writers from Chaucer to South ; Part II., Addison to Ruskin.

Edinburgh: ADAM & CHARLES BLACK.
London: LONGMAN & CO., Paternoster Row, B.C.

GUTCH'S LITERARY AND SCIENTIFIC REGISTER.
Price 3s. 6d. roan tuck.

rpHE LITERARY and SCIENTIFIC REGISTER
X AND ALMANAC for 1860; with an ample Collection of Useful
Statistical and Miscellaneous Tables. Dedicated, hy special permission,
to H.R.H. the Prince Consort. By J. W. G. GUTCH, M.R.C.S.L.,
F.L.S., late Foreign Service Queen's Messenger.
" As perfect a compendium of useful knowledge in connection with

Literature, Science, and the Arts, as it is necessary everybody should
have acquaintance with. It is, in short, a little volume which will save
the trouble of hunting through many books of more pretension, and
supply offhand what, without it, would require much time and trouble."
Times.

London: W. KENT & CO. (late W. BOGUE),86. Fleet Street, B.C.

DYCE'S SHAKESPEARE.
In Six Volumes, demy 8vo., price 47. 4s. bound in cloth.

THE
WORKS OF SHAKESPEARE. The Text

revised by the REV. ALEXANDER DYCE.
** In this Edition the Notes are placed at the end of each play.
" A minute examination has satisfied us that this is the best text of

Shakespeare which has yet been given to- the world. ***** This at
least is beyond doubt, that we have never possessed so admirable a text
of Shakespeare before ; and we would suggest to the thousands of peo-
ple who are always inquiring for something interesting to read, that
they should read again the works of the monarch of literature, and
read him in the edition ofMr. Dyce." Quarterly Review, Jan. 1859.

EDWARD MOXON & CO., 44. Dover Street, W.

Fcap. 8vo. (uniform with the Aldine Edition of the Poets), 5s.

T?SSAYS, CIVIL and MORAL: with the WIS-
I.U DOM of the ANCIENTS. By FRANCIS BACON, Viscount
St. Alban. Revised from the Early Copies, the References supplied,
and a few Notes. By S. W. SINGER, F.S.A.

London : BELL & DALDY, 186. Fleet Street, B.C.

THE HISTORY OF ARCTIC EXPEDITIONS,AND THE SEARCH
FOR THE NORTH-WEST PASSAGE.

pEORGE SEXTON, M.A., LL.D., F.R.G.S., &c.,T is open to ENGAGEMENTS to LECTURE on the above and
other topic*. Ravenscourt Square, Hammersmith, W.
_" A Lecture was delivered at the Tolsey on Thursday Evenin<* by
Dr. bexton of London, on the Arctic Regions and the search for Sir I

John * ranklm. His intimate acquaintance with this subject, combined
with the power of condensing striking facts into terse but pleasin"
language, appeared to give entire satisfaction to his audience ; whilst
his arguments m favour of the supposition that many of Sir John
Franklin's crew are still living, and in a position to maintain life, pro-duced a marked sensation." _ Gloucester Journal.

HTHE CHRISTMAS TREE for 1860 : a Book of
J_ Instruction and Amusement for all Young People. Eight large
Coloured and other Illustrations, full gilt, square. 3s. Gd. (Post Free.)

CHRISTMAS: ITS CUSTOMS and CAROLS;
with select Choral Illustrations. By W. WALLACE FYFE, Esq.
Square, gilt. 3s. 6rf. (fostFree.)

BLACKWOOD'S SHILLING SCRIBBLING
DIARY for 1860, interleaved with Blotting Paper. Fcap. folio, Six
Days on each page, with Postal District Map of London, and ample
Postal, Commercial, Banking, and other Information. (Post Free.) Is.

London : JAMES BLACKWOOoT Lovell's Court, Paternoster
Row, B.C.

LIFE OF RUBENS.

This Day is published, price 16s. cloth boards.

ORIGINAL UNPUBLISHED PAPERS

SIR PETER PAUL RUBENS.
WITH AN APPENDIX,

Containing many important and valuable Documents respecting the
Formation of the Arundelian Collection of Works of Art ; the
Collection of Pictures formed by Robert Carr, Earl of Somerset ;

the purchase of " the Great Mantuan Collection "
for Charles the

First ; and also in relation to the Artists and Patrons of Art of
that period.

COLLECTED AND EDITED BY

W. NOEL SAINSBURY (of Her Majesty's State Paper
Office).

" The work ia one of permanent value ; interesting, as illustrative of
the time to which it refers, and important as a storehouse of materials
for the future biographer of Rubens, and the historian of Art in
England." Literary Gazette.
"
It is a volume which should find favour with the public at large,

for its hero belongs to us all." Athenaeum.
" Mr. Sainsbury has been labouring in the State Paper Office not in

vain. His volume will, among other things, throw a light on the in-
troduction of many of the great artist's works into this country, as
well as on his connection with the English Court." Spectator.
" Mr. Sainsbury has made a most important contribution to the His-

tory of Art in ttiis country." Illustrated London News.

BRADBURY & EVANS, 11. Bouverie Street, B.C.

. 1. Entirely New Volume. SECOND SERIES, price 3s. 6rf. Illus-
with 350 Original Engravings. Also. First and Second Series,
together as One Volume, price 7s. Illustrated with 670 Original

On Dec. 1. Entirely New Volume. SECOND SERI
trated
bound t

Bngravings. Crown 8vo., pp. 756. Title and Frontispiece by Harvey.

rpEN THOUSAND WONDERFUL THINGS.
_L Comprising everything Marvellous and Rare, Odd, Curious and
Quaint, Eccentric and Extraordinary in all Ages and Nations.

EDITED BY E. F. KING, M.A.
" No more useful or amusing Work has appeared. Every page teems

with interesting information and most agreeable matter, very richly
Illustrated with excellent Engravings."

London : WARD & LOCK, 158. Fleet Street, B.C.

Cloth, blue and gold, 4s.

LADY MORGAN; HER FRIENDS, FOES, and
ADVENTURES. By WM. J. FITZ-PATRICK, J. P.

" Good and Honest. The writer has bestowed his heart, not less than
his industry, upon his task a volifme full of good things, and informed
with a genuine love." Atlienceum.
"
Pleasant, genial, and gossiping." Notes and Queries.

" Full ofeloquence." Literary Gazette.

London: SIMPKIN, MARSHALL & CO.

pHRONICLES OF THE ANCIENT BRITISH
\J CHURCH, previous to the Arrival of St. Augustine, A. D. 696.

Second Edition. Post 8vo. Price 8s. cloth.
" An excellent manual, containing a large amount of information

on a subject little known, and still less understood. We recommend
the volume to those who wish to know what were the religious insti

tutions and advantages of our remote ancestors." CUricalJownal,
August 22, 1855.
" The study of our early ecclesiastical history has by some been con-

sidered one of great labour ; but a little work, entitled
' Chronicles of

the Ancient British Church,' has so collected the material from the

many and various sources, and has so judiciously classified and con-
dei'sed the records, that there is no longer this plea. We recommend
the work not only to every student, but to every churchman who feels

an interest in the early history of his church." Literary Churchman,
June 16, 1855.

London j WERTHEIM ft MACINTOSH, 24. Paternoster Row, B.C.
and of all Booksellers.
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HUNTING MATCH OP TERMED.

The Tartar Annals relate a remarkable hunt-

ing-match of the great conqueror Genghis Khan.
Genghis Khan invaded the territories of the Sul-
tan of Kharisme in 1220, with an army of 700,000
men, gained several battles, and subdued the

country. After taking the town of Termed,
situated on the river Oxus, to the north of Balkb,
between it and Bokhara, to save his troops from
the ills consequent on want of occupation, and to

ascertain their state of discipline, in the close of

1221, he ordered a great hunting-match to take

place in the plain round Termed. His whole
army were engaged in it, and the strictest military

discipline was preserved. The soldiery, in com-

plete armour, formed a circle said to be two
months' march from the centre to the circle

which, supposing the day's march to be only five

miles, would make a circle of 300 miles from the
centre ; and the army composing the circle may
possibly be estimated at the diminished number of

500,000 men. The circle was formed, and it was
forbidden on pain of death to allow the escape of

any wild beast. Every one at his post, the

tymbals, trumpets, and horns sounded the march
on every side, and the soldiers moved forward to
the centre. The circle was narrowed on all points
equally. Hills were ascended and descended;
and on coming to a river not fordable, the soldiers
crossed on leather bags tied to the tails of horses,
who were led by a guide swimming before them,
and leading them with a string. The wild ani-
mals were forced to swim across. Neither den
nor burrow could allow them to escape ; and in

mountains, soldiers were let down by ropes from

precipices to rocks and chasms otherwise inacces-

sible, to drive the beasts from their place of re-

fuge. The spade and pickaxe, even ferrets, were
used in dislodging the hunted animals. It was
forbidden, under the highest penalty, to slay any of
them a prohibition in many instances, from the
resistance made by the animals, difficult to obey.
As the circle narrowed, the beasts were urged
forward : some following, paths, and others be-

taking themselves in Vain to the rock and wood.
The more ferocious fell on the weaker animals,
but were stopped by the hunters, compelling their
onward flight; and in the end, driven forward
at all points, and their efforts of escape checked
on every side, the wildest lost their ferocity and
became as tame as the gentlest. They arrived at
last at the plain proposed for the hunting match.

Genghis Khan, armed with bow and arrows, and

holding a sword in his hand, entered the enclosed
circle to the sound of trumpets, and accompanied
by some of his sons and his general officers. He
commenced the hunt, and attacked the most dan-

gerous animals
;

then he retired, and seated him-
self on a throne which was placed for him on a

height, whence he could observe the bravery and
skill of the princes and officers who pursued the
chase. However great the danger, no one sought
to withdraw ; every one knew the eye of the

sovereign observed him, and he strove the more
to show his courage. After the princes and lords

had retired, the young officers of the army entered
in the circle, and slew a great number -of animals.

Then, says the old chronicler, Petis de la Croix,
the grandsons of Genghis Khan, and several little

lords of their age, presented themselves before
the throne; and in an harangue made in their

manner, prayed the Emperor to give liberty to
the beasts that remained. He granted it to them,
praising the valour of his troops, who were dis-

missed and sent back to their quarters. At the
same time the wild beasts, who had avoided the
sword and arrow, seeing themselves no more sur-

rounded, escaped and regained tbeir forests. This

extraordinary hunt occupied four months.

W. H. F.
Kirkwall.

KEMPENFELT FAMILY.

The first of this family in England was a native
of Sweden, and received a commission in the Eng-
lish service under Queen Anne. But little, how-
ever, appears to be known of his personal history,

except that he duly arrived to the promotion of

Lieut-Colonel, and became Lieut.-Governor of
the island of Jersey. He is said to have been
commemorated in The Spectator under the title

of Captain Sentry. In Thicknesse's Memoirs he is

described as of extravagant habits, and the king
(George I.) more than once liquidated his debts.
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Tbe following is the rubstanee of a
petition

of

Qeorge I., which would teem to

of ihe writer above
Urn offloer Imp.
corroborate the

quoted :

"Petition of LL-Coi Magnus Kempenfelt {who was

Lt-Ool. in OoL Oadogaft's regiment), setting forth that

be has had UM hoaor of tarring the Crown of OrMt
for at> rears; that be eerred aa Adjutant General

Galway ia Portaval and Spain: bow in the

expedition to Canada he sulssed shipwreck and lost all

his'monev. Declare* bU deplorable condition, baring a

wife and 'fix children, ha it reduced to the moat lament-

able extremity. Craraa permission to aeil bis Lieut-

Ootoneicy to aatiafy bia arediton."

hin twelre years subsequent to the above

petition he seems to hare died, and also one of his

n. A second petition from his widow tells

its own tale, in the abstract subjoined :

my, Man
ataaces with fire children totally unprovided for. 1'rav*

Hia MaV loonier bar to be placed upon the Establish-

ment as widow of a Lt.-Col. for a pension: also that he

would g{re her son Jonas (now 21 years of age) employ-
ment in his Ma'?* Service, so that he might b able tu

asist in the educating and bringing up of bis brother*

and sisters."

Here, then, we hare a record of the family at

variance from printed notices of the gallant ad-

miral who perished in the Royal George, who has

only one brother and two sisters allotted to him.

liy inquiry in directed to ascertain the name* of

the other members of the family, and whether it

ha* now become extinct.

I annex a pedigree as far as I hare been able

to trace it authentically :

w w

II

:,-..
The arms as borne by the ill-fated admiral are,

Ar. on a mount in base vert a man in complete
with his sinister arm embowed,

a sword above his head,

pale arg. and purpare,
mm.-. Ci.-t.

between two wings

''!"""- I'"' l'
:i

tereh*nfed:aca
M \M E an.,-.

JM UM . vol. H. fol. 103., is a

portrait of Admiral Kempeofelt from an original

painting.

Query, where is this original painting ? and to

whom may the arms as above impaled be as-

signed?
'

i i.. UOPPKE.

OP FBA.v

KOBWICH, SEPT.

MBMoaiAL
HAM PIOOT CHOBCH NBAB
15TH, 1869.

A good deed deserree a record, and what fitter

place for such a record than a journal which has

secured for itself a permanent place in tbe litera-

ture of every country in which the English lan-

guage is spoken, and by which every difficulty

that beeeU the path of a student is
promptly

re-

moved. I have no Query to make, but I hare a

Note to place on the pages of tbe Journal of

whi, -I. I have spoken, if so il please the Editor, that

future times may fix the name and date of an act

which ought to be had in remembrance.
On the 16th Sept. a church was reopened at

Framingham Figot, Norfolk, with the prescribed
solemnities. Three yean ago this church was com-

paratively speaking a mere barn, uglier tli

meanest conventicle. It is now within and w

worthy of the Being to whom it is dedicated, a

building in which the good taste is manifest as the

liberality. This change has been effected at the

sole cost of a gentleman actively engaged in labori-

ous business, and who, in honouring God with his

substance, does but recognise tbe Hand to whom
success in business should be referred. The name
of thi* gentleman is GBOBOB HBMBT CHBISTIB,
head of the well-known firm of Christie, Manson,
nn.l W,, ..I-. ..- King Street. If this slight record

should meet bis eye, I know the genuine feeling of

his heart would be "
I would this were not v.

of me. I have built to God and not to fame, or for

human praise." But such examples should not be

lost in these our days of mammon-worship ; and

as no trace of the benefactor will ever be

in Framinghnin church, let it be l<"in<l <>>ntunes

to come in the honest chr

The memorials of such benefactors should not

perish with them.
If your space will permit will you add t

imperfect paper the following lines, written for the

occasion by the author of Lyra Memorialis. They
hare not been printed :

The noblest Teejple that the world e'er saw,
Moat beautiful that wisdom's wisest built.

Ere Gospel light bad dawmed, was raised to Law,
And streams of blood were ou its altars spilt.

2.

"Then blood of beasts was aacrifice for sin,

Direct from Heaven tame sacrificial fires.

Priests for the '
glory

'
could not enter in ;

Such holy dread tbe present God inspires.

8.
" No royal hands before Thee, Lord, we spread.

No royal lips tbe aacred prayer add

throng here bows the prostrate bead,

No trembling Pnests tbe present God confess.

4.
14 Father and God, we offer Thee to-day

\
. .. I. -: '....-!.

'
'.

' '

.

But praver and praise we on Tl

Ours be tbe sacrifice, tbe incense Thine.
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5.

"
Jesus, the faithful, we Thy promise claim ;

We know where few are gather'd Thou art there,

Accept the humblest offer'd in Thy name,
Bear in Thy golden censer every prayer.

6.

"Be with us Holy Spirit, sacred Dove!
In fire and '

glory
' unrevealed to sight,

Kindle within the sacred flame of love ;

Oh ! teach us, Heavenly Guide, to think aright.

7.

" ever blessed, glorious Trinity,
Our Triune God, to whom no gift is small,

Help us in faith- $> dedicate to Thee
Our church, our lives, our bodies, souls, our all."

A. L. M.

HINTS AS TO NOTES, ETC., ON FLY-LEAVES.

A good practice has recently become common

among some second-hand booksellers of publish-

ing ift their catalogues the names of former pos-
sessors of books, and the other memoranda to be
found written on fly-leaves and blank spaces else-

where in the volumes. I wish, however, that it

could be made clear to all dealers in old books
that it would be well worth their while to make
such things public. Men buy books from many
motives ;

and not the least common or the most
unwise one is the wish to have in their possession
volumes that once were treasured by an ancestor,
or by some one in whose life and actions we take

interest, with whose virtues we sympathise, or

whose errors we pity. There is many a name

utterly unknown to the world which yet has deep
interest for some remote descendant, or some

solitary admirer : this is proved by numerous
Queries in your pages. It has more than once

happened to me that by picking up some other-

wise worthless volume, I have become possessed
of a memorial of a former owner, whose unre-
corded and almost forgotten life such a relic will

help to keep in my memory, and it may be in

that of others when I myself may need as frail a
memorial. I would suggest to dealers in old

books, that in catalogueing all names and other

manuscript memoranda should be recorded ; and
that when old books are rebound, the fly-leaves
should on no account be removed. The latter

hint is of course addressed to the collector of
books as well as the vendor. The folly of re-

moving such things is well illustrated by the dis-

covery recently made at Inverpeffray, near Crieff,
in an old library founded by the third Lord
Maderty, of the Pocket Bible and Camden's Bri-
tannia of the great Marquis of Montrose. There
are several other volumes in the collection which
it is almost certain have also belonged to that

gallant Cavalier
; but unfortunately the old bind-

ings of these volumes have been recently replaced,
and the fly-leaves removed. (See Memorials and

Letters of Viscount Dundee, by Mark Napier, Esq.,
vol. i. p. xxxiii.) K. P. D. E.

Talma. Mr. Cole, in his rambling volumes on
the Life and Times of Charles Kean, lately pub-
lished, gives many anecdotes of this eminent
French tragedian, but he has omitted to notice

his early residence in England. I transcribe the

following interesting note from the Catalogue of
the Library of Mr. James Winston, sold by
Messrs. Puttick & Simpson some two or three

years since :

"
Talma, the most eminent Tragedian, who has con-

ferred honour on the French Stage, was born at Paris,
Jan. 15, 1760

;
his father, prior to 1773, was a dentist, at

55. Compton Street, and subsequently in Frith Street,
Soho. Young Talma was in England from his eighth to

his fifteenth year, and was educated at, the Soho Square
Academy. In one of these letters, addressed to Elliston,
dated Paris, April 16, 18'23, he writes, in reference to the
then state of the drama :

' The minor theatres here devour
the substance of the great ones. 1 have no hope but be-
fore that time I shall have, may be, joined poor Kemble
in the other world.' His surmise was verified ; he died

at Paris, Dec. 19, 1826."

EDWARD F. RIMBAULT.

Unlucky Days. The following, is from a MS.
temp, circa Hen. VIII. :

"
Isti sunt dies mali et pestiferi secundum antiques

Grecorum. In quibus si infans nascitur cito morietur qui
infirmatur nunquam convalescet qui grandem viam ar-

riperint (?) nunquam revertetur qui uxorem ducerit cito

ceparabuntur aut in dolore maximo vivent. Et qui
magnum opus inciperit nunquam ad finem optatum per-
ducet."

" In January there is the first daye the
ij. iiij. v. ix.

xi. xx.
In February the xvi. the xvij. and the xix. daye.
In March the xv. xvj. and xviij.
In Aprill the vij. daye.
In Maye the xv. and xvij. daye.
In June the vj. daye.
In July the xv. and xix.
In August the xix. and the xx.
In September the xvj. and the xvij.
In October the vj. daye.
In November the xj. and the xvij.
And in December the vj. vij. and the ix*V

Where is the authority here quoted
" secundum

antiques Grecorum" to be found ?

ABRACADABRA.

Family Vicissitude. I have been favoured by
a friend with the following genealogical note of

unquestionable authenticity, and some interest :

Lewis Carpentier, a German courier, married

May 4, 1749, at Gretna Green, Jane, 9th daugh-
ter of the Duke of Gordon. This Lady Jane was

compelled by poverty to support her family by-

working as a sempstress in various farmhouses in

the east of England. She died at Dunwich, co.

Suffolk, in 1774, leaving issue one son (now de-

ceased), whose only surviving child, a very old
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man, is living at the present date in very redsjQSjd

nJMMMtoniiiii at Great Oakley, oo. Essex.

C. J. KOBIXSOV.

Lfnttard Family. The following extracU from

the earliest
register

of Sevenoaks pari.h, rela-

tive to this eminent family, may be acceptable to

one ofyour readers :

1677. May 23. BapL Thomas, son

1678. Sept. 26.
"

IfM, 7s I
1681. Nov. 26.

1688. July 28. Frances, dan. of S. L., Esq.
1684. Oct. II. John. MM of 8. L. Esq.
1694. Oct. 27. Margaret, dau. of Henry Lennanl, Esq.
1697. Dec. 27. Pfynes, son of Henrv Lennard, Km.
1698. Jsn. 21. Philadelphia, dau. of Hen. L., Km

"Marriage*.
1679. Dec. 27. Guiidford Walsingham, Esq., to Mary

1687. Aug. 23. Thomas Greshame, Esq., to Mary Wai-
singham, widow.

1689. Sep. 80. France* Quent, Esq., to Kliz. Lennard.

1691. May 25. Harbert Morley, Esq., to Anne Lennard,
Gen.

1692. May 24. Marmadnke Dorrcll, Esq., to Anne Len-

nard, Gen.
1698. Sep. 6. Thomas Waller, Esq., to Margt Lennard,

Gen.
1694. Apr. 2. Half Botvile. EMU to Mary Lennard.

1698. Jan. 3. Francis Barnam,E*q.,to Elizabeth Lennard.

1601. May 12. Robert Moore, Esq., to Ffrances Lennard,
Gen.

- BunaJt.

1675. Oct. 10. John, son of Sampson Lennard, Esq.
168L Oct. *). Eliaabeth, dan. of Sampson Lennard."

Besides the above are numerous entries relat-

ing to the Sydney*, Nevills, Walsingbams, Bot-

villes, Wallers, and other important families.

C. J. ROBINSON.

Impromptu by O'Conntli. The impromptu of

Daniel O'Connell, occnsioned by the attack of the

three Colonel*, Sibthorp, Perceval, and Verner, is

being given in an incorrect form in the public

prints. The following is a copy, as it appears Nov.

10, 1859:
44 Three colonels in three different counties born,

SUgo, Armagh, and Lincoln did adorn ;

The flr*l of them in ignorance surpassed,
The next in impudence, in grace the last.

The force of nature could no farther go.
To beard the third, she shaved the other two."

The lines given below are in the author's own

band, dated August 6, 1838, and in my posses-

1 Three colonels in three distant counties born,

Uaealn, SUgo, and Armagh did adorn;
The first in gravity of face surpassed,
la sobriety the next, in grace the last.

The force of nature could no farther go,
To beard the first, she shaved the other two."

CHABI.M KBBD.

Literary Tattt of Different Cinnitric*. I tin. I

llowinjj in a fate American m>wi>paper. Can

any of the readers of N. & (J,." itlu-r 001

rate or disprove the assertions there made ?

rary Tattt IN thit Country. The people of the
United States show a strong predilection for a l^ht and
fictitious literature. Of two thousand old air

volumes issued in this country in the year, it is sn

about one-half were works of fiction or imaginati*
France only about one-ninth are works of the same class,

and tn England works of fancy constitute one-seventh of
the whole number published/

I'l i*ON.
Stoke Newington.

(durrir*.

" DAMASK."

There are two meanings attached to the word
<hma.sk in Johnson :

1 . Linen or silk woven, invented at Damascus,
by which part, by various directions of the threads,
exhibits flowers or other forms.

J. It is used for red colour in Fairfax, from
the damask rose.

" And for some dcale perplexed was her spirit,

Her damatk late, now chsng'd to purest

In this second sense it is used by many n

of celebrity, as in the hackneyed quotation from

Shakspeare :

M Bat let concealment like a worm i' th' bud fead on
her damtuk cheek." 7W/tt Night, Act II., So. 4.

And in Milton's Sonnet to Charles Diodati,
where he uses the expression

" Ne treccic d* oro,

ne guancia vermiglia M* abbaglian si," which C'ow-

per thus renders :

"Yet think me not thus dazzled by the flow

Of golden locks, or damtuk cheek."

And more recently Sir Lytton Bulwer in his great

novel, What will he do with it? (vol. iii. p. 15.) :

44
Lady Adela was an unconscious impostor ; for owing

to a mild softness of ere and a susceptibility to blushes,
a victim ensnared by 'her beauty would be apt to give
her credit for a nature far more accessible to the teadsc

passion than happilv for her own peace of mind she pos-
sessed ; and might flatter himself that he bad produced a
sensation which gave that softness to the eye and that

he blush."

I find, however, that there is another sense in

whicli the word "damask" was u.-

cancel or efface, or cover over, as in t!;>- <

right Act of Queen Anne, the 8th Ann.-,

intituled " An Act i .couragem-

Learning by vesting the Copies 1 looks

in the Authors or Purchasers of *:

during the Terms therein mentioned," v

howing how uuth<

been injured by pirae
t pro-

ceeds to enact,
M That the author of any book

nnd his assigns should have the sole right and
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liberty of printing such book and books for the

term of 21 years and no longer." And it pro-

ceeds to enact in these words :

" That the author of any book or books already com-

posed and not printed and "published, or that shall here-

after be composed, and his assignee or assigns, shall have

the sole liberty of printing and reprinting such book and

books for the term of 14 years, to commence from the day
of the first publishing of the same, and no longer ; and

that if any other bookseller, printer, or other person

whatsoever, from and after the 10 day of April, 1710,

within the term granted by this Act as aforesaid, shall

print, reprint, or imprint, without the consent of the

proprietor or proprietors thereof first had and obtained in

writing, signed in the presence of two or more credible

witnesses, or knowing the same to be so printed or re-

printed without the consent of the proprietor or pro-

prietors, shall sell, publish, or expose to sale, or cause to

be sold, published, or exposed to sale, any such book or

books, without such consent first had and obtained as

aforesaid, then such offender or offenders shall forfeit such

book or books, and all and every sheet or sheets being

part or parts of such book or books, to the proprietor or

proprietors of the copy thereof, who shall forthwith damask
and make waste paper of them."

I shall be obliged by any of your readers

giving the explanation of this use of the word,
and how derived. INQUIRER.

" Three Kings of Colon" In the notice of

Bishop Cosin in Surtees's History of Durham, it

says that he (the bishop) never sung, or heard

sung by the choir, the " Anthem of the Three

Kings of Colon ;" but at his first coming to be

Treasurer, did raze and cut the said anthem out of

the old song-book in the quire. Can any of your
correspondents give me the words of this old an-

them ? which appears to have been considered

objectionable, and its supposed use brought as

part of an accusation against the bishop. E. S. W.
Norwich.

Arthur Hildersham. Any information respect-

ing the descendants of this gentleman, rector of

Ashby-de-la-Zouch, and Nonconformist, whose
life is given in Clark's Martyrology, is earnestly

requested. He died 4th March, 1631 (Old Style),

leaving,! believe, four children ;
viz. Samuel, rector

of West Felton, who in 1642 published One Hun-
dred and Fifty-two Lectures upon Psalm LI., com-

posed by his father
; another son, name unknown

;

Timothy ;
and Sara, wife of Jervase Lumrnas or

Lomax. I can find no public trace of the exist-

ence of any of these persons subsequently to 1653,
but I cannot believe that their fate is involved in

hopeless obscurity, since their ancestry was as illus-

trious as any in England, Arthur Hildersham's
mother being Anne Pole, grand-daughter of Mar-
garet Plantagenet, Countess of Salisbury (the
last survivor of the royal house of York), by Sir
Richard Pole, K.G. This noble descent is men-

tioned in the inscription on the tablet to Arthur
Hildersham's memory in Ashby church. Can Sir
B. Burke throw any light upon this subject?

T. E. S.

William Marshall. Will some correspondent
give me some account of William Marshall, an

engraver (who lived about 1640), and his descen-
dants ? G. W. M.

Sir W. St. John. Who was SirWm. St. John,
an active naval officer in the reign of James I. ?

G. R. L.

The Judges and their Style Honourable. For
this style, which custom of some time past seems
to have sanctioned, there does not appear any dis-

tinct order, but a prescriptive usage. Will some
of your correspondents say when the style or ap-
pellation originated ? Are the judges so styled
in any commissions, patents, or instruments issued

or sanctioned by the crown ? Perhaps MR. FOBS

may have the means of affording information on
this point. J.

Bishops Elect. Can a bishop sit in parliament
after his election and confirmation, but before his

consecration ? J. R.

Skelmufeky. In The Republic, a Poem, Lon-
don, 1797, among many unexplained allusions

is the following, perfectly unintelligible to me,
but I hope not so to all your correspondents :.

" See Thomas Paine with aspiration high
Bound up and tumble down like Skelmufeky.
Great in the warrior's, as the statesman's part,
This braves Barras, that noses John de Bart ;

This the Convention greets with honours full,

That sends his card up to the Great Mogul ;

And thrice deceived, by rank and riches vain,

Ragged and dirty each goes home again."

What is meant by Skelmufeky ? A note says" see Skelmufehys Travels. The original was sup-
pressed, and the author imprisoned by the King
of Prussia." F.

Box. In Eyston's Little Monument printed in

1716, I find a house at Glastonbury still standing,
and of very considerable dimensions, described as a
neat new box. I have always understood the term
to apply to a small compact building. What is

the origin of the word as applied to a house, and
when was it first so used ? J. G. L. B.

Plough. In a warrant addressed, at the time
of the memorable rebellion, by Lord Feversham
to the constables of Butleigh, they are required
to provide a number of ploughs for the convey-
ance of ammunition. In Somersetshire waggons
are still vulgarly called ploughs ;

and a farmer
will tell you that he has sent his plough to coal-

pit, &c. Is this use of the word general, and how
did it originate ? J. G. L. B,
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Derivation of Hawker. In an amusing

by Alphonse E*<iuiros in the Revue de* Deux
Monde* for September, the following assertion

occurs i

M U noin de Aawarr* vlenl da mot Anglais

(tocoo). On a em sans doute troarer aaeJqe* analogic
eotre lear vie errante et celle dee ancieas frc<inaiec

(hawker*), qui allaient cbaseant leur gibier c4 et la."

Li not the word more generally derived from

the German hocktn, in the sense of carrying on

one's back P

M. Esquire*, in the same article, perpetuates
the fable of the chimney-sweeper's festival having
been originated by Lady Montague on the re-

covery of her stolen son. ' I ROBIRSOH.

William Shirley, Dramatic Author. I am de-

sirous of obtaining information resp-

liam Shirley, the air Iward the Black

Prince, Eltetra, Jtc. 1746-1764. Was he de-

scended from James Shirley the dramatist P *

C. J. ROBIKSOM.

Honora Sneyd. Can you kindly inform me
how I may ascertain whether I possess a volume

that once belonged to the fiancee of Major Andre"

and second wife of R. L. Edgeworth P It is a duo.

of 304 pages, called The Excellent Woman, and

baa " Honor Sneyd
"
written twice and M Uonoria

Sneyd" once across the title and back of the

frontispiece, all in the same neat lady's hand

The book was published by Joseph Watta,

M.DCXCII., and is dedicated to Lady Mary Walcot

byT. D. Who was he P N. J. A.

Meaning of the Word End at applied to Placet.

In Buckinghamshire, in the neighbourhood of

Wycombe, are a number of places called Lane

End, B'.lton End, Cadmure End, Kockall End,
Wood End, Mill Lnd, liockmore End, &c. &c.

Some of these are on the high roads, some in

quite out-of-the-way places ; some are on the hill ;

some in the valley; some villages; some have not

a single house ; none of them seem to be the ter-

mination of anything; and in abort they seem to

have no distinctive features in common. What is

the meaning of the word P A. A.

Poeta* Corner.

"
Venice, a Poem." There was published in

1832 a volume of poetry, Venice, a Poem, and

Romanut and Emilia, a dramatic sketch. Was
Luis Cambray the author P / A .

Reetfit Hebrew Ptalnu. I have before me a

mall volume entitled

-I'aaltrrium Eccleeiai Anglicans* Hebralram. The
Hebrew I'nalnu, dirided according to the Verne of the

PM!as in the Liturgy. Also the Scriptural Part* of the

. lit. WS, SM
a abort bat unutiafactory notice oi William
The date of his death does not seem to be known. EiO

Morning and Evening Prayer and the Communion er-
...:".- .....! ! .:. P , ibed AN 3 Ju

Reeves, Esq., one of the Patentees of the Office . i Kiu-'
Printer. London, 1804.

1*

Was the similar c<>
;

,;.tlw and

Gospels, spoken of in th
j,

:

and what is the date and estimation of a <

Testament which the author also refers to as

having been edited by hiraP* ^SOUEMSIS.

John Murdoch. In Pidurtt of the Htu
John Murdoch, 2 vols. 12mo., 1783, there is a
drama having the name of The Double Di*gvi$e.
Where it the scene of this piece P Can y
form me whether the author was the sairn

Murdoch who was the schoolmaster of Robert
Burns?

Playing Cardt.I lately saw a singular pack of

cards of
foreign manufacture, totally different

from our playing cards. There are four suits :

"Lea Batons/
" Les Epfes,"

" Les Coupes
" Les Deniers," answering to the suit-.

common pack ; but there is an additional

card to each suit, called " Le Cavalier,** and a

further addition of twenty-two picture cards, of
remarkable design, and with singular names ;

such as, Le rape, La Papease, L'Empereur,
L'Imperatrice, Le Bu Boulanger, Le
Jongleur, Le Pendu, Le Mon-i

Fortune. I have si-- > of a pa

seventy-eight cards, called the u Livre de Tl
;i playing the game of " Tara." Are these

the same P and what is their real origin P

Is ifventy-eight the original number from which
our fifty-two have been selected ? or are the

extra twenty-fix cards additional? if so, when
and why were they added P C. F.

Right Hon. Jotfph Attditom. ! have been told

that Joseph Addison, while officially connected
with Ireland, occupied a house in the lower part
of Booterstown Avenue, near Dublin ; and that

the house in question, known as u Addison's

House," was standing within the last fifty or sixty

years. Can any correspondent of " N. & Q."

oblige me with an authority for the allegation P I

am aware that Addison had a residence in or

near Finglas.

Work* of Fiction proverbialised.
\\\\

amples are there of words analogous to I':

Quixotic, etc. t MARROW

Opposite Mottoet. In the Peerage is a motto,
i n. .n frangi," and Frangas non fl-

(Among the proverbs in the last number of " H.
1 ? is better to bow y to breake.")

I would ak, of mottoes generally, are there snaay

[ Beeves'* Greek Testament M a.

tit Mill an,, arranged
liorne

that it ii printed with singnlar neatness.]
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instances of directly opposite sentiments being

thus inculcated? and, in such cases, was that

which was not first adopted taken from personal

antagonism in feudal times, or now of politics ?

CROSS-BOW.

Bell-ringers. In the work by the Rev. W. C.

Lukis on Church Bells I find the following in-

scription from a bell, p. 88. : "I was given by the

Society of Northern Youths in 1672, and recast

by the Sherwood Youths in 1771." "Where can I

find an account of these societies ? G. W. M.

Widows Cap. What is the origin and the

date of the introduction of that strange piece of

costume, the widow's cap ? An answer is re-

quested in order to throw light on the date of a

portrait. A. A.

Poets' Corner.

Pepys's Diary : Curious Prayer. Can you give
me any clue to the meaning of the following pas-

sage in Pepys's Diary, under date Sept. 23, 1660 ?

I mean, of course, so far as relates to the peculiar

expression recorded :

" Before Sermon I laughed at the reader, who, in his

prayer, desires of God that he would imprint His words
on (he thumbs of our right hands, and on the right great
toes of our right feet."

R. W. HACKWOOD.

Death Warrants. I am desirous of knowing
when the custom of signing death warrants by the

sovereign, if it ever existed, ceased; what was the

course pursued in obtaining the signature, and
what was the last occasion on which a warrant for

the execution of a criminal was signed by the

sovereign? A STATIST.

Robert Clay of Derbyshire. Can any of your
correspondents residing in Derbyshire inform me
at what place in that county Robert Clay, eldest

son of Robert Clay, formerly of Sheffield, was
born? His father was a lead merchant, owning
several shares of lead mines and coal pits in and
about Derbyshire and Yorkshire, and removed
from Chesterfield to Sheffield about the last ten

years of the seventeenth century, and died at the

latter place in 1737, aged 71. His mother's maiden
name was Hannah Slator of Chesterfield. Robert,
their only child, was born somewhere in Derby-
shire, A.D. 1688, removed to Philadelphia, Penn.,
in 1707-8, married Ann Curtis of Delaware in

1710, and was lost at sea in 1717, leaving two
sons, Slator, ancestor of the late Hon. Henry Clay
of Ashland, Kentucky, and Thomas, who emigrated
to North Carolina, and died about the year 1744.

PEEROT FENTON, Proctor.
Doctors' Commons.

Walley Chamberlain Oulton. This gentleman
was author of several dramas, a History of the

London Theatres, &c., &c. Can any of your readers

give me the date of his death ? He was living
about 1820? Z. A.

i&inar

"Lord Harry" and a "Toucher" A neigh-
bour of mine, in describing a narrow escape that

somebody had experienced, made use of the ex-

pression,
"
By the Lord Harry, Sir, it was as near

as a toucher !

" Can any reader of "N. & Q." tell

me, first., who Lord Harry is
; and, secondly, how

near a toucher may be ? MARK AKTONY LOWER.
Lewes.

[May not the " Lord Harry
" be an equivalent to " Old

Harry," a name which needs no explanation ? Supposing
the theory lately propounded in our pages to be correct

(that the horns, tails, and cloven feet, vernacularly attri-

buted to the evil one, are due to the Greek satyri or
Roman fanni, p. 387.), we are disposed to think that
Old Harry was originally Old Hairy. The satyrs Avero

said to have hair like goats; and "hayre" or "haire"

especially signified in old English a garment made of

goats' hair. On this supposition, Old Harry or Old

Hairy would have some affinity to Old Shock, formerly
the name of a demon that haunted the road-sides. Shock,
a head of rough hair, a rough-haired dog. The term
"Lord" may be applied derisively; or it may allude to

1 Cor. iv. 4., where the evil one is termed " the god of
this world" ("Deus hujug sseculi," Vulg.)
We regard "toucher" as here equivalent to "

touch,"
e. g.

"
it was a near touch," i. e. a narrow escape.

"
Touch,"

contact without collision ; the nearest thing possible to

an actual smash. We understand also that " toucher" is

used to express a narrow escape from being shot
;
for in-

stance, when a bullet passes through the coat-sleeve, but
not through the arm " That was a toucher." We can-
not pretend to define the exact force of toucher in the

expression cited by our correspondent, without knowing
what was the nature of the narrow escape experienced.
Our present impression is that the term was originally
nautical. "Touch the wind" was an old command to

the helmsman to bring the ship as near the wind as pos-
sible " serrer le vent ;" and when the ship was brought so

near the wind that her sails began to shake, they were
said to "touch." "Touch and go" was when a ship
under sail just touched the bottom, without grounding.
(Falconer.) The verb toucher was used nautically by
the French in a similar sense "

frapper en passant;"
and as they have also toucher, a noun (the sense of touch,
the act of touching), this may be the origin of our

toucher. The French use of the verb is as old as 1529:
" Nostre nef, la Penste, fut mise en rade honnestement,
sans toucher ; vnals le Sacre toucha." (Jal.) Cf. also the

Yankee phrase, "This is no touch to it," i. e. does not

come near it, cannot be compared to it.]

Etymology of Scripture Local Names. Have

any of the travellers in Palestine who have pub-
lished accounts of that country, investigated the

fitness of the etymologies usually proposed (such
as those of Gesenius or those in Simonis Onomas-

ticon) to the rivers, mountains, &c. ? For in-

stance, has any traveller told us whether the

Kishon is a winding stream ? the Arnon a noisy
one ? or the Pharpar a rapid one ? Is the Kidron

a turbid stream, such as Western nations would

call Rio Negro or Blackwater ? I mention these



AND QUEI

eaereJy M apeehnena, and shall be glad of any in-

formation on the subject E. 6. R.

[Oar correspondent will find the local name* of Scrip-
tare elucidated io Arthur Penrhvn
fiW hv mil bri .-;.....:!v i,, Dr.MwaH i: -

* vola. ftvo. 2nd edit 1806.]

Bishop LaitdaL William Landal, or De Lan-
Halia, who waa Bishop of St. Andrews from 1341
o 1385, waa a son of the baron or laird of LandrU,
in the shire of Berwick. Where is the locality of
Lamdelt f There is no place in Berwickshire, so

far M I know, now known by that name. Could

any correspondent of "N. & Q." inform the
writer where Landalt waa f Or who now repre-
sents the family of Landal* f MKNTAHTBBS.
Cbinuide.

[By Landels is meant Latderdak, one of the three
divisions of the county of Berwick. From this district

the noble family of alaitland. first Marls, then Dukes, and
now Earls again, take their title. Fordun (Scotichromiam,
lib. vi. cap. xlvi.) says, concerning Bishop Landal, that
he was Lord of all the lands of Landallis (1

tenuous ;

been

-.litio Hi-amii), and yet modest, mild, and ingeni
and that he loved his canons as much as if they had
bis own children."]

Ridley Hall, Chester. Who were the inhabit-

anta of Ridley Hall in the county of Chester
from 1650 to 1700? G. W. M.

[During the Civil War Ridley Hall was garrisoned by
the Parliament; an unsnffeesful attack appears to have
been made upon it on the 4th of June, 1645, by a party
from the garrison at Beeston castle. (Burghall's Diary,

printed
in the 7/utory of CluMrt. 8vo., ii. 948.) This

hall was for three or four descents the seat of a branch of
the Kgertons. In the dispersion of this family, Ridley
Hall passed by sale to Orlando Bridgeman. second son of
Sir i trlando Bridgeman, Bart. Lord-keeper of the Great
Seal to Jsmes I. ; but the family do not appear, from the

parish registers, ever to have made it their rrisirtaaoa

It was consumed by fire in 1700. (Ormerod's Cisdiis.
ii. 161. ; Lysons's Cfesfcrc. 851.) We fear, however,
that these notices of Ridley Hall will not be considered a

satisfactory reply to the Query.]

HrpUrf.
IXKJI8 THE rirTBE.VHi.

(2-* 8. viii. 26. 297. 387.)

Y. 8. M. has acknowledged his error in stating
that the late Earl of Stirling* was found gu
forgery. It would have been more to Y? 8. M.'a

[ By the insertion of this Reply (with which the dia-

cusaioa of this question in the column* of M N. & Q." must
be brought to a close), we roust not be understood as con-

sidering the late Mr. Alexander as Earl of Stirling. No
man has a right to aasume a title until be has established
his claim to it in the manner which the law requires. If

he does, neither himself nor his friends most be surprised
if the world regard him as a mere pretender, and treat
him aecofdinglyEu

" X. & Q."]

credit, hearing that the Earl had many relative*
and friends living, to have let it rest tlu-r

cause an accusation can be made in a few words,
but not so a defence. I must, however, pir

iit on a few points. The word "AssoilaBH
does not merely mean " not convicted," as V 9,

-niuusly suggests, but has a much str

g; for on referring to Wharton*
M.ler the head "

Aasoilzie," he will find the

following,
"
to acquit a defendant, and to find a

person not guilty of a crime. Scotch Law." The
italics are mine.
The excerpt of a charter of Novo damus was

not tued by the Earl in proving his right of service
as heir to his great-grandfather's grand?
William 1st Earl of Stirling. Mr. Banks, the
celebrated genealogist, brought tin- excerpt to
Lord Stirling months afterwards, and alwaya de-
clared it to be genuine. The juries who declared
Lord Stirling to be heir to the 1st Earl never had
this excerpt before them ! They were* men of
position, of ability, and of high respectability, and
many of them are living who can testify to the

accuracy of this statement. In addition, on the
8th Julv, 1831, Lord Stirling obtained from Wil-
liam IV. seisin and investiture of his lands and
rights in America. Y. S. AI.'s private opii.
the tombstone case in the Tracy Peerage may be
very valuable to himself, and those who know
l.im. 1 ut has nothing to do with the matter before
us. It is an anonymous opinion wounding to the

feelings of living individuals, and as such i

worthy of a Christian and a gentleman.A second antagoni>t, M. L., has however sprung
up, adding Lincoln's Inn to his name, as a :

weight one would suppose. With n-gard t

Stirling's antecedents, to which M. L. all . ;

may state that Mr. Humphry*, sen., was a g
man of good family, as well aa of wealth and
station, residing at the Larches near Binnir._h mi.

His wife was the daughter of the Rev. Join,

ander, and his son, so insolently spoken of

L., was the claimant of th-

These facts were testified to at the trial In

Stirling's intimate fri

D'Aguilar, late Commander in Chief of 11 Ms
im, Mr. .!. Wilson, late Chief Justice

in the Mauritius, and Mr. Charles I

h
regard

t o far from Lord
Stirling l>eing, as M. L. insinuates,

"
merely ac-

quittal friiin tli- chari'u of forging
upon which he based his pretended claim, hut
which dttcumenU were found t have bee* forged"
the Earl was acquitted also from the charge of
having "uttered them at genuine kmnring /'

be forged" which is quite a different affair. I

may add here that th.- d.< um.Tit* on whicii

Stirling really baaed his claim were those in th-

Digbelh <-r 1 > T-njurt j.:u kit, which con'
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a pedigree, letters, and attested evidence, and

proved the claim of itself.

With regard to these papers the verdict was as

follows :
" 3. Finding unanimously that the docu-

ments in De Porquet's packet are not proven to be

forged." The italics are mine. 1 think I have

now succeeded in putting the case in a very dif-

ferent light from that in which Y. S. M. and M.
L. wished to have it viewed. I will merely add

that this is the last communication I shall send to
" N. & Q." on the subject of Lord Stirling and

his claims :
" ex uno disoe omnes." J. A. PN.

NORTHUMBERLAND NOTES.

(2
nd S. viii. 348.)

I beg to correct a few errors into which MR.
HARWOOD PATTISON has fallen in his Northum-
brian Notes. The churches of this county are

generally constructed in the Norman or Early

English styles. The nave of Mitford church is

entirely Norman : the chancel Early English, ex-

cepting the south door, which is round-headed
and ornamented with rude zig-zag.
With regard to the crosses, those of Ryton and

Ravensworth are in the county of Durham : the

latter marks the spot where the country people
came with their commodities during the raging of

the great plague in Newcastle in 1636.

There is a fine octagonal cross in the church-

yard of Morpeth. Perfect examples of the pele
tower are not so rare as your correspondent sup-

poses. There is a very fine one in the village of

Carbridge. The rectory houses of Rathbury and
Elsdon are pele towers, and are still inhabited by
their respective incumbents. Not unfrequently
the church tower was constructed in the same
manner ; examples of it are seen in the churches
of Chatton and Longhoughton, which have evi-

dently been erected as places of defence. Another

example of the pele is Cockle Park tower, now a

farmhouse, figured in Grose's Antiquities and

Hodgson's Northumberland. Stanard Pele is

nothing but the fragment of a ruin the very
"shadow of a shade." The

Hermitage is in Lid-
disdale in Scotland : it was erected in the thir-

teenth century by the Earl of Monteith. Aydon
Castle is a fine example of the houses of the same

period, the licence to fortify it bearing date 1302.
I cannot agree with MR. PATTISON in his re-

mark that the church of St. Nicholas in this town
is "mongrel." It is true it has, from time to

time, undergone repairs; but in the main the

original architecture has been copied. The choir,
from its great length, and the remarkably wide

span of its arches, produces a fine effect when
viewed from below the organ gallery. I am,
however, sorry to say that within the last two
months the original east Avindow, of admirable

proportions, has been demolished, and in its place
has been erected a great glaring* window of de-

cidedly pseudo-perpendicular. St. Andrews is

generally considered the oldest church in this

town. Mention of it first occurs in the Tyne-
mouth Chartulary in 1218

; the chancel arch is,

however, anterior to this date. Grey, in his

Chorographia, published 1649, says :
" In this

church is to be seen a pardon of a Pope for nine
thousand years to come." Search has been made
among the archives of the church for this in-

teresting document, but without success. This

county is exceedingly rich in castles and eccle-

siastical ruins, the enumeration of which would

occupy too much of your valuable space. The
abbey church of Hexham, now undergoing restor-

ation, is well worthy of a visit, and the church of

Newburn, five miles west of Newcastle, is a per-
fect gem. The arches on the north side of the

nave are of heavy Norman, while the south side

displays the Early-pointed arch springing from

octagonal piers. The windows contain some fine

specimens of ancient stained glass. This church
is also interesting as the scene of Earl Copsi's
murder in 1067. Leslie, the Scotch general, also

planted nine pieces of cannon upon the tower

during the "
sharp conflict of 28th of August,

1640." EDWARD THOMPSON.

Newcastle-on-Tyne.

BUTTS FAMILY.

(2
nd S. iv. 257.)

It is now indeed long since I requested a re-

ference to. the passage in Camden from which,

according to E. D. B., it would appear that a Sir

William Butts was " one of the knights slain at

Poictiers, 1356, when fighting in the van of the

army with Lord Audeley."
As I proposed an intercommunication by letter

with E. D. B., it may be thought that I have
heard from him, and that my doubts are satisfied.

Such, however, is not the case, as I have received

no communication from the reverend gentleman.
It is only comparatively lately that I have seen

Mrs. Sherwood's Autobiography , to which I was
referred by DR. DORAN. I there found a " Table
of Descent," commencing with Butts, said to

marry a daughter of Sir Will. Fitzhugh, Knt., of

Congleton and Elton, co. Chester ; his son is called

Sir William Butts, Knt., Lord of Shouldham

Thorpe, co. Norfolk, and of Congleton, co. Ches-

ter, slain at the battle of Poictiers, with a refer-

ence to Camden, but no page specified ;
he is

married to a daughter of Sir Ranulph Cotgrave,
Lord of Hargrave, co. Chester ; William, Robert,

Edward, and William Butt, in each case described

as of Shouldham Thorpe and of Congleton, occur

in succession, marrying respectively with De
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ine of Tranmur, Botcler of V
\\ h of Brougbton, and Mathew Ellis of

igh. I bare consulted Ormerod's Chfthirr,

!,at I do not find a Fitsbmg*

mentioned; neither do I find Cotgrave til:

n person of that name was major of Chester.

The Holmes' (the famous Randle Holmes) pedi-

gree is given, but no match with Butts. Several

of the name of Mathew Ellis occur betwcrn th-

reat 1574, when Mathew Ellis, son of Ellis ap

Dio, died, and the year 1685. For Botcler of

Warrington, I consulted Raines's Hittory of Lan-

cashire, but found no match with Butts ;
in fact

the name does not, as far as I can see from con-

sulting the Indices and the history of the several

places, occur in either work. The next i

mentioned is William Butts fson of Will.

!a Ellis) of Shouldham Thorpe.

Congleton here ceases. This William is the first

mentioned in the Visitation of 1619 ; his wife was

a Kervell ; and from him to Leonard Butts, who
sold the Norfolk property, and settled at Bromley
in Kent, the " Table of Descent" follows the pedi-

gree of the Visitation. Of Cheshire I can say no

more than I have abore ; but, with regard to the

Butts family being Lordt of Shouldham Thorpe
at the earlier period, it can be distinctly prored
that they were not.

Deeds and Court Rolls show that the manor of

RusxtL* in Thorpe came to Dorothy Frende as

cousin and heiress of Nicholas Seaman (see Blorae-

field, rii. 427.)- She carried it
by marriage to

Thomas Harpley, Yeoman, who sold it to Thomas

Gawsell ; his son, Richard Gawsell, dying in 1538,

Ursula his widow married, secondly, Will. Butt of

Shouldham Thorpe, who held his first court, /MTV

ttxpru, in the llth of Elizabeth. The manor of

fmnBUhnm Thorpe, originally in a family who

took their name from the place, was eren-

tually bought, together with that of Fodeston, by
William Butts, grandson of the above-named

William, in the 9th Jac. I., from Sir Robert Biche,

Ki.t., for the sun of loOQf.; and the whole was

afterwards sold by Leonard Butts to Sir John
Hare. I

Leonard ButU married Jane, daughter of

Lexmard of Suffolk ; be signed the Visitation Pe-

digree of 1619; and as I supposed died without

issue. I vat there/ore surprised to find in the

"Table of Descent" in the Autobiography, that

he had ascribed to him a son, Sir Leonard Batta,

Knt, from whom Mrs. Sherwood's father is di-

rectly deduced, Air Leonard, if the pedigree it

correct, being his greatgrandfather. Never hav-

ing met with a Sir Leonard Butts, I wrote to my
friend Mr. King, York Herald, who, in reply to

Tuyquostiona, stated that he had gone through the

list, of knight* of the times of JSifiabe*, James L,

afjiOhMinl UhQtfciJBS] B9BMI !.-r,.,uk,n.-!,t^i

He also faraiahed me with the

substance of the funeral certificate of Leonard

Butts, which states as follows :

M Leonard Butts of Bromley, . dil at his

boose at Bromley. 18th Decent*

!,irih .-(lurch of Bromley on St. Thorna-

lie married Jam, daughter ot

li

n.xt after,

of the county rf Suffolk, by whom he left M
made Mr. Francis Figolt of Mrad*

.n BernersofWatlington in

executors of his will."

The funeral certificate is generally considered

an authentic document to be relied on, but here it

is in direct opposition to the " Table of Descent**

The pedigree in the
Autobiography

makes Sir

William of Thornogt, the kings physician (Hen.
V 1 1 1 ), to be the son of John Butts, M I*. for Lis-

keard, 1456, and grandson of the William

who married a Kcrvcll.* I should be very glad
could any of your readers inform me whetl-

is correct, or give anjr
authentic information

with regard to the earlier part of the pedigree.
The family may have been of some consequence
in early times; and I shall be happy, through
" N. & Q." or privately, to receive proofs ;

seems to me clear, from various existing docu-

ments, that, as regards the branch at Shouldham

Thorpe, they were, prior to Henry VIII. or Eliza-

beth, not above the condition of yeomen.
GBO. UBS. DAJBWOOD.

Stow Bardolph.

IB PBTBB PAUL RUBENS.

(2* S. riii. 410.)

If ABRACADABBA will again refer to my roll

on Rubens, he will find that he is mUla'

saying that "
my book is silent as to the departure

of the great Flemish painter from England, ea>

cepting only the minute of the Council fogisUr

granting his pa**, Jan. 31, 1629-30." At p. 146.

is the following note, .i..-ns arrived in

London about 25th May, 1629, and Ufl 4*0*
:JO."

While upon this subject it may perhaps
be in-

teresting to note that Mr. Bruce s forthcoming
new rolume of CaUndar* of Stale P<*p*r has

brought to light two letters which are curium,

not only as showing the name of the
ahJp

that

brought orer the gnat artist to England, the

v, , , i. : .

VFiggubaU or Wat-
mm Kenrell by hU

There was a family of K
whether a decayed branch

lington family I ca

-. r '.

'

.

to bis i .

2 acree ed a half of Ud. oa

Stephen Lechara the am
which .<

f ! :

ated 1470, leaves -
1 pair of aheets. 1 I

, 1 pot, 6 dishes. 1 pewter dish. IS ttwh"
son and heir, Jea sWretl: atoo hla mweu^. and

euro the said Stephen had lent him on mortgage
mcasnae an !

appoint,
his onJohnf

/;,<.'*< :

..... " ; W: '

; ' :n
of hU mcasnae an

" /;,<.'

the dangntsr of ttmon KrWkl
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captain, and the exact day of his arrival, but the

secresy that was observed on the occasion the

name of Rubens not being even mentioned in

either. By the king, who had not seen him, he is

designated "a person"; by Capt. Mennes, who

had, "a gentleman." It will be observed that

on 20th May, 16'29, Charles I. signs a warrant of

instructions to Capt. John Mennes of " The Ad-

venture," to waft the Marq. de Ville over to

Dunkirk, where, or at the Fort of Mardyke, he is

to be safely landed ;

" w ch
having performed, you

are to attend the coming out of that port of such

a person as the bearer hereof shall bring unto

you, and him to conduct into this or

Kingdome,
wth such servants and baggage as shall belong
unto him, w th

all convenient speede." On the

same day Charles I., in a holograph letter to the

Earl of Holland (see Original Papers relating to

Rubens, pp. 127-8.), threatens to complain of

Mons. de Ville :
" for if he goe not in my shipp,

Rubens jurney will eather be hindered, or I shall

ly open to almost a just exception to those that

ar no frends to this treatie." The "
person,"

therefore, is doubtless identical with Rubens.

Again, on 25th May, Capt. Mennes writes from
Dover to the Lords of the Admiralty as follows :

" On the receipt of his Matie< order for the transporta-
tion of the Marquis de Ville, I set saile for Dunkerk, and
on the 23rd of this present I landed him

;
the next day I

received on board a gentleman, whoe is coming towards
his Matie

, whome y* night I landed at Dover."

It is, therefore, pretty certain that Rubens ar-

rived in London on the following day, 25th May,
1629.

ABRACADABRA is not, I think, sufficiently accu-
rate in describing the MS. from which he has
taken his extract. He has forgotten, by the bye,
to say that it is in the State Paper Office as " a

Docquet-book of Admiralty letters." It is really
a table of contents of a book of letters not apper-
taining to the 'State Paper Office, in the hand-

writing of one of the clerks or copyists employed
by Sir Jos. Williamson, and was most likely taken

by his directions from " a Booke intituled Adm^
Lres Etc%" belonging to the Admiralty. The
MS. has found its way into the State Paper Office

among, and forms part of,
" Sir Jos. Williamson's

Collection," which contains several books of a
similar nature, as also many alphabet or index
books, &c.

I would also remark that Philip, the brother of
Sir Peter Paul Rubens, had not completed his

thirty-eighth year, as noted by ABRACADABRA from
Harleian, No. 218., when he died on 28th Aug.
1611. His exact age was thirty-seven years four
months and one day, as certified in a copy of his

epitaph from the original, and kindly forwarded
to me by H. B. M. Consul at Antwerp, E. A.
Grattan, Esq. It is somewhat singular that in

Michel, and all the printed copies that I have seen

of the epitaph of Philip Rubens, the year of his
death is incorrectly given, which I did not dis-
cover until after p. 6. of my book had gone to

press. Thus, MDCXIX. should be MDCXI., without
the final x, which I suppose to be a clerical error
or a mistake of the compositor. In the pedigree
of Rubens attached to my volume, the date of
the death of Albert Rubens is 1st Oct. 1657,
which I believe, with all the other dates there, to
be correct. I collected them with no little care,
and in several instances possess original certifi-

cates of their accuracy. W. NOEL SAINSBURT.

Birtsmorton Court, Worcestershire (2
nd S. viii.

228. 294. 357.) It may be interesting to some of

your readers to know that Birtsraorton Court, the
ancient seat of the Nanfans referred to in the in-

quiry respecting Cardinal Wolsey, was the birth-

place of the late Right Hon. William Huskisson,
whose father rented it for a few years from the
last Earl of BellamOnt.
Can your correspondents inform me if any topo-

graphical work contains a view of this old man-
sion ?

The Colonel Moncton who is said by T. E. W.
(p. 295.) to have bought the estate, was the Hon.
Edward Monchton, son of the first Viscount Gal-

way, who afterwards purchased Somerford Hall,
Staffordshire. H. F.

Portraits of Archbishop Laud (2
nd S. viii. 309.)

The Abp. was a great benefactor to Henley-on-
Thames, and a portrait of him is in the Council
Chamber of this town. JOHN S. BURN.

From a fly-leaf of a MS. I took the following
note as an addendum to the portraits of this ec>
clesiastic :

" Portrait at Amestwry, Oct. 15, 1784. of Arbp. Laud
by Vandyke."

C. HOPPER.

Change in the Dedication of Churches (2
nd

S.
vii. 255.) The following may interest B. B.
WOODWARD. The church of S. Martin, Leicester,
is so designated in the earliest records belonging
to the church that have come under my notice,
viz. the churchwardens' accounts for the last

years of the reign of Henry VIII. Nevertheless
it was also designated S. Cross, and the street on
its north side was formerly known as Holy Rood
Lane. In addition to the rood-loft, with its usual

appurtenances, there was in this church a large
cross which appears to have been isolated from

any screen-work, &c., of which it might other-

wise have been supposed to have been a mere

accessory. The church was probably called S.

Cross from this circumstance. The cross was re-

moved in the year 1568 or 1569, as appears by
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the following extract from the churchwardens'

account of those jean :

M
Payd to Bodeley for Caryioge y stone* & Ramell

away worn y Cross* stood. ...... vi.jV

What were the "vowes" of the church men-
tioned by B. B. WOODWABD P

Respecting those

orer altars in side chapels, see a Query,
" N. &

Q." 2" S. yii. 434. Tiioe. NOITII.

Papier Mmtrt (2- S. via. 577.) In reply to

TornAH A
respecting

the ingredient used for the

preparation
or papier moure, I forward the follow-

ing extract from a paper in the Pharmaceutical

Journal of this month, and which bears directly on
the inquiry :

44

Fly pper re sold by the thousand, and are posi-

tively fUted to be
perfectly

harmless to animal life of a

higher order than that of onr insect peats : that such is,

however, far from being the case the following results of

an examination of them will show ; the papers selected

being those known as Papier Moure :

i r of the sheets were taken at random, and digested
with dilute hydrochloric acid until a pulpy mass was ob-
tained. Tbis'pulp was then washed with distilled water
on a filter-paper, until the filtered fluid amounted to about
four pints. This was then evaporated till only eight ounces

remained, and sulphide of hydrogen was passed into it

for two hours ; during this time a copious precipitate of

lulptiide of anemic was thrown Jown. The precipitate was
collected on a filter, washed, and dissolved in dilute solu-

tion of ammonia, from which it was repredpitated by
hydrochloric acid. The pure sulphide of arsenic was
finally collected upon a tared filter, dried and weighed.
Its weight was found to be 12-675 grs., equivalent to

10-201 grs. of arsenious acid. Tht average quantity of
arsenious acid contained in each of the sheets was Ultra-

fore 2*55 grs^ quit* tnouak to destroy human life."

Is it not rather an evidence of faulty legisla-
tion that, while restrictions are

placed upon
the

sale of arsenic as arsenic, the poison should be so

readily obtainable in the form of "
Papier Moure P

"

J. W . G. GOTCH.

Dial ofAhaz (2* S. tin. 144.) Mm. TATLOE
will Gnd that an interesting paper on this subject
was read before the Asiatic Society by Mr. J. \v

Bosanquet in August or September, 1854. Its

title was :
" On the going Back of the Shadow

upon the Dial of Ahaz in the Reign of Hezekiuh

King of Judah." R. W. HACK WOOD.

Barony of Brockton (2* S. viii. 376.) A M -

QUU appears to write under tome singular mis-

apprehensions. There never were a provost or

bailies of the Barony of Broughton, and there

have been, therefore, no late election of

such office-bearers. That barony was long ago
acquired (in point of what is called in Scotland

inferiority, equivalent to an English lordship of
the manor) by the Governors of George Heriot's

Hospital ; these governors consisting of the Town
Council and Ministers/* Edinburgh.

Caoongatc and Portsburgh were not proper ba-

ronies. On the contrary, Pittsburgh was part of
the barony of Inverleitb, an . was a

burgh of
Regality ; its jurisdiction appearing to

have
comprehended

the barony of Hi. u-lit>n.

As to the latter, full information will be f..und in

Dr. Stevens's History of HerioCs Hospital
also as to Portsburgh, Brown's Supplement to

Aforison's Dictionary, p. 895. ; and as to I

gate, Lord Harcarse's Decisions, No. 642.

Edinburgh.

G.J.

H'lY/wm Utsker (2*
1 S. viii. :124.) Allow

roe to supply an omission in my recent Note on
Sir William Ussher ; and by completing the case,
to

put
it beyond all dispute.

As I showed on the authority of Dr. Boate,
those who state that Sir William Ussher, of

Donnybrook (who died in the year 1657), was
drowned in the river Dodder in 1649, n:

but strangely enough, so also is Dr. Boate, who
makes Mr. John Ussher, Sir WilliW* fat

have been the sufferer, inasmuch as he had died

so long before as 1st May, 1600. In fact, the per-
son drowned (as is mentioned in Appendix I.

p. x. of the late Dr. Elrington's Life of Archbishop
Ussher) was Arthur Ussher, of Donnybrook,
son of Sir William, and grandson of Alderman
John Ussher, of Dublin. Sir William Hetham's
statement

respecting him, as given in the above-
named Life, is strictly correct ; namely, that he
was M drowned in the river of said place [Donny-
brook], 2nd March, 1628, v.patri*;" but as Sir

William has not given
his authority, an exact

copy of an entry in one of Daniel Molyneux's
MSS. (which are in the library of Trinity College,
Dublin, and, particularly in this matter, may be
deemed well worthy of credit, Molyneux having
been Arthur Ussher's brother-in-law), will not

prove unacceptable to the readers of " N. & Q."
In MSS. F. 3. 27. p. 14., the following words
occur:

44 Arth' Usher, f. & b. S \V, ob. (was drowned in

Donabrook river) [interlined], 2 March, being Monday,
rjMi"

I may add to the foregoing particulars, that to

the munificence and religious, zeal of Alderman
John Ussher we owe the

publication,
in 1

' the first book print- l in the Iri.-h languor

|

that in Sir William Ussber's house in Dublin, in

1602, was printed the first Irish version

New Testament. See Gilbert's History f the

City of Dublin, vol. i. pp. 381388. ABIIBA.

" Lib meam" (2
04

S. viii. 108.157.

406.) In that curious little book, Les Arenhtrts

de la Madonna (by Renoult, ;rint..l v A

dam, 1701), I notice the us hrsse in its

original sense, that of freeing or delivering the

soul, though not in the first person, as in the in-

stances already notic*! It ;i.e dialogue
said to have taken place between an image of the
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Virgin (which had been passed by Pope Gregory

without due reverence) and that Pontiff. In the

course of the dialogue Gregory is made to say :

"
Supra altare tuum, missam celebravit odoram,

Presbiter Andreas, animam liberavit et ecce,

Impatiens semi coacta jacet prope limina clausa,

Gurgitis : ilia viara petit a me."

In which the words animam liberavit of course im-

ply, as rendered by the author,
" II a obtenu du

Ciel la delivrance d'une ame du Purgatoire." X.

West Derby.

Michael Honeywood (2
nd S. viii. 349.) MR.

HART is perhaps not acquainted with Duport's
verses (Horce Subseciva, p. 272.), in which he cele-

brates the large library of Dr. H., Dean of Lin-

coln.

It is to be hoped that MR. HART'S example may
induce others to beat the covers of our cathedral

and parochial libraries. No one can say how

many men of worth and learning have been en-

tirely forgotten, owing to the neglect of their be-

nefactions by less literary successors.

J. E. B. MAYOR.
St. John's College, Cambridge.

Hammer Cloth (2
nd S. viii. 381. 407.) The sub-

joined extract from a paper on " Norfolk Words,"

by Anne Gurney of North Repps Cottage, near

Cromer, in the Philological Society's Transactions,

1855 (p. 32.), offers a very different explanation
to any that has yet been furnished :

" The hammer doth means the skin-cloth, and it was

usually of bear skin. The Icel. hamr is skin, or covering
connected with the term to '

hapup,' and also with hamus

(the encircling hook), and ham, home. The yellow ham-
mer thus means yellow skin. But it may be from the

likeness to hammer marks on a copper teakettle."

W. J. PINKS.

General Thackwell (2
nd S. viii. 310.) Your

correspondent, ESQUIRE, has inquired whether he
is right in supposing that the Lieut-General Sir

Joseph Thackwell, G.C.B., Colonel of the 16th

Lancers, &c., who died in Ireland the other day,
was the Lieut.-Colonel Thackwell who com-
manded the 15th Hussars in 1825, and whom the

great poet, Sir Walter Scott, humorously called
" Colonel Thwackwell." His surmise is correct.

Perhaps Sir Walter was aware that Colonel

Thwackwett's motto was "
Frappe fort," a very

appropriate one. This gallant officer was present
at Corunna, and many other battles in the Pe-
ninsular War, and lost his left arm, amputated
close to the shoulder, at the glorious battle of

Waterloo.
After being engaged in the suppression of many

riots, the Nottingham riots of 1831, &c., he be-
came a local Major-General in India in 1838, and
commanded a division in the Affghan, Gwalior, and
two Sikh campaigns under Lords Ellenborough,
Hardinge, and Gough. On his return to England

he was appointed Inspector-General of Cavalry in

1854, which office he held till he became a Lieute-
nant-General. He was fourth son of John Thack-
well, Esq., of Rye Court, Worcestershire, Lord of
the Manors of Berrow and Birtsmorton in that

county, a direct descendant of the Rev. Thomas
Thackwell who was vicar of Waterperry, Oxford-

shfre, in 1607. Sir Joseph's death took place very
soon after that of his last surviving brother, the
Rev. Stephen Thackwell, rector of Birtsmorton,
Worcestershire. His breast was covered with
medals and orders. WAVERLEY.

Col. Thackwell was the same officer who died
the other day ; the late Lieut- General Sir Joseph
Thackwell, G.C.B., having entered the 15th Light
Dragoons (Hussars) in 1800.

Who his father was may be seen by a reference

to Dod's Peerage, Baronetage, and Knightage.
S. D. S.

YorhshireWorthies (2
nd S. viii. 207.) It may not

be uninteresting to MR. GIJTCH to learn that 'a

prospectus has recently been issued by Dr. Ingle-
dew, F.G.H.S., &c., announcing as in preparation
for the press, The Worthies of Yorkshire, from
the earliest period to the present time. E. E.

Extraordinary Birth (2
nd S. viii. 299.) F.

C. H. says the wife of a man in humble life near

Bromsgrove had four children at one birth, and
that they all lived.

I would refer the readers of " N. & Q," to a

similar circumstance mentioned in the History of
the Ruined Church Cambridge (by J. Halt, Peas

Hill, Cambridge) :

" On 5th November, 1766, four children of Henry Coe,
a shoemaker, two male and two female, at one birth,
were baptized."

The register-book states that the procession to

the church was attended by a great concourse of

people, as there were sixteen sponsors, besides the

father, nurses, and others. The mother doing
well. The names of the children were William
and Henry, Elizabeth and Sarah. R. R. F.

"Andrew" an Afternoon's Luncheon: "
Gaff-

7nan"
<
(2

nd S. viii. 328.) In Halliwell's Diction-

ary will be found several words which throw light

upon
" Andrew "

in the above sense. '" Anders-

meat, an afternoon's luncheon." " Jamieson says
that orntren in Scotland is the repast taken be-

tween dinner and supper. Cotgrave several times

mentions aunders-meat as an afternoon's refresh-

ment." "
TJndcrmele, the afternoon. Chaucer.

Later writers use the term for an afternoon meal."

All these words,
" Andrew "

included, appear
to be connected with the old English

"
Andyrs,

other," with which cf. the German "
ander, the

other," and " der andere, the second ;

"
as if the

"Andrew," "undermele," "orntren," or "aunders-

meat," were another or a second meal.
" Aunder "
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WM also used In old Eng. to signify (ho afternoon

eels the Gorman ander (alms)
with i "An-

1

in the I'll term M
Aodersmas," S. Andrew's

D.iv.

ifler, a head labourer or workman. I

Halliwell.
"

Gtijf servant who H.

tends a farm), properly an overlooker. O
gaffe*) ad*pcct< THOMAS IJOTS.

Crooked Boundaries of Field* (9** >

These arise from tl. 1 *t, the

running of the water in the ditches, which, like

riven and all streams, work themselves a crooked
course by indenting any soft place there may be
in the bank, and, flying off at an angle with in-

creased
impetus against the opposite side, much

as a billiard ball docs ofT a cushion, make a corre-

sponding indentation a little farther on. The
second cause is the growth of large trees on the

banks ; the roots or "toes" of which tree project
into the ditch fur the sake of the moisture, and
as the neighbours do not like to injure th- :

they cut the ditch closer into the land between

them, so as to make a sort of give-and-take line.

The third cause, which accounts for the large
curves often found in fences, is that they have
followed the boundary or edge of some old pond
or pool, since drained and tilled up or levelled.

On comparison with old maps I have known
fences which were set out quite straight in allot-

ments a hundred years ago, have now become

considerably crooked. And only a short time ago,
in making a survey, I found a river had changed
its course, and baa become more crooked, to an
extent of nearly double its width, since a map
made in 1745. A. A.

Poets' Corner.

Wm. Shaktptare Payton (2* 9. viii. 292.)
The Query of MR. E. T. LOWHB on the above

name, and some similar ones previously inserted

V. & Q." as well as other papers, lea

to imagine that few who are not residents in or

near Warwickshire have any idea how common
the name is there. The Birmingham Directory for

1858 contains five Shakespeare* and four Shake-

spears ; and these nine individuals probably re-

present at least forty persons of the name in that

town only. There are many more in the neigh-
bourhood ; and when to all these are added the

numerous allied families, individuals of which
have Kbakspeare for a second or middle name, it

is likely that there are hundreds of the name
within a radius of a few miles. N. J. A.

" Blood (2* S. vii. 47.)
-

i

ing an explanation of this express

v, ask-

anish

as intimating illustrious birth and high
has hitherto remained without a reply.

'

rrinff to the Acenturet of

gas, i *

find a note by t
1

t whi.-h

.-in.- lijjht tijK.n the f. ugh not, perhaps,
all that i the Spa-
niards reckon three

:.iy: 1. the

highest and most illustrious ; 2. that which is

somewhat less exalted, ! ut still pur
has some plebeian admixtu hat to

these three degrees appertain tl vc de-

signations of blue bloody red blood, and yellow
blood:

espece*
noblease

Lin ,ii distiagw dans la Mble*
osW (aaog bleu), * dit de la

la bonne noblest* ; tamart amariHo (tang jauiif)7l^^H
qui a recu quelque melange de sang nl<?b6an. Ar<*1.

p. 9.

And now can any of your learned readers sup-
ply what is

yet deficient, by pp<>r-
tionment of the three colours, blu-

yellow? It does not
appear

to be heraldi

one can hardly deem it altogether fanciful.

THOMAS DOTS.

Quotation (2
nd S. viii. 327.) In the Appendix

xxiv., xxv., and xxvi. to the

moirs of the most renowned James Grahan

quis of Montroae. Translated d
6r. George Wuhart, afterwards Bishop of Edinburgh

"

will be found specimens of the marquis's j.

genius. I copy the first two verses of the poem
from which the quotation was taken :

" Mr dear and only love I prav
This noble world of thee,

*

Be governed by no other sway,
But purest monarchic.

for if confusion have a part.

And hold a synod in thy heart,
I'll never lore thee more.

"Like Alexander, I will reign,
Andl will reign alone;

...lights shall evermore disdain

A rival on my throne.

He either fears his fate too in

Or his deaerta are small,
Tkat tmt it not unto the touch,

>v in or lose it all/' &c.

RELATES ADIME.

Kenrick Family (2* S. v - A person
of that name was Mayor of Bewdley i 1778.

There are none of that family now residmt in the

town ; but in a neighbour!! v \x\

eeatershire, the name still t<miinucj. i i

,tion (2
nd

S. viii. 30H

34, Huntii

College -at-Arm v : ham's 7/u-

tory ofEynesbury and > J 4 ) .

JOHtfi
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Cleanctus (2
nd S. viii. 310.)

I never read Theophrastus, but think I can

save M. E. the trouble of a search without going
so far :

" Kal orpaTij'ybs ovfi' a.v els

Tv jrpOTOv <nr)O'iv ^rrja' epd/xeyor KAeatVerov."

Equites, V. 570.

Never then did general,

Though ambitious of the Hall,

Pay the tribute of his knee
To Clesenctus *, that he

Might his commons get cost-free."

The misprint repeated probably overcame the

doubt which the hitch in the fourth line must
have suggested to so good a versifier as Mr.

Dyer. H. B. C.

U. U. Club.

John Pope, Gentleman (2
nd S. viii. 378.) I be-

lieve the John Pope inquired after by MB. CORNER,
was the only brother of Sir Thomas Pope, the

munificent, founder of Trinity College, Oxford.

He was settled at Wroxton, in Oxfordshire, in the

reign of Edward VI., where he was buried Jan.

24, 1583. He appears to have been a large holder

of Abbey lands. In 1544 he purchased of Henry
VIII. the estates belonging to the dissolved Canons
of Kenilworth for 150 11 13s. Sd. (Dugdale's
Warwickshire, p. 474.) In the same year he re-

ceived a grant of the site of the house of Fran-
ciscan Friars at Lincoln (Tanner's Not. Mon.

t
fol.

p. 281.) ; as also, with others, the site of the

Black Friars at Beverley, in Yorkshire (Ibid., p.

689.). In 1545, he received some lands belong-
ing to the Priory of Bileigh, in Essex (Newcourt's
Rep., ii. 610.). Numerous other instances from

patents and privy seals might easily be adduced,
but probably the above is sufficient to show the

nature of his large possessions.
He was three times married, and left issue

three sons and seven daughters. A curious and
minute account of his descendants is given in the

Appendix to Thomas Warton's Life of Sir
Thomas Pope, 2nd jEdition, ivith Corrections and

Additions, 8vo., 1780. EDWARD F. RIMBADLT.

" O whaur got ye that bonnie blue bannet" (2
nd S.

viii. 148. 258. 363.) The Scotch song sent you
by YEMEN, from Arabia, is evidently a modern
imitation of the original words of the Scotch air
" Bonnie Dundee," better known perhaps as " Saw
ye my wee thing," from being now generally sung
to Hector McNeil's song commencing with these
words. It was probably composed by some female
member of the family among whose papers it was
found. D. M. L.'s memory is evidently at fault
in supposing it part of the song he furnishes,

"
Clesenctus was the author of a law which limited

the admissions to the Prytaneum. All persons, therefore,
who were ambitious of this honourable distinction took
care to pay their court previously to him." Mitchell's

Translation, vol. i. p. 211., Lend. 1820.

!

which was furbished up by Burns for Johnson's

Museum, and which seem to have been floating in

his memory. J. M. furnishes both stanzas of the

song ; of which the first four lines are old, and
the others are by Burns. There is a variation in

the recitations of the first line : one set being
" hauver meal bannock," i. e. a cake baked of a

mixture of oat and barley-meal ; and the other,
and apparently more correct version,

" a bonny
blue bannet," certainly a more appropriate pre-
sent from a "bonny Scots callant." The other

rendering may have easily arisen from a person

having learned the song by ear, without having
any idea of the meaning of the words. Thus a

friend of mine learned the song,
" The Laird of

Cockpen" in her youth, and used to sing about
Miss Jean being

" a penniless lass with a lamp 6
1

degree," instead of " a penniless lass wi' a lang

pedigree," the latter word being evidently far

above her comprehension. I lately observed

among the newspaper scraps, that a young lady
had learned one of Moore's Irish Melodies by ear,
and used to delight herself and enchant her com-

panions by singing of two lovers, that

He bolted the hock
;

She salted it down."

Till, unluckily, one day she by chance found the
words in print, and for the first time learned that

they ought to be
" He bold as the hawk ;

She soft as the dawn."

Which, of course, would silence her on this sub-

ject for ever. J. A. PERTHENSIS.

The Boyle Lectures (2
nd S. viii. 352.) I have

diligently referred to the places indicated in your
last number, but have only gleaned from them
one name of a Boyle Lecturer in addition to the

list given by Darling : that of Canon Words-
worth, who is said to have preached and pub-
lished in 1854. Mr. Maurice's date is 1846-
1847. This information only adds to the list of

lacunce. What preachers filled the office before

Canon Wordsworth ? And who have been ap-

pointed since ?

Your columns also say that the trustees
" are

(were, 1854,) the Duke of Devonshire, the Earl

of Burlington, and the Bp. of London." Two of

these eminent persons are dead. The Earl of

Burlington is now the Duke of Devonshire.

Again I ask, who are the existing trustees ?

Have they funds ? If not, why not ? If they
exist, how are they used ? Is there no clerk or

solicitor to the trustees ? Are there no records ?

It is certainly very curious that there should be

more difficulty in ascertaining the fate of an in-

stitution not two centuries old, than in discover-

ing the names of Athenian orators, and fixing the

date of their orations.

I have an idea that the present Bishop of Lin-
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coin preached the Boyle Lecture while at St.

James's but I am not certain.

Some of these metropolitan institutions require
to be looked up. What has become of the once

celebrated Shoreditch Lecture, held for many yean
by tht> 1: v .! J.Ellis, who died about four rears

since ? What is effected with the funds of Dr.

Bray'* Attociattt, whose secretary, Dr. Wesley,
has Just deceased?

I should like very much to see a catalogue of
the Warburtonian Lechtret. Possibly this might
be obtained at Lincoln's Inn. Who has the ap-

pointment of this lecturer ?

While I am on the subject I would ask, does a

Catalogue of the Donnellan (Irish) Lectures exist?

AM ENQUIRER.

Duhe o/Bolfon (2
04 S. viii. 355.) Grander, in

his Biographical Dictionary (iv. 268., cd. 1775),

gives the following character of Charles, Marquis
of Winchester, created Duke of Bolton :

" This nobleman, when he saw that men of sense were
at their wits' end in the arbitrary and tyrannical reign
of James the Second, thought it prudent to assume the

character of a madman, as the first Brutus did in the

rsifn of Tarquio : be danced, hunted, or hawked a good
part of the day, went to bed before noon, and constantly
sat at table all night He went to dinner at six or seven
in the evening, and his meal lasted till six or seven next

morning: during which he ate, drank, smoked, talked, or

listened to music. The company that dined with him
were at liberty to rise and amuse themselves, or take a

nap whenever they were so disposed, but the dishes and
bottles were all the while standing upon the table. Such
a man as this was thought a very unlikely person to con-

cern himself with politics, or with religion. By this con-

duct be was neither embroiled in public affairs, nor gave
the least umbrage to the Court ; but he exerted himself

so much at the Revolution, that he was, for his eminent

en-ices, created Duke of Bolton ; he afterwards raised a

regiment of foot for the reduction of Ireland."

R. W. HACKWOOD.

Dncheu of Bolton (2* S. viii. 291.) A fine

portrait of the Polly Peachum, Duchess ofBolton,
exists at the family seat of Hackwood, Hants.

M.4.

Crett of Aylward Family (2
nd S. viii. 330.}

The arms of A 1ward alias Anphord as granted by
Barker (Garter, temp. Hen. VIII.) are ar. on a

saltire az. between four griffins' heads erased, pu. a

leopard's face, or, between four lozenges of the first.

Crest : a hind's head az., gorged with three be-

zants between two oak slips, vert, fructed gold,
between two barret gcmelles, or. CL. HOPPER,

The great Bell of Motcow : Reputed Chineie In-

vention* : the Compau (2- S. vitl 306.) In hi*

Note regarding the great bells at Westminster

Palace, Mm. BUCKTOH seems to infer that the mon-
ster bell of Moscow was fractured during the pro-
oess of ringing. This, however, is not the case,

for, because of its weight, the bell never was sus-

pended. The fact is that during a fire at the

KremJ, water was inconsiderately poured upon the

red hot palladium of the Moscow citizens, and
this occasioned the fracture, which r

maiden bell perfectly unfit for use. It has now
been placed on a pedestal, and the i

standing beside it. On the occasion of its removal
to its present site an inquirv was institut.d as to
the truth of the

popular belief, that during the

casting large quantities of goM r had
been thrown into the glowing mass ; and the re-
sult has shown that no precious metals have en-
tered into its composition. For farther particulars
I must refer the curious to one of the last num-
bers of that most interesting periodical the Afaga-
tin ftttureique, which I cite from memory.

There is another statement by Ma. BCCXTOS
which I am fain to contradict. He says :

ropeans generally are largely indebted to the
Chinese for the invention of the magnet, printing,
and paper-money." Now I think it behoves Ma.
BCCKTON to show that this really was the case.

For I do not believe one of the Chinese i :

tions he names was not invented again by us bar-

barians; with the exception perhaps ofthe compass,
which may have reached the seafarers of our part
of the world by way of the Red Sea, where, as the
common

saying goes, Arabs should have found it

on board of Chinese trading fleets; but th. n r

still has to be proved that Arab writers mention
the magnetic needle before it was known
used in Europe. Is it not very probable that, in

fact, the first compass was an iron-pointed arrow,

equipoised from a string, and that in such a man-
ner the nations of roving armies, which poured
over

Europe, once were directed towards the

north P We still find the arrow on the rose <>i th-

compass, though here again the question arises,
whether the arrow-head is not a French lily, even
as the French lily is said to be a spear-head, or
a toad. And the Arabs still call the needle MOM-
tola or dart. J. II. YAM LBNHKF.

Zeyst, near Utrecht

As a postscript I may add that poor Schamyl,
1 when conveyed to Russia, constantly kept his eye
on a small pocket-compass, as he thought that by
the direction of the needle he would be in'

whether he was going to be brought into exile to

Siberia or not. This was his incessant fear during
his voyage.

" The Golden Bough" (2* S. viii. 377.)-!

presume the engraving referred to by Ma. K AINU*

is from the picture styled "Lake Av.n.

Sibyl and the Golden Bough," and numbered 371.

in tbcVemon Gallery ; and that it represents JEnata*

discovery of the golden bough, which was to en-

able him to descend int.* d Regions,
and is taken from the Gth .Eneid, lines 136 148.

and 203211.
I have no doubt this explanation will I .

1 by many other correspondents, and I
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have left it to them to answer MR. KAINES'S in-

quiry, but for the opportunity it affords of point-

ing out what appears to me to be a contradiction

in the poet's narrative. In line 146. the Sibyl

tells JSneas that he will have no difficulty in se-

curing the bough, if the Fates permit him to visit

the Shades :

"... namque ipse volens facilisgue sequetur,
Si te fata vocant : aliter, non viribus ullis

Vincere, nee duro poteris convellere ferro
"

;

but when he describes the hero as actually grasp-

ing the prize, his language is

"
Corripit extemplo ^Eneas, avidusque refringit

Cunctantem ..... ."

I observe that there is another reading given,
"
Sedantem," but I imagine it will find few sup-

porters. C. H.

Tote (2
nd S. viii. 282. 338.) The word tote

has many more meanings than either MB. MYERS
or MR. P. THOMPSON assign to it. Old writers

often used it in the sense of to pry, look about,

&c. Abp. Cranmer, speaking of the elevation of

the Host, uses the word,
"
Peepyng, tootyng, and gasyng at that thing, whiche

e priest held up in his hands." Def. of the Sacra.the

fol. 101. a.

Spenser also uses the word in the sense of to

search for :

" I cast to go a shooting,

Long wand'ring up and down the land,
With bow and butts on either hand,

For birds in bushes tooting" Shep. Cal

Tote had also the mean-ing of to sound, or make
a noise, as,

"
Toting, and piping upon the destroyed organ pipes."

-Bp. Hall, Specialities of his Life.

In Howell's Letters we find the word used to

signify something prominent :

"
Though perhaps he had never a shirt to his back,

yet he would have a toting, huge, swelling ruff about his

neck." Howell, Lett. I. iii. 32.

In the following passage the word tote would
seem to have another meaning, equivalent per-

haps to our expression to lounge, or to stroll :

"Then toted I into a taverne, and there I aspyede
Two frere Cannes." Pierce PI. Crede (ed. 1553), sign.
B. iii.)

On second thoughts, perhaps to peep would be
the more correct interpretation of the word tote
in the above quotation, as the same author, in

another part of the work I have quoted from

(sign. B. i.) uses the word in the sense of look-

ing:
" Then turned I again when I had all ytoted."

J. A. PN.

The handle of a carpenter's plane is called a
tote to this day. Does not this fact infer the

j

word to be of Anglo-Saxon origin ? A. A.
Poets' Corne-.

Texts from the Apocrypha (2
nd S. viii. 309.)

" A Sermon preached on the late Fast Day, Wednesday,
Oct. 19, 1803, at the Parish Church of Hatton, Warwick-
shire, by Samuel Parr, LL.D , has a text from the Apo-
crypha, viz. 1 Maccabees, iii. 21. : We fight for our lives
and our laws.'

"

The sermon was published, 4to. Lond. 1804.
and reprinted by Johnstone in his edition of
Parr's Works, vol. ii. p. 625. &c. Y. B. N. J,

Mr. Ralph Willett (2
nd S. viii. 308.) The son

or nephew of Mr. Ralph Willett died in the

Albany some two years back. He had a valuable
collection of coins, but was fortunate especially
in his Hogarths, of which he had a dozen or more,
including the charming portrait of Mrs. Hogarth
that was at Manchester, I remember having
heard him say that at his seat in Dorsetshire he
had a large collection of pictures, English and

foreign. A. F.

" Eleu loro" (2
nd S. viii. 292.) The latter word

is the dative plural of the personal pronoun third

person in Italian, and signifies "to them, for

them." Eleu is, no doubt, a corruption of the
Italian Ela. The meaning of the phrase is, "Alas!
for them," as the context will show. A. A.

Poets' Corner.

Marriage Customs (2
nd S. viii. 186.) Urqu-

hart says that the slipper is a symbol of authority.
In Morocco a pair are carried before the Sultan,
as amongst us the sceptre and sword of state.

At a Jewish wedding at Rabat, the bridegroom
struck the bride with his shoe, in token of autho-

rity and supremacy. Thus Scripture speaks of

transferring the shoe in certain cases. Pillars of
Hercules, i. 305. F. C. B.

The unburied Ambassadors (2
nd S. viii. 377.)

More than twenty years ago, the late Mr. Catling,
the intelligent Sacrist, called my attention to an
unburied coffin in one of the side chapels of West-
minster Abbey, which he said was that of a

Spanish ambassador. The tradition deserves some
credence from the following passage, which I
turned up in Macky's Journey through England,
ed. 1724, vol. i. p. 207. :

" Poor Don Pedro de Ronquitto, who served Spain so

long and faithfully, as Ambassador to this Court, is like

to have the honour of lying unbury'd amongst the Eng-
lish Kings for ever; his corpse being arrested by his

creditors, and kept in this chappel above ground till his

relations redeem it ; which can hardly be expected from
a Spaniard ;

not but they have the honour, if they had
the capacity, of doing so just an action."

EDWARD F. RIMBAULT.

Old Boodleite (2
nd S. viii. 353.) The expres-

sion "stupid, d d stupid, and a Boodle" (i.e.

a member of Boodle's Club), which may be the one

inquired after, occurs in Cecil, a novel edited by
Mrs. Gore. S. D. S.
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n
remember the interesting paper*

which have appeared in it* pages respecting the

meaning and etymon of this strange word or name.
I am free to say that I was not satisfied with the

explanation given, and I have since had my
doubts strengthened by a passage which I have
found in M. Sandras's able and very interesting
Btvdtt ntr Chaucer contideri comme Imitatevr de*

Trovrertt, lately published at Paris.

M. Sandras observes :

" Chaucer et Froissart soot ls ssaU aatears dans les-

noU j'ai trouvt< Is nom d' Enclimpottair donnrf a un des
nls da Sommeil : on cbercherait en vain cc nom dans let

glossaires."

The passage of Chaucer occurs, as the readers

of I4 N. & Q." know, in the Book of the Ducheu,
ami there the word or name is given as 1

ptuteire.
this :

The passage in Froissart's Poem* is

Car il (i. . le Sommeil) envoya parmi 1'air,

L'on de Me fils KnclimposUur."

The reader will see that there is a slight differ-

ence between the name as given by the French and

by the English poet Bat as the latter is on this

point only the imitator of the former, we must
take Froissart's variante as the true reading, and
this reading may help us to a conjecture.

In "
Enclim, we have " Enclin" in the state of

common mutation of n into m when it is followed

by p. Now c/in, or din <Tori7, is well known to

mean that ordinary precursor
of sleep a wink of

the eye : we may, therefore, without much hardi-

hood of assertion say that in the words en din we
have a part of the mysterious name which our old

poet has so undeservedly and puzzlinply immor-
talised. I give up the remaining portion of the

name, -pottuir : for I cannot subscribe to the

conjecture of M. Sandras, excellent critic as he is.

erpretation is this :

" Selun moi voici 1'ety-

moiogic Engle (ange) imposteur." II. C. C.

" Eikon Batilikc" (>2<* S. viii. 356.) My copy
of the Eikun agrees in all particulars of title-page
with that mentioned by B. II. C., except that it

has under the letter a crown, with " C. H." and a

head, with date 1648 ; but there is to it a

second title-page, which delivers it as "printed
by Samuel Brown, Hague, A.," as follows :

-
Keliqal Stem Carolina. The Work** of thai Great

Monarch and Glorious Martyr King Charles the I-. both
Ciril and Sacred, with a short View of the Life sad Reign
of that most hliaiid Prince fro<

TaciL Il<.t . lit., i. 'Alii diutiua Iropcrium teaaenint,
nemo tarn fortiter rcliquit.' Hague: Printed by Sam.
i.: :- .-."

This title is bounded arvl divided by ru

lines. It has two plates by Marshall : one the
double one mentioned in **N. A Qn

"
another

headed " Fidei defensor," representing the king
sitting at a globe. There is also a third of Charles

II. (no name of engraver) facing sect. XXM
-T th... I

also contains the king's speeches discussions
with the Scotch ministers. I have alwar
posed thu the first edit A . i

Beltnont

PiU QarUek (1* S. ii. 393.; iii. 42. 74. 150.;
21* S. viii. 229.) I send the following .

from a bookseller's catalogue; if the work have
merit, and if it throw light on the name, perhaps
some one who has it will kindly furni*h a noto on
it:

I'.ll Garlick (Life of). Rather a Whimsical Sort of

Fellow, Amawrau frontupuct, 8vo. LABOE PAPEB, 4.

I IRION5ACH.

Ring ; their U$e* and Motto** (2
s4 S. \ i i i .

The History and Poetry of Finger Riigt Uy
Charles Edwards. 1 vol. London, IMS.

BBLATKE Aoms.

BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES
WANTED TO POaCHASB.

Wutlcd bjr S. P. Hart, CHOoo Puk. n*r BHUoL

f ottrri (o Corrrfpairtrrnts'.
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THE
MUTUAL LIFE ASSUKANCE SOCIETY,

(established A.D. 1834,) 39. King Street, Cheapside, B.C., London.

This is a purely Mutual Life Assurance Society, with a Capital of

3.50,000?. invested in Government and Real Securities created entirely

by the steady accumulation of the Premiums, and all belonging to the

members. The assurances in force are 1,400,000?., and the income up-
wards of 60,000?. per annum.
No extra charge to assurers joining Volunteer Rifle, or Artillery Corps.

CHARLES INGALL, Actuary.

N.B. All Policies taken out on or before the 31st December, 1859, will

have the advantage of One Year in every Annual Bonus.

MARK YOUR LINEN with CULLETON'S
PATENT ELECTRO SILVER PLATES. The most easy,

prevents the ink spreading, and never washes out. Any person can use

them. Initial plate, Is. ; name plate, 2*. Sd. ; set of movable num-
bers, 2s. 6d. i crest, 5s. with directions. Post free for stamps. Observe,
25. Cranbourn Street, Leicester Square, W. C.

flULLETON'S HERALDIC OFFICE and Ge-
\J nealogical Studio, for Tracing Family Arms, Pedigrees, and His-
tories of nearly every Family in the United Kingdom, America, &c. No
fee for search of arms i plain sketch, 2s. 6d. ; in heraldic colours, 5s.

Tracing pedigree with original grant of arms, 10s._T. CULLETON,
Genealogist, 25. Cranbourn Street. W. C. The studio and library open
daily.

flULLETON'S BOOK PLATES, with Arms, 10s.,

\J or crest plate, 5s. ; crest engraved on seal or ring, 7s. ; arms on
ditto, 24s. ; crest on steel die for stamping note-paper, 6s. 25. Cran-
bourn Street, W.C. N.B. Seal Engraver and Die Sinker to Her
Majesty and the Board of Trade.

flULLETON'S CARDS, Wedding, Visiting, and
\J Trade. A copper-plate engraved inVny style, and 50 superfine
cards printed for 2s. Post Free. 25. Cranbourn Street, W.C.

pULLETON'S EMBOSSING PRESSES (Patent
\J Lever) for stamping note paper with initials, crest, or name and
address, 15s., at 25. Cranbourn Street, W.C.

ACHROMATIC
MICROSCOPES. SMITH,

BECK & BECK, MANUFACTURING OPTICIANS, 6. Cole-
man Street, London, B.C. have received the COUNCIL MEDAL of
the GREAT EXHIBITION of 1851, and the FIRST-CLASS PRIZE
MEDAL of the PARIS EXHIBITION of 1855, "For the excellence
of their Microscopes."

An Illustrated Pamphlet of the 10?. EDUCATIONAL MICRO-
SCOPE, sent by Post on receipt of Six Postage Stamps.

A GENERAL CATALOGUE may be had on application.

DRIZE MEDAL LIQUID HAIR DYE.

ONLY ONE APPLICATION.

INSTANTANEOUS,
INDELIBLE,

HARMLESS,
and

SCENTLESS.
IN CASES, POST FREE, 3s. 3d. &. 6s,, direct from E. F. LANGDALE'S
Laboratory, 72. Hatton Garden, London, B.C.

" Mr. Langdale's preparations are, to our mind, the most extra-
ordinary productions of modern chemistry." IHiu-trated London News,
July 19, 1851.
A long and interesting report on the Products of E. F. Langdale's

Laboratory, by a'Special Scientific Commission from the Editor 01 the
Lancet, will be found in that Journal of Saturday, January 10th, 1857.A Copy will be forwarded for Two Stamps.

AGENTS WANTED.

PIESSE & LUBINS'S HUNGARY WATER.
This Scent stimulates the Memory and invigorates the

Brain.

2s. bottle ; 10s. Case of Six.

PERFUMERY FACTORY,
2. NEW BOND STREET, W.

THHE AQUARIUM. LLOYD'S DESCRIPTIVE
1 and ILLUSTRATED LIST of whatever relates to the AQUA-
RIUM, is now ready, price Is. ; or by Post for Fourteen Stamps. 128
Pages, and 87 Woodcuts.

W, ALFORD LLOYD, 19, 20, and 20 A. Portland Road, Regent's
Park, London, W.

WESTERN LIFE ASSURANCE AND
ANNUITY SOCIETY.

3. PARLIAMENT STREET, LONDON, S.W.
Founded A.D. 1848.

Directors.
E. Lucas, Esq.
F.B. Marson, Esq.
A. Robinson, Esq.
J. L. Seager,Esq.
J.B.White.Esq.

H. E. Bicknell.Esq.
T. S. Cocks, Esq.
G. H. Drew, Esq. M.A.
W. Freeman, Esq.
F. Fuller, Esq.
J. H. Goodhart, Esq.

Physician.- W. R. Baeham, M.D.
Bankers. Messrs. Cocks, Biddnlph.and Co.

Actuary. Arthur Scratchley, M.A.

VALUABLE PRIVILEGE.
POLICIES effected in this Office do not become void through tem-

porary difficulty in paying a Premium, as permission is given upon
application to suspend the payment at interest, according to the con-
ditions Detailed in the Prospectus.
LOANS from 100?. to 500?. granted on real or first-rate Personal

Security.
Attention is also invited to t>>e rates of annuity granted to old lives,

for which ample security is provided by the capital of the Society.
Example i 100?. cash paid down purchases an annuity of-

& s. d.
10 4 o to a male life aged 60)
12 3 1 65 (Payable as long
14 16 3 70 f as he is alive.H 11 10 ., 7&)

Now ready, 10th Edition, price 7s. 6d., of

MR. SCRATCHLEY'S MANUAL, on
FBIENDLY SOCIETIES, with RULES, TABLES, and an EXPO-
SITION of the TRUE LAW OF SICKNESS.
SHAW & SONS, Fetter Lane ; and LAYTONS, 150. Fleet Street, E.C.

UNITED KINGDOM
LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY,

No. 8. WATERLOO PLACE, PALL MALL, LONDON,
S.W.

The Funds or Property of the Company as at Blst Decem-
ber, 1858, amounted to 652,6187. 3s. IQd., invested in

Government or other approved securities.

THE HON. FRANCIS SCOTT, Chairman.
CHARLES BERWICK CURTIS, ESQ., Deputy-Chairman.

INVALID LIVES. Persons not in sound health may have their
lives insured at equitable rates.

ACCOMMODATION IN PAYMENT OF PREMIUMS.- Only one-
half of the Annual Premium, when the Insurance is for life, is
required to be paid lor the first five years, simple interest being
charged on the balance. Such arrangement is equivalent TO AW
IMMEDIATE ADVANCE OP 50 PER CENT. UPON THE ANNUAL PREMIUM,
without the borrower having recourse to the unpleasant neces-
sity of procuring Sureties, or assigning and thereby parting with his
Policy, during the currency of the Loan, irrespective of the great
attendant expenses in such arrangements.

The above mode of insurance has been found most advantageous
when Policies have been required to cover monetary transac-
tions, or when incomes applicable for Insurance are at present
limited, as it only necessitates half the outlay formerly required
by otlier Companies before the present system was instituted by

LOANS are granted likewise on real and personal Securities.

Forms of Proposal and every information afforded on application
to the Resident Director,

8. Waterloo Place, Pall Mall, London, S.W.
By order,

E. LENNOX BOYD, Resident Director.

DENIVIAN,
TNTRODUCER OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN
JL PORT, SHERRY, &c., 20s. per dozen. BOTTLES INCLUDED,
an advantage greatly appreciated by. the Public and a constantly in-
creasing connexion, saving the great annoyance of returning them.

A, PINT SAMPLE OP BOTH FOB 24 STAMPS.
WINE IN CASK forwarded Free to any Railway Station in England.

EXCELSIOR BRANDY, Pale or Brown, 15s. per gallon, or 30s. per
dozen.

TERMS, CASH. Country Orders must contain a remittance. Cross
cheques

" Bank of London." Price Lists forwarded on application.

JAMES L. DENMAN, 65. Fenchurch Street,corner of Railway Place,
London, E.C.
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In One Volume, price 12s. 6d.,

VICISSITUDES OF FAMILIES,
OTHER "ESSAYS,

BY

SIR BERNARD BURKE,
Ulster King of Arms,

AUTHOR OF " THE PEERAGE AND BARONETAGE."

FOURTH EDITION.

LONGMAN & CO., PATERNOSTER ROW, LONDON.

Now ready, with Twenty-eight Engravings, 6s. cloth,

STORIES OF INVENTORS AND DISCOVERERS IN SCIENCE AND
THE USEFUL ARTS.

A BOOK FOR OLD AND YOUNG.
By JOHN TIMES, F.S.A.

"
Justice exacts that those by whom we are most benefited should be most honoured."Dr. Johnson.

KENT & CO. (late BOGUE), Fleet Street, B.C.

CTOVEI,Tir FOR CHRISTMAS.
GORHAM'S

c Colour-Cop,
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AN INCIDENT IN " THE 1715."

I send, according to promise,
" a picture in

little" of a Highland family in that troublous

year of a nobleman's family, the head of one of
the most powerful of the clans. The story is all

"rounded" within a little month indeed within
three weeks but they were, I doubt not, weeks
that lived in memory like months or years.
The Lady Seaforth's daughter mentioned in

the letters was, I presume, her daughter-in-law.
Her only daughter had married in 1712 Mr. John
Caryll, Pope's friend, and she and her husband
were in Paris the whole of the year 1715 up to

August, when they returned to his house in Sus-
sex, where Lady Mary was confined in November.
We learn, however, from the Peerages, that the

Earl, Lady Seaforth's son, "married in 1715"
they give no more precise information " the

only daughter of Nicholas Kennet of Cuxhow in

Northumberland."
The Lord Lovat, who figures on this occasion,

was the celebrated Lord who was hanged, and
deservedly, in 1745. In 1715 his interest had
enlisted him on the side of the Elector of Han-
over, and he was both active and serviceable.
Wm. Cadogan was the distinguished general who
served under Marlborough, and who was, in the
June following, created a Baron and subsequently
an Earl. Wightman had been commander until
the arrival of Cadogan.
The letters of Lady Seaforth are of course

copies or drafts : the rest are from the originals.
General Cadogan to the Countess of Seaforth.

"
Inverness, 6th April, 171 C.

"Madam, I Lave just now received the honor of

your Ladyship's letter of the 5th instant, and for the

other you mention, it did not come to my hands till I

was on my march from Perth to this place, which hin-
dered me from acknowledging it sooner. I send enclosed
a passport for my Lady Seaforth to go to Edenburgh, and
I have writ to the Secretary of State to desire a permis-
sion for her Ladyship to continue on her journey to

Durham, and I doubt not but it will, be granted. I am
very sorry her coach and horses were taken away, and
mine are at her Ladyship's service. There is an* indis-

pensable necessity for leaving a garrison at Brahan till

my Lord Seaforth comes in and his people give up their
arms as their neighbours have done : and indeed it ap-
pears unaccountable that his Lordship, who was one of
the first that offered to submit, should be one of the
last to do it. If your Lad3

r

ship desires a protection for

your house and goods I am ready to give it, and have
ordered the garrison to pay exactly for evervthing fur-
nished them. This is all I can do for your "Ladyship's
service, and I have the honor to [be], with the most pro-
found respect, Madam, your Ladyship's most obedient
and most humble servant,

" WM. CADOGAN.
"

I beg your Ladyship's pardon for making use of. an-
other hand, since I am not well enough recovered o my
fall to write with my own."

Lord Lovat to the Countess of Seaforth.

"Madam, Before 1 had the honor of your Ladyship's
letter I obtained a passport for my Lady your daughter
to go South, and the General is to write to Court in her
favor. He was very angry that the General Wightman
took your coach and horses, but they are lost by the fault
of not taking my advice. The general told [me?] this
moment that he wrote to your Ladyship that he was
sorry for it, but that his coach a; id horses were at your
service. In ray opinion you should come immediately
and thank him. He is the civilest mn on earth, and a
great man. Your Ladyship will always find me with the
same zeal and respect, Madam, your Ladyship's most obe-
dient and most humble servant,

" LOVAT.
"
Inverness, the 6th of April, 1716."

Lord Lovat to the Countess of Seaforth.
" Madam, I spoke just now to General Cadogan, who

told me plainly he could not nor would not promise any-
thing for my Lord j^our son, further than to receive him
on mercy and send him prisoner South, and if the bill of
attainder be passed, as they say it is, it is not in the

King's power to save him. This is all I can say on that

melancholy head. The General being informed that my
Lord Seafort's people have not as yet taken in their

arms, was going to order a thousand men to-morrow to

put all the country in flames, but I begged of his Ex.
to give so:r.e days to acquaint the people, and that I was
sure they would come in, so his Ex. was so good as to

delay the march of the troops till Saturday next. A
thousand men will inarch that day to Brahan and
Coul [ ? ], and if the arms of all my Lord Seafort's

country do not come in to Brahan and Coul [ ? ] before

Saturday night, they may expect the next day that the

troops will begin to destroy all and march through all

my Lord Seafort's country to the Isle of Sky, and ships
will be sent to Lewis to "destroy it. So your Ladyship
should send otF expresses immediately to all the High-
lands, that the people may come and give up their arms
to save themselves from being burnt. It's a very great
favor that the troops do not march to-morrow, so your
Ladyship should profit of it to save the people and the

estate, which your Ladyship says is your own. I shall

always be proud of an occasion in which I can have

power myself to let your Ladyship know how much I am
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with true friendship and a

Ladyship's moat obedient ai

"LorAT.
"
Inverness, the 8 of April, 1716.

M
I Mad this express at Kincraig, and the E. of Cro-

mrt v, who was present when I spoke to the General, U
to go to Brahan to adrlte your Ladyship. The General

likewise bid* me give his service to your Ladyship, and
tall you that if the my Lady your daughter designs to go
South it most be rery HXMI. The General desired me to

have your Ladyship's answer to all this once this night.
\e my humhie tlutv t<> my Lady Seafort, and my

service to good Mr. Douglas that is so kind to your
Ladvsbip. If I can I will wait of your Lsbp. before I go
for London, which will be this week,"

Lady Stafortk to Lord Lovat.

9th April, 1716.
- My Lord,- I'm infinitely obliged to your Lordship for

the concern you're pleased to bare in saving my people
and land*. I have now ordered expresses to all the

parishes that the people may with all speed deliver their

anna, and those in the neighbourhood are given up al-

*
If I bad a convenience my daughter would surely go

off this week. I entreat therefore your Lordship to speak

again to General Cadogan. whose civility I shall never be

able sufficiently to acknowledge. 1 am. with a true sense

of your friendship, my Lord, your Lordship's most obliged
humlile servant.

- The Esrl of Cromarty was at Coul at night, bat is

expected here this forenoon, and then your Lordship shall

be farther informed, if needful."

Lord Lovat to the Counteu of Seaforth.

Madame, I h*d the honor of your letter this day. and
I immediately spoke to the General, who waa mighty
civil. He desired me to give his service to your Letup,
and to inv Lady your daughter, and to tell you that you
might take your own time in sending her away the next
week or when you pleased. The army is to march, but

to do no harm if the people bring in their arms. Glen-

garry came in last night. None of the rest have yet

given up their persons; bat their men have all given
their arms to save their country. I intend to go for Lon-
don this week. I will endeavour to go and pay my re-

spects to your Lshp., and wherein I can be of ma yoo
will always find me with great xeal and respect, Madam,
your Labp.'a moat obedient cousin and

LOVAT.
-
Inverness, the 10 of April, 1716.

-The General promised to speak to Mr. Wightman for

the Coach and Horses."

General ITiyktmam to the ComttM of Sea/orA.

"Inverneea, April the imh. 1

" Madam. I bare sent two or three message* to acquaint

your Ladyahip that it would be very convenient for the

young lady to be in this town to-day, for that I had
fun ii nut an expedient to conduct her Ladyship in a

chariot with six horses to Edinburgh. I shall leave this

place to-morrow in order for Fort Win. with Gen. Ca-

dogan, and if I am absent, fear things wont be ao well

managed for the young lady 'a advantage, and perhaps
nv.s the opportunity of the chariot. 1 am. Madam, 700
Ladyship's moat obedient bumble servant,

"
J. WlOHTMAX.

"Pray let me have your Ladyship's answer by ex-

GanrraJ Oadoyan to {At Gmmtat of Soafortk.
"
Inverness, the 10th April,

-Madam.- I received the honor of your Ladyship's

letter of the 9th inst, and am very sorry it was not in

my power to get your Ladyship's coach and horses re-

stored. As for the two gentlemen that I Irft out of the

paaspnrt. there are so many informations given against
them by all the well-affected persons in the count

ao far from granting them a pas*, wer-

ation and regard to your Ladyahip, I should imro.

or.ler them to be made prisoner* !;.,t it your 1. ,

to name any two gentlemen * been in

anna, I shall be ready to consent to thi

Lady Seafort ou her journey t

your Ladyship's tenants will be so much friends t<

selves as' to forthwith bring in their arms, and thereby

prevent their being forced to it by military execution. I

beg your Ladyship to believe I shall always be very glad
to shew the profound respect with which 1 have the honor
to be, Madam,

Your Ladyship's most obedient and
"most humble servant,

L CADOOAX.
M

I send here enclosed to your Ladyahip a Protect, for

your house and Estate of Hraban.

\VHliam Cadogan, Kaq.. LieaL-Geoeral and Corn-

North Britain.

mander-in Chief of His Majesty's Force* in

"All Officers and soldiers of His Majesty's Army in

North- Britain are hereby required not to commit any
disorder, nor to take any goods, cattle or com in the

house, or on the estate of Brahan, or any other belonging
to the Right Honorable the Countess Dowager of Seafort.

Lady Seaforlh to Gtmeral Cadnya*.
"

Sir. That I should still be troubling a gentleman of
so much honor and known civility i* to myself vrr

tifying: but the dayly distress I met with, notwithstand-

ing of the protection your Excellency was pleased to send

me, makes me the moat uneasy person in the world.

"Yesterday Colonel Brooks came hither, with 1 think
400 roan beside the garrison, and Colonel Muro's [Mun-
ro's? ] independent company, who I hear are to quarter at

Brahan till ail the Highlanders give up their arms. It's

surely hard that 1, who have been so lone a widow,
should without any offence given to King or Government
be the only woman in Britain so much harassed The
arms might have been delivered op as well at lot

as here ; for my diligence In sending to mv (

iterated positive orders baa appeared to the

this boose by the delivering up of all the arms of those

who are within a dozen of miles to this, and by letters

promising the rest at a farther distance to be
with all speed poaaible.
-I got not last year 50 of 1000 which U my joy n-

ture; and the tenants and country are now so impo-
verished that I can expect nothing from them. Nay, I

can scarce get bread to my family and the few officers

that are with me.
- This being my condition, I must beg of your Excel-

lency with all earnestneea speedily to compassionate the

same, which will be a true act of generosity and the

greatest favor you can honor one with who is, with the

highest esteem of roar goodness and with the utmost

respect. Sir, your Excellency's ever obliged bat most

afflicted servant,
- Brahan, the 14 of ) SxArORT."

April, 1716. j

Cetera/ Cadogan to Oemies* qf Sea/ortA.

Madam, I received last night the honor ol

ladyship's letter of the 19th inst, and am Tory sorry to
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find by the accounts sent me by Coll. Brooke that not

the tenth part of the arms of my Lord Seafort's people

are yet brought in. The great desire I have to do your

Ladyship all the service 1 can obliges me to acquaint you
that this trifling and amusing the Government will be

more resented at London than open resistance, and will

not leave it in my power to serve your county- any
longer. I shall however, in your Ladyship's consider-

|

ation, order the detachment to halt till Tuesday next,

but if by that time all the arms are not delivered up, I

shall be under necessity of ordering the troops to proceed
with the utmost severity against your son's people, and

employ fire and sword to reduce them, of which I would
have your Ladyship to give them forthwith notice in

the most public manner. If they continue obstinate after

this warning, it will be their own fault, and not mine, if

they are destroyed. I thought it further necessary to

acquaint your Ladyship that Col. Clayton is with a de-

tachment of a thousand men towards Island Donald, on
the extremity of my Lord Seafort's country, so that his

people are now surrounded on all sides. I have the honor
to be, with the greatest respect and veneration, Madam,
your Ladyship's most obedient and most obliged humble

servant,
" WM. CADOGAN.

General Cadogan to Countess of Seaforth.

"Inverness, 23rd April, 1716.

"Madam. I received last night the honor of your
Ladyship's letter of the 22nd inst., and being convinced
that you have used your utmost endeavours to persuade
my Lord Seafort's people to bring in their arms, I shall

order the detachment to remove from j
rour jointure lands

and the Garrison from your house. I shall also give the
strictest orders to the officers who go with parties into

the country not to disturb nor molest in any manner
whatsoever the people that have already delivered up
their arms, who shall be protected, as likewise their ef- i

fects, with all imaginable care. I intend to leave this
|

place to-morrow in the afternoon, and I have the honor
j

to be, with the greatest respect and consideration, Ma- I

dam, your Ladyship's most obedient and most obliged j

humble servant,
" WM. CADOGAN."

General Cadogan to Countess of Seaforth.
"
Inverness, 24th April, 1716.

" Madam, I received the honor of your Ladyship's
letter of the 23rd inst., and I hope you now believe your !

house or estate run no hazard of suffering in any manner,
j

since I have ordered both detachment and garrison to
j

return on Friday next. I have given such positive direc- I

tions to Mr. Macnale, who goes with the detachment to

Island Donald, not to meddle, directly or indirectly, with

any of your Ladyship's Tenants or of my Lord Seafort's

who have* submitted, that I am sure they have nothing
to fear, and in case Macnale should fail obeying these

directions according to the letter of them, I shall not only
order immediate restitution to be made of what may be
taken away, but send him likewise to prison, and break
him by a Council of War, it being his Majesty's intention
that those who submit to bis mercy should be preserved
as carefully as those who have refused it should be prose-
cuted with severity and rigour. I am thoroughly per-
suaded that very near all my Lord Seafort's peop'le are

come in, and that it is principally owing to the good
advice your Ladyship gave them. I send you here en-
closed a passport for your Ladyship and the persons you
desire should attend you into England, and as for any
others you may be obliged on the road to employ in pro-

curing coaches, horses, and other conveniences for travel-

ling and carrying your equipage there is no need of any
passport. Your Ladyship knows I can give a passport
no further than Edinburgh, but I shall write by this post
to the Secretary of State for the permission yo'u desire to

go to London, and I do not doubt but it will be sent me
before your Ladj'ship can get to Edinburgh. If there be

anything further for your Ladyship's service, 1 shall al-

ways be very glad to receive your commands. I have
the honor to'be, with the greatest respect and consider-

ation, Madam, your Ladyship's most obedient and most

obliged humble servant,
" WM. CADOGAN."

I shall reserve one other letter from Lord

Lovat, because it is of a later date, and will re*

quire some little historical illustration. T, R. O

PROTESTANT REFUGEES IN 1563 AND 1571.

The access to the State Papers, lately granted
to the public, has enabled me to lay before your
readers some curious returns made of the Stran-

gers in London and the suburbs in the early part
of Elizabeth's reign. These, and similar returns

by several provincial towns, are interesting with
reference to the trades introduced, and the origin
of several of our well-known names.

JOHN S. BURN.
Henley.

1563.

Vol. 27. No. 19. contains the Certificate of the numbers of the Strangers in London and the Suburbs,
20 January, 1563.

The totall number -
iiijm v xxxiiij
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Stet* Paper

nut.from a VoUmt (No. 82 ) i. tk<

Qfa compact eW, o/lUi*r, of the

in tomdo* 1671.

"To the ryght honorable the Lorde* of the Quenea

Maieatyes moet honorable pry vie councell.

*
Pleaaythe your honour* according to the teno* of your

honorable letter* to n* the miior and aldermen of London

latelye directed for the Inquisition and Search* of all

. : .-r* within thin Citie and tiu libertu* of the aame,
We on the tenth off thi November reformed the aame

accordinglye, as by thy* bookc heare after at large appear*
unto your honours, rim.

JhstyHaro.
John Gotten, Minister of the Fn ; Iturgo-

mena his wife, came 9 years pact
- Krancu Luratrllo, Italian. Householder

realme about 6 yeeres past with an Englyahe (< ntilmao

and i*ll-ih and p'fumelb glove*.
- Matthew de QueaUr, Notary Pbli.- (Italian <

Cornelia hia Wife, Matthew, John and Cornelia hi* Cl.,1-

Douche person* ii Edward Ernest bonie in Collen

and Garionde by. wife borne within thro myles of Collen,

he a Deniaon, by occupation a Taylor came into this

Ime to worke on hys occupac'on about xxij'
u

yeerra

Strange, Italian.

Gaaperyn Gafflne, Italian- Qaenea Maf man.
Innocent LouteJlo Yeuetian.

Augustin Baatian and Joseph Lupo, Venetian* and

lurch."
"Godfrey Wyngye, of Luke, miniaicr and K..:

'

hia Wife-I Dutch Chu

In Vol. 84. :

Peter Dellamare and Garden his wife, born u

mandy Clockmaker.

"Romayne Maynmore, printer, servant to M r Dare

printer ami Frances his WirtV borne in Roan in Nor-

mtndie, be came into this Realme about x yearcs past
and the about nj yeares past, for religion.

Hence France, Pictorer, borne in Antwerpe.
"
Olyffe Frerijjir of Kernerwart, aerraunt to the sayde

Xpofer, came into this realme abonte a moneth past, hia

CMiynge waa because would be a priest.
" Garret! Johnson came hether bccaue his father waa

aervaunle to Kinge Henry* the viij
lh and have remayned

here xxriij yeares.
" St. Betutt Gracechurck St.

" Peter Boltayle )
Pole Bultayle > French Church.

Martin Bultayle J
Nicholas Tycen, Merchant born in Amsardam, Marye

his Wife, Marye hia Sister and Janiken Johnsoy his maid
iiervant.
" Germanie Lcuis de la Mere, nobleman, borne in

Low Germanye. came into this realme for religion about

T monethea past.
" Si. Peter It Poor.

" John Baptist, the Italian preacher.
"Anthonio Justilian, Gent, born at Junua Italic and

Mary his Wife, came for religion 10 years past Italian

Church.
"
Quiobrn Littery glasae maker borne in renys Lucre

his Wyff borne in Andwerp and Lawer there Daughter
ram hither a yeare ago he myth the Italian Churche
hut be nerer receyued the Communion syncc he cum.
be nojourneth w*m the boose of one Thomas Cape a

painter there ia also in the aaid bowse one Joseph
a

Venetian and a glasae maker also who hath byn here

aboote iiij moneth*.

"Joronomye Deatroralib, surgeon, howsholder came
into this realm* about xx yeares past toynge a Venycon
borne, and a Denlsen as he eaithe. Hospital!.
"Dodo* Lopua, port inrale, howshoMcr. Denizen came

into this realme about xij /cares past, to gel his lyringe
by phyeicke, and Lewea Lopu* hi* brother. Ac,

Adrian Itedlegge, DenUen, mynister and Cycele his

wife, bora* in Holland cam* into this realme about xx
yearea past for the word* of god HoapitalL
- John Bayle, Cutter of Stones for Jewel**, Aurillian

hia wife and Anthony* hi* Doughter borne in
'

- .K^nt <::: .MIA*|I* . Ii.n.n rtmv^ii

"Francisco, Italian nwicion to the Quene* .V

hath be ne iu Kngland xx" vrarea.
" Ambrose Lope, Do. Do. xij. year**." Laurence Dondenv, a poet of Bullonie xxr yeres Ita-

lian, 2 Children and S'vant.

"John Pbillipp. the post betwen* this Cylie and Sand-

wiahe( French Chur
"Francis Martin and Gnrtrid his Wyfe borne in I'.iui-

sells, kepetb a table for Strnunger*.
" Jamu Rouncon, Italian. Cooke to the Italians.
" John Baptist Pretmero. Italian, he b a poticary and

atilleth waters (Italian Church).
" Marks Garrett, a picture maker.
" Balthexar Saus of the age of

lj yerea borne in

\

and came into T.ngland to aeke adventure* and bathe

bynne in England this xxiiij yen-* and hith tnaried an

English Woman and lyvcth by making of Comfitte-, he

is a household'.
" James Stonard of the age of xl" yeres and borne in

i

Saxaon in Flaundenr and fledd from thence fo' killinge of

a man, &c. &c. (and bis wife).
M John Darelieu a maker of arras worke in the nnenes

inatu wardroppe and was borne at Brnsvell under King*
Phillip who haith tone here about riij yerea. he i dcncon

of the iluch Churche, he came hether for goddcs word and
haith dwelt in the p'ish one yere."

The following are tome of the trades <

Strangers.

Live i.y making matches of hemp* stalker and parch-
ment-lace.

t cs of male,
" Drawer of Renyshe Wine.
" A maker of Locketts and Chap**,
" A Cutter of Stones for Jewell*.
- A thicker of Cuppea. (Query, Caps ?)

"Moriapikemnk
" James Vanholt, painter."

At the same time another Survey <>t

Bers was made, 'Jnth Dec. 1571, and run

London and 16 Hamttttg, viz. :

taliaa hv h,.,'. I!' K.

Cornellis Deackem goldamyth, borne in Holland

Italian Church.

(Nine other persons gold*myth*.)

.theriMS.

Shoretlitch.

Flaabury.
Golden Lane.

Whitecro** Street.

Grub Street
St Giles in tl

i Mli r-

Poplar.

IHarkwall.
; .. . !

Sbabiwell.

! .1 -.
-: ::.;.,:;.

lk Tower.

In !>ere were 900 younp an<l

.1-1. In fin: Minoricfl 30 in
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In the Hamlets, Dutch Church
French

English
Italian

No Church -

Total of no Church -

English
Dutch, French, and Italian

Not for Religion

Total of all Strangers in London

Denizens
Householders -

Seeking work -

224
413
1209

G
820

1972

2663
889

1763
1828

7143

659
1165
2561

ORIGIN OF THE BROWNISTS.

A curious pamphlet, entitled A Three-Fold

Discourse betweene Three Neighbours, Algute,

Bishopsgate, and John Heydeu, the late Cobler of
Hounsditch, a professed Brownist, Lond., 4to.,

1642, contains the following particulars of Robert

Brown, the celebrated founder of the Indepen-
dents or Congregationalists :

"
Algate. John, I pray thee tell me how earnest thou to

bee a Brownist at the first.

"
Bishopsgate. I have heard that the first beginner of

your sect was a miserable Doctor in the University, who
sold his commons, and seised away his part of white

bread, and lived all the week upon a sixpenny brown

loaf which occasion gave you all your names.
" Cobler. No, our first father was Mr. Brown, parson of

Achurch in Northamptonshire, where he died after his

many persecutions among the wicked.
"
Algate. So he that would have no church was after-

wards parson of a church [Achurch].
"
Bishopsgate. But I assure you, John, he recanted his

opinions, and died an orthodox protestant and an honest

man. It is true he was persecuted in all places; he fled

into Scotland, and had been hanged, had he not been
near akin unto the Lord Treasurer Cecil (for he was a

gentleman born, and of an ancient family of the Browns
of Tolthorpe). Besides, he was endued with many good
and gentile qualities; among the rest he was a singular

good lutenist, and he made his son Timothy usually on

Sundays bring his viol to church, and play the base to

the psalms that were sung: so far was he (like you and

your fellows) from being an enemy to church music.
" Cobler. I would have given all the shoes in my shop,

had I known so much before."

It appears from Heylin and Fuller, that while

Brown was industriously labouring to establish

his sect at Northampton, Dr. Linsell, Bishop of

Peterborough, sent him a citation, which Brown
not obeying, he was excommunicated for his con-

tempt. This censure affected him so deeply, that

lie soon after made his submission, and receiving
absolution was re-admitted into the communion
of the Church about the year 1590, and was soon

after preferred to the rectory of Achurch, near

Thrapstone, in Northamptonshire. Brown was a

mnn of good parts and some learning, but of a

nnture imperious and uncontrollable. In a word,

says Fuller, he had a wife with whom he never

lived, and a church in which he never preached,

though he received the profits thereof : and, as all

the other scenes of his life were stormy and tur-

bulent, so was his end ;
for the constable of his

parish, who was his god-son, requiring somewhat

roughly the payment of certain rates, bis passion
moved him to blows, of which the constable com-

plained to Justice St. John, who was inclined

rather to pity than to punish -him; but Brown
behaved with so much insolence, that he was sent

to Northampton gaol, on a feather-bed in a cart,

being very infirm, and aged above eighty years,
where he soon after sickened and died, anno 1630,
after boasting that he had been committed to

thirty-two prisons, in some of which he could not

see his hand at noonday. J. Y.

Truth stranger than Fiction. In "N. & Q." of

12th Nov. there appeared a cutting from an old

Magazine, which was obviously a political squib

upon the change of tone in the Paris papers be-

tween the 9th March, 1815, when Napoleon's es-

cape from Elba was first announced by them, and
his arrival in Paris on the 21st. In this squib he-

is styled on the 9th The Anthropophagus, on the

10th The Corsican Ogre ; and in the same style
until the -21st, when The Emperor is said to have

arrived at the Tuileries. Prompted by your
publication of that political jeu tTesprit, and a

little also by the sudden change which has just
taken place in the tone of the French papers with

respect to this country, I have amused myself by
seeing how Napoleon's escape was really recorded

by one of the oldest and most respectable of

them, the Journal des Debafs. In this paper, of

the 9th March, Napoleon is spoken of as "the

Poltron of 1814." On the 15th he is told,
"
Scourge

of Generations thou shalt reign no more !" On the

16th he is "a Robespierre on horseback;" on the

19th,
" the Adventurerfrom the Island of Corsica ;"

but on the 21st, we are gravely told that " THE
EMPEROR has pursued his triumphal course, THE
EMPEROR having found no other enemies than the

miserable libels which mere vainly scattered on his

path to impede his progress.
1"

Verily 5
Truth is

stranger than Fiction. T. S. F.

Dr. Dbdd. In a recent number of the British

Quarterly Revieu; the writer of a critique on Dr.

Doran's " New Panels," &c., suggests as a deside-

ratum a good Life of Dr. Dodd, and indicates the

sources from which the materials may be supplied.

Certainly, after the rough handling of Dr. Dodd
in the volume of Dr. Doran, it would be well to

ascertain how far a writer of a work half fiction

and half biography is justified in thus dealing

with the character of an unfortunate man. If the
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following anecdote has not appeared in

beg to say that I had it from the lips of my father,

a contemporary : !>r. I> II, and that it was

oorumunx ate< I t< my father by Lord Chesterfield's

solicitor, Mr. Manly >!- In an inter-

between that gentleman and the Doctor,
after the discovery of the forgery, Mr. Manly left

the room with the forged bond on the table, and a

bright fire in the grate. He staid long enough
for the obvious purpose of his retirement. On his

return he found matters as be had lea them.

The reader will draw his own inference. If

Dr. Dodd was the character represented, the evi-

dence of his guilt would have been destroyed ; or

it may be that, stupefied by detected fraud, his

pretence of mind had failed him ; or why may we
not charitably suppose that be refused to avail

x himself of the opportunity on such conscientious

scruples as remained to him ?

I think in one of Foote's farces the Doctor's

wife is introduced as offering for some purpose a
bank note, as a hymn of the " Doctor's own com-

potiitg." Hard measure of justice this a rope
for his body, and gibbets for his memory ! Mix.

An American Statetmant Library. The Hon.
Rufus Choate of Boston, Massachusetts, died a

few months ago: he was a very celebrated lawyer
and leading statesman, and long held a foren

place in the Senate of the United States. We find
'

the following notice of the sale of Mr. Cboate's

library in the National Intelligencer of the llth

O.-t. Perhaps some of the readers of " N. & Q."

may be curious to know something about the

contents of an American statesman's library.
" Mr. Cboate's private library is to be sold at auction

on the 18th, 19th. -20th. 25th. 26th. 27th, and 28th of

October. The catalogue contains the names of 2,672
diff-irnt works embracing about 8.000 volumes. Trier*

are full sets of Blackrood. the Gctlema'.
"

r. Hansard's Debate* Natn a*d Qmerie*.

cyclopedias, dictionaries, and atlases of all sort*, State

papers popular libraries, and the works of the standard

historian*, novelists and poets with a great number of

classical books. There art 18 works under the head of

Tberdide, 16 ander Herodoiim, 26 under Homer, 9 under

Ds*uihenes, 6 under Euripides, 11 tus. 26

under Ciorra, 6 under Livy, 14 under Aristotle, 6 under

Arisioph.nen, II under Virgil, 18 under Horace, and so

on. there are 4 editions of Shakspeare, 8 of Scott.

Dickens and Cooper, complete, nothing of Thackeray's
bat P,*d,**it and the AsjM Humnrittt, and nothing
of Balwsr's but AtAau, it, Am and tall."

PistiBY THOMPSON.
Stoke Newington.

09erfto,ng, of th Tiber. In the llluttrated

Time* Jilt appeared an account of

a recent overflowing of the Tiber, lo such an ex-

tent as to inundate the neighbouring streets, so

that the inhabitants were compelled to take refuge
in the upper stories of their houses. In 1688, at

th time Belgrade was taken from the Turks, the

Tiber overflowed its banks, and rose to the height
ofseven feet in the Flaminian War. A moi

was erected to mark the height of thi inundation,
am) to record the success of the Christian arm*,
which bore the following r

"
Regal is vinciturAlha,

Belgradam captum eat: O! Tiberi qald fades?
Lciitiie jam parce tme : demergimnr omnes
Si quoties Turcas vincimus, ipee redis."

A hundred years after, Belgrade was again cap-
tured, and again did the Tiber overflow its banks.
This monument existed up to the end of the last

century. Does it still remain ?

C. Li POM KBRNBDY.
St Albans.

Note about the Record*, temp. Edward III.
M A Justice seato being kept in the Tower by procla-

rnacon all Record about London temp* E. 1. ft. *., and
these 14 yeares of H 8. they should come into the Tower.
and then Jno de S* Paullo being a privy Counsellor sent
in the Records of Chaumerie from Exeter H-u-o by
William Kmeldrn 2 Decmbr this vcare, and Ihcro re-

ceived in the Court by William de Kyldwby. keeper of
the privie seale. who* kept them till th'end of Januaris.
And then by precept of KiMesby they were delivered to
Evsann for these in present use* if there were causa of
use for the Records of that yeare, there being then small
use of Records of that there i* nowe.

" This maynuvnin^ the Kinges prerogative over bis

treasurie, that when a privie cun.
that date, not his sucesao* M' of the Rolles bat the Keeper
of the Kinges privie scale reserved them and kept

POLECAHP CllENBB.

ifltnor

Boreman* Gigantick 11istorift. About the year
1740, Thomas Boreman, who kept a book -stall
" near the Two Giants in Guildhall,

published in a little tome measn

2f The History of the Tvo famout GiauU, and
other Curiositit* m Guildhall, London. This proved
so suc<-en.Hful, that he was induced t

Second Gii;ai>tick Volume, which complete* th

titry of Guildhall, and other book Bond-

ing sire, on the Town n, St. Paul's Ca-

thedral, Westminster Abbey, Ac. I be^ t<> i

whether any bibliographer
has described these

curious books, which arc l>th retnarkn'

Ives, and more
particularly

for the lists of

the little Masters and Misses who gave the pub-
lisher their names as subscribers. I should like

to know how many there were of thejn ; as, be-

sides the four I possess, there

more. JOHN GOUOH NICHOLS.

Manutcript New Letter* It is well known

that, before printed IH'H>|>IIJHT! wt-r<

was usual

written by profession , and

sent by the post to those who were disposed to

subscribe for their reci
, juire,
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having satisfied his own curiosity, lent the sheet

to his" kinsfolk and acquaintance, to the parson,

the doctor, and the more curious of his tenants

among whom it continued to circulate for perhaps

two or three weeks after.

I have before me two parcels of such letters,

some belonging to the years 1681 1683, and

others to the year 1691. The character of their

contents corresponds entirely with that of printed

newspapers of the same and later times. I should

be glad to be informed : 1. Whether, in the Bri-

tish Museum or elsewhere, any large number, or

particular series, of such letters has been pre-
served? 2. Whether many of them, or any, have

been printed in subsequent times ? 3. Whether

any account of them, beyond the mere fact of their

being customary, has been published ?

JOHN GOTJGH NICHOLS.

The Mayor of Market- Jew. My grandmother
was a Cornish woman, and well stored with the

quaint sayings of the county. One of them was
as follows : "Don't stand in your own light, like

the Mayor of Market-Jew." * What is the legend
connected with this ?

JOB J. BAHDWELL WORKARD, M.A.

Clergyman's Crest. Has a clergyman any
heraldically legal right to bear a crest ? If not,

why not? G. W. M.

Fly-boat. What was a fly-boat of the reign of

Elizabeth ? Was it not a fast craft of about 100

tons, in fact, a clipper ? G. R. L.

Lett Family. Where can I find any account of

the Lett family, an extensive branch of which has

long been settled in the county Wexford ? I have
heard a tradition that they were brought over by
Cromwell and placed there. If I am correct,

they came from Suffolk or Cambridgeshire, where
the name now exists, but under the form of Leet,

Light, Leete, and Lete. I recollect once hearing
that the family is of German origin, descent being
traced from that tribe who spoke the Lettish dia-

lect of the German language, and that the names
Jellet, Mallet, &c., are but varieties of the same

Captain Fitzjames. Any information respect-
ing this gallant captain, who accompanied Sir
John Franklin in his last expedition, will be
esteemed by J. R.

Beau-seant : Beaulieu. What is the etymology
of the words " Beauseant avant," the cri-de-

guerre of the Templars ? I have heard it conjec-
tured that it means " the beautiful seat" (or site),
and alludes to the fine position of the Temple at

[* Of course Market-Jew is Marazion, in the parish
of St. Hilary (" N. & Q." 2"* S. ii. 463.). But where is

the legend to be found? ED.]

Jerusalem. Does "Beaulieu" mean the same
thing, and was the word at any time the cry of
the Hospitallers ? In this case the land they held,
called " Beaulieu-vant" (see Qu.

"
Boley Hill,"

suprd), would be named after their cry,
" Beau-

lieu avant." A. A.
Poets' Corner.

Scorning the Church. I cut the following from
a newspaper a few days since. I shall be glad to
know if this curious custom prevails elsewhere.

"A peculiar custom prevails at Norham, Durham, that
if the banns of marriage be thrice published, and the

marriage does not take place, the refusing party, whether
male or female, pays forty shillings to the vicar, as a
penalty for '

scorning the Church.'
" *

ALFRED T. LEE.

Francis Pole of Park Hall, Derbyshire. The
landlord of the " Coach and Horses" publichouse,
late "

Hockley-in-the-Hole," Ray Street, Clerken-

well, is in possession of a brass dog-collar, found

upon the premises, on which is engraven in old

script characters,
" Mr. Francis Pole of Park

Hall, Derbyshire." I shall be obliged to any of

your correspondents who will favour with some
particulars of the life of this gentleman, but more
especially the manner of his death : as from the
circumstance of a mastiff's collar having been found
here, I suspect that this gentleman- gamester was
victimised by some of the ruffians who frequented
the baitings at "Hockley-in-the-Hole," for the
sake of his money and valuables. W. J. PINKS.

William Thirkeld. A clergyman of this name,
from the city of Durham, is said to have been
sometime in exile with Dr. Cosin, afterwards

Bishop of Durham. Can any of the readers of
" N. & Q." throw any light upon his history ?

E. H. A.

Biographers, and their Subjects, A certain ex-

chancellor, hearing of the intention of a certain
actual chancellor to write the lives of all holders
of the Great Seal, is reported to have exclaimed,"
By ! it adds a new pang to the thought of

death !

" The anecdote, true or not, was current
a few years ago. Compare

" The imprudence of editors and executors is an addi-
tional reason T\hy men of good parts should be afraid to

die." Hannah More, quoted in Walpole's Letters, ix.

115.

And
"He [Curll] was notorious, from his practice of issu-

ing miserable catchpenny lives of every eminent person
immediately after his decease. Arbuthnot wittiU* styled
him 'one of the new terrors of death.'" Carruthers'

Life of Pope (1853), p. 150.;

Can this joke be traced farther back ?

H. L. TEMPLE.

[* This paragraph, quoted from Raine's North Durham,
appeared in our 1st S. vi. 432. En.]
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Frog* in Ireland. Time WM when there were
no frogs in Ireland. The old song tells us of St.

Patrick that " He gave the frogs nnd toad* a twisr,

and banished them for ever." Now. however,
abound there. It is stated

that about a century ince a Fellow of T
believt Baldwin, brought frog.>pawn
from England to Dublin, to text the popular
belief that frogs could not live there. I have j

somewhere seen nn account of the rate at which
the oflVpring of thU spawn spread through the

1

owing the distance from Dublin at which,
ir migrations, they arrived in successive

j

years. I should be glad to see thn account, and

indeed all particulars, placed on record in "N. &
;

Q." If the original spawn was of one description
of frog, how are we to account for the present
varieties P Might not the snme experiment be
now tried with the toad? .1. I'.

Domi.

The Tobacco Controversy of 1858. Might it

not prove of use hereafter were your columns to i

contain a complete list of the publications, whe-
j

; amphlets or the articles and letters in

periodicals, which were elicited by the Tobacco

Controversy of 1858? Personally such a record '

ould prove of service, as I have a bundle ready !

for the binder, of which I should be glad to leant

tlciencies. Can any correspondent supply
iikte list ? RAMOB,

,

\\'iclifs Translation. What is the edition of

Wiclif used by Deun Trench in bis Select (iL.t-

I put the question because, on turning to

rerify the various quotations there made, in Bag- i

ster's English Jleiupla, I meet with several varia-
!

:ind, what is of more importance, the?e

iliflVrcnces are found in the very phrases for

which Wiclif is adduced as authority. Thus :

Col. iv. 10. (Trench)
M AruUrk, myue evene coytyf

h you wel."

(Kter, AD. 1880),
" Arestarke j.rioner with me

irretilb "Jou wel."

/TOM. vi. 4. (Trench, p. 36.).
" Sothli we I on togidere

. >th him bi chnttmdtm in to death."

(Battler), "for we ben to gidre biried with hvm by
baptym in to death."

'

'
./ A xv. 48. (Trench, p. 98,), Hardily be entride

in to Pilnt."

(Hauler), -and booldli he entrid to ntlaf
StJtorA. xiv. 44. (Trench, p. 175A whom erere I

kiiwe, he it ia: bolde ye him, and lede ye warn, or

In Bagster these two last words, for the sake of

which the quotation is introduced, do not appear
Ht nil.

I would venture to suggest to Dr. Trench, to

whom I feel myself under a great debt of grati-
tude for exciting my interest on t)

some years ago, that he would save those few

readers who, like myself, make it a habit t

references whenever it is practicable, from some

disapp< : he would, in future editions of

his Select Glossary, specify the edition of \\ n Hf

to which his references are made. There arc very
few writers of the present day who cause such
readers to little disappointment by inaccuracy in

reference as Dr. Trench.

John Lightfoot, D.I)., Matter of St. Catharines

Cambridge.
On this portrait, by \N !

engraved the following coat of arms :

"
Barry of

six or and gules, on a bend argent three t< :

of the second." There is no coat for u
Ligl,

in Burkc's General Armory with bend orgr
ttirtoitft. Did the Doctor receive a grant of these

arms P Or has the engraver made a mistake P I

fchould be glad to know if there i any pedigree
or account of the Lightfoots of Staffordshire ex-
tant P and if any family of that name were resi-

dent in the county of Hertford or Bedford prior
to the settlement of Dr. Lightfoot at Great Mun-
den, Herts, in 1643?

I nu acquainted with the slight account of the

Doctor's family in the Preface to his Works by
Strypc.

1 ,-lituld be much obliged for any information

or references to MSS. or printed works respect-

ing any of the name, prior to the seven:

century.
' i-i-.m toor.

Sandhurst, Kent.

'* 4th Institute. Is there any work whieh
treats of the subjects contained in the -4/A Insti-

tute, or remarks upon Lord Coke's work, besides

Prynnc's animadversions thereon '( J. R.

Samuel \Voodrttffe. A gentleman of the name
of Snmuel Woodrufic lived at Gainsborough dur-

ing a considerable part .of the firtt half of the last

y. He was on accomplichcd mathemati-

cian, and otherwise a learned man. I have reason

to believe that he was on occasional contributor

to the Gentleman's Magazine\ and some ot tin-

other periodieals that started into exists

imitation of the above-named serial. He was also,

it is said, a correspondent of manv of th- !

men of his day. I shall be much obliged to any
one who may be able to point out to me am
munication of his to the periodical 11

his time ; and still more to for information as to

any of his letters, if such be now in exN
He had, family tradition says, a large and >>!!-

selected library; some five-aml-twn.

that once belonged to it. nrc now in my j

-

His books may be identified by In- ,\
.

lii.^ly

beautiful signature, usually inset tit>t

board or the first fly-! <Iiiiur. !

cases th- name is surr n :.'!'!

frame of elaborate p nruan^l^ij^ ib wing i

degree .f(..\ dlence in tbat t

Dotle*fonl Manor, Drlgg.
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George Gascoigne. As I see that the authors

of the Athence Cantab, are correspondents of yours,

may I take the liberty of asking them through
you where I can find the papers relative to the

George Gascoigne who was "in trouble" in 1548,
mentioned in their excellent Life of the poet ?

G. H. K.

John Bull. At what period was this national

sobriquet given to, or assumed by, the people of

England ? and what is the earliest authority for

its use ? * J. E. T.

jHtiwr Ottertt tottlj

Wesley's Hymns. I have an imperfect copy
of Wesley's Hymns with the music annexed, of
which I should be glad to know the date, and
the number of the edition. The title-page is

missing. The preface consists of three paragraphs.
In the third Wesley says :

"I have been endeavouring for more than twenty
years to procure such a book as this. But in vain : Mas-
ters of Music were above following any direction but their
own. And I was determined whoever compiled this
should follow my direction : not mending our Tunes, but
setting them down, neither better nor worse than they
were. At length I have prevailed."

He recommends this book "
preferably to all

others." Some of the hymns are not in the col-

lection now used by the people called Methodists.
JOHN MACLEAN.

Hammersmith.

[Mr. David Creamer, in his Methodist HymnoJogy (New
York, 12mo., 1848, p. 191.), informs us, that "Mr. John
Wesley, in 1761, published a work entitled Select Hymns,
with Tunes Annexed; designed chiefly for the Use of the

People called Methodists." Then follows an extract from
the Preface, as quoted by our correspondent.]

Passage in Grotius. The following passage oc-
curs in Emerson's Representative Men. Shakespeare
or the Poet:

"Grotius makes the like remark in respect to the
Lord's Prayer, that the single clauses, of which it is com-
posed, were already in use in the time of Christ, in the
rabbinical forms. He picked out the grains of gold."

I should be glad to be informed in what work
of Grotius this statement is to be found ?

E. D. H.

[We cannot find the passage in Grotius, but Dr. Light-
foot (Erubhin, or Miscellanies, 1629, p. 57. ; Works, ed.

1684, i. 1003.) has a similar statement. He says, "The
whole Lord's Prayer might almost be picked out of the
works of the Jews, for they deny not the words, though
they contradict the force of it. The first words of it they
use frequently, as Our Father which art in heaven,' in
their Common Prayer Book, fol. 5.; and 'Humble your
hearts before your Father which is in heaven,' in Rosh
hashana. But they have as much devotion toward the
Father while they deny the Son, as the heathens had
which could say

'

ZeO irarep ^eVepe KpoviSv,,'
' Our Father

[* Qy. Is there an earlier instance of it than 1712,
when Arbuthnot published his well-known History of
John Bull?]

Jupiter,' and worshipped an unknown God, Acts xvii.

They pray almost in every other prayer,
*

Thy kingdom
come,' and that Bimherah bejamenu quickly, e'ven in our
days; but it is for an earthly kingdom they thus look
and pray. They pray

' Lead us not into temptation,' fol.

4., Lilurg., while they tempt Him that led them in the
wilderness, as did their fathers.' Ps. xcv."]

The Berdash, an Article of Dress. The author
of The Guardian for March 23, 1712-13, says :

" I have prepared a treatise against the cravat and
berdash, which I am told is" not ill done." And
in the Prologue to the ballod opera of The Female
Parson, or Beau in the Sudds, by Charles CofTey,
1730, among the requisites of a beau, we read of

"
Cane, ruffles, sword-knot, berdash, hat and

feather, perfumes, fine essence, brought from Lord
knows whither."

What is the berdash ? and how is it connected,
if at all, with the well-known term haberdasher f

Strutt, Planche, Fairholt, and other writers on

costume, do not notice the berdash.

EDWARD F. HIMBAULT.

[" Berdash. A neck-cloth. The meaning of this term
is doubtful." (Hal !i well.) May it not be lerd-tuche?

Tache, a loop, fastening, or band. Sometimes tac/ie was
" the piece which covered the pocket." Ib. Bard, old

Eng. and A.-S. for beard. There does seem to be some
connexion, as our correspondent suggests, between ber-

dash and haberdasher. "
Berdash, in Antiquity, was a

name formerly used in England for a certain kind of
neck-dress ; and hence a person who made or sold such
neck-cloths was called a berdasher, from which is derived
our word haberdasher" (Chambers.) This same union of
the indefinite article with the noun, which from a ber-
dasher produces haberdasher, has been supposed to have

given us the much-disputed word alligator. Our sailors,
on landing upon the tropical coasts of America, the first

time they saw a crocodile exclaimed "That's a lagarto"
(a lizard). Hence alligator. On the contrary, we some-
times get the article by separation, as in the phrase

"
to

run a muck." This was properly
" to run amock" or " to

run amoca."~\

Cotgrave's French-English Dictionary. What
is the history of the above work, the dates of its

different editions, and the names of the editors ?

and where can I find a memoir of Handle Cot-

grave, the original compiler ? 2. 2.

[The first edition of Cotgrave's Dictionarie of the

Frencli and English Tongues, was published in 1611, fol.

To the second edition is annexed " A most Copious Dic-

tionarie of the English set before the French, by S. L."

[R. Sherwood, Londoner], fol. 1632. To the third edition

are added " The Animadversions and Supplements of

James Howcll," fol. 1650, 1660, 1673. The next edition

is entitled A French and English Dictionary, composed
by Randle Cotgrave, with another in English and French

[by R. Sherwood]. Whereunto are added, Sundry
Animadversions, Supplements, a Grammar, and a Dia-

logue of Gallicisms, by James Howell. 2 Parts, Lond.
fol. 177372. We shall be glad to receive some bio-

graphical notices of Randle Cotgrave.]

The Battisconibe Family. What was the lineage
of" Christopher Battiscombe, a young Templar of

good family and fortune," (the Battiscorabes are,
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I presume, a family of considerable antiquity in

the c< rset, taking the m the

manor of Bettiscombe, near Lyme Regis in that

v ?)
" who, at Dorchester, an agreeable pro-

vincial tow: f its taste and refinement,
was regarded bj all as the model of a fine gentle-

man." (Macnulay's Ui*t <
vol. i p I!

ly took part in the rebellion of the

of Monmouth in IGttS. and became one of

the victims of the infamous Judge Jeffiey*
suffered at Lyme piously and courageously."
Was he buried at Lyme Regis, where he suffered

death ? Had he anv collateral relatives ? if so,

who were they? Was William Battiscombe, a

lawyer of Chancery Lane, London, in the middle

of the last century, a relative ? Also, anything

concerning the said William Battiscombe, his an-

cestors or descendants ? AJUF. SUELLET ELLIS.
WJ_!_* I

[The pedigree of the Battitcombe or Bettiscombe

family of Vere WotUm is printed in Hutchins's Dortct-

sAvw. i. 686. It commences with John Beitescomb, who

purcha-ted the farm at Vere \Voiton about 1432, 11 Henry
VI., who married Alice, daughter and heir of John Beau-
chin of Beauchin Hays. The last two of the family no-

ticed in thi* pedigree are M Richard Battiscombe, bar-

>b. 1782, L 30., i. p., buried at Simondsbury
(Cm/. Mag. for June, 1782, p. 809.); and Robert, of

New Windsor, apothecarr to His Majesty." We learn

from the obituary of the K*ropea* Mogaznu, that a John

Battiscombe, K^., of Hemlon. Middlesex, died nd Aug.
1

> miel Battiscomb, attorney, died 9th

Jan 1795. Christopher Battiscombe, executed at Lyme,
1885, was not married. Great interest was made to save

him, and be was several times at the judge's lodgings,
who offered him pardon if he would impeach others,

which he nobly refused. Among the petitioners for bis

life, wan a young lady to whom he was engaged to be

married, who. making her humble request on her kneea

to the judge, bis insulting cruelty dictated a reply too

coarse to be reproduced.]

Plouxlen in English. Knight, in his notes to
|

Handed says that Plowden was published in 1578

in old French. Can you give me the date of the

earliest translation into English, if there be one ?

G. II. K.

[Plowden's Onmmtmtarin or Report* were originally
written in Norman French, and the editions of 1571, 1578,

1599. 1618, and 1684. were published in that language;
bat an English translation of the entire work was published
in 1761, fol. Mr. Broomlv is understood to have been the
editor and translator. This edition appeared with a new
title page in 1769. The other editions are. vols. 8vo.

Dublin, 1792, and 2 vols. 8ro. London, 1816.]

i

ting on Copper concealtd in a. Book Cover.

With reference to Ma. HART'S remark (ante,

'249.), "that even the covers alone of old hook*

contain treasure*," I enclose a copy of an oil paint-

ing on coppvr found in an old book-cover that

had been used by a binder to rub his irons on.

The leather of the fellow cover being worn

through, it was thrown on the fire as useless ;

copper dropping between the bars, revealed that

it had contained something peculiar, and '.

Boning of the r< when this

v, !. 'J":. usual

occurrence, and there!

you a copy (indifferent, but Mill illi

There arc twelve figures in all; the botton
Icfthand edges are jagged as if cut ;

t !

good. I should like to know if any of

readers know of similar instances and if t)

account for such a
proceeding.

Was the
j

;

valuable, or the subject prohibited, that it must
thus be hid? What date? R. ,1. 1

[The original designer of the picture of which our cor-

respondent has enclosed a photograph is either Tintoret,
Paul Veronese, or one of the Venetian masters of the
middle of the sixteenth century. It is impossible to
state more decidedly without a sight of the original. We
never heard of a similar instance of an oil painling being
thus concealed in the cover of a book.]

Blaclutonct " Commentaries" In what year
was the last edition of this admirable work

pub-
lished which was by himself or son

him ? In what edition of the work did he first

introduce a table of precedence* which does not

appear
in his earlier editions?

Some of your legal readers would be rendering
an acceptable service by giving in your pages A
list of the various editions of the Commentaries
with the namea of the respective editor*, and years
of publication. .1 1;

[The last edition of the Commentaries published during
the author's life was the eighth, Oxford, 4 rols. 8vo.

177& Bladwtone died on Feb. 14, 1780. After his death
Dr. Uicbard Burn edited the ninth edition, containing the

last corrections of the learned author. 4 vols. 8vo. 1782.

(Bridgman's Leyal Bibliography, p. 19.) A list of the

various editions of the Camm**tariu, with t>> names of

the respective editors and dates of publication, will be
found in Bobn's new edition of Lownden's BibHoqrapKir't
Mammal; consult also Marine's Leyal Bibliotjmph

ladelphia. 8vo. 1847 ; and Allibone. Ihd. o/ ftip/uA JWfe-

rahtre. The " Table of Precedence
"

first appeared in the
fifth edition, Oxford, i vols. 1778, at Book i. p. 405.]

Brpltra-.

THE Ft)UB KFICOS.

(2
1* S. viii. p. 417.)

Addison, in No. 50. of the Spectator, tells us that

when the four Indian Kings were in this country,
he took a great interest in their proceedings ; and
after their departure employed a friend to make

many inquiries of their landlord, the uplx !

relating to their manners si .He
Uat the upl.

miriitiveab<i

<-h he assured him were wiir

/';" and, as he

r

>-w reader* take this nam

king's
"
good brother," E Tow '
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of the rivers," to be a real name : but it seems

that they were real ones
; at least I can say that I

have seen them attested by the hand (I must not

perhaps say handwritings) of the kings who bore

them. I believe that my copy was made from the

original ;
and while the words look, at first sight,

very different, partly arising from each name

being written as one word, there is a resemblance

which cannot be merely accidental. I am sorry
that my rough and hasty copy leaves me in some
doubt about one or two letters, but I read the

first, Sagayouquaraughta, and the second, Etawa-
com. The fact is that on their return to their
" native continent," they wrote, or somebody
wrote for them, and in three cases by grotesque
drawings of the animals from whence, I believe,

they derived their titles, attested a letter to

Archbishop Tenison, of which the following is a

copy :

" May it please your Grace
" We being' God be thanked safely arrived upon

our native continent cannot forgett your Grace and ye

Society's favour and kindness to us when in Brittain, and

your kind promise of providing us with missionarys to

be settled at a fort with a chappell and house for them,
which we pray your Grace and the Society not be forget-
full of.

" We pray that Anadagariax Col11 Nicholson may send
this letter.

" We are your Graces and y e R* HonoWe Society
" Most humble Servtg."

" Boston in New England,
July y 21, 1710."

Then follow the names in writing, and the

graphic illustrations. One of the latter is I think
without doubt a tortoise ; another, I imagine, was
meant for a beaver ; and the third, if not a horse,

may be anything that could be made or mistaken
for one. The letter is preserved among the
Lambeth MSS-, No. 711. 17. I see that I have
doubted whether it was the original or a copy;
but at this distance of time I cannot recollect

what suggested the doubt, and it is much the
most probable that it is the original. Perhaps the

Society's archives would furnish some farther par-
ticulars relating to the Four Kings. S. K. M.

DB. JOHN HEWETT.

(2
nd S. viii. 391.)

Two or three notices respecting Dr. Huet or

Hewyt appear to have escaped the notice of your
correspondent J. F. N. HEWETT, and there is one

slight error in his very interesting article. The
petition of Lady Mary Huet should have been
assigned to 1659, and not 1658, as it is stated.

The date is properly Feb. 1658-9.
In Burton's Diary of the Parliamentfrom 1656

to 1659, under March 8th, 1658-9, we read :

" There was a petition of one Lady Hewet* for the life

of her husband. She appealed to all the lawyers and

judges, and told them, if they said he ought to plead by
the law, he would, and, for not pleading, he lost his life.

The judges refused to act upon it ; but twenty-four that
now sit in the other house sat." (Burton, iv. pp. 80 1.)

Subsequently, we meet with this entry :

" March 10, 1658-9. Lady Hewett's petition, it seems,
was delivered to the clerk, and by some legerdemain got
off the file. It was moved to be produced." (Ib. p. 119.)

It would seem from these extracts that Lady
Mary Hewyt petitioned the House of Commons
against the legality of the tribunal before which
her husband was tried, and that her inconvenient

petition was lost. Whether it was ever produced
does not appear. Dr. Hewyt might well have
refused to plead before the so-called " court of

justice." Both Whitlock and Thurloe, when
consulted by the Lord Protector, advised that
the constitutional course of a trial by jury should
be followed. (Whitlock's Memorials, and Burton,
ii. 473.) Cromwell, however, preferred a court

composed of persons selected by himself: but be-
fore this illegal tribunal Hewyt refused to plead.
By these "

twenty-four
"

Dr. Hewyt was sen-
tenced to be hanged, drawn, and quartered aC

Tyburn on Saturday the 5th June. The time,

place, and mode of execution were, however,
altered by Cromwell, and, together with Sir

Henry Slingsby, Hewyt was beheaded on Tower
Hill, on Tuesday the 8th. (Slingsby's Diary in

Appendix ; Burton's Diary, vol. ii. p. 473.)

Immediately after his execution, indeed within
a few days of his death, appeared a small volume
entitled " Nine select Sermons preached upon spe-
cial Occasions in the Parish Church of St. Grego-
ries by St. Paul's. By the late Reverend John
Hewytt,D.D."

* These were published from short-
hand notes, and a caveat was lodged at Stationers'
Hall against the book, and considered by the
Court of the Company on the 14th, only six

days after his execution. This small volume was
succeeded in the same year by another with the
title

"
Repentance and Conversion, the Fabric of

Salvation, Sfc., being the last Sermon preached
by that reverend and learned John Hewyt, D.D."
Published by Geo. Wild and Jo. Barwick his

executors.

In 1660, Dr. Barwick, who had attended his

friend on the scaffold, and to whom, just before he
laid his head on the block, Dr. Hewyt had given
a ring with the motto " Alter Aristides," went to

Breda to have an audience with Charles II., and
there presented a petition with the request "that
Dr. Hewit's Widow, an excellent person, might
be taken under his Majesty's care and protection,
and that her fatherless son might have some place

given him." From this it would seem likely that

he only left one son behind him. (See BarwicKs

* These extracts supply two variations in the way of

spelling Dr. Hewyt's name in addition to those men-
tioned by your correspondent.
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Life, Kng. edit. p. 278.) Perhaps Mm. H<
Mit II -ii-ta, in their researches in the State

Paper Office, could inform us bow far the king
was mindful of this pet i W*. DBNTOH.

Allow me to sug<>st to some of the contributors

to ** N. & Q." that bare assertions, on the one

side or the other, of disputed points likely to

rouse political or religious feeling are best

avoided. " N. & Q." is not the place to dis-

cuss whether Cardinal Wolsey was a u
great and

good man," or a great and bad man ; or whether

Oliver Cromwell was guilty of " vindictive

v," or was just and merciful. Let con-

tributors state what they believe to be facts, give
their authorities, and abstain from the use of un-

necessary adjectives. This periodical is read alike

by Catholics and by Protestants, by High Church-
men and by Puritans, and its columns should,

accordingly, be free from party spirit.

The plea and demurrer exhibited by Dr. I lewett,

the composition of which evinces great
"

skill and

legal knowledge," were prepared by Prynne.
Your correspondent Mr. J. F. N. HBWBTT

states that the tale he furnishes "
comprehends

the elements of a romance." So far as it relates

to the death of Cromwell and his daughter I

quite agree with him. All th:it Clarendon, who
was by no menus an impartial witness, ventures

to say on this subject is :

" Bat that which chiefly broke his peace wa the death
of his daughter Claypofe, who had been always bis

greatest joy, an 1 who, in her sickness, which was of a
nature the physicians

knew not how to deal with, bad
several conferences with him, which exceedingly per-

plexed him. Though nnbody wa, near enough to hear the

particular^ yet her oAen mentioning, in the pains she

endured, the blood her father had spill, made people
con-

clude that she had presented his worst actions to his con-

sideration. And though he never made the least show
rse for any of those actions, it U very certain

that either tchat Ae ta!J, or her death, affected him won-

Four days after Dr. Hewett's execution, nnd

speaking of the plot in which he was concerned,

Lsdy Claypole wrote to her sister-in-law :

"
Truly the Lord has been very gracious to me, in de-

livering my father out of the hands of his enemies, which
we all have reason to be sensible of in a very particular
manner; for certainly not only his family would hare
been mined, bat. in* all probability, the whole nation
would have been involved in blood."

"
grief and discontent because be could not at-

tain to the honest name of a king." MR. HEWBTT
to Lady Claypole's reproaches. Others, to the

publication of "
Killing n Shall we

not rather look to the wear and tear of Crom-
well's position?

" A burden too heavy for man,"
as be himself says, weighing him down to th-

grate in his sixtieth year.
'

'

Lady I lewett, widow of a Lord Mayor of York,

shortly after the Restoration, occurs several times

in Hunter's Life of Oliver Ileyirood, and at her

in York frequent religious meetings andhouse
hazardous preachings were held. (p. She

then whether, because of Dr. Hewett's

execution,
" Mrs. CUypole took such excessive

,

grief, that she suddenly feel sick, the increast of
her sickness making her rave in a most lament-

able manner, calling nut against her father for

Hewit's blood, and the like." Besides, the nature

of Lndy Clay pole's illness is sufficient c\

against any such suppoaiti
The causes assigned for Cromwell's death are

legion. Cowley refers his death to the effect of
,

was a Presbyterian ; and Mr. Heywoo
his Diary, that in his visits to Lsncashu
" collected Lady Hewett's rents at llochda/

wish to ascertain her maiden name. In !

Heywood visited " Alderman Hewett and his wife

at Wakefield." (p. 212.) Who were they ? R.

TUB BOOK Or SPOIlf.

(2* S. viii. 414.)

The father of Peregrine Philips suffered for not

reading the Book of Sport*, commonly called tit-

White Booh. (Calamy's Continuation, &c., ed. 2,

p. 841.)
"

1 In-
'

PUbtyan,
'
of Lancashire, being incoura.

heartened by some Gentlemen who were 1

sanU, they made ill use of the king's gracious clr

and
thereupon Bishop Morton made his humble address

unto His Majesty, and acquainted him with sundry par-
ticulars of their abuse of His well-meant gracious favour :

Whereupon it pleased His Majesty to comman I th.

Hi-hop, to addc what cautions and re*

tit to be inserted into His Majesties Defloration
for that

purpose, which was accordingly done. riz. Thai they thamU
hate mo liberty for recreation tilt after Kveniny Prayer:
That th<y atai/aT have no Beare-baUina nor any t*ch un-

lav/mil arnrt, : And that no /Zenim*/, icho came not to

Mornimfand Kre*iy Prayer,, thonld be capabk
Hi, Boyail indmly.nct at all" (Bithop Morton', Life,

York, 1659, pp. 60-61)

Among those who refused to read the declara-

tion I find the name of Twissc. (Sam. Clarke's

Licet of Eminent Dioinea, 1683, pp. IT,, 17.)

Among the " third sort" of ministers, who Lit

upon what Fuller calls the "
strange expo-'

reading the declaration nnd then preac !.

it," were Jcphcot (Calamy's A>

113.), nd Hirtlet, by Bishop Hall's ad-.

If Scores cares to is investigations

farther, th.

Declaration of 1633 are mu. h at i

Clark.

* The book has two pages
numbered 170

we are concerned with is the *<....</, iu the
'
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Thirty-two Divines (1677, a different book), pp.

136, 156, 242, 265, 405
;
and Clarke's Own Life

(before the same book), pp. 6, 7. ; Calamy's Ac-

count, p. 588. ; Heylin's Life of Land, pp. 241,

seq., 246, seq.; Stage Condemned, and the En-

couragements given to the Immoralities of the The-

atre, King Charles /.'* Sunday's Mask and Decla-

ration for Sports and Pastimes on the Sabbath,

largely related and animadverted upon. 1698. 8vo.

Very instructive monographs might be written

en the various, for the most part singularly un-

fortunate, measures of the Stuart family in rela-

tion to the Church and Puritanism. With regard
to these declarations, it is certain that they must
be mentioned in not a few of our old parish re-

gisters. If your clerical readers will extract

such notices as they may find under the years
1618 and 1633 bearing on the Sabbatarian con-

troversy, they will throw light upon a period of

church history of which too little is known, and

upon a subject which certainly cannot be said to

Lave lost all interest for our time.

J. E. B. MAYOR.
St, John's College, Cambridge.

BOYDELLS SHAKSPEARE GALLERY.

(2
n<1 S. viii. 50. 97. 313.)

I have before me a plan of the Shakspeare !

Lottery to which H. M. refers in his inter-

osting communication on the above subject. It
j

is too long to transcribe, consisting of four 8vo.

pages, but a few particulars from it may be ac-

ceptable, as conveying an idea of the cost of the

undertaking :

The number of tickets to be 22,000 at three

guineas each.

The capital prizes are the sixty-two tickets first

drawn; holders of undrawn tickets to receive

prints to the estimated value of one guinea. The
capital prizes and prints to be obtained by the

holders of the 22,000 tickets amount to upwards
of 69,300Z., according to the prime cost proved
before both houses of parliament; where evidence
was also given that the copper- plates, engraved
from the pictures and drawings that constitute

the following prizes, had cost Messrs. Boydell up-
wards of 300,000/.
The whole may be viewed at the Shakspeare

Gallery, admittance one shilling such exhibi-
tion being reserved to Messrs. Boydell by the
Act.

The Catalogue of the Shakspeare pictures to be
had as above, at one shilling and sixpence each,
and the Alphabetical Catalogue at the same price.
Both Catalogues may be seen and inspected at the

Gallery, and at 90. Cheapside.
The first twenty-six prizes consisted of a mis-

cellaneous collection of "pictures framed," amongst

which were the Death of Major Pierson by Cop-
ley, R.A., and Sigismonda by Hogarth; and thirty

pictures painted from the large Shakspeare ones

for artists to engrave from.

27. to 45. consisted of drawings.
46. to 60. Prints, and books with prints.
One of these lots consisted of Boydell's Shah-

speare, nine vols., with plates, and one imperial
folio vol. of the large plates, in Russia.

61. Twenty-eight large drawings by Richard

Westall, R.A., in colours, for the poetical works
of Milton, and from which the plates were en-

graved.
62. The whole of the large pictures now exhi-

biting, and from which the large plates have been
taken

;
also the whole of the small pictures, from

which the plates have been engraved for the em-
bellishment of the great national edition of Shak-

speare in nine vols. folio
; also seven pictures of

the Ages by Smirke, R.A.
; together with all the

estate, right, and interest of Messrs. Boydell in

these premises, which were erected by them, and
in which they hold an unexpired term of sixty-
four years at a ground rent of 125/. per annum.
The pictures are all framed, and are fully de-

scribed in the Shakspeare Gallery Catalogue, and
amount in the whole to 167 ; besides which there

are three supernumerary pictures which are not in

the Catalogue, and which have not been engraved.
This prize will also include the alto-relievo in

front of the Gallery by T. Banks, R.A., and two
basso-relievos by the Hon. Anne Dormer. What
is given in this last prize for the sixty-second
drawn ticket has cost the proprietors upwards of

30,000/.
The prints for holders of undrawn tickets to be

selected by William Morland, John Soane, and
David Davies, who, by the Act, were trustees of

the property. CHARLES WYLIB.

One of Northcote's pictures belonging to this

series subject, Richard III., Act III. Scene I.

is in the County Hall in this town, it having
been presented to the county by the late Wr

alter

Burrell, Esq., long one of the knights of the shire.

MARK ANTONY LOWER.
Lewes.

JAMES ANDERSON.

(2
nd S.viii. 169. 217.)

In reference to the inquiries relative to this

very meritorious but ill-used gentleman, it may
not be uninteresting to mention that from time

to time there appeared a few years ago, in a Kil-

marnock pnper, a selection of letters written either

to or by James Anderson and his family. The

provincial journal has now ceased to exist; but
in one of the later numbers occurs the following
abstract of the life of Anderson, by Mr. James
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Paterson, the genealogical historian of Ayrshire,
and author of numerous valuable works, who 1MB
was the editor.

In addition to Mr. Pateraon's information, it

may be stated that Anderon's niece (see No. 3.)

waa the nu historian Kobertson, who
t way waa grand-nephew of the editor of the

Di/tlamata Scotia, a fact not hitherto known.
Of the descendant* of Andenon, who bad

several sons and daughters, nothing satin

has been discovered. The late amiable Scotch

judge (Lord Anderson) whose unexpected de-

mise was a source of
deep regret to those who

knrw him, and a serious losa to Scotland, for a

better or more upright lawyer never sat on the

bench, once mentioned, shortly before hia death,

that he understood he was a descendant of the

i Man,'
1

as he good-humouredly called

him, and he was to make some inquiries on the

subject, which were frustrated by his untimely
death.

Besides what is to be found in Mr. Maidment's
Analfctn Scotia (2 vola. 8vo.) a work now en-

tirely out of print incidental notices relative to

Anderson occur in Charteris's
Catalogue of Scotch

Writer*, 8vo., printed by Mr. T. G. Stevenson
several years since, and the Abbotoford Afitcel-

lany.
Materials exist, especially in the Library of the

Faculty of Advocates, for a very curious and in-

;iir literary history of Scotland about the

period of the Union. J. M.
44 THE 'AHDKRSON PAPERS.'

44 A SCRIES of papers, under the above title, have ap-

peared in oar columns for some time back. Repeated

queries have been put to us who waa Anderson ? and
what is the object or intercut of the documents pub-
lished ? Such questions we regret to say, do not argue
much for the knowledge abroad ax to tin* history, anti-

nies,
or eminent men of Scotland. With regard to the

qnerv we might dimply refer the reader to any of

oar popular Scottish biographies for an outline of his life

and liti-rary and antiquarian labours: but it may be more

satisfactory to offer a brief resume of the leading facts.

"JAMES ANHKKAO*. the son of a clergyman, was born
in 1661 He studied at the University' <

end, after serving an apprenticeship to the law, with Sir

Hugh Pater of Bannock burn, became a W.S. In 1601.

He was successful in his profession
- a profession which

affords numerous opportunities of studying ancient docu-
ment* He became food of research in this way ; bat

might have remained comparatively obscure, but for a
circumstance which occurred daring the well known ex-

..i consequent on the proposed Union between

England and Scotland. In 1704, while feeling ran high,
:lish lawver, of the name of Alt wood, published a

pamphlet, reviving the claims of Kd ward I. to the Crown
of Scotland, with many insulting sneers at the pretension
of Scottish indepeodeac*. The author even went so far

as to quote the authority of Mr. Andarson n>-

certain anci - t winch he referred, linn
drawn out, and with the honour of his country warmly
at heart, the latter resolved npon taking up the* question.

Accordingly, in 1705, he produced an Ksaav, showing
thai the Crown of Scotland is Imperial and Indapen-

This work was peculiarly well-timed. The nation
waa greatly ;. and
iealous of anything that savoured of >ubj-
land. Besides a pecuniary reward, the N
ment passed a vote of thanks to Mr. Anderson, while the

work of his opponent, Alt wood, and other*

character, were ordered to be burned by
hangman. Jn the production of the Esaa\
had recourse to numerous charters, copies of most of

which were appended by way of reference. The sub-
stantial applause, thus heaped opon Anderson, induced
him to abandon his bnsiaosa altogether, and to

himself exclusively to the elucidation of written national

antiquities. He projected t!-- jxi) luation < f a M

fac-similes of charters prior to the reign of James I. In

1706, Parliament granted him SCO/, in aid of the under-

taking. This small sum, however, waa as a mere drop
in the bucket for so expensive and herculean a task. By
March next year he had expended not only the sum
voted by Parliament, but 590/. drawn
sources. Parliament, however, approved of what he had
done, and recommended Queen Anne to grant i

tional contribution of 1050A Almost the last act of

grace of the Scottish Estates was to recommend him to

her Majesty as a person meriting her gracious favour,
in conferring any office or trust upon him, as her Majesty,
in her royal wisdom, shall think fit' Anderson aow
removed to London to superintend the engraving
work. The money voted by the Scottish Parliament
no longer in existence was never paid. By way of

recompense, apparently, the Postmaster-Generalship of
Scotland was conferred upon him ; but this appointment
be was oaly allowed to retain for two years and, as will

be seen torn his claim amongst the papers which follow

he did not even receive the salary appertaining to it

He appears to have been compelled to halt or, at all

events to labour slowly in his great undertaking. In
1718 he is found advertising that those who wished to

patronise it could see specimens at his house, above the

post-office
in Edinburgh.' In 1726 he

published
1.

known and valuable work entitled Collections relating
to the History of Mary Queen of Scotland,' in two
volumes, which was speedily supplemented by other two.
The original documents contained in this collection are

invaluable. George Chalmers, author of
insinuated that there was reason to question his honesty
as a transcriber; bat
of Chalmers when the facia of a case did not happen to

chime in with his prejudices. Anderson, from all that is

known of his character and enthusiasm as an ant

was incapable of such trirk-ry. At length, in 1728, in
the midst of his great tm

aothor and collector died of apoplexy, in his sixty-sixth

year. The
plate*

were sold in 1729,

At length the work was brought out in 1737, under the

care of the celebrated Thomas Ruddiinan, who wrote an
elaborate

preface
for it It was entitled Selects

matum et Numismatum Scotias Thesaurus.*
M Such is our answer to the first query. The second, as

to the object and interest of the ' Anderson Papers,'
:s known of the family history of A

rond the meagre facts communicated. The paper
nave from time to time appeared in our columns throw
considerable light on bis career, his struggle*, and his

family cares; and are curious and interesting not <

king out the scanty memoirs of on* of the most

gniabed literary antiquaries of v. t ran boast,
but in conveying ii vm|orary persons
and events. We need only add. that these papers, as well

as many other original articles which have appeared and
are still appearing in our columns, were and are con-

tributed by a distinguished Edinburgh literary gentlssaaa
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and antiquary, to whom we take this opportunity of

tendering our heartiest thanks for the interest he has

manifested in the Journal since we became connected

with it :

" CONCLUSION OF THE ' ANDERSON PAPERS.'

I.

"James Anderson, Esq., to his Son, Mr. Patrick Anderson,

at Islay.
"
Edin., Nov. 12, 1718.

" MY DEAEEST PETEK, I wrote you this day fortnight

that poor Eliza, your sister, was ill of a fever, but had

some appearance of being better, but she fell worse next

day, and was in very great distress, and continued so,

expecting every day her last, till this day se'ennight,

when her fever seemed somewhat abated ; but the day

after, the fever she had before turned into another sort of

fever. The first was languid and dangerous, being in her

spirits sometimes scarce a pulse to be felt, after all

means by blistering was used for her recovery ;
but the

fever that succeeded was ardent, and a high pulse, with

ravings, and then Weeding was used to allay her pulse.

The physicians scarce ever observed such strange turns

of a lever. Thus she continued till Monday even. What

by ravings and want of sleep the Fryday before, she felt

calm but very weak and sickish ; the ravings still con-

tinued in all the course of her sickness. While she had

intervals she was very sensible, and expressed her great
concern for the welfare of her soul, and not concerned in

her living. Really her sense and expression of those

things were beyond expectation, and very satisfying.

She gave very Christian and wise exhortations to her

sisters, and was very patient under an inexpressible load

of sickness. Ph}
T
sicians, ministers, and friends attended

her very carefully ;
but her days were come, so she gave

up her spirit to Him that gave it on Tuesday evening by

eight at night. She was sewing with Jenny when she

first found ane headache, which so increased on her that

she came not home, but went to Peggie's *, her husband

being in the country, and stayed that night, hoping she

would be better next day, but the fever so struck her at

once as she could not be brought home, but was oblidged
to continue there, where she died. You may easily be-

lieve this created us great trouble and vexation, by
comings and goings, and that frequently in the night
time. I buried her this morning in a hearse, with coaches,

having a very decent, creditable company, and neither

exceeded nor inclined to be short of what was proper. I

must own myself under great grief and concern for poor

Liz, who was a well-disposed child, and died very calmly
and sweetly. Our affection is scarce known till tried, and
the death of a child so far advanced is very touching.

By what I hear from those she used freedom with, she

had some thoughts and impressions she would not live

long, and just as in writing you 'tis confirmed, for in her

pocket is found two little pieces of print about death and

judgment. From her infancy she had some inclination

to what was serious and good. My dear child's company
was ever pleasing to me, and now it would be very com-

fortable, so I hope you will make all the haste you can

hither, with all possible convenience
;
and you need not

mournings till you come here, where you will get them
more conveniently, and where you are, you are in effect a

traveller; and on the way you may acquaint Jeannie of

this melancholy news, and that by the first occasion we
will send her mourning gloves and head dress. The

hurry and confusion of this melancholy affair has inter-

rupted me from doing any business [till] this day se'n-

night, when Liz had some respite.

writer.'

; Mr. Crawford. She was the wife of the Peerage

" I waited on the Sheriff and went fully through
Lauchlan's affair, and discovered where the stress lay,
which I'm to advise Mr. Forbest, and I hope to have it

readity done by next [week! ere the Sheriff goe, and
will then write to Lauchlan, who, I expect, by that time

may be at Innerary.
"

I am also to acquaint you of the death of Lady Neuk *,

who died this day fortnight at Anwick, and her body is

brought here and buried. Some are acting another scene.

My Lord Garnock f and your cuzin, Mally Home, mar-
ried themselves privately on Saturday last. Peggie is in

great trouble lest George should blame her, though inno-

cent. I wish he may behave aright without irritating

my Lord; and if he intend to be concerned in my Lord's

affairs, he has now these friends. I was ignorant of any
such intention till an hour or two before I went to Mr.
Home's to give him such an account as I could of my
Lord's circumstances, that he might consider his daugh-
ter's welfare.

(To be continued.')

to iHmor

Wreck of" The Dunbar" (2
nd S. viii. 414.)

Tour correspondent C.F., in bis Query, has erred

in many little matters of detail. The name of

the ship to which he refers was "John Dunbar"

(not Dunbar) of London; was of 1321 tons;
sailed from London in May, 1857, and was

wrecked inside the South Head in the nook or

bay near Sydney (not Melbourne) on 20 August,
1857 (not 27). The only survivor, shipped in the

name of Anotino Hayne, described himself to

be a native of Harriburgh, and at the time of en-

gagement to be twenty-four years of age.

Subsequent to his being saved, as described by
C. F., he stated his name was " Johnston" and

ultimately obtained a berth on shore at Sydney.
Messrs. Dunbar & Son, of Fore Street, Lime-

house, were the owners of the ill-fated ship, and
as the survivor would, under the " Merchant Ship-

ping Act, 1854," be entitled to his wages from the

date of engagement to the time of the wreck,
those gentlemen would ere this have received an

* "The small property of Neuk called by Sibbald

Higgins' Nook
'

belonged to a family of the name of

Higgins. It is situated on the Forth, and now belongs to

John Burn Murdoch, Esq. of Gartingaber. It is said that

._ _;eep away
meant for the female here noticed ? Mr. Murdoch got the

estate from his uncle, Mr. Higgins, W. S.

t
"
Patrick, second baron of Garnock. He succeeded

his father in 1708, and died 29th May, 1733. The lady
was daughter of George Home of Kello, in the county
of Berwick. She was grandmother of Lady Mary Lind-

say Crawford, the last of that branch, on whose demise

the issue of the second baron failed, and the estates went

to the Earl of Glasgow, as descended from Margaret, who

married David, first Earl of Glasgow, and who was a

daughter of the Hon. Patrick Lindsay, who took the

name of Crawford on his marriage with the heiress of

Kilbernie.
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for the amount thus due, and might
possibly be in possession of farther particulars.

EVBBABD HOMB CoLBMAW.
Vood Street, Cbeapdde.

''The BM of Michael Angelo
"
(2- S. viii.

398.) .MB. Ci'TtiBKBT BKDB gravely seems to

think that the witty Henry Luttrell, in his Advice
to Julia, alludes to the great Michael Angelo,
painter, architect, sculptor, and engineer, in his

two lines
14 And see, to aid the in the blow,
The bill of Michael Angelo."

C. BEDS appears not to have beard of Mr.
Michael Angelo Taylor being a Member of Par-

1iament, and who, though in stature a very small

man, thought himselfa very great man, and quite as

great as his namesake, though he certainly was
not so. He was, however, a very honourable

good fellow, and a very active busy member of
th** II- use ot Commons, lie introduced many
bills into the House, some of which became Act*,
and were useful; amongst others, one relating
to "ga* lighting,'

1

and to this my old friend

Luttrell alludes in the above lines.

AN OLD FBI HMD OF TUB LATK H. LUTTBBLL.

Cotton* "
Typographical'Gazetteer

"
(2^ S. viii.

395.) I nin l:id to ee Corrections and Addi-
tions to my Typographical Gazetteer, compiled by
literary men like my late friend Dr. Bliss, and

hope that more such will be given to the public.

Although I am now far removed from the best

sources of information of that kind, I have not
failed to mark down such fresh notices as have
fallen in my way; and at present could add to the

print I'd book about three hundred new places, in

which printing has been carried on abroad, besides

upwards of four hundred in England, Wales, &c.
I have also carried back the dates of its intro-

duction into about one hundred and seventy

places, including several of those mentioned in the

last number of" N. & Q." Of course but few of
these relate to books of the fifteenth century.

HBNBT COTTON.
Thurles.

The Prince** Borghe*e (V S. viii. 417.) The
following information may be useful to W. S , who
inquires for some particulars of the death of the

above Inmente 1 princess. She died at Home,
October 27, 1840, being carried off rapidly by
uuinsey. Besides the Sermon at her funeral by
the Rev. Dr. Baggs, and the French pamphlet on
her death by Pere de Geratnb, a long and I

ful account of her life and virtue-*, death and
funerJ, appeared in The Tablet of November 28,
1840, from the able pen of i .nes, signed

H. In the same paper : .er 5,
will be found another letter, coutainim; many
other particulars, written with great feeling and

eloquence, and apparently by Dr. Weedall, thou-jh
it has no signature. A long and beautifully writ-

tter by the offli ..t ih<- princess,
the Earl of Shrewsbury, was privately
soon after her death by bis

lordship
to his i"r

containing all particulars of her last illness and
death. The writer of these lines had th-

ness of receiving it, in Im turn,

his lordship, but could not take a j.v. It passed
on to various select friends, and if it could be

procured it would materially aid the researches of

jrour correspondei.f. But I have no
it is now to be found. F. ( . II

"A* Awttrian Army A*fidly Arrayed" (2*
1

412.) 1 believe these alliterative lines appeared
in a Westminster periodical, the. rival ot thf

Microcotm . . : ly of the date of CanaJijiH
Etonian career. ,). 11. !..

I fancy my memory does not
play

me false

when it leads me to attribute this !, v.-r jru

d'etprit, which certainly loses
nothing by compa-

rison with its imitation?, to the late Mr. 1

Prebendary of Winchester, &c. * N .MAM.

Prince Chart**' Journey to Wale* (2** S. \iii.

323.) With reference to MB. TRENCH'*
on former Princes of Wales, and his notice of the

arms and motto of the Prince of Wales being in-

scribed on one of the bells in l.-lip church, which
he with good reason connects with the ju:
Charles I. when Prince of Wales to Sj>
would mention miother very decided case in proof
of the great interest felt for his safety on that oc-

casion.

At Groombridge, near Tunbridge Welln, there

is a chapel, which was built by one of the old

family of Parker in commemoration of hi* happy
return. The inMtription over the porch <

chapel is as follows :

DO M.
8.

Ob feliciMimum Caroli

Pri

MSB
SaMllum Hoc

16
J. P.

"

K. W. M.

Arithmetical Notation (2
4 S. viii. 411.)-

i* more common than the distiM r

number into digit**, articultu, and compo*it<.
which compotou is a MS. contra !>ably
the first word of the extract, compute, i.-*

1 from computata. Old Sacrobosco lays it

down that digit** is 1 'dux is 10,

20, 30, &c. ; and compoxitu* is 1 1, '.. &c.

I'acioli will n<t follow him cnlirely, but

defines com/toxile to bo made by tnultiplying fac-

tors, as 24 (6x4), &c. And this sense hu-

vailed. Comptthu and compotut meant usually
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time reckonings, or almanacs ;
as in tbe Com-

putus Ecclesiasticus of Sacrobosco himself. To

compute, in the modern sense (a very old modern

sense) is derived from thumbing the almanac,

not the abacus. Some old vernacular works,

English and others, distinguish the digit from the

articulate number. The word articulus seems to

indicate that after the dibits had been reckoned

on the finger ends taking up the name of the

whole finger, as first tenants the tens were

reckoned on the joints. It should be noted that

Sacrobosco means by articulus any number divi-

sible into tens, as 100, 1000, 200, 5000, &c.

A. DE MOBGAN.

Figures cut on Hill Sides (2
nd S. viii. 400.)

Amongst other gigantic, or conspicuous figures

cut on hill sides, if last, yet surely not least, must

be commemorated the far-famed Giant of Cerne in

Dorsetshire the Baal Durotrigcnsis of Mr. Sy-
denham the Cenric, son of Cuthred of Hutchins,

standing, or rather lying,. 180 feet in height, and

bearing a club 120 feet long. Nor must the co-

lossal White Horse of Bratton, near Westbury,
in Wiltshire, be forgotten an effigy which pro-

bably dates from Saxon times. Nor since your

correspondent does not limit his inquiry to an-

cient monuments the equestrian figure of good
old King George III., ambling over the Downs at

Osmington, near Wer mouth. C. W. BINGHAM.

" Death of the Fox" (2
nd S. viii. 415.) I think

this has already been answered in " N. & Q."

Scott wrote some bad lines, which were sung at a

dinner given on the termination of Lord Melville's

trial. One stanza ends :

" But the Brewer (Whitbread) we'll hoax,

Tally-ho to tbe ' Fox.'

Here's Melville for ever, as long as we live."

Scott's political friends always asserted he was

not aware at the time Mr. Fox was dying.
J. H. L.

"
Tally-ho to the Fox "

is the last line but one

of a song of eight stanzas, written by Scott, and

sung by Ballantine at a public dinner in Edin-

burgh on the 27th June, 1806. The occasion was

the acquittal of Lord Melville. (See Lockhart's

Scott, the 1 vol.ed. p. 142.) Fox, who had recently
come into power, died on Sept. 13, that year,
an event which Scott could not of course foresee,

though it was made the ground of attack upon
him. H.

Writers bribed to Silence (2
nd S. viii. 415.) I

well recollect the numerous caricatures which ap-

peared at the time of the notorious Mary Anne
Clarke's connexion with the Duke of York : one,

by llovvlandson, illustrated the bribe to silence.

It represented a large fire, burning an immense

pile of her books, and servants coming in loaded

with fresh copies to be thrown upon the five.

Mrs. Clarke stood over the fire, urging on the

consumption, and exclaiming: "Burn away! I

would burn the universe for the money. Not a

single copy in print or manuscript to be pre-

served, except a copy for Dr.. G1Meara and a few
private friends." I think the sum she had re-

ceived appeared in a scroll in her hand
;
but this

I do not clearly remember, as I do the rest of the

caricature, which was very clever both in design
and execution. F. C. H.

" Cock an Eye" (2
nd S. viii. 417.) I have not

read the Minister's Wooing, but the phrase
" cock

your eye" is not at all an uncommon one in York-
shire meaning,

" direct your eye, give a glance."

Cockeyed also means squint- eyed. There is a

curious epigram in the Elegant Extracts, which,

as illustrating a kindred phrase, may be worth

reprinting :

" -As Dick and Tom in fierce dispute engage,
And face to face, the noisy contest wage ;

' Don't cock your chin at me,' Dick smartly cries.
' Fear not, his head's not charg'd,' a friend replies."

J. EASTWOOD.

Brass at West Herling (2
nd S. viii. 417.) The

expression,
" et pro quibus tenentur," is fre-

quently met with on sepulchral brasses. It may
mean, as explained in " N. & Q.,"

" for the souls

of those for whom it was the duty of the deceased

while living to pray ;" but I believe it bears a

more decided meaning, and has immediate refer-

ence to the condition of the deceased. Catholics

pray for the dead, in case their souls should be

detained in Purgatory for smaller sins or neglected
satisfactions. I incline, therefore,

to explain the

expression in this sense : Pray for the remis-

sion of those faults for which they are detainedfor
a time in a slate of suffering. It may be objected
that this is sufficiently conveyed by the preceding
admonition to pray for their souls ; but it may be

considered as an additional exhortation to perform
works of satisfaction, and fulfil obligations for

them, and for their intention, praying the divine

mercy to accept them in their favour. F. C. H.

What sort of Animal was the Bugle f (2
nd S.

viii. 400.) Bugle and bufle are quite distinct

words, although perhaps from the same root.

Bufle or bouffle is from bubalus (j8ot/j8a\os), while

bugle is from buculus, for buviculus, dim. of bus,

bous (0ouy). R. S. CHARNOCK.

Abdias Assheton (2
nd S. viii. 336. 408.) In The

Journal of Nicholas Assheton of Downhajn, Esq.,

for 1617* and 1618, edited by the Rev. Canon

Raines, M.A , F.S.A., for the Chetham Society

(1848), are several interesting notices of this

learned divine (pp. 103-4.). He was son of the

Rev. John Assheton, rector of Middleton (ob.

1584), and a Fellow of St. John's College, Cam-

bridge. He ob. 8th Nov. 1633, set. seventy- five,
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and was buried at Middle ton, near his father, in

the rector's cbapel. His will was proved at York
and at Chester. R.

Htrb* dOr (V* S. viii. -T-M .) There is t He-
liantbemum (/. htberartmn) which grow*
in I'rovt-nce, and might almost be said to bear " a

tptMe
of flowers" of a bright gold colour. Can

this bfe the Uerbe (TOr inquired after bv F. C. B.?

Probablj the Count Hersart dc Villemarquu would
inform him whether the Helianthcmum tube:

is found wild in Brittany ? < .1 :

JMftfrrnxnrou*.
NOTES OH BOOKS, ETC.

A Manual of the W.<A Constitution ; vith a farlew of
it, Rite. Crou-ih, and Pretrnt Statt. By David Rowland.

CMorrar.)
In this well-printed volame ofmoderate size, Mr. Row-

land presents us with a carefully compiled and well-run

o/tlIntroduction to the history of the Rise and Pro-

grass of the English Constitution down to the period of
the Revolution, when, as be observes,

M our political
institutions bad acquired all the elements of their present
maturity." From this Mr. Rowland proceeds to describe
and explain the rights, duties, and mutual action of these
institutions in the modified form in which they now exist.

The book, therefore, it will be seen, is one which may be
read with advantage, either as an introduction to Mr.
Hallam's learned and more extensive work, or ae a sub-
stitute for it, by those who have not time to study the

great historian's OmttiMional I/i*t*ry of^nytamd.
Memoir* of the Lift amd Labour, of the Rn. Jirmink

Uorrox, Curate of J/oole, near J'reiton, to tchich it ap-
pended a Translation of Hit celebrated Ditconrte vpon the

Trantit of }'en*t arrow the S**. By the Ret. A.B. \Vbat-
ton, B.A.", I.L.U. (NVertheim & MaHntosh.)
We were great ly .interested a short time since by a

paper in The Ath'nurunt. in which attention was called

to the labours of this comparatively unknown Engiish
worthy that is. unknown to the generality of bis coun-

trymenfor
" the pride and boast of British astronomy,"

as Sir John Herschel calls him, is of coarse well-known
to the scientific world. To that world the present Memoir
will be very acceptable. It Is one in every way credit-

able to the writer, both for the manner in which it is

executed, and for the feeling which induced him to un-
dertake it

Le Tombtan de CkUdMe f., Roi de* Franc*, rtetitmf a
Faidi de FAnmrnolmjim et de* XfeovMrfea rrfeewi'

m franc*, en IZetooM, en S*i*ee, en AUemagnr, et en An-
aUlerre. Par M. L'AbW Cochet, etc (Williams &
Norfcate.
The name of the AbU- Corbet is a security for the gnat

amount of antiquarian learning which will be found in a
volume which bears that name upon its title-page. The

present,
which is devoted to the historical and archsso-

loglcal ill miration of that remarkable monument of me-
dieval art, the tomb of Cbilderk so strangely brought
to light In th city of Tournai on the morning of the

Uy, 1653 Is one especially interesting to English
students, from the manner in which the Abb* illustrates

from cognate remains in this country the ubj<-.
t

researches; no leas than (or the skill wr
makes the interesting relics of the long buried monarch
throw light anon the arts and social condition of the age
in which he Ifod.

BOOKS RECKIVXD.

TheArtke^m/BerUkirv. An Addre*. <fchW'- -*
r N n .

: uiof6b ArcAe
Carnarvon. (Murray.)

This graceful exposition of the value of arcliawlogr as
a study, and of the field of that study laid open in his
own county, is the more valuable as coming from one
who is already taking nigh place among our statesmen.

The Jiritith Almanac for 1860 ; and Companion to the
Almanac or } tar Buo* of General Information for I860.

(The ThirtyUurd Tear.) (Knight 6 Co.)
Full of information alike useful to the man of business

and the man of study.
Chronicle* of a Off Chmrch, being an Acconnt of the

Parith Chmrck of 8t. Ihuutan-in-the-Eatt. By M/Rev.
T. B. Murray, M.A., the Rector
Honour to the Rector of St. Dunstn

this pleasant little memorial of his spacious church, and
toe curious monuments within it I The book is nliiessiU
and gossiping, and we hope its success may io<!

cambents of other City churches to follow the ex

example act them by Mr. Murray.
De La Rue'* R,

.ry
and Improved Memo-

randum Bookfor I860. (De La Kue & Co.)
When we called attention recently to the hat

Indelible Durie* and Pocket Calendar* issued by Messrs.
De La Rue, we had not received the above,

equalling in getting up and in amount of informa!
Diaries and Calendars, are more particularly adapted for

the desk. They are issued in two sites, and f*v who
have once found their value will ever discontinue their use.

BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES
WANTED TO PCBCUA9I.

uUr. of Prfc*. ae..ol DM folio. In, Book* to U Mat
UtinM by whom Uwy arc r^alrcd! utdwheM BWW

17W.

IIro T or EDO.4.. RTA..O... or HBKN>| or the tkftt

fioticta to CorrrfpoirtJriitB'.

W*Jf*JH* eamfttkd to fot^omt wS0 ne*4 we* mm* femjen / 1

/ *r

< BUM M v- :; MM K,

*.&. H. Tm*tmm' ammtan it to Margaret

... <*;*;!." M ,**h*l4 ft MM .
,. ., tm-Hr+tin* frr" ^

i:
-----' " '--
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rTHE MUTUAL LIFE ASSUEANCE SOCIETY,
JL (established A.D. 1834,) 39. King Street, Cheapside, E.G., London.

This is a purely Mutual Life Assurance Society, with a Capital of

350 000? invested in Government and Real Securities, created entirely

by the steady accumulation of the Premiums, and all belonging to the

members! the assurances in force are 1,400,000*., and the income up-
wards of 60.000*. per annum.

Noextra charge to assurers joining Volunteer Rifle, or Artillery Corps.

CHARLES INGALL, Actuary.

N.B. All Policies taken out on or before the 31st December, 1869, will

have the advantage of One Year in every Annual Bonus.

MARK YOUR LINEN with CULLETON'S
PATENT ELECTRO SILVER PLATES. The most easy,

prevents the ink spreading, and never washes out. Any person can use
them. Initial plate, Is. ; name plate, 2s. 6d. ; set of movable num-
bers, 2s. 6d. ; crest, 5s. with directions. Post free for stamps. Observe,
25. Cranbourn Street, Leicester Square, W. C.

p ULLETON'S HERALDIC OFFICE and Ge-
\J nealosrical Studio, for Tracing Family Arms, Pedigrees, and His-
tories of nearly every Family in the United Kingdom, America, &c. No
fee for search of arms ; plain sketch. 2s. 6rf. ; in heraldic colours, 5s.

Tracing pedigree witli original grant of arms, lOs._T. CULLETON,
Genealogist, 25. Cranbourn Street, W.C. The studio and library open
daily.

pULLETON'S BOOK PLATES, with Arms, 10*.,

\J or crest plate, 5s. ; crest engraved on seal or ring, 7s. ; arms on
ditto, 24s. ; crest on steel die for stamping note- paper, 6s. 25. Cran-

T.B. Seal Engraver and, Die Sinker to Her
fTrade.

bourn Street, W.C. N.B.
Majesty and the Board ofTn

pULLETON'S CARDS,
\J Trade. A
cards printed for 2

copper-plate engraved in any style, and 60 superfine
2s. Post Free. 25. Cranbourn Street, W.C.

pULLETON'S EMBOSSING PRESSES (Patent
\J Lever) for stamping note paper with initials, crest, or name and
address, 16s., at 25. Cranbourn Street, W.C.

ACHROMATIC
MICROSCOPES. SMITH,

BECK & BECK. MANUFACTURING OPTICIANS, 6. Cole-
man Street, London, E.C. have received the COUNCIL MEDAL of
the GREAT EXHIBITION ot 1851, and the FIRST-CLASS PRIZE
MEDAL of the PARIS EXHIBITION of 1855, "For the excellence
of their Microscopes."

An Illustrated Pamphlet of the 10*. EDUCATIONAL MICRO-
SCOPE, sent by Post on receipt of Six Postage Stamps.

A GENERAL CATALOGUE may be had on application.

MEDAL LIQUID HAIR DYE.
ONLY ONE APPLICATION.

INSTANTANEOUS,
INDELIBLE,

HARMLESS,
and

SCENTLESS.
IN CASES, POST FREE, 3s. 3d. & 6s., direct from E. F. LANGDALE'S
Laboratory, 72. Hatton Garden, London, E.C.

" Mr. Langdale's preparations are, to our mind, the most extra-
ordinary productions of modern chemistry." Illustrated London News.
July 19, 1851.

A long and interesting report on the Products of E. F. Langdale's
Laboratory, by a Special Scientific Commission from the Editor of the
Lancet, will be found in that Journal of Saturday, January 10th, 1857.A Copy will be forwarded for Two Stamps.

AGENTS WANTED.

PIESSE & LUBINS'S HUNGARY WATER
This Scent stimulates the Memory and invigorates the

Brain.

2s. bottle ; 10s. Case of Six.

PERFUMERY FACTORY,
2. NEW BOND STREET, W.

rTHE AQUARIUM. LLOYD'S DESCRIPTIVE
J and ILLUSTRATED LIST of whatever relates to the AQUA-
RIUM, is now ready, price Is. ; or by Post for Fourteen Stamps. 128
Pages, and 87 Woodcuts.

W. ALFORD LLOYD, 19, 20. and 20 A. Portland Road, Regent's
Park, London, W.

WESTERN LIFE ASSURANCE AND
ANNUITY SOCIETY.

3. PARLIAMENT STREET, LONDON, S.W.
Founded A.D. 1843.

Directors.

f.
Lucag, Esq.

. B. Marson, Eiq.
A. Robinson, Esq.
J.L. Seager.Egq.
J.B. White, Esq.

H.E. Bieknell.Esq.
T. S. Cocks, Esq.
G.H.Drew, Esq.M.A
W. Freeman, Esq.
F. Fuller, Esq.
J. H. Goodhart.Esa.

Phytician W. R. Basham, M.D.
Bankers Messrg. Cockg, Biddulph, and Co.

Actuary. Arthur Scratchley, M.A.

VALUABLE PRIVILEGE.
POLICIES effected in this Office do not become void through tem-

porary difficulty in paying a Premium, ae permission ig given upon
application to suspend the payment at interest, according to the con-
ditions detailed in the Prospectus.
LOANS from KXtf. to 500/. granted on real or first-rate Personal

Security.
Attention is also invited to t^e rates of annuity granted to old lives,

for which ample security ic provided by the capital of the Society.
Example : lOOi. cash paid down purchases An annuity of-

8. d.

10 4 o to a male life aged 60)
12 3 1 65 (Payable as long
14 16 3 70 f as he is alive.
18 11 10 7b)

MR.
Now ready, 10th Edition, price 7s. 6d., of

SCRATCHLEY'S MANUAL,
FRIENDLY SOCIETIES, with RULES, TABLES, and an EXPO-
SITION of the TRUE LAW OF SICKNESS.
SHAW & SONS, Fetter Lane ; and LAYTONS, 150. Fleet Street, E.G.

UNITED KINGDOM
LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY,

No. 8. WATERLOO PLACE, PALL MALL, LONDON,
S.W.

The Funds or Property of the Company as at 3lst Decem-
ber, 1858, amounted to 652,6 ISA 3s. lOrf., invested in

Government or other approved securities.

THE HON. FRANCIS SCOTT, Chairman.
CHARLES BERWICK CURTIS, ESQ., Deputy-Chairman.

INVALID LIVES. -Persons not in sound health may have their
lives insured at equitable rates.

ACCOMMODATION IV PAYMENT OF PREMIUMS.- Only one-
half of the Annual Premium, when the Insurance is for life, is

required to be paid for the first five years, simple interest being
charged on the balance. Such arrangement is equivalent TO AN

PREMIUM,
without the borrower having recourse to the unpleasant
sity of procuring Sureties, or assigning and thereby parting with hig

Policy, during the currency of the Loan, irrespective of the great
attendant expenses in such arrangements.

The above mode of insurance has been found most advantageous
when Policies have been required to cover monetary transac-
tions, or when incomes applicable frr Insurance are at present
limited, as it only necessitates half the outlay formerly required
by other Companies before the present system was instituted by
this Office.

LOANS are granted likewise on real and personal Securities.

Forms of Proposal and every information afforded on application
to the Resident Director,

8. Waterloo Place, Pall Mall, London, S.W.
By order,

E. LENNOX BOYD, Resident Director.

INTRODUCER OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN
J. PORT, SHERRY, &c., 20*. per dozen. BOTTLES INCLUDED,
an advantage greatly appreciated by the Public and a constantly in-

creasing connexion, saving the great annoyance of returning them.
A PINT SAMPLE OF BOTH FOB 24 STAMPS.

WINE IN CASK forwarded Free to any Railway Station in England.
EXCELSIOR BRANDY, Pale or Brown, 15s. per gallon, or 30s. per

dozen.

TERMS, CASH. Country Orders must contain a remittance. Cross
cheques

" Bank of London." Price Lists forwarded on application.

JAMES L. DENMAN, 66. Fenchurch Street,corner of Railway Place,
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SMITH, ELDER, AND CO.'S LIST.

SHILLING MONTH I. V.

lOmttrated.

THE CORNHILL MAGAZINE.
EDITED BY W. M. THACKERAY.

With whom will t* aaaociated tome of the root DiatinguUhed WriUn in erery Deptrtment of Literature.

nMM ou At PintV A'o. /. mU biinMM ou At Pint ofJanuary, 1860.

to U E41lor iMMld to ldftM toll* MMflTMKMIU. SMITH. ELDER. * CO., . tVxihm .

The following are now ready :

LIFE IN SPAIN.
By WALTER THORNBURY.

Vob. port .. wtth Efckt TtoUd 1

THH ELEMENTS OF PERSPECTIVE.
By JOHN RUSK IN, M.A.

With DUfnuM. Crown tvo. l.fctdoUi.

(QUAKERISM, PAST AND PRESENT
By JOHN 8. RONVNTREE.

PtMtdro. 4.dolh.

THE P E C U L I I \

By THOMAS HANCOCK.

THE LIFE OF CHARLOTTE B K () \ I I

By MRS. GASKELL.
fniform with tht Hlf-crowB Editkm* of JWM Em" "

8Urler,
M "

VUltUc," At . </. doth.

Till; TUN ANT OF WILDFELL HALL.
By ANNE BRUN

Uniform with mbor-. U. J. ckKh.

ON THE STHE\C;TH OF NATIONS.
By ANDREW BISSET, MJi.

HEATHEN AND HOLY LANDS;
Or, SUNNY DATS ON THE 8ALWEEH, NILE, AND JORDAN.

By Captain J. P. BRIOOS, Bengal Army.

AUSTRALIAN FACTS AND PROSP F. < Ts :

To vhkhUpfvtjndttoAtithor'* AUSTRALIA* AUTOBIOGRAIMl V

By R. II. HORXE, Author of -
Orion,"

- The Dreamer and the Worker."

NEW NOVEL.

A (i A I N S T W I N D AND r

r I I > I : .

Ity HOLME LF.K, Author of -Sykao Holt's Danphter,-
- Katl.i-

VoU.

>MITII. IM>ER, & CO., 65. <''.rnhil1, !^



NOTES AND QUERIES:
A MEDIUM OF INTER-COMMUNICATION

FOR

LITERARY MEN, ARTISTS, ANTIQUARIES, GENEALOGISTS, ETC.

"UOTien found, make a note of." CAPTAIN CUTTLE.

No. 206.] SATURDAY, DECEMBER 10. 1859. C Trice Fcurpence.
( Stamped Edition, S(f.

In 4 Vols. 12mo. cloth, price 10s. 6cf.

THE MINSTRELSY OF THE BORDER.
By SIR WALTER SCOTT, Bart.

\ Collection of Ninety-seven Historical and Romantic Ballads (some of which arc set io Music), besides many most valuable aud iiUereitin
Note* oa the Antiquities of the District, from the pen of the Author. Illustrated with Eight Steel Engravings by J. M. W. TURNER, R.A.

Edinburgh : ADAM & CHARLES BLACK.

NOTICE.

CHAMBERS'S
JOURNAL OF POPULAR LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND ARTS.

The remarkable popularity of this work, in various forms, during twenty-eight years, calls for expressions of grateful acknowle dgment on the
part of the Editors. They have now to announce that steps are taken for increasing, as far as possible, the literary attraction s of the work.
Amongst other features of interest forthcoming with the New Year is A TALE OF MODERN ENGLISH LIFE, which will extend through

il months. As a subordinate, but far from unimportant feature, the work will be printed in 1860 with a new aud clear type, increasing the
imelv, railway travellers.

Year is A TALE OF MODERN ENGLISH LIFE, which will e xtend through
stveral months. As a subordinate, but far from unimportant feal

facilities of those in particular who, while running, would read :

CHAMBERS'S JOURNAL is published in Weekly Numbers at Three-Halfpence, and Monthly Parts at Sevenpence;
and is sold by all Booksellers.

W. & R. CHAMBERS, LONDON AND EDINBURGH.

BULL'S
LIBRARY for Works of HISTORY,

BIOGRAPHY, TRAVEL, RELIGION, POETRY, &c. Sub-
tcriptkm One Guinea a year and upwards. The aim of this Library is

to supply good standard Literature in place of the mere light Publica-
tions ordinarily supplied by Circulating Libraries. Prospectuses sent
Post Free on application. Also a List of Surplus Books now offered for
Sale at greatly reduced prices.-BULL'S LIBRARY, 19. Uolles Street,
Cavendish Square, London, W.

R. LOVELL'S SCHOOL, WINSLOW HALL,D BUCKS, for the Sons of Noblemen and Gentlemen (established
H36). The course of Tuition is preparatory to the Public Schools,,
Eton, Rugby, and Harrow ; Sandhurst College; and the Army and
Navy Examinations. Native Teachers of French and German reside
in the house, and these Languages form an integral part of the daily
Navy Examinations. Native Teachers of Fren
in the house, and these Languages form an inte,.~. ,, - -

School Duty. The number of Pupils is strictly limited, and
admitted beyond sixteen years old. All farther particulars ci

of the Principal.

This Day, Two Volumes, Foolscap Octavo, 9*.

AGGESDEN VICARAGE; or, Bridget Storey's
Xl: First Charge. A Tale for the Young.

London: JOHN W. PARKER & SON, West Strand.

THE AUTHOR OF " JOHN1 KAXiXFAX."
On SATURDAY next,

POEMS. By the Author of " John Halifax, Gen-
tleman^' &c. 1 Vol. With Steel Engravings from Designs by
Birket Foster. 10*-. M. bound.

Also, now Ready, in 3 Vols.

SEVEN YEARS. By JULIA KAVANAGH,
Author of" Nathalie," &c.

THE WAY OF THE WORLD. By ALISON
REID. 3Vol3.

LUCY CROFTON. By the Author of "
Margaret

Maitland," &c. 1 Vol. 10s. erf. LJust Heady.

SKETCHES OF SPORTING LIFE and CHA-
RACTER. By LORD WILLIAM LENNOX. 2 Vols. Illus-
trations. 21s.

HURST & ELACKETT, 13. Great Marlborough Street, \f.

THE CHEMICAL NEWS
( With-which is incorporated

THE CHEMICAL GAZETTE)
A WEEKLY JOURNAL devoted to every Branch of Che-

mical Science, and to the Diffusion of Useful, Scientific,
and Practical Information.

No. L, published this Day, SATURDAY, Dec. 10th, will contain im-
portant Articles on Chemistry, Pharmacy, u:id Chemical Manufactures:
together with a mass of Valuable Information in the Sections devoted
to " LABORATORY MEMORANDA " and " SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND QCEHIES."

As an Advertising Medium " THE CHEMICAL NEWS "
will take

a high position, since it cannot fail to be one of the most extensively
circulated Class Journals in the Kingdom.

TRICE THREE PENCE WEEKLY.
Order of any Bookseller or News Agent.

OFFICE, 12. and 13. RED LION COURT, FLEET STREET,
LONDON, E.C.,

Where all Advertisements we received.

LIBRARY EDITION

SIR E. BULWER LYTTON'S
NOVELS.

In Volumes of a Convenient and Handsome Form.
Printed from a large readable Type.
Published Monthly, price 5s. each.

VOL. II., completing
" THE CAXTONS," is new Ready.

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD & SONS, Edinburgh and London.

ANTIENT AND MODERN BOOKS, some
jClL scarce and curious, many uncommon ; a select portion suitable for

Presents, and the usual number adapted for Library purposes generally,
-will be found in MILLER'S FINAL LIST FOR 1859, ready this

day, and to be had GRATIS and POSTAGE FREE for Two POSTAGE STAMPS.
A Clearance List can also be had on the eame terms, containing

upwards of 2000 DIFFERENT ARTICLES.

JOHN MILLER, 43. Chonclos Street, Trafalgar Square, W. C.
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PRESENTS IN ELEGANT BINDINGS.

Nightingale Valley. A Collection of the
choicest lyrics and short poems in the English language.
Edited by Giraldus, fcap., best Morocco, or Ant. Morocco,
tooled edges - - - - - - -0106

Procter's (A. A.) Legends and Lyrics
(Fourth Edition,) fcap.. best Morocco, or Antique Morocco,
tooled edges - - - - - - -0106

Alexander's (C. F.) The Legend of the
Golden Prayers, and other Poetns, fcap., best Morocco, or
Antique Morocco, tooled edges - - - - 10 6

Verses for Holy Seasons. Edited by
Dean Hook (\th Edition), fcap., best Morocco, or Antique
Morocco, tooled edges - - - - - -086

Akenside's Poems, with Memoir by Rev.
A. Dvce, (New Aldine Edition,) fcap., best Morocco, Anti-
que Calf, or Antique Morocco, tooled edges - - - 10 6

Collins' Poems, with Memoir and Notes, by
W. Moy Thomas, (New Aliline Edition,) fcap., best Mo-
rocco, Antique Calf, or Antique Morocco, tooled edges - 8 6

Young's Poems, with Memoir by Rev. J.

Mitford, (New Aldine Edition,) 2 vols. fcap., best Morocco,
Antique Calf, or Antique Morocco, tooled edges - -110

Shakespeare's Poems, with Memoir by
Rev. A. Dyce, (New Aldine Edition,) fcap., best Morocco,
Antique Calf, or Antique Morocco, tooled edges - - 10 6

Gray's Poems, with Memoir by Rev. J. Mit-
ford (New Aldine Edition), fcsp., best Morocco, Antique
Calf, or Antique Morocco, tooled edges - - - 10 6

Pictorial (The) Book of Ancient Ballad
Poetry, with 100 Illustrations, 8vo. half bound, Roxburgh
Morocco - - - - - - - -0140

Antique Morocco, tooled edges - - 1 1

Ellis's Specimens ofEarly English Poets,
3 vols. sm. 8vo. half bound Morocco - - - - 18

Antique Calf, or Antique Morocco, tooled edges 111 6

Percy's Reliques of Ancient English
Poetry, (A New Edition,) 3 vols. small 8vo. half Morocco - 18

Ant. Calf, or Ant. Morocco, tooled edges - 111 6

Gower's English Works, with Life by Dr.
Pauli, and Glossary, 3 vols. 8vo. Antique Calf - - 3 6

Vaughan's (Henry) Sacred Poems, fcap.
Antique Calf, or Antique Morocco, tooled edges - - 10

Large Paper, Antique Calfaper,
Antiq

- 14
ue Morocco, tooled edges 15

Herbert's Poems and Remains ; with Cole-
idge's Notes, and Life by Walton, revised, with Additional

11, 2 vols. 8vo. Antique Calf, or An-Notes, by Mr. J. Yeowell
tique Morocco, tooled edges

Poems, (New Aldine Edition), fcap.
best Morocco, Antique Calf, or Ant. Morocco, tooled edges - 010

Works, sup. royal 32mo. Antique Mo-
rocco, or Antique Calf - - - - - -07

Poems, sup. royal 32mo. Antique Mo-
rocco, or Antique Call' - - - - - -06

Country Parson, sup: royal 32mo.
Ant. Morocco or Antique Calf - - - - - 5

Passion "Week (New Edition), with illustra-
tions by A. Durer, imp. 16mo. Antique Morocco - - 14

Giltierdale's Hints for Youths leaving
School, fcap., Calf - - - - - -086

Horatius, .with Fifty Illustrations, from the
Antique, fcap., Antique Calf, or Morocco - - - 10 6

Sabrinee Corolla (Second Edition), 8vo.,
best Morocco - - - - - - -110

Explanation of the Epistles and Gospels,
royal 32mo. Calf, gilt edges - - - . - 4 6

s. d.

Richardson's (3>r.) Hew English dic-
tionary (New Edition, with Supplement,) 2 vols. 4to. half
Russia - - -5 15 6

Russia - - - - - -6120
8vo., without the Quotations, Russia - 1 4

half Russia -10.0

Singer's (Mr.) New Edition of Shake-
speare's Dramatic Works. Ten vols. fcap. best Morocco - 6 6

Calf, marble edges - - - -550
. Large Paptr, best Morocco -

Calf, marble edges

Taylor's Holy Living and Dying, 2 vols.

TOCCO, tooled ei

Ant. Mor., tooled edges -
8vo. Antique Calf, or Antique Morocco, tooled edges

. fcap. Ant. Calf, <

'
2 i!

II 10

Holy Ziiving, foolscap flexible Mo-

. Ant. Calf, or Ant. Mor., tooled edges -

Holy Dying, foolscap, flexible Mo-
- o e e

Antiq. Calf, or Antiq. Mor, tooled edges 076
Taylor (Isaac) The Physical Theory of

Another Life. 8vo. Antique Calf - - - - 1 1

;ap., Ant;'itique Calf

Walton's Lives of Donne, Wotton,
Hooker, Herbert, and Sanderson, with portraits and many
engravings and a new Life of Walton, and Notes by W.
Dowling, Esq. (New Edition), crown 8vo. half Morocco

Antique Calf -

Antique Morocco, tooled edges -

12

15

18

Butler's (Bp.) Analogy of Religion, edited,
with Index, by the Rev. Dr. Steere ( Whittingham's old Type),
8vo. Antique Calf - - - - - - -110

fcap., Antique Calf - - - - 11 6

Bacon's Essays, and Wisdom of the
Ancients, with Notes byS. W. Singer, F. S. A. fcap., best
Morocco, cr Antique Calf - - - - -0106

MTovum Organum, Translated by the
Rev. A. Johnson, fcap. Antique Calf -

Xiocke, ofthe Conduct of the Understand-
ing. Edited by Bolton Corney.M.R.S.L. fcap. Ant. Calf - 086

Selden's (John) Table Talk, royal 32mo.
morocco - - - - - - - -040
Edited by the Very Rev, W. F. Hook, D.D., Dean

of Chichester.

Meditations for every Day in the Year,
4 vols. fcap. Large Type, Morocco - - - - 1 10

2 vols. 32mo. Antique Calf - - - 12

Calf, gilt edges - -090
The Christian Taught by the Church's

Services, fcap best Morocco, Antique Calf, or Antique Mo-
rocco, tooled edges -

32mo. Antique Calf -

Calf, gilt edges -

Oil 6

060046
Devout Musings en the Psalms, 2 vols.

32mo. Antique Calf - - - - - - 12 o
Calf, gilt edges - - - -090

Holy Thoughts and Prayers, 16mo. Calf,
gilt edges - - - - - - - -030

History of our Lord, 32mo. Antique
Calf- - - - - - - - -0.5C

Calf, gilt edges - - - -040
Aids to a Holy life. First Series. 32mo.

Antique Calf
. Calf, gilt edges
Second Series. Antique Calf

Calf, gilt edges

Devotions for Domestic Use. 32mo.
Antique Calf ----- - -

Calf, gilt edges -

London: BELL AND DALDY, 186. FLEET STREET, E.G.
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Lord Lovat, tells the story as told by the witness

Chevis, and adds :
" All traces of the perilous-

j

communication were now obliterated." Not "all,"
as I shall show. Meanwhile it must be admitted

OTFS Lord Lovat and the Invasion in 1719, 463 Hungerford
|

.
, . . . . - .

Family, by ci. Hopper, 46i -Book-notes and Fiy-ieaf seribbiings, that this hearsay this report of a conversation

!^r&AR*F\R&A-:^
'

ought not to have
^
been admitted in evidence

against a man on trial for his life ; and assuredly
the affidavit of Chisholm was not considered as

proof in 1719: for, according to the newspaper^
Lovat was so successful in his explanation, that
the king consented to stand godfather to his child,,
and named Col. Grant his proxy.
Yet that the evidence of Chevis was true, is, I

think, proved by the letter I forward, which has-

unmistakable traces of the fact. It has no date
and no address, but is in the handwriting of

Lovat, and as it descends to us from the Coun-
tess of Seaforth, there can be no doubt that it

was addressed to her son. It must have been
written after Chisholm's affidavit, probably after

the battle of Glenshields, 10th June, 1719^ when
Seaforth was at hide and seek and endeavouring
to escape to France; and Lovat's postscript "I
soon go from this

"
refers probably to his start-

ing
"
immediately to Court." I presume that the

letter had not been returned when, according to-

the evidence, Lovat was in London, and applied
to by Seaforth's mother. It is certain that the

lady was at that time in London : from Jan. 1719
to Jan. 1721, letters were addressed to her at
"Powis House, Ormond Street, London;" and
the dangerous document was probably returned

through her, as stated by the witness Chevis*

This, however, is mere speculation : but I can-
not doubt that the "certain paper" the return
of which was so anxiously requested was the
letter referred to by Chevis, and named in the affi-

Satt*.

LORD LOVAT AND THE INVASION IN 1719.

On Lord Lovat's trial, in 1746, it was charged
against him by the Attorney- General, as proof of

"general disposition, behaviour, and conduct,"
that

" In 1719, when a Spanish Invasion was undertaken in
favor oMhe Pretender, and Spanish Forces were actually
landed in the North, the Prisoner thought proper to en-
gage in it ;

and while the Earl of Seaforth was raising
his men to assist in it, the prisoner himself wrote a letter
to that Earl, with a promise to join him with his clan ;

but before he had actuallv done it, that attempt was
defeated."

The Lord High Steward objected to receive
evidence on a point not charged in the indict-

ment, but was I presume overruled ; for the wit-

ness, Robert Chevis, deposed that
" My Lord Lovat told me of a letter he had written to

the late Lord Seaforth [Lord Seaforth died in 1740] to

encourage and desire him to come down with his men ;

and that he, Lord Lovat, would join him with all his, in
favor of the Pretender. ... He [Lovat] said the letter
was first shown to Chisholm of Knockford

; and after
that it was delivered to my Lord Seaforth. . . . Mr.
Chisholm made affidavit 6f" it, which was sent up to
Court.

" Did Lord Lovat acquaint you whether he heard of
such an affidavit being transmitted ? He did.'

" Did he tell you what he did upon that occasion ?
" ' That he went immediately to Court, and got him-

self introduced there. And Lady Seaforth, being then in

London, she applied to him to do something in favor of
her son, which he then absolutely refused till her son
should return him that letter, which being done, he
shewed it to a certain friend, who read the letter, and
who told him that there was enough to condemn thirty
lords there, and threw it into the fire.'

"

davit of Chisholm of Knockford, and Chisholm
was probably the base cousin.

" Dear Cousin, I had the honor of yours, and I never
had another thought of you but that you was a man of
entire honour incapable of doing any ill or unhandsome
action : but I thought that if by chance you had a paper
that might be by accident troublesome to me, you would-
be so kind and just as to send it me: since you know
that I gave proofs, and always will, that you have no re-

lation on earth that loves your person or interest better
than I do. However, since you desire the relation of
your cousin's base transactions, as the reward of giving-
me a paper that would please me, I desire that you sencV

that paper as soon as possible to the bearer of your last

letter, that I may have it
;
and if I do not give you more

satisfaction than you ever can get by another, or more
than you know or can expect, then I will not blame you
to say of me what you please ;

for I have found out the-

secret details of that affair, which you could never ima-
gine, which is abominable before God and man. I know
she and he did and does all they can to ruin your repu-
tation, but hundreds will tell you how strenuously I stood

up for you, and I did you but justice. But I can tell you
what will confound both

;
but it must be on the two con-

ditions promised: first, that I get up a certain paper;
,,

-p,
I and next, that you will promise upon honor never to

Mr. Lurton, m his interesting and able Life of I name the author of your information, though I fear the
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guilty will eaeilv get it, bat tot him gMM on while be

cannot prore; and if then- WM nothing to fear bat him-

self, I would own it to hi* fact, Adieu, dear cousin. I

am, with great sincerity and aa affectionate respect,

yours while alive.
- 1 go soon from this, so the matter most be soon ended

I';,
i

i
V.

" IXJVAT."

tr leave the question for the consideration

of your readers. L 1C. O.

IirXGERFOED FA 411.T.

In Hungerford Church, co. Berks, is a curious

incited marble slab affiied to the wall, l

one of the family of De Hunger ford. The inscrip-
tion ii a quadrilateral within a quatrefoil, sur-

!-! bv a circle. The square tablet runs

thu., line for line :

kg p mons ilobt bt ^ngrrforb

t.mt (u tl niitr.i t p I'.ilnu bt In .ipr*

la mod ntin.1 tnnl; ant) K tin

qantt bare be parbon :inrra arm
tt be qaiorst rusqts* tant toot U

fust rn bit p.u quri tn mm f bt

cb.uitr Paltr * Afat. ....
The inscription upon the four semicircles of the

quatrefoil is as follows :

44 Per del pat* potenciam per filii stpienciam per sci spa
clemeciam vitam possidere beatam.n

The circular inscription thus :

" Quod . de . terra . svrrectvr' . sv . qd . i . carne . mea .

ridebo . dev . sslvatore . mev . qd . d . pr . fill . et . spc .

ca . at . d* . vn* . qd . id . ds . quCqm . scdm . opa . sra .

At the points where the quatrefoil touches the

outer circle are four smaller circles, upon each of

which the word credo is thus inscribed :

DOR
E

which word must be taken before every sentence

commencing with fjnnd.

The tablet has suffered much from wanton de-

facement, the first-mentioned square inscription
luinjr difficult to be deciphered. One of the

r'lera
has perpetuated his name and date near

bottom. ** Willm Yong, 1616."

-lib formed a portion of the tomb of Sir

Robert dc II., who served in the parliament for

the county of Wilts, 9 Ed. II., and who, although
twice married, died without issue, anno 28 Ed.
III. (1335). He rare divers lands to the church
of St. Leonard at Hungerford, where there was a

chantry founded by him. His remains were de-

posited under a purfl.-d arch with a tombstone,

. Q ,,,.
|

i

' rv

.; ,,.,/ ornoiif

whereon was once his figure in atone, cross-legged,
with a round helmet and a lion at his feet.

l.vm? in the churchyard at the present time is

u ranch-mutilated figure, which would correspond
with this description, as far as iu lanienta

lapidated state will suffice to show. None of the

inhabitants appear to know to whom or what this

appertained. Cough (vide Sepulchral Monxmentt)
gives the inscription, but rather inaccurately as

regards the orthography. He states that below
the square inscription were the arms of his mother,
Maud Hsytesbury : per pale indented gu. and
vert a chevron, or. This is now wn
thiuullier (Archaol. vol. ii.) says by the

inscrip-
tion having no date, it shows it was set up in

his lifetime. Query, was this a common practice
of the period? U 1 i I-PBB.

BOOK-XOTBS AKD FLY-LEAF SCRIBBUKQS.

In Sarum MS. fifteenth century :

'

January. Si tonitruum fuerit habundantiam frugntn
anno Btgnificat.

" Mense Febr. Si tonitruum fuerit eo anno maxtme
mortem divitum significat.

" Mens. Mar. Si toniL sonat validos reatos et frugum
copiam et lite* et prcelia co anno sign.

44 Men. April. Si ton. sonat habundantiam fragnm et

iniquoram mortem signific.
" Men*. Mai. Si too. son. inopiam frugum et famem eo

anno sign.
- Mens. Jun. Si ton. fuerit habundantiam frugum et

varia* infirmitates tiig%.
M Mens. Julii. Si ton. son. annona erit bona et peconua

fetus peribuntM Mens. Augost. Si ton. fuerit reipublicie prospera sigtj.

et muhi cgrotabunt
"Men* Septemb. Si tonit sonat habundantiam frugum

et mortem pecorum aignif.
"Mense Oct Si tonil fuerit, ventos validos annonat

bona% et occuionem jiotentiutu hominum.
44 Mense Novem. Si ton. fuer. habundantiam frugum et

jocnnditatem sign.
Men.. Decemb. SI tonit fuer. habundantiam anuons*

pacein et concordiam aignincat"

From this it appears thai they believed thun-

be good for the crops, bad for man and

animals.

from same book :

" Anno Dni. 1221. In Festo 8. Lucas Evang. irruit ventus

a saptentriune qnatiens et domos et pomaria et ncmora et

tarres cccletiarum, vLri<j*e suat draco*** ifiui et

tpiritut in turbine volt tare.

Magna lues animalium et

roaximaque inundatio ymbriutn fait ex qua
tanta bladi caristia, quod guarteritu

pro xl*.
" Anno Dni IMS. Inccpit inagna pestiltnUa Loodoolis

-t. Sci Michael. ArcbangrL et duravit u.que ad

feat, a Petro quod dicitur ad \ iucnla proximo seqncn-
U (k)

* An. Dni. 1861. xviii. Kal. Febr. in Feto S.

Ab. accidit rentus vehemens at Urribilis (r tot..

gliam. Kutiem anno fuit aecanda pest t obtit

vir nobilis el strenuus Ilcnricua dux Ijincaatrias.

An. DnL 1868. 1 -til^ntia in qoa obilt no-
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bills doinina Blancia Lancastrias Ducissn, qua in ccclesia

S. Pauli, London, jacet tumulata."

Jn Sarum Horse :

" This vi day of Aprill 1580 at of the clocke in the

afternoone (there was) an earthequake in London and all

about yt."
t). \J. d.

Fly-leaf Scribbling*. In a Bible of the Ge-

nevan version, fol. 1576, in a very old hand :

" If preaching fayle as yt doth begin
the people must quayle & dy in their sin

& if yt decrease gods curse is at hand
to destroy us our peace or soules & or land

therfor lets be mending gods plagues to p
event

for after our ending tis to late to repent
tak heed then to preaching gods word to imbrace

& learne to take warning, lest god y
u deface."

JOSEPH Rix.

" To Sleep soundly,
Eat roundly,

And Drink profoundly,
Is the ready way to become Fatt.

" Sic ait C.B. 1683."

From a MS. common-place book ex libris

Carol! Blake, 1681. J. G. N.

MATHEMATICAL BIBLIOGRAPHY.

(Continuedfrom 2nd S. iii. 384.)

The historical works of Theophrastus and of

Eudemus, alluded to by Montucla, are lost. The
Enarrationes Geometricce of Geminus are not

known to be extant, but I have already (1
st S. vol.

x. p. 48.) given reasons for surmising that they

may yet be recovered. Barocius cited them about
the middle of the 16th century.

Amsterdam!, sixteen-sixty. Vossius, Gerardus ....
'de universse matheseos natura et constitutione liber;
Cui subjungitnr Chronologia Mathematicorum.' Quarto.

Urbino, seventeen-eight. BALDI, Bernardino. ' Cro-
nica de' Mathematici overo epitome delle vite loro.'

Quarto.

This work was written some century before the

above date, and probably before that of Herigone.

Lugduni, sixteen-ninety. DECHALES, Claude Francis
Milliet. ' Cursus seu Mundus Mathematicus.' 4 vols.

Folio. ' Tomus Primus complectens tract, de progressu
matheseos et de Illustribus Mathematicis '

&c. '

Caput
III. De progressu Arithmetic* '

of the ' Tractatus Proe-
inialis' contains a sketch of the history of Algebra.

And here, though out of chronological order, we
may place :

Geneva:, 1743, 1746-7, 9, 52. WOLF, Christian. 'Elem-
enta Matheseos Universal

' 'Editio Novissima, multo
auctior et correctior.' 5 vols. Quarto. 'Tomus Quintus
[seventeen-fifty two (edi. nova)] Qui Commentationem
de Prajcipuis Scriptis Mathematicis, Commentationem de
Studio Mathematico recto instituendo, et Indices in Tomos
Quinque Matheseos universe continet.'

We now come to another set of works the full

titles of which suffice in most cases to convey a

general knowledge of their objects :

Oxonicc, sixteen-ninetythree. WALLIS, John
' de Algebra Tractatus ; Historicus et Practicus. Anno
1685 Anglice editus ;

Nunc Auctus Latine. Cum variis

appendicibus ; Partim prius editis Anglice, Partim nunc

primum editis. Folio.

This constitutes the second volume of Wallis's

Opera.
Lipsice, seventeen -fortytwo. HEILBRONNER, Jo. Chris-

toph.
' Historia Matbeseos Universse a mundo condito

ad seculum P. C. N. XVI. prsecipuorum mathematicorum

vitas, dogmata, scripta et manuscripta complexa. Acce-
dit recensio elementorum, compendiorum et operum ma-
thematicorum atque Historia Arithmetices ad nostra

tempora. Quarto.

Here in strictness the works of Scheibel and of

Kastner ought to follow, but as I cannot describe

them from actual inspection I shall omit or defer

their description. I have already noticed the his-

torical labours of Bossut.

Paris, An VII [1799]. MONTUCLA, J. F. ' Histoire

des Mathematiques, Dans laquelle on rend compte de leurs

progres depuis leur origine jusque a nos jours ;
ou 1'on

expose le tableau et le developpement des
principals

de-

couvertes dans toutes les parties des Mathematiques, les

contestations qui se sont elevens entre les Mathematiciens,
et les principaux traits de la vie des plus celebres. Xou-
velle edition considerablement augmentee et prolonged

jusque vers 1'epoque actuelle.'

Tome Premier, Tome Second. Quarto.

Paris, An X (mai 1802). MONTUCLA. ' Histoire
'
&c.

Tome Troisieme, Tome Quatrieme. Acheve et public par
Jerome de la Lande. Quarto.

Lalande's editorship commences at p. 336 of

vol. III. For a table of contents of the four vo-

lumes see De Morgan's References &c. pp. 5-7.

The first edition of Montucla's Histoire &c. (Paris,
seventeen- fiftyeight) was in two volumes quarto.

Parma, seventeen-ninetyseven and seventeen-ninety-
nine. COSSALT, Pietro. '

Origine, trasporto in Italia, primi

progressi in essa dell' Algebra. Storia Critica di nuove

disquizioni analitiche e metafisiche arrichita.' Two vols.

Quarto.
' Dalla reale typografia Parmense.'

London, eighteen- twelve. HUTTON, Charles. 'Tracts on
Mathematical and Philosophical subjects,' &c. Three

volumes octavo.

Tract xxxiii (vol. II, pp. 143305) is a 'His-

tory of Algebra.' Tr. xix is a 'History of Trigo-
nometrical Tables,' &c. Tr. xx is a '

History of

Logarithms,' and Tr. xxi is a history of the con-

struction of logarithms.

Edinburgh, eighteen-twenty. LESLIE, John. 'The Phi-

losophy of Arithmetic ; exhibiting a progressive view of

the theory and practice of calculation with tables for the

multiplication of numbers as far as one thousand. Second

Edition, improved and enlarged.' Octavo. The dale of

the first edition is-eighteen-seventeen.
London, eighteen- thirtyfour. PEACOCK, George. 'Re-

port on the Recent Progress and Present State of certain

Branches of Analysis.' This Report occupies pp. J 85 to

352 of the '

Report of the third meeting of the British

Association . . . held at Cambridge in 1833.' Octavo.

Paris, 1838, 8, 40, 41. LIBRI, Guillaume.
' Histoire
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Sciences Matbematinnes en Italic, depnis la

E*J des lettres Jusqn'a la fin du
fomr vorstsMS Ortaro. We learn from the

.

at p. (xxvii) of vol. i that that volume is in fact a second

edition, nearly the whole of the first having been destroyed

Professor DC Morgan's Reference* Sec., were, I

think, published in the *

Companion to the Al-

manac 'for 1843.

Lamdom, eighteen -fort vfive, PKACXM.K, George. 'Arith-
metic' published in the 4

Kncyclopwilia Melropolitana.'
The introduction is on the 'History *f Arithmetic' and
will be fuund at pp. 8417482 of the 4 Pure Science.

was separately published, in the parts, in

18*5 or 18*6 (De Morgan, Anth. JM*., p. 91).

do*, eighteen-fortyseveo. DE MORGAN, Augustus.

timent of respect and affection, to assist as far a*

in my power the Noble Person at the head of .

vernmenL I shall be happy if in carrying into execution
his orders and arrangements, and in forwarding !..

for the happiness and
prosperity of this country, I shall

continue to conciliate the <*** *-JL- -.i ~*.^~ -.<

;h Sheriff and G
lin."

;

'

: "''>
UN
,...:. .

:

.. I

opinion and esteem of

Jury of the G

Arithmetical Books from the invention of printing to

the present time being brief notices of a Urge number of

works drawn np from actual inspection.* Octato.

This work as well as the Reference* so often al-

luded to contain valuable (or rather invaluable)

Introductory portions which should be read in

connection with Professor De Morgan's paper
' On

the Difficulty of correct Description of Books
'

in

the 'Companion to the Almanac* for 1823.

JAMES COCKLE, M.A., I K A.S-.&c.
4. Pamp Conrt, Temple.

fflt'nor flotrrf.

The late Duke of Wellington. Such anxiety
has been latterly evinced to collect and place on
record every waif and stray appertaining to the

great Duke of Wellington, that I am induced to

believe the following cutting from an Irish news-

paper of the year 1807 may not prove unwelcome.
W. J. FITZ-PATBICK.

To (A* Riyht //.m. Sir Arthur Wfllftlry. KB.
"The unanimous Address of the High Sheriff and Grand
Jury of the County of Dublin, at Michaelmas Term,
180..
- \Ve the Sheriff and Grand Jury of the County of Dub-

lin assembled at Michaelmas Term, 1807, feel the utmost
satisfaction in bis .Majesty's choice of you, as the associate

in the labour of our most excellent Chief Governor.
44
Accept, Sir, our wannest approbation and applause

for your able and
distinguished

exertions in the public
cause, and allow us to felicitate ourselves, that after hav-

ing withstood the honourable dangers of war, in which

you have rendered such essential service to the llu.pirc
an 1 tliis your native country, you are given back to us
to re*nme the duties of vour important office, and to lend

the aid of your valuable talents in carrying into effect

the measure of a Chief Governor, to whom we already
look up with confidence and with hope.

us HA.MII.TOX, Sheriff.

II \x* H.VMII.TOX. Forem.in.

-For Self and Fellow J

* To which A'Idn-M the following Answer was return*! :

- Gratlerocn.
"I return yon my thanks for the expression of your

satisfaction upon my appointment to the situatioi

I have the honour to fill in this com
-

I hope by every principle of duty, and by every sen-

Mottoet on Ring*. On looking over Smith'.-

Obituary, one of the publications of the (
'

Society, I find that it was the custom to have

posies on mourning rings as well as on wedding
lings. "Ever last,** was the posy on th-

fiven
at the funeral of John Smith, Alderman of

<ondon, who "made a great gaine by music catt*

which he kept.** On those given at the funeral of
Samuel Cruinbleholme, Master of St. Fuiil's, the

posy wns M Kedirac teinpus."
*

I take this

tunity of adding another to the list which has

already appeared of posies on wedding rings :

-
This, and the giver.
Are thine for ever."

E. i;

"Camden MitceUmy? Vol. IV. Memoranda
upon words in the volume of the Expense* vj the

Judge*, 1596-1601. Houses where the judges
were accustomed to rest on the Western circuit,

&c.:
" Mr. Crewkerne sent presents from Chili House, near

Crewkeme. His son or one of the family win
Clerk of Lyme- Regis, afterwards influential at 1

Mr. Spike lived at White Lackington Hotue near
II minster.

Mr. Kllesdon lived in Lyme-Ilrgis. He was. one of a
series of rich merchants there. Charles II. after the bat-
tle of Worcester applied to one of this family to aid in his

escape from Charmouth adjoining Lj me.
"The potatn.pje was made from the Convolvulus Ba-

tatas, commonly called the Potate. Merchants at I.yn;.

frequently made presents of this preserve to great men.
I The root gave its name to our present diseased, but we
i trust recovering esculent, the Potato.

44
Kirton, a provincial manner of pronouncing and spell- ,

ins Crcditon, the centre town of Devonshire.
44 Wood and Coles. This latter means charcoal or char-

coals for cooking some dishes. Sea home coal, ;

or mineral coal was not in use for cooking or in fimltlts

generally."
G.I

Dover.

Origin of the Title of Vilain Qnatorze. -
first peer, when nked by Lonid XIV. if he

i
to change his name upon his elevation, merely

requested the numeral addition that his family
mL'ht never forget to whom they owed tin !r title.

(Vid. Raikes's Diary, i. 179.) i: II. A

Unpublished Lettfr*. A friend has obligingly
forwarded to me The Marlborough Afogazne Tor

Sept. 1848, which professes to contain four un-

published
letters by Pope. These letters were,

it appears, sent to the editor by the Rev. Charles

I n the ring*
distribute-] after the execution of Dr. John Hi-
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Hoylo, who observes,
" I take willingly all the re-

sponsibility of their having never been published"
Tliis is strange, for these four letters were pub-
lished in Oct. 1831 in the Gentleman s Magazine,

preceded by a letter from the Rev. Charles Hoyle
dated from "

Weston, near Maryborough."
It may

be well to note the fact of prior publication to

eave farther trouble. U. L.

Querfetf*

OLD ENGLISH PLAYS,

In Print or Manuscript, written lefore A.D. 1700.

In a few weeks I shall commence printing, to

be published by Mr. Russell Smith, a dictionary

of all old English plays D.QW existing, in print or

in manuscript, which were written before A.D.

1700. It will be based on the very useful, though
often inaccurate, list of plays in the Biographia
Dramatica, 1812, in my copy of which work I

have made additions, as they have occurred to

me, for the last fifteen years. Being anxious to

render the work as complete as possible, I should

feel particularly obliged if any of your readers

possessing rare plays, masques, or pageants, in

print or manuscript, would favour me with a

communication addressed to me at No. 6. St.

Mary's Place, West Brompton, near London.
The information required is exact copies of titles,

the date or probable date, and any brief note

likely to be interesting. J. O. HALLIWELL.

AUBREY'S "WILTSHIRE ANTIQUITIES."
" HYPOIIXKMATA ANTIQUARIA B;" or, "An ESSAY to-

wards the DESCRIPTION of WILTSHIRE. By JOHN
AUBREY of EASTON PIERS. Volume II." (An
Original Manuscript, in folio, lost.")

Under this title, John Aubrey, the Wiltshire

antiquary, who died at Oxford in June, 1697,
made topographical collections for a History of

North Wilts. [His Natural History of Wilts was

quite a separate work, and is not the one now

inquired for.] In collecting materials, he was
assisted by his brother, William Aubrey. After
the antiquary's death, the manuscript was de-

posited in the Ashmolean Museum. In his corre-

spondence, Aubrey speaks of it as his "
Description

of Wiltshire," or "Antiquities of Wiltshire," in

two volumes. Thus :

" Anno 1671, having sold all, and disappointed of

moneys, I had so strong an impulse to finish the Descrip-
tion of Wiltshire in 2 volumes in fol., that I could not be

quiett till I had donne it."

In the Ashmolean Library is still preserved
one folio volume of this work, marked in his own
writing on the out-side,

"
Hypomneinata Anti-

quaria A." It consists of two parts bound toge-
ther in, now, discoloured vellum. The way in

which the contents are arranged is this : At the

head of each page is the name of some parish, and
under it are entered such memoranda ("hypom-
nemata ") relating to that parish as fell in his way
from time to time. On the margin, or elsewhere

about the page, are coloured shields of arm?, oc-

casionally mixed with rude sketches of monu-
ments, old houses, &c. Of this volume both parts
were printed some years ago at the expense of

Sir Thomas Phillipps, Bart., in small 4to. : the

first in 1821, under the name of Aubrey's Collec-

tions for Wilts; the second in 1838, with the title

of An Essay toicards the Description, &c. (as

above.)
It has always been supposed in our time, both

at the Ashmolean Library, and by every one else,

myself included, that these two parts were in fact

the two volumes spoken of by Aubrey ; only that

they happened to have been bound up together.
The late Mr. John Britton, who wrote a full and

particular Memoir of Aubrey and his works (pub-
lished in 4to. by the Wilts Topographical Society,

1845), describing the manuscript in the Ashmolean

Library, says (p. 85.) :

" It consists of two volumes

folio, bound in vellum." Having in the mean
time made a discovery upon this subject, I one

day asked Mr. Britton why he said there were
two vohunes, when there is only one in the library
at Oxford ? His answer was :

"
They are both

in one." I then stated to him my reasons for be-

lieving that we were all under u mistake, and
that besides the one (in two parts') now in the

library, and marked A., Aubrey had most, un-

doubtedly compiled another entire and distinct

volume marked B., which is lost.

This I now prove by producing, 1st, from

Aubrey's own letters preserved in the same li-

brary ; 2ndly, from marginal notes in the second

part of vol. A.
;

and lastly, from some other

sources, several references to another volume

marked B.
1. From his own letters :

\"
Ramsbury is in Liber 13.'' (To Anthony Wood,

ov. 1670.)

"

f " Bradenstoke. Vide Lib. B., 51." (To do. Sept.

2, 1671.)

^[ In a few lines to his brother (no date) :
" Brother

William, Insert in Liber B. the probability of the Lytes
of Easton Piers being descended from those of Lyte's

Cary."
^[ In a reply to John, Brother William reports

"
having

got the shield of Arms at Penhill House" (near Calue),
" Fonthill House and Church, Mr. Bodenham's at Hil-

drop" (near Eamsbury), "Eockbnrne, Bolstred's Tomb
at Earl Stoke, Heytesbury Church, Compton Chamber-

layne House, and Burgate House, which is now down, or

near it." (Wm. Aubrey, it is true, does not here name
Liber B., but not one' of these places is mentioned in

Liber A.)

2. The following references are on the margin
of vol. A., Part 2. :

^ In the page (original MS.) headed "Broadslock

cum Clack," is,
" Vide Y,iA. B., 51."
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5 Under
J>own Amprey

N
;
- Vide Pedigree ofDan-

%
. />' /

JAt
the end of -Tysbury

" - V. Dunhead in Lib. B.,
again, V. Chrwetster, B."

\ At the end of "Castle Combe," "Vid. Lib. B.

p. 318."

3. In other loose scrape of Aubrey's writing,
also in the library, I found,

Jihil

"
[Knoyle]

" in Ht. B."
"Dr. MuflW, a famous physician lived and dyed at

ton at Bulbridge House, which transfer to Lib. B."

J
-
Wylhoksmede, V. de hoc proprio nomine in Lib.

I

In " Letters from the Bodleian," 1 1. 602. (*ot*) t

is the following :

5 M Mem. In my Lib. B. 1 have sett down an exact

description of this delicious parke, &c."

Antony Wood, writing to Aubrey, Nov. 10,
1671 :

-
1 have received your Liber B., and have almost done

him. If you have any more that follows I would gladly
see them. I read these collections with great delight,
and have excerpted some things thence for my pur-
VWtMA "

It only remains to add, that not one shield of
arms or scrap of history relating to any of the

places above referred to as in " Liber B., is to be
found in any of the present manuscripts ; and it

is therefore clear that "B.," which did contain

them, and which consisted (as one of the refer*

ences proves) of not less than 318
pages, was

another and separate volume, now missing.
Some years ago I was examining Aubrey's ma-

nuscripts in the Ashmolean Library, and in so doing
was struck by the marginal and other allusions to
41 Liber B." The Librarian " had never heard of,

nor even suspected it. No such manuscript was
in the library : nor did the oldest of their present
catalogues mention it. Many years ago things
were in confusion. What might have been there

before, he could not say." At last, however, in

poring over Aubrey's collections I found out how
and when it had disapneared. At the bock of page
Z in the Index to vol. A, in the handwriting of

William Aubrey, six years after the antiquary's
death, is this memorandum :

"
August 14. 1708. Borrowed then of Mr. Edw. Lhwyd,

the Keeper of the Anhnmlran Library, the Swornf Voimmt
of my Brother's Hypomnemata Aniiquaria,' which I

shall restore upon demand. Win. Aubrey."

is no memorandum of its return, and we
may therefore conclude that it shared a fate not
meommon with " borrowed" books. William

Aubrey, the last of bis own family, and without

children, died four years afterwards in 1707; Mr.

Lluyd, the Librarian, in 1709.
After so long an interval as 150 years inquiry

may be
thought hopeless.

That it is in any of our

public libraries is hardly to be supposed, manu-
scripts of this character in those

repositories bung
generally very well known. But it is not impos-

sible, perhaps not Improbable, that it may !

in existence somewhere. If on a shelf, ami
led "

Hypomnemata Antiquaria," it may have
been passed over many a time without the .-lightest

conception that it contained a History of \Y,lt-

fliir. ! At all events, merely as a literary
should be known that such an additional volume
of Aubrey's work did once exist. Ami if it will

help to sharpen the memory of those whose occu-

pation
it may be to dive into dusty chests and

back closets in search of such valuable waifs and
strays, I hereby offer ten pound* to any person who
will give me certain information of the existence
now of Liber B." above described.

' K. JACKSOK.
Leigh Dtlamtre Rectory,

Chipptnham. '.

JsYfatar Queries'.

Sea Breaches. I used to be much alarmed when
a schoolboy at the story of the damu
done by the inroads of the sea at Horsey- Pallingand
Waxham, on the Norfolk coast. My father used
to tell me that a few years after the commencement
of this century the sea broke through the bank,
and very suddenly inundated hundreds of acres of
land, and many families were taken from the tops
of their houses in boats, of course dreadfully
frightened. A Mr. Smith, ,an eminent engineer,
was employed to stop these "sea breaches," and an
Act of Parliament obtained to lay rates on all the

low ground, even as far as Becoles, and on the
marshes and meadows adjoining the Norwich river.

Even up to this day the sea often threatens to re-

peat its visit, and it frequently costs the rate-

payers large sums to keep these breaches in repair.

My father said he believed that there was an
Act

passed
in the reign ofAnne or Geo. I. to make

it felony or a high misdemeanour to take sand or

soil, or to cut marrum from the sea banks in the
counties of Norfolk, Suffolk, Lincolnshire, and
some of the north-western counties, and else-

where. My object in writing to you is to re-

quest you to insert this letter in " N. & Q.," when
[hope some of your numerous readers will inform
us whether there ever was such an Act psssed,

public or private ; and if found, its date and pur-
port

Peter Thetttuton't Will. This absurd and
wicked document, which furnished such a rich

larvest to the lawyers, and the litigation on ac-

count of which has only just terminated, was not
without precedent gossiping Letters of
Horace Walpole to Sir Horace Mann, concluding
series, vol. i. p. 376., occurs the following para-
graph :

'.'ilium Rowlty has left six thousand poondtaytar
> whom do you think? to his great-grand-
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son, who had not disobliged him, he gives but eight hun-

dred a-year; the same to his grandson; all the rest to

his grandson's heir, and the savings. It is rather leaving
an opportunity to the Chancery to do a right thing, and

set such an absurd will aside.' Do not doubt it. The law

makes no bones of wills. I have heard of a man who

began his will thus :
' This is my will, and I desire the

Chancery will not make another for me.' Oh! but it

did."

Did " the Chancery
" make another will for

Admiral Sir William Rowley ?

JOHN PAVIN PHILLIPS.
Haverfordwest

Provincial Printing Presses. In Nichols's

Lit. Anecdotes, vol. i. p. 189., twenty-one English
towns having twenty-eight printing presses, in

1724, are named ;
some of which are not men-

tioned in Cotton's Typographical Gazetteer, and
in vol. v. p. 495. a reference is given to Ballard's

Collection of MS. letters in the Bodleian, in which
is Dr. Rawlinson's "Account of Printing Presses in

England." Has this ever been published, or is

there any published account of presses existing
in the provincial towns ? H. J.

Lingard's "England": Edinburgh and Quar-

terly Reviewers. I have in my possession a book
labelled "

Lingard Papers," consisting principally
of reviews of Lingard's England, cut out of the

Edinburgh and Quarterly, and bound up with the

5th edition of Lingard's Vindication of the 4th

and 5th volumes of his History (1827). I annex
a list of the articles, with the dates of the publi-
cation of such as I can ascertain, and will be

obliged by some of your readers informing me,

through your columns, with the names of the

authors of these critiques ; also, whether any other

critical notices of Lingard's work appeared in

those journals, or in separate publications; in fact,

a short resume of this literary and historical con-

troversy. VV. Allen was, I believe, the writer of

some ot' the articles in the Edinburgh, and I should
be glad to know if he made any reply to Lingard,
and of what works he is author ?

Edinburgh, Oct. 1815. Lin

go
gard's Antiquities of the An-
lo-Saxon Church.

March 1824. Brodie's History of England and
Corrections of Hume.

April 1825. Lingard's History of England.
,, Alien Law of England.

June 1826. Massacre of St. Bartholomew.
Icon Basilike.

March 1831. Lingard's England.
Quarterly, Vol. xxxn., No. LXIV., Art. 10. Icon Basilike.

Vol. xxxiii., No. LXV., Art. 1. The Reforma-
tion in England.

Vol. xxxvii., No. i.xxm. Hallanrs Constitu-
tional History of England.

T. V. N.

Highland Regiment at Battle of Leipsic. Can
any of your military readers say whether a Scotch

Highland regiment fought at the battle of Leipsic
(in 1813) under the command of Bernadotte,

Crown Prince of Sweden, and, if so, what corps
was it ? T.

Edinburgh.

Registration without Baptism. The following

entry occurs in the register of Sevenoaks parish
church :

" 1695. James Smith the anabaptist hath a child

borne."

Was it usual at this date for the minister to act

as registrar also ? C. J. ROBINSON.

Greek Dial. In Rawlinson's translation of

Herodotus, vol. ii. p. 333., in one of the admirable

essays written by Sir Gardner Wilkinson, is the

following passage :

" The Greeks marked the divisions (of the dial) by the

first twelve letters of the alphabet, and the last four of

these reading ZHI,
<

Enjoy yourself,' are alluded to in

this epigram ascribed to Lucian (Epig. 17.) :

*E oipai /uu>x#ois iKavtaTOLTO.!., ai fie jLter' auras

rpd/ijaa<rt deutvviJ.eva.1, y8i h.eyovo'i. jSporois.

Mr. Rawlinson's note 1. vol. iii. p. 204. giving
F as the sixth letter of the original Greek alpha-
bet, justifies the epigram ; but I am at a loss to

understand how the letters ZH0I are the last four

of the first twelve letters of the Greek alphabet.
I shall be much obliged by an explanation.

J. W. F.

Lightning and Fish. Throughout the West In-

dies, on mornings after a display of sheet-lightning
immense quantities of needle-shaped fish, here
called Titeres, I presume spawn recently vivified,

are found congregated at the mouths of rivers.

The first day after the lightning they are caught,
and sold in the markets, and are then a delicate

food. The second day they are still found, but
more developed, having become larger, coarser,
and having black heads. They are then but little

eaten. As the fact is undeniable that these crea-

tures appear after sheet-lightning, and at no other

times, I should be glad to see the matter ex-

plained. J. P.

Dominica.

" The Misers," by Quintin Matsys. According
to Bryan, Smith, Reynolds, and other authorities,

there are several pictures of the Misers by Quin-
tin Matsys, all having the same claim to origin-

ality. Bryan, in his Dictionary of Painters, says,

"The much -talked-of -Misers in Windsor Castle is one

of a numerous family, all claiming the same paternity,
and having only such slight differences as appear in the

children of one father."

Can any 'of your correspondents inform me
which is supposed to be the original or first con-

ception of the master ? CHAS. DEAN.

Pilgrim Plowden. Who was Pilgrim Plowden,
who wrote Farrago, printed for the author and

sold only by Lawton Gilliver at Homer's Head
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against St. Dunstan's Church in Fleet Street,

London, 1733. E. S. J.

"Dominu* rfgitavU a ligno" These word* occur
in some of the Father* as a quotation from Psalm
xcv. 10. *, at whit h place the Hebrew, the Latin

Vulgate, and other* only have "Dominu* reg-
jiavit," or U* equivalent*. The passage is usually

applied to the Saviour, who is said to have
*

rvi^ncd from the tree," because the crucifixion

wo* regarded a* in a manner ushering him into

nil kingdom and glory. It would be easy to

rjuotc pawages from ancient and modern writer*

illustrative of this view, bttt one or two must suf-

Ace. Cominodian thus speak* :

i' aliui* onnilur ' Dotninu* regnavit a li^tio,

Kxulteut UITJC, jocundenlur inaulic multte.'
"

r. 190.

The hymn which commences
xilla Regis prodeunt,

Las the following :

*
Impleta mt qnrc conrinit

David liilelis carmine,
Diceus in nniionibu*

irit a liguo ]>eus."

Which some one has rendered :

Haw is fulfilled what David once

Chanted in high prophetic strains,
4
II in kingdom from the cross begins
And o'er the nations thence he reigns.

1 "

Again, Dr. Watts says of the cross :

iu-e shall his sovereign throne arise,

His kingdom is begun."

The crocs a sure foundation laid

For glory and renown."

As, however, my object is not to give a catena

upon the words, but to ask a question, I will do
to:

1. What account can be given of the intro-

duction of the words a ligno into this quotation,
as part of the sacred record P

'2. Who is the earliest Father by whom the pas-
|

sage is quoted in this form ? 1 know it is very
ancient.

3. Do any MSS. of the Latin Vulgate contain

.these word* a* a part of the text?
I shall feel obliged to anyone who will give me i

information on the*c head*, or refer me to authors I

by whoui the subject ha* been discussed.

H. I! <

Ret. Frcmcit 3/u*. Can you give me any in-

formation respecting the Kev. Francis Mence, the

author of a work entitled
"

Vindiriat Feeder!* r or a Vindication of the Interval

that the Children of Ifeliever*, a* web. hove in the Cove-
nant of Oract, with thHr Parent* under the Gospel-Dis-
pensation." Ilv Fnmris Mence, sometime of Pembroke
College, Oxford, now an unworthy Pastor of a Church
of Cbiut, in Wspping, near London." ISmo. I

I cannot find any entry of the author** name in

*
laBactloh version and Hebrew P.. xcvi. 10.

the li*t of Oxford graduates, or in the register of
St. John'* Chiir- -. but that church was
only erected in 1

Privy Council. Can any of roar reader* refer
me to any List* of Privy C-

hard II I., Henry VI VIII,
but particularly in the reign of IJcnry VII. ? J.

E**ay ou Tatte ; Faiu.In An Euay on Tattc,
London, 1784, among censurable instat

ascribing feelings to inanimate things, i* the fol-

lowing
* He cut the cable: with impatient leap
Hi* ajrdHay Ttatel bounded to the deep ;

Swift a the pertinacious hunter, when
He gallops from the luttral savage den
On trembling steed ; his chat compressed with fear,
And tender tigers on his/rfeAWJ spear.
Their mother's howls th* admiring concave fill.

Baited by hound* on Hainan's Inutile hill." faux.

Other examples of bad taste arc given from
" Faux.** Who i* he ? The essay i* rather in-

genious. It is printed for "
J. John*ton, t

side." Is the author known ? 1' v

Window in the tente of Blank. Can any of

your correspondents furnish me with instance* of
the word " window "

being used in the sense of
a blank left in any document or writing? I have
met with it only once, and that in a letter of

Archbishop Cranmcr'* (Work*, Parker Society
edit., vol. li. p. 249.) :

44 And where there U a collation of a benefice now in
mv hands through the death of one Sir Itichanle Haylis.

f the college of M allying, according an you inay
be further instruct by this "letter herein inclo'-

place and room whereof I intend to dispose, I trill there-

fore, that you send unto me a collation thereof; at.. I that

your said collation have a vindou- expedient to set what
name I will therein."

WII.I.IAM HKSBT HART.
Folkestone House, Roupell Park,

Streatbam.

Brulowt. Are there any descendants e.\

of n marriage which occurred in August, 1759,
between the Rev. Edward Bristowe, Vi<

Measingham, Kirton in Lindscy, co. Lincoln, and

Mary, only surviving child of the Kev. John
, Hector of Nettleton in the same county.

Their son John IJristowe was christened at

ingham 1 1th July, 1760 1, and their daughter
Ann the 8th March, 1762. ASPHODEL.

^
Pruuian Iron Mtdal. Will any of your reader*

give
me the description of t;

Know whether it wo* of the cross or circular type)
which was given to those Prussian patriot* who sent

in their jewel* and plate for the ervicc of their

country during the wars of the 1st Napoleon I

have heard that the motto upon the d-

" I gave Gold for Iron for my country'* good.**
lIO*.
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Sheriff's Precedence. The second branch and

duty of the sheriff is as keeper of the King's peace,
u
whereby

"
both by common law and special com-

mission he is the first man in the county, and

superior in rank to any nobleman therein during
his office.

This remark in Ker's Student's Blaclistom leads

to the inference that there is some special com-
mission addressed to the sheriff, whereby he be-

comes the first man in the county, and superior
to the nobleman Lord- Lieutenant.

Will any of your readers inform me where any
one of these Commissions may be found ? Are

they under the Great Seal, or warrant from the

Crown ? Is it exclusively directed to the sheriff,

or are the judges mentioned therein? and how in

reference to the sheriff? J. R.

. Bdvoir Castle. Is there in existence any
drawing or plan of the old castle as it existed pre-
vious to the period of Cromwell, and if so, where
is it to be found ? G. N.

Heraldic Drawings and Engravings. When
were the tinctures of heraldry first indicated by
the courses of lines in engravings, as vertical
lines to signify gules, dots to signify or, and so on ?

Can you refer me with precision to the earliest

instance of such engraving, or to the work in

which the practice is for the first time suggested ?

Archbishop Juxon and Family. Information
is requested respecting

the descent of Archbishop
Juxon, and also particulars of his descendants,
and an extract from his will. H. J.

[Abp. Juxon does not appear to have been a married
man. In the Harl. MS. 938. p. 10. is the following copy
of his will :

" My body I commit to the earth to be

decently buried, but without pomp. My worldly goods I
thus dispose: first, I give unto the poor of the parish of
St. Peter the Great, alias the subdeanery in the city of
Chichester, 1007. To the poor of St. Giles in Oxford,
1007. To the poor of Somerton, co. Oxford, 507. To the

poor of Little Compton, co. Gloucester, 1007. To the poor
>f Lemington in the same count}', 1007. To the poor of
Toddenham in the same county, 507. To the poor of
Lambeth and Croydon, each 1007. I give 70007. to be
disposed of for the increase of the yearly stipends' of the
Fellows and Scholars of St. John's College in Oxford, by
purchase of lands for that purpose, whereof the Fellows
and Scholars to have equal shares To the repair of the
church of St. Paul's, if it proceed, I give 20007. To my
menial servants, 12007. My nephew, Sir William Juxon,
I make sole executor. If I happen to die before the hall
at Lambeth be finished, I will that my executor be at the
charge of finishing it, if my successor shall give leave. I

give to the Cathedral Church of Canterbury 5007. De-
clared 14 May, 1GC3. Probat. 4 July, 1663." The arch-
bishop died on June 4, 1663. Le Neve (Lives of the

Bishops, i. 1G2.) speaks of a codicil containing the follow-
ing item :

" To such of my poor kindred as are not men-
tioned in my will, amongst them 5007."]

"
Elispirid." What is

"
clis-pirid?

"
Wiclif,

LastAge ofthe Church, Todd's edition, p. xxxiii. :

"}>ei Jjat treten J?es verse of Sibille alle ^at I haae seen
acorden in J>is j>at seculer power of J>e Hooly Goost
elis-pirid."

Todd (note, p. xcii.) thinks it corrupt. In the

eyes of Lewis (ibid.) it means expired. E. S. J.

[Before giving 'a decided opinion, one would wish to
see Wiclif 's MS.

; in the absence of which all we can do
is to offer a conjecture. Our suggestion is this ; that the
el of "clispirid" may probably have been intended by
Wiclif for a d. The word which he meant to write would
in that case be dispirid (dispired), which we suppose to
have been an old form of disappeared. "To dispire"
would correspond, on this supposition, to the Italian dis-

parire,to disappear: "the secular power of the Holy
Ghost disappeared:" much as we might say, "The
Jewish polity was originally a theocracy ; but when the
nation was finally broken up, and passed into exile and
captivity, all that visible manifestation of divine inter-

position, in human affairs ceased and determined." With
It. disparire, to disappear, cf. med.-L. disparere, to flee

away, to cease, to come to an end (Du Cange) ; old Fr.

disparer, to vanish away (Cotgrave) ; and Romance des-

parer. "Et tost
"

[aussitSt]
" mor e despar" (and im-

mediately dies and disappears. Eaynouard.) So the
divine agency in things secular dispired; i. e. was no
longer exercised perceptibly and visibly.]

Flower de Luce and Toads. In The History of
Serpents by Edward Topsell, pa^e 729., chap." Of the Toad," he says :

" I do marvel why in ancient time the Kings of France
gave in their arms the three Toads in a yellow field, the
which were afterwards changed by Clodoveus into 3
Flower de luces in a field azure as anus sent unto him
from heaven."

I want to see Topsell's authority for this. S. B.

[If our correspondent will turn to Elliott's Horas
Apocalyptic^ iii. 500., edit. 1851, he will find that Top-
sell had good authority for his statement. Mr. Elliott
has given engravings of the three frogs as they appeared
in the French banner, from an ancient tapestry in the
cathedral of Rheims representing battle scenes o'f Clovis,
who is said to have been baptized there after his con-
version to Christianity ; also a representation of the three

frogs from Pynson's edition of Fabyan's Chronicle, at the

beginning of his account of Pharamond, the first King of
the Franks, who reigned at Tours about A.D. 420. The
other engraving is from the Franciscan church of Inns-

pruck, representing the shield of Clovis, King of France,
with three flours de lis and three frogs, with the words
underneath " Clodovaaus der erste Christenlich Kontg von
Frankreich." In the sixth century, xlvi. of the Prophe-
cies of Nostradamus (p. 251.) translated by Garancieres,

(Loud. 1672.), there occurs the following verse :

" Un juste sera en exil envoyc
Par pestilence aux confins de son siegle,

Response au rouge le fera desvoye',
Roi retirant a la rane, et a Taigle."

On which, says Garancieres :
" By the eagle he meaneth

the Emperor; by the frog the King of France ; for before
he took the flower de luce the French bore threefrogs"]

Colonel Kirhe. Would any of your corre-

spondents favour me with some account of the
Colonel Kirke, so famous for his atrocities in
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as I am extreme]/ desirous of

g more about him P .IK
to be known of Colonel Percy
He served under the Duke of

Monmouth in the army of the King of France, by the

special permission of Charles II., granted 2Srd Fel>

lie was Captain- Lieutenant of the Earl of Oxford's own

troop of the royal regiment of Horse-Gusrdn in 167.'.,

and was promoted from that regimenl to be Lieutman t-

Ootone! of the Earl of Plvmouth's, or the ted Tangier

regiment (now the 4th Foot), on its being raised in

1680, and he embarked with it for Tangier in September
of that year. Having distinguished himself in several

actions with the Moors, on the death of the Earl of Ply-
mouth at Tangier, be was promoted to the Colonelcy of

the 2nd Tangier regiment on the 97th Nov. 1680, and
transferred to the Queen's regiment on the 19th April,
1681. Kirke left Tangier lor England with his regiment
in April, 1684. During the rebellion of the Duke of Mon-
mouth in the West of England, the Queen's regiment
formed part of the forces assembled under the Karl of

Feversham, and it is reported that at the decisive battle

of Sedgemoor,
" the two Tangier regiments. Ktrke's and

Trelawnv's, did good service," CoLKirke was promoted
to the rank of Brigadier-General on the llth May, 1685,
and afterwards appointed to command at Bridgewater.
Numerous are the acts of barbarity which history has

handed down as perpetrated by Judge Jeffreys nd Col.

Kirke in what were termed -'the bloody aWises." On
the abdication of .lamp* II. the following anecdote is re-

lated of Col. Kirke. When asked respecting a change of

religion, he is stated briefly to haw replied, He

great antiquarian repntstton. at whose death it was sold,

and passed through various hands, till at length
came the property of Samuel Tyson, of Karborongl
Norfolk. Esq. It was afterwards purchased at the sale of

Mr. Wilson, by Mr. Jose; a well-know

quary, of Barnard's Inn, who very obligingly all-

to be* copied. The handle and device are of
'copper, and

teen
finally double gilt. The extreme length is four-

inches and a half; the width one foot

the handle, the whole is flat and partially engrave
'

initials M. R. appear above the hand: !, pn .

sent possessor of this relic? ]

Poetical MitceUaiue*. In th

leian MSS. 47i6. there is u volume- of Poetical

Miscellanies by Mark Hildesley. Can you
me any information regarding the contents of

this volume P Was the author M. Hildesley,

Bishop of Man, who died in 1772 ? 1C. I.iaus.

r This volume consists of 168 leaves, besides four leaves

of introductory matter, and contains a large collection of

Miscellanies in prose and verse, but chiefly the 1 .

Mark Hilsly or Hildesly ffor be write* himself both

ways). Bencher of Lincoln's Inn. He seems to have been
a singular humorist, very fond of scribbling. He was

probably grandfather of Bishop Hildesley, whose name
was also Mark.]

pre-engaged, for be had promised the Emperor of Mo-
rocco, if ever he changed his religion, be would turn

Mahomedsn/ In 1689, troops being required for the

relief of Londonderry, Col. Kirke was appointed to the

command of the Queen Dowager's regiment, which re-

mained in Ireland, and served with distinction at the

battle of the Boync on 1st July. 1690. It was also em-

ployed in the siege of Limerick; in the relief of Birr;

and in December drove a division of the er.emv out of

Lanesborough. The war in Ireland having ended with

the capitulation of Limerick, King William withdrew
some regiments from that country to reinforce his army
in Flanders, and one selected for foreign service was the

Queen Dowager's regiment. Lieut. -General Kirke, who
i to that rank on the 24th Dec. 1690, joined

the army in Flanders, and died at Breda on the 81st Oct.

1691. For the character of thin remarkable man, see Ma-
caulav'i. ffittorf of England, 12th edit. 1856.

and Ilittorical Record nf the Second or Queen Royal Re-

giment of Fool, 8ro. 1888.]

Maru Queen of Scott. At the sale of Mr.

Upcott s collection of prints, pictures, and curio-

sities, bv Messrs. Evans in 1846, was the handle

of a coffin, said to have been that of this martyred
sovereign. Can any of your readers inform me
who purchased it, and the price which it pro-

-1? M. L.

Lincoln's Inn.

[At Mr. Upcott's sale this relic sold for two guineas,
and was purchased by Mr. 11., Id. In Th, /

is an engraving of it, with the following historical notice :

" This elegant relic, one of the eight handles that were
attached to the splendid coffin which received the re-

main* of the ill-fated Mary Queen of Scots, when con-

Westminster, was formerly in the possession of
hsrd Mead, physician to King George II., and of

TUB BAKLT EDITIONS OF fOXt's BOOK OF
MABTYB8.

(2* S. viii.221. 271. 334. 403.)

I have to return my best thanks to some fifteen

correspondents of " N. & Q." who in Nos. 196.

|

199. and 202. have contributed their various re-

plies, all more or less interesting, in answer to mj
, inquiries

on this subject.
Further investigation continues to prove that

I gave a correct list of the dates of the first nine

editions ; and, apparently, for the first

Among our old authors of repute, not only S

was wrong as to the first edition, but also Bishop
Burnet and Oldmixon, who placet! it in 1561.

Even Herbert, in his edition of Ames's Typo-

graphical Antiquities assigned it to 1562 instead of

1563, and he was only doubtfully corrected by Dr.

Dih.lin. Mr. Hartshorne, in his Book Raritif* of

Cambridge, 1829, notices one of the copies
Public Library of the University as being >

date 1562, and strangely says, "Oft!

prewton
<>f this truly national and important

book, the present is the only perfect copy known
to exist." In truth, no date is placed on the

title-page of the first edition; but i

phon, at its close, it is stated to be '

at London by John Day, dwelling over A

gate beneth St. Martin's. Anno 1563, the !M> of

March,*
1

meaning, I presume,
'

large woodcut of Daj the printer's p-

is placed in the same page, the dat.

appears behind his bead, which may have led to
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that year being taken for the date of the book,

particularly
if the lower part of the leaf were

torn away. I also find, from a passage in p. 609.,

that the book was printed, so far as that page, in

1562. Dr. Dibdin, writing in 1836, says of the

first edition :

I believe that the only known perfect copies are in the

libraries of the Rt. Hon. Thomas Grenville and T. Wilkes

TJohn VVilks], Esq., M.P. The latter had belonged to

the late Mr. Hurd, and was purchased at the sale of his

library for 25/. (Reminiscences ofa Literary Life, p. 843.)

The copy recently belonging to Mr. Darling's
Ecclesiastical Library was sold, I believe, for a

much larger sum
;
but I am not aware who is its

present possessor. I have, however, now heard

of at least nine or ten perfect copies of the first

edition. Besides those already mentioned in
" N. & Q." there is one in the Library of Christ

Church, Oxford, among the books of Archbishop
Wake.

Second edition, 1570. There are at Oxford

copies of this edition in the libraries of Oriel,

Lincoln, Magdalen, St. John's, and New Col-

leges ;
and one in the Cathedral Library at York.

In private hands, one in the possession of Mr.
Offor at Hackney. Mr. Pocock has mentioned
his imperfect tjopy in p. 335.

Third edition, 1576.
" Mr. Heber possessed a

fine copy of this edition bound in one volume in

its primitive stamped binding." (Dibdin's Ames,
iv. 140.) At Oxford there are copies at Christ

Church and Wadham.
Fourth edition, 1583. This is in the library of

All Souls College, Oxford.

Fifth edition, 15967. A "
magnificent copy

"

of this edition, in the Duke of Devonshire's

library at Chatsworth, is mentioned by Dibdin,
in Ames's Typog. Antiq. iv. 182. There is one
in the library of the Rev. Dr. Maitland at Glou-
cester. At Oxford it is to be found at Merton
and Brazeuose.

Sixth edition, 1610. Mr. Offor has a very
fine copy of this, which formerly belonged to

Mr. Sharon Turner. At Oxford it is in the libra-

ries of University and Wadham Colleges.
Seventh edition, 1632. Mr. Offor has this per-

fect, in three volumes. At Oxford it is in the i

libraries of Exeter and Jesus.

Eighth edition, 1641. Of this, besides the

copies already mentioned, I have heard of one in

the York Subscription Library, one in the Chet-
ham Library at Manchester, imperfect copies in

the Chetham Libraries at Turton and Gorton;
and one in the library of George Ormerod, Esq.
at Sedbury Park. At Oxford it is in the libraries

of Balliol, Queen's, Christ Church, and Magdalen
Hall.

With respect to A. B. R.'s inquiry (p. 334.)

regarding the framework border, dated 1574,

applied to the " Continuation
"

in the edition of

1641, I apprehend the answer must be that it was

engraved for some other work perhaps a Bible,

printed in 1574. I am able to inform him posi-

tively that it had been used for Fulke's New Tes-

tament, printed in 1589.

To the list of public libraries which possess

only the edition of 1684, I have to add those of

Corpus and Trinity Colleges, Oxford ; Lincoln's

Inn and the Inner Temple; Dr. Williams's li-

brary in Redcross Street, and Archbishop Marsh's
at Dublin. It is also at Oxford in the libraries of

Queen's, Christchurch, Wadham, and Worcester.
Of the few copies still remaining in churches,

I have heard only of those

At Northivold in Norfolk : of the last folio

edition of 1684. It is in the worst possible state,

and one of the three volumes has but a few leaves

remaining. Each volume retains the staple with

part of the chain by which it was formerly at-

tached to a desk.

At Lessingham in the same county remains in

the chancel the hutch, surmounted by a desk,
that was made to contain the Book of Martyrs.
This remarkable piece of church furniture is re-

presented in the Gentleman's Magazine for Feb.

1846, accompanied by a letter from the late Mr."

Dawson Turner. I have not, however, learned
of what edition the copy is.

At St. Cuthbert's, Wells, co. Somerset, is a

mutilated copy in three volumes, of the edition of

1632. These also have part of their chains re-

maining on their covers, but they are now put
aside in the vestry.
At Chelsea, Middlesex.

At Apethorp, co. Northampton.
At Arreton, I. Wight, in 3 vols.

At Stratford-on-Avon.

The dates of these copies I have not yet learned,,
but shall feel obliged by being informed. But
the dates already given show that the book was

placed in churches, not only in the reign of Eliz-

abeth, but throughout the seventeenth century.
This would be done either by the zeal of indi-

viduals, or at the voluntary cost of the parish-

ioners, not by any authoritative injunction. It

was a symbol of religious opinion ; as, for ex-

ample, in the libellous description of the estab-

lishment at Little Gidding, entitled The Ar-
minian Nunnery, we find this passage :

" For another show, that they would not be accounted

Popish, they have gotten the Book of Martyrs in the

Chapel ; but few or none are suffered to read therein, but

only it is there (I say) kept for a show."

How untrue an aspersion, however, this was, is

proved by various passages in the Life ofNicholas

Ferrar by his brother, which state how both that

remarkable man and his venerable mother es-

teemed the Book of Martyrs next to the Holy

Scriptures : and how, every Sunday evening, in

their community at Little Gidding, after supper,
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one read a chapter [from the Bible], and

then another, that had first
tupped,

went to the

desk and read a Hory out of the Book of Mar-

tyr*."
I beg to solicit further information

respecting
the dates of copies, or fragments of copies, re-

maining in churches. Jon* GOLUII NICHOLS.

In Baker's MS. (among the Ilarl. MS>
93. is a letter to IJ. Whichcot from S. []

sham, dated 1641. See also Clarke.- Licet <

: nry's Life, by .1. Ii. \Yil-

! liamt, pp. 270, '271 , and I :.<>*. Blake*s

Vindicia Fvdcris is dedicated t >lmm,

junior.
St John'5 College, Cambridge,

IIILDERSHAU, ABTIll R A5D SAMUEL.

(2* S. viii. 431.)

On Arthur Ilildersham of Christ's College,

Cambridge, see Fuller* Worthies (8vo. ed.), L
(

239., and Church JIUtury (cd. Brewer), v. 265. ;

vi. 83. 85.; Calamy's Account (2nd ed.), p. 195.,

who elsewhere ranks him among the friends of

Gilpin (p. 750.), and of Fairclough (p. 636., cf.

Clarke's Zir?*, 1G83, ii. 157.) Baxter intended

to have applied tu his son for materials to draw

up a life of him. (Clarke, ibid. Prcf.) He had
the good sense to dislike the coarse flattery which
so often disfigures the funeral sermons of his

party (ibid. p. 129.). He was in the habit of

taking notes of sermons (ibid. 135.). He was a

neighbour of Herring's. (Clarke's Lives, 1677, !

pp. 160, 161.) The celebrated William Brad-
abaw was maintained at Emmanuel,

"
partly by

some supplies afforded him from two noble
,

Knights of the honourable house of the Hastings ,

Sir Edward and Sir Francis, .... upon the

recommendation, and at the motion of that worthy
servant of God, now with God, Master Arthur

Hilderthain, who was himself also allied to that

Family." (Ibid. p. 26.) Bradshaw was after-

wards recommended by Ilildersham to his patron,
Alexander Kcdich (ibid. p. 43.). He was a plain

preacher (ibid. p. 30J.). He maintained the law-

fulness of set forms of prayer (ibid. p. 306.)
He was a friend of Preston's (ibid. pp. 82. 98.) ; ,

and of Gouge's (ibid. p. 238.). See farther Cot-

ton Mather's Magnalin, book ii. p. 16., book iii.

pp.71. 74.; Lilly's Autobiography (cd. 1774), p. 6.;

Owen Stockton s Life. (1681, p. 0.) ; John Angler's

Life (1683, pp. 33. 42.) ; Nichols* Leicestershire ;

Brook's Puritan*, ii. 376388; Index to Han-

bury's Historical Memorial* ; Wilson's Du.<

Churches, i. 28. ; Baker's MS. (amonp: the Har-
leian MSS.) iv. 77.

;
Kennett's MS. (MS. Lanad.

984.), i. fo!

-
in.-. 1 Ilildersham there is a notice in

Calamy. (Account, &c. pp. 560, 743., Coutin. 723.)
In Baker's copy of the Account, I find the fol-

lowing notes :

. HilJerMtn ColL Euan. Art B*c. 1012 [JL c.

44 Sam. Hildersam Coll. Kraan. Art. M'. 16 1C. liter.

: Icrsham, born in Leyceatershiie, elected

Fellow of Kman. Coll.rirc* an. 1620.

Sam. Hiklamm, B.D., tuUcribes the three A
at one of the University Preachers, an. 1624. Regr.
A .

'

M SYR TRYAUOUBBT
*

(2* S. Tiii. 225. 359.)

A careful perusal of the above poem, induced

by the discussion in your pages of certain of its

difficulties, has led nte to venture to mal

following Notes on MR. BOYS's explanations. It

was not until a few days 020 that, by the kindness

of the original Querist, I was enabled to get a

sight of the book, or these Notes would have been
sent earlier.

2. " The fyrste that rode nogkifor tky,"

may mean nut for them, but this meaning will

hardly suit 1. 400., where precisely the same phrase
occurs,:

" Sclie had grete mornrng in bur herte,

For scbe wyste not wbednr-warde
That sdMWM fcsjtte to Roonc.

She rodtfortke mookt for thy
To the londe of Ifongiry

Tylle tche come tbedur wytb woo.**

Here the phrase seems to mean never the leu,
or notwithstanding, but it requires confirm!

other examples. For-thy occurs repeatedly

throughout the poem in its usual sense of there-

fore.
May sle yowrys U \cyth cbnucnce."

MR. BOYS' suggestion of may-be being divided in

this instance seems to be confirmed by 1. 1008.

"O* it wylle be may;" but another suggestion is

that be=by is a gloss on with, or vice <

4. Every of, is by no means uncommon. The

following are additional examples from Chaucer :

** Here in this prison tno*ten we endare,
And trtrich s/M take bis areoture,"

Knighlt, Tale, 1

44 Hath ererieh o/Chem brought an hundred knigbtea,"
II IL

.". In hye occurs in other parts of the poem in

the sense of in haste. (Cf. the verb hie= hasten) :

" To a wode they wente m Ajre." 1. 277.

44 There come they to byra i* Aye." 1. 301.

So in the Aeowyuge of King Arthur (Cam.

Soc.):
- The Kloge base armut him .- *.- v. 18.

44 Tharre scheme tchildus con be riar,

xlil 1C.

So Chaucer :

hes sorwefully
He came at his coamiiultsasflt o* /

.'

' /...."!.
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" This Soudan for his prive councel sent
and charged hem in hie.

To shapen for liis lif sorn remedie."

M.ofLawes Tale, 4G29.

On the other hand, we Lave in Thomas Beltct

(Percy Soc.) :

" The King sat an hey on his cee." v. 773.

And in Anturs of Arther (Camd. Soc.) :

" There myj>te hathels in Inje herdus be-hold,"

where the meaning seems to be on-high. In the

passage in question it may mean hnughtily.
6. Werne= forbid, refuse, is of very frequent

occurrence. Thus in Avowynge of Arther :

" I a-vow bi my life

Nere iverne no mon of my mete." ix. 13.

" Noue the King sayd,
' Fie he ne can

Ne icerne his mete to no man.' "
xlv. 2.

So in Sir Amadace (xiii. 11.) :

" And pore men for Goddus sake

He fed hoin euyriche day ;

Quil he hade any gud to take,
He wernelt no mon for Goddus sake."

So in Thomas Behct (v. 1274.) :

" The Pope bigan to sike sore ; mid wel dreori thoyt
The teres urne out of his even, he ne mijte hem werne

no3t."

So in Romaunt of the Rose (see Richardson).
7,8. MR. BOYS has probably given the true mean-

ing of these, unless ive be a misprint for ivedd.

9. Smalle. There seems no necessity for any
such farfetched derivation in this case as sam-
mcde. Most likely smalle is used substantively,
as adjectives constantly are in the old romances.
Cf. "that stern" (Anturs, 311.), "that lovely"
"thatgw/" (lb. 41. 10.), &c.

10. Wayne, no doubt means swing, whether the

reading be correct, or (as is not improbable) the
true reading be ivat/ue, i.e. wave. Wayne =
strikes, or, goes at, occurs in the Anturs (xlii. 2.) :

" Tlienne with steroppus fulle strc >te, stifly he strikes

Waynes atte Sir Wawane ry^te as he were wode."

.11. Withynney-iris. The recurrence more*than
once in the poem of the words withynne and y-wis,
lead inevitably to the conclusion that the above is

a mere typographical error, which " the learned
editor" is not at all unlikely to have overlooked.
The very same phrase, "farre within," occurs in

one of Heywood's interludes (Lover Loved) :

" Where folke be farre within a man must knock."
Introd. to Wit and Folly (Percy Soc.), xxvii.

The instance, brought forward by MR. BOYS
to back his conjecture, does not apply, as he will

be the first to see if he will kindly look over the

passage again :

" The hound rennyth evyr y-wis
Tyllc he come there hys maystyr vs."

There was no need for the dog to run every
-

wise, inasmuch as he had come straight from his

master's grave to the palace; and not having
found his master's murderer there, he returned
straight without stopping to the grave. This is

confirmed by what is said a few lines farther on :

" When he goth, pursewe hym then
For evyrmore he wylle renne

Tylle he come there hys maystyr ys."

And again :

" Keste wolde he nevyr have
Tylle he come to hys maystyr's grave."

With regard to No. 1.
U Y may evyr after

this," &c., I confess myself to be entirely at a
loss, unless may= can make, am able to cause,
i. e. I can bring to pass that, if ever after this
thou wouldest entice me to do amiss, no sport
should please thee. It is worth noting that in

every other passage in the poem where game and

flee
occur, their positions are reversed, e. g.

462. :

" But ther qamyd hur no qlewe."
So 1. 1467. :

" Then Qamyd hym no glee.'"

^

Two other passages struck me as noteworthy,

That they myght have there a space,

Knyghtys of dyvers a place.'* 1. 656.

" Nor no wepyn hym imth to were." I. G77.

But they present only peculiarities of construc-

tion, not real difficulties. J. EASTWOOD.

JAMES ANDEBSON.

(Concludedfrom p. 459.)

II.

" Extractfrom part of a Letter in Draft from James An -

derson, Esq., to his Cousin, James Anderson, Westmin-
ster.

"Edin., June 16,1711.
" I presume yon will not grudge to call at the noble

and civil Earle [of Rochester], give my most humble
duty, and acquaint his lordship what money I have re-
mitted to him.* As to the overplus, be pleased to pay
Mr. George Gordon what I owe him for news prints
whenever he is pleased to call for it, and give him ten

shillings ;
and for what remains 1 shall give you direc-

tions at my next remittance for Lady Campbell [of Caw-
dor].
"Since my last to you, I have seen a friend who gives

me a melancholy account of Mary, and of j-our concern
and good advices to her, and of Janet's care of her; but I

find she is buoyed up with pride and self-conceit, if not
worse ; for, my dear friend, you have acted such a kind

part in that matter, that I'll use the freedom to tell you
that, as I hinted formerlj', she came to London without

my knowledge, and directly against the advice of her best

friends; but I understood she has lost her reputation by
lyeing and keeping bad company ; yet such was my
lenity, and in hopes of her amendment, that I not only
concealed her misbehaviour, but endeavoured to put her.

in the way of business above all, in good company.

* "The money mentioned was the feu-duty exigible
for Islay, to which the family of Hyde had right," although
Campbell of Calder held the property of the island."
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She made nwny a solemn promise of good behavioor

I as many protestation* if .he did noli woul I never

her, and that she should stay in the bouse.*

own

III.

..burgh, 15th May, in. 1

.

Mv DEAR FATHER, I am glad to hear you are win

safe to vour journey's end, blessed be God for it. Seeing

you minded me in your tot letter, I could not fail to ac-

quaint you that I'll endeavour to follow your good advice

in everything. Dear Sir, if you be not come off, when
this comes to hand, I hope you'll favour me with a line;

and if you be come oflfl will be better content. lie

pleased to mind my dozen of housewife*, if it be not

- AIMWends is well, and give* their service to you. as

does ay Aunt Draghorn t, and your most aft* i

daughter till death, JAMKT AJIDKRSOX.

! r James Anderson. Writer to the
Signet,-)

Alt Mr Thomas Paterson,
Att the Crown and Star Coffee- house, C

Ail the Foot of the Hay Market, London. }

IV.

Mr. Patrick Attderton, to hit FaU^r, Janut

A*der*m, E^.
York, January 12, 17*W
" Six in the Morning.

MY DEAREST SIB, Being just butting out I have

oulv time to acquaint you what we are come after here,

though we bad the misfortune to have the exH of our

coach twice broken, which detain* us on the road three

day* and a-half; so altered the stages thst Mr. Spigbt
was obliged to file out a by-coach for us.

- I have both vour*, and hope to have another at

Stamford, where, God willing, we'll be Monday'* evening,

and at London on Thursday, where I expect directions

from you about everything, for without them, you know,
I can* apply to nobody, nor so much a* open my mouth

about the story I'm going about. You forgot to tell me
the price of the book* for the Duke of Argyle, and Mr.

Herriot did not tell what I was to demand of the Earl of

Kinnoul, but I suppose you'll forget nothing I am to do at

London. I would wish you would send all your public

papers with memorial*, *o a* I may not be idle nor loae

time, in case the matter of the grant should be moved at

the silting of the House, or a fair opportunity for ,

the Jtqaa, &c* ate. Sand me one or two of your i

catalogues;, the list made by Mr. Campbell, Ac., Ac, of

the Arcana, and likewise the long list made by yourself,

because these will enable me to discourse of them.
M All the boxes went safe from Newcastle; and yester-

day I met Mr*. M'Ewen in good health. We are so

early out and late in that I can't write so often on the

road, which obliges Babie [Barbara, his wile] to make
bar apology for not writing either to her own friends or

mine. We ofar our humble duty and service to both,

- M Mary afterwards married respectably, and went
broad with her husband, Peter de Gardeina or Garden.'

and pray that God mar arer bleat and praasnre \

them. Adieu, dear Sir.

- James Anderson, Esq.,
Writer

at Edinburgh. (.Postage .]

Miu Anm Andenon to far JBrolaar, Patne*.
" DEERE BROTHER, It's now six yean since I be-

came an exile from my friends and country, whereby I
am become an alien to both, without so much of a line or
word from any, wholy forgotten of them tho' not without
Providence hare. I bare severall times sent to my father,
and severall other of my relations, among the Ian. r to

you ; and once more have ventured the same to you by a
gentleman f by] wbome I have the opportunity to de-

lever, as will be the same to yon, in hope that I may
engage an answer of your good healths and welfare.

-c more I require of 700, Providance having been
more propittious than to lay me under such state as to
crave allmea, or any assistance of any person, yet have
so much affection as to desire the welfare of my relation*,
tho' I cannot partak immedietely. Waiting your answer,

your affectionate Sister, AXKE AXHERSOX.
" Kent County, Maryland, >

July 14, 1718. j
" Direct for me at Mr. Thomas Bownes, attorncy-at-

law, in Kent County, in Edinburgh. I have not forgot*
my respects to all my friends, especial Iv my brother

Jame*. and all my sisters, -A. A.
M Mr. Patrick Anderson,* )

At Mr. James Anderson. This, j
" This letter esUbliihea the fact that one of Anderson's

daughters settled in America. Parbapa aba married there,
and there may be still existing descendants of Jame*
\: :.; .. **

VI.
" Karl of Kinnoul to Jamei Aitder*

Whitehall, April 4, i

. I am much obliged to yon for yours of March
28, received Saturday.

The more I consider the account of the MSS. in Mr
Kobert Sibbald's auction, I am the more confirmed in the

resolution I sent you in my last, that I will by no means
media with the whole collection at 400/.

M The rest of the letter is torn away. The greater por-
tion of the Sibbald MSS, belongs now to the Library of

the Faculty of Advocate*. The Earl of Kinnoul was the

nobleman summoned to the House of Peers as Lord Hay
.

i rtwardine. Slat December, 1711. lie married a

daughter of the Earl of Oxford and Mortimer, and pro-

bably acquired his taste for books from that nobleman.

He was a high Tory ; and his English peerage originated

unquestionably in the determination of Queen Anne, a*

suggested by "her Minister*, to keep them in by a crea-

tion of twelve Peers, to ensure a majority in the Ippar
House.

I of Jama A*dtr*m ayaaut Covermmmt, for <ft

,,utJicatio* of At 'Diplomat* Scoria?.' (from (ft*

* Wife of Pitcairn of

Anderson.

I "This was a thin folio, of which a few copies ware

previously printed by Anderson. It is now of very gnat
rarity, and much coveted by collector*. The object was
to induce some wealthy nobleman or gentleman to pur-

,. ,!., .:;- ::,-!.
'

4 - Prubablvtha wife of M'Eweo, the Edinburgh b

Dreghorn, the only sUter of of** Paptn ,. the Library of the fac*lt, ofA**-

1 To Resting of Estimate made by the

Parliament of Seotlan: '-NO

By interest thsraof from MJdsnmmar,
1710- befera which time It was laid

1 Afterward* the celebrated President of the Court of
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out to Christmas, 1722, being twelve

and a-half years, st five per cent. - 46210 (

To Loss of Employment as a Writer to

the Signet, from 1708 to 1722, inclu-

sive, being fifteen years, at 300Z. per
annum - - - - - - 4,500

5,702 10

By being Postmaster of Scotland, from

Midsummer, 1715, to Christmas, 1717,

and since by pension of 200/. per an-

num, being seven years and a-half -1,500

By yet resting owing - - 4,202 10 0'

STRATFORD FAMILY.

(2
nd S. viii. 376.)

MB. J. G. NICHOLS, in his notes to Erasmus's

Pilgrimages, p. 99., states that the two Lord

Chancellors, John de Stratford, Archbishop of

Canterbury, and his brother Robert de Stratford,

Archdeacon of Canterbury and Bishop of Chiches-

ter, were believed to be the nephews of Ralph
Hatton de Stratford, Bishop of London.

By Foss's Judges ofJSngland, vol. iii. pp. 515-

521., the precise dates of the appointment of each

of the brothers appear to have been as follows :

"John de Stratford, Chancellor from Nov. 28, 1330

(Rot. Claus. 4 Edw. III. m. 16.) to Sept. 28, 1334 (Ibid.
8 Edw. III. in. 10.). Again Chancellor from June 6,

1335, to March 24, 1337 (Ibid. 9 Edw. III. m. 23.; 11

Edw. III. p. i. m, 29.) A third time Chancellor from

April 28, 1340, to June 20 in the same year (Ibid. 14 Edw.
III. p. 1. m. 27. and m. 13.).

" Robert de Stratford, Keeper of the Seal to his brother

in 1331, 1332, 1334, 1335 (Ibid. 5 Edw. III. m. 17. 20. p.

2. m. 2.
; 6 Edw. III. m. 22. ; 8 Edw. III. m. 27. ; 9 Edw.

Ill, m. 23.). Chancellor from March 24, 1337, on his

brother's resignation, to July 6, 1338 (Ibid. 11 Edw. III.

p. 1. m. 29. ;
12 Edw. III. p. 2. m. 33.). Again Chancel-

lor from June 20 to Nov. 30, 1340 (Ibid. 14 Edw. III. p.

1. m. 13.). The former died in 1348 : the latter in 1362."

D. S.

Robert Stratford of Baltinglass, Ireland, the an-

cestor of the Earls of Aldborough, was the third

son of Edward Stratford of Nuneaton, co. War-
wick, Esq. This Edward was the son of John
Stratford of Nuneaton, and nephew of Robert

Stratford, a citizen of London, who died in 1615,

and, by his will proved at Doctors' Commons, de-
vised estates at Nuneaton and Ansley to be en-

joyed by his nephew when he attained the age of

twenty-eight years. Edward Stratford seems at

that time (1615) to have been at the University of

Oxford. I should be glad to ascertain to which
of the Colleges he belonged.

I have little doubt that the family at Nuneaton
was a branch of the Farmcote Stratfords, but I

have not been able hitherto to trace the con-
nexion between them. A Query upon this sub-

ject was inserted in "N. & Q." (2
nd S. i. 301.), but

I am sorry to say it elicited no reply. The pedigree
of the Stratfords of Nuneaton (and afterwards of

Merivale) is to be found in the Heralds' Visita-

tion of Warwickshire of 1682, at the College of

Arms, but it commences only with the above-
mentioned Edward. Is the Dublin Heralds' Of-
fice likely to possess a pedigree whereby the

descent of the family can be traced from the re-

mote age mentioned by DeW ante, p. 424.

Nicholas Stratford, Bishop of Chester, was the

son of Nicholas Stratford of Hemel Hempstead,
co. Hertford. He appears by the tablet to his

memory at Chester Cathedral (the arms upon
which are, gules a fesse humettee between three

trestles, argent) to have left an only son, William

Stratford, Archdeacon of Richmond and a Canon
of Christ Church, Oxford, who died in 1729, and
left considerable property to augment the incomes
of poor livings.
A memoir and portrait appeared in the Gen-

tleman'
1

s Magazine of a William Stratford, Esq.,
LL.D., who died in 1753,

"
late Commissary of

the Archdeaconry of Richmond," and said to have
been a near relative of the Bishop of Chester

and of the Lord Chancellor Hardwicke. I should

be glad to know what the relationship was. F. H.

Keglterf tfl Minor
" It" for "fa" or " his" (!' S. passim.)

Having contributed what up to this time is the

earliest instance of this usage noted in your pages
(2

nd S. iv. 319.), I feel entitled to send the fol-

lowing, which is a still earlier instance, and has
the additional recommendation of being in a poet-
ical work, and so putting an end to a doubt ex-

pressed by MR. KEIGHTLEY,
" that there are no

earlier instances among the poets
"

than those in

Shakspeare :

"For I wille speke with the sprete ;' . r

And of hit woe wille I wete,
Gif that I may hit bales bete,

'

.
-

And the body bare."

Anturs ofArther (Cam. Soc. viii. 11. 13.)

J. EASTWOOD.

The Play performed in Bishop Williams's House
on a Sunday (2

nd S. viii. 401.) During the reign
of James I. plays were performed at Court on

Sundays. The statute 3 Car. I. c. 4. absolutely

prohibited their exhibition on the Sabbath day;

yet, notwithstanding this act of parliament, both

plays and masques were performed at court on

Sundays during the first sixteen years of the reign
of that king. (See May's History of the Parlia-

ment of England.)
The statement regarding the performance of

the Midsummer Nighfs Dream at Bishop Wil-
liams's house, Sept. 27, 1631, does not rest solely
on the MS. at Lambeth Palace. In John Spen-
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cor's Discourses upon Direrse Petition* delivered

into lAe Hands of King James find Charles, 4to ,

1641 (quoted
from Oldys* MS. notes upon Long,

baine, in the Variorum Shakspeare, iii. 148.) we
read that :

"John Wilson, a canning masician. contrived a carious

comedy, which being acted on a Sunday night after that

John bishop of Lincoln bad consecrated tbe earl of Cleave-
land's sumptuous chapel, tbe said John Spencer (newly
made the bishop's commissary general) did present tbe
.-mil bi>hop at Huntingdon for suffering tbeiid comedy
to be acted in bis bouse on a NWdy, though it was nine

o'clock at night; also Sir Sydney Montacute and bis

lady. Sir Thomas Hadley and his* lady, Master NVilson,

and others, actors of the same; and because they did not

appear, he sentenced the bishop to build a school at

baton, and endow it with 207. a year for a master; Sir

Sydney Montacute to give five pounds and live coats to

five poor women, and his lady five pounds and five gowns
to five poor widows; and the censure (says be) stands

yet unrepealed."

The mention in this extract of John Wilson is

peculiarly interesting, as adding another link to

the chain already woven, that the " Jack Wilson"
of Shakspeare's stage, and John Wilson the
41

cunning musician," were one and the same

person. EDWABD F. llui:tu i.r.

Monumental Drosses subsequent to 1688 (l
rt S.

^]. 149) In S.John's Maddermarket Church,
Norwich, are three eighteenth century monu-

il brass inscriptions.
1. William Adamson, eighteen years rector of

the parish, who dicil 1707.

2. Mary, his wife, who died 1706.

3. John Melchior, Sen', died 12 March, 170|,
nnd Cornelius Melchior, died 13 March, 1713.

Nos. 1. and 2. were engraved at the same tiin<- :

No. 2. runs thus :

And under hit Coffin lyeth

Mary his wife, who dyed
Dec

Aged 72 years.**

In the chancel of SS. Peter and Paul Mancroft
13 another to the memory of Jo. Dersley and his

wife. He died 1708. J. L'ESTBAKOB.

Itnhlnng* of Brasses (2" S. viii. 292.) I do
not think E. Y. Low HE will find any preparation
necessary to preserve heel-ball rubbings fmm
brasses, &c. I have now before me one made in

'47 in quite ns good a state as when removed
from the engraved plate. I would advise E. Y.
Low?fE not to fidd his rubbings, as it would pre-
serve them from being torn if be mounted them
on stout paper or linen. EXTBAKKUS.

Bearded Women (2" ,7. 333.) I send

you a copy of a handbill in my possession relative

to Mademoiselle L-fm t :

" No. 8. Gerard Street, Soho.
"Facts! AflUEtag Pacts! Never exhibited in Eng-

land, Mademoiselle I A- fort, a first-rate 1'benoirenon cf
French production, in whom the sexes are so equally

blended that it is impossible to say which has the pre.
dominance. This la one of the instances w

stepping out of her nsoal Track, produces to t!.

World a magnet of irresistible and u:

attraction. The hands, arms, feet, and boat pomis per-
feet Feminine Beauty, likewise tbe upper part of the
Face; tbe lower part is also beautiful, but poese**
Ma- uline Accompaniments of Beard, Mu.tach.
Whiskers. The cnrious most be amply gratified
contrasted beauties of her Person, the religious most be
struck with sacred awe, and, while in astoniabnv i

contemplate Nature's Works, will raise th-

Nature's God ! bat to the faculty it has, and ever will be,
an inexhaustible source of Professional inquiry.
Ladies may divest themselves of apprehension, as the
exhibition Is conducted with tbe strictest delicacy
mittance ?. G</. each. Will receive company from Oat
till Ten."

EDWARD HAILSTOSE.
Ilorton Hall.

Lomax or Lomas (2* S. viii. 415.) It may
perhaps

be useful to MB. M. A. LOWBB to know
that tnc above name was written Lummas in the

early part of the seventeenth century. It was so
entered in the will of Mr. Arthur Hildcrshnm,
rector of Asbby-dc-la-Zouch in 1630; an
in the registers of that place in 1627, on the occa-
sion of the marriage of his daughter Sara to a
Mr. Jervase Lummas, who seems to hove belonged
to the county Salop. This spelling w:u changed
soon afterwards; for the marriage of a dm
of Sara and Jervase was thus entered in th

Felton church registers,

"1653. Mr. Francis Tallents, publiqae Preacher, and
,'.ne Lomar, niece to Mr. Hildersbain, Hector of

West Felton."

This Mr. Hildersham was Samuel, son of Arthur.
If MB. M. A. LOWBB possesses any information

respecting this Mr. Jervase Lummas or Lomax or
his descendants, and would kindly communicate

if, I should feel very much obliged to him.

This surname, and its vernacular pronun.
Lttmas, has long been associated with South Lan-
cashire. The ancient orthography appears in ft

MS. Kent Roll of Sir John Filkington of Bury,
KnL'hr, dated on Thursday next before the feast of

ntine the Martyr, 13 Henry VI., wherein oc-

cur,
" Radii* del Lumhalglio, Olivorus del Lura-

halghe?, Thomas del Lumhal^he dt: Whetyll, nnd
GaJfridus del Lumhalghes,

H
a!l I.

tbe manor of Bury in the co. of Lancaster.

In :i curious and valuable local article contri-

buted by the Rev. Canon Raines to the Chetham

Society (Misceli. Vol. 1855), being
" Ex

tyons towchcynge Cokeye
one of the witnesses examined was " L .

Lomats of y* pish of Ilolton, of the age <
'

yrV The family was never heraldic.

one
1

- - 'S viii. 413.)-
44
vulgarism of fast life," as your correspondent

calls it, is tantamount to the phrase of "
cutting
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the connexion," or taking a sudden departure
from some embarrassing position. Mr. Timbs

refers, as its probable origin, to an expression of

Walpole in 1770, in reference to his being able to

walk without a stick after a severe fit of ill-

ness. But if the cant term does not simply refer

to cutting a walking-stick in the hedge on the

occasion of any sudden journey, it may by pos-

sibility have some remote connexion with the

following unique passage in the prophet Zecha-

riah, in which the cutting of a stick is described

as the symbol of abrogating a friendly covenant,
or abruptly breaking off the brotherhood between
two parties :

",Cbap. xi. 4. Thus saitli the Lord my God, feed the

flock of the slaughter.
6. For I will no more pity the inhabitants of the

land, saith the Lord
;
but lo, I will deliver the men every

one into his neighbour's hand.
7. And I will feed the flock of the slaughter; even

you, oh poor of the flock. And I took unto me two
staves ; the one I called Beauty, and the other I called

Bands, and I fed the flock.

8. Three shepherds also I cut off in one month
;
and

my soul loathed them, and their soul also abhorred me.
10. And I took my staff, even Beauty, and cut it

asunder, that I might break my covenant which I had made
with all the people.

11. And it was broken in that day; and so the poor of
the flock that waited upon me knew that it Avas the word
of the Lord.

12. And I said unto them, if ye think good, give me
my price ; and if not, forbear. So they weighed for my
price thirty pieces of silver.

14. Then / cut asunder mine other staff, even Bands;
that I might break the brotherhood between Judali and
Israel."

J. EMERSON TENNENT.

"Night, a Poem" (2
nd S. viii. 11.) Ebenezer

Elliott, afterwards known as the "Corn Law

Cradock, & Joy, Paternoster Row, 1818." It was

printed at Rotherham by a Mr. de Camps. The
author's reply to the Monthly Reviewer, Peter
Faultless to his Brother Simon, Talcs of Night, and
other Poems, was suppressed by him a few years
before his death, and all the copies on which he
could lay his hands were bought up and destroyed.
Is J. O. correct in stating that his copy of Night
has the imprimatur "Glasgow, 1811 ?" If so, I
should esteem it a favour if he would furnish me,
through you, with an exact copy of the title-page.

EPSJLON.
" The style is the man himself

"
(2

nd S. viii. 54.

111.) Some remarks which I forwarded to you
in reply to ANDREW STEINMETZ (p. 54.) were an-

ticipated, and more than supplied, by the complete
and authoritative exposition from M. DE GIIASLES

(p. 111.). I was glad to find that a native and

competent critic confirmed what I, as a mere
foreign student of the French language, had, with

j

some diffidence, suggested : that le style est de
I'homme seemed " an obvious truism, unenlivened

by any vivacity or sententiousness in the expres-
i

sion of it
"

(vii. 502.).
In place of my superseded remarks, I will offer

i you a few examples that have fallen in my way
i
of figurative expression not dissimilar to that

! which has been the subject of this discussion.
Buffon himself thus turns his phrase in another
Discours (Reponse a, M. de Duras), "Ne nous
identifions avec nos ouvrages ; disons qu'ils ont

passe par nous, mais qu'ils ne sont pas nous
; se-

parons en notre existence morale." Charron (La
Sagesse) says,

" la langue est tout le monde, en elle

est le bien et le mal, la vie et la mort." " The mind
is the man arid the knowledge of the mind. A man
is but what he knowetb," Bacon (In Praise of
Knowledge}. "Expressions are a modest clothing
of our thoughts, as breeches and petticoats are of
our bodies," Dryden.

"
Language is the dress of

thought," Dr. Johnson. "
Style is not the dress

of thought, but the body of thought," Edward
Young.

" You see in the style, not the writer and
his labour, but the man in his own natural charac-

i

ter," Blair. "
Quant on voit le style naturel, on

j

est tout etonne, est ravi ; car on s'attendoit de voir
un auteur, et on trouve un homme,'' Pascal. And
see the observations of Wordsworth and De
Quincy cited, 2nd S. vii. 502. C. J. B.

Philadelphia, Penn.

Sigismund and Henry Alexander (2
nd S. viii.

292.) Sigismund and Henry Zinzano, als

Alexander, were buried in the chancel of Tyle-
hurst church, near Reading. I send a copy of
their tombstone, which I took previous to the re-

building of the said church. It is now covered
over with encaustic tile, and lost to the eye, as
are several others. The Zinzanos and Vanlores
were related to Miss Kendrick, the Berkshire

lady. An account of her I published several

years ago, with the ballad.

" Here ryeth Inferr'd

Ye Bod}' of Henry Zinzano
Als Alexander of this Parish,

Esq., Eldest Son of Sr
Sigismvnd

ZINZANOK, who died Nov. ye
13 An. Dom. 1676,

And JACOBA His Wife the
Eldest Daughter of Sr PETER
VANLORE Ye j-ounger Bar1

,

who died ye 22d Day of June, 1G77."

Arms. Azure, a falcon with wings expd ppr., on a
rock, or. On the dexter canton side, an estoile of the last.

Crest. Hawk displayed over a helmet.

JULIA R. BOCKETT.
Bradney, near Burghfield, Reading.

Sir Anthony Poulett, Rut. (2
nd S. vii. 435.) In

answer to MR. HART, Sir Anthony Poulett is

buried in the church of Hinton S. George, near

Crewkerne, co. Somerset, where a monument to
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his memory, and that of Katherine, daughter of ,

Henry \, bis wife, bears the fol-

lowing inscriptions :

. iacet . Antonivs . Povlet . Miles . et . dvx .

[afrits.

Jersey . qvi . obiit . M . die . I viii . anno

iacet . dua . Kalherina . Povlet . vxor . Antonii .

Pov!. Filia . vmc* . Henriri . dni . Xorris . I

BnronU . de . Rycol . qT j . oMll
'

irtii ,

anno . dni . 1601."

a are several other member* of the Poulett

family buried here. ALT. SHELLEY
'

BriatoL

Thf Slare Ship (2** S. viii. 353.) The late

.Mr. Angus B. Reach wn* the author of a tong
:

called " The Slave Ship,** the first line of which

" Set every stitch of canvas to woo the freshening wind."

J.I

The edition of this son-; published by Davidson
is headed "

Poetry and Music bv II. Ru^.-ll."

K. W. HACKWOOD.
htltl Lecture (>2** S. viii. 442.) This lec-

ture is still delivered at Shored itch Church on

Whit-Tuesdays. The preachers, since the death
It- -v. .1 J. Kills, are, in 1855, the Rev. G.

M. Hraune, Rector of YVistmvp, Yorkshire. 1856,
: shop of Oxford. 1857, 1858. The Rev.
' Walker, M.A. of Wadham College, Ox-
1859. The Rev. Henry Stubbing, !>.!>.

Rector v Somerset, London. .f. \.

[*-& VIII. I

BOOKS Ri

.
BZ"eir' Lift nf ***+*** *y * Kigbl Hon. J.

,er. lTtk ///nrfntfioju. Park VI 1

ray.)
- marvellously cheap edi-

tion, which is at the same time bv far the ".. -r.

mcmt interesting biography in the Enctiah language.
71. Lift of I*rd afro.. <* ki, Letter, and Journal*.

By Tbonwu Moore. Part. I. and II. (Murray.)
This is a rival in point of cheapness for it is to be

completed In nine billing numbers of the Botwell,
which we have just noticed.

BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES
WANTED TO rtJBCriASI.

Particular* of Price. *e.. of tht followin. Book* to U Mat 41r*ct I

UM MntUmMi by whom Ocy aw required, aad wkoM muot and K
<frMM arv rlwn for that pvrpow.
Tii I.AMH' DIAHV o WOHAH'I ALMAXAC (brtht ywr* I7*... 7,

AV.i Co. M. FteH Stmt.

5T3&? ttTc^&&$^z"tt
FOVPMJI (JOHN) LrrutAat EzraACT*. Vol. 1 1 1

i

f&HttUtintout.

OTCS ON BOOKS, ETC.

of the Life and Writing* of
/ Staff icritten

i+ed from M8S. in the State

Any old r..hion. vith DoiciM for Women'* Hat*.
8rrrLMMT TO Ixu oun' I'LT. IMS.

Er--"^*-'-
Wanted by r/W^. Jr.//an/, M. Xewivtt Street.

ft Mad
.> >., m
by kirn, now /Ira*

Paper Office; with am Apptnda of DocmmtnU- relating to

MM Gmnertion with the Ksjal Collected and
hy W. Douglas Hamilton, of //. Jf. State Paper
Print* for Ike Camden Society.

The Camden Society have again rendered good service
lish Literature by the publication of the present

volume, of which the varied and important contents are
so amply set forth in the

title-page
that we may confine

ounelves to the expression of oar satisfaction that Mr.
tiM thus have placed at the dipoil of the

ers of Milton, and ail future Editors of his works,
these new materials for the personal and literary hutorv

;rent poet,
December aeems to be a healthy month for Periodicals.

Fiarr exhibits more than its usual excellence, and to
J

judge by its announcement of paper* f.-r th. January
'

Number, means to open the New Year vigorously. Mac-
. Maaazim* open*, like Fraeer. with a ^d article

^ntional Defence*, ai
"

<* we *oa *<
CHBISTMAS BUMDER,

Christina* n::J> i!s /olh-ITon.

jnj

BO

. .. ,

i ......
SM fla^B

JVE
LA RU

Tto be had ofalt

NOW READY.
CO.'S DESK DIARIES 1864

Defence*, and its crack paper,
- Tom

LA RUE & CO.'S K F. I> I
'

and CALENDARS for ISm. To be had of all Bod

'

K '

r
CARW'' lh* lfKWJPAJTER?f9<brU>tSEA90 -V To U had

"/." improve*, as Tom Brown ought to do at
'

Tht Cbmttitvtniual Prrtt, in addition to its pre-
sent great attraction of .v tale of Hopn and
/Van, contains several excellent paper*, among the best

,

of which is that on tlonV ?
-^ -. :.-:.
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UNITED KINGDOM
LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY,

No. 8. WATERLOO PLACE, PALL MALL, LONDON,
S.W.

The Funds or Property of the Company as at 31st Decem-

ber, 1858, amounted to 652,618/. 3s. Wd., invested in

Government or other approved securities.

THE HON. FRANCIS SCOTT, Chairman.

CHARLES BERWICK CURTIS, ESQ., Deputy-Chairman.

INVALID LIVES. Persons not in sound health may have their

lives insured at equitable rates.

ACCOMMODATION 1^ PAYMENT OF PREMIUMS.- Only
;

one-

half of the Annual Premium, when the Insurance .is
for life, is

required to be paid for the first five years, simple interest being

charged on the balance. Such arrangement is equivalent TO AN
IMMEDIATE ADVANCE OF 50 PER CENT. UPON THE ANNUAL PREMIUM,
without the borrower having recourse to the unpleasant neces-

sity of procuring Sureties, or assigning and thereby parting with his

Policy, during the currency of the Loan, irrespective oi the great

attendant expenses in such arrangements.

The above mode of insurance has been found most advantageous
when Policies have been required to cover monetary transac-

tions, or when incomes applicable for Insurance are at present

limited, as it only necessitates half the outlay formerly required

by other Companies before the present system was instituted by

LOANS are granted likewise on real and personal Securities.

Forms of Proposal and every information afforded on application
to the Resident Director,

8. Waterloo Place, Pall Mall, London, S.W.

By order,

E. LENNOX BOYD, Resident Director.

W LIFE ASSURANCE AND
ANNUITY SOCIETY.

3. PARLIAMENT STREET, LONDON, S.W.

Founded A.D. 1841.

Directors.
E. Lucas, Esq.
F.B. Marson, Esq.
A. Robinson, Esq.
J. L. Seager,Esq.
J.B. White, ESQ.

H. E. Bicknell.Esq.
T. 8. Cocks, Esq.
G. II. Drew, Esq. M.A.
W. Freeman, Esq.
F. Fuller. Esq.
J. H. Goodhart.Esa.

Physician W. R. Basham, M.D.
Bankers Messrs. Cocks, Biddulph.and Co.

Actuary. Arthur Scratchley, M.A.

VALUABLE PRIVILEGE.
POLICIES effected in this Office do not become void through tem-

porary difficulty in paying a Premium, as permission is given upon
application to suspend the payment at interest, according to the con-
ditinne Detailed in the Prospectus.

^
LOANS

from,100Z.
to 500?. granted on real or first-rate Personal

"
Attention is also invited to t*e rates of annuity granted to old lives,

for which ample security is provided by the capital of the Society. :

Example : ICO?, cash paid down purchases an annuity of-
s. d.

10 4 o to a male life aged 60
12 3 1

14 16 3
H 11 10

601
65 1 Pay
70 ( as
7oJ

,yable as long
he is alive.

Now ready, 10th Edition, price 7s. 6d., of

MR. SCRATCHLEY'S MANUAL, on
FRIENDLY SOCIETIES, with RULES, TABLES, and an EXPO-
SITION of the TRUE LAW OF SICKNESS.
SHAW & SONS, Fetter Lane ; and LAYTONS, 150. Fleet Street, B.C.

INTRODUCER OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN
L PORT, SHERRY, &c., 20*. per dozen. BOTTLES INCLUDED,
an advantage greatly appreciated by the Public and a constantly in-

creasing connexion, saving the great annoyance of returning them.

A PINT SAMPLE OP BOTH FOB. 24 STAMPS.

WINE IN CASK forwarded Free to any Railway Station in England.
EXCELSIOR BRANDY, Pale or Brown, 15s. per gallon, ox 30s. per

dozen.

TERMS, CASH. Country Orders must contain a remittance. Cross

cheques
" Bank of London." Price Lists forwarded on application.

JAMES L. DENMAN, 65. Fenchurch Street, corner of Railway Place,

London, E.G.

/THE LONDON ASSURANCE,
7. ROYAL EXCHANGE, SO. November, 1859.

The Corporation of the London Assurance give notice to parties whose
Lives are Assured in their Office, that no extra Premium will be charged
to them on joining any Volunteer Corps for fcrvice in the United King-
dom, and that all Policies will be paid in full where death ensues in

consequence of such service.
JOHN LAURENCE, Secretary.

THE
MUTUAL LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY,

(established A.D. 1831,) 39. King Street, Cheapbide, B.C., London.

This is a purely Mutual Life Assurance Society, with a Capital of
350,000?. invested in Government and Real Securities, created entirely
by the steady accumulation of the Premiums, and all belonging to the
members. The assurances in force are 1,100,000?., and the income up-
wards of 60,000?. per annum.
No extra charge to assurers joining Volunteer Rifle, or Artillery Corps.

CHARLES INGALL, Actuary.

N.B. All Policies taken out on or before th" 31st December, 1859, will

have the advantage of One Year in every Annual Bonus.

MARK YOUR LINEN with CULLETON'S
PATENT ELECTRO SILVER PLATES. The most easy,

prevents the ink spreading, and never washes out. Any person can use
them. Initial plate, Is. ; name plate, 2s. 6<?. ; set of movable num-
bers, 2s. 6rf. ; crest, 5s. with directions. Post free for stamps. Observe,
25. Cranbourn Street, Leicester Square, W. C.

pULLETON'S HE-RALDIC OFFICE and Ge-
\J nealogical Studio, for Tracing Family Arms, Pedigrees, and His-
tories of nearly every Family in the United Kingdom, America, &c. No
fee for search of arms ; plain sketch, 2s. 6d. ; in heraldic colours, 5..

Tracing pedigree with original grant of arms, 10s T. CULLETUN,
Genealogist, 25. Cranbourn Street, W. C. The studio and library open
daily.

pULLETON'S BOOK PLATES, with Arms, 10s.,

\J or crest plate, 5s. ; crest engraved on seal or ring, 7s. ; arms on
ditto, 24s. ; crest on steel die for stamping note-paper, 6s. 25. Cran-
bourn Street, W.C. N.B. Seal Engraver and Die Sinker to Her
Majesty and the Board ot Trade.

pULLETON'S CARDS, Wedding, Visiting, and
\J Trade. A copper-plate engraved in any style, and.50 superfine
cards printed for 2s. Post Free. 25. Cranbourn Street, W.C.

pULLETON'S EMBOSSING PRESSES (Patent
Lever) for stamping note paper with initials, crest, or name and
:ss, 15s., at 25. Cranbourn Street, W.C.aV,ress, 15s., i

DRIZE MEDAL LIQUID HAIR DYE.

ONLY ONE APPLICATION.

INSTANTANEOUS,
INDELIBLE,
HARMLESS,

and

SCENTLESS.
IN CASES, POST FREE, 3s. 3d. & 6s,, direct from E. F. LANGDALE'S
Laboratory, 72. Hutton Garden, London, B.C.

" Mr. Langdale's preparations are, to our mind, the most extra-

ordinary productions of modern chemistry." Illustrated London Ifetcs,

A long r.nd interesting report on the Products of E. F. Langdale's
Laboratory, by a Special Scientific Commission from the Editor of the

Lancet, will be found in that Journal of Saturday, January 10th, 1857.

A Copy will be forwarded for Two Stamps.

AGENTS WANTED.

PIESSE Sc LUBINS'S HUNGARY WATER.
This Scent stimulates the Memory and invigorates the

Brain.

2s. bottle ; 10s. Case of Six.

PERFUMERY FACTORY,
2. NEW BOND STREET, W.

XHE
AQUARIUM. LLOYD'S DESCRIPTIVE

and ILLUSTRATED LIST of whatever relates to the AQUA-
[JM, is now ready, price Is. ; or by Post for Fourteen Stamps. 128

Pages, and 87 Woodcuts.

W. ALFORD LLOYD, 19. 20, and 20 A. Portland Road, Regent's
Park, London, W.
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REPTII I \ 1. JAMKS WILSO.X, Author of
irtfek-rbwvte*."

. the Hon. and Rev. CHABLKS

EDITED FOB THE SYNDICS OF TUB

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS.

RHETORIC and SIR WM.TKR SCOTT. BART.

RICARDO. By J. R. M'CrLLocn.

Kit III. !.!!.!. By GUSTAVK MABSON, one of the
Martm of Harrow lefciol

KIVI'.Fl. By JOHN Romsox, late Professor of Na-
rhlkMOphy in the fnlrtr.U, of IMJnburfh.

ROAD-MAKING. By THOMAS ^ I)., late

Corrcpodli>c Member of the Koj al IncUtnte of Frai.ce. llerltcd

by CBAMLI* TOMUO*.
^

ROBERTSON(WiLi.iAM)and ROGERS (SAMUEL).

AM 2XPOSZTZOW OV TBS

WWW
OB deaur 4to. wrlUu< papi

ROUISON (JoHx). By Tu .M.I).,late
Comfpoadlnf Member of the Royal Institute of France.

KOM\N Hivrnin aod HOME. By the Rev.
. .it. Il.D.. Author of a-Hbtorr of the Bonuu

..... ; :... ...... .u.

ROOF. By AHT r.S.An Architect.

ROTATI< >N lly THOMAS GALLOWAY, F.R.a, late

Secretary to the Uojrai Agronomical flookty.

RUSSIA (Statistics of). By HENHV J. BISHOP.

^.^JE^sAi.^^
FARY SCIENCE. Bv HKXBY LETHEBY,

M.B. and EPWIH l^*~nm. M.D.. l'.RJB. t F.I^S.

s \ H I )IM A. By the Author of the article
" Itah ."

BAYI1 KS. By KDWABD EDVTABDS, Au.
thor of the ArtkU " Uhtmrln/'

- vNi-iN VVIANI.TERATURE.
r, Aotbor of"VMu to Remarkable Plaen,-

OAMBmi

SSSSF*-^
. ExCABKBmZIKIB OBBB1

edlUone Sut.U*nl lertia. JiM. Small ro. 6*.M
The WOBJLS of ISAAC BAXSOW. c-mpared

, ;

^^ ^P^LJBjfiVTTX8 15 OX* ^L?XX2 VOPK9A BYTyeAS*

WHEATI.Y OW TBB COMMOV PRAYER.

H-T an.l BLACK1
BRARY of CHEAP EL

PQBO,
Volnmw already puUUhed:

I. SAM SLICK 8 NATURE AND HUMAN NA1
1. JOHN HALIFAX. GENTLEMAN.
r. THE CRESCENT AND THE CROSS.
i. NATHALIE. By Mlfl Kjtvuuch.

ft. A WOMAN'S THOUGHTS ABOUT WOMEN.
. ADAM GRAEME.

r. SAM SLICK'S WISE SAWS AND MODERN INSTANCES.
* WISEMAN'S RECOLLECTIONS of the POPES. With Four

HURST A BI- \
'

'. .:

Now ready, with Tveatr-tJclU Enravln. (W. doth.

TORIES of INVENTORS and DISCON KIU.HS
In SCIENCE awl the U*l A Book for OM awl

By JOHN HMDS, F.&A-,
of " CURIOSITIES OF LONDON." Ac.

8C1II1 l.VM
i'...

TltoMAff DE QUIXCET.

r. \ NO. By PATRICK FBASEB TTTLER. With

SCULPTURE. By RICHARD WrtTMAcoTT, Pro-
ftwr of Sculpture. R.A , F.ILS.

Edteounth: ADAM ft OIAUJeS BLACK.
:

' v !

>
. ..

,

KBTT * CO, (Ute BOBVBX fltct Strtet

Ofwhom OM7 MJ had. by the BUM Author, w. tW

CURIOSITIES ofSCnurCC.PA^aadP.r.>T. Fifth

Cl-RIOSITIEM of HISTORY, with N*Liu*T*. Nlalh

POPULAB ERRORS EXPLAINED aad IIJ.USTRATKD.

TniNOSNOTGENERALLY KNOWN. Flnt awl Smwl Strict.

: i. \ i M;.V



NOTES AND QUERIES:
A MEDIUM OF INTER-COMMUNICATION

FOB

LITERARY MEN, ARTISTS, ANTIQUARIES, GENEALOGISTS, ETC.
__________________ /

"When found, make a note of." CAPTAIN CUTTLE.

No. 207.] SATURDAY, DECEMBER 17. 1859. ("Price Fourpence.
I Stamped Edition, 5d.

\TEW HORTICULTURAL GARDEN at KEN-
ll SINGTON GORE. -The COUNCIL of the HORTICULTU-
RAL SOCIETY give notice, that the Fellows of the Society and their

friends having already offered the Council more money on Debenture
loan than the Council anticipate will be required, the Debenture List
has been closed. The List for Donations and Life Memberships is still

open.
(

BULL'S
LIBRARY for Works of HISTORY,

BIOGRAPHY, TRAVEL, RELIGION, POETRY. &c. Sub-
scription One Guinea a year and upwards. The aim of this Library is

to supply good standard Literature in place of the mere light Publica-
tions ordinarily supplied by Circulating Libraries. Prospectuses sent
Post Free on application. Also a List of Surplus Books now offered for
Sale at greatly reduced prices.-BULL'S LIBRARY, 19. Holies Street,
Cavendish Square, London, W.

DR.
LOVELL'S SCHOOL, WINSLOW HALL,

BUCKS, for the Sons of Noblemen and Gentlemen (established
1836). The course of Tuition is preparatory to the Public Schools,
Eton. Rugby, and Harrow ; Sandhurst College : and the Army and
Navy Examinations. Native Teachers of French and German reside
in the house, and these Languages form an integral part of the daily
School Duty. The number of Pupils is strictly limited, and nc
admitted beyond sixteen years old. All farther particulars can
of the Principal.

\TOTICE OFREMOVAL. MR. J . H. DALLMEYER,
J.1 OPTICIAN, Son-in-Law, and sole Successor in the Astronomical
Telescope Department of the late MR. ANDREW ROSS, bees to an-
nounce that he has removed from 2. FEATHERSTONE BUILDINGS
to No. 19. BLOOMSBURY STREET, W.C.

ORDINARY
OF BRITISH ARMORIALS.

The Subscription List (Second Year) will close Dec. 25, to deter-
mine the number of pages to be issued for this Year. Part IV. is

pearly ready for Publication. Subscriptions for the Third Year (due in
advance this Christmas) should be paid promptly, to enable the early
appearance of Part VI.

HA. GREAT MARLBOROUGH STREET, W.
17th Dec. 1859.

This day, Ninth Edition, enlarged and revised, 4s.

N THE STUDY OF WORDS. By RICHARD
CHENEVIX TRENCH, D.D.,Dean of Westminster.

By the same Author,

A SELECT GLOSSARY of ENGLISH WORDS
USED FORMERLY IN SENSES DIFFERENT FROM THEIR
PRESENT. Second Edition. 4.

ENGLISH: PAST AND PRESENT.
Edition. 4s.

PROVERBS and their LESSONS.
tion. 3s.

London: JOHN W. PARKER & SON, West Strand.

Fourth

Fourth Edi-

PHOTOGRAPHIC PLEASURES. By CUTH-
JL PERT BEDE. With 70 Humorous Designs. Price 4s. in blue cloth
and gold.

" Few will turn over its pages without sharing our enjoyment."
Notes and Queries.

" With much cleverness Mr. Bede has seized the salient points of the
new art. Atlteneeian.

" We heartily recommend it to all." Gentleman's Magazine.
" An attractive and delightful book." Hogg's Instructor.
"We hail with singular pleasure a work treating the subject in a

2ay. lively manner."_ Illustrated Magazine.
" The illustrations have considerable merit." Morning Post.

J. C. HOTTEX, Piccadilly.

COMPLETION OF

LEASE'S HEX.LENICA.

This day is published, 4 to., price One Guinea.

A SUPPLEMENT TO NUMISMATA HEL-
LENICA ; Completing a descriptive Catalogue of Ten Thousand
Greek Coins, with Notes, Geographical and Historical. By COL. W.

THE
Now ready, 2 Vols. 4to., price Three Guineas.

NUMISMATA HELLENICA ;
a Cata-

logue of Greek Coins, with Notes, a Map and Index, including the
above SUPPLEMENT.

JOHN MURRAY, Albemarle Street, W.

CROXER'S EDITION" OF BOSWEX.Z.
For Ten Shillings.

This Day,with Portraits, One Volume, Royal 8vo., 10s.; or in Cloth, 12s.

"DOSWELL'S LIFE OF JOHNSON; including
JD the TOUR to the HEBRIDES and WALES. Edited by the
RIGHT H..N. JOHN WILSON CKOKER. With Contributions by LORD
STOWELL, SIR W. SCOTT, DISRAELI THE EIUER, SIR JAMES MACKINTOSH,
&c. A New Edition.

The Quarterly Review, January 1859.
" The most entertaining and instructive book in the language. MR.

CROKER'S NOTES combine the gleanings from the numerous other
memorials of Johnson, and are often quite as valuable as the text."

JOHN MURRAY, Albemarle Street, W.

THE PEOPLE'S EDITION OF
MOORE'S LIFE OF LORD BYRON.

This Day. Parts I. & II. (To be completed in 9 Monthly Parta.)
i Portraits, JWith Portraits, &c. 8vo. Is. each.

THE LETTERS AND JOURNALS OF LORD
BYRON, with No

With Cotemporary Note
ber, Professor Wilson, Gifford,

JOHN MURRAY, Albemarle Street, W.

-rm.A.lJ-' VVWA^AUk7 VSX JLJWJLH_/
ICES OF HIS LIFE. By THOMAS MOORE,
and Illustrations by Lord Jefiery, Bishop He-
ford, Crabbe, Sir Walter Scott, Lockhart, Ac.

Now ready, price 7*. 6d.,

\ COMMENTARY ON THE GOSPEL OF
\. 8. MARK. By-the VERY REV. HARVEY GOODWIN, D.D.,

Dean of Ely. Intended for the English Reader, and adapted for either
Domestic or Private Use.

By the Same,

A COMMENTARY ON THE GOSPEL OF
S.MATTHEW. Crown 8vo. 12s.

Cambridge : DEIGHTON, BELL, & CO.
London : BELL & DALDY.

SHAKESPEARE.
In Six Volumes, demy 8vo., price 4?. 4s. bound in cloth.

THE
WORKS OF SHAKESPEARE. The Text

revised by the REV. ALEXANDER DYCE.
** In this Edition the Notes are placed at the end of each play.
"A minute examination has satisfied us that this is the best text of

Shakespeare which has yet been given to the world. * * * * * This at
least is beyond doubt, that we have never possessed so admirable a text
of Shakespeare before ; and we would suggest to the thousands of peo-
ple who are always inquiring for something interesting to read, that
they should read again the works of the monarch of literature, and
read him in the edition ofJIr. Dyce." Quarterly Review, Jan. 1859.

EDWARD MOXON & CO., H. Dover Street,W
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FOR Tint 8EAKW Of CHRISTMAJ*.

* ""

Jll.l \\ lloME; a Tale of College Life. By
the RKV. F. W. FARRAR. Author of

-
Eric."

BRUCE'S TRAVELS IN M'.^MNIA. Edited

by REV. J. M. CLINGAN. MA. HlurtraUd by DOYLE.

THK I-KOM: AND PI: MSI: WUITF.RS OF
MEJTAIIC. ta&CUAUCKUtoRUSJUN. Bjr ROBERT DEMAUft, j

THE POETRY AND POI.T> OF BRITAIN*
from ClIACCEB to SMITH. By DANIEL 8CBYMOEOUR. P<

OF 01

^.sas

! E

BIVINGTUN*. Waterloo Flee*, t.W.

PAUCTT1\KLS IX AFRICA. Illustrated.

ftj,

ERIC ?,
11 I I I I. i,V LITTLE (4th Edition).

THE CASTLE OF OTRANTO. Illustrated.

ROBINSON CRUSOE. Illustrated by DOYLE. 6*.

HA RON MUNCH AUSEN. Illustrated. U*/.

ri, LIVER'S TRAVELS TO LILLIPUT. D-

:> ' 1 1 CAPER EDITION OT TOWTCSEWD'H
ARRANGEMENT OF TUE BIBLE.

the Old and New

By GEORGE
I^teCmnon of Durham.

PALESTINE. By KITTO. lUustrated. S.

SCOTT'S TALES OF A GRANDFATHER.
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" BOUND ABOUT OUR COAL FIRE, OR CHRISTMAS
ENTERTAINMENTS "

:

A BIBLIOGRAPHICAL RARITY.

I have now before me a little volume of sixty-
four pages, once belonging to that greedy hunter

after the " Folk-lore
"
of England, Master John

Brand of Newcastle-upon-Tyne. At this season

of the year it may be worth noticing. in the pages
of " N. & Q.," more especially as it is a treasure

of very uncommon occurrence.

The title-page is somewhat lengthy, but as it

describes so minutely the contents of the book, it

is desirable to give it in full :

" BOUND ABOUT OUR COAL FIRE, OK CHRISTMAS
ENTERTAINMENTS. Wherein is described, CHAP. I. The
Mirth and Jollity of the Christmas Holydays ;

viz. Christ-
mas Gambols, Eating, Drinking, Kissing, and other Di-
versions. CHAP. II. Of Hobgoblins, Raw-heads, and
Bloody-bones, Buggy-bows, Tom-pokers, Bull- beggars,
and such like horrible Bodies. CHAP. III. Of Witches,
Wizzards, Conjurers, and such Trifles; what they are,
and how to make them

; with many of their merry Pranks.
CHAP. IV. Enchantment demonstrated, in the' Story of
JACK SPRIGGINS and the Enchanted Bean

; giving a par-
ticular Account of Jack's arrival at the Castle of Giant

Gogmagog ; his rescuing ten thousand Ladies and Knights
from being broiled for the Giant's Breakfast; jumping
through Key-holes; and at last how he destroyed the

Giant, and became Monarch of the Universe. CHAP. V.
Of Spectres, Ghosts, and Apparitions ; the great Con-
veniences arising from them; and how to make them.
CHAP. VI. Of Fairies, their Use and Dignity. Together
with some curious Memoirs of Old Father Christmas;

Shewing what Hospitality was in former Times, and how
little there remains of it at present. Illustrated tvith many
diverting Cuts. The Fourth Edition, with great Addi-
tions. LONDON, Printed for J. Roberts in Warwick-Lane,

and sold 'by the Booksellers in Town and Country.
MDCCXXXIV."

Passing over the Dedication

" To the Worshipful MR. LUN, (i. e. Christopher Rich),
Complete Witchmaker of ENGLAND, and Conjurer- General
of the Universe, at his Great House in Covent Garden,"

signed Dick Merryman, we have a "
PROLOGUE,"

which being in the shape of a "
merry Song

" on
Christmas, is worth extracting :

" O you merry, merry Souls,
Christmas is a coming,

We shall have flowing bowls,

Dancing, piping, drumming.
" Delicate minced pies,

To feast every virgin,

Capon and goose likewise,

Brawn, and a dish of sturgeon.
" Then for your Christmas box,

Sweet plumb cakes and money,
Delicate Holland smocks,

Kisses sweet as honey..

" Hey for the Christmas ball,

Where we shall be jolly,

Coupling short and tall,

Kate, Dick, Ralph, and Molly.
" Then to the hop we'll go,

Where we'll jig and caper,
Cuckolds all-a-row,
Will shall pay the scraper.

"
Hodge shall dance with Prue,

Keeping time with kisses,
We'll have a jovial crew
Of sweet smirking misses."

The author gives us an account, in his first

chapter, of the mode of observing the festival of

Christmas among the middle classes towards the

beginning of the last centm-y. He says that " the

manner of celebrating this great course of boly-

days is vastly different now to what it was in

former days," and contrasts it with the amuse-
ments of earlier times.

" There was once upon a time Hospitality in the Land;
an English Gentleman at the opening of the great day,
had all His Tenants and Neighbours enter'd his hall by
day -break, the strong- beer was broach'd, and the black-

jacks went plentifully about with toast, sugar, nutmeg,
and good Cheshire cheese; the rooms were embower'd
with boll}', ivy, cypress, bays, laurel, and missleto, and a

bouncing Christmas log in the chimney glowing like the

cheeks of a country milk-maid; then was the pewter as

bright as Clarinda, and every bit of brass as polished as

the most refined Gentleman ;
the Servants were then

running here and there, with merry hearts and jolly

countenances; every one was busy in welcoming of

Guests, and look'd as smug as new lick'd puppies ;
the

Lasses were as blithe and buxom as the maids in good
Queen Bess's days, when they eat sirloins of roast beef

for breakfast : Peg would scuttle about to make a toast

for John, while Tom run harum scarum to draw a jug of

ale for Margery."

And, afterwards, we are told,
" This great festival was in former times kept with so

much freedom and openness of heart, that every one in

the country where a Gentleman resided, possessed at least
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a day of pleasure in ths C%riHmmi holrdayt ; the tables

were all spread from the first to the hit, the wr-Ioyns of

beef, the rainc'd-piea, the plumb- puddings, were All

brought upon the boH; and all those who bad sharp
atoaaacfcs mod aharp knives eat heartily and were welcome,
which gave riaa to the proverb,

Jftrry m AtA* H*M beard, wag air
' There were then turnaptto employed, who by the time

Mr waa over, would look aa black and M greasy aa a

Welch porridge- pot, bat the Jack, have since tamed
them ell out of doors. The gee*, which used to be fatted

for the honest neighbours, hare been of late sent to

lesjsfca, and the quills made into pens to convey away
the Landlord's estate-, the sheep are drove away to raise

money to answer the loes at a game at dice or cards, and
their skins made into parchment for deeds and inden-

tures; nay. even the poor Innocent bee, who was used to

pay his tribute to the Lord once a year at least in good
meihrglin. for the entertainment of the guests, and its

wax converted into beneficial plaisters for sick neigh-
bours, is now used for the sealing of deeds to his disad-

Tsntage."

The Squire of olden times was a roan of mighty
influence. If he happened

to ask a neighbour
what it waa o'clock, he received for answer, with

a low scrape,
" It is what your Worship pleases.**

But, withal, he was good to his neighbours, kept
no *'

mock-beggar hall ;

** and u
give me the man

who has a good heart in his belly, and bus spirit

enough to keep up the old way of hospitality.

Among the amusements of our own time, the

author of Round about our Coal Fire mentions

" Mumming, or Masquerading, when the Squire's
wardrobe is ransacked for dresses of all kinds, and the

coal-hole searched around, or corks burnt to black the

face* of the fair, or make deputy-mustache*, and every
one in the family, except the Squire himself, most be

transformed from what they were,"

Among the games, Blindmnn's buff*, pass in the

corner, questions and commands, lump and hide,

and story -telling, were also resorted to for variety,
but cards and dice were

especially
avoided,

" un-

le*s lawyer is at hand to breed some dispute for

him to decide, or at least have some party in."

Dancing, of course, waa in great request. And here

the writer tak.-s an opportunity of
saying,

u The

dancing and singing of the Benchers in the great
Inns of Court on Chrittmat, is in some sort

founded upon intcreat ; for they hold, as I am in-

formed, some privilege bv dancing about the

fire in the middle of their Hall, and singing the

song of Round about our Coal Fire" &c.

Gentlemen of the long robe may smile when

they look back upon the antics of their predeces-
sor*, but they may rest assured that the*e " dan-

cingi
"

actually took place. Once upon a time,

indeed, according to that high authority Dugdale,
the barristers of Lincoln's Inn were, "by declam-

ation, put out of Commons for example's sake,

because the whole bar offended by not dancing on
Candlemas day preceding, according t

order of this Society." This occurred in the reign
of James I. (See DugdaU', Orig. Jurid. cap.
>4. )

upon our
cloathed

people,
childre

generally came
alwa'

Turning over the pages of utories about u Hob-

goblins,"
" Raw-heads and Bloody -bones,"

"

jurers,**
"

Witches,** &c. ice., including an in-

teresting wood-cut of the "
Hobgoblin S<

we arrive at " A Chapter on Fairies," which is

interesting enough to call for quotation :

- My grandmother has often told me of fairies dancing
oar green, sod that they were very little creatures

in green; they would 4o good to the indosuioas
bat they pinch the slats; they would steal

ren. and give one of their own in the room ; and the

moment any one saw them they were struck blind of oat

eye. All this I have heard, and my grandmother, who
was a very tall woman, said she had seen several of

them, which I believe because she said so; she said,

that they lived under-ground, and that they
ame out of a mole-hill; they had fine music

^^^^ Hives, and danced in a
moon^********!

night around, or in a ring, aa one may see at this day
upon erery common in England where mushrooms grow.
But. though my grandmother told me so, it U not Ml-

lawful to enquire into a secret of this nature, and so I

spoke, to several good women about it.

' When I asked one whether there was such things as

fairies, Ay,' savs she, I hare seen them many
another sa"id, There's no room to doubt of it, for rou
mar ass thousands of their rings upon oar common,' Ac,

44
I found, howerer, another way to be satisfied of the

matter, and heard the following story of fairies from a

person of reputation.
A gentlewoman and her husband were going into the

country, and thought It best to retire out of town foar

or five miles ths Slight before, to receive the stage-coach,
and avoid the ceremony of taking leave of

which are generally more troublesome than welcome on

that occasion ; and* being gone to bed in a country town

j
where fairies walked about twelve o'clock, up comes a
little woman, not much bigger than one's thumb, and

immediately follows a little parson, alao a great number
of people, and a midwife, with a child in her arm
I suppose by their power chairs were net for them; Mi,
it happened they wanted a godmother for the cbil-!.

was to be christened that night; so says the good fairy,

Father, the gentlewoman in the room will do us that

favour.' 'Ay,' says the rest of the company, 'it i* a

good thought;' and up brisked the fairy father to the

bed-side, and called out the lady who did* the oft

which the father gare her a large diamond ring. All this

while the lady's husband was as fast as a churrh. and

knew nothing* of the matter. But in the morning, good
lack, the case was altered ;

he espied the floe rir

bis wife's finger: 'How came rou by that, my dear?'

savs he. '

Why, my love!
'

replies she, the fiirio hart

been here to-night;' and told him the story

christening.
' Zounds,' says be

;
the ring is Sir

ring; I know the stone : I have often seen familiarities

between you and him, and now am

treachery.' And so I suppose he took his wife for a

wanton.
M The fairies were very necessary in families, a-

as bread, aalt. pepper, or any other such

beliere; because they used to walk in my f

an. I if I can indue right of the matter,

into all the families by the nerva:

used to go to bed at'nine o'clo i t ho maste:

snd mistress were lain on th<

maids, if they bad a game at romp*, and '

stairs, or jumbled a cos it

would swear it wss the fain-*, and thatUi

stamping up and down stairs all night, crying, Waters
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locked, waters locked,' when there was no water in any

pail in the kitchen.
" So from what I have said, (he hobgoblins, the witches,

the conjurers, the ghosts, and the fairies, are not of any

value, nor worth our thought."

Such are my brief notices of this
"
bibliographi-

cal rarity,
1 ' which at some future period I shall

return to. It remains to inquire when the first,

second, and third editions appeared. As yet I

have not been able to trace them. There is an

edition of 1796, which professes to be a reprint of

the present. EDWARD F. HIMBAULT.

FOLK LORE AND PROVINCIALISMS.

In addition to the curious elucidations of men
and manners derived from the customs and lan-

guage of our country people, great and important
aid is given to the philologist by this study.

Many things commonly considered vulgarisms are

not so; they are often really archaisms, or an-

cient English names, since superseded by words

derived from other sources. Many wonder how

Birmingham could possibly be corrupted into

Brummagem. The fact is, the latter word is the

ancient Anglo-Saxon name, Bromwicham, for-

merly pronounced as nearly as possible like the

common people do now ;
while the former name

is that of the family De Bermingham, who held

the manor from the time of the Conquest (some

say earlier) till 1527. The polite used the name
most familiar to Norman ears, while the lower

ranks adhered to the old Anglo-Saxon designa-
tion.

A short time before the death of that accom-

plished scholar J. Mitchell Kemble, I chanced to

mention to him another fact connected with pro-
vincialisms

;
and that was, that, in different parts

of England, words obviously from the same root

had widely different pronunciations. Thus the

Anglo-Saxon burh, a city, in the north is a
"
burgh ;

"
in some parts of England

"
borough,"

and in others (in composition)
"
bury." So the

A.-S. die, in parts of England is a-ditch; farther

north a dyke; and in Kent a dyk (pronounced
like Dick). I suggested this might be due to the

various dialects of the original settlers, Jute,

Angle, or Saxon. The gentleman whose loss we
all must deeply regret, was much pleased at the

idea, and begged of me to collect and treasure up
everything of the kind I could. For my own

part I conceive this to be one of the chief of the

varied uses of " N. & Q.," and that the warmest
thanks of every philologist are due to it on ac-

count of its storing up the Folk Lore and Pro-
vincialisms of Britain.

Brangle (2
nd S. viii. 6.) Swift (proposal for

badges for the poor) uses this word in the sense of
" embroil ;

"
but in Urquhart and Motteaux's

Rabelais, Book ii. cap. 2., he is telling the Tal-

mudical story of the giant riding astride on the

top of Noah's ark,
" for he was too big to get in-

side," and says,
" in that portion he saved the

said ark from danger, for with his legs he gave it

the brangle that was needful, and with his foot

turned it whither he pleased, as a ship answereth
her rudder." The original is,

" car il luy bail-

loyt le bransle auecques les iambes." Is the

word bransle the origin of brangle ? It seems not

improbable.
Cushion. Bailey derives this from coussin ; and

Richardson seems to think it to be a word cor-

rupted from coxa. In the account of Archbishop
Nevill's Inthronisation it is spelt quission. Is it

not derived from quisse, the old spelling of the

French cnisse, and the meaning something to rest

the thigh upon ?

Derivations Wanted: Studding. That sort

of apple tart which in London is named a turn-

over, in Sussex is called by this name. What is

its derivation ?

Huffkim. In the same county a sort of cakes

are called thus. Whence is the derivation, and
what is the difference between these and man-

chets, simnels, and cracknels ?

Feeling Leer. In the neighbourhood of Brigh-
ton, if any one is weak and faint, they complain
of feeling leer (or lear, for no one knows how it

is spelt). It is said that many of the peculiar
words in Sussex and Hampshire are derived from
the intercourse between the fishermen of this

coast and of the opposite shores of Normandy
and Brittany. Is this so ?

'

Dunner. A friend of mine observing to a
woman in Buckinghamshire how active her boy
was, answered,

"
Ah, sir ; it beant no use bringing

up lads too dunner." Is this from the A.-S.

dunnian, to darken, to obscure ?

Widbin. In the same county they call Dog-
wood by this name. My informant thought at

first they meant woodbine, but found it was the

red dogwood that was meant. The A.-Saxon is

corntreow.

Maiden, a clothes' horse. Thus called in the

neighbourhood of Tavistock. Is the word pecu-
liar to Devon, or is it used in other counties ?

A Gleer. A slide is thus called in Oxford-

shire. In Anglo-Saxon glar is the name for

amber. Can ice be so called on account of its

being partly transparent, like amber ? To this

day we call the white of egg glare, which also

has some degree of transparency.
"
Glare," in

the sense of light, is derived by Skinner from the

French esclairer, a not very satisfactory origin.

Keek-handed. In Buckinghamshire and its

neighbourhood if a man, at hay time or harvest,

holds his fork with his left hand lowest, they say,
" Ah ! he's no good ! he's keek-handed ! he works
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with the weaken band next to the load." Can
vour reader* inform me of the origin of this say-
ing, and its etymology f

Browy. In the Midland Counties this word
if

applied
to anyone who looks showy.

" She'd
her beat shawl on, and new ribbons to her bonnet,
and her looked quite browsj." Can this be a
modification of blowsy, a word applied to any

red-faced person ? if so, what is the ety-
r F Bailey (Diet. 1770) gives this last word,

but no derivation.

Noak'i Ark Cloud. A cloud rising, of the form
of the Vesica Piscis, or shaped like a vertical

elongated oval, is called in the North " Noah's

Ark, and believed to be the precursor of a great
deal of rain. Does such an

opinion
and title pre-

vail in the southern counties r

Tooth-Ache Superttition. In Sussex they say,
if you always clothe your right leg first, i. <. if

jou invariably put the right stocking on before
j

the left; right leg into the trowsers before the

led ; right boot, &c. &c., you will never have the

tooth-ache. Does this opinion obtain elsewhere,
and if so, what can be the origin of such an odd

superstition ?

Sending Jack after Ye*. In the southern coun-
ties if a person in haste accidentally knocks down
any article, and the fall of this knocks down a

second, they say
"
that's sending Jack after Yet"

1 should fancy it meant sending after yeast, which
is often done in a hurry at baking times, if the

haste only were alluded to ; but why should it be

only employed when one thing knocks down ano-
ther f

Singing before Breakfast. In Hampshire, &c.,

they say,
"

if you sing before breakfast, you will

cry before night." Is this a saying in the north
also ? A. A.

Poets' Comer.

SA1HT 8TBPHBNS OAT.

St Stephen's Day is the morrow of Christmas

Day. An old letter now before me seems to show
that it was the day on which, in some families,

the highest festivities took place. The letter was
written by Robert Heyricke, an alderman of

Leicester, "To the right wor his very good
Brother sir Willyam Heyricke, Knyght, at his

bowse in Woodstrete," in Cheap*ide, and is dated
" Leicester the 2 of January 114" :

M Tow wryte bow yow reacayved my letur of (on) St
Samoa day, and that, I thanke yow, vow esteemed yt as

as the 18 trumpytors; w* in so doing I most
esteme yowrea, God willing, more wellcoom

DpeU and all the mudcke we have bad aince

Christmas, and yet we have had prety store bothe of

owre owne and otbar, ever since Christmas. And the

same day we were busy w* holl.liog ap hands and spoonea
to yow. owt of porredge and pjree, to the remembraooce of

yowre g (great) lyberality of (rule and spice, which God

.11,1 mm

sead ytm loog Jyflfc to cootynew. for of that day we hare
not mresed annv St. Steven this 47 ycare to have as roanv
gaa (gueata) as my bowse woolid hoi Id, I thank God
irjt?

This is not onlj a genuine picture of .-1,1

lish banqueting at Christmas, but it alludes to two
or three remarkable cuntoms. The eighteen ti um-
peters were a London band, perhaps the same as
the Citj Waits. The presents of fruit and spice
sent down into the country formed the por
and pies of the Christmas feast ; and the acknow-
ledgement thereof, by holding up spoons to th-

name of the donor, is a remarkable old en
now

perhaps quite forgotten. It is men'

again in a second letter written by the same party
on the following Christmas :

"
I tooke colld of Christmas even with looking into

the garden, bat Chrietmas day being my ill .lay. I was
in that cace I was fajne to be led home from 't hirche,
and had a spice of youre diaaeaae. fearing d

I aholld hare fallen. And yet thta day, 1 thanke God,
all hart agayne, and have had 30, or nere, at dynnar, and
with wynf and saga/, and hands hellJ up so hye aa we
colld, we rememhred Woodatrete; and though we can
doe no more, yet in oure prayers, in oar apoc..a, and in
our cope, we doe not forget you when tyrae aarvee."

This was written on St. Stephen's Day, Dec.
26, 1615.

A third time the lifting up of spoons, as
well as cups, is mentioned by the same
when acknowledging the presents of m
Christmas; for which, he says, "we rendar all

possyble thankes, and will not forget you, God so

willinge, in the cup nor the spoone." < I
'

1616.) JOHM GOUGII Ki

FAIRT RINGS.

As I believe that many Dutch works, if but
circulated in England, would find a large mass
of interested readers, I draw your atteir

one which has recently appeared,
and whic ! no

doubt would have its gooulv share of purchasers.
The literal translation of us title ( Verhm
over de Kol-op HektekringeK, ook wti Toocerknn-

gen genaamd door Dr. R. Wetterhnff. Groningen,

pij
de erven C. M. van Bolhuis lioitsema, 1859,

in 8-.) sounds in EnglUh : Essay concern

Hag, or Witch-circle** alto called Magical L

by Dr. R. WesterhoflT. I am sorry I have not g< >t t ho

book itself, but I will at lesst impart to you all I

know about it, in good confidence that the M.

which with you is a thorough national one, will

serve as an apology for my want
translate from the Kontten Letterbode (the Dutch

Atkentnun), vol. Ixxi. p. 276. :

M An Easay like the soperscribed, which leada at Uck
to the Middle Ages, and, at the same time, transfers as

in the precincts of the newest researches

c ifnee. does not often occur. It gives evidence of a rrry

conprebenaire knowledge, and at one moment in quite

contemplative, at another purely practical.
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"The writer begins with enumerating the different

kinds of fairy-rings which seem to exist in Europe. Of

the six species he takes under notice, the third exclusively

makes the subject of his essay.

"To wit, those rings which in some places appear in
j

the meadows, and are conspicuous by the circles of vari-
j

ous diameter according to age, and spreading out more
|

and more every year ;
farther distinguished by a cycle ;

of very crowded, luxuriant grass, from some inches to ,

one foot in width, and apparently spurned by cattle; j

which rings in spring, in summer, or in autumn, according
to their kind, are surrounded by a border offungi,"

This species of hag-rings is reported to be found

in various parts of the Netherlands, but was no-

ticed more especially in Friesland by Dr. Wester-
hoff:

" After having passed the review of all the mediaeval

traditions, in their superstitious varieties regarding the

different kinds of magical rings not forgetting that sort

which grows in the meadow the writer proceeds to ex-

plain the origin of that we named last.

"And, in the first instance, he notes down that Lin-

iiasus [not very poetically!] considered them as occa-

sioned by
' horses'-water ;' that by others they were said

to be the work of ants; others, again, ascribed them to

hay-cocks, which had smothered the grass, or to the

effects of lightning, etc., till at last their true nature was
found out by Wollaston, viz. that the rings were the con-

sequence of fungi. If we may believe the writer, Wol-
laston however was not as happy in his explanation of

the reason why every year these fungi spread to a wider
circle. For he contended that the fungus, once having
taken in the centre of the ring, possesses the power to

exhaust the soil in such a way that its progeny do not
find food enough in the same spot to be able to flourish

there, and thus always go on further away from the site

where their progenitors were bom, lived and died.
" Dr. Westerhoff impugns this theory in a very ample

discussion, and at last communicates his view of the sub-

ject. He finds the interpretation of the fairy-rings in the

theory promulgated by Professor Brugmans, that the

roots "of plants not only suck up food, but also secrete un-

necessary matters, which sometimes are deleterious to

other plants, but more so to those of their own kind,
and sometimes, too, again seem to be sought for by other

species.
"The author everywhere gives proof of his having con-

sulted an immense mass of writings, but this principally
is the case with regard to his aspect of how fairy-rings do

originate. He connects it with the alternation of crops

(vruchtivisseUng~), as, especially in former days, it was held
forth by several botanists and others : why, for instance,
trefoil may not always be grown on the same soil, or

why, after beans, a good harvest of wheat will follow."

J. H. VAN LENNEP.
Zeyst, near Utrecht.

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE STORY.

The following lines were given me some years

ago by an old Northamptonshire lady, who told

"me she had them from her mother; that they were
founded on a fact which had occurred, and that

they were within four or five years
" before the'

Pretender went to Derby," or about 1740. They
are of a very graphic character, though unfortu-

nately there is more than one hiatus in the MS.
They run thus, and she entitled them

"
Riding round the Great Oak.

" A farm of Parkley's at the Hall
One Satfield hired ; nor large, nor small :

'Twas just one hundred pounds a year,
And reckoned neither cheap nor dear.

At half year's end he surely went,
And at the Mansion paid his Rent.
One day as Rent was tending* down
'Twas found deficient, just a Crown.
His head he scratched, his Shoulders shrugged,
And from his Fob his purse he lugged :

Turned inside out thrice shook it well
But nothing nothing nothing fell.

When three times told 'twas just the same.
' So ! here's some blunder of mv Dame

;

She told it fifty, I dare say :

I met no Gipsy by the way.'
Something beside he mumbled 'er ;

Quoth Parkley,
' Teaze yourself no more,

The Crown I'll promise to forgive,
If you'll acquaint me how you live,

Keep a sick wife, and children five,

And (as the Country has it) thrive :

Yet never fail your Rent to pay
Each Michaelmass and Lady-day
My Farm you know is twice the size,

And snug within itself it lies ;

It is my own, but I protest
I scarce can drudge along at best.'

Said Satfield, and he shook his head ;

'

Aye, measter, something might be said

But if, and that the truth I show
Faith, Landlord ! I know what I know.'
' Then what you know, discover, do,
And 1 shall know what 1 know too.'
'

Aye, measter ! but it's sometimes best

To curb the truth, so give it rest.'
1 Give it rein !

' ' You'll take it ill.'

< Call me Tenant, if I will.'
.

' Why then six mornings all together,
Ere six o'clock, and heed no weather!
Round your great Oak, in far-field, ride

Three Times at least whatever betide.

Then home to breakfast on your life

The secret trust not, e'en your wife.'
"
They part ; that night upon his bed,

Parkley" recalled what Satfield said ;

' What" if I rise, and take my Mare,'

Thought he;
' there's health and morning air.'

At five he rose, not Madam knew,
Ere six the hunting gate went through,
Saddled his steed himself, and strait

Stole slyly through the hunting gate.
O'er the first field went, all so fast,

But o'er the rest at leisure past,
Far-field at length he reached full sad,

For 'twas the farthest field he had.

The Oak, as bid, rode three times round ;

As he returned, new troubles found.

His neighbour's fields, for harvest brown
His own all green, and trodden down
'
I wonder 'tmust be out by now ;

4 1 wonder where the team's at plough :

' The sheep not folded all the night
' Was ever farm in such a plight ?

'

Arrived at home his Mare put in

His horses were, some at the Bin,

Sic.
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Up the Maid* in IOOM t

To Jr them prattling round

The maidi at tight of Mailer t

Some deep in dang, instead of litter

HU ren- soul was in a twiiur.

The teat still weeping for the Pail,

In every Barn aUpt every Flail.

HU Servants fast but. hark ! one stirs ;

Down atep the Maid* in IOOM attire

the Are.
:' !

To dreea above ; then down came Ned,
And Tom. and Will, and James and John
You drone* ! are theee your going* on ?

Out of my houae
'

their due he paid,
And turned off every Man and Maid.
Takee a new set his ride renews ;

Each morning ail bis ground reviews.

The Landlonfall the country

Larg ricks end barns too you might eee

Arise around the mat Oak Tree,

And Satfield, to his heart's content,
Is thanked with what? a twelvemonth's rent."

Can any of jour readers supply the mining;
Terse* ? And can they tell me how many acres at

that period a farm consisted of which might be

described " nor large nor small
"

? A. A.

Poets' Corner.

A OOtllP ABOUT CUBISTMAS AMD ITS FOLK LOBE.

Marry, this is a subject well calculated to fill

an entire number of " N. & Q," if indeed it

would not rather call for a goodly volume to itself

to do it justice. Yet peradventure one may in a

pace or two touch upon a few of ita pleasant points
and bygone memories.

How bound up with the social history of Eng-
land is the history of Christinas ; how strongly is

the national mind reflected in its time-honoured
observances ; and what a store of new and pleasant

reading might any Dry-as-lust (if the shelves of
his library, on which his Folk-lore Collections are

ranged, be but fitly garnished) gather together in

a few hours, to show us on the one hand the way
in which

"The great King Arthur made a sumptuous feast.

And held his Royal Christmas at Carlisle:**

and in strange contrast how at Christmas the
Groom Porter set the tables for play, even

< In the old time when George the Third was King."

Of a truth, his difficulty would be, not what to

say, but what to omit; not where to begin, but
when to leave off.

Is it not strange, then, that with a theme so

rich, we find year after year, and Christmas after

Christmas, this season of Peace and Goodwill, and
all its associations, treated of by everybody, not
with a rich outpouring of his own .spirit, but with
a refashioning of the oil materials gathered ready
to bis bands by Brand, Hone, and such like wor-
thies. Why should not the same research which

Sandys, Rimbault, and Chappcll, have employed
upon the subject of CHBISTMAS CABOLS be ex-

tended to other remarkable features of the great
Christian Festival ?

What though the WAITS seem to be tired of

waiting, and to have disappeared, i*

much yet to be gathered concerning their past
history and that of their continental bretlirc-n ?

The admirable translation < f Yinny Hourne's
address to David Cook,

" a vigilant u ':

sped watchman of Westminster," which appeared
in your first volume *, called forth a mass of
curious information touching the old Watchman,
his Bell, bis Dog, and bis Song. Yet the subject
can scarcely be said to have received due atten-
tion at the hands of the

antiquary. Walter Scott
in the Illustration! of Northern A*tiquititi t and
Edgar Taylor in his capital little book on the
Troubadour* and Minnesingers, have each given
us a specimen of the German Watchman Songs ;

but surely, seeing what an addition has been made
of late years to the collected Ballad Poetrv or

many, some fresh examples might well be given
of this peculiar expression of the popular v<

Has any curious student of old customs learned
the origin of the CUBISTMAS PIBCBS, in whi
children of our Charity Schools some thirty or
fortv years since were wont to try their skill at

calligraphy, and then to make the exhibition of
their work a means of extracting Christmas Boxes
from their friends and patrons? Are any early

specimens of these CHBISTMAS PIBCBS known to

exist P

Again, how many quaint and apparently un-

meaning customs exist, or have existed lately, in

various parts of the country, on which, obscure as

they may at first sight seem, some light might be
thrown by research among the traditions of the

neighbourhood, or the labours of Continental An-
tiquaries.

Gay's Epilogue to The What d'ye call it

" Our Stage Play has a moral, and no doubt
You all have sense enough to find It out,"

might well be parodied, with reference to such

inquiries, after this fashion :

Each custom has its meaning, there's no doubt.
Had we but sense enough to And it oat."

For instance, the Kentish custom of HODBH-

, At Ramsgato, In Ken-
the festivities of Christmas by a curious musical proces-
sion. A partv of young people procure the head of a
dead horse, which fa affixed to a pole about four feat in

length. A string is tied to the lower jaw ; a horee-cloth

is then attached to the whole, under which one of the

party sets, and. by frequently pulling the siring, keep*
up a loud snapping noise, and is accompanied bv the

rest of the party groCeeqorly habited, and ringing
balls. They thus proceed from bouse to bouse, sounding

They are

pern., .

their bells, and singing carols and songs. They are com-

monly gratitied with beer and cake, or

1- 8. L 162.
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money. This is provincially called a horlening, and the

ligure' above described as a hoden or wooden horse.
' This curious ceremony is also observed in the Isle of

Thanet on Christmas Eve, and is supposed to be an ancient

relic of a festival ordained to commemorate our Saxon
ancestors landing in that island."

This is told by Busby in his Concert Room
Anecdotes, thence transferred to Hone's Every
Day Book (ii. 1642). From Hone it finds its way
into Brand's great storehouse of Popular Anti-

quities (i. 474., ed. 1849), and there it is left;
but who can doubt that if any zealous member
of the Kentish Archaeological Society would look

into the Deutsche Mythologie of that most profound
scholar Jacob Grimm, he would find something
new and worth telling in illustration of this very
curious custom?
Who can doubt that in many parts of the

country traces are still to be found of practices
and superstitions which Nork, in his Festkalen-

dar, records as being still observed among our
German brethren. Are the trees nowhere awak-
ened in England with a cry similar to that ad-
dressed to them in Thuringia :

" Little tree wake
up Frau Holle is at hand"? Does there no-
where exist among us any evidences of a belief

that on Christmas Eve the cattle and domestic
animals are gifted with speech and a higher in-

telligence ? or of the offerings still made in Norway
on Christmas Day to the Spirit of the Waters?
The Norway Legend is so pretty as to deserve to

be told in English.
Once upon a time a fisherman wished on Christ-

mas Day to give the Spirit of the Waters a cake ;

but when he came to the shore, lo ! the waters
were frozen over. Unwilling to leave his offering

upon the ice, and so to give the Spirit the trouble
of breaking the ice to obtain it, the fisherman
took a pickaxe, and set to work to break a hole
in the ice. In spite of all his labour he was only
able to make a very small hole, not nearly large
enough for him to put the cake through. Having
laid the cake on the ice, while he thought what
was best to be done, suddenly a very tiny little,

hand as white as snow was stretched through the

hole, which seizing the cake and crumpling it up
together, withdrew with it. Ever since that time
the cakes have been so small that the Water
Spirits have had no trouble with them. And in
this legend we have the origin of the compliment
so often paid to a Norwegian lady, "Your hand is

like a water-sprite's !

"

Passing in review the twelve days of Christmas,
we come to St. Stephen's Day : and here let me
call the attention of your readers to a curious

fragment of a Friesic song in honour of that Saint,
which forms a fitting illustration to the Carol on
St. Stephen's Day :

"
St. Stephen was an holy man,
Endued with heavenly might,"

preserved by Mr. Sandys at p. 140. of his Christ- i

mas Carols Ancient and Modern. The connexion
between the English and Friesic languages, which
latter is indeed more like English than Anglo-
Saxon, gives an additional interest to the frag-
ment, which is preserved by Hone in his Ubersicht
tier Niederlandischen Volks-Literatur ;

" Dy hollige sinte Steffen, dy mylde godes druvt,
Jerusalem to de porte so geeng men steten uuytMen worp hern mey en flentsteen
Het tlacsk al van de been ;

Dirom compt sint Steffen's dag
Christmoorn nu also ney."

Of CHILDERMAS, OR INNOCENTS' DAY, we are
told over and over again that, it was " a custom to
whip up the children upon Innocents' Day morn-
ing, that the memorie of Herod's murder of the
Innocents might stick the closer, and in a moderate
proportion to act over the crueltie again in
kinde." Now a master of his craft might tell
much more than this. Our lively neighbours the
French extended this practice beyond children;
and so common was it, that they even coined a
word to designate it Innocenter. Clement Ala-
rot does not hesitate to tell his mistress

" Si je savais oil couche
Votre personne au jour des Innocens
De bon matin j'iraia a votre couche, &c."

Early rising did not rescue the poorer classes
of females from this indecent practice, which a
princess of France has not hesitated to record,
and Les Escraignes Dijonnoises record the subtle
scheme of a poor maiden of that city to protect
herself from this degrading treatment. We trust
we may be pardoned for these allusions, which can
only perhaps be

justified by the feelings of thank-
fulness that we live in better times which a know-
ledge of their former existence ought to awaken
in us.

But what a theme does this day present to the

antiquary who has leisure to work it out in the

history of the Feast of Innocents, respecting which
Leber has told us so much in his Monnaies des
Fous, and of which we have traces in this country
in our own Boy Bishops, of one of whom there is a
monument at Salisbury, and of another at Bindon
in Dorsetshire.

More I would have said, but that while I am
yet writing there comes across the Atlantic the
wail of a great nation for the loss of one of her
noblest sons, Washington Irving is no more.
He who with all the humour, refinement, and
delicacy of Goldsmith, told so well the Story of
Christmas in England, has died full of years and
full of honour.

Gentle Reader, in the midst of thy mirth this

coming Christmas, let not the memory of Geoffrey
Crayon be forgotten ! AMBROSE MKHION.
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CHRISTMAS CUSTOMS AI fOLK-LOBB.

Old and Ntw Style. Last Christmas I met
with the following scrap of Shropshire folk-lore.

It was to lift. Tin ii:-- the nuestion between the Old

uw Style ; though the prescription would be

both a dangerous and a costly one to carry out.

It rat u throw a shovelful of hot

ranis on the table-cloth they will not burn it, if it

it really Old Christmas Day. CUTHBEBT BKDB.

A Hertfordthire Ckrittmat Cuitom. A Here-

fordshire farmer's wife told me that the first thing
on the morning of Christmas Day a good feed of

hay (instead of straw, &c.) was given to every

b?at, and that on that day all the house-servants

were given white bread instead of brown.
CUTHBBBT BEDE.

The Thirteen Fire* on the Vifil of Twelfth Day.
The same farmer's wife told me that where

she had lived in Herefordshire, twenty years ago,

they were wont on Twelfth Night Eve to light
in a wheat field twelve small fires, and one large
one. The custom was observed in all its particu-

lar*, as mentioned by Brand. But Brand (u
quoted in Hone's Every Day Book, i. 43.) does

not give the reason for kindling the thirteen fires.

My Herefordshire informant told me that they
were designed to represent the blessed Saviour

and his twelve Apostle*. The fire, representing
Judaa Iscariot, after being allowed to bum for a

brief time, was kicked about, and put out
CCTHBEET BBDB.

The Oxen'* Twelfth Cake. The same person
also told me that the ceremony of placing the

twelfth-cake on the horn of the ox was observed

in all those particulars, which, as they are also

mentioned by Brand, I need not here repeat. It

was twenty years since she had left the farm, and

had last observed the custom, and she bad
forgot-

ten all the words of the toast used on that occasion
;

she could only remember one Terse out of three

or four :

M Pill your caps, my merry men all !

For here's the best ox in all the Mall ;

Oh ! he i the best ox, of that there's no mistake.
And so let 01 crown him with the Twelfth-cake,"

CUTIIBERT BEDB.

Michaelmat Goo*. During the last month I

have been amusing myself in transcribing some
cores of grants from lords of manors to their

free tenants in the thirteenth, fourteenth, fifteenth,

and sixteenth centuries. In the series which I

have bad before me, the lord almost uniformly
covenants, among other reserved rents and services,

for a goose at Michaelmas. To this manorial cus-

tom, therefore, we must look for the origin of the
14 Michaelmas Goose," rather than to nursery tales

about Queen Bess, who, like the parish clerk (god-
father to all who can find no other), has had to

stand sponsor for all the mythical stories aad
facetias to which no parentage can be assigned.

A stubble goone is in prime order at Michaelmas,
as the manorial lonln, jolly fellows in tin-S-

well knew ; so they kept their table well M
at that season, by reserving one from each of their

tenants.

My service to you, my jovial friend,
" N. & Q."

I hope that you will agree with me that I have
found the true solution of this vexata qnettio, and
will eat your next Michaelmas goose with roe, and
wash it down with a magnum of "liquid ruby**

supernaculum the blood of purple berries

mellowed by Lusitanlan suns somewhere about the

year 1815. V K

Minced AVr The learned Dr. Parr was asked

by a lady on what day in December it was proper
to begin eating mince pie.

"
Begin on O Sapien-

tia," replied the doctor (Dec. 16).
" But please

to say Christmas
pie,

not mince pie. Mince pie
is puritanical." The following extract from The
Patrician of Dec. 27, 1845, will serve to confirm

the doctor's statement :

"
I-'.ven the poor minced pies and the piam -porridge

came under the interdict of the Puritans at this season of
the year, though they allowed that they might be law-

fully and pioualv eaten in anv month except December.
Needham, in his' History of tie RtbdUo* says:

" All plums the prophet's sons deny,
And spice broths are too hot ;

Treason's in a December pye,
And death within the pot.

" Christina*, farewell ! thy days, I fear.

And merry days are done ;

So they may keep feast all the year,
Oar Saviour shall have none,"

THOMAS Bon.

Hour-glats in Churche*.T\\e following cutting
from a Scotch paper is worthy of preservation in
44 N. & Q." In preaching on the shortness of

life, the old preachers had before them a very
apt illustration of their subject; and it strikes

me I have read repeatedly in the sermons of the

older divines pointed allusions to the ll

44 sands of time," though I cannot charge my me-

mory with them at present. Perhaps some of

your correspondents would favour me, through

your pages, with a few illustrative extracts of the

kind indicated:
" A SATO-GLASS USED is CIU-RCM. A sand-glass fbc

marking time having been seen in the Established <

of a parish near Perth, a gentleman redding near Dundee
sent to the clergyman requesting particular, about it, and
received in reply the following account of its purpose aad
uee:_Our sand-glass is a relic of antiquity. There
used to be one in every church in the olden time. Their

use was to regulate the length of the long-winded ora-

tions with wbic h the ministers of those days were wont
to favour their bearers. Watches were not so commoo
then as DOW : and. as the sermons were not writtoo, the

when once sst a-going, did not know when to

.! ,., ..- r - iv.;: Ml in ::

stop without monition. With a rirw to

this, a sand-glass was erected on a sUn.l in front of the

precentor's desk, so as to be saw both by minuter and

When the sand ran out, the precentor, whoae

was to attend to :Yont of the
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minister, to let him know how the time was passing.
But this did not always suffice to put a stop to their elo-

quence. There is a story told of an earnest preacher,

who, on getting the customary signal, thus parenthetic-

ally addressed his hearers " My brethren, the precentor
reminds me that the time is up; but I have still some-

what to add, so if you please, we shall have one glass

more, and then "
I found our glass among some lumber,

along with the tent which was used at the tent preach-

ings, or "
Holy Fairs," and got it restored to its ancient

position as a curiosity. The stand is rather tastefully
made of thin iron plates, and I thought it a pity it

should be allowed to fall aside.'
"

Scotsman, Nov. 7th,
1859.

J. A. P.

Local Superstitions : Cornwall. A lady who
was staying lately near Penzance, attended a

funeral, and noticed that whilst the clergyman
was reading the burial service, a woman forced

her way through the pall-bearers to the edge of
the grave. When he came to the passage,

" Earth
to earth, ashes to ashes, dust to dust," she dropped
a white cloth upon the coffin, closed her eyes, and

apparently said a prayer. On making inquiries
as to the cause of this proceeding, this lady found
that a superstition exists among the peasants in

that part, that if a person with a sore be taken

secretly to a corpse, the dead hand passed over
the sore place, and the bandage afterwards drop-
ped upon the coffin during the reading of the
burial service, a perfect cure will be the result.

This woman had a child who had a bad leg, and
she had followed this superstition, with a firm
belief in its efficacy. The

peasants also to the

present day wear charms, believing they will pro-
tect them from sickness and other evils.

The wife of the clergyman of the parish was

very charitable in attending the sick, and dispen-
sing medicines, and one day a woman brought her
child having sore eyes, to have them charmed,
having more faith in that remedy than in medi-
cines. She was greatly surprised to find that

medicines only were given to her. E. R.

MEALS OF MEKSE FARM SERVANTS.

In the county of Berwick, and I believe in

other counties of Scotland, it was the universal

practice some fifty or sixty years ago, and is con-
tinued much the same at the present day, for

farm-hinds or labourers to have six meals during
the day. 1. Before commencing labour in the

early morning they had their Dupiece or Dew
piece *, which consisted of a piece of bread and
butter, or bread and cheese, or most usually of
bread and milk. The Dewpiece is now gene-
rally discontinued. 2. Breakfast, which invaria-

bly consists of oatmeal porridge with milk, or, in

*
Dupiece is evidently from Dew, or perhaps Daw, the

dawn, corresponding, says Jamieson, to " 0. Teut. Dagh-
moes, jentaculum."

defect of the latter article, a piece of butter or

treacle, or treacle-drink, a weak sort of beer made
with treacle dissolved in hot water, and fermented
with barm or yeast. This meal is usually taken
about seven o'clock. 3. On returning from their

yoking about ten o'clock, during the spring and
summer months, they have their Nockit*, which
consists generally of bread and butter or bread
and cheese. 4. Dinner, taken usually about twelve
o'clock. This meal is generally made up of pork-
broth, and sometimes of mutton a rich stew of

pickled-pork, cabbage, greens, barley, minced car-

rot, turnips, peas, &c. The second course of pork ad

libitum, with potatoes, bread, &c. This is what our
labourers call

" a kail and flesh dinner," and such
a dinner bulks large in their imagination ;

and
where this is the staple commodity, it is called " a

good meat house." In some houses, where mistresses

are inclined to be niggardly, salted herrings and

potatoes alone are frequently given as a substi-

tute; but such a repast the ploughmen hold in

contempt and detestation. 5. The Fourhours.
This is only given at certain times and occasions,
as in haytime or harvest: a piece of bread and
cheese usually constituted this repast. In winter,
when the ploughmen come in about five o'clock,

they usually have a meal of bread and milk, or

bread and butter, or cheese ; and, 6. The day is

concluded by supper about eight o'clock, after the

ploughmen return from cleaning and suppering
their horses. The supper generally consists of

herrings and potatoes, or of the broth left from
dinner heated up, and taken with as much of the

'

staff of life
"

as they could eat.

It will thus appear that our agricultural la-

bourers are most abundantly supplied with " the

good things of this life." The- above remarks,
however, apply chiefly to such unmarried plough-
men as are boarded in the farmer's house : the
hinds or married ploughmen, who live in the cot-

tages attached to all large farms, are perhaps
scarcely so well " meated "

as their single com-

peers ;
but from frequent observation I think

their meals seem to be as frequent and as substan-

tial. MENYANTHES.
Chirnside.

MOTET : TENOR.

It has long been a disputed point as to what is

the proper etymology of the word motet. I think

I can now settle it. The usual derivation is from

motus, movement, but from a MS. which has lately
come into my hands it would appear that long
before the regular motet came into fashion there

was a species of church music in Biscant which
was called mutetus. Each mutetus has its accom-

*
NocMt, a slight repast or luncheon taken between

breakfast and dinner. Perhaps, as Sibbald suggests, it is

from nooncate or cake.
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panying
u
tenor," usually with ditlerentword* ; the

tenor being sometime* much shorter and probably

repeated, to which the mutetus formed a counter-

point. Thi* is to aome extent conjecture, for I

have not jet been able to see exactly how the

two parU were snog. This much it at any rate

tolerably clear, that in this description of music

we have the origin of the word motet and also of

tenor ; the former being derived from muto,

perhaps from the change in the word*. To give
an idea of this change of words I will quote two

44 Jain Jam oube ditsolvitur,

Jam Jam patet galaxia ;

Jam flo de spina rutnpitur ;

Jam Jam oritur M
Jain verum lumen ceniilur;
Jam Jam Jemonst rntur via ;

Jam pro nobis pia
Exoret Maria

Ut summa froamar gloria."

Tenor :

44 Jam Jam novum sultu orilur;
Jam Jam patet gaUxia ;

Jam ex Juda natcitur;
Jam Jam oritur Maria ;

Jam nobis ccelam pamlitur;
Jam del nobis gaadia ;

In Cceli curia

Xpa cujus filia,

Mater et Mario."

The second which I shall quote has not only

different, but in the mutetus actually profane,

word*, viz. a hymn of Jews in praise of money,
v.hile the tenor is chanting Kyrie Eleison.

44 Dura crumcna plena tomet rct

Honoratur qui despectus ante fuit, quanJo visas est

babere:

Suramura discos semper powidere,
Nummus in exilio

Ut filio

Pattr novil fidem pnebere.
Sic ubique mnralet nabere

NuiHtnos in exilio."

Tenor :

44

Kyrie Eleison."

Then comes another mutetus which teems to

he a semiel to the former, a reproof to the rascally

Jews who have been singing before.

v/iu:
' O NalSo Nephandi generis.
Cur gratis* donis abulerU?

Moldpid mil labs**

Quod literam legia asoplecteris
.1 tern meduiUm desaris.

.,
j. ,.;,,, :i : .

Si Moysen consideraveris,

Nee facietn videre poteris
81 mystlce non intellexeris,

In fade comuta falleria,

. quare dampnaberu,

Pcrgratiam

-_
. v :

.

;

., Ml -.
'

Tenor :

Xalio Nephandi generis."

These will give some idea of the nature of this

kind of church composition. The whole book is

somewhat interesting, consisting principally of se-

ijuenccs, tropes, verses, and hymns in two parts,
i. e. cum bucanlu. .1

P.S. I see, in Kiesewether's Uutory of Mtuic, a

portion of an early Mass in Harmony (No. '2.), iu

which the second
part

is called motetus. 1 1 would

be interesting to know the date of the mam.
from which this was copied.

"UODEftX 1I.AXO, CAST, A*D YULGAE WORDS.**

As the compiler ofthe Dictionary with the above
title solicits (at the end of the preface) any addi-

tions or corrections, I shall be complying with bis

request in making the following Note. I would

premise that, with the exception of the Saturday
Review, I have not seen any of the newspaper

critiques on this publication; and I may, very

probably, have been anticipated in some of my
remarks.

The paper just mentioned has already n

the erroneous derivations of "Bobby
"
and "

Joey"
though, with regard to the former, the compiler
had given the word "

Peeler, a policeman," which

should have led him to its proper derivation. Fc
" Brick" a better derivation has been given
these pages. Many theatrical terms arc given
the compiler, though he has omitted some that I

in common acceptation ; e. g. goote, gootin^ for

hiss, and hissing and, get-up, and to get-up, as

the decorations of a play.
" There's so much getting up to please the town,
It takes a precious deal of coming down,"

says the manager of the Havmarket Theatre

Handle's burlesque of Mr. Buckttone'* /"
of Mount Pojrnauus. The

phrase
is also

use of out of the the.itre : "he was got up von

extensively." said of a man who is
" dressed withii

an inch of his life," or " dressed to death." M
burlesque and farces would have supplied the com*

piler of the Dictionary with nunv a-l-liti-

stances of modern slang, us well ns \\

illustrations of the use of many words.

"Pipt" means something more than "to to-

teat/:"
44 He first began to eye his pipe.

And then to pipe his eye ;

"

for, is there not M
putting a man's pipe

44 By forcing her with tear* her love to wipe out,

And putting thus her faithf

IMaucbe'* Once upon a Tlmf.

CHALKS,'* to walk <nuft chalk*, n.ijl/. I hou!J

imagine, be explained by a person who has run up
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a score, or "
chalk," at a public-house or shop,

walking off without paying for it.

" And if you want fresh liquor, you must pay,
For chalks too often walk themselves away."

Albert Smith's Alhambra.

This same burlesque also thus puns on the phrase
"
saving one's bacon ;"

"Be calm, or I'm mistaken,
This rasher mood will never save our bacon."

Here are some other illustrations of modern slang

phrases :

" A poor widow and her orphan chicks,
Left without fixtures, in an awfulfx"

Blanche's Good Woman in the Wood.
" I don't like quarrels washed out with palm-soap."

F. Talfourd's ShylocJt.

Grot. " I see then, by your pruning knife, of course,

Though you hate pig, you're partial to prune sauce.

Shy.
" A source you'll find for cooking your friend's goose"

Ibid.
" Oh ! nattering foresight ! see

Her bundle made to bundle off with me."
Planch'e's King Charming.

&c. &c., for such examples might be extended ad

infinitum. But I would especially mention Poole's

Handet Travestie, with its clever annotations after

the manner of Johnson, Steevens, and the Shak-

sperian commentators, wherein many specimens of

modern slang are elucidated in the most amusing
manner: e.g. rig, paws off, gab, diddled, up to

snuff, all gammon, mill him, bread-basket, dish'd,

dash my wig, all dickey, my eye and tommy. I

transcribe the annotation on this last phrase, for

the amusement of those who have not the original
to refer to.

" My Eye and Tommy.
"This is rather an obscure phrase. I suspect the author

Avrote my own to me, and that the passage originally stood
thus:

But I have that without you can't takefrom me,
As my black clothes are all my own to me.

The whole passage, which before was unintelligible, is by
this slight alteration rendered perfectly clear, and may be
thus explained; you may disapprove of my outward

appearance, but j-ou cannot compel me to alter it
;
for you

Lave no control over that which I wear without, as my
black clothes are all my own to me i.e. my personal pro-
perty not borrowed from the royal wardrobe, but made
expressly for me, and at my own expense.

" WARBURTOK.
" Here is an elaborate display of ingenuity without ac-

curacy. He that will wantonly sacrifice the sense of his

author to a supererogatory refinement, may gain the ad-
miration of the unlearned, and excite the 'wonder of the

ignorant ; but of obtaining the praise of the illuminated,
and the approbation of the erudite, let him despair.

" My eye and Tommy (i.e. fudge") is the true reading,
and the passage, as it stands, is correct. JOHNSON.
"In the Ityghte TragycaU History of Master Thomas

Thurnbe, bl. let., no date,'l find ' 'Tis all my eye and Betty
Martin? used in the same sense. If the "substitution of
4 Tommy

'
for '

Betty Martin ' be allowed, Dr. Johnson's

explanation is just. STEEVENS."

Hood's humorous Poems would also afford several

examples for Mr. Hotten's Dictionary. Also Mat-

thews' At Homes, and the younger Colman's works
would supply some omitted words

; e.g. casting
sheeps-eyes at a person :

" But he, the beast ! was casting sheep-eyes at her,
Out of his bullock head."

Broad Grins, p. 57.

See also (in Broad Grins)
"
Crow-thumping," p.

55. ;

"
Odrabbit," 79. ;" Mulligrubs," 85.

; "Dollies,"
109.; "Jemmy," 116. for illustrations of slang
words.

Of the modern sense of the word Bore, the
Prince Consort made an amusing and effective use
in his masterly address to the British Association,
at Aberdeen, Sept. 14. 1859. He said (as re-

ported by The Times') :

"I will not weary you by further examples, with which
most of you are better acquainted than I am myself, but

merely express my satisfaction that there should exist
bodies of men who will bring the well-considered and
understood wants of science before the public and the
Government, who will even hand round the begging-box
and expose themselves to refusals and rebuffs to which all

beggars are liable, with the certainty, besides, of being
considered great bores. Please to recollect that this species
of bore is a most useful animal, well adapted for the ends
for which nature intended him. He alone, by constantly
returning to the charge, and repeating the same truths
and the same requests, succeeds in awakening attention
to the cause which he advocates, and obtains that hearing
which is granted him at last for self-protection, as the
minor evil compared to his importunity, but which is re-

quisite to make his cause understood.""

The Gradus ad Cantabrigiam (which the com-

piler of the Dictionary does not appear to have
made use of) suggests the derivation of bore,
as probably from Bapoy, onus, molestia whence
burden. * *

"
. . . It has been proved by quotation from Shak-

speare,that the word bore, in the above sense, is not pecu-
liar to the moderns. In the historical play of Henry the

Eighth, the Duke of Buckingham says to Norfolk, al-

luding to Cardinal Wolsey,
" '

I read inhis looks
Matters against me, and his eye revil'd

Me, as his object : at this instant,
He bores me Avith some trick."

This Shakspearian use of the word is worthy of
notice. ( Vide Henry VIII.

,
Act I. Sc. 1.)

BAGS in the Slang dictionary appears to apply
to money : but the modern use might have been

given, i. e. a pair of trousers, used in conjunc-
tion with other words of modern slang, viz. a

pair of loud bags (of a vulgar flaunting colour or

pattern), quiet bags (gentlemanly), and go-to-

meeting bags (one's
" best

"
trousers). In addi-

tion to these and similar adjectives, we also now
hear of a foetid waistcoat, &c., this expression

being the equivalent of loud. BAD should have
been here inserted in the Dictionary ;

" he went
to the bad." "

BOG-TROTTEB, satirical name for

an Irishman" says the Dictionary. But Camden,
speaking of the " debatable land

"
on the borders

of England and Scotland, says,
" both these dales
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breed notable bog-trotters." CAD should include
44 a vulgar

"
as well as M a mean "

fellow. CiiAC-
TBBS should include horte-chamttrt, i. e. those

who sell unsound horses for sound ones. CHICK
should include ckaek byjowl:

** To sav the truth, a modern verehltf

Clap'd cheek bv jowl
With Pope, with Drvdan. and with Prior."

(G. Colmaa the Younger.)

COCK should include the " cock of a school,"
'

to

cook over a person,"
**

to cock his back."

uoofb to cock the Liekey's back,"

says (alluding to the neighbouring hill) the author

(John Crane *) of a very curious book of Poems

printed at Bromsgrovc early in the present cen-

tury, wherein the writer rhymes in Ilndibraslic

rerse with considerable ease and ability, and in-

dulges in colloquialisms and slang, from which

many specimens might be selected for the Dic-

tionary. The term " a Gent "
occurs in this

book ; and in the poem
u Jest for Jest" are these

lines :-
" Gosh dockett ! this is never it ;

Odds bobs and sides; this little bit?
"

All loyal men will koab the rust'
"

" Unfurnish'd in the upper loft*
" AH our strutting bucks

Join hands, like hrek, hick, all my far**."

SwellM till bis waistcoat loot a button.
Like Bromsgrove mm at 'sugar'd mutton.'

"

To return to Mr. Hottcn's Dictionary. l'<>i i u;

should include collar'd-up, i. e., when a oerson is

kept close to bis business (see
" Out of Collar ").

Dos should include the College Don ; for whom
the extinct word scull is mode to do duty. FAT
should include the sense in which a person is said

to cut up fat, i.e. to leave a large fortune at his

death. I believe also that it is a theatrical term :

a "part" with plenty of fat in it being one that

affords the actor an opportunity for effective dis-

play. HARD is also used as thus a cool hand,

explained by Sir Thomas Orerbury to be " one
who accounts bashfulness the wickedest thing in

the world, and therefore studies impudence."
HALT should include half-baked and half-cracked,
as well as half-f^lish. IVOKIES is a name also

for dice as well as teeth. Dice, too, are called

bone*, and also St. Hugh'* bone*. (Query, why ?)
h<>uM include mucker,

" he went a fearful

mucker, &c." When a person makes a bad dash
at anything, and fails, whether he is thrown from
bis horse when taking a

leap,
or makes " con-

fusion worse confounded
"

of bis college examina-
tions. PICK should be followed by pecker, pluck,
or courage,

"
keep up your pecker ;

" " never

say die !

"
Pi* should include such meanings as

are attached to the phrases,
M don't care a pin,"

Not mentioned in Chambers' OiommfUtml Hhutn-
tltms of WorettHnkirr.

" not worth a pin." PLOUGHED has also the same
University meaning 9* pitched; also called gulphed.
POT abould include the lanaabi, contained in the

phrase
" make the pot boil." " Alas : in classical

times, the corpse was reduced to ashes, which
were placed

in an urn or
pot, to that when a

man died, it could be said of him * be it gone to-

pot!" SHOT should include u
pay your Ao/,"

and " to make a shot," when a man gives a guest.
"A bad shot" ia one of the worst exposures of
his ignorance that an University man, wl
for examination, can make. SHY should i;

the sense nsed in "
fighting shy of any person."

SNIP might alo be followed by Smyder. Srorr.
-artus ad Cantabrigian (or Graduj ad (

as it
might very properly be termed) says, this is

" a word sacred to men of fashion. Whatever

they do is nothing but sporting.
' One man

a paradoxical walking-stick.' (Grose's Olio.)
Another sport* bis beaver at noon-day sports
his dog and his gun sports his shooting-jacket.**
" With regard to the knowing word SPOHT, they
(the Cantabrigians) sported knowing, and they
snorted ignorant they tported an Egrotat, and

tuey tported a new coat they sported an J

they fporUd a Dormiat, &c." (Gent. Mag. Dec.

1794.)
It would fill a not very small volume (though

not a particularly interesting one) to give the

examples of University slang, both ancient and

modern, but 1 will content myself by a reference-

to the various uses to which the word Cut \

(Vide Gradns ad Cant., and Gent. Mag. Dec.

1794.)

TICK, in the sense of on ticket, or on trust,

says the compiler of Mr. llottcn's Dictionary,
was " in use 1668." The Grad. ad Cant, assigns
an earlier date: " No matter upon landing whether

you have money or no you may swim in twentie

of their boats over the river upon i

(Decker's Guf* Hornbook, 1609.) TIKD-LP should

include the meaning of " married
"

; some jocose
connection, perhaps, with the halter (altar).

Twio should include "
hop the twig." which may

be elegantly translated by
" cut your stick.

'

WIDE-AWAKE : the explanation might be added,
that it was so called from never Laving a nap.
WOODED-SPOOK should include the archery term,
which also suggests the addition of Petticoat. (In
this page of the Dictionary, p. 117., there is an
error of the press,

"
pens* for " Fens ;

"
and

Ue*tic*s, p. 84., should be nuticu*.)
The English Spy would afford a rich mine for

the working of a Slang Dictionary. Here if a

specimen nugget :

" Most noble cracks, and worthy cousin tramps, per-
mit me to introduce a brother of the tr>r

blown me, and innocent as the lilies of M. i Ifmenu.
Be unto him ever read/ to promote his wishes, whether
for spree or sport, in term and out of term, against the

Inquisition and their ball-dogs tbe town-ran* and the
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bargees well blunted or stiver cramped against dun or

don nob or big wig so may you never want a bumper
of bishop." (p. 255.)

An article entitled "
Gents," in the Saturday

Review for Sept. 24, 1859, also directs attention to

another likely mine 1

;
and Silk and Scarlet would

appear to b one of the new books of the season

from which a gleaning might be made. But my
note has already too greatly trespassed upon your

space, and I therefore hasten on to notice a few

words omitted from Mr. Hotten's Dictionary.

Beetle-squashers, large feet. Buff, the bare

skin.
" When our pair were soused enough, and returned in their

buff:' (Mr. Hughes'
"
Magic Lay of the One-horse

Ch&v," Blackwood, 1824J

Bustle, money "draw the bustle."- Coper, a

horse-dealer. Crumbs, "to pick up one's crumbs."

Daddies, hands "
tip us your daddies." Fin is

also used in the same sense ; and, further, hands
are termedflapper-shakers. Brandy and port mixed
in equal quantities is (in slang) called flesh and
blood. A ginger is a showy, fast horse. Golgotha,
a hat,

" the place of a skull." Goggles are spec-
tacles.* Hangman's wages is an equivalent for

thirteenpence halfpenny (why?). Slash, "a regular
hash;" "he made quite a hash of it." Malting,
drinking beer. Queer, used as a verb

;

" to queer
a flat, to puzzle or confound a gull, or silly fellow."

See Don Juan (and also the notes thereupon),
Canto xi. 19., where is another word omitted in

the Dictionary spellken, a theatre:
" Who in a row like Tom could lead the van,

Booze in the ken, or at the spellken hustle ?

Who queer a flat?" &c.

Rails, as "
front-rails," i.e. the teeth, also called

" head-rails." Strong,
" to come it strong." Wool-

bird, a lamb. The "wing of a wool-1>ird" is a
shoulder of lamb.

I will conclude with a few guesses and queries.
Is blowen, one whose reputation is blown upon or

damaged ? May not button have taken its meaning
of "a decoy, sham purchaser," from its connexion
with "Brummagem" (i.e. Brornwich-ham), which
was often used as a synonym for a sham ? Rook," a clergyman ;

"
perhaps, not only from the black

dress, but from the cock-robin nursery song
" I says the Rook
With my little book,
I'll be the Parson."

Whence " Parson Rook " came to be a general ex-

pression. T,
" to suit to a t," perhaps, from the

T square of carpenters. Tile,
" a hat" from its

covering-in the head ? or, from the square college
cap? also termed "mortar-board" by the pro-

* In this Slang Dictionary, I find "
GIGLAMPS, spec-

tacles. University." If the compiler has taken this epithet
from Verdant Green, I can only say that I consider the
word not to be a "

University*" woVd in general, but as

only due to the inventive genius of Mr. Bouncer in parti-
cular. C. BEDE.

fane. Whence the derivation of Rip,
" a rake, a

libertine?" I remember a person reading the letters

R. I. P. (Requiescat in Pace) on the top of a tomb-

stone, as one word
;
and soliloquising,

"
Rip ! well,

he was an old rip, and no mistake !

"

CUTHBERT BEDE.

The Old French Invasion. I do not know
where I picked up the enclosed

; perhaps it is in

print somewhere. Nevertheless it would not be
amiss to put it in "N. & Q." just now, would it?

J. C.
" Said to be written by Professor Parson, during the Alarm

of the French Invasion.
"
Ego nunquam audivi such terrible news
As at this present tempus my senses confuse.
I'm drawn for a miles ; I must go cum Marte,
And, comminus ense, engage Buonaparte.

" Such tempora nunquam videbant majores,
For then their opponents had different mores,
But we will soon prove to the Corsican Vaunter

Though, times may be changed, Britons never mutantur.
" Mehercle ! this Consul non potest be quiet,
His word must be lex and when he says fiat,

Quasi Deus, he thinks we must run at his nod,
But Britons were ne'er good at running, by G

" Per mare, I rather am led to opine
To meet British naves he would not incline,
Lest he should in mare profundum be drowned,
Et cum alga, non laura, his caput be crowned.

" But allow that this boaster in Britain could land,
Multis cum aliis, at his command,
Here are lads who will meet aye and properly

work 'em,
And speedily send them, ni fallor, in Orcum.

" Nunc let us, amici, join manus et cordis,
And use well the vires Dii Boni afford us

;

Then let nations combine, Britain never can fall ;

She's multum in parvo a match for them all."

Sir Walter Raleigh, presumed Relic of. In the
house in which Sir Walter Raleigh is said to have
resided at Mitcham, and which has recently been

pulled down, was discovered a well staircase of
wood. The newel of this staircase tradition says
was formed of the mainmast of one of the ships ia

which Raleigh sailed for the Western Hemisphere.
The newel (or mast, if it be so,) lies in Dodd's
timber yard at Mitcham, and may easily be ex-
amined by those who are curious on the subject.
I merely give this as a Note. ROYALIST.

[A resident at Mitcham informs us that this place was
pulled down between twenty and thirty years since,
when the discovery was made; and, moreover, that at
the foot of this well-staircase was a box of nautical in-

struments, but what became of them is not known.]

Sermons before the Battle of Bothwell Bridge.
I discovered lately, in looking over an old Bible
of the " breeches

"
edition, which has long been

in the possession of my family, two marginal
notes in old and faded handwriting, which I think
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may poMM interest cnouh to insure their pre-
servation in the columns of u N. & Q."

Attached to Joshua, chap, xx is the

following :

- Mr. John Welah his text 22 Juo. 1679, the morning
be/or BothweU bridg."

The second note is attached to Psalm cxlix., and
is as follows :

-Mr. John Welsh his lectur 22 Jon. 1079. att hodwill

briJg, from 4* terse to ye end."

Both these passages of Scripture are highly ap-

propriate to the then circumstances of the Cove-

nanters, as rebels against their king for the take

of their religion ; and they are admirably adapted
to infuse that religious fervour and confidence in

the righteousness of their cause, so necessary to

nerve them for the struggle in which they were
about to engage. Doubtless Mr. John Welsh
would draw most comforting assurances of vic-

tory from the fact that, though in rebellion

against the king, they were, as they believed,

lighting the Lord's battles.

Query, was Mr. John Welsh the original of

Habakkuk Mucklewrath in Old Mortality f

W. D.

Ancient Entry. The following curious entry is

copied from the churchwardens' account book of

Bray. The earliest entry in the book is 1602.

"Money laide out by the Gnutablet, anno 1620.

. d.
" Imprms for mendinge of the locke house ) ,.

and makinge it cleane... j
Ite laide out by the justices prepte for a f ... ..

whipinge poete
-

I

Ite laide out to discharge a prepte for the

kinueraatl*howndeofiiijqter8ofoate,l .

viii trusse of baye, xii trnsse of strawe, r
the 80* of June ....

Ite layde out to discharge a prepte for the

princes hownde, the 8* of Sept*, 1620,

two outers of oate

Ite laide out vpon the rogues when they'
weare had before justices in bread and
drinke

Ite for bavinge the rogues to the howse of )
>

correction I

Ite to William Msrkam the trthinge man )
for goinge w lh the rogues at that time > i

toReadmge )
Ite for makinge of a whipinge coate and )

,

Ite for an cile of canvas to that coate - fl

The coate w* was for him that did whipp
the rouges [MC] is now deliver*! iliin

v* d. of May. 16W, to Thomas \\

by Richard Marline."

A.

Epitaph of Lieutenant John Western in Dor-
drecht Cathedral.' The following epitaph is rc-

"The Lord God of Gods, the Lord God of Gods, he

knowetb, and Israel himself shall know, if by rebellion or

transgression against the Lord we have done it, save us

ootthis day."

viij vj

xj

iiij

viij

corded in Dr. (
{

hotel's Ken Keizerlijk,

Stadhovulfrltjk en Koninklijk lirzueh in de O. L.
Vrouve-Kcrh te Dordrecht, Met Platen en het

Portret van den Schrijver. (Amsterdam, J. C.

Loman Jr^ 1859), p. 73.:
" To TII it LAMENTED MBMOKT

of
.MHX WESTERN. ESQ.

Lieutenant of His Britannic Majesty's Frigmte Syren,

As a Testimony of the gallant services perfonned by Him,
This MoouectU erected,

by order of
His Royal Highness the Duke of York.

Lieutenant Western,
After distinguishing himself by his Conduct and Intrepi-

dity.
With which ne assisted

The Garrison of WilliamsU.lt

(hi that time besieged by the French).
Fell early in the career of Glory,

Having hew unfortunately killed by the Enemy.
off the Moonlyck,

On the Twenty-first Day of March. A.I>. 1793,
In the Twenty-second year of bis Age,

In the service of His Country,
and in Defence of Holland.

His Remains
Were deposited near this place.

Attended by his Royal Highness the Duke of York,
IU the Officers and Seamen of the Royal Nary,

The Companions of his

Meritorious exertions,
And by

The Brigade of His Britannic Majesty's Foot Guards
In Garrison at Dordrecht."

J. U. VAS Lumir.
Zeyst, near Utrecht

Booh-staUs. The great lawyer, Francis Har-

grave, amassed his extensive and valuable library

merely by
"
picking up" at book-stalls, seldom or

ever purchasing a volume at what is called a
"
regular" bookseller's. Parliament granted 8000J.

for the purchase of his library for the British

Museum. Charles Butler was also a hunter after

book-stalls, and many a rare book he has s-

for a few shillings, worth as many pounds.
This

!
was his frequent boast, and his friend, Serjeant

Hayward, caught the mania of him. Some yean
since a very early MS. of the Pentateuch, for-

merly belonging to the learned Ludolpb, was

picked up at a book-stall for a trifling sum. It

l

is now in the library of Sion College. I rcmem-

j

ber a book-slaughterers, as it was called, at the

Drury Lane end of Wych Street, where the most
valuable books were constantly being cut up for

i

the buttersbops and other waste paper mart*.

There are many opera desiderata wanting in the

British Museum. It is to be regretted that it*

management does not secure the services of some

indefatigable bookworm, who knows thoroughly
these preserves of literature, so that rare and

curious works might be added at a small cost. It

would be money laid out to advantage.
AnaACADABKA.
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John Parkinson. I wish to get information re-

lative to the family and descendants of John

Parkinson, the celebrated herbalist. The date of

his death is stated in all biographical dictionaries

as unknown, and nothing is said of his family.

He was, I believe, a native of Nottinghamshire,
and there he was accustomed to retire for recrea-

tion in the latter years of his life. H. F. H.

William Fynmore arrived in England from Ja-

maica, 12 July, 1767. What rank in the law did

he hold ? and any other information will oblige
J. K.

Litera Regies. In Crockford's Clerical Direc-

tory for 1860, the Bp. of London's degrees are

stated thus, M.A. 1836, D.C.L. 1842, D.D. (per
literas regias) 1 856. What are these literce regia f

*I
have heard of degrees by royal mandate at Cam-

bridge, and of Lambeth degrees conferred by the

Abp. of Canterbury. But there is no such thing
that I am aware of at Oxford ; and in the Oxford
Calendar the Bp. of London is D.C.L. Has the.

Sovereign the power to grant degrees per literas

regias, independently of Universities ? and if so,

how, and by what document is it exercised ?

Perhaps some of your readers can enlighten me
on this point. D. C. L.

Earl of Northesk. Can any of your readers

supply the epitaph of Rear-Admiral the Earl of

Northesk, who died May 28, 1831, which is, I be-

lieve, in the crypt under St. Paul's Cathedral ?

I know of no work in which it can be found : Sir

Henry Ellis's edition of Dugdale's St. Paul's gives
the epitaphs in the crypt to the date of publica-

tion, "1818." Perhaps there may be a more re-

cent edition. F. G. W.

Historical Narrative. The following is from
The Times of Dec. 6, reporting a meeting of the

Christian Doctrine Association, held on the Sun-

day before at the Carmelite church, Dublin.
" The oratory was wound up by Father Fox, who gar-

nished his speech with a telling historical narrative :

" He" might relate to them that on one occasion an im-

portant city was besieged, and about being entered by a
hostile army. In the terror and dismay thus occasioned,
it was recommended by a holy man that the inhabitants
should assemble in prayer, and that a slip of paper should
be furnished to each, inscribed with the pious aspiration,
'0! Mary, Immaculate Mother of our God; O! Mary,
conceived without sin, pray for us, who put our trust in

thee.' This was done, and from the entire multitude
arose that fervent prayer to the Mother of God. What
followed? Lo! in the" silence of the night the host of

I

their enemies retired from before the city, no one could
;ell how. (Immense cheering.) There was no fact in

listory better vouched for or more fully authenticated
;han this. (Cheers.) Therefore he would say to them,
)ray earnestly. Let them pray to God, and invoke the

lelp of the glorious Virgin in behalf of the Vicar of Christ
>n earth in behalf of him whose devotion for Mary had

been so nobly signalised in adding another bright gem to

her crown of glory. (Cheers.) Let them pray that his

temporal, as well as his spiritual, power should be secured
to him, that he and his successors may prosperously rule
over our Holy Church, and that he and they may meet
hereafter to dwell in an eternity of bliss for ever." (Loud
cheers.) 4

Where and when is this said to have occurred,
and by what historian ? A. A. R.

I

^Eneas Smith,
"
ffactor to the Earle of Moray .'

in 1760. Who was he ? SIGMA

Passage in " Claudtan" In an old album of

newspaper .cuttings is one from, I think, a Nor-

thamptonshire paper of 1781, entitled The Kentish

Yeoman, imitated from Claudian. In it are the

following lines :

" Who though but bred in Norwood's neighbouring town,
Egregious novice, knows no more of town
Than what from thence the distant view presents
Of glittering towers and lofty battlements

;

From harvests, not Lord Mayors, the year computes,
And change of season marks'by change of fruits."

"Lord Mayor" is no doubt the equivalent of
consul, but I have not been able to find the pas-

sage imitated in Claudian. Can any reader of
" N. & Q." direct me to it there or elsewhere ?

A. A. R.
Ferdinand Smyth Stuart. The Duke of Mon-

inouth (natural son of Cha. II.) married, first, the
Duchess of Buccleuch ; and, secondly, Henrietta
Maria Wentworth, Baroness of Nettlested, and

by her had one son, who was deemed illegitimate
and was consequently disinherited. But one Col.

Smyth, an adherent of his father's, took him to

Paris and had him educated, and subsequently left

him his property, upon which he took the name of

Smyth in addition to his own. In after life he took

part in the Rebellions of 1715 and 1745, and at the

age of seventy-two was attacked on abridge in the

Highlands by three royalist soldiers in expectation
of reward, when he fell over the parapet and was

drowned, together with two of his assailants. This
Col. Wentworth-Smyth left a son Ferdinand (six

years old) by Eleanor, daughter of Sir Robert

Needham, a great-granddaughter of the Duke of
Monmouth. He, Ferdinand Smyth- Stuart, spent
some time at the University of Edinburgh, where
he studied medicine, but afterwards emigrated to

America, and settled in Maryland, where he acted
in the twofold character of physician and planter.
When the American war broke out he became

a captain in the West Virginian regiment, and
was taken prisoner and kept in irons for eighteen
months in Philadelphia. Afterwards he was cap-
tain in the Loyal American Regiment, and was
afterwards transferred to what is now the 42nd

Highlanders. He had landed property to the ex-

tent of 65,000 acres, which he valued at 244,000/.,
which he lost, for which the British governmentgave
him 300Z. a year as a compensation, which was after
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a while withdrawn. He was then reduced to

great poverty, and was glad to accept the office of

barrack-manter. After that he returned to this

country, and settled in Vcrnon Place, Bloomsbury
Square. He was unfortunately knocked down and
run over by a carriage at the corner of Southamp-
ton Street, and killed, December 20, 1814, leaving
a widow destitute, two sons, and a daughter.
Can you give ine any information concerning

those OM or their descendants ? BaiBTouansis.

Captain Thomas Rudd, Can any of your
readers

supply
me with the date and places of

death and burial of this officer, or any* particulars
of his services and history ? By the Army Lut
he teems to have been appointed chief engineer

July 4, 1027, which office he retained, very pro-

bably, till the death of Charles I. In 1650 he

published a work called Practical Geometry in

two parts; and in 1651 Euclid't Element* of Geo-

metry ; in both of which he styles himself " Chief

Engineer to his late Majesty." M. S. R.

Snuffbnxet in Memoriam of Robert EmmetL
A friend has lately shown me a snuffbox, made of

box-wood, in the fashion of a coffin, with a death's

head and cross-bones inlaid in ivory on the im-

inoveable part of the lid. He has informed me,
on the information of others, that the snuffboxes

of which this is one, were conceived and made at ,

Dublin on the occasion of the execution of Robert
,

Emmet r, and were greedily bought by the friends

of that agitator, and the enemies of the existing

government.
Is this information correct? Can any reader

& Q." give me any farther light upon this

subject? H. C. C.

The Murder of Sir Roger Beler, and the Law*
of Chivalry. On the 29th of January, 1326, Sir

Roger Beler, of Kirby-Belers in this county, one
of the Barons of the Exchequer, was waylaid and

murdered, when on his way to Leicester, by his

neighbour Sir Eustace dc Folville, between whom
a deadly feud existed, or rather on the part of the

latter against the former.

Sir Roger was killed on the spot ; but in the

affray Sir Eustace was wounded with an arrow
bv one of the Judge's attendants, which canted
his death shortly afterwards.

Alicia, the widow of De Beler, prosecuted the

appeal of murder; and the king granted a com-
mission of oyer and terminer for the trial of the

offenders; all the survivors, however, (led the
< ountry, and escaped the penalty of the crime in

which they had participated.
The two deceased knights were interred in the

south aisle of their respective churches of Kirby-
Haltrs and Ashby-Fulviile, in which their tnaitu

may yet be seen; their effigies, in alabaster,

bates; almost identical in design. Sir Roger Be-

ler is represented as clad from head to foot in the

rich and picturesque armour of the period, whiUt
on his surcoat

appears
the outline of a lion ram-

pant (argent), his heraldic device. He wears a

jewelled girdle, but neither shield, swur i

dagger; whilst above the tomb are suspended

portions
of his funeral achievement, consult

helmet and crest, and a gauntlet and spur, i

offensive weapons.
In like manner no weapons are represented on

the tomb of Sir Eustace de Folville, whilst the

fragments of his helmet form the only part of his

funeral achievement now remaii

I seek to be informed why both the knights
should be

represented
as unarmed. I can under-

stand why Sir Eustace de Folville, as a felon and
a convicted murderer, should, by the laws < :

valry, be thus degraded by being deprived of his

arms; but why is his victim similarly represented,
with the exception of the heraldic device on bis

surcoat? WILLIAM KBLLY.

. The Load of Mitchuf." Can any of your
readers explain a sign once in the city of Norwich,
termed " The Load of Mischief?

"

It represented a man carrying his drunken wife

on his shoulders, who has a bottle in one band, a

glass in the other, with a monkey on her shoulders

and a magpie on her head. X. Y.

E. Farrer. Can you give me any biographical

particulars regarding E. Farrer, a gentleman of

Oundle, who published The Trial of Abraham, a
dramatic poem, 1790, 8vo.? Was the author of
the same family as Nicholas Ferrar (or Farrcr),
the friend of George Herbert ? I : . I NGUS.

Lope: de Vega. Who is the translator of

Romeo and Juliet, a comedy written originally in

Spanish by that celebrated dramatic poet, Lopez
de Vega, 8vo., 1770. (London ?) R. IMOLIS.

4finar (fturnr* tottb

11

Puppy -Pic." Vilm is the origin of the slang

question which is said so especially to infuriate

bargees on the Thames, viz.,
" Who ate the puppy

pie under Marlow Bridge ?
"

i '. . I . \V.

[A gentleman residing at Marlow, whose larder was
occasionally robbed by tbe "

bargees," bad a poppy-pie
saspaiiJ. and planted as a trap. The larder was again
assailed, and the pie carried off and oetea w.ih great re-

lish under afarlow Bridge on board a barge. HeBce the

galling interrogatorr,
M Who ate the pappy. pis under

Marlow Bridge?
" At tome parts oflbe rfver we under-

stand the question la," Who ate the oat ?
H Where Father

Thames flows by Cookham in Berkshire, the ioqu
dressed to the bargees is peculiar :

- Has he got hit

eboooon?" (Sbooa sboee.) The Cects are theee. It

having been remarked that the hargeee were after
"
a

calf grating in the churchyard, the calf was withdrawn
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after dark, and a donkey substituted. Sheltered by shades

of night the bargees came, and walked off with the don-

key, which they slaughtered, and partook of with much
satisfaction. The dire repast concluded, not before, one

of the party took up a foot of the supposed calf, and ex-

claimed,
" He has got his shoon on !

" " Who ate the leg

of mutton ?
" " Who stole the goose ?

"
are libellous in-

sinuations addressed to the police. All this is English,
and very English indeed ; but "Who ate the donkey?"
is Spanish. When the French troops were escaping from

Spain after the battle f Vittoria, a party of stragglers
entered a Spanish village, and demanded rations. The

villagers, always hostile to the French, and now em-
boldened by the success of the British arms, slaughtered
a donkey, cut it up, and served it to their hated foes

(who were in a starving state and very glad to get it) as

veal. Xext morning the French, pursuing their march to

the frontier, were waylaid by the villagers in a ravine,
and many of them cut off; the Spaniards, during the
murderous assault, shouting perpetually,

" Who ate the

donkey?"]

A Harrington. In Ben Jonson's The Devil is

an Ass, Act II. Sc. 1., Meercraft says,
"
Yes, Sir, it's cost to penny haFpenny farthing,
O' the back side, there you may see it, read

;

I will not bate a Harrington o' the sum."

What is the meaning of the phrase
" I will not

bate a Harrington?"
Colman, in his notes to the comedy, merely ob-

serves that the author's contemporaries used the

expression as he does, and for example quotes
from Sir Henry Wotton's Letters,

" I have lost

four friends and not gotten the -value of one

Harrington;" but confesses his ignorance of the

original of it. SANDGATE.

[John Harington, created in 1603 Baron Harington of

Exton in the county of Rutland, obtained a patent on
terras highly discreditable to James I. for the issue of

these pieces, which were forced into circulation by the

King's proclamation, May 19, 1613. Hence the derisive

name of "
Harringtons." These tokens encountered the

contempt and scorn of all persons to whom they were
tendered, as being of the smallest possible value, and
were the objects of sarcastic allusion by dramatists, poets,
and wits. Drunken Barnaby (Part in. p. 83. edit. 1820)
mentions this coin, on his arrival at the town of that
name :

" Thence to Harrington, be it spoken,
For namesake I gave a token
To a beggar that did crave it," &c.

The currency of the tokens issued in the reign of

James I. was by proclamation, May 30, 1625, confirmed

by Charles I. ; and, on the decease of Ann Countess of

Harington, the patent was granted, July 11, 1626, to

Frances Duchess of Richmond, and to Sir Francis Crane,

Knight, who was the King's representative. Vide Beau-

foy's London Tradesmen's Tokens, p. 9. 2nd edit., and
Nares's Glossary, s. v.~\

The Flower Pot, Bishopsgate Street Within.

I am curious to learn whether this is an historic

sign, i. e. whether it dates from " the counterfeit

association
"
to restore James II., for which Bishop

Sprat was taken up, and the Duke of Marl-

borough sent to the Tower, in 1692. The exist-

ence of the plot is treated by the Duchess of

Marlborough, in her Memoirs, with unequivocal
contempt.

" Soon after the Princess' going to

Sion," she says,
" a dreadful plot broke out, which

was said to be hid somewhere in a flower-pot, and

my Lord Marlborough was sent to the Tower."
It appears that the signatures to this paper of the

duke, the bishop, and others, were forged by two
men of infamous character, one of whose emissa-

ries found means to conceal the paper in Bishop
Sprat's house at Bromley in Kent, where it was
found in a flower-pot by the king's messenger,
who thereupon secured the prelate. Now " the

very flower-pot
"
was, in Horace Walpole's time,

preserved at Matson, near Gloucester, the family
seat of the Selwyns, and the relic I dare say is

there still. But what I am anxious to learn is,

whether " the Flower Pot "
sign at Bishopsgate

dates from this event. Bishopsgate is noted for

its old inns, and possibly
" the Flower Pot

"
may

be one of them. JOHN TIMBS.

Sloane Street.

[The Flower Pot was formerly a symbol of the An-
nunciation of the Blessed Virgin, as stated by the editor

of Beaufoy's London Tradesmen's Tokens, pp. 141., 153.

2nd edit. He says, "A vase of flowers in the field, vulyd,
the Flower Pot, is derived from the earlier representations
of the Salutation of the angel Gabriel to the Virgin Mary,
in which either lilies were placed in his hand, or they
were set as an accessory in a vase. As Romanism de-

clined, the angel disappeared, and the lily-pot became a
vase of flowers ; subsequently the Virgin was omitted,
and there remained only the" vase of flowers. Since, to

make things more unmistakable, two debonnair gentlemen,
with hat in hand, have superseded the floral elegancies of

the olden time, and the poetry of the art seems lost."]

David Lewis. Can you give me any informa-

tion regarding David Lewis, author of Philip of
Macedon, a tragedy, Svo. 1727 ? The play is dedi-

cated to Pope, who seems to have thought highly
of it. There is in 2 vols. Svo. London, 172630,
Miscellaneous Poems by Several Hands, edited by
D. Lewis. R. INGLIS.

[The author of Philip of Macedon, and the editor of

Miscellaneous Poems, we take to be -the same person, as

both works were published by J. Watts. We cannot dis-

cover any biographical particulars of David Lewis, who
was favoured with the esteem and friendship of Alex.

Pope. Whincop states that he was living in 1747. Pro-

bably he is the individual memorialised in the following

epitaph on a flat stone at Low Leyton in Essex :
" Sacred

to the memory of DAVID LEWIS, Esq., who died the 8th

day of April, 1760, aged seventy- seven years : a great
favourite of the Muses, as his many excellent pieces in

poetry sufficiently testify.

'

Inspired verse may on this marble live,

But can no honour to thy ashes give !

'

He married Mary, daughter of NewdigateOwsley, Esq.
a merchant, whose monument is near this place in the

church."]

Anne Cromwell: Mary More. Can you give
me any account of the two following poetesses
and their works? 1st. Ann Cromwell, author of
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.ns," Harleian *I^ . * ! 1 . : 2nd. Mary More,
author of "Poem*," Harleian MS. 3918.

R. I KG US.

[Anne Cromwell was the daughter of Richard Cromwell,

Ka<H ton an, ! rr Cromwell, Esq., of Upwood.
rried her secoi-u cousin Henry Cromwell, aliat

..% Koigbt of the Royal Oak. frs. Anne Williams

Mm really to bare been attnrhed to the Royal cause

and family," a merit her husband only affected, aa he was
coarticr both to bi cousin Oliver" the Protector and

King Charles II. She survived her husband, and redded
at lUmsey upon a narrow income, where she waa buried,

Jan. 10. 1687-8. For the contenU of her MS. rolome in

the British Museum consult the Index to the Harl.

MS&, abo Noble's Home of Crommll, i. 73 250. Mary
Mere, according to Walpole,

M waa a lady who painted for

her amusement, an I waa grandmother of Mr. Pit field ; in

the family are her and her husband's portraits by herself.

In the Bodleian Library i* a picture that. she gave to it,

which, bv a strange mistake, is called Sir Thomas More,

though it* is evidently a copy of Cromwell Earl of Essex.

Kobert Whitehall, a facetious poetaster and Fellow of

Merton College, wrote verses to her in 1C74. on her send-

ing the supposed picture of Sir Thomas More." An*-
dotu of Painting, ii. 622.. edit 1849; consult also Wood's

Athavr, br Bliss, iv. 178.]

Bocase Tree. In Northamptonshire, at one of

the boundaries of Brigstock Forest, formerly no
doubt included in the great forest of Kockingham,
there is an old stone standing, 3 ft. 9 inches hi-Ii,

1 A. 9 inches wide, called " Bocase Stone'." It is

of a kind found in the neighbourhood, called

"Raund," or " Stanwick stone," full of shells.

One side is very smooth ; and on this quite at the

upper part, U this inscription in capital letters :

" JN THIS PLAKS
GKIAV I

And lower down, just above the ground :

HI.i: STOOD
BOCASE
TK!

The stone is mentioned in the histories of the

county, but without any explanation of the mean-

ing. I cannot hear of any local tradition, nor do

I know of any ancient name of place or person
that might elucidate the matter. Perhaps some
of your readers may be able to say why a tree

was called Bocase f
'

II. W.

[In the following passage there is an apparent allu-

sion to the tree In question :
-
Upon the Borders of the

Forrest here, next BriytiocM and Sudborough, there ia an
Oak culled King StrpWa Oak, now an old hollow Tree,

M famous .... because, according o Tradition,

King Stephen shot a Deer from this Tree." Magma
Britmmmi'i, vol. Hi. p. '47 NSII.) It is

hazardous to attempt explanations and etymologies of

local terms without a doe amount of local information.

we may be permitted to suppose the - Boca* Tret''

to hare been identical with the tree from whi.-h the King
hot the stag, we would understand by it

" J?re*Ha*
TV**," the tree near which a buck waa deprived of its

"catf," i. f. rkinned or flayed. "Case, to akin an animal.

Cast*, skin.." (Halliwell.) The skinning the slaugh-
tered deer was a standing rule of the chace. The liarte

and all manner of Deare are jfaynr
"

(AoUe
Hence the very particular

direction! how. when a M Harte"is killed, -"to take off

bis skinne." The skin of a wild animal was fuinasjUW
called his Mat, and flaring waa called caimo. -The
flaring, striping [stripping],

and canny of all manner
chacea." - You moat beginne at the anowt or noae of the

beast, and so tame hit skinne oner his earet all alongtt
the body, vntill you come at the taile . . .

called Many." (P. 241.) So Sbakapeare,
"We'll make

more sport with the fox, ere we caw him ;

" and again, in

a double sense,
" But though mv COM be a pitiful one, I

hope I shall not \*flny'd oat of it"

Amongst the old terms corresponding to buck were
tate, bmeca, and bock. On the whole, then, we are dis-

posed to regard boaut as equivalent to forA COM. or Imck-

aie, ind aa appertaining to the spot where a ewe*, having
been slain by a royal hand, was according to due form

deprired of hia catf, or flayed. The buck-case, then,
would be simply the buckskin, or buck's skin.

Be it observed, however, that, according to the strict

rules of mediaeval nomenclature, which with respect to all

matters connected with hunting were very precis*, tht

proper name of the hart's and deer's coat waa *MJM or
coate. This may explain why we find bocase (or buck-

case) only as a heal term, though we have buckeye.
Bnckstone, buckstall (a net for catching deer), Ac., 'all

words of more general use.]

A Soldier* Epitaph.

Whilst I waa young, in wars I shed my blood.
Hoth for my King and for my Country's good ;

In elder rears it was my care to be,
Soldier tb Him who shed his blood for me."

Can you tell me in what church the abore noble

epitaph
is placed ? I believe it to be one of very

old date. CBSTLBIOX.

[This epitaph will be found in Waddesdon church,
Bucks, and reads aa follows :

M
Guy Carleton, the second

son of Thomas Carleton of Carleton in Cumberland, waa
born in tho year of Christ 1514, and dying the 1" of

June, 1608.
Salutetb the Reader:

Whilest I was yong in warres I shed mr blood
Both for my King and for mv Country's good :

In elder years my care was chief to be
Soldier to Him who sbedd hia blood for me.
Now restinge here in hope a whyle I lye.

Farewell, good reader, never fear to die."

He waa probably father of George Carleton. succes-

sively Bishop of Usndaff and Chichester. Vide Lips-
comb's Duckt, \. 50'J ]

Brpltrtf.

THE rNBUaiED AMDAMADOBS.

(2-* 8. viii. 377. 443.)

When A. A.'s Query appear,

waiting the chance of some communication fur-

nishing an answer tolii* .inquiry, "who they were."

In default of which I hnd determined to offer my
reasons for consM <tory of the ambassa-

dors as altogether a myth. DR. KIMBU I.T*>

however, has rather shaken my theory, an -i

if strengthened by a book which I have raked up,
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called London in Miniature, without any author's

name, but published in 1755 by C. Corbett in

Fleet Street, from which, in the description of

Westminster Abbey, I make the following ex-

tract :

" In a small chapel adjoining to this is a noble monu-

ment of brass, on the side of which lie the bodies of Don
Pedro Ronquillo, Ambassador from Spain to King Wil-

liam III., and the Count de Briancon, Minister from the

Duke of Savoy to Queeu Anne, who, having never paid
the debts they contracted here, lie in their coffins, un-

buried."

Here is apparently a circumstantial answer to

A. A.'s inquiry ;
but nevertheless I am induced to

make some observations tending to raise a doubt

as to the actual facts stated. I should first observe

that DR. RIMBAULT'S authority is from a book dated

in 1724, in which the death of the Spanish am-
bassador is alluded to as a recent event, whereas,
if he died in the reign of William III., it must have

occurred at least twenty- two years previously.
The only way to account for this is by supposing
the publication of 1724 to be a new edition of a

book originally published many years before.* I

have no knowledge of the book in question, and
cannot therefore judge whether this is probable.

In the further observations which I have to

make, I should premise that the coffins were not,

as A. A. states, in one of the chapels on the south-

east side of the choir, but in the small chapel on

the south-east side of Henry VII.'s chapel, which

contains the large brass tomb of Lewis Duke of

Richmond and Lenox. This tomb so entirely occu-

pies the space of this chapel that there was barely
room for the two coffins in question to lie on the

pavement at the base of two sides of the tomb.

They were both of very large size, and both origi-

nally covered with crimson velvet, but so much
faded, decayed, and soiled, that they bore all the

appearance of having been exhumed after many
years of actual interment.

The chapel in question (as well as the corre-

sponding opposite one, which contains the tomb
of Villiers Duke of Buckingham) is inaccessible

otherwise than by scaling the stone screen by
which it is enclosed, about four feet in height, and
it was only by looking over the screen that the

coffins could be seen, as I have often done on my
visits to the abbey for a period of a quarter of a

century previous to the coffins having been re-

moved, and as I presume interred, or, according
to my notion, re-interred, and which I believe to

have been about the year 1820. On these occa-

sions I sometimes ventured to ask the vergers

(who always repeated without variation the same

story about the ambassadors) what were their

* This work was first published anonymously in 1714,
and has been frequently confounded with De Foe's Tour

through Great Britain. Vide Gough's British Topog. i. 39.,
ed. 1780, and N. & Q." 1" S. i. 205. ED.]

names, what courts they represented, and when

they died ? But I was always put off with a slight
bow and a motion of the hand, as much as to say
" ask no questions, but follow on with the rest of

the company."
Now, with all its failings and peculiarities, I

have always considered Dart's Westmonasterium as

the best authority for all that relates to the abb'ey

up to the time of its publication, of which it gives
no actual date, but in the title-page it is stated to

be " from a Survey taken in the year 1723
;

"
and

the work must have issued from the press within

four years from that time, as it is dedicated to

George II. when still Prince of Wales. It must,

therefore, be nearly cotemporary with the edition

of Macky's Journey through England quoted by
Da. RIMBAULT. Yet Dart takes no notice what-

ever of the coffins, or of the story of the ambassa-

dors, which, from the minute details he gives of

all that was then visible above ground, and his

general tendency for gossip, I think it scarcely

probable he would have omitted, if they were then

existing. And it is to be observed that at least

ten years had then elapsed since the death of

Queen Anne, in whose reign the most recent of

the two occurrences is stated to have taken place.
Dart gives a minute account of all the inter-

ments which had taken place in the vaults of

Henry VII.'s chapel down to his time, and it is

evident from his accounts that they^ were then

very much overcrowded. Now if any one would
take the pains to ascertain how many farther in-

terments took place therein, between the year
1723 and till towards the end of the reign of

George II., which I have not the leisure or means
of doing, but which I have good reason to believe

to have included a great many, I do not think it

would have been possible to make room for them,

without displacing some of their preoccupants, and
I think it more than probable that this may have
been the case. Dart mentions several foreigners
who had been thus interred, most probably Dutch
noblemen who had died in England in the reign of

William III., and who may have been thus ex-
truded some forty or fifty years afterwards, hav-

ing no family connexions or representatives in

England to resist such an act of violation, which

may in fact have been intended as only a tem-

porary expedient, but being deposited for the

nonce in a place where they were not likely to be

molested, they were suffered so to remain from

year to year ;
and these being known to be the

coffins of foreigners, of whom little else was known,
the story about the unpaid debts might have been
a matter of surmise, which by degrees became an
established fact.

I am aware that my theory is in itself in a great
measure founded on surmise. If the tradition is

really founded on fact, it might, I should think,

be set at rest by any one who has the opportu-
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nity of consulting the archives of the Foreign
Office or the State Paper Office.

In conclusion, I cannot but observe bow

strongly is herein verified the proverb,
" Out of

sight, out of mind.** A. A. (than whom I believe

there is no one better qualified to throw light on
oat subjects connected with the abbey) seems to

treat the very existence of these coffins as a mat-
ter of tradition : whereas scarcely forty years
have elapsed since tbeir disappearance, which was
after the coronation of George IV. in 1821. In

setting matters to rights after the abbey bad been
fitted up for that occasion, many removals and
alterations took place, some of them judiciously,

amongst which these may be reckoned, but many
of them very far otherwise. This might consti-

tute an interesting subject of inquiry to those

who are disposed to take it up. M. II.

If one of the bodies were that of Don Pedro

Ronrjuillo,
as Dm. RIMBAULT with great probabi-

lity informs us, it must have been that of the

Spanish
ambassador in the time of James II.,

whose bouse was sacked by the mob in December,
1688, and who was afterwards lodged at St.

James's in almost regal state. That he was very
much in debt we have several authorities cited by
Baron Macaulay, vol. ii. 560. ; but if the body was
arrested for debt, bow came it is the church?
In old times we hear of corpses being arrested in

the way to the church, but surely when once
irithin the consecrated ground they were privi-

leged. Farther on, in his admirable History (vol.
ii. 599.), the Baron tells us that Ronquillo (who
by the way bad always in some degree opposed
Father Peters and the ultra

party) reported
to

his court very favourably on the part
of William.

Is it possible he could have so far offended the

Papal See by this as to have incurred the censure
of excommunication ? If so, his own people would
not have buried him, and there might have been
some difficulty on the part of the Church ofEngland.
Can any of the readers of " N. & Q." inform us

farther on this point; can they give any particu-
lars as to the law of arrest as regarded dead
bodies ; and can they tell us who was the tenant

of the other coffin, if there were two, as my infor-

mant states ? A. A.

As I do not think that the Query on this subject

propounded by A. A. has as yet received any
answer, perhaps the following extract from The

Letter* of Horace WalpoU to Sir Home* AToaa, ;

concluding series, vol. i. p. 19&, may help him:
- But pray, has the Marshal consigned to vou the reve-

MMS of the duchy ? I tell YOU, you will be iankrmpt ;

voTwill lie above ground fo a velvet coffin, like the
in W

Haverfbfdwest

Abbey!
JOHN PAVI'M Paiixirs.

KIKOK I!'.

(2* 8. viii. 856. 444.)

In " X. * Q," 1 S. vi. 861, 1 described a very
choice copy of this book in the original morocco
binding, and with the royal arms on the sides (in-

advertently stated to be those of the Stuarts before,
instead of after the Union), and containing some
very curious MS. cbronosticha and verses.

This is, no doubt, as well as B. II. CVs copy, of
the first edition. The pagination of my copy,
however, is so excessively irregular that I think it

better to give an account of it, with a view of

affording a means of comparison with other copies.
The title is exactly as B. H. C. gives it, exeept

that the text in the Romans is demoted by at.

stead of viii. Then follow four pagesofContents, six

of a Relation of the King's Speech to his Children,
one of an Epitaph upon King Charles, signed I. H.

(Qu. Jos. HuitP) Then Marshall's folding plate,
but no Errata, as described in the editor s com-
munication. The pagination goes on regularly up
to p. 129, pave that p. 9 has no numeral at all ; 79
is put for 76, and 72 and 73 are transposed. In-

stead of ISO, 134 follows 129, then 135 for 131,
133 for 132, 12 for 138, 131 and 182 for 184
and 135; then 136 follows, and all is correct up
top. 150, for which 110 is substituted, and 111

for 151, 114 and 145 are put for 154 and 155,
and so on up to 148, which stands for 158.

Then 19 does duty for 159, 150 for 160, and
so on ten less till we come to 173, for which

137 stands ; then all regular, on the same plan, up
to 208 (except that 200 is misprinted for 208, ana

p. 209 has no pagination). Suddenly, for p. 210,
we find 108, and this continues, with the exception
of 14 for 149, till we come to p. 154, after which

follows p. 255, which brings the pagination toler-

ably, but not quite correct. Only one other

misprint occurs, 239 for 293. The Eikon con-

cludes with
p. 302, but four unpaged leaves are

bound up with the book, containing
"A Perfect

Copie of Prayers used by His Majestic in the Time
of His Sufferings,** delivered to Bishop Juxon
immediately before his death, and a a

Copie of a

Letter which was sent from the Prince to the

King," dated from the Hague, January 28. 1648.

Although the pagination is thus irregular, the

catchwords show that no leaf is missing or mis-

placed, and I should like to know if copies are to

be found in other libraries with the same pecu-

liarities, and whether these probably denote the

first hastily thrown off* impressions. I should add

that what is technically called the "
register" of

the volume is particularly bad.

Allow me to ventilate a second time the sug-

gestion that these copies bearing the royal arms,

of which several have occurred, might have been

presented by Charles IL to the old Cavalier ad-

herents of bis father. Certainly, the custom of
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impressing arms and heraldic insignia on book

covers was prevalent at the time. I have a 4to.

Prayer-bnok of 1620, said to have been King
Charles the First's own when Prince of Wales,

bearing on its black and worm-eaten covers the

"Oestreich" feathers, and the initials C. P., but

there is here a direct probability of a royal con-

nection. The constant recurrence of the arms on

copies of the Eihon necessitates another supposi-
tion. E. S. TAYLOR.

PRISONER'S ARRAIGNMENT : HOLDING UP THE
HAND.

(2
nd S. viii. 414.)

When an oath is taken by a witness in a French

court of justice, the President tells him to holdup
his hand, and to speak the truth.

" Quand on fait

serment devant le Juge, il faut lever la main."

Hence "
holding up the hand "

is considered

equivalent to "
swearing."

" En ce sens, on dit,

fen leverois la main, pour dire, j'en ferais ser-

ment." (Alberti.)
This practice may possibly be, in part, the

origin of the prisoner's holding up his hand,
when pleading guilty or not guilty. But the

custom goes much farther back. In the early

jurisprudence of Germany, the original rule was
that the hand, in swearing, touched some sacred

object, generally relics after the introduction of

Christianity. Swearing in criminal cases (in

peinliches Gericht) was, a. with the mouth (mit

mund), j8. with the hand (mit hand). The right
hand was laid upon the sacred object, whatever

it might be. " Der rechten wurde der heilige

gegenstand angeriihrt." (Grimm, D. R. l Altert.

1828, p. 903.) But mark the progressive change.
Instead of the whole hand, in time it became the

practice to touch the sacred object with two

fingers only ;
and this, again, passed to simply

lifting them up. Accordingly, Grimm asks the

question,
"
May we not infer that they were not

always laid upon [the sacred object], but only
held up ?

" And he adds,
"

as, at this day, the

use of relics having passed into desuetude, it is

the practice to swear." That is, in swearing, the

lifting up of the hand or fingers continued, though
the use of relics was dropped.

There is another mediaeval custom which throws

light upon the practice of pleading to an indict-

ment by holding up the hand. A person who
became surety was called manulevator. To be
bound as surety is manulevare. These terms of

mediaeval Latin reappeared, in old Italian, as

mallevadore, mallevare. The explanation is that

parties, in becoming surety, used to lift up the

hand. " Mallevare. Spondere. Quegli ch* en-

travan mallevadori, alzavan la mano in segno di

promessa." (Menage.)
Would we go back to the common origin of

these various practices, we must turn to the pages
of the Old Testament, where we shall find that

lifting up the hand is the oldest form of an oath
recorded in the Bible. (Gen. xiv. 22. Cf. Deut.
xxxii. 40., Ezek. xx. 5, 6, and marg. renderings
of Ex. vi. 8. and Num. xiv. 30.)

ft does not, however, exactly follow that, when
a prisoner in a criminal court with uplifted hand
pleads guilty or not guilty, he is put upon his oath.

Were that so, it would be a very wrong thing ;

especially as the plea of not guilty is sometimes
technical. The uplifted hand would seem rather
to be simply a recognition of the fact that he was
there to be tried and to stand the issue

;
in short

that, identifying himself as defendant, he was his

own mallevadore, responsible if convicted, and to

be dealt with in due course of law. There is a

great deal more that might be cited upon the

present subject. THOMAS Boys.

The practice of a prisoner on arraignment hold-

ing up his right hand arose thus : a
prisoner found

guilty of a felony, on pleading his clergy, was
branded on the brawn of the right thumb, and

discharged. Benefit of clergy could not be claimed
more than once

;
a prisoner, therefore, on arraign-

ment was made to hold up his right hand, that

the court might judge whether he had been
branded previously. J. C. M.

HENRT SMITH 3 SERMONS.

(2
nd S. viii. 254. 330.)

I am possessed of a copy of Henry Smith's Ser-

mons, of which I subjoin a description.
A volume without title-page, the first part of

which contains 632 pages, and the second a fresh

pagination of 176 pages.
" The Life of Mr. Henry Smith," by Thomas Fuller.

An Address " to the Reader," signed
" H. S."

" The Epistle to the Treatise of the Lord's Supper."
The Contents.

Then the Sermons, &c., in the following order :

" A Preparative to Marriage, pp. 1 32.

A Treatise of the Lord's Supper, in Two Sermons, pp.
3371."

Then comes a title-page :

" The Examination of Usury, in Two Sermons, by
Henry Smith. London: Printed by A. Maxwell, for

Edward Brewster, at the Crane in St. Paul's Churchyard,
and John Wright in Little Britain, 1673."

There is an Address to the Reader before the two

Sermons, signed
" H. S.," pp. 7796. Then fol-

lows " The Christian's Sacrifice," with an Address
** to my late auditors, the congregation of Cle-

ment Danes all the good-will which I can wish,"

pp. 97109.
" The True Trial of the Spirits, pp. 111124.
The Wedding Garment, pp. 125154,
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The Way to Walk in. pp. 135- 140,

The Pride of Nebuchadnezzar (with a short Address,

stating that former copies had been imperfect), pp.
141-T&1.

The Fall of King Nebochadnezxar, pp. 152 1- I

The BssUtution of Nebocbadnessar, pp. 162-17).
:,-, and an KxhorUlion to Hu-

mil.ty, pp. 173-183.
: Man'. Task, pp. 184195.

The Trial of the Righteous, pp. 196-209.
The Christian's Practice, op. 810816.
The Pilgrim's WUh, pp. 217888.
The Godlv Man's Request, pp. 289841.
A GlaM for Drunkanls, pp. 24a
The Art of Heariug, in Two Sermon*, with an Address,

pp. 855-275.
The Heavenly Thrift, pp. 276 289.

The MarfstraW Scripture, pp. 290008.
The Trial of Vanity, pp. *0 316.

The Ladder of Peace, pp. 817880.
The Betraying ofChriat, pp. 831840.
The Petition of Mow. to God, pp. 841-348.
The Dialogue between Paul and King Agrippa, pp.
849364.

The Humility of Paul. pp. 865874.
.king-glass for Christiana, pp. 875386.

Food for New-born Babes, pp. 387400.
The Banquet of Job's Children, pp. 401410.
Satan's Comparing the Earth, pp. 411420.

treat for Christians, pp. 421427.
The Poor Man's Tears, pp. 428439.
An Alarm from Heaven summoning all Men unto the

Hearing of the Truth, pp. 440448.
A Memento for Magistrates, pp. 449 456.

Jacob's Ladder, or the Way to Heaven, pp. 457478.
The Lawyer's Question, pp. 474482.
The Lawyer's Answer to the Lawyer's Question, pp.

The Censure of Christ upon the Lawyer's Answer, pp.
496-501.
Three Prayers :

'One for the morning. another for the evening, the
third for a sick man ; whereunto is annexed a

Godly letter to a skk friend, and a comfortable

speech of a preacher upon his death-bed.'
"

Then follows a fresh title-page :

M
Eight Sermons by Henry Smith, viz. :

1. The Sinner's Conversion. 2. The Sinner's Con-
8, 4. Two Sermons on the Song of Simeon.

5. The Calling of Jonah. 6. The Rebellion of

Jonah. 7, & Of Jonah's Punishment. Prov. 28.

13 London : Printed in the year 1674.'
"

(pp. 611-626.)

Then follow "
Godly Prayers for the Morning

and Evening."
Then another title-page, and three Sermons,

with fresh pagination, viz : 1. "The Benefit of

Contentation/2. " The Affinity of the Faithful."

3. "The Lost Sheep is Found:" followed by
u
Questions gathered out of bis own Confession,

by Henry Smith, which are yet unanswered/*

(pn. 1-44.)
Next comet " God's Arrow against Atheists/'

with another title-psge (pp. 45-
Lastly, with another title-page :

FOOT Ssnnoas preached by Mr. Henry Smith :

1. The Trumpet of ths Bod.

8. The Sinful Man's Search.
3. Marie's Choice.
4. Noah H Drunkenness."

Two tealous Prayers.

These conclude the volume, which is n small

4to. U 1'. SMIIII.

East Sheen, Surrey.

At least three editions of Henry Smith's Ser-

mons, &c., have already been mentioned in your
pages:

1. That of 1590, 1591, 1594, if these publica-
tions are to be counted as one edition.

2. The later one of 1675.

3. That of which MB. BIHOHAM has a copy. I

presume of 1624, 1625, as it agrees with an im-

perfect copy in mj posse#5i
I have also one of 1632, imperfect, bat in fair

condition.

These more recent editions are not, I believe,

very rare. EDWD. H. KHOWLBS.
St.

The best edition of Henry Smith's Sermons is

that of 1675. It is more complete than the former

editions, and no other has appeared since. It con*

tains a Life of the author by Thomas Fuller. A
complete list of the contents of this volume will

be found in the Cyclopedia BMiograp\ica, Au-
Tll US. D.

Itrphrs
1

to JHinor fturrtaf.

Son of Pascal Paoli (2* S. viii. 399.) The
suicide to which A. A.'s informant referred was

probably that of the unfortunate Colonel Fred-

erick, pon of Theodore King of Corsica, who died

the llrh Dec. 1756. The unhappy end of Col.

Frederick is thus described by Dr. Doran, in his

Monarch* retiredfrom Burineu :

M
Nearly forty years after King Theodore was con-

signed to the grave in St Anne's, an old man. one night
in February, 1796, walked from a coffee-house at Storey's
Gate to Westminster Abbey. Under one of the porches
there he put a pistol to his bead, pulled the triju-rr. and
fell dead. The old roan was the son of Theodore, Colonel
Frederick. The latter had ben many years familiar to

the inhabitants of London, and remarkable for his gen-
tlemanlike bearing ami his striking ecceni

had fulfilled many employment*,
and bad witnessed many

strange incidents. Not the least strange, perhaps, was
his once dining at Dolly's, " -wki,
when neither the son of the late King of Corsica, nor he
who was the future King of Poland, had enough between
them to discharge their reckoning. Distress drove him r .

suicide, and his remains rest by the side of those of his

J. A IV
The unhappy suicide alluded to by A. A. was

not the son of Pascal Paoli ; but Colonel Fre-

derick, the reputed con of Theodore, King of

Corsica, who shot himself in the west porch of
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Westminster Abbey, Feb. 1, 1797. See an ac-

count of the event in the Gentleman's Magazine
for 1797, p. 172. J. B. N.

Portrait of a True Gentleman (2
nd S. viii. 397.)

This is, with certain variations, a paragraph
from The Gentile Sinner; or, England's Brave

Gentleman, #*c., by Clem. Ellis, M.A., Fellow of

Qu. Coll. Oxon. Oxford, 1664. (Third edition.)

The correct reading is (p. 178.)
" The true gentleman is one that is God's servant, the

world's master, and his own man. His virtue is his

business, his study his recreation, contentedness his rest,

and happiness his reward. God is his Father, the church
is his mother, the saints his brethren, all that need him his

friends, and heaven his inheritance. Religion is his mis-

tress, loyalty and justice her ladies of honour, devotion is

hischaplain, chastity his chamberlain, sobriety his brother,

temperance his cook, hospitality his housekeeper, provi-
dence his steward, charity his treasurer, piety his mistress

of the house, and discretion the porter, to let in and out as

is most fit. Thus is his whole family made up of virtues,
and he the true master of his family. He is necessitated

to take the world in his way to heaven, but he walks

through it as fast as he can
;
and all his business by the

way is to make himself and others happy. Take him all

in two words, he is a man and a Christian."

J. G. MORTEN.
Cheam.

Francis Mence (2
nd S. viii. 470.) A pious

Nonconformist, born at Hambleton, near Worces-

ter, educated at Pembroke College, Oxford.
After the Restoration, became minister of a con-

gregation in Wapping, London. Died about 1696,
set. fifty-seven. (Darling's Encyclop. Biblio-

graph.)
A government Minute Book in MS./containing

names, residences, and movements of Nonconfor-

mists, written about A.D. 1663-66, being apparently
the information of some spy, has the following
entry :

" MTNZE, a layman and elder to Sam1
Bradley's church,

who broke from him by reason of Strainge, and meets
with Glide at Readriffe [Ratcliffe] and Horsley Downe."

Perhaps these two individuals may be identical.

CL. HOPPER.

The Electric Telegraph foreshadowed (2
nd S. iv.

266. 318. 392. 461. ; v. 356. ; cf. vi. 265. 359. 422.)
In support of this opinion, a writer in the Na-

vorscher (viii. 156.) cites a Dutch translation of

the DelicicB Physico-Mathematics, \\izjifth edition,
from the French, in 1672. It is called Mathema-
tische Vermaecklycheden,getranslateerd uyt Frangoys
in Nederduytsche Tale, en verrykt, vermeerderd

enz., door Wynant van W.esten, Mathem. der
Stadt Nymegen, Arnhem, small 8vo. The extract,

copied by MR. N. S. HEINEKEN in " N. & Q."
(iv. 461.), is to be found in the Vermaecklycheden,
vol. i. p. 123.

It is remarkable that, whilst feeling the impos-
'bility of a correspondence by means -of uncon-

ted dials, provided with magnets, the inventor

yet cannot forego the pleasure of giving his per-
spective view of the nineteenth-century-magnetic-
tele-jraph.
The Algemeene Konst-en Letterbode for 1859

(vol. Ixxi. p. 285.), points to an invention by
Johannes Hercules de Sonde, which is found re-
corded in a work of Johannes Fredericus Hel-

vetius, D.M., bearing the title of Theatridium
Herculis Triumphantis, ofte Klein Schouwtooned
van den Triumpherenden Hercules. It contains
the description of a dial-telegraph, constructed
after the principles of electro-statien.

A somewhat similar plan to the sympathetic
needles some years ago went the round of the

newspapers in the form of sympathetic snails the

animal, proverbial for slowness, being thus repre-
sented as the means for a correspondence almost
as quick as thought. With whom originated this

hoax ? or was it really believed to be the truth ?

J. H. VAN LENNEP.
Zeyst, near Utrecht.

Epigram to a Female Cupbearer (2
nd S. viii.

292.) OXONIENSIS will find this fine Epigram
along with some other small poems in a quarto
volume of translations from the Arabic published

by a learned orientalist, Joseph Dacre Carlyle, of
the University of Cambridge. The volume, which
I have not seen for many years, was I think en-

titled Specimens of Arabic Poetry, and published
at Cambridge about 1796.

OXONIENSIS may admire the following poem,
imitated from the Arabic by Shelley :

" My faint spirit was sitting in the light
Of thy looks, my love

;

It panted for thee like the hind at noon
For the brooks, my love.

Thy barb whose hoofs outspeed the tempest's flight
Bore thee far from me ;

My heart, for my weak feet were weary soon,
Did compassion thee.

" Ah ! fleeter far than fleetest storm or steed,

Or the death they bear,

The heart which tender thought clothes like a dove
With the wings of care ;

In the battle, in the darkness, in the need,
Shall mine cling to thee,

Nor claim one smile for all the comfort, love,
It may bring to thee."

Sir William Jones translates in French several

poems of the Persian Anacreon, Hafiz ; and
D'Herbelot's Oriental Dictionary is an inexhaust-

ible mine of romance and wildness.

KlRKWALLENSIS.

These lines I have seen quoted as from Car-

lisle's Specimens of Arabian Poetry. W. H. HUSK.

Peel Towers (2
nd S. viii. 378.) The word which

E. A. B. writes Peel should be spelt Peal, and

you have the meaning at once. In some parts of

the Borders, which, in bye-gone days, were liable

to hostile incursions from English or Scottish
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from lawless freebooter*, high towers

were erected, in which watchmen were tv

to give notice of an enemy's approach; nn-1 on

UMM occasions the large bell or bells suspended
in the tower pealed forth their notes of alarm to

the inhabitants of the district, and enabled them
to

prepare
for their unwelcome visitors. The re-

mains of one of these
interesting

towers still

stands near my native town, Berwick-on-Tweed,
ami the last time I saw it, four or five years ago,
its walls were in a pretty good state of preser-
vation. Its walls are about twenty feet high, but

being built on an eminence outside of the ram*

parts of the town, it commands a good view of the

surrounding country. It is there called the Bell

Tower, but in other of the Border districts the

name may have been changed to Peal.

IUNBY MFLBOSB.
GoardUn Office, Brighton.

The word Peel, variously written Pile, Pille,

PHI, Pele, Peyll, Peill, Paile, is derived from the

Ancient Brit, and Gaul, pill, a stronghold, for-

tress, secure place. There is the Pile of Foudray
in Furnoss, Peel Castle, Isle of Man; Pill, in

Devon. &c. R. S. CHARMOCK.

In the Glossary at the end of vol. v. of the

Waoerlry Novel*, published by Robert Cadell,

Edinburgh, 1847, I find :

44
Peel, a pltre of strength, or fortification, in general.

In particular it signifies a stronghold, the defences of

which are of earth mixed with Umber, strengthened with

palisade*.
"
Peel. Peel-house, in the Border Counties, is a small

square tower, built of stone and lime."

S.L.

Ringing BelU backward*: the Toctin (2
04 S.

viii. 18.) It has always been a puzzle to under-

stand what there could be so terrible about ring-

ing bells the contrary way to that which is usual.

In general they arc rung commencing with the

highest note, and going downwards. If your
readers will open a pianoforte, and run down an

octave, c, B, A, o, r, &c., and afterwards do the

same the contrary way, c, D, B, r, &c., they will

find nothing inharmonious nor terrible in it. Per-

haps some light might be thrown on the expres-
sion if some of your readers could inform us as to

the manner in which the tocsin, that dreadful

signal of tumult and slaughter, was rung in

France ? Was it on one or more bells ? A. A.

Poets' Corner.

Jttt Book* (2- S. vi. 333. ; vii. 95.) It is a

striking instance of the differences of the opinions
men may form concerning books, that whilst your
correspondent G. N. places Scotch Preibylerian

Elot/wnee Duplayd among Jest Books, the com-

piler of the Supplement to the Catalog

the Library of the Newcaatle-on-Tyne Literary
and Philosophical Society," places the work at

the head of "Class 1. THEOLOGY !

"
of a dona-

tion of books presented by the family of a
im alderman of that borough. The

i* ns follows, p. 184. : "Curate's (Jacob) S

Presbyterian Eloquence Displayed, or the 1

of their Teaching discpver'd,
8vo. 1789 ;" with no

hint that poor Jacob is other than a real person-

age. N.J.

Buhop Sprat* Retort (2
1*4 S. vii. 373.) Your

correspondents would save your readers infinite

trouble if they would be alittle more precise in tin ir

references. ME. TBBNCH quotes simply
" Note to

Burnet's History." I have searched the six

Oxford edition (1823) of Burnet's Hittory of hi*

own Time, and the index thereto attached fails to

help me to any such note. From what edition

does MB. TBBNCH cite it ? I should have been
content to enjoy the story without inquiry, had
not the joke been so manifestly the same as that

in Goldsmith's Epigram :

"John Trot was deaired by two witty Pears
To tell them the reason why asaea had ears.

An't please you,' quoth John, I'm not given to let-

ters,

Nor dare I pretend to know more than my betters ;

Howe'er, from this time, 1 shall ne'er see rour grace*.
As I hope to be saved, without thinking on asses!

' "

II L.TBMrtB.

Plough* (2
nd S. viii. 431.) In Dorsetshire a

waggon itself, or a waggon and team of horses,

are still generally called a plough. Mr. Barnes, in

the Glossary appended to his beautiful " Poems in

the Dorset Dialect
"
(which, by the way, I rejoice

to see, are beginning to attain some of the reputa-
tion they deserve), says :

M A waggon is mostly called a
plough or plow in the vale

of Blackmore, where the Knglish plough, aratrum, is a

zuO, the Anglo-Saxon */."

And he adds the following illustration :

These are in his M"** name to require yon forthwith,
on sight hereof, to pressmen and D*w*s.

M-Golonel Kirk's

order to the parish of Chedzoy in the Monmouth rebel-

lion.

Halliwcll gives this explanation :

-
1. Used for oxen kept to draw the plough, not for

I 2. A wheel-carriage drawn by oxen and bone*,"^^^
I know not whence he obtained his first mean-

ing; but it is strongly corroborated by a letter

from an ancestor of my own, dated 1661, and pub-
lished in the Right "II. -M. ('.. JJai.k. , , story of

Corfe Cattle, p. 259. :

"... had not the horse-plague swept away my horses

I would have sent these to you ; beside y disease hare

carried away most phwtt hereabout*, by whkh ph*m or

horsos were never in my days soe hard to be got as now."

( \V. BlNGHAM.

Witchcraft in Churning, frc. (2* S. viii. 67.)

The et cetera enables me to notice tome tuprnti-

I- Pi
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tions in Ireland while churning, which I believe

are still cherished in the West and South.

In the county of Galway they will not allow

anything to be given or lent out of the "cabin"

during the process. I remember some harsh

words passing between a friend who went into a

cabin to light his pipe, and one of the women
there. She would neither give him a light, nor
allow him to take it ;

and her voluble tongue
poured forth a torrent of eloquence

" hot and

heavy" on my friend for asking "a light"
while churning. In some places the visitor is ex-

pected
"
to take a turn at the dash," if of their

own class; but the "quality" merely touches it,

with the expression
" God bless your work."

This last salutation is universal. It sounds very
odd to hear one say, while admiring your new
gig or car, "A fine gig, God bless it."

GEORGE LLOYD.
" Three Kings of Colon" (2

nd S. viii. 431.)
The anthem of the " Three Kings" was probably
the following, which is printed, with other devo-
tions to the " Three Kings," in the Parva cceleste

Palmetum, Colonise Agrippinse, 1764 :

" Sancti tres Reges Caspar, Melchior et Balthasar,
orate pro nobis peccatoribus nunc et in bora mortis nos-

tras, Amen.
" V. Tria sunt muncra preti6sa.
R. Qua? obtulerunt Magi Domino.

Oremus.

"Deus, qui tres Magos Orientales Sanctosque Reges
Casparem, Melchiorem et Balthasaram, ut recens natum
in Bethlehem Filiuin tuum inviserent ac honararent,
mirabiliter illustrasti, quaesumus, ut eorum exemplo et

intercessione adjuti, veraque fide in hujus mundi tenebris

illuminati, te lumen sternum agnoscamus, atque inter

prospera et adversa tuto gradiamur, donee ad te, qui
lucem habitas inaccessibilem, remotis impediments om-
nibus expedite perveniamus. Per Christum Dominum,
etc."

F. C. H.
"
Travelling ofsound experimentally proved" (2

nd

S. vii. 380.) In his account of a visit to the

Asylum for the Deaf and Dumb at Paris, Sir

Francis Head relates what follows :

" All of a sudden a drum beat, on which, just as if they
heard its roll, they all instantly desisted from their

games, fell into line, and by beat of drum with which
their feet kept perfect time, they marched away following
the drummer-boy, who was also deaf and dumb. '

They
cannot be perfectly deaf,' I said,

' if they hear that drum.'
" In reply my guide informed me its roll had no effect

on their ears, but created an immediate vibration in their

chests, which, although in describing it he had put his
hand thereon, he termed dans Vestomac" Faggot of
French Sticks, ii. 130.

E. H. A.

The Excellent Woman (2
nd S. viii. 432.) My

copy of this book is an octavo, in two parts, pp.
304. and 336. Printed for John Wyat, 1695.
At the end of the second part, two books by
Theophilus Dorrington, are advertised, which is,

to me, a sufficient key to the T. D. on the title-

page of the Excellent Woman. J. O.

NOTES ON BOOKS, ETC.

The Diaries and Correspondence of the Right Hon.
George Rose ; containing Original Letters of the Most Dis-
tinguished Statesmen of his Day. Edited by the Rev. L.
V. Harcourt. 2 Vols. 8vo. (Bentlej'.)

This new contribution to the history of this country
during a very eventful period in the reign of George III.,
is extremely valuable in three distinct points of view.
In the first place, it adds greatly to our knowledge of the

personal character and administrative zeal of that emin-
ent and thoroughly English minister, Mr. Pitt, and fully
justifies his policy in the great struggle upon which he
was so long engaged, a struggle in which it is clear
from these volumes he was most unwillingly compelled to

enter, for he desired peace, that he might develop the

energies and resources of England, but which when en-

gaged in, he carried on with all the vigour and energy
which became the son of Chatham. In the next place
these volumes throw new and pleasing light on the cha-
racter of the honest, intelligent, but certainly obstinate

monarch, George III. And lastly, they do justice to one
of the most valuable public servants which this country
has ever known, George Rose himself the sincere and
devoted friend of Pitt and as such the constant butt of
all Whig witlings but who here stands revealed as an
able, clearheaded, straightforward, honest man of busi-

ness, whose steady industry, devoted for years to the
service of the State, won for him, and most deservedly,
not only political importance, but the personal regard of
his sovereign, and indeed of all who knew him. The
friends and family of George Rose may turn with pride
to this record of his political life, this proof of his high
character.

Becket, Archbishop of Canterbury. A Biography. By
James Craigie Robertson, M.A., Canon of Canterbury.
(Murray.)
Canon Robertson, the learned author of the History ofthe

Christian Church, has in this small volume reproduced,
with certain changes as to form, and additions, the result
of fresh materials, the subject of two papers which ap-
peared some years since in the English Review. The
result is a biography of the great Churchman, narrated
with great skill and impartiality, more complete, and
certainly more interesting, than any which has yet been
laid before the English reader. Never was a piece of our

early history more pleasantly and instructively set forth.

Memoirs of Early Italian Painters, and of the Progress
of Painting in Italy from Cimabue to Bassano. By Mrs.
Jameson. A New Edition, revised throughout by the

Author, and with much additional matter. (Murray.)
These last words, pointing out the claims of this new

edition to attention, render it almost superfluous on our

part to do more than chronicle the appearance of a book
so well calculated to furnish that part of the entertain-
ment derived from the contemplation of a work of art
which springs from our knowing to whom to attribute it,

and then to know its history. Mrs. Jameson does this in
a way which leaves her without a rival.

Tragic Dramas from Scottish History : Heselrig, Wal-
lace, James the First of Scotland. (Constable & Co.)

Shakspeare's great example of making the incidents of
his country's history the subject of Historical Dramas, has
been judiciously followed by the author of the present
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volume, who exhibits considerable potUc feeling, and a
of dramatic effect.

IVJMejme/Msv Pro**, /<./* P.P. of
kill in M Cbsmto / CM. Cyfcrterf OM*
OKntr IWae. sy. (Bev. Francis Jlabony),
^(frtrf CYv Maclise, K. A.) J

rwfceaf andlarefaumented. Bohn's Ill

Tn*i

^labony), ////rrtrUy
Croon* E*q. (1>. Maclise, K. A.) Ar *fm,
aiMTfarp^ a0sf</. (Bohn's Illustrated Li-

i. is a Christ mas Hook for Scholar*, Thoae who wool.l

at UiU season pat on their ahelrej a volume
replete with

qaaint humour, ripe scholarship, and an unrivalled readi-

Nation. hare here one to their hand, illus-

trated with a eeriea of etcbinga by Maclise which add

greatly to iU value and interest

Storfcs of Imnmt I mud Ducovtrie* m SCUM* and the

U*efnl Art*. A Book for Old and Ytmng. ( With ///*,-

trationt.) By John Timb*. F.S.A. (Kent & Co.)
nave oAen had occaaion to compliment Mr. Tiwbe

en the bappineaa with which he choose* a subject, and
the auereaa with which be bring* his curious stores of
information to War upon it. This new book is a fresh

instance of both these qualities, and no better present
could be pat into the hands of an intelligent lad than
these Star** of Inventor* and Ditcoverie*.

Shak^ean, Household Word*. A Selection from 0*
Witt Satct of the Immortal Bard. Illuminated by Samuel

Staneaby. (Griffith & Farren.)
A dainty little volume, The gem* from Shakspeare

are here enshrined in a casket of rich and fantastic

beauty. The manner in which Mr. Slaneaby'a illumina-

tions are printed ia very creditable to Messrs. Ashbee &
Dangerfield.

Popular Xurtery Tola and Rhyme*, with One hundred
and seventy liberation* by Weir. Absolon, Corbonld,
Wolf, Zwecker, 11. K. Browne, &c^ engraved by th* Brother*

Dalziel. (Koulledge.)
hard to say which portion of this beautiful book

will be most attractive to the
Spelling public

for whom
it baa been prepared the good old Engird Nursery
Tales, or the 170 exquisite illustrations by which thev
are embellished. Children of a larger growth may well

relish the beauty of the Utter. The work will un-

questionably prove that it has been rightly named.

The Human Face Jtirine and other Tola. By Mr*. Alfred

Gaily. (Bell & Dmldy.)
Instructive and clever, Mrs. Gatty never fails to amuse

and elevate her readers, and this new Christmas Book
will fully sustain her high reputation. The first story is

marked by that thorough originality which is so strong
a characteristic of all Mrs. Gatty'a writings.

The Children'! Picture Book of Good and Great Men.
With Fifty Illustration*. (Bell & Daldy.)
We predict that this entertaining volume will be a

great favourite during the present season on account both

of the simplicity of its narrative, and the beauty of its

The Children'* Picturt Book of Senator* Parabh*, in

Simple Language for Children. By the Jbr. J. Krekine

Clarke. Irfth Ylhutralion*. (Bell & DalJy.)
Mr. Clarke knowa how to write for children. The

pie, yet elegant, in strlt, and will be a wel-

Addition to even- juvenile libr

Thomat Thumb. By the Author of
. IUu*roted by J. B. (Constabfe

ft Co.)
This is reiaeae la a cheaper form of Mies Yooge's

graceful version of that old favourite of the naraer, the

The ffuioiy of Sir

the Heir of Ktdcliffe.

of Tom Thumb, to which the fanciful ;,;;:,:7-:

JViyhtinaalt Valley. A Collection of many of the choiomt

by Giraldus (Bell & Daldy.)
Giraldus tells us he hs edited this volume for our de-

light; and certainly he has succeeded well; f>r we can

hardly imagine a more editable volume either for a pre-
eent, or to make us acquainted with the lyric master-

pieces in our language,

The Literary and Scientific RtyuUr mm* Almanack for
18GO.fr. By J. W. G. Gulch. (Kent & Co.)
For nineteen years has this very useful volume made

its appearance. It contains now so large an amount of
useful information, that it would be hard to say what a
reasonable man could aeek for in it, and not And.

BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES
WANTED TO rUBCHASl.

'* OTTAOI OAKOIXU. 4to. QiMO cloth. Vol. L
OO'* Lmritib. 4lo.

r
' 8rAro*i. Sro.

AVCXAIT <w TVS Ctmmmim, Vol. II.
AW'. T4FroelB. Vol.11. PMt I.

Wanted by J. H. W. CtaOf, Islisilagliisi

A COVBTBOV* Coxftxtxrm VITM mm CWOUM GATBOLNTCU ROHAK
WMTTM JOMM Bmr. A RacmAJtr PAFWT. Loadoe. IMS.

Wsatwlbr Jt*r. 8. JL WaMttow, Berkley.

ObBAixAM.byB.aErma*. Vol. X.

Wanted by Rtr. K. S. rnvfo. . OnnMby M. Maroit, near

potter* to Corrrrfponttrnt*.
,,

&E&R22g3aS?S!
H.X O.'a QMTV IM*9 to MiMr m ow aart.

Oaaanns*. M. BOKTOM Coann't irgr* o* gtalajnai i MV SMWr

J. O. N. owl R. H. 8. r OM lttttn/ar Aut corrrayoWi^fi. lfar
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CHRISTMAS PRESENTS.

The following are Now Ready :

I.

ANCIENT SPANISH BALLADS: HISTORICAL

AND ROMANTIC. Translated by J. G. LOCKHART. With Coloured

Borders, Illuminated Titles, Initial Letters, and numerous Woodcuts.

4th Edition. 4to. 21s.

II.

GREECE : PICTORIAL, DESCRIPTIVE, AND HIS-

TORICAL. By REV. DR. WORDSWORTH. With 600 Engravings of

the Scenery, Architecture, Costume, and Fine Arts of the Country.

Mh Edition. Royal Svo. 28s.

HI.

THE PILGRIMAGE OF CHILDE HAROLD.
By LORD BYRON. A New and beautifully printed Edition. Illus-

trated with 80 Engravings of the most remarkable Scenes, Edifices, &c.,

described in the Poem, from original Drawings. Crown Svo. 21s.

IV.

THE ILLUSTRATED HISTORY OF ARCHI-
TECTURE IN ALL COUNTRIES. By JAMES FERGUSSON.
2nd Edition. With nearly 900 Illustrations. Svo. 26s.

V.

THE ARABIAN NIGHTS'. Translated from
the Arabic. By E. W. LANE, Author of " The Modern Egyptians."

New Edition. With 600 Illustrations. 3 Vols. Svo. 42s.

VI.

LIVES OF THE EARLY FLEMISH PAIN-
TERS i WITH NOTICES OF THEIR WORKS. By J. E. CROWE
and CAVALCASELLE. With Illustrations. PostSvo. 12s.

vn.

LIVES OF THE EARLY ITALIAN PAIN-
TERS. By MRS. JAMESON. A New Edition, entirely revised and

greatly enlarged. With Illustrations. Crown Svo. 12s.

VIII.

THE ITALIAN SCHOOLS OF PAINTING :

From the German of KOOLER. Edited by SIR CHAS. EASTLAKE,
R.A. 3rd Edition. With 150 Illustrations. 2 Vols. Post Svo. 30s.

IX.

A HANDBOOK FOR YOUNG PAINTERS.
By C.R. LESLIE, R.A., with Illustrations. PostSvo. 10s. &f.

X.

FABLES OF MSOP. A NEW VERSION, CHIEFLY

FROM THE ORIGINAL SOURCES. By REV. THOS. JAMES, M.A. 38th

Thousand. With 100 Woodcuts. PostSvo. 2s. 6d.

XL
THE STORY OF PUSS IN BOOTS, TOLD

BY OTTO SPECKTER, in 12 Illustrations. 12th Thousand. 16mo.

Is. 6d.

JOHN MURRAY, Albemarle Street, W.

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS.

The only Large-type Edition, in 4to., price 21s.,

CRUDEN'S CONCORDANCE to the OLD
and NEW TESTAMENT : or, a Dictionary and Alphabetical Index
to the Bible. In Two Parts. Containing the appellative or common
words in so full and large a manner that any verse may be readily found
by looking for any material word in it, the proper names in the Scrip-
ture, &c. To which is added, a Concordance to the Apocrypha. Thir-
teenth Edition. With a Life and Portrait of the Author, by A
ANDER CHALMERS, F.S.A.

ALEX-

NATIONAL ILLUSTRATED LIBRARY EDITION.

BUNYAN'S PILGRIM'S PROGRESS. New
Edition, with a Memoir. By J. M. HARE. The Allegory illustrated
with Outline Engravings drawn by J. R. Clayton, and the Biographical
Sketch illustrated with Engravings of interesting Kelics and Recollec-
tions of Bunyan, from Drawings by J. L. Williams. Crown 8vo., 3.
cloth ; 3s. 6d. cloth extra, gilt edges ; 7s. 6d; in morocco.
" We strongly recommend this as the best and most useful family

edition of the 'Pilgrim's Progress* with which we are acquainted."
Congregational Pulpit.

SOYER'S MODERN HOUSEWIFE. Com-
prising Receipts for the Economic and Judicious Preparation of every
Meal of the Day, and for the Nursery and Sick Koom. By the late
ALEXIS SOYER. With Illustrations on Wood, &c. Thirty-fourth
Thousand. Post Svo. 7s. 6rf. cloth.

" All who have food to cook should buy this book."
Morning Chronicle.

IV.

SUNDAY SERVICES AT HOME FOR
THE YOUNG. Edited by the COUNTESS ofDUCIE. New Edition,
fcap. 3s. 6d. cloth.

V.

MISS EDGEWORTH'S PARENT'S AS-
SISTANT. New Edition, in One Volume, with Frontispiece and
Vignette, fcap. 3s. 6d. cloth.

MISS EDGEWORTH'S MORAL TALES.
With Three Illustrations by Harvey. New Edition, in One Volume,
fcap. 3s. 6d.

vn.

MISS EDGEWORTH'S POPULAR TALES.
With Three Illustrations by Harvey. New Edition, in One Volume,
fcap. 3s. 6d. cloth.

vni.

MISS EDGEWORTH'S EARLY LESSONS.
New Edition, with Frontispiece and Vignette by Absolon. Fcap. 3s. 6d.
cloth '

ix.

In fcap., with Frontispiece, price 2s. cloth, the Second Edition of

A SERIES OF TALES FOR CHILDREN.
Translated from the German of Christoph Von Sch
ARD COX HALES, M.A., of Magdalen Hall
Martin, Carfax, Oxford.

RICH-
of St.

" Mr. Hales has provided for the schools and nurseries of his country
a little unpretending volume that will,

great favourite." Morning Star
" This is sure to be a favourite with the younger

families into which it finds its way.
"

Scottish Press.

we have no doubt, become a

ibers of all

EVENINGS AT HOME. Eighteenth
Edition, with Engravings by Harvey, and Frontispiece by Gilbert.

Fcap. 3s. 6d. cloth.

THE SWISS FAMILY ROBINSON.
Complete in One Volume, with Eight Illustrations, fcap. 8s. 6d. cloth.

London: Published for the Proprietors, by

SIMPKIN, MARSHALL, & CO., Stationers' Hall Court, E.G.
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NEW AND STANDARD BOOKS. ' JUVENILE PRESENTS & PRIZES.

THREE MONTHS REST AT PAU, in the
Sprtec oT MM. By JOHN ALTRAYD WITTIT-

Mttiy to Gkwra tv tfaiMMtolte WcM BT. UM Lord BUh of

Till GEM OF THORNEY ISLAND; or the

ggsjjg^^
Thb day. renp.,4.. morocco , or. ealfanU<ni. 10*. fcf.

NIGHTINGALE VALLKY: a Collection of the

MR. YEOWELL'S EDITION of the WORKS of

Now ready. tvo.. h*lff morocco, I u.. morocco, t !., a Now and

THE PICTORIAL BOOK OP ANCIT.NT
BALLAD POKTR Y. Traditional Mid Romantic. Chronoloffically

with TnuuUUou and ImlutUMn Edited by J. i

JlMtpttbiUhd,pOrO.,ftJ.

THE ROSE AND THE LOTUS; or, Home in
HOOM In India. By UM WIFE of a BENGAL

'

Lntely pobUdMd, Two Volfc. fcap. Bvo., It*..

MAUD BINGLEY. By FREDEBICA GRAHAX.

at UM human heart and worldly motive*, more jndickMu nnalyete of

aynad Meager and feline, we conatder we have given It j net prmUe."-

LMely nvUlnnad, Two VoU.. fenp. tvo^ Ite.

THE ROMANCE AND ITS HERO. By the
of-

MRS. CATTY'S HEW CHRISTMAS BOOK.
I III HUMAN FACE DIVINE, and Other Tales.

IlloKralcd by Ct*a* S. LAD*. Feap. *. M.
ALSO. BY TUB SAME POPULAR AUTHORKSt.

S. Tne P^O^ntouUr.. t* . At

I It.trl.
~

MM. *

Fire Shilling each ! Coloured, 9..

l THE CHILDREN'S PICTURE-BOOK OF
0000 and OREAT MEW. With Fifty Eorrmrlnf .

- HIE CHILDREN'S BIBLE PICTURE-BOOK.
Wri^prlybcT<nPeopW.

feeood Edition, with El^Uy

3. THE CHILDREN'S PICTURE-BOOK OF
VKSSSES: Writt"w"17 te Y~ p**lr-

ve BhUlinrs each.

4. THE WHITE LADY and UNDINE. III!.
Hon. C. L. LTTTM.TO*'. Translation of.

5. MAGDALEN STAFFORD; or, a Gleam of
Sunshine on a Rainy Day.

6. THE WAYFARERS; or, Toil and Rest By
Mr.P. M.LATMA-.

Halt a Crown each; Coloured, SB. 6d.

1 THE < IMI.DIIKNS BOOK OF SCRIPTURE
K;V.L

..? ri^lff&2E^' by * *- '

2. THE CHILDREN'S BUNYAN'S PILGRIM'S
PROORK84. With Sixteen niMtnUoM.

3. REDFIELD ; or, a Visit to the Country. ILLUS-

4. THE LIFE of JOSEPH. Written in Simple
LangiMct, by Mr. MOTHERLY. With Sixteen Illiwtreiion*.

Half-a-Crown each.

5. NURSERY POETRY. By Mrs. MOTH
ninetialed by 8. C. LAMB. With fJuhmed Illwtrations, Sj. W.

6. NURSERY TALES. By M.S.

Fcap-tro.

MAGDALEN STAFFORD ; or, a Gleam of Snn
rDay.

MnU <rf

NDS AND LYRICS. By ADELAIDE AKNE

S Tola, nmall fro. cloth, li*. ( half-boand, tnt. i eal/.M*. , moraeeo. Mi.

PERCY'S REL1QUES OF ANCIENT ENGLISH
POETRY.

Abo. mMbra with UM abort, and at UMMM prlo.

ELLIS'S SIT' IMLNS OF EARLY EN(JI.I-H
POETRY.

BELL ft DALDY, IM. Ptort Mmt, London. E.C.

IllMtmtodby8.C.LAn.

7. THE LIFE of CHRISTorm
In Short WortU. By SARAH CROMPTOf<.

8. VOICES from ttu VOOD. Adapted
from UMOricinal. By LADY MAXWKI.I. WALLACE. IlliM-

9. PRINCESS ILSE : a Legend. Translated from
th Oman. By LADY MAXWELL WALLACE. Illnitrated.

10. THI WHITE LADY. Translated by tlu
LYTTELTON. lUwtratcd.

11. UNDINE. Translated by the HON. C I.

TELTON. Illiwtrated.

IS. APOETKYBOOK I'ni; CHILDBBH
Thirty-eren IlltutnUioM by Corn. HILJIUJIT. PAUUM. TMMA*

POETRY FOR PLAY-HOURS. By GERDV
[/.!! .**.

THE RET. J. ER8KIXE CLARKE'S MEW STORY BOOK.
TIM. M;K>\\> A Hook meant for

th Children of Wo*iacfoBM. Cloth, flit tdM, u.

BELL * DALDY, IM. FUtt Stmt, London, E.C.
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In 4 Vols. 12mo. cloth, price 10*. 6d.

THE MINSTRELSY OF THE BORDER.
By SIR WALTER SCOTT, Bart.

A Collection of Ninety-seven Historical and Romantic Ballads (some of which are set to Music), besides many most valuable and interesting
Notei on the Antiquities ofthe District, from the pen of the Author. Illustrated with Eight Steel Engravings by J. M. W. TURNER, R.A.

Edinburgh: ADAM & CHARLES BLACK.

Now ready, in 1 Vol. 10s. 6d. bound,

POEMS. By the Author of " John Halifax, Gen-
tleman," &c. With Engravings from Designs by Birket Foster.

SEVEN YEARS. By JULIA KAVANAGH,
Author of" Nathalie," &c. 3 Vols.

SKETCHES OF SPORTING LIFE and CHA-
RACTER. By LORD WILLIAM LENNOX. 2 Vols. Illus-
trations. 21s.

LUCY CROFTON. By the Author of "
Margaret

Maitland," &c. I Vol. 10s. 6d.

HURST & BLACKETT, 13. Great Marlborough Street.

INTERESTING BOOKS FOR CHRISTMAS PRESENTS.
In course of publication, on the 1st of every alternate month, each

work complete in 1 vol., price 5s., elegantly bound, and illustrated,

URST & BLACKETT'S STANDARD LI-
BRARY of CHEAP EDITIONS of POPULAR MODERN
"S. Volumes already published:

1. SAM SLICK'S NATURE AND HUMAN NATURE.
2. JOHN HALIFAX, GENTLEMAN.
3. THE CRESCENT AND THE CROSS.
4. NATHALIE. By Miss Kavanagh.
5. A WOMAN'S THOUGHTS ABOUT WOMEN.
6. ADAM GRAEME.
7. SAM SLICK'S WISE SAWS AND MODERN INSTANCES.
8. WISEMAN'S RECOLLECTIONS of the POPES.

HURST & BLACKETT, 13. Great Marlborough Street.

BOHN'S CLASSICAL LIBRARY FOR JANUARY.

MARTIAL'S EPIGRAMS, literally translated into
English Prose, each accompanied by one or more Verse Transla-

tions selected from the Works of English Poets, and various other
Sources. Double Volume (650 pages), post 8vo. cloth. 7s. 6d.

HENRY G. BOHN, York Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

BOHN'S SCIENTIFIC LIBRARY FOR JANUARY.

MORPHY'S
GAMES OF CHESS, being the

Matches and best Games played by the American Champion, with
Explanatory and Analytical Notes by J. LOWENTIIAL. Portrait
and Memoir. Post 8vo. (upwards of 500 pages), cloth, is.

*** This volume contains by far the largest collection of Games
played by Mr. MoHpny extant in any form, and is the only publication
which has received his endorsement and cooperation.

HENRY G. BOHN, York Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

A. Real Christmas Book for all Classes.

Price 6d., Post Free.

CHRISTMAS IN THE OLDEN TIME: its

\J CUSTOMS and their ORIGIN.
The Holly and Ivy. Sports at the Eve.
The Yule Log. The Boar's Head.
W umming. Lord of Misrule.
The Mysteries. Carols, Boxes, &c. tc.

Published by G. GLAISHER, 470. Oxford Street, W.
J. PATTIE, 31. Paternoster Row, E.C.

8vo. cloth boards,

A DICTIONARY of ENGLISH ETYMOLOGY.
.IJL By HENSLEIGH WEDGWOOD, Esq. Vol. I. embracing lettersA to D. 8vo. about 500 pages.

TRUBNER * CO., 60. Paternoster Row, E.C.

]()(") BEAUTIFUL STEEL ENGRAVINGS
J

for 5. 200 various subjects after Turner, Roberts, Stanfield,
Cruikshank, c.. including 40 coloured, a*. 6'/.; comprising Views, Por-
traits, Figures, Humorous Sketches, &c. Post-free.

JAMES REYNOLD3
. 17 1. Strand. W.

NOTES AND QUERIES:

LITERARY MEN, ARTISTS, ANTIQUARIES,
GENEALOGISTS, ETC.

Price 4rf. unstamped ; or 5d. stamped.

CONTENTS OF No. 206. DECEMBER K)TH.

NOTES : Lord Lovat and the Invasion in 1719 Hnngerford Fa-
mily, by Cl. Hopper _ Book-notes and Fly-leaf Scribbling*, by
Joseph Rix, &c. - Mathematical Bibliography,byJames Cockle, M.A.,
F.R.A.S.

MINOR NOTES :_ The late Duke of Wellington Mottoes on Rings" Camden Miscellany "-Origin of the Title of Vilain Quatorze -
Unpublished Letters.

QUERIES : _ Old English Play*, by J. O. Halliwell _ Aubrey
1
*

" Wiltshire Antiquities," by Rev. J. E. Jackson.

MINOR QUKIIIFS : Sea Breaches Peter Thellusson's Will Provin-
cial Printing Presses Lingard's

"
England:

" Edinburgh and Quar-
terly Reviewers Highland Regiment at Battle of Leipsic Regis-
tration without Baptism Greek Dial Lightning and Fish _
" The Misers," by Quintin Matsys Pilgrim Plowden " Dominus
regnavit & ligno," &c.

MINOR QUERIES WITH ANSWERS : Archbishop Juxon and Family"
Elispirid" Flower de Luce and Toads -Colonel Kirke-Mary

Queen of Scots - Hildesley's Poetical Miscellanies.

REPLIES: _ The Early Editions of Foxe's Book of Martyrs, by J. G.
Nichols Hildersham, Arthur and Samuel, by Rev. J. E. B. Mayor,
"Syr Tryamoure," by Rev. J. Eastwood James Anderson

REPLIES TO MINOR QUFRTKS : "It "
for "its" or "his" The Play

performed in Bishop Williams'* House on a Sunday Monumental
Brasses subsequent to 1688 Rubbings of Brasses Bearded Women
Lomax or Lomas " Cutting one s Stick " "

Night, a Poem"
" The Style is the man himself," &c.

, . _. ,_ . , ... cloth j and
General Index to First Series, price 6s. cloth, bds. may still be had.

BOOKS FOR CHRISTMAS PRESENTS.
Now Ready, Free for One Stamp,

fkAWSON'S ANNUAL CATALOGUE of bound
JLs books for the Library and Drawing-Room, consisting of highly
interesting Pictorial and other attractive Works, in plain and elegant
Bindings, adapted for Christmas and New Year's Gifts, Birthday and
Marriage Presents, School Prizes, &c.

WILLIAM DAWSON & SONS, 74. Cannon Street, City, London, B.C.

(Established 1809.)

A NTIENT AND MODERN BOOKS, some
scarce and curious, many uncommon ; a select portion suitable forX3L

Presesents, and the usual number adapted for Library purposes generally,
-will be found in MILLER'S FINAL LIST FOR 1859, ready this

day, and to be had GRATIS and POSTAGE FREE for Two POSTAGE STAMPS.
A Clearance List can also be had on the eame terms, containing

upwards of 2000 DIFFERENT ARTICLES.

JOHN .MILLER, 43. Chandos Street, Trafalgar Square, W. C.

A
JIA.
Grea

No. I. price 2s. 6<?., to be continued Monthly,of

N ANALYSIS OF ANCIENT DOMESTIC
_ ARCHITECTURE, exhibiting the best txisting Examples in

Great Britain, from Drawings and Measurements taken on the spot.
By F. T. DOLLMAN and J. R. JOBBINS.
The entire Work will be completed in 40 Numbers, forming Two

Volumes, royal 4to., illustrated with 160 Plates, accompanied by de-
scriptive Letter-Dress, each containing Four Plates, with tlie Letter-
press belonging to the Illustrations. For such purchasers ivho prefer
large paper copies, 50 only will be printed on 4to. imperial paper, price
4s. each.

London: JOSEPH MASTERS, 33. Al.lerssrate Street, E.C., and 7f.

New Bond Street, W.; nnd J. IIAUGAU, e?. 1'alernostcr Kow,
London. E.C.
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AT WILL THIS COST TO PRINT? is *\VAT WI
ff tte.ef.taA..

OARRETT. IX MARK LANE. LONDON. E.C.

IATIC M MTU.

A GENERAL CATALOGUE

'H1USIMA8 BOXES or HAMPERS. FIND-
L MACK IE.* CO.. Wine end Spirit MeirhenU (Ace**

'^tteiiesisasiiAtSfS
ONE BOTTLE FINEST FRENCH BRANDT.

BEST SCOTCH or IRISH WHWKET.
Cetl OLD JAMAICA RUM.
ONE H BEST end STRONGEST GIN.
ONE FINE OLD PORT.

SHERRY.
IMhMd beevtttetvi mOm ' Belli

BURROWS 4c CO.,

WIIOLLSALK \\JXK MEKCHANTS,
POOL.

. LIME STREET.
cM, M. DUKE STREET.

,'

UIM Street, end U. Duke fiUMt.UTcrpool.

I*}
; OF 'IHK SOUTH AFl,
*c.. *.. perdocea. BOTTLES INCLUDED.

^Uy .pp^M^yJh:^e-^ji

eeUBUjrV
A PIWT JUnme ev WT m> M STAMP*.

Wi. i. CAM fcrveroed Free to eay ReJtvay Sutioa te Eaglea4.
v-vrriJiutR RRANDT. Pete or Brown, let. per Belloa, or Me. per

B LA RUE & CO.'S DESK DIARIES 1860.

To be bed ofell :

I >! LA RUE & CO.'S RED I

Ml ^tfiSrt!m.CALMfl)ABS ** "* To be bed of ell Book-

Nov Reedy.

LA RUE & CO.'S PATENT PI,AMN<;

ARTRIDGE & C< >. CHEAP] ST

T?OR FAMILY ARMS, send Name and County"

^IlliMlratad Pric. LM Po*

PBOTOORAPHT.
T. OTTEWILL AKD CO.

Photographic Apparatus Manufacturer*,
ISLINGTON, LOSDOX.

T. OTTEWILL AND CO.'S

DTOVBX.TT

GORHAM'S

UalciDoscopic Colour-Cop,
Cftimilif.OrJ.Mftl>.

^SS* te^tr^oZ^^^aL^k^^^^yl^i^^

^^^^^Sv^-w1 A tweatlAiJ eoatrfreaoe (or explaining the phtaoneBe of eelew.**

OBERTS' W I NB8. CHRISTMAS PRE-
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UNITED KINGDOM
LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY,

No. 8. WATERLOO PLACE, PALL MALL, LONDON,
s.\v.

The Funds or Property of the Company as at 3lst Decem-

ber, 1858, amounted to 652,618/. 3*. lOrf., invested in

Government or other approved securities.

THE HON. FRANCIS SCOTT, Chairman.

CHARLES BERWICK CURTIS, ESQ., Deputy-Chairman.

INVALID LIVES. Persons not in sound health may have their

lives insured at equitable rates.

ACCOMMODATION IV PAYMENT OF PREMIUMS.- Only one-

half of the Annual Premium, when the Insurance is for life, is

required to be paid for the first five years, simple interest being

charged on the balance. Such arrangement is equivalent TO AN

without the borrower having recourse to the unpleasant neces-

sity of procuring Sureties, or assigning and thereby parting with his

Policy, during the currency of the Loan, irrespective of the great

attendant expenses in such arrangements.

The above mode of insurance has been found most advantageous
when Policies have been required to cover monetary transac-

tions, or when incomes applicable for Insurance are at present

limited, as it only necessitates half the outlay formerly required

by other Companies before the present system was instituted by
this Office.

LOANS are granted likewise on real and personal Securities.

Forms of Proposal and every information afforded on application
to the Resident Director,

8. Waterloo Place, Pall Mall, London, S.W.

By order,

E. LENNOX BOYD. Resident Director.

ESTERN LIFE ASSURANCE AND
ANNUITY SOCIETY.

3. PARLIAMENT STREET. LONDON, S.W.

Founded A.D. 1843.

Director*.
H. E. Bicknell.Esq. E. Lucas, Esq.
T. 8. Cocks, Esq. F. B. Marson, Esq.
G. H. Drew, Esq. M.A. A. Robinson, Esq.
W. Freeman, Esq. J. L. Seager.Eeq.
F. Fuller. Esq. J. B. White,Eq.
J. H. Goodhart, Esq.

Physician W. R. Bagham. M.D.
. Messrs. Cocke, Biddulph.and Co.

W

Actuary. Arthur Scratchley, M.A.

VALUABLE PRIVILEGE.
POLICIES effected in thin Office do not become void through tem-

porary difficulty in paying a Premium, as permission is given upon
application to suspend the payment at interest, according to the con-
ditions Detailed in the Prospectn*.
LOANS from 100Z. to 600J. granted on real or first-rate Personal
e

.Attent'if>n is also invited to the rates of annuity granted to old lives,

for which ample security is provided by the capital of the Society.

Example : 1001, cash paid down purchases an annuity of

1(9 4 o to a male life aged 60)
12 3 1 65 1 Payable as long
1416 3 70j as he is alive.

18 11 10 ., 7S>)-o-
MR.

Now ready, 10th Edition, price 7s. <kf., of

SCRATCHLEY'S MANUAL,
FRIENDLY SOCIETIES, with RULES. TABLES, and an .EXPO-
SITION of the TRUE LAW OF SICKNESS.

SHAW & SONS, Fetter Lane ; and LAYTONS, 150. Fleet Street, E.C.

"DENSON'S WATCHES.
" Perfection of mechanism." Morning Post.

Gold, 4 to 100 guineas : Silver, 2 to 50 guineas. Send 2 Stamps for

Benson's Illustrated Watch Pamphlet. Watches sent to all parts of
the World Free per Post.

33. and 34. LUDGATE HILL, London, E.C.

HEAL
& SON'S EIDER DOWN QUILTS,

from 1 Guinea to 10 Guineas ; also Goose Down Quilts, from
8s. 6rf. to 24*. List of Prices and bizes sent Free by Post. Heal and
Son's New Illustrated Catalogue of Bedsteads and Priced List of Bed-
ding also sent Post Free. 196. Tottenham Court Road, W

THHE LONDON ASSURANCE,
7. ROYAL EXCHANGE, 30. November, 1859.

The Corporation of the London Assurance give notice to parties whose
Lives are Assured in their Office, that no extra Premium will be charged
to them on joining any Volunteer Corps for service in the United King-
dom, and that all Policies will be paid in full where death ensues in
consequence of such service. ^ LAURENCE>^^
THE

MUTUAL LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY,
(established A.D. 1834,) 39. King Street, Cheapside, B.C., London.

This is a purely Mutual Life Assurance Society, with a Capital of
350,0007. invested in Government and Real Securities, created entirely
by the steady accumulation of the Premiums, and all belonging to the
members. The assurances in force are 1,400,0001!., and the income up-
wards of 60,OOOZ. per annum.
No extra charge to assurers joining Volunteer Rifle, or Artillery Corps.

CHARLES INGALL, Actuary.
N.B. All Policies taken out on or before the 31st December, 1859, will

have the advantage of One Year in every Annual Bonus.

M ARK YOUR LINEN with CULLETON'S
PATENT ELECTRO SILVER PLATES. The most easy,

prevents the ink spreading, and nevtr washes out. Any person can use
them. Initial plate, Is. ; name plate, 2.s. 6d
bers, 2*. M. ; crest, 5s. with directions. Post ft

25. Cranbourn Street. Leicester Square, W. C.

t of movable num-
free for stamps. Observe,

pULLETON'S HERALDIC OFFICE and Ge-
\J nealogical Studio, for Tracing Family Arms, Pedigrees, and His-
tories of nearly every Family in the United Kingdom, America, &c. No
fee for search of arms ; plain sketch, 2s. 6d. ; in heraldic colours, 6s.

IOs T. CULLETON,igree wt origina grant of arms, IOs . O,
Genealogist, 25. Cranbourn Street. W. C. The studio and library open
daily.

pULLETON'S BOOK PLATES, with Arms, 10*.,

\J or crest plate, 5s. ; crest engraved on seal or ring, 7s. ; arms on
ditto, 24s. ; crest on steel die for stamping note- paper, 6s. 25. Cran-
bourn Street, W.C. N.B. Seal Engraver and Die Sinker to Her
Majesty and the Board of Trade.

pULLETON'S CARDS, Wedding, Visiting, and
\J Trade. A copper-plate engraved in any style, and 50 superfine
cards printed for 2s. Post Free. 25. Cranbourn Street, W.C.

pULLETON'S EMBOSSING PRESSES (Patent
\J Lever) for stamping note paper with initials, crest, or name and
address, 15s., at 25. Cranbourn Street, W.C.

DRIZE MEDAL LIQUID HAIR DYE.

ONLY ONE APPLICATION.

INSTANTANEOUS,
INDELIBLE,

HARMLESS,
and

SCENTLESS.
IN CASKS, POST FREK, 3s. 3d. & 6s., direct from E. F. LANGDALE'S
Laboratory, 72. Hatton Garden, London, B.C.

" Mr. Langdale's preparations are, to our mind, the most extra-
ordinary productions of modern chemistry." Illustrated London News,

A long and interesting report on the Products of E. F. Langdale'g
Laboratory, by a Special Scientific Commission from the Editor of the
iancet,will be found in that Journal of Saturday, January 10th, 1857.

A Copy will be forwarded for Two Stamps.

AGENTS WANTED.

PIESSE & LUBINS'S HUNGARY WATER.
This Scent stimulates the Memory and invigorates the

Brain.

2s. bottle ; 10s. Case of Six.

PERFUMERY FACTORY,
2. NEW BOND STREET, W.

THE AQUARIUM. LLOYD'S DESCRIPTIVE
1 and ILLUSTRATED LIST of whatever relates to the AQUA-
RIUM, is now ready, pri

Pages, and 87 Woodcuts.
HUM, is now ready, price Is. ; or by Post for Fourteen Stamps. 128

W. ALFORD LLOYD, 19, 20, and 20 A. Portland Road, Regent's
Park, London, W.
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THOMAS CONSTABLE & CO/S
PUBLICATIONS.

CATALOGUE OF ANTIQUITIES, WORKS ESSAYS: BIOGRAPHICAL, CRITICAL. AND MISCEL-

OT ART. ANT3 HISTORICAL 8COTriaiIREUW.xhtt*tedm the I

mraoua. By PETER BATHE. A.M. Frlee7..fct

Annual Meetfac, held la Edlabunh. Jul> V.

of B. R. II. The Priaee Oaaeort. R.Q. Com- TBAGIC DRAMAS FROM SCOTTISH HISTORY,
of UM Portrahi of Mary Queea of Soot)

With aWUlaatratioB* of latereetlac ObjeoU.

Lena ro. Mat tU.

Whh La*aax Jewel, nteateatod la the Ucfaort etyle of Art,

Naval la,

-A volume full of moet Inrtructlre detail* upon allpolnte of an-

tfciaariaa aad arUrtle tcarnliw,- a work rich in material* for UM
odalhbtoryofouraorthern brethren, full of curlou* and recondite

lore ou ovary olaai of oajeoto exhlniNd, from the rude rtoue CaJt to th*

Leaaox Jewel, and the Portrait* of Mary Quean of Scot* i the whole

a manner worthy of UM tc

JAMXS THE HUT OF SCOTLAND.
Extr.teM.rro. Prtetta.

ld be IdU iaUvr to Mr Utt! UM ptwi

n emyfac M bMk to UM nlca T JMMI L of

Giotto* XtrmU.

M A*fthMorlokldnft, rank hi<h.

- The Oatalecneb extremely well arranged: It would be di*
aad a fellow to it, or one conveyinc 10 much informaUon in an i

'n-T-f ananrr. The large number of Ulurtratlre

crcmtly to the Talue of the

II.

Horac 8ubeciwae.

LOCKE AND SYDENHAM; WITH OTHER OCCA-

By JOHN BROWN, M D., F.RAE.. F.R.C.P.E.

Priced

We aavt here aa eiaaaaHfally feneral book, aad a book which the

acer BMmbenof UM medical aiulaieloa will And it profltable to

road. Dr.BrowubaiiMjiofripeaBdTrMUileloarnlaff. 1t\\*9mmt
of Mttve will be clad, we UUak, to tneadn how u nk Hftmry com-

bTorameU.lnlUway.amiiarkabMone. U leMl of Mtaclty.

ad hWn fccllnc. IttoeTideaUrUMnrodMtfoBoroMorUMM
who are the Mlt of the cWtr In whkh they are Ibnd. and of the

to which they brlonc. The charm of the book OOOMJUn UM
It rcTt^t, in the Untae^ tolenace, sad

III.

The CHRISTIAN LIFE. SOCIAL and INDIVIDUAL,
T.I r...rr T... By PETLR BAYZVK, A.M.. Author of

Bto<rehidalt Critio

mtaed. rrtot?*.M.

fL
DURA DEN ; A MONOGRAPH or THE YELLOW

BAXontMii A rr*B*AaAu FoMt RntAii>. By JOHN ANDER-
SON. D D.. F.OA. E.PJ.,*c-. Author at - 1

MMi.*** Imperial ro..

will, no doubt, bail wtU,reP*et aad,

MBdeome work by Dr. Andcrwm, whoee nanreaai la

the foaril treamreeof Dora Den have been ea loaf oontiaued. aad eo

brilliantly eiiceeeeful.
M-J % //rraW.

We would warmly cnaiaiml thi* work of Dr. Andenon't to UM
atteatfcm of all HcoCchmen who wUh to know more about their aattve

eoil. aad who deelre to fuel a new Inter** fa UM ooumttoi of FoHanUra

vn.

NUGGETS FROM THE OLDEST DIGGINGS,
M Re*cu r TM MOUK Cat*,,. Prior 1*. fct

- Wo one will read thb work without haruc what ie beet la him TO-

framed aad qmiokoaed , aad mo* will acree with w to taJaktag that

they curry oaT from It waM thine* at once new and true aad predou*-

;

BettSwft .- t- :.

of a truly

:
. M >r ikj t:.,. ^ t i

CONSTABLE & CO., 13. Thistle Street, Edinburgh.

^^
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BULL'S
LIBRARY for Works of HISTORY,

BIOGRAPHY, TRAVEL, RELIGION, POETRY, &c. Sub
Bcription One Guinea a year and upwards. The aim of this Library is

to supply good standard Literature in place of the mere light Publica-
tions ordinarily supplied 'by Circulating Libraries. Prospectuses sent
Post Free on application. Also a List of Surplus Books now offered for
Sale at greatly reduced prices.-BULL'S LIBRARY, 19. Holies Street,
Cavendish Square, London, W.

\TOTICE OFREMOVAL. MR. J. H. DALLMEYER,
J_l OPTICIAN, Son-in-Law, and sole Successor in the Astronomical
Telescope Department of the late MR. ANDREW ROSS, bees to an-
nounce that he has removed from 2. FEATHERSTONE BUILDINGS
to No. 19. BLQOMSBURY STREET, W.C.

FARADAY'S
CHRISTMAS LECTURES at the

ROYAL TNSTITUTION._The"CHEMICAL NEWS" (Edited
by WILLIAM CROOKES) will contain verbatim Reports of these Lectures,
copiously illustrated with Engravings. Price Threepence Weekly.
Order ofany Bookseller or News Agent.

Office : Red Lion Court, Fleet Street, London, E.G.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. The Exhibition
1 of PHOTOGRAPHS will open early in January, at the Gallery
of the Society of Painters in Water Colours, 5. Pall Mall.
All works intended for Exhibition must be delivered at the Gallery,

free of expence, on the 26th, 27th, or 28th instant.

The Royal Society of Female Musicians,
Established for the Relief of its distressed Members, under the

Patronage of

H. M. G. MAJESTY THE QUEEN.
THE COMMITTEE of this Charitable Institution, having _.

applications for assistance from distressed female Musicians, W:
and relatives of Musicians who have no claim on them, and whose
appeals they are most reluctantly compelled to refuse, the funds of this

Society being ONLY APPLICABLE TO ITS PROFESSIONAL SUBSCRIBINH MEM-
BERS fear the advantages are not sufficiently known, and beg to invite
the attention of the Musical Profession to the benefits to be derived from
this Society, namely, weekly assistance in sickness, pensions when
necessitated, funeral expences, &c.
The Secretary will, on written application, be happy to forward in-

formation for the guidance of intending candidates.
THE COMMITTEE also most respectfully and earnestly solicit the

Nobility, Gentry. Amateurs, and others for their kind aid by Donations,
annual Subscriptions, &c. Ten Guineas at one payment constitutes a
Life Subscription. All honorary, annual, and life subscribers are
entitled to tickets for the Society's Concerts.

13. Macclesfield Street, Soho, W.

NEW AND USEFUL HANDBOOK.
In fcap. 8vo., price 5s., cloth, extra,

PIGHTS AND WEONGS; A Manual of House-
_I\ hold Law. By ALBANY FONBLANQUE, JUN., Author of" How we are Governed."

'

In this volume is described most of the important Rights or Wrongs
that a British subject, whether man or woman, may acquire or commit
in the ordinary relations of life.

London : ROUTLEDGE, WARNE, & ROUTLEDGE,
Farringdon Street.

JAN ELEGANT CHRISTMAS PRESENT.
In 8 Vols., royal 8vo., price Gl., cloth extra,

if NIGHT'S ORIGINAL PICTORIAL SHAKE-
IV SPEARE, including Biography and Doubtful Plays. With up-
wards of 1200 Illustrations. Superbly printed on a fine tinted paper.

London : ROUTLEDGE, WARNE, & ROUTLEDGE,
Farringdon Street.

KIRBY AND SPENCE'S ENTOMOLOGY.
NINTH THOUSAND OF THE SEVENTH AND CHEAPER EDITION.

Just published, in One closely-printed Volume of 600 pages,
crown 8vo., price 5s. cloth,

TNTRODUCTION TO ENTOMOLOGY;
JL

pr, Elements of the Natural History of Insects : Com-
prising an Account of Noxious and Useful Insects; of
their Metamorphoses, Food, Stratagems, Societies, Mo-
tions, Hybernation, Instinct, &c. By WILLIAM KIRBY,
M.A., P.R.S., F.L.S., Rector of Barbara ; and WILLIAM
SPENCE, Esq., F.R.S., F.L.S. Seventh Edition (9th Thou-
sand), with an Appendix relative to the Origin and Progress
of the Work.

LET no man think he knows how to enjoy the country
who has not studied the volumes of Kirby and Spence."

QUARTERLY REVIEW (The Honey Bee).

London : LONGMAN, GREEN, & CO., Paternoster Row.

THE CHRISTMAS TREE for 1860. A Book of
Instruction and Amusement for all Young People, 8 large coloured

and other illustrations, full gilt, 3s. 6d. (Post Free.)

CHRISTMAS: Its Customs and Carols, with

select
Choral Illustrations. By W. W. FYFE, Esq. Full gilt, 3s. 6d.

THOUGHTS for the THOUGHTLESS : or In-
ducements for Scientific Inquiry. By MRS. C. H. SMITH. 18mo.,
illustrated, 2s. 6d. (Post Free.)

London: JAMES BLACKWOOD, Paternoster Row.

STORY FOB BOYS.
This Day, with Frontispiece, 4s. 6d.

OLD COAL-PIT ; or, Adventures of Kichard
" L u?ssS

hby "l Searc of his Own Way> By El J' MAY- Author of

London: JOHN W. PARKER & SON, West Strand.

Early in January will be published in 1 Vol. post 8vo.

PRINCIPLES of HINDU and MOHAMMADAN
JL LAW. By the late SIR WILLIAM MACNAGHTEN, edited,
with an INTRODUCTION, by Professor H. H. WILSON.
***' This work will be required as a text-book for the Indian Civil

Service Examinations.

WILLIAMS & NORGATE, 14. Henrietta Street, Covent Garden,
London, W.C.; and 20. South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

Just published in 8vo. cloth, price 4s.

A REVIEW of the LITERARY HISTORY of
^ GERMANY. By GUSTAV SOLLING, Royal Military Aca-
emy, Woolwich.

WILLIAMS & NORGATE, 14. Henrietta Street, Covent Garden,
London, W.C.

And 20. South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

BOOKS FOB CHRISTMAS
Now Ready, Free for One Stamp,

DAWSON'S
ANNUAL CATALOGUE of bound

books for the Library and Drawing-Room, consisting of highly
nteresting Pictorial and other attractive Works, in plain and elegant
Bindings, adapted for Christmas and New Year's Gifts, Birthday and
Marriage Presents, School Prizes, &c.

WILLIAM DAWSON & SONS, 74. Cannon Street, City, London, E.G.

(Established 1809.)
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NEW AND STANDARD BOOKS,

This day, Fcap., 5s. morocco ; or, calfantique, 10s. 6rf.

NIGHTINGALE VALLEY: a Collection of the

Choicest Lyrics and Short Poems in the English Language. Edited

by GIRALDUS.

Fourth Edition, fcap. 8vo. 5s. ; morocco, 10s. 6d.,

LEGENDS AND LYRICS. By ADELAIDE ANNE
PROCTER.

"
It possesses the merits of just thought and of natural fancy, and of

1 in 'M;i"c always graceful and correct, while in some passages it may be
called felicitous. There is, perhaps, only one living poetess with whom
Miss Procter ought to fear competition.'

1

Saturday Review.

Now ready, a handsome Library Edition, in 2 Vols. 8vo., price 17. Is. ;

antique calf or morocco, 21. 2s.,

MR. YEOWELL'S EDITION of the WORKS of
GEORGE HERBERT in PROSE and VERSE. With S. T. COLE-
RIDGE'S Notes and Life, by IZAAK WALTON. Revised, with
Additional Notes.

" On these volumes Mr. Whittingham has exercised all his typogra-
phical skill, while Mr. Yeowell has collated the texts with the early
copies, and so produced what may now fairly be considered the Stan-
dard Edition of George Herbert's Works." Notes and Queries.

Now ready, 8vo., half morocco, Ms., morocco, 21s., a New and
Improved Edition of

THE PICTORIAL BOOK OF ANCIENT
BALLAD POETRY, Traditional and Romantic. Chronologically
arranged, with Translations and Imitations. Edited by J. 8.

MOORE,

WASHBCURHE'S CABINET EDITIONS.
3 Vols. small 8vo. cloth, 15s. ; half-bound, 18s. ; calf, 28s. ; morocco, 30s.

PERCY'S RELIQUES OF ANCIENT ENGLISH
POETRY.

Also, uniform with the above, and at the same prices,

ELLIS'S SPECIMENS OF EARLY ENGLISH
POETRY.

This day, Crown 8vo., 7s. 6tf.

THREE MONTHS' REST AT PAU, in the
Winter and Spring of 1859. By JOHN ALTRAYD WITTIT-
TERLY.

" Mrs. Wittitterly forms and expresses an immense variety of opinions
on an immense variety of subjects." Nicholas Nickleby.

Shortly in Crown 8vo. dedicated to the Right Rev. the Lord Bishop of
Oxford,

THE GEM OF THORNEY ISLAND; or the
Historical Associations of Westminster Abbey. With a Frontispiece.
By the REV. J. RIDGWAY, M.A., Vice-Principal of the North
London Collegiate School.

Lately published, Two Vols., fcap. 8vo., 15s.,

MAUD BINGLEY. By FREDERICA GRAHAM.
" When we say that the best novels of Miss Austen and the best tales

of Miss Edgeworth cannot show more tact, more profound appreciation
of the human heart and worldly motives, more judicious analysis of
sound temper and feeling, we consider we have given it just praise."
Literary Gazette.

Lately published, Two Vols., fcap. 8vo., 12s.

JTHE ROMANCE AND ITS HERO. By the
P Author of "Magdalen Stafford."

" '

Magdalen Stafford
' has taught us to look eagerly for the author's

second work, and the ' Romance and its Hero ' has not disappointed us.
Each of the characters is highly finished ;' the

' Hero '

himself is made
to grow upon us most artistically." Jlunthly Packet.

Just published, fcap. 2s. 6df.

THE ENGLISH CHURCHMAN'S SIGNAL-
The Church of England "expects every man will do his duty."
By the Writer of" The Plain Word to the Wise in Heart."

" As a practical, thoroughly interesting, and sound exposition of a
Churchman's faith and worship, it cannot be too highly commended.
It is well got up, and the flags which constituted the actual signal from
the mast-head of ' The Victory,' are arranged hi nautical form as a,

frontispiece." Literary Churchman.

BELL & DALDY, 186. Fleet Street, London, E.G.

JUVENILE PRESENTS & PRIZES.

MRS. GATTY'S NEW CHRISTMAS BOOK.

THE HUMAN FACE DIVINE, and Other Tales.
Illustrated by CLARA S. LANE. Fcap. 3s. 6d.

ALSO, BY THE SAME POPULAR AUTHORESS,
1. Legendary Tales, 5s. 6. Worlds not Realized, 2s.

2. The Fairy Godmothers, 2s. 6rf. 7. Proverbs Illustrated, 2s.

3. Parables from Nature, 3s. 6d. 8. The Poor Incumbent, Is.; cloth,
4. Parables. Part I., Is. 6d. Is. 6d.

5. Parables. Part II., 2s. 9. Aunt Judy's Tales, 3s. 6d.

We should not be doing justice to the highest class of juvenile fic-

tion were we to omit, as particularly wotthy of attention, at this season,
the whole series of Mrs. Gatty's admirable books. They are quite sui

generis, and deserve the widest possible circulation." Literary Church-
man.

5s. each ; Coloured, with Illustrations, 9s.

THE CHILDREN'S PICTURE-BOOK OF
GOOD and GREAT MEN. With Fifty Engravings.

THE CHILDREN'S BIBLE PICTURE-BOOK.
Written expressly for Young People. Second Edition, with Eighty
Engravings.

THE CHILDREN'S PICTURE-BOOK OF
ENGLISH HISTORY. Written expressly for Young People.
With Fifty Engravings.

Five Shillings each.

THE WHITE LADY and UNDINE. THE
Hon. C, L. LYTTELTON'S Translation of. Illustrated.

MAGDALEN STAFFORD; or, a Gleam of
Sunshine on a Rainy Day.

THE WAYFARERS; or, Toil and Rest.
Mrs. P. M.LATHAM.

By

2s. 6d. each ; or with Coloured Illustrations,
3s. 6d.

THE CHILDREN'S BOOK OF SCRIPTURE
PARABLES. Written in Simple Language, by the Rev. J.

EBSKINE CLARKE. With Sixteen Illustrations.

THE CHILDREN'S BUNYAN'S PILGRIM'S
PROGRESS. With Sixteen Illustrations.

REDFIELD ; or, a Visit to the Country. ILLUS-
TRATED BY ABSOLON*

THE LIFE of JOSEPH. Written in Simple
Language, by Mrs. MOTHERLY. With Sixteen Illustrations.

{.Shortly.

NURSERY POETRY. By Mrs. MOTHERLY.
Illustrated by S. C. LANE.

NURSERY TALES. By Mrs. MOTHERLY.
Illustrated by S. C. LANE.

Half-a-Crown each.

THE LIFE of CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS,
in Short Words. By SARAH CROMPTON.

VOICES from the GREENWOOD. Adapted
from the Original. By LADY MAXWELL WALLACE. Illus-

PRINCESS ILSE : a Legend. Translated from
the German. By LADY MAXWELL WALLACE. Illustrated.

THE WHITE LADY. Translated by the HON.
C. L. LYTTELTON. Illustrated.

UNDINE. Translated by the HON. C. L. LYT-
TELTON. Illustrated.

A POETRY BOOK FOR CHILDREN. With
Thirty-seven Illustrations by COPE, HEj.Msi.Br, PAX.MEB, THOMAS
and WEIR.

Price 3s. 6d. with Eight Illustrations,

POETRY FOR PLAY-HOURS. By GERDA FAY.

BELL & DALDY, 186. Fleet Street, London, B.C.
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COMPLETION <V
LEAXE B NUMISJVIATA HELLENICA

ThydayUpabUthad.tte^priMOMGuiaaa.

A SUPPLK.Ml.M TO NUM18MATA III I.

Now nady.t Vob. 410.. pete*Him Guteee*.

THE NUMISMATA lIKU.KNirA ; C*u-

JOB* MURRAY.

CROHLER S EDITION OT BOSV^ELI.
ror Ten Shilling*.

Now ready, with Twenty-eight Encrmrinc^ to. doth.

TORIES of INVENTORS and DISCOVERERS
to SCIENCE aad the USEFUL ARTS. A Book for Old Md^T<]

CLS
By JOHN TIMBS,

Author of
" CURIOSITIES OF LONDON." ftc.

KENT * CO. (UMBMvs). Ftettftmt. ,

Of whom n>y be bad. by theMM Author. l. fcf.

1001TUCS ofSCIENCE. PACT >d r ncirr. Fifth

lOSTTTES ofHISTORY, with Nw Ltaim. Ninth

POPULAR ERRORS EXPLAINED ad ILLUSTRATED. Fifth

THIII08 NOT GENERALLY KNOWN. Flnt and Seeoad Series

OBOOL DAYS of EMINENT MEN. Fifth ThoMML With

s , n -.
I'.y

M.- M.
BUtaV Wofdii

I IBJIBI ! (IIIIIIS I I II III

AMILTON'S MODERN INSTRUCTIONS for

ThU Day. with Portrait*. On* Volume, Royal fro., lo.| or la Cloth, lit.

OSWELL'S LIFE OF JOHNSON; including
i K to the HEBMDM aVfttWALE*. Edit*.! br the

H..-. JOHN WILSON CKOK>
au, Sta W. Scan, DIAU.I IH> LUM. Hia JAMM MJUI

Part*-)

'Hi: LETTERS AND JOURNAL OF L<>I;I.

JOHN MURRAY, AlbOMrte Stftct, W.

NOW READY, PRICE SIX SHILLINGS.SERMONS
PREACHED IN WESTMINSTER t

REV. C. F. SECRET
. BHBrttBtoriloly Trinity. Vaoxhall Bride* Road.

The Profit! will be ywem to the Buildime F*d oftke
and Pimlico OUrcA of

'

Londoat BELL * DALDY. IM. rteit SUMl, KXX

OLDSBIITffS POCKET ALMANACK fer
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as applied to Places Imitation of Claudian Plough _ Passage in
Grotius William Marshall - Stratford Family Death Warrants

Seals Registration without Baptism- Heraldic Drawines and
Engravings Rings, their Uses and Mottoes Male and Female
Swans, 520.

ARCHBISHOP LEIGHTON'S WORKS.

(Continuedfrom p. 64.)

It is very remarkable, and not easy to account

for, that Leighton's eminent position as a great
English Classic is not generally recognised. A
striking illustration of this is furnished by Mr.
Robert Chainbers's Cyclopedia of English Litera-

ture, a second edition of which has recently ap-
peared under the editorial care of Mr. Robert
Carruthers, who also assisted in the preparation
of the former edition. I am well acquainted with
the edition of 1842, and do not hesitate to charac-
terise it as one of the most valuable works in the

English language a work standing by itself, and
of singular excellence. The new edition I have
not yet had time to examine, but can well imagine
that it is admirable. Now in this bright Circle,

Leighton shines not ;
in each edition he is passed

over ! We have Tillotson, and Paley, and Blair,
et hoc genus omne, but Leighton is ignored, and
that by his own countrymen, highly intelligent
and cultivated though they be !

Archbishop Leighton calls forth our warmest
affection and admiration, whether we regard him
as a Divine, or (to use his own expression),
Qeoa-o(pos, as a Philosopher and Christian Platonist,
or as an English Author. He had essentially the

genius of a Poet all a Poet's imagination, vivid
sense and ardent love of the Beautiful, felicity of

diction, and power of expression. His learning

top,
so rich and rare, and so happily applied, con-

tributes largely to the charm of his writing, and
affords " matter of most delightful Meditation."
But that which adds so peculiar a zest to bis com-

positions, as Mr. Pearson rightly observes (p.

clxvi.), is the quality usually denominated Unc-
tion. His mouth spake out of the abundance of
his heart

;
and he strikingly exemplifies his own

quotation from St. Bernard, Utilis Lectio, utilis

Eruditio, sed magis Unctio necessaria, quippe qua
sola docet de omnibus.* Indeed, we may apply to

all of Leighton's Works what Dr. Fall says in

speaking of the Preelections, and that without

hyperbole :

"
Surely, even those who have the least divine dispo-

sition of mind, will make it the principal business of their

life, and their highest pleasure, to stray through those

delightful Gardens, abounding with such sweet and fra-

grant Flowers, and refresh their hearts with the Coelestial

Honey that may be drawn from them ; nor is there any
ground to fear that such supplies will fail ; for how often,

soever you have recourse to them, you will always find

them blooming, full of juice, and swelled with the Dew
of Heaven

; nay, when by deep and continual Medita-

tion, you imagine you have pulled the finest Flower, it

buds forth again ; and what Virgil writes concerning his

fabulous Golden Bough is, in strictest truth, applicable in

this case :

" '
. . Uno avulso, non deficit alter,

Aureus.' "

Abp. Leighton lives in his Works f, and they

accordingly breathe the spirit of his Life, which
was indeed what Plotinus calls A Flight of the

Alone to the ALONE. J He was in the World yet
not of the World, but apart from it ; and realised,
as fully as ever man did, the truth of that pro-
found saying of the Ancients Nascentes morimur :

Morientes nascimur. Thus it was that he regarded
the World as an INN, and himself as a Pilgrim
travelling towards Eternity. His feelings on the

subject are well expressed in his own description
of a Christian Traveller :

" There is a diligence in his calling, and a prudent re-

gard of his affairs not only permitted to a Christian, but

required of him. But yet in comparison with his great
and high calling (as the Apostle terms it), he follows all

his other business with a kind of coldness and indiffer-

ency, as not caring very much which way they go ; his

Heart is elsewhere ! The Traveller provides himself as

he can with entertainment and lodging where he comes;
if it be commodious, it is well, but if not, it is no great
matter. If he find but necessaries, he can abate delica-

cies very well ;
for when he finds them in his way, he

neither can, nor, if he could, would choose to stay there.

Though his lira were dressed with the richest hangings

* Comment on St. Peter, iii. 19., Pearson's edit., vol. ii.

p. 227.

f Mr. Wogan (not Dr. Fall, as I inadvertently said),
in prefixing Some Account of the Life of Abp. Leighton
to his valuable edition of the XVIII. Sermons, observes :

" Indeed our Author so lives in his Works, that the

History of his Life would appear less necessary to be in-

serted, were it not of use to throw some light on many
passages in these Sermons."

J The celebrated passage in Plotinus, ending with
"
*vyrj jaoVov Trpb? MONON," has been most happily and ap-

propriately chosen as the Motto for Leighton's Works in

Mr. Pearson's edition. One is almost tempted to trans-

late it A Flight of the Sole to the Alone.
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and fmmltore, yet it U not his HOMJ be must and
We)d leaver

Diodorus, I may observe, tells us that the Egyp-
tians used to style the dwellings of the
**
Inn,

H
regarding this Life as the Journey of a

Traveller towards his Home, Cowley has a simi-

lar thought in one of his Pindarnfue Odet, of
whi.-h I give the first stanza :

"Lire.
"
tfattmtm Ifm iin i

M We're ill by these Qrammarians used,
We are abated by Word*, mealy abused ;

From the Maternal Tom!
'* fruitful Womb.

We call here Life ; but Ltfe>i a Name
That nothinfc here can truly claim :

Ttm wretched Ixx, where we scarce stay to bait,
We call our D*xlli*9-plact ;

We call one Step a Haas:
Bat AXOKU, in their full enlightened state
AHOKU who Lire, and know what 'tis to Be,
Who all the nonsense of our Language see,
Who speak Tkimgt, and our Ward* (their ill-drawn

.m\ scorn:
When we bv a foolish Figure say,
B+old an old Mam d*ad ! then they

Speak properly, and cry, BekoU a Man-child bom !
' "

Yea, Leighton's Life was indeed "hid with
Christ in God ;" he had passed through the mys-
tic grades of Mortification and Annihilation f into
that sublime Absorption which he so well de-
scribes in his Kulesfor a Holy Life :

M
Entering into Jesus, thou casteth thyself into an in-

finite Kea of Goodness, that more easily drowns and hap-
pily swallows thec up, than the Ocean does a drop of
water. Then shall thou be hid and transformed in Him.
and .shah often be as Thinking without Thought, and
Knowing without Knowledge, and Loving without Love,
QSSBpcehemkd of Him Whom thou canst not comprehend."
-T.IO.J

I may remark here that these few lines contain
the sum and substance of the writings of the great
Mystics, and may be verified over and over again
in thi-ir works. I would especially compare, not

only this passage, but the whole tract, with Norris
of Bemerton's Ducourte concerning Heroic Piety,
and with the works of Tauler, ft Kempis, St. John
of the Cross, Fenelon, Guion, and Maraay.

Abp. Leighton's Workt might receive much
beautiful and suitable illustration from those of a
kin.lrcd spirit the "sweet Poet and Platonic

Divine, Noatis or BBMKBTOM. For instance,

Comment on St. Peter, ii. 1 1 , vol. L p. 174. Cf. vol. ii,

pp. 110. 347. 401 Ot also Norria's poem, 7* Elevation,
pp. 42. 46.

f See the preliminary Letter on Mystics and Mystical

.<,...
.

-, .,-::. ......
*wbere he says:

-
It is but little we can receive

some drops of Joy that enter into us ; but then we

Center
into JOT, as Vessels put into a bea of Happi-

I Norm's CbUtcHon of ATu*Uaie* is one of the most
delightful, and, at the same time, badly-printed books in

;

compare Leighton's Lecture " Of the Happiness
of the Life to Come" with " An Idea ot

piness," one of Norris's charming M
:m 1

Leighton's
remarks on the Beat ill.

and the Scholastic questions about it, in the same
lecture, with Norris's "short an

count
"

of the matter in his Idea. <

-.I. pp. 28288.) Again, that Happiness im-

plies consciousness of it, Non tit beattu qw te won
MUal cf. Leighton, vol. i. 21., ii.

Norris, p. 284. One
parallel passage I would

fain quote at length. Leighton, speaking of un-
reasonable and childish Desires, asks :

44 And what would we have? Think we that Content-
ment lies in so much, and no leas? When that is at-

tained, it shall appear as far off as before. Wh.
dren are at the foot ot a high Hill, they think it readies
the Heavens, and yet if they were there, they would find
themselves M far off as before, or at least, not sensibly

ell
; andthink, Oh, had I this. I were well; _

when it is reached, it is but an advanced standing from
io look higher, and spy oat for some other thing.''

Comment on St. Pefcr, r. Y, vol. iL p. 430. ; cf. p. 148.

Compare Norris's fine poem entitled rf Infidel:
" Farewel Fruition, thou grand cruel cheat.
Which first our Hopes does raise and then defeats
Farewel thou midwife to abortive Bliss,
Thou mystery ot Fallacies.

Distance presents the object fair,

With charming features and a graceful air,
Hut when we come to seise th' Inviting pray.
Like a shy Ghost, it vanishes away.

n.

"So to th' unthinking Boy, the distant Sky
Seems on some Mountain's surface to rely ;

lie with ambitious haste climbs the ascent.
Curious to touch the Firmament :

Hut when with an unwearyM pace
Arrived he is at the long-wished -for place,
With sighs the sad defeat he does deplore,
His Heaven u still as distant as before."

P. 19. Cf. pp. 13. 32. 133. 215. 276. 288.

Parallel passages occur in the works < :

Johnson (who makes the primitive Arcadians take
the place of children), Thompson, Campbell,
Hood, and many others. I cannot refrain, how-
ever, from quoting a beautiful passage from

Bishop Hickes's Devotions :

* "Hs to be happv that we ran after Pleasures ; and
cover [*] in everything our own proud Will. But we,
alaul mistake our Happiness; and foolishly seek it

where it is not to be found. As silly Children thiuk (o

catch the Sun, when they see it setting at so near a Dis-
tance, They travel on, and tire themselves in vain ; for

the thing they seek is in anotker World." Lond. 1706,

p. 446. MattinforCummtm,of8ttnt.

The Simile of the Soul and the Magnetic
Needle, or "The Magnet i-m of Passion

"
as

Norris calls it, has already been illustrated in the

pages of"N. & Q." On this point compare

I B language; both type and paper are wretched. I

trust Mr. J. R. Smith will ere long include it in his ad-
mirable Library of Old Am***.
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Leighton, vol. i. pp. 22. 223., iii. p. 187., with

Norris, pp. 91. 200. 2089.
The Simile of Christ's Purity and the Sun

shining unpolluted on pollution has also been

traced in " N. & Q." ;
I may add Leighton, Serm.

v. vol. iii. p. 141. Cf. Cawdrie's Treasurie of
Similies. Lond. 1609, p. 551.

The Simile of the Wounded Deer (Med. on
Ps. xxxii. 4. vol. ii. p. 306.), is very beautifully
drawn out in one of Wither's Emblems

;
cf. also

Cowper's lines beginning
" I was a stricken Deer."

Task, B. iii.

Leighton, commenting on 1 Peter, i. 3., ob-

serves :

"A living Hope, living in death itself 1 The World dares

say no more for its device, than Dum spiro spero ; but the

Children of God can add, by virtue of this living Hope,
Dum expiro spero" &c. vol. i. p. 35.

Cf. the following passage which occurs in The
Three Divine Sisters, Faith, Hope, and Charity, by
Thomas Adams of Wellington. Workes, Lond.

1630, folio:

"
Hope is the sweetest friend that ever kept a distressed

Soul company; it beguiles the tediousness of the way, all

the miseries of our Pilgrimage. Therefore Dum spiro

spero, said the Heathen ; but Dum expiro spero, savs the

Christian. The one, Whilst I live I hope ;

' the other

also,
' When I die, I hope ;

' So Job, / will hope in Thee
tho

1 Thou killest me" Repr. 1847, p. 8.

All Things attend and serve Man Fragm. on
Ps. viii. vol. ii. p. 346. Cf. G. Herbert's Poem
on " Man."

The Elixir Comment on St. Peter, iv. 2. 11.;
vol. ii. pp. 294. 3534. Cf. G. Herbert's poem
of that name.

Leighton's account of TRUE PHILOSOPHY is very
striking :

" The exactest Knowledge of things is to know them
in their causes

;
it is then an excellent thing, and worthy

of their endeavours who are most desirous of Knowledge,
to know the best things in their highest causes

;
and the

happiest way of attaining to this Knowledge is, to pos-
sess these things, and to know them by experience."
Vol. i. pp. 1314. Cf. ii. 120.

; iv. 120. 275-6. 324. 348.

The above is a beautiful expansion of Virgil's
" Felix qui potuit rerum cognoscere causas."

Georg. ii. 490.

ElRIONNACH.

{To be concluded in our next.')

LEGEND OF JERSEY : THE SEIGNEUR DE HAMBIE.

In the island of Jersey, upon an artificial mound
facing the coast of Normandy, is a chapel called

La Hogue-bie. Hogue is a word synonymous
with tumulus, and answers precisely to what we
term a sepulchral barrow. There are many of
the kind in the isle, but this is the largest. There
is a tradition that a Norman nobleman, the

Seigneur de Hambie, being killed in the island,

was interred here ;
and the mound raised over

him that from Normandy his widow might daily
view the burial-place of her departed husband.
The chapel was added, wherein to say masses for

the repose of his soul. A strong spice of romance
pervades the story, which is printed in Latin, from
the original MS., in Falle's Jersey, continued by
Morant (4to. edit. 1798), and in substance is as

follows :

" It is related that once on a time, in the marshes of
St. Laurence, in the island of Jersey, there existed a ser-

pent (or dragon) which greatly troubled the islanders
with its ravages.. Upon its coming to the ears of the
Lord of Hambie in Normandy, he, instigated by the re-

port, and to add glory to his name, repaired thither
killed and decapitated the dragon. He had a servant
who accompanied him, and who was to have carried
home the news of this valiant action, but, envious of the
renown of so great a deed, turning suddenly treacherous,
he slew his master and buried him. Returning to Ham-
bie he persuaded his mistress that his lord had been
killed by the serpent, and that he himself had avenged
his death by despatching the monster. He moreover in-

structed her that he was charged with his lord's dying
wish to the effect that she should marry the servant:
a concession to which the lady for the pious love that
she bare to her liege lord yielded. The servant, now
elevated to the position of Lord of Hambie, raved fre-

quently, in his sleep, and seemed agitated in dreams, con-

stantly exclaiming,
'

Alas, wretch that I was to kill my
master.' A reiteration of this excited her suspicions:
she consulted her friends, taxed him with the fact, and
brought him to justice, when he acknowledged the
crime. The lady, as a memorial, erected a mound upon
the spot where he was killed and buried, in the parish of
St. Saviour, and it was called Hogue Hambie, otherwise

by corruption Hogue-bie, Hogue being an obtuse pyramid
of earth of the sort called by the French Montjoyes"

These tales of valiant knights combating with
fierce and pestiferous dragons have been common
in history, and I should be glad to have some

theory of their origin. The old serpent, the arch-

enemy of the human race, may have been the idea

to build on, but it would be hardly consistent to

drag in the Apocalypse to help us out, as Pagan-
dom would furnish doubtless as many examples.
A friend once imaginatively suggested to me

that mankind having some oral tradition of the

pre-adamite monsters, may have furnished ma-
terial for such fables, which lost nothing in the

perpetual telling of successive generations.
Is this edition of Falle's Jersey rare ? I can-

not meet with a copy in the British Museum.
This romantic story has been versified by a

writer in the European Magazine, vol. Ixxii.

(1817), whose initials are K. A. D., Esq. Is it

known to whom these initials appertain ?

ITHURIEL.

FRANGIPANI.

This is the name of a composition sold as a per-

fume, and which of late, through the enterprise
of its vendors, has been much pressed on the at-
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tention of the public through the adv.

columns of our newspaper*, periodicals, &c. The
i of the term seems worthy of a Note ; espe-

cial!/ as many, I doubt not, have like myself sup-
posed it to be without more signification than the

names of other perfumers' nostrums: as, for in-

stance, Ouardt* Bouquet, Jockey Club, and the

like. It is also the more necessary
since an ex-

planation, which I believe to be without founda-

tion, is circulated by one of the vendors of the

perfume, under semblance of a quotation from

"N. &Q
Frangipani is the name of a very ancient and

illustrious family of Rome, one member of which,

Mutio
Frangipani,

served in France in the Papal

army during the reign of Charles IX. The grand-
son of this nobleman was the Marnuis Frangipani,
Marechal des Armees of Louis XIII. ; and he it

was who invented a method of perfuming glove*,

which, when so perfumed, bore the name of u Fran-

gipani gloves.** f Menage, in his Origini della

Lingua. Italiana, published
at Geneva in 1685,

thus notices the Marquis and his invention :

" Da uno di que* Signori Frangipani, (1* abbiam vedatp
qni in Parigi) furono chiarasti certi guanti porfumati,
Cuanti di Frangipani."

From the following passage in Lc Laboureur's

Memoire* de Ccutelnau J, it appears
that the bro-

ther of the Marquis Frangipani had a share in the

invention :

M C dernier Marquis Frangipani, et son frfere mort

nupararant luy, inventirent la composition du parfum
et des odeurs qui retiennent encore le uom de Frangipane."

What the composition of the perfume was that

gained for the Marquis so much
reputation,

I

have not been able to discover. ^Menage, who,
it will be observed, was a contemporary, and had

met the Marquis in Paris, alludes merely to per-

fumed glove*, and I am inclined to think that this

was the only form in which the invention at first

appeared. Le Laboureur speaks of his inventing
44

la composition du parfum et des odeurs," which

perhaps may be understood to refer to some

essence, powder, or pommade. This much, how-

ever, is certain, that various
compositions,

as pom-
made, ettence, and pounder, distinguished by the

name of Frangipani or Frangipane, were sold by
perfumers down to the early part of the present
<. ntury, when they gradually fell into disuse.

During the last few years, however, the name has

again found its way into the list of perfumes, and

Frangipani is now more sold than it probably
ever was before. The formula for the various

compounds, as "Pommade a la Frangipane,"

[ Who informs us that the paragraph originally ap-

peared, as a quotation from w N. & Q.," in a country

paper."- EO.-N.&Q."]
rVide Bayle, Diet*** Jfcfonp* el

Horeri. Gnmd /NetfmxitW, ed. 1740, tome iv. p. 183.

; Ed. Braxellss, 1781, tome II p. 661.

"
Esprit de Frangipane," &c., are so utterly dis-

crepant, and have such sleixl- 1
|

;. n>i:.n~

present the original, that it is needless to

them, and I shall only refer the reader who wishes
for them to the works named below.'

The subject of perfumed glove*, which I may
remark have long since disappeared from use, in-

troduces us to some curious particulars rega
the trades of glover and perfumer. Savary,
Dictionnaire Univertel de Commerce (Geneve et

Paris, 1750), tells us that the glovers of Paris

constitute a considerable community, having sta-

tutes and laws dating back so far as 1 190. These
statutes, after receiving various confirmations from
the kings of France, were renewed, confirm*

added to by Louis XIV. under Letters 1

in March, 1656. The glovers are therein styled
"Marchands Maitres Gantiers-Parfuracur"

their capacity of glovers they had the right of

making and selling gloves and mittens of all sorts

of materials, as well as the skins used in making
gloves; while as

perfumers they enjoyed the

privilege of perfuming gloves, and of selling all

manner of perfumes. Perfumed skins were im-

ported from Spain and Italy, and were used for

making gloves, purses, pouches, &c. ; they were

very expensive and "fort a la mode," bur

powerful odour led to their disuse. With regard
to gloves, Savary remarks :

M
II s'en tiroit autrefois quant He* dcparfame* d'Espagne

et de Rome; maU leur forte odeur de mute, d'ambre et

de civelte, qu'on ne pouvoit soutenir sans incommoditl,
a fait que la mode et 1'usage s'en sont prcsque perdns :

les pins estimes de ces Cans Itoient les Qans de Franchi-

pane et ceux de Ncroli."f

Many receipts are extant for the perfuming of

gloves, and though some of them arc curious,

they are too lengthy for roe to auote more than

the titles. Here, in the Secreti de la Signora I*a-

bella Cortete, ne' 91*0/1 *i contengono Co*>

nerali, Medicinali, Arteficiote ed Alchimirht, e

moUe de f Arte Profumatoria, appartcnenti a

ofrni gran Signora (Venet., 1574, 12mo.), w
directions for u Concia di guar sima,

con musco ed ambracan," and again
44

C<>i

guanti scnza musco perfctta." I have also before

me, from an old French work published at Lyons
in 1657 1, the precise directions for " Civettc tres-

exquise pour parfumer pands et en oindre les

mains.*
1

In these compositions musk, ambergris,
and civet, were the chief perfumes ; and n-

were applied inside the gloves, com!

some sort of oil orgrca^-, tlu-ir use at the present

day would be thought intolerable. The gloves <>f

Frangipani were also prepared with grease, as I

Celnart, mnmr,AfeW cmufe
Paris, 1854, 18mo. j Pieaae, Art tfP*fmm*y, LooJon,
1856. 8vo.

f Tom. ii. p. 619.
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think w may gather from the following lines of

Cerisantes* :

" Amice, nil me sicut antea juvat
Pulvere vel Cyprio
Coniara nitentem pectere ;

Vel quas Britanuus texuit subtiliter

Mille modis varias

Jactare ventis tsenias ;

Vel quam perunxit Frangipanes ipsemet
Pelle, manum gracilem
Coram puellis promere."

The word Franchipanne, or Frangipane, is ap-

plied in French cookery to a sort of pastry com-

posed of almonds, cream, sugar, &c. In the West
Indies it is used to designate the fruits of Plu-

miera alba L., and P. rubra L., because, accord-

ing to Herat and De Lens f,
" on retrouve dans

ces fruits murs le gout de nos franchipanes." If

these fruits are eatable, it is remarkable that

neither Sloane nor Lunan mentions the fact.

Frangipanier is, however, the French name of the

Plumiera. DAN. HANBURY.

Plough Court, Lombard Street.

Contents of Old Book Covers. J. R. F.'s ac-

count of the discovery of a picture within the

boards of a book cover, reminds me of an anec-

dote I heard in conversation some years ago. I

have forgotten who my authority was, but have
a strong impression that my informant had means
of knowing the details of the discovery from the

finder.

I was told that a good many years ago, when
several of the books in the library of Lincoln
cathedral were being examined for the purpose of

selecting those that were in bad repair to be re-

bound, a slight inequality was detected in the

paper covering internally one of the boards of a

folio volume. Curiosity caused this paper to be

removed, and displayed a number of thin gold
coins packed closely together. If my memory
does not betray me my informant said that they
were mostly ten shilling pieces of James I. and
Charles I. DR. DRYASDUST, F.S.A.

Nicknames on Members of Parliament. Per-

haps some correspondent would furnish additions
to the following : The late Nicholas Fitzsimon,
son-in-law of the late Daniel O'Connell, at one
time represented the county of Dublin in Par-
liament. At the same time another Nicholas
Fitzsimon (afterwards Sir Nicholas, since' dead)
represented the King's County. The latter was

*
They form part of an ode addressed " Ad Vincentem

Victurum," which may be found at the end of the Latin
letters of Balzac (Balzacii Carmlnum Libri tres : ejusdem
Epistolce Selectee, ed. Mg. Menagio, Paris, 1650, 4to.)

t Diet, de la Matiere Medicate, torn. v. 405.

an exceedingly obese person, whilst his namesake
had a very deformed short leg and foot, and
was lame. In order to distinguish them in the
"
House," the latter was called Mr. Foot-Simon,

whilst the member for the King's County was
known as Mr. Fat-Simon; nothing in the shape
of " nicknames

"
could be more appropriate. The

late Pierce Mahony, an attorney of Dublin, who
had an extensive practice, represented the borough
of Tralee (in Kerry) for a short time in Parlia-

ment, and contrived, in a few months, to intro-

duce so many Bills, that he was called Sill

Mahony, a name that he carried with him to his

grave. Two of the Wynns of Wales, uncle and

nephew, were in the' "House;" one was called

Bubble, from the extraordinary manner in which
he spoke, whilst the other had a thin whistling
sort of utterance, which procured for him the
name of Squeak. No doubt hundreds may be
added to the above. S. REDMOND.

Liverpool.

Beltane. Numerous observances, relics of the
ancient Beltane festival, the Beal fire-worship of
the Celtic nations, are described as being still

practised on the 1st of May in the end of last

century and the beginning of the present. How
far are observances of this class still kept up ?

such as extinguishing the fires of a district on the

1st of May, and then kindling a need-Jlre ? Is the

lighting of bonfires on May-day, or on Hallow-
e'en (the 1st of Nov.), still kept up in many
localities ? A. F.

Edinburgh.

Square Words. Having been defied to square
QUEEN and CRIMEA, I have assayed and done
them. As they are difficult, I send them as a
contribution to the selection you have pub-
lished:

QUEEN CRIMEAUSAGE REMANDEASES IMAGEDEGEST MAGPIENESTS ENEIDS
A D 'D E S T

There are, I am satisfied, no other solutions.

CLAMMILD.
Athenaeum Club.

Machine Hexameters (1
st S. xii. 470. ;

2nd S. i.

57.) I have taken the liberty of having a few

copies of this ingenious puzzle printed, under the

title of Carminarium Latinum ; and any of your
correspondents who may desire a copy can have
one by applying by letter to Mr. Heming, prin-

ter, Stourbridge, and enclosing 1*. Id, in postage

stamps.
It will be ready very shortly, but early applica-

tion should be made to ensure a copy. H. S. G.
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Qurrtri*.

EPISTLES on TBI IIISH STAGE."

Who was the author of a 12mo. volume, entitled

FtmtUiar Epittle* to Frederick E. Jonft, 1

the l*ret**t Staff of
the Iritk Stage, pp. 178 ? It

attracted no small amount of public attention in

its day; and having reached a fourth edition,

"with considerable additions'
1

(Dublin, 1806),
it has been usually attributed to the pen of the

late Right Hon. John Wilson Croker. But re-

garding its authorship, "sub iudice lis est."

In Mr. Wm. J. Fitxpatrick s recent publication,
entitled The Friend*, Poet, and Adventure* ofLady
Morgan, p. 137., the following words may be

found :

M An unadorned slab, almost smothered by rank weeds,
in the churchyard of St. Werborgb, Dublin, communi-
cates to the reader the melancholy fact, that Kdwin, one
of the moet promising Irish actors, died in 1805, from a

broken heart caused by an illiberal criticism in Croker's

familiar F.putle* on ihe Jrith Stage."

But Mr. Gilbert's statement, as given in his

Jliitory of the City of Dublin, vol. ii. pp. 22 1.226.,
differs from the foregoing :

"
Early in 1804 the dramatic world of Dublin was

thrown into a state of commotion by the appearance of

a small anonymous pamphlet, entitled Familiar Epittlei
to Frederick Jonet, Eta. on the Present State of the Iritk

Stage. The authorship of this production, which was

kept a profound secret, has been ascribed to John Wilson

Croker, who, however, pledged his honour to Jones that

he had not written it Jones always considered

the Epittlet to have been written by the late Baron Smith
in. CiMack Smith, Ban], and ascribed the greater

part of the notes to a barrister named Comerfonl, editor of

the Patriot newspaper."

Some reader of " N. & Q." may perhaps be
able and willing to set the question at rest.*

ADIIBA.

fHinor Ourrfrtf.

Hymn*. Can any of your correspondents tell

me where to find the original* of the well-known

hymn
" Lo ! He comes with clouds descending

"

by Oliver, a Methodist shoemaker (?) ; of " Great
God ! what do I sec and hear ;" and of the mo-
dcrn hymns,

"
Glory to thec, O Lord," for Inno-

cents' l)ay, in the collection of the Society for

Promoting Christian Knowledge ; and u Our blest

Redeemer ere lie breathed a tender last farewell,"
in Mercer's book ? K

Thf Bonk of Hy-Ma*y. In Dr. O'Donovan's
valuable work on The Tribe* and Custom* of Ily-

Many, printed by the Irish Archaeological Society
from the Book of Lecan^ the learned editor, in his

introductory remarks, observes that " the Book of

The work is attributed, without any QSMTV, to John
Wnson Croker in the Catalogue of the British" Museum.

1 :
'

Hy-Many, supposed to contain various (fact* re-

lating to the territory, is still in existence, I

believed to be in the possession of a priva-
lector in England ; it is, however, inaccessible to
the editor."

Can you, Sir, or any of your numerous corre-

spondents, inform me whether Dr. O'Donovan'a
belief is correct ? and, if so, in whose <

doubtless highly curious ancient MS. is at the

present time? Win MM

Terence. tin you oblige me bv answering the
two following Queries regarding English transla-
tions of Terence ? 1st Terence'* Comedies, made
Engli*h, 12mo., 1694, by Mr. L..Echar
other* ; revised and corrected by Dr. Echard and
Sir (Roger ?) L'Estrange. Who were the "

<

translators. 2nd. There is an edition of 'IV
Latin and English, 8vo., 1739, by John Stirling
Is Mr. Stirling the author of the English transla-
tion in this edition ? K. I NOUS.

Spoon In$cription.-~
" AN. NO. 1669.

DSSBLVT . ESV CIRIST . GOTESSOW. DERMA
GV

CHIIST TVML. BSi ^I.R
NXLENS. WASS1

The above is an
inscription

on a curiously
carved spoon, the handle of which represei.

Virgin and child, with two little cherubs clasping
her robe, standing on Sin, represented by a

female with long hair and a
serpent's

tail

the back is a head with long flowing w
should be grateful if any of your numerous

spondents
would tell me whether it is probable

that this spoon was used in the rite of ba

and who the head might represent ? W. I'. I..

Greenwich.

Wa* Lady Jane Grey buried at Bradgate f A
Query on this subject was insert. ! in I

1

373:, from my friend Ma. T. R. POTTBB, w!,i,-!i

has not yet received any reply. As it woul 1 I..-

interesting to ascertain the last resting-pL
the remains of this unfortunate lady, permit un-

to renew the Query; and to ask

any evidence to invalidate the tradition that

iKxly was privatelv brou^I >ndon

by a servant of the family, and deposited in the

chapel at Bradgate ?
H

Henry MadeUan. Can you give me any in*

formation regarding M
of an alteration of Romeo and Jtilirt, whvlt IIMIDJ

to have been net. This

author is i

In the Gentleman'* Maga- (vol.
1'irt u.

j.. UlVi.), I fin.l the two following
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paragraphs in a paper entitled " Extracts from Old

Newspapers
"

:

1.
" To the Public. As it has been remarked by some

persons, that the favourite play of Romeo and Juliet would

give much more satisfaction to the audience in general,
if it ended happily, accordingly it has been entirely
altered. The 5th Act made almost a new one, saving
their lives, and the life of every vertuous unoffending
character, preserved also (except Mercutio), and rewarded.
All this too is brought about by nothing even bordering
upon the miraculous, but by plain, natural, and far from

improbable means, &c. The play is now in rehearsal."

2.
" The Inventory, a whimsical moral piece. N.B. As

there happened a great error in the first'night's represen-
tation, in the 5th Act of Romeo and Juliet, as lately al-

tered, the scene of reconciliation between the families

being thro' accident almost entirely omitted, this is to

acquaint every lady and gentleman, that the MS. is

ready to be produced, on their sending for it to Mr. Mac-
lellan's."

*

R. INGLIS.

" The Death of Lord Chatham:' How is it

that Copley's picture of the sad scene in the old
House of Lords, on April 5, 1778, when Lord
Chatham fell into a swoon whilst addressing the

House, is designated in the official Catalogue of
our National Gallery,

" The Death of Lord Chat-
ham "

? Walpole, in his Last Journals, states

that the Earl "
fell down in a second fit of apo-

plexy, and lay some time as dead. He was car-

ried into the Jerusalem Chamber, and in about

twenty minutes recovered his speech." Walpole
is in error as to the chamber

; it was the Painted,
not the Jerusalem Chamber. The latter is not

adjoining the House of Lords, but at the west
end of Westminster Abbey. The official Cata-

logue is also in error in stating
" the scene repre-

sented in this picture took place in the old House
of Lords (the Painted Chamber) ;" whereas the
old House of Lords was the old Parliament Cham-
ber, which then occupied the site of the Royal
Gallery, built by Soane, when the old Court of

Requests, or White-hall of the palace, was fitted

up for the House of Lords. It is true that the
official Catalogue corrects itself by adding that
" the Earl was carried home, and never again rose
from his bed : he died on the llth of May follow-

ing." Still,
" The Death of the Earl of Chatham,"

is a misnomer for Copley's picture. T.

Anno Regni Regis. Which is the tenth year
of a king's reign ? When engaged in historical

[* A copy of The Inventory, by Henry Maclellan, now
before us, contains the following MS. notes in his own
handwriting :

"
July, 1755.

" The following pieces are most humbly Dedicated to
the Ladies, Gentlemen, and other worthy Inhabitants of
the town of Liverpool, by their already much obligated
and most obedient Servant, HENRY MACLELLAN."

Again, at the bottom of the title-page: "Maclellan
(if wanted) may be heard of at Mr. James Hall's, Taylor,
in Rosemary Lane." ED.]

pursuits one is frequently obliged to turn the
Anno regni regis into the Anno Domini. Sup-
pose, for instance, a king comes >to the throne in

1850, which will be the fifth or tenth year of his

reign ? This may seem to be a very foolish ques-
tion ; nevertheless, as I am disposed to be foolish
at this moment, I will ask it. But should any of
the numerous readers of " N. & Q." be good
enough to answer me, I shall be prepared to ex-

plain why I have put forward the Query.
P. HUTCHINSON.

Quotation. Can any of your correspondents
inform me where I shall find a piece of poetry
on Time with these words (published twelve or
fifteen years ago in an almanack) :

" Years roll on years impatient to be gone,
The stately palace and the marble hall," &c.

T. G. G.

Richard Harliston. Can any of your corre-

spondents add to my scanty notes on Richard
Harliston, sometime Governor of Jersey, or refer
me to any works in which he and his family are
mentioned? He is described by insular histo-
rians as a native of Hunberston, co. Lincoln, a
vice-admiral in the English service, a knight, and
as flourishing in the reign of Edward IV. In the
Harleian MS. 433. he is mentioned with William

Hareby as being named joint captains of Jersey,
and in which mention they are described as

|* Sqyres." ^
He is said to have died in Flanders

in the service of Margaret, sister of Edward IV.
J. BERTRAND PAYNE.

foft&

OJ/ Awpov. Some of your correspondents
(2

nd
.
S. viii. 356. 444.) have made inquiries con-

cerning the first edition of Eihon Basilihe by
Charles I. It would appear from the subjoined
passage that a " Basilikon" was also written by
James I. :

" Our unthankfulnesse may remove him as it did the
mirror of Princes, our late famous ELIZABETH. She
rests with God ; the Phoenix of her ashes reignes ouer us,
and long may he so doe to God's glory, and the churches

good which his excellent knowledge beautifieth and go-
vernment adjoyned will beatifie it. An hope of this last

we conceiue by his written Bao-iAi/eov," &c.

This passage occurs in a preface to a work
written in 1625, now before me ;

and my desire

is to find out any particulars connected with this

book. What is its full title ? When published ?

Where to be seen now ? C. LE POER KENNEDY.

[This work is entitled " BA2IAIKON AOPON. Devided
into Three Bookes. Edinbvrgh: Printed by Kobert

Walde-graue, Printer to the Kings Majestie, 1599, 4to."

At the four corners of an ornamented title-page are the

words,
"
Amor," "

Pax,"
" Pacis alumnis," and " Infesta

malis." This is the first edition of the work, which has
been supposed to have contributed more than any other
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Its rarity and
7 valoe will be appreciate! by the following ex-
from M'Crie's J^rYo/ JfeMtf, ii. 489. : Food of

dug tbU work in print, aii.1 vet conscious tbat it would
give great offence, James waa anxious to keep it from
the knowledge of bis native subject* until circumstance*
should enable him to publish it with safety. With this

view, the printer being first sworn to secresy (says be),
permitted SJEVKX of them to be printed, and theae

SEVEN I dispersed among some of my trustiest senranta
to be kept cloee by them.' I hare now before me (adds
M'Crie) a copy of the first edition [now in the Grenrille

library, British Museum], and I have no doubt tbat it is

one of tho am* copies (perhaps the onlv one existing) to
which that edition was limited. It is beautifully printed
in a large Italic letter. Prefixed to it are two sonnets,
the first of wbicb, entitled The Dedication of the booke,'
is not to be found in the subsequent editions. On com-
paring Ibis with the subsequent ones, I find that altera-
tions were nude in the work. For though all the charges
against the Scottish preachers are retained, James found
it necessary to drop or to soften some of bis most un-
guarded and harsh expression*, and to give an ambigu-
ous turn to the sentences which had created the greatest
offence. For example, in the original edition he says,
If my conscience had not resolved me, tbat all my re-

ligion waa grounded upon the plaine words of the scrip-
ture, I bad never outwardly avowed it, for pleasure or
awe of the vaime pride of tome tedieiovt PreacAovrt.' In
the edition of 1603, that sentence stands thus, 'I bad
never ontwardlie avowed it, for pleasure or awe of any
/as*.'

"
Several other alterations of the text are quoted^

and the following among other sentences is omitted,
speaking of the Islanders of Scotland, Tbinke no other
of them all, then as Wolves and Wild Boares." The
other editions, entitled BAUAIKON AQPON, or Hit M*-
iatia iMtrrction* to kit Dearest So***, Henry th, .

are thoM of Kdinb., 1603; Lond. 1603, 12mo.; Lond.
1682, with portraits of the King and Prince Henry by
White: Latin, Lond. 1604, 8vo. : French, Poictiers,
1608, 12mo.; Rouen, 1603; Paris, 1604, 12mo.]

Founder* of Wetleyan Methodism. The follow-

ing cutting from The Time* of Nov. 30, 1859, is

worthy of being embalmed in your pages,
for the

sake of the future historians of Wesleyanism :

"
It is not a little singular that the town of Epwortb,

Lincolnshire, should have produced both the Rev. John
Wesley, the founder of the Wesleyan Society, and the
Rev. Alexander Kilham, the founder of the Methodist
New Connexion. Wesley waa born in 1703, and Kilham
in 1762. No monument of either has been erected in the
town ; but the Conference of the New Connexion have
approved a proposal to erect a monumental chapel in me-
mory of the latter. The site selected for the building is

almoat in the centra of the town, facing the High Street."

Wesley died March 2, 1791, aged eigbty-eight
When did Kilbam die ? and what was his age at
his death ? A. T. L.

[According to a marble monument erected in bis chapel
at Nottingham, where be was interred, Alex. Kilham died
on Dec 10, 1798, aged thirty -six.]

" March Haret" Can you inform me of the

origin of the saying,
" As mad as a March hare ?

"

[In Nares's CfcsMrv. ed. 1868, we read that "Hares
are said to be unusually wild in the mooth of March,
which is their rutting time." An old sportsman, how-

ever, informs us, that bares fat the month of Match, when
the winds are usually hiKh, c,.
continual disturbance arising from the falling of decayed
twigs and the rustling of dried leaves.

- And neither took the gifts he brought here,
Nor yet would give him back hia daughter.
Therefore e're since this cunning archer.
Hath been as mad as any March hare."

Homer a la Jftdc, 1C65.
u At mad at a March hare; where madness compare*,
Are act Midsummer bares at mad at JfertA hares? -

Ueywood's Epigrammet, 1567.]

Thonua Aquino*. I wiah to identify two
volumes containing works of Thomas Aquinas.
The books were formerly in the library of Dr.
Kloss, the "

BiblioJ>hUisr of Frankfort, and now
are in mr collection. Anv information regarding
them will be acceptable. Both are in black- 1

the first, 4to., not paged ; initials in rubric.nl

Text occupies 64 pages ; no
"
explicit" or "

li

no registers ; fullstop only point used. Water-
mark, lamb of St. John, with banner, in a circle.
On reverse of first leaf is a table containing head-
ings of the chapters ; headings numbered conse-

cutively from 1 to 18, the shapes of figures 4, 5,
7, 14, 15, 17, are curious. In a MS. note, on the

fly-leaf, in
handwriting of Dr. Kloss (?), the book

is described thus: "Editio incognita (Colonise,
Therhocm, 1474 :) confrond duo En :" This note
requires explanation : Is it still "incognita
editio

"
? What is the meaning of " duo En :" ?

Is the printer's name rightly spelt ? Does Pan-
zer mention this edition? The other book is
" Thomas Aquinas de Articulis Fidei,

"
etc.,

folio ; no initials ; not paged ; colon and fullstop
used;

" Et sic est finis" at end; occupies 36

pages.
On the cover is the following note 1

Kloss: "Panzer, i. 90. 430. (Arpintorati, Martinus
Flach, 1475,) tjpis

Sallustiis." Will some of

your readers kindly refer to Panzer, and copy
any information he may offer concerning .

of these works ? I would feel obliged for anr
notes concerning their identity. I endeavoured,
but unsuccessfully, to obtain a copy of the Sale

Catalogue of Dr. Kloss's library. It was for sale
in Mr. Miller's List for last month, but sold off
before I could get it, C. LB Pon KENNEDY.

[Can the former of the two volumes respecting whi h
our correspondent inquires be No. 304. in the Safe Cata-

logue of Dr. Kloes's library ?
- 804. [Aquino (S. Thomas de)] Tractatua de Periculis

conlingentibus circa Sacraraentum ffsjfiharlstinsi (Cotomie,
Arn, Ther. Home*, 147V
We think the - duo En :" to be a memorandum of the

.
ice at which the book was purchased , " two engd-

proschen "? Each engelgroecben was worth about six-

pence sterling. But there was also the engelthaler, worth
I-.,: Hi lUUaaa
The other book appears to be No. 897. of the Sale Tata-

ogue, unless it be No, 898.: "Alind exemplar, **c*t.
n

The ffollowing is from Panzer. i. 90. : _
* 480. S. Thomas

Sacramentis.

Summa de Aiticulia Fidei si Ecclei
Tractatus de iVriculis qua conUngunt
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circa Sacramentum Eucharistiae. Adhfer. Ejusd. Epistola

de Judreis ad Petitionem ComitisssB Flandriae. In fine :

Et sic est finis.
Char, eodem goth. maior. sine oust. sign,

et pagq. num. fol. 1. 33 habet lintas ; foil. 18 fol.

Loire '2nd. i. p. 203."]

"Irish Pursuits of Literature" Who was the

author of an 8vo. volume, entitled Irish Pursuits

of Literature, in A.D. 1798 and 1799 (Dublin,

1799) ? ABHBA.

[The above work was followed by another from the

same pen, entitled Pursuits of Literature, Translations by
Octavius, Dublin, 8vo., 1799. Both works are by Dr.

William Hales, Fellow of Trinity College, Dublin, and
Rector of Killesandra. These clever brochures are very

fully noticed by Mr. Gough in the Gent. Mag. Ixix. 1135.

Consult also Nichols's Illustrations, viii. 318.3

WHY IS LUTHER REPRESENTED WITH A GOOSE?

(2
nd S. viii. 243. 277. 298.)

A late distinguished antiquary has the follow-

ing note on " Luther and his goose :

"

" While travelling in the North of Germany in Aug.
1838, 1 noticed the portraits of Luther and Melancthon
in all churches. When Luther was represented full-

length, there was almost always the figure of a swan or a

goose at his feet. In Germany nobody could give me a

satisfactory reason why those birds should accompany
Luther's portraits. In March, 1842, I inserted in the

Gent's Mag. a request to any of its correspondents to

give me some information on the subject. In the follow-

ing month (p. 346.) this answer is given: 'It is said

John Huss asked his executioner, are you going to burn
a goose such is the meaning of Huss in the Bohemian

language ;
in one century you will have a swan you can

neither roast nor boil ? This was afterwards interpreted
to mean Luther, who had a swan for his arms. This
seems to be the reason that a swan is generally placed by
Luther's side in his whole-length portraits.' (This inter-

pretation does not satisfy me. 1 cannot imagine that

Luther, the son of a poor miner of Eisleben in Saxony,
could ever have borne an aristocratic coat of arms. Born
10 Nov. 1484; died at Eisleben, 18 Feb. 1546, aged 61

years 3 months 8 da}'s.) The writer in the Biog. Univ.,

under '

Huss,' observes '

Quelques protestants du 16mo

siecle, jouant sur le mot Huss, racontent gravement,
qu'avant d'expirer, il avoit prophetise la venue de Luther,
en s'e'criant qu'on faisoit mourir une Oie, mais que cent ans

apres il renaitroit de ses cendres un Cygne, qui soutiendroit

la verite' qu'il avoit defendue.' Since writing the an-
nexed statement of my doubts as to Luther bearing an
armorial shield, I find that he certainly did. In the Hist,

de Martin Luther, par J. M. V. Audin (vol. ii. p. 535.),
after mentioning the death of Catherine Bora, wife of

Luther, which occurred at Torgau (Upp. Saxony), 20

Dec. 1552, M. Audin adds, 'Les restes de Catherine re-

posent dans 1'eglise paroissiale de Torgau. Une pierre
les recouvre, sur laquelle la compagne de Luther est re-

presentee de grandeur naturelle, tenant en main une Bible

ouverte. Audessus de la tete, a droite, sont les Armes de

Luther ; a gauche, celles de sa femme ;
un lion, dans un

champ d'or, et dans le heaume, une queue de paon.'
The lion in the field of gold and crest of peacock's tail

are the arms of Catherine Bora. The arms of Luther are

not described Martin Luther, son of Hans Luther, a

poor labourer, afterwards a miner, born at Eisleben, in

Upper Saxony, in the county of Mansfeld, 10 Nov. 1483,
ordained priest 2 May, 1506, aged 22 y. 5 m. 22 d.

; mar-
ried at Wittemberg, 13 June, 1525, aged 41 y. 7 m. 4 d.,
to Catherine Bora, Bore, Bohre, of a noble but needy
family of Grimma, on the Muldau, between Dresden and
Leipsig. She had in infancy been placed in a convent at

Nimptsch, near Grimma, from which, with eight others,
she made her escape with the assistance of Leonhard

Kceppen, a senator of Torgau, and Wolf Tomitzch, on 4

April, 1521, and fled to Wittemberg. She was born at

Grimma, 29 Jan. 1499, and died at Torgau, 20 Dec.

1552, aged 53 y. 10 m. 21 d., having survived her
husband 6 y. 10 m. 2 d. (Audin.) From Memoires de Lu-
ther, trad, par M. Michelet, 2 vols. 1837,

' Martin Luther
ou Luder, ou Lother (car il signe quelquefois ainsi), na-

quit a Eisleben le 10 Nov. 1483, a onze heures du soir.'

(vol. i. p. 3.); and a note, p. 295., 'Lotharius, lut-her,

leute-herr, chef des hommes, chef du peuple.' Audiu
(Hist. Luther, vol. i. p. 79.) states that Erasmus says, in

Epist. ad Groc., that the real name of Martin Luther was
Ludder or Luder, which he abandoned, because in Saxon
it signified 'a worthless fellow' 'qu'il quitta, parce-
qu'en Saxon luder signifie mauvais garnement

'

(G. luder,

"riot, lewdness, to lead a lewd life. Fliigel). In the Matri-
culation Books of the University of Erfurth in 1501, the
name is written 'Martinus Ludher ex Mansfeld,' and
afterwards, in 1502,

' Martinus Luder, ex Mansfeld, Bac-
calaureus Philosophise.' 'Jean (Hans) Luther, pere
de celui qui est devenu si ce'lebre, etoit de Mcehra, petit

village de Saxe, pres d'Eisenach. La mere etoit fille

d'un bourgeois de cette ville, ou, selon une tradition que
j'adopterais plus volontiers, de Neustadt, en Franconie.
Le pSre, qui n'etait qu'un pauvre mineur, avait de la peine
a soutenir sa famille. Jean Luther laissa une maison,
deux fourneaux a forge, et environs mille thalers en ar-

gent comptant. Les Armes du pere de Luther, car les

paj'sans en prenaient a 1'imitation des armoiries des nobles,
etaient tout simplement un marteau. Luther ne rougit

Eoint
de ses parens.' (Memoires de Luther, par Miche-

st, vol. i. p. 3.)
' Hans Luther avait des Armes a 1'instar

des nobles de son temps, un marteau de mineur, dont
Martin etait fier corame un Sickingen de son epee.'

"

(Audin, La Vie de Martin Luther.)

NVachter derives Lotharius, Luderus, Lutherus,
Lotherus, from O. G. tauter, clarus, lucidus, ful-

gens ;
but all these names might also be from O.

G. laut-herr,
" illustrious master."

The name Melancthon or Melanthon is the

Greek translation of his real G. name Schwar-

zerde,
" black earth," which, if from locality, might

account for our name Sweetland, which is possibly
a corruption of Svart-land. John Huss was born
at Hussenitz, Hussinatz, or Hussinecz in Bohe-
mia. I shall be glad of the derivation of the name
Calvin or Cauvin. I fancy it may be from O. G.

culf-win, for hulf-win, which would either translate
" a helping friend

"
or " a help in war." The O.

G. hulf, hiilf, changes, not only into <zlf, elf, olf,

ulf, and wolf, but also into chilp. As & final, it

takes the form of gehillf, which corrupts into culf
and calf. R. S. CHARNOCK.

DR. JOHN ANDERSON.

(2
nd S. vii. 435.

;
viii. 255. 358.)

I am glad your correspondent, SIGMA THETA,
has, in addition to my meagre reply to his Query
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about Her. John Anderson, received from MB.
>. (2

04 S. viii. 358.) so much ink-r

matter on the subject. Bv way of increasing, and
it may be supposed completing the subject, I now
send jou all I hare noted, as I have hunted up
all my memoranda. Ma. IBVIKO will find the cor-

rection of my supposition as to Mr. Anderson's

being presented to a parish by Montrose. The
llev. John Anderson was born in Edinburgh on
the 10th of January, 1670 (in a house in the

Cannongate, I believe) ; he was educated in the

Cannongate School, was chosen one of the mas-

ters of the school about 1692. Ho was elected

head master of the Grammar School in South
in 1693. He was chosen by the Lord

Provost and magistrates of Edinburgh as one of

the classical teachers of the High School of Edin-

burgh in 1695. He became private tutor, or, as

he is phrased on his monument, "Preceptor to the

famous Duke of Argyle and Greenwich," some-
where about 1696 it is probable. It has been said

that he was also, in 1697, private tutor to the no

less celebrated James Duke of Montrose, and
was instrumental in saving his life on one occa-

sion, but of this there is no record. In 1698, he
was ordained parish clergyman of Dumbarton.
In 1711, he received a call from the parish of

Dundonald, and a
presentation

thereto from Lord

Cochrane, but declined. In 1713 he received a

presentation to the parish of East Kilbride from
the Duke of Montrose, which he also declined.

In 1718 he was removed to the west parish of

Glasgow ; and at his house in Glasgow, on the

19th of February, 1721, "at half past 5 o'clock in

the morning," he breathed his last. On the 22nd
of February his body was interred in the church-

yard attached to the north-west parish church, at

the head of the Candleriggs in Glasgow, where it

now lies. Shortly afterwards a monument to his

memory was placed in the church, I believe by
his son. When the old church (known, I never
could discover irAy, in common parlance as the

liamthom Kirk,) was demolished, the monument
was removed and placed in the wall of the new
church (built on the same site) by Professor John
Anderson, the grandson of the Rev. John Ander-
son. On the death of Prof. John Anderson, in

1796, he was buried beside his grandfather; and
six months after his interment, the pre*ent monu-
ment, containing the epitaph of grandfather and

grandson, was put into the outside wall of the

church (now known M Su David's), the former
stone having probably decayed and become illegi-

ble. The enclosed copy (by the Session Clerk

Dep. of St David's) of the
inscription

on the pre-
sent monument, obtained through the courtesy of
the

pastor,
Kobt. Paton, D.D., completes, I think,

all that is ever likely to be forthcoming as to the
life and labours of John Anderson. Ma. IBVINO
will see that Samuel Koyse's

" Verses" fixed the

date of the death : short, indeed, was Mr. A
son's tenure of the north-west parish of Glasgow,
and his life must have been embittered by the

contention preceding his removal to Glasgow.
The date of the removal is some two yean
earlier than Ma. IRVING states it, 1718 instead

JO (which is correct?). I presume be-
fore the 1715 " row

"
Montrose and Argyll were

on fair terms; and it is by no means impos-
sible that Anderson was tutor to both, and
that both gave him a helping hand. And it is

worth noting, as an instance to add to those al-

ready noted in " N. & Q." of " Remote Even to

through few Links," that John Ander

only fifty-one years of age at his death, was bora
in the reign of Charles II., and lived in the reigns
of James II., William and Mary, Anno, and

flaoffcn L
I trust you will excuse the length of th

insert the copy of the
inscription

in " N. & Q.," as

it is a point settled and final, so far as this matter
is concerned, from C. D. LAMOHT.

Paris, 94. Hue de Loarctoe.

' Near this place Ho
The remains of the

&BT. JOIIX AXDBRSOJC,

Who was Precentor to the famous Duke of Argyle and
Greenwich, and Minister of the Gospel in DumU
the beginning of the Eighteenth Century. an.!.

Church, in the year 1720. He was the .'

Defence of the Church Government, Faith, Worship, and
Spirit of the Presbyterians; and of several other Ecclo-
sisstical and Political Tracts. As a pious Minister, an

eloquent Preacher, a Defender of Civil and Religious

Liberty, and * Man of Wit and Learning, be w,i

esteemed, lie lived in the reigns of Charles IL, James
Ian III .. Ann, and George L Such times, and

such a Man, forget not Reader, while thy Count

berty, and Religion are dear to thee.

"Mingled with the dust of the above-mentioned Mr.
John Anderson, is that of his Grandson Mr. John Ander-
son, who died on the 18th of January in the rear 1796,
in the Seventieth year of his age, and Forty-first of his

Professorship. The Eldest Son of Mr. Anderson, who
was Minister in this Church, was the Reverend James
Anderson, who was Minister in Roseneaih, and his Eldest
Son was the above-mentioned Mr. John Anderson, who was
Professor of Natural Philosophy in the I

Glasgow and the Founder of an Institution in the City
of Glasgow for Lectures in Natural Philosophy, and ia

every branch of Knowledge.
- Erected July 1796.**

The above is copied from a tablet on th

aide of the wall of St. David's church, Cila-

"DOMflTOS EE05A\ IT v

(2* S. viii. 470.)

i: r. n r w.

tes tiroes lc Calmct.

De Vence," &c. vol. viL p. 283. (edit. ParL.

in 17 Yols. 4to.), he will find an excellent dister
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tation
" sur ces paroles du Pseaume xcv. v. 10.,

' Dominus regnavit A LIGNO.'
" The question is

argued at length, Whether those words were

omitted by the Jews or added by the Christians.

In closing tx long controversy on the subject, the

editor is of opinion that those words were origi-

nally written in the margin by way of annotation,
and inserted in the text by some copyist.
The following collations may assist B. H. C. :

De Lyra, Alia litera. Regnavit b, ligno.

Quincuplex Psalterium, Regnavit a ligno is in

the text of the versions called " Romanum," fo.

144., and Vetus, fo. 269., Paris, H. Stephens, 1509.

Polyglot Psalter, P. P. Porrus, 1516, marginal
note,

" Quod legit in Romana psalmodia," "reg-
nauit a ligno Deus, non est de hebraica ueritate

sed Christiana deuotione ut arbitror additum."
Le Fevre, in his first French version from the

Vulgate, 1530,
'' Le Seigneur dieu a regne." It

is the same in the "Bible Historiee," 1487, by
Verard.

I have examined ten fine MS. Vulgate Bibles,
and two beautiful Psalters in my library, but can-

not discover the words " a ligno
"

in any of them.

GEORGE OFFOB.
Hackney.

The interpolation "d ligno" may well be termed
" celeberrimum additamentum" (De Rossi, Var.

Led. V. T.) ;
for few various readings have ex-

cited more earnest discussion amongst mediaeval

critics.

1. Of the questions proposed by your corre-

spondent, the first is, "What account can be

given of the introduction of the words d ligno, as

part of the sacred record
"

(Dominus regnavit
d ligno, Ps. xcv. 10., Heb. and Eng. xcvi. 10.) ?

Le Moyne has suggested that the Hebrew word
in Greek characters, juees (of old, or from eter-

nity), was mistaken for peers (a ligno), and that

thus the reading a ligno crept in. This expla-
nation has been pooh-pooh'd ;

but it really seems
to be the simplest way of accounting for the

blunder. Thus in Psalm xciii. 2. we read the

parallel passage,
"
Thy throne is established of

old" Ouc'es), where "Thy throne is established d

ligno
"
might be easily substituted.

2. Who is the earliest Father who quoted in

this form (d ligno) ? The words are found in

Tertullian, Adv. Marc. cap. xix., "Age nunc, si

legisti penes David (Ps. xcv. 10.), Dominus reg-
navit a ligno;" also Adv. Jud* cap. x., and cf.

cap. xiii. They occur, too, in Justin Martyr
(Dial, cum Tryph., ed. Thirlby, pp. 294-5.) who
taxes the Jews with suppressing them ! Et

yap rov \6jov, EfrraTe eV ro7s eQveffiv, 6 Kvpios
\fvffev an}) rov u\ou, a^nav, Efrrare ev ro?y eQveffiv, 6

Kvpios e'gacnAeuorei/. And, what is still more re-

markable, the reading appears to be recognised in

the epistle attributed to S. Barnabas : on rj

\eia rov 'l7]ffov tirl r$ |vA<p. (S. S. Pat. Apost. Op.
Gen., 1746, I. 36.)

3. The Vulgate has simply
" Dicite in Gen-

tibus, quia Dominus regnavit." But the Versio

Antiqua, which is supposed to have been made in

the first century of the Christian aera, has "Dicite
in Gentibus, Dominus regnavit d ligno"
How shall we account for the very early ap-

pearance of the reading d ligno? Perhaps we
must come to Cassiodorus, who, writing in the
sixth century, says, "A ligno alii quidem non
habent translatores ; sed nobis sufficit quod SEP-
TUAGINTA INTERPRETCM auctoritate firmatum est."

(Ed. Migne, vol. ii. col. 680.) Possibly then there
still existed, at the period when Cassiodorus wrote,
some copies or copy of the LXX. which counte-
nanced the old reading d ligno. Yet could any
such copy be authentic ?

De Rossi says that the reading is confirmed by
the " Psalterium Grcecum Veronense." Is anything
now known of this Greek Psalter ?

THOMAS BOYS.

It appears that these words are a translation

of the original text of the Septuagint ; and as the
Latin Church, until the time of St. Jerome, used
no versions of the H. Scriptures but those trans-

lated from the Septuagint, the adoption of the text
above quoted by the ancient Latin Fathers can
be accounted for. The Septuagint, indeed, as we
now have it, gives only the words 'O Kvpios teaol-

\u<re' but the text, it seems, is incomplete. Per-

haps the following commentary by Tirinus will

satisfy your correspondent ;
it is, though short,

comprehensive, and meets, as far as it goes, all his

three Queries :

" Dominus regnavit] scilicet a ligno ; et licet hoc non.

sit in Hebraeo, tamen addiderunt LXX Spiritu prophetico
plusquam 200 annis ante adventum Christi: et veteres
Patres sic legerunt, Justinus Martyr, Tertullianus, Cy-
prianus, Lactantius, Arnobius, Augustinus, Cassiodorus,
et Psalterium vetus Romanum et Gothicum. Ex nostris

LXX interpretutn exemplaribus id sustulerunt Judiei,
semuli Crucis Christi (inquit Justinus contra Typlion.)
vel alii quidam scioli, cum id in Hebraeo non reperirent.
Sensus ergo est, quod Christus, non vi et armis, non etiam

sanguinis successione, aut publica universi electione, con-

sequetur regnum suum, sed a ligno, id est, per et post lig-

num, seu merito mortis suaa in ligno Crucis toleratae."

The idea, moreover, was familiar to the primi-
tive church, as is evident from the ancient litur-

gies. Thus, down to the present day, the Catholic

church in the very ancient Preface appointed to

be sung during the time of the Passion, thus ad-

dresses the heavenly Father :

"
Qui salutem humani generis in ligno Crucis consti-

tuisti
;
ut unde mors oriebatur, inde vita resurgeret ;

et

qui in ligno vincebat, in ligno quoque vinceretur per
Christum Dominum nostrum."

I should like also to quote some beautiful pas-

sages to the same effect from the ancient Sacra-

mentarium Gallicanum, edited by Mabillon in his
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I am unwilling to encroach

on your space.
In 6ne, it it the idea of St. Paul, Colossians, c.

ii. vers. 14 and 15. JOHM WILLIAMS.

Aroo's Court

The hymn
" Vexffla Regis" is incorrectly

printed in this Query. The second line should be
" David fideli (nut fidelis) carmine." And now to

the three Queries of B. H. C.

1. The introduction of the words ligno will

be accounted for by the answer to the following

Query.
2. The earliest Father who refers to the expres-

ion is a very early one indeed, St. Justin, who
was martyred in the year 167. In his dialogue
with the Jew Trypho, he

complains
of the Jews

having removed the words a ligno from the

Psalm xcv. 10., leaving only the words Domi-
Htu regnant. Koi curb roD /Kn)K<xrroG W/twrov

Va\nov TWV 8iA AofflJ Acx0Wwv A^cw, A^m /Spa-

Xtlcu a4>*i\orro ravraf, *A6 TOW tf\ov. To this

Tryphon made no other answer than :
"
Whether,

as you assert, the princes of the people have taken

away any thing from the Scriptures, God knows."
3. It does not appear that any MSS. of the

Latin Vulgate now existing contain the words u

ligno, but the Fathers Tertullian, Lactantius, and

others, read them in copies extant in their time ;

and the words were so well known and generally

received, that the Church retained them in the

divine office, and Fortunatus in the sixth cen-

tury introduced them into his hymn, Vcritta

Regi*. F. C. H.

HENRY LORD POBR.

(2-* S. viii. 378.)

In replying to ABHBA'S
inquiry,

which I have

only iust seen in " N. & Q., I believe I have

already answered it on a personal application ; as,

however, repeating the information here affords

to an author an opportunity for the jmff direct^
I

must not miss it. Richard Poer, Viscount Decies

and Earl of Tyrone by creation of 1673, ranked
as Colonel of Infantry on that Army Lift of King
Jamct the Second, the enlarged edition of which
shall be pat to the press next month, not for ge-
neral sale, but for the subscribers only.

This John, the first earl, died immediately after

the fall of Limerick, as did John, his son, second

earl, in 1G93, unmarried; when the honours de-
volved upon his brother 'James, who, having mar-

ried, died in 1703, leaving a daughter bis only
issue : the earldom consequently became extinct

in that line. The daughter, Lady Catherine

Poer, married in 1717, Sir Marcus Beresford, who
was subsequently created Earl of Tyrone, and far-

ther raised in the peerage, in 1789, to the Marqui-
sate of Waterford.

In 1703, the year of Earl James's death, ;.

tion was presented to Queen Anne, as from John

Power,
"
commonly called Lord Power," who had

been Mayor of Limerick during the celebrated

siege, but was then an exile in France, -

forth sundry matters to vacate an outlawry. The

Henry Power, of whom ABHBA inquires, appears
to have been son of this John, and he actually
claimed the estates of Curraghmore, &c., against
Sir Marcus Beresford, as that he, the claimant,
was the next heir male of Lady Catherine's father.

The attempt was, however, denounced by the

Irish House of Commons as " bold and dangerous."
In the Civil Establishment of 1727, the name of

this Henry Power, as "
commonly called Lord

Power," appears for a pension of 550/. per aim.

He died in 1742, and was buried at Ringsend as

stated by ABHBA.
I cannot resign the place to which ABHBA'S

Query has called me without adding, that besides

Colonel Richard, the Earl, John Power was a
Lieut-Colonel in Lord Kilmallock's Infantry.
Four peers were colonels of the regiments of

horse, two of the dragoons, and eighteen of the

infantry ; while the captains and subalterns of all

the force were no less distinguished in rank and

respectability. Lord Macau Iay, in his recently

published Hittory (vol. iii. pp. 155. and 418.), h >*

described the officers of this service as "cobUrs,

tailor*, butcher*, footmen? frc. My monster volume

(1500 pages) will have memoirs or notices of each

ofthttc adherent* of the Stuarts, and I confi -I

rely that his lordship cannot discover one as of

the rank* to which he would lower them ; what-

ever trades or occupations the attainders an .

fiscations of that civil war may have forced them
into. Dean Swift gives sad testimony to their de-

cadence in the time of Queen Anne.
JOHN D'Ai.TOK.

48. Summer Hill, Dublin.

As the inquirv of ABUBA has failed to elicit any
information with regard to the personage called

Henry Lord Power, I may perhaps be pen
to call his attention to the following fact,

wards the end of the last century Baron Power, a

distinguished judge on the Irish Bench, and
Usher to the Court of Chancery, received an

order to appear in court to answer certain charge*
made against him in reference to the contest be-

tween the Duke of Chandos and bis tenant-

baron refused or rather hesitated to obi

order, which had been issued by Lord Chancellor

! >bon, alleging his station as a
judge,

nd

his holding a seat with the Chan< .-',!,,: i,, \:

chequer, as reasons for his refusal. The Chancel-

lor was, however, j
i-n -mptory in his

fixed a certain day on which Baron Power B!

appear in court. The baron brooded over this,

and some days before the time fixed for bis trial
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went out as if for a ride, and proceeding to the

end ofthe South Wall, one of the piers ofthe harbour

of Dublin, committed suicide by drowning himself.

His body was picked up on the Strand below

Ringsend, and was probably buried in the chapel
of that village. Might not this Baron Power,
found drowned close to Ringsend, be the person-

age known to ABHBA as Lord Power who was
buried in Ringsend church ?

C. LE POER KENNEDY.
St. Albans.

SKELMUFEKY.

(2
nd S. viii. 431.)

The title of the book is :

"
Schelmuffskys wahrhaftige curiose und sehr gefahr-

liche Reisebeschreibung zu Wasser und Lande, erster

Theil, und zwar die allervollcommeneste und accurateste

Edition, in hochdeutscher Frau Mutter Sprache, eigen-

haftig und sehr artig an den Tag gegeben, von E. S.

gedruckt in Schelmerode in diesem Jahr." 8vo. pp. 160.

The second part is :
" Gedruckt in Padua eine

halbe Stunde von Rom, bey Peter Marteau, in

diesem Jahr," pp. 104.

There may be a covert satire in this book which
the King of Prussia found out, though to me it

seems extravagant and pointless. I supposed
that the fictitious places, date, and printer were

traps, as our disreputable booksellers fold over
the most decent part of a loose fi-ontispiece, and I

almost suspect that the note about the author's

imprisonment was a puff collusive of an unsale-

able work. I have not seen the translation, but
" thrice deceived

"
in the poem shows that a third

part was published as promised at p. 84. of the

second. I have a copy which contains only the

first and second. At the end of the second is a

copious index to both.

The "
nosing

"
of John de Bart occurred as

Schelmuffsky, on board a Spanish ship, was
chased by the great corsair (caper) Hans Earth.
The Spaniards would not fight :

"Ich war nun mit meinem vortreflichen Hau-Degen
welches em Rtickenstreicher war, auch nicht langsam
heraus und ttber die Capers mit her. Da hatte man sollen
schon hauen und fechten sehen, wie ich auf die Kerl
hinein hieb, den Hans Barthe sebelte ich der Tebelhol-
mer ein Stucke von seiner grossen Nase weg, dass er weit
in die See hinein flog, und wird die Stunde noch bey ihm
zu sehen seyn, dass er eine strumpffigte Nase hat," i. 147.

He killed fifteen corsairs, but, being unsup-
ported, was taken prisoner and carried into St.

Malo, whence, after much suffering, he got back
to his mother, "ragged and dirty

"
(i. 160.).

His visit to the Great Mogul is told at i. 119.
On landing in India he inquired for the Great

Mogul, and was directed to the residence at Agra
about a league off (eine Stunde hin). He was well

received, pressed to stay, and on departing the
Great Mogul's portrait was hung by a golden
chain round his neck.

In the second part he tells how he visited Ve-
nice, Rome, and other places to the great increase
of his importance ;

but in passing through the
Black Forest he was robbed and stripped, and so

obliged to beg his way home again,
"
ragged and

dirty" (ii. 84.).

Returning from India Schelmuffsky visited

London, and put up at " The Alamode Topfer's,"
near the gate. He staid in England three years ;

Lord Toffel's daughter fell in love with him
;

and he saw Jacob's stone, and an axe which had
cut off the heads of many great persons, whose
names he could not remember.

In Rome he kissed the Pope's toe, of which he

speaks in a very Protestant manner. Hearing
that Hans Barth was off the mouth of the Tyber,
where he had robbed a fishing-vessel (Drech-
schute) of forty tons of herrings, Schelmuffsky
took the command of the ship, attacked Hans
Barth, and held him under water by the ears till

he was almost drowned and his ship emptied ;

and afterwards wrote an epigram upon him which
seems less punishing than the ducking.

This is enough to show that the book which I

have described is that to which the author of The

Republic refers ; but there are chronological diffi-

culties in the way of its having given offence to

the King of Prussia. The paper and print look

old, but that is no certain test in German books.

I do not find any direct means of fixing the

date; but at ii. 83. is a letter from Schelmuffsky's
mother dated "Schelmerode, 1 Januari, 1621."
Prussia was made a kingdom in 1700. Jean Bart
was born in 1651, and died in 1702.

Possibly a modernised edition may have been

published, and the translation made from it.

Having answered F.'s Query as far as my means

allow, I shall be much pleased if any other corre-

spondent of " N. & Q." can supply what is want-

ing, especially the date of any editions of the ori-

ginal, and of the translation. FITZHOPKINS.
Garrick Club.

The epigram on Hans Barth is :

" Es mag der Rauber Barth mit seinen Capers prangen,
Wie er auf wilder Fluth viel Beute sich gemacht,
So wird er doch den Ruhm bei weiten nicht erlangen,
Als wie durch Reisen es Schelmuffsky hoch gebracht."

DR. HEWETT S SON. \

(2
nd

S. viii. 391. 455.)

I have much pleasure in responding to MB.
DENTON'S request concerning the family of Dr.
John Hewytt, although I am surprised at none of

your correspondents having mentioned the fol-

lowing works as containing notices of this divine :

Winstanley's Loyal Martyrologia (ed. 1665),

Lloyd's Memoires, and Lloyd's State Worthies.
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The first of these works contains his portrait,
as does also a broadside entitled State Martyro-

logy, published May 23, 1660.

It
appears

he was of a Norfolk family, was
educated at Cambridge, and became chaplain to

the Earl of Lindsay, whose sister he married.

The notorious Frontlet* Lisle condemned him,
and he was executed June 8, 1658. His widow
after his decease married Sir Abraham Shipman.
A letter signed 8. Moreland, dated Whitehall,

J7 May, 1638, states :-
" Our high Court of Justice sits to-morrow upon one

Dr. Iluet, a notorious Cavaleer, but thoee who should be
the greatest eridences against him are Utely broke out of

I have a memorandum that Marvcll's State

7Wm also contain some allusions to him.

In the State Paper Office there are extant two
John Hewytt, who calls himself" the

sole surviving ton and child of the late murtbered
John Hcwytt, Doctor in Divinity," written pro-
bably about four or five years after the Restoration,
as he alludes to a grant of a pension of 100/. made
him by the king

" about four years since." Ik-

sets forth therein that he was put to considerable

charges in soliciting the same, for which, being in

indigent circumstances, he had to rely upon his

friends. Having nothing to depend upon but
the said pension, of the which no part has been yet
received, and being encumbered with a wife and
two small children, he admits that he is greatlv

t, and desires payment of the same, with

arrears, as he wants to return the borrowed

money. There is also a petition of the son of
the above fgrandson to Dr. John Hewytt), who
styles himself John Hewytt, student, in which he
alludes to the sufferings of his grandfather under
the Usurper. It further shows that his parents
are dead, and that he has no means to go on with
his university studies. He craves therefore " some

pilot of charitable benevolence towards V pre-
sent releivin of his necessities, settling and main-
tenance of him at the university."

I think it highly probable that I may be in a

position
to furnish some additional matter in a

future number of u N. & Q." Ci~ Horns.

I believe the following information, which I have

gleaned from the Records of the Exchequer and of
the Treasury, will furnish some answer to the in-

quiry of the Rav Wn i n DRNTON relative to

the ton of Dr. Hewet mentioned in " N. & Q."
Dr. Barw irk, in 1660, presents a petition, praying,
among other things, that " the fatherless son

"
of

I 'r Hi-wet i
1

* widow might have some plact given
him : scon after this, viz. on the 19th February,
IS Car. II., letters patent were issued whereby
the king,

" in coruuderacon of the faithfull ser-

vice to us done and pformed by John Hewyt,
Doctor in Divinity, deceased, and for other, con-

sideracons" granted to "
o' welbeloved sub-

ject John Hewyt, sonn of the said Doctor

Hewyt, deceased," an annuity of 100/. per :u

f..r his life. (Ezcheyuer Records; Pell's /

Book, No. 13. p. 140.)
Some few years after the date of this patent,

the payments of Hewvtt's pension would u,

to have been suspended for some reason that I

cannot discover; for on consulting the IflBal
Books of H. M. Treasury, I find these entries :

-
Tuesday 26 Nov. 167. Son of IX Hewit, to be

aipi awarr*."
-
Wednesday, 7 October. 1668. John Hewit's PeticOo

to be moved in Cooooell to pay him 100", & that his
Pension may be p* for y future

*

The Issue Books of the Exchequer would show
all the payments of the pension, and hou

they continued. \\II.I.I\M HI>KY ;i

Folkestone House, Ronpell Park,

Hrpltrrf to flUmor Qurrfr*.

Arithmetical Notation (2
od S. viii. 41 1.460.). In

the MS. from which the extract thus headed was
transcribed, it is perfectly clear that the word

compotui It not a contraction of compotihu, \

anything else. It is extremely improbable that

so serious a mistake as the substitution of an uu-

cx tended for an extended form in a professedly ox-
tended

transcript
of a clearly-written Ms. -L.iiM

have been made by any person possessing even
the most elementary acquaintance with palaeo-

graphy, and a second reference to the MS. has

perfectly satisfied me that no such mistake has been
committed by me. The same remarks apply to the

word compute, which commences the extract

decidedly not a contracted form of any other word
in the present instance. But for the assert

PROFCSSOR DB MORGAN, whose authority in these

matters is deservedly very high, I_
should have

been inclined to think that
compoihu,

or some
such form, would have been a much more probable
MS. contraction of compotittu than compottu with-

out anv mark of abbreviati

With regard to the meaning of compote*, which
is perhaps a corruption of computes, a very common
interpretation, common enough indeed to be

the usual meaning, is
" an account of money."

ii. r.

Mr. WiUett, Picture* purchased by, frc. (2* S.

>8. 337. 443.) It may be interesting to

your correspondents, as above, to be furnished with

some authentic particulars on the points adverted

to by them.

Ralph Willeit died at Merly House in January,
1705, and was succeeded by his paternal cousin

John V vo (afterwards styled .1. \\

lett, whose town residence was in Grosrenor
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Square). The collection of pictures (containing

specimens originally purchased out of the Orleans

Gallery, one or more of which are now in the Na-

tional Collection) was disposed of by auction by
Peter Coxe & Co. on 31st May, 1813, and two

following days. A priced catalogue in my pos-
session has the following autograph mem. :

" This

catalogue was made by me Geo. Stanley." One
or two of the pictures were bought in

; amongst
them a very fine specimen of Paul Potter, origi-

nally purchased in Holland by Ralph Willett.

The fine library was sold about the same time by
Leigh and Sotheby & Co. (Dec. 6, 1813.)"
The second surviving son of J. W. Willett, viz.

Henry Ralph Willett, died in the Albany exactly
two years ago. His valuable collection of coins

were, as I have heard, disposed of about the year
1826. He left, however, at his death a few cabi-

nets of miscellaneous coins, including a complete
assortment of Pope's medals, which fetched high

prices at Sotheby's on April 24, 1858. He seems
to have shown much judgment in forming a col-

lection of pictures, the whole of which are now at

Merly, embracing about twenty-six pictures and
sketches by Hogarth, two specimens of Albert

Durer, together with the_fine Paul Potter above-
named.

WILLETT L. ADYE.
Merly House, Dorset.

William Andrew Price (2
nd S. ii. 466.; viii.

379.) Although GLWYSIG failed to obtain replies
to his former Queries as to the above, if J. F. C.

will communicate his private address to GLWYSIG,
with his Queries, very probably GLWYSIG may
be able to furnish some replies to J. F. C., and
be the means of some correspondence thereon.

GLWYSIG.
Glannant y Llan, Llanffwyst,

Abergavenny.

Malabar Jews (2
nd

S. iv. 429.; viii. 232. 418.)
MR. J. H. VAN LENNEP, to his reply (2

nd S. viii.

418.) adds an extract from the Literary Gazette

for 1832 on " The Jews of Thibet," The fol-

lowing is from Baron Haxenthausen's Tribes of
the Caucasus.

" The Ancient or Black Jews are scattered over the in-

terior of Asia from China to the Caspian Sea ;
but their

chief seat is at Bokhara, where they reside in great num-
bers, having a mysterious political organisation under
native princes. There is hardly any doubt of their being
descendants of the lost ten tribes."

Whether there is any ground for the baron's

theory respecting the lost ten tribes or not, I

should think it extremely probable that Malabar
had at some time been colonised by the Jews of
Asia. G. W. P.

Triforium (2
nd S. iv. 269.) I do not know

whether the correspondents of " N. & Q." who
have written articles in elucidation of this refrac-

tory word, are aware that it appears in some old

writers, bearing a sense manifestly different from,
though possibly connected with that to which their
articles refer. In Warton's History of English
Poetry, vol. ii. p. 432. (1824 edition), an extract
from La Lai du Corn is given. It commences
thus :

". . . Undauncel
Mout avenaunt et bel,
Seur un cheval corant,
En palleis vint craunt.
En sa main tint un Cor
A quatre bendel de or,
Ci com etoit diveure
Entaillez de ad trifure"

Thus translated :
" He bore in his hand a

horn having four bandages of gold ; it was made
of ivory, engraved with trifoire" In explanation
of trifoire, the editor supplies the following note :

" Or rather trifore, undoubtedly from the Latin tri-

forium, a rich ornamented edge or border. The Latin
often occurs, under Dugdale's Inventory of St. Paul's, in

the Monasticon, namely Morsus (a buckle) W. de Ely,
argenteus, cresta ejus argentea, cum triforio exterius
aureo et lapillis insitis, &c.' (Tom. iii. Eccl. Cath. p.

The note continues, but as it is to the same

effect, and as Warton's book is readily met with,
I need not give more than the above. I confess

I do not see how it explains the triforium in

question. The correspondents of " N. & Q."

may discern a connexion, though I cannot. J. P.

Francis Pole (2
nd

S. viii. 451.) This gentle-
man served the office of sheriff for Derbyshire
in 1707, and a pedigree in Glover's Derbyshire
states that he died in 1758, aged seventy-two,
" one of the greatest book-collectors of his time ;

"

but the year is certainly wrong, for I have before

me a document dated 1 Feb. 1750, in which he is

mentioned as then deceased. Probably a refer-

ence to the Gentleman's Magazine for 1748 or 9

might satisfy W. J. P.'s curiosity^; but I cannot
think Mr. Pole deserves, the name applied to him,
from the circumstance of a mastiff's collar being
found upon the premises of a house of ill repute
more than a century after his death. W. ST.

Owenson the Player (2
nd S. viii. 416.)

" Lady Morgan's father, Owenson, was the favourite

Pan of the Irish stage, and he performed it with great
applause so late as 1807."

So says the writer of some remarks on Kane
O'Hara's Midas, prefixed to the copy of that TDur-

letta contained in Cumberland's British Theatre.

W. H. HUSK.

Ephemeral Literature (2
nd S. viii. 131. 196.)

The author of the essays inquired after by J. J.

does not live where pointed out by MB. SEPTIMUS

PIESSE, but the former may obtain all required
information by addressing as below. J. C. F.

3. Myrtle Street, Queen's Road, Dalston.
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The Battitcombe Family (2- 8. viii. 433.)

Writing from memory, awav from books and

papers, I yet think I can safely inform MB. A. S.

topher Battiscombe bad a brother

Pafcr, who was M.I', for either Lyme or Bridport.
The property of Vere Wotton, and some other

property in Dorsetshire, passed (upon Peter Bat-

taacombe's death) to a Mrs. Sansom, who was

probably
also one of the Battiscombe family.

Who this lady's husband was, I am uncertain ;

but in the Bury accounts, preserved among the

Gough MSS., a family of the name of Sansom (or

Sampson) is frequently mentioned, as having

charge of the sequestration of the tithes of Sher-

borne Abbey, and other
property belonging to

the Earl of Bristol. Thomas Sansom also appears
to have taken some part in the siege of Sherborne
Castle. They probably lived at a place (still

railed after their name) in the parish of Milbornc
Port. There was also a Thomas Sampson, who

gave evidence in the Tyrone rebellion, who was a
native of Sherborne. If the Battiscombe pro-

Krty
did not pass to a member of this Milborne

>rt family, it is
possible

the lady may have
married into a family of the same name at Coly-
ton in Devonshire, of whom some account may
be found in Sir W. Pole's MSS., and who may be

conjectured to be another branch of the same

family. B. S. J.

Meaning of the Word " End "
a* applied to

Placet (2
nd S. viii. 432.) In Hampshire on the

borders of Berks is the extensive and picturesque

parish of East Woodhay, with a very scattered

population. Portions of the parish are known by
the names of East-End, North-End, Heath-End,
Highclere-End, &c., according to their situation ;

the first being east, and the second north, of the

ancient village of Wydhcy (now called Wood-
hay) ; Heath-End, that part on or near the Heath,
and Highclere-End that part adjoining the parish

ofllighclere. W. II. W. I.

Imitation of Claudian (2" S. viii. 495.) This
is the imitation of part only of the beautiful

second epigram,
" The Old Man of Verona." The

lines alluded to are 912 :

n nwcim nrbu.

Adspectn fruitur liberiore poli.

Frugibus alternis, non console, con

Autumnum pomis, ver tibi fiore

Poets' Corner.

ipnUt annum
;

notat."

A. A.

Plough (2
nd S. viii. 431.) Your correspondent

.' . I I;., after stating that in the Civil Wars
Lord Feversham commanded the constables of

Butleigh to provide a number of plought for the

conveyance of ammunition, adds thai in Somer-
setshire waggons are still vulgarlv called ploughs ;

nri'l then asks,
" Is this use of the word general,

and how did it originate ?
"

I should gather from J. G. L. B.'s own words,
that it is not

general
even in Somersetshire;

and certainly it is not general elsewhere.

But in old times the words were synonymous.
Cornea, which is the Latin for a cart or carriage,
i also the law- Latin for a plough >me),
from the old Gallic carr, which is the present
Irish word for any ort of wheeled carriage ;

hence charl and car, a plowman or rustic
"

(ride

Tomlins in loco) ; and a canicate, a plough land,

comprehended as "
great a portion of land as

might be tilled in a year and a day by one

plough." (Ibid.) And in ihcSynoityinvrumSylpa,
rendered from the Belgic language into 1

by II. F., and printed at London,
"
apud Johan-

nem Billium, 1627," under the term "toj>fow,"
the reader is referred to "

to carte." 1'. II. I .

Pottage in Grotitu (2
04 8. viii. 4.13.) The

writer of a very able review of Mr. Emerson's
"
Representative Men "

in the liritiah Quarterly
Review for May, I860, has made the following
observations upon the passage in Emerson to

which your correspondent refers :

M It is no disparagement of Mr. Emerson's learning to

remark in passing that the notion which be derives from
Grotios of tbe selections in the petitions in tbe Lonl'a

Prayer from tbe Rabbinical forms in u*e in tbe time of

Clmst, is one of those fancies wbicb melt away before the

light of larger information. The simple truth is that

there is a casual reeemblance between tbe addresv

Father,' witb the first two petitions and some miscel-

laneous paasages industriously fished up from tbe Talmud
and the Book Sohar, Imt the do** rutmttancet artfo^d
in Jtvi* prayer* vhich art not older than At middle

age*."

It is no mean argument, upon this question,
that the Jews themselves have never made any
claim which clashes with the general notion of

the originality of the Lord's Prayer. H. C. C.

William Marthall (2
04 S. viii. 431.) Some

account of William Marshall (engraver) and his

works will be found in
pages

74 78. of the fifth

vol. of Walpole'i Anecdote! of Painting, r . by

Dallaway, 5 vols. 8vo. London, 1828, and also in

Bryan't Dictionary of Painters and Engravert.
W.H.W.T.

Stratford Family (2-* S. viii. 376. 477.) Dr.

William Stratford, Commissary of the Archdem-

conry of Richmond, was born at Northnmj
1679, and was tbe nephew of Dr. Nicholas S

i'.ishop of Chester. At an early period
of

bis life the
bishop

seems to have

friended him, and afterwards made him hi* secre-

tary, in which office he was continued by Bishops
Dawcs and Gastrell. His relations!.

Hardwicke was perhaps not very close, nor are

any members of that family m
his numerous legatees. Philip Yorke of 1>

attorney-at- law (father of the Lord (

married Elizabeth, daughter and heiress of Richard
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Gibbon of Rolvenden,

daughter of Mr.
ent., by his wife, Deborah,
itratford. The precise de-

gree of relationship between the commissary and

the last-named lady has not been discovered.

See Notices of Dr. William Stratford in the Kev.
Canon Raines's Introduction to Bishop GastrcWs
Notitia Cestriensis, vol. ii. Part n. pp. liv. et seq.,

printed for the Chetham Society, 4to. 1850. The
editor names having in his possession many of Dr.
Stratford's unpublished letters, a copy of his

funeral sermon, and a privately printed account
of his extensive charities. F.

Death Warrants (2
nd S. viii. 433.) In answer to

your correspondent I have to state that it was not
the custom for the sovereign to sign death warrants.
Prisoners capitally convicted at the Old Bailey
were reported by the Recorder of London to the

sovereign in council, by whom each case was se-

parately considered, and in those instances where
the sovereign in council could not interfere, the
law was left to take its course, the Recorder after-

wards making out and signing and sealing the
warrant for execution. In all other instances where
the sovereign could interfere, the prisoners were
directed to be transported or imprisoned according
to circumstances.

A STATIST is reminded that it is the law which
condemns, but that the sovereign, being the foun-
tain of mercy, can interpose, by the advice of the

council, to save life.

This was the practice prior to 1837, but I have
been informed that when the Queen came to the
throne it was thought desirable to discontinue
these reports, cases sometimes arising that were
unfit to be reported to our youthful Queen.

Should your correspondent wish to see the form
of a death warrant I will furnish him, through
your columns, with a copy of one. J. SPEED D.

Sewardstone.

Seals (2
nd S. viii. 376.) The seal referred to

by ALIQUIS is the corporate seal of the ancient

borough of Hedon in Yorkshire. This seal,

although dated so recently as 1598, is no doubt
a renewal of a seal of a much older date.

The device, a ship, no doubt refers to the period
at which the town was incorporated, temp. Henry
II., which is confirmed by the fact that the seal

of the borough of Scarborough has a ship of a
similar form, with the addition of a watch tower;
the borough of Scarborough as well as Hedon
having received its first charter of incorporation
from King Henry II., and this is in all probability
the date of the ancient seal. The legend

" H. Ca-
mera Regiss" without doubt means " Hedon Regias
Camera," chambers of the king, or, in other words,
a king's port. This might be thought strange in

the present day, were it not clear from well-au-

thenticated evidence that Hedon was, before the

port of Hull was called into existence, a place of

considerable note. Leland, in his account of this

place, says
" The Towne hath yet greate privileges, with a Maire

and Bailives, but when it had in Edwarde the 3. dayes
many good Shippes and rich Merchaunts, now ther 'be

but a fewe Botes, and no Merchaunts of any Estima-
cion."

Camden also remarks
" It fell by the nearnesse of Hull, and by the silting up

of the Harbour is so sunk as to have scarce the least
traces of its former splendour."

G.R. P.

Registration without Baptism (2
nd S. viii. 469.)

It has never been the duty of clergymen of the
Church of England to act as registrars of births.

In some instances perhaps during the Common-
wealth and the Protectorates of Oliver and Richard

Cromwell, the parish minister may have been ap-
pointed also the parish registrar, but the two
offices were quite distinct, and if there are any
instances on record of both being held at the same
time by one person they are very rare. Of course
at any period from the establishment of parish

registers the clergyman has had the power to

make entries therein in addition to those which
he was legally bound to make. It is, therefore, not
at all uncommon, as many of your readers know,
to find events of local importance, such as battles,

floods, and high winds chronicled in their pages.
It is not surprising, therefore, now and then to

find that the minister has complied with the wish
of his dissenting parishioners by registering their

children's births. In most cases, however, the

clergymen have refused this courtesy, to the great
annoyance doubtless of the parents at the time,
and of genealogists at the present day.

I append an extract from the parish register of

Scotter, co. Lincoln. I have frequently met in

other registers with memoranda of similar pur-
port :

' 1665. Multi hoc anno in parochia nati sed non bap-
tizati, "per schismaticam Sacramenti Baptismatis dene-

gationem apud parentes suos ideoq; secundum EccHas
constitutionem non Registratum.

" Guilielmus Carrington, Rector Ecclia? ibid."

EDWARD PEACOCK.
Bottesford Manor, Brigg.

Heraldic Drawings and Engravings (2
nd S. viii.

471.) It is stated in most of the ordinary books
of reference that the tinctures in heraldry were
irst indicated by lines in the sixteenth century.
The invention is attributed to an Italian named
Petrasancta. EDWARD PEACOCK.

Rings, their Uses and Mottoes (2
nd S. viii. 329.)

The only book on this subject with which I am
acquainted is The History and Poetry of Finger

Rings, by Charles Edwards, Councillor at Law,
New York; Redfield, 110. 112. Nassau Street, New
York a most amusing volume, with numerous

llustrations, and containing a vast amount of in-
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formation. The following posies at* from rings
in the possession of James Mills, Esq., Norwich,
and raoj be of interest to GLWTSIU, and other
readers:-

My Jojrh consisteth in Hope."
"Quiwservisnulla"
-

1 desire to diunte (disarm)."
Knit in ODO bj Christ alone."

(Love undervalued may greater be.)"
'

ist is on an enamelled gold ring found in the
river Wonsum nt Norwich. O. W. W. M.

Male and Femalt Swam (2
1* 8. viii. 41 fi.) J.

F. inaj like to know that the swans on the Thames,
. \rere, early in the sixteenth century

VII), distinguished as " cocks
"

and
: the same century (Klira-

beth), as "cobbs" and "hens." See AimaU of
WimUor, vol. i. pp. 452, 453. J. E. DAVIS.
Temple.

HOTKS OH BOOKS, ETC.

A T)lctinn.iry <>f KnoliJi Etymohm. By Ilensleigh
Wedgwood, M.A., late Fellow of Chr. Col. Camb.
A J). (Trubner & Co.)

I*. rhaps there are no Queries so frequently started by
men of education, none which they are more fond of
lam tin 4 out, than those which relate to the steps by
which such and such a word comes to hare the meaning
in which it is actually found, what is the earliest source
to which it can be traced, and what are the cognate forms
ithor in our own or in related languages." The author

of the present work sees the solution of this inquiry in
the principle of imitation that is, when a word is made

ite or represent a sound characteristic of the ob-

ject it is intended to designate ; and he goes on to show
that the expression of ideas like endurance or continu-
ance, and even of silence itself, may be traced to an imi-
tative root; and thence he argues the po*>
pressing any other idea on the same principle.

-

the theory on which the present Dictionary is based, and
which is worked out in the etymologies of the various
words with considerable learning and ingenuity, and we
cannot doubt that the work willtnke an important place
among books illuMrativ.- of English Ktymology.

'or Rift* Fob****: tfctr Da*** PrMfass,
Tke General To/miser Act t liutntc&mi

for the formalin* of lota/ecr Rifle Corpt, amd Model
Xmle* amd Rtyulat**,. By A Clerk of Lieutcnn.

Though lovers of peace, or rather we should say be-
mu~ we are lovers of peace, and rejoice therefore in the
Volunteer Movement as a means to that great end. we

at a little volume which will be found especially
at this time ; for we have reason to believe that the
' has had peculiar facilities for making his work

naive as was oar notice of the various Christmas
Hooka, or books suit.-. I to the season, in our lat N
there are several to whU-h we have Mill to direct

tion; among others, Ulf the Mmtr* At /Vine**
/*-****, ey

Mr. trough (HouUton &
Wright),

will be a rare favourite with young bora. LoogfeJ-

low's Prose Work* illustrated by Birket Poster (Dean &^\ {mi* * good wonL ~ To Mr- Bentley we
' '

-

-
: v ... /

.

,, ,

"i .* "^ *dllf00 f lhe I *101 Nota o.
/
AeasT--

serial works we have to notice Messrs. I.unirman'a
'

/
' ',./'....< n ,..,-/ , '., .

Part IX. (7TW A*res)t and from f/wn. BouUedga,
'

A ,

'

gl announ th* cariotis c.

nn *iy watfc, entitle-l

"Bibhograplucal Recreations, in a Series of Notes relat-

ing to rare and curious Books and Manuscripts extracted
from the Catalogues of Robert Ilaniing Kvans Thomas
hvans, and Charles Kvans, embodying the experience of
those eminent Auctioneer* of Literary Property
Thirty-five Yean devoted to the Study of Bibliogrephy,
collected and arranged by Charles Evana/'-and which 'ia

a comprehensive record, in a form mot easy for reference,
of the various Literary Treasures which have passed
through the hands of the Messrs. Evans, giving the pricejl
produced at the auction, and the names of the purchasers,

was purchased by the British Museum.
In accordance with a wish expressed by the 1

COHSORT, when viewing the Aidiawlogkal
at Aberdeen, and which has been generally concurred hi
l.y tli.- public, the Committee of Mauagem.
published a Series of Photograph) from some of the moat
interesting of the Portraits there exhibited. Thee* are
executed by Mr. O. W. Wilson of Aberdeen, and are of
a high class as works of art, while they give an excellent
idea of the originals from which they are taken
cannot of course enumerate the subjects of this col!
which includes three of Mary Queen of Scots; but when
we consider the number (48), vari- : rest of
the Portrait*, and the security which Photography give*
for the f,,!,.liiy with which 'they are copied, we cannot
doubt that this patriotic scheme will be attende :

!'.: .-..: : n ..

BOOKS AND ODD YOU
WANTBD TO POMCHABS.

'o ArmcmM or Twn..4. Ito. I7W.

ro^vs^.^""" VoLI - - *
Wul*l by Mr. J. r<MMB. IS. MyftfeUm Plart, B.C.

$ottcr* to
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WESTERN
LIFE ASSURANCE AND
ANNUITY SOCIETY.

3. PARLIAMENT STREET, LONDON, S.W.

Founded A.D. 1842.

H. E. BicknelI.Esq.
T. S. Cocks, Esq.
Q. H. Drew, Esq. M.A.
W. Freeman, Esq.
F. Fuller, Esq.
J.

Directors.
E. Lucas, Esq.
F.B. Marson, Esq.
A. Robinson, Esq.
J.L. Seager.Esq.
J.B. White, Esq.

. H. Goodhart, Esq.

Physician W. R. Basham, M.D.
Bankers Messrs. Cocks, Biddulph.andCo.

Actuary. Arthur Scratchley, M.A.

VALUABLE PRIVILEGE.
POLICIES effected in this Office do not become void through tem-

porary difficulty in paying a Premium, as permission is given upon
application to suspend the payment at interest, according to the con-
ditions detailed in the Prospectus.
LOANS from lOOi. to 5001. granted on real or first-rate Personal

Attention is also invited to the rates of annuity granted to old lives,

for which ample security is provided by the capital of the Society.

Example : iOOl. cash paid down purchases An annuity of-
s. d.

10 4
12 3 1

14 16 3
13 11 10

Now ready, 10th Edition, price 7s. 6d., of

MR. SCRATCHLEY'S MANUAL, on
FRIENDLY SOCIETIES, with RULES, TABLES, and an EXPO-
SITION of the TRUE LAW OF SICKNESS.

SHAW & SONS, Fetter Lane ; and LAYTONS, 150. Fleet Street, E.C.

UNITED KINGDOM"
LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY,

No. 8. WATERLOO PLACE, PALL MALL, LONDON,
S.\V.

o to a male life aged 60)
65 (.Payable as long
70 f
75J

as he is alive.

The Funds or Property of the Company as at 31st Decem-

ber, 1858, amounted to 652,618/. 3s. IQd., invested in

Government or other approved securities.

THE HON. FRANCIS SCOTT, Chairman.

CHARLES BERWICK CURTIS, ESQ., Deputy-Chairman.

INVALID LIVES. Persons not in sound health may have their
lives insured at equitable rates.

ACCOMMODATION IN PAYMENT OF PREMIUMS. - Only one-
half of the Annual Premium, when the Insurance is for

life,
is

inquired to be paid for the first five years, simple interest being
charged on the balance. Such arrangement is equivalent TO AN

without the borrower having recourse to the unpleasant neces-
sity of procuring Sureties, or assigning and thereby parting with his

Policy, during the currency of the Loan, irrespective of the great
attendant expenses in such arrangements.

The above mode of insurance has been found most advantageous
when Policies have been required to cover monetary transac-
tions, or when incomes applicable for Insurance are at present
limited, as it only necessitates half the outlay formerly required
by other Companies before the present system was instituted by
this Office.

LOANS are granted likewise on real and personal Securities.

Forms of Proposal and every information afforded on application
to the Resident Director,

8. Waterloo Place, Pall Mall, London, S.W.
By order,

E. LENNOX BOYD, Resident Director.

B ENSON'S WATCHES.
" Perfection of mechanism." Morning Post.

Gold, 4 to 10f) guineas ; Silver, 2 to 50 guineas. Send 2 Stamps for
Benson's Illustrated Watch Pamphlet. Watches sent to all parts of
the World Free per Post.

33. and 34. LUDGATE HILL, London, E.C.

WOOD-ENGRAVING.
MR. GLLKS respect-

fully announces that he continues to execute every branch of
the Art in the best style, and at most reasonable charges. Labels, Show-
cards, and Trade Catalogues DESIGNED and PRINTED.

London : 21. ESSEX-STREET, STRAND, W.C.
*

consequence of such service.

rpHE LONDON ASSURANCE,
7. ROYAL EXCHANGE, 30. November, 1859.

The Corporation of the London Assurance give notice to parties whose
Lives are Assured in their Office, that no extra Premium will be charged
to them on Joining any Volunteer Corns for service in the United King-
dom, and that all Policies will be paid in full where death ensues in

JOHN LAURENCE, Secretary.

THE MUTUAL LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY,
(established A.D. 1834,) 39. King Street, Cheapside, E.C., London.

This is a purely Mutual Life Assurance Society, with a Capital of
350,0007. invested in Government and Real Securities, created entirely
by the steady accumulation of the Premiums, and all belonging to the
members. The assurances in force are 1,400,0002., and the income up-
wards of 60,000?. per annum.
No extra charge to assurers joining Volunteer Rifle, or Artillery Corps.

CHARLES INGALL, Actuary.
N.B. All Policies taken out on or before the 31st December, 1859, will

have the advantage of One Year in every Annual Bonus.

MARK YOUR LINEN with CULLETON'S
PATENT ELECTRO SILVER PLATES. The most easy,

prevents the ink spreading, and never washes out. Any person can use
them. Initial plate, Is. ; name plate, 2s. 6d. ; set of movable num-
bers, 2s. 6d. ; crest, 5s. with directions. Post free for stamps. Observe.
25. Cranbourn Street, Leicester Square, W. C.

pULLETON'S HERALDIC OFFICE and Ge-
\J nealogical Studio, for Tracing Family Arms, Pedigrees, and His-
tories of nearly every Family in the United Kingdom, America, &c. No
fee for search of arms ; plain sketch, 2s. 6d. ; in heraldic colours, 5s.

Tracing pedigree with original grant of arms, 10s T. CULLETON,
Genealogist, 25. Cranbourn Street, W. C. The studio and library open
daily.

pULLETON'S BOOK PLATES, with Arms, 10s.,
\J or crest plate, 5s. ; crest engraved on seal or ring, 7s. ; arms on
ditto, 24s. ; crest on steel die for stamping note-paper, 6s. 25. Cran-
bourn Street, W.C. N.B. Seal Engraver and Die Sinker to Her
Majesty and the Board of Trade.

pULLETON'S CARDS, Wedding, VisitingTand
\J Trade. A copper-plate engraved in any style, and 50 superfine
cards printed for 2s. Post Free. 25. Cranbourn Street, W.C.

pULLETON'S EMBOSSING PRESSES (Patent
V^ Lever) for stamping note paper with initials, crest, or name and
address, 15s., at 25. Cranbourn Street, W.C.

MEDAL LIQUID HAIR DYE.
ONLY ONE APPLICATION.

INSTANTANEOUS,
INDELIBLE,

HARMLESS,
and

SCENTLESS.
IN CASKS, POST FREE, 3s. 3d. &. 6s,, direct from E. F. LANGDALE'S
Laboratory, 72. Hatton Garden, London, E.C.

" Mr. Langdale's preparations are, to our mind, the most extra-
ordinary productions of modern chemistry." Illustrated London Jfews,
July 19, 1851.
A long and interesting report on the Products of E. F. Langdale'a

Laboratory, by a Special Scientific Commission from the Editor of the
Zancei.will be found in that Journal of Saturday, January 10th, 1857.A Copy will be forwarded for Two Stamps.

AGENTS WANTED.

PIESSE & LUBINS'S HUNGARY WATER.
This Scent stimulates the Memory and invigorates the

Brain.

2s. bottle ; ids. Case of Six.

PERFUMERY1 FACTORY,
2. NEW BOND STREET, W.

THE AQUARIUM. LLOYD'S DESCRIPTIVE
and ILLUSTRATED LIST of whatever relates to the AQUA-

RIUM, is now ready, price Is. ; or by Post for Fourteen Stamps. 128

Pages, and 87 Woodcuts.

W. ALFORD LLOYD, 19,20, and 20 A. Portland Road, Regent's
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NEW WEEKLY MAGAZINE
or

POLITICS, LEGISLATION, LITERATUHE,
SCIENCE, AND AKT.

THE
OLD-FASHIONED WEEKLY NEWS-

r.M'l I:, as regard* mere newt, i* Cut.being super-

seded by Abe Cheap Daily Frees in Town and Country,

and in consequence the long-established and intellec-

tual paper, THE LEADER, will, ON AND AFTER
SATURDAY, "TII JANUARY, initiate a NEW SERIES,
to be issued as

THE LEADER

SATURDAY"' ANALYST,
ORIGINAL ARTICLES AND ESSAYS,
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:nd*nce of thooht and

THE LEADER "
mill be i

r. and.H U hoped that the

etc nw, and the rabftltutlon of

A COPIOUS SET OF ORIGINAL ARTICLES,

will not be dl^teaelnt either to lUold Bubicriben or iu new

fjr.bstof nw.cT.inmed by the dally paper.. It I* anticipated that they
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d powerful eh>eM4ioo of the took,of the week.

No Exr* or labonr will be (pared la kaepinf tosether

A NUMEROUS STAFT

ABLE AND INFLUENTIAL WRITERS.

WHO Will AKAL1M AH nBTIKW AU. TUB IMPOIIT4M

LEGISLATIVE PROCEEDINGS,

POLITICAL EVENTS,
LITERARY PRODUCTIONS.

SCIENTIFIC MATTERS, aim

SOCIAL OCCURRENCES

i. riVEPENCB-STAMFXD. UJLHUNB.

e3su d. per ot.

a*ry Aaterdkty. A Friday Edith* for the

Krrnimy Mail*.

U far more explanatory than any dwcripUo. can be,

of the Fir* Number of Ike New Strtef, to be

SATURDAY, mm Tn or JANUARY.

Ornra-IS. CATHERINE STREET, LONDON, W.C.

THE ATHENAEUM.
attention of th Proprietor! hu been directed

'
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THE ATHEN>UM f

JOURNAL or LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AHD ART;
(Staaped to go FrM by rort. M.) eoaUlM t_

Reviews, with RxtrmrU, of every imporUnt New Bng-
lish Book, and of the more important Foreign Work.,

Report* of the Proceeding* of the Learned Societies'.

with AbetracU of Paper* of Interest.

Authentic Account* of Sckmtine Voyage* and Ei-
pcdittona.

Foreiarn Correspondence on j^bjlrti relating to

Literature, Science, and Art.

Criticisms on Art, with Critical Notices of Exhibi-

tions, Picture Collection*, New Print*. Ac.

Bfoalo and Drama, includinr Report* on the Opera,
Concert*. Theatre*. New Hu*ic, Ac. '

Biographical Wotlcea of Men distinguished in Li-

terature, Science, and Art.

Original Papers and Poems.

Weekly Oosalp.
Miscellanea, including all that U likely to interest tlic

informed.
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wader, however
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Office for Advertisement*,
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nOLBURITS NEW MONTHLY MAGAZ I M
\J Edited by W. HARRISON AINSWORTH. ESQ. .

CONTENTS for JANUARY. *
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NOTES AND QUERIES:
A MEDIUM OF INTER-COMMUNICATION

FOR

LITERARY MEN, ARTISTS, ANTIQUARIES, GENEALOGISTS, ETC,

" Wnen found, make a note of." CAPTAIN CUTTLE.

No. 209.] SATURDAY, DECEMBER 31. 1859. f Price Fourpence.
I Stamped Edition, 5<f.

BULL'S
LIBRARY for Works of HISTORY,

BIOGRAPHY, TRAVEL, RELIGION, POETRY, &c. Sub-
ecription One Guinea a year and upwards. The aim of this LiBrary is
to supply good standard Literature in place of the mere light Publica-
tions ordinarily supplied by Circulating Libraries. Prospectuses sent
Post Free on application. Also a List of Surplus Books now offered for
Sale at greatly reduced prices.-BULL'S LIBRARY, 19. Holies Street,
Cavendish Square, London, W.

\TOTICE OF REMOVAL. MR. J. H. DALLMEYER.

Telescoi
OPTICIAN, Son-in-Law, and sole Successor in the Astronomical
ape Department of the late MR. ANDREW ROSS, bees to an-

nounce that ho has removed fr
to No. 19. BLOOMSBURY

ie late MR. ANDREW ROSS, bees to an-
Ifrom "2. FEATHERSTONE BUILDINGS
STREET, W.C.

This Day, 12mo., price 3s. 6e?., choicely printed,

3G AND MAGOG; or, the History of the
^ GUILDHALL GIANTS, with some Account of the Giants which
maid English and Continental Cities. By FRED. WM. FAIR-
HOLT, ESQ., F.S.A. WITH ILLUSTRATIONS ON W^oup BY THE AUTHOR,
including a curious coloured representation of the Salisbury Giant.

London: JOHN CAMDEN HOTTEN, Piccadilly; and all Booksellers.

New Paper for the United Services and
Volunteer Corps.

On Saturday, January 7, 1860, will be published, price Gd. unstamped,
THE FIRST NUMBER OF THE

ARMY AND NAVY GAZETTE
JOURNAL OF THE MILITIA AND VOLUNTEER

FORCES:
The general arrangement and conduct of the Journal will be in the

hands
onV^H. RUSSELL, Esq.,LL.D., late Special Co, respondent of

The Subscription to the paper is 6s. 6rf. per quarter, or 26s. per annum,
payable in advance ; and the postage -uniformly irf. in the United
Kingdom, but wjnch if forwarded abroad varies according to the routeand destination - must in all cases be added to the remittance. Post
Office Orders to be made payable to JOSEPH SMITH.

OFFICE, 16. WELLINGTON STREET (NORTH), STRAND,
LONDON, W.C.

(Late "HOUSEHOLD WORDS" Office.) ,.

The Royal Society of Female musicians,
Established for the Relief of its distressed Members, under the

Patronage of

H. M. G. MAJESTY THE QUEEN.
THE COMMITTEE of this Charitable Institution, having frequent

applications for assistance from distressed female Musicians, Widows,
and relatives of Musicians who have no claim on them, and whose
appeals they are most reluctantly compelled to refuse, the funds of this
Society being ONLY APPLICABLE TO ITS PROFESSIONAL SUBSCRIBING MEM-
BERS fear the advantages are not sufficiently known, and beg to invite
the attention of the Musical Profession to the benefits to be derived from
this Society, namely, weekly assistance ill sickness, pensions when
necessitated, funeral expences, &c.

The Secretary will, on written application, be happy to forward in-
formation for the guidance of intending candidates.

THE COMMITTEE also most respectfully and earnestly solicit the
Nobility, Gentry, Amateurs, and others for their kind aid by Donations,
annual Subscriptions, &c. Ten Guineas at one payment constitutes a
Life Subscription. All honorary, annual, and life subscribers arc
entitled to tickets for the Society's Concerts.

By order,

13. Macclesfield Street, Soho, W.

TILACKWOOD'S MAGAZINE, for JANUARY
1) I860.

No.DXXXI. Priced. 6d.

;

St.Stephen'S._PartL
C =

' Norman Sinclair : An Autobiography. _ Part I.
Mr. Bull's Song_ The Sly Little Man.
The Elements of Drawing.

' The Last French Hero : being some Chapters of a very French Novel
not yet Published. _ By Alexandra Sue-Sand, Fils.

! The Luck of Ladysmede. - Part XL
, The Public Service.
Rambles at Random in the Southern States.
The Voyage of the " Fox "

in the Arctic Seas.

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD & SONS, Edinburgh and London.

ERASER'S MAGAZINE for JANUARY, 186&

CONTAINS :

Concerning Disappointment and Success. By A. K. H. B.
British Novelists _ Richardson. Miss Austen, Scott.

Essay towards a Solution of the Gold Question. By Professor J. E.
Cairnes. Second Paper.

The Shakespearian Discovery.
Holmby House. By G. J. Whyte Melville, Author of" Digby Grand."
Part XIII.

Conversations with Prince Metternich. By Major Noel.
Memoirs of Shelley. By T. L. Peacock. Second Paper.Two Life-Stories. By J. E. Jackson.
Wheat and Tares. A Tale. Part I.
The Literary Suburb of the Eighteenth Century. No. I.
Egypt and the Suez Canal.

London : JOHN W. PARKER & SON, West Strand, W.C.

SS851

8vo. 6s.

pENTLEY'S QUARTERLY EEVIEW.
No. IV.

Will be published on Monday,JANUARY 2.

CONTENTS:-
.

>ming Political Campaign,
rdnance Survey.

George Sand.
Modern English.
Domestic Architecture.
Ben Jonson.
Greek Literature.
John Stuart Mill on Liberty.
Lord Dundonald.

London: RICHARD BENTLEY, New Burlington Street, W.
Publisher in Ordinary to Her Majesty.

8vo. cloth boards,

A DICTIONARY of ENGLISH ETYMOLOGY.
\. By HENSLEIGH WEDGWOOD, Esq. Vol. I. embracing lettersA to D. 8vo. about 600 pages.

TRUBNER & CO., 60. Paternoster Row, B.C.

T. ANDREW'S HOME, GREAT YELDHAM.s
In the autumn of 1856 a farm-house, in the parish of Great Yeldham,

was partially repaired and opened for charitable purposes such as re-
covery from sickness, for servants out of place, &c., and for other bene-
volent work, as yet only in contemplation the housework being
chiefly done by a limited number of girls, who are thus trained for ser-
vice. The house has great capabilities, and the satisfactory results of
the short period in which its useful labours have been carried on show
how much more might be achieved could increased funds be obtained.
For this purpose, the Lady Superintendent earnestly solicits the prompt
ASSISTANCE of the benevolent.
Circulars will be forwarded, or money received, on application to the

Lady Superintendent, St. Andrew's Home, Great Yeldham, Halstead,
Essex.
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NEW AND STANDARD BOOKS.

This day, Fcap., 5s. morocco ; or, calfantique, 10s. 6d.

NIGHTINGALE VALLEY: a Collection of the

Choicest Lyrics and Short Poems in the English Language. Edited

by GIRALDUS.

Fourth Edition, fcap. 8vo. 5s.; morocco, 10s. 6d.,

LEGENDS AND LYRICS. By ADELAIDE ANNE
PROCTER.

" It possesses the merits of just thought and of natural fancy, and of

lan"ua"e always graceful and correct, while in some passages it may be

called felicitous. There is, perhaps, only one living poetess with whom
Miss Procter ought to fear competition.'

1
Saturday Review.

Now ready, a handsome Library Edition, in 2 Vols. 8vo., price U. Is. ;

antique calf or morocco, 11. 2s.,

MR. YEOWELL'S EDITION of the WORKS of
GEORGE HERBERT in PROSE and VERSE. With S. T. COLE-
RIDGE'S Notes and Life, byIZAAK WALTON. Revised, with
Additional Notes.

" On these volumes Mr. Whittingham has exercised all his typogra-
phical skill, while Mr. Yeowell has collated the texts with the early
copies, and so produced what may now fairly be considered the Stan-
dard Edition of George Herbert's Works." Notes and Queries.

Now ready, 8vo., halfmorocco, 14s., morocco, 21s., a New and
Improved Edition of

THE PICTORIAL BOOK OF ANCIENT
BALLAD POETRY, Traditional and Romantic. Chronologically
arranged, with Translations and Imitations. Edited by J. S.

MOORE.

WASHBOTJRNE'S CABINET EDITION'S.
3 Vols. small 8vo. cloth, 15s. j half-bound, 18s. ; calf, 28s. ; morocco, 30s.

PERCY'S RELIQUES OF ANCIENT ENGLISH
POETRY.

Also, uniform with the above, and at the same prices ,

ELLIS'S SPECIMENS OF EARLY ENGLISH
POETRY.

This day, Crown 8vo., 7s. 6d.

THREE MONTHS' REST AT PAU, in the
Winter and Spring of 1859. By JOHN ALTRAYD WITTIT-
TERLY.

" Mrs. Wittitterly forms and expresses an immense variety of opinions
on animmense variety of subjects." Nicholas Nickleby.

Shortly in Crown 8vo. dedicated to the Right Rev. the Lord Bishop of

THE GEM OF THORNEY ISLAND; or the

London Collegiate School.

Lately published, Two Vols., fcap. 8vo., 12s.,

MAUD BINGLEY. By FREDERICA GRAHAM.
" When we say that the best novels of Miss Austen and the best tales

of Miss Edgeworth cannot show more tact, more profound appreciation
of the human heart and worldly motives, more judicious analysis of
onnd temper and feeling, we consider we have given it just praise."
Literary Gazette.

Lately published, Two Vols., fcap. 8vo., 12s.

THE ROMANCE AND ITS HERO. By the
Author of

"
Magdalen Stafford."

"'
Magdalen Stafford

' has taught us to look eagerly for the author's
second work, and the ' Romance and its Hero' has not disappointed us.
Each of the characters is highly finished ; the ' Hero ' himself is made
to grow upon us most artistieally."^Jifon<AZ2/ Packet.

Just published, fcap. 2s. 6d.

THE ENGLISH CHURCHMAN'S SIGNAL
The Church of England "expects every man will do his duty."
By the Writer of" The Plain Word to the Wise in Heart."

" As a practical, thoroughly interesting, and sound exposition of a
Churchman's faith and worship, it cannot be too highly commended.
It is well got up. and the flags which constituted the actual signal from
the mast-head of ' The Victory,' are arranged in nautical form as a
frontispiece." Literary Churchman.

BELL & DALDY, 186. Fleet Street, London, E.G.

JUVENILE PRESENTS & PRIZES.

MRS. GATTY'S NEW CHRISTMAS BOOK.

THE HUMAN FACE DIVINE, and Other Tales.
Illustrated by CLARA S. LANE. Fcap. 3s. 6d.

ALSO, BY THE SAME POPULAR AUTHORESS,
1 . Legendary Tales, 6s.

2. The Fairy Godmothers, 2s. 6d.
3. Parables from Nature, 3s. 6d.
4. Parables. Part I., Is. 6d.

5. Parables. Part II., 2s.

6. Worlds not Realized, 2s.

7. Proverbs Illustrated, 2s.

8. The Poor Incumbent, Is.; cloth,

9. Aunt Judy's Tales, 3s. 6d.

" We should not be doing justice to the highest class ofjuvenile fic-

tion were we to omit, as particularly worthy of attenlion, at this season,
the whole series of Mrs. Gatly's admirable books. They are quite sui

generis, and deserve thewidest possible circulation." Literary Church-

5s. each ; Coloured, with Illustrations, 9s.

THE CHILDREN'S PICTURE-BOOK OF
GOOD and GREAT MEN. With Fifty Engravings.

THE CHILDREN'S BIBLE PICTURE-BOOK.
Written expressly for You ng People. Second Edition, with Eighty
Engravings.

THE CHILDREN'S PICTURE-BOOK OF
ENGLISH HISTORY. Written expressly for Young People.
With. Fifty Engravings.

Five Shillings each.

THE WHITE LADY and UNDINE. THE
Hon. C. L. LYTTELTON'S Translation of. Illustrated.

Gleam ofor, aMAGDALEN STAFFORD;
Sunshine on a Rainy Day.

THE WAYFARERS; or, Toil and Rest.
Mrs. P. M.LATHAM.

By

2s. 6d. each; or with Coloured Illustrations,
3s. 6d.

THE CHILDREN'S BOOK OF SCRIPTURE
PARABLES. Written in Simple Language, by the Rev. J.
ERSKINE CLARKE. With Sixteen Illustrations.

THE CHILDREN'S BUNYAN'S PILGRIM'S
PROGRESS. With Sixteen Illustrations.

REDFIELD ; or, a Visit to the Country. ILLUS-
TRATED BY ABSOLON.

THE LIFE of JOSEPH. Written in Simple
Language, by Mrs. M OTHERLY. With Sixteen Illustrations.

{.Shortly.

NURSERY POETRY. By Mrs. MOTHERLY.
Illustrated by S. C. LANE.

NURSERY TALES. By Mrs. MOTHERLY.
Illustrated by S. C. LAKE.

Half-a-Crown each.

THE LIFE of CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS,
in Short Words. By SARAH CROMPTON.

VOICES from the GREENWOOD. Adapted
from the Original. By LADY MAXWELL WALLACE. Hl8-
trated.

PRINCESS ILSE: a Legend. Translated from
the German. By LADY MAXWELL WALLACE. Illustrated.

THE WHITE LADY. Translated by the HON.
C. L. LYTTELTON. Illustrated.

UNDINE. Translated by the HON. C. L. LYT-
TELTON. Illustrated.

A POETRY BOOK FOR CHILDREN. With
Thirty-seven Illustrations by COPE, HELMSLET, PALMER, THOMAS
and WEIR.

Price 3s. 6d. with Eight Illustrations ,

POETRY FOR PLAY-HOURS. By GERDA FAT.

BELL & DALDY, 186. Fleet Street, London, B.C.
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ARCHITECTURAL PHOTOGRAPHIC
ASSOCIATION.

9. CONht II MI:: i.T, W.

WILLIAM TITB, I*.. M.P.. FJLi.

SYDNEY SMIRK E. EQ.. B.A.
WILLIAM TITK, L*t ,M.l'.,

EDWARD FA IfSON,

\\JUUm Lfehtlr. Jan., EJQ-. O. Bedford Row, WXX
CWvlor.

Mr. Henry Moody.

Me*ut. Ilanker.

MR. BENTLEY'S
NEW IT I;LK \VTIONS.

LORD DUNDONALD'S AUTOBIOGRAPHY.
Vol.L (Coaiplclc In Two). ro. It*.

hilt
1

!

*"'
*'. i ftSLfti*

*IU| Colltocwood
'
iLMea' * *" mral

^^^^^HTC!iMt lulf <m UM pry fcr tw. Ilbrntd-
mlnlric cnauibatftw to Uw Ural hi*>ry of CacUod."- tficctator.

DIARIES AND CORRESPONDENCE OF
THE RIGHT HON. GEORGE ROSE.

Edited by the Her. I.EVE5ON VERNO.V IIARCut UT. S VoU. tm.

as
in.

SAY AND SEAL.
The New Work by the Author of "

will be publbbed linnu.I.icl . ai
'

-
ft*., and ai a limp 1'

- WUt Wide W

THE SHAKSFEAKE OUESTION.

HISTORICAL PORTRAITS,

^

A SERIES OF PHOTOGRAPHS, taken from

PBOTOGBAPH1C
PLEASDBBS. By CUTH-

..-T B.M. With ^ UuBoroue DwtfM. Prioi U. la Uue cloth
.!.....

1 TIT i 111

J. C.

-.....:..

V.

UNDERCURRENTS OVERLOOKED.
B> the Author of

- Fkakh Inlcriow." I VoU. [Jmt K< aJf.

QUITS!
By U*AuUir of - TTw Initial*." New Edition. Crown ro, with an

THE LIFE OF OLIVER CROMWELL.
BrM.Gl'lZOT. New Editioo. Crown ro. te. [JMl/h**.

VIM.
NSW VOLUME OF "BENTLEV8 STAN! >A III > NOVELS."

TRUTH ANSWERS BEST ; or, JEAN and
NICOLETTE.

WOMEN ARTISTS 'OF ALL AGES AND
COUNTRIES.

B> Mr*. E. F. ET.r.ET. Author of Tlauiir Weeaen of the Wert.-

wu pwilirely wanted, tad U replete with

THE GREAT TRIBULATION ; or, THINGS
COMING ON THE EARTH

i!

'

:.: \ M OMMXHO > A1 -.:!-
Tkt MOM )oqstaad MMrly T *U Dr.

HEW WORK BY THE AllllOK or "MARY POWELL."

THE STORY OF ITALY.
By 0* Author of- Mary Puw.ll." Cror* ro. -.

roTIUl/
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N". 209. CONTENTS.
NOTES: -Archbishop Leighton's Works, 525.

SIIAKSPEARJANA: Passage in "Measure for Measure" Mr. W. II.

Shakspeare's Sonnets Portrait of Shakspearc Baccare Fap
Shakspeare and English Lexicography Gallimawfry, 527.

The Destruction of Records during the Revolution, as affecting the
Titles of the French Noblesse, by J. Macray, 526 Names of Num-
bers, and the Hand, 52<J.

MIXOR NOTES :_ Singular Advertisement Memoranda concerning
the Seasons" Familiarity breeds contempt "The " Breeches " Edi-
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Notes on Books, &c.

ARCHBISHOP IJEIGHTON'S WORKS.

(Concludedfrom p. 509.)

In llie passages referred to, and in very many
others, Leighton contrasts bare Knowledge with

Love, and shows that in Christianity or True
Philosophy both are reconciled, and united in

Possession of God. In illustration of this, I can-
not refrain from quoting part of a noble " Dis-
course concerning the Love of God," which oc-

curs in that curious Allegorical and Platonical

Romance of Dr. Ingelo's viz. Bentivolio and
Urania. Third ed. Lond. 1673, folio :

"Divine Love is the Exaltation of Human Nature to

the top of all possible perfection ;
the Soul raised to the

possession of its utmost Felicity. By celestial Love we
receive the fruition of our chief Good. Whilst the Soul
is enamoured with God, it exercisetli its most' noble Fa-

culty upon the best Object . . .

^" Love is admitted to a nearer approach to God than

Knowledge, and by the liberty of that access is demon-
strated to be a more Sacred thing. Knowledge is but a
look upon God at a distance, which is allowed to such as
are far enough removed from all Glory ; but Love is an
Union with Him. Love takes it for its definition, to be
the Union of the Lover with the Object loved. Holy
Love ties up the Life of the Soul in God, with the perfect
Bond of celestial Amity, and it knows no death or de-

struction, but separation from its beloved God, nor can
endure to be absent from Him. And as He alwaies loves

again (for His Love is a great part of His Goodness), or
rather continues His Love, by which this affection was
first produced in the Soul, they cleave together by the
close inhesions of Keciprocal Affection. He that dwells in

Love, dwells in God, and He in him, by a mutual inhabita-
tion ; for God is Love. . . .

" But how far short doth Knowledge come of such a
Blisse? Where Knowledge ends, Love begins, perceiv-
ing it hath gone but a little way. What is it barely to

discover that there is such a thing as God? or philoso-
phically to contemplate His natural Perfections ? What
am I the richer for understanding that there are Silver
Mines in the Indies? What the Mind understands only
by Knowledge, the Soul enjoys by Love, and so is made

"Love appears to be the Exaltation of Knowledge,
from which, if it were separated, it would be discharged
by Mankind as a thing of no use, or else mischievously
applicable." Pt I. pp. 161-163.

Cf. also one of the choicest works of a Mind in

many ways very congenial with Leighton's, viz.

A Treatise of Knowledge and Love Compared. By
Richard Baxter: Lond. 1689, sm. 4to.

Christianity, the True Philosophy, Leighton, vol.

iv. pp. 340. 349. This is the subject of the great
work Coleridge projected and always had in mind.

Thro
1

Controversy, Philosophy has become Phi-

lology^ (or, as we would now say, Logomachy} ;

and Theology has become Morology, iv. 378.; cf. p.
356. I met with the same antithesis the other

day in an old writer, but have lost the reference ;

however, Cotton Mather uses it in his learned
Munductio ad Ministerium, and employs the word
Morosophy as well as Morology. By the way, I

may here observe that when Mr. Pearson says"
Leighton never affects a concise sententiousness.

He is perfectly free from that trick of Antithesis,
which hit the vicious taste of the day," p. clx.

;
it

is true that
he^has no affected Sententiousness, or

false Antithesis
;
at the same time it is also true

that Leighton's style is often peculiarly terse and
aphoristic as well as antithetical. Take, for in-

stance, the following beautiful Antithesis :
" We

are here inter peritura pcrituri ; the things are

passing which we enjoy, and we are passing who
enjoy them," vol. i. p. 41.

Leighton, with all the force of his practical and
truthful nature, mistrusted and disliked all barren

Philosophy, and all Knowledge merely verbal or
mental. He has some very striking and valuable
exhortations on this point :

"In Discourse seek not so much either to vent thy
Knowledge, or to increase it, as to know more spiritually
and effectually what thou dost know. And in this those
mean despised Truths, that every one thinks he is suffi-

ciently seen in, will have a new sweetness and use in

them, which thou didst not so well perceive before (for
these Flowers cannot be sucked dry), and in this humble
sincere way thou shalt grow in Grace and in Knowledge
too." Comment on St. Peter, iii. 10., vol. ii. pp. 109-110.

" Christians should be trading one with another in spiri-
tual things; and he, surely, who faithfully uses most, re-

ceives most. This is comprehended under that word : To
him that hath (i. e. possesses activeh" and usefully) shall

be given ; and from him that hath not (i. e. uses not), shall

be taken away even that which he hath, Matt. xxv. 29."

Ib. eh. iv. 10.
; vol. ii. p. 347.

Cf. also vol. ii. pp. 562. 601-602.
;
vol. i. 220.

Coleridge gives the first passage in Moral and

Religious Aphorisms, Aph. xxxiv. p. 82.; but it is

rather misplaced, for the first three Aphorisms in

the Aids to Reflection were evidently founded on

it, and on the parallel passages I have referred to.
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Cf. also a remark which. Fenelon makes to a

disciple of his who
requested

his spiritual counsel :

know a great deal more than you practise,
and have ranch less occasion for new lights than
to follow those you have already received." *

I may refer also to Baxter's Treatite of Know-
ledge ami Love, p. 158., et pauim.
Mr.

Helps,
I think, somewhere observes that

earnest thinkers love to repeat and reproduce
certain leading truths and favourite thoughts which

they have made their own. One of Leighton's
was the Scholastic Aphorism, Quieqmd ncipilur,
recipitur ad mnrfnai recipientit :

"A Christian acts and speaks, not according to what
others are towards him. bat according to what he is

through the grace and Spirit of God in him; as they say,
rtfiptur, rtcipUttr ad modum recipient : The| imfjumj, rrfifeumr uu mouium rcciuiemil : 1 lie

things are differently received, and work differently,
according to the nature and way of that which receives
them." Comment on 9t. Pet y3.

Coleridge does not quote this, but he has an
apposite remark of his own :

"
Q*antmm MONK* tcimtu. That which we find within

oansjves,
which is more than ourselves, and yet the

ground of whatever is good and permanent then :

substance and life of all other Knowledge." Aid*.

Mr. Payne, in a remarkable preface which lie

prefixed to his edition of the Imitation of Chritt,
makes the following quotation, but does not give
his author f :

- The Measure of oar Life is the Measure of our Know-
ledge: and as the Spirit of our Life worketb, so the
Spirit of our Understanding conceivetb." 1'. _ I.

Another favourite Aphorism of Leighton's was
the saying of Pythagoras : Svmma Rcligioni* imi-
tori quern colu. It occurs vol. i. p. 1 19. ; ii. 272.;

'. 410. ; iv. 130. 31)3. I shall make but one
citation :

" The chief study of a Christian, and the very thing
that makes him

iv. 1, voL ii. p. 271

Cf. vol. iv. pp. 291.317.:

Where can I find the story of the young and
enthusiastic Platonist referred to by Leight
-It was. a strange power of Plato's Discourse of the

Soul's Immortality, that moved a vomng man upon read-
ing it, to throw himself into the Sea, that be raiirht lean
through it to that Immortality." Cow. fit./W iL 2'

voLiLp.85.

Compare Plato's no- ,

) w ; th
Wordsworth's well-known lines in Laodamta.
On Human Merit, Leighton well observes :

The more ancient writers, when they used the word
Merit,.mean

notki^ by it bt a certain *r+* to that
reward which God both promises and bentows of mere
grace and I- 5ft on Pa, CXJCA', vol U.

| p. 588. Cf. Hooker, Sera. II. f 21. Cf. Leighton, vol. i.

!'
-

'

With regard to Leighton's language, Coleridge
says that the onlv vulgaris;:
he met with in toe Arcbbiriop's Work* occur, in
the Exhortation before the Communion : "Ask
yourselves, therefore, what you would be a*," Ac.
(.Lect. xxiv. vol. iv. p. 343.) But Coleridge for-

;
got that these are not Leighton's words, only a
translation of his words. I have not the Latin
original at hand.

Leighton uses a curious phrase to express in-

sincerity or mere conventionalism, viz. "

holy-water" :

44 Those expressions must be cordial and sincere, not
like what you call comrt holy-water, in which then is

nothing else bat falsehood, or vanity at the beet"- VoL i.

! Mi

It occurs also at p. 345., and in voL ii. p. 41&
With regard to Preientony, my query as to

whether it be an Jhra Ary<fyror remains unan-
swered. However, I can bring forward an an-
alogous word, viz. Momentary:

" Momentany
perswasions" is a phrase which occurs in Dr.
Ingelo's work above quoted (Part i. p. 162.)

I beg to thank MB. PKABSOH for his kind and
courteous reply (p. 150.), and regret
excellent Memoir he did not disclaim having any-
thing to do with the editing of the edition which
goes bv his name, and thus prevent mistake.
The value of his elegantly-written Memoir gives
sale and currency to an extremely bad edition

was also a general maxim with the followers of IMato."
TheoL '--' '

Another favourite Maxim was that of St. Gre-

gory Nazianzcn :
" Either teach none, or let your

Kfe teach too." (Vol. ii. Pp . :,7. 155. 411.)

*
Quoted by lira. Kelt v, who adds some excellent re-

marluL-.rai/j, M9 ItJat^ 3rd ed. Load. 1868, pp.
.'i .'.

IN Tnne Booh: By That.

ffeaM V/ ,\*tm. arf^mmn, ao uaiav glintt pp.

.
but I soon got tired. However, I semi

a few which I noted :

Vol. i., "illusion" for allutio*, p. 1 1 1 .
; "hatred"

lor hnted, p. 223.

Vol. ii., "decree" for ilecere, p. f>5. ; "gracing
grace" for decoring grace, p. 6< 7

127.) ;

-
Similu.le

W
for similitud

i ner's flesh," query trencht f

p. 22.
; "liberty

Vol. iv., "chance <.: .nee <>r, p 316. ;

*'

piece" for peace, p. 1 r pre-
en**, p. 424.; -

| Mobriety, i
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Life and Passion" for Christ's holy, cruci/ied Life
and Passion, p. 427. ;

"
foil" for fall, p. 97. ; "se-

crenat" for serenat, p. 41.

Another library edition published by Duncan,
4 vols. 8vo., appeared in 1830

;
but if it were a

new edition, it was I should say a mere reprint, like

all the succeeding editions.

When a new Edition of Leighton appears, I

trust it will have a good Index, running titles,

and every mechanical help necessary to make his

Works what they are not now and that is, easy

of reference. For instance, in tlie Com. on St.

Peter the chapter and verse ought to be given at

the head of every page.

Coleridge* would have rejoiced had he met with

MR.WOGAN'S edition of the Eighteen Sermons,Uiv-

ington, 1745. I ought to mention the Subjects,
Notes or Essays in the Appendix. They are :

I. Of Justification and Sanctifaation. II. Of In-

defectibility, or Final Perseverance. III. Of Re-

generation. IV. Of being in God, in Christ. V.

Of Mortification and Vivification. VI. Of Elec-

tion. VII. Of Assurance. EIRIONNACH.

SHAKSPEARIANA.

Passage in " Measure for Measure." I hope
you will be so kind as to insert the following lines

in " N. & Q." if you find them worth printing :

" How may likeness, made in crimes,

Making practice on the times."

Measurefor Measure, Act III. Sc. 2.

Even Dyce finds it hopeless to ascertain what
the poet really wrote (Dyce's Skak., i. 344.).

I do not know whether I could not relieve this

hope by proposing the alteration of one letter,
and the adoption of Malone's conjecture :

" How may likeness, mate in crimes,

Mocking practice on the times."

F. A. LEO.
Berlin, Dec. 1859.

Mr. W. H. Shakespeare's Sonnets. Some time

ago I read, in what book I forget, an able advo-

cacy of the claims of Lord Southampton, or Lord
Pembroke (I forget which), based on the circum-
stance that his heraldic motto occurs twice in

Shakspeare's Sonnets. I should be obliged to any
of your correspondents who would either refer
me to a book or article containing such an argu-
ment, or to the Sonnets in which the motto occurs.
I remember distinctly that the two lines cited are
not verbatim alike. CLAMMILD.
Athenaeum Club.

*
Coleridge, in accordance with the desultory nature

of his Aids to Reflection, makes no mention whatsoever
of Leighton in his Preface. However, some nptice of

Leighton and the connexion between the Aids and his

Works, may be found at pp. 51. 108. 117. 124. of the sixth
edition.

Portrait of Shakspeare (2
nd S. viii. 284.)

ARTHUR PAGET (Cranmore) mentions a supposed
portrait of Shakspeare at Weymouth. I have seen
the picture at the library referred to, and felt

much interested in the same, having heard the
Chandos portrait pronounced spurious. The por-
trait at Weymouth appears to have been taken
when Shakspeare was about twenty-seven or

twenty-eight years of age ;
and from the opinions

of art critics in the possession of the owner, it

also appears to be an undoubted work of Zuc-
chero's. It must be remembered that Zucchero
visited England at the time Shakspeare was a

great favourite of Elizabeth's, for the purpose of

painting Elizabeth and her court, and, in all pro-
bability, painted Shakspeare at the same time.
The Weymouth picture agrees in every particular
with a portrait described by Sir Joshua Reynolds,
who says in one of his Lectures :

" I have lately seen in a private collection at Bath a
portrait of Shakspeare, painted by Zucchero by com-
mand of Elizabeth. It is a small picture on panel, and
has the name of the immortal bard on the right hand
side of the head. It consists of the head and neck-ruff

only, and there can be no doubt as to its originality."

Sir Joshua was much interested in everything
Shakspearian, arid undertook to paint three pic-
tures for Alderman Boydell's magnificent edition

of Shakspeare -" Macbeth and the Witches,"
"
Puck," and " The Death of Cardinal Beaufort.

1 '

"Puck" became the property of the late poet
Rogers, and was purchased at the sale of his col-

lection by the late Lord Fitzwilliam.

H. SINCLAIR.
Manchester.

Baccare (2
nd S. vii. 124.) A. A. seems to

imagine that this word is purely Shaksperian, or
he would scarcely express a belief that " Shak-

speare never would have coined such a word."
The common meaning "stand back, or go back,"
is, I think, evidently the true one. In Heywood's
Epigrams on Proverbs, A. A. would find

"194. Of Mortimer's sow.
"
Backare, quoth Mortimer to his sow,
Went that sow bach at that bidding trow you?"

Two more versions of this epigram, and a refer-

ence to the word in his poem on Proverbs (chap,
xi.), would lead us to suppose the word was in

common us,e in Heywood's time.

As to the meaning of the word compare the use
of it by Lyly, Mydas, Act I. Sc. 2. (1592) :

' Lie. Thou servest Mellacrites, and I his daughter;
which is the better man ?

Pet. The masculine gender is more worthy than the
feminine. Therefore, Licio, backare."

Again, in Sir John Grange's Golden Aphroditis,
1577 :

! Yet wrested he so his effeminate bande to the siege
of backwarde affection, that bothe trumpe and drumme
sounded nothing for their larum, but Baccare, Baccare."
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This word occurs, too, in Ililf Roister Dottier,
Act I. Sc. 2. ; and in an ancient interlude of the

repentance of Mary Magdalene, 1567. A I

derivation it is merely an English word with a

Latinised termination, witness the second of Iley-
wood's epigrams on the word.

BocAorf, quoth Mortimer to his sow, see

Mortimer's sow speakelh as good latyn as bee."

Why will not people take the trouble of con-

sulting contemporary literature before adding to

the already sulficienily copious store of literary

guesses,
which have nothing but their novelty and

ingenuity to recommend them ? LIBTA.

Fap (2
M S. viii. 285.) In old English, the

letter/ occasionally takes the place of v. Thus
wots, wine-vats, were in Shakspeare's time fats,

trine-fats. I would accordingly suggest that fap
is equivalent to vap. Vappa signifies in Latin,
not only poor wine, but a weak character, a silly

fellow, especially a spendthrift, one who, when he
has got money, cannot keep it. So Horace,

" Xon ego avarnm
Cum veto te fieri, rxippam jubeo :

"

where vappa is evidently opposed to anants.

This meaning will well accord with the passage
cited by your correspondent from the Merry
Wives of Windsor. " The gentleman had drunk
himself out of his five sentences. . . . And being ,

vap, was, as they say, cashiered." Both vap (or
[

fap), and cashiered, may here be viewed as cant !

terms, employed by Hln,Y\\u\[A\ professionally. The
gentleman had drunk himself into such a state

that he became very lavish, and in consequence
was

stripped
of his property : a delicate way of

saying that, having become inebriated, he could
not take care of his cash, and so was lightened
of it.

Med.L. tappa (vcndere vinuro ad tappam), Ang.
tap; so cappa, cap; sappa (of a

besieged place),

sap; L. mappa, Med. L. mappa n.undi, nuip. In
like manner vappa, vap; whence fap.

In the more general sense of vappa, cf. waned,
stupified ;

" I'm wan'd to dead a'most." Moor's

Suffolk Words and Phrases, 1823. TUOMAS BOYS.

Shakspeare and English Lexicography (2
-

S. viii.

2M4.) As a storehouse of that species of criti-

cism indicated by Mommsen as likely to be pro-
ductive of the most satisfactory results in restoring
tl..- true text of

Sbakspeare and elucidating his

meaning, permit me to invite attention to ;.

man periodical, begun in 1840, and devoted to

modern languages and literature the Archie

fSr daw Asms* der nettrrcn Sprachen **d Litera-

turen, now extending to twenty- five volumes 8
vp.

In this work will be found a vast body of criti-

by learned and industrious German profes-

sors and others, manv of whom have res ,

.dish language :

literature an object of the most careful study;
Shakspeare above all absorbing an att.-ntion which
shows how deep a hold he has on the German
and affections. MB. COLEBIDGB and his generous
brother-band of helpers, in compiling a great new

-1. dictionary, will also find in

valuable materials towards assisting them i-.

lisli lexicography, evincing a wide acquaintance
with English literature, and chiefly devoted to an
explanation of the more difficult and obscure
words nnd phrases, including Americanisms.

.'UN MACBAT.
Oxford.

CaUimavfry (2
nd S. viii. 285.) In

in the Merry Wives of Windsor, quoted by your
correspondent,

" He loves thy gallimawfrv ; Ford, perpend !
*

is not the common reading thy obviously a mis-
take for a f Thus :

" He loves a gallimawfry ; Ford, perpend !
H

That if, Sir John is not particular, but loves a
medley, all fish that come to his net, young or
old, married or unmarried. The ordinary r

is nonsense. BntOBVl
A galimafrue is a ragout made up of the rem-

nants and scraps of the larder. " A ho-

(hochrpol) GaliraafrcV says Bescberelte, was a
t given to a mountebank on the tn'-teaiix

of the Boulevard du Tempi ,
who by his dr< .

endeavoured to attract the crow
des Funambules, and whose name has since be-
come a proverb, and denotes a buffoon and a
charlatan. Cf. Bescherelle, under "

Galimatias.*

R. S. CUABNOCK.

TIIK DESTBDCTIOK OF BBCOBD8 DURING TIIB UK-
VOLUTION, AS ArrBCTISG TUB TITLES OF TUB
FBBNCU TIOnLBSSB.

The recent inquiry by the French government
into the alleged assumption of titles :

individuals who have no just claim t

the strict regulations thereupon established by a
t College of Arm.% arc a striking proof of

the disorganised state of society in Franco, and
of the confusion created in it by the abolition at the

great Revolution of titles of hereditary ran!

the destruction of documentary proofs of nobility.
What a state of misery won! it

'

t he-

descendants of the ancient nobility were to com-
municate to the WIT! 1 the sad story of the vi-

cissitudes of their illi. ;*es,' and

spoliations endured by them from
until the neriod of tfn- r.-toration <>!

bons. Indeed this in part has been done in many
volumes of Aftmoires. In the biography of the
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Abbe Ameilhon, who was librarian of the Ville

de Paris and of the Arsenal for more than half a

century, and who died in 1811, we read that he

acted a conspicuous part in the destruction of the

titles of the nobility during the reign of terror.

In his capacity as Commissioner for the examina-

tion of such titles he wrote, on the 24th of Janu-

ary, 1793, as follows to the Attorney-general and

Syndic of the department of Paris :

" I am instructed to inform you that the commis-
sioners appointed for the examination of the titles of the

Cabinet Orders of the ci-devant King, deposited at the

national library, are ready to transmit to the Commis-
sioners of the department about 270 vols. and boxes, which

still remain to be destroyed. It is for the Directory to ap-

point the day most convenient for the burning, of which
the public should be informed by means of placards," &c.

On Feb. 14, Ameilhon wrote to the same
official :

" I now send you a statement of the various articles

which are still in the depot of the quondam Orders of the

ci-devant King, and which should form the materials for

a final burning. I am, with sentiments of republican

fraternitj', &c. AMEILHON."

Here follows a list of the various articles which

remain to be burned :

" 128 vols. bound, and 3-i boxes containing documents
and titles for the ci-devant Order of the Holy Ghost, and
others of the late King; 2 vols. of coats of arms for the

said Orders ; 34 vols. of papers and original titles which
served to draw up the Armorial General de France ; 1G6

vols. of the collection styled Collection de Le Laboureur ;

2 vols. of letters of nobility and of pardon ; 15 vols. con-

taining Vouchers for the Order of St. Lazarus, and for

entering the Military Schools, together with a box fitted

Avith similar documents for admission into the ci-devant

noble Chapters. It results from these original documents,
that Ameilhon concurred in and presided over the burn-

ing of 652 vols., boxes, and cases, which ought to have
been preserved in the national library, where they had
been deposited. This act of Vandalism, directed by an
historian (for Ameilhon's works prove him to have been
a man of considerable learning and research), is an irre-

parable loss for history, while it could not avail to retard

the creation of a new order of nobility and the return of

the old at the restoration."

This is but a small portion of the details relat-

ing to the destruction perpetrated by one man in

one city the capital of France. What, then,
must have been the havoc committed throughout
the whole kingdom ? In the lack of evidence as

to pedigrees, it can hardly be a matter of surprise
that false claimants should arise, and pretend to

be the inheritors of rank and title, the true owners
of which have been engulphed in the whirlpool of

revolution. J. MACRAY.

NAMES OF NUMBERS, AND THE HAND.

Bosworth, or rather authorities cited by him,
derive ten from the Mces.-Got. tai hund, the

hands. If this be correct, this English word ten

must have existed, in some primeval tongue, be-

fore the Greek or Latin language was spoken.
This appears from the number of words in those

languages which have ten for their root : such as

teneo, tendo, KTCIVW, &c., all referring to hand. It is

probable also, for the same reasons, that hand be-

longed to some primeval tongue. Prehendo con-
tains it. And Whiter has noticed its existence in

the jueAcwSeToi/ |j<os of Homer, the black-handled
sword. From some early tongue also the Celtic

has its deic ten: hence the Greek Se/ca, and the
Latin decem. But that deic is the first syllable of

tiaicrvXus and digitus will scarcely be doubted
when we observe it in such words as 8;a-u/xi, in

the old deicere for dicere, to point out, and most

probably in dexter and index. But not only
words denoting ten, those also signifying Jive,

twenty, and a hundred, appear to me to have one
common root in hand. The affinity between ire^Tre,

quinque, the Mces.-Got.^/z/, the German funf, &c.,
has been often noticed. Now I suspect that we
have allied to these the English words finger,

fan^,
and fin, the A.-S. J'anger, to hold, the

Latin Jingo ; and, moreover, the English wing,
if it be allowed that win and gain are the same
word. I am strengthened in this opinion from
another consideration : the Welsh pump, five, and
the Persian pung, admitted to belong to the above

family of words, show an interchange of p withy.
Now the Persian penje, the fist, is doubtless allied

to pung ; and cognate with these are the Latin

pugnus, the Greek TTU, the French poing, the Por-

tuguese punlio, &c., all referring to hand.

The word hundred, Bosworth derives from the

Moes.-Got, hund, the hands; and in analogy with

this is the derivation of the Latin centum, which

appears to have originated in some of the above

words. The interchange of p with c is not with-

out authority. The Oscan pitpit was the Latin.

quidquid, where q has the sound of c hard. But
more to my purpose, the Etruscan ewer was the

Latin puer. And Mr. Guest has shown, in the

Phil. Soc. Proceedings (vol. Hi.), that in some
branches of the Celtic this interchange prevails
to a remarkable extent. It is, therefore, possible

that the c in cent may be the p m pung. I believe

it is capable of proof that in other tongues, as we I

as our own, the habit prevailed o ^adding d or t

derived words ending in n. The t, therefore, in.

cent may be non-radical: moreover, the cent of

the Latin is the cant of the Celtic ; and that this

word is connected with hand I infer from the

Port, canhato, left-handed. I am confirmed in

this opinion when I see that the French gant, the

Italian guaiiio, the English gauntlet all referrin

to hand differ from cant only in the substitution

of g for c, a change which appears in vigesimus
for viccsimus. Is it not then very probable that

cant, centum, the Old Eng. hent, as well as the

above pung, fang, funger, gant, &c., are all vary-

ing forms of one primitive word signifying
the
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The word twenty appears in the A.-S.
the two hands.

Let u*, however, consider the Greek nnd
limns. It has been remarked that words expres-
sive of definite numbers were first used indefi-

nitely. Of this nvpuu is an instance, whi.-h is

often employed to designate simply a great num-
ber. But language mu*t find words for fixed

amounts; and to accomplish this, in remote times,
the won! for the common symbol of number,
namely, the hand, became slightly varied, to de-

signate different numbers, as we see in our word

f.mr from jflmcfr. We may, therefore, expect to

find similarity depending on affinity between many
word- different numerical amounts. I

cannot indeed affirm that xr<, or as it is found
IWOT< and JKoroy, were ever the same word ; but

1 do believe that *ur<m, or rather its digammatcd
form fweart, and the Celtic Jtchad, twenty, are re-

lated. Now the Port, figa, a fist, is probably
related to this : so is vigevimtis=mcfsimwi, coming
from rifinti. But the ri in this word is the bi

from bini, as is seen in its old form, biginti. Is it

not then probable that viginti and ducenti were

originally the same word? as also, though less

clearly, crri and terror
; and, moreover, that at

least the Latin forms had their origin in the bi

gants, the two hands ?

I submit with diffidence the following Queries
for the consideration of better etymologists. Sup-
posing that I am correct in the above, may not
varra belong to the class of words here given ;

and may not its original meaning hare been a

great number f And if so, does not this word ap-
pear in the ant, ent, and wit, of the third person
plural in the Greek, Latin, and some other lan-

guages? In the Welsh it is gvnt. Docs not

canto, to sing, come from the above cant f 1 think
it does, from the fact that a very early applica-

f arithmetic was not to . d., but to the
science of music, and that musical notes were
called mtmeri. Again, the Latin anniu, and the
Celtic ainne, a ring or circle, are no doubt related.

Does not Diana then come from the Celtic dia

**, the goddess of the circle or full moon ; and
does not Hecate, the same goddess, presiding
over the crescent moon, come from a feminine
form of Hecaton, a hundred, whose symbol is the
crescent C ? J. p.
Dominica.

JBiiior flute*.

Singular Advertitement.
" \vi,. r. i ^n Samuel Medland, of the Hon. Col.

Howard'^ H. .., t in Ireland, stands
with the Harder of Edward We* on the 20th

day of Janu SAMUEL MBUIJUID.H

araaty JommaL

Memoranda concerning the Sea*nu.In the an-
cient calendar prefixed to the u Norwich 1 >

day,** from which I lately sent you a weather
distich, are the following memoranda relating to

the aetaoni and the calendar, which are .-.

rwlf and abide
to be held in and for the Conntv of Tipperary,
all persons are to Uke notice. I>ated thY

y tryal at the next General
for the

ently curious to interest the readers of " X. & Q.
M Featam dementi*; vernis capad est venlentis,
Cedit yens retro ; cathedrato srmooe patro,
Ver fogit arbanns: estatem aymphorianos."

Quatuor in paries, dfli at divldis aanoa
Nil T, supfuit, credo biseextoa aril."

" Ab incaroationo xpi scdui Anglicoa ab^annOcUcione

j

Anni dm acdm Komanos a nativitate -\

B. B. WOODWARD.
Haverstock Hill.

"Familiarity breed* contempt" Some one I

|

think has asked for early examples of this pro-
verb. David Lloyd, in his account of General
Monck, entitled Modern Policy CompUated (1660),

16., p 16., writes:
" His Excellencies solemn

; familiarity, no JfeOar of
contempt, was observable," &c.

Not having my back numbers of "N. & Q.** at
hand 1 cannot supply a reference to the place in
which the Query occu. l; S. .1.

The " Breeche* Edition
*'

of DtMiV* "
Library

Companion," In a note to Biblinnhobia^ p. 8..

Dr. Dibdinsays:
M When I quote from the Library Companion, I wish it

to be understood that I quote from the first, or Breeches
Edition, of 1824. The teeond is, however, the more valu-
able. Will posterity ever be made acquainted with the

mystery belonging to this vnall-clot**, designation ?
"

I imagine that the only mystery consists in the

suppression in the second edition of the Library
Companion of the following note, appended to p.
593. ofthe/rrf:

A curious anecdote, not altogether
toAaaoD's

lote, not altogether anbiMioffraphical,
voyage round the world, lloroaant

Cncherode, the father of the Rev. C. M. CracDaroda, of
celebrated BOOK-FAME, went oat to make his fortune at
a commander of the marines in Anson's ship. He re-

turned, in conseqoeBc* of his share of prie-mone7, a
wealthy man. Haaoe the property of hia eon, and beaoa

: /;
;

. . <
- -.

. . I. -.-.:. M,
droll story is told of the father, of which the repetition
U pardonable. It was said that be returned from this
Anaonian circumnavigation in the identical buckskins

t.e wore on leaving England: they having beea
the object of his rxc/ns>e attachment during the whole
voyage ! Far, however, be it from me to give
to the report that there is some one particular volume la
the Cracherode Collection which is *
these identical buckskins I

"

here be any farther mystery with this

"Breeches I less,

who can now favour us with its solution.

\\ nMAM BATES.
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Cudworfh. Lord Brougham, in his Discourse

of Natural Theology, in a note asks the question,

"Why are the manuscripts of the author still

buried in the British Museum?" This question his

lordship puts after remarking on the profound

learning of Cud worth's Intellectual System, al-

though unfinished, and its satisfactory exposition
of the ancient philosophers, rendering his work
above all praise. QUASSATIO.

Thomas Irson. In a note of Moses du Soul

(Solanus) on Lucian's Alexander, c. 26 (vol. ii. p.

234. ed. Hemst.) occurs an anecdote of the court

of Charles II., which I do not remember to have

met with elsewhere. As few students of the his-

tory of English manners are likely to consult

commentators on the classics for materials, (if in-

deed they do not regard such commentators and
their calling as behind the age), I venture to ex-

tract the passage at length, and shall be glad to

hear more of the adventurer Irson, if that is his

true name :

"Simili artificio callidus Anglus, quern ipsi vidimus,
Thomas Irsonus, caput ligneum loquax concinnarat, quo,
ut ipse narrabat, tola Caroli II. avila et Rex ipse viso ob-

stupuit. Immurmurabat spectatorum aliquis ori istius

capitis hianti verba, quae in buccam venerant, quacumque
libitum erat lingua; quo facto mox responsum eadein

lingua et ad rein accommodatisshnum ex ligneo capite
reddebatur. Percrebuerat jam per totam urbera monstri

fama, Frequentes ad tantae rei miraculum, data pecunia

quisque, advolant. Nee dubium quin brevi de rebus ar-

canis futurisque tarn doctura caput consulendum fuerit

(quidni enim lignum loquax et futura et arcana pandere
valeat?) cum subito adolescens ex nobilium famulitio,

qui turn spectabant, in proxime adjacens cubiculum irre-

pens hominem os tubo admoventem, et clamantem con-

spicit; neque ullis muneribus et promissis deterred

poterat, quin tantum arcanum divulgaret. Innotuit ita-

que fraus, et patuit sacerdotem pontificium, multarum

linguarum hominem, capiti oracula, auditis per tubum e

conclavi proximo qusestionibus, dictasse et revera inspi-
rasse. Rem totam Irsonus ipse ante aliquot annos viro

nobili, me audiente, narrabat."

Who was the many-languaged Roman Catholic

priest ? I commend the question to Dr. Russell

for a new edition of his curious Life of Mezzofanti.
J. E. B. MATOB.

St. John's College, Cambridge.

William Constantine. Any account of this gen-
tleman or his family would oblige. In a marriage
settlement dated 1695 he is described of the Mid-
dle Temple. It is believed he was of a family in

the Home or Midland Counties. J. F. C.

Irish Bankrupts. Can any one refer me to a

published list of bankrupts in Ireland a century
back ; or to any records whence such information

may be obtained ? A CITIZEN OF LONDON.

This Day Eight Days. In some parts of the

county of Antrim it is a common reply to receive

from the poor people, if you ask them "Were you
at church last Sunday?"

"
Yes, I was out this

day eight days." I shall be glad if any of your
Irish correspondents can tell me the origin of this

expression. ALFRED T. LEE.

William Winstanley, author of England's Wor-
thies^ 1684; Lives of the most famous English
Poets, 1687. Can you give me the date of this
author's death (about 1690), and inform me where
he is buried ? R. INGLIS.

J. Walker Ord, author of England, an historical

poem, 2 vols. 8vo., 1834; The Bard and other

Poems, 12mo. 1841. Can you give me the date
of this gentleman's death? I think Mr. Ord is

also the author of a History of Cleveland, York-
shire. R. INGLIS.

Gift of Children. In the Privy Purse expenses
of King Henry VIIL, in the third year (Dec. 28,
1512), is the entry "Itm. to a woman that gave
the king two children, 0. 13. 4." Can this gift be

explained ? W. P.

Henry VI. Can you tell me where I shall find
a satisfactory explanation as to whether the body
of Henry VI. was or was not removed from
Windsor to Westminster. Ackermann's West-
minster Abbey states that the removal cost the

abbey 500?.
;
whilst Gough, Sepulchral Monuments,

adopts the view that it was at Windsor at least as
late as the time of the death of Henry YIII. Or
is it still a point upon which antiquaries are dis-

agreed ? In The Pictorial History of England
it is stated that when Henry VII. desired to re-
move the body to Westminster it could not be
found. W. P.

Webster's Dictionary. I observe this work is

often quoted as an authority for the definitions of
words. Will you or some of your correspon-
dents kindly inform me when and where the first

edition of the work was published ? and the years
and localities of the publication of subsequent
editions ? VRYAN RHEGED.

Incorporated Society of British Artists. Where
is it likely I could peruse the catalogues of

the "
Incorporated Society of British Artists ?

"

This society preceded the Royal Academy, and
was formed about the year 1765. E. T. C.

Heraldic. In the church of St. Mary's, Clon-

mel, Ireland, there is a tomb recording the death
of Ann, the wife of Edward Hutchinson, who died

Nov. 30, 1682. Her armorial bearings are im-

paled beside those of her husband. Omitting the

tinctures, they may be described thus : A chevron

between three gouttes : on a chief, a demi-savage

holding a club. The family name of the wife,

before she was married, is earnestly desired.

P. HUTCHINSON.
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Nodway Money. In the last edition of Dug-
dale's Monattieon (vol. ii. p. 87.), in a computus

temp. Henry VIII. of the possessions of Tewkes-

bury monastery, under the head "Manor of Tar-
rent Monkton, Dorset,** occurs the following :

i rool.il cu
f

quo-lm redd* voc' Nod*ay Momey."

Can anyone explain the nature of this pay-
ment, or oiler any suggestions M to its ori

WM. SHUT.

TXoJ* was, in med.-Lat., a herd of cattle. (" Pro

quaque arnss pecudum." Da Cango noda"

agree the A.-S. nite, niten, Sc. nolt, nowt, our own nout,

neat, nowt, note, Sw. not, and Dan. mod. We would,

therefore, suggest that nodway money was noed-way
money, or nowt-way money, i. r. a certain fixed payment
for the right of way, that nowt or homed cattle might
pass and repaas between grazing-grounds and horae-

atead. This right of way U a thing well-known in

English fanning, and is occasionally the subject of liti-

gation.]

Phillip*'* "New World of Word*? I have a

perfect copy of the ./?/*/ edition of 1'hillips's New
World of Worth, published by K. 1*. London,

printed by K. Taylor for Nath. Brooke, at the

sign of the Angel in Cornhill, 1658. Can any of

your readers inform me if copies of this edition

are scarce? as Sir F. Madden (1* S. xi. 208.)

ays the only editions of Phillips in the Museum
library are the fourth of 1C78, and the uM of

1706. II. J

[In the new MS. Catalogue of the British Museum
three other editions have since been entered, namely,

!.; 1C71, fol. third edition (an engraved title in

this copy has the date 1670); nnd IG'JG, fol. fifth edition.

Lowndcs gives, incorrectly, 1G57 as the date of the first

edition, which does not appear to be rare, as it only xold

il the sale of George Chalmers's library in 1MI.
The first edition, however, is interesting and "important
to English philologists, being the anonymous Dictionary
of 1668 so frequently cited by Skinner. The allusion to

Hiakspeare, in the first and second edition's is omitted in

the later one*. The following editions were sold by 80-
thebv & Wilkinson, May 2*2, 1857 : 1658, 1G63, 1C71, 1678,

16%:]

Othobtmt " Comtihitiotu." Con you tell me
whence the following is taken ?

M Whereas it is unbecoming for Clergymen employed in I

heavenly Offices to minuter in secular Affairs we think
it sordid and base, that certain Clerks greedily pursuing
earthlv (Jnin and temporal Jurisdictions, do receive se-

cular Jurisdiction from laymen, so as to be named Jus-

tices, and to become Ministers of Justice.

administer without Injury to the canonical Dis-
i and to the clerical Order."

There is considerably more than this in the

quotation, and the word M Othobon
"

is added at

the end, apparently as the name of the author.

I have probably transcribed enough to enable

some of your correspondents to recognise the

nnd shall be much obliged if any of

them will inform me whence the words are taken.
Ami if I am ri^'ht in my conjecture as t

word "Othobon;" who, and what was he? nnd
when did be live? VRT\N Km .in.

[Othobon was legate of Pope Clement IV., and presi-
dent of the Council held in the cathedral chur< -I

i'aut, London, A t >. 1268, A2nd HM 111 i

//ia*. I. 474. fol. 1708) stale*, that" "the Canon. .

Council were of great authority, and looked on a* a rule

of discipline to the EnglUh Church ;
;. aiding

the change at the Reformation, there are several of tlietn

still in force, and make part of our Canon Law.

passage cited by our correspondent will be f

Wilk.ns'a CVmn/ia, ii. 4., and in <\m**mUtm* P^iMctaOn,
OHdofOthoand OrthoUme, travlattd imto Emflf+t, 1684,

p. 130. The same canon is also quoted in l>r. Hum's
Eceltt, IM*, edit, 1. . un-l.-r - I'rivil.-ea and
Restraints of the Clergy." A summary of the canons of
this Council is printed in the Britiik Magvtuu (1814).
xxv. 380.]

Clerical Error. When did this expression first

come into. use, and whence is it derived ?

D. S. E.

[The terms clerk, clerc, cleric, clericus, thouj,-

perly appertaining to ecclesiastics came in time to Minify
any"eduMted perwm.

"
D..gobert fut moult preud*hc.mmo

et grand clerc,
" Un loup quelqne pen elrrc" (a wolf who

was something of a scholar). /Ir*rA. Clerk, "a man of

letters" John***. "Cleriri dicti etiam qui Uteri* imbuti

erant, viri literati et dooti," I)u C.iye. Hence foil

further extension of the meaning, by which clerk or cle-

ricus signified an amanuensis, nuy person employed as a
u-riter, Joktifon. * Clerici pneterea dicttntur Scribas, oc-

tuarii, et Amanuenses judicum," ttc* Du Canyc.
we

apprehend,
to this last signification that we are in-

debted for the expression "i-leriml error," v

implies an error in writing, a "slip of the pen," and
^ liirh does not appear to be a phrase of very early origin.
When we use the expression

M a clerical "error,"" or "u
lapsus lingua*," we mean in either case a mistake arising
from inadtrrttncc, not fnm iymonmee. Thus it was
through a "lapsus lingua?," and not through nnarquaint-
ance with the proper term, tint a person speaking
death of an Indian friend, and meaning to say that h. was
- killed by a Sepoy," aaid instead,

"
killed by a Cyclops ! "]

Krpltrf.

ESCAPE FBOM ELBA.

(2"S. Viii.

The object of your correspondent II. \.'s com-
ition is not perfectly clear, and the same

remark certainly applies to the following Ma*
tencc :

*' As a matter of mere tradition

comparatively recent, nnd quite susceptible, as one
would think, of direct proof, this version is of lit-

tle valu.-." l!y the wording of the
paper,

vol.

Ho'., it is made perfectly clear from whom
the anecdote originated, and repeated in your
I- jMi

under th thorough eviction f t!,-- ia--t.

\\'liy II. X. has indulged in niit*, whvn
the matter is

u
quite susceptible" of " direct

proof," must rest with himself.
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To the differences between Rogers and Ville-

raain may be added those ia the Pastes Universels,

a far more voluminous and important work than

those produced by the authors already named.
The consternation into which the monarchs and

their ministers Were thrown by the arrival of the

intelligence that Napoleon had arrived in France
is beyond all question, and probably exceeded the

graphic description given by your correspondent.
But, whether these trembling kings could have

despatched
" the

"
three ministers to negociate a

treaty with a puny and fallen foe at Presberg,
when the giant-tyrant was raising his head and
at every hour additional tidings and dispatches
were eagerly expected, and to themselves of the

last importance ? or, whether "the" three minis-

ters would have wasted their precious time in

dallying over a treaty, chiefly on boundaries and

titles, which the chances of the war, virtually com-

menced, might in a few weeks reduce to a bundle
of waste paper, and make their own signatures an

irrefragable proof of mispent time? are proposi-
tions it would be difficult to reconcile in the

negative, even with the most ordinary political

sagacity.
Without trespassing too much upon your space,

the following historic facts, coupled with one pro-
bability, may tend to reconcile the discrepancies
of the dates. On the evening of the llth March

intelligence reached Vienna of the arrival of

Buonaparte in France {Pastes Universels), the

ministers had left, and the dispatches followed

them to Presberg. The King of Saxony, hitherto

a prisoner in the Chateau of Schewetz, refused to

sign the treaty on the 1 1 th (Pastes Universels) ;

the ministers return to Vienna, and immediately
on their arrival summon a Congress for the next

day, the 12th March, as stated by H. N.
HENRY D'AVENEY.

Your recent articles upon Napoleon's sudden

escape from Elba recall to me a singular story
connected with that event, which I have often

heard from the lips of the party himself to whom
the circumstances occurred. My informant was a

late dignitary of the church, and formerly in con-
stant personal attendance upon George III.

A few weeks previous to Napoleon's escape my
friend, exhausted with a fatiguing walk on the
beach at Brighton, had seated himself one day
under the lee of a boat for a short repose. Pre-

sently two foreigners, walking from two different

directions, met on the other side of the boat. The
one had evidently just landed, and the other had
met him (in this a secluded part of the beach,
where they deemed themselves secure from all

listeners) to receive a report of the state of pre-
parations on the other side of the water for the

execution of some great design. The latter began
by asking how things progressed, and was told in

reply that all was now ready for the "
coup ;

"

that the Minister-at-War had so stationed the

regiments on which he could confide, and so

completed all arrangements, that there could be
no obstruction to the march from the coast to

Paris, and that everything being now prepared,
the sooner the event came off the better. The
parties then separated in different directions

(unconscious of the presence of the third party,
who all the while had been ensconced under the
other side of the boat); the one apparently for

re-embarkation ; the other to dispatch intelli-

gence to head-quarters at Elba.

The court or some of the ministers happened to

be at Brighton at the time, and my friend without
a moment's delay communicated the circumstance
to Lord Liverpool and Lord Castlereagh, who
treated the whole with ridicule, or pretended to

do so, and nothing more was heard of the affair

till the papers announced the realisation of all

that my friend had overheard. AA.

TUB EARLY EDITIONS OF FOXE S BOOK OF
MARTYRS.

(2
nd S. viii. 221. 271. 334. 403. 472.)

The 1st and 2nd volumes of the edition of 1596

|

are in Enstone church, Oxfordshire.

The two volumes are bound in one, containing
;

1949 pages besides Index. The whole body of

j

the work is perfect, but the title of vol. i. and

(

a few pages of the Calendar at the beginning, and
the Index at the end, are wanting. It is thus en-

titled :

"The First Volume and the Second Volume of the
Ecelesiasticall Histories, couteyning the Acts and Monu-
ments of Martyrs, c. Newly recognized and inlarged
by the Authour, John Foxe. At London, Printed by
Peter Short, dwelling in Bread Street Hill, at the sign
of the Starre, Anno Domini 1596."

In Enstone church there are also several other

volumes which I enumerate, but would refer to

the "Parochial History" of that parish by the Rev.
John Jordan, vicar, for a more particular de-

scription of them.
A volume of treatises on the Roman contro-

versy by John White, D.D., &c., containing among
others:

"A Defence of the Way to the True Church against
A. D. his Reply, &c., by John White, Doctor of Divinity ;

at London, Imprinted 'by Felyx Kvngston for William

Barrett, 1624."

"The Orthodox Faith and Way to the Church Ex-

plained and Justified : in answer" to a Popish Treatise

entituled White died Blacke. By Francis White, Doctor

ill Divinity and Deane of Carlisle", elder brother of Doctor

John White. Printed at London by John Haviland for

William Barret, 1624."

A volume of sermons by Thomas Adams (title-

page and first 250 pages wanting). The whole
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Tolume contains 1240 pages. The title-page of

one of these sermons is as follows :

-The Soldier's Honour, Preacbo.l to the Worthis Com-

panle of Gentlemen that exercise in the Artillerie Gar-

ien, and nowon their second request published to farther

M. London. Printed bj Augustus Matthews for John
"

A Tolume of the works of the author of the

Whole Duty of Man, containing

The Whole Duty of Man. The Cause of the Decay of

Christian Piety. The Gentleman's Calling."

The above bear this imprint,
" London, printed

bjr Roger Norton for Robert Pawlet at the Sign
of the Bible in Chancery Lane, near Fleet Street,

1683."

Then follows the Second Part of the wotjp of

the author of the Whole Duty of Man, containing

"The Ladies' Calling. The Government of the Tongue.
The Art of Contentment, and the Lively Oracles given to

t: ."

The "Second Part" was printed at the Theatre
in Oxford, 1684.

The following inscription is on the cover of this

volume :

"The Gift of y Worshippfull Sir Kdwanl Waldo of

I'innar in the County of Middlesex to the Parish of

Knatone in the County of Oxford."
M A Companion to the Temple, or a Help to Devotion

in the Use of the Common Prayer, &c. By Thomas
Comber, D.D. ; London, printed bv Samuel Rovcroft for

Robert Clavell at the Sign of the Peacock, near the West
End of SL Paul's church, 1684."

The following inscription is on the cover :

'
1 he Gift of Thomas Martin, Gent., late of Rowsham,

to y* Church of Enston."
M A Collection of Cases and other Discourse* lately

written to Recover Dissenters to the Communion of the

Church of England. By Some Divines of the -

London. London: Printed for Thomas Basset at the

George in Fleet Street, and Benj. Tooke, 1694."

On the cover is this inscription :

Claris: Car: Aldworth SaviUian : Profeaso:

& Coll: Magda: Oxon: Socius, Anno Domini MI

A volume containing fifty- four Sermons, and
The Rule of Faith, by Archb. Tillotson, 6th eli-

:itle-page wanting). The cover is thus in-

-The Gift of the HonourM Esquire Keck, I

J. J. HOWARD.

I have at this time in my possession a copy
of the second edition (1570) of this work be-

longing to the church of Saint John the Baptist,

Glastonbury. It is bound in two volumes, the
first ending with page 924. The whole work con-
Uins 2502 pages, besides an unpaged index. The
flit i<m accords with that referred to bj ME. Fo-
rce* (an/e, 835.), excepting that in the Glaston-

bury copy pages 1269. and 1270. are cot

nun

\\r
. en

,

numbered, and the index, although incon

ns twelve leaves. The title-page of the first

volume is gone, but it otherwise appears perfect.
The title-page of the second volume is also miss-

ing, as well as eleven leaves, and the index from
the word " strife." In other respects the .

in a very fair condition. It was form*

to desks in the church, and a portion of the chain

is still attached to the first volume. J. < ,
.

I have a fair copy of Foxe : its margins, how-

ever, are sadlv cut down, and it is in an ordinary
modern binding. The first volume has on the

title, "Printed for the Company of

The second,
" Printed Anno 1

1631." The third,
" Printed by K. Yoyng, 1631 J

In each of the latter dates the figure 3 has been
altered with a pen to a 4 ; but with ink so pale
to leave the 3 plainly discernible. This copy
pears to be

perfect,
with the exception of perhi

two leaves before the beginning of the work in

vol. ii., and of one leaf of the " Table" at the end
of vol. iii. It is in fair condition, some of the

leaves containing the commencement of Queen
Mary's reign having been carefully mended : the

only part apparently which has been much studied.

This copy has, after p. 1030. of vol. iii.,
" A

continuation," &c. "
London, Printed by Adam

Islip Fselix Kingston and Robert Yoi.

the highly ornamented
title-page

descri

correspondent A. B. H. That title-page, J

has no reference to any earlier edition of

Your correspondent will probably see at t'

of the ornament the letter-

of a lamb bound on an altar, above which :.

words potndete anirnas vestras, and the mark $
below them ; which I take to be the initials and

cypher of the engraver, or printer for whom it was
first engraved, or both. I shall be glad to know
from some of your correspondents to whom
refer. The very same ornamental title is prefixed
to the several treatises

comprised
in Sir 1

Savilc's Collection of English Chroniclers, \

at London in 1596. HEXRT FREEMAN.
Norman Cross, Stilton.

Dr. Crawford is very glad to be able to inform

Ma. J. G. NICHOLS that he also has a large,

clean, and
perfect copy of the on of

Foxe's Book of Martyrs, which he bought more
than thirty years ago >oys of Oxford,

dmansterne Rectory, near Kpsom.

Car. in his valuable contribut

fegtish history, The 1

Y /: . ! .; I-. ; ,: .,-':. !. .

'

II- .

p. 435., that in the library of the English College,

Rome, there is the c * Martyr, used

by Father Parsons : the edition is not mentioned.
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From the known courtesy of the present rector,

Dr. English, I am sure, if MR. G. NICHOLS should

wish to learn its date, he has only to write and
ask that gentleman.
In a room over the porch of Sutton Church,

near Abingdon, I saw, some few years ago, the

fragments of what looked like the copy of an

early edition of the work. D. R.

In the old library of St. Nicholas church in

Newcastle-on-Tyne is a copy of Foxe's Book of
Martyrs, edition of 1632, to which was formerly
attached the chains by which the books were fas-

tened to the desk in the choir of the church.

These chains are now in the possession of Mr.
Emerson Charnley, bookseller of this town.

In Dr. Tomlinson's library attached to the same
church is a fine copy of the edition of 1684 in

three volumes folio. The work itself is perfect and

clean, but it calls aloud for a new binding.
EDWABD THOMPSON.

Newcastle-on-Tyne.

There is a good copy in 3 vols. of date 1641 in

the Library belonging to Lichfield Cathedral.
There is a fine large paper copy of the edition

of 1684 in the Permanent Library of Lichfield.

I have vol. i. of the edition of 1641, with the

large woodcut of the "
Poysoning of King John

by a Monke," and the "
Pope treading on the neck

of the Emperour Frederick," and many other cuts.

T. G. LOMAX.
Lichfield.

In the parish church of Kinver, Staffordshire,
near Stourbridge, is a copy of The Acts and
Monuments of Christian Martyrs, printed by John
Daye, 1583

; together with a sermon in Latin in

the reigne of Edward VI. by John Jewel, Bishop
of Sarisburie, and The Whole Duty of Man, date

1703, which three old volumes are preserved in

a desk standing in the south aisle of the above-
named church. T. E. WINNINGTON.

QDENTIN BELT : MORWEG : LAALE.

(2
nd S. i. 433.)

The proper title of the book from which Breboeuf

quotes is

" De Hollandsche Liis met de Brabandsche-Bely,
poetischer Wyse vorgestelt en gedicht, door Gilles Jacobs
Quintiin, 's Gravenhage, 1629, pp. 368."

The lines quoted are at p. 198. I cannot find

any account of the author beyond what is in his

book, from which it appears that he had lived
about twenty years at Haarlem as a citizen and

shopkeeper (burger en koopman), p. 332., but was
residing at the Hague in 1629, as the book
"
vindtse te koop by den Autheur, daer nu woo-

nachtig, op de Suyl-straet." At p. 76. he says he
had been some time in London, and (p. 32].)
shows his knowledge of English by a song to the
tune " Com Scheapherdes deck jour Heads."
The two principal poems, Lys and Bely, are

satires descriptive of Dutch manners and morals,
written in easy harmonious doggrel, very pleasant
to read, but not always easy to understand, the

spelling being antiquated, and many of 'the words
"
patter." That the author was a strict moralist

I have little doubt
; but he is occasionally very

coarse, and must have been thought so even in

that coarse age, for (p. 330.) he insists that he
has described the vices of licentious youth only in

such terms as the clergy would use in the pulpit.

Among the prodigalities of the women who dress

beyond their station he mentions the wearing of

stockings (p. 188.), and having wine poured over
their hands instead of water after dinner (p. 213.).
Some ladies smoked :

" Anderen Tabacco drincken
Die dan stincken

Als een bier-man, in de banck:
Wie ! son willen by haer slapen,

Allsse gapen,
Overmits haer vuyler stanck !

"

All these, however, are the "bastaerdt soorte," not
the virtuous old Brabanters.
At p. 348. are some lines to the reader who may

think the book dear. I do not make out the price,
but it could not be low. The printing is excel-

lent, and the paper so good that the cuts are un-

injured by the letter-press on their backs. The
drawing and engraving are of a high order

; the

figures are wonderfully varied and alive, and the

subjects generally treated with great decency, for

that time. I say generally, for one illustration is

the dirtiest I ever saw.

As the book is not common, perhaps you may
find room for a handsome compliment to the Eng-
lish youth of the beginning of the seventeenth

century. In an address to the Netherlandish

young men in London Quintyn says :

" De Engels Jeugdt aldaer
U voorgaet allegaer,

In Eerbaerheijt van leven :

Wilt haer nu volgen dan
Om dat myn pen u kan

Haest heter roem na geven
Siet, hoe de Engels Maegt,
Haer Vader daer behaegt ;

Als sy in vuyle weder,

Eerbiedig op de straet

Haer plicht hem blijken laet,

Int vallen voor hem neder *,

Sie ist in kleren net

Niet slordig als een slet

Niet kaeckel-bont als hoeren
Hoe komtem dan Vriendin,
Dat gy, door dertel sin,

Vlaet aldus vervoreren ?

* An expensive mark of respect if the daughter is not

emancipated, and the father pays her dressmaker.
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Een roorbeeldt, 001 to

Sie hem sijn Ouders dacr,

Allijdt to voor aU naer,

Geuoortau sijn, en wren." P. 80.

/oafc. Probably Laale is (be collector of pro*

verb*, known also as I'etrus Legista. There arc

many editions of bis work ; tbc best is,

- Peder Lolle. Samling af daiwke og latiuske Ordaprog,

optrrkt eAer den eoldste Udgave of Aar. 1506, og med
Antnasrkuinger oplyst af It Xyernp. Kttbenbavn, l-'8,
bvo. pp. -IOoV*

In the preface will be found all tbat is known
about Laale.

Of Miirweg I can find no account. U. D. C.

Club.

WABBEN IIA8TIK08 IMPEACHMENT.

(2~ S. vii. 145. 204.)

la the former of tbcse places P. II. F. on the

authority of Mr. Gurnej states tbat the cele-

brated speech of Mr. Sheridan was not published
in any more authentic form than in the newspa-
pers of the day. In the latter, another cor-

respondent says there exists no report of the

celebrated ppeecb delivered by Mr. Sheridan on
7th Feb. 1787. The question naturally arises as

to how much of that famous speech has been pre-
served .

My attention having been called to the subject
in connexion with a volume in my possession is

the reason for the present Note. The volume al-

luded to contains four articles :

1. The Speech of Mr. Hardinge, at the Dar of the

Lords, Doc. 10, 1783. London: J. SlockiUle, 17:1784, pp.

2. Articles of Charge of High Crimea and Mifldemea-
nora against Warren Hasting*, F.*q., April 4iU, 1786. lly
Burke. London: J. Detroit, 178<;. | ;

8. The Speech of II. 11. Sheridan. ll.-q.. Mcu.ber f,.r

Stafford, on Wednesday the 7tli of February,
'

lirin^ing forward the Fourth Charge against Warren

Hasting*. Esq., relative to the iJegum* of Oudo, The
Second Edition, revised, corrected, and enlarged. lie-

ported by a Member of the House of Commons. London :

Printed for J. French, bookseller, No. 101. Kcnchurch
Street. 1787, pp. 7'1.

4. The Speech of lit Hon. V, . ille in Com-
mittee on State of Nation, Jan. 1C. 1789. London:
Stockdale, 1789, pp. 68.

From the preface to No. 3.*I quote the com-
mencement :

" Solicitous as the public are to have a perfect copy of
the moat eloquent speech that was ever delivered in Par-

their withes must be in a great measure disap-
pointed, from the very liberal determination of Mr.
Sheridan to give no kind of assistance in reporting it

poblicly."

At p. 2. the occasion is thus described :

- Mr. Sheridan, during a speech which lasted near five

hours and three quarter*, commanded the most profound

attention and admiration of the House. His
oration united the moat solid argui.

persuasive eloquence, Hi* sound reasoning giving ad-
ditional energy to truth, and his logical pen-|
and unerring judgment, throwing a light upon, and per-
vading the obscurity, of the most involved and
catedftu

The
report

is almost entirely in tli

son, and is such a one as might be produoeu bv

copious notes, written out very soon after by u

person of retentive memory.
While upon the subject may I inquire what

became of the great collection of printed docu-
ments relating to this famous trial, and which
filled a good many folio volumes ? It remained
at Daylesford until six or seven yean since, when
I saw it just prior to the sale by which tin-

contents of the house were scattered lor ever.

B. II

TUB GREAT BELL OP MOSCOW: CHINESE !

TION8.

(2* S. viii. 3&6. 442.)

Not having said that the bell of Moscow was
fractured by ringing, at M. VAN LBNNBP infer?, I

nevertheless offer no objection to his caveat to

others to prevent a like erroneous inference. M.
VAN LBNHBP objects partially to my statement
tbat Europeans are indebted to the Chinese for

the invention of the magnet, and wholly to my
statement that they are similarly indebted to the
Chinese for the tfrt of printing and paper-monev.
M. V.A thinks it behoves me to sh<

this really was the case. As these remarks refer

to obiter dicta, I may fairly reply that I merely
stated my own opinion on a matter depend.

proof
on circumstantial evidence only, on which

he Li equally entitled to hold an
opposite >;

without being required to show that "
this really

was the case." In fairness to the Chinese I must
add to the magnet, printing and paper-money,
gunpowder, pyrotechnics, porcelain, silk, German
silver, and lucquered ware. The

}

which I consider indisputable in reference to

thc.e inventions, are, 1. The origin of these arts

is certainly to be ascribed to the Chine***

they are of uncertain invention in Europe. 2.

All these arts cxiste 1 in China long before they
were known to Europeans ; and .1. That means of

intercourse between China and this western por-
tion of the earth, whereby these arts might be

copied from the Chinese, have exist*

mote ages and anterior to history. To a

the evidence on which I rest my opinion, we

far exceed the limits of " N. & Q." : i.

I will add a few excerpts which may be

worthy of notice, and which may not be g

known.

The communication of polarity to iron by
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loadstone is first mentioned in a Chinese dic-

tionary finished A.D. 121.

The needle of the largest compass (in China) is

not above three inches long, one end of which is a

kind of flower-de-luce, and the other a trident;

ihey are all made at Nangazaqni. (Du Halde, ii.

284.)
Du Halde has stated that the directive power,

or polarity, of the magnet, was known to the
Chinese in the earliest ages, and that the needle
had been employed io guide travellers by land
a thousand years before Christ

;
and it is stated

by Humboldt, that, according to the Peutlisaoyani,
a treatise on medical natural history, written
under the Soong dynasty, 400 years before Co-

lumbus, the Chinese suspended the needle by a

thread, and found it to decline to the S.E., and
never to rest at the true south point. (Encyc.
Brit., art. "

Magnetism," p. G85.)

Paper-Money.
In the reign of Hong vou, when money was be-

come very scarce, they [the Chinese] paid the
mandarins and soldiers partly in silver and partly
in paper, ^giving

them a sheet of paper sealed
with the imperial seal, which was reckoned at a
thousand deniers, and was of the same value as
the tae'ls of silver. These sheets are yet much
sought after by those that build, who hang them
up as a rarity on the chief beam of the house,
which, according to the vulgar notion, preserves
the house from all misfortunes. (Du Halde, ii.

292.)
These imperial bank notes had the following

inscription :

"The Court of the Treasury having presented their

petition, it is decreed that the paper-money thus marked
with the Imperial Seal of Ming shall pass current, and
be put to the same use as copper coin. Those who coun-
terfeit it shall be beheaded. He who shall inform ....
shall have a reward of 250 taels, besides the goods of the
criminal, whether moveable or immoveable." (Du Halde,
ii. 303.)

Printing.
The engraver pastes every sheet (transcribed

by a good writer) upon a plate of apple or pear-
tree wood, and with a graver follows the traces
and carves out the characters by cutting down
the rest of the wood : so he makes as many dif-

ferent plates as there are pa^es to print. (Du
Halde, ii. 435.)

Nevertheless the Chinese are -not ignorant of
the manner of printing in Europe ; they have
moveable characters like ours, the only difference
is that ours are of metal, and theirs of wood.
(Du Halde, ii. 436.)

Any person who visits the British Museum
and compares the earliest specimens of German
printing with the last and best of the French will

have ocular proof that Fust and Gutenberg could
not have arrived at so great a height of perfec-

tion except after ages of previous laboursof dif-
ficulties met and overcome. T. J. BUCKTON.

Lichfield.

ta ;fU'iurr

Precedency (2
nd S. viii. 398.) J. R. will find a

notice of Lord Egmont's pamphlet in the Monthly
Rcvieiv, vol. xxv. p. 232. S. H.

Ancient Keys (2
nd S. viii. 353.) Some in-

j teresting information on the early history of locks
and keys, with illustrated examples, is contained
in Treatise on Fire and Thief-Proof Depositories,
and Locks and Keys, by George Price. London,
Simpkin & Marshall. 1356. G. W. W. M.

Highland Regiment at the Battle of Leipsic (2
nd

S. viii. 469.) Sir William Congreve, in the in-
troduction to his Rocket System, states that the
only British force present at this battle was the
Rocket Troop under Captain Bogue, who was
killed. SIGMA THETA.

Herle $Or (2
nd S. viii. 424.) May not the

Camphorosma Monspesidcnsis be the herbe d'or

inquired after by F. C. B. ? It has a spike of

yellow flowers, may be said to resemble the He-
lianthemum in general character, and was for-

merly very highly esteemed in medicine, though
now no longer in repute. C. B.

Old Ballad of Hochley V tK Hole (2
nd S. viii.

414.) MR. W.'S. PINKS will find a copy of this
ballad in Merry Drollery Complete, 1661, and the
tune in The Dancing Master, 1651. It com-
mences :

"Riding to London on Dunstable way,
I met with a maid, on a midsummer day ;

Her eyes they did sparkle like stars in the sky,
"

Her face it was fair, and her forehead was high," &c.

WM. CHAPPELL.
" Soul isform and doth the body make" (2

nd S.
viii. 417.) W. P. may like to compare Hooker,
Eccl. Pol i. 3. (foot note) :

"Form in other creatures is a thing proportionable unto
the soul in living creatures; sensible it is not, nor other-
wise discernible than only by effects. According to the

diversity of inward forms, things of the world are dis-

tinguished into their kinds."

ACHE.

Pepyss Diary, frc. (2
nd S. viii. 433.)

- There
can be little difficulty in finding a clue to the ex-

pressions used by the reader (as Pepys calls him)
in his rather startling prayer. He was doubtless

referring to the consecration of the priests, and
the cleansing of the leper, in the Mosaic law :

"Then shalt thou kill the ram, and take of his blood,
and put it upon the tip of the right ear of Aaron, and
upon the tip of the right ear of his sons, and upon the

thumb of their right hand, and upon the great toe of their
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32i4"\Cxodus"xxix. JO. 8t also Leviticua, viii. 23.;

c. w n i

JVo //imm AMtfeA &e/ore <Ae Flood without

Error (2** 8. YUL 379.) Here is an oversight of

, \YiIkin, in reading but for

not. What Browne evidently meant was :
" there

ia no/ one speech delivered by man, where! i

is not an erroneous corn-option." ( Vulgar Error*,
He saya there are " but six recorded," and

he ditcnaaea each teriatim, pointing out
particu-

larly the erroneous concept iom involved in all of

them, without exception. The naming of Noah
Browne does not consider to be a speech.

T. J. IJUCXTO*.

A Regiment all ofone Name (2- S. viii. 331.)
French revolutionary war, a n

of volunteers was raised on the Border, all of whom
were Elliotts, and who invariably marched to the

old tune of
44 My name it's wee Tarn Elliott,

And wha daur meddle wi' me."

W. B. C.

Xtlson* Car (2* S. viii. 380.) Nelson's fu-

mTul car, which formerly stood in the Painted

Hall, Greenwich Hospital, was removed about

-six years since, by order of Mr. Locker,
then Secretary and since Commissioner of the

Hospital. This order is understood to have given

great dissatisfaction. 'The place assigned for it

was a gallery at the foot of the dome, over the

chapel It is believed, however, that very little

of it reached its destination, as the car being in a

dilapidated state, large portions were given away
to those who applied, as mementos of the admiral.

Prince Rupert (2*
1 S. viii. 418.) Prince Ru-

pert's arms, crest, and supporters may be seen in

Guillim's Heraldry, 3th edition, folio, 1679;
Achievement* of Duke*, folio 82. F. <

Naked- Boy Court (2
nd S. ii. 38.; iii. 254 -117.

456.) With us, in Holland, the beautiful and

cold-like little plant, which almost
appears

to

shiver in its scanty dress of lanceolated leaves,

the graceful snowdrop, is called naakte rnaxnttj,
naked mannikin, or tneeuw-mannetje. There is so

poetry in this unsophisticated name, that I

but wonder at the prmfory of the gcntle-

who, when our Queen asked him the Dutch
for her Schnee-gliJckchen, diffidently replied
"
SneeuwUokjen? which never waa the popular

appellation. Are the naked-boy* of Norfolk not

perhaps identical with our naakte mannttjet ? or

does the similarity of thought not point to simi-

larity in growth, and, in our nations, to identity
of ori^ knows but a beautiful and touch-

ing legend it attached to the two kinds of flowers,

to snowdrop and autumnal crocus: the latter

onlj bearing fruit in Spring, the former ch-

our bleak meadows with the hopes of flowering
May! .1. 1! , u Lunar.

Zeytt, near Utrecht.

Night (2"> S. viii. 1 1 . 57. 78.)-A correspondent
baa already pointed out that, misled by the simi-

larity of title, I had hastily assigned my Glasgow
book to the author of Peter Faultleu.

The result of my inquiry is this : Night, a
Poem, Glas. 1811, is the production of M
Martin ; and Prter Faultier, by th-

Night, is the Corn-Law Rhymer's invectiv

Byron, against the Monthly Review-

ting up his Night, now shown to have been
1 at London in 1830.

If Elliott suppressed Peter FaultUu, it was not

effectually done, for I have two copies of the
book. J. O.

Scotch Clergy deprived in 1689 (2* S

329.)-
44An Account of the present Persecution of the <

in Scotland, in several Letters. London. Printed for S.

Cook. 1690,
w

and
" The Case of the present afflicted Clergy in Scotland

truly represented, Ac. Printed for J. Hindraanb, at the
Golden Ball, over against the Royal Exchange, ia Corn-
hill. 1G90,"

are works which, though they do not contain a
li$t of the episcopal clergy deprived in 168!'

the names of a great many, and particulars of
their sufferings.

" Dr. Strachan, Professor of Theology, !

burgh, and one of the ministers of the Tron

Church,** is mentioned as " the first smcr

B.W.

Birttmorton Court, Worce*ter*kir* (2
U S

437.)_Jn reply to your correspond
I know of no topographical work containing a

drawing of Birtsmorton Court. There is a short

description of it in Nash's Worcestershire, under
the " Collections for the Parish;" and a more full

account in Noake's Rambler in Worce*ter*kirt, 3rd

Scries, published
1854. T.

'

The latter work describes the ancient tombs in

the adjoining church.

Military Funeral* (2- S. vii.496.)- To answer

A. C. LOMAX'S queries I have looked through
several military works. The earliest account of

the procession, &c., that I have been able to trace

in contained in a folio work

Body of the Art Military, by Richard Elton, I

Colonel, published in 1688. In chap.
25. 1,

C. LOMAX will find full instruc-

tions for " the ordering of a private company into

a funeral service;" and'in chap. 26. lib.

193. similar instruction*, though more brief, for
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"the ordering of a regiment to a funeral occa-

sion." In both cases the systems then followed

very much resemble the general one now the rule

of the service. The rear (that is, the junior ranks)
marched in front, with arms reversed, and at the

grave fired three volleys. This is sufficient to

show that the custom is not a modern institution ;

but whence its origin is yet to be ascertained.

Should A. C. LOMAX desire a copy of the chap-
ters alluded to, I shall be happy to give him at-

tention. M. S. K.

Brompton Barracks.

Grosseteste's
" Castle of Love" (2

nd S. viii. 416.)
On a close consideration it would appear that

by
"
fourty times

" we are to understand "
forty

hours." "
TIMES, hours." (Halliwell, Wright.)

Cf. Dan. time, Swed. timme, an hour. The meaning
of the passage cited by MB. OFFOR will then be

evident.
" For from the rode for our nede,

Right into belle he gede ;

Fourty times there he wes,
Er that he to aryse ches

"
(chose).

That is, during the whole interval of forty

hours, from the time when Pie died upon the

cross to the time when He was pleased to rise

from the dead, his spirit abode in the place of de-

parted souls.

So Pearson On the Creed :
" When all the

sufferings of Christ were finished on the cross,

and his soul was separated from his body
his soul went to the place where the souls of men
are kept who die for their sins." (Ed. 1849, p.

473.) So also the Articles of 1552, which Pear-
son cites :

" While dead" (that is, from the

period when our Lord expired upon the cross to

the period of his resurrection),
" his spirit was

with the spirits detained in prison." (p. 428.)
But how can this make "

forty hours ?
" Our

Lord, it is sufficiently clear, expired upon the

cross about three o'clock on the afternoon of

Good Friday ; and as, on the morning of Easter

Sunday, his resurrection was an ascertained fact
" at the rising of the sun

"
(Mark xvi. 3.), nay,

" when it was yet dark" (John xx. 1.), the re-

surrection can hardly have taken place later on
that morning than four or five o'clock ;

and this

would make the whole space of time thirty-seven
hours, or thirty-eight at the utmost.
The full discussion of this point would be far

too extended for your pages. Otherwise it might
easily be shown how, by a confusion of the Ro-
man and Jewish computations of time, the idea

may have very possibly arisen that the whole in-

terval, from our Lord's death to his resurrection,
extended to the full period of "

fourty times," or

forty hours. THOMAS BOYS.

Hammer Cloth (2
nd S. viii. 381. 407. 439.)

Richardson, in his 8vo. Diet., adopts the explana-

tion of Pegge, and I think he is right. He
writes :

" Hammer Cloth, or Hammer-box Cloth : cloth to cover
the box in front of the carriage (on which the driver sits,
he should have said), in which a hammer and other im-
plements, to prevent or remedy accidents in travelling
were put. Since called the coach-box."

I have myself rode in a four-wheeled chaise
with a relation whose profession carried him all

over the country, who always provided himself
with all these utensils in the box under his seat.

How much more necessary would they be, con-

sidering the state of the roads, when coaches were
first introduced, about the middle of the sixteenth

century.
Hammer is a word common to all northern lan-

guages. Hammock appears first in the form of

hamaea, which Hackluyt calls a Brazilian bed,
used by the Spaniards and by themselves while in

the country. This word the Dutch, Germans,
Swedes, and Danes, seem to have transformed
into hang-mat.
But your correspondent, MB. ORDE, has no doubt

hammock- cloth is the correct reading. I have.

I leave the interpretation of skin-cloth to some
learned member of the Philological Society. Q.

Old Graveyards in Ireland (2
nd S. viii. 69.)

I copied the following from an Irish periodical
some years ago", but cannot now say the name of
it. It is an epitaph on Edward Molley, viz. :

" Sacred to the memory of the benevolent Edward
Molley, the friend of humanity, and father of the poor.
He employed the wealth of this world only to secure the
riches of the next ;

and leaving a balance of merit on the

Book of Life, he made Heaven debtor to Mercy"

The words in Italics are so in the publication ;

and I can only ask some local correspondent of
" N. & Q.," Is it possible ? GEORGE LLOYD.

Kentish Longtails (2
nd

S. viii. 377. 425.) A
very valuable little treatise on the Domesday
Book, by James F. Morgan, M.A., intituled Eng-
land under the Norman Occupation (Williams &
Norgate), has the following suggestion (p. 40.)
on this subject :

' There was a mile peculiar to Kent, as well as a cus-

tomary field admeasurement. These long tales are possi-

bly the longtails of which this county used to be so

proud."

Notes appended refer to the proverb about
Kentish miles," and quote from Drayton,

Longtails and Liberty. B. B. WOODWARD.
ll Decanatus Christianitatis" (2

nd S. viii. 415.)
The term Christianitas, which in a larger sense

included all Christian people, sometimes implied
the clergy :

"
Christianitas, pro Clericatu." The

Christianitatis Decanus was the Dean who pre-
sided over the clergy of a particular district.
" Christianitatis Decanus, qui in suo districtu

prasest Christianitati. Philippus, Decanus Chris-
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Stamp****
"

[d'KtaranesJ.
" Voccto ad

hoc Decano Ckrittiamtati* Ui {' Du Cange, 1842.

It would appear, then, that the expression DC-
camahu Christimitatis, as applied to Ja/iJr, ii.di-

rated the pradittm specially assigned for the due
maintenance of the Dean, as chief of the

Chapter.
THOMAS BOYS.

Portrait* of Archbishop Laud (2
nd

S. viii. 300.

437.) On a blank page in the register book of
South Kilworth, co. Leicester, there is a pen
and ink sketch of Archbishop Laud, with the

nume of Vandyke, if I remember rightly, in the

corner. A.

Altar Tomb as Communion Tulle (2* S. viii.

379.) At Tong, in Shropshire, there is a very
fine alabaster tomb used as the communion table.

There is a very good description of Ton-; church
in one of the six first numbers of the Archaolt-

gical Journal. A.

Lirerpool, tfrr. (2
nd S. viii. 110. 193. 239. 237.)

As this is said to be a vexed question, perhaps
the following extract from The Glossary <

raldry, p. 203., published by J. II. Parker, ( >

may be interesting
to your correspondent 15.! I.e.'.,

as suggestive of the derivation of the name :

"Lever The cormorant; part of the insignia of the
town of Liverpool."

i: A. B.

Sancte-beU (1* S. r. 104. 208.; x. 3:32.

xi. 150.) As these bells are by no means com-
mon, I may perhaps be allowed to fill a brief space
in these pages by mentioning four examples that

are not given in liloxam's Glossary :

1. Wyre, Worcestershire. This church is of
Saxon (or, at any rate, very early Norman) Archi-

tecture, and the bell-cot (in which the aancte-bell

fitill remains) at the junction of the nave and

chancel, appears to be contemporaneous with the

earliest portions of th<* edifice.

2. Hampton Lorett, Worcestershire. This church
has been lately restored by Sir John Pakin,'ton,
but I presume that the oil bell-cot has not been
interfered with.

3. Whitbourne, Hereford.ihirc, close on the bor-

ders of Worcestershire in the valley of the Teme.
A fine ancient lych-gate will also be found here.

4. March, Cambridgeshire. The bell- cot is very
handsome, and in pood condition, but the bell is

gone. The state of this beautiful church, as re*

gards its horse-boxes of pue*, and its
'

cian" chancel, is much to be deplored; but the

open timber roof of the nave is "a thing of

beauty," and, it is to be hoped, will remi.
.

<
: 1 1 i* in a fine state of preservation,

a mass of elaborate ornament. Its moat

diking nnd beautiful feature consists in its .

figures of angels, with their wings widely *

and the outer feathers left distinct. Such a winged

company, and in Mich an unnmtilated condi
a rare ;- worthy of a visit, even though
that visit should necessarily inelu-i-- tli- :

and discomforts of the Eastern Counties Railway.
CUTIIHEBT BBDE.

Titlet conferred by Olicer Cromwell (2
nd S. vii.

476. 518. ; viii. 382. 420.) The Protector nmd-
one baronet of Ireland, viz. Mm:
and heir of Sir William Fenton of Mitenebtowv,
co. Cork, Knight, who was so created 1 J .lulv,

1658. According to Burke (Kxtinct n

Baronetcies, p. 605.) he was succeeded in the title

by his son Sir William, called second baronet,

whieb, if correct, is singular/as there seems to be no

vestige of any other creation by Charles II. Sir

Maurice was one of the Irish members of l;

Cromwell's House of Commons. K II.

Extracts from an Early MS. (2
04 S. viii. 411.)

I can identify the last of these extracts. The
words "

Sanguineo ore Callus contra Anglos
"
are

not a line, hut only a heading prefixed by the

transcriber to the verses which follow, beginning
"Sircine Um crebris frastra convent itms Anglos

Qncrimns, et dubii pacts nbimus itcr."

They were written in the bitter; spirit

by Gaguin, the minister of Charles VIII. of 1

who was sent over to England in embassy in the

winter of 1490, with a view to establish fr

relations between the two countries. Charles \ III.

was at that time engaged in war with Brittany,
which he was bent on reducing into complete sub-

jection ; and England was looking on with great

impatience, determined to interfere, as she after*

wards did, though too late, in behalf of the duchy,
and at the same time compel the King of France
to acknowledge himself a vassnl of En^l.:nd l.y

the renewal of the tribute paid by Lewis X
Edward IV. Ambassadors of both powers first

met at Calais; afterwards <in.'u'm and his col-

leagues came to England, but after a good deal of
md coming were unable to eflVct the <

of their mission. Gaguin revenged himself for his

ill success by the above epigram, which is men-
tioned by Bernard Ai.dr.'- in hi-* Life .; i

VII.* recently edited by me in the Government
Series of Chronicles. Unfortunately Andre quotes

only the first line of the poem ; otherwise it would
have been possible to correct some manifest errors

and omissions in II. F.'s copy, which I can throw
,t on. There is no dillirulty, however, about

the general sense.

Henry VII. w.i* perhaps not insensible to the

taunt ot ingratitude thrown at him in the line

il, ope nostra victor, ad arroa red!*/*

been unj . to France
elevation to the throne. All the p<

this side the Channel
appear

to have tax-d their

ingenuity to answer <

of Henry VII.
;
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Anglicus in H. F.'s MS. was probably not the

worst reply. Bernard Andre mentions one by
Cornelius Vitelliu?, beginning

"Siccine purpureos incessis carmine reges?

Legati officio siccine fuuctus abis?"

and others by John de Giglis and Petrus Carme-
lianus of Brescia, the king's secretary.; Andre

himself, as he rather amusingly tells us, composed
nearly 200 lines in answer, consisting of about

fifty hexameters, two sets of elegiac verses, and a

hendecasyllabic poem, of each of which he quotes
the commencement, and of the latter the conclu-

sion, "propter niemoriam, seu majus jactantiam."
JAMES GAIRDNER.

Passports (2
nd S. viii. 117.) Some notices re-

lative to the origin, for in, and purpose of passports
have appeared in " N. & Q." I transmit the fol-

lowing quotation from the recent most interesting
volume of the Camden Society, Original Papers
illustrative of the Life and Writings of Milton,
edited by W. Douglas Hamilton of H. M. State

Paper Office :

" The third in the form of Letters Patent granted to

the German divine Peter George Romswinckel, is a good
example of tlie early passports, which were not, like their

modern substitutes, mere permissions to enter the terri-

tories of friendly states, but letters of recommendation

authorising the bearer to travel without molestation

through the dominions of the government by which they
were granted, and to quit its ports in safety; for at that

time no one could leave the shores, even of England,
without permission.

" The value of the passport had reference rather to the

departure of the traveller from his own country than to

his landing abroad, although, as it generally expressed
his position in society and the object of his journey, it

was often found of service at foreign courts, and some-

times, as iu this instance, recommended the bearer to the

good offices of friendly powers."

If I may hazard a conjecture for the considera-

tion of others, I should submit that a passport, or

permission to leave the shores of England, was re-

quisite from a very early period, and that the ne-

cessity of this encouraged a kind of contraband
trade for the conveyance to the courts of France
of those who were unable or unwilling to obtain

the necessary pass. There would be also, I think,
a difference between a passport and a permission
to travel. S. H.

"Damask" (2
nd S. viii. 430.) Damasking was

properly the art of engraving or channelling steel,

and inlaying the cavities thus opened with gold or

silver, after the fashion of Damascus. To damask
was also to work silk, linen, &c. with flowers or

figures ;
but it was, thirdly, to mark paper after a

similar fashion. " To damask to draw

draughts on paper" (Bailey, 1736.) It would
seem that something of this last kind was intended

by the Act which required that the sheets of every
pirated book should be forfeited to the lawful

proprietors of the work ; and that the proprietors

should "damask "
the said sheets,

" and make waste

paper of them." The proprietors, though they
received the forfeited sheets, were not to have the
benefit of them as so much letterpress, but were
to efface or cancel them. Probably in this case
the particular mode of damasking employed,
was by making of the sheets what we now call

marbled paper ;
an article which in former time?,

I believe, publishers and bookbinders often manu-
factured for themselves. But there is also a kind
of paper, called damask paper, occasionally used
for the lining of books.

" To damask potable liquors
"
was, by a farther

extension of meaning,
" to warm them a little, to

make them mantle." (Bailey.) THOMAS BOYS.

I would suggest that this word, as used in the

|

enactment quoted by INQUIRER, may not refer at

|

all to the word derived from Damascus, but may
be derived from the French word demasquer, and
mean " to disfigure and spoil the books," and so

change their appearance as to prepare them for

waste paper. F. C. II.

Four Kings (2
nd S. viii. 417.) There is an

earlier instance of the entertainment of four kings
by a private individual. Under the date of 1363,
Stow relates that Sir Henry Pican, a merchant-
vintner of Gascony, who had been mayor, made a

magnificent entertainment at his house (since
called the "

Vintry") for no less than four kings
at once, viz. of England, Edward IV.

; Scotland,
David Bruce; France, John; and Cyprus, Peter:
besides the kings' sons and most of the nobility of

England, who were also present :

" This deserves our particular notice, for as we do not
read of so many foreign princes to have been in England
at one time, so certainly never before had any private
citizen the honour to entertain so many." Tyrrell's Hist.

of England, v. 651.

W. D. C.

Clarendon House, Piccadilly (2
nd S. viii. 400.)

I think J. G. N. must have been mistaken when
he said that the pilasters on either side the
" Three Kings' Inn" gateway have been removed,
as the right hand one is still standing in its usual

place ;
and the left hand one has been removed,

but a few weeks ago, to a little farther down the

yard, where (I am informed) it still lies.

CHELSEGA.

Publication of Banns (2
nd S. viii. 227.) In the

church of Roydon, near Diss, the banns of mar-

riage are published after the Nicene Creed.

REMIGIUS.

Brasses at West Harling (2
nd S. viii. 417. 461.)

I think that F. C. H. wrote somewhat hastily
when he stated that the expression "et pro quibus
tenentur" is frequently met with on sepulchral
brasses. I have read thi*ough some hundreds of

inscriptions on these memorials, and can recollect

but one other instance besides that at West Har-
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It is at Eton College Chapel, and is as

Orate p AiabJ Walter! Haugh Margaret* &.

vxornm due et p qoib? deft* LI. e. dictus] Walterus
tat*' [i. . tenelur] qui auklra Waltenu obijt xxvijc die

novemVi* Anno dm Mfflmo CCCCC T quur* Aiib?
ppWefde?"
The insertion here of the word orarc in con-

nection with tenttur clearly shows that t!

presaion is to be rendered (as originally suggested*
by the editor of " N. & Q.") by " bound to praj;"
it is perhaps equivalent to the exhortati<>

pray lor all Christian souls," which is often found
in English inscriptions on brasses. II. HAINBS.

" Et pro nuibus tenentur." Any suggestion of

your learned correspondent F. C. II. deserves

consideration, but I think there can be little

doubt that the explanation you have given is the
correct one. Certainly it id the meaning I should
be led to attach to the phrase from the following
amplification of it

preserved by RIomefield, Nor-
wich, S. John Maddermarket. " On a brass on a
stone by the altar/'

44 Orate pro animahu.i Thome Cans," &c. &c. "Jobanne
et Helene Uxorum etas, qui qaidem Johannes ab hac luce

migravit xiii die Sept A dni 1560, ef pro awJm* idem
Tkomat orare tenetur, quorum animabiu," &c.

I have met with the expression in old Latin
wills. The following is the nearest translation
that I remember to have seen. It is from a will

chti-il

"
I tm. I will have a honest secular preet of good name

and good fame to sing and py for my fader* aooile my
moden aolle my solle, &o* M And for all tkt nttm Oat
laidmuiuladtramdmoderartbdtoUemto."

EXTKAKBUS.

MOTKS OK BOOKS, ETC.

The Boy'i Play Book of Science, including the \

r..v""'<" '</ Jnwsjss* sj On 4 i ..- /

i of Cnemutry and Natural PhUotopkf.
Hevy Pepper. lOttrart w*A upward, of 400

Pepper as a popular lecturer on

subjects i* well known. The interest which
his lectures excited in the minds of many of his youthful
auditor, was shown by the numerous inquiries made by
them as to the mode of performing his experiments.
Them, inquiries Mr. Pepper now answers in tbe present

ranged in a methodical, simple, and popular form that

ft Plaf Book of Science will take a high place
ka of&is cW-fef w. out conceive no more w

present to any intelligent boy.

Mesm. Smith & Klder obviotul
Addiaon, that it i. not in mortals tocommana saeee*
by the arrangement, of their new periodical The Co

yyiiftii.
it is dear they mean to win it Passing'-,-'' ,

character of the articles, the reputation of tbe writers.
l
c

fl

5L
Mtf^k)IW' W** "^ VntnroTk, that they tetsn!

the Oornlutl Magazine to be one of the permanent'
tion* of tbe country. It U a marvel of cheapness, and a
model of excel

CHRISTMAS BOOKS.-We have another small batch of
these publication, of the season yet to dispose of. Among

gj*^OWrto.
IFeat, a Ckri+na, TatTi

- '

is a cheerful and interesting
\|, .

. , r i I ,-, 1
i mm ... \',

Motherly, a pleasant companion to the veryM ^_. ^
th<J MJne wriur^ gnd ,,1^^

To

Uly illustrated a.
'litre Parable*, ritt'

, wren
J. Enline Clarke, M.A. witk 16
Warren, and The Children'. PUg

in**ra*io** by Wehnert, both of
wiA ft

, o o wc will find
favour with many juvenile readers for the beauty of the
platea. Meesr*. feootledge have added to their stock of
cheap Cbrutmas Books, A Cftruteu Hamper, *> Mark
Lemon, containing some half dozen pleasant Tales of the
Season ; and what t* surely most

appropriate, 7*. Dinner
Quezon; or. How to Dine WfU and Econ
Tabitha Tickletooib, which is an

BOOKS AND ODD VOLUMES
WANTED TO

Gwi.'. WDM* ( AH.L. CAW. LIB.) Yol. IV

KlAL't IlttTOBT Or TM PoBITAM. S VoU. 4tO.

Haebttfc. An tr. Sc. i. av>.-_
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VALUABLE PRIVILEGE.
POLICIES effected in this Office do not become void through tern

porary difficulty in paying a Premium, as permission is given upon
application to suspend the payment at interest, according to the con
ditione Detailed in the Prospectus.
LOANS from 100Z. to 500Z. granted on real or first-rate Persona

Attention is also invited to the rates of annuity granted to old lives
for which ample security is provided by the capital of the Society.
Example : 1002. cash paid down purchases An annuity of

S, s. d.
10 4 to a male life aged 60)
12 3 1 65 1 Payable as long
14 16 3 70 {

as he is alive.
13 11 10 7b)

Now ready, 10th Edition, price 7*. 6d., of

MR. SCRATCHLEY'S MANUAL, on
FRIENDLY SOCIETIES, with RULES, TABLES, and an EXPO
SITION of the TRUE LAW OF SICKNESS.
SHAW & SONS, Fetter Lane ; and LAYTONS, 150. Fleet Street, B.C.

UNITED KINGDOM
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THE HON. FRANCIS SCOTT, Chairman.
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INVALID LIVES. Persona not in sound health may have their
lives insured at equitable rates.

ACCOMMODATION IN PAYMENT OF PREMIUMS.- Only one-
half of the Annual Premium, when the Insurance is for life, is

required to be paid lor the first five years, simple interest being
charged on the balance. Such arrangement is equivalent TO AN

without the borrower having recourse to the unpleasant neces-
sity of procuring Sureties, or assigning and thereby parting with his
Policy, during the currency of the Loan, irrespective of the great
attendant expenses in such arrangements.

The above mode of insurance has been found most advantageous
when Policies have been required to cover monetary transac-
tions, or when incomes applicable for Insurance are at present
limited, as it only necessitates half the outlay formerly required
by other Companies before the present system was instituted by
this Office.

LOANS are granted likewise on real and personal Securities.
Forms of Proposal and every information afforded on application
to the Resident Director,

8. Waterloo Place, Pall Mall, London, S.W.
By order,

'

E. LENNOX BOYD. Resident Director.

ENSON'S WATCHES.
" Perfection of mechanism." Morning Post.

Gold, 4 to 101 guineas ; Silver, 2 to 50 guineas. Send 2 Stamps for

Benson^
Illustrated Watch Pamphlet. Watches sent to all parts of

33. and 34. LUDGATE HILL, London, E.C.

Jg

"EAL & SON'S EIDER DOWN QUILTS,
from 1 Guinea to 10 Guineas ; also Goose Down Quilts from

> 24s. List of Prices and Sizes sent Free by Post. Heal and
i's New Illustrated Catalogue of Bedsteads and Priced List of Beri-
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np
H E LONDON ASSURANCE,

7. ROYAL EXCHANGE, 30. November, 1859.

The Corporation of the London Assurance give notice to parties whose
Lives are Assured in their Office, that no extra Premium will be clmr-eTl
to them on joining any Volunteer Corps for service in the United Kin^-
dom, and that all Policies will be paid in full where death ensues fn
consequence of such service.

JOHN LAURENCE. Secretary.

THE MUTUAL LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY
(established A.D. 1834,) 39. King Street, Cheapside, B.C., London.

This is a purely Mutual Life Assurance Society, with a Capital of
350,000?. invested in Government and Real Securities, created entirelyby the steady accumulation of the Premiums, and all belonging to themembers The assurances in force are 1,400,0002., and the income up-wards of 60,000?. per annum.
No extra charge to assurers joining Volunteer Rifle, or Artillery Corps

CHARLES INGALL, Actuary.
N.B. All Policies taken out on or before the 31st December, 1859, will

have the advantage of One Year in every Annual Bonus.

MARK YOUR LINEN with CULLETON'S
PATENT ELECTRO SILVER PLATES. The most easy,

prevents the ink spreading, and never washes out. Any person can use
them. Initial plate, Is. ; name plate, 2s. 6d. ; set of movable num-
bers, 2s. 6d. ; crest, 5s. with directions. Post free for stamps Observe
25. Cranbourn Street. Leicester Square, W. C. ;

?

pULLETON'S HERALDIC OFFICE and Ge-
V> nealogical Studio, for Tracing Family Arms, Pedigrees, and His-
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-
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INDELIBLE,

HARMLESS,
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[* CASES, POST FREE, 3s. 3d. & 6s,, direct from E. F. LANGDALE'S
Laboratory, 72. Hatton Garden, London, E.C.

" Mr. Langdale's preparations are, to our mind, the most extra-
ordinary productions of modern chemistry."Illustrated London, News,
uly 19, 1851.

A long and interesting report on the Products of E. F. Langdale's
laboratory, by a Special vScientiflc Commission from the Editor of the
Zance,will be found in that Journal of Saturday, January 10th, 1857;A Copy will be forwarded for Two Stamps.
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Brain.
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2. NEW BOND STREET, W.
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A.

A. on chorus " Eleu loro," 292.

Choyce, Joice, Jocunda, 250.

Kennedy (Win.), minor poet, 293.

A. (A.) on ambassadors unturned, 377. 500.

Bells rang backwards, 504.

Blodius in heraldry, 177.

Boley Hill, Rochester, 398.

Bugle, an animal, 400.

Bull and bear of Stock Exchange, 79.

Classical cockneyism, 91.

Crooked boundaries of fields, 440.

Discountenancing bills of exchange, 226.

Ducdame, in Shakspeare, 284.

Eleu loro, 443.

End, as a local termination, 432.

Fap in Shakspeare, 285.

{Folk lore and provincialisms, 483.

Gallimawfry in Shakspeare, 285.

Gunpowder Plot discovered by magic, 369.

Handel's orchestra, 78.

"Harry Sophister, 86.

Illoques, its derivation, 146.

Ligatures facere, 196.

Monumental brasses, their preservation, 10/

Northamptonshire story, 485.

Tandy, the Sepoy rebel, 89.

Paoli (Pascal), death of his son, 399.

Pews, historical notice of, 204.

Pompeii, encaustic paintings at, 89.

Serfdom in England, 278.

Shooting soldiers, memorial of, 70.

Side saddles, 187.

Story of Marshal Turenne, 88.

Ten and Tenglars, 52.

Tote, its etymology, 443.

Tricolor flag of France, 192.

Venice, its mediaeval architecture, 108.

Widow's cap, its origin, 433.

Al.ekrd (Peter), his works, 103.

.Abhba on Addison's house near Dublin, 432.

Baratariana, 95. 139.

Bibliographical queries, 29. 186.

Abhba on bride and bridegroom aged 97 and 99, 144.

Charity-box for distressed gentlemen, 108.
"
Complete Irish Traveller," its author, 146.

Cutts (John Lord), 132.

Danish forts in Ireland, 268.

Denny (Lady Arabella), 88.

Donnybrook near Dublin, 129.

Dublin Lord Mayor, 1764, 207.

Duhigg (Bartholomew Thomas), 9.
" Familiar Epistles on the Irish- Stage." 512.

Graveyards in Ireland, 69.

Handel's Hallelujah Chorus, 107.
"
History of Ireland," its author, 250.

Holt (General Joseph),
"
Memoirs," 9.

Irish Extinct and Dormant Peerage, 288.
"
Irish Pursuits of Literature," 515.

Irish stamps, 50.

King (Abp.), his portrait, 169.

Leslie's Answer to Abp. King, 252.
" Letter to a Clergyman," &c., 27.

Miller's Lectures on the Greek language, 50.

Murphy (Bp.), his Irish MSS., 169.

Navy of England 200 years ago, 68.

Newcome (Abp.), Memoirs, 310.

Nicolson (Dr. Win.), Abp. of Cashel, 413.
a Parliament of Pimlico," &c., 89.

Pearce (Lieut. Gen. Thomas), 226.

Pearce (Sir Edward Lovett), 28.

Pococke (Bp.), Tour through Ireland, 109.

Petty (Sir William), MS. Letters, 130.

Power (Henry Lord), 378.

Read (Dr. James), 70.

Ringsend, St. Matthew's Chapel, 52.

Robinson (Bryan), M.D., 28.

St. Andrew's parish, Dublin, 146.

St. Patrick's ridges, 89.

Scuteh mills in Ireland, 88.

Sedan-chairs in Dublin, 185.

Ussher (Sir William), 324. 438.

Van Lewen (John), M.D., 146.

Abracadabra on book stall collectors, 494.

Cromwell (Oliver), letters, 287.

Drake (Sir Francis), his portrait, 26S.

Italian music in England, 290.
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Abracadabra on Rnbens* pass, and destroyed recor

',* days, 429.

Abraagh.orBonmghfanu
Acbt on cock nod boll stork*. I

DnokutfioorpM
Hooker* Ecdes. Pulitj, quoted, 537.

Odoombjan decambtUator, 14.

Pregiuai women pardon,M ftflte,itt,
\ illetna, sale of, 18.

Wicklifs translation of the New TesUmen:
* worried at a stake, 37. 239.

Acton, English, in Germ-
Addiaon (Joseph), his house near Dublin, 439.

Adenborough, 51. Ill

Admiralty documents destroyed, 4 In.

Adye (VT. L.) on .1.

Acddan ab Garran, king of the Dalraiad Scots, 71.

A. (. H.) on Beaumont* Life of Dean Granrille, 206.
: .MM (James) of Lancaster

Cromwell's knight
Delarab of Seaton Drlaral, 394.

Eflbid. or Ebbingford, 405.

Ringposiw, 216. 466.

Sheridan's speech on Hastings' trial. 259.

Thirkeld (Her. William).

Travelling of sound experimentally jmovwl. 505.

Vilain Qiiatorw, origin of title.

Vindicta Bernardi," 329.

J-jop's Fables, mutilated editions, 414.

A. (F. C.) on residence in the Tower of London, 09.

Afghanistan, eesU of officers nt, 289. 386. 498.

Ageda (Bp. Christianas), prophecy found in his sepul-
;

chre, 226.

Agincourt, assumption of arms by those who fought at,

Aide-decamp to Lord i'rimatcand Chancellor

Aikman (James), notiwi

A. (I. II) on Drummond of Cohnhalxi-

Ainsworth (W. II.) on Dr. Markero** Lift of Dr. I

ilaginn, 235.

Aldgate, great pit at the plague, 288.

AUrynton, parchment deed

Alexander (Sigiamnnd and Henry), 298. 330

barter, 246.

the Unite Chronicles, 39.

and deaths of authors, :

hes of Irish Political Character

Aliquis on seal ooeriea, 37?.

Alleyn (Edward), Rkhard Jones's letter to, 22.

Alleyne (Ricliard), of Sussex, 39.

All Fool's Day. origin of, 988.

Allington (John), Vicar of Leamington, 46. 78.

Albbrox, its inning, 17.

Almanac, vacant data*, 309. 405.

Altnery explained, 251.

Alpha on Harding family, 88.

Allan, the super, in cathedrals 204. S55. 297. 337.

Altar-tomb used as a communion table, 379. 540.

A. (It) on De Foe's defendants, 299.

Ambassador* unbnritd in Weatmiwter Abbey, 377. 443.

498.

Amriibon (AbW). destroyed French records, 529.

American anUqnitit
American dramatists, 250.

American statesman's library. 450.

Amiens on Jack of Newlnn
Ooghton (Sir Jamea Adotphn.), 18.

(gU), formerlyAinpt-le
Anderson (Dr. Jamea), parentsge, 169. 217. 327.;

, 457
Anderson (Prof. John), his papers, 255. 345. 358. 515.

rson (T- C.) on bomb

Blowing from cannon, 39.

UrituL
autl,r..j..j.!i;iKi. |

"Dane* of Death.

Grave diggers, 76.

Longerity, 97.

Negro slaves sold in England, 58.

Prophecy respecting France, 226.

Smoking anerdotr

Snuff-box presented to Georgi .

Words to the beat of the dram, 98.

Andrew, afternoon refreshment, 318. 439.
Andrews (Alex.) on Jews' Spring Garden*, 422
Andrews (Bev. John), noticed, 1 10.

Andrews (Ut. Hun. Francis), 211.

Angelo (Michael), the bill of, ;J98. 460.

A. (N. J.) on Abbey of Quincay
Payton (Wm. Shakspeare), 4 i

Sneyd (Uonora), her antograpi

Annaly (Lord) Chief Justice, 211.

Anne (Queen), her fifty churches, 1 6. ;"passpcrt granted

by, 117.

Anonymous Works :

Baratariana, 52. 95. 139. J 1 1 .

Bride of Florence, 11.

Cambridge I*tin plays, 297.

Cancer, a plat, L'

Castle of .Ksevlapius, 398.

"Clergyman's Gonpanioa in Visiting the Sick,"

398.

Clrtophon, a plav.

Complete Irish Traveller, 146.

Cries of Royal Blood, 29.

Cromwell :~A Critical Keriew of tho Political Life

of Oliver Cromwci
;. .-:;,:. >r, i.;i.

Essay on Taste, 470.

Euribates, a play,
-

Eve of St. Uippolito, 250.

Excellent Woman, 432. 505.

Familiar Kpiatles on the Irish Stage,
French Massacre*

Gil Bias,

Histoire de requisition et sea Origine, 29.

History of the British Worthies of our Own

Hone Subseciva .

Infanta de Zamorre, 400.

Ireland: An Account of the Transaction* in the

North of Ireland, 186.

Ireland: The True Impartial History and Wars of

Ireland, 186.

Ireland: History of Inland, 1784, 2.M>

Irish Pursuit* of

Jesuits : An Impartial Consideration of the Speeches
of Fire Jesuits, 29.

LcBIa*B1en,orFat*oftheL.
to a Clergyman on his .Sermon i-:

January, 27
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Anonymous Works :

Musomaniu, or Poet's Purgatory, 28.

Night, a Poem, 11. 57. 78. 479. 538.

Parthenia, a play, 227.

Pliilo, a drama, 250.

Popery against Christianity, 29.

Eights of the Christian Church Asserted, 29.

Simo, a play, 227.

Sketches of Irish Political Characters, 28. 59.

Stoicus Vapulans, a play, 227.

Traveller, or the Marriage in Sicily, 146.

Vanity's Victim, a comedy, 250.

Venice, a poem, 432.

Zelotypus, a play, 227.

Anstey (Christopher), noticed, 167. 195.

Anthropophagi. British, 36. 71.

Antrim (Marquis of), noticed, 308.

Anvalonnacu, its derivation, 96.

Apreece family, 271.

Aquinas (Thomas), two of his Works, 514.

Arabic poem, 207.

Arch, the tower-crowned, 129.

Archbishop's mitre, 248. 390.

Archery club motto, 129.

Argyle (Marquis of) and Charles II., 311.

Arithmetical notation from an old MS., 411. 460. 520.

Armiger on Cardinal Wolsey, 228.

Armstrong (John) alias Launcelot Temple, on vulgar

errors, 247.

Arrows of Harrow, 17. 35. 59.

Arterus on clapping Prayer-books, 33.

Herbert (George) and Theocritus, 385.

Presentany, its meaning, 113.

St. Patrick's ridges, 194.

Sophocles' Clytocmnestra, 26.

Ussher's Britan. Eccles. Antiquitates, 29.

Wellington (Duke of), ancestry, 186.

Arthur (King), Greek version of, 290.

Artists, Incorporated Society of British, their catalogues,
531.

Artists' quarrels in Charles I.'s reign, 12.1.

Artists who have been scene painters, 136.

Asher (D. D.) on passage in
" The Tempest," 141.

Ashton (Abdias), chaplain of the Earl of Essex, 302.

336. 361. 408. 461.

Asphodel on Rev. Edward Bristowe, 470.

Aspland (R. B.) on Latin poem against Milton, 273.

Assignats, forged, 314.

Aubrey (John), "Wiltshire Antiquities," vol. ii. 467.

Audley'End, Pope's chair at, 106.

Augustus, augury at his election as Consul, 2.

Aurora Borealis, alliterative verses on, 412.

Austrian army, alliterative verses on, 412. 460.

A. (W.) on manufacture of kelp, 85.

Lilac, Syringa, or Philadelphus, 73.

Scotch paraphrases, 77.

Aydon Castle, 349.

Aylward family arms, 329.

A. (Z.) on James Aikman, 130.

Cambridge Latin Plays, 227.

Cartwright (Win.),
" The Royal Slave," 207.

Castle of Jlsculapius, 398.

Dimond (Wm.), his death, 129.

(ib'the's Clavigo, its translator, 415.

Harrison (Rev. Thomas), 90.

A. (Z.) on Hofland (Mrs.), Dramas, 311.

Keating (E. H.), Dramas, 311.

Lesly (George), Rector of Whittering, 207.
Murdoch (John), author of

" Pictures of the Heart,"
432.

Monney (William), dramatist, 399.

Oulton (W. C.), dramatist, 433.

Parkc's translation of Horace, 209.

Pegge (Dr. Samuel), MS. poetry, 146.

Phipps (John), dramatist, 415.

Roxby (R.) and J. Shield, 90.

Shakspeare's Plays in Welsh, 207.
The Traveller, or the Marriage in Sicily, 146.

Venice, a poem, 432.

Wells (Mr.), dramatic writer, 109.

B. on German silver, 13.

j8. on Robert Chester's Love's Martyr, 251.

Coals first used in England, 119.

Greek version of King Arthur, 290.

Peel (Sir Robert), his Memoirs, 179.

Publishing before the invention of printing, 58.

St. Dominic and the Inquisition, 135.

Sangraal, Romance of, 304.

Tennyson's
"
Enid," 155.

Thomason's "
Memories," 1 70.

Baalun (John de), his family, 26.

Baccare, its meaning in Shakspeare, 527.

Bacon (Lord Francis), his skull ridiculed, 354.; on Con-

versation, 108. 178..- was he a Calvinist or Armi-
nian? 201.; Essays, 297. 332.

Badge of poverty, 184.

Bags, a slang word, 491.

I Bailey (Geo.) on Boydell's Shakspeare Gallery, 97.

! Bailly (Sir Charles), secretary of Mary Queen of Scots,
267. 316.

Baker (David Erskine), his family, 94. 197.

Ballet in England, its origin, 293.

Balloon, cost of its material and gas, 291.

Ballop, its meaning, 227. 256.

Baltimore, ballad on the Sack of, 415.

Bankes (John), grandson of the Chief Justice, 311.

Banns of marriage published after the Nicene Creed,
227. 541.

Barata, its etymology, 69. 133.
"
Baratariana," its authorship, 52. 95. 139. 211.

Barham (Francis) on date of Epistle to the Hebrews,
247.

Barilla, or Barrilla (salicornia), 85.

Bamstaple or Barum, 56.

Barrett (E.) on Gofton of Stockwcll, 270.

Barrey (Lodovick),
" Ram Alley, or Merrie Tricks,"

188.

Barrington (George), his Prologue, 294.

Barrymore and the Du Barrys, 16.

Bartholomew-cokes, 187. 237.

Bartholomew Fair, historical notices, 161.

Barton (Bernard), birth and death, 51. 118.

Barton (Francis), grave-digger at Horslcy, 76.

Barum top, its derivation, 56. 69.
" Basilikon Duron," by James I., 513.

Basingstoke reckonings, 128.

Basket! (John), petition to the Treasury, 65.
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Bates (Win.) <m Dibdiu Library Companion, 530.

rod ribbon of tb Order of UKJ, 168.

BattelAbbey,"signa-o,,16.
Bstteae, siysegy of, 249. 300. 319.

UiltUcombe family, 453. 523.

Bawdin (Sir Charles) noticed, 148.

B*yly (E. C.) oo seals of BritUh officer*, 239.

Bayley (T. Haynee), birth, 51. 118.

Bajroe* (John), barrister, 269. 318.

..n Dr. Donne's seal. 17

. Herb* d Or, 46i. 537.

B. (C. J.) on debating societies, 207.
"

TJtt style u the nun himself," 479.

!..) on Bralhwaite foinily.

B. (C. W.) on cornelian found at Weymouth, 131.

Heraldic query, 293.

B. (D.) on longevity of EpUraim Pratt, 137.

B. (K. A.) on Liverpool, iu derivation, 540.

Peel tower*, 378.

Bear hunt on the Tbame*. 148. 196.

Bearded women, 247. 333. 478.

Beau -scant : Iteaulieu, iU etymology, 451.

0.) on Halting.' trial and Join. Mill, 158.

Beck (Barbara Van), bearded woman, 247.

Becket's Crown, Canterbury, detached chapel, 268.

Bede (Cuthbcrt) on Apreece family, 271.

Artiste scene painten, 136.

P. illet in England, 293.

Bill of Michael Angelo, 398.

Campbellton, ArgyUahire, 180.

ChrUttnas customs and folk-lore, 438.

0, Spy," iU author, 131.

Modem lang, cant, and vulgar words, 490.

.ck (Bp.). inediled letter, 66.

"Royal Slave," 3 17.

Sancte bell, four example, 540.

Wobey (Cardinal), 295.
"
Young Traveller*, or a VUit to Oxford," 130.

Bedell (BUhop), notes on hi* Life by Burnet, 301.

Beer and its strength, 169.

Behn (Aphara), her petitions, 265.

Belater-Adime on K|iigrain on Queen Christina, 290.

Cry. (Sir Robert le), 268.

llannay (Patrick),
"
Songs and Sonnets," 19.

Montrose (Marquis of), lines by, 440.

Rings, their iwee an I mottoes, 444.

Vale of Red Hor>.

BeK-r (Sir Roger), hu murder and the law. of chivalry,

496.

Bell metal, it* composition, 249. 299.

Bellomont (la Karl of), hi* Journal, 169.

...*, Northern and Sherwood Youths, 433.

Bells, catch-cope, 30. ; gla, for churches, .328.; jingler,

rattler, and ear, 37. ; S-note, 540.

Bells of China, 306. 442. 536.

Bella, pair of carious old, 12.

1WU rang backwards, 18. 504.

Beltane festivu

Belvoir Castle, MHravings of, 47 1

BalMOt (Giovanni Battuta) noticed , 163.

Bentivoglio family, its foun,lcr, 130.

Benbsh, an article of dree*, 453.

Bcrdewell (Win.), inscription on his brass, 417. 461.

Berkshire, the White Horn, 255.

I (Richard), Rector of Batcombe, 402.

Bernard (St.). the "Vindkta Bernard!," 329.

Berwick-on-Tweed, its mayor's salary, 59. ; iU stocks, 59.

'(Peter) of Cork, 138.

legend of, 93.

between meals, .>

Beyer (Mr.) alia*
- John <

i.lpin." i i ...

1'..)
on derivation of Soul, 249.

B. (F. C.) on John Playford's birth-plat

Marriage customs, 44 i.

Notes on trees and flower

Villenage, 423.
B. (H.) on Bonaventore'. Works, 258.

Vulgate of 1484, 257.
B. (H. C.) on alliterative verses, 412.
B. (H. E.) on the cardinal virtue*, 26.
B. (H. W.) on anonymous hymn-
Bible, Breeches, 1599, 356.; of 1631, mispri

commandment, 330.; lines on buying one, 235.:

prices of, in 17th century, 16.; Vulgate edition 1482
and 1484, 128. 25 7

Bibliothecar. Chetham. on General Literary Index, 103.

Preeentany, its meaning. 1 13.

B. (I. I. A.) on derivation of buU,
Bill* of exchange, discountenancing, 226.
Hilton Park, view* of, 328.

Bingham (C. W.) on w An Austrian Army," 460.

Chideock, co. Dorset, 238.

Figures on hill sides, 461.
Foxe's Book of Martyrs
Greek word, iXi/M*4r, 156.

Leese: Lancer*, in Bible version, 229.
Liberavi animam meani

Pepys's Diary, a prayer in, 537.

Petrarch and Lord Falkland, 185.

Plough*, waggons so called, 5O4.

Smith ( HenryX
u
Sermons," 330.

Bindon (Mr.), artist, 169.

Biographers and their subjects, 451.
Birch (Dr. Thos.). notes on Burnet's Life of Bp. Bedell,

301.

Birth, mode of celebrating, 144.

Births extraordinary, 257. 299. 439.
Birtsmortou Court, Worcestershire, 228. 294. 357. 437.

538.

Bishops elect, are they peers? 431.
H. (J.) on writers in Quarterly Reviews, 145.

B. (J. G. L.) on box allied to a house, 431.

Foxe's Book of Martyrs, 534.

Muffled peal on Innocents Day
Plough, the vulgar name of a'waggon, 431.

Blackcombe (S.) on Micbelct on Knglith literature, 26.

Blackguard, a court menial, 376.

Blackstone (Judge), his
"
Comn^ntariw," 454.

Blake (Charles), extract from his Common-place book,
465.

Bleuman, attendant on a sheriff, 17.'

Bliss (Or. Philip), letter on Dr. Donne, seal, 216.; letter

respecting John Lilly, letter*. .

Blodiun, or Blodeus, in hr, ,' : 177

Blue blood intimating illustrious birth, 440.

Bobolink, an American bir.l. 417.

Bobyll and the Cardinal's Hat tavern, 326.

Bocardo, a prison at Oxford, 270.; a logical term, 270.

Bocase tree in Xorthamptonahire. 498.

Bockett (Julia R.) OQ Sigismund and Hen. Alexander

479.
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Bockett (Julia R.) on Townsend (Rev. Meredith), 36.

Bohuii (John de), his arms, 12.

Boileau (J. P.) on brass at West Herling, 417.

Boley Hill, Rochester, 398.

Bolton Castle noticed, 249. 355.

Bolton (Charles Paulet, 1st Duke of), his mental de-

rangement, 355. 442.

Bolton (Livinia Fenton, Duchess of), 291. 336.

Bombs, date of their invention, 37.

Bonaparte (Napoleon), escape from Elba, 86. 382. 396.

449. 532.; his snuff-box, 48.

Bonaventure (Cardinal), list of his works, 128. 178.

218. 258.

Bomvicke (Henry), bookseller, his letters, 343.

Boodleite, Old, origin of the phrase, 353. 443.

Books burned and whipped, 168.; burnt in Ireland, 364.

Book covers, gold coins found in, 511.

Book inscriptions, 319.

Book-markers, their utility, 301. 362.

Book notes, 464. See Fly-leafscribUinffs.
" Book of Hy-Many," inquired after, 512.

"Book of Sports," its publication in 1618 and 1633,
414. 456.

Book-stall collectors, 494.

Books recently Published :

Absolon's Heroes of the Laboratory, 40,

Anderson's Dura Den, 365.

Archaeological Institute: Catalogue of Scottish

Relics, 139.

Ashe's Poems, 40.

Ballantyne's Christianity and Hindu Philosophy, 40.
Becket (Abp.), a Biography, 505.

Bentley's Magazine, Tales from, 40. 139.

Bentley's Quarterly Review, No. II. 80.; No. III.

390.

Black's Picturesque Tourist of Scotland, 20.

Boswell's Johnson (Murray), 60. 139. 480.

British Almanack and Companion, 1860, 462.

British Museum, Catalogue of the Reading Room,
279.

Brown's Rab and his Friends, 100.

Byron's Poetical Works, 60. 139. 320. 480.

Camden Society: Miscellany, vol. iv. 79.; Symonds's

Diary, 79.; Original Papers illustrative of Mil-

ton's Life, 480.

Carnarvon (Earl of), Archaeology of Berkshire, 462.

Chalmers's History of Dunfermlime, 60.

Chappell's Popular Music of Olden Time, 39.

Children's Picture Books, 506.

Christmas books, 542.

Clark's Surnames metrically arranged, 240.

Cochet's Le Tombeau de Childeric I., 462.

Cole's Life and Times of Charles Kean, 139.

Conquest's What is Homoeopathy ? 20.

Cooke (Eliza), Poems, 100.

Cornhill Magazine, 542.

Dante's Three Visions, by J. W. Thomas, 120.

Davis's Memorials of Knightsbridge, 99.

De la Rue's Indelible Diary, 426.
De la Rue's Red Letter Diary, 462.

Demans' Class-book of English Prose, 426.

Dictionary of Modern Cant, 99.

Eley's Geology in the Garden, 180.

Emmet's Women Artists, 365.

Fitzpatrick's Friends and Fees of Lady Morgan, 240.

Books recently published :

French's Life of Samuel Crompton, 240.

Gatty (Mrs.), The Human Face Divine, 506.

Gilbert's History of Dublin, 99.

Golden Rule : Stories of the Ten Commandments^
40.

Gntch's Literary and Scientific Register, 506.
Halliwell on the Evidences of Christianity, 179.
Herbert (George), Works in Prose and Verse, 390.

History of Sir Thomas Thumb, 506.

Jahrbuch fiir Romanische und Englische Literatur,

99.

James's Naval History of Great Britain, 20. 180v
390.

Jameson's Memoirs of Early Italian Painters, SOS-
Kent Archjeological Society Transactions, Vol. I...

119.

Lamartine's Mary Stuart, 20.

Lewin on the Invasion of Britain, 179.

Macmillan's Magazine, 390.

Manual of Rifle Volunteers, 524.

Moore's British Ferns and their Allies, 320.

Moore's Poetical Works, 60. 139. 240. 320. 426;

Motherly's Nursery Poetry, 365.

Motherly's Servants' Behaviour Book, 40.
'

Murray's Chronicles of a City Church, 462.

Murray's Hand-book for Devon and Cornwall,, 99t
National Cyclopaedia, Supplement, 40.

Newland's Life of Antonio de Dominis, 19.

Nightingale Valley, 506.

Norden's View of London Bridge, 365.

Owlglas (Master Tyl), Marvellous Adventures, 390.

Papworth's Dictionary of Arms, 139.

Parkinson's Key to the Civil Service, 180.

Pepper's Boy's Play Book of Science, 542.

Petrarch's Sonnets, &c., 139.

Popular Nursery-Tales and Rhymes, 506.

Prout (Father), Reliques of, 506.

Pylgremage of the Soul, 280.

Quarterly Review, No. 211. 79.; No. 212, 365.
Raine's Fabric Rolls of York Minster, 59.

Rose (Rt. Hon. Geo.), Diaries and Correspondency
505.

Rowland's Manual of the English Constitution, 462i
Russell's Kelt's Rebellion in Norfolk, 319.

Russell's Rifle Clubs and Volunteers, 60.

Shakspeare's Household Words, 506.

Shakspeare, New Exegesis of, 365.

Spiritual Songs, &c., by Mason and Shepherd, 120.

Stereoscopic Cabinet, 426.

Surtees Soci2ty : The Fabric'Rolls of York Minster,
59.

Taylor's Great Pyramid, 425.

Taylor's Stones of Etrnria, 240.

Thiers' History of French Revolution. 40. 140.

Timbs's Stories of Inventors, &c., 506.

Timbs's Things not generally Known, Secoui

Series, 99.

Tragic Dramas from Scottish History, 505.

Waller's Catalogue of Autographs, 426.

Ward's Telescope Teachings, 60.

Wedgwood's Dictionary of Etymology, 524.

Webb's Marco Griffi, the Italian Patriot, 180.

Whatton's Life of Rev. Jeremiah Horrox, 462.

Wiltsch's Handbook of Church Geography, 320.
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Books recently published :

Woods Illustrated Natural Hi*! on. 60. 140. 240.

965. AM.
Woollen Manufactures ci* Great BrfttJq, 140.

; ! .

i* luU, rrly, 88.

Boot of a carriage, 238. 3 17. 4

Borr, its modern meauinp. I
1

-
! .

Boreman (Thomas),
*
Gigantick Histories," 450.

Borgbese (Prince*), her death, 417. 460.

Borgia (Cear), epigram on, 246.

Boswell's Johiuon. illustration of a passage, 107.

':;e, sermons before the battle of, 493.

Bower (Hubert) on proverbs worth preserving. 202.

Box, as applied to a bou*

Boyd (Zachary), literary production*, In.

Boydel! (Aid.), Shakspsare Gallery, 50. 97. 31 3. 457.

Boyle lecture, its present trustee*, 352. 441.

Boys (Thomas) on Adenborough, 1 14.

Andrew: Gaffman

Battens, its etymology, 319.

Blue blood, 440.

Boydell's Sbakspeare, 97.

Bugle, an animal, 423.

Cadewoldes. meaning of, 98.

Cspoole, alint Liverpool, 198.

Cloven foot, 387.

Damask, waste paper, .Ml.
" Decauatus Cbristkatotis,'' 539.

Englisbry and Irishry, 77

Fiber r. Smith, 157.

Fap, its etymology, 528.

Greek word ifeapl>fe 156

GrosMteste's
' Castle of Love," 539.

Grotesque in elm

Harpoys et fissheponde, 115.

Judge's bla

Le Central Mohatra, 1

" Liberavi aniinain meatn

od pies at Christmas, 488.

Patron saint

. : Cess-her,.

Poets Laureate, 1 17.

Prisoner's arraignment
Psalm xcv. 10: "aligns
(JualitW: Fansei.

Squaring the arc!

St. Dominic, 117.
' Shim, its derivation. 1

Syr Tryamourr, ,

Ten and Tenglam, 93.

Tiiteiwg met

Urban, as a Christian na-

Verities "Drau^lr
\\. (P.) on Patrotto, 1*>.

Bradley (Mrs. Timothy ), delivered ..fright chiMren, 257.

Bradahaw (Pmident) and .Mr:
'

Bra.lstr.-ct pedigree, 227.

Bradatriet (John), actor, 22.

BrambaJl (Abp.), his arms, 259. 338.

Brangle, or bransle, its meaning.

Brasses, monumental, ince 1698, 478.; pmerration of

:ionnmenul how preserved,
291. 478.

..-.-.. .-. :
" -

Bray, extract* Mm ehurebwanfenV accounts, 494.

Braybrooke (Lord) on inscripHen on a ring. 298.
Brecon collegiate church, 28. 60.

1599, 356.

( H. II.) Lictit. < M,V. of St. Lucia, his motto, 389.

__John) on Jews in Canterbury _

Prisoners' basket carrier

Spot s Hutory of Canterbury, 39.

Brentford, legend of the Two Kings of, 228. Mt.
Bre*lao (Mr.), aetor, 162.

Brett (Dr. Thomas),
"
Autobiography," 248.

Brett (Col.) nlia. Col. liamble, .

B. (R. II. A.) on bever, a refreshment. I

Briancon (Count de), unburied, 377. 443. 498.
Brick wall, Xorthiam. pertrait at

Bride and bridegroom, aged 97 and 99, 144.

Briggs (T. H.) on Prince Ruperts anns
Brbttoliensts on Chatterton maiiiucript, 94. 234.

Stuart (Ferdinand Smyth), 495.
Brijtoliemis Minor ot. t.in>ent, 208.

Bristowe (Bev. Edwird), deaoendants, 470.
Bri i ih officers sent to Canada, 1711 4i:t

Brittany, legends ..:

-
Broase and Butter," a Scotch tune, 123.

Bronghton barony seal, 376. 438.

Browne (Geo.) Abp. . f DuMin, Ml 1.

Browne (Dr. Jenunet), Binlmp of Elphin, 212.

Browne (K. II. X.) on >uper altar*, 255.

HPjits, origin of (be sect, 449.

Browgy=5howy, its derivation, 484.

Brace (Robert), his skull at Dui>fermlin<

B. (R. W.) on Charles I.'s journey to Wales, 460.

Inn signs by eminent artists. 236.

.n frogs in the arms of France. 47 1 .

B. (T.) on London antiquities, 14f,.

Bucclengh(M 'uchess of ), elegy of, 28.

UUCIIAIUUI p6uI2TP6y 148* 219. *J

Buckingham (Geo. Vilfiers, 1st Duke of) and the chan

cellorship of Cambri-lpe, 887.; his ghost, 222.

Buckton (T. J.) on Bacon on Conversation. 17.
Bells of China, 3O,
Celtic remains in Jamaica, 59.

Coffins of the Hebrew*.

County voters' qual6cntion, 96.

Designation of works under revi<> v. 1 1 7.

Effbrd, its derivation, 255.

Ktoceetum, its derivation

Food of Irad :8r. I

Gulf-stream and climate of Kn-jl.-n.'

Hebrews, author and date of KptHle to the, 315.m
Hobbes qnoted, 179.

Horses trembling M a camel, 406.

i ' ba v. 7, 175.

F.iheravi anim-rn meam," 108.

Soul, its biblical i

Speech before the flood, 988.

riphilas' New Testament, 1 18.

Villeins, rale of, 18.

BnftWs dictum,
" The ntylc is the man himself," 37. 54.

98. 111. '

.mitral, 4"
Bull nl Stock Kxdmng*, 79. 138. 200.

Bull (J.hn), origin oT the sobri

Bribe, its derivator
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Bunbury (Henry Win.), artist, 71.

Banyan (John), his
"

Pilgrim's Progress
" not copied

from " The Pilgrimage of the Soul," &c., 268. 372.

402.; works falsely attributed to him, 371.
;
burial-

place, 400.; print of his chapel, 110.

Burford House, Windsor, 355.

Burgersdicius (Francis), life and writings, 327. 384.

Burgess (Geo.) on seven dates wanted, 406.

Burials, mediajval, 147.

Burn (J. S.) on Abp. Laud's portrait, 437.

Protestant refugees in 1563 and 1571, 447.

Whitelock pedigree, 207.

Bui net (Bp.), Life of Bp. Bedell with notes, 301.
;
an

inveterate smoker, 138.

Burnet (Gilbert), Vicar of Coggeshall, 89.

Burns (Robert), Rev. John Dun's opinion of him, 23.
;

birthplace of "
Highland Mary," 380.

Burton (Robert), authors quoted by the editor, 226.

Butler (Charles), a book-stall collector, 494.

Butler (Frances Anne), poem quoted, 109. 255.

Butley priory, chartulary of, 27.

Butts family, 435.

B. (W.) on " An History of British Worthies," 70.

B. (Dr. W.) on jasper runic ring, 297.

Bywell church, 348.

C.

C. on the Halls of Greatford, 95.

Sepulchre of the Holy Blood, 29.

Tamberlin family, 91.

C. (A.) on Cooper family, 354.

C. (A. D.) on Mount St. Michael, 111.

Cadewoldes, its meaning, 49. 98.

Cadman (Mr.), the famous flyer, 161.

Cadogan (Gen. Wm.), letters to the Countess of Sea-

forth, 445.

C&sar (Julius), his sententious despatch, 356.

Calcuith, its locality, 205.

Calisian on Aborough or Borough family, 89.

Calverley (Sir Henry) of Northallerton, 28. 95. 198.

Cam on inn signs by eminent artists, 157.

Cambridge costume, 74. 191. 239.
Camden Miscellany, vol. iv., obsolete words in, 466.

Campbell (Neil), letter to John Anderson, 345.

Carapbellton, Argyleshire, 380.

Canbury, or Canonbury, Islington, 132.

Cannibalism in Britain, 36. 71.

Cannon, blowing from, 39.

Cannon (Eliz.), petition to the Treasury, 65.

Canonbury, in Islington, 132.

Cant, slang, and vulgar words, 490.
Cantab, on Drat 'em, Oddrot 'em, 413.

Tennyson's
u

Enid," 131.

Cantankerous, its derivation, 188.

Canterbury prisoners' basket carrier, 24. ; Corporation
practices, 25; the Jews at. 243.

Canterbury registers at Rome, 226.

Capel (Dorothy Lady), noticed, 172.
Cardinal virtues, origin of, 26.

Cardinal's Hat tavern, near Newgate, 326.

Cards, playing, of foreign manufacture, 432.
Carleton (Guy), his epitaph, 498.
Carleton (W.), birth and death, 51. 118.

Carriage-boot, 238. 317. 407.

Carrington (F. A.) on Gauntlope, 179.

Carrington (F. A.) on grotesque in churches, 196.

Spontoon, 197.

Torture allowed in England, 176.

Carruthers (R.) on MarvelPs letter to Milton, 90.

Carss (Mark) of Cockpen, 123.

Carter (Thomas) on Major Duncanson, 253.

Cartismandua, its etymology, 17.

Cartmel, its derivation, 354.

Cartwright (Wm.), performers in
" The Royal Slave,"

207.317.423.
Cashel progresses, 377.

Cat, its ancient names, 261.
"
Catalogue f the most Vendible Books," its anther,
105. 183.

Cataloguers, caution respecting, 396.

Catalogues, early booksellers', 183. 236.

Catch-cope bells, 36.

Caxton, tracts printed by him, 44.

C. (B.) on Richard Woodroffe of Woolley, 69.

C. (B. H.) on " Dominus regnavit u ligno," 470.

Eikon Basilica, first edition, 356.

Hastings' (Warren) impeachment, 536.

Liverpool, its derivation, 239.

Celtic remains in Jamaica, 24. 59. 91.

Centurion on Guy Carleton's epitaph, 498.

Prussian iron medal, 470.

Vauxhall punch, &c., 205.

Cervantes, English translations of "Don Quixote," 71.

Cespoole, alias Liverpool, 110. 198. 239. 257.

Cess-here, a provincialism, 9. 58. 195.

C. (E. T.) on Incorporated Society of British Artists, 531.

Ceylonensis on Marlowe's pastoral, 285.

C. (G.) on Mrs. Grundy, 293.

C. (H.) on " Quid Grouse in the Gun Room," 329,
Shoreham (Wm. de), his poems, 292.

Titles conferred by Oliver Cromwell, 1 58.

Chadwick (J. N.) on ballad
"
Elland," 216.

Chalks, a slang word, 490.

Chaloner (Jacob) noticed, 323. 407.

Chambers (R.) on Jacobite manuscripts, 363.

Chancellor, the Lord High, his progress to Westmin-

ster, 104. 153.

Chandler (Bp. Edward), his arms, 14.

Chandos (Grey Brydges, Lord), supposed author of

"Hone Subsecivse," 13.

Chandos Place, or the Abbot of Reading's, 38.

'Change Alley noticed, 138.

Chanter (Wm.), incumbent of Hartland, 117.

Chapel ScalaCeli, 18.

Chapels detached: Becket's Crown, 268.

Chappell (Wm.) ballad on "
Hockley in the Hole," 537.

Charity-box for distressed gentlemen, 108.

Charles I., arms and motto on Islip church bells, 324.

460.
;
Gentileschi's letter to, 12 1 . See Eikon Basilike.

Charles II. and the Laird of Cockpen, 123; and Mar-

quis of Argyle, 311.

Charnock (R. S.) on Bugle, an animal, 461.

Anvalonnacu, 96.

Bulse, its derivation, 408.

Efford, its derivation, 405.

Etoccetum, 300.

Gallimawfry as used by Shalcspearo, 528.

Luther represented with a goose, 515.

Peel towers, 504.

Shelley and Barhamwick, 116.

Walpurgis, its derivation, 425.
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(B. a) on wink, its derivation, 96.

Cbarpentier (M.), his Bibliotbequ,
ChaJas (PhilareU) oo Bnflbn's axiom " Le style eat

1'homme mime," 111.

Chatham (Lord), Copley's picture of his death, 513.

Chatterton (Thomas'), birth-place, 363.; tragedy of

L" 50. 94. 194. 2.14 :U7.

Clement, Bishop of Rome,

Clergy, bow supported in Massachusetts, 127.

i's crest, his legal right to one, 451.

14
JElla,"

Chaucer (Geoffrey) on the Continent, 284.

Rime of Sire Thopas," 331.

Chaomont church, 227.

II ) oo Adenborongh, li:,.

Clessnctus, 441.

Luther and Wesley, 119.

Old print, 4S5.

Quentin Beiy: Murweg: Laale, 535.

SorbooM, attack oo the, 15.

0. (H. C.) oo Eclympasteire, 444.

Grotius quoted, 522.

Janitu and Henry Flood, 259.

Motto,
- His calcabo gartos," 156.

Snuff-boxes in memoriam of B. Emmet t, 49(>.

Very, its etymon, 200.

Chdsega oo Clarendon House, Piccadilly, .141.

Cbener (Polecarn) on note about the Record*, 450.

Cheque bearer, the mysterious, 308.

Chertsey House, London, 38.

Chester (Robert),
" Lore's Martyr," 251.

Cberis (Robert) and Lord Lovat, 463.

hi 3 <

n i

Capons," its characters

Chideock in Dorsetshire, 146. 238.
' Childe Horn." 252. 318.

Childeric I, his torn'

Children, gift of, temp. Henry VIII., 531.

Chinese bells, 306. 442. 536; inventions, 442. 536.

Chirerton (Sir Richard), his knighthood, 114. i:,s.

382.

C. (H. M.) on gulf-stream and climate of England, 55.

Christie (Geo. Henry), his beneficence, 428.

Christina (Queen), epigram on, 290.

Christmas Ere, superstitions on, 242.

Christinas pastimes, 481. 484. 486. 488.

Christinas school-boy pieces, 486.

Chronoa on Gog and Magog, 251.

Churches, change in their dedication, 437.

Churning, witchcraft in, 67.

Cibber (Collcy), his
"

Apology
"

noticed by Fi.-l.ling,

268.317.
Circle, the game of squaring the, 8. 58. 191. 2'J I. 511.

C. (J.) on the old French inrasion, 493.

C. (J. C.) on woodroof plant, 13.

C. (J. F.) on early law lists, 28.

Conetantine (William), 531.

Jenins (Sir Stephen), pedigree, 88.

C. (J. M.) oa last wolf in Scotland, 402.

C. (K. S.) on Capt Cobb and Lieut-CoL Fcaron, 169.

ClammSld on Bacon's Essay xlr., 297.

Sbakspeare's Sonnets, 527.

Square words, 511.

Clarendon House, Piccadilly, 400
Clarendon (Edw. Hyde, 1st Earl), his burial, 354.

Claudian, passage in, 495. 522.

Clarijo battle, St. James's support at, 171. 421.

Chy (Robert), his birthplace, 433.

Claypol. (Lady Elu.),
cause of her death, 39?

Clay pole (Sir John), his baronetr

Cleanctus noticed by Tbeophrastus, 310. MI.

Clerkenwell, ministers of St. James's, 110.

Clire (Kitty), actm
Cloren foot, its symbolical.meaning, 309. 387.

ChbbMilfaLStf.
C. (M.), FdMmyk, on statistics of letters sent l>j

post, 375.

C. (0.) on Vulgates of 1482-4, 407.

Coal first need for domestic purposes, 53. 95. 1 1 '.'.

Coal Fire, Round about our, 481.

Cobb (Capt. Henry) of the -
Kent," 169. 21P.

Cock and Bull stone

Cockade in servants' hats, 37.

Cockin (Rer. Wm.). his will case, 25. 115.

Cockle (J.) on mathematical bibliography, 465.

Cockneyism, classical, 91.

Cockpen, the Laird of, 123.

Codex Alexandrinus and Bear, 175. 259.

Coffins of the Jews, 34.

Conn (Albert) on English actors in Germany,
-

1

Cokam or Coxam House, 146. 238.

Coke (Sir Edward), remarks on his 4th Instit

( K. H.) on the wreck of the Dnnbar, 459.}

(John) and " The Monster," 229.

Coleridge (Hartley),
" Yorkshire Worthies," 207. 439.

Coleridge (S. T.)'and Abp. I^iphton's Works, 527.

Colet (Dean), residence in Oxford, 181.

Collinaon (James), N. P. of Lancaster, 328.

Colon, the Three Kings of, an anthem, 431. 505.

Colton (C. C.), birth and death, 51. 119.

Columbine, a flower, 417.

Columbus on Kentish Longtails, 425.

Compass, its inventor, 442.

Constable (Geo.) of Wallace-Craigie, 394.

Constantino (Wm.) of Middle Temple, 531.

Conybeare (Dean),
"
Elementary Lectures,* 90.

Cooke of Gidea Hall, Roroford, 352.

Coombs (James) on old bells, 12.

Cooper (C. H.) on Elizabeth Long, 56.

Cooper (C. H. & Thompson) on John Allingtcn, 79.

Anstey (Christopher), 195.

Barnes (John), 318.

Chalooer (Jacob)
Cudworth (Benjamin), 1'J'J.

Dee (Adrian), 390.

Evelyn (Sir John), 98.

Exton (John) of Trinity College, 389.

Fairclough (Nathaniel), 398.

Fenn (Itobert) of Trinity College, 379,
er (Henry) of Clare Hall, 379.

Forth (Wm.), advocate, 397.

Gleane (Peter), 196.

GIf.no (Sir IVtcr), 187.

Heath (John) of Queen's College, 57

Hevlin (John) of Emmanuel ivilr^e, 79.

Howard (Cardinal
Hi.it (John), 9t>.

Juxon (Thomas), 98.

Kennet (William^

Killigrew (Sir Henry). 206.

Vr (Philip) of Pembroke Hall, 379.

Lufkin (I>v. l.'ichard i

Medlicott (Richar.!
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Cooper (C. H. & Thompson) on Pepys .(Richard), 77.

Redmayne (John), 79.

Regis (Dr. Balthasar), 39.

St. Lowe (John), 99.

Smith (Henry) of St. Clement Danes, 152.

Ward (Nathaniel), Vicar of Staindrop, 76.

Cooper (Edw.), his rent-charge and service, 289.

Cooper family, 354.

Cornelian found at Weymouth, 131.

Corner (G. R.) on Chandos Place, &c., 38.

Bailly (Charles), 316.

Inn signs by eminent artists, 157.

King's Head and stew in St. Martin's, 399.

London Bridge, Old, inhabitants, 142.

Forney (Bolton) on fate of three men of letters, 204.

Payne (Mr. James), bookseller, 122.

Cornish superstitions, 489.

Cornwallis correspondence, 281. 341.

Coryat (Thomas), Odcombyan decainbulator, 14.

-Cosin (Bp. John), his arms, 240.

otgrave (Randle), his
"
Dictionary," 453. 50G.

Cotton (Dr. Henry), additions to his
"
Typographical

Gazetteer," 395. 460.

Cotton (Jonathan) of Old London Bridge, 142.

Bounties, abbreviated names of, 219. 277. 299.

County voter's qualification, 70. 96. 196.

Coverdale's Bible, 1553, 208. 279.

Cowper (B. H.) on Caxton, Pynsou, &c., 44.

Smith (Henry), his Sermons, 254.

Cowper (Wm.), ballad,
" John Gilpin," 110.

Coxam or Cokam House, 146. 238.

C. (R.), Cork, on Irish Scutch mills, 138.

Verses of grotesque shapes, 386.

Cracknells, or brittle cakes, 293.

Cranbrook Grammar School, master in 1665, 249.

Cranmer (Abp.) and Osiander, their correspondence, 87.

Crawford (Dr.) on Foxe's Book of Martyrs, 534.

Cray (Angell) of Dorsetshire, 110.

Crescent in heraldry, 354.

Crest of a clergyman, his, legal right to one, 451.

Creswell (S. F.) on county libraries, 244.

-Cricket, a low stool, 293.

Crinoline and hoop petticoats, 374.

Crokec (John Wilson),
" Familiar Epistles on the Irish

Stage," 512.

roly (Dr. George), his birth, 51. 118.

Crome (John), sign of
" The Sawyers," 77.

-Cromer (John), Abp. of Armagh, family, 12. 389. 424.

Cromwell (Anne), her MS. poems, 497.

Cromwell (Oliver) in Scotland, 70. 132.
;

baronets

created by him, 114. 158. 382. 419. 540.; children,
16. 56. 97. 135.; family, 287.; great seal of Eng-
land, 147.; interment of his remains, 375.; knights
created by him, 18. 31. 77. 114. 158. 216. 382.

419.; Milton's letter to Cromwell, 47.; peers created

by him, 158.; Russell (Francis), one of Cromwell's

justices, 266.; skull, 97. 158. 218.; treatment of

. Dr. John Hewett, 39-2.

Cross and candlesticks on the altar, 204. 255. 297.
337.

Crossley family of Shoreditch, 206.

Crown represented as a ship, 1 10.

Cudworth (Benj.) of Christ College, Cambridge, 167.

199.

Cudworth (Ralph), unpublished MSS., 531.

Culi-os (Lady), ballad on her dream, 247. 311.

Cuma skeletons with wax heads, 170. 213.
Cumbenvorth (Thomas), his will, 1450, 375.

Cunningham (Alex.), surgeon, 212.

Cunningham (Rev. Peter), curate atEyam,213.259.
Curved form of ancient enclosures, 19. 32. 440.

Cushion, its derivation, 483.

Cutts (John Lord), Swift's satire upon, 132. 178.
C. (W.) on Marquis of Argyle and Charles II., 31 1.

Ballop, its meaning, 227.

Bankes(John) of Dorsetshire, 311.

Blewman,172.
Canbury or Canonbury, 132.

.Capel (Lady), 172.

Cespoole, alias Liverpool, 110. 239.
Cokam or Coxam House, 146.

Cray (Angell) of Dorsetshire, 110.
Dauvers (Sir John), 171.

Dorchester House, Westminster, 130.

Elizabeth, Princess of Bohemia, 209.
Falston House, Wilts, 187.

Gantlope, its etymology, 132.

George or Gorges (Lord), 110.

Hastings (Mr.), his character, 131.
Lauderdale (Lord), letter to Charles II., 251.
Motto: "His calcabo gartos," 389.

Rous(Lady), 171.
Tun glass, 110.

Vandniss or Vandrusk, 187.
C. (W. B.) on Marat's imprisonments, 256.

Regiment all of one name, 538.
C. (W. D ) on entertainment of four kings, 541,

Mowbray coheirs, 217.

Cyril (St.) and Hypatia, 148. 217. 277.

D.

D. on " A Help unto Devotion," 381.
Dicksons of Berwickshire, 398.
Halls of Greatford, 119.

Knowles (Herbert), 153.

Man before Adam, 414.

Portioner, 398.}
Smith (Henry), Sermons, 502.
Watson family, 119.

A, oil altar tomb as a communion-table, 540.

Bray churchwardens' account book, 494.

Canterbury registers, 226.
Cess-here and pishty, 195.

Cromwellian relic, 266.
1 John v. 7, 238.

Laud (Abp.) portrait, 540.
Rustic superstition, 242.

D. 1. on Bonaventure's Works, 218.
Sonnet supposed to be Milton's, 344.

D. (A.) on "
Night," a poem, 57.

Dalhousie (Lord) and Cockpen, 123.

Dallaway (James),
"
Constantinople," 187.

Dalton (Geo.) of Farnborough, his will, 243.

D'Alton (John) on Innismurray, 259.

James II.'s Irish Army List, 217.
Poer (Henry Lord), 518.

Talbot (Thomas), 217.

Damask, its various meanings, 430. 541.
" Damn the nature of things," its author, 190.

"Dance of Death," 96.
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Danish forte in Ireland, 268.

Danrers of Daunt**./, 309. 988.

Darners (Sir John), noticed, 171. 909. 998.

Daahwood (G. U.) on Butts family,

Foxes Book of Martyrs, 395.

Dates, seven required, 909. 405.

D Arenant (Sir Win.), place of confinement, 28. 98.

Dareney family of Norwich, 34.

ney (H.) on Abigail Hill's famil

Napoleon's escape from Elba, 86. 592.

Randolph famil;.

Davis (J. E.) on male and female swans, 524.

Days, unlucky, 429.

I >
. "i.. L. on * La TTicbeTuV Bemy's

" La Pocelle," 248.

Dean (Charles) on Quintin Matsys'
"
Misers," 469.

Dean(H.), 'HocnsPocu*.

Deane (Win. J.) on Erasmus's first vuit to Oxford, 181.

Death warrants, last signed by royalty, 433.

I- .-.:, .
. -<:.

Debrett's Peerage, errors in, 86.

"Decanaius Christiaaitatis," an ecclesiastical locality,

41:.; 539.

Decanter, its derivation, 189.

Dee (Adrian), Canon of Chichester, 310. 390.

De Foe (Daniel), descendants, 51. '.4. l'.7. 299.

De Guileville'a
"
Pilgrimage of the Soul,"&c ,

268. 372.

0. (K. H. D ) on Adenborongh, 11*
Arabic poeu
Revivals about the year 1810, 88.

Delano (J.) on actresses ennobled by marriage, 3.16.

Gay's Works, 179:.

Jetonniers of French Academy, 329.

Mutiny at the Nore, i:U.

Scandal against Queen Elizabeth, 388.

DelavalsofSeatonDelaval
Delta on Cardinal Howard, 53.

Nelson's car, 380.

De MaccabeSr on Thomson the poet, 50.

Deney (Ann), epitaph at Thurlf

Denham Buildings, Whitehall.

Denny (Lady Arabella), her civic honours, 88.

Denoyer (Mr.), dancing-maater, 353.

Denton(Wm.)onDr. John Hcw.-tt.
'

Devil portrayed with clvven foot, 309. 987.; nith a

pitchfork.
Dexter on quotation, 28.

I>. (K. I:.) en I: in not beantie I demande," 130.
. )on"Gcvt.
Hayne, a local termination, _

It. (H. A.) on Kmdrick family.
l>. (H. J.) on the Scavengers daughter, 981.

Dial, Greek, epigram on, 469.

Dial of Abax,498.
Dibdin (Charles), sen^ song by,
Dibdin (Dr. T. F.), breeches edition of liis Library

Oompanion,-
. Alex.) and Dr. Johnson, 107.

1. :. :.

Dicksons in Berwickshire, 398.

Dictionaries, list of early English, 269.

Digby (Sir Konelin), bta sympathetic powder.

DiEgeoc**, or coach* ,
of the last centnr

Diroood ( Wrn.). date of his death

Dixon (James) on gulf-stream*

Dixon
(Sir Niches*), monument at Cheshunt. 929.

, Dixon (K. W.) on Abp. Browne
Dixon (Sir Nicholas), his monument
Dycaons of Furnems Fell

Dixons of Furaeas .

>) on dates of early plays, 41 6.

Woodrof. a plant, 95.

Dodd (Dr. Win.), his biography, 449.

Dog, epitaph on a favour. :-

Dominic (St.) and the Inquisition, 117. 19*. 177.

Dominis (Antonio deX his latter days, 20. 39.
" Don Carlos," its translator, 999.

Donkey
- Who ate the donkey ?* 4*7.

Donne (Dr. John), seal presented to George Herber
216.

Donnybrook, near Dublin, origin of the name, 12t.

Doran(Dr. J.) on Riding-coat: Redingote

Shooting soldiers.

Dorchester House, Westminster, 190.

Dorringtoo (Theophilus), The Excellent Womat,
505.

Dowling (Vincent) and the "
Parliament of Pimlic

155.

I

Downes (Lord Wm.), noticed,

Dowsing a sacrilegious work in Ufford chun i

' D. (P.) on renes by Gee, Herbert and The
Sex, as a local termination, 31 1.

Drake (Sir Francis), portrait, 268.
1

Drayton (Michael),
-
Poems, Lyrick and Pastoral

Drowning, a punishment for women, :7.

Drum, words adapted to the beats of, 98.

I DrammondofColqnhaixi.
'

Drunkard's corpse burnt, 12,

Drury (Sir Drue) and Sir Ainras Panlett, 324.

i Dryasdust (Dr.) on contents of book cover*. 511.

Dryden (John), his recantation, 307.
1'. ( 1. 11.) on Archbishop Land's portrait, 909.
Dubiu* on Fillcroy, its meaning, 290.

Glasse (Mrs.), authorship of her "
Cookery.- 206.

Lobster, how roasted, 226.

Lucky stones, 267.

Sot's Hole, Green Lamps, &c.. 250.

Dublin, Lord Mayor in 1764. 2O7.'3.
:i". its derivation, 284.

Duhieg (Bartholomew Thomas), his biognpi
Du Moulin s poem on Milton, 227. 272.

Dun (Rev. John) of Anchinleck .

.!r," incident connected with its wreck, 41 4

,

Dnncanson (John), killed in a duel, 328.

Dnncanson (Major) and the Massacre of GJeneoe, 109.

193. 252.

IDondalk

accommodation, 88.

nankin (A. J.) on Cromwell's head, 97.

Dunkin (Dr. Wm.), birth and death, ,

1

Dunner, its derivation, 489.

i DnnsWd in Surrey. 7 1

1 Durer (Albert), engraving,
" The Holy Family with a

butterfly," 328.

I Dutch tragedy, 309.

D. (W.) on Sermons before the battle of Bothwell Bridge.
493.

Smokers not voters at Preston. 17

D. (W. .T.)
,,n motto.

"
His calcabo gartos," I !.

Dyche (Thos.), his
-
Engluh Dictionary," 249.

Dycsons or Dixons of Furness Fells.

I Dyson (Jeremiah), his pension, i
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E. on Wink, as a local prefix, 70.
"
Eagle pierced with an arrow," 59.

East, on worshipping towards, 396.

Eastwood (J.) on Battens, 300.

Chaucer: Sire Thopas, 351.
" Cock an eye," 461.

Grotesque in churches, 276.

Hayne, as a local termination, 299.

It for its or 7*<V, 477.

Smith (Henry),
"
Sermons," 330.

"
Syr Tryamoure," 474.

Eblana on (hvensonthe player, 415.

E. (C. D.) on birth of the Pretender, 51.

Eclympasteire, its etymology, 444.

Edward IV., verses on his death, 411.

Edwards (Richard),
" Pahcmon and Arcyte," 13.

E. (D. S.) on clerical error, 532.

E. (E.) on Adenborough, 51.

Yorkshire worthies, 439.

Efford, its etymology. 207. 255. 405.

Egau (John) alias Junius Hibernicu.s, 166.

Egmont (Lord),
"
Precedency of the Peers of Ireland,"

398. 537.

E. (H.) on titles conferred by Oliver Cromwell, 419.

Ehronbaum (Dr. J.) on Hamlet queries, 267.

Eikon Basilike, first edition, 356. 444. 500.

Eirionnach on Bacon's Essays, 332.

Bethgellert legend, 93.

Faust Legends, their original, 87. 406,

Gallimawfry, its derivation, 528.

Grotesque in churches, 273.

Leighton (Abp.), his Works, 41. 61. .507. 525.

Pill Garlick, 444.

E. (K. P. D.) on extraordinary birth, 257.

Fly-leaf notes, 429.

Hypatia and St. Catherine, 148.

Inscriptions, gateway and sepulchral, 373.

Polytheism, its revival, 187.

Scott (Sir Walter), his Novels, 393.

Wife-selling at Dudley, 258.
" Eleu loro," a chorus, 292. 443.

Eliminate, its peculiar use, 190.

Eliza on a song
" The Wasp," 377.

Elizabeth of Bohemia, her family, 209.

Elizabeth (Qaeen), scandal against, 388.

Elizabethan Poems in Sion College, 49.

Ellacombe (H. T.) on old bells, 37.

Bell metal, 299.

Dr. Donne's seal, 216.

Grotesques in churches, 274.

Pews in churches, 277.

Elliott, a regiment all of that name, 538.
Elliott (Ebenezer),

"
Peter Faultless," 11. 78. 538.

Ellis (A. J.) on Anne Pole, 170.

Ellis (Alf. Shelley) on Battiscombe family, 453.

Poulett (Sir Anthony), burial-place, 479.

Elmes (J.) on etymological query, 379.

Human speech before the flood, 379.

Seven dates wanted, 405.

Elrington (Dr. C. R.), his edition of Ussher's Works,

29.

Ely (Henry Loftus, Earl of), 212.

E. (M.) oa Cleanctus, 310.

Emmett (Robert), rebellion, 11.; snuffboxes in memo-
riam of, 496.

Empson's House, Fleet Street, 294. 357.
"
End," its meaning as applied to places, 432. 522.

Englishry and Irishry, uncommon words, 12. 77.

Enquirer on Boyle lectures, 352. 441.

Enstone church, co. Oxford, its literary treasures, 533.

Ephemeral literature, 131. 196. 521.

Epigrams :

Csesar Borgia, 246.

Christina (Queen) of Sweden, 290. 389.
" Sunt monachi nequam," &c., 308.

To a female cupbearer, 292. 503.

Episcopal registers, Indexes to, 202.

Epitaphs :
-

Deney (Ann) at Thurlton, Norfolk, 373.

Dog at Irongate Stairs, Tower, 373.

Molloy (Edward), 539.

Nowell (Alex.), Dean of St. Paul's, 374.

Sutton (Sir Wm.) of Averham, 27.

Talbot (Richard), Abp. of Dublin, 371.

Voltaire, 197.

Western (Lieut. John) Dordrecht cathedral, 494.

Weston (Thomas) at Florence, 373.

Epsilon 011
"
Night, a poem," 479.

Eques on Berkshire White Horse, 255.

Erasmus, date of his first visit to Oxford, 181.

Erasmus' Paraphrase, MS. question in, 70.

Eric on Ulphilas's translation of New Testament, 87.

Wynyard ghost story, 14.

Erica on lobster, a nickname for soldier, 252.

Side-saddles, 258.

Erskine (Thomas Lord) and the Rev. W. Cockin's will

case, 25. 115.

Esquire on Colonel Thwackwell, 310.

Este on bearded women, 324.

E. (T.) on battles of Clavijo and Prague, 171.

Portrait at Backfall, Northiam,.12.

Etocsetum, its derivation, 179. 300.

Eufemia (St.), patron of the eyes, 214.

Eulenspiegel, his secretaryship, 316.

Evans (R. H.), Bibliographical Recreations, 524.

Evax, King of Arabia, work on Gems, 401.

Evelyn (Sir John), noticed, 46. 98. 218.

Exhibition, the Great, 1851, its executive committee,
223.

Exorcism in the 12th century, 245.

Exton (John), Judge of Admiralty, 310. 389.

Extraneus on altar-tomb at Paston, 379.

Brass at West Herling, 542.

Rubbings of brasses, 478.

F.

F. on LorcVNithsdale's escape, 337.

Skelmufeky, origin of the name, 431.

Stratford family, 522.

F. (A.) on Beltane festival, 511.

Saints' days' customs, 242.

Willett (Mr. Ralph),- 443.

Faber versus Smith, 87.

Fagus on detached chapels; Becket's crown, 268.

Pensionary in Holland, 270.

Temple, as applied to Protestant churches, 291.
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.ild lecture, Sboraditch, 4801

Fairdottgh (Nathans*!) of Emman. College, 398.

Fairies, a chapter on. 482.; ring., 484.

Falcon on Knu family, 40a
Falkland (Viscount), hi* plaintive cry, 185.

Fall (Rer. Dr.), editor of Abp. Leightons Works, 42. 62.

507.

Falaton HOOM, Wilts, 187.

Fa-nily professions, 266.

Family vicissitudes, 429.

Kane (Lord): Count De Sallis, 186. 237.

Fap, or amp, in Suakspeare, 285. 528.

Farnboroogn, custom at, 243.

V*rrrr(E.)ofOondk496.
;<l,m Hill, Pye's lines on, 255.

Farthingales, or Terdingales, 8.; denounced, 45.

Fate of three men of letters, 204.

Faunes family, 136.

Fausens, a fish, 13a 177.

Faust Legends, their original, 87. 191. 4O6.

Faux, a minor poet, 470.

Fawke* (Guido) examined by James I., 369.

F. (C.) on wreck of the Dunbar, 414.

Foreign playing cards, 432.

Marriage customs, 239.

Fearan (Lieut.-C.il.), C.B., 169.

Fenn (Robert) of Trinity College, Camb,, 379.
Fenton (Lavima), Duchess of Bolton, 291. 336. 442.

Fenton (Perrot) on Robert Clay, 433.

Ferrur (Nicholas) of Little Gidding, 473.; and the
' Short Histories," 380.

Ferrers family, 147.

F. (G.) on song,
" Death of the Fox," 415.

, on arithmetical notation,

^motion Court, Worcestershire, 4

Extracts from an early manuscript, 411.

KUhwick in Berwickshire, 381.

Legends of Brittany, 278.

Platonis Opera by Scrranus, 365.

Qjeenborongh Castle, 308.

. works of, prorerbialised, 4(2.

Fielding (Henry) and Colley Cibber, 269. 317.

Fields, crooked boundaries of, 19. 32. 440.
'

Figaro," and old jokes, 26.

Figures cu on hill sides, 4OO. 461.

Filkroy explained, 230.

HnUyson (J.) on Will, de la Grace Marshall, 290.

Cartmel: Service silver. &c., 354.

Finsbury jail, its locality, 268.

("l. II.) on Foxe's Book of Martyr*, 271.

Fiahwick pariah, Berwickshire, 381.

Fiuhopkins on the battles of Clarijo and Prague, 422.

EulenspiegeU".
KiKaro," and old jokw, 26.

History of Judas, 18.

Mazetiasdo,
^

Shooting soldiers: oak leaves, 217.

(Capt.) inquired after, 451.

Fits- Patrick (W. J.) on Baratariana, 9:. 211.

ng (Vincent) and Parliament of Pimlico,

Dublin Lord Maror, 295.

lly (I^onird), his pension, 281. 341.
M
Mosomania," or Post's Purgatory, 28.

Psalmanaiar's Hitory of Ireland, 319.

Wellington (Arthur Duke of), Dublin addrat, 466.

Fitiwamn, EngJish history of, 147.

) on sex of swans, 4 16.

F. (J. C.) on ephemeral Uteratnr.

F. (J. W.) on Greek dial, 469.

Flanchford in Surr^
Hetcher (Henry) of Claw Hall, 379.
Fletcher (Nathanael), Sir H. Wotton's chaplain, 801.
Fletcher (Wm.) alu Jumna Secondus, 166.

Hood (Henry), Jnuius claimant, 101. 189. 259.
Flower- pot, an inn sign, 497.

Flower (Sir James), burial-place, 146.

Fly-boat, temp. Elizabeth, 451.

Fly-leaf scribbling*, 245. 319. 349. 464.

Fly.Ieares, bints as to notes on, 429.

F. (M. G.) on Bey. George Holiwdl, 95.

Forbes of Tolquhon, 203.

Fodder (E. M.) on sleeping like a top," 53.

(M. L.) on Fox
Folkestone on Kentish Longtails, 377.

Fodder (M. L.) on Foxes Book of Martyrs, 335.

Foley (Lord) on Foxes Book of Martyrs, 272.

Folk Lore:

Bees informed of a death, 242.

Christmas Ere superstition, .

Christmas folk-lore, 481. 484. 486. 488.

Cornish superstitions, 489.

Fairies and their rings, 482. 484.

Farnborough custom, -

Goose eating 'at Michaelmas and on St. Martin's

Dar, 243.

Herefordshire Christmas custom, 488.

Magpie, an ill-omened t ird, 242.

Moon like a boat, 242. 319.
< Hd and New Style discovered, 488.

Oxen's twelfth cake, 498.

Rustic superstition, 242. 300. 319.

Saints' days, rhymes on, 242.

Sickening-cake, 242.

Teeth-cutting charm, 326.

Tooth-ache superstition, 484.

Twelfth-day vigil custom, 488.

Wart incantation, 242.

Witchcraft in churning, 67. 504.

Food of Paradise, 202.

Ford church, Northumberland, 348.
"
Foreign Quarterly Review," Contributors to Vols. I. to

XIV., ]_'

Forms of Prayer, origin of occasional, 147.

Forrest (Charles) on Watson family, 76.

Forrest (J. C.) essayist, 131. 196.

Forth (William), advocate

Foss (Edward) on the Lord Chancellors progress to

Westminster, 153.

York House, Strand, 195.

Fowling and matrimony, 144.

Fox (Charles James) IMS/IS by, 186.

Foxe (John), early editions of bis
" Book of Marlym,"

221. 271. 334. 403. 472. 533.

F. (P. H.) on Rev. W. Cot kin and Lord Erskine, 1

Paulett (Sir Amyas) and Sir Drue Drury,

Plough or waggon, 522.

Schuyler (Aunt), 337.

Framingham Pigot Church, lines on its opening, 428.

France, its ancient arms, 471.; its tricolor dag, 192.

218.

Fraugipani, name of a perfume, 509.
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Franklin (Sir John), his death announced by a clairvoy-

ante, 268.

Fraser (Col. Simon), noticed, 164. 346.

Freeman (H.) on Foxe's Book of Martyrs, 534.

Freer {Capt. George) of 101st regiment, 328.

French Academy, 37. 94.

French books, monthly feuilleton on, 159. 338.

French invasion, lines on, 493.

"French Massacres," 1598, its author, 251.

French records destroyed at the Revolution, 528.

French war, poem on, 327.

F. (R. J.) on painting on copper, 454.

Frog as a symbol, 249.

Frogs in Ireland, 452.

Frogs, three, the ancient arms of France, 471.

Frozen horn in Munchausen, origin of, 412.

F. (R. R.) on extraordinary birth, 439.

F. (T.) on lists of students of Inns of Court, 185.

F. (T. S.) on truth stranger than fiction, 449.

Fulford (Sir Baldwyn), noticed, 148.

Fuller (Dr. Thomas), authorship of his
"
Holy and

Profane State," 380.
;

Funeral Sermon on Hen.

Danvers, 309.

Funerals, military, 538.

Fusils in fesse, 19.

F. (W. H.) on hunting match of Termed, 427.

F. (W. J.) on Dr. Wm. Dunkin's birth and death, 415,

Writers bribed to silence, 415.

Fynmore (Wm.), lawyer, 495.

G.

G. on " Gil Bias," its authorship, 34.

Marat in Edinburgh, 52.

Oracles in opposition, 351.

Portioner, 424.

Torture in England, 217.

Wright (Edward), author of "
Travels," 13.

Gaffman, a farm overseer, 328. 439.

Gaguin, epigram by, 411. 540.

Gainsborough (Thomas), portrait of Major-Gen. John

St. Leger, 225.

Gairdner (James) on Gaguin's epigram, 540.

Gallimawfry, its meaning, 285. 528.

Gallus on French tricolor flag, 219.

Gam (David) on Lord Bacon a Calvinist, 201.

County voters' qualification, 196.

Quotation in Tillotson, 119.

Shelley and Barhamwick, 198.

Gantillon (P. J. F.) on publication of banns, 227.

Cambridge costume, 239.

Mauve, the fashionable colour, 267.

Sidney as a feminine Christian name, 298.

Theocritus and Virgil, 239.

Very, its derivation, 257.

Gantlope, its meaning, 132. 179.

Gargoyle in church architecture, 275.

Garlick:
" To pull garlick," explained, 228. 257.

Garnet (Henry), the Jesuit, letter, 283.

Garnock (Patrick Lord), 459.

Garstin (J. R.) on super-altars, 204.

Bradstreet pedigree, 227.

Fane (Lord) : Count de Salis, 237.

Gascoigne (George), 453.

Gascoigne (Sir George), his biography, 27.

Gateway inscription of the Chateau de Lusignan, 373.

Gat-toothed, or tooth-gaper, 48.

Gauden (Bp.), "The Whole Duty of a Communicant,"
400. 425.

Gay (John) and "Molly Mog," 84. 129. 145. 172.
;

"Welcome from Greece," 145.
;

"
Wine," 145. 175.

;

Works, 1795, 337.; Bell's edition, 1773, 175.

Geering (Mathew), noticed, 10.

Gems and precious stones, works on, 401.

Gemsege (Paul) alias Dr. Samuel Pegge, 330.
Gentileschi (Horace), letter to Charles I., 121.: noticed,

195.

George IV., snuff-box presented to, 203.

George (Lord), noticed, 110.

George (St.) of England, 214.

George (Wm.) on Vertue's Draughts, 364.

Gerbier (Balthazar) quarrels with Gentileschi, 121. 195.
German silver, its origin, 13.

Germany, English actors in, 21.
" Geste of King Home," 252. 318.
" Gestes of Guarine," 147.

G. (F.) on Sir James Flower's burial-place, 146.

Sir Robert Peel's biography, 146.

Ghost stories, 14.

G. (H. S.) on machine hexameters, 511.

Orthographical peculiarities, 176,

Giant at Rotherhithe, 204.

Gidding, Great, a pew inscription, 291. 421.

Gilbert on Duchess of Bolton, 336.

Gauden (Bp.),
"
Duty of a Communicant," 425.

Hoole (Mrs.), Dramas, 364.

Keys, works on ancient, 353.

Spontoon, 424.
"
Gil Bias," its authorship, 34.

G. (J. W. G.) on ocean cable telegraphs, 148.

Glasgow once the abode of cannibals, 73.

Glasguensis on Macaulay's
"
prodigal Nabob," 399.

Reeves's Hebrew Psalms, 432.

Glass bells for churches, 328.

Glasse (Mrs.), author of her "Cookery," 206.
Gleane (Peter), noticed, 167. 196.

Gleane (Sir Peter), noticed, 187. 218.

Gleer, or glare, a slide, 483.

Glencoe massacre, 109. 193. 252.

Gloucestershire churches, 88.

Gloves, perfumed, 510.

Glow-worm light, 227.

Glwysig on Wm. Andrew Price, 521.

Rings, their uses and mottoes, 329.
G. (M. A. E.) on Robert le Gris, 335.

Goft'ton of Stockwell, Surrey, 270.

Gog and Magog, history of, 251.
" Golden Bough," an engraving, 377. 442.

Goldsmith (Oliver), story of
" Ould Grouse in the Gun

room," 329.

Gorcum martyrs, works on, 382.

Gordon (Alex.), musician, 279.

Gorges (Lord), noticed, 110.

Gothe (J. W.'.von), translator of his
"
Clavigo," 415.

Goulston family arms, 250. 298.

Graal (St.). See Sangraal
"
Grace," as applied to Archbishops and Dukes, 415.

Grafton (Augustus Henry, third Duke of), 212.
Grahams of Drogheda, 27.

Grammont (Chevalier de),
"
Memoirs," 159.

Granger on Song of " The Slave Ship," 353.
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Granville (Lord) on Mrs. Butler's poem, 255.

i Jravf.digger*, noticed, 39. 76. 1 1

-

Graves family profeasion*,
266.

Grave* (Jamas) on Bnchanan pedigree, 148.

CutU (John Lord), MS. letters, 178.

Gray (Thonuu), hi* copy of Stryp.** Stow, 416.

Greek dial, epigram oo, 469.

Greek word quoted by Dean Trench, 8-

Green Lamp*, a tavern, 250.

arm*, 252.

Grtnville (Dean), Beaumont's Life of, 200.

Grey (Lady Jane), burial-place, 512.

Grigg (Her. Joseph), of St. Alban*, 270.

Grinding old peo|4e young, 327.

Griat (H. S.) on Hockabench or Aukabench. 354.

Gra**ete*te's
" Castle of Love," passage in, 416. 539.

Grotesque in churches, 130. 196. 236. 273.

Grundy (Mrs.),
" What will she say ?" 293.

Grys (Sir Robert le), noticed, 268. 335.

G. (T. G.) on a quotation.
Gualbert (St. John), noticed, 188.

Guilevill* (De),
"
Pilgrimage of Man," &c., 268. 372.

GulUtream and climate of England, 12. 55.

Gun-fount*, Dutch, in 1413, 49.

Cunning (Bp.).
" A View and Correction of the Com-

mon Prayer," 400.

Gunpowder Plot, documents in State Paper Office, 369.
;

discovered by the magic mirror, 369.

Gun* first used in India, 17.

Gutch (J. M.) on Coleridge's Yorkshire Worth***, 207.

Jones of N*yland and Rev. G. Watson, 396.

dutch (J. W. G.) on Gloucestershire churches, 88.

Papier moure, 438.

G. (W. B.) on seven date* wanted

Gwillim's Heraldry, Cromwellian edition, 17.

(iwyn (Nell) resided at Bnrford House, Windsor, 355.;*

hir sister Rose, 306.

H

H. oo the arrows of Harrow, 59.

Chancellor's progre** to Westminster, 104.

1 1
' ,mo6ry) on Sir Walter Scott's song, 461 .

Hacket (Dr. Roger), noticed, 310.

Hackwood (R. W.) on book-markers, 362.

Box: "in the wrong box," 413.

Dial of Ahaz, 4381

Duke of Bolton, <

Figure* cut on hill aide*, 400.

Prayer in Pepys'* Diary, 433.

Sbakspeare's Cliff. 379.

Slave Ship, a song, 480.

Haddock (Admiral Nicholas), noticed, \^.

lUg, or fairy, rings, 4S4.

Hailston (Edward), on bearded women, 47s.

Haines (H.) on monumental brasses, 136.

Bras* at West Haling, 541.

Halhun (Arthur),
"

Literary Itnain>:

Halliwell (J. 0.) on old English plays, 467.

Halloween, the rite* connected with it, 270.

Hall* of GrealforJ, 39. 95. 113. 199.

Harpoys *t fyssbeponde, 49. 115. 259.

Hambie (the Srigneur de), romantic story, 509.

,(I,ady), .uy.br, 186.

-cloth, origin of the word, 3*0. 407. 439. 539.

,
Hammertun (Abeam & Hester) of Kingston

Th.i

Hammock-cloth, 381. 407. 539.
hire arm*, 187.

Hanbury (Daniel) on Fraogipani, 509.
liar. .,, Bristol, 210.; commamoration in

1759, 78.; festivals 1784 and IK
Hallelujah Chorus, 107. 198.

Hand held upin law court*, 414. 501.
-
Hanged, drawn, an,! quartered," explained.

Hannay (Patrick),
u
Songs and Sonnets," 19.

Hanoverian jewel*, 25.

Harding family, 88.

Hare (C. J.) orthographical pecttliariiies, 12 ...

1

Hargrave (Frand*), his library

Harington (E. C.) on a bear bunt on the Thamea, 196.

Harlinir, Wost, bra** in it* church, 417. 4G1. 541.

Harrington, a token, 497.
Harrison (Rev. Thomas), Vicar of Ratdiffe, 90. 139.
Harriaon (W.) on inscription in Yorkshire, 353.

Harrow, the arrow* of, 17. 35. 59.

Harry, Lord, and a toucher
"
Harry Sophister," origin of the phrase, 86. 191. 239.

Hart (Wm. Henry) oo Dr. Hewett's son, 520.
Hart (Alderman).
Hobbe* (Thoma*), elegy on, 286.

Inscription, in book*, 349.

Memorial* to the Treasury, 65.

Seal of SS. Serge and Baccn* monastery, 41 .V

Window in the sense of Blank, 47".

H.irt (Sir John), Lord Mayor of London, 308. 335.

f Hastings (Mr.), character by the Earl of Slaftesbury,
131. 197.

Hastings (Warren), Sheridan's specche* on his tri.it,

131. 259. 536.

Hauffs Othello, English translation, 89.

Hawker, iU derivation, 432.

Hawkins (Edward) on Diligence*, 224.

Hawtrey (Lieut. F. H.), his seal, 386.

Haxey Hood, custom of, 137.

Hay Cliff, Dover, 79.

Hayman (Francis), pictures at Vauxhall, 70.

Hayne as a termination, its derivation, 1 7

Hayne* (J. B.) on Two Kings of Brentford, 228.

H. (C.) on Golden Bough,
Knowle* (Herbert). IK,.

H. (C. H.) on Hampshire county arm*, 187.
44

Scraping an acquaintance," 7 1 .

Head (F. B.) birth and death, 51. 118.

Hearing through the throat, 136.

Heath (Abp.), and York House, 210.

Heath (Dr. Benj.), sale of bis library, 401.

Heath (John) of Queen's College, Carob., 379.

Hebrews, date of the Epistle to the, 247. 315. 383.
Hedon in Yorkshire, its Mai, 376. 523.
Heineken (N. S.) on Barum Top, 69.

Foxe's Book of Martyrs, 272. 335.

Hayne, as a local termination, 1 7 1

Hellen ("ifcbert), King's Counsel, 212.

Hen-drinking at marriage*, 239.

Henry IV. of France, word* attributed to him, 46.

Henry V. educated at Oxfcr

Henry VI. painting in Westminster Auber.

removal of his body to Westminster, 531.*

Henry VIII., picture in St. Benet. Gracechurcli. :

Hepplc (Kdmund) on hammer-cloth, 380.
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Heraldic drawings and engravings, 471. 523.

Heraldic queries, 11. 27. 130. 292. 364.

Heraldry, the crescent, 354.
; nautical, 2G9.

Heralds' Visitations, list of, 303. 440.
;
the last, 228.

Herbe d'Or, its botanical name, 424. 462. 537.

Herbert (George) and Dr. Donne's seal, 170. 216.
;

manner of spending the Sabbath, 401.
; poems like

his
" Easter Wings," 290. 385.

Herefordshire Christmas custom, 488.

Heward (R.) on Celtic remains in Jamaica, 93.

llcwett (Dr. John), biographical sketch of, 39 1 . 455. 519.

Hcwett (J. F. N.) on Dr. John Hewett, 391.

Hexameters, machine, 511.

Hexharn Abbey church, 435.

Heylin (John), noticed, 46. 79.

Heyricke (Robert), his letters at Christmas. 484.

H. (F.) on Stratford family, 477.

II. (F. C.) on Antonio de Dominis, 33.

Birth extraordinary, 299.

Borghese (the Princess), 460.

Brass at West Herling, 461.

Clapping Prayer-Books on Good Friday, 32. 58.
" Dominus regnavit a ligno," 518.

Damask, to spoil books, 541.

Epigram on Caesar Borgia, 246.

Henry IV., figures of, 55. fV-'Uhi:,

Hypatia and St. Catherine, 217.

Jerningham family, 317.

Knowles (Herbert), 153.
"
Liberavi animam meam," 157.

Patron saints, lists of, 214.

Rustic superstition, 300.

St. Bonaventure's Works, 178.

Somersetshire poets, 319.

Three Kings of Colon, 505.

Tricolor cockade, 218.

Voltaire and Dr. Young, 197.

Writers bribed to silence, 461.

H. (G.) on first Marquis of Antrim, 308.

H. (H. F.) on John Parkinson, herbalist, 495.

H. (H. G.) on M. Sullacombe and the streets of Lon-

don, 105.

Hibernicus on Anna Liffey river, 364.
Hieron (Rev. Samuel),

" A Helpe unto Devotion/' 381.

Highland Mary, her birth-place, 380.

Highland regiment at battle of Leip&ic, 469. 537.
Hildersham (Arthur), descendants, 431. 474.

Hildesley (Mark), Poetical Miscellanies, 472.
Hill (Abigail), her family, 9. 57. 155. 215. 228.
Hill (Dr.), author of Mrs'. Gksse's "

Cookery," 206.
Hill (Col. John), noticed, 193.

Hill (J. E.) on Rev. Richard Johnson, 236.
H. (J.) on inn signs by eminent artists, 96.

"
Night," a poem, 78.

H. (J. N.) on Admiral Haddock, 148.
H. (L.) on Oliver Cromwell's knights, 31.

H. (M.) on Boydell's Shakspeare Gallery, 313.

Unburied ambassadors, 498.

Hoadly (Dr. John), his private theatre, 136. 149.

Hobbes (Thomas) of Malmesbury, lines on, 286.

Hockabench or Aukabench, its etymology, 334.
Hode (Robyn) on archery club motto, 129.

Hodening in Kent, 486.

Hofland (Barbara), noticed, 311. 364.

Hogarth (Wm.), as an actor, 149.
; pictures at Vaus-

hall, 70.

Holbein family of Ravensburg, 77.

Holhvell (Rev. George) of Polwarth, 95.

Holt (Gen. Joseph), his
"
Memoirs," 9.

Holystone baptistery, 349.

Honywood (Michael), noticed, 349. 439.

Hoods, colour of University, 74. 191. 239.

Hoole (Barbara). See Ilojland.

Hoop petticoats and crinoline, 374.
;
in 1719, 45.

Hopewell on Heralds' visitations, &c., 228.

Hopper (Cl.) on Aylward family crest, 442.

Cromwell's children, 16. 97.

Cromwell's knights, 77.

Fusils in fesse, 19.

Gwyn (Nell), house at Windsor, 355.

Hanoverian jewels, 25.

Hewett (Dr.), his son, 519.

Hnugerford family, 464.

Kempenfelt family, 427.

Laud (Abp.), portraits, 389. 437.

Mary Queen of Scots' secretary, 267.

Marvell's letter to John Milton, 47. 134.

Mence (Francis), 503.

Miltoniana, 142.

Myddelton (Mrs.), portrait, 423.

Horace, immaculate edition of 1744, 395.
; translation

of his Lyric Works, 209. ' J
" Horn and Rimenhild," 252. 318.

Horse trembling at the sight of a camel, 354. 406.

Horsley (Bp.), orthographical peculiarities, 1 29. 1 76.

Hotten (J. C.) on old English booksellers, 182.

Hour-glass in churches, 488.
Howard (J. J.) on Abdias Ashton, 408.

Foxe's Book of Martyrs, &c., 534.
Howard (Philip), Cardinal of Norfolk, 52. 75.

Howe (George Augustus, third Viscount), mural tablet

suggested, 86.

H. (P. G.) on Colonel Hill, 252.
H. (S.) on Lord Egmont's pamphlet, 537.

Passports, their origin, 541.
" To sleep like a top," 97.

H. (T. B. B.) on inn signs by eminent artists, 77.

Huffkin, a cake, its derivation, 483.

Huit (John), noticed, 46. 99.

Hundred, its etymology, 529.

Hungerford family, 464.

Hunt (Leigh), birth, 51. 118.
; papers in "The Li-

beral," 292.
;
translation of Walter Mapes's drinking

song, 185. 220. \

Hunting match of Termed, 427.

Kurd (Bishop), author of his Life, 416.

Hurdis (J. H.), inn-sign painted by him, 236.

Husk (W. H.) on Henry VIII.'s picture, 137.

Italian muoic in England, 404.
"
Molly Mog," 175.

Owenson the player, 521.

Huss (John), represented with a goose, 277. 298. 515.

Hutchinson (Ann), her family name, 531.

Hutchinson (John Hely), 211.

Hutchinson (P.) on bearded women, 333.

Anno Regni Regis, 513.

Grotesque in churches. 276.

Hutchinson (Ann), family natoe, 531.

Inscription in Great Gidding church, 291.

tluth (Henry) on Foxe's Book of Martyrs, 271.

Hutton parish, Berwickshire, records of, 325.

H. (W.) on coal first used in England, 53.
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H. (W.) oo gam first used in India, 17.

Hymns, anonymous, 512.

Hypatia and St. Catherine, 148. 217. S77.

I

"
lago Displayed," satire on the War-offies, 56,

Ihre (W.) oa Buhnken's Dictata. 171.

> ou Buchanan pedigree, 219.

i," its derivation, 146. 179.

Ina on' M.P. nominated by a bishop, 48.

Inclosnrw, curved form of ancient, 19. 32. 44O.

Index, a general literary, 108.

Indian kings visit to England, 1710, 417. 454. 541.

Indo-European languages, 1 10. 134.

Ingelo (Dr.X
"
Benlivolio and Urania," quoted, 525.

Ingir on Dr. Latham's theory of languages, 1 10.

Ingledew (C. J. D.) on Sir Henry Calverley, 28.

Eland (Sir John), ballad on, 169.

Norton family, 249.

Bokeby(Balph)ofBoksby,89
Shawl at Leybnrn, &c., 388.

Sickening. cake, 242.

logfo (B.) on Anue Cromwell : Mary More, 497.

Farrer (E.) of Oundle, 496.

ilildeslcy's Poetical Miscellanies, 472.

Lewis (David), poet, 497.

Lopez de Vega's Borneo and Juliet, 496.

MarlelUn (Henry), dramatbt, 512.

Ord (J. Walker), his death, 531.

Terence, translators of, 512.

Winstanlry (Wm.), his death, 531.

Inniamurray islaud, early notices of, 170. 259.

Innocents' Day custom, 487. ; muffled peal on, 424.

Inn signs by eminent artists, 77. 96. 157. 296.

Inns of Court, matriculation lists of students, 185.

Inquirer on the Bev. John Jones, 292.

Damask, its different meanings, 430.

Inscriptions :

Bell, 389.

Book, 319.

Fly-leaves, 245. 349. 429. 464.

Great Gidding church, 291.

Gateway of the Chateau de Lnaignan, 373.

Lisburn, door of an old house, 373.

Manor-house in Yorkshire, 353.

Sundial at Milton ehurch, Berks, 374.

Ireland, Danish forts in, 268.

Ireland, old graveyards in, 69. 599.

Irish bankrupts of last century, 591.

Irish Extinct and Dormant Peerage suggested, 288.

Irish pedigrees missing, 378.

Irish Begistry Acts, 298.

Irish secret service documents, 181. 941.

Irish stamp duties, 50.

Irson (Thomas), noticed, 531.

Irving (J.) on Ber. John Anderson, 958.

Irving (Washington), birth and death, 51. 1 18. 487.

,r
-

its" or hia," -

Itadsro, its derivation, 219.

1.41*
hi England, 290. 4O4.

Italy, the Hon in, 241. ; the vulture. 1.

Ithuriel on Apbara Bean's petition, 165.

;:,

! .,-; !..., :

Cromwell and the Great Seal. 1 7.

Ghost story and Duke of Buckingham, 222.

Gwyn (Nell), her sister Bose, 806.
Hill family, 155.

Jersey legend : Hsjgnsjir de Hsirtis, 809.
Milton (John), Latin poem against, S27.

Shaluu-are, early a]

Ires of Oxford, pedigree,

.i.

J. on Dickson's arms, 399.

Heraldic query, 13O.

Judges and their style Hamrabk, 431.

PriTy Councillors temp. Hen. VII. and VII I

Scott (Sir Walter), his descendant*, 87.

Stonebenge described by the Brahmins, 69.

Style of Grace," 415.

Jack of Newbnry, his portrait. 904.

Jackson (John Baptist), his Works, 381.

Jackson (J. E.) on Aldrynton deed, 57.

Aubrey's Wiltshire Antiquities, 467.

Jacob (Sir John), noticed, 206.

JajntiU manuscripts, 307. 363.

Jamaica, Celtic remains in, 24. 59. 91.

James I., his
"
Basilikan Doron." 518.

James II.'s Irish Army Lists, 9. I

Jasper runic ring, 248. 297.

Jaranese antiquities, 92.

Jaydee on heraldic drawings aud engrarings, 471.

Marat's medical tacts, 98.

J. (B. S.) on the Battisconke family, 511.
"
Familiarity breeds eontempt." 53O.

J. (C.) on Sir Thomas Lawrences skstch of Mn. Lin

ley, 69.

Nautical heraldry, 269.

St. Leger stakes, 861.

Jenins (Sir Stephen), Mayor of London, 88.

Jenny's Whim, a tareni, 250.

Jernii>ghani family, 256. 317.

Jersey legend : the Seigneur de Hambie, 509.

J. (E. S.)on
"
Elupind," in Wiclif, i

French massacres, 251.

Pilgrim I'lowden, 469.
"
Syr Tryamowe," obscure passagv in, 125.

Jetonniers of the French Academy, 329.

Jews at Canterbury, 243.

Jews in Oxford, and balk named after them, 144.

Jews, the black, 418.

Jews of Malabar, 181. 418. 521.

Jews' Spring Gardens, 422.

J. (G.) on Boswell's Johnsou, 1

Broughton barony, 488.

Merry qusatism on the nmicg of a mili, 288.

Sheridan's speeth on Hsiting!
'

trial.

J. (H.) on Abp. Juxon and family, 471.

r-roTiociarprintJng pnaee*, 4'

J. (J.) on ephemeral litarature. :

"
Portrait of a true gentleman," 997.

J. (J. C.) on book note, and fly-leaf scribUings, 464.

Drurer (Albert), his engravis* 918.

Elizabethan poems in Sion College, 49.

Fly-leaf scribbliap
b
Infanta de Xamorre," 400.
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J. (J. C.) on mediaeval burials, 147.

Motet : tenor, their etymology, 489.

Seal inscription, 311.

J. (J. F.) on Dutch tragedy, 309.

John (King) and the Jews at Canterbury, 243.

1 John v. 7., MSS. containing this verse, 87. 175. 238.

Johnes (Col.) of Havod, his parentage, 378.

Johnson (Rev. Richard), noticed, 236.

Johnson (Dr. Samuel), his chair, 68. 363.

Johnston (Sir Archibald), Lord Warriston, his knight-

hood, 383.

Jones (John),
"
Attempts in Verse," 57.

Jones (Rev. John), Fellow of Queen's College, Oxon., 292.

Jones (Richard), actor, 21.

Jones (Wm.) of Nayland, on turning to the East, 396.

Joseph of Exeter's poem,
"
Antiocheis," 327.

Joseph on Brathwaite coat of arms, 88.

Joyce, Choyse, Jocunda, pet names, 250.

J. (S. H.) on translators' interpolations, 206.

Judas, History of, 18.

Judge's black cap, 130. 193. 238. 406.

Judges, origin of their style
"
Honourable," 431.

Junius :

Authorship settled by an auctioneer, 68.

Flood (Henry), claimant, 101. 189. 259.
Irish Junius, 166.

Junius Hibernwtus, i. e. John Egan, Esq., 166.

Junius Secundus, . e. Wm. Fletcher, Esq., 166.

Juvenal (Jupiter) on Kentish longtails, 425-
Juxon (Abp.), his family and will, 471.
Juxon (Thomas), noticed, 46. 98.
J. (W.) on Mont St. Michael, Normandy, 1 54.

J. (Y. B. N.) on Dr. Fuller and the Ferrars, 380.
Jest books, 504.

Texts from the Apocrypha, 443.

K. on Chaumont church, 227.

Purkess, or Purkes family, 377.
Kaines (J.) on " The Golden Bough," 377.
Kaleo on corrected printers' proofs, 187.
Karamsia (Xicolai), his Travels, 96.

Keating (E. H.), Dramas, 311.

Keek-handed, its derivation, 483.
K. (E. D.) on Itacism, 229.

Kelly (Wm.) on the murder of Sir R. Beler, 496.
Book of Hy-Many, 512.

Grey (Lady Jane), burial-place, 512.

Kelp, how manufactured, 85.

Kempenfelt family, 427.
Kendrick family, 328. 440.

Kennedy (Sir Andrew), letter to James Anderson, 246.

Kennedy (C. Le Poer) on " Basilikon Doron," 513.

Aquinas (Thomas), two works by, 514.
Foxe's Book of Martyrs, 404.

Overflowings of the Tiber, 450.
Power (Henry Lord), 518.

Scavenger's daughter, 424.

Kennedy (William), minor poet, 293.
Ken net (Wm.) of Corpus Christi, Cambridge, 46, 97.

Kemiett (Bp. White),
"
Complete History of England,''

343.

Kentish fire, its inventor, 278.

Kentish long-tails, 377. 425. 539.

Ker (Robert) and the fashions of, 1719, 45.

Kervell family, 436.

Keys, works on ancient, 353. 537.

j

K. (G. H.) on Basingstoke reckonings, 128.

Digby's Sympathetic Powder, 395.
Edwards's " Palsemon and Arcyte," 13.

Gascoigne (George), 453.

Gascoigne (Sir John), 27.

Moldwarp, its etymology, 135.

Nevinson, a schoolmaster, 149.

Plowden's Commentaries in English, 454.
Windsor baron of beef, 336.

. Woodroof, a plant, 35.

Zinzan family, 292.

Kilham (Alex.), his birth-place and death, 514.

Killigrew (Sir Henry), particulars of, 206.
Kilvert (F.) on Bishop Hurd, 416.

King (Abp.), portrait by Bindon, 169.

King (Edward) on etymology of Efford, 207.

King's bastion at Gibraltar, 417.

King's Head near St. Paul's, 399.

King's regnal years, how reckoned, 513.

Kingston (Sir Anthony), noticed, 38.

Kinnoul (Earl of), letter, 476.
Kirk Session records of Button parish, 325.
Kirke (Col. Percy), biographical notice, 471.
Kirkwallensis on epigram to a female cupbearer, 503.
K. (J. R.) on bobolink and cocking an eye, 417.
Klofron on Mr. Willett, purchaser of the Orleans pic-

tures, 337.

Knights created by Oliver Cromwell, 18. 31. 77. 114.
158. 216. 382. 419.

Knights of Yorkshire, &c. 51.

Knowinge, a rent. 354.

Knowles (S. H.) on Henry Smith's Sermons, 502.
Knowles (Herbert), his poems, 28. 55. 79. 116. 153.
Knowles (James) on abbreviated local names, 219.

Counsellor Tilly, 206.

Knox (Rt. Hon. Wm.), pedigree, 400.
K. (S.) on Woodroof (Asperula odorata), 77.

K. (S. K.) on cracknells, 293.
K. (T.) on Gibber's Apology, 317.

Kya Kubber on Ives of Oxford, 380.

Kynder (Philip) of Pembroke Hall, 380.

L. on Barrymore and the Du Barrys, 16.

Drawing, a punishment for women, 37.

Italian jests, ancient, 412.

Judge's black cap, 406.

Prohibition of prophecies, 64.
" Eire jaune," illustration of the phrase, 218. 258.

Laale, collector of proverbs, 535.

Lamb (Frank) on bells rung backwards, 18.

Rue in prisoners' deck, 27.

Lamb (J. J.) on Leigh Hunt and the Liberal, 292.

Lambert (Rev. Thomas), his family, 10.

Lambeth palace, its portrait gallery, 309.

Latnont (C. D.) on John Anderson, 255. ;
his papers,

345. 515.

Lancastriensis on super-altars, 297.

Landallis, or Lauderdale, 434.

Landals (Wm.), Bishop of St. Andrews, 434.
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L. (A. T.) oo Archbishop Cromer, 424.

Founders of Wealeyan Methodism, 614.

Lateen sails, 38.

Latham (Dr.), theory of the Indo-Eoropsen languages,

110.1*4.
" La Tbebalde," a tragedy, 1584, S48.

Laud (Abp.), original portraits, 3O9. 389. 437. 640.

UuJcrdale (Lord), letter to Charles IL, 251.

Law and poison, 130.

Law lists, early, 28.

Uwrence (Sir Thomas) sketch of Mrs. Linley, 69.

Uymen, strange derivation of, 127.

L. (B.) oo booksellers' lists, 88.

L. (C.) oo San Giovanni Gualberto, 188.

L. (D. C.) on Litenc Regiaj, 495.

L. (E.) on the arrows of Harrow, 17.

Chipping prayer-books on Good Friday, 19.

Leavitt (Joshua) on poem on the French war, 327.

Lee (Alfred T.)on inscription at Lisburn, 373.

This day eight days," 531.

Lee (Win.), his
" Youth*

1

Behaviour," 183.

Leer, or "
feeling leer," its dentation, 483.

Leeseand Lancers, altered in some Bible*, 228.

Lefort (iladlle,), a bearded woman, 333. 478.

Legerdemain, works on, 379.

Leicester, change in the

Leigh of Cheshire, 258.

in the dedication of St. Martin*, 437.

Leigbton (Abp.), bibliographr of his Works. 41. 61.

113. 160. 607. 525.

Lennard fainiljr, 430.

Ltanap (J. H. ran) on bell of Moscow, 442.

Critic remains in Jamaica, 91.

Dutch gun-founts, 49.

Electric telegraph forwhadowcd, 603.

Fairy rings, 484.

Harpoys and fysabeponde, 259.

Malabar Jews, 232. 418.

Mysterious cheque bearer, 3O8.

Naked. Boy Court, 638.

I'anl Gemsege, jura* Dr. Sam. Pegge, 330.

Water-marks in paper, 77.

Winterly thunder, 36.

Western (Lieut John), epitaph, 494.

Leo (F. A.) on passage in
" Measure for Measure,' 527.

Leslie (Charles).
" Answer to Abp. King," 252.

Lealy (George), Rector of Whittering, 207.

L'Estrange (J.)on monnmontal brasses since 1688, 478.

Wrmondham brll Inscription, 389.

Utt family of Wexford, 4M
letters sent by port, statistic* of, 375.

Uwis (David), author of
"

Philip of Macedon," 497.

Lewis (John), notes on Burnett Life of Bp. Bedell, 301.

Lewis (Ht. Hon. G. Cornewall), on ancient names of the

c..!. I'M.

Lion in Greece, 81.

Lion in Italy, 241.

Vulture in Italy, 1.

I*) bourn, shawl at, 248.

fit John the Evangelist, his symbol, 111.

L. (G.) oo Bosa families, 397.

Schnyler, a Dutch family, 290.

L. (G. K.) on Camden Miscellany, rol. ir. 4.
Fly boat, temp. Elisabeth, 451.

L. (G. R) on Sir William 8k John, 431.
" Liber Horn," quoted, 32.

Libraries, county, 244.

Libya on Baccare, as tued by Slkpeare, 527.

BaiiMoMrCelna,237.
Cibbars Apology, 317.

Cromwell's children, 56.

Famboroogh custom, 143.

Hey Hood, 137.

Le
Milton's epigram, 389.

Qualitied: Faosens, 130.

(Carles (Francis), Dirine Poems, 366.

Quotation in Tillotson's Sermon, 69.

Vargas* oath, 355.

LiflTey, Anna; why the rirer so named, 311. 364.
-
Ligatoras facere," species of magic, 196.

Lightfoot (Dr. John), Master of St. Catharine's Cullegp,

Cambridge, 452.; on the Lord's Prayer, 453.

Lightfoot (W. J.) on Dr. John Lightfoot, 462.

Lightning and fish, 469.

Lilac, Syringa, or Philadelphia, 73. 109.

Lill (Godfrey), Solicitor-General, 2 12.

Lilly (John), dramatist, his Letters, L'.

Limner (Luke) on hoop petticnats and crinolir.

Lincoln cathedral library, 349. 511.; the minstrel.'

glleiy, 35.

Lingard (Dr.), reviews of his WorCs, 469.

Liuley (lire.), Sir Thomas Lawrence's sketch of, 69.

Lion, an inhabitant of Greece, 81.; Italy, 241.; Nor-

thern Africa, 83.

Lisbum, inscription on an old house, 37-T

Litenc Regis?, 495.

Literary taste of diflerent countries, 430.

Liverpool, its derivation, 110. 198. 239. 257. 540.

Liret (C.),
- La Grammaire Francaiae," 340.

L. (J.) on a MS. question in Erasmus' Parapltrase, 70.

L. (J. C. G.) on bibliographical queries 128.

L. (J. E.) on the "
Slave Ship," a song, 480.

L. (J. H.) on " An Austrian Army," &c., 460.

Surplice worn on Good Friday, 415.

Scott (Sir Walter), Death of the Fox," 461.

AA. on Napoleon's escape from Elba, 533.

L. (L. B.) on the meaning of
"
Ill^uw,- 179.

Lloyd (George) on Burton's Anatomy of Melancholy,
i".'.;.

Epitaph on a dog, 373.

Graveyards in Ireland, 639.

Hallow e'en: the Wren Song, 909.

Hones trembling at a camel, 364.

Lat wolf in Scotland, 169.

Witchcraft in churning, 5O4.

Lloyd (Wm.), BUbop of Norwich, 233.

Lloyd (Win.), Bishop of Worcester, 233.

L. (M.) on " Le Bas Bleu.

Humphreys, eoUdieant Earl of Stirling, 387.

Mary Queen of Scots, handle of her coffin, 472.
" Load of Mischief," an inn sign, 496.
Jxibster, a nickname for soldier, 252.

Lobster, receipt for roasting one, SS6.
Lockwood (John de), Esq., 169.

Loftus (fourth Viscount), 212.

Logan (W. H.) on Jones'
"
Attempts in Vm?

Mayor's salary at Berwick.on-Tweed, 59.

Stocks at Berwick -co-Tweed, 59.

Logan (Wm. Hngh), literary worl
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Lomax, or Lomas family, origin of name, 415. 478.

Lomnx (P.) on " The Watchman," a poem, 353.

Lomax (T. G.) on Foxe's Book of Martyrs, 535.

London antiquities in King Hem-y's Yard, 146.

London Bridge, the Old, list of inhabitants, 142.

London localities, ancient, 28. 158. 406.

London, strangers in, 1563 and 1571, 447.

London streets, how to be cleansed, 105.

London views and perspectives in 1558, 292. 331.

London (Win.),
"
Catalogue of Vendible Books," 105.

183.

Long (C. E.) on arrows of Harrow, 35.

Long (George), birth and death, 51. 118.

Long (Sir Richard), temp. Henry VIII., 38. 56.

Longevity, remarkable cases, 23. 53. 97. 379.

Lopez de Vega, translator of his
" Romeo and Juliet,"

496.

Lord's Prayer quoted from Jewish works, 453. 522.

Louis XV., his penmanship, 268. 297. 387.

Lovat (Lord), letters to the Countess of Seaforth, 445.
;

conduct at the invasion in 1719, 463.

Lower (Mark Antony) on Boydell's Shakspeare Gal-

lery, 457.

Lomax. or Lomns family, 415.
Lord Harry and a toucher, 433.

Munro, or Monro, origin of name, 415.

Lowne (E. Y.) on rubbings of brasses, &c., 292.
L. (R. E.) on ocean table telegraphs, 200.

St. Leger sweepstakes, 276.
L. (S.) on peel towers, 504.
L. (T. S.) on Bunyan's burial-place, 400.
L. (U.) on Pope's unpublished letters, 466.

Lucas (Dr. Charles) noticed, 212.

Lucas (Rev. Dr.), defence of Bp. Hurd, 416.

Luck (R.), Master of Barnstaple School, 145.

Lucky stones, 267.

Lufkin (Rev. Richard), his longevity, 53. 77.

Luttrell (Col.) and Henry Flood, 102.

Luther (Martin), represented with a swan, 243. 277.
298. 515.

Luther and Wesley, their style, 119.

L. (W. P.) on spoon inscription, 512.

Lynching by women in 1429, 326.

Lyster family, 69.

Lytton (Lady Bulwer) on Lady Culross's dream, 247.

M.

M. on battens, its etymology, 249.
" Chickens feed Capons," its characters, 22fi.

Marriage law of England, 328.
M. (1.) on sale of a man and his progeny, 360.

Thurneisser and Turner, 39.

M. (4.) on Duke of Bolton, 355.

Duchess of Bolton, 442.

Maude (Thomas), 407.
M. (Edinburgh) on Memoirs of Sir Robert Peel, 11

M. (A.) on Brecon collegiate church, 28. 60.

Bishopric of St. David, 52.

Poole family, 250.

Poole (Rev. Sir Henry), 400.
M. (A. B.) on Swiss maps, 199.

Macartney (George Lord), 211.

Macaulay (Lord), his
"
prodigal Nabob," 399.

MacCabe (W. B.) on Legends of Normandy and Brit-

tany, 278.

Sale of a man and his progeny, 361.
Wren song, 253.

Mac Guicken (James), barrister, 282. 341.
Machine hexameters, 511.

Mackenzie (Dr. Skelton) and Dr. Maginn, 1 69. 235.
258.

Mackintosh (Sir James), his speech on Reform, 51.114.
Maclean (John) on two kings of Brentford, 362.

Oliver St. John, 386.
Roe (Sir Thomas), correspondence, 351.

Wesley's Hymns with Tunes, 453.
Wolf in Scotland, the last, 296.

i Maclellan (Henry), dramatist, 512.

[ Mac Nally (Leonard), a pensioned spy, 281. 341.

j

Mac Queen of Pall-a'Chrocain, 402.
I

Macray (J.) on Rev. Peter Cunningham, 212.
Faust Legends, their original, 191.

"Foreign Quarterly Review," contributors to, 124,
French Academy, 94.

French records destroyed, 528.
Horn and Remenhild, 318.
Mackenzie (Dr. Skelton), 258.
Marat at Edinburgh, 158.

Normandy and Brittany legends, 278.

Shakspeare and English lexicography, 528.
" The style is the man himself," 37. 98.

Magal on " Albion Magazine," 187.

Maginn (Dr. Wm.) and Harrison Ainsworth, 169. 235.

Magnet, early notice of, 536.

Magyar Exile on Miizena's dog, 364.
Verses of grotesque shapes, 385.

Maiden, or clothes' horse, 483.
Maidenston Hill, near Greenwich, 379.
M. (A. L.) on Framingham Pigot church, 428.
Malabar Jews, 232. 418. 521.
Malone (Rt. Hon. Anthony), 211.

Malton Abbey, views of, 328.

Man, his antiquity on the earth, 414.

Manning (Thomas), Suffragan of Ipswich, 225. 296,
316.336.

Mansel (H. S.) on epigram,
" Sunt monachi nequam,"

308.

Mantua, the Sepulchre of the Holy Blood, 29.
Mantua (Duke of), chambers for his dwarfs, 109.

Mapes (Walter), his drinking-song, 185. 220.
Marat (Jean Paul) in Edinburgh, 52. 93. 158. 256.
March hares, their madness, 514.

Mareshall (Will, de la Grace), origin of the name, 290-
Markland (J. H.) on Conybeare's

"
Lectures," 90.

Maryborough (Sarah Jennings, Duchess of), her arro-

gance, 215.: birth-place, 330. 407.

Marlowe (Chr.),
" Come live with me."&c., 285.

Marriage announcements in periodicals, 396.

Marriage customs, 186. 239. 443.

Marriage law of England, 328.

Marriage licences, special, 57.

Marriage proverb, 329.

Marrying under the gallows, 364.

Marshall (E.) on Shakspeare and the Homilies, 28-1.

Marshall (Mrs. Jane), authoress, 11.

Marshall (Wm.), engraver, 431. 522.

Martin's (St.) day and goose-eating, 243.

Martinus de Temperantia, 1490, 128.

Marvell (Andrew), letter to John Milton, 47. 90.
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Mary, the Blssstd Virgin, prayer to, 495.

Mary, Queen of Scots, imprisonments, 148. 388.; her

secretary. 267. 316.; execution, 324 ; cushion on

.. she knelt, 363.; handle of her coffin, 472.

Maaham (Lady). See Abigail BA
Mssson (Gnstave) on monthly Mlloton of French books,

159.338.

Nostradamus on "Cinq Mars," 78.

M .
, .>:.-',

Mauvs (guintin), "The Mi*eV 469.

Matthews (Win.) on birth of the Pretender, 233.

lUrry SophUter, 239.

407.

Uankverer (John), problem in rhyme, 372.

Mauneell (Andrew), bis Catalogue, 234.

llaariee (St.), churches dedicated to him, 353.

Itaww (Babanos), Abp, of Meutx, 395.

Mauve, the fashionable colour, 267.

May (Baptist), noticed, 188.

May (Sir Humphrey), family, 188.

May (S. .1.) on Washington letter, 289.

Hay-drink, or mal-trank, 35.

Mayne (Jasper), aonnet attriboted to him, 345.

Mayor (J. . B.) on Abdias Aabton, 361.

Book of Snarls, 456.

Bnrgeredicius (Francis), 384,

Bnrnet's Life of Dp. Bedell, 301.

Hfldenbam (Arthur and Samuel), 474.

Honeywood (Michael), 439.

Inon (Thomaa), 531.

Kennetfs History of England, 343.

Neile (Bp ), lelter to Dr. Gwyn, 187.

Boseiifckfians and Mormonites, 246.

MayorcH of York, the prefix
"
Lady," 396.

Mayor's salaries, 59.

Milan's dog, inquired after, S91. 364.

M. (C.) on De Foe's descendant.-

Md. (J.) on Her. P. Rosenhagen's writing., la
Meals of Merae farm servants, 489.

(Sarnnel), his singular advertisement, 530.

Medlicot (Richard) of St. Peters College, Cambridge,
199.

Medmenham monks, 351.

Mektes oo Ferrera family, 147.

MeUbrd earldom, whan forfeited, 88.

Melroae (Henry) on Peal towers, 503.

her -
Godly Dream," 247. .ill.

Mence or Menee family. 11:

Monee (Rev. Vnuws) of Wapping, 470. 503.

Mssifonte, seal of ta church of. 31 1. 361.

JtaMS (Capt John), noticed, 437.

Mmyaothes on Kirk Sa*aion racorda, M5.
Undel (Wm.). Bishop of St. Andrews, 434.

:

Ridpath (Ber. Philip), 227.

Marchant Taylors' School, probation Hats, 45. 167. 322.

Merton (Ambrose) on Christmas folk lore, 486.

Mrtacom on diflerenc* in heraldry, 354.

Legerdemain, works on, 379.

Pratt (Epbrai.o), 368.

Metcalf f S^arby, ea Lincoln, 267.

Methodist revivals, esrea 18 IO, 88.

W.)o*balUiBfen,433.
CM: ..:/. '. 4 ,1.

Epita'ph
Marshall (Wm.), es^ravrr

-y Hall, Cheater, 434.

) oo ancient keys, 537.
Fresco in Weata&Mt* Abbey, 33.

Bings, their uses mi msrtuia. 523.
.

, CV-^I a.
184.

Michael (Si), Mssjnt off Cornwall, 111.; off Brittany.
111. 154.

Michaelmas-day goose eating, 243. 277. 299.
;

its ori-

gin, 488.

Michelet (M.) on English literatim, 26.

HUM on Vntara Hopkins, 2O8.

Miks(Rev. Dr.) of Tooto*

Military funerals, 538.

Mill, a merry question on the burning of one, 288.
Mill (John) and Hastings

1

trial, 132. 158.

Miller (Dr. GeorgeX "Lectures on the Greek Lan-

guage," 50.

Milton church, Berks, sun-dial inscription, :i

Milton (John), composition for the Powell estates, 142. ;

afijrim on Queen Christina, 290. 389.
;
Latin poem

against him, 227. 272. ; Man-ell's letter to him, 47.
90. 134.

;
Sonnet attributed to him. 344.

Minced pies and the Puritans, 488.
Minerva library, demolition of the |ilimilli, 68.
Minahew (John), the lexicographer, 269.
Minstrels' gallery in cathedrals, 35.
Mitford church, Northumberland, 348. 435.

Mitre, archbishop's, issuing from a ducal coronet, 148.
M. (J.) Edmbvnk, on charter of Alexander IL, 144.

Anderson (Jamas), his paper*
Wilson (Florence), John Ogflvie, At, 203.

M. (J.), Oxford, on Shakspeare and Chaucer, 284.
M. 2. (J.) on Janus Moore, 235.

flUbpeare's house nt Stntfcsu, 244.
M. ( .1. C.) on a prisoner's arraignment, 501.
M. (J. H.) on Sterne and Medmenham monks, 350.
M. (M.) on Molly Mog, 84. 129.
V :

'

i" :. 1 '.* 1

Mohatra, Barata, and Store, 69. 133.

Moldwarps, its etymology, 98. 135.

Molly Mog of the Base Inn, 84. 129. 145. 172.

Moly, apknt, 417.

Money, paper, used in China, 537.

Momisy (Wm.), dramatic writer, 399.
Monro (Col.) of Fowlee, and the Rebellion of 1715, 400.
Monson (Lord) on Pyne and Ponlet, 276.

j Montgomery (Robert), birth and death, 51. 118.
1

Mont rose (James Graham. Marquis of), poem by, 440.
! Monumental brasses, their preservation, 107. 136.

;

:
, |,>s ,-

Moody (Rev. Beni.) of Oakingham, 173.

Moore's Almanack, predicts the fall of Selim HI., 356.
Moore (James), worm-powder seller, 235.

Moore (James), secretary to Gov. Blake, 195.

More (M^ry), artiTa^oetass', 497.

Morgan (Prof. A. De) on arithmetical notation, 440.
Bocardo a prison, 270.

Book-markers, 301.

Burgersdicius (Francis), 327.
Exhibition of 1851, its committee, MS.
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Morgan (Prof. A. De) on problem iu rhyme, 372.

Sundry replies, 190.

Synonymes, 224.

Morgan (Sir Anthony), his knighthood, 383.

Mormonites and Rosenfeldians, 246.

Morten (J. G.) on Cromwell's children, 17. 135.

Cromwell and Scotland, 70.

Hewett (Dr. John), 450.
"
Portrait of a true Gentleman," 503.

Morton (Thomas),
" A Roland for an Oliver," 1 30.

Morton Court, Worcestershire, 228. 294. 357. 437.

Moscow, the great bell of, 306. 442. 536.

Motet : tenor, their etymology, 489.

Motto : "His calcabo gartos," 110. 156. 389.

Mottoes of opposite sentiments, 432.

Moult (Francis), chemist, 131.

Mowbray coheirs, 217. ; family,. 309.

M. (S. R.) on the Four Indian Kings, 454.

M. (T.) on Switzerland route map, 90.

Mulcaster (Richard), noticed, 219.

Mummy of a Manchester lady, 147.

Munchausen's frozen horn, 412.

Munro, or Monro, origin of name, 415.

Munro (Miss Dolly), 212.

Murdoch (John), his
" Pictures of the Heart," 432.

Murphy (Dr.), R. C. Bishop of Cork, his MSS., 169.

Mussulman's view of England, 47.

M. (W.) on Letters of Cranmer and Grander, 87.

M. (\V. E.) on " Mad as a March hare," 514.

M. (W. T.) on patron saints, list of, 141.
"
Perhaps it ras right to dissemble your love," 37.

Myddelton (Mrs.), portraits, 377. 423.

Myers (G. A.) on All Fools' Day and Tote, 282.

Quotation :
" True patriots they," 283.

M. (Y. S.) on aide-de-camp to Lord Primate, &c., 378.

Baalun, John de, 26.

Books burnt in Ireland, 364.

Bramhall (Abp.), his arms, 259.

Chandler (Bp. Edward), his arms, 14.

Family professions, 266.

Graham and Newton families, 27.

Irish Registry Acts, 298.

James II.'s Army List, 9.

Kentish fire, 278.

Lambert and Geering families, 10.

Leigh family, 258.

Louis XV., his penmanship, 268. 387.

Lyster family, 69.

Marriage special licences, 57.

Medland (Sam.), his singular advertisement, 530.

Palliser (Abp.), his wife, 55.

Pratt (Ephraim), his longevity, 11.

Proverbial expression, 288.

Randolph (Thomas), Master of the Ports, 12.

Sacheverell (Francis), Esq., 51.

Scire Facias Club, 268.

Transmission through few links, 388.

Urban, as a Christian name, 11.

Vigor (Simon), Abp. of Narbonne, 271.

Warburton (Bartholomew Elliott), 49.

N.

Naked-Boy Court, 538.

Nanfan (Sir Richard) of Morton Court, 228. 294. 357.

Napoleon. See Bonajtarte.

Nash, Jun., on Irish pedigrees, 378.
"
Natural," or legitimate, 190.

Nautical heraldry, 269.

Navy of England 200 years ago, 68.

Negro slaves sold in England, 58.

Neile (Richard), Bishop of Durham, letter recommend-

ing Buckingham to be Chancellor of Cambridge, 287.
Nelson (Horatio Lord), his car, 380. 538.
Nelson (Robert), his family, 135.

Nemo on lateen sails, 38.

Tutenag metal, 38.
"
Ness," as a local termination, 388.

Nevinson (Christopher and Stephen), 149.
Newcome (Abp.), MS. Memoir of, 310.
News Letters, manuscript, 450.

New Testament, by Copland, 1550, 208. 279.
;

in

modern Greek, 371.

Newton (Sir Isaac), birth-place, 185.

Newtons of Drogheda, 27.

N. (G.) on book inscriptions, 319.

Boyd (Zachary), 230.
British anthropophagi, 36. 73.

Celebratioiurf a birth, 144.

Dun (Rev. John), his Sermons, 23.

Heath's Sale Catalogue of books, 401.

Leighton (Abp.), "Works," 150.

Patron saints, 299.

Willie, Willie Wastle, 132.

Witchcraft in churning, 67.
N. 1. (<*.) on Belvoir Castle, 471.
N. (H.) on Napoleon's escape from Elba, 382.
Nicholls (John), grant to, in 1682, 251.
Nichols (John Gough) on abbreviated names of counties,

277.

Boreman's Gigantick Histories, 450.

Epitaph of Dean Nowell, 374.
Foxe's Book of Martyrs, 221. 472.

Manuscript News Letters, 450.
Nanfan (Sir Richard) and Card. Wolsey, 357.

Prayer setting forth an expedition, 108.
St. Stephen's Day customs, 484.
"
Signa

"
of Battel Abbey, 1 6.

Nicholson (Thomas) on Stratford family, 376.
Nicknames on members of parliament, 511.
Nicolson (Dr. Wm.), Abp. of Cashel, MS. Diary, 413. ;

on the demand for elegant synonymes, 224.

Nicolson (Dr. Joseph), Chancellor of Lincoln, 414.
Nine worthies, their names, 71. 137.
Nithsdale (Lord), his escape, 337.
Nix on Dr. Dodd's biography. 449.

Misprint in 7th Commandment, 330.

Mrs. Myddelton's portrait, 423.

N. (J.) on marriage customs, 186.

Song :
" Come form we round a cheerful ring," 177.

N. (J. B.) on death of Pascal Puoli's son, 502.

N. (J. G.) on Clarendon House, 400.
Extract from Blake's Common-place Book, 465.

Gray's copy of Strype's Stowe, 416.

Gwillim's Heraldry, Cromwellian edition, 17.

N. (J. M.) on old proverb, 37.

N. (L. M.) on curved form of old inclosures, 19.

Vergubretus, &c., 17.

J

Noah's Ark cloud, 484.

!

Noble (J.) on Gen. Wolfe at Quebec, 163. 346. 370.

I Nockit, a luncheon, 489.
i Nodway money explained, 532.
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Nonjurors and Jacobites, work rtUting to, 927.

Nore, mntiny at, in 1797, 131.

Norfolk and Hertford (Duke* of), tWr oossbst, 317.

\ __:
*

at Wittoo, 286.

Mob (Re*. John) of Bemsrton, hi,

North (Thomas) on catch-oops bells, 36.

Combat between Dukes of Norfolk and

327.

Frog, a symbol, 24'J.

Mowbray family, 309.

St. Martin's, Uicester, dedication of clinch. 437.

Northamptonshire story of two farmers, 495.

Nortbesk (K-rl of), his epitaph, 495.

Northumbrian notes, 348. 435.

Norton family of Norton Conysrs, 249. 337. 388.

Norwich diocesan registers, 302.

Nostradamus,
-
Cinq Maw," 50. 78.

Nottingham author.-, editors, and printers, 2

Notsa oo Anne Pole, 295.
'

Prisoner's arraignment, 414.

Nowell (Dean), his e;-r. ,[.'..
374

N. (T. V.) on Abp. Cramer's family, 12. 339.

Reriews of Lingard's England, 469.

NugB by Lady Hamilton and Charles James Vox, 186.

Numbers, names of, and the h m I. 529.

N. (W. H.) on John Baynea, 269.

N. (X) on county voter's qualification

Oak bedstead and furniture, 38.

Oak-leares, puaiabmeot for wearing 15f,. 217.

O'C. on Debrett's Peerage, errors

Duudalk accommodation. 88.

Howe (Geo. Augustus, Viscount), 86.

MsHord earldom, 88.

O'Callaghan (. B.) on Journal of Earl of Bellomont,
'

169.

British officers at New York, 171 1. 413.

O'Coonell (Dan.), impromptu by
O'Driacol (Air.), noticed, 416.

Offer (George) on symbolical meaning of cloven foot,

Banyan's Pilgrim's Progress and the Pilgrimage of

the Soul,
'

Comdale's Bible, 1553, 209.

De Gnilerille's Pilgrimage of the Soul, 323.

Grosseteste's Castle of Lore," 416.

Henry VIII. and Nine Worthies 71.

Nonjurors and Jacobite*

Psalm XCY. 10.:
- a li^no," 516.

WioBft Testament, 1731, 309.

Ogilrte (John), parson of Cnufco, 803.
M .;- - Thl ;,...:) ! Msl fM M -

I

0.(J.)on.wp'sFables, IM
Bord-.CZacb.^prodoolioo,
Dorrington (Tneop.),

" Th. Enalleat Woman,"

Ker (Rob.) and the fashions at

Lady Cnlros's Dream, 311.

crht," a poem. 1 1. 538.

Simon Sabba, translator of Do* Carie^ 399.

Olio, or Anythingarian Miscellany." 99.

".. k ; .. ,.-:... ;M

Ord(J. Walker), hi death

Orde (J. P.) on hammer-cloth, t

Oriaans Gallery, its sals, 240.

Orthographical peculiarities, 129. 176.

Osmund* n
Othobon s Constitutions quoted, 532.
O. (T. R.) oo the Itebellioo of 1715, 409. 445. 493.

Oughton (Sir Jstnea Adolphns), 18.

Oulton (WaUey Chamberiain). hu death, 439.
Ovrif on Lstt family, 451.

Owen (H.) on Chattarton nttnoscript, 50. 194
Owen (Nicholas), suicide of, 250.

Owenson (Mr.), the actor, 415. 521.

0. (W. J.) on Dyches Dictionary, by W. Pardon. 249.
Oxen's twelfth cake, 488.

Oxeobridge (Kev. John), noticed, 48.

Oxford Halls named from Jews, 144.

Oxfordshire prorerb, 8.

OxoniensU on Colonel Brett, 416.

Epigram to a female cup-besrer, 292.
Fenton (Livinia), Duchess of Bolton. 291.
Maude (Thomas), minor post, 391.

Poole family, 389.

Shawl at Leybourn. 248.
Texts from the Apocrypha, 309.

Ozmood on quotation:
M Nomioa sj ne*

Sing si dsdsrim. 171.

P

P. on Halls of (ireatford, 39.

Willott (Mr.), picture purchaser, 308.

Paget (Arthur) oo Shasvpoare'e portrait

Paget (A. T.) on cartulary of B

Painting on copper in a book cover

Pulliser (Abp.), his wife, 55.

Paudy (Manual), the rebel sepoy, 89.

Paoli (Pascal), death of his son, 399. 502.

Paper water-mark*, 77.

Papier moure, its ingredient, 377. 439.

Paradise, food of, 202.

Pardon (Wm.), editor of Dvche's Dictiary, 349.

Parkc (John), American pott, 309.

Parkinson (John), the herbalUt, 495.
"
Parliament of Phnlioo," 89. 155.

Parliamentary member nominated by a bishop
Parr (Dr. Samuel) and minced pies, 488.

Passport granted by Qnesn Anne, 117.; origin of, 541.

Piston. Norfolk, it* altar-tomb. 379.

Paternoster (Kichard) on Dr. Johnson's chi
Patrick (BP. Symon), inedited letter, 6-

r-ttri, k (St.), his ridges, 8'.'

Patroclu* and the Fleet 1'

Patron sainU. list of, 141. 214. 399.

Pattison (S. U.) on Celtic remains in Jamni<.

Pattuon (T. H.) on Northumbrian notes, 348.

Paolett (Sir Amyas) and Sir Drue Dm.
Paul's (St.). tones of the old cathedral, 806.

! Payne (James), bookseller

t Payne (J. B.) on Richard HarlUtoo, 513.

Payton (Wm. Shakspeare) of Stratford-oo-Avoo, 292.

440.

\.) on Ediths Pop.
Peacock (Kdw.) oo books bureed and whipped, 16d.
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Peacock(Edw.) on heraldic drawings and engravings, 523.

Newton (Sir Isaac), birth-place, 185.

Registration without baptism, 523.

Rustic superstition, 319.

Woodruffe (Samuel), 452.

Pearce (Sir Edward Lovett), architect, 28.

Pearce (Lieut.-Gen. Thomas), noticed, 226.

Pearson (J. N.) and Abp. Leighton's Works, 42. 61.

150. 507. 526.

Peat (John) on Shakspeare's Latinity, 285.

Pedigrees, Irish, missing, 378.

Peel (Sir Robert), biographical notices of, 146. 179.

Peel towers, 378. 503.

Peg tankard, its date, 78.

Pegge (Dr. Samuel), his plausible signature, 330.
;
his

poetical MSS., 146.

Pellisson-Fontanier (Paul), his Works, 339.

Pensionary in Holland, 270.

Pepys. (Richard), noticed, 46. 77.

Pepys (Sam.), prayer in his Diary, 433. 537.

Percival (Sir John), his knighthood, 383.

Perthensis (J. A.) on Alexander Gordon, 279.

"Bonnie Dundee," 441.

Petrarch and Lord Falkland, 185.

Petty (Sir Win.), his MS. Letters, 130.

Pews, history of, 204. 277.

P. (F. H.) on shadows tracing ideas, 307.

P. (G. R.) on Hedon borough seal, 523.

P. (G. W.) on Malabar Jews, 521.

P. (G. W. S.) on seven dates vacant, 309.

P. (H.) on Mr. Willett and the Orleans pictures, 337.

P. (H. E.) on game of squaring, 58.

4. on Rev. Richard Lufkin's longevity, 53.

Prediction in Moore's Almanack, 356.

Scott (Rev. John Robert), 190,

Philipps (Sir John), MS. Diary quoted, 397.

Phillips (E.),
" New World of Words," 532.

Phillips (J. P.) on bearded women, 247.

Jacobite manuscripts, 307.

Planet showers, 206.

Rowley (Sir William), his will, 468.

Slaves in England, 397.

Unburied ambassadors, 500.

Phillips the Harlequin, 162.

Phillips (Wm.), the Merry Andrew, 161.

Phillipson (P.) on Henry IV. of France, 46.

St. Dominic and the Inquisition, 11 7.

Philo-Turpin on Dr.Maginnand Mr. Ainsworth, 169.

Philologus on Dr. Latham's theory of languages, 134.

Philology :

Baccare, used by Shakspeare, 527.

. Battens, 249. 300. 319.

Bever, or Beaver, a refreshment, 270.

Cantankerous. 188.

Cess-here, 9. 58. 195.

Cracknells, a brittle cake, 293.

Cricket, a small stool, 293.

Ducdame in Shakspeare, 284.

Eclympasteire, 444.

Fap, or sap, in Shakspeare, 285. 528.

Fausens, a fish, 130. 177.

Gallimawfry in Shakspeare, 285. 528.

Hayne, a local termination, 171. 237. 299v

Moldwarps, 98. 135.

Pishty, 9. 58. 195.

Philology :

Qualitied', 130. 177.

Shim, 169. 196.

Very, its etymon, 113. 200. 257.

Walpurgis, 270. 425.

Phipps (John), dramatist, 415.

Photograph peries of portraits, 524.
Piesse (Septimus) on Family Herald essayists, 196.

Glow-worm light, 227.

Pilgrim's signs, 16.

Pindar, the vow of the poet, 266.
Pinks (W. J.) on Queen Anne's churches, 16.

Bacon (Lord), his death, 354.

Badge of poverty. 184.

Bear hunt on the Thames, 148.

Barnet (Rev. Gilbert), 89.

Clerkenwell incumbents, 100.

Grave-diggers, 39. 1 18.

Hamnur-cloth, 439.

Hockley in th' Hole, a ballad, 414.

Knights made by Oliver Cromwell, 158.

Lynching by women in 1429, 326.

Marrying under the gallows, 364.

Novel race by animals, 168.

Pole (Francis) of Derbyshire, 451.

Red ribbon of the Order of Bath, 168.

Smoking anecdote, 135.

Wrotham parish, its extent, 71.

Pinnock (Wm.), birth and death, 51. 118.

Pipe, a slang word, 490. .

Pishty, a provincialism, 9. 58. 195.

Pitt (William) and the forged assignats, 3l4.
P. (J.) on frogs in Ireland, 452.

Lightning and fish, 469.

Names of numbers and the hand, 529.

Triforium, its derivation, 521.

P. (J. A.) on hour-glass in churches, 488.

Scotch clergy deprived at the Revolution, 329.

Plague of London, relics of, 288.

Planet showers, 206.

Platonis Opera, 1578, its measurement, 310. 365.

Playford (John), his birth-place and descendants, 415.

Plays, Dictionary of old English, 467.; dates of early,
416.

Pliny's chapter on gems and precious stones, 401.

Ploughs vulgarly called waggons, 431. 504. 522.

Plowden (Pilgrim), author of "
Farrago," 469.

Plowden (Sir Edmund), his
"
Commentaries," 454.

P. (M.) on Abdias Ashton, 336.
Rev. Peter Cunningham, 259.

Pn. (J. A.) on arms assumed at Agincourt, 399.

Bugle, an animal, 423.

Greig family arms, 252.

Heraldic query, 28.

Knights created by Oliver Cromwell, 18.

Louis XV. and Stirling peerage, 297.

Paoli (Pascal), death of his son, 502.

Stirling peerage, 434.

Super-altars in churches, 337.

Tote, its meanings, 443,

York Lady Mayoress, 396.

Pocock (Nich.) on Foxe's Book of Martyrs, 335.

Manning (Thomas), suffragan bishop, 336.

Pococke (Bp.),
" Tour through Ireland," 109.

Poer (Henry Lord) noticed, 378. 518.
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Porti Uaiwta, 137.

Pole (Anoe), niece of tiw Cardinal, 1 70. 259.
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Polytheism, its revival, 187.

Pompeii, encaustic puntings at, 89. 138.

Pooeonby (John), Speaker of Irish Commons, 21*.
Pool* family, 250. 389.
PooJe (Her. Sir Henry), noticed, 400.

Pope (John), gentleman, 378. 441.

Pope of Rome, origin of changing bis name,

Popiana:

:!y Mog,
N
iu authorship. 1

Moore (James), 235.

Pope's chair at Audley End, 106.

Pope (Editha) of Crosby Magna, Wilts, 168.
Relics at Wokingham, 85.

Ridpath and Roper, their deaths, 182.

Smythe (Jamee Moore), 195. 235.

Unpublished letters, 466.

Porno (Prof.) on the French invasion

Portioner, an old law term. 398. 424.
Portrait at II rick wall, Northiam, 12.
"

Portrait of a true gentleman," 397. 503.
Poolett (Sir Anthony), bnriil-place, 479.

Poolett (John Lord) and Hugh Pync, 223. 276.

Poverty, badge of, illustrated, 184.

Powell, the puppet-showman, 1 62.

Powells of Forest Hill and Milton, 142.

Power (Henry Lord), ob. 1742, 378. 516.
Power (Richard), Baron of the Exchequer, 212.
Powlet (Lord) and Father Pyne, 223. 276.

Prague, phantoms at the battle of, 171. 421.
Pratt (Ephraim), his longevity, 11. 137. 36a
Prayer-book clapping on Good Friday, 1

Prayer for an expedition, temp. Elizabeth, 108.
P. (R. B.) on Bartholomew-Cokes, 187.

Ram Alley, or Merrie Tricks," 188.
"
Precedency of the Peers of Ireland," 398. 537.

Pregnant women pardoned, 29. 79.

Pretcott (W. H.X birth and death, 51.118.

Presentany explained, 113.

Preston (John), D.D., Master of Emmanuel College,
110.

Pretender. See James Francis Edwaid Stmart,

Price rConnell) on Syr Tryamoure, 297.
Price (Wm. Andrew), Governor of Surat, 379. 521.

Priestley (Dr. Joseph) and Marat, 256.
an old, 425.

Printers* proofs, corrected, 187.

Printing practised in China, 537.

Printing -prest that worked Milton's Areop.igiUca, 69.

Printing-presses, provincial, 468.

Prisoner's arraignment, 414. 501.
Prisoners' basket carrier, 24.

Problem in rhyme, 372.

Prophecies, prohibition of, 64.

Prophecy respecting France by Bp. Aged*, 226.
Proteatant refugees in 1563 and

Pi 3verb* and Phraae*:

Baa" In the wrong bo*," 41 t.

Clerical error, 532.

Cocking an eye, 4 17. 461.

Proverbs and Phrases :

Cutting one's sti

Devil-may-care, 310.

Drat 'em, Oddrot em, 413.

.DoiidaUcacc<>mmodaiion,88.

Early thunder, late hunger, 36.

Familiarity breeds contempt, 530.

lUrry.SophUt.-r, 86.

If that you will France *:

Liberavi animam meam. 108. 157. 406. 438.
Mad as a March hare, 51 4.

Mayor of Market-Jew standing in his own light,

eye and Tommy," 491.
Pull garlick, 229. 444.

Scraping an acquaintance, 71

Send verdingiles to Broad Gates in Oxford, 8.

ng*idederim,171.
Style is the man himself, 37. 54. 98. 111. I'M.
This day eight days, 531.

Top: To
sleep

like a top, 53. 97.

Whitsunday fellow, 288.

Proverbs found in Sir Samuel Sleigh's pocket-book,
350.

Proverb* of the seventeenth century, 6. 22.
Proverbs worth preserving, 202,

Provincialisms, 9. 169. 483.
Prussian iron medal, 470.

Pryce (Geo.) on Somersetshire poets, 363.

Prytne (C. be la) on Cataloguers, 896.
Psalm xcv. 10.:

" Domiuus regnavit a ligno," 470.
516.

P. (T. W.) on work* by Bp*. Gunning and Gauden,

Publishing before the invention otprinting, 11. 58.

Puppy-pieate under Marlow Bridge, 496.

Purgatory, society for assurance against, 186.
Puritans and minced pies, 488.

Pnrkees, or Pnrkis family, 377.
P. (W.) on Denhara Buildings, Whitehall, lT.

Giant at Rotherhithe, 2U4.
(iift of children, temp. Henry VIII.,

Henry VI., bnrial-pUce, 531.
London views iu 1558, 292.

Spenser queries, 417.
P. ( W. P.) on "

Geeta* of Guarine," 147.

Heraldic query, 364.

Publishing before the invention of printing, 1 1 .

Verstegan's
"
Restitution," 4.

Pyne (Father) and Lord Powlet, 223. 276.

Pyne (Hugh) and John Lord Poulett, 223. 276.

Pywon (Richard), tracts printed by him, 44. 263.

Q. on Codex Alexandrinos, S59.

:mer-cloth, 539.

Hauffs OtH- -- - -

T.) oo John Gay's poetical
>n Dr. James Scott, 338.

dw. Underbill, the hot goepeUer, 187

P.) on provincialisms, 9. 169.

(It. S.) on bearded women, 333.

M ,
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Q. (R. S.) on Catalogue of Shaksperiana, 56.

Minerva library premises, 68.

Weapon-salve, 237.'
"

Qualified," as used by Chapman, ISO. 177.

Quamby (Sir Hugh) of Yorkshire, 169.

Quarles (Francis), "Divine Poems," 1706, 35G.

Quarterly Reviews, writers in, 145.

Quassatio on Cudworth's unpublished MSS.. .531.

Queenborough Castle, Isle of Sheppy, 308.

Queenhithe, stew in St. Martin's, 399.
"
Quentin Bely : Morweg : Laale," 535.

Quincy, L'Abbaye c!e, its locality, 416.

Quotations :

Dominus regnavit a ligno, 470. 516.

He either fears his fate too much, 327. 440.

It is not beautie I demande, 1 30.

Life is before ye! 109.255.

Perhaps it was right to dissemble your love, 3<

Why every nation, every clime, 28. 196.

Years roll on years impatient to be gone, 513.

Q. (V. H.) on Boydell's Shakspeare Gallery, 40.

R.

E. on Abdias Assheton, 461.

Coals first used in England, 95.

Dr. John Hewett, 456.

Lomax or Lomas, 478.

Shannon frigate, 204.

I>. (A. A.) on a passage in Claudian, 495.

Historical narrative, 495.

Law and poison, 130.

B. (A. B.) on Eikon Basilike, 444.

Foxe's Book of Martyrs, 334.

Hill, Harley, Jennings' pedigree, 57.

Pliny's chapter on gems and precious stones, 401 .

Rabutin (Roger de),
"
Correspondence," 160.

Race between two bulls, four coivs, and a calf, 168.

. Radnor on the tobacco controversy, 452.

Rae (Mr.) on the Rebellion of 1 71 5, 409.

Raikes (Robert) of Gloucester, 400. ::
'

f
--'

Rainhill on Rev. Francis Mence, 470.

Raleigh (Sir Walter), imprisonment, 107.; presumed
relic of, 493.

Ramsay (Sir Andrew), knighthood and baronetcy, 114.

382.

Randolph (Thomas), Master of the Ports, 12. 34.

Rawson (James) on the contraction
"

i," 423.

R. (D.) on Foxe's Book of Martyrs, 534.

R. (E.) on Cornish superstitions, 489.

Read (Dr. James), noticed, 70.

Reading House, London, 38.

Rebellion of 1715, historical notices, 409. 445.

Redmayne (John), D.D., 46. 79.

Redmond (S.) on Bonaparte's snuff-box, 48.

Dublin Lord Mayor, 295.

Irish Junius, 166.

Lord Fane: Count de Sallis, 186.

Marriage announcements, 396.

Nicknames on members of parliament, 511.

Regiment all of one name, 351.

Wren song, 254.
Reed (Charles) on impromptu by O'Connell, 430.

Reeves (John), his Hebrew Psalms and Greek Testa-

ment, 432.

Refugees, Profestant, in 1563 and 1571, 447.

R. (E. G.) on- Lieut. Sparke's signet ring, 423.

Scripture local names, 433.

Regiment all ofone name, 531. 538.

Regis (Dr. Balthasar), noticed, 39.

Registers, Indexes to episcopal, 202.

Registration without baptism, 469.

Registry Acts, Ireland, 298.

Reid (W. W.) on reprint of folio Shakspeare, 199.

Remigius on publication of banns, 541.

Remy (Dom.),
" La Pucelle," 248.

Rent-charge and sen-ice in Yorkshire, 289.

Respondens on quotation from Voltaire, 298.
"
Retire," its meaning

"
to withdraw," 44.

Retz (Cardinal de), "Me'moires," 159.

Review, designation of works under, 117.

Reynolds (Sir Joshua), house in Leicester Square, 128.

R. (F. R.) on mummy of a Manchester lady, 147.

Rheged (Vryan) on glass bells for churches, 328.
Greek word noticed by Dean Trench, 88.

Othobon's Constitutions, 532.

Webster's Dictionary, 531.

Rhydderch, cup of, 306.

Richmond and its maids of honour, 375.
Ridicule and grotesque architecture, 274.

Riding-coat: Redingote, 49.
"
Riding round the Great Oak," 485.

"
Riding the Franchises

"
at Dublin, 207. 295.

Ridley Hall, Chester, 434.

Ridpath (George) of the Flying-Post, his death, 182.

Ridpath (Rev. Philip) of Hutton, 227.

Riley (H. T.) on Cadewoldes, 49.

Curved form in divisions of land, 32.

Harpoys et fyssheponde, 49.

London, ancient localities near, 28.

Nostradamus: "
Cinq Mars," 78.

Pretender and Sir T. Oglethorpe, 99.

Rimbault (Dr. E. F.) on unburied ambassadors, 443.

Berdash, a neck cloth, 453.

Character of Mr. Hastings, 197.

Christmas entertainments, 481.

Drayton's
"
Poems, Lyrick and Pastorall," 75.

Foxe's Book of Martyrs, 403.

Gleanings for "the History of Bartholomew Fair,
161.

Handel at Bristol, 210.

Joseph of Exeter's poem:
"
Antiocheis," 327.

Norton family, 388.

Pope (John), gentleman, 441.

"Royal Slave," 423.

Talma, a French tragedian, 429.

Vauxhall paintings, 197.

Williams (Abp.), play performed in his house, 477.

Ring, inscription on one found at Widdington, 228.

Ring, jasper runic, 248. 297.

Ring posies, 216. 466.

Rings, works on their uses and mottoes, 329. 444. 523.

Ringsend, royal chapel of St. Matthew, 52.
" Rire jaune," illustration of the phrase, 218. 258.

Rix (Joseph) on bibliographical queries, 208. 279.

Cromwell (0.), titles conferred by, 195.

Faber versus Smith, 118.

Fly-leaf scribblings, 465.

Heralds' Visitations, 440. " ''
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S. (A. P.) on Huss and Luther, 277.

Sardanapalus and Abp. Leighton,-61. MS.
Sarum manuscript, 15th cent., extracts from, 464.

Saturnalia and the rites of religion, 274.

S. (C.) on Goulston family, 250.

Scala Celi, 18.

Scavenger's daughter, instrument of torture, 381. 424.

S. (C. F.) on Robert Raikes of Gloucester, 400.

S. (C. H.) on a case of longevity, 379.

Schelmuffsky, some account of, 431. 519.

Schoen (Martin), print,
" The Holy Family with a but-

terfly," 328.

Schuyler, a Dutch family, 290. 337.

Scorning the Church, 451.

Scotch clergy deprived at the Revolution. 329. 390. 538.
Scotch genealogies, 109. 25G. 317.

Scotch Kirk, paraphrases used in, 77.

"Scotch Presbyterian Eloquence Displayed," 504.

Scott (Dr. James), noticed,.338.

Scott (Rev. Dr. John Robert), noticed, 190. 218. 338.
Scott (Sir Walter), descendants, 27.

;
Hues on " The

Death of the Fox," 415. 461.
;

lines on "Woman,"
288.

;

"
Marmion," chorus

u Eleu lore," 292.
;

illus-

trated edition of his Novels suggested, 393.
Scotus on Book of Sports, 414.

Williams (Abp.) and theatrical exhibitions, 401.

Scripture local names, works on, 433.
Scutch mills in Ireland, 88. 138.

S. (D.) on Earl of Clarendon's burial, 354.
Lord Warden of the-Cinque Ports, 364.

Nuga? by Lady Hamilton and Ch. James Fox, 186. i

Seven dates wanted, 406.

Stratford family, 477.

Sea breaches on Norfolk coast, 468.

Seaforth (Frances Countess of), noticed, 409.
; letters,

445.

Seal of the church of Menigoute, 311. 361.

Seals : the Pope's of the Fisherman, 376.; Hedon in
[

Yorkshire, 376. 523.: Brough ton barony, 376. 438.

Seasons, memoranda concerning, 530.

Sea-weed, its uses, 85.

Sedan chairs in Dublin, tax on, 185.

Sedgwick (D.) on Rev. Thomas Harrison, 139.

S. (E. J.) on Cooke of Gidea Hall, 352.
J-'elim III., Turkish sultan, his fall and death, 356.
'

Sending Jack after Yes," 484.

Senex on Charles Dibdin's song, 172.

Serfdom in England, 36 f.

Super-altars in churches, 337.
Talbot (Sir Humfrey), 414.

Serfdom : sale of a man and his progeny, 278. 360.

Service-silver, a tax, 354.

Seton (Sir Alex.) of Pitmedden, 246.
"
Sex," as a local termination, 311.

Seymour (F.) on Anna Liffey, 311.

S. (F.) on Cantankerous, 188.

Gibber's Apology noticed by Fielding, 268.
S. (F. R.) Dublin, on bell-metal, 300.

Michaelmas goose-eating, 299.

Wren song, 407.

S. (G. L.) on Major Duncanson and Glencoc massacre,
193.

Sir James Adolphus Oughton, 18.

S. (H.) on aerostsition, 291.

De Foe's descendants, ,197.

Shadows, an illustration in Bewick's J^sop, 307.

Shaftoe '(.Frances), Narrative of the Pretender, 51.

Shaksreriaiia:

As You Like It, Act II. Sc. 5.: "Ducdame," 284.

Catalogue,of works relating to him, 4. 56.
Hamlet queries, 267. 285.
Measure for Measure, Act III. Sc. 2. :

" How may
likeness, made in crimes," 527.

Merry Wives of Windsor, Act I. Sc. 1.: "The
gentleman being/op," 285. 528.; Act II. Sc. 1.:
'' He loves thy yallimawfry," 285. 528.

Much Ado about Nothing ; Act V. Sc. 2. :

" Put
in ihepifas with a knife," 286.

Plays in Welsh, 207.; Reprint in 1808 of the first

folio, 199.

Portraits, 284. 527.

Shakspeare, early allusion to, 285.; on the Conti-

nent, 284.; descendant, 292.; and English lexi-

cography, 528.; his Latinity, 285.; music, 285.;

prologue intended to have been spoken in aid of

the restoration of his house, 264, 265.

Sonnets, 527.

Taming of the Shrew, Act II. Sc. 1. : Eaccare, 527.

Tempest, Act IV. Sc. 1.: The troth-plight and

nuptial ceremony, 141.

Shakspeare's Cliff, origin of its name, 379.
Shannon frigate, broken up, 204.

Shaving statute in Ireland, 1447, 266.
Shawl at Leybourn, 248. 388.

Sheen on Vertue's draughts and drawings, 26. 156.

Shelley (Henry) of Barhamwick, 70. 116. 198.
Sheridan (Richard Brinsley), speeches on Warren Hast-

ings' trial, 131. 259. 536.
Sheriff's precedence, 471.
Sheriffs of London and tenure services, 264.
Shield (John), Newcastle poet, 90.
"
Shim/' its derivation, 169. 196.

Shipp (Wm.) on Nodway money, 532.

Shirley (Wm.), dramatist, 432."

Shorthouse (Dr. J. H.) on Dr. Johnson's chair, 363.

Sickening cake, 242.

Sidney as a feminine Christian name, 298.

Sigma on Randolph Fitz-Eustace's " Brides of Florence,"
11.

Le Bas Bleu, or Fall of the Leaf, 27.

Marshall (Mrs. Jane), authoress, 11.

Smith (^Eneas), factor to Earl of Moray, 495.
"
Signa" of Battel Abbey, 16.

Silver, German, its origin, 13.

Simmias of Rhodes, his versification, 385.

Sinclair (H.) on Shakspeare'e portrait, 527.
Sinclar (George), professor at Glasgow, 67. 191.
"
Sing si dederim," origin of the saving, 171.

Sion College, Elizabethan poems in. 49.

S. (J.) on Chapel Scala Celi, 18.

Decanatus Christianitatis, 415.

Knowles (Herbert), 79.

S. (Capt. J.) on Luther and Huss, 298.

S. (J. D.) on Cokam House, &c., 238.

Hayne, as a local termination, 237.

Skelmufeky, meaning of the name, 431. 519.

Sketchley (R. F.) on notes to Cotton's "
Typographical

Gazetteer," 395.

Skevington (Sir John), his instrument of torture, 381.

Slang, and cant words, 490.

Slaves sold in England, 58. 397.
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(Sir Samuel), promta from his pocket-book,
^

(Sir Henry), noticed, W.

Smith (neas), factor to Earl of Moray, 495.

Smith (Henry), lecturer of St. Clement Dane, 152. 254.

330.501.
Smith (H. P.) on Henry Smith's Sermons, 501.

Smith (' , Bartholomew Fair

h (Richard), his Sale Catalogue, 87.

Smith trrttw Faber, 87. 118. 157. 318.

Smith (W. J. B.)on Handel's Hallelujah Chorus, 198.

Inn signs by eminent artists, 96.

Snakspeare:
" Pike in a rice," 286.

Stm-dial motto, 374.

\.) on FOM'S Book of Martyrs,
Skeletons at Cuma with wax heads, 170.

Vauxhall painting

flmoHnj: anecdotes, 107. 138.

Smytbe (James Moore), noticed, 195. 23 3.

Sneyd (Honor*), her autograph, 432. 505.

Soldiers shot, memorial stone of, 70. 15C. 21 7.

Somersetshire poets, 204. 258. 319. 363.

Bonnie Dundee, 148. 258. 363. 441.

Christmas merry song, 481.

Come form we round a cheerful ring, 177

Death of the Fox. 415. 461.

Dibdin (Charles),
" The Labourer'* Welcome

Home. 171

Hallow e'en: the Wren Sonp, 2<KJ. 253.

Hockley I'tlie Hole, 4 14. 537.

I. William of the Wnatle, 70. 132.

John Gilpin, alia* Mr. Beycs, 110.

I.ady Cnlross's dream, -

Ijurd of Cockpen.

Molly Mog, 84. 129. 145. 172.

wbar got ye that anld crooked penny. 148. 258.

963. 441.

Sack of Baltimore, 4 1 :.

Mm Eland, of Kland, 169.216.

Slate ship, 353. 480.

Then push about the flowing bowl, 128. 1

"

Wasp
Willie Wastle, 70. 132.

Wren Song, 209. 253. 407.

Sophocles, his "Clytwmnestra," 26.

Sorbonne, attack on the, 15.

Sot's Hole, a tavern, 25O.

Soul, its dentation and meaning, 250. 334.

Sound, its travelling experimentally proved, 505.

Soulhey (Dr. Robert), birth-place. 363.

S. (P.) on "Essay on Taste," and Faux, 470.

Sparke (Lieut.), bis signet ring, 423.

Speech, one human before the flood, 379. 538.

Spee.1 D. (J.) on death warrants, 523.

Spirit of the Waters, n Norway legend, 487.

Sponge or Spanish cake-

Spontoon, a light battle-axe, 197

Spoon Inscription, 519.

Speon-lifUng oo St. Stephen's Day, 484.

Sport, as a slang word. \

Sprat (Biahop), retort to Duke of Buckingham, 5O4.

Spmtt (Thoma.), Cbronica," 29.

Squaring the dale, a game, 8. 58. 191. 291. 511.

S. (R.) oo Fawnes family, 136.

Grotesque rachurchei., 236.

S.(B. H.)ontbefonrIndJmkinP
S X on Cotgravea Freml.-KnglM. DictioMry, 453.

t.mond maids </)..> our, :>-

Scott (Her
Thomaon (James), his marriap.

S. (S. D.) on General Thackwtll, 439.

Old Beodhit*, 443
S. (S. M.) oo prorerhs, &c. of the 17th century, 6. 22.

8. (8. S.)
on Glynn's

-
Day of Judgment," 196.

Orthographical peculiarities, 129.

Toy, its old meaning. 1

S. (T.) on derice of a crown as a bip, no.
Stafford (Countess of), her letters, 27.

Stamford Hill, noticed, 28. 158. 4O6.

SUmps, Iriab, 50.

Standen (Edward) of Arborfield, 8.V 1

Stannard (W. J.), early koukM-HerV catalogues, 236.

Jnnins authorship settled, 68.

Statist on death warrants, 433.
S. (T. E.) on Arthur Hildmham, 431.

Lomax or Ixxnas, 478.

Steamers, their speed, 29O.

Steele (Sir Richard), his former wife, 2O6.

Steinman (G. S.) :.

Steinmetz (Andrew) on - The *tyle is the man himself,-

54.

Stephen (King), his oak near Brigstork, 498.

Stephens (F.) on British anthropophagi, 71.

Stern (Dr.), suffragan of Dorwr, 302.

Sterne (Laurence), not a Medmenham monk, 350.

Stewart (Walking), noticed. 247.

S. (T. G.) on Lady Culross's dream, 3?3.

Stirling (James), his works, 147.

Stirling (John), translator of Terence, 512.

Stirling peerage, 268. 297. 387. 434.

Stock Exchange, its bull and bear, 79. 138. 200.

Stocks for punishment, remains of, 59.

Stoco, its etymology, 69. 133.

Stone (C^orge), Abp. of Armagh, 212.

Stonehenge, Brahminical account of, 69.

Stones, lucky. |

Strangers in London in 1563 and 1571, 447,

Stratford family, 376. 424. 477. 522.

Stratford (Dr. Nicholas). Bishop of Chester, 376. 477.

522.

Strike, an ancient one, 376.

Stuart (Charles Edward), grandson of Jame* II

letters, 307.

Stuart (James Francis Edward), son of Jam*

legitimacy, 51. 99. 233.

Stuart (Ferdinand Smyth), bis family,

Stockling, an apple tart, its derivation, 483.

Stnffynwood on Sir William Sutton, 26.

) on legends of Normandy and Brittany, 227.

St. (W.) on De Foe's descendant

Pole (Francis) of Derbyshire, 521.

Style, Old and New, l.nw diatingnUhed, 488.

Sullacombe (M.) and the streets of London, 105.

Sunday observance, temp. Charle* I

Sun-dial inscription, Milton elm 7 >

Sun-dial with retrograding shadow, 144

Saper-ftltart in catl.ed

{MirMice worn on OOOQ rnuftv, 1 1 .

Sutherland (Earl of) and the Rebellion of 1 7 1
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Sutton (Sir Win.), epitaph, 26.

S. (W.) on prices of Bibles in 17th century, 16.

Borghese (the Princess), 417.

Swan (Edward B.), Surveyor-General, 212.

Swans, names to distinguish the sex, 416. 524.

Swiftiana :

Goodwin (Mrs.), relationship to Swift, 269.

Eidpath and Roper, their deaths, 182.

Swift and the authorship of "
Molly Mog," 174.

Swift's satire upon Lord Cutts, 132.

Swift's visits to Wokingham, 85.
" Tale of a Tub," its authorship, 269.; its origin,

290.

Swift (Thomas) and the authorship of " The Tale of a

Tub," 269.

Switzerland, route map of, 90. 199.

S. (W. N.) on Sir John Hart, 308.

Symbolism in church architecture, 274.

Synonymes, noticed by Bp. Nicolson, 224.
"
Syr Tryamoure," obscure passages in, 225. 297. 359.

474.

T.

T. on Henry William Bunburj, 71.

Bruce (Robert), his skull, 167.

Highland regiment at battle of Leipsic, 469.

Laird of Cockpen: Broase and Butter, 123.

Stirl ing (James) ,
his Works,' 147.

T. (1.)i on death of Lord Chatham, 513.

Sir Joshua Reynolds's House, 128.

Talbot (Sir Humpfrey), sheriff of Berks, 414.

Talbot (J. G.) onjfFaber versus Smith, 87.

Talbot (Thomas), noticed, 148. 217.

Talbot monuments, 371.

Tallboys on grinding old people young, 327.
Smith families, 318.

Talma, French tragedian, 429.

Tamberlin family, 171.

Tankerous, its derivation, 188.

Tarquinius Superbus, prodigy of his downfal, 2.

Taylor (E. S.) on "
Eikon-Basilike," 500.

Taylor (Michael Angelo), noticed, 460.

Taylor (W.) on sun-dial with retrograding shadow,
144.

Te Deum interpolated, 352.

Tee-Bee on a, lover of matrimony, 25.

Mussulman's view of England, 47.

Teeth, charm for cutting, 326.

Telegraph, electric, foreshadowed, 503.; ocean cable,
148. 200.

Temple as applied to Protestant churches, 291.

Temple (H. L.) on biographers and their subjects. 451.

Bishop Sprat's retort, 504.

Temple (Launcelot). See John Armstrong.
Ten, its etymology, 529.

Ten and tenglars, 52. 98.

Tenebrse office in the Roman church, 32.

Tenglars, its meaning, 52. 98.

Tennent (Sir J. Emerson) on "
cutting one's stick,"

478.

Sardanapalus and Abp. Leighton, 113.

Wren Song, 253.

Tennyson (Alfred), story of his
"
Enid," 131. 155.

Tenor, origin of the word, 489.

Tenure services: chopping two sticks, and counting
horse-shoe nails, 264.

Terence's Comedies, translations, 512.

Termed, hunting match of, 427.

Testament, New, in modern Greek, 371.; by Copland,
1550, 208. 279.

Texts from the Apocrypha, 309. 443.; from different

passages of Scripture, 309.
T. (F. G.) on Wyngrerde's Views of London, 332.
T. (G. L.) on Major G. P. Thomas, 415.
Thames bargees, their manifold pilferings, 496.
Thelusson (Peter), the banker, his books, 11.

Theocritus and Virgil, 239.

T. (H. E. P.) on Phillips'* New World of Words, 532.
Theta on " The Sack of Baltimore," 415.
Theta (Sigma) on Highland regiment at Leipsic, 537.

Military queries, 328.

Scotch episcopal clergy, 390.

Watson family of Yorkshire, 10. 328.
Thirkeld (Rev. Win.) of Durham, 451.

Thomas (Major Geo. Powell), his ancestry, 415.
Thomas (W. Moy) on Molly Mog, 175.

Thomason (G. T.), custom in his
"
Memories," 170.

Thompson (Edward) on tower-crowned arch, 129.
Foxe's Book of Martyrs, 435.
Northumbrian notes, 435.

Thompson (Pishey), on Andrew: Gaffman, 328.
Actresses ennobled by marriage, 336.
American statesman's library, 450.

Literary taste of different countries, 430.

Marlborough (Duchess of), birthplace, 330. 407.
Minstrel's gallery in Lincoln Cathedral, 35.
"

Ness," as a local termination, 388.

Tote, its meaning, 338.
Weston (Sir Win. and Sir Richard), 336.

Thorns (W. J.) on English actors in Germany, 21.

Thomson (James), poet, his family, 50. 239. 424.
" Three Kings of Colon," an anthem, 431. 505.
0. (2.) on Dr. James Anderson, 169. 327.

Duncanson (Major), and massacre of Glencoe, 109.

Lilac, its derivation, 109.

Scotch genealogies, 109.

Smith families, 318.

Thunder, winterly, 36.

Thunder-stones, 92.

Thurneisser and Turner, 39.

Thwackwell (Col.) noticed. 310. 439.

Tiber, its overflowings in 1688, 450.

Tick, a slang word, 492.

Tillotson (Abp.), quotation in his "Sermons, 69. 119.

179.

Tilly (Counsellor), noticed, 206.

Timbs (John) on ''

cutting one's stick," 413.

Flower-pot inn sign, 497.

Tisdale (Philip), Attorney-General, 212.
Tite (Wm.) on a sonnet attributed to Milton, 344.
T. (J. E.) on an almery, 251.

" John Bull," as a national sobriquet, 453.

T. (N.) on London's Catalogue of Vendible Books, 105.

Tobacco controversy of 1858, 452.

Tooth-ache superstition, 484.

Tophana on papier moure, 377.
Torture not allowed by the laws of England, 176. 217.

Tote, its derivation, 282. 338. 443.
"
Toucher," explained, 433.

Tower of London, residence within, 69.
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Tower-crowned arcl..

Town*, abbremted MOM of, 319. 977. 999.

I
.

. '!:-..'. '<;

TowMhend (George VTsotmnt). i> 1 1

Tows. (Nicholas), visited by an apparition, 299.

Tor. its old mean t u..

Translators' interpoUtkn, SIM.

J:.., '. ..

'

.

'

! .
'

Timsniy.meinoriaUto, 65i

Trees and flowers, notes on

Traocli (Frnncb) on Lord Bacon on Conversation, ing.

Can-low writing and odd re,nit, 396.

Carriage-bo-
Derivation of layman, I

Dryden* recantV
, K

-Uhirc proverb, H.

.ir the poet's row, 266.

Trtvelyan (Sir W. C.) on Sir Henry Calverlry, 198.

Tracts by Wynk) n de Worte and I'mson, _

Tricolor flag of Km...

Trifbriuin, its deriTation. 521.

Troutbeck, inn sign nt, 96.

. ) on authorship of Tnte of a Tub." 1

Tun glass, ll<>

Turenne (Marshal), story of, 86.

Tntenag metal, 3*

Twelfth-day rigil, thirteen fires on, 488.

T. (W. II. W.) on tkr word -
end," M

hail (William ), engraw. 522.

Tyas (<Jo.) on rent-charge and service in Yorkshire,
289.

Typo on early English print! nr

::-tto, 999.
Trwi (Gmlym Glan) on Old Boodleitr

r

ition, 53.Uffurd church, its sacrilegioos ,

Ulphilas's translation of the New Tectat.

Underbill (tUw.). the u Hot GospeHer," 187.

Uoeda on baying a Bible, 235.

Clergy support in MasAnchn
Cokmait (John) and the Monster, 299.

Kuwling and matrimony, 144.

-Masterly in.ictiritT,""orijpn of Uio phrasr
Stewart (Walking-
Thomson (James), the poet, .

Uotmuty hoods, 74. 191

I'n'.u.ky dat-

'Trorrcurit=:aoderstandiii

Urban, as a Christian name, 1 1. 76.

rssber (Abp.), nw edition of bis
" Britannicamm

Istlssiaram Antiqnitates," 99.

Ussber (Arthur) of Donnybrook
Ussher (Sir Wm.), drowned in the Dodder, 324. 4.'W.

oo Brwchea Bible, 35A.

V. on Dareoant's place of confinement, 28.

Valeat Quantum on Juaiu* ami Hmrv Flood, 101. 189.

Vales of Red and White Horse, 39. 955.

Vandniss (General).
Van Lew (.1

Vargas, his oath, :t

Vauxhall paintings 70. 197.; punch, N
VebnaonCromwell'. beaJ

Hearing through the mouth, I

Libecavi animam meani,

Scraping an acquaintance, 136.

Venice, mediieval arcliitectttte of, 108.
Verax on archiepiscopal mitre, 248.

Verdingaks, or nutbtugales, 8.

Vergubmu-s its etymoloD .

Venes of grotesque shapes 990. 83.

Verstegan (Kichard, bis

rtue (Geo
156. 364.

Verstegan (Kichard), bis parentage, 4.

Vertue (George), draoghts of ancient statues

Very, the etymon *7.

Vigor (SimonX Abp. of N.rbonnc
Vihun Quatone, origin of title, 466.
Villei. .

viiiouO
V n (II. U.) on Sir Charlw Bawdin, 148.

Voltaire (M. F. A.), ejMtnjJi, I ,n from,
298.

Voters tenued smokers* 17.

Vulture in Italy, 1.; its habit*, 3.

rton man ii
scripts, .

W. 1. on Society fr Assurance against Pnrgat >

W. (A. fl.) on Ttf Denm interpoUteaf
Waits at Christmas tide, 486.

Princes of, residence at Oxford, 323.

WalpurgU, its meaning and dentation, 270. 425.
'

Warburton (Bartholomew Elliott), noticed, 49.

Ward (Dr. Nathaniel), vicar of Staindron, 46. 76.

Warden of the Cinque Torts as coroner

Warehouses, bonded, origin of, 144.

Washington (Gen.), letter to John Custi*
"
Watchman," author of a poem on the, 353.

Water-marks on pap-
Watson family of Yorkshire

Watson of Bilton Park their am.

Watson (Rev. Geo.), sermon. "
Christ the Li Jit of the

World," 396.

Watts (Dr. Isaac), his orthodoxy.

,-y on General Thaekwell
) on Scottish clergy deprived in 1689, 538.

W. (De) on Stratford family, 424.

) on Cambridge costume, 7 s

Fuller's sermon on Hen. Danvers, 3O9.

Weapon salve, 190. 237.

Weasel formerly confounded with the cat, 261.

Webster (Dr. Noah),
Weir (Archibald), on occasional forms of nrayr
Wellbank on folk lore, 242.

Wellington (Arthur, Duke of), ancestry, 186.; add re,

from the county of Dublin, 466.

Wells (Air.), dramatic writer, 109.

Welsh judges, 878.

S.) on the Three Kings of Colon,
"

i

Wesley (Her. John)
with tones, 453.
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Western (Lieut. John), epitaph, 494.

Westmacott (Charles Molloy),
" The English Spy."

131.

Westminster Abbey, fresco in the Record room, 33. 55.

Weston (Sir Richard), noticed, 336.

Weston (Thomas), epitaph at Florence, 373.

Weston (Sir William), noticed, 336.

W. (F. G.) on Earl of Northesk's epitaph, 495.

Prince Rupert's arms, 538.

W. (H.) on Bocase tree in Northamptonshire, 498.

Bulse, its meaning, 408.

Inn signs by eminent artists, 96.

Moldwarp, its etymology, 98.
" Pull garlick," 229. 257.

Watson of Yorkshire, 94.

Whig, singular definition of the word, 413.

White (Dr. John), his Works in Eustone church, 533.

White (J. D.) on Cashel progresses, 377.

Whitelock pedigree, 207.

Whitsuntide fellow, 288.

Wiclif (John),
" Last Age of the Church/' the word

"
elispirid," 471.; New Testament, by Lewis, 208.;

Testament used by Dean Trench, 452.

Widbin, or dogwood, its derivation, 483.

Widdington, gold ring found at, 228.

Widow's cap, its origin, 433.

Wife-selling at Dudley, 258.

Wightman (Gen. J.), letter to the Countess of Seaforth,

446.

Wilkinson (H. E.) on Herbert Enowles, 28.

Oak-bedsteads and furniture, 38.

Willett (Mr.), purchaser of Orleans pictures, 308. 337.

443. 520.

Williams (Abp.), a|>lay acted in his house, 401. 477.

Williams (John) on carriage boot, 407.
" Dominus regnavit a ligno," 515.

Manning (Thomas), suffragan, 296.

Seal of Menigoutte church, 361.

Willis (Timothy), ambassador to Muscovy, 310.

Wilson (Florence), noticed, 203.

Wilson (Nicholas), his eighth wife, 25.

Wilson (Prof. John), birth and death, 51. 118.

Wilton (Edward) on Sir John Danvers, 338.

Wiltshire Antiquities, MS. vol. by Aubrey, 467.

Winchcombe (John) alias Jack of Newbury, 304.

Winchester cathedral, the minstrels' gallery, 35.

Winchester diocesan registers, 202.

Window in the sense of blank, 470.

Windsor, Burford House at, 355.; spit for the baron of

beef, 248. 336.

Wink, as a local prefix, 70. 96.

Winkley family, 170.

Winnington (Sir T. E.) on Foxe's Book of Martyrs, 535.

Talbot monument, 371.

Winsley family, 353.

Winstanley (Wm.), his death, 531.
" Wirried at a steack," 27. 57. 239.

Wise (Dr. Francis) on the White Horse, 255.

Witchcraft in churning, 67. 504.
;
forbidden by Abp.

Theodore, 196.

Witches wirried at a stake, 27. 57. 239.

Witt (John de), spelling of his name, 216.

W. (J.) on account of Innismurray, 170.

W. (J.) (Birmingham) on Calcuith, 205.

W. (J. F.) on Herbert Knowles, 55.

Norton family, 337.

W. (J. H.) on Nelson's car, 538.

Wyngrerde's Views of London, 331.

W. (K. F.) on derivation of "
Whig," 41 3.

W. (L.) on Winsley family, 353.

AY. (L. A. B.) on Catalogue of Shakspeariana, 4.

Wogan (Wm.) of Baling, 42. 507. 527.

Wolf, the last in Scotland, 169. 296. 402.

Wolfe (Gen. James), journal of the siege of Quebec,
163. 346. 370.

Wolsey (Cardinal), residence at Morton Court, 228. 294.
357. 437.

Wonfor (T. W.) on "
Life is before ye!

"
109.

Osmunda regalis, 116.

Passport granted by Queen Anne, 117.

Wood (Rev. Matthew), noticed, 250. 389.

Wood (Wm,), author of
" The Survey of Trade," 188.

Wood (Wm.) of the Drapier's Letters, 188.

Woodroof, Asperula odorata, 13. 35. 77.

Woodroffe (Richard) of Woolley, 69.

Woodruffe (Samuel) of Gainsborough, 452.

Woodville (Eliz.), portrait at Hampton Court, 54.

Woodville family marriages, 329.

Woodward (B. B.) on abbreviated names of counties,.

299.

Heraldic query, 11.

Indexes to episcopal registers, 202.

Kentish longtails, 539.

Memoranda concerning the seasons, 530.

Minstrels' gallery in Winchester cathedral, 35.

Pregnancy, a ground of reprieve, 79.

Suffragan bishop, 225. 316.

Words now obsolete. 6. 22.

Workard (J. J. B.) on Devil-may-care, 310.

Mayor of Market-Jew, 451.

Wotton (Sir Henry), letter to the Earl of Salisbury,
302.

W. (P: J.) on puppy-pic and Thames' bargees, 496.
" The Young Travellers," 178.

W. (R.) on John Bunyan's meeting-house, 110.

Sanderson (Rev. A. N.), his father. 355.

Talbot (Thomas), 148.

W. 1. (R.) on bulse, its meaning, 408.

Wratislaw (A. H.) on Baron Wratislaw's captivity, 145.

Wratislaw (Baron), captivity in Turkey, 145.

Wren song: Hallow e'en, 209. 253.

Wright (Edward) of Stretton, 13.

Wright (Sir Geo.), Fellow of St. John's, Oxford,"310.
Writers bribed to silence, 415. 461.

Writing, careless, and its odd results, 326.

Wrexham, antiquities at, 50.

Wrotham in Kent, extent of its parish, 71.

W. (T. E.) on Birtsmorton Court, 538.

Kendrick family, 440.

Wolsey (Cardinal), 294.

W. (W.) on orthographical peculiarities, 1 76.

Game of squaring the circle, 8.

W. (W. H.) on James Anderson, 217.

Sir Richard Steele's first wife, 206.

W. (W. 0.) on Bentivoglio family, 130.

Garnet (Henry), his letter, 283.

Gunpowder-plot documents, 369.

Hanged, drawn, and quartered, 149.

Judges' black cap, 130. 238.

Owen (Nicholas), 250.

Popes changing their names, 293.
'

Raleigh (Sir Walter), imprisonment,U07.



INDEX
O.) on Shelley and, Barhamwick, 70.

:iqne' Ports. .'Un.

- Him- of hu name, 2 16.

\Vy)k>
< ' bull and bear of Stock

Bordell's Shakspeare Gallery, 457.

Hoadly (Dr. John), prirate theatre, 149.

Wymondhambfll inscription, 389.

Wjogmde (Antonio Van Den),
331.

London riews, 892.

\Vy,,kyn de Worde, punches used by him, 69.;

tracts by, 965.

Wynyard ghost story, 1 4.

X ( It'etf Derby) on Fox' Book of Martyrs, 272.
" Liberavi animam meatn," 438.

X. (2.) on British and American author-, 51.

Kngluh translations of
" Don Quixote," 71.

B. on Her. Win. Cockina:i.l Lord Kra ki:

Cockade in lenrants'' hats, 37.

X (X. A.) oa Barnstaple: liaru:

Yemen on a Scottish song, 14*.

Yeowell (J.) on John Ully, dramatist, 221
li yM.*," a ballad, 17-'
'

phair at Au-ilcy Knd. 1<K>.

Abel) and Oeorge RSdpath, 1 *>.

) on Baflop, -

tirerpwl, Cwpoolo, Lerpoole, 257.

-.v and early Dictioiuciee,

) on Dr. Drett'a autobiogfapby, 248.

BrownUt
D'AvM* (Sir Wm.), co

Fairebtld lecture, 480.

Ku^bury Jail, it* locality, 268.

Momlt(Frnnci*),cb.ni,t

PbfM of London, ralioi of, 288.

Sluring sUiute in Ireland, 266.

Yrnorynydd on CoL Jolinei of Harod, 378.
WdUT

Y. (0. D.) on Buchanan Mdigree. 277.
York HOOM in the Strand, 121. 195. 209.
York I^dy Uayorew, 396.

Yorkshire, inscription in a mmrfcm
Yorkshire kni^hta, 51.

Yorkshire worthies, works on, 207. 439.

Young (Dr. Edward) and Voltaire, 134. 197.
"
Yonng Travelers, or a Visit to Oxford," M

Yaaca(Senor), colloquy with Doqne de BUsu. MX
Y. (X.) on the sign,

- The I^ad of UuKhJef,"

L on anonymous plays. -

Witches worried at a stake, 57.

I

/. (1.) on Her. Joseph Grig*, 270.

|

7.. (A-) on American dramatists, 25O.

Cranbrook grammar school, 249.

Xinzan family, 292. 479.

L. (R) on Ste Ampoule. 381.

Z. *. on charm for cutting teeth, 326.

Cumbenrorth (Thotna.), his will, .37:,.

Heralds' Vuilatioti

Woodrille (Klizabeth), 54.
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